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Lesbian and Gay
Studies ... new course
this fall semester
By Andy Vainio
Starting this semester, the
Department of Sociology
and Anthropology will be
offering a newly created
course - Lesbian and Gay
Studies.
According to Dr. Barry
Adam, who will be teaching
the course, a similar course
has been offered once before
by the department as a special topics course. He said
that it was "packed to the
rafters" and "was composed
of a diverse group of students."
"About half of the class
was straight and the other
half was lesbian, gay, or bisexual." He says this made
for very lively and constructive, albeit sometimes contentious in-class discussions.
He expects a similar scenario
this semester
The course is now permanently offered as Lesbian and
Gay Studies (48-250), and
will be offered on a rotating
basis once every two years
after its run this semester.

It will examine the way in
which same sex bonding has
been socially organized and
represented, including crosscultural studies and historical reconstructions of homosexuality and romantic
friendship.
Adam warns against people taking the course under
the mistaken impression that
little work will be expected
of them or as "filler" with
which to round out their
schedules. "Merely coming
into the course with a liberal
attitude is not enough to do
well," warns Adam, adding
that "the course will be challenging to what you think
and will involve quite a bit
ofreading given its multi-disciplinary nature."
Such a course is valuable,
he says, due to "the fact that
people are almost totally selfeducated on the topic and
have gained knowledge
through experience," it will
be an opportunity for people
to explore the body of scholarly analysis on the subject
that has become increasingly
prolific over the last few
years.
The course will also ini
elude the screening of sev. eral films, most ofwhich are
Canadian productions, as
well as several guest speakers, tentatively including
Professors Henry Minton,
and Charlene Senn from the
Department of Psychology,
Alan Sears from the Department of Sociology and Anthropology,
Jaqueline
Murray, and Christina
Simmons from the Department of History, Anne
Forrest from the Facuity of
Business Administration, as
well as Liz Chamberlain from
the Turtle Island Aboriginal
Education Centre.
Aside from the usual bureaucratic hoops that have to
be jumped through with the
creation of any new course,
there hasn't been any opposition to its inclusion in the
calendar, says Adam.
"If anyone has a serious
problem with it, they've been
grumbling under their
breath."

L

Frosb Week rolls in its usual large and loud form .... enjoy!

Williams re-thinks stand on tuition hikes
By Lance News Staff
Uni~ersity of Windsor Student Alliance(UWSA) President Fanta Williams has put
in a request to reconsider a
motion that she seconded at
a board of governors meeting May 18 raising tuition for
the upcoming year.
The motion, which
Williams seconded, will see
tuition increase 18 per cent
for the upcoming school
year.
It was noted at the aforementioned meeting that the
operating budget for this
coming academic year included a 18 per cent tuition
hike for students. Williams
voted in favour ofthe budget
at that time. There was noted
opposition to the budget at
the meeting because it included funding cuts and the
18 per cent tuition hike.
"I think that this 18 per
cent increase is scandalous,
for that reason alone I am
voting against this budget,"
said Pat Noonan, who sits on
the board.
At this time, Williams
stated, in regard to how she
perceived the budget, "I
think that some people may
feel that this budget is being
imposed on them. What we
need is more dissemination
of information so that students understand why it is
necessary".
When asked to give a current assessment ofthe budget

and her decision to vote in
favour, including the 18 per
cent tuition hike, she said, "it
was the almost inevitability
of what we were supposed
to deal with, and me saying,
I can't change this, I can't
change this and I'm going to
let it go."
The general opinion that
Williams failed to act in the
best interests of students by
voting in favour of the
budget.
Williams responded to
these criticisms, "I was
wrong in that (voting in favour), I went against one of
my responsibilities and that
was to advocate for students
and that was improper of
me."
"I know students are very
angry at me, and I can appreciate that."
Williams added that there
were other aspects of the
budget that she did feel were
beneficial to students. That
fact, coupled with the inevitability of the tuition increase," simply because of
decisions that had been made
by the government in this
province... ", led her to a vote
in favour.
"I tried to focus on what
I saw was good in the
budget, because I knew what
was bad and what I couldn't
change."
"I still believe there are a
few good things about that
budget, not the increase in

tuition, but a real acknowledgement of need for us to
start looking at other ways
to provide student's the finances they need to be here.''
Williams noted an impressive scholarship program
which she feels, if administered properly, could provide
financial support for many
potential students. Another
positive, she said was the
move of the University to
retain its size and not move
toward the trend ofincreased
enrolment while not increasing facilities and programs
led by other Ontario universities in order to bring in
more money.
Williams will now request
that the Board of Governors
reconsider the budget passed
on May 18.
"That is why I have done
what I have done and put a
reconsideration motion on
the table, not just saying
'Oops, I made a mistake I
want to reconsider', but its
also taken me all summer to
say to this administration
'this is the situation as it exists now and these are the
things that we need to aggressively start examining"
A copy of this letter sent
to the Board was provided
to the Lance by Williams and
states the following; This
decision was wrong and contravened my position as an
advocate for the full-time
continued on page 3
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Wednesday, September 4
Blood Donor Clinic
Windsor Branch
3909 Grand Marais Road E.
12:00-4:00pm.

OPIRG-

Fund-raising Bingo
for Third World Resource
Centre "Bingo Country '
1699 Northway at Huron
Church 12:30 7:00pm.

Sunday, September 8
11:30am
Mass followed by refreshments at Assumption University. Located West of the
Student Centre, South of Assumption church. All are

Trevor Malcom presents
"The Sleep Of Love,"
an experimental chamber
piece for string quartet and
eight digital samplers.
Performance at 8 :00pm,
Mackenzie Hall

Monday, September 9
Blood Donor Clinic
Windsor Branch
3909 Grand Marais Road E.
1:00-7:30pm.

Windsor's full board - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
meeting will be held at
Iona College, 208 Sunset, at 5 :30 All are welcome who want to work
in a progressive manner
to improve the environment, or to advance social justice. OPIRG operates on the basis of
participatory democracy
and consensus decision
making. Call 253-1745.
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Windsor's South Eas
Asia Working Group
meets every Monday at
5 :30, in Iona College,
208 Sunset (Third
World Resource Centr
Office). All are welcome who want justic
for Burma, East Timo
& Tibet. Call OPIRG a
253-1742.

OJ

Tuesday, Septembe
10
Mass services 4:45pm
Mass followed by
home cooked supper a
5:30pm at Assumptio
university. Only $4. 00.
Located west of th
Student Centre, sout
of Assumption Church.
All are welcome. Call
973-7033, ext. 3399.

COFFEE HOUSE 36
is a venue for political
thought & expression. A
series of unconventional
discussions on radical
polits, art, social issues,
etc. All are welcome.
Weekly meetings are
held at different cafes
around the city. Hosted
by Radical Alternatives
Working Group of L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 PI R G- Windsor.
welcome. Call 973-7033, 3277 Sandwich St.
Saturday, September 7
Call 253-1745.
The Diversions listings
A performance by 'Lounge
Tune in to CJAM 91.5 FM. .. ext. 3399 or 3374.
Thursday, September 5
deadline is 5 pm ThursChrist', the acoustic version
If you haven't already done
Blo<HH>onor Clinic
day. Please include a
of LUXURY CHRIST will
so!
Windsor Bhlnd:i
contact name and
follow. Free admission and a
3 909 Grand Manus Road E.
number with your listing.
cash bar.
1:00-7:30pm
Friday, September 6

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CUITURE SERIES
-~- --

Season Premier

Alexander Zonjic and Margaret Kapasi
Canadian-born flutist Alexander Zonjic is well
known for his diversity and uniqueness of styles.
His inimitable sound reverberates with a richness
that can be heard whether he's playing a Bach
Sonata or a funky Blues tune. Zonjic will be
joined by pianist Margaret Kapasi, as well as
Steve Molina on bass and Danny Cox on drums
for ~n exciting and entertaining evening of
music.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398
Saturday, September 14, 1996 at 8:00 p.m.
Cost: $10.00 per ticket - Seniors & Students $5.00. Refreshments to follow
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Bluenoser to become
operations manager
By James Cruickshank
After scouring over 200
resumes, the University of
Windsor Student Alliance
(UWSA) have found their
candidate to take over the
newly created position of
operations manager.
It was announced by
UWSA President Fanta
Williams that Darcy Flynn of
St. Mary's University in
Nova Scotia will begin the
new post on September 4.
Williams said the decision
was "very difficult" to make,
but is happy with who they
selected.
She said Flynn has spent
15 years in student government, and the last 10 years
at St. Mary's.
"He has a lot of experience, and a real understanding of student governmenf,"
said Williams.
~
9 'He has some iJU.eresting
ideas ... and he has experience
in programming."
" I believe it (programming) has a direct correlation
between apathy and student
involvement.
Flynn's experience includes a degree in political
science from St. Mary's, he
was the past Chairperson and
Regional Representative for
Canadian Organization of

Campus Activities, he is a
member of the Association
of Managers in Canada
Co11ege and University Student Centres, and is also a
member of the Association
of College Unions International.
The decision to bring in a
operations manager is a
"positive change" for
UWSA, noted Williams.
According to Williams,
most universities with the
same size or larger than
Windsor have operations
managers and Windsor was
just behind in the times.
Williams said Flynn will
report directly to the president and will be in charge of
the day to day operations of
the office which is currently
handled by Williams.
."I can be concerned now
more on student issues," she
noted. ·
Wtlliams said it was difficult at times to handle both
taking care of staffing matters in the office, and student
issues.
a
She said a lot of times
politics and office matters
got intertwined, but now
there won't be the same
problem with Flynn handling
office matters.

L

Woman
assaulted in
Leddy Library
By Lance News Staff
A 32 year old man has been
arrested in- the attempted
sexual assault of a woman
in the Leddy Library this
past weekend .
At the time of press the
Windsor Police and Campus,
Police were unavailable for ·
further comment

L

News volunteer, Andy Vainio and UWSA Pre,~ Fanta
Williams chatting ll up.
Photn h · nal'ld R11/.:ove

Williams rethinking vote on tuition hikes
contmuedfrom page I

undergraduate students at
this board. It was not in the
best interest of the University of Windsor Students'
Alliance's constituents to
support a budget that reflected an 18% increase in
tuition. With this understanding I submit a motion to reconsider the University of
Windsor Operation Budget
be brought to tht Board of
Governors.
In a current letter to the
editor (found in its entirety
on page 23) it is made clear
that the UWSA executive
committee does not agree
with the unilateral decision
made by Williams. The executive committee, which is
comprised of David Tripp,
Vice President Finance and
Operations, David B. Young,

Vice President University
Affairs, and Darren Vanecko,
Vice President Internal,
would like students to be
aware that they ardently oppose the 18 per cent tuition
increase.
The letter states, "On behalf of all undergraduates the
executive committee would
like to assure students that
the UWSA does not support
tuition increases aahe University of Windsor. The executive committee has done
everything in its power over
the course of the summer to
advocate that position. The
executive committee would
like to make it clear that the
decision to support the board
of governors' budget was
unilateral and did not reflect
a consensus of the executive
at that time.''

It also states that "on two
occasions the executive
committee made it clear that
the 18% tuition fee increase
which was included in this
budget was not in the best
interest of students." At that
time the executive committee ordered a motion of reco nsi dera~ on to be for-e
warded to the Office of the
PresidenP"

11&s motion to reconsider
has been forwarded to the
Office of the President by
Williams. Whether or not it
will be reconsidered is yet to
be determined. Since the
budgetary year of the board
of governors is now in effect,
it is unlikely that any changes
can be made during this academic year.

INTRODUCING
THE FACES OF YOUR NEW
UWSA HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICE
Roger 'Dexter' Shallow
UWSA Anti-Racism Coordinator

Roger, also known as Dexter, is finishing up his degree in Criminology, he is a
master barber (no appointment required!) and wants everyone to know that he
is rarely as serious as he appears in the picture in this ad.

Llgaya Byrch
UWSA Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Issues Coordinator
Liguya is the former manager of CJAM radio. She is completing her honours
year in sociology and is addicted to lesbian mystery novels.

Mike Perry
UWSA Human Rights Coordinator
(on leave until Jan. 1997)
Mike is a third year law stud~nt. he collects bootleg Prince albums and is

currently working on his pilot's licence.

Getting to know your 1996-97 UWSA Human Rights team ••.
Mike. Ligaya, and Roger are the students appointed by
your student government this year to address students'
concerns regarding human rights issues at the University of
Windsor. We also provide resources, referrals, and general
infonnation on a variety of topics related to equality,
anti-discrimination, and human rights.

Watch for ntany educational and infonnative events
put-on by the UWSA Human Rights Office this year. and
be sure to contact us with any questions, ~ms, or if
3ou would like to get involveo ••

Mike, Ligaya, and Dexter

253-4232

RIGHT THE POWER

x. .3500

o

L
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Wantcd-Non·smoking Babysitter
to look after 2 month old in my
home 1-2 aOernoons a \\CCk . $5/
hour. 2255 University A\'e. W.
258-1481

Models
Attractive female models for nude
photography. Excellent pa)
reliable transportation a must.
1-313-730-3646

One Bedroom Clean. South
Windsor, Ride available m a m.
966-3489. Lca\ea message,\ith
number.

CIBC National
Student Centre is
Coming to You!
We'll be right on campus during the times listed
below to process go\'emment sponsored student
loans as quickly as possible.
• Direct Deposit to your account at any bank
• Just bring your properly completed loan
documents, a voided cheque or your complete
banking information.

For Answers on Government Sponsored
Student Loam,, Call 1-800-563-2422
from 7:30 a.11Z. - 8:30 p.111. your local time.

C

CIBC National Student Centre
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

SUNDAY MASS
1 1 :30 A.M . -AsSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL

DAILY MASS

12:05 P.M. - MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
4:45 P.M. -TUESDAY
AsSUMFTION UNIVERSl1Y CHAPEL

COMMUNITY SUPPER
5:3o_P.M., TUESDAY
FREED-ORMAN CONFERENCE CENTRE
COST: $4.00
PLEASE JOIN US FOR THESE EVENTS AND WATCH
NOTICES ON CAMPUS AND IN THE LANCE FOR
INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER EVENTS SPONSORED BY
AsSUMFTION CAMPUS MINISTRY.

ASSUMP'T10N UNIVERSITY 15 LOCATED SETW££N THE CAW 51VDENTCENTRE
AN;J T1'4E BRIDGE. D1R£C7L Y BEHIND AssUMP'T10N CHURCH

973.7033 nl 3374, 3399, 356'

Why work for the Lance?
By Lance News Staff
.
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Volunteenng ,or t e s udent newspaper, yo_u can
have the opportunity to
hone your skills as a reporter, proof reader. photographer or graphic artist
and get v~luable volunteer
expenence and references
You'll meet people from
many disciplines, broadening your university experience. You 'II never miss out
on a concert, lecture, or
game Since gathering and
disseminating information
is our business, you always
know what's going on
That applies to the
whole country As a member ofthe Canadian University Press, the Lance trades
articles with campus newspapers across Canada. The
press collective issues a
weekly wire service which
carries stories from Parliament Hill and Queen's Park
on issues affecting students.
Like student council, the
newspaper is a way students work together to improve how we are treated
- by the university administration, by municipal, provincial and federal governments, and by each other.
Of course, it isn't always
so serious. Sports, arts and
features coverage are important to the paper. They
speak to the way we live,
and they offer a chance to
do a different sort of work
Imagine getting to talk to
athletes, musicians, artists
you admire. Lance reporters get to do that every
week.
Best of all, the Lance is
run democratically We
elect our editor-in-chief,
and everyone has a say in
setting the newspaper's
policies. By participating,
you can help determine the
content of the paper, from
the editorials we write together. to voting on what
the newspaper's banner will
"lance" each week.
If you want to get work
experience, have fun doing
it, and enjoy the prestige of
being associated with one
of Canada's top campus
newspapers, join the Lance.
Of course, there is a
downside to the story.
First of all, the pay is
lousy. In fact, the majority
of the staff isn't paid at all!
Volunteer work is inspired
by the joy of accomplishment, by the recognition of
your peers, from the pride
of a job well done. At the
Lance, these are the sole
rewards.

volved. It takes good Jud_gement to make your review
balanced knowing where to
apportio~ blame and praise.
.
. .
Luckily, each section 1s
edited by people who have
already demonstrated these
skills and they can help you
learn, too.
Finally, as ~odg~rs and
Clark wrote, Telling th.e
truth can be dangerous bus1ness l lonest and popular
don't go hand-in-hand"
It takes courage to tell the
truth and sometimes it's
hard for people to appreciate that People eager to win
popularity contests usually
don't make good journalists.
With 10,000 readers each
week, someone is bound ~o
disagree Ofcourse, you will
earn respect, but. that is not
the same as wmnmg love
The job is important .
That's why we're looking for
good people to help with it.
You could be one of them.
To get involved with the
Lance, call 253-4232 ext.
3909, or come by our office
in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre, Room 891,
across from the Asylum Pub.
Better still, attend our
staff meeting, every Monday
at 5:00 p.m . in the office
This is where all general
Lance business is taken care
of and the week 's stories and
photos are assigned So if
you want to write or shoot
this is the time to stop by All
new volunteers are always
welcome to help in any ofour
departments
Call any ofthese fine folks
for more information on how
to get involved.
fames Cruickshank
Editor-in-chief (ext. 3909)
Michael Pereira
Production manager (ext.3909)
Barb Barone
Ad manager (ext.3604)
Lindsey Woodgate
News editor (ext. 3910)
Dave Garcia
Associate news editor (ext.3910)
David Knight
Arts editor (ext. 3910)
Tracy Mastronardi
Arts editor (ext.3910)
Angela Papalambropolous.
Sports editor (ext 3923)
Trccia McLennon
Features editor (ext.3923)
Dave Bukovec
Photography editor (ext.3923)

??????'!???????
Associate photo editor
(We need one! The position is
available. For more info. come
to the Lance office.)

Besides that, newspaper
work is very challenging.
It takes skill to take the

Jennifer Ganton
Ad designer (ext.3909)

photograph that captures
the moment. It takes hard
work to write the story that
is fair to all the parties in-

Business manager (ext.3604)

Robert Gignac
Craig Balkwell
Circulation manager (ext.:l909)
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STUDENT HEALTH PLAN FOR
FULL TIME UNDERGRADUATES
DRUG PLAN
CO-PAY: 20% ofperscription
Maximun:
$1000 per person/per benefit year
Includes: Drugs that can be obtained through

OUT OF COUNTRY/PROVINCE EMERGENCY COVERAGE

The following emergency treatment
required by you or your dependent while
temporarily absent from your province of
residence because of business or
vacation:

written prescrption, excluding but not limited to the
following: smoking cessation, fertility drugs & antiobesity products.

Accident Medical Expense Reimbursement

1
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Diagnosis and treatment by a physician or
surgeon legally licensed to practise
medicine.Travel Assistance Benefit

Emergency Treatment

When by reason of bodily injury and within 30 days from
the date of the accident and while under regular care and
attendance of a legally qualified physician or surgeon the
insured requires:
a) crutches, splints, tresses, braces(excluding the expense
of a brace or similar device used for non-theraputic purposes or used solely for the purpose of participating in
sports or other leisure activities.)
b) rental of a wheel chair or hospital-type bed.

ACCIDENT CLAIMS WILL BE PAID ON A
REIMBURSEMENT BASIS. SUBMIT CLAIMS TO
THE U.W.S.A. OFFICE

The following services with respect to
medical and personal emergencies
required by you or your dependant while
temporarily absent from your province of
residence because of business or
vacation:
Room and board in a Licensed hospital
on the spot medical assistance
up to the hospital's standard ward rate for emergency medical payment<;
each day of confinement.
assistance with lost documents or
luggage
Hospital services and supplies furnished
return of dependant children or a
by a licensed hospital.
travelling companion
visit of a family member
tranmission and retention of urgent
messages
legal assistance/bail
assistance in the event of death to
transport the remains

).

HEALTH PLAN OPT-OUT DATES
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SEPT.
1996

SUN

)t

JI

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

3
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

5
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

8

9
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

10
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

11
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

12
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

Labour Day

{S

4

6

Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

7

..If

(S
w

13

Opt-Out
10am-4 pm
Final Day

14

The U. W.S.A. recommends that students
wishing to Opt Out of the Health Plan
consult the party with whom they are insured. Verify what age coverage ceases and
if your current coverage is as extensive as
the student plan.
Out of country Emergency Medical Insurance and travel Assistance Services are
important if you plan to shop, go for dinner, go to sports events, etc. in the U.S.
because OHIP does not cover emergency
treatment.

. USED BOOK STORE
0)

g?»'
.tltts
_.. t-l ~,
J:1/t.ta~~ts
~sf>,.\) V'You!~U78~:~r!!'!m~1t!!=;r,1te.
book is sold. UWSA receives 20%, G.S.T.
receives 1.6%.
If your books are not sold you just pick
them up and try selling them in
January'97.

e

YOUR

BOOK STORE SCHEDULE
SEPT.
1996

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

1

2
labour Day

3
Drop Off
Only
9am - 7pm

4
Drop Off
Only
9am - 7pm

5
Drop Off
Only
9am - 7pm

8

9
Selling
Only
9am - 5pm

10
Selling
Only
9am -5pm

11
Selhng
Only
9am -5pm

12
Selling
Only
9am - 5pm

FIRST STOP
FOR

15

TEXTBOOKS

9)

L

WE NOW ACCEPT
CASHNISA/MASTERCARD
AND YOUR BANK DEBIT CARD

22

•

29

16
Closed

23
Pick up
Books &

Money
9am-4 pm
Flnal Day

17
18
19
Pick up
Pock up
Pock up
Books a
Books a
Books a
- Money
Money
Money
9am -4 pm 9am -4 pm 9am .4 pm
24
Special
Rece,pts
11am-4pm

25

26

•

SAT,,
-

F.RI
6

Drop Off
Only
9am - 7pm

7

13
Selling
Only
9am-5pm
Final Day

14

.

20
Ptck up
21
Books a
Money
9am - 4 pm
-t---

27

-

28

JO
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Women 's March Against Poverty

What's the

Demanding justice at Parliment Hill
~4"

by Teresa Round
The Fulcrum
OTTAWA(CUP) Wo men fro m across the
country rallied on Parliament
Hill to voice their concerns
and present the federal government wit h a list of demands. The Women's March
Against Poverty began moving across the country in
mid-May climaxing with
over I 0,000 women marching on Parliament Hill on
June 15. Caravans originated
in British Columbia: Newfound Iand
and
NewBrunswick and stopped
to protest and pick up new
recruits in commuruties of all
sizes along the way.
"In the last 10 years
we've seen a huge setback
for women in wages and social rights " said Marcella
Munro ofthe Action Canada
Network, an umbrella organization for activist
groups." [The march] has
provided a way for thousands of people to get together, it has raised [women's] issues across the country." A recent report from
Statistics Canada shows that
the wage gap between men
and women has widened for
the first time in thirty years
In 1994 women made 70
cents for every dollar earned

Buzz?

by a man, down from 72 fight against the federal govcents in 1993. "The meeting ernment transferring the debt
of [our] demands is the very onto the backs of women,
minimum requirement for students and other groups of
equality of wome n in this peop~e who experience opcou ntry." said Nandita pression.
Sharma one of the organiz"We are not gong to tolers of the march The de- erate this," said Story. "This
mands, which mclude raising is not the Canada we have
the minimum wage to $7.85 spent the last 60 years buildan hour and spending $2 per ing."
Canadian to fight violence
During the women's jouragainst women. are the result ney to Ottawa the federal
of an extensive consultation government started to take
process among women's notice. A government comgroups, labour groups and mittee responsible for the
other coalition partners. "We status of women monitored
are here for justice, not char- the march and several politiity," said Sunera Thobani, cians contacted the caravans
former president of the na- to ask if they could speak at
tional action committee on the rally Along the route,
the status of women. ''We are marchers handed out posthere to ask the prime minis- cards with the 15 demands
ter to deliver on his promise to send to Prime Minister
of job creation [and] put the Jean Chretien. According to
interests of women and chilone organizer, these postdren before banks and cor- cards have been "flowing
porations in this country.''
into (Chretien's} office."
Jennifer Story, one of
L
many students who took part
in the march, spoke to the
crowd on the role education
can play in improving women's lives.
Story, the national women's coordinator for the Canadian Federation of Students spoke in favour of
more grants as opposed to
loans for university students
and she stressed the need to

UWSA executive makes change in office staff
By James Cruickshank
Willi ams said Qu intal

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

,,,s
(519)

FREE LOCAL Clll

12-0008

1 l'il'l'b PhoncTcth Corp docs noi screen cancf'),od ~"1d'ne:\ no lio\blh1, ~hen mcc1n)lthrough Lh1SK:.f'\II;,(
Adults Onh IK• 'H2-to ~ d ii
Iota.I call OulS>dc. t~ liocal Qlbr,g a.rca long eh~
charp rn.".\ :llpph
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The University of Windsor
Student Alliance (UWSA)
announced July 29 that
Comp Troller Deb Quintal
has been relieved of her duties. According to UWSA
President Fanta Williams,
the office was moving forward and Quintal didn't
want to move along with it.
"We were changing the
structure of the office and
introducing a new person
(Darcy Flynn, Operations
Manager). She saw that as
an encroachment."
"We believe this will be a
positive change, and she
(Quintal) didn't see it as
that."

was a "wonderful resource"
to have around the office
and will be missed in that regard." She said the executive has offered Quintal a
severance package, and are
waiting to here if she will
accept the offer.
Williams said they
haven't decided whether to
replace Quintal or not, and
are doing a needs assessment of the finance department at the present time. She
mentioned that the UWSA
is working closely with Price
Waterhouse at the present
time until a decision is made
on the future of the job.
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Liberal job plan
for youth is a farce
by Same Muscati

I

f

;

s

s
r
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OTTAWA(CUP) The Liberal government is
reneging on a promise to
spend $100 million annually
on youth unemployment.
The Liberals' Red Book
promised among other things
·to set a Canada Youth Service employment program
which would place 10,00
youth to work in community
projects. But since the program ' s formation in May
I 995, only 5,200 youth of
the promised 20,000 have
been allowed to participate
m the program. The federal
government re-allocated
$148 million out of the $200
million budget for other uses,
spending only $52 million on
the project to date. Brad
Lavigne, national chairperson for the Canadian Federation of Students, is upset that
the government has broken
its promise to Canada' s
young people and wants to
see youth issues become a
priority on the government's
agenda.

"There's a fundamental
contradiction in what the
government says and does .
they say that they are comm1 tted to youth but they
don' t fund youth programs."
During the election, the
Liberals ' Red Book acknowledged that "no group
faces bleaker economic prospects than Canadians under
25." And their proposed solution were new youth service projects to "benefit the
local community, our shard
environment, and our greatest national resource - our
young people "
Suzanne Clement, director general for the Youth Initiative Directorate, says that
the projects which have been
funded by the program have
been very successful and well
received But she says that
the lower number of participants was necessary "to ensure the quality of the
projects." "We have very
stringent criteria for funding
youth projects," said Clement.
However, Lavigne says
that ifthe government is truly
interested in ensuring quality, then it must do so with
adequate funding and resources, not through cutbacks.
Lavigne says that the
government's efforts to reduce the deficit by cutting
back on youth and other social services are misguided,
and is worried about the consequences of such actions.
"The government says they
want to bring down the deficit now so they won't saddle
future generations with debt.
But the way they' re doing it
is by taking away job and
education opportunities from
youth," said Lavigne

L

Just a few of the staff members who put this fine issue together.
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AVENUE PAWNBROKERS
We Buy - Sell - Trade
- Jewellery - Stereos - TV's - Golf Clubs and more...
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Court Jesters Cafe
and Patio
( at Mackenzie Hall )

Fun Lunch & Dinner Food

8PEND THE WHOLE WEEKWITH U8!
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NFL SUNDAYS

IIONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

44 Wings for 12.95
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-LAROE CADILtAC JACl('Q PIZZA
ONLY t&.99 FROM 6-11PM
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-OFFICIAL NR PACKAGE
•2 FOR 1W1I09 All DAY LONG
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All Day Breakfast

WEDNESDAYS
-IW.F-PRICED APPETIZER& 6-11PM

All you can eat pasta
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Open from 11 :OOam
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Food services task force
looking for students
By Lance News Staff
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Clockwise rom the bottom left - Monica Matcl, Fanta Williams, Darren Vane o. and David Young are shown with about
500 orientation packages they arc selling for $60 in the UWSA office.

Photo hv James Cn1icksha11k

PJ&'Atl

2075 Wyandotte St. W.
252-5705

*50th*
Anniversary
of serving
Windsor
Lancer T-S hirts

Orientation Week '96
Tuesday

Wednesday

Off Campus
Registration Sign-in
9am -10am
lnfront of Leddy
Library

Classes Begin ...

Orientation Games
10am - 12:30pm

Campus Festival
11 :30am - 3:30pm
Campus Wide

$10.00
ALL IN STOCK

STADIUM
JACKETS

Friday

Saturday

Campus Festival
11 :30am - 3:30pm

Social Science
Society
Basketball
Tournament

Get Moving
12pm-4pm

Campus Wide

Welcome BBQ
12:30pm - 2pm

Faculty Info
Session
2pm-4pm

Pub Night

+ lettering

-·

Thursday

U.W.S.A.
EXECUTIVE
AUCTION
1pm
lnfront of Leddy
Library

$55.00
10% off with
Student Card

The University ofWindsor Student Alliance (UWSA) Vice-President of University Affairs David Young is looking
for students to sit on the food services
task force that is now being set up.
"We (the task force) will be evaluating the current meal plan, and looking at ways of possibly restructuring it."
He said they are currently looking
for a residence representative and a first
year representative to sit on the task
force. There are currently one representatives from each the UWSA, Ontario Part-Time Undergraduate Society
(OPUS), the Graduate Student Society and one person from the university
administration.
Young cited that there have been a
lot of complaints about the current meal
plan as the reason the task force has
been set up.
"Yeah, I think there is a consensus
that most students feel the meal plan
needs to be changed.
Anyone interested in sitting on the
task force should contact Young by
calling 253-4232 extension 4501 or
going by the UWSA offices.

The Quad

12pm
M Parking Lot

.
Thank you B.B.Q.
After Get Moving
@ The Finish Line!

Windsor
Loses It's Mind
9pm-1am
St. Denis Centre

Faculty Outing
Evening

re . priced items

s
Lotus SmartSuite 96

--.......

c:.:.::\_~._': --- ------. . . . . _ _ _ _ . . . .#
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Lotus31!_pie
software
you
need!
0
FOR.
max1m1ze spreadsheet productivity with minimum effort

Get the only Suite
with the five
essential applications
for students
Don't get
caught short!

€) Lotus Word Pro
€) Lotus Approach

revolutionary ways to create, review and edit documents

0
~

database to easily manage and analyze information

Lotus Freelance Graphics
the fastest, easiest way to create high-impact presentations

'--' Lotus Organizer
schedule and manage your classes, appointments and workload

ONLY

$

135 tmm

OR 1155! SmartSuit~6
at your

campus Store

Ava,lable tor Windows 3. 1.
Windows 96 and OS/2

·-·

ARE BACK BECA

DEMAND
Y'S

BURGERS
ARE

2 FOR 1

NO.TAKEOUTS ON
2 FOR 1 SPECIAL

755 Ouellette Avenue
OOWNTOWN WINDSOR

256-2385
Free parking at rear

Quebec limits where poor students can study
by Laurel Fortin
The Fulcrum
OTTAWA(CUP) A change to Quebec's student-loan program could
severely limit educat10nal
choices for the province's
post secondary students
Undergrads studying
outside ofQuebec no longer
be able to receive loans or
bursaries form the provincial
government unless the
school they are attending is
close to the Quebec border,
the program is taught in
French or the program is not
available in Quebec. The
changes do not apply to
graduate students. Paul
Vachon, a representative
form the Quebec Ministry of
education, says the new
policy will amount to $1
million in savings for the
government and will assure
that all seats at Quebec universities and colleges are
filled.
Critics say the change
may prohibit students from

U of M students get a
voice on board of
directors
By David Alan Barry
The Varsity
TORONTO (CUP)Students at the Universitv
ofManitoba will have more
say on how the school is
run .
In late May, the Manitoba government increased
the number of students on
the university's Board of
Governors - it's highest decision making body - from
three to six.
There are a total of 23
seats on the board. "(I was)
absolutely thrilled," said
Trevor Lines, President of
the U of M student council "Its been a long battle.
We've been lobbying for
years and years."
Ministry of Education
spokesperson
Leo
LeTourneau says the government felt that students
deserve more sry in how
the institution is run because they are paying
higher tuition fees
He says the government
plans to review student representation on governing
bodies at ~anitoba's other
two universit1e5
But others at the U ofM
aren ' t thrilled with the
changes The government
did not adequately consult
with members of the university community before
announcing the change,
says Robert Roeburn, secretary to the Board of Governors
"One would have
thought that all the
stakeholders would have
been consulted, and not just
the students." he said

L

attending the school of their
choice The Canadian Alliance of Student Associations, a national student
lobby group, estimates that
more than 400 students v.111
be affected by the change,
mostly those studying medicine, nursing, social work,
acupuncture, and police
technology in Southern Ontario .
Nicholas Bruneau, a student councillor at the University of Ottawa, is concerned
that the Quebec policy could
threaten existing loan programs
"Once we open the door
for governments to impose
barriers on students, we inevitably threaten the very
existence of the Canada Student Loan Program.," he said.
Other student leaders warn
that as loans and bursaries
are becoming more scarce,
universities and colleges are
cutting back on curricula and
limiting quality and variety of
education for all students.

Brad Levigne, national
chairperson for the Canadian
Federation of STudents is
concerned that students in
Quebec will receive inferior
education if they can't chose
which schools to attend .
"Where will the Quebec
government stop limiting
education'7" he asked,
"Mobility should be a basic
right for all Canadian
students"
Quebec isn't the only
province that doesn't give
loans to students studying
elsewhere in Canada. But
unlike students in Alberta
and British Columbia,
students in Quebec get all of
their student loans from the
provincial government, and
are not eligible for Canadian
student Joans.
So far, the Ministry of
Human Resources Development has not announced
whether it intends to look
into the changes to Queb~s
loans program.

.

Classifieds

LSAT • MCAT • GMAT • GRE On campus prep I Flexible formats
mcludmg weekends for $195. Instant info: prep a istar ea or hllp .//
ww,,.prep.com. Richardson - Since 1979 - 1-800-410-PREP.

3199 Sandwich St.
258-0899 Open 11 am - 2 am
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6

DAYS

A

WEEK

Len Wallace
Odd Enough
UofW Pub Crawl
Fort Night Folk Mic Open Mike
Billy Dixon & Terry Murphy
Clinton Hammond

Sept. 3
Sept. 6
Sept. 7
Sept. 8
Sept. 9
Sept. 10

WATCH FOR
5COTCHT0BERFEST
COMING IN OCTOBER

Students Show your Student Card
And Receive 15% off
(beer and liquor exempt)
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You don't always

of phone companies.
For great service,
choose the one you know.

~):::>
Bell

• Visit your local Bell Phonecentre'" store
• Call 310.Bell

• http://www.bell.ca/campus
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551 PELISSIER

973-4977

CAMPUS
MINISTRY OFFICE

.... KNOWING you have provided
a wild space for wildlife

ROOM237
CAW Student Centre
(2°d floor - across from Health Services)
Phone: 253-4232, Ext. 4512
Hours: Monday - Thursday 11 .A.M. - 2 P.M.
Presently this association includes appointees of
the following religious groups:
Anglican, Baptist, Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship, Jewish, Lutheran, Presbyterian,
Roman Catholic, Seventh Day Adventist,
and United Church. ....
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
CANADIAN MONEY AT PAR
after 8 p.m., Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

.. ,

~

8 - 10 p.m.

CHEAP BEER AND WELL DRINKS
JELLO & TOOTER
SHOT SPECIALS
EVERY NIGHT!
All-request
D .J ....
If we have it,
We'll play it!
422 WEST CONGRESS
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
(ACROSS FROM Cobo Hall)
Phone: (313) 965-0840

.
Call for private or group parties.
Special deals for large groups.
Ask for Troy or Judy

What the U of W has to offer·· ·

Everything you ~a1!~~~

By Dave Bukovec
Most students have all of
their courses in two or three
buildings and don't have a
chance to get to know many
of the other parts of campus
or the possibilities of things
to do.
Hopefully, this article will
help students - especiall_y
frosh - get around the urnversity grounds easie.r and
realize some of the diverse
possibilities at U of W.

Thinking ofI joining
a
b .,
h Ith
ea
cu .
As a student, you have
free access to the St. Denis
Centre (the building beside
the football field on Huron
Church Rd ., south of the
main campus). They have
everything from stairclimbers
to saunas.
Need cash _ right now?
There's a cash machine in the
basement of the Student
Centre
Essay time?
The Computer Centre is the
perfect place if you need to
type out anything.
Got a late night craving for pizza?
Antonelli's is in the basement
of the Student Centre. They

0

:~

ea~ ddehver it ng d yo~ can
res1 en~e roo.~t
an our meal
1 0
even c arge
y
plan
9
Need to see 8 do~tor ·.
Student Health Services is
located on the second floor
· th St dent Centre. To
~akee an ~ppointment, call
_
There's a phar973 7002
macy in the basement to fill
your prescriptions. The pharmacy also offers postal services.
Nervous about university exams?
Old exams are available for
many courses to act as a potential study guide. To find
out what exams they have,
go to the UWSA office on
the second floor of the student centre, and if you want
a copy, put in a request and
you should have it by the
next day.
Don't feel comfortable
walking alone at night?

.~~::xt~?s?~: :?o:.~: c1~~r~u~~:m~Splaces that
can become a volunteer as
well Application forms are
available at the information
desk in the Student Centre.
Need to talk to a
professor?
· ffi
I
Most of their o tees are ocated in either ~ndsor Hall
North or Windsor Ha!l
South. Be forewarned; th~1r
ffi
I t d al ng m
o. tees are oca e
? tncate hallways which resemble a rat maze - at best.·
If you have any academic
concerns (such as with a
course or professor), call
David Young, who is the VP
of University Affairs at
UWSA
(253-4232
ext.4502). He can help guide
you through the departmental bureaucracy. If you want

dents, call Darren Van_ecko,
VP of Internal Affairs at
UWSA.
Do you like taking
pictures?
Interested in writing articles?
The Lance is always looking

for volunteers. The office is
in the basement of the Student Centre - drop in any
time or call 25 3-4232
3909
ext.
·
The
Detroit
skyline
k
t
as
ma es a grea compass long as you remember
that
· ·
all
this American city is actu y
north of Canada.

L

you'll probably have to
visit at least once a
semester:
• Cashiers Office
Located in Windsor
Hall North; this is
where to go to pay
tuition fees
Offi
ice
Also in Windsor Hall
·
North; they deal with
concerns regarding
courses

• Registrars

• OSAP office
Is located in the basement of Dillon Hall.
. ... ..

·· · ?} '' government has
put a lot of effort
into making this
an enjoyable year
for new and
older students
alike.

The University's Walksafe
program provides escorts
around campus as well as
within a few blocks around
the campus. This service is
provided by trained volunteers, seven days a week
from 6:30 p.m. to about 1
a.m. You can call for escorts

.,
lb_ ·
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Orientation

'.\'.itf> Our student

Photo by
David Bukovec

BACK WITH

BACK TO SCHOOL MEANS BACK TO U811
HAVE SOME BREW AT OUR NEW CEMENT 8~

Try a 11 Big Jake11 61b burger!
C>PEN L.ATEI 11

1e20 un1ve&ffi, Ave w. Phone#(&l9)

2&2-20011

SUNDAY THR.U TUEQDAV: 11 e m - 12e m
WEDNE8DAY8 : 11em- 2em
THUR.ODAY THR.U QATUR.DAV: 11 e m - 6 e m
-

ALL SERVICES AVAILABLE NOW! NO WAITING!

The INTERNET is WINCOM in WINDSORI
ltH:1111,11111

15 hours of Full Access

$9.94

111 , •• Pllklll
Unlimlted hours!

$24.94

fllllllly
20 hours of Email
$7.50

WINCOM supports all platforms, including Windows, OS/2, Macintosh & UNIX.
Dial-up access at speeds from 14.4K to 128K ISDN.
Commercial access at 56K, ISDN and high speed T1 connections.

Gall the experts at WlaM.

145-1412 ~°:t:;~'7==~eb stte wwwwincom.net
at:

Or send email to: info@wmcom net

Pricea do not lnaude applc*8 taxes. Cal for details.

------------------------------
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ON

ON WHAT YOU EA

The Freshman Fifte .
T. ..
ACADEMICS···
pound
increase
in
Wei
en
is
that
approximate
15
't know by now,
\f you d on
ne
student who is away from hght of th~ av~rage university
'd better ask someo
myth.
If you're on a meal I ome during first year. It is not a
you
u won't be here
oryo
every single meal. For thos~
d? not order fries and gravy with
next year.
foodk~utlets on a daily basis. A h~~-l~~e off campus, don't eat at fast
~ee . is a Monday or a Wednesd . you pray that every day of the
urn:anes you have a problem
:hyo~ can eat 2 for 1 wings at
ONHOWYOU
what s on sale at McDonalds th~n ~h ~r I~ you know more about
SPEND MONEY...
are pretty far gone. I'm all for
. at s ,n your text book, you
If money is not an object f~r you •. l
dollar, but next time you rg~~1ng value for your food
suppose you can either skip this section ?r
coupon (with b
c 1P at McArch Deluxe
aeon no doubt) think also
read on and see how the other half must live.
about
nutritional
valu~.
If you are on OSAP (more affectionately known as th~
AP) make sure you apply for work study.~arly, meaning
!tore' the dead\ine. After you've ~aid for tu1t1on and shelter,
~ry to get all of your books from fnends who have taken the
same course or from the used book~tore.
f credit Everybody and their brother will try to get you to
B~ware for a bu~ch of credit cards you do not need and c~ances
sign up ·11 et them Unless you have someone else paying your
ar~iil~uo~~ ~ajor cr~dit card with a $500.00 ~i~it is all you n;ed

:1·
1

1:;~~~ ~]~i:~:iEJif~!~~;~~~;f;J::i;I~fi~d
0

o ::nhattan. On the other hand, you do~·t want to ~tart
looking frumpy. So, get a few nice outfits, but don t go
overboard.
Since you will spend money on entertainment, try
to limit the amount of times yo~ go out as
opposed to limiting the quality of the
outing. Better yet get someone
to take you out.

ON STUDENT
SERVICa:::£-IC:G~
••-. ~ --

-

You probably have, or will have1 a plethora
of pamphlets on the different services for students
at the U of W. They can range from Academic services
to clubs to Administrative services. It would be wise to take
advantage of as many of these services as possible
considering that you've already paid for most of them.
Co-op Education and Career Services can help you find a job, you
can work out at the St. Denis Centre and hang out at the Asylum
Pub in the CAW Student Centre. Some things though, require a little
more research and leg work. For example there are several
scholarships and bursaries that are available at the Awards Office
which some people don't know about. There are also travel
opportunities such as the Student Work Abroad Programme (SWAP),
as well as student exchange programmes to foreign countries. You
might even learn another language. Speaking of travel, the Travel
Office in the basement of the CAW Student Centre can help a lot
if you ever feel the need to get out of Dodge.
When it comes to Administrative services such as the
Cashier's Office and the Office of the Registrar's, don't
feel intimidated. Just remember that without you,
their employees would be unemployed so that
means they are ultimately there to
serve you.

P.S. If you have issues, concerns, ideas, a brain, perhaps you too could be a feature
writer. In fact, the Lance is looking for volunteers who would like to share their unique
voice with the rest of the student body and others. So don't be shy.
Please contact T. Mclennon for more information at 253-4232 ext. 3909 or drop by
the Lance in the basement of the CAW Student Center opposite the Asylum pub.
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Changes at CJAM ... your campus radio
By Lindsey Woodgate

ber 5, 1995. The staff have
since worked tirelessly to implement the power increase
and install the new antenna.
On July 19, 1996 at
4.32p.m., CJAM was made
accessible to all of Windsor
and surrounding area, including Leamington, Kingsville,
and LaSalle and even as far
as Port Huron.
During the past two
years, Ligaya Byrch,
CJAM's Station Manager,
has been instrumental to the
process of achieving the
power increase. Byrch is
now leaving CJAM, moving
on to a job in the University
ofWindsor Student Alliance
human rights office The task
of leading the new and improved CJAM during this
'more powerful' era will be
taken on by Sue St.Denis. St.
Denis has been involved in
the non-profit sector of
Windsor for almost I Oyears
and comes to CJAM with
extensive fundraising and
management experience.
All CJAMmers past and
present and all of the campus community alike should
note the tireless effort put
forth by Bvrch. She has enjoyed her time with the station but now feels she is
ready to hand it over to some
fresh energy and enthusiasm.

This current academic year
there are more reasons than
ever to tune your FM dial to
91.5. CJAM is your campus
radio station, an eclectic,
fast-paced, ever-changing,
evolving, media outlet for all
members of our campus
community.
Many former students
have complained that they
can't even get CJAM in residence \\~th the new power
increase from 50 Watts to
500 WATTS, there are no
more excuses. Finally the
wondrous strains of CJAM
will be heard by all
You may be a new student
to this city and unaware of
where to tune your dial , or
you might not be so new and
still not know the coolest
places to tune in! Mainstream media stations like
88.7, 96.3, and others will
provide you with your daily
dose of Alanis Morissette,
but if you are open to experiencing a more diverse listening experience, then
CJAM is for you.
An integral part of the
university experience is tak•us in 4 vc11icty ofideas, con

cepts and art forms, and
learning to appreciate them
all, to formulate your own
personal tastes despite those
dictated by commercial meAl though rewarding,
dia. Your greatest opportu- Byrch found the quest for the
nity to do this in Windsor is power increase and the cornby becoming
plications that arose with the
involved in the
~
Student
local commu~)
Media
nity, which in- I »
Co~pocludes listening . .J ~!!.,•( Um, ration,
to CJAM and
made
taking in as many media al- her time at CJAM difficult.
tematives as possible such as
"There were a lot of probthe Lance, Room magazine, lems associated with both the
Artcite, or WDET 101.9 fin SMC and the power inetc...
crease... At this point right
For ten years CJAM and now I'm drained, I really
its staff and volunteers have don't have any more energy
striven to increase the acces- to give to CJAM and that's
sibility of the station by ap- why I left ... It was in all fairplying for three different ness to CJAM."
power increases. The third
Byrch will continue to
time was lucky, the increase volunteer at the station, be a
was finally granted and ap- student, as well as fulfilling
provalgivenbytheCanadian her role on campus as
Radio and Telecommunica- Lesbian, Gay, and Bi-Sexual
tions Commission on Octo- Issues Coordinator.

,r

•»fjfJl75

Sue St. Denis and Ligaya Byrch exchanging ideas in the CJAM office.
Photo by James Cruickshank

"I will still have Lesbiq forward to being able to help
Airwaves on Mondays at CJ AM realize some addi8:00p.m. and continue to tional goals, since they are
volunteer at CJAM, I am now accessible.
hoping to finish my honours
"I'd like to see a fine tunin Sociology and apply for
ing ofthe programming here,
my Masters in the same."
it is excellent programming
Byrch is enthusiastic but I think it can be better...
about the future of the sta- Another thing that I really
tion and confident, as has want to work on as well, is
been the case over the last coming up with some sort of
three years, that the quality identifiable image for CJAM
of programming will con- in the community, and on
tinue to improve.
campus."
"My future hope for
St.Denis feels more peoCJAM is that listenership will ple will be asking about the
improve ... With the staffthat station because of the power
are involved in the station increase and thus the logical
right now. I think that eve- increase in listenership.
rything is moving in a posi"I want to make promotive direction and will contional material available to
tinue to do that."
them, ( new listeners), so that
The station is abuzz with people do understand what
activity these days, a sense we are about and what we
of
excitement
and are trying to achieve."
anticipation among staff and
St.Denis feels that if you
volunteers. Sue St.Denis is a
are
someone who is open
part of this rejuvenated
minded
and likes a variety,
anticipation and looks
and
are
willing
to check out
eagerly toward September
different
ideas,
then
CJAM is
4th when she officially
for you.
becomes CJAM's Station
Manager.
"CJAM is doing diverse
programming,
it's pushing
St.Denis recognizes the
buttons,
provoking
thought
great effort and long haul it
in
both
the
music
programhas taken to achieve the
power increase. She looks ming, spoken word, and special interest (programming)."

CJAM currently has three
full-time staff members and
operates fully with the essential help of 150 volunteers!
Anyone can volunteer at
CJAM, and it's an excellent
opportunity to gain invaluable experience in a number
of areas
"The door is always open
at CJAM for anyone who is
interested. The majority of
people want music shows,
but outside of that there's
tons of different jobs and
tasks that need to be done in
different departments here...
It's a great way to meet people, there's definitely some
identifiable perks, as in tickets to see bands, and things
of that nature."
CJAM surges ahead and
now is an optimal time to get
involved. To acquaint yourself with CJAM as quickly as
possible, during orientation
week (Sept. 3 - Sept. 6)
CJAM deejays will be live in
the Quad, and at Club days
(Sept 10, 11) you can find out
how to volunteer.

L

The Campus Zone
by Lance Arts Staff
Asylum
Have an hour or two to kill
between classes? Need a
quick study break? In the
C. A .W Student Center,
head on downstairs to the
Asylum The pub is a great
If you are feeling a little
a place to take a break from
high
strung on Tuesdays, unreality Shoot some pool,
wind
with some unplugged
grab a cup-of-joe, socialize
hits That's right, "Acoustic
and relax

Tuesdays" are back with live Grad House
entertainment by Moe
Bigsley. But if it's a faster, Typically, the
more hip hop beat that you Grad House has
need, be thankful for D.J. catered more to
Mike. Start the weekend off the older students
a little early. Join the party and faculty, but
at the Asylum every Thurs- don't let that
day night and continue right frighten you away.
on partying until Sunday.
The Grad House offers a nice
laid back setting, where you
can actually hear what the

person
next to you
is saying.
Feel free to
play darts,
shoot pool
and listen
to some
music of your own choice
via the jukebox. And before
summer slips away, grab a
bite to eat on the patio

Some Favorite Student Hangouts
... from A to Z
*Quick Info.. on the
w1iere 's anawhat types*

670 Oellette

==-==~--==-=

-old & new dance beats

Abbrevation Guide
S.F.P.-student friendly prices
** - on ca_!!!Rus

Hurricanes
3217 Sandwich
- popular music
-S.F.P. on food

Howl

_Aardvarks
89 University

Rum Runners
3885 Sandwich
-popular music &
live bands

-blues Mon . & Tues
S.F.P.
Asylum••
downstairs in the

Sandwich Mill
3199 Sandwich
- folk and Celtic music
-S F.P.

CAW.
Tues acoustic
Thurs.- Sun dance
Bentley's
755 Oellette
-classic / top 40 dance
-daily S.F.P. on food and drink

Stan's Place Pub & Grill
13275 Tecumseh
-dance music

Bridge
1886 University
-Tues. Karaoke/ Sat live bands

53 Pitt

Terradactyt Lounge

California's
911 Walker
- rock & roll / live bands

The Coach
156 Chatham St.
-original bands

Changes By Night
960 Wyandotte East
-alternative / dance
-S.F.P. before 10:00

The Loop
156 Chatham St
-Thurs and Sun
dance (funk)
- Fri. & Sat live
bands

Cobo Joe's

a
...lalilaaiilllliiii UCQISO IYK LUO

,f'

157 UNIVERSITY M.W.. WNmt OUJiRIO• 25£-8159

Me>N-WEPS

ntu..:.- S:R. \
f ~T- $UN

8:oo,vn - ,Y:Jo AM
A\ ~oo AN\
, :10,~- ~ =oOAN\

s~oo,i\"°' -

MA KE A DJ ff £REN C-L-JfJ1 --~

422 West Congress
Detroit
-anything goes
-Thurs. - Sat Canadian at par
S F P.

Wheelers

211 Congress, Detroit
-anything goes
-Fri. and Sat. C anadian at
par

Dominion House
(a.k.a. The D.H. )
3140 Sandwich
-live bands

--..-

BE A PIRGIE
PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUES
Ontario Public Interest Research Group

Thurs. jazz /
Fri. and Sat. live
bands
S.F.P. before 10 00

Woody's Outhouse

75 4

llr-f-F~,=r,;s~- -- - caiu,Oe-eellendtteeHern...ftwl'!-mf_ , _ _ _
761 Ouellette
-latest dance music

Yuk Yuk's Comedy Cabaret

430 Oellette
-live comedy
-Thurs. S F.P.

Grad. House 458 Sunset
-laid back atmosphere

loo Club
800 Wellington
-dance & techno
-S.F.P.

Happy Tap Tavern
1056 Wayndotte
-high energy / latest hits

Non-Profit campus based organisation

OPIRG - Mmwa're
•Creating a space free of sexism, racism, classism, heterocentrism, ableism &
ageism
•Working in a non-hierarchical, cooperative and non-authoritarian way using
consensus decision making
•Respecting diversity and fostering an inclusive environment
• Working towards social change
•Challenging the existing economic, social and political order
•Offering alternatives and encouraging civic responsibility

STUDENT S WEEKEND
'EVERYTHING INCLUDED'
1

OPIRG - Wodmq G,wups
•Anti -Racism

•Radical Politics
•Campus Cleanup
•Bicycle
•South East Asia
•Forestry
•Radio/newsletter •Hemp
•Lesbian & Gay
•Pro-choice
•Media Awareness
•Organic Food
•a member of WCUF (fighting cuts to education, etc.)
•ideas for other working groups are invited

Iona College
208 Sunset Ave.
(519) 253 -1745

opirg@server.uwindsor.ca

YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1200 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS

WE'LL PICK YOU UP

VOLUNTEER WITH OPffiG - WINDSOR
+ + LIFE FOR YOUR CONCERNS • •

258-2847
Some restrictions apply. See counter for details.
500 Aeroplan Miles available with every rental.
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Pasolini at CAW Student Centre
ice Film Festival, in 1961
Three films were released in
1969, La sequenza del fiore
di carta, Porcile, and Medea.
He was murdered on
Novemeber 1st, 1975 .

By Lance Arts Staff

Poet or playwright? Novelist or painter? Essayist or
film maker? Pier Paolo
Pasolini was all of these
things in equal measure
This range oftalent was evident
in the exhibit
shown in the
C. A.W. Student
Centre's Ambassador Auditorium in July.
The Italian
artist was born
on March 5th,
1922 in Bologna, to a schoolmistress and an
army officer.
Pl!soiini accomplished many
things in a career
cut short by his
murder.
Poet, Playright,
The first of
Artist,
Filmmaker
many collections
of poetry, Poesie
a Casarasa, began a prolific
As much could be written
writing career, when pub- of Pasolini and his work, as
lished in 1942. The first film has been written of Shakehe directed,Accatone, was speare and his works:
presented at thj 22nd Ven- Pasolini had as much force

ofvision and fascination with
perspectives of the human
condition.
The exhibit in the Ambassador Auditorium provided
an extensive retrospective of
all Pasolini's creative expressions, with pages of manuscripts and drawings on display, and large stills from his
films filling the walls. During the exhibition, his films
Mamma Roma,Accatone,
and The Gospel According
to St. Mathew were shown.
The exhibit was presented by
the University Of Windsor in
conjunction with The
Fogolar Furlan Club.
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Drop by our office
and volunteer for the
Lance Art's Section.

On-Campus Student Service
providing Professional Output
at Reasonable Rates
Wedo:
•Term Papers
•Resumes
•Cover Letters
•Overheads

•Graphs & Charts
•ACCIS Forms
•flyers & Banners
•Scanning, etc

Full Fax service,
(incoming and outgoing) for students,
Binding, Photocopying and laser copies
along with a selection of quality paper.
Visit us at the OPUS Office,
main floor of the CAW Student Centre

Green Arts Fest 96!
by Lance Arts Staff
Could you see as many as 23
bands in one day, in one
place, anywhere else but
Wind3or'., Green Art3 Festi-

val? Not too likely!

1he A l!Goods, Big Daddy
"A "And The Merves, Black
Cabbage , Feal, Ghoti,
Green 'Round The Gills
Jndica Strain, Jo Nab (reg~
gae), The Juice Company,
King Kool Flipped, Luxury
Christ, Laughing Sams
Breakdown, Naked Ape,
Problem To the Solution
Robin Banks (blues), Scare~
crows, Soy!, Sawney Beane,
Toast, Ten Indians, Thomas
Buck Nasty (blues), We Wish
We Knew, and the XPY Band
are thus far, scheduled to
perform at the third annual
Green Arts Festival. This
Saturday, September 7th, at
noon, the gates of Mic Mac
park will open and the festival will begin. What is considered "Windsor's BIGGEST Music Festival" is
presented by XPY Concepts,
and ROOM Magazine.
There will be anywhere
~om 40 to 60 booths set up
m the park. Some booths will
represent many different interest groups. Other booths
will sell various kinds ofmerchandise. There will be a
huge beer tent and many
food vendors.
Tickets are available at
Inner Edge Music, HMV,
The Hemp Store, The Spotted Dog, Dr. Disc,
Terrad,actyl
Lounge,
Woody s Outhouse, Riverside Music, and The Beans.

L

FAT ASS THURSDAYS
HIP HOP AND HOUSE

CALL MARTIN 948 3389

FRIDAY6
WE WISH WE KNEW

1 - - - -WS=G

LllTLE DO~RCljESTRA._ ____c::._a

GRUPPl97
SICA / REGGAE

SATURDAY?

FICTION

WSG

SIANSPHERJC

MYSTRYHAT
SUNDAYS

BOOGIE ~N~IG:-::--:
H=T- -

,I. Acoumc CAFE • OPEN MICROPHONE ,I.
FRl!I! ANTI-FREEZE FOR MUSICIANS

OPENS FRIDAV SEPTEMBER 6
AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE I
~

Tuesday. Septe1nber 3. 1996

_
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BRIDAL PARTIES*PROM DRESSES
ALTERATIONS*DRESSMAKING

,-

969-5104
(loutd IH!hJnd Dnonshlre Mall)

"
THE

MEDICINE CUP
Drug Store & Coj./('e /louse

972-5555

2587 Howard Ave. (at Eugenie)
The MEDICINE CUP Drug Store and Coffee House is more than
just a pharmacy; The MEDICINE CUP is a combination of the
most modern pharmacy services available today for optimal patient
care along with a throw back to yesterday, when the soda fountain
was part of every good old fashioned drug store. You can expect
friendly and personaliud service every time you come in, and that's
exactly what we promise!
PROFESSIONAL, PERSONALIZED SERVICE
PATIENT COUNSELLING

OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK

& DRUG INFORMATION

& BLOOD PRESSURE CENTRE
& WORK INJURIES PRODUCTS
VITAMINS & HERBALS

DIABETIC
SPORTS

PRESCRIPTION PICK-UP WINDOW
GOURMET COFFEES

& TEAS

ESPRESSO, CAPPUCINO, LATTE
HEALTHY SANDWICHES, SOUPS

& SALADS

FRESH SQUEEZED JUICES
ITALIAN ICE CREAM AND SHAKES
NEWSSTAND, LOTTO AND PHOTOFINISHING

,free

Delivery

r1

HALLMARK CARDS AND GIFTS

i --

BRING ASTUDY PARTNER
Buy 1 cappuccino
or coffee, get one
free!

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Sundays
Live At The Fish
8 • Powdered Toastmen
15 • Thomas Bucknasty
22 • Powdered Toastmen
29 • Blues Authorium

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Monday (6pm - 12am)
Football Frenzy Night
Kickin' Food Specials and more ...
Tuesday { 6pm-12am)
16 Piece - 3 Item Pizza Only $8. 95
Awesome Drink Specials
Wednesday { 6pm- 12am)
. 19 Chicken Wings
2 for 1 - 4 Slice Lounge Pizza

?ood • S/tMU • ~
1t'a Aet ~e,,ze/I

762 Ouellette Ave.
Downtown

by Andy Vanio
"These guys really
suck," was the reaction of the jock
types sitting behind
me They referred
to Windsor's own
Toast, comprised
of Johnny Ten Inch
(vocals), Richie
Holiday (guitar),
Crash (drums), and
Coma Joe (bass),
who made their debut at Buzz's Bar
and GrilJ on August
9.
Toast's sound
seems to draw
heavily on bands
like 0 .0 .A. and in
fact, says J ohnn Yt-To_as_t---Jo_hnn_y_li_e_n_ln_c_h_cr_ank_s_ou_t_th_c_ _.
Ten Inch, "We tunes during a recent show at Buzz's.
don't mind comparisons like that. It
reflects some of our musical their audiences of undesirinfluences Coma Joe, for ex- able elements. "We're hopample is a big D.O.A. and ing to slowly weed out our
Dead Boys fan. Our musical crowds ... It's foolish to think
tastes are all different enough that you can please everyone
that we all bring something with a show. If you just come
different into the band and it to heckle, then you might as
becomes one big chaotic well get the fuck out, and
quit wasting everyone's time.
mess."
We feel that there are enough
All four members ofToast people out there that enjoy
are veterans of the Windsor the visual thing that makes it
music scene and have been more of a show than a reworking on original material cital.,,
for quite some time, according to Johnny.
As a potential addition to
-~---=-t=he spectacle of aJ.J:>ast_~_ __,
"We basically loclcoo our- show, Johnny muses that the
selves away for three months band may adopt a tactic
and wrote all new material... analogous to one used by bad
Right now we're writing 80s hair bands.
about three songs a practice
so it's getting a bit ridiculous.
"Instead ofkeeping spare
Our first album is going to picks on our Mic stands to
have to be some egomania- throw into the crowd, we
cal double live thing.,,
might do the same thing with
the plastic tags from bread
Johnny says, of negative bags. That can be our own
reactions to their up-yours little schlock thing."
style: "Great. That· s just
what we wanted. We don't
Toast has yet to venture
want people like that at our into the studio, but they are
shows anyway."
hoping to have something
together in time for the
What "people like that" Green Arts Fest, which they
seemed to be reacting to was will be playing on SeptemJ ohnny yelling "Fuck the ber 7. Also in the offing is a
Hip!" several times in the show on September 1o at
course oftheir set. The same Changez by Nite with the
phrase was also scrawled Tender Perverts.
across his chest.
The Tender Perverts, in"Our problem isn't so cidentally, have been funcmuch with the Hip's music. tional since May and like
I don· t like them, but it has Toast, put an emphasis on the
more to do with the jock at- visual and theatrical Vocaltitude that goes along with a ist Tim Edwards describes
lot of the people who really the band as "inherently evil,
like them," he explains yet nice" The remainder of
"People seem to think that the Perverts are: Jason Cross
just because they're a Cana- (guitar), Rob LcGood
dian band that you have to (drums), Russ Burdick (sax
like them, but if you can't like and bass), and Steve Cervi
a band for their music then (keyboards}
why bother?''
In addition to their SepHe also says that Toast is tember I O show with Toast,
more concerned with putting they will also be appearing at
on an entertaining live show the Spotted Dog on Septcmthan making profound musi- ber 14 and at Acapulco
cal statements
Delight on the 21 st of
In addition, being selec- September
tively offensive serves a useL
ful purpose, namely ridding

------------.....J

BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
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Blank the Hip!
Here's Toast!
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Winds of change
blow through
Lancer football
team
By Lance Sports Staff

Windsor Lancers looking forward to a better year.
Phou:, by David Raniga

Former Lancer track star
returns from Olympics
By Lance Sports Staff
Lancer great, O'Brian
Gibbons, met one of his lifetime goals this year: he cornpeted for Canada at the Atlanta Olympics. Before departing for Atlanta, he stated
that his goal was to reach the
quarter finals of the 200m.
Gibbons achieved that
goal, but in the process,
pulled a hamstring during the
race. Immediately after his
qualifying race he went for
physiotherapy,
unsure
whether he would be able to
compete any further.
"I was on the table for
about 15 minutes and when
I got offI could barely walk.
Then I knew I wouldn't be

able to run in the quarter finals."
Despite that setback, the
veteran elite athlete was extremely happy with his first
Olympic experience.
,
' It was a great experience. I had the opportunity
to represent my country and
meet a lot of great people.
Everybody was friendly: the
other athletes, the coaches,
the fans, and the volunteers;
everybody.
"We also got to meet a
number of actors and actresses who were there and
the crowds for track and
field were huge. They averaged 75,000 spectators in
the mornings and 80,000 in

The 1996 Lancers will offer
a brand new look offensively
while they build upon the
strong defensive performance of the last two years.
Regretfully, the Lancers
will enter this season without the familiar face of Ted
Laurendeau as offensive coordinator. Ted' s promotion
to principal at Kennedy Collegiate precluded his coaching this year.
While change brings regrets it also brings excitement, and that comes to the
Lancers in the form of Mike
Morencie, Mike Urban, and
Joe Brannigan, who will join
Gerald IDady, Dan Mooney,
Dan Zagordo, and Mike
Hawkins coaching what
should be a very exciting offensive unit.

The offense's strength
will be founded upon a solid
offensive line led by All Canadians Chris Church, and

unit that must find replacements for Craig Poole and
Rawl Banton.
Defensively the Lancers
lose ends Jon DeSwert, and
Angelo Franzisi along with
nosetackle Sam Manfredi,
and halfback Rob McElwain
but they return all other starters. The Line will be led by
veterans Jim Morris, Jeff
Betterley, and Silvano
Dibattista.
Behind them will be veteran backers Rob MacIntyre,
John Maher, and Jeff Carson.
The secondary will be built
around Brett Gaskell, Jeremy
Palko, and Courtney Barrett
inside while Paul KurantsinMills, Dwayne Walker, and
Joe D' Amore battle for the
comers.
The Lancers have more
than 100 players in camp this
year including 40 freshmen
which should bring some
added optimism to the team.
L

Dan Comiskey providing
running room for a talented
backfield featuring tailback
Chris Moore, and Fullback
Ross McKibbin.
The pivot spot will be
hotly contested by returnee's
Andy Vasily, Joe McLinden,
and rookie Scott Miller. In
the receiving corps veterans
Micah Wagenberg, Chuck
Crabbe,
and
Greg
butothervenueslikerowing Nowakowski will anchor a

evenings at Atlanta Fulton
County Stadium is which has
a capacity of 85,000."
Gibbons said that transportation was a problem for
many athletes at the Atlanta
Olympics.
"One of the bad things
about The Games was the
transportation. The track
venue was easy to get to so
we didn't have any problems,
and diving were harder to get

!O so you had athletes hijackmg buses and arriving at their
competitions sites just minutes before they competed.
Obviously, it was hard for
them to remain focused on
their event."
L

Optimism is reigning ~gh for this year's Lancer team, as they
welcome a new offensive coordinator.
Photo by Dav,d Raniga
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Lancer sports looking for good results
By Jim Weese
and Lance Sports Staff
The Lancer golf team has its
eye on the O.U.A.A. Golf
Championship once again.
Six members of last year's
team return to the squad
(Trevor Chapman, Jeff
Robinson, Willie Sutton, Alex
Kerr, Brad Bially, and Jeff
Mills) and a transfer student
from the University ofDetroit
(Dave Brown) and newcomer
Brent Schultz should have the
other teams looking at the
Lancers as the team to beat
once again.
Last year the Lancer women's cross country won their
first ever National Title, led by
National Champion Missy
McCleary. McCleary went undefeated in Canadian competition last year.
She will be back with the
team and looking for success
again in '97.

Our Men's Cross-Country Squad is another success story: last year they
won their second consecutive OUAA Championship
and placed third at the Nationals. Under the direction
of Dennis Fairall and Crystal Garrett, they will undoubtedly be a force to be
reckoned with once again.
1996 OUAA Coach of
the Year, Rick Cranker, is
back behind the bench ,
looking for great things in
96-97. After a spectacular
'95-96 season highlighted
by an overtime win that
eliminatedthe Western
Mustangs in the Far West
Semi-Final, the Lancer
men's hockey team will
again be a whirlwind of excitement on ice. All but six
Lancers are expected to return, leaving Cranker and
Assistant Mike Rice with a

~

nucleus of dedicated veterans who know what it takes
to win. They also know how
close they were to the
CIAU's last year. After defeating the Waterloo Wa"iors once during the season,
and losing to them three
times by just a goal, they
were unable to get past them
in the Far West Final. Waterloo went on to the CIAU
Championship Game. This
year, the Lancers will work
to break out of what is arguably the toughest league in
the country: the Ontario Far
West. Expect them to come
out highly skilled, hardworking and relentless on the
boards, i. e., much like they
were last year, but with one
difference. You can also expect them to be hungrier.
After all, National Championship calibre is within their
reach.

p age 19
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EXTRA INCOME FOR 96

I

Earn $500 - $1 OOO weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1 .00 ,
with SASE to:
GROUP
I

6547 N Academy Blvd.Dept. N
Colorado Springs, Co. 80918 .

Pelissier Street

HOSIERY
480 Pelissier St.
(inside Boutique 480)

258-3140
Calvin Klein
DIM
Phantom Silks

Hue

L

Hof Socks
and more

D' Amico brings experience to women's volleyball program
By Ron Giofu
After running a successful
high school volleyball program, the University ofWindsor'snewwomen'svolleyball
coach hopes to bring the same
success from his old job to his
new one.
"I've been a successful
high school coach," said
Sandy D' Amico. "I hope I

-

~

can bring those attributes
D' Amico said moving to
to the university level."
the university level is "a good
He has 15 years of challenge," and he feels he
coaching experience, the can make the adaptation
last 11 as the coach of the from the high school ranks
Brennan Cardinals senior to that of a university coach.
girls team. His teams won He believes there will be a
hardware on several occa- higher skill level to work
sions including seven city ti- with as well as the game beties as well as claiming six ing played at a quicker pace.
OFSSA medals.
continued on page 20

Mention this ad and

Receive 15 % off
your next purchase
of socks and tights

* Offer good till Oct. 1st.
Does not incrude sale merchandise

®~@®
.JOIN US FOR
Roadhouse
0 ~,...College

FROSH WEEK!!!

Mondays
Murray Andrew

Live

Wednesday Night
Still the place to be/
902 CALIFORNIA

256-5001

continued from page 19

Wolverines looking to
replace the dynam.ic duo
By Mark Olejncizak

Toomer, w.ho has the ability
to makehthings happen after
the catc ·

job."
A battle on the Uni~ersitX of
The Michigan. ~oster is
Michigan offence 1s taking
loaded at most pos1tt~ms, but
place.
t~e. rece~ver pos1tto n 1s very
Tyrone
much untested.
Butterfield,
Streets disaTodd Brooks
grees
with the
and Tai Streets
assessment by
are just a few of
many of the
the players inprognosticavolved in the
tors.
He feels
competition to
the
receiving
become one of
unit is good
the next big
enough to step
name wide reup and make a
ceivers for the
solid
impact.
Wolverines.
This season
"I
think
Michigan will be
Hayes
and
looking to reToomer are
place both of
two great retheir 2,000 yard
ceivers and
career receivers
they will be
in
Amani
very hard to reToomer(second
- - ~ ~ - - - I place. But this
round
draft Wide Receiver Tai Streets is a hopeful starter for the
is Michigan and
choice of the Michigan Wolverines.
there is always
New York GiPhoto by Mark Olejniczak someone waitants) and Mering to replace
cury Hayes (fifth round pick
Streets is very much someone else. I'm not takof the New Orleans Saints). awareoftheopportunitythat ing anything away from
them, they are great receivStreets,
a
true is upon him.
sophomore, is a strong can"I' m extremely excited ers, but this is a good oppordidate for the split end posi- because the wide receiver tunity to show that we as a
tion.
position is wide open this receiving core can replace
There are similarities be- year," Streets said. "This is a them," Streets pointed out.
tween Streets and Toomer. time where every wide reL
Streets at 6-2 is a tall and ceiver can challenge for the
speedy target much like

Describing himself as a
"teaching coach," the SO
year-old D' Amico said once
he sees the talent he has, he
will implement a system that
everyone can fit into. But he
does have a blueprint for the
way his team plays.
"I'd like to think we'll be
hard working and be tough
on defense."
D' Amico isn't unfamiliar
with the women's volleyball
program with the Lancers.
He attended several games
last season and thought help
was needed "in all the
areas." However, even
though they finished the

year with a dismal 2-9
record, he does see a light
at the end of the tunnel.
"I think they' re a little bit
better than their record indicated, and I hope we can
parley that into a successful
season."
In fact, D' Amico feels
that attaining a play-offspot
this year is a goal his team
could shoot for.
The women's squad
won't have to wait long to
get a feel for their new
coach. Practices should be
getting underway within
the first two weeks of the
school year.
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EXCLUSIVE TANNING SALONS

125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 9n-7284

STILL OFFERING $4 TANNING
BEFORE 12:00 NOON· 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON. to SAT.• 7:30am • 9:30pm
SUN. 1O:OOam • 6:00pm

Alt 'he

l..tf:12 Gu se Pack
r,e,.FIA.Nr12~s
All Out Bound Packs on Sale!!
over 20 models
Plus Fantastic Pack Selection

by
• .North Face • Nike • towe • .Jack Wolfskin•

over 60 models to choose tr:om!

l11-li11e •k11fe ~lea1r1111t!em
• Bauer• Rollerblade • C.C.M~ •
• Oxygen • K2 • Rocces •
• Wheels • Bearings • Skate Tune-ups
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Over 4,000 in stocl< ·
More arriving including
Nike• Speedo & l:'l~.

Oakley Sun.glasses Caps • Goggles • watersocks g morelU
& m a ,:-iy more
. sa\e
OPEN
7 DAYS
u"'"'et S\l' All At
6\9 s ~o'lll\\\
3353 Walker Rd.
Windsor (3 blocks S.EC Row) 969-1993

•.• Plus More!!!
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Mickey Doyle retires from
the squared circle

.n

By Ringmaster

Mike Legacy winning the

Jl

Fans who turned out to the
August 16 Border City
Wrestling show in LaSalle
got a special treat. They got
to see the final match for
"Irish" Mickey Doyle, who
is hanging them up after 26
years in the wrestling business
Doyle teamed with Scott
D'Amore and they went out
and beat WWF wrestlers
Bodydonna Zip (Tom
Prichard) and LeifCassidy of
the New Rockers (Al Snow).
Doyle, who credited the
myriad ofinjuries he has suffered over the years as the
reason for his retirement,
first pinned Cassidy with a
sunset flip to win the match.
He then used a small package to pin Zip, manager
Johnny Bradford and even
referee A. T. Huck.
Doylewasthe 1971 NWA
Rookie of the Year and won
various regional belts over
the years. He will now become president of a couple
ofMichigan-based independents as well as continuing to
run the Can-Am Pro Wrestling School with D' Amore.
Other results from LaSalle
included Bruiser Bedlam pinning Doink the Clown, Dan
Severn downing Gaza
Kalman Jr. in a UFC rules
match, Bobby Clancy and

BCW Can-Am tag straps
from Los Rudos, Terry
Richards pinned Otis Apollo
for the BCW/MCW TV belt,
Johnny
"Hollywood"
Swinger pinning Pierre
Francois, Canadian Destroyer and Death Dealer
beating Larry Brun and Pat
Ryan, Brooklyn Brawler
pinned Skull Ganz and
Luther Wilson beat Davey
Daulton.
Border City Wrestling returns to the area October 25
with a card at the Hellenic
Center in Oldcastle.
WWF Pay-Per Views
After
a
poor
SummerSlam effort August
18 from Cleveland the WWF
has the gall to announce they
will be soon implementing 64
pay-per-views a year. This is
to offset financial losses from
the syndicated WWF Superstars show being dropped in
several major TV markets.
The WWF's next pay-perview, In Your House 10, sees
WWF Champion Shawn
Michaels defend the belt
against Mankind September
22 from Philadelphia. October 20 is the date for In Your
House 11 and the Survivor
Series is set for November 18
from Madison Square Garden in New2 York.
L
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Ski club offers people opportunity
By Lance Sports Staff

for one basic reason which
If you're interested in ski- is _to <?ffer better deals for
ing than Marg Goodman is skiers m the area
interested in you.
"We provide people with
·
p
·
cheaper
deals for them to
Goo dman, who 1s res1.
d
sk· ski "
dent of th e Wm sor
1
·
Club, said the organization
The club is open for anyis always looking for new one 21 years of age or over,
members to join.
and costs $30 for a single
She said that it comes as membership and $50 for a
a surprise to people when couple.
they find out that there is a
She said the club meets
ski club in Windsor.
every second and fourth
Goodman said that dur- Tuesday of every month at
Richards On The Avenue at
ing a recent demonstration
· a ma11 a Iot o f peop 1e 1567 Ouellette Ave.
m
came up to her to say they
Goodman noted that the
didn't even know it existed. club has scheduled many
She said the club is there trips for this upcoming year.

She said one is during the
Christ~as break to _Mount
Sutton m Quebec wtth two
others
planned
for
Telluwide Colorado, and
sun ,va,. 11ey Idaho.
She said there are also
smaller trips to Searchmont,
in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.,
Holiday Valley, in New York
State and Boine Mountain,
in Michigan.
Goodman said anybody
interested in joining the club
can call her at 944-3395 or
stop by one of thei·r
meetings.
L

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

.;

FREE LOCAL CAll

12-0008

ALL REGULAR PRICED ITEMS*

*Excludes prescriptions, baby diapers, baby formula, sale
items, stamps, lottery and bus tickets. STUDENT I.D. CARD REQUIRED.

WESTOWN BIG V
~DRUGSTORE---

POST 2oao Wyandotte St. w.
OFFICE Phone: 253-4477

M-F 1o-s Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;

Sat. 10-2

Saturday 9 to 6

BRYSON BIG V

~DRUG STORE---•
3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 2S6-8Z47
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5
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Editorial Policies
The lAnce is published by the Stud.ent Media
Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every
Tuesday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the La_nce
editorial board, and may not reflect the.beliefs
of all its members. Opinions expressed m the
Lance are not necessarily those of the University of Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number
and must be typed double-spaced, legibly
handwritten, or on floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor reserves the right to edit for
space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday
before publication and must include the writer 's
name, major of study and phone number.
Contents copyright 1996. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written permission
of the editor in chief. The IAnce is a member of
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the Canadian Uruverstty Press.
to
Mission Statement
ba
The Lance, the student newspaper of the
frc
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an
to
agent of social change, performing both an
m.
educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
I
Canadian University Press.
w
J. The IAnce s primary mandate is unbiased,
th
fearless recording of fact. But, it must be
th
demonstrable fact, with sources to support it.
de
Conflicting sides of a di!,pute are treated
st.
objectively and with balance. Sources are named ro
wherever possible.
2. News is sometimes received with the
re
understanding the source is not named. It may
W
be used if the source is trustworthy, but not
th
before every effort is made to confirm it through er
alternative sources.
w.
3. The news must be treated even-handedly
th
without regard to special interests and with
favor to none.
sp
The IAnce is a student run newspaper, giving
"F
priority to the coverage of issues that affect U
ofW

Legal Corne

By Andy Vainio

the most prolixity and
vehemence
are also those
For those of you who are
new to the Windsor area who would be the least
this academic year, there likely to give up some time
are a few things to be to volunteer for either meapprised of regarding our dia outlet.
local media situation.
The successful cooperaThe local daily, which tion of either is largely
isn't really "local'' per se contingent on people
since it is part and parcel of volunteering, so it only
Conrad Black's latest play- makes sense that their
thing, Southam Inc., makes quality wiJJ be affected in
for nice pissoir reading, but one way or another by the
that's about the extent ofits willingness of people to put
some time and effort into
marginal utility.
them.
If you want to experiThe Lance, on various
ence some of the most inoccasions,
has come under
sipid columnists the world
fire
for
failing
to "represent
of journalism has to off'er,
that would most certainly the views of most students." How curious, The
be the place to find them.
Lance
can only represent
In the alternative ( no
the
views
of those who
pun intended), you couild
spend
a
few
minutes, pen
flip on your radio and be
in
hand,
putting
these self
subjected to the commercial meat grinder of"alter- same views into print.
Contrary to what some
native" radio stations which
boast extensive five song would have you believe, we
play lists, the monotony of here at The Lance don't
which is only broken by bite, unless you really hapthose insufferable radio ads. pen to be into that. If that's
Yes, I'm painting a bleak the case, I'm positive we
picture. There is hope, can accommodate you prothough, and it goes by the vided you' re willing to nail
name ofstudent media. Not together a couple of artiConrad Black's media, not cles. If radio better suits
corporate media, but your your media-related proclivities, you should feel
media.
free to ask the fine folks at
It seems to me that
people who criticize the
Lance and/or CJAM with

B,
__.

By Mike Drake
Dear Legal Corner:
I went to a party at my best
fiiends house last week. Although I had a few drinks, I
thought that I would be able
to drive home. Soon after I
left my friend's place I realized that I was in no state to
continue driving. I pulled off
the road intending to wait
until I felt better. A police
officer came along while I
was waiting and charged me
with having care or control
of a motor vehicle while impaired. I had no intention to
drive at the time I was
charged.
What will happen if I am
convicted? I have heard
drinking and driving, but
what does care or control
mean? Do I have any defence
to the charge
Undergraduate Student

for no less than 14 days.
or control and impairment).
The Supreme Court of
You may also want to
Canada defines acts of care consider whether the signs of
or control as acts which in- impairment (ie. odour of alvolve some of the car or its cohol, blood-shot eyes, charfittings and equipment or acter ofspeech) were present
some cause of conduct asso- when the officer arrested
ciated with the vehicle which you. As well, did you perwould involve a risk of form a breathalyzer test, and
putting the vehicle in motion if so, did it register over the
so that it could become dan- legal limit of 80 mg = of algerous.
cohol in l 00 millitres of
An obvious question blood.
which this definition raises is
Over the facts of your
what acts would fit into this situation, you should contact
classification? Although a licensed lawyer of a comthere are no simple answers munity legal clinic to see if it
to this question, the court has would be used to defend the
provided some examples. charge.
Such factors include occupyRemember, if you're iming the drivers seat, presence
paired and not driving at the
ofkeys in the ignition, or use
time please make other arofmotor vehicle accessories
rangements ifyou know that
such as the horn or lights. Of
you might end up drinking.
course the most striking exHaving a responsible
ample would be actually
driver or call a cab to secure
driving a vehicle.
a
ride home will spare you
Generally, there is a heavy
the 'legal' hangover you will
bur:den put on the accused to
face the next morning.
rebut the presumption of
Answers that appear in
care or control if the accused
is occupying the drivers seat. this column provide a genIfyou wish you to defend the eral outline ofthe law and are
charge, your legal counsel presented by second-year
must demonstrate that there law student Mike Drake, and
was no use of any fittings on will appear every two weeks.
the car, that you did not put If you have a question you
yourself in a situation where would like answered write to
you could risk putting the Legal Corner in care of the
vehicle in motion, and that Lance at 401 Sunset Ave.,
your sole function of the car Basement of the CAW Cenwas one to be used as a wait- tre, N9B-3P4.
ing room since there are two
aspects to this offence ( care

Dear Colleague:
Care or control of a motor
vehicle while impaired is a
offence under the Canadian
Criminal Code. The penalty
can be quite severe it you are
convicted. If this is your first
offence you would face a fine
of at least $300 and a one
year suspension.
However, if this is a repeated offence, then your liDo engineers really rule the world?
cence will be suspended for
Dear Editor,
They should be admon- a minimum of two years.
1 am writing in regards to the ished for their behaviour not More significantly you would
engineering faculty, and the praised. It is time the engi- be subject to imprisonment
overly chaulky walls of our neering students are told to
Interested in ~reat resume experience?
campus. We're all a little finally grow up. You 're in
Meeting new people?
tired of 'ERTW' and hear- university now it's suppose to
Learning a bit outside of the lecture hall?
ing about fiiends not letting be a place of higher learning,
fiiends take art/ social sci- show it!
Why not come to a Lance meeting and see what it's all
ence/ or any other non-engineering program.
Todd Irvine
Every Monday, 5pm
lsn 't that considered
graffiti?
Basement of the CAW Student Centre

about?
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A day at the beach
By Ken Lori
On vacation I awake to the
glorious Florida rays beaming from the yellow ball surrounded by blue. Before
long, me and my car speed
towards the coast for a day's
bake in the sun, a step left
from routine, a little freedom
to indulge in God's planet for
man.
Soon my four wheels and
I draw near the main strip
where, over the concrete and
through the high rise hotels
there awaits a beach. I slow
down to read a sign that
stands by the right side ofthe
road.
"No parking," it kindly
reads. "Tow away zone."
With a nod, I acknowledge,
then continue onward in
cheerful anticipation of
what's to come. Up ahead,
there stands another sign.
"No
skateboards,"
spelled the upper case letters.
"Rules strictly enforced."
"No excessive noise,"

reads another. "Violators will
be prosecuted."
"No dogs allowed," another one reads
"No open containers of
alcohol!"
"No diving from the pier,"
the next commands.
"No fishing off the
docks!!"
Sweating now and growing nervous, I slump out of
the window in need of an
undemanding gust. The smell
of salt and water compel me
forward, ever slowly though,
to dutifully digest the rules
listed. And from out of the
fog, in cold succession,
emerge more citizens disguised as cement poles.
"No soliciting," they
command. "No standing! No
loitering!"
"Private property," intimidates another. "Trespassers
will be tried."
I hurriedly go my way,
eyes riveted on what might

Dollars and Sense
By Sean Neville
Question:
I'm a second year student
who was working during
the summer. With a little bit
of money from my parents,
I find myself with just over
$2,000 left. I will need this
money for the second term
and am wondering what I
should do with it for the
next four months? Put it in
a bank account or maybe a
G.I.C.?
A.B.@University of Toronto
Answer:
The most important thing is
to get this money making
more money for you. Ifyou
currently have debt ( credit
cards, bank loans, etc.), pay
them off with this money
and re-borrow in January.
By doing that you will save
the four months of interest
you would have been paymg.
If you owe $2,OOO on a
credit card, pay the card
and then draw the money
back out in January. This
should save you in the
neighbourhood of at least
$120. Hopefully, you have
no debt and this is not applicable.
What you want to do is
invest the money in a manner that pays you a good
rate of return, but allows
you the flexibility to get at
that money after four
month ( or even earlier if required). The problem with
a bank account is the

current rate of interest can
be as low as 1/4 per cent per
year, though you have full
flexibility to withdraw funds
at any time.
The problem with a
G.I.C., is the exact opposite: good return but you are
often locked in to your investment. The solution to
your problem is Money
Market funds.
What you should do
A.B. is go to your nearest
bank and open an account
for their no-load mutual
funds. Buy $2,OOO of their
Canadian Money Market
fund and sit back and relax.
Come January, go back to
the bank and sell your entire position in the fund.
You will find yourself approximately $30 richer for
doing nothing.
Make sure to ask ifthere
are any account set-up fees.
If there are don't open the
account. Trust me, there are
couple of banks out there
that won't charge you a fee.
In most cases I am a
strong believer in having a
professional help you with
your finances(i. e. financial
advisors/ stock brokers) but
in this case you don't need
one. This is simply a quick
buy and sell.
Sean Neville is an Investment Advisor at McDermid St.
Lawrence Securities in
Toronto. Send all questions or
investment inquiries to
sneville@pathcom.com

Letters To The Editor
All letters should be submitted typed or on
disk by 5pm Thrusdays and include a
contact name and number.

be ahead . The ski, I see, is
dark and furious and falls
down fast before me. I swallow hard and gasp in fright
and unroll all the windows.
Obeying the commandments, I douse the radio and
heave my skateboard out
My fishing pole is flung out
next, the swimming trunks
soon after. My cocker spaniel is tossed as well, his bowl
and scooper. Not long after,
with demented laughter I
hurl beer cans too!
I brake on a dime and roll
to the ground like a thief in
hot pursuit. On all fours I
scramble to a comer store.
At its entrance I stand to see:
"Shirts and shoes must be
worn inside." Into the
crowded space, I step, where
rounded mirrors reflect my
apprehension. A surveillance
camera records my blinks
and sneezes
Surrounding suspicion
creates my own self-doubt so
I scamper back to the door.

Outside I wipe more
sweat and gulp again, but
fear its repercussions. I
cough, but mask it as a
throat-clear, that is only if
throat-clearing is a legal form
of ridding oneself of an oral
disturbance. In my haste I
fall, but rise up fast and flee.
Grey clouds follow and
scowl in distrust while the
oceans still begs on the now
distant shore. The sand still
awaits my feet, I'm sure, but
the forbiddance fence remains at strict attention.
Bu by Jing I think I see a
beach at the end of my trouble road! I pinch my arm and
rub my eyes to confirm my
dreamy vision: seagulls, dimpled white sand, over priced
rental umbrellas, happy hour
ads flying across the sky!
Yes, it's real! The innocent
ocean implores me forward,
so I hop and skip to sand.
But just when my gleeful
speed hits full I am slowed
once more to see before a

beautiful )panish Moss a
man prepa1 es to drive a sign
into its ~ru nk . Waving
undisturbed, the thick main
of green br,mches allow only
a few late afternoon rays to
filter through.
His har'lmer raises and
pulls down hard, sending the
bitter sounds of whipping
steel on an ocean's breeze.
Calmly absorbing the sword,
the tree's branches repose to
a droopy still.
"Resident's beach," it declares in arrogance. "No one
allowed without a city pass."
When asked why, there is
no answer. "What is told to
be done is done," speaks the
man, and we are ordered to
do the same.
The same we do with begrudging acceptance .. ,the
same we shall always do.
Ken Lori is a third-year
sociology student whose column will appear weekly in
The Lance

The media as your messenger
By James Cruickshank

We don't cause the
problems
we tell what the
I have found out in my short
problems
are.
The Lance is
time as a journalist that we
not
a
tabloid
it
is a newspaare blamed for everything,
per for the students by the
and I mean everything.
students, and if the story is
You have to thick skin to
newsworthy it will be used
be a member of the media, in any paper in the world.
and even thicker skin when
Last year the Lance took
you work for the Lance. I
a
lot
of heat from people for
tend to believe that people
doing
our job. We didn't
think we make up all of the
create
the
problems we just
stories we write.
reported on them. It seemed
They envision our story
that people would go over
meetings being about throwthe Lance with a fine tooth
ing a dart against a story
comb trying to find even the
board and to decide what
smallest mistake in the paper.
we're going to write about.
Only if we could be all as
Almost every journalist will
perfect as those people are.
tell you the most important
Many ofthe people down
thing you can be is non-biat
the
Lance our volunteers
ased when reporting.
or staff members who work
When you are given num20 hours or more a week for
bers you check to make sure
$75. They do not deserve the
they' re right and then you
critism that's laid against
double check them.
them, they're only doing
We don't create deficits their job. Like the mailman
or scandals we report on who delivers the mail we
them. We don't glamorize deliver the news in hopefully
them or make the story and
interesting
and
bigger than what it is.
informing way.

I do not go into this job
hoping people fail, I hope
everybody succeeds, because
the university is a learning
experience for everybody including me
To achieve anything in
this world takes a lot of
work and determination. I
respect them for that, and
they should respect us for
that same determination. The
Lance is here to perform a
duty for the students in telling them what is happening
on campus.
We take a lot of pride in
running this paper, and that
means covering everything.
Next time someone is ready
to criticize the Lance for a
story maybe they should
think twice before blaming
the messenger.

Letter to the Editor
UWSA executive don't agree with "unilateral" decision
On behalf of all undergraduates the executive committee
would like to assure students
that the UWSA does not
support tuition increases at
the University of Windsor.
The executive committee
has done · everything in its
power over the course ofthe
summer to advocate that
position. The executive cornmittee would like to make
clear that the decision to support the Board of Governors
budget was unilateral and did
not reflect a consensus of the
executive at that time.
Since the operating
budget was passed, the ex-·
ecutive has taken measures

to address concerns regarding the vote. On two occasions the executive committee made it clear that "the 18
per cent fee increase which
was included in this budget
was not in the best interest
of students."
At that time the executive
committee ordered a motion
of reconsideration to be forwarded to the Office of the
President.
While the executive does
not wish to carry the burden
of responsibility for this unilateral decision, we have not
released ourselves from our
accountability to students.
The executive committee

deeply regrets this situation
and will do everything to
advocate on behalf of students in the future
Sincerely,

Darren Vanecko,
VP Internal Affairs
David B. Young,
VP University Affairs
David Tripp,
Vp Finance and Operations
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Violent sexual assault
in Leddy Library
By Lindsey Woodgate
Charges of forcible confinement. and sexual assault with a
weapon have been laid in regard
to the August 31 assault in the
Leddy Library.
The charges come after
the recent arrest of a man JUSt
outside the library after an incident which occurred on the
lower level of the building. At
approximately 2:00 pm. on Saturday, August 31, the weekend
prior to the beginning of the
new semester, a woman in her
mid-twenties was followed into
the lower level washroom and
was attacked.
''It's only because of her
courage and determined resistance that she was able to fight
the guy off", says Jim Foreman,
Director of Campus Police
Services. He credits the victims
resistance an combination with
the speedy reactions of the library staff and Campus Police
as to why the suspect is in custody.
The victim sustained
some injury, as did the suspect.
and was able to escape from the
attacker. She went to the circulation desk of the library and
informed staff as to what had
just occurred.
''They called over here
(campus police) anunediately.
Constable Don Clements responded to the desk," reports
Foreman. While they were in

conversation with the victim, a
staff member and the victim herself spotted the assailant leaving
the library and indicated this to
the Constable.
''He was leaving the main
doors at the south end of the library. He made a left tum and
proceeded East into the Sparking lot and ran right into a second officer, the back up office;r
pulling mto the lot to assist,"
continues Foreman.
'The suspect was arrested
and taken to our office and held
for Windsor Police".
The victun was treated for
her injuaes at a local hospital
and released. The assailant appeared m court on Sept 3 and
was remanded into custody.
This recent violent assault
has and will continue to raise
concerns on campus in regard
to safety.
'This 1s by far the most
serious assault that we've had,
although any assault is serious,"
said Foreman.
"We do have every year
about two or three indecent ex·
posure:. m the Leddy library, in
the CAW centre, or in Human
Kinetics."
'That's because there are
so many females in one spot.
These guys know where they are
(females) and they do their thing
and then they take off."
Safety concerns in the past
have led to the establishment of

Jousting dunng the recent campus festival.

many safety initiatives on campus, for example, emergency
lights and call buttons, additional
street lights on campus, and the
WalkSafe program. But the
question anses if these alone are
enough, \!Spc"1ally in the Leddy
Llbrary and area Fanta Williams,
UWSA President responded to
these concerns, "One thing
about this (the recent assault) is
that it was a very unique situation because it happened within
a building, especially at Leddy
Library. I think while we've done
a lot to assess safety outside of

Photo by Divtd B11/tov«

our buildings and within the
area... ! think there is a real need
to do a security audit on buildings."
Tammy Coxen, Womyn's
Centre Coordinator, also has
concems aboutsafetywithin the
buildings on campus, particularly Leddy Library.
"Leddy Library has always
been a trouble spot for us. We
hear reports every year about
women being assaulted in the
stacks, so we're definitely going
to be encouraging women that
if they do need to go to the

Leddy Library they should go
with a buddy."
Coxen also sees the need
for a safety audit, "I11 be encouraging a campus safety audit this
year. I've had people personally
come up and tell me areas that
they think are unsafe, particularly
the LeBel building."
Llbrary staff are concerned
and aware of the safety issues
surrounding the building. Since
the assault they have been considering initiatives, in combination with other safety groups,
Co11Ji1111td ,,, pa,.. 6

Orientation Week rocks the U of Windsor
.,

By Lance News staff
This past week (Sept 3-7)
brought not only students back
on campus, but lots of fun and
games.
University of Windsor Student's Alliance (UWSA) hosted
it's annual orientation week of
activities. A variety of new and
different activities were planned
by the UWSA committee,
headed by programmer, Monika
Matel.
The week began with
frosh being welcomed to campus on Tuesday Sept. 3, with
games and a chance to purchase
their orientation package. The
orientation packages this year
contained 3 T-shirts, a U of W
laundry bag, coffee mug, binder,
a CD, and tickets to orientation
week events, to name a few
things. The packages were a
great deal at only $50.
A barbecue, hosted by the
Alumni Association and staffed
by UWSA executive and volunteers, drew a crowd of hungry
staff and students. Located on
the east side of the CAW Student Centre, they fired up 3 barbecues and cooked hot dogs.

Also provided was pop
and falafel for those vegetanans
among us.
Shincrama activities also
took place as a warm up to the
big Shinerama event on Saturday, in order to raise funds for
Cystic Fibrosis. Even Windsor
Mayor Mike Hurst stopped by
to have his car washed by eager
students.
Tuesday night brought on
an exciting event for this year's
orientation week. Entitled,
'Windsor Loses Its Mind", an

evening of entertainment comprised of comedian, Adam Pal
and hypnotist, Boris, to enthral}
the large crowd at the St. Denis
Centre (see the l..ance arts section this week for a complete
review of the event).
The event, as well as all
planned orientation events, were
an attempt by the UWSA to keep
the focus on having fun during
orientation week, not reliant on
alcohol. They certainly feel that
this was achieved.
"I hope that the trend to-

Dave Tripp, UWSA VP Finance and Operations ge.ts dunked during ~e
two day campus festival. The dunk tank was to raise money for Cystic
Fibrosis.

Photo by }amts Cnn"d:sht11tle

ward student's having fun, not
so much concentrated on Alcohol based events continues for
years to come", says Darren
Vanecko, Vice President Internal Affairs.
" There was a sellout
crowd for Windsor Loses Its
Mind. It was great fun, people
were really laughing".
"at was wonderful (Windsor Loses its Mind). I was very
pleased with the way that the
event went. 'we decided to do a
smaller event on purpose because I think that lets us interact more intimately with students", commented Fanta
Williams, UWSA President.
"I think it was a really
wonderful night. Just seeing students' reactions at the end. They
were very pleased, those that
were there were very happy."
The week continued with
the campus festival. Located in
the Quad, between Windsor
Hall Tower and Dillon Hall, you
were unable to miss the huge
inflatable games and loud music. G.unes and booths were setup, and for a small donation to
Cystic Fibrosis, you could par
Co11titnad •• ~ J
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Hot Dog Roast

Tuesday, Sept. 10

at 11 :30am until
food runs out-no
charge O n the
patio in front of
Assumpaon University (in case of
ra m t h e Freed
O rman Centre).

\t 4:45pm mass followed by a home
cooked s upper at
5:30pm at \ssumptton University cost
only $4. We are located immediately
west o f the student
centre ano south of
\ssumouon Church.
All are ~ clcome. Call
973-7033. ext. 3399.

,
l
(

Friday Sept. 13
Fusion presents
ON (form erh·
Acid Test) and
Guests at Zoot's
Cafe 4470 2nd
Ave., Detroit,
Mich igan.

Every Sunday at
11:30am all are invited to mass fol lowed b,· refreshments at A,;;sumptlon
University Chapel.
We are located immediately west of the
student centre ans
south of Assumption
Church. Call 9737033, ext. 3399 or
3374 for further information.

··

Saturday Sept.

__ ... ..... J .....

14

-

Fusion
Presents ON

(formerly Acid
Test) also starring: Majority
Rules and Tender
Maintenance worker cleaning up our chalky sidewalks and walls. A recent Letter to the Editor raised attention to
Pervert at the
~
Spotted Dog loWindsor Commucated at 89 Rivnity Orchestra seeks new play- Tuesday and Thursday from speaking on environmental is- A series of unconventional dis- erside Drive West.
ers, especially strings. Ages 18 12:00pm to 1:30pm. There will sues and how they effect both
cussions on radical politics, art,
and up. Rehearsals are on Tues- be closed discussion in confer- native peoples and the larger
social issues, etc. Everyone is in- Monday, Sept. 16
day everungs, from 7:30pm to ence room A and B in the CAW community. Iona College-208
vited to take part. Meetings are OPIRG-Windsor's South East
10:00pm, at the Music Building Student Centre
Su nset-free refreshments. held weekly at various cafe Asia Working Group meets
of the University o f Wtndsor For more information call Lily Hosted by OPIRG-Windsor-call
around the city. Hosted by the every Monday at Iona College,
(Wyandotte and Sunset), Room at 258-5698
253-1745 for more information. Radical Alternatives Working 208 Sunset (In Third World Re126. For further information,
Group of OPIRG-Windsor-call source Centre Office). Anyone
call 253-4232, Ext 2790, or 945- Wednesday, Sept. 11
253-1745 for more information interested in justice for Burma,
8973.
East Timor and Tibet is welH enry Lickers of Mohawk En- Coffee House 36 is a venue for and location of each meeting.
come.
For more information call
vironmental Council will be political thought and expression.
AA C~pus Group meets ever
OPIRG
at 253-1745
Thursday, Sept. 12
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ALL REGULAR PRICED ITEMS*

*Excludes prescriptions, baby diapers, baby formula, sale
items, stamps, lottery and bus tickets. STUDENT I.D. CARD REQUIRED.
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WESTOWN BIG V

----DRUGSTORE--POST 2oao Wyandotte St. w.

OFFICE

Phone:

253-4477

M-F 1o-s Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;

Sat. 10-2

Saturday 9 to 6

BRYSON BIG V

---DRUG STORE----·
3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

Tl.tPsday. SPptP111her 1o urn<>
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Safety on campus: Be aware!
By Lindsey Woodgate
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Our University campus should

be and for the most part is, a

' and secure environment.
.
safe
Unfortunately, due to
cruninal acts, generally not performed by members of the university corrununity, campus can
become a dangerous and fnghtening place to many, especially
women.

In light of the recent sexual
assault on campus, it is very important that all students, especially females and new students,
be aware of the safety initiatives
on our campus. It 1s also extremely important that knowledge and awareness go hand in
hand, in order to protect yourself from harm.
The University of Windsor
has in place some outstanding
prognuns to safe guard students
from harm. For them to be successful it is necessary, and the
students responsibility, to be
aware of these programs and use

them.
Campus Police Services
operates a number of safety and
emergency programs m order to
maintain campus safety.
Campus police patrol the
campus 24 hours a day. They use
a combination of bike patrol and
student patrols at night The
police can cover all of campus
and quickly access inner areas
while on bicycles, therefore increasing their accessibility and
response time.
In case of emergency there
is an on campus extension
strictly for emergency purposes.

Extension 4444 allows students
to directly reach someone at
campus police from any phone
on campus. You can also directly
access police by using one of the
eight accessible outdoor emergency telephones on campus.
There are seven exteaor emergency poles on campus which
are all equipped with a button
which provides a direct line to
campus police and a strobe light
which flashes to alert passersby
of trouble.
The campus wide Crime
Stoppers program is one of the
first of its kind at a Canadtan
uruversity. If you have a tip regarding a crime committed on
campus you can call 971-3636
or call extension 3636 to let
someone know. Rewards are offered for such information
which leads to an arrest or conviction.
The Sexual Assault Prevention Program run by Constable F1oyd Porter, provides a one
day safety seminar and sexual
assault prevention workshop.
The seminar combines awareness with practical self defence
traming. 1be workshops are offered intermittently throughout
the academic year.
To assist Campus Police in
assessing need, the Women's
Safety Audit Committee inspects
the entire campus every year and
provides recommendations. The
corruruttee produces a campus
safety booklet and poster.
Jim Foreman, Director of
Campus Police Services, in regard to safety awareness issues,

stresses the importance of knowmg where you are, your surroundings, and what time it is.
The Womyn's Centre is
also involved with helping to
create safety in1batives directed
to the prevention of assault.
"We'll be creating a map
that has all the locations of all
the call buttons for campus po·
!tee.. ," says Tammy Coxen,
Womyn's Centre CoordU1ator.
Coxen feels it is very im
portant that women are always
infonned when an assault occurs
on campus, and where and how
it occurred. She believes that
awareness is the key to prevention. She advises women to be
aware of their surroundings,
what's going on around them,
and the closest and faster way
to get help. She notes that while
walking, especially at night, if
you look like you are paying attention, you might deter a po·
tential assailant.

It is also important to
note that the Womyn's Centre
will be doing a "Take Back the
Night" march in November, to
raise awareness and to help
change some of the fundamental underlying issues behind
violence and sexual assault.
Your best bet when going home or coming to campus
at rught tS to call WalkSafe, a
program provided by the University of Windsor Student's
Alliance(UWSA), to help students get home safely. WalkSafe
is a volunteer program which
is staffed and run by students.
Any individual can request the
service and a team will escort
you 10 walking to and from
various locations. You can spot
a WalkSafe volunteer by their
bright Jackets, tlashlight, WA!lcie
Talk.te, and identification card,
and they always travel in pairs
or groups of three.
The program operates

seven days a week, 6:00 p.m. to
1 :00 a.m. Just call 253-4232 ext.
1234 or from campus just ext.
1234. Escorts are available to all
campus locations and some surrounding off-campus areas. It's
your right to walk safely so don't
hesitate or be afraid to call.
WalkSafe always needs
volunteers, you can pick up an
application at the Informabon
desk in the CAW Student Centre. Since the most recent assault
occurred in the Leddy Library,
it is important to be aware of the
safety programs in place in the
library. Last year the library pa.cticipated in the Campus Safety
Program which created posters
indicating safety on campus, including library safety tips to follow. They are as follows:
Be aware of the location of
all exits and emergency telephones
Do not choose to study in
Cntin,d o• 1"11,e 7
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DRUG PLAN

CO-PAY:20% ofperscription

Diagnosis and treatment by a physician or
surgeon legally licensed to practise
medicine. Travel Assistance Benefit

Emergency Treatment

Maximun:
$1000 per person/per benefit year
Includes: Drugs that can be obtained through

The following services with respect to
medical and personal emergencies
required by you or your dependant while
temporarily absent from your province of
residence because of business or
vacation:
on the spot medical assistance
Room and board in a Licensed hospital
up.to the hospital's standard ward rate for emergency medical payments
.assistance with lost documents or
each day of confinement.
luggage
return of dependant children or a
Hospital services and supplies furnished
travelling companion
by a licensed hospital.
visit of a family member
tranmission and retention of urgent
messages
legal assistance/bail
assistance in the event of death to
transport the remains

The following emergency treatment
required by you or your dependent while
temporarily absent from your province of
residence because of business or
vacation:

written prescrption, excluding but not limited to the
following: smoking cessation, fertility drugs & antiobesity products.

Accident Medical Expense Reimbursement
When by reason of bodily injury and within 30 days from
the date of the accident and while under regular care and
attendance of a legally qualified physician or surgeon the
insured requires:
a) crutches, splints, tresses, braces(excluding the expense
of a brace or similar device used for non-theraputic purposes or used solely for the purpose of participating in
sports or other leisure activities.)
b) rental of a wheel chair or hospital-type bed.
ACCIDENT CLAIMS WILL BE PAID ON A
REIMBURSEMENT BASIS. SUBMIT CLAIMS TO
THE U.W.S.A. OFFICE
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HEALTH PLAN OPT-OUT DATES

pc

SEPT.
1996

MON

SUN

TUES

CC!

act

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

5

6
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

7

1

3
Opt-Out
Labour Day
10am-4 pm

4
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

8

9
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

10
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

11
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

12
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm

13
Opt-Out
10am-4 pm
Final Day

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

2

The U.W.S.A. recommends that students
(
wishing to Opt Out of the Health Plan
consult the party with whom they are inCo,,
sured. Verify what age coverage ceases and tici
'f
tic~
1 your current coverage is as extensive as
ng
the student plan.
Out of country Emergency Medical Insur- ·1vt
ance and travel Assistance Services are
,er
important if you plan to shop, go for dinnv,
ner, go to sports events, etc. in the U.S.
ng
because OHIP does not cover emergency
,tul
Xlil
treatment.
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BOOK STORE SCHEDULE
1996

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

3
1

2
Labour Day

Drop Off

4
Drop Off

Only
9am- 7pm

Only
9am • 7pm

5
Drop Off
Selling
9am. 7pm

6
Drop Off
Selling
9am - 7pm

8

9
Selling
Only
9am - Spm

10
Selling
Only
9am -5pm

11
Selling
Only
9am - Spm

12
Selling
Only
9am-5pm

FIRST STOP
FOR

vet

:ys

SEPT.

YOU SET THE PRICE ~t!

You receive 78.4% of the selling price if the
book is sold. UWSA receives 20%, G.S.T.
receives 1.6%.
If your books are not sold you just pick
them up and try selling them in
January'97.
YOUR

oil,
d'o,

15

TEXTBOOKS

16
Closed

pd
SAT

IISC

7

I ir

Selling
Only
9am-5pm
Flnal Day

17
18
19
20
Pick up
Pick up
Pick up
Pick up
Books &
Books &
Books &
Books &
Money
Money
Money
Money
9am -4 pm 9am-4 pm 9am -4 pm 9am -4 pm

14

21

WE NOW ACCEPT
CASH/VISA/MASTERCARD
AND YOUR BANK DEBIT CARD

29

24
Special
Money
Receipts
tam-4pm 11am-4pm
Flnal Day
30
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One hundred and two years
old and still trading!
By Allison Pie rce
One vear ago, with tuition on the
rise 'and my bank account
guickly declining, I started to
work at Midland Walwyn. It became gu1ckly apparent that this
was no o rd inary office job. I
work for an elderly stock broker
and when I say he 1s 102 years
old, I am not exaggerating.
Born in Detroit on September 9, 1894, Simeon John
Stodgell moved to Walkerville
Ontario while still a child. It was
in Walkerville that "Sim" would
have his first contact with finance, employed as a clerk at the
Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce.
Wiili the fervent belief that
"a man who loves his job, will
not work a day in his life," Mr.
Stodgell would be one of the
founding members of King,
Boug, Stodgell & Co. in 1920,
Windsor's first brokerage firm.
The stock market crash in 1929
devastated their thriving business, and in 1932 they closed
their doors.
However, in 1940, Sim
Stodgell opened SJ.Stodgell &
Co. and m 1957 gained a seat
on the Toronto Stock Exchange
through the company 1s known
as lv1idland Walwyn Capital Inc.,
and is Canada's largest independent brokerage firm.
Beyond his business success, S.J. Stodgell has also been
actively involved in the commu-

nity. 1\ Director of Essex Collcgc, one of the forerunners of
the University of Windsor, "the
College was created to establish
government grants that were
necessary for the formation of
d,c present University in Windsor." _The concern Stodgell has
for his community continues.
_Most recently, he has been
~ppointed as the I Ionourary
freasurer to ilie Friends of the
Centre Cancer Campaign.
.At 102 years of age, S1m
remams dedicated to his cl1entele, coming into the office five
days a we~k. I Iis business savvy,
compas_sion, drive and spirit,
make him an inspiration to all
who have the honour of knowing him.
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1 - 800 - 665 - DUCK

Orientation
Conli1111ed from page 1

t1cipate in all sorts of fun activities.
.
Reverse bungee, g1ant boxing, Jousting, surfing, a dunk
tank and a psychic were all activities on hand.
"Campus Festival went
very well,~ lot of people got very
involved m 1t. It was really nice
to see a lot of the students takmg adv~tage of the games and
stuff which were out there" said
Williams.
'
."It was also like a big
mectmg place for a lot of students to meet and talk to each
otfi.er."
Other events were to take
pl~ce th_is weekend to complete
orientation week. A MuchMusic
vide~ .dance party was planned
for h1day night at d,e Asylum
follo_wcd on Saturday by Ge;
Movmg, another Shinerama type
event to raise more funds for
Cystic Fibrosis
Watch d1e Lance for an
update of the success of d1ese
e~cnts and totals on monies
raised.
Orientation week has so
far _been deemed successful by
all involved.
"Overall, it was a very
good week for activity.. .I d,ink
a lot of students on campus, off
campus, first year and senior students, got a chance to interact
and be in the same environment
and that was really what we
wanted to happen and it did"
said Williams.
'
"J\ lot of thanks has to go
to Monika (Mate!). A lot of ingenious work, m terms of tryu~g to find activit1es that were
different from what we normally
have done."

SPONSORED BY
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Canada Trust
Th,nkino hke a customer

University of Windsor
Bookstore
Location: Outside Bookstore
September 9 & 1 O
10 am - 4 pm
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Offensive material found
posted at Essex Hall
By Dave Garcia
Posters depicting Dr. Hoda
ElMaraghy, the Dean of Engineering as Hitler were found on
Essex Hall's bulletin board on
July 27, 1996 and while they
were irrunediately removed, the
culprits are nowhere to be found.
According to Campus Police director James Foreman,
there were seven posters found
on two floors of the building, all
with the ElMaraghy's face (with
a Hitler mustache) superimposed on a Nazi uniform, witl1
the saying "The Fuhrer wants
you" on it.
"Someone called Campus

is deemed a criminal offence
according to law - it still is a
highly inappropriate act at a university.
"We want to make it clear
that this conduct is totally unacceptable," she says.
At the time of this article,
the LAnce was unable to reach
ElMaraghy for comment.

Leddy Assault
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Police," Foreman said, "and we
had officers sent there immediately."
The officers promptly recovered the offensive material,
and while they haven't received
any further information, Foreman says that they are still investigating the case with the help
of Wmdsor Police. Foreman also
says that ElMaraghy had not received either threats nor hate
mail.
Emily Carrasco, the university's Human Rights CoOrdmatoc, says that although the
act is not seen as a crime -hate
literature, not offensive literature

Co11Ji1111tdfrom pagt 1

which will help ease fears.
The first of these considerations
may be to establish student patrols in the library, especially
those more isolated, low traffic
areas.
Cynthia Archer, Associate
University Librarian recognizes
the need foe added safety initiatives.
"Since the incident we
have received many suggestions
that might improve safety and
these will all be taken into consideration."

The library staff are planning to have more meetings in
regard to the issue of safety to
see what can be done. Although
a major factor here may be the
fact that since the funding the
cuts, the library is running on a
skeleton staff, leaving many areas of the library unoccupied or
monitored by staff members.
In an attempt to assist students with being as safe as possible, on page three of this week's
issue of the Lance you will fmd
a campus safety guide. Please
read it and be aware.

NO TAKEOUTS ON
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755 Ouellette Avenue
DOWNTOWN WINDSOR
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Shinerama - Students washing cars for Cystic Fibrosis.
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1-888-274•7920
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511 CD 1S or
11 11
5 Video Movies
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AVENUE PAWNBROKERS
We Buy - Sell - Trade
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- Jewellery - Stereos - TV's - Golt Clubs and more...
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802 Ottawa St * 977-5000
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DR. MERTON BERNSTEIN

eh

M.O., F.R ..C..S.(C) Ophthalmotogist

Gyroscope of Fun - One of the many attractions to last weeks campus festival.

Photo by David B11kovec.

Safety

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Co11ti1111edfrom pa1,e J
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an isolated area of the library.
Always use the main stairwell, not the emergency exits
(except in case of an emer:gencyQ
Pay attention to the bell
that indicates that the library will
be closing and don't be the last
to leave.
There is an emergency
phone located by the elevators
on every floor.

• Contact Lenses
• Quality Fitting & Followup Care
• Same Day Eye Examinations
• Over 20 Years Experience

256 • 33BB
220 Tecumseh Act
Windsor, Ont. N8X 1~1

HOT DOG ROAST
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The staff of the Leddy Library are all a'w'are of policies and
emergency procedures. They are
sensitized and trained to notice
suspicious individuals and behaviour or loitering and have
specific procedures to deal with
incidents. Do not hesitate to report any -incident or suspicious
character immediately to library
staff.
The key to keeping our
campus safe and incident free is
to be aware of your own surroundings at all times and kno~
how to get help for yourself o:
someone else if necessary.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 2
1 1 :30 A.M. UNTIL FOOD RUNS OUT

NO CHARGE
... Make better employees!!!
ON PATIO IN FRONT OF OUR BUILDING
(IN CASE OF RAIN - FREED-ORMAN CENTRE)
ASSUMP110N UNIVERSITY IS LOCATED 8E7WEEN 7HE CAW SruDENT
CENTRE AND THE BRIDGE. DIRECn..Y BEHIND ASSUMP110N CHURCH.
973-7033 EXT. 3374. 3399, 3564

--------------------

BE SAFE!

The Lance
is currently
looking
for an
Associate
Photo
Editor.
The position
pays $45/week
for approximately
6 hours of work.
If you're interested
please drop off
your resume
at our office
5pm
Sept. 23, 1996

Court Jesters Cafe

THE VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM places you
in Windsor social service and not-for profit organizations four
hours per week for a 10-week period starting Sept. 23rd.
Undergraduate students in Arts, Business, Science or Social
Science with a 7.0 overall GPA and major average are eligible
to apply.
What are the benefits to students?
• Build career-related skills and experience
• Receive recognition (P/F) on your transcript for
volunteering
• Make new contacts for future employment
• Learn more about you career interest before you graduate

Deadline to apply is Sept. 16, 1996. For more info. contact
Co-op Ed. & Career Services, Rm. 111 Dillon Hall, 253-4232,

and Patio
( at Mackenzie Hall )

Fun Lunch & Dinner Food

All Day Breakfast
( Saturdays & Sundays)

2FOR1 WINGS
( Tuesdays & Thursdays )

All you can eat pasta
(Wednesdays & Fridays)

Open from 11:00am
( closed Mondays)

Cli1..1s, Cli1.ek1.,s, "Baek(laH1H11J11
& 11tli1., gaH11.S aoaila6l1.!

3277 Sandwich Street
(519) 253-0784

TOPS

1269 Ottawa Street

OF WINDSOR win~~~~o~~;·
Weekly Line-Up
Mon. Monday Night Football
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!
Tues. Men's Night 2 for 1 Wings!
• D.J./ Karoake
• Cheap Beer Prices

Great Food

Wed. University Night!
&Fun
• D.J./ Games
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!
Thurs. Ladies Night
• Cheap Beer Prices
• D.J./ Karoake - Prizes!
Fri. & Sat. Live Bands & D.J.
Sun. Karoake & D.J.

Buzz's finally gets liquor licence
G

·

By Dave arcaa

RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00
YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1200 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS
WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258-2847
Some restrictions apply. See counter for details.
500 Aeroplan Miles available with every rental.

Buzz's one of Windsor's more
popul~r local esta~lis~ents,
was finally granted its liquor Itcence this past summer, after
many months of red tape.
The restaurant, which had
flourished in its previous locaStudy overseas by continuing or tion on Wyandotte a~d
completing your education
Campbell, had moved to ats
abroad. Teacher training - one
present location on Wyandotte
year programs which are
and Randolph last November to
accredited for Ontario. Master's accommodate more people.
Degrees are also available.
However, they were n<;>t
Profesmonal certifications in
granted a liquor licence for six
many disciplines. Reasonable
months because of neighbourfees-airport pick up in Australia • hood concerns. Usually a new
guaranteed accommodation.
establishment would have to
wait three to four months to get
Please contact:
a licence, unless someone obK.O.M. Consultants
jects to it, which then could deP.O. Box 60524
lay the process another three
Mountain Plua Postal Outlet months.
Hamilton, ON L9C 7N7
"They were concerned
that
we'd
be the 'black
of
200
Phone (905) 318-8
d," hole'
J hn
the neighbourhoo
says O
Fax (905) 318-5664
(Buzz) Matijevic, owner of
Flnail: lrom@wchaton.ca.
Buzz's. "But we're trying to do
.
Join the hundreds of KOM
our best to maintain the tntegstudents who have alfflldy
rity of the neighbourhOC?."
enjoyed this cultural &
Matijevic says that it's not
educational experience!
Buzz's intention to cause prob• - - - - -- - - - - - · lems, but rather to make it more
of a neighbourhood restaurant.

You don't always

•

of phone companies.
For great service,
choose the one you know.
•

• Visit your local Bell Phonecentre"' store
• Call 31~8ell

• http://www.bell.ca/campus

Despite
concerns,
Mati1evic says that there has b~n
no problems since their opening,
and hopes to ease concerns
about the establishment.
''We want to try and have
a positive atmosphere, and try to
make everyone feel at home."
Buzz's is also known for
having live local bands play there,
but has not had any scheduled
for September because. of a proposed city by-law ~htch. could
fine establishments tf noise exceeds a certain level, and even
revoke business licences after
multiple infractions.
. .
Matijevic says that noise tS
not a problem, and that "the traffie is louder than the bands" at
Buzz's.
He says that the seven
months without the liquor Iicence has hurt his business.
''We lost a lot of revenue,"
he says. "About 80% was lost
from the last seven months since
we moved from our old loca"
tion.
He also says that if it were
not for the food business, which
increased, Buzz's may have been
closed by now.
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Choose your internet provider
... as you would choose your friends
By John Bower
If you have ever had the opportuntty to surf the net, you will
have noticed JUSt how expansive
and addictive 1t is. I lowever, the
biggest challenge facing rookie
surfers can be finding an internet
provider.
An internet provider is
your connecbon to the net. Most
offer the basics, such as electronic mail(e-mail) and access to
the world wide web. Extras such
as FTP, Telnet, Finger and
Whois functions can be useful.
However, if you are not an experienced surfer there may not
be much need for you to pur-

chase these functions .
One option that students
have is the university computer
centre. This network allows students to go to any of the labs on
campus and access their e-mail
accounts. You can access the
web through the SGI network
in the main computer lab. However, there are several downfalls
wtth this system. First of all, the
server 1s VERY slow. Secondly,
you can neither download to
disk, nor print from the network
without a hassle.
As well, you must pay a
dial up charge if you want to
access the server from your
modem at home, and even this

does not guarantee you an open
slip. lberefore, if you're interested in web surfing, you may
want to look towards purchasmg a pnvate internet account.
Companies such as
Amenca On-line Canada(AOL)
and CompuServe are US based
service providers. Both companies offer free membership ktts
that mclude the required software to access their service. As
well, they offer free trial periods.
l lowever, beware of the
small print! Both AOL and
CompuServe's one month free
offer is good for 15-20 hours of
access time. After that, you will
be charged an average rate of

ue,"
lost
nee

xa,ere
1ich
een

$2.95/hour. Also, these services
charge in one minute increments.
Meaning that if you access the
server for one second, you are
charged for a full mtnute.
But for a student, these
services can be very valuable for
their reference services that
could save you time doing research. CompuServe has services such as Maclean's On-line,
while AOL has reference libraries such as the New York City
Public Library, and many major
universities
Although these ma1or
services can save you time, they
are expensive. They cost anywhere from $10/month for 5
hours of access, to $25 for 20
hours.
Therefore, it is of better
value to go with a smaller, local
service. You usually get more
bang for your buck. These services tend not to give you a free
tnal period, so if you want to
experiment with the net,go with
either AOL or CompuServe.
However, you tend to get
more hours for less money with
a local server. In fact, with MNS,

you pay $25/month for unlimited access to the service. They
too provide a software package
at no additional charge. Furthermore, you tend not to wait on
the phone for upwards of 10-15
minutes for technical support.
They have limited hours,
whereas AOL and CompuServe
are open 24 hours a day to help
you with any problems.
Some of the pitfalls of a
local service is that they may
charge as much as $30 to connect you. Do not fall for it folks I
There are enough providers out
there that they should not have
to gouge you for connection. As
well, ask how long they have
been around for you can be easily bumed by signing up to a new •
service that may go belly up!
Furthermore, shop around
to find the best deal for you.
And heck, if you're only
concerned about e-mail, just
stick with the university!
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A group of Shinerarna Volunteers stand proudly over the n_ewlr cle~ed car of 'X'indsor Mayor Mike Hurst.
Shmerama was staged last Tuesday to raise money for Cysbc hbros1s.
.
Photo i?J}al!ttJ CrJ11cksha11/e.

551 PELISSIER .

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

,,;

(519>FREE lOCAl Clll

12-0008

tlY96PftontTcch Corp docs fMJI ti;:rccnc.l kn and raaa no lwbil~ WK&li lR«C . . tlm,up Ul&S.«nR
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Every Monday

September 20 & 21
Friday and Saturday

In T~'Fl~sb
Tribute to

~~ ~&:)?jeJ

Sunday
Live tribu

IBO NS(QJ~RD

Sept. IS • OZZIJ O Black Sabbath Giveaways
Drink specials
Sept. 22 • L£0 Z£PP£Lln
8 -10:30pm
Sept. 29 • PEARL JAm

Frosh are getting younger everyday!

Meet the youngest frosh on campus!
Staff

By Lance News
Imagine spending yoll: university career unable to drink alcohol legally. It's not that Chad
Dzudovic-Bardsley would have
tune for such frivolous behaviour, though. To say that ~e 14
year old University of Windsor
biochemistry student has a full
schedule would be a bit of an
understatement. In addition to
attending classes at the U of W,
he runs lus own company, CNM
Computers.
.
"We've just expanded into
the Internet advertising market,
in affiliation with Imall, a U.S.
based company that's listed on
the NASDAQ," he says.

CNM Computers also does
system upgrades and sales, as
well as web site design .. All ~s,
he says leaves him with ltttle
spare ~e.
As far as schoolwork is
concerned, he says that he figures there isn't anything he cannot handle since the workload
doesn't really differ from anything he has had to do previously.
For example, while living in Arizona, he attended Starline, a
school for gifted students and
while in Grade 7 at John
Campbell public school in Windsor, he "did a college course on
the side."
Going to school with peopie much older than htmself isn't

much of a problem, he says,
since "My friends have always
been f~u~ 01: five years older than
me so it 1sn t much of a change
from what I'm used to."

Accounting & Business Planning
Services
• Small Business Re,Jstration & Start-ups
. AccPac & Simply Accounting

. All govemment remittances
. Year-end preperation

Computer Hardware & Software
Services
• sonware Development
• Full and Part Time Contractors
• Hardware and Software Consuhlng
• N~el Certified Administrator

3155 Howard Ave. Suite# 213

IN THE ROUNDHOUSE CENTER
Phone 969 • 9077 Fax 969 - 3889

Tuition·hikes should be blamed
on the people who made them
By Carmella Goodridge
For many students in university,
September symbolizes new beginnings, and a period of rebirth
after the short lived summer
months.
But, the return to institutions of higher learning will be
marked with anger, frustration
and hostility towards the implementation of the 18 per cent tuition hike imposed by our be1oved Mike "cut my throat"
Harris and university admirustrations across Ontario.
Is education becoming a
privilege instead of a right? ls
our government purposely trying to exclude all those tn the
rruddle to lower class socio-econorruc brackets? Will students
with children, physical disabilities and people of colour have
equal access to educational institution?
And will we as students
tolerate and accept the government's fraudulent educational
policies? These questions are
often not entertained or pondered by the student body.
The reality of our society
in these ever changing times is
that we need a degree or certificate to either be considered for
a company position or to flip
whoppers at &rger King. The
reality is that students who have
already graduated are returning
to school in masses due to the
lack of job availabilities and the
quality of opportunities that our
society offers them.
Not only are they coming
back for more acaderruc torture,
but they are also accwnulating
more unneeded debt. But, what
other options do they have?
What other options has
our "bloodsucking" government
given the leaders of the future?
None!! Zilchll Nadal!
With each ensuing school
year, students are beginning to
believe that our government
supports higher education for
the elite rather than the common
people who have built this country. Contrary to popular belief,
the backbone of this country
also includes people of colour,
sole support families and individuals with physical mallenges.
Ironically, these three student populations will be the
hardest hit due to the lack of
opportunity and privilege associated with eh lack of the alrrughty dollar.
Systematically, these
groups have always been the

scapegoats for the powers that
be. So why then expect any
change from a government that
historically bases its policies on
exclusion?
We must place blame
where the blame is due. Instead
of cnllcizmg the messenger (fhe
Ontarto Federation of Students),
how about holding the government at the provincial and federal levels accountable for implementations that will mar the
future of students. We must educate ourselves towards the conditions that will affect the access
and quality of our education.
When we decide to surrender our student voices, we give
up our rights, progress and con-

Seats are Limited

Boo
Earl

trol to our government that has

so conveniently forgotten our
needs. Awakening to our situations will allow students to take
back the reins of power over our
educations.
As John E. Bowen, the
civil nghts leader said, "all revolutions and improvements must
start with individuals."

•~ TRAVEL curs
~,II \VYAGES CAMPUS

The Student Travel £xpert6

660 Richmond Street, London
1-800-387•2887

Travel CUTS has the best deals on flights
home for the holidays, but they're going fast.

Some Christmas llights are already lull!
Reserve your seat NOW for maximum value
and flexibility.
Oned and operoted by !he Canadian re<1e10tion of Students.
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40 hours of Flat Rate Long Distance for $74.95/month
W

hy pay for long distance by the minute? Now you can call vinually everywhere in southern
Ontano, as well as major centres in Bntish Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and Quebec for

need to SWttch from your present phone company to take
advan~ of our incredible savings. And, with our unique Reverse Calling feature. your fuends, funily
and associates can call you FREE from anywhere our service covers. Call today and join the thousands
of people enjoying rhe savmgs and convenience of London Telecom'sn.1 flat rate long distance.

JUSt one low monthly flat rare. There's no

GmaJa~ Rat Ratt ~ DistatUt Gmrpa,ry

1 •800•363•FLAT
•T.uu utu Cuuin rc1mcuon•
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Above and below.
Students moving in and looking forward to a new year.

Photo J.ry David Bukovtc
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EXPIRES: Dec. 31/96 ·

.... .
LUNCH
SPECIALS

1

Small
11 AM Pepperoni 3 PM
Pizza

$4 .99

Closest Location to University
CARRYOUTPlus TaxNOLIMIT
1930 Tecumseh West@ Bridge 256-3161
1304 Grand Marias 972-14421091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534

CAMPUS STORE

1 BB9 UNIVERSITY AVE. W.

Sport Sup ements
Vitamins and Herbs
Weightloss / Weightgain
Books and Training Videos
Cosmetics
Fat Free Foods
Work Out Wear
Adidas Catalogue purchases (lowest price)

I

I

1 BB9 UNIVERSITY AVE. W.

3580 DOUGALL AND CABANA

WINDSOR

WINDSOR

(51 9) 254-0994

(51 9) 966-2543
LONDON

LEAMINGTON

(51 9) 322-9924

(51 9) 642-3665

WORTH IT?

IS

stead of having live professors.
Sometimes if you think about all the money you
pay to be here and what you immediately get in return
it's a real rip-off. Nowhere else do you pay to be treated
so badly. You have some professors that are offended
by your mere presence or that you dare ask them a question, others who are rude and yell at you, and still others, who, for whatever reason, are just never around. If
you get a mark you don't think is fair, you of course
have to pay more money to get an appeal, and of course
there's all kinds of paperwork and red-tape that go along
with that. Don't look for any sympathy because whether
its summer or during exams in the dead cold of winter
it is going to be time consuming and, in the final analysis, probably not worth your trouble.

Throughout life 1t is reinforced that you should
go to school, get good grades, and go to university and
then get a good Job. It's so sunple. That's the way it's
always been nght? Well things are not necessarily still
that way. I've met taxi drivers who have their degree in
something or other.
The only way that many people are financially
able to come to university is by borrowing money from
· OSAP. The idea of what that precisely meant came to
me last year when OSAP distributed a flyer with a sample of a payback schedule. I seriously considered dropping out.
Then, there were all the cuts to university funding and how they were going to have video taped lectures shown on monitors in large first year classes in-

So, as you realize that university is less in the
business of education and more m the business of business, that tuition fees go up every year, and that the
quality of programmes decrease, why do you continue
to take this abuse? To add further insult to injury, good
jobs are scarce, even if you do have a so-called education.
3 of Windsor's social science majors were kind
enough to volunteer information on why they choose
to stay at the University of Windsor. All of the following people are from the Toronto area who chose to live
in and attend school at Windsor. They asked to remain
anonymous.

Question; Do you regret coming to UniYenmy?
~ you 2:
"No. It has been a different experience which has allowed me
to grow and change.

Raii,ondent 1, Socio1ogy

Rapo.Jmt 2, P ~ map,

year

3:

it

you stayed in your

R.aipondent 3, PulJic Adrniuiammon ~

you

3

"No. I think its an experience that everyone should explore.
You learn things about yourself which you wouldn't learn
otherwise. Its too easy to finish high school and sit around
at home. Its a learning experience at a point and time in
your life where you have time to experiment.

BroLen into a peroentage, how much of your decision to
remain here al the UniYenmy of ~dsor is based on somelh.ing
pemonal, and how much is based on academics alone?
Question:

have been wmth

it

if

home town?

R.aipondent 1:
"Not for me, no."

~t2:
"It would have been worth it job-wise but as far
as university goes, I don\ think anything there
(Toronto) would have more to offer me than
Wmdsor."

~dent

Raii,ondent

'Wbuld

Question:

No.

3:

"Well, it (the experience) is what you make of
it wherever you go. I think you learn more
outside the curriculum than in it.

1:

" Academically, its stimulating and that
50/50."

lS

important to me so I'd say its

a

~2:
"My init;,.l
.... reason was th e prog ram an d to get away from h ome, as we11 as
economical. Now its 50/50. first year was about 70% personal, 30%
academic.

~dent

3:

"90% personal. I don't care about marks. When I first came I probably
would have said something different. No matter what I do I'm gonna learn
something for myself anyway. If I can apply it in life, thats what matters.
You can't put a mark on that.

Quo6,n: W1a.t, if anythlng, Jo you
oomiog to the Uniwmty of ~ ?

~ret

akrt

R.aipondent 1:
"The money. Also the fact that I don't know
exactly what I'm doing. I mean, I know the
, general area I like, I just don't know exactly
how thats gonna lrasfer into a job or something I do for the rest of my life.

~dent 2:
" Taboo, Bertin, California Dreams ... (all clubs
in Toronto). What do I regret? No, I can't say
I have any regrets because if I did I wouldn't
be here. I'm comfortable with everythm·g now.

~

dent 3:

" I'm too far away horn my Sweetie."

From the answers these people gave it seems that for the most part the are satisfi d ·th th
·
school here. I s':'~pose it's a. risk we all take. So, when you're in those Ion li~es for bo~~s ~SAP e choices th~y ma~e and ha:'e few regrets a?ou.t coming to
remember that its an expenence you chose which will ultimately more 1Jel h I th h' d
.u:,.d ~e Registrars wondenng what the point 1s to all this
y e p an m er you m ltfe.
'

I
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By The Ringmaster

tn

Lancers
defeat
Michi2'an
soccer
. exhibitioo game agamst the University of Michigan lf/owerinu 1-0 on Wednesday
The
Umversity
of Windsor
Lancrrin
soccer
teamexhibthi~on
won e1r opcrung

To~ Morie netted the Jone goal with only four minutes left

ir:i~:~

in

the first half to give the Lancm the only goal they needed. Second-year Goal keeper

t:Ja~dw':~tt~p!~ss;d:iilitthe performance of the team. I le believes the team will get bettet as soon as they start getting use

Phew by Dot.id Bllkom

to the system.

Campus recreation "has
.
£
someth 1ng
1or
everyone"
By The Lance Sports Staff
Looking to expand your horizons? Improve your fitness or
develop a new hobby?, Campus Recreation offers a vancty
of intramural and instructional
programs as well as sport dubs.
These programs have a little
something for everyone and arc
available to all students for the
fall semester.

INTRAMURAL
PROGRAM
• Volleyball- 3-on-3 or 6-on-6
• Basketball
• Floor Hockey
• Ice f Jockey
• Slo-pitch
• Flag Football
• Soccer
Pack up a registration
form at the Campus Recreation
booth in the Student Centre in
September to enter.
Entry Deadline for team
entries is Tuesday September
17 at 4:00pm.

INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAM
• Unlimited Fitness - Low,
High, Toning and Step Reebok

• Aquafitncss
• Self Defense Course
• Red Cross Swimming Lessons
• CPR Certification
• Fitness Leadership Training
•Tai Chi
• Hip I lop Dance
• First Aid
• Tennis
Registration for all pro·
grams will be at the Student
Centre September 9 - September 20 from 1Oam to 4pm

SPORT CLUBS
• Aikido
• K2yaking
• Jui Jitsu Karate
•Judo
• Isshinryu
• Tae Kwon Do
• Rugby
The club program offers
students the opportunity to
spend more time to a prefer~d
sport or activity. Tuer provide
instruction, compettaon, and
social fellowship.
Sign up for the club of
your choice after September
20th.

Tough enough
"'
By Lance Sports Staff
Uruversity of Waterloo IPaniors
head football coach, Dave
"Tuffy" Knight needed only one
more win to break the all-time
CIAU record for victories, and
he had a good chance to do it
when the Warriors opened their
season at home against the
Windsor Lzncm this past weekend.
I leading into the 1996 season, Knight was tied with Bruce
Coulter, former coach of the
Bishop's Gaiters, at 137 career
wins. Luckily the latest group of
Wam'on- are strong and managed
to get win number 138 for their
legendary coach in the first game
of the year by defeating the Lancers 33 to 1 on their home turf
last Saturday.
"He's the Godfather of
CIAU coaching right now," says
Waterloo assistant coach Ouis
Triantafilou. "Everybody respects him and treats him with
respect."
Triantafilou, who has
coached under Knight since the
head coach came to Waterloo,
feels Knight's consistency,
toughness, and attention to detail are the result of a lean upbringing ''He didn't have much
when he was young," says

Triantafilou." When he possesses something he takes care
of it. The most consistent thing
about "Tuffy" is his consist,,
ency.
Everyone who has been
around Knight agrees The keys
to his success are dil1gencc, simplicity and attention to detail.
"I Ie doesn't leave anything
to chance," says Rich
Newbrough, the Wilfrid Laurier
University Athletic Director who
helped Knight build the stro°:g
Golden Hawks program as his
assistant for 15 years.
Newbrough became Laurier
head coach when Knight departed in 1984 to become Director of Player Personnel for the
CFL's Toronto Argonauts.
Newbrough is clear on
Knight's contributions to CIAU
football. ''He literally built two
programs," he says, referring to
both Laurier and the revitalized
Waterloo team that was floundering before Knight came on
board
Newbrough also remembers how Knight was the first
coach in Ontario to recruit players, and how 1t forced all the
other coaches to follow suit.
As is typical of Knight, he
is humble when explaining how
he amassed 138 victories. '1t has

c...MUd .. At- 14

Wrestling's hottest new gimrruck, the New World Order
(NWO) has taken WCW by
storm much in the same manner the Four Horsemen dominated WCW's predecessor, the
NWA, some years back.
Now that WCW VicePresident Eric Bischoff has
thought of a gimmick that's not
out of the WWFs old playbooks,
one now has to wonder if he isn't
just using the old NWA scripts
in a more explosive manner.
Ric Flair, Tully Blanchard,
Am Anderson and a revolving
door of Ole Anderson, Lex
Luger and Barry Windham represented the Horsemen's glory
days of the 1980's. Recent efforts, includang the current
group of Flair, Arn, Oms Benoit
and former Oiicago Bear Steve
McMichael simply can't recapture the magic. Enter the NWO
When Scott Hall (Razor
Ramon) and Kevin Nash (Diesel) signed with WCW several
months back, one wondered
what Bischoff would do with
them. Both were rumoured tu
be feuding with Hulk Hogan by
summer. But, to the surprise of
many, he united them an a "supec group."
Hogan became a "bad
guy" for the first time since
1983. Has new gimmick isn't as
powerful as his super hero days
of the mid 1980's, but despite a
stupid, painted on beard, he is
an OK heel.
He still has charisma, and
is now showing some "cowardly" and "underhanded" tactics of a rulebrcaker.
Hall and Nash had established tenures as heels during
their W\T/F days so playing had
guys is no problem for them.
The knock here is Bischoff is
using their 'WWF notoriety since
he had these two wrestlers before but could never think of a
good gimmick for them.
As the NWO's lead members (who kno\\'S 1ust how big
they get as it may or may not be
more than four and manager
Ted Dibiase), they are terrorizing the promotion in a way the
four Horseman couldn't.
The Horsemen were a
more arrogant group with better technical wrestlers. The
NWO, on the other hand, personify the 1990's trend of a m,ce
violent image today's promotions are trying to promote.
Shocking the public, if you will.
Bischoff has indeed, gone
to the history books again for
his gimmicks, but give him credit
this time. The NWO vs WCW
angle has nabbed WCW the top
spot among promotions right
now thanks to him actually
thinking for himself and giving
a "super group" another dimension.
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Chris Moore: always striving for more
By Shcib Windle

TWINDSOR.

Lancers
... Tough
Co11li1111tdfrom pal' 1J

taken a lot of hard work, dedication and cooperation from
· many people." Knight figures his
sincere and simple coaching
style, and his ability to adapt,
have helped along the way as
well.
Knight is the only threet.ime winner of the CIAU Coach
of the Year award (he won in
1972, 1979,and 1989).After27
CIAU seasons-21 of them winning seasons- his record stands
at 138-75-4. Knight won five
OUAA titles while coaching the
Wilfrid Launer Goldm Hawks,
and led WLU to nine consecutive OUAA fmals appearances
between 1972 and 1980.
Hailed as a Messiah when
hired to revamp the struggling
Waterloo program in 1988,
Knight recovered from an illness
in 1989 and led the team to its
first winning season in eleven
years. The Warriors now make
regular play-off appearances and
have broken into the CIAU top
ten polls.
When he was a high school
football player growing up 111
Oarksburg, West Virginia, one
of his coaches saw a glimmer in
Dave Knight's eye and nicknamed him "Tuffy". Now, as
Knight caps his illustrious
coa~g career by breaking the
all-time CIAU football win
mark, the famous nickname endures and the glimmer hasn't
faded. The record will bear wit~ess to Knight's hallmark qualilles as a coach and as a teacher:
his consistency and ultimately
his toughness.
'
The numbers are there
and the intangibles have fol~
lowed.

(home ga.:ics in bold)
FOOTBAUJ
Saturday Sept. 14 VI, Toronto, 2 p.m. FROSH DAY
get in free w / student IDI
MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Sept. 14 vs.Brock, 2
p.m
Sunday Sept. 15 vs. Water-

loo, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Sept. 14 vs. Brock,
2p.m.
Sunday Sept. 15 VI, Waterloo, 1 p.m.
MEN'S RUGBY
Saturday Scpt.14 \'lo. Michigan State
WOMEN'S RUGBY
Saturday Sept. 14 n. U of
Michigan

GOLF
Tuesday Sept. 10@ St. Oair
(Roseland Gq

"Pt average in the Faculty of Social Science.
"I set goals in academics

·

as well as in sports. It's not like
in high school where you could
take it easy and still do well. At
university you have to
manage your time
well; especially if
you're a varsity athlete."
This bright and
talented Scarborough
native came to the
University of Windsor
because he wanted a
change; he wanted to
try some new experiences, and he's happy
with his choice to
come to Windsor.
One ultimate experience that Moore
would like to enjoy is
playing in the NFL.
His philosophy on life
in general is "always
strive to be your best
and don't let anyone

When you come to see the L:mar
football squad in action, you'll
undoubtedly hear the name of
Chris Moore announced more
than once.
In 1994, hts first year in the
league, Moore was named Ontario Rookie of the Year and in
1995 he broke the Lanctr record
for most yards rushed in a single season with 830. Although
he has a plethora ofaccomplishments under his belt, Moore still
auns to excel to greater heights.
"No matter who you are
and how good you are, there's
always room for improvement.
Next year I will set higher goals
and work harder to meet them."
After two years of play,
Moore is 611 yards away from
the Lan~rcareer rushing record
and given his commitment to
continual personal improvement, a gamblmg person would
.LancerChris Moore has no li.mjts.
put his money on Moore reach- -----------------------__;F;.:il:;e;.:P;.:h:;o:to::;.J. else put limits on you."

SCENES AROUND
YOUR CAMPUS

Upcoming
Lancer Events

CROSS C0U}.1TR.Y
Saturday Sept 14 @ Central
MJchigan University

ing this milestone in 1996.
Moore 1s also an all-star in
the classroom. He maintains a
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Windsor goes wild at St. Denis!

0

made to believe they were muscle builders
A student named Josh was
made to believe his name was
Chip. Thereafter, he became
quite irate when Boris insisted
on calling him Chuck. A man
named Scott was made to believe
that his "wife" had gotten him
pregnant. They decided to name
their child, Chip. At one point
he asked his "wife", "Why'd you
do this to me, dammit?"
Bons made some students
believe they were Speedy
Gonzales, David Letterman,
Elvis, Michael Jackson, and Dr.
Ruth. The young woman who
played Dr. Ruth was the highlight of this segment, going so
fa.ras to floor questions from the
audience.
The climax of the evening,
occurred when Boris set a
woman between two chairs, and
stood on herl
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BACKGROUND IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Boris the incredible holds students spellbound.

Photo By David Kntt,ht

By David Knight
Windsor went wild September
31 when entertainers, Adam Pal
and Boris The Incredible performed at the St. Denis centre
to a packed crowd. Monika
Matel said that it took four
months to put the week's activities together, with invaluable assistance from Tamara Baldwin,
programming assistant, and
Mark Onda, stage manager.
The evening began with
introductions of members of the
student government, followed
by rowdy cheers when it was announced that Cartier Hall was
the winner of an air-hockey ta-

ble.
Adam Pal began by sallrizing that popular tune by OASIS,
which he changed to The Opera
l()rSong. The song was about how
the operator is the cheapest
phone-date available, with lyrics
like, "I want to reach out and
touch you please/ After all/ It's
a local call."
Pal made his way to politics and told the audience how
he hates playing Scrabble in
Quebec. While playing a game
there, he and a friend discovered
that the pieces kept "seperating".
Pal returned to cutting-up
pop music, and ALANIS was

not safe. I le began with Moronic,
featuring such lyrics as "I'm a
vegewian/ But I eat meat." The
humour was that he didn't have
to work too hard to make fun of
her song. Next he performed a
little ditty called, Pocket P()()l and
playing on juvenile fun at his
own expense.
When hypnotist, Boris
1be Incredible took to the stage,
he asked for volunteers and there
were more than could be seated.
He put volunteers under to the
accompaniment of repetitive,
mellow music. He made the volunteers believe it was scorching
hot, then freezing cold, and then

~

Adam Pal and Boris
The Incredible
hamming it up before
their performances to
a packed audience.

Pho/QJ i!J D,m'd K.nit,ht

~

"My name is Chip, not
Chuck!" says U of W
student Josh to Boris
The Incredible.

Bons doesn't believe he's
the best, or second best. J le
competes with himself He's
been an entertamer for 15 years,
doing 300 shows a year. His
shows take him across Canada,
Mexico, the Caribbean, and he
just firnshed an eight week tour
in the U.S. I Ie has appeared on
YTY, Dini Petty, Shirley, and
MfV and he owns a club in Toronto, called Comedywood.
Bons became interested in
hypnotism as a skepttc at first,
then was won over. He believes
that his background in psychology helps, and explains that he,
"just took it a little further than
most people would."
He his adamant in pointing out that his hypnotism rou-

tine is about the audience,
''laughing with the people, but
not at them."
"You won't see people
making love to chairs. I'm about
fun, not degradation."
Boris considers his material uniquely, individual. I le developed as a hypnotist on his
own, relatively unaware of the
work of other hypnotists.

THROW UP THE
GRENADES
Adam Pal, first and foremost, considers he and Boris to
be entertainers, not comedians:
they have a "variety edge." He's
been a professional entertainer
for 2 years. He recently finished
a pilot for Rogers Cable, and has
featured on a nwnber of cable
shows. At Comedywood, Adam
works with those hopefuls who
audition.
Although Adam utilizes
music in his act, he doesn't seem
to want a comparison to
WIERD AL, or anyone like that.
The presence of a guitar with
him on stage, is just a reflection
of his belief that as an entertainer, he should use anything he
is good at.
"Usually, I look for parameters. Where can I push. I 'throw
up the grenades' and see what
happens... There's no place for
political correctness in comedy.
That's just my personal opinion."
Pal believes his act to be,
"one hundred per cent trip. If
you go with me, you'll get it."
He believes the key to his
brand of entertainment, is explained by "Timing + Material
= Comedy".
Boris is quick to add, ''You
have to make the facts funny.
You can't just make up funny
facts."
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VICTOR: Victor
Anthem
Al though this CD 1s the scl fpmduced solo album hy Alex
Lifeson of RUSH, it 1s nothU1g
like most of the hand's efforts.
There 1s an even harder edged
sound on Victor than RUSH's
Counterparts album but like that
album, the common theme 1s relationships.
Start Todf!Y (vocals: Lisa
Dalbcllo), and I /1m The Spirit
(vocals· Edwin, of I MO'TI JER
EARTII), have a somewhat
positive view of relationships,
while the rest are fau:ly negaave.
This leaves all interpretations of
the album as a whole, with the
listener. Lifeson's wife handles
the vocals on Shut Up Shutting
Up. as well as the lyrics it sounds.
The title track, Victor, puts the
poem of the same name by
WH.Auden to atypically eerie
music. Les Oaypool of PRIMUS
also contributes DK

VARIOUS: Fled
Rowdy Records
This soundtrack from the mov1e
of the same title contains music
from artists like, '11-IE TONY
RlCH PROJECT, MONICA,
T-BOZ (from the group, TLq,
JOI, FOR REAL, and an assortment of others. An awesome
soundtrack from an exciting
film! - Rl.

.·
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DR. ALBAN: Born In Africa
BMG
I didn't know what to expect,
until T heard this disc I was
pleasantly surprised Most of the
songs were very up-beat.
In the trad1t1on of BOB
MARLEY, he writes about love,
peace and freedom, with meaningful lyrics not found in most
songs of this category. This 1s
the disc to bnng with you whtle
crutsm' the beach, or to remind
you of the beach all wmtcr long.
I Feel the Mmic and 1 Said It Once
will keep you dancing, while the
sweet, soulful ballad, So Long,
will keep you loving. - JC

VARIOUS: Music For Our
Mother Ocean
lnterscope/ Surfdog
This album consists of big name
bands doing bad covers of overcovered songs. If you en1oy curious exercises 10 stylistJc incommcnsurabtlity, 1t may be worth
chcckmg out, solely for 1-IELMETs cover of BJORK's Army

Of Me.-AV
GOODIE MOB: Soul Food
LaFace Records
By looking at the cover, I
thought I'd hate this Don't get
me wrong. It wasn't great hut, it
wasn't ternble either.
They spoke mtelligently
about their ltves m tl1e tough
ghettoes of Atlanta . They
seemed at times too mtell1gent

to be cussing in the lyncs the way
they did.
1l1e music 1tsel f had a very
steady back-beat with the rap
lyncaJ overtone. Overall, they
have potential \\;'.ith a song like
Cell Therapy, where they expenment with a piano, but most are
so non-distinct they don't stick
with you enough to even remember the song titles. - JC

AN APRIL MARCH:
Lessons In Vengence
Bedazzled
When 1 heard t:rus band had their
roots 10 Goth, I was prepared
not to like this album, but on ltstening, I fell in love with the
breathy, emotionally charged
voice of Danella Hocevar. There
is a conviction 10 her voice and
lyrics that force you to empathize
w1th her pain, and observations,
even if you're a cynic.
The autobiographical
Thievery/ 13.08.93, about the
trauma Danella experienced
when she found her home broken mto, and her belongmgs stolen or ransacked, is a lush, atmospheric begmmng to the aJbum. Domer 1s a song rcflccang
on how the past affects the
present. The creative, and b1zarre atmosphere of S,w/lows]f!J,
I can only describe as
fl~IJJNiesque rock. The album
maintains an introspective level
from start to finish, that makes
1t one of my highest recommcndatl(JOS in some time. - DK

September .23 8pm October 1g 8pm

SLO

first track are the strengths of
this band's first release. There 1s
an admitted Wilham S.
Burroughs mfluence on Crash, if
not m a literary sense, then in
how the s10ger seems to have
experienced similar add1ct1ons
with the famous cult-author.
There arc also a few competent
ballads - DK

REACHAROUND: Who's
Tommy Cooper?
MCA
Any band that releases a lead single that I can figure out on my
guitar on the second listen definitely has my vote. For lack of a
better description, their sound is
blues/rock with a hint of Bntpop, and well worth picking up.
- AV

RAMONES: Greatest Hits
Live
MCA
Their greatest hits live. Highlights were the live rcnd1tions of
Pet Sematary and the Spiderman
theme. - DK

HELLOWEEN: The Time
Of The Oath
Castle
Long considered a German ripoff of IRON ".1AIDEN (so
much so, that ongmal lead smger
Michael Ktske was once consid-

crcd as a possible replacement
when Bruce Dic kinso n we nt
solo for good), they arc more like
how IRON i' v1AIDEN used to
be, than that band currently is.
This band is as profound as tt is
absurd, with their lyrics, giving
the listener a rruxcd reaction to
what they're listening to. Before
The IV'ar, A Million To One, and
especially The Time 0/The Oath
(including apocolyptic latin
phrases from N ostradamus) arc
as good as metal ever was, or will
be. Mission M:otherland, 1s an atmospheric, nine minute jam,
containing lyrics that X-FILES
fans could get into. There are
some competent ballads, and
then the remaining songs are
metaJ-cliche ridden. - I'M.CM

Short Answer
Contest
What does "Art" mean to
you? Write down your
thoughts (1h - 1 page)
and drop them off to us.
Include your name and
number. Yet another fine
chance for publication.
Drop your answers off
at the Lance;

"Att'n ARTS".

cert.

Co
1995 CD Release "Heroine•

LIK.WID: Likwid
MCA
The Ballad OJ X, Crash (l 'lm, The
lnterzone), and the mstrumental

onnect1on
b
-.

October 19 8pm

J_ ~

Novem er.u 8pm Decemver 21&.2.2. 8pm

Q!Jartette

/-0/.0 S.t.1Am61.HlU David Deacon and
the:Word

BU

Sponser

er
T1X $13,$18,$22

TIX $10

Showbiz
October 4

Famil~

TIX $13;$18,$22

r-()adway

Octobers

Five Guys Named loe November 1&.2. November 2.2&.2.3
Httl:L Ml:~~'S
1300M)WA~

efe
TIX $13,$15.$18

T

TIX $22.$28,$34

TIX $28.$33,$38

BOX OFFICE Website: http://www.mnsi.net/-capitol
E-Mail: capitol@mnsi.net
253-7729
---::--:==-::--:~======:::::__ __

BOX OFFICE OPEN
Tues. - Sat. 12pm .. 6pm

A Time to Kill, reviewed
By Renata Lerner
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his life and his family at risk defending Carl Lee, in the case of
the century. This is a mesmerizing and powerful story that was
also made into a feature film.
The film stars Samuel L.
Jackson, a s Carl Lee Hailey,
Sandra Bullock, Kevin Spacey
(Oscar winner o f Usual Suspects) ,
and
Matthew
McConaughy as Jake Brigance.
This is a riveting movie which
follows the excellence of the
book and brings to life the characters you become close to when
reading the novel. If you're looking for something exciting to do
this year, and to bring some
thought and light into your life,
read, or see, A Time To Kill.

From the author of best-sclJers like The Firm, The Client,
and The Peli-can Brief, comes a
story
that not only blows your
Co11ti1111edfrom page 16
mind, but touches every emoTHE VERVE PIPE: Villains tional nerve. It's a story that
makes you question yourself
RCA
Hasn't everyone heard Photo- morally, and ethically. It takes
raph enough? There are other place in the city of Mississippi,
songs on this album worth where racial tension heats up
checking out. The above aver- when a ten year old black girl
age, heart-felt, ballad The fush- is kidnapped by two drunken,
mm might be a good place to white, hill billies, then is tied to
start, to have a fuller under- a tree, raped and tortured.
stu1ding of this band's poten- This horrible incident drives
the younggirl's father, Carl Lee
tial. -FMCM
Hailey, to take drastic measures... Revenge. A white crimiSLOAN:
nal lawyer,Jake Brigance, puts
One Chord To Another
Murderecords/ MCA
The first track and single, isn't
the only good song on this alDrop off a note to let us know. ..
bwn. It's hard to pick songs on
this album that aren't e:xcellant. 1) Which summer blockbuster caught your eye?
Most of the songs are fluid and
lush, with the crunch of pre- 2) What book would you read a second time?
Tommy WHO-type guitu playing (said with the highest 3) What CD is in your player most often?
praise). A111(Jbiograp~, A Side
4) Who's your favourite local band?
Wi111, and The linu Yo11 Alllmd
are stu1dout tracks deserving 5) Which CJAM program tunes you on?
heavy play on radio, equal to The
Good 111 Evt1.J011e. - DK
Responses will be included in the Campus Review Issue.

9PEND THE WHOLE WEEK WITH U9I

Whats The Buzz?

BONE: Thugs.N-Hannony

Ruthleaa Records
This is not a bad CD, although
I was very disappointed with
their version of the ever so
popular, number one hit, Crossroads. But, if you like rap, then
this is a definite mustJ - RL

Next week ...
more great CD reviewsl

l
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551 PELISSIER

The Ultimate House Party In Detroit!
Best Classic
1940 - Current
1500CDs

Ontario Public lntere5t ~arch Group

WINDSOR

Volunteers Needed.!
•office/library assistants
•computer consultants
~adio announcers

•researchers
•media watchers
-public relations

Iona CoHege
208 Sunset Ave.
(519) 253 -1745
opirg@server.uwindsor.ca

VOLUNTEER WITH OPIRG - WINDSOR
• • LIFE FOR YOUR CONCERNS • •

~/ways By Request

GREAT
FOOD!!!

Money@ Par

Famous Fatal Burger
Free Pizza Fri. & Sat.
Best Drinks In Town

T.V.
All Sports

1
J

Pioneer At Doing
Canadian At Par

Best Music Headquarters
For Our Canadian Friends

Birthdays
large Groups
(catering too)

Try Wheeler's New
20 Person Nook

211 W. CONGRESS ST.
DETROIT, Ml
(31 3) 9 6 5-7 3 7 3

FAT ASS THURSDAYS
HIP HOP AND HOUSI

CALL MARTIN 948 3389
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LAUGHING SAM'S BREAKDOWNt
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I
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....
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BOOGIE NIGHT
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Advice for new graduate students
By Jocelyn McDowell
It's September, and for some Stu·
dents it's the beginning of a new
academic journey: graduate
school.'
Fasten your seat belts, because if you're like everyone else
I know who has embarked on a
graduate career you arc in for
one heck of a ride.
''Tune management" is a
term which takes on a whole
new significance in your world.
It's especially important, if you
plan to fmish your program in
the allotted time while allowing
yourself to have the occasional
social outing.
It's even more important if
you have children and/or a significant other whom you would
like to maintain relations with.
''Physical actmty" is going
to be a lot more..difficult to fit
into your day and probably a lot
more important. The sooner you
start yourself on some form of
regular activity the better off you

will be.
This activity can be anything from walking to playing
hockey or even taking self defence courses. An exercise break
in the middle of a long day will
help to revitalii.e you so that you
are more productive when you
work. Be careful not lo over exert yourself.
"Human con tact" can
make all of the difference in the
world. When the crunch comes
and you have 200 exams to mark
with 3 major reports or papers
due all in the same two day span,
it's good to allow yourself a couple of minutes of human contact.
Even a 2 minute conversation in the hallway can re-affirm your sanity. A good hug can
keep you going for hours.
"Other students" have a
lot to contribute to your academics and they can make your life
a lot easier. If you are new to
the university, and therefoi:e,

unfamiliar with the profs, it's a ideas of exactly what you arc
good idea to talk to those who going to do, I have only one
have already taken the course piece of advice. Choose a topic
and get their advice. This can you will enjoy researching until
save your hours when paper you have exhausted the subject
writing or studying for exams.
matter and then still have the
Depending on your sub- steam to produce good research
ject area, you might fi d it valu- in the area. Otherwise, what is
able to get involved ~ ,th inter
almost always a painful experi.
disciplinary groups on campus. encc will become an unbearable
No matter what your subject, 1 one.
highly recommend that you sign
"Relationships." If you arc
onto a listscrve that will put you new to the Wmdsorarea and you
in contact with graduate students don't really know anyone here,
from around the world who choose your relationships careshare your interests.
fully. Windsor can be a lonely
Students in other depart- city and it is really easy to get
ments may have answers to yourself involved with another
questions that don't seem easily just so that you have someone
answered here in Windsor. If •to talk to. Remember, that danyou are in a terminal master's gerous people are attracted to
program and you're considenng vulnerability. Jf you arc feelmg
doctoral work these contacts can lonely, you arc vulnerable.
be invaluable.
"Get involved." Not eve"'Thesis topics" are diffi- ryone is cut out for club particicult to choose. If a thesis is a pation or student reprcscntat1on,
requirement for your program, but there arc other ways to get
and you haven't come with any involved with things that arc

happening on campus. Contact
the Graduate Student Society, or
join a program through Campus
Recreation.
"Conferences" are a great
way to network. Presenting your
work at a conference is good
experience and it looks great on
a resume If you are prcsC'nting
at a conference talk to your department about getting some
funding. As you have probably
figured out already, the amount
of money available for graduate
students varies from department. In departments with limited amounts of funding, early
preparation and planning will
work to your favour.
The most important thing
you can do in graduate school is
choose to spend your time
wisely. lt's a lot of work, and 1t
will be a lot easier to take if you
remember to put some balance
m your life. Your academics are
important, but they aren't everything.

Post Office Closing: A sign of the times
By Lindsey Woodgate
Is the Post Office as we know it
a thmg of the past? With the
current surge toward electronic
and computer based communicatton it is possible to foresee
the elunination of what computer users like to call "snail mail,"
and otherwise affectionately
known as "the pony express."
If you haven't yet noticed,
the post office in the basement
of Wmdsor Hall Tower (Rm. 7)
has closed, leaving the closest
full service post office now Jo.
cated at Sandwich and Mill. Sure
you can stJ.U drop off parcels and
already stamped mat!, and you
can buy stamps at the pharmacy.
Yet you can't purchase prionty
post(that late birthday card that
needs to get there tomorrowQ,
mail re-direction, or package
weighing, these now all must be

done elsewhere.
Most of you arc
thinking this isn't much of
a big deal. I do rccogni7.c
that it is great fun to easily
communicate with friends
anywhere in the world via
your computer. But I still
would like to point out and
remind you of some of the
beauties of putting a pen to
paper.
l lave you ever received an eloquent love letter from that special long
distance friend. The weight
of the paper in your hands,
the handwritmg, the whole
character of a letter denotes
something personal. It 1s
full of the person by whom
it was written, the person
who took the time to write The_ U of W is no longer offering postal
it and send it.
services at Chrysler Hall.
Photo lr, Doud B11kovtc

Okay, call me a romantic, but sometimes reading a personal love letter can
evoke feelings that you just
can't get staring at a flickering monitor at the computer centre, reading, "Oh
baby, I miss you".
It's nice to come home
from a long hard day at
school and fmd a real letter
in amongst the bills and
sweepstakes that are scattered on the kitchen table.
Even if it's just from a friend
in Ontario, your parents, or
something more exciting
like a friend overseas, or
your significant other. It
guarantees to put a smile on
your face. Letters also include things, for instance
photos, gifts, perhaps a
dried flower, or underwear,
whatever someone thought

may ttck.lc your fancy. Has anyone ever faxed you their underwear or a dried flower?
My point being here, that
even though sending or receiving mail is not as easy, convenient, or as cheap as newer methods of communication, it still
possesses a certain charm and
worth to many.
Don't eliminate it totally
from your lives for the sake of
speed and convenience. Try to
remember what receiving a personal card or letter means to you,
or what a letter from you may
mean to someone. You may have
to put a little extra effort into
sending correspondence since
the campus post office has
~l~scd, but you'll remember why
1t 1s worth 1t when that next interesting letter arrives in your
mail box.
Long live letter writing!

.
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In a world of disorders - pick one
By Ken Lori
It seems like everybody has 1t
really bad.
Take yesterday, a lady in
hne at the bank told me about
her 13 year-old son recently diagnosed with AttentJO_n Deficit Hyperac1tv1ty Disorder

(ADI-ID).
She had her child med1callv tested after complamts
frorit his three younger siblings,
three older step·s1blings, one
new sibling from his step-father's first wife and triplets
born from h1s real dad's latest
marriage. \pparently her boy
1s unable to focus .
I also felt kind of bad
when this other guy was tell
ing me about his 20 year-old
daughter who found out last
week she has SADD, a "seasonal disorder" meaning winters make her unhappy, strugglingwith a whole season. Poor
girl. I guess her depression
causes her to drink and do lots
of drugs and be really pro011scuous, ya know, to ease the
misery. What was once irresponsibility is now very SADD.
The other day, this older
fellow was reflecting on his
past with a slight sound of regret. Seems, he told me, he
never d id what he wanted in
life but with help from a doctor, has recently deduced the
cause.
For 60 years he had been
plagued with CD, LOGD
known in most psychiatry circles as "Courage Deficit, Lack
of Guts Disorder." His shrink
told him that the disease prevented him from Having or
Accomplishing Dreams. He's
been administered drugs to
help him cope.
You know, the more disorder folks I met the more I
got to thinking that maybe I
was suffering too. That maybe
I deserved some unwarranted
attention.
So I was particularly interested in an article on CD,
LOGD I found pinned to the
wall in my counsellor's waiting
room. The symptoms listed in

the feature resembled the ones
I suffer from, such as no self
control, indec1s1on, stepping
down from a challenge, running
scared, remaining in a safe environment, denymg inner desires, feeling sorry for myself,
complaining a lot, afraid of failure, worrying about others'
opinions, withdrawing when
exposed to truth, and many others.
Some believe that CD,
LOGO 1s the real number one
cause of death among people,
but I say if other "v1ct1ms" can
drag their heavy crosses from
day to dreadful dav, so can I.
Maybe, though, you could
try to understand me, 'kay? And
watch what you say around me.
I've alreadv encountered some
who think' I have no "Gums"
rather than no "Guts."
Can you believe the insensitivity:> And what about the
government? I mean, I've never
heard any polit:1cian address the
needs of me and my CharacterChallenged friends .
How successful would
Jean Chretien be if he was suddenly stricken with CD,
LOGD? Funny, but people of
his status have never been
tripped up by such disorders.
Don't worry 'bout me,
though. I'll carry on, even
though, I can't do what you can
because I'm, well, you know.
Thankfully, members of CD,
LOGD already have a support
group together to help us cope.
Yeah, it's difficult to meet
others and share but at least we
all enjoy the same insecurity.
You see, WE understand each
other.
So he careful when talking to us. We're sick. We have
no power to change, nor do we
have any control over our behaviour, so try to accept us
please.
Thank you for understanding Now, if you'll excuse
me, I've got a talk-show to attend.

Ken Lori's column wilt
appear each week in the Lance

the Lance
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A modest proposal
for the future
By Andy Vainio
With little fanfare and with little
ceremony (at least so far), Windsor I !all has apparently been renamed Chrysler I !all. Great!
Just d1e thing that postsecondary
education in Ontano needs further cornmod1ticauon.
But why stop there? There
1s an mtimte universe of possibilities open to a u01verstty admin1strat1on which 1s more concerned with courtmg corporate
largesse than making a concerted
effort to tell our esteemed provincial government and Education Minister/high school dropout John Snobelen that maybe,
just maybe, education is about
more than instrumentalized vocational training.
For starters, why not rent
out professors as advertising
space? Think of the lucrative
advertising contracts that would
roll in if professors were decked
out in T-shirts and ball caps

sporting corporate logos. In the
case of tenured professors, perhaps a lifetime contract to wear
a prominently placed tattoo of
something like McDonald's
golden arches could be worked
out. The professor would get a
cut and, likewise, so would the
urnvers1ty.
In fact, we could do aw-dy
entirely with the salaries of professors and reqwrc them to pursue advertising contracts on their
own. In order to teach a class
i.e. give their sponsors an audience, the university would be
entitled to a certain share of the
advertising revenue therewith
generated .
Yet another strategy, is the
sale of enrolment lists to the
lovely companies which make a
point of sending you horrendously wasteful quantities of
junk mail. When students register, they might be required to
fill out a form detailing their

spending habits so particular
companies could focus their efforts at selling more useless crud
on parllcular groups of students.
Instead of "marketing" the University of Windsor to potential
students who, m the grotesquely
commod1fied termmology pervading the volcahulanes of admin,stratJve types, arc frequently
referred to as "stockholders" or
"stakeholders", U of W studc:nts
could be sold to advertisers as
an audience. To cop a phrase
from Adbusters magazine, the
thing to remember when dealing with advertising is that the
product being sold is YOU.
If vulgar commercialism is
to be the fate of universities in
the Ontario of the 1990s, then
why not dispense.with this halfhearted farting around of renaming buildings and do it big time?

Letter to the editor
SRC report doesn't show the whole picture
Dear Editor,
The Strategic Renewal Committee (SRq has recently indicated
that 1t will be proceeding to the
implementation of the new academic structure over the 1996/
97 year. In its report of April
1996, the coffiffilttee stated that
the new structure would lead to
a spending reduction in excess
of $1,000,000. The assumptions
supporting this figure deserve
some comment.
The SRC report bases its
calculation principally on reductions in stipends and teaching
remissions for Basic Administrative Units (BAU) Heads. Under
the restructuring, BAU's will be
fewer and larger. The report assumes that stipends and remissions for the remaining BAU
Heads will stay at their current

levels, so that overall totals will
be reduced by the elimination of
some BAU Heads. The report
assumes a reduction of 20 stipends and 50 course remissions.
Each stipend is valued at
$2,500. The total for sbpend reductions, therefore, is $50,000.
The value of a course reffilssion
is more problemabc.
The report assumes that
average faculty salary and benefits total $88,000, and that the
average teaching load is S
courses. Each course remission
is, therefore, worth ('$88,000/5=
$17,600). The conclusion is that
SO course remissions are
($17,600 X SQ= $880,000) . The
report does not discuss any costs
associated with the restructuring.

One can agree that teaching is import2nt without accepting that it is the only thing we
professors do of value. We
should be very wary of an approach that fails to take into account our research, our service
and our contributions to academic decision making. If the
role of professors is misunderstood, we risk excessive administrative centralization. The time
that we spend making academic
decisions on programs, courses,
appointments and promotions lS
not stolen time, but rather an
essential part of our work for the
university.

Professor Maureen Irish
Faculty of Law

Question of the Week
Do you feel safe on the U of W campus?

'

J

I

I feel safe walking on the
grounds because there's always an emergency button I
can push.

Veronica Serrah
4th year Arts

Being a male, I guess I feel
safe. ~ 'ith walksafc it's great.

John Seney
2nd year Criminology

The fact that our screens
don't lock at Clark residence
isn't too great. Other than
that 1t's not too bad.

Melanie Caughill
2nd year Criminology

I think it's great during the
day.

Angie Wellman
1st year Music Therapy

So far it's great. The walksafe
program is great

Anne Howard
1st year Nursing

When it comes to coolness, we'll let you draw your own
conclusions. By using logic, however, it is possible to
conclude:
• Wal-Mart has lots of stuff that you need and want. Lots of
choices, and we always keep it in stock.
•Wal-Mart has great low prices. It doesn't take a math
major to figure this one out!
•Wal-Mart is friendly. Our associates really like helping
people find what they want. We want to make sure you
are happy with your purchases.
Whether you are setting up an apartment, need a new
computer or calculator or a CD player, we've got it. Check
out the selection on this page.Then come in and see for
yourself what it's like to shop at Wal-Mart.
Is Wal-Mart cool? Well, with all of the above in mind,
we'd like to think we're sorta cool!

2-Slke Toaster
Features a heat and moisture
sensor ror rfect toasting.
Has w
ots to accommoagels and pastries plus a
movable hinged crumb tray
for easy deaning. ..c22101

ll Electric Kettle
Features include cool-touch,
side-mounted handle, a safety
thermostat, enclosed heating
element and non-spill spout.
In white. •K1050

4-Ptece Computer Centre

With storage hutch, slide-out
keyboard, paper holder shelf.
Printer stand with adjustable
shelves.

Some assembly required
on all furniture.
Accessories not included.

493

~lettWrex C-Omputer Disks
3.5"' High Den,ity
fonnaued 18\1
100% tested. w,th
a lifetime warrant\
Also available:
2'>-Pack, 9.96.

10-Pack

Pack

Your Choice

Lightweight Steam/

15~,~
Hugger Lamp

Dry Iron

Features smooth-glide sole
plate, reversible cord for right
or left handed use and 37
steam vents. •116SO

2 698

!Gsmoj

with Bonus Clip Light

Clock Radio

;\luhi-posilion design
" versat,k and easy
to use. Choose from
black. blue or green.
40 wan bulb included. Bonus

•Wake up to radio,
buzzer or both
• Snooze bar.
• Battery back-up.
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Mayor Hurst greets
incontlng students
By Dave Garcia
The University of Windsor held
their welcoming convocation
last Thursday in front of Dillon
Hall to welcome first-year students, featuring guest speaker,
Windsor Mayor and former
University of Windsor graduate
Mike Hurst.
Dr. William Jones, vicepresident academic gave the
convocation address to the
freshmen students, and described what the university has
to offer to its next generation
of students.
"The University of Windsor has a plan to include the provision of up-to-date technology
and opportunity for students to
take part in the innovative programs which will prepare them
for the changing world of the
21st century," he said.
He also cited some of the
changes that have occurred in
the past year, such as the first
jointly operated automobile research facility (the University of
Windsor-Chrysler Automobile
Development Centre), which
"hopes to participate in worldclass research in automotive
technology," the London Life
Great Lakes Research Centre;
the Labour Studies program and
its agreement with St. Clair College to allow their students to
study here and for the university to have access to their facilities.

He also mentioned that the
university offered a number of
programs such as the Ambassador Duty-Free store and the CoOp Education program, among
th
tud
o ers, as s
ents are surrounded by academic and workrelated opportunities.
"As first year students, you
should start examining opportunities such as these to determine
which experience would be most
beneficial to your academic and
vocational career."
He also mentioned what
has been a corrunon theme regarding Canadian universities reducing costs.
"Over the next year, you
may hear considerable discussion about restructuring and renewal at this university. We are
undergoing a process to reduce
administration costs in order to
.
provide a larger proportion of
available resources to the teaching programs."
Finally, he thanked the City
of Windsor in their help with the
university. The city has contributed $3 million to the university
and has raised $5 million worth
of scholarships for the univer-

"Clubbing It" - Students mill around the area between Dillon Hall and the CAW Student Centre, on
September 11, persuing the wide variety of clubs and associations on campus. See page 7 for details.
-Photo l!J David B11kovec

UWSA tnisrepresents Student
Media Corporation to Council
By Lance News Staff

sity.

Mayor Hurst opened hi:;
address to the students in a
rather tongue-in-cheek fashion,
poking fun of his own academic
prowess.
"I might appear as though
I'm at least somewhat learned
because I'm wearing this particular robe today, but I want to assure that is definitely not the
case," he began. "If Mike Hurst
can graduate from the University of Windsor, then anyone in
this audience can graduate from
the University of Windsor!"
This, of course, brought
rounds of laughter from the audience, but then the mayor
moved to the more serious topic
of learning.
''The City of Windsor is
proud of this institution, and its
excellent and growing reputation
not only in Canada, but around
the world. Now the guardianship
of that reputation passes in part
to you."
"What you are taking on
is far more important than that.
By enrolling in this or another
institute of higher learning, you
are taking on your own personal
future."
He also mentioned that the
university will offer them a learning experience beyond academ1CS.

"Your success here will
not only be n·easured by your
academic achievements and your
grades, essays, and degrees, but
also by the way you nourish your
relationships with your fellow
students, and your instructors,
and perhaps most importantly of
all, this institution itself."
Co•liulli o,r />"I! J

Statements made regarding the
Student
Media
Corporacion(SMq in the UWSA
executive's quarterly reports have
raised concerns about their accuracy.
These statements were
made to council and the media
at the September 12 meeting and
were also contained in the quarterly reports distributed at that

SMC has led rhe Executive Team
to the conclusion that it may be
necessary for the student body
at large to re-define the purpose,
scope and mandate of this board.
Also included in this must be a
defined portfolio for the SMC
student members at large and the
SMC/UWSA executive."
When asked to corrunent
on what she had in mind in
terms of "redefining the purpose, scope and mandate of
SM4" Williams responded that,
in light of CJAM's independence
in running their own finances,
"I think what that has done, by
its very definition of financial accountability is who has it now?
Because I am no longer a signing member· on CJAM books
and Dave (Tripp, VP Finance)
is singularly the UWSA/SMC
executive that does that. That
has changed our understanding
of what the SMC board is for
and who has the power to have
accountability."

James Cruickshank, Editor

m Chief of the Lance com-

mented, "I believe the SMC
board is running as well as it can
be. We are a financial/operations
body and we do a good job at
that. The SMC keeps everyone
in check and we are accountable
to the SMC?'
Darren Vanecko, VP Internal Affairs, made the following
statements regarding the SMC in
time.
his quarterly report:
"With CJAM's intent to
The Student Media Corpogain financial autonomy from
ration oversees and is a repreUWSA/SAC almost all of the
sentative body for the general
talks at these board meetings
operations and policy adopted by
have been dominated by this isCJAM and the Lance. It is comsue. Financial autonomy was
prised of a Board of Directors
voted on and granted which
who manage the affairs of the
meant that a bookkeeper will
corporation. The general affairs
have to be hired and all monies
of the corporation are governed
by By-Law 9.
given from students to CJAM
will be spent as CJAM sees fit.
In her report, UWSA
The three members of the
President Fanta Williams made
UWSA Executive who sit on this
the following statements regardboard,
Fanta Williams, Dave
ing the SMC: "Occurrences this
Tripp
and
myself all fought
summer in negotiating with the
against this."
The aforementioned executive team voted in favour of
the Board of the SMC adopting
the financial policy of the SMC.
On voting in favour,
Vanecko corrunents, ''We realized that we were outnumbered,
so we decided that because we
were outnumbered on the board,
it would be better to vote with
CJAM and the SMC board ...so
we decided to vote in favour of
it. But still don't think that it is
~·· i
in the best interests of students."
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;...........;;;;;..,.;;;;;~;...------------t;...--I . He also adds, "The way the
Student's Council sat for the first time this semester on September 12. board is, we don't feel we have
The meeting included Executive Quarterly Reports and a motivational the votes we need to get what is
speaker.
in the best interests of students."
Photo
u•li•111d o• Pt1f! 5
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Tuesday, September 17
AA Campus Group meets
every Tuesday and Thursday at
12:00 pm to 1:30 pm m a closed
d1scuss10n in conference room
A and B of the CAW Student
Centre. For more information
call Lily at 258-5698.

1745.
The Marxist-Leninist Study
Group will be holding a fall discussion program on modern
communism - opening session
will be held in the CAW Student
Centre Conference Room A everyone 1s welcome.

Thursday, September 19
Essex County Social Justice
Coalition, meeting at 7:00 pm
at the Essex Civic Centre. ''The
Future of Point Pelee Park." Call
Dave Mans 689-7164 or 2534232 ext. 4521.

Thursday, September 19 at
5:00 pm in Moot Court. The application deadline the fall
1997 is November 1, 1996 and
the application process has
changed. It is very important for
all interested students to
attend this session.

Assumption University has
a 4:45 pm mass followed by a
home cooked supper at 5:30
pm. The cost is only $4.00 and
all are invited. We are located
immediately west of the CAW
Student Centre and south of
Assumption Church Call
973-7033, ext. 3399.
OPIRG - Windsor's full
board meeting every Tuesday,
at the Grad House, 458 Sunset Ave. (upstairs). Anyone
interested in working in the
progressive manner to improve the environment or to
advance social justice is welcome. OPIRG operates on the
basis of p-articipatory democracy
and consensus decision making.
For more mformation call 2531745.
Wednesday, September 18
OPIRG - Windsor's General
Orientation at Iona College 208
Sunset Ave. Learn all about
OPIRG-Windsor and discover
the wide range of issues and
projects we will be working on
this year.. You can make a difference! Refreshments provided.
For more information call 253-

A

The AIDS Committee of
Windsor will be having information
tables will be set up at Tecumseh
Hall, staffed by trained
volunteers who can answer
questions and/ or direct the public
to appropriate resources. Information will be available in
the form of pamphlets and other
handouts and walk
information will also be avallable.
Sunday, September 22
The International Relations
Society is holding a car wash in
the Drama parking lot(F). Come
and let us clean your car for a
minunal fee.

Windsor Air Quality Committee meetmg 4:00 pm in the City
Hall Basement Board Room.
D1scuss1on of Pilot Emission
Reduction Trading Project
(PER1) and Domestic Foundry.
The public is invited call 9731116.

Women's Incentive Centre
presents Linda McQuaig speaking on "The Deficit Hysteria, the
Assault on Common Sense."
Walkerv1lle Collegiate at 7:30
pm. Admission is $25.00 at the
door, low income and students
a.re $5.00. Call WIC at 971-8448.

Assumption University holds
weekday masses at 12:05 pm on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays. All are welcome.

Dr. Juanita WesunorelandTraore, the Dean of the Faculty
of Law will conduct an information session for students interested in out Law program on

.

Friday, September 20
CARISA will be having a dance
in the Asylum Pub. Cost is $3
for members before 11:00 pm
and $5 after 11 :00 pm for
members and non-members.

The International Relations
Society is holding a pub night
at the Dominion House at 8:00
pm. The cost is $5 for nonmembecs. All you can drt.nkl
Saturday, September 21.

Assumption University invites
anybody interested to an 11:30
am mass in the Chapel (2 floor).
They are located immediately
west of the CAW Student Centre and south of Assumption
Church. Call 973-7033, ext.
3399 or 3374 for further information.
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Monday, September 23
The Ioteroational Relations
Society holding a bingo starting at 5:00 pm at the Derby
Community Bingo (1279 University Avenue West). Win some
money while supporting your
university clubs.
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closes its doors
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By Dave Garcia

One of the University of Windsor's more popular hangouts,
Antonelli's Pizzeria, is closed
down for the 1996-97 year, citing financial reasons.
Lynda Smith, the Department Head of Food Services,
says that there was an increase
in the vacancy rate of students
living in residence - about 450
of them - compared to last
year. Had Antonelli's, Crocodile
Bar and Grill, and the University Oub remained open with the
current number of students,
Food Services would have lost
$642,744 in revenue.
Since Food Services is
mandated to have a balanced
budget, she says that they would
have had to close Antonelli's
down or raised student's meal
plan fees. Also, Vanier Hall, the
main area where residence students eat, underwent renovations and, because of the decrease in residence students over
the past few years, Smith says
that they needed to provide
enough money to cover its operating costs. Since Vanier is
considered an essential service,
this would not have happened
had Antonelli's, Crocodile, and

University Club remained open.
The pizzeria had earned 98
percent of its revenue from residence students, and the decrease
in out-of-town students over the
past few years meant that its
operating costs would not have
been covered. The University
Clu? also ceased its evening
services because of fmancial reasons. Both of the closings means
38 hourly paid workers are permanently laid off.
However, these closings
have not.gone unnoticed among
those who are living in residence.
Barry Harding, president
of Huron Hall, says that students
were "fed up because they were
not getting what they paid for.
They did not announce that
services would be closed. Had
they not told us, they might not
have come to residence."
Harding says that all they
are looking for is a partial refund
and that they are willing to negotiate with Food Services about
it.
Two students from Huron
Hall have brought forth a petition protesting the closings, saying that this is not what they had
paid for.
"The reason why we did

the Lance
,
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Hurst pays a visit

this 1s because the students of
ccss together, and pondenng setHuron Hall realized after the C,111i1111tdfrom page 1
Hurst also cited his own backs together."
fact that they were still charging
Hurst fmally welcomed the
the same price (the Huron Hall experience at the University of
meal plan costs $1650 per year)," Windsor in describing what students from outside of Windsays Alan Lyons, a resident who takes place here: "A wealth of sor, saying that they are "pleased
began the petition. "Basically, we knowledge, and an exercise in you've chosen this mstitution
realized that Food Services 1s how to acquire it, how to make and we hope that you'll become
Windsorites - at least for a
charging the same price for half use of it, now and later in life."
The mayor also used the while."
the product."
very word "university" to deBeing a W1ndsonte, he
He and Paul Morassuti
another resident of Huron Hall' scribe how students interact with says, is like bemg a University
of Windsor Lancer, m that they
had discussed this matter with one another.
"The word 'university' share the same qual1t1es of
Food Services, but was told that
nothmgwould be done this year. suggests an entirety, a whole, a "friendship, caring, loyalty, good
Lyons says that if they can't universe if you will, drawn into times when appropriate, and
open AntonelJi's, then the Huron one place... you will fmd an enor- hard work when appropnate."
He ended by saying that
residents should be offered at mous amount of hard work in
front
of
you,
and
times
of
enWindsor
is a welcoming home,
least a partial refund. "As we can
joyment
and
fellowship
that
and
that
"you've come to the
?ave the option to buy grocercomes
from
facing
similar
chalright
place
and we're very glad
ies and let us cook at home," he
lenges
together,
celebrating
sueyou're
here."
says.
He says that Tecumseh
Hall is just as far off campus as
Huron, yet they pay only $350 a
year for their meal plan.
Since Huron Hall is far off
campus, he says, Antonelli's was
convenient.
"In the wint.er, when it was
40 degrees below, we didn't have
Ontario Plbic lnter~t Ret.earch Group
to walk all the way to Vanier to
get something to eat. We could
just order a pizza."
The Huron students still
have the option of having their
dinners at Vanier, but they would
have to be charged $12.50 off
their meal plan, unlike "Quad"
residents - those who live in
Oark, Macdonald, Cartier and
LEARN ALL ABOUT OPIRG-WINDSOR
Cody (which is now closed) who have up to 10 meals a week,
he says.
REFRESHMENTS
•
Lyons says that his petition
has gained a lot of support from
FREE STUFF
his fellow Huron residents.
"A lot of residents are very
ticked off," he says, "and so they
joined some task forces, and
Iona College
that's how our petltion started."
208 Sunset Ave.
Lyons adds that they did
meet with a legal representative,
(519) 253 -1745
SPMT06PM
who told h~ that they have leopirg@server.uwindsor.ca
gal grounds for a class-action
lawsuit, but he says that he does
not want to resort to that.
VOLUNTEER WITH OPIRG. WINDSOR
"It's not what we want to
• • LIFE FOR YOUR CONCERNS ••
do. We would rather solve this
diplomatically."
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Antonelli's Pizza is no longer operating. Questions as to why have
provoked controversy.

Photo l!J David B11rovek.
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SCHOLARSHIPS

Or plant a tree. Or recycle your newspaper. After all, whenever you do anything
- b,g or small - to help restore and conserve our wild spaces and species, you
also help yoursel( We count on these living resources for everything from medical

Up ~ dlrcc ICbolanblpo ~ $2300 each will be awuded IO IIUdalls for lbc purpo,IC of
c:arryma OU! I ,-arcll proJecl OD die COlllribwlOD ol Friullm ~ 10 Canada.
Saadc:ala ~ ~ are accepllld will CUT)' OU! •
pn,jcct OD IIIY aspea of Chia
top_iC, Wldtr die aq,crvisloo of a prof..,.. 11 die UniYenlly of W-l<ldlor, and comple!,e 1
~ rq,on by the end of lbc Wiater 1997 lmll. The llipeod will be awarded upon
lllisfxlory compledaQ of • paper lllltable for publlcaliOD.
The compelilloD II opal to all dope tllidaa II die Ual-.;I}' of W-mcbor, padulle and
~ - SludcalS wU1 be ppeceod IO repllet isl a ditclCled readisla or apecia1 topics
COW'IC Ill Older ID reclft adequala eupemuoa. ( ~ ICUdetu may apply IO lbeir
~ to re,-r for die Major' . . . ..)
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advancement to mdustnal growth. In other words, what we do for them, we do for
ourselves. And our children. Get in couch with us at www.wwfcanada.org or
I-800-26-PANDA and we'll tell you a few more selfish ways you can help.

'fl~eir future is 011, fut11rt..

A commiaee will cniu. a,pplJcalica wtddl aboo&ld iaclude:
• A brio( delcripcloe ol die propooed .-rdl (lbow clearly wllll you plan 10 do bow lDd
........ yoa will do it. 11111 ~ dial 1'111 baw die lltilll lO eany it OU!). '
• A complcle academic ~ of padea.
•
A lcaer of lllflPC)rl ftom die facalty member lrillma 10 aipenlse 1bc projecl.
• A leaa' of
ftom IDOdler l*ll!P familiar .;a die llllldml's won.

CIASSIFIEDS
LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE
on campus prep! Flexible
formats includinhg weekends
for $1 9 5. Instant info:
prep@istar.ca or
http://www. prep.corn.
Richardson - since 1979 1 800 4 10 PREP

BARFRIDGE
used, 3mos - $200 or
best offer. Like new
SMITH CORRONA
TYPEWRITER 3 mos old
best offer. 971-941 8
leave message

FOR RENT
One Bedroom in Four
Bedroom house near U
of W. Furnished Parking
Air, Fireplace, Deck
$3 50/mo. Uti included.
9mo lease 948-6528
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Udi.M/Fri11/.ani Sdrolonhips
Unittrsity of Mndsor
418 Oaryskr HaJJ Tuwr, Mndsor. Onlario. N98 2X.J
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Mahaffy addresses Windsor Victim Services fundraiser
By Jeff Gendron
\X'hen her only daughter did not
return home one Frtday night,
Debbie I\1ahaffy knew there was
something wrong.
After receiving word that
her daughter was abducted,
raped and murdered, .\1ahaffy
needed to talk to somebody fast.
Shortly after the word
spread that her daughter was
gone, Mahaffy was able to work
closely with a v1ct1m services
representative from the
Burlington Police Detachment.
According to Mahaffy, "the victim's services lady literally saved
my life."
Last Thursday, Mahaffy
shared her courageous story to
over a thousand people during
a fundrais10gcvent put on by the
Victun Services Board of Windsor and Essex County.
The event, which was held
at the Caboto Club, was sponsored by several area businesses
and orgarnzations. Locally, the
victim's services board 1s run by
a hoard of directors in con1unction with its founder Patti Kelly.
The group made up of 40 volunteers provides emotional support, information, referrals, crisis response, crime prevention
and compensation to area residents as needed.
For those who have lost
family or friends to homicide or
violent cnmes, there will be a
candle light vigil on Thursday,
October 24 at Most Precious
Blood Church.
The vigil, which 1s being
coordinated by Debra Ayotte of
the Canadian Mental I Iealth

Afterwards, some people
\ssoc1at1on, is pnmanly for the a personal quest to prevent such
often
told her to "gc• on with it
victims families and friends. crimes to happen to other
and
stop
living pathetic lives."
Those interested arc asked to daughters and sons.
\X/h1le
her
response was, "1f I
"You cannot leave the v1ccontact Ayotte at 255-7440.
could stop crying I
In an attempt to
would"
sec that support is ofAccording to
fered to others such as
Windsor Police Chief
herself, Mahaffy's goal
John Kousik, the crymg
1s to have all 110 Ongoes on for a long time.
tario police detach"All too often victims
ments establish a victim
are unaware of what avservices department.
enues
of assistance arc
In her speech
available to them. The
"When
Violence
physical and emotional
Touches You," Mahaffy
effects
of crime can
recalled the mental
create many personal
stram that goes on daily
problems related to emafter the loss of her
ployment and fidaughter. Everythmg
nances."
from vanous scents in
Nationally one
the air to phrases that
such
associated
group
others use 10 everyday
was
started
out
by
anconversation still bother
other
mother
whose
her to this day.
daughter was the victun
"The smell of a
of
a brutal abduction
warm
summer's
and
murder.
cvcningsull bothers me;
On August 9,
or even the term 'con1991,
Nina de Villiers,
crete evide"nce' still gets
19,
was
abducted and
me today."
murdered
while JogShe also talked
ging m Burlmgton. For
about how her ltfe is
reduced to an mcred1ble Mrs. Debbie Mahafy at a recent Victim Services ten days a massive
search party of over
amount of control built Fundraiscr.
on by fear. "Even when ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _P_'ho_1o_by
~ ]eff
~ G
- e_n_dro
_,._1. 5,000 people searched
the vast area only to
I go out to the garage
or use a public phone, I get tims out of the justJce system," discover that the young girl was
said Mahaffy. Despite this state- already dead.
scared."
The mother of this chtld
According to Mahaffy, this ment, she remembers that even
fear bnngs on an ultimate during the emotional days of the who is the founder and president
amount of strange behavior that on-go10g trial, she was asked to of CAVEAT (Canadians Against
Violence Everywhere Advocatrequires an incredible amount of leave the courtroom
"The defense attorney ing Its Termmation) was also on
patience on the part of those
who help her cope with this fear. warned the families to settle hand to speak to the crowd last
As a result of the events down and not get so emotional Thursday.
As a result of her personal
surrounding the death of her because we were influencing the
tragedy,
she has channeled her
jury;'
said
Mahaffy.
daughter, Mahaffy has been on

anger and emotion into positive
action by starting CAVEAT
De Villiers recalls the horrible days after the death of her
daughter and painfully, the last
days prior to her death. She discussed how even she and her
family were too quick to pomt
out that crime would never affect them.
"We live in a society were
we let others take care of 1t (the
justice system) when we should
be taktng care of it ourselves."
Recalling her daughters
concentrated energy to defend
the rights of women and prevent
such crimes from happening
agamstwomen, she talked about
how her daughter reacted to the
Montreal Massacre m early December 1989.
"Nina was in Grade 13
and like any other student she
was juggling over what university to attend. Shortly after the
massacre, she was asked to be
part of a group of singers in creation of a song dedicated to those
women."
After what had been an
emotionally stlrring speech that
captivated the audience, de
Villiers recalled the chorus written by Cynthia Kerr that has
become so popular with university and college students at their
Take Back The Night rallies...
"Who's gonna break the silence,
who's gonna fight the fight,
stand up and he counted and
give us back the night. Ohl
Who's gonna break the silence,
who's gonna fight the fight,
stand up and be counted and
give women back the night."
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Shampoo or
Conditioner
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400ml
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Donna Mailloux

Chuck Tolmie

Pharmacist Manager

Pharmacist Manager

Westown Big V

Bryson Big V

''We look forward to
serving the local student
community. Come in and
meet our friendly staff. ''

FLEECY

Fabric Softener
Sheets 27's
(25+2 Bonus)

ggc

Prices in effect until Saturday. Sept. 21/96

FRIDAY, SEPT. 20

First 400 students will receive a
2 pack Schick Slim Trim Razor

FREE!

BRYSON BIG V

-DRUG STORE3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247
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Nation wide search for innovators
By Lance N cws Staff
CALGARY - In 1997 the Ernest
c. Manning Awards l<oundation
will continue its program of saluting Canadian innovation
through presentation of cash
awards to Canada's outstanding
innovators.
Nominations of innovative
Canadians for the 1997 competition are being sought from
coast to coast.
The $100,000 Principal
Award, the $25,000 Award of
Distinction and two $5,000 Innovation Awards will be presented to Canadians who have

conceived and developed new
concepts, procedures, processes
or products of benefit to Canada.
The Manning Awards have
been recognizing Canadian innovation for over15 years. Ideas
big and small have been re warded - development of the
total replacement artificial knee
was invented by a Canadian, as
was an emergency escape smoke
hood for use by civilians.
The Ernest C. Manning
Awards Foundation 1s a not-forprofit organization intended to
encourage world-class Canadian
innovation. The Manning

Awards are privately financed
through contributions from the
corporate sector and mdividuals.
To receive a nomination
pamphlet or for more information, visit the Internet Site at
http://www.manrnngawards.ca,
or contact 'Ibe Manning Awards,
3900, 421 - 7 Avenue S. W.,
Calgary, Alberta, T2P-4K9, telephone (403) 266-7571, fax
(404) 266-8154.
Nominees for the awards
must be Canadian citizens resident in Canada. Nominations
close search year on February 15
(or the next busmess day).

don't see how they are completely financially autonomous."
Ligaya Byrch, former StatlOn Manager of CJAM, who has
sat on the SMC Board of Directors up until September 4, commented, ''Up until recently the
SMC was opposed to any initiatives CJAM proposed in order
that they (CJAM) may attempt
to find outside funding. Therefore, the finance policy as it
stands now was proposed and
passed in order that CJAM may

Williams also corrunentcd
on her vote in favour of the SMC
fmancial policy: ''First of all, as
you know we vehemently opposed that policy, and tried as
much as possible not to allow
that vote to take place. Butwhat
we are trying to do is work as
constructively as possible on this
board." She added that "this will
enable there to continue to be
constructive discourse, and that
we can continue to find ways to
work co-operativel y on this
board."
Vanecko
refers to financial 'autonomy'
for CJAM, in addition to "monies given from
students
to
..
~....... :-.;
~
CJAM to be
i
spent as CJAM
.; ;,:: .,.iiS',:~{
sees fit."
,.·:~
Gud<sraik,
who supports
the
finacial
policy of the
S M C ,
said,"CJAM
doesn't have
what I consider financial au- now seek out outside fundmg in
tonomy. If you look at other attempt to lessen the burden on
universities, financial autonomy students, by perhaps eventually
for student media means that lessening the student levy".
Byrch felt that the statethey have no financial accountments
presented to council did
ability to the students or a
not
properly
represent the SMC
board."
as
a
whole.
He added," This is not the
"I think that council
case at the SMC, what we voted
should
ask for full representaon is that CJAM has to be action
of
the SMC when and if it
countable to us. Any large purchase of $1000 or more has to 1s to be discussed. Not just the
come through the SMC board three UWSA executives."
Williams mentions the
and any other purchase they do
make, they need the signature of ''UWSA/SMC executive" in her
the VP finance, David Tripp. I report and repeatedly referred to

..........
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CLASSIFIEDS
1988 NISSAN
MICRA SSPEED,
SAFTI ED.

PARKING
3 blocks from the
Student centre.
WELL-MAINTAINED. University and Randolph
LOW ON GAS, GREAT area $30/month the cost
BACK TO SCHOOL CAR
'
$ 1, 500
of one parking tag
_
Call Wayne 97 3-1248
977 1246

0

UWSA tnisrepresents itself
Co11ti1111tdfrom pagt 1

.

"

theOark Sid~

EXCLUSIVE TANNING SALONS

l

125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 977-7284

I
the "SMC executive" dunng an
interview with the Lance. The
SMC Board of Directors as outI
lined in By-Law 9 does not have
I
an appointed executive committee or hierarchy.
Williams said, "It's not an I
official term, but unofficially our
president and vice president,
whether it be our VP Administration or VP Finance etcetera,
those have always been known
to be executive positions within
Sept. 17 & 18
that board."
For clarification purposes,
the SMC Board
of Directors consists of 7 official
members
(as
listed in By-Law
Batteries for your old watch on~ $2.99 INSTALLED!
9); UWSA PresiLeather Bands for your ~d watch on~ $4.99 INSTALLED!
dent, Vice President Internal affairs, Vice Presid cn t Finance,
Editor in chief of
the Lance, Production manager
of the Lance,
Cashiers - P/f Flexible for Day, Evening
Business
and Weekend Shifts
manager(station
manager)
of
Stock Persons - Reliable People needed
CJAM, and ProPlease Respond to: KMART Canfd4
P/f 5 pm - 9pm shift
gram Director of CJAM. Other
members are student representa, 550 Huron Ch11rch Rd.
Night Shift 9pm - 6am
Windsor, Ontario
tives and additional community/
N9C 323
volunteer representatives.
FAX: 254-0042
During her report,
Williams also includes the CJAM
power increase to a list of
Do
have a university degree?
UWSA/ Administrative successes.
Byrch felt this was also
misleading and contradictory.
"There seems to be a contradiction in terms. UWSA notes
the CJAM Power Increase as a
success, yet at the same time
does not feel SMC is operating
as it should."

I
I

GIANT FASHION WATCH S
TWO DAY8 ONLY!'

8:30am - 4:00pm_
ODETTE BUSINESS BLDG. LO~

ALL WATCHES $9.99 • $15.99!!!
CIC

~ [iE]

Has Positions for:

FIT

you

Find out how to get a job in the knowledge economy

VOLUNTEER·TO BE A BUDDY.

MAKE A FRIEND FOR

LIFE.

Best Buddies is a an international non-profit organization which creates friendships
between people with developmental disabilities and university and college students.

~ Best Buddies chapter is coming to [the name ofyour university/college/this fall. If you'd
hke to volunteer to be there for someone who could really use a friend (and have a lot of fun
at the same time), give us a call:
RBBBCCA WALXBR e 971-8571

or come to our chapter's Dr1an1zau1na1 Meeunu
SBPTBHBBR 24th

e

5:00 p.m.

IN VAHIBR HALL'S CROCOOILB LOUNGB

Heid, has a degree and co,mderable e\pertence as a result of
her 1mi\·m1t; co-op pl.icements. After s,ad1wt111g with a BBA, sire 11.i1rkl'li
111 retarl for a year. Then Heidi came to IT/ ITT's profemonal placement
team helped He1d1 find afull-t,me 10b l•efore she srad11ated
!TI IS the leadms pos,wruiuate IT tramm8 (Clmpan_v III Canuda
The 9 month prosram 111cl11des PowerRmlder, Oracle. Visual Busic
z'.lol'ell. Windows ,'n: and rhe Internet
For a pmonal app,m1lmr111 ,,, t,, rt'grsla
for .in mfom4111M sess,.,11 c.i/1

1-800-939-4484
E-marl· mf,.,@111 ea
Web l1t1p//11.·wv..111 ea

•11·1

Information
T echnology
Institute

Our solutwru ,ire TT Pr.ifemon.ils
IHllf\\ \to,, ro, OTT\\\<\ J(lR\l,T<l
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Opportunites '96 ... try volunteering

Attention 20-somethings!

By Robin Cooper

(and 19 year olds)

Meet weekly for casual
conversation, board games - good
fu n aH around!
Meet ing place at Pa ulin Memorial
Church (no bible-thumping .. ~
honest!)
·
~

We get together to meet new
peop1e and have a good laugh
without t he superficial st at ic of

t he bar scene.
Interested? I hope so!
Ask for me, Ken Lori, at 972-5167

Tuesday. Septt=>1nber 17 1996"

Providing students with the opportunity to explore the benefits
of volunteering is the primary
obiective of Volunteer Fair: Op, portuntties '96. This annual
event, in its ninth year, will be
held on Tuesday, September 24,
from 1Oam to 3pm in the Ambassador Auditorium, located on
the top floor of the CAW Srudent Centre.
"VolunteeMg offers many
benefits 10 exchange for the
small time investment required,"
says Mike Hamelin, Coordinator of the Volunteer Bureau of
the United Way of Windsor-Essex County.
"For example, volunteering is one way of gaining practi-

CQMPIIIUfflES DUTY FREE ffll

BEER BUS SERVIC~~c=~

Get on our FREE BEER BUS service t:~ ~ ~~:.::
and return to Windsor from our Du!Y Free Store

cal experience in preparation cies including those representing
for entering the work force. In health care (Hotel Dieu-Grace
many cases, this is the only way Hospital), social services (Windto acquire the necessary expe- sor Homes Coalition), arts and
nence." Other benefits include culture (Arts Council Windsor &
personal growth, relationship Region), sports and recreation
building, community enhance- (Windsor Family YMCA) and
ment, skill development and education (ABC Nursery of
trainmg, and career networking Windsor).
In addition, organizations
and references.
Mandy Virdy, Volunteer offering service to various differInternship
Coordinator, ent client groups will be in attendstrongly encourages students to ance including; seniors (Villa
volunteer, "The position I hold Maria Home for the Aged), youth
today within Co-op Education (Girl Guides of Canada), victims
and Career Services 1s a direct (Victims for Justice)and families
result of the volunteer positions (Family Respite Services). This
I held while an undergraduate year in addition to the event is
the Volunteer Information Prostudent."
gram
(VIP), a service of the VolIn addition to providing
unteer
Bureau. Interested stuattending agencies with a forum
dents
can
complete a ''V-Card"
to promote awareness of the
which
will
detail
their motivation
p rograms and services they offer, the event also allows stu- to volunteer, skills and/or interdents to investigate the volun- ests, preferred focus of involveteer opportunities available to ment and group served.
them within the community.
VIP members will be inOf the almost 1200 stu- formed by the Volunteer Bureau
dents attending last year's fair, when volunteer positions matchalmost one half made initial ing their preferences become
contact with an agency. In a available. This service is prothree month follow up study vided free of charge and is in efconducted by Hamelin and the fect for the 1996-97 school year.
Volunteer Bureau, one third of
these students had been placed
Students who are unable to atin a volunteer position.
tend the Volunteer Fair but are interThe Volunteer Fair pro- ested in completing a 'V-Card" can
vides students easy access to a contact the Volunteer Bureau at 258wide array of community agen- 3033.

Purchase a minimum of 4 cases (24J cans of Canadian
Beer and receive a 5th case for FREE. Approximate landed
price in Windsor with Taxes and Duties - $26.50
Cana,dian per case for the 4 cases and approx. $9.00
A much needed walk
Cdn for the 5th case.
Lancerplayers walk for local charity
By Sbonalcc King

Total Savings Approx. $48 Canadian
Sunday Service Only 9am and 11am
Call for Reservations and Details 971-7055
This offer valid for Beer Bus passengers only

Restrictions apply and offer may be withdrawn any
time without notice. ·
Price includes deposit

Meet at K-Mart Plaza, Huron Line
Wmdsor.
1It 11 st St. at Porter, Detroit
Price subject to change without notice

&©©r;J@ 0®#~®
0

UNIYllljlfY

OP

~@0(.l[]{so@rK:

1-888-274-7920

...

During the month of July, whtle
many of us were still enjoying
the carefree days of summer,
three of Windsor's top football
athletes were involved in an effort to help a local chanty that
was on the verge of being
closed down.
Brad Cairns (fo rmer
Lancer football player), Andy
Va sily (one o f the team's
quarterbacks for this year), and
Jeff Carson (a Une backer) participated in a charity walk for
the Windsor Group T herapy
Project Residence located on
Mill St.
The organization provides counselling for emotion\ ally disturbed young boys and,

\

:"'_..:
,_.. ACC.

according to Cairns, the government had recently cut all funding
that the home had previously
recieved. It was then that the
team's quarterback, Andy Vasily,
who also works as a volunteer at
the group home, came up with
the idea of having a walk to raise
the much needed money for the
residence.
Since the project is the only
one o f its kind in this county to
provide twenty-four hour services for boys between the ages of
six and twelve, many of the local
businesses came together to raise
money with the hopes of keeping the residence open. Among
those on the list of sponsors were:
Black Jack's Saloon, The Penalty
Box Restaurant, Faces Bar And
Restaurant, and Howl At The
Moon.
Passing and punting a ball
all the way, the three football players began their journey along
highway 2. The walk began on
July 5, and the young athletes who
were dressed in clothing and footwear provided by Nike, were
joined by other teammates in their
respective hometowns.
. . Luckily for the walk's parttc1pants, good weather prevailed
for the majority of their two week
journey that ended at the
Skydome in Toronto.
"We had one day of rain
and that was ;ust for the morning, but it was very nice all the
time," says Cairns.
In Toronto, the team members did the opening kick-off at
an ~gos game, as they brought
their two week long activity to a
close.
When asked what he had
personally gained from participating in the event, the former player
replied, "It's something that
makes you feel good... That you
actually did something instead of
giving the money to a charity."
Co111i1111td 011 page 9
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Time to get 'clubbed'
Athletics

By Emily Schmidt
Clubs, clubs and more
clubs. The University of Windsor has in excess of 45 organizations on campus that students can join and all were out
on September 10 and 11 in
front of the CAW Student Centre, selling their wares to any
passing student. Students who
were either curious or directly
interested in getting involved
milled around and these students ranged from freshmen to
graduate students.
The clubs themselves
ranged from the East Coast
Oub to different fraternities
and sororties. Each organization, through advertising at
their various tables, notified
each and every student that
they were welcome, no matter
who they were, the only critena bemg that the prospective
student had to be interested, a
university student with a student number, and pay a small
fee which ranged room $3 to

$5.

Judo Club
Lancer Athletics
University of Windsor Scuba Club

Fraternities/Sororities
Delta Chi Fraternity
Delta Zeta Sorority
Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority
Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity
Sigma Chi Fraternity

Societies
International Relations Society
Windsor Criminology Society
Anthropology Club
Chemistry Club
Communications Students' Association
Geology Club

Religious Studies
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
Navigators
Association of Baha'i Society
Muslim Students' Association

Seats are Limited

Politics
PC Youth
Campus Liberals
Reform Party
NOP Party

r

Cultural Associations

Although many clubs
were old campus favorites like
the various fratern1t1es and sororities, others were just making a go of it like the Pride of
the Lancers.
If you missed your opportunity to join a club, here is
a comprehensive guide to
them. Unfortunately due to
limited space, not every club or
organization is mentioned.
Please note that almost every
organization encourages membership throughout the year.

African Historical Club
Black Students' Alliance
Croation Youth Council
Taiwanese Students' Association
East Coast Club

Global
AIESSEC
Marxist-Lenninist Study Group
Outreach India

•~ TRAVEL CU1S
~,Ill \40VAGES CAMPUS

The Student Travel £xpert4

660 Richmond Street, London
1-800-387-2887

Services
Big Sisters
The Lance
OPIRG
Pride of the Lancers
Womyn's Centre
WalkSafe
CJAM 91 .5 FM

Travel CUTS has the best deals on flights
home for the holidays, but they're going fast.

Some Christmas flights are already lull!
Reserve your seat NOW for maximum value
and flexibility.
~~

Owned and operated br tbe Canadian Federation of Students. • S

1
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Volunteer Fair: Opportunities 96
explore the benefits of volunteering with 50 agencies

*

*
*

*

PERSONAL GROWTH

*

EXPERIENCE

*

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

CAREER GROWTH

*

SKILLS

AWARENESS

*

REFERENCES

COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT

Tuesday, September 24, 1996. 1Oam ,...., 3pm
University Of Windsor, CAW Student Centre
Ambassador Auditorium (upstairs)
Sponsors: United Way of Windsor-Essex County,
Windsor-Essex Association for Volunteer Administration
Host Sponsors: University of Windsor CAW Student Centre
in cooperation with Co-op Education and Career Services
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fI EXTRA INCOME FOR '96
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Transplanting Soon!

corr $500. S1roJ wee~ystuffing

The life of a 'mature' student

env~lopes. For de!oils •RLSH Sl,'.,10
·(WI'th SA·.....
c:~ to.·
GAOUI'

B Albert James

6547 N ~ S!Yd.Oept N
Co1otado Sprr.91, Co. eo,,s
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973-4977
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$$JOBS AVAILABLE$$
PART/FULL TIME STUDENTS
*Earn great money in a friendly
atmosphere
Registration Officers and full-time
managers needed to provide a service that
every home requires
*No Selling
*Easy work
*Come in person for an interview

,*

Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri. by
1 O:OOam to 10:45am or Wed.
at 4pm to 4:30pm
OBC Building (College and Huron
Church) 2970 College Ave. Suite 216

OBC

Colutnn
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COLLEGE AVE

Phone: 255-9869 or 255-9203
DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

y

I Ii I'm a new student. I am a
fr;shman. The class of 200~!
Imagine that, a new cen~ry will
come and with luck so wi)l a diploma with my name on it.
Never thougI:it ~ would see
the day. No~ that it is_here yet,
but at least I m tn the nght place.
You see, I'm an older student. Didn't take the straight ~orward course to higher education,
but instead earned tenure in the
school of hard knocks..
The administration calls
me a "Mature" studen~. (I-iaving never met me I will allow
them that ti~e), and as such I am
also a part tune student. OP{!S
credits part time students with
making up 33 per cent of the
student population. . .
In a school this size, one
would expect to see enough of
us "older" stud~nts to ~ner a
sense of belonging. It am t neeessarily sol
Ce~tainly this was no~ s?
when I hoed up at the cashiers
office or at the .book store.~y
the way what kind of a rrund
decided that stud~nts .sho.uld
spend so much time m !me.
Probably the same Psycho who
designed the floor plan of
Chrysler Hall and is still conducting an acid inspired study of
us~ the litt!e ~tsQ And by one~urd certainly is not represented
in my classe~.
. .
. There 1s so~ething interesting about getting older, Y?u
never really come to terms with
what is happening to you. I keep
thinking, waiting for, that some-

Assistant Manager, Windsor.

Enterprise only hires hard-working entrepreneurial individuals.
People who want to learn every aspect of running a business, from
customer service to personnel management.
Enter our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee, and we'U
reward your dedication and sales ability with raises, promotions
and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take you.

Sales Management Trainee
$22,256
•ABS/BA degree
•strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
•Retail/Sales experience a plus
If you want to learn all aspects of running a business while you
enjoy full pay and benefits, join the Enterprise team. Send resume
to: 1790 Dundas St. E; London, Ontario, NSW 3E5
An equal opportunity employer.

~•

ENTERPRISE
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Colutnn
Dollars & Sense
By Sean Neville

Ken Armitage
B.A. Economics
University of Windsor

day I will realize that I am no
longer 20.
1nis state of mind survives
despite the ever present reminders that you are no longer part
of the NOW generation. Still,
every once and awhile eve~ts
conspire against you that remind
you in no uncertain terms th~t
you are in fact the age your Itcense says you are.
This past week was one of
those times of realization. I really could not relate to many
conversations floating around
me in Dillon Hall's endless lineups. Not only did I not recognize the bands mentioned, but
they were discussin~ at great
length where their high school
class had ended up this fall.
Then there are my classes.
Imagine going into a history
class and remembering some of
the events being discussed.
Worse than that, if possible, I get
the feeling that the professor
seems to feel the need to explain
things I thought everyone knew.
Like the difference between Lenin and Lennon! (You
do know the difference?) I
thought someone would ask if
Karl Marx was the mute Marx
Brother! Ah well, at least in one
class I am not the oldest student
. what a relief
It is not that I am all that
old, especially when compared
with many who have gone on
before me. They keep telling me
I'm a young whelp despite how
stiff I feel in the morning.

Q:
It seem, lih everyu.lJere I look, there
iI someone talking about mutualfund.f
, !f'OWthf und.f, skJCkfunds, etc. I know
that these funds are goodfor new investors but u.lJaJ are thry? And wlrJ
is it that thry are ,o popular?
D.T. @ York Universi!J
A:

would have putting their money
into one or two stocks (or bonds
or other investments).
A third feature that makes
mutual funds increasingly popular is that they are highly liquid.
What I mean by liquidity is that
your money is never locked up.
If you own real estate and want
the money from it, it may take
weeks, days, or even months to
sell it. In GICs, you often have
to agree to a time period where
your money is locked up and you
can't get to it even if you desperately need to. With mutual
funds, your money is but a
phone call away. By calling your
investment advisor and telling
him/her to sell, your funds are
usually available in three business days. You also have the flexibility of choosing whether to
cash in part or all of your investment at any time.
For the three reasons outlined above, and I am sure many
more, mutual funds have became the investment of choice
for many investors.

The dictionary-like definition of
a mutual fund would be: an investment instrument that allows
you to pool your money with
other investors who share the
same financial objectives.
What that means is that a
mutual fund takes money from
hundreds/thousands of investors and is managed by one or a
group of professional money
managers. They take the money
as a whole and invest it. You get
first-rate investment management that previously would only
be available to high net-worth
investors.
Secondly, mutual fund clients get the power of diversification working for them. As the
old saying goes "don't put all
Sean Neville is an lnvestmmt
your eggs 10 one basket." The
Advisor
at McDermid St.Lawrence
same holds true for investing.
Secun'ties
in Toronto, aJ well aJ busiMutual funds invest in a wide
nm
,tudent
at York Universz/y. If
range of investments and thus
you
have
questions/
investment inreduce the risk of investing, proquiriu
he
can
be
contacted at
viding the average investor with
mevilft@pathcom.com
or
(416) 777.
a "smoother nde" than he/she
7096.

Nevertheless Hamilton remains very confident about
Many University of Windsor stumaintaining his high standard of
dents rely on taxi cabs for one
service, which continues to alreason or another. Whether golow him to stay competitive.
ing shopping at the local malls
"Oh yeah. Since we're getor needing a ride home from the
ting computers it will make
bars, hailing a cab is convenient
things easier (too)."
if not essential .
From
cabby
Unfortu Fazlullah Rezag1an's
nately, students and
perspecnve this raise 1s
other low-income
only impending. "Obindividuals
in
viously everything 1s
Windsor might
increasing'. food but
soon be paying
since I've been here
more for a ride. On
the rates have stayed
September
16,
the same," he said.
Windsor City CounRezagian added
cil will v~ry likely
that he will continue to
approve an increase
preform his job like alin taxi fares.
ways. "The only way to
"These guys
compete is to be nice,
need to make a livact nice and help (cusing," said Stuart
tomers)," he added in
Caverhill, Vicea proud tone.
President and GenBut even with
eral Manager of Vetthe hikes, Caverhill reeran Cab, during a
mains confident on the
telephone interview.
continual success of
Caverhill has
his company's operabeen in the taxi
tions.
business for 24
"We are very
ears and feels his
Your next drunken jaunt home may be more expensive.
competitive.
This is
Y
The City of Windsor is set to increase taxi fares.
employee's raises
Phow l!J David B11kovtc something that City
have been "very
Council has noted." As
minimal.''
for the drivers and
"(Fare will rise) 10 cents a
"It's still lower then most their efforts, the General Manmile and $2.25 on waiting," he major cities," he said. Cabbies ager stated that he was very
said, adding that economic ad- interviewed had different points "proud of them."
vancement has been almost un- of view on this issue and their
Along with the fare hike
heard of by cabbies.
the Veteran Cab firm will soon
efforts to service customers.
It was not since 1988 that
"You don't think so, then be offering customers the choice
cab operators received their last the company takes their cut," of paying by credit card. Veteran
raise. The last fare hike occurred said 30-year cab veteran George Cab is the only taxi brokerage
in 1990 and was only for the Hamilton, refering to a possible in Windsor.
purpose of collecting the GST, increase in rent costs of his cab.
said Caverhill.

By Lucian Kielek

I

f

Operating expenses such
as the price of gasoline, computerized metres and new d1spatchin g equipment rentals have
caused costs to go up for taxi
drivers. Rents, however, remain
"quite low" in the view of
Caverhill.
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... Walk
With the help of side donations, the players were able to
raise funds for the residence
that exceeded $4,000. The
walk \V'aS also sponsored by
Knechtel Grocery store
which provided food for the
participants over the twO
week span and Andre Lartou
Pontiac Dealership, who provided them with a van. the
athletes are extremely grateful for the support that they
recieved from the Windsor
corrununity, especially the local businesses and hope that
in addition to this event, other
fund raisers can be held so
that a much needed organization can keep its doors
open.

Club Days - See story page 7.
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Weekly Line-Up
Mon. Monday Night Football
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!
Tues. Men's Night 2 for 1 Wings!
• D .J ./ Karoake
• Cheap Beer Prices
Great

Photo l!J David B11kuvtc.

OPEN

t-

t-

WINDSOR, ONT
CANADA

LATE

Now your tarodte hlod Is available until:

5a.m. 1111

tl

,t

1269 Ottawa Street
Windsor, Ont.

®----------~-----,

0

7.

TOPS

Sun. Karoake & O.J.

e-

1·

258-2847
Some restrictions apply. See counter for details.
500 Aeroplan Miles available with every rental.

Fri. & Sat. Live Bands & O.J.

l-

l·

WE'LL PICK YOU UP

Thurs. Ladies Night
• Cheap Beer Prices
• D.J./ Karoake - Prizes!

g

If

AVIS

Wed. University Night!
• D .J ./ Games
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!

·e

ce

YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1200 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

Food
&Fun

I(

e

$99.00

Co11tin11edfrom fxlll 6

a

y

RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

JUN•TUEI• 11 A.M. • MIDNIOHT
WED.· 11 A.M. • Z A.M.
THUR$•IA T 11 A.M. • ; A.M.II

We're Back

.,,.____ _

( il's ~bout tim~ !! )

Visa MC AmeX lnterac U.S.· CASH

620 Uni.1,ersity Ave. West....(519) 252.--2001

~AL.L..1.1'~ -

00~-
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September 12, 1996 UWSA Council Briefs
By Lanc e News Staff
On September 12 at 5:00p.m.,
the first official student's council meeting of the 96/97 academic year was held in Chrysler
Hall. The many new council
members were ratified and a new
chair, Jason Hunt, was introduced.
Newly-hired UWSA Operattons Manager Darcy flynn
was in attendance and introduced to council by Fanta
Williams, UWSA President. He
comes to the U of W from St.
Mary's University and has fifteen
years of experience working
within student government. "I le
comes to us with ... a plethora of
fresh, progressive ideas," said
Williams.
Darren Vanecko, VP Internal Affairs added in his quarterly
report, "We all look forward to
the new and exciting ideas Darcy
brings to UWSA and the
espertise he has to share in the
area of student government."
Council also heard the
quarterly reports of the UWSA
execuuve. Vice-President Internal Affairs Darren Vanecko
told coW1cil that, in the course
of his first quarter m office, he
attended the "SuperCon" at the
University of Western Ontario,
a meeting of student representatives from this and other universities. As well, he said he has
been in contact with student
groups on campus regarding improved student representation
on the Board of Governors.
Vanecko also outlined future

iniattves, mcluding the creation
ofa "Strategic Plan" with the assistance of the new Operations
Manager, as well as a
Multicultural Week on campus
and expansion of the Food
Bank.
In her quarterly report,
President Fanta Williams
pomted out that some of her
administrative successes tn the
first quarter include the "enlargement of the I {uman Rights

Office," the
CJAMpower
increase, and
the "formu1a tion of a
collaborative
Alcohol
Policy and
comprehensive awareness campaign" in
conjunction

Left - New Operations Manager,
Darcy Flynn was introduced to
council by Fanta Williams.

Above Right - David Tripp, V.P.
Finance aelivers his quarterly
report with wishes for a 'profitable
year.'

Phof()s IJ"I David Bukovec.

... Mature
Co11tim1tdfrom page 8

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
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Friday and Saturday

In T~'Fl~sb

Hey, I still have 30 plus
years of work left before I reach
retirement age. I know that I am
not the only person who faced
this past week of activity older
and outside the mainstream of
the student body.
Now it is not that I think
wheel chairs and oxygen tanks
are necessary. I don't even think
Grecian Formula should be included in student packs, but it
would be nice to think that
whooping it up at some beer
soaked bash was not the only
way to join in the celebration of
the beginning of school.
.
I don't know - maybe I'm
JUSt old after all.

Shakur

dies
By David Knight
Tupac Shakur, the cont roversial and confrontational West-coast rap star,
died on September 13.
Sbakur had been on life
support at University Medical Centre in Las Vegas, after being shot four times following Mike Tyson's September 7 boxing-match. In addition to recording albums, the
performer had acted in the
1992 film, Juice.

To be continued next week.

Coming Tributes

September 20 & 21

Tribute to

with the Mayor's Office.
ln terms of future
initiatives, Williams mentions the creation of a
Strategic Plan, further
discussion of a retainer
agreement with UWSA's
legal counsel, the creation of a UWSA newsletter, and further development of "UWSA marketing initiatives."
Vice-President
University Affairs Dave
Young and Vice-President Finance Dave Tapp
also presented their quarterly reports.
Tripp updated
council on the operations
of the Student Health
Plan and Used Booksale,
as well as the UWSA investments and their total earnings over the
surruncr. 1le went on to
express his confodence
that the University of
Windsor Student's Alliance will meet, if not exceed, student's expectations for the upcoming
year.
After the presentations, council was treated to the
frenetic antics of mottvational
speaker Andrew Thibodeau. I Ie
spoke to them about achieving
fmancial success and the ways
in which he has done so for himself. He wrapped up by telling
coW1cil that regardless "of your
age, sex or race, you too can be
a success."
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~~9<.\~~ Over
By David Knight
Although it was originally
planned for September 7, the
third annual Green Arts Festival was pushed back to the 8th,
because of heavy rain. This
complicated things for all involved, and led to fewer bands
playing than scheduled.
Jose Carvalho was the
driving force behind this festival, which previously had
been organized by a committee. This year, there is no CD
compilation of the festival's
line-up. Cavallero pointed to
poor sales of the previous
compilations as a major factor. More booths and vendors
were booked this year than last,
but there were only a few able
to show for the date of the rescheduled festival. The liquor
license had to be renewed and
Carvalho had to renegotiate
with sound, light, and stage
crew. Despite problems this
was an incredible showcase of
musical talent.
"Overall, I think the festival was a lot better planned
and organized;' said Carvalho.
Most of the musicians
lined up were Windsor's own,
but some bands were from the
surrowiding area. For example, BLACK CABBAGE came
from Guelph, and LAUGHING SAM'S BREAKDOWN
came from Samia Most of the
bands that played did so for
free. Out of town bands were
paid for travel. Carvalho credits a large investment of time
and energy and the willingness
of the bands involved for making the festival possible.

BANDS THAT PlAYED
GHOTI was the first band
to take the stage. Not many rock
b~ds include bongo playing in
their sets. Their instrumental
br~ had a bit of a British progressive rock feel.
After a short time to takedown and set-up, SOYL followed. The highlight of their
energetic set was Tinfoil Ring.
Unfortunately, it is rumoured to
be their last performance as a
band.
There was a vocal following for NAKED APE. By this
time, many more people had arrived and NAKED APE
seemed to be the first band of
~e day that had people dancing
in the field. The playing of their
young dnunmer was especially
good (See them October 5 at the
Coach And Horses).
BIG DADDY "N.' AND
THE MERVES, took the stage
with singer James Breyja,
dressed as a Victorian style professor. Throughout the songs he
used lecturing mannerisms to
create a unique stage presence.
They performed an energetic
brand of rock full of some aggression and much humour.
Their songs obsessed on food,
with titles like Co11gh Synp, and
1...ost 111 A Desert Gromy Store.
Joking around, the band even
broke into a little bit of SURVIVOR's Eye Of The Tiger, to laughter from the audience. There is
a cassette in the works, and the
possibility of a Windsor show in
October.
GREEN
AROUND
TI-IE GILLS was loud, percussive, and heavy on atmosphere.
The vocals were deep and

spooky.

Above right; Dave and Eddy of FEAL.
Above left; Members of TOAST.

At this point, there was a
break from the performance of
the bands, for some spoken
word by a young woman named
Michelle. She was able to gain
some audience participation for
a piece which satirized the nursery rhyme about Peter Pumpkin
Eater. She read assertive, catical poems about relationships.
KING KOOL FLIPPED
played loud and kinetic. They
moved the crowd. The highlight
of their set was Mr.T's Song, a
sarcastic mix of the A-TEAM
theme and QUEEN's Another

Ont Bites Tht D11St.
ROBIN BANKS played a
powerful blues set. She added
incredible vocal power to her
band's charged performance
(See her at The Bridge, September 20).
INDICA STRAIN played
up-beat, noisy rock. Shadow/int
sounded much stronger performed live than the studio recording.
SAWNEY BEANE was
an ensemble band that added
accordian, fiddle and flute to the
usual band components, for a
non-traditional Irish sounding
bar band. There seemed some
sound problems with the fiddle,
but the band played on. They
covered a Merle Haggard song,
Mamma Tried. During the song
the vocalist performed in his
underwear. The band has a CD
available.
THE JUICE CO, an obviously blues based rock outfit,
combined hopeful lyrics with
rocking demeanor. There were
guitar solos aplenty. In a Neil
Peart-like drumming frenzy, it
looked like the drummer had
trashed his kit. The vocals had a

heart-felt sincerity with a roadweary spirituality. They have released a CD.
PROBLEM TO THE
SOLUTION was the most aggressive band of the festival,
with their hardcore sound. They
sounded as good as their American contemporaries, but less cliched. The crunch of their guitars had a presence of melody
that is not often thought capable from this musical genre.
Their best song was Jesus Liut.r
In Texas, a slow, yet anvil-heavy
narrabve of a sociopathic personality on the edge. Oddly
enough, it was this song that had
the most mashing happening
near the stage.
THOMAS
BUCK
NASTY played the festival for
the first time. They played wild,
carefree, rocking blues, as darkness fell. Their cover of THE

BEATLES' With A Little Ht/p
From Jv!y Fnends, was an incredible performance. The crowd
was especially responsive. There
was an uproar of approval when,
in the middle of the song, he
broke into a political rant and
said, "Goddamned skinheads
can kiss my ass." (See him September 27, at BigJohn's HiWay

Bar)
FEAL performed a powerful set of songs. Their sound
was a sombre, heavy-rock, with
excellent musicianship. They
plan on producing, engineering
and mastering their own CD
very soon (See them at The Festival Of Bliss, September 20 at
Theatre Windsor)
XPY began their set with
an incredible rendition of oldGENESIS' WatdxrOJ The Sleies.
Vocalist Jose Carvalho was cos-

turned just like Peter Gabriel
used to be for that song. The
lighting and smoke helped to
recreate that bands one-time
otherworldliness. GENESIS
numbers such as Tht Musical Box
and Suppu'.r &at!J are ambibOus
efforts for any band to attempt,
and successfully recreate. All of
the theatrics, music, and atmosphere of GENESIS at theu: peak
;-11ere replicated. Unfortunately,
it seemed that a generation-gap
or two prevented a fuller appreciation by the audience of the
classic material, and XPY's successful performance.
LAUGHING SAM'S
BREAKDOWN began with a
sombre, heavy, blues-influenced
number. The lyrics to / Knew,
were noticeably introspective
and profound. The band contains the vocal element and soul
of a Chris Cornell.
TEN INDIANS opened
their set with a jazzy, improvsounding, hard-rock tune. They
showcased their versatility with
different styles from song to
song, creating musical landscapes along the way. They will
be recording a live album at the
Terradactyl Lounge, September

20.
The infamous TOAST be-

gan their set, when Johny Ten
Inch in a dress directed a prof.me insult towards I.abatt's Blue
who sponsored a mountain bike
giveaway for the festival. Eventually, he yelled, "Fuck The
HIP," which gained equally profane responses from many in the
audience. During one exchange,
someone from the audience rumoured to be a member of another band, got into it with
Johnny near the stage and
u11titt11ed Ott page 12
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... Green Arts Festival
spilled into the audience.
mooned him. Those who
LUXURY CHRIST took
FEWER BOOTHS
know TOAST and like them as to the stage around midrught.
they arc, weren't likely let down Nancy Drew emoted with her
I Ia1f the vendors, and few
They were very vocal and heavy own unique presence. During planned booths showed for the
on the shock theatrics which 1s their set they played a theatrical, alternate ram-day. While most
gairnng them a fierce folpeople could easily be atlowing (Sec them Septemtracted to the Green Arts
ber ::!8, at rhe Spotted
Fest by the incredible lineDog)
up of bands, environmental,
After TOAST left
political and art.1st1c interests
the stage, the wtnncr of the
have always been an ideomoun tain bike was sclogical part of the festival .
leered.
The Green Party, Ontario
BLACK
CABPublic Interest Research
BAGE followed. They had
Group(OPIRG) and Stuan interesting groove to
dents For Global Awareness
their sound, with plaintive,
were among the few able to
yet p1erc10g vocals. They
show.
had the largest number of
Students For Global
people dancmg and millAwareness is a high school
ing around the stage, of all
group which sprang from
the bands Some cool
Teachers For Global Awaresaxophone was a part of this
think
ness nearly 5 years ago. Presband's presence. Accordian
ently, only two area high
was added for a moving,
schools,St.Josephs and Sandpowcr-ballad duet about a kid
wich Secondary, are a part of
named Chester, outside of
this group.
everything and alienated from
OPIRG set up a display
everyone, "with no defcnses."
b ·
booth for the University's club
Windsor's fastest rising
days recently. They can be
band THE SCARECROws---==-----._.;;.-====== reached at 253-1745.
began their set with THE over the top JelloS!x-Cult. Trevor
At the booth for ROOM
ROLLING STONES' Sympatfty Malcom's guitar playing was Magazine, their 27 issue run thus
Tur The DeviL A louder cheer rose nutty and brilliant. Escape &om far were on display for people
when they began their own New York was a fantastic erup- to check out and see their growth
C11ordofr!Y Road from their recent tion of energy. Unfortunately, from first issue to present. They
CD. They also played The Gn"nd, dunng the band's ninth song, the also displayed the CDs and Tin the midst of much light and Hammer B-side, Black Book, the shirts of area bands which were
smoke. Their rendition of THE sound was cut because of a noise playing the festival. ROOM is
TRAGICALLY HIP's New Or- complaint, which ended the theWindsorareasonlymonthly,
leans Is Sinking, was accomparued evening. LUXURY CHRIST independent publication of enby the statement that anyone will have a CD release party tertainment, media, and topical
who doesn't like THE HIP October 19 at the Terradactyl issues relevant to this area. XPY
wears dresses. During their last Lounge, and will perform m- and ROOm were responsible for
song, smoke from the stage store, at HMV October 26.
this year's Green Arts Festival
Co111i11Ntdfro111 page 11

Windsor and Essex County Crime
Stoppers Inc. is looking for
interested volunteers for a new
campus committee. The University
of Windsor Crime Stoppers
Associate Committee is being
formed and we are looking for
applications for Chair and Vice
Chair of the committee as well as
applications for committee
members. We need YOUR help to
publicize and promote this program
at the University of Windsor. If
you are interested please drop off a
resume at the Campus Police office
by September 30, 1996.
Qualifications needed: Positive
attitude and willingness to
volunteer 3-5 hours a month.
Criminology majors are encouraged
to apply.

"Overall., /
the festival was
a lot better planned
and orPanized,,,
said Carvalho.
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Working with watercolours

11

By Tracy Mastronardi
Julia Conlon is a Windsor artist whose focus as a
painter is on watercolours and
as a teacher, instructs people of
all ages. Her family has an integral role 1n her artistic expression. Conlon's children have
U1fluenced most of her works,
while her husband, Martin,
helps manage the growing business. Martin has also gained
fame as a very well known custom framer.
At 17 Conlon knew that
she would have to find a job so
that she could afford to stay in
school. By drawing portraits on
t-shirts at her brother's store,
she supported herself through
school, and graduated from
Brennon. Conlon intended on
furthering her education, hence
she decided to take a year or
two off from school to save the
money that she needed to pay
for her studies.

''Light colours must
be placed on the
canvas .i.rst, and the
darker colours are
built up upon them."

Branching
out from her
brother's t-sh1rt
business, Conlon
began to paint
greeting cards.
Her base for this
little venture was
in her first studio
apartment, across
from the Capitol
Theater. This is
where Conlon began her work with
watercolors.
Conlon likes the
challenge of painting
with
watercolors.
"With
watercolors you
The artist Julia Conlon.
have to think in rePhoto co11rtesy of the artist.
verse. Light colours must be
placed on the canvas first, and work in the winter, and ran an
the darker colours are built up ad in the Windsor Star offering
her services for cartoons, logos
upon them. "
and
portraits. In the summer she
Although Conlon began
began
working on the American
to have success with the greetrun, Boblo Island as a cartooning cards, she felt that it was not
enough. At 18 she considered ist. When the island was sold to
herself to be in the "crafty side Canadians, Conlon was then put
in charge of all the sketch artist
of art" and wanted a change.
booths. This allowed Conlon to
Conlon began to do commission
gain more experience in working with the public and instructing others on how to develop
their skills.
Eventually Conlon began
to put on her own art shows. The
first of these was held at the
Wilstead Manner. Within the
first ten minutes of the showing, Conlon's series "The Little
Moments," had been sold. This
series consisted of ten pieces
which, like must of Cunlun's arl
work, was influenced by her five
children.
Shortly after her first art
show, Conlon stopped doing
commercial work, and began to
tour at various locations across
O ntario, allowing her to become
more creative with her subject
matter. In fact, her paintings often do not reveal the faces of the
subjects used Conlon believes
:~
that this style of painting encourages the client to use his or
her own imagination.

{ii.'
1

Conlon's "Pondering'', painted at Port Stanley brin~ to mind the many
tlun~ that make us wonder.

Image co11rtesy of the artist.

Ju/J.'a} Art Studio is /Qcated at
423 Kildare Road 1n Windsor.
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AVENUE PAWNBROKERS
We Buy - Sell - Trade
- Jewellery - Stereos - TV's - Golf Clubs and more...

c:::~~ ....

• ...... ~""'lr~ ...... ""'lr
802 Ottawa St * 977-5000

r---.
/12.obb's
1)1.ttt'
I

S A l O N $U®

V

Weaving a
:NewStyfe

973-4977

551 PELISSIER

Court Jesters Cafe
and Patio
( at Mackenzie Hall )

Fun Lunch & Dinner Food

All Day Breakfast
( Saturdays & Sundays )

2FOR1 WINGS
--

( Tuesdays & Thursdays )

All you can eat pasta
(Wednesdays & Fridays )

Open from 11:00am
( closed Mondays )

Cl,LSs, ClaiekllJ'S, ?,ae/zgAHIHl~n

& ~t/,1,1 (laHILS AOAlU16lt!

3277 Sandwich Street
(519) 253-0784

Mae's......
Travel
Inc
. __..
...._.....__,....
_... _,.....
___

bo,,,

tp~ BJ,..;,, .•,,
/teapule~

UZZ'5

March 9-16th /97
Air & Hotel Quad $489.oo U.S.

BAR&GRILL

7>a'fl~nA 'Bt.ael,

2190 WYANDOTTE W.

March 22-29th /97
Air & Hotel Quad $479.oo U.S.

Caneun
Feb. 23-March I /97
Air & Hotel Quad $499.oo U.S.
,A#14:Zdlf '/l,Allf~dN..ll

March 8-14th/97
ALL INCLUSIVE
$1999.oo U.S.

Call

Mae's Travel

(519) 736-6448

(AT RANDOLPH)

•J 2S4-7900 &

ON-WED
2.50 Each

S .25 Wlnis!!!!

uonfNE

Sept. 21 :Lesser Known
Watch for band listings!

from Windsor to:
Toronto $55 Cambridge/Kitchener $41
London $27
Ottawa $118
Hamilton/Burlington $43
Peterborough $75

F

Photo courte.ry of the b(lltd.

Other discounted destinations available.
Price does not include G.S.T.

Pickups on campus for Toronto. Oropoffs also available. At the Horseshoe
in front of Vanler/Laurier Hall (Wyandotte Avenue). Please see schedule.

Surf to http://wWW.greyhound.ca/

lireyh~

U.W.S.A.
CAW Centre, 2nd floor.

44 University Avenue E.
254-7575

971-3626

FAT ASS THURSDAYS
HIP HOP AND HOUH

,I. SPITFUNNEL & BROWNWATER ,I.

FRIDAY 20
tTHE SINISTER$ & THROBINHood'

GRUPP197

1
•

SICA/ R!GGAE

1
•

PUMONS
SUNDAYS

BOOGIE NIGHT

.a, ACOUSTIC CAFE • OPEN MICROPHONE .a,
PRH ANTI-PRHZE POR MUSICIANS

THE NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA
James Kudelka • Artistic Director

Valerie Wifder • Executive Directqr

Giselle

by Lance Arts Staff
FEAL, a local band and part of
the music scene for three years
is continuing to diversify their
image. They will be playing in
support of, not another band,
but a fashion show. The show
will feature the designs of Elaine
Chatwoode (with hair by David
Newman).
FEAL has supported
Chatwoode's des1gns before.
Dav1d Cyrenne, guitarist and
vocalist of FEAL said that m the
past they liked doing so, because
it was a different kind of show
for the band to play.
"If this goes well, I'd like
to keep 1t going with perhaps a
few out of town bands. Local
bands for sure. I'd like to keep
WENDY LANDS:
Angels And Ordinary Meo
EMI
Wendy Lands is a smger/songwriter of irrunense passion and
assertiveness who, unlike many
women in music, doesn't
scream herself hoarse, whine,
and swear, to convince the listener that she is a woman of
conviction, deserving of respect.
In fact, her song Angeli
And Ordinary Men seems to address this tendency to rage
found in others. The single,
Uttle Sins, is one of the more
aggressive tracks of the album,
and deals with the push-pull
conflict of betrayal and redemption in relationships. This
in an enhanced CD, which
contains videos for One
and Uttle Sins, as well as a spoken word performance by
Lands.
Most of the songs for
this albwn were put together

uve

Wright after Corelli, Perrot,
Pe!ipa/Adam

One of the
world's greatest
romantic ballets!
Don't miss this
lavish full-length
production!
So,id,westero Ontario

Tour Engagement Sponsoc

Media Spon$or

cac•-,$50
r-...,,,,

Live Orchestra!
The Chrysler Theatre,
Windsor
3 Shows Only!
October4-5

lJ.'a11252-6579 or 1-800-387-9181

The Festival Of Bliss going in
different incarnations to promote local artists."
Ideally, Cyrenne would lilre
to provide another venue for
bands concentrating on original
material to play. Obviously, the
multi-media uniqueness of the
venue would be a part of the attraction, and hopefully crosspromote different art forms.
Doors will open at 8 pm ,
with casual music. Episodes of
Pee Wee's Playhouse will be
shown around 8:30 pm.
"It's the most creative
thing I could thmk of to play.
And also, I think he got a bad
rap. It's unfortunate that he
couldn't turn it around like Hugh
Grant."

The fashion show will begin at 10:00. Cyrenne describes
Chatwoode's designs as, "a lot of
crocodile prints, leopard prints.
Not gaudy, but cool and stylish."
FEAL will perform at
11:15. From midnight until 2, Pat
Petro will be DJ ing. Cyrenne says
that Petro will be shown as a real
connoisseur of music, concentrating on high-energy dance,
with the odd inclusion of a few
choice classic and current rock
songs.
The Festival of Bliss takes
place September 20, at Theatre
Windsor, located at 2520
Seminole, off Walker, near the
GM plant. Only 125 seats are
available, so t:1ckets will go fast.

by Lands and Jim Gillard from rial. Among these replacements
1992 to 1994. It was first issued on this current re-release was
as an independent release in June Little Sins. The other new songs
of 1995, and only available in included are Uke O~gm, GraceToronto. Recently, EMI Music less, and Polarized. DK
Canada picked up the album.
Before EMI released it, though,
(Went!) Lands will be the
Lands decided to cut four songs apening act for JANN ARDEN
from the original to make way at the Chrysler Theatre, Friday,
for what she considered better, September 20. An interview with
more personally relevant mate- Wen<!J wiU appear in the Lance.)

The Buzz Is In
& this is what you said!
THE WATCHMEN:
Brand New Day
MCA
Brand New Day is a collection
of diverse Canadian pop-rock
songs. It encompasses a multitude of styles, which at times,
affects the continuity of the albwn. The lead track Zoom is an
exciting radio-fnendly song, but
the tempo turns to more of a
swing by the time you reach
Dance Some More. The pace
quickens again, between, and
throughout songs. Included is a
sombre piano piece, which concludes the album with a
BARENAKED LADIESesque

What You Did. RG

Top Three
Blockbusters:
1) A Time To Kill
2) Trainspotting
3) Independence Day
Books to pick up:
1) The Dead Zone
2) The Great Gatsby
3) The Tao Of Pooh
CDs played most often:
1) Tragically Hip

2)SWV

3) Sara Maclachlan &
Sloan

Local bands with the
most groupies:
1) Tea Party
2) King Kool Flipped
3) Fiction

CJAM program most
tuned on:
1) Mad Flava
Wednesday 8-1 Opm
2) Voices for Animals
Friday 8-9am
3) Kevin Kostacki
Saturday 6-9pm
Thanks to all who replied.
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Your September H orrorscopes
YourAries(March 21-April 19)
Impulsiveness may cause accidents this month. Use caution
in all activities. An uninhibited,
outgoing personality will introduce you to new friends, possibly a new romance. Take a
chance with love; a new friend
may be an unlikely but compatible lover.

Iaurus(April 20-May 20)
Bull-headed tactics may alienate
you from friends this month. Be
aware of yourself as well as others. Complete current projects
before tackling others; you may
make unnecessary mistakes.
Persistence will pay off when
dealing with deadlines this
month. But don't overdo it.

Gemini(May 21-June 20)
Honesty and direct approach instills a greater interest from
someone you know. But distance
will separate you a while longer.
If things are meant to be, everything will work itself out. Don't
let that distance discourage you
from your happiness. Your
compatibility is astronomical, on
all planes.
CancerQune 21-July22)
Inhibitions, as well as a necessity to share excessive details regarding yourself prohibit a relationship from p rogressing beyond its current bo undaries.
You would be well-advised to
re-d irect your amorous intentions away from your recent
object o f affection. Learn to
pick up on subtle hints o f aversion.

\

1&2Quly 23-Aug. 22)
Confused Lions, find d1rect1on
from Pisces message as well.
Valuable advice has been offered. Perhaps it would be wise
to distance yourself from a loved
one who does not always consider your feelings before acting.
At least until they figure out
what they want. Let those you
love know your thoughts, in case
they're unsure.

others are affected by you before
acting.

YirgQ(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
An overly-dependent nature may
alienate close friends this month.
Disappointed in love in recent
months, perhaps unnecessary
fears, phobias or inner demons
induced your bad luck. Take
heart, however, your soul mate
is out there somewhere, just
waiting for you.

Capricorn(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Libra(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Though you generally take pride
in your relationships, your recent
hesitance to commit is not unfounded. Take things slow and
you shall be rewarded in the long
run. Creativity will overflow this
month; bask in the limelight.
You deserve this since you've
worked hard to achieve your
goals. However, don't let your
success spoil you.

·
THE

972-5555

/Jrng Store & Co/It'£' llottH'

2587 Howard Ave. (at corner of Eugenie St. E)

Treat your study partner
to a capputclno,.

A recent decision may have hurt
a close friend. Talk openly with
them about it. You might be sur- •••..-=-...,
p rised at their reaction. Look
below the surface for their true
feelings. Just as you chose to wait
to reveal the entire story, there is
something that they too, choose
not to tell. Clear the air between
you and both should understand _.,u.,..
each other better.

AquariusQan. 20-Feb. 18)
An independent side is requiring some extra space this month.
Make time for yourself; meditate,
take long walks alone to thmk,
consider future goals and ideas.
A dilemma you've been facing
will resolve itself soon with the
assistance of a Higher Being.

f.is.cn (Feb. 19-March 20)
Scorpio(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
A philosophical attitude could
be your downfall. Take a long
look at yourself and figure out
what you want out of life. Somebod y clo se to you has been hurt
by your recent actions; you may
not have realized the extent o f
their pain. Keep in mind how

'.

MEDICINE CUP

Sagittarius(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A wise man once said, "You can
never commit everything, and
the person that commits everything has nothing for themselves.
I will not live by anybody's rules
or concept of what a relationship
is. Let no man or woman define
what happiness is.

f
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The romantic in you needs to re- _,,,.,_
move rose-colored glasses. A 1r111_.... .
situation you've been involved in
isn't cu t-and-dried. Take a look
at it from the o utside, o r ask
somebody neutral for their opinion. But don't ask for advice you
are not going to heed.

3199 Sandwich St.
258-0899 Open 11 am - 2 am
L IVE ENTERTAINMENT

6

DAYS A

WEEK

Len Wallace
Sept. 17
Alec Sommerville
Sept. 19
Celtic Cross
Sept. 20
Hometown String Band
Sept. 21
Fortnight Folkmic-open mic Sept. 22
Len Wallace
Sept. 23
WATCH FOR
SCOTCHTOBERF'EST
COMING IN OCTOBER

Students Show your Student Card
And Receive 150/o off
(beer and liquor exempt)

,_.--___::.~_... R>-'\.i'I D OPi:. l'l I l'l '~. . .___
... _

MARKETPLACE
-W-E ST ~/)/2:
254-FILM
• ·video Rentals
• U of' W- Apparel

• Casual W-ear

FILM THEATRE

STOP BY THE STORE FOR
DETAILS & FILM SCHEDULES
STUDENT ADMISSION

Tue ., Wed., Thur.,
WEEKENDS

OPENING
W-E EK

l

2155
oo,_r,-rE STREET
2 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

•93.9FM

WITH THOM KIKOT

I

SPORTS

PRESENTS

754 OUELLETTE AVE., WINDSOR. ON. 519·252·WOODY
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ATHLETES
OFTHE
WEEK

The inside
scoop

MALE
Andy Hahn
(Cross Country)
Andy I Iahn, a freshman from
London South Secondary
School had a great dcbut with
the Lancers, finishing as the
number 2 runner on the team
and 6th overall at the Univcrsi ty of Detroit Invitational.
Hahn, a first year Human Kinetics student, moved from 16th
place at the halfway mark (2
miles) to 6th at the finish, covering the sloppy 4 miles in 20:56.

Success in the U.S.A.
Missy McCleary returned to
form at the U of Detroit
Invitational. Last year's
CIAU Champion finished
the 5km course in style, establishmg a new course and
meet record (17:30). On the
men's side, Mark Kitely led
all Lancers, finishing second
overall. First-year Andy
Hahn had an exceptional
day, accelerating from 16th
to sixth place in the second
half of the course.

Showing some pride - Crowds cheer on our hometeam football players.

Lancer Football players
psyching themselves up.

Lance Fik Photo

When it rains it pours
The Lancer Football squad
travelled to Wat:erloo on Saturday Sept. 7 to take on the
Wamon-. The dismal weather
mirrored the Lancers' fortunes in this contest. Driving ram and a strong Waterloo defence made it tough
for quarterback Joe
McLinden and Scott Miller
to fmd receivers. Windsor's
top running back Chris
Moore was out due to injury
but credit goes to the play
of rookie Walter Pierce, who
ran for 86 yards. Windsor
could not contain Jarrett
Smith of the Warriors, who
rushed for an impressive
180 yards.
Men,s soccer goes 1-1-1
On Saturday Sept. 8, the
Lancers could not overcome
the Gryphons' offensive attack. Guelph scored their
first two goals in the second
half.
When
Doug
Oberholzer answered for
Windsor, Coach Marras
moved everyone up to press
for a goal. However, Guelph
came back with a third goal
late in the game to crush
Windsor's hopes. On Sunday, the Lancers managed a
1-1 tie with Laurice. Oliver
Pukvic found the net for the
Golden Hawks and first-year
Lancer Scott Ogg was the
equalizer for Windsor.

The Inside Scoop is a regularftature of the Lance.

Lance Vik Photo

Lancer Pride hits U of W

By John Bower

Pride. It is a simple word that
carries a different meaning for
each person. However, for many
students it does not exist when
it comes to university athletics.
That is precisely what a newly
formed group called The Pride
of the Lancers wants to change.
The club lives by the motto
that "Pride is No Crime," and
they want as many students as
possible to attend Lancer events
this school year. Adam
Auckbaraullee, one of the founders of the group says that, ''We'~e
not just focusing on football either, we want people to attend
everything from volleyball to
track and field to hockey, because
it can really give the team a
boost."
The concept of a Lancer
booster club was hatched in late
August when Auckbaraullee,
Tom Varga, Mark A~ell and
Matt Baillie were reflecting upon

how students from other schools
support their athletics.
''When you look and see
Western or McGill playing on
Tv, the stadium 1s full and the
fans are loud. Here most people
are just sittmg. There is really a
lack of pride. That's what we
want to change."
Varga adds that to get people out to the various events, th.e
group intends to orgaruze residence competitions. Varga believes that through these competitions, 'The frosh will develop
pride in the school, and that will
carry on from year to year." He
adds that "from our wonderful
track team, to our law school, we
have a lot to be proud of"
The group feels that a lack
of promotion of events has been
the biggest problem with student
pride in recent years. This is why
Auckbaraullee and Bill Juby went
to CJAM last year and started
"Jock Talk." Auckbaraullee continues to promote varsity athlet-

ics every Monday with new cohost John Pillon.
Another way in which the
group will attempt to promote a
positive image of the Lancm, will
be the debut of a school fight
song at Homecoming on October 5. The song, which has been
written by team member Mark
Atwell, will be distributed before
the game to those in att:endance.
Baillie adds that the organization has been posting
chalk slogans such as "Education Begins with Pride," around
campus, because a university
education is no longer a luxury,
and people should have pride in
their school.
Even though, the group
had a table at club days, students
are welcome to join at anytime.
Students interested in becoming
a U of W booster can contact
The Pride of the Lancers by
e-mailing either auckbar
@server.uwindsor.ca
or
varga6@uwindsor.ca.

Women's soccer: close but all cross bar
s

By The Lance Sports ea

ff

The Lancers started their
OWIAA regular season against
a tough Guelph team. Head
Coach Mary Szaucsek commented, 'The girls were nervous
for the first 1S minutes of the
game but once the nerves were
gone: they played really well."
The J.Anars felt they outplayed the Grypho,ts t:or most of
the game. Windsor ht! the cross
bar on three occas1ons, but
couldn't manage a goal. On Sunday Wilfrid Laurier's art1fic1al
turf was the site of Windsor's

second league game. First year
forward, Lisa Pozzi of Windsor,
scored seven minutes into the
game before Laurier came back
with three unanswered goals.
Lancers' Sherri Maguire brought

the game to within one with 20
minutes left in the second half.
Windsor continued to press,
move the ball, and dominate.
With 30 seconds left in the
game, a bnll1ant scoring opportunity again went off the post,
leaving the Lanan-with their second loss.
Szaucsek was encouraged
by the team's play and the
amou,u of talent she sees on the
field. Noelle Mackenzie, a firstyear Social Science student from
Camlachie, Ont., played particularly well in her first two
OWIAA games.

FEMALE
Missy McCleary
(Cross Country)
Missy captured the University of
Detroit Cross Country Meet on
Saturday Sept. 8, at Cass Benton
Park m Northville. McOeary set
a new meet and course record
despite the rainy condtaons. She
covered the 5km course in
17:30, over 1 1/2 minutes ahead
of her nearest competitor.

Upcoming
Lancer Events
(Home games in bold)

FOOTBALL
Saturday Sept. 21 vs. York,
2p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER
Sunday Sept. 22 vs. Western,
1 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sunday Sept. 22 vs. Western,
3p.m.
ME!\'S RUGBY
Saturday Sept. 21 vs. Ferris
State
WOMEN'S RUGBY
Saturday Sept. 21 vs. Central
Michigan University
CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday Sept. 28 @
~st:em
GOLF
Friday Sept. 20 Lancer
Classic (Sutton Creek G
~ CC), 10 a.m.
~fen's Hockey
Friday Sept. 20 Blue and
White Game, 7 p.m.
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The s~eeter science
By Josh Canty

I

]

H

sor.

Ed1zen's
team-mate
U01vers1ty of Windsor student Margaret S1doroff is scheduled
and Border City Boxer Ed Vcluz to fight her first fight this month,
is training hard and plans to fight and other female boxers at The
three more warm-up bouts in Border City Club, Karen Blake
prepanhOn for the Ontano Box- and Donna Canty look forward
ing Championships later this to their first step mto the nng.
year.
Windsor Boxing Club's Angela
Papalambropoulos is
also preparing herself
for the boxing ring.
But what effect will
these female fighters
have on the sport of
boxing? One thing 1s
for certain, they are
sure to change the
stereotypical no-brain
11nage boxing has
gamed over the years,
as all five of these ladies are, or soon will
be, university graduates.
1 'hcre has been
much debate over
whether or not
women belong in the
sport of boxing. The
older members of the
sport tend to be very
Boxing - Regaining popularity among the
reluctant about allowmasses.
ing female boxing,
Photo rourte[J Ed L eluz.
while most of the
younger coaches and
Ed hopes to capture the boxers seem to embrace the idea.
Ontario Champ1onsh1p, and be- The debate 1s on-going. What
come the first Open-Class will the inclusion of females do
fighter out of Windsor to wm a to the sport? It can only unprove
female - yes female - Ontario now that the other 50% of athBoxmg Championship. Veluz, letes have decided to 1oin.
who's full first name is Edizen,
is just one of many female ath- Intmsted in a sport? W,?Y not subletes who have decided to take mit an article to the Lance} Sporu
up the once exclusively macho Editor?
sport of boxmg here in Wind-

STUDENT
SPECIAL!
$
FOR

*
(Reg. up
to $200)

If \·ou wane ro lose weighL look great, rone up or improve for sporrs. we are che
onl: p·c'ople co see Staffed bv univer;iry physical education graduates who hav~ ?:en
profe~~ionall: trained ro guarantee you look y~ur very best. For the ~ost 111 fac1lme~.
rhe he~r equipmenr in rhe \vorld. and professional one-on-one service. rr~· Canada s
Top Club. You deserve it'.
Call Now!

Call Now!

966-6005
.' 10( HQwJrc -he
Dr, 011s11m· •\J,,1/

252-5755
l 'i'i(J Oudlercc Ave.
\.\omen
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Finding the right gimmick in pro-wrestling
!!f Ringmaster
One of the biggest aspects of
professional wrestling is a wrestier's gimmick. It has to be clever
and believable so the fans will
buy into it. When the gimmick
s bad, the wrestler is a joke.
1
Do you want proof? OK,
here are some bad gimmicks for
some good wrestlers.
Kevin Nash is on of
WCW's top stars. His role in the
New World Order (NWO) gimrruck is proof of that. But did
you know WCW almost ruined
hts career?
In the early 1990s, Nash
was in WCW but was known as
Oz. That's right - Oz! This characterization made a talented
grappler a joke. When WCW
realized this gimmick failed, Oz
became Vinnie Vegas. Again,
WCW had failed. Nash signed
with the WWF not long after
andtherestishistory.Dieselwas
born and Nash's career was on
the nght track.
One of the worst gimrrucks in wrestltng history has to
be The Red Rooster. For some
stupid reason when the WWF
signed Terry Taylor in 1988, they
made him into the Red Rooster.

Enough said. .
. Fans of mderen_d ent p~omouons know that 'Dirty White
Boy" Tony Anthony and Tracy
Smothers are talented pro wrestiers. ~ut as T.L. Hopper and
~reddie Joe Floyd, they are a
plumber and a "good ol'
boy ·
. ~mo~ers/Floyd has talent,
~ut 1~s going to waste. Hopper
is strictly a buffoon. These cartoon characters d~n't ~o ~i.m or even pro wrestlmg- Just.tee.
Before Scott Hall - better
known as Razor Ramon - came
to the WWF in 1992, _he had
been known as the Diamond
Studd. Diamond Studd or Razor
R~on? ?r even Scott Hall? I
think you 11 agree the Diamond
Studd gimmick sucked and "Razor" saved his career.
Brutus Beefcake (Ed
Leslie) was a star in the WWF,
but WCW hasn't figured out
what to do with him. He has
been in WCW for about three
years and he still hasn't got a
good gimmick.
Let's just say .Brother
Brudi, the Butcher, the Man With
No Name, Zodiac and Booti
Man don't cut it.

1°1«;:t

Big Boss Man was the pinnacle of Ray Taylor's career. His
Big Bubba Rogers gunmick in
NWA/UWF was pretty good as
well.
But his return to WCW
has presented himself with
Beefcake - like problems. Even
back as Big Bubba, he 1s a
shadow of his former self. His
numerous other gunmicks have
also failed.
These are only a few of the
bad gimmicks the Ringmaster
has come up with. I could go on
forever if I cont.tnued.
An}'One with any other bad
wrestling gimmicks can bring
them down to the Lance and the
Ringmaster will use them in a
future column.
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Ducks
Unlimited
Canada
"The nation's most trusted
and respected conservation
organization.·

--- -

.--------------------(l)Lntle~
~ Little CaesarsI ILARGE
I
PIZZA

LOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

with 2 toppings

: s9!!

_

Volid lo< o lirnited hme ol
po,ticipohng locotion,

_.

EXPIRES: Dec. 31/96

LUNCH
SPECIALS

1

Small

11 AMPepperoni 3 PM

Pizza

$ 4 .99

Closest Location to University
CARRYOUTPlusTaxNOLIMIT
1930 Tecumseh West @ Bridge 256-3161
1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534

WINDSOR

ROWING
CLUB
Ll;ARN TO ROW

// 4 Weekends a. 1OAM Starting
Sept. 14 - Oct. 6

4 MEN and WOMEN of All
Ages WELCOMEl
4 Registration fee $ 50
wmc BO
4 Recreation Program
ATHOUSE
40 LAURIERDR. 4 Competative Program
WP.

,; ~~~

1
LAWLE
~LL
MIKE@ 734-8248
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Smiley's - Two o f the five owners. Foreground Kieran McKenzie, background Rawl Banton.

Pho/Q l:J Michati Pertira

grin to show how proud he was that he was not intimi-

By T. Mcl..cnnon
There are no jobs available. The economy is lousy. What
can I really get with my degree? Most students have
made these types of statements at one time or another
while in the midst of wallowing in self pity and dreaming of the free ride. But a group of students and former
students got together and realized a dream without having to send out a million resumes or beg any corporate
body for handouts.
.
Smiley's is not just a restaurant/bar, it's a person.
A young Robert Woolcock, while playing soccer when
he was in fourth grade, observed his friend Steve, a
grade sixe~ tripping kids on the field.
He said "Steve, you know if you keep doing that
we're gonna have to fight." Steve proceeded to trip up
Robert and he in tum beat the stuffmg out of Steve.
Everytime Robert saw Steve that day, he gave him a big

tlif

Campbell Ave-=--.__
Wyandotte St.

dated by the older boy.
At the end of the day when Steve said, "See you
later Smiley!" all the other kids laughed and the name
Smiley stuck.
A few years and several miles later, Smiley left his
native Island of Jamaica and came to Canada at the age
of 10. F rom there he grew up in Toronto and came to
the University of Windsor in 1991 with hopes to play
on the basketball team. He was cut Oearly, he has moved
on to bigger and better things.
A former employee of Buzz's Bar and Grill, Smiley
thought about starting a new business at the Wyandotte
and Campbell Ave. location when he learned Buzz's
would be relocating to a bigger place. He ran his idea
past a friend and nothing came of it until two University of Windsor Students, Ike
Nwachukwu and Ian Shaw,
approached him with ideas of
their own. Later Kieran
McKenzie and Anne-Marie
Carey would join to all become partners in Smiley's, a
bar/ restaurant.
Though the bar/restaurant is named 'Smiley's,' the
partners contribute equally to
the success of the place. With
backgrounds as diverse as Jamaican, Irish, N igerian, Scottish and French, the owners of
Smiley's truly exemplify their
own motto of 'a little bit of
everything.' They also came
with different educational
backgrounds. O ne would be
quick to assume they are all
or mostly business maiors but
this is not the case. In fact,
K.ieran is a major in Political
Science, both Ike and Ian wece

Tuesday. Septe111 er
Corrununication Studies maiors, Anne- Marie majored
in I Iuman Kinetics and is now pursuing a special Bachelor of Commerce. Smiley had majored in Philosophy.
With a background which is not business oriented,
how do Smiley and his partners manage to run the place?
Kieran has family experience because his mother owned
a restaurant and his father is a hotel restaurant manager. When he was 19 years old and his mother got
sick Kieran ran his mother's restaurant for a few months.
Smiley used to work for Buzz of Buzz's Bar and Grill
and learned a lot about the bar/ restaurant business that
way. Jn fact, Smiley credits Buzz with helping them out
a lot and says that they are 'brother bars.'
Open for approximately 6 months, they started
from zero but say that if they do not grow at all from
where they are now, the restaurant would survive indefinitely. One of the things the partners have a ~eat
respect for is the fact that they_ all have so ~ y ideas
about improvements whether 1t be the serv1~c or the
food or anything else one can fathom. These ideas are
not however, limited to the management. Employees of
Smiley's such as Rawl Banton, George Manneri and a
handyman affectionately known as 'Itch,' deserve a lot
of the credit for the place's success. The partners of the
bar/restaurant would like for all of their employees to
think, "It's not so much a place to work, it's a project
we're working on. Sort of a family business."
When asked what the greatest problem of running a bar/ restaurant is, both Kieran and Smiley exclaim: "managing time." Problems range from not being able to make time for important people in their lives
to accounting for the tardiness of suppliers which makes
them look bad to their customers. On the issue of time,
K.ieran says, " the best move I ever made was to buy a
day planner. It's my backbone." To further complicate
the situation, most of the partners and employees of
Smiley's are still students, which makes effective time
management that much more difficult.
In terms of peti1onal,.rewarqj Qf o ~ g :Jnd..9p~
erating a bar/restaurant, Smiley says that it's the freedom of being able to choose how you are going to go
about doing what ultimately needs to get done and not
.have any restrictions. He says, "once in a while I pinch
myself." K.ieran says being in control of his life and
being on his way to making things happen is what makes
him proud. He also likes the idea that, "it's my baby. If
it works it's something that I did or that we did together. "
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The atmosphere of Smiley's reflects the attitude
of the owners. It is laid back, cool, and there are a
variety of faces and voices in the small crowd. There
always seems to be some interestmg conversauon going on at the bar and you can't help but listen in. The
owners insist that people can go there and be themselves. The workers enjoy meeting people and giving
rhcm what they want. Although reggae has been known
to play frequently, Kteran says that customers arc
shocked when you ask them what they want to hear.
It's a little thing, but if it makes people feel more at
?ome to he~ one of their favoritc songs, then its an
unportant thing.
According to the management at Srruley's, nobody can match their portions for the price. They knew
they would be pnmaril y serving people on a budget so
they say paces are fair, and portions are larger. When
asked who their customers are, the partners say that
it's about SO per cent students, 50 per cent blue-collar
workers, give or take of course.
The decision to emphasize the West Indian foods
at Smiley's was made because it is really hard to fmd
say, Jamaican or Trinidadian dishes, let alone a beef
patty anywhere in Windsor. However, with their little
bit of everything philosophy, Smiley's does not limit
themselves when it comes to cuisine. For example
George makes a wicked greek salad, and Rawl make;
a succulent steamed fish smothered in the most '1tal'
(vegetable) of sauces.
Management at Smiley's also assert that their bar
price~ are competitive and in addition to regular and
premium beer they also have non-alcoholic drinks that
are ~elatively un~9ue t? the Windsor area. Many West
Indians are familiar with the tangy drink called 'Ting'
as well as Champagne Cola. For those who are unfa~iar with thes~ drinks, they are both like pop, but
with flavors you ve probably never experienced.
.
In terms of ~ture plans, Kieran plans to con1:lflue school part-time and may eventually go for his
Masters. He says he probably won't be in the bar business his whole life b~ca~se it's ~ lot of stress and easy
to get burnt out. Smiley s goal 1s to make it easier for
other people to get a start. He insists that it is hard
work but also a fun ride, even if you do have to work
60-70 hours per week. Smiley invites anyone who is
courageous enough to handle that knowing you could
fail, to go for it.
Future plans for the bar/ restaurant include renovations for the washrooms, more artwork on the inside, and possibly a. ~ural on the outside. Management ~ays that work is 10 progress and every time you
~~e-m you should -see something different; whether
its on the menu or the wall.
A lot of credit is given to Smiley's handyman
"Itch" because he does all of their renovations. The
partners insist that they would have been lost without
him as ~e place, ~ a shell when they got there and
Itch built e!erything from scratch including the bar
and ~ eh~. He also hooked up the plumbing. According to Kieran, Itch typifies the jack-of-all-trades.
. Smiley's .advice for university students and people in general is as follows: "University is like a corn-
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mumty. Use that community. For
everyone you meet, it is a tie to
the futur~. You have so many opporturnues to follow different
paths. Keep your eyes open.
There's no need to be a pessimist.
You can do anything you want 10
life. I've been here for five years
and. so much has grown. Casinos,
businesses, houses being built. You
often don't see things for two to
three years but don't limit yourself
Be aware of your environment. If
you get a head start while you're
in university then you're that much
ahead of everyone else."
Smiley says he owes a lot to
his family, culture, and friends and
credits his background for the
positive outlook he has on life today. By the time he left Jamaica at
age ten, he had all his morals and
knew what was going on around
him. He pretty much knew what
not to do. Smiley says that having
grown up in the rural parts of Jamaica and running around barefoot as a kid, he can now look at
life and know it wasn't bad then•
when things were simple. So the
fact that he can go from having
no electricity, to having a microwave and being happy regardless,
proves to him that life is never really that bad. However, if you
"throw in a little bit of everything." that can only make
life that much better.
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Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The Lance is published by the Student Media Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every Tueaday
of the fall and winter semesters. Its offices are located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all
its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance are
not necessarily those of the University of Windsor
or the Student Alliance. Submissions are welcome
and become the property of the newspaper. Submissions must include contributor's name and
phone number and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on an IBM compatible floppy disk. The
editor reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before
publication and must include the writer's name, major of study and phone number. contents copyright 1996. Reproduction in any way is forbidden
without the written permission of the editor in
chief. The Lance 1s a member of the Canadian University Press.

The Lance, the stude?t.newspaper of the Univers~ty
of Windsor, affirms 1ts role as an agent of social
change, performing both an educative and activist
function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian University Press.

1) The Lance's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be
demonstratable fact, with sources to support it.
Conflicting sides of a dispute aretreated objectively
and with balance. Sources are named whenever
possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding the source is not named. It may be used if the
source is trustworthy, but not before every effort
is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without regard to special interests and with favor to
none.
4) The Lance is a student run newspaper, giving priority to the coverage of issues that affect the University of Windsor.
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~ORD\MG TO LAST
'JEE~ P~SEt>
F'Utl)ING CUTS TO TI\E.
at,, ROUGHL~ alE IN

I,

FOOR lot,S l1AY BE LOST
~ ~USM TELE.~ISK>N

ALO~. lt\GHT 8lLL?

Dear Legal Corner:
I went out to eat wi,th my
friends after mypsychohgy class last
week. While I was in the restaurant I noticed a gold ring on the
floor. I knew that it wouldn't be
right to keep the ring since it was
11ot mme. Therefore, I handed it to
the owner and she told me that she
would leave it in the hst andfound
so that the true owner could claim
it. Since that rit!J I can't help but
wonder if a1!Jone ever came back
to pick up the ring. I worked at a
jewelry store so I know that the
ring is like/y to be quite wluable.
If the troe owner does not come
back does the restaurant ownerget
the ring or can I claim it? I have
heard of the expression ''finders
keepers, losers weepers" so
shouldn't I be entitled to it since I
found it?
-Undergraduate Studmt

the true owner could not be
found. In the judgement, the
court stressed the importance of
the owner on which the bracelet
was found to manifest intention
to exercise control over lost
property before it was found. By
doing so this would give a right
that could be supenor to that of
the finders.
On its face, it does appear
that you have fulfilled your obligation as a finder by handing
the ring over to the restaurant
owner. You may want to contact
a licensed lawyer in order to determine if the restaurant owner
fulfilled her obligation as an occupier.
It is important to realize
that the expression "finders
keepers, losers weepers" does
not always apply. The rights of a
fmder can be displaced in some
instances. Two examples 10
which the finder may lose legal
entitlement mclude first, a fmder
in the course of any employment
or agency and that the fmding
of the object was collateral
thereto, and second, a fu1der that
comes across the object based
on wrongdoing.
All factors must be considered in order to pmpoint whci
would be entitled to the rmg if
the true owner does not come
forward to claim it. There 1s no
sunple formuJa that provides for
a clear answer in regard to the
law of fmders.

Dear Colleague:
In general, the true owner of the
ring still retains ownership right
to the object even though it was
lost. However, as a finder of the
ring, you also have a legal right
to it. Your right to keep the ring
is good against anybody's claim
except the true owner. Unfortunately the court has not been as
clear in regard to the finder's
obligation to find the rightful
owner.
A significant case that
deals with the rights of a finder
Answers that appear in this
against the owner on which column provide a general outline of
property 1s found is ~ v. the law and are presented l?J secondBntish Airways Board. In this year law student Mike Drake, and
case, a traveller found a gold wzU appear every two weeks. If you
bracelet m the executive passen- have a quest.£on you u.'Oldd /£lee anger lounge of British Amvays. Jwered write to Legal Corner in care
The court held that the finder, of the Lanre al 401 Sunret Ave.,
rather than British A1rw,1ys, had basement of the CA If/Student Centhe right to keep the bracelet as tre, N9B-JP4.
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Some Ruminations Upon
the End of the World
By Andy Vainio

I may be fatally cynical, or
I may be a misanthrope run
amok, but I think I am nonetheles~ correct when I say that it is
about time that the world be laid
to rest with little ceremony and
much haste. The followmg may
appear to be little more than an
enumerabon of pet peeves and
chronic whining. You are certainly entitled to your own opinion in this regard, but please bear
in mind that when the world
ends, you will be going with it.
For starters, let's look at
thjs little scenario: The other day,
I was sitting in a class when the
professor announced that the
quiz she had scheduled for that
day would have to be postponed
until the next class. In and of
itself, this is of little import.
I Iowever, seconds after she
made this announcement, someone sitting munediatcly behind
me muttered "What docs 'postponed' mean?"
This occurrence might or
might not he unrelated to the

next reason the world must be telligent life" somewhere out ·
destroyed, but that matters not there, the destruction of the
smce this one is reason enough . Earth will save them from the
According to the Globe and Mails ill effects of contact with our ilk
Social Studies section, fully a and ensure that they remain intelligent.
Speaking of Bl!Jwalch, yet
another good reason that we
should all embrace the demise
of the planet is people who drive
any vehicle (most notably Ford
Mustangs or pick.up trucks with
tinted windows) sporting a "No
Fear" sticker and/or those stupid neon light thingies underneath. To be quite honest, I have
this gut feeling that the individual for whom exotic vocabulary like "postponed" is a difficult intellectual hurdle actually
drives one of these vehicles.
Far more than mere aesthetic foible, these things unambiguously signify that the inquarterof the Earth's population tellectual decay of the human
watches Bqywatch. If this is in- race has reached the point where
deed a statement of fact and not there is no other choice than to
a sick joke, tt is better that the have it and the means for its
human race be expunged from con6nued existence (the Earth)
the universe now rather than destroyed.
later. That way, 1f there is "in-
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Trying out for the Lancer football team
!!f Keo Lori
... I flopped onto that football
fumble as if stifling a hand grenade in mortal combat. Then it
seemed the entire team pounced
on top of me, each player's
weight thrusting my gut into the
ball so hard that belly button and
pig skin would become fairly
intimate, fairly fast. The tummy
pain was excruciating: imagine
giving birth, then stuffing the
newborn back inside - that kinda
stomach pain.
My gentle requests for
Mr. Football to please deflate
and run away went unheeded.
Unbelievably, the ball would
lodge itself inside me, spanning
my entire frontal, reaching from
pant zipper to breastplate.
For years I tried to
"bowel move" my baby kangaroo but to no avail. Mother always figured the ball went down
the wrong pipe and would ''hup
hup" with the next good batch
of phlegm I brought up.
My friends would throw
me around after school, one time
tying me down in order to insert a pin into my penis to pump
me up (quite enjoyed that actually).

Frustrated after being
continually punted by my dad, I
landed, wobbled into the house
and jammed a Dust Buster up
my ass to grab hold of the tip
but, what else, not enough suck!
At last a Caesarean Section was suggested hut my doctor warned I might "lose" the
football. Well I guickly dismissed that idea.
Eventually the ball would
drop through the uprights (sf you
know what I mean) and I would
be able to hug women again
without givmg the false impression of being extremely delighted to see them.
I jest of course but that
horrible high school incident
both scarred me and scared me
away from playing football until...1996. This year I figured the
Lancer.r needed a skinny, weak,
5'8", 150 pound nobody. My desired position? Bench.
Years of athletic experience taught that competition for
bench was minimal, and heck,
I'm overqualified: I take up little space, I'm in perfect health
to fill in for an injured thirdstringer and I can take the
coach's ribbing (or kicking)

when the team needs a good
laugh.
Besides if I'm gonna sit
anywhere on campus, I'd much
prefer a place where I can enjoy my Dontos and Coke without cock.roaches strolling by I-eddy's infested with 'cm.
"Oooo," I drooled .
"I'm a shoe-in." You don't
even need to attend practice or
games for that matter! Lancer
football fit my schedule fine!
But before I could brag
about my new LAncer status,
pre-camp testing would interfere.
On testing day I casually
pulled into the St. Denis Centre parking lot, caught my
breath, butted out a c1g, caught
my breath, stepped out of the
car, crossed the road, caught my
breath, then proceeded to join
the sixty fellas stretchm' about
on the field.
"All these guys fightin'
for a position," I scoffed in arrogance. "What a bunch of
pansies." Then I caught my
breath.
TEST #1: leg press,
four-hundred pounds.
"Four hundred what?'

That my precious guads
didn't deserve corporal punishment mattered little to a room
full of biceps, guads and calves
gaggin' to be entertained Whale
these tree trunks itched for their
glory moment I slumped 10 the
corner, peeking nervously at my
oversized watch like a guy on
death row.
Unfortunately my turn did
come and I settled mto the death
scat. Cannon balls oozed from
my pores as Popeye pulled out
the bar (with one hand). My legs
at full extension, then ' 'Pleasepleaseplcaseplcase!''
my legs cried. "Do us a little
favour a-n-d .. . don't let go." Two
red thorns popped out of the top
of his head~ his pitch fork
gleamed He grinned . I le released the bar.
B-byc.
"Heels," I said. "Lemme
introduce you to my bum."
I was not int1rrudated
sprung up and threw my fists m
the air, pumped to take on any
body one-eighth my size.
"Who's next?!"
Bench press, young son.
215 lbs.
Gulp.
"Need a couple spotters?"

asked he.
"Couple hundred, ~rup1d
uh, c considering my size, you
sec, sir."
Oh, you can imagine how
excited I was to slide onto the
cmbarassment bench to, csscn t1ally, separate myself from the
men. I lie down, gnp the bar,
then. let's 1ust say the bar low
ercd a little faster than what's
recommended by experts. When
chokmg seemed my only option,
a sad front page photo and headline flashed through my head :
"Underachiever Too Successful." I hemmed and hawed, oh,
about, .01 seconds then decided
staying alive was the wise choice,
though not mmc entirely (three
muscle boys were required to
save me - after gaming their
composure of course) .
Ul timatcly the coach chose
the thirty others to sit the bench.
Apparently I'm tl1e first guy e\'er
to have been cut before try-outs
even started. I'm elated, though,
that I could open up a spot for
somebody who didn't make their
des1red position.

Ken Lori} column will appear
wukfy in the Lance.

Letter to the editor
Too much testosterone ... the cost of doing business
Dear Editor:
I had always enjoyed going to
the corner of Sandwich and Mill
for a pitcher of my favourite
beer. The concept of a wide variety of great beers on tap, a
pretty cool ambiance, and big,
juicy sandwiches served up by
current and/or past University
of Windsor students, had the
potential to be the new "Buzz's."
My image of this business
changed drastically on the night
of Saturday, September 7, during the "Fab IV" pub crawl.
I arrived at the Sandwich Mill at
approximately 1:40 am. I saw an
extremely drunk patron, that I
learned had been cut off, pick
up a table and throw it over the
bar at the bartender (who turned
out to be the manager). I am not
condoning this idiot's actions at
all. My complaint is that the
method of solvmg the situation
was much worse.

The bar manager stormed feet , with his head rapping off
around the bar to fix the situa- of the bench and floor, then
tion. I assumed that he was slung over someone's shoulder
merely going to throw this guy and was fmally thrown outside.
out of the bar. The drunk wasn't My questions for the Sandwich
doing anything else, and in fact Mill are:
could barely stand.
1. Did you serve this cusWhat I witnessed next led tomer so much that he got that
me to write this letter and vow out of control (didn't we take our
to never return to that bar. The SMART SERVE or SIP course
bar manager went directly at the to learn not to do tl1at?)
patron with his right fist. After
2. Whether you served
punching the man, he grabbed htm all night or not, 1f he was
him by the shoulders and pushed cut off, why was he still in your
him into one of the booths (yes bar?
people were sitting there).
'
3. Yes the bar manager
The manager then thought could have been iniured by what
it was necessary to smash this the guy dad, but he wasn't. And
drunk customer's head off of the even 1f he was, does that give
brick wall approximately six or you the right to smash someseven times before I pulled him •one's head against a brick wall?
off. (Question: why should a
4. Just how many times
customer have to intervene to were you plannmg on beating
stop an employee that has lost the guy's head off the wall? How
control?) The now unconscious does one lose control of their
customer was dragged by his own physical actions to such an

extreme so easily?
5. Yes, I say so easily because the bar business is the one
that you chose to get into. Whatever he broke can be fixed, that
is part of the cost of doing your
business. Combine serving alcoho! with bemg located in the
west end and you will occasionally have problems. Why can't
you deal with tl1em like a professional business-person?
Windsor's finest were
called to the scene. After the one
cop had spoken witl1 the bar
manager, I asked to speak with
him for a moment about the
situation. I simply suggested to
him that beating anyone's skull
off a brick wall is not a proper
method of handling a problem.
This Windsor Police officer's answer was "We think that
he handled things just fine!" In
my opinion, this 1s just anotl1er
tough-guy cop that loves his

position of authonty. It makes
me feel warm and bubbly to
know that he and others like him
all get to carry guns, hand-cuffs,
and big sticks.
Regardless of my frustration with aggressive irrational
behaviour, I am sympathetic to
the owner(s) of this bar if this
letter causes your business to
suffer. Remember that I was
planning on frequently your bar
quite often this year because I
do like it, but an outburst of v10lent behaviour like that is unacccptable under any circumstances.
Please reply to the Lance 1f
you feel it necessary, and may I
suggest that you do so and try
to fix this negative situation

Rob Duxter
Honours B. Comm.

Question of the Week
How many classes have you missed this semester?

<

<

A couple here and there ... I

try to get up as often as I can
David Knight
Co-Arts Editor

Well ahhh ... ya ahhh ...
ummm. I've been busy
traming for curling

Jamie Cruickshank
Editor in Chief

I can neither foretell nor presume to hypothesize.

Lindsey Woodgate
News Editor

I have no class.
Rob Gignac
Business Manager

I've been nuking II to .ill the
1Iormonc Ther,1r> Sl'SSl()lb

Bob'Madcow'Jones
1 st year Bif-tech
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SRC's controversial
proposals anger ~~culty
B Dave Garcia
More than 200 faculty members
signed a peti~on l~st wee~ to
protest the Uruve.rs1ty of Windsor's restructunng plan, de-

acaderrucally? he asks.
Woodyard says that the
Senate gave the committee a
mandate to develop a proposal
on how to restructure the university so it can be more c?st

manding that the .PI~ be post-

effective while still developing

paned until there is evidence on
how the changes will benefit the
university. They say ~ t the Strategic Renewal ~ t t e e (SRq
has been unresponsive to concems that have been expressed
in their meetings this year.
Some of the University of
Windsor's professors held a
press conference last Thursday
to discuss the proposed changes
by the SRC Th~ proposal W?uld
see eight faculties at the Umversity of Windsor. amalgamated
into three faculties. The three
proposed faculties would be the
Faculty of Arts and Soci~ Science; the Faculty of Engineering and Science; and the F~culty
of Law, Business, Educatton.
As yet there are still no
substructures in place for the
three new faculties, which means
that there 1s no evidence of savings, which was the primary .intention of the SRCrestructunng
proposal.
Psychology professor Dr.
Dale Woodyard says that the
reason why faculty are concerned is because the proposed
changes "don't make sense academically, nor does it makes
sense financially."
"What do business, law,
and education have in common

quality of academic programs.
He says that the "SRC was t?
provide rationale on how 1t
makes academic and financial
sense."
Yet the SRC has not provided evidence on what the costs
and benefits are for these
changes, nor have they provided
evidence on what will be the
consequences for these changes,
according to some professors.
"We're saying that they are
not providing eviden~e that it
will improve the quality of the
programs," says Dr. Woodyard,
"The Senate told them to look
at financial information, to provide a cost-benefit analysis, and
relate these proposals to academic quality."
"We asked them to use
certain evidence on how to base
their conclusions, and they have
admitted that they didn't," he
says, "Yet they went ahe~ an~
made these recommendations
Also, these changes h~ve
been made without any planrung
or critical information, says Dr.
Abdul-Fattah Asfour, professor
of environmental engineering.
"Any good planner knows
that you have to obtain your data
then develop plans and instead,
they are making critical decisions
first, and without any data:"
Dr. John Wright, a philosophy professor says that the SRC
even admits that they had not
even received the critical information necessary for plan~ing
the restructuring of the umversity.
"The report clearly states
that the fiscal analysis, the decisions on hiring priorities, and the
evaluation of programs on
which it was to base its proposals were unavailable," he wrote
in The Windsor Star.
.
Dr. Asfour says that university vice-presi~ent_ academic
William Jones clW:'1~ it will save
the university $1 million per year.
"This has not been demonstrated by the SRC," says D~.
Asfour, "and even if it's true, st
is not worth it to save one percent of the university's $100 million budget, and mess up. the
entire structure of the Umversity of Windsor."
He also says that the faculties of Engineering and Science should not be merge~,
since this would nsk the engineering faculty's accreditation.
''Where 1s there a Faculty
of Engineenng and Science in
Canada?" he asks "Only at Laval
do they do this, and they
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Upgrading the Cotnputer Center
By Dav~ Garcia
The Unsvers1ty of Windsor's
Computer Centre looks a little
more updated, thanks to 72 new
computers purchased by Computing Services last week.
The new computers are
loaded - they all have Pentium
100 processors, 16 megabytes of
RAM and new sound cards,
which means you can listen to
your game or music on the computer.
Ted Dodds, Director of
Computing Services, says that
the computers will all be installed by end of next week, and
hopes to bring in 50 more computers by the end of the fall.
Dodds says that the computers were purchased because
"the machmes (386 and 386SX

computers) were not upgradable
or useable with current software,
such as Windows 95."
He also cited the wear and
tear on the computers, saying
that one way to tell how much
they have been used is by viewing the keyboards, where much
of the letters were worn off.
He also cited the increase
in the number of students who
use computers.
"In late 1994, we had 2500
student IDs on the system," he
says, "Now, we have over 14,000
on th e system."
.
Dodds says that the increase in the use of the computers could be attnbuted to the
Internet and that the demand is
1ust extraordinary.
Terry MacKay, a student
consultant for Computing Scrv-

sees, says that the computers are
great, but could always use more
"We have over 1300 students that need to use the Novell
network, and those are 1ust the
60-104 (introduction to computers) and 60-WS (mtroduct1on to
the Internet) students."
Mackay says that if you
include all the other students that
have thetr resources on-line, over
several thousand students use
the Computer Centre.
Mad.:ay says that they will
either refurbish the 386 and 48Ci
machines and give them to faculty or sell them to students.
Computing services also
purchased 18 modems, raising
the total to 72 phone lines at
computing services, which
means fewer busy signals for students wishing to access
their accounts from outside the university.
Also, students
wishing to access their
accounts at the Computer Centre from the comforts of their home will
get a discount as they
will only pay 60 cents an
hour for peak times
•(noon until 6 pm.) and
SO cents an hour for the
non-peak times, down
from 75 and 60 cents an
hour, respectively.

Getting help at the Computer Centre. Students will soon use faster compu tcrs,
ma.king the task of papers a little more bearable
.
L
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Then Comp111.erct11tre
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Reservc1tto11s are available
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"Fire Paintings" recent work by
Iona feskc, 1s currently showing
at Common Ground Gallery,
1942 Wyandotte Street E., until
October 3, Mon-fri 9-5.

Notice to all soldiers serving under THE WINDSOR REGI-

MENT/ ESSEX REGIMENT
(TANK). The regiment will be
celebrating its 60th anniversary in
Windsor at the armouries from
the 18th to the 20th of october,
1996. For more information call
(519) 254-2537
Tuesday, September 24

THE IRISH CANADIAN
CULTURAL CLUB meets
every Tuesday at 1033 Ottawa St.
at 7pm. Learn, or play Irish music for fw1. 1\11 levels, ages and instruments. For more information,
call 973-1163.
ORIENTATION TOURS AT
TI lE LEDDY LIBRARY, begin
at the circulation desk. 9:0010:00am, 11 00-12:00pm, 1:00'.! OOpm, and 3:00-4:00pm.
T HE ANTHROPOLOGY
SOCIETY will have a meeang
upstairs at the grad house, at 5pm.
New members are welcome! Any
questions? Call Kevin at 9718960.
Every Tuesday, there will be a
mass at 4:45pm, followed by a
home cooked supper at 5:30pm,
at Assumption University. Costs
only $4.00. All arc invited. we are
located immediately West of the
student centre, and South of Assumption Church. AJl arc welcome. Call 973-7033, ext. 3399.

Wednesday, September 25

ORIENTATION TOURS AT
THE LEDDY LIBRARY, begin
at the c1rculat10n desk. 10:0011 :00am, 1:00-2:00pm, and 3:004:00pm.
OPIRG-Windsor's ORGANIC
FOOD WORKING GROUP
meets at 4:00pm. Individuals interested 10 buying food in bulk or
in helping to organize a Food Coop club are invited to the next
meeting. Iona College, 208 Sunset. For more informanon call
OPIRG at 253-1745.
OPIRG-Windsor's ,\.i'\lTI-RJ\CISM WORKING GROUP meets
at 5:00pm. Individuals interested
in fighting racism on and off campus meet at Iona College, '.!08
Sunset. For more information call
OPIRG at 253-1745.
OPIRG-Windor's EN\i1RONME~TAL WORKING GROl P
1s holding its next mectlflgupstairs
at the Grad house at 5:30pm.
Waste reduction on campus,
Tcmagami & Algoma, Peche lsland arc some of the issues to be
discussed. Everyone is welcome
to come with their ideas. r<ormorc
information call OPIRG at 2531745.

Steps Program. For more informallon call 253-4232 ext. 4512.
Thursday, September 26

ORIENTATION TOURS AT
TI-IE LEDDY LIBRARY, begin
at the circulation desk. 10:0011 :OOam, 12:00-1 :OOpm, 2:003:00pm.
A WALK FOR ANIMALS
organized by the JazzPurr Cat
Care Society, will be held today at
7:00pm from the corner of
Ouellette and Elliot to Dieppe
Park for a candle lighting. Por
more information call 258-9299.

JAMES WINTER, Associate
Professor of Communication
Studies, University of Windsor,
will be speaking on CORPORATE OWNERSHIP AND
CONTROLOP'11 IE NEWS, on
the occasion of the release of his
new book, DEMOCRACY'S
OXYGEN, at 7:30 at The Press
Club of Windsor, 83 Riverside
Dr.\X'. 2nd Floor (above 'lbe Spotted Dog). For more information,
contact Ann Beer at The
Bookroom at the Court, 258'.!726.

JUSTICE AND SPIRITUALITY: The SCM, a progressive, social justice Chnstian movement 1s
holding an information night on
tonight at Iona College, 208 SunCampus Ministry Association
presents A Program for Adult set Ave. The video "Let Justlce
Cbidlren of Addicttd Parents (alco- rule" will be shown and pizza prohol, drugs, gambling) every vided. For information contact
Wednesday from 5-7 p.m. These David at 973-7039, or ext. 3440
meetings take place in the Student's lounge of Assumption university and feature the Twelve

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP meeting
at 5:30pm in the Oakroom of
Varuer I !all. Dorothy Kieft will
speak on Lithuarua. All are welcome.

vers1ty Chapel (2nd Floor). Located immediately West of the student centre and south of Assumption Church. Call 973-7033, ext.
3399 or 3374 for further information.

INTERFAITH AIDS VIGIL,
will be held by The Pastoral Care
Comnuttee of WU1dsor, at 7:30pm
at Hospice of Windsor, 6038 Empress.

Monday, September 30

Friday, September 27

ORIENTATION TOURS :\T
THE LEDDY LIBRARY, bcgm
at the circulation desk. 11 :0012:00pm and 2;00-3;00pm.
Saturday, September 28

ORIENTATION TOURS AT
11IE LEDDY LIBRARY begin
at the circulation desk. 1 :002:00pm.
WINDSOR WOMEN WORKING WITH IMMIGRANT
WOMEN invites the public to attend their fund raismg banyuet.
Doors open: 6:00pm, and dinner
is at 7:00pm. University of Windsor, Winclare "a" (Vanier I fall).
Free parking is available at Lots B
& C located under the bridge.
Cost: $30.00. Guest speaker:
Juanita Westmoreland-Traore,
Dean, Faculty of Law, University
of Windsor. For more information call 973-5588.
Sunday, September 29
Every Sunday at 11:30am, all are
invited to Mass followed by refreshments at Assumption Lin1-

PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
MEETING will be held at the
Grad House, upstairs, 5:307:00pm.
OUT ON CAMPUS for lesbian,
gay and bisexual students, staff &
faculty mecnng tonight at 7:00 at
the Grad House (upstairs meeting room). Each meeting features
speakers on queer themes. For
more mformation call 253-2421.

LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL
WOMEN'S DROP-IN. Held
every Monday at 8:00pm Iona
College, 208 Sunset in a relaxed
social setting. For more information call 253-2421.
OPIRG-Wmdsor's SOUTH
EAST ASIA WORKING
GROUP meets every \fonday at
5:30 at Iona College, 208 Sunset
(In Third World Resource Centre
Office) Anyone interested in justice for Burma, East Timor, and
Tibet is welcome. For more information call 253-17 45.
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Proposals anger faculty
Co111J1111td from page T

are planning to separate them.
Jf you combine the Faculty of
Engineering and Faculty of Science, then what you will do is
ask losing accreditation, because
one of the things looked at is the
program environment. The program environments will be different. Also, engineering will be
losing its visibility and identity."
Also, there is much opposition to the proposal among students. Some law and engineermg students who attended the
SRC meeting in April voiced opposition to it, saying that they
could risk losing accreditation,
as well as their identity and visibility. A survey of 428 engineering students, faculty, and staff
found that 99 per cent of them
were opposed to a merged faculty of engineering and science.
Another proposal was for
Basic Administrative Units
(BAU), or departments, with
less than twenty faculty members to merge with others, regardless of whether or not they
are related.
"This could create a situation in which everything doesn't
make sense, leading to different
BAU s merging so they can
achieve the magic number
twenty," says Dr. Woodyard,
"Forcing departments that function quite well to merge with
other departments to get twenty
doesn't make sense."
One example of this was a
proposal to merge the departments of Communication Studies, Philosophy, and Computer
Science into one department.
Asfour says that instead of
creatmg a whole new structure
which VJOuld fall out of step with
other Canadian universities, they
should let each faculty take care
of its own internal structure,
since they will save more money
without hurting their programs.
D r. Woodyard says that
this could affect how the Univers1ty of Windsor will attract
students.
"If you're a law student,
and you see that another university has a Faculty of Law, and
you see that Windsor has a Faeulty of Law, Business, and Education, they may not be sure if
they are getting the same thing,"
he says, 'This could diminish the
attractiveness of the university."
D r. Asfour says that the
SRC never followed their Senate mandate, and have never
demonstrated the financial and
academic benefits of their plan.

"This has been divisive for
the whole university," he says,
"The motion to defer at the Senate meeting was amended for
SRC to consider the concerns
expressed in the motion and
judging from SRC's track record
so far, they will not consider anything."
Dr. Woodyard also says
that it is not that the petitioners
don't want change, but the
changes have to make sense.
''If some department combined and if it made sense, yes,
that is fine and if it leads to saving money. We're not opposed
to changes but (SRC) has to
demonstrate that it makes
sense."
During the Senate meeting
of September 19, 1996, Dr. J.
Singh, representative of the Faculty Association and the husband of the Chair of SRC, Dr.
Emily Carasco, requested that
the petition and signatures be
circulated to Senate during the
meeting. This was done by Mr.
Frank Smith, Clerk of the Senate.
Dr. Asfour had indicated
that when he picked up the petition from Mr. Smith on the following day, he found out that the
petition was signed by more individuals while being circulated
at Senate. For example, two undergraduate student senators
signed the petition and wrote "In
the interest of the University, this
petition should include the student body, all 15000 of them."
"Those students are to be
commended for their sense of I
responsibility and their care
about the university's future and
interests," says Dr. Asfour.
"Such a statement gives a
strong indication of how widespread the concern and the opposition to the SRC process and
plans are on this campus," says
Dr. Asfour. "Obviously, such
support from the representatlves
of students gives a new dimension to our campaign. We will
provide the undergraduate and
graduate students with the opportunity to express their opinions through their representatives on the Senate."
"We will strongly continue
in our efforts to ensure that responsible and rational decision
making processes are followed
at this university," says Dr.
Asfour, "Especially considering
that many more faculty members
expressed their desire to jom our
efforts after the September 19
Senate meetmg."

By Michelle Fitzgerald
Along with the traditional
Frosh Week events, Tecumseh
Hall tried something different
this year.
Sure, we went out to a
number of bars, had a barbecue, and even went to Yuk
Yuk's, but we also held the
first, and hopefully, annual,
~e~eh Hall Pizza Compet1t:ton. A number of pizza
places in the area were called
and asked if they wanted to
participate.
Participation required
delivering three large pizzas,
two with predetermined toppings (one with meat and one
vegetarian) and one that could
be made hc,,vever they wanted.
Pizza King and Franco's sup-plied 32-slice rectangle pizzas!
Pizza Hut and Domino's sup-plied regular round pizzas, as
did Sarducci's -along with a

- -- - - --...la.;.;.;;.;.;;;___

~ GARY (CUP) I he .University of Calgary is
startmga new 'Weekend University' that will allow students to
cam a degree by going to classes
only on Saturdays.
Elizabeth Tworo a coordinator for the \X~eke~d University, says the program is directed mainly to working adults.
"It is meant for adults who do
?Ot want to or cannot quit workmg."
Denise Doherty, a researcher for the Canadian J<ederation of Students, says there
are a lot of universities that of
fer weekend courses but not a
full, degree-grantlng program.

Co111i1111td 011 pagt 8

·
pizza
called th e "Kttehen s·mk"
·
While~ had lots of pizza, the
competition was not to see who
could eat the most num~r of
slices, but ~ther for the_res1dents
to determme which _pizzas had
the best sauce, topptngs (freshness and cov~ring), crust, and
best overall pizza.
.
The r~s':11ts of the vo°:°g
were surpnsingly close with
smaller l~cally ~wned cest_aurants holdmg their own a~st
the large and popular franchises.
Some reop~e are loyal to their
favo~nt~ ptzz:i and voted for
Do~o s or Pizza Hl:1t by name
while many others tned the. local restaurants and were tmpressed.
The highlights of the resuits were as, foll~s:
.
. Franc? s- While not Wlllrung any .sm~e category, they
scored, high 1~ every aspect.
Franco s supp~ied an all-arc:>und
good pizza, ~d wi~h a
I ~ one betng 32 sltc~s,
its great for p~rt1es
(or when you re really hungry.)
.P i z z a
Kmg
Wh Ile

· well m every category i
sconng
was the frontrunner for the &s
Crust atle, and seriously chal
lenged the mainstream franchis
pizzas. Pizza King's large ptZz
is also a rectangle 32 slice pizza
Sarducci's - Sarducc1'
sauce and toppings were ve
popular and tt resulted in thei
second place showing in the all
around pizza. The Kitchen Sin
pizza defirutely helped the stron
showingm the toppingcatego
Pizza Hut - A stuffe
crust pizza definitely aided in th
strong showing in the crust cat
egory, but Pizza Hut was con
vincingly voted to have the bes
sauce. A large pizza equalled 1
slices.
Domino's -It-was a clos
decision, but with a good all
around showing in every cat
egory, Domino's was declar
the Best Overall Pizza - an
with the Domino's magnet
stuck to our fridges, we are sur
to order lots of traditlonal, roun
12-slice large pizzas.
The
residents
o
Tecumseh Hall would like t
thank the five restaurants fo
their participation and for send
ing us free pizzas. The coupons
flyers, magnets, and other infor
mation are also great and hel
us supplement our normal die
of pasta and McDonalds wi
great pizza from who ever w
order it from.

Deadline Dates for Appllcatlon
to Professional Programs at Ontario Universities

,

1997 ENTRY
November 1, 1996 -

LAW

(First Year Programs)

May 1, 1997(Upper Year Programs)

MEDICINE

November 1, 1996

TEACHER
EDUCATION

December 1, 1996

CONTACT "fflE OUAC FOR AN APPUCADON FORM

650 Woodlawn Road West
P.0.1328
Guelph ON N1 H 7P4
(519) 823-1940

Weekend degree program
"This seems to be the first
one ... although there arc a lot
of institutions that offer courses
on weekends," Doherty said.
A student can choose to do
either a Bachelor of General
Studies-program, which would
take an average student approximately five years, or a Bachelor
of Arts or Science in General
Studies, wh11;n would take
around seven years to complete.
Tworo stated that just over
300 students have registered for
the program this fall. She is confident that the program has a secured future.
''We feel, if anything, that
it is going to expand," she said.

Page 3

Tecumseh Hall holds first annual pizza contest

Calgary catering to adult students
By Tuija Roman

·

Law: olsas@ouac.on.ca
Medicine: omsas@ouac.on.ca
Education: teas@ouac.on .ea
http://ouacinfo.ouac.on.ca
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CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED!!! Individuals and
Student Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK TRIPS.
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS.
http://
www.icpt.com ph 1-800-3276013

·

3 bedroom house available at
anytime 400 btoe:k Partin~ton.
Close to University. Available
immediately call 944-7361 or
256-0285.
Barfridge - used 3mos. $200
(OBO). Like new Smith
Corrona typewriter - 3mos old
BO 971-9418 leave message.

\

LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE on
campus PREP! Flexible formats including weekends for
$195.
Instant info:
prep@istar.ca or http://
www.prep.com. Richardson
- Since 1979 - 1 800 410
PREP.

et

ne

Seals are Limited

Boo
Earl
•~ 1RAVEL CU1S
~~ WVAGES CAMPUS

The Student Travel expert&

660 Richmond Street, London
1-800-387-2887

Travel CUTS has the best deals on flights
home for the holidays, but they're going fast.
Some Chrisbnas flights are already lull!
Reserve your seat NOW for maximum value
and flexibility.

......

Oneel and open,ted b1 tbe Canadian federatiOJJ ol Stud1n!J. •

So You Think You Know

~

.:5 FC&ji

•••

llacl#n Is a thing of the past
Violence against women lsn 'ta real
problem In Canada
Welfare recipients are lazy
Children only go to be hungry if)
'Third World' countries
Abodglnal Canadians get all the
breaks
People wllh d//ferent abllltfes are
disabled
Lesbian and gay equality is a
'special Interest'

There are too many lmmig,onls In
Ontario
'Political conectn..' sucks

The voice of W>fl maJorlty never gets
expressed

THINK AGAIN!!!
So you think there's nothing you can do ...

Get Busy!!!!!

Tues ay. ep e

Worn.en's Studies
degree now offered
B Julie Stitch

y_

This semester marked a first in
the history of the Univ~rsity of
Windsor; it is the first tune that
Windsor has ever offered a de~ee program in Women's Stud1es.
.
.
Until iust recently the university
only offered a Women's Studies
certificate program to those students interested in studying the
role of women in society. In the
mid-80s, under the direction of
Dr. McCrone (who is now th_e
Dean ofSocial Science), the Umversity of Windsor intr?duced
this certificate program m con1unction with a degree of specialization in any other faculty.
For the last three or four
years, there has been an increase
in the number of women faculty
members who consider themselves feminine studies scholars
in their individual areas of expertise. This prompted the creation of the degree program we
now have implemented in our
curriculum. About a year and a
half ago the instigators received
approval to introduce an undergraduate degree, an honours
degree and a combined honours
degree to the students of Windsor University.
This semester's course listings offers the first core course
available for the new program.
This course is also offered as a
social science option and currently has around 50 students
enrolled in it. The winter term
will offer two more courses:
Women in Diversity, and The
History of Women's Movement
in North America, for which
Women in Canadian Society is a
prerequisite.
Dr. Anne Forrest of the
Business department believes it

will take about ?1rce years .for
full unplementatlon, and claims
there is strong support from the
Administration.
Forrest says that the mam
goal in unplementing this program is to offer students a more
complete understanding of their
society and the change "the
measure of human beingness"
from the traditionally male perspective into one where women
can compete.
The responsibility of the
program is not to change history,
but rather to make history, by
creating a place in it for women
Forrest says we need to "redefine the boundaries of women
in the disciplines".
She is very hopeful about
the response to the program She
states that it was designed to help
develop critical skills and believes that a combined honours
degree will provide a good education and as well as a labour
market degree.
The only real problem en.
countered by the team involved
in this new venture is the lack
of funding available. However,
despite money being tight, the
program is alive and growing.
Women's Studies is sponsoring a Studies Speaker Series,
which is a series of speakers
brought to campus by Women's
Studies to address issues perilnent to women and Women's
Studies. October is Women's
History month and in honour of
this Women's Studies has arranged to have Adrian Shadd
give an address on the issue of
Black Women in Southwestern
Ontario in the 19th Century.
This address will be given on
October 24.

1st class of midwife grads
By Helen Stathipilos
TORONTO (CUP) The first graduates of Ontario's
midwifery degree program are in
high demand.
On Sept. 7, a class of 18
women graduated with bachelors of health sciences in midwifery at a ceremony held at
Ryerson Polytechnical University.
The Ontario midwifery
program is a collaborative program between Ryerson,
McMaster and Laurentian universities.
The three-year joint program was established after midwifery became a legalized, selfregulated profession in 1991.
Midwifery is now bemg integrated into the health care system.
The universities each have
much to offer as sites for the
education of midwives, says
Vicki Van Wagner, director of
the Ryerson branch of the program.
Van
Wagner
says
McMaster 1s a good choice because of its advanced medical
school, while Ryerson has the
advantage of serving the larger
Toronto community. And
Laurent1an, she says, complements the group because of its
northern location and its accessibility to French-speaking stu-

dents.
Midwives used to be paid
m a piecework fashion, by the
birth. They are now compensated more generously as salaried professionals. The starting
salary is $55,000 a year, with a
top salary of $77,OOO.
Robin Kilpatrick, co-registrar for the College of Midwives
of Ontario agrees with the sys·
tern of payment. She says 1t
speaks to the continuity of care
a midwife provides, fro the time
she is hired to when the baby is
six weeks old.
"It 1s the best way to compensate someone for staying up
all night, learning about a
woman and her family and her
needs, and providing choices,"
she said.
These new graduates are
the culmination of a decade-long
fight for midwifery in the province, says Van Wagner, who is a
practising midwife of 15 years.
There will be no shortage
of work for the new graduates.
Currently, many women who
want midwife care are being
turned away because the demand
is too high.
"Pregnancy and childbirth
are seen (by midwives) as healthy
processes and life experiences,
as much as medical events. Mdwifery offers a low intervention
approach, " she said.

Tuesday. Septe111ber 24 1996
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Having a (Sex) Ball
By Andy Vainio
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AIDS Awareness Week at the U
of W will wrap up with a Sex
Ball at the Asylum Pub on Friday September 27 from 7 :OOpm
until 1:OOam. The Sex Ball is
being organized by the Womyn's
Centre, UWSA programmer
Moruka Mate!, and Ligaya Byrch,
the UWSA Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexual Issues Co-Ordinator.
'The Sex Ball is a safer sex
dance a way to wmd down
AIDS' Awareness Week which
begins on September 23 and
runs through until the 27th. It's
the first time it's been held on
campus, so we're hoping a lot of
people will come," says Byrch.

And what, one may ask,
docs the Sex Ball involve?
"lbere will be free demonstrations on how to use safer
sex tools and there will also be
free giveaways of condoms, dental dams, and latex gloves,"
Byrch explains.
Music will be provided by
DJs Liam and soul finger, both
of whom DJ Fat Ass Thursdays
at the Loop. They will be playing a wide variety musical genres, including house, hip hop,
R&B, old school, funk, and
disco.
Other events on campus
that are planned for AIDS
Awareness Week include free

showmgs of videos in Ambassador Auditorium, Salon A from
Monday until Thursday at 11 :30
to 1:30pm. "Each day will feature a different issue related to
AIDS that will be looked at,"
says Byrch, adding that "every
day there will also be an information display table set up ?utside the Womyn's Centre m the
piano lounge in the CAW Student Centre."
Also, on September 25 at
5:00pm there will be a panel discussion on "The Impact of Aids
on Young Adults and the Community" in McPherson Lounge
m Electa Hall with refreshments
to follow.

NAME: H.I. V
GENDER: Doesn't Mntter
RACE: Non-Specific
A DDlU;;SS: World-Wide
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CBC cuts

The triumph of corporatism
By James Winter
I'd like to make four points
which have been missing from
the narrow "debate" in the mainstream media over the latest
massive cutbacks to the CBC.
First, they are a reflection
of the triumph of "cotporatism."
This is what John Ralston Saul
ironically identified in the CBC
radio Massey lectures last year
as the relentless promotion of
the free market and things private over those which are public.
We see this in the privatization of Petro Canada, Air
Canada, airports, air traffic control and the St. Lawrence Seaway. We see it in the concentrated ownership of the commercial media: Rogers Communications swallowing up Maclean
Hunter; Conrad Black controlling 60 of 104 daily newspapers
in this country.
Corporatism is also evident in this attack on the CBC, a
public body which the government and its cotporate partners
ultimately want to see turned
over to private enterprise. Well,
the last thing we need is to lose
CBC radio, for example, only to
gain more commercial radio stations, replete with five !Tllflutes
of news "infotainment" every
hour, sandwiched between endless ads and repetitive music.
The second point is that
the current attack on the CBC
should be situated historically.
Despite the rhetoric of politicians datmg from Prime .Mtnister R.B. Bennett, and the vision
of the Aird Royal Comrrussion
of 1928, the CBC has always
suffered from the lack of a firm
political and economic commitment.
This stretches forward to
the Federal Liberals' 1993 election promise of stable five-yeas;
funding for the CBC. Although
Aird envisioned a national public network modelled on the
BBC, the complete network was
never established and time was
purchased on pnvate stations
instead.
This historical lack of support has now turned into outright hostility. 'The government's
corporate partners have bought

up all of the private media and
now they want the public ones
too. Will the Federal Liberals
deny their corporate backers
what they want? Are bullfrogs
waterproof?
Thirdly, they have gone
about this by positioning the
CBC within the neoliberal ideological viewpoint as a dreaded
public enterprise: inefficient,
costly and wasteful, in contrast
to a vastly superior system of
private enterprise.
Under this mantra, the
service has been constantly
eroded, taking away money and
young, energetic and imaginative
employees. The morale of remaining employees suffers from
relentless cuts and the threat of
the poised axe, promoting a siege
mentality. Advertising has been
increased to the point where
people say: "Why do we need
this, it's no different anyway." I.t's
the Via Rail template for dismantling public enterprise.
Lastly, all of this is unnecessary. CBC cuts are akin to social program cuts: they are supposedly in response to huge deficit and debt problems. But as
Linda McQuaig points out in her
best-seller, Shooting the Hippo:

Death by Defia't and Other Cana·
dian Myths, these pr<?gtr~ did
not cause our debt: h1gh mterest
rate policies did. Consequently,
we can't get at the debt with cuts
no matter how drasac they arc.
Instead we need measures
such as drastically lower interest rates and higher taxes on the
exorbitant profits of the banks
and other corporaaons. Returning to the topic of corporaasm,
Canadian corporations earned a
recorded $95 billion in profits
last year, up 19 percent.
This is not the result of
mysterious global forces or some
unavoidable economic model;
it's the product 6f deliberate political choices which favour the
slashing of social, educational,
medical progirams and the CBC,
to make way for obscene profits
and ever-greater return on mvestrnent.
As a study at the University of Windsor recently demonstrated, people are going hungry
in this country. There is poverty

in the midst of plenty. The Canadian public rrrust tap into these
corporate profits for the benefit
of the poor and downtrodden
who are physically hungiry, and
those of us whose intellectual
hunger has m part been fed by
the CBC.
Otherwise, we will fall still
further into the stupor of
Ralston Saul's "unconscious
civilization," locked in the grip
of a narrow ideology of corporatism, worshipping self-interest,
and denial of the public good.

James Winter is a professor of
media st11die.,. at the Universiry of
Windsor, and the author of a new
book, Democracys0>92,en: How Corporations Control the News, available
from the Universiry of Toronto Press.
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Press club holds student night
By Luci
It's a ltttlc private club located
above the Spotted Dog, off the
corner of Riverside and
Ouelette. Local and visiting media (and other members) find
-his haven an ideal place to have
1 dnnk and "just to talk."
In fact 1f 1t were not for
the sign on the outside door, the
Press Oub of Windsor would be
truly unknown to the publtc.
Last Fnday, members of CBC!Vindsor, C1-Il¥"I, the Windsor
Star, and Radio .Four opened the
doors of this exclusive club to
an mformal Student Night.
"If vou ask a cab to take
you to thi Press Club, he probably wouldn't know where it is;'
said CBC Reporter Tom
\uham. Born and raised m the
United States, he eventually
made his way into Canada, mar
ned a Canadian woman and
found employment with the
country's public braodcaster m
1979
'Tm not working for any
person, I'm working for the nanon," he said.
Aubam said the Press Oub
is a place where "ideas are exchanged," intellectual conversations occurs and there is understanding amongst the patrons.
"You sat here talking to
cabinet ministers, lawyers, city
councillors
all these
newsmakers and exchanged information. (Reporters would
get) insight into stories." He
added, however, that no conversations were on record.
The Press Club of Windsor, like many others, was
founded around 1960 and catered mostly to single newsroom
reporters who needed to get
away from the pressures of their
Jobs and the publtc to enjoy a
drink and smoke.
Upstairs, the club room
reminds many of the old style
pool hall of that tune, that is still
reputed for having the best view
of the river in town. The pictures
and clippings displaying political cartoons, media logos, and
members of the media, including Press Club presidents, covers much of the walls and adds
much colour and history to the
two-room club.

Sadly, Aubam said that
the Press Club 1s now bccoming a rarity m mwy areas.
"Clubs all over tl1e world
arc dying because of
demographics."
"I (remember) it would
close at three in the morning,"
said Bob McKenzie, now a
iournalism mstructor at St. Clair
College, recollcctmg the Montreal Press Club and his days
working for the Gazette, "Then
1twould be reopened at 3:15 or
5 am"
McKenzie told The 1..ante
that the existence of the Press
Club was only for the simple
fact that people in the media
needed to unwind.
"I come here three of four
tunes a year, myself," he said.
For Chris Vander Dockn
his fondest memory 1s on a personal level
"I found mv wife here,"
said the 39-yearold tf/indsorStar
Reporter, adding that she 1s also
a reporter for the CBC.
"This duh 1s a verv rare
place, one of the last ~f its
kind."
"It demands a certain respect," added Windsor Star
PhotogapherTed Rhodes, "It's
also a great place to get into arguments."
Aubain hopes that the
club can get volunteers to do
something about its situation
and make sure that it can stay
in existence. Hopefully, the
younger generation can keep
this exclusive club alive.
"If we have less than 100
(paid members), we'd probably
die. 200 and more would be
great."
He added that interested
students can apply for membership, at a discounted rate and it
would be wise to know one of
the existing members.
"One membership will
get you into a Press CLub anywhere in the world. If you (can)
find it, just show yourself (at
that club)."
For those that still may
not understand this private club
and its function, Mr. Vander
Doelen said, "Just sing the
Cheers theme song."

Tips from
the pro's

"Learn how to write
pictures." Tom Aubain,
commenting on how important it is to have the
ability to tell a story.
"When you can get a
story out of anything and
everything, that's when
you made it. (Also)
sharpen your questions
and be pushy," said Windsor Star Reporter Chris
Vander Doelen
"Be a very good listener," Myfamny Davies,
host of the Morning Show
on CBC-Radio.
"Learn how to everything in your craft. (If
you have to) do it for free."
Sylvain
Champagne,
camerman/ editor at Ce

Soir.
"Learn from your
mistakes, (and show) initiative." Windsor Star Photographer Ted Rhodes.
"To be decent in this
business you have to be a '" 1 ,
writer. Take a nothing
event and make it dramatic
and exceptional." Windsor
Star Reporter Dave
Battagello.
"Being
openminded, versatile (and)
except people as they arc.
(Also) be sincere or you
could manipulate a story."
Windsor Star Community
News Reporter and
former Lance Editor-inChief Mark Crane.
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When asked, many media
members were very helpful in giving tips, based on
their own experiences, for
individuals seriously considering a career in different areas of the media.
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Uruversities decide to reJ· oin M ac1.ean
.,
,s survey

!!}'.DavidCochronc

year the Unive,s,ty of Regma

ST. JOHN'S, N fld. (CUP)Three mo,e univeeiities have decidcd to rejoin Maclean's conttave<Sial uruve<Sity issue, which
ranks scl,ools across Canada.
Memorial U nive<Si ty of
Newfoundland, the Unive<Sity
of Regina, and the Univeeiity of
Manitoba will participate in this
year's survey.

r'.1flked _one spot behind Memonal while_ the .
Umvemty of Manitoba
ranked last among the 15 medical/doctoral umve<Sibes.
All three scl,oolssaid they
"'.ere concemed w,th the magazmes_methodology not theicown
rank"'.r·
. They wc<e taking raw

This means all English
language unive<Sities in Canada
will take part in the r.1nkings for
the first time in five years.
A numbc, of univetsities
chose not to participate in the
survey after 1993, c,iticizing
Madean's for shoddy research
practices and an arbittary rankmg system many said we,e misleading

~nvenfied data and runnmg
" through the,r secret formu la to ,,come up with
rankings, said Memonal
spokesman Peter Manis.
Mo,ris said Maclean's
res_p onded to the criticism
un,ve<S,bes levelled at it and
changed its methods,
promptmg unwe<Sities to reJOm.

Memorial ,anked eighth
out of 12 schools in the cornprehensive univetsity category
m 1992, the last year it provided
data for the survey. That same

Macle:in's will p<esent informabOn_ m a "transparent"
manner th,s year, allowing students to _read the raw data and
form the,r own opinions, rather

Banks Offer software to

_

than iust _ranking the schools,
says 1':!oms.
We have seen some
manges m the methodology and,
although the methodology" not
pe,fect, at th,s point its bcttcno
parb~•pate than not to part;cipate, srud Don Barnard, v,cep,es,dent of the U of R.

s1on to reioin.
"Memorial ,s looking fu,.
the< afield to atnact students
(we're) loolong to other region;
of the country;' he sa,d.
V,cto, _Dwyer, Maclean's
educabon_ed,to,, said the magazmrn_dehghted to have the univem t,~s back in the s u,vey,
wh,ci, he says makes schools

"They were takintT
t,
raw unverified data
and runni.#'lo 1.t
"z,
through their secret
Ji.
uJ.
arm a to come up
with rankin_ns. 11

criteria that the Maclean's edlto~ial staff have descnbcd as bemg ,mportan t wh,le haem mg
othe<S," Lavigne said
Lav, gnc en t,c »ed the
=.longs fo, punishmg univcr"bes that promote access iblc
education and igno,ing things
hke sexual harassment pohcies.

accountable.
''There is a full spcctrum that gwcs you a picturc
?fall univers1aes. I think that
" good as students arc becommg mo,e finicky alx,ut
where they go (and) as univembes arc asking them to
pay more;• Dwyer said.
The Canadian FederaMn of Students was op-

~I heytaken
with a g,-ain of salt.
mean very little and they

pos~d to the su,vey from the
bcgmnmg because of its arbitrary and ar_bfic,al nature, srud
nabonal cl,rur Brad Lav,gne.
. "All •t does is benefit those

w,th a vafiety of programs, but
no '_"ed,cal school, and smaller
msbtuMns.
The Maclean', survey hits
the racks each N ovcmber and

"These <ankings have to

help push a particular agenda"
Lavigne said.
'
"It is a very Amwcan
based,_American style of lookmg at ,t."
Maclean's ranks school in
three categories: U nive<Sities
with medical schools, schools

=~ .

"It gets mo,e info,mation
about the institution to people
across the country."
. Mo<ris admitted that promotmg the university across

Canada was a factor in the dec,-10
1r
stt: tu
:::
tto~n~s:th:at
: : d: o=w:-e-ll_in
_ th
_e__~_: :t_
..b s:
_el-~-~-s -e~..~-~-th_e_ ma
_ga
_ z_m_e..
·s.

help students budget
By David Michael Lamb

of the Canadian Federation of
Stud ents-Ontario, says rather
TORONTO (CUP) ~an trying to help students by
Only a few years after starting
introducing the software the
their own student loan proban~ really just see a big p;ofitgrams, the big banks are now making opportunity.
offering software packages to
"I think it's great that the
help students budget their
are offering student servmoney.
ices. But
Loans that students take
_students are given the imout from major banks are no
pressi_on that starting life with a
longer guaranteed by the federal
debt is okay. I don't think it's
or provincial governments.
okay.
And it is the Royal Bank
. "On~e debt starts, it's only
that has been most aggressive in
going to increase. And that
trymg to protect its interests by
means longer repayments and
educating students about debt.
more profits for the banks" she
It announced last week that it said.
'
would offer free student budget
The Bank of Nova Scotta
software at all of its branches
also has budgeting software
located near university and colavailable on its website. And 10
lege campuses across the counJune, it became the first Canatry.
dian bank to offer student loan
. "The Royal Bank was applications over the Internet.
se~king a means to communicate
Wendy Nivins, spokesperwith students in a useful way"
son for the Bank of Nova Scotia,
says Robert Brunet, who works
says. they try to create banking
with Click Media, the company
services that fit the needs of stuthat developed the software for
dents.
the bank.
.
"These people have speBrunet says the program is
cial needs. They're not the same
better than the previous version
as_ 35-year-old plumbers," she
that was released last year. It now
said.
all~w~ students to budget all of
Last year, Scotiabank
their mc?me and expenses over started a student advisory board
the year, mcluding loans, to make
where they gather together ~
sure they have enough to get by
group of students from across
on a month-by-month basis.
the country to talk about their
"It helps studen ts think bankmg needs. They then use
about budgetin g. They get a the informatton to develop servblock uf cash at the start of the
ices that serve students best.
year, and they n eed to forecast
.
"It's an opportunity to astheir mcome and expenses. This
sist customers. I see it as a winhelps them make it thro ugh "
win proposition," she said .
said Brunet.
'
Vicky Smallman, president
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PETA mascot banished

No carrots please ...

British Bovine Alliance

CALGARY (CUP) -

We may be mad but we're not crazy.
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(Reg. up
to $200)

FOR

If ,·ou want ro lose weight. look great, cone up or improve for sporrs, we are the
onl:, people to see. Staffed b~ universiry physical education graduates who have been
professionall~· trained co guarantee you look your very best. For rhe most in facilities,
the best equipment in rhe world, and professional one-on-one service, cry Canada's
Top Club. You deserve it~
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Degree
"I think in a couple of years
we would be in the area of
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Chris B. Carrot has been banished from the playgrounds at
two Alberta elementary schools.
Officials at both Weinlos
and Crawford Plains elementary
schools barred the mascot for
the Virginia-based animal rights
group People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals from
preaching to children about the
virtues of vegetarianism on
school grounds.
School board officials say
the message brought to children
by the mascot was not appropriate to their schools' educational
mandate.
"The board, the principal
and parents look at whether or
not (the campaign) fits in with
the curnculum," said Jennifer
Stack, corrununications director
for the Calgary board of education.
"They have to ensure that
the material is of value to the
system. The board decided that

·T,me l,mned offer Some re>tncrions may apply.

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

,,;
(519

)fR EE lO CAl CAll

72-0008

I 1''96 PhoncTctbCorp doc$ MIC sc.roencailcn 11nd~ffie\ no 11001hr, •h(-n ~ n1 thr°"r.ti this SCf\lCIC
Adi.llu Onh IM• 91l-«IOlt8 ua rrce kxaJ call Out~~ the kaJ c.1Jl1n,: ara longd,~ancccha;~ ~ appl~
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Next Weekend •••

Tragically Hip
Tribute

Ducks Unlimited Canada

Coming Tributes

Friday and Saturday

The HITmcn

2,500 (students)."
A typical student
would take two classes per
semester, spending eight
hours each Saturday in class.
However, it is possible to
make the program shorter or
longer by taking more or less
classes.
"It is the same curriculwn. The students will come
out of the class having received the same information," Tworo said, adding
that there arc a few less
hours of teaching than regular classes, but that is made
up by more independent
study.
She added that the university aims to be flexible to
students changing n eeds.
"You could stop the studies
a t any time and become a
full~time student if you
wanted to."

(vegetarianism) was inappropnate and didn't fit in with what
things the school was doing at
the time," she said.
Michael McGraw, public
relations director for PETA says
the campaign offers students es.
sential information. He says children are not well-informed about
vegetarianism as an alternative
food choice, especially in e).
ementary schools.
"These kids are getting a
pretty narrow view of food
choices in their schools and that's
why Chris B. Carrot is there to
present the (animal's) side of the
story."
PETA has sidestepped the
ban by sending their mascot to
speak to children outside of
school property. So, Carrot continues to greet children handing
out buttons urging kids to "Eat
Your Vegies, Not Your Friends."
Animal rights activists say
the PETA ban is an example of
the educational system attempting to censor any discussion of
alternative to the carnivorous
lifestyle.
According to Liz White, a
spokesperson for the Animal
Alliance of Canada, PETNs tactics are especially threatening to
educators and the Alberta cattle
industry because they make animal rights more relevant to kids.
"It is considered normal to
eat a hamburger or steak and it's
kind of curious that educators
are threatened by presenting an
alternative point of view," she
said.
She adds that kids respond
more to lovable characters like
Chris B. Carrot than leaflets and
workshops.
Many young people who
choose to boot beef from their
plates do not receive any class·
room guidance about managing
a healthy vegetanan lifestyle and
so they end up subsisting on junk
food, White says.
"The truth is that more and
more kids arc becoming vegetarian for a variety of reasons," she
said. "If you can't talk about it
in the schools, how can you ens_ure that they get the right nutrition? The last thing we want is
for our vegetarian kids to be living on french fries."
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The inside
scoop
McCleary is unstoppable
Missy McOcary once again
led all runners, capturing the
Eastern Michigan Invitational
Cross Country Meet on Saturday Sept. 14. McOeary set
a new meet and course record
by covering the 5km course
m 17:21. Kirstie Otto and
Marnee Beamish also ran impressive by finishing fifth and
seventh respectively, helping
Windsor fmish second overall in the women's division.
Triskaidekaphobia
anyone?
The men's teams at EMU
Cross Country Invitational
may all be victims of that condttion after their run on Friday the 13. They all went off
course for about 600 meters,
led by six of the host school's
runners. Eventually, Coach
Parks of EMU hopped on his
moped and put the athletes
back on track Andy Hahn
and Omar I Iafez were Wmdsor's top firushcrs, finishmg
sixth and fourteenth overall.
Men's soccer breaks out
After a disappointing 2-1 loss
to Brock on Saturday Sept. 14
the l..on~rscame out on Sunday and buried the Waterloo
Warriors 10-1. The Lancers
moved the ball well, played as
a unit, and capitalized on opportunities as they dominated
the entire game. After a halftune score of 2-1, Windsor
exploded with eight unanswered goals in the second
half.
Success in Sarnia
Two University of Windsor
Boxers have improved their
undefeated records by defeating their opponents in Sarrua,
on September 13th. Edizen
Vcluz and Margaret Sidoroff,
both fighting out of the Border City Boxing Club, are
proving to everyone that female boxing is not just a passing fad.
Sidoroff unproved her record
to 2-0 with a third round technical knock-out over Sarnia's
Lisa Naccarato. Sidoroff 's
coach, Chad Wigle, has
Margaret back in the gym as
they prepare for more experienced competition.
Veluz earned a unammous
decision over former O n tario
Champion Tracy Steven s of
Thunder Bay. Veluz will fight
for her first Ontario Championsh1p on November 29th.
A victory there will earn her
a spot on the O ntario Team,
and a shot at the Canadian
Title.
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Close contest in Football home opener
By Lance Sports Staff
A~tcr leading 9-7 at the half, the
Windsor I..oncers dropped their
second game of the year to the
University of Toronto Varsiry
Blues, 13-12. The Lancerrdefcnse
all but secured a victory by domtnating the line of scrimmage and
not allowing a touchdown.
AJong with spectacular defense,
the Lan~r running game rumbled its way for more than 250
yards.
Led by first year running
back Walter Pierce who ran for
199yards on 33 carries, the 1..ancers marched their way up and
down the field but couldn't put
enough points on the board to
cover the 13 points scored by
Toronto. Defense was the story
of the game.
The Lancer defcnse, following a 33-1 loss to Waterloo
the previous week, looked like a
brand new unit. Sol id h1ttmg and
coverage were e\'ident by tl1e
entire squad. In many instances
they saved the team from d1saste r. Windsor punter Andy
Vasily's punt attempt was
blocked and the Blues recovered
deep in Windsor territory. The
I ..ancers proceeded to hold them
to a smgle pomt Vasily's next
punt was a dandy. A 52 yard
moon shot that pinned Toronto

back near their end zone. The
dcfcnsc forced a Blues fumble
which led to a Pierce touchdown, the only one of the game.
The only let down by the
defense occurred late m the third
quarter.1oronto ran a seem.ingl.y
harmless play up the m.iddle that
turned into a horrible lookmg 27
yard carry. Windsor regained
themselves well enough to hold
Toronto to a field goal. This
seemed to spark something in
the offense as Scott Miller
hooked up with Micah
Wagenberg for a 15 yard completion. Walter Pierce followed
suit with an explosive 24 yard
run. The end result was a single
point to ue tl1e game at ten. The
weather played a part in the
game as both teams kept exchanging fumbles. Windsor lost
another fumble deep in their
own territory. The Lancer
defense held strong again, forcing another Toronto field goal
late in the fourth quarter. On
Toronto's 53 yard hne and 1:53
to go in the game, \X' indsor
needed a field goal to tie or a
touchdown to wm . Tt \Vas not
meant to lX' as a Scott Miller pass
was intercepted . This dmchcd
the game for the Var.ri(y Bluu as
they conceded the safety to make
the final score 13-12. '

\\mdsor's Walter Pierce was tmpress1ve as he ran for 199 yards on 3.1
camcs, and scored the on! y touchdown of the 13-12 loss against Toronto.

Photo by L,mce S1'-!lf.

Windsor Men's Rugby
rocking the league
By Trevor Drake
The University of Windsor
Men's Rugby Club has moved
into first place in the Michigan
Rugby Union Collegiate League
(MRU). Wmdsor is only in its
inaugural season and is ranked
as the number two team in the
league. The Lancers have sent a
shock wave throughout the
league by defeating the number
one and third ranked teams already once this year.
Windsor's first game of
their inaugural season was on
September 7th against Central
M1ch1gan University, the 1995
MRU Champions and this years

T he Lancer men} S{)(ctr team came out explosive on S11ntkfy'. September 15 against

WattrlDO. Alter a 2-1 halftime score, Windsor scon d ttght 1111answmd goals to
capt,m a 10-1 victory.
Photo by A ngela Papalambropolo11s.

Men's Rugby

Lance Fill Photo.

pick to regain the tide. Windsor
who suffered defeat against
CMU m the Michigan Cup Fi
nals last spring as an exhibition
team, went out determined to
exact revenge. The Lancers defeated CMU in Mount Pleasant
10-5.
'
Windsor's second game
was on September 14th in Windsor against Michigan State Umvers1 ty. The Spartans are the
third ranked team m the MRU
and had bolstered thetr lmeup
with two South 1\frtcan exchange students. Nothing intimidated the Lancers as they went
out hard, and benefited from the
home crowd support on
route to a 34-11 defeat m·cr
MSlJ
The University of
Windsor Rugby Club has an
excellent chance of contmumg this streak and dominating the MRU. The team has
benefited greatly from increased exposure, due to its
approval as a cornpct1 t1\'e
club by Campus Recreation
and its enrranet. into the
MRU. This increase m prestige has brought such play
ers as Paul Hounsell and
C raig Poole into Windsor
uniforms this year. Windsor's
next home game is September 28, agamst the Univers1t)
o f Michigan at 5 p.m.
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Lancer golfers aitning for
another Ontario chatnpionship
By Dr. Jim Weese
The Univcrs1rv of Windsor Golf
Team began its 1996 season with
a competmve evaluauon camp.
Fortv-five players attempted to cam one ot e1gnt
spots on the 1996 squaa. rh1s
posed a daunting challenge as
the 1...ancm bad six plavers back
from the 1995 team. eff
Robmson posted the lowest
qual1fymg scores with rounds ot
74 ana 77 on the cnrulrnr,:mg
Sutton CrecK golf course. rcvor
Chapman, another rcturm e

posted rounds of 79 and 74 on
the difficult par 72 layout. Other
qua I tf1ers
from
the
team include
ttturn1ng
piaver:. ,'aul
\ CSSIO, , UCC

'err aiong
with new-

•

T he Lancers came out victorious in their first tournament
acaon held Tuesday, September
17 at the St Clair College
Inv1tah0nal Brent Schultz and
&ott ShavKo each snot-:; to lead
u1c I~.mcers to me overall title
w1tl1 .t four pla\'cr total of 312
Other \X inasor rcammates 111cludco were ./\Jee Kerr wno shot
<>. Hoh Pozzchon snot 86 ,tnd
eff haton 'inot 88. ~c-cond place
Xa,·nc tare ,va~ nine, strokes
chm<.1 \X mdsor

Tuesday. Septen1ber 24 1996

Upcoming Lancer Events
(home games in bold)
FOOTBALL
Saturday Sept. 28 vs. Launer,
2p.m.

MEN'S RUGBY
Saturday Sept. 28
vs. U of Michigan, 5 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Sept. 28
vs. Laurie,, 3 p.m.
Sunday SepL 29
vs. Guelph, 3 p.m.

( ROSS COUNTRY
Saturday Sept. 28@
Windsor lnvitanonal

\X'O.MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Sept. 28
vs. Launer, 1 p.m.
Sundav SepL 29
vs. Guelph. TBA

l ;01 .I:

Sun<lav :::,ept. :9 (a;.
\k.\lasrcr Invttatmnal
\lontlav ::iept. 30 (a,.
G udph Inv1tauonal

1d Brent Scnultz

ATHLETES OF
THE WEEK

Ol

tl

('

MALE
Peter Koftas
Soccer,
'Jeter, a third year Geographv
srudem and Wmdsor nauvc put
m a stellar athletic performance
on :::,undav Sept. 22, leading the
L ancers on the1r 10-1 romp
against the IPamorrof Waterloo.
The speedy forward scored two
goals in the game and assisted
on two others.

Women Lanm-s fo111,ht ban/, b11t as it t"'1ttd 01111101 hard e11011gh. Th9 1'ltrr deftattd 4-1

Goa/.s 111m st0rtJl!J Andrea Favero i11td Corip(J(t.

Univers1tv of Windsor women's
Rugby Club played thesr first
game of the season against the
University of Michigan on ~eptember 14. The Lancers were
eager to plav even with bad
weather conditions.
The Wolverines were
quick to score, but Windsor
stayed tough on defence. Windsor put 1tsel f on the score board
with a blocked kick from rookie

l!J Brrx.k and 2-1 l!J Wattrloo.

Photo l!J Angela Paplambropolous.

Lancers rely on rookie
By Tanya Belch

I
1
1

forward Heather Farrell. who
then pounced on the ball so the
end zone to score the only potnts
of the JAnctrs.
The backs had a good
,;ame detens1velv, and t.he torwards drove haro agamst lvftch1gan but the Windsor team
couldn't manage a victory as the
Wolvmnes defeated the lAncers
13-5. The Women look forward
to their next game on October
5th @ Lanssog.
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FEMALE
Marnee Beamish
(Cross Country)
Mamee, a fourth year Human
Kinetics student appears to be
in top form, finishing as the
number three runner on the
team and seventh overall at the
Eastern Michigan Invitational.
Beamish passed nine runners
over the last kilometer to move
from 16th to seventh at the finish. The Orillia native helped the
Lanmr finish second as a team.
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DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

I Always Wanted To
Run :My Own Business.
So I Joined Enterprise.

f

l

1111

Ken Armitage
B.A. Economics
University of Windsor
Assistant Manager, Windsor.

Enterprise only hires hard-working entrepreneurial individuals.
People who want to learn every aspect of running a business, from
customer service to personnel management.
Enter our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee, and we'O
reward your dedication and sales ability with raises, promotions
and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take you.

Sales Management Trainee
$22,256
•ABS/BA degree
•strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
• Retail/Sales experience a plus
If ~ou want to learn all aspects of running a business while you
enJoy full pay and benefits, join the Enterprise team. Send resume
to: 1790 Dundas St. E; London, Ontario, NSW 3E5
An equal opportunity employer.

~•

ENTERPRISE

TUesday. Septe1nber 24 1996
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THE WATCHMEN
First titne for Asylutn
Bv David Knight
_.

, II•. \X ;\ l'rI Pvll ~~. a popular
and among un1vcrs1tv anct col.egc-got'rs. p1,IH'U at ·1ne \sv1urn pub on c.:.unnus to a so1<.lur crowd Mo ·r of the son~
'hey pla\·ed were from tht·1r new<sr CD rcl<:as1 Brand ;-..:{'W Dav,
with .ickno'-' kd~c<.l tavoun re!>
.illd th< prcmwre of a new song
Dam<' <. rc.1ves \OCd.11st,
p1,u11s1), Ken I 1:nard ~)ass),Joey
~rim (guat:m, • and Sam Kohn
drum,) plavtd extremely well,
with excellent lighting and
sound . The crowd was especially
u·orked up after some crowd
pleasing sets by Wmdsor's IBE
SJ !ANNON BR011 IERS and
Hamilton's FLUX.
One of the songs performed early an THE WATCHMEN's set, 34 Dead Street, had
been included on a live
Kumbaya compilation, a few
years ago. Drummer, Sam Kohn,
said that in addition to being a
worthy cause, one of the great
dungs about that concert had
been when they Jammed with
RANUY BACHMAN on American Woman. The band chose 34
Dead Street specifically for inclusion on that ltve compilation.
During the course of the
evening, they played Zoom, Incarnate, Shut Up and T11mbleweed
from the new album.
Vocalist Daniel Greaves
furrhcr stirred an alreadv stirred
up crowd with comme~ts lake,
"It's our first time in The J\sy

I hl' dru~ thq ~\t \uu
:11na;,1ngl" Tht• constantl\' surgin~ 1..rowd let out a
roar.
Two ot the songs rom
Brand ~cw Dav, f"he Other \','de
and ft ~u A ;ur,. were p<:n ,rmed
back ro back as the · appear on
th e album, with ,l seamless
l'gue. Kohn savs that tne band
w.is proud whtn thev realized
they could mak(' a rnusic.:al statement that lasted 7 or 8 minutes
without betng redundant.
Ongmally, while c.:omposmg songs for tl1c current album
thev hadn' t realized that tlw one
:;or{g ended on the same chord
Watchmen!"
in self.criticism of his playmg.
that the other began with. Whtle
Greaves
ran
around
the
When listemng to his playing it
a number of bands have had a
pub the long way once and then seems there is a constant recouple songs on the1r albums
segue into each other, 1t wasn't returned to the stage for a spec- evaluation of how he played and
tacular acapella performance. how he could have played. His
the band's intent to do
casual manner an person
this. Kohn said that it
doesn't betray this charwas just a result of the
AND ALL THE WORDS
acteristic
though.
band's creative process.
A number of
WE'VE
SPOKEN
The highlight of
things have been said in
THAT WERE TOO
their set was the prethe music media about
miere of a new song,
CAREFULLY CHOSEN
the musical diversity of
with the working title,
LEAVE THEIR MARK
Brand New Day. Kohn
S ttp 011tside. Greaves
said that while he teels
WHERE WE LEFF THEM
told the crowd it was a
the cliversity of the album
I'M STEPPING OUTSIDE
song they had been
may have been talked
working on during their
THE .BACKWAY
about too much, there
sound check that
I
BELIEVE
I'LL
GREET
was an intent on the part
evenmg. As soon as the
of
the band to mix-up the
THE BREAK OF DAY
band broke into it, the
sound a bit.
crowd was with them.
- Step O~tside__
"We want to
With each chorus, more
spread things around in
.P~ople began sangang along.
Some of the band's instrumen- such a way that we keep things
The band must have
tal breaks an a couple of the exciting for ourself and other
played ar least 15 or 16 songs
songs had been great, but this people."
before end mg their set. They left
lone vocal performance was
;"\;one of ·n IE WATCHthe crowd c.:hanttng, "Watchmml
greater. You didn't need to catch MEN are likclv to consider
all the words, or know tl1e sung them,cl\'eS a smgles band. While
bv heart to feel touched. Those there doesn't seem to be one
;ho left nght after the band left particular theme running
the stage the first time truly throughout the songs for the
sake of some overall concept,
missed something.
For TI IE WATCI IMEN, they c-.u1't really he broken down
the song writing process is into "this is a smgle" and "this
democratic. Kohn said that they is filler." Brand New Davis conall come together wath some sidered by Kohn to be' records
good ideas an mind, w.u1ting to of where the band was at the
make the best song they can.
"We go in wtth nothing
and come out together with
something."
There are occasions when
one member will come in with
something of their own for the
band to work on.
'1oey might bring in something and we'll 'paint' all over
it."
Kohn doesn't want to
claim a favourite song off the
album, but admits he "enjoys"
Btoch MIISl"c most of all because
he didn't play on it. 1le says that
it's difficult to listen to music
that he plays on, for the sake of
listening: the enjoyment is lost
m

ere

.ire

Top Right: The Watchmen, take
over the Asylum.
Left Vocalist Daniel Greaves wails
with conviction.

Right Drummer Sam Kohn.

Pho~! by Muh<Jtl Ptmra.

ume each song was recorded,
like "twelve songs, frozen in
tune."
"Certainly, it's more diverse, less of a guitar-heavy album. This one still has it, but
there's a few things added. It's
us. It's where we're at the time."
There are currently three
singles off Brand New Day, ln(arnate was the first, Sh111 Up was
the second, and Zoom is the most
recent. MuchMusic has recently
been given the video for Zoo111.
They might consider one more
single, suggested Kohn. but they
definitely seem finished with
videos in support of this albwn.
While none of THE
WATO IMEN seem to have any
problem with videos, Kohn is
concerned with the proliferation
of v1deo-rcliant, bands.
"It's kind of scary that
some bands are comic book heroes. With one hit smgle, they
are all image. Album oriented
rock 1s gone."
Wha t
keeps
THE
WATCJ !MEN together?
"Just the desm: to get better. To keep wntang songs. Just
the notion we'll be playing to
more, and more people."

.

OPIRG-Windsor
first meetings of this year's Working Groups:
.
...-call 253-1745 or email
Reproductive Technologies opirg@uwindsor.ca for
more information
Is showing a short film before
their first meeting,
Wednesday, Sept. 25
5 PM, Iona College
Lesbian and Bisexual
Women's
Drop In
Monday, Sept 30, 8 PM
Iona College

Ga'/ \ssues
7 pM sept 30
se
Grad \-\Ol.l
at U\8

.. , 0 nda'/,
f'I

upsta\\'S

Environmental
(Waste Reduction and Forestry)

Wednesday, Sept25
5:30 PM
Grad House (upstairs)
458 Sunset

How about Thursdays
for Radio and Media?

the Lance
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By Lance Arts Staff
I larn1lton's FLUX followed
TI IE SI IAN!'s:0:--.: 13ROTI 1ERS on I'vfonday the sixteenth,
for'I1 TE \X'ATCI l\fl~'\; show at
t11c i\.sylurn. The l lamilton band
wa.s formed around Apnl-I'vfarch
of this year. FLUX 1s Tone Valc1c
(drums), Sarah Kcatcs (keyboards), Stuart l\farshall (bass),
Ball Maioros (guitar, and mu~h
of the lyrics), and Julie
MacDonald (vocals, and lyrics as
well). All of the band members
have had experience in bands at
one t:J.me or another. Bill Majoros
had been in UNIVERSAL
HONEY, and he and Julie
toured together for some time
as an acoustic duo.
The band formed two
weeks before the Hamilton Music Scene 96 (which in tum was
held a day before the Juno
Awards). MacDonald and
.Ma1oros wrote a song for the
Hamilton Music Scene 3-CD

Photo l?J Michael Pereira.
compilation, Deep Sleep,, which
has received airplay at CFMU at
Mc.Master. As a band, they have
16 or 17 songs recorded.
Vocalist Julie MacDonald
1s comfortable with "heavy-pop"
as a label. Judging from their
show though, they're more than

that. Keyboardist, Sarah Kcatcs
adds something to their sound
that other bands who also might
consider themselves "heavy.
pop" don't have, or if they do
add keyboards to their live show,
certainly don't do so with the
Conlm11ed 011 page 15

Celtic with attitude ...

THE SHANNON BROS.
By Lance Arts Staff

9PEND THE WHOLE WEEK WITH U9
•FLSU•DAYS

•l2 lV8 2 9A1EWTEt
-OFRCIAl NR. PACKA8E
-2 FOR I WIN89 AU. DAY toNG

110.DAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
-2 FOR 1 WIN98 6 *Till 11PM

TUESDAYS

-LARGE" CADIUAC JACK'9 PIZZA
ONLY 16.99 FROM 6-ltPM

WED•ESDAYS
-HALF-PRICED APPETIZERS 5-UPM

THURSDAYS
-HAI.F-PR1CED FAJITA9 (fS.90) 6-ltPM

•11·--··-mw•
ru]ID~~((&n~~
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Kevin docs vocals, Tommy plays
guitars, Frank Edgcly plays the
fiddle, and Michael plays guitar,
harmonica, ban10, and citern.
Craig 1s the only one who is not
married. These arc HIES! {ANNON BROTHERS. They
played at The Asylum on Sep
tembcr sixteenth and although
they weren't the main attraction
they had a strong following 111
the audience.
One of the songs d1ey
performed was S.-arlel Ribbons, a song originally written by TI fE MEN TI JEY
COULDN'T HANG, a favourite band to cover.
They don't do originals, preferring to cover
songs as new as five years
old, or as old as five hundred years. The songs they
play are those they have
grown up with. Many of the
songs are traditionals, but
tl1ey have been known to
cover PlNK FLOYD,
'I1-!E VELVET UNDERGROUND, and even 'I1 IE

Sl:X PISTOLS with their
unique twist (celt1c with an attitude). Kevin said tl1at they are
starting to win over more people, and have a broad age range
of appeal
Evcrvonc has their own
favourite s~ngs. They have a rep
erto1re of about a 100 songs.
!"here arc about fifty core songs
that they often pick from though,
and in an cvemng they usw11ly

go through a little more than
dozen of these.
TlIE
SHANNON
BROTI IERS often play at The
Bridge House and The Sandwich Mill. In addition, they may
be doing a chartt)' gig sometime
in January for The Child Abuse
Council For \Vindsor and Essex
County. If this goes tl1rough, 11
will be the band':, third tune supporting the organization ,\ li\'e
CD and an hour long Cabk 11
special arc bcU1g considered.
Kevm is a first year
Law student, and Frank
Edgely is a Computer
Science student, at the
University of Windsor.
Kevin also hosted
Soundtrax on Cable 11,
for
four
years
showcasmg up- andcoming musical talent.
Tommy and Michael are
professional engineers.
August 17 marked the
band's tenth anniversary
as THE SHANNOl\
BRO'I1IERS.

Janik Gems live at HMV
By Lance Arts Staff

FRIDAY 27
JULIA PROPELLER

GRUPPl97
S ICA / REGG AE

SATURDAY 28

54•40

,1.

THE SCARECROWS WSG SPECIAL FANCY ,a.
SUNDAYS~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

BOOGIE NIGHT

! ACOUSTIC CAFE · OPEN MICROPHONE ,1.
FREE ANTI- FREEZE FOR MUSICIANS

University of Windsor Communication Studies grad (1986)
Richard Janik was at I IMV, Devo nshire, on \Xicdnesday, September 18 to promote his new 12
song CD, G!iMS. I le sang and
played guitar, backed by Larry
Thomson on keyboards, barely
tl1ree hours after the CD's release.
f fc began has set with an
intense folk-rock sounding song
about global warming called
Don~ Blame The tf:/eatherman. The
song shows that while he isn't
shy of composing extremely, rad10-foendly ballads such as AU
The Manry /11 The World, he 1s very
capable of cutting loose with
seriouse of message that moves
you to awareness.He performs
with has band at the Capitol
Theatre September 26
Richard Janik at HMV

Pho/Q l?J }antes Cnncksha11k.

David Clark's ''109'' at Artcite
Oark is a London-based
artist who has worked in film as
"We live in a world well, and is perhaps best noted
where nothing is what we for his wry sense of humour. It
very clearly in this exhiwere taught it was. Art is shows
bition, as in a piece titled Table
business, business is war, p don't think you understand
war is advertising, and ad- how I felt about the stove)
which is comprised of 109 elevertising is art. "
ments as found on the top of an
- NEGATIVEI..AND, from electric stove (I will resist the
Fair Use: The story of the urge to talk about where Oark
letter U and the number 2
sides in the cooking with Gas
or Electricity debate). All the
I think it's a good idea to start works, with the exception of the
an article that's supposed to re- piece Keys, are titled Table with
view David Clark's show 109 some type of description after.
with a quote from those culture
Sometimes it's a metacriminals of the art world, phorical description (Table
NEGATIVELAND. Afterall, in [Gulf War] is like this, as the
their infamous sampling of both tooth-picks construct a threethe "supecgroup" U2, and of the dimensional version of the Taeternally offensive Casey ble of Elements, and only by the
Kasem, they illustrated quite title did I see the likeness to an
well that art is often hilarious, off-shore oil rig, which everyand sometimes must be irrever- body knows was the reason the
ent to be truthful, or to make a reason behind the war), somepoint. But after that shameless times a simple explanation of the
self-indulgence, I'll get to the physical nature of the work. Tapoint and talk about the show at ble [Ping Pong Balls] is simArtcite.
ply that- a pattern of the PeriIt's fitting that David Oark odic Table that's done in ping
is showing at Artcite, which is pong balls (109, of course) and
located at 109 University Ave. mounted on golf trees coming
West; Oark's work is dependant out of the wall. Cute, in a pleasupon a shared joke about the antly Dada-ist kind of way;
Periodic table of Elements, and Dadaism, for those unfamiliar
he manifests this fine instrument with it, was a movement that
of adolescent torture in a vari- began after the first World War,
ety of media, with a variety of which proclaimed the meaninglessness of everything, especially
references.

By Bart Gazzola
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as it pertained to the pretentious
and structured world of art and
culture; it was the famous
Dadaist Marcel Duchamps who
essentially blew the art world
apart with his "ready-made" art
works that posited a urinal
(probably used, I'm sure) as a
work of art, titled Fountain. The
point being - and it 1s really
only recently that society has
caught up with the Duchampian
Aesthetic (or lack thereof) - is
that art 1s simply art by designation, and comedy can play a large
role in that. Clark understands
that very well. He transforms
tape measures into a facsunile of
the Periodic Table, he uses rulers (aah, another flashback to
high school) and he even constructs a chess board that is built
to shape as well. Given time, I'm
sure that Clark could come up
with an appropriate game to play
on this mutant board; probably
with 109 rules, or 109 players
The show runs until October 5, and the gallery hours are
Wed-Sat., 12-Spm. Check it out,
as the work is amusing, and
maybe enlightening; not bad for
your arts' dollar. Feel free to
check out the aforementioned
work Keys; it really does have
109 keys in it, and several people counted tl1em at the opening reception - but don't let
that stop you from doing the
same.

Local artists ...

The Tea Party to
release new- album
By Lance Arts Staff
EM.I Music Canada has confirmed that a new release from
Windsor's TIIE TEA PARTY
will be available October 8.
The EP called Alhambra, will
be an Enhanced CD collection, featuring new rend1t1ons
of some of the band's existing
songs, as well as some videos
and interview segments.
Included in the EP is The
Grand Baz.aar (a new version
of The Baz.aary. Inanna, Silena,
and Turn The Lamp D01V1t Low
will be acoustic. Time will feature ROY HARPER, and

Sister Atmke.
These new versions of
the songs are said to feature
an even more diverse use of
instruments than Edges Of
Twilight, continuing the band's
exploration of different
sounds. A tour featuring
acoustic performances has
been planned.
Jeff Burrows, Stuart
Chatwood, and Jeff Martin, as
TIIE TEA PARTY, have been
with EMI since 1993. Their
debut album, Splendor Solis,
was certified platinum in
Canada.

RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00

Stained Glass Creations

YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1200 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.
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Some restrictions apply. See counter for details.
500 Aeroplan Miles available with every rental.
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THE NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA
Jomes Kudelka • Artistic Director

Valerie Wilder • Executive Director

Giselle
Wright otter Coral 1, Perrot,
Petipo/Adom

A sampling of stained giass. (original in colour)

By Tracy Mastronardi
Have you ever sat m church trying very hard to pay attention to
the sermon, but then your mind
doesn't 1t. Your mmd wanders
off into the crowd and the sermon becomes a distant hum in
the background.
People are swarming
around in their seats, babies are
crying and children arc watching you watch them. Soon you
begin to look around and notice
the architecture of the church
itself. and the stamed glass windows. Looking closer you sec the
i.ndiv1dual pieces, the textures

and the brilliant colors. How are
those stained glass windows
made?
Kim Gene, a local artist
has been des1gnmg glass art for
the past ten years. I !is works
range from "Loui Tiffany" style
lamps to artisuc pieces that actually become a part of a butldings architecture.
Gene has described, in a
simplified way, the how~tos in
creating a stained glass window.
First you must choose ?1e
colours, textures and the design
you wish to obtain. The glas~ is
then laid out and a carbide

One of the
world's greatest
romantic ballets!
Don't miss this
lavish full-length
product.ion!

Photo co11rttsy the artist.

tipped glass cutter is used to cut
and form your pieces. The pieces
are then arranged in a puzzlelike fashion and placed in the
kiln (pronounced kill). The kiln
is then heated to 1100 degrees
celcius, whid1 adheres the glass
pieces togetl1er Once the curing
process has been completed the
glass is then cooled. As simple
as this process may seem, the
levels of complexity do \"ary.
Stained glass artistry can
range from the simple process
JUSt covered to pieces of work
that may take several weeks to
finish.
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SLOAN's drutntner speaks
By David Knight

A phone interview with Patrick
Pentland, vocalist and guitarist
of SLOAN had been arranged,
but was then put off W1til later
kx:cause of a scheduling conflict
with a business meeting. ~ot
long after, another call came
from the band's office. Andrew
Scott, SLOAN's drummer had
JUSt arrived at their office, and
was willing to do the interview.
Any member of SLOAN
1s SLOAN. The band has the
unusually democratic characteristic ofexisting with equal contributions from all members.
SLOAN's last gig at this
pomt had been m Alberta. It
was descnbed as "awful." The
province, not the gig.
LANCE: The Good ln
Everyone has a live intro on the
album, but an involved scene
near an airport in the video.
Why the difference?
AS Well, what's the pomt
in havmg them completely the
same? it was 1ust kind of like,
we wanted to do something different from what we had done
before.
L : Do you think
Underwhelmed is SLOAN's signature song?
AS Yes. But, in an W1fortunate way. We don't like to reminisce about the past. I'd like to
hope we've achieved more matunty smce then.
L Is SLOAN comfortable
witt:1 m~y 1ournal1sts calling
Halifax the Seattle of the East"
because of the band's accomplishments?
.
As. I don't really care. It's
kind of stupid . It's lazmess. It's
just too vast a statement.
L When SLOAN was on
hiatus, what was 1t like to do

By David Knight

non-SLOAN things?
AS It was great! We 1ust
wanted to take a break for a year
and a half We all have lives outside the band.
L Was it gratifying, when
everyone thought SLOAN was
done as a band, to know how
much the band was missed?
AS It's nice to know that
there's devoted fans. Whether
they're 10 or 10,000.
L Is there any noticeable
difference between U.S. and Canadian audiences?
~: We're pretty spoiled
here! It is v~ry sobering to play
there ..: To like, 40 or SO people
sometunes.
L The U.S. market seemed
less receptive to Twice Re-

(I) Little Caesars·
LOOKWHO'S
DELIVERING
·DINNER!

moved. Was it because of poor
label support?
AS It was them and us.
Largely due to both, but Geffen
definitely buried that record. It
was a combination of elements.
We got caught in a shuffle at
Geffen. New people came along,
and all the people we knew _
our connections there _ were
elsewhere. We didn't know them
anymore. They didn't know us.
L Chart magazine picked
Twice Removed as their #1 best
Canadian album, of all time.
How do you guys feel about
that?
AS I've never been one to
worry about what album is the
best one. The fact that our

----
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Wendy Lands was excited
when EMI showed interest in
releasing her independently released Angels And Ordinary
Men on their label. Though
other companies showed interest, EMI was her first choice.
She considers them "very human."
Other companies may
have shown some interest in
her, but not understanding.
She sees most labels as obsessing over groups, and not interested in solo performers as
much as EMI.
Lands has had a varied
career. She attended York University in Toronto, and began
taklng classes for a degree.
Even while doing this, she
considered it biding her time
until things happened for her.
The only thing she enjoyed
there were the classes and the
professors.
"(York's) a real wind
trap. The architecture of the
buildings is awful. The people,
I _found to be really cold: I
d idn't enjoy any social life
there."
Her current status as a
performer is not all that new
for Lands. She has been
around for sometime in different ways. She pretty much left
York for singing in
DOUBLEDARE.
In
DOUBLEDARE, she "sang
songs for someone else's vision," but now things are
"completely different."
_Wendy feels that every
song is different because each
r~presents a different emoaonal state or perspective. She
records. ideas constantly and
consults with her collabo~tor
Jim Gillard. She has no irrune~
diate desire to write by herself
She knows successful artistic
collaborations to be rare from
her E?a~t experi':~nces, so is app~ec1at1ve of this positive situation.
Some songs from Wendy
Lands independent release of
Angels And Ordinary Men
were cut for the EMI release'
at her choosing. She was con~

vinced that she had better
songs to strengthen the album,
and which more fully represented where she is at now.
0.ne of these new songs, Little
Sms, became the single.
"The songs I removed I
felt really distanced from." '
There is an enormous
difference between studio performance and live performance, asserts Lands. She finds
the studio to be a creative enviro~ent but "it lacks spontaneity... A sense of immediacy." She finds a spontaneous interaction or a vibe "in
abundance," when playing before an audience. When the
lighting is such that she can't
see past the stage into the audiences' faces, she still feels
"that vibe."
. . _As an opening act, Lands
is !muted to about 45 minutes
to perform, so doesn't need to
fill her set with covers; she has
more than enough material
with a full length album. When
she does choose to cover another artist's song in performance, she likes them to be those
which she wishes she had written. She likes to sing JONI
MITCHELL's Blue, and
RANDY NEWMAN's &al
Emotional Girl
To prepare herself foe a
performance, Lands isn't too
eccentric. She does vocal
warm-ups and secrets herself
away for about ten minutes. In
that time, there may be a slight
moment of doubt, but that
quickly fades and she is ready
fo perform. Lands 1s pleased
~o be performing as the open~
mg act for JANN ARDEN.
"Getting to open for
JANN ARDEN is great!"
She can't be sure how
everything came about, but
Lands s.~spects that JANN
ARDEN s manager may have
be_e~ aw~re of her through the
onginal mdependent release of

Angels And Ordinary Men.
Lands has had some in~eres tin perforrrung for charity when the situation was suitable. Long before tlus album
)
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RUSH: Test For Echo
Anthem
Gcddy Lee's use of synthesizers
is now less obtrusive, and more
inventive than on albums past.
Alex Lifeson's guitar work is as
raw, if a little less constricted
than on Counterparts. Ncii
Peart's drumming is more atmospheric and less clinical, recalling the vitality of his late 70's
and early 80's plaving.
Virtuali!)·, and Ti;,,e And Motion.
arc as rrrus1callyambitious as was
Doublt Agent. Dog Year.r features
punk-like guitar broken by upbeat harmonies, with lyrics that
arc as poetic as they are brutally
honest in their assessment of the
human condition. The instrumental, Limbo, is the most realized landscape of sound they've
created since La ViJl.a Strangiatt.o.
Ha!f The World, Resist (inspired
by OSCAR WILDE), and Carve
Awqy The St.one are heart-felt,
humanitarian pleas for awareness of the struggles we and others around us go through.
- David Knight

Script For A Jester's '!ear was
MARILLION's first full length
release. lie K11ows, You Knou: is
an artful expression of all manner of paranoia. The IVtb1s about
how )ike a ~y in a spider's web,
~e smger 1s caught up in conflict beyond his control.
Assassing, P1tnfh And Jut!) and
]igSaw,_are the strongest so~gs on
Fugaz1. Assassing is a hard rock
song about the viciousness of
"the blade within the voice.''
Punch And Jutfy is about domcstic violence and is possessed of
a disturbingly memorable
~clody. ]igSaw is a good breakmg-up ballad.
Misplaced Childhood was the
band's breakthrough album on
the strength of the excellent ballads Kalt1gh and I.At-ender. The
angry venom of J!xprmo Bongo,
and the unrepentant defiance of
White Feather, make for songs
that are as good, 1f not better
than those singles.
- David Knight

mmus the compelling lyrics( Many (~nheard of, by me)
artists are listed as guest musicians. Tlus does not seem to
contribute or affect the overall sound of the album which
is 1ust plain boring.
- Charlotu M. Comes

TJ:iAN

SLOAN

LANDS

album made it that far is ridiculous. That's an example of too
~uch critical acclaun too soon.
1d rather hear something like
that 15 years from now.
L I~ there a specific player
who mspired your drurruning?
As. My dad. My dad was a
drummer. A jazz drwruner. He's
the only one really. who inspired
me to play.
. L : What did you guys
~k of the last time you played
Wmdsor (at Lancerfest)?
. ~ It was just a very gcnenc university show.
L SLOAN has released a
full length album every two
Y~, f~r the last six. Do you
thmk this has become a heal thy
pattern for the band?
AS: It seems to work
s_omewhat better now. It seemed
hke we were touring for three
years with the first album! It's
important now to concentrate on
longevity. To keep the workload
sensible.

SWAN} t:11rrtnl
One Chord To Another.

rt/east

is
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she did a benefit video for the
Cancer Unit of Sick Kids
Hospital. Earlier this month,
she
performed
on
MuchMusic in support of
Kumbaya, an AIDS/HIV
awareness benefit organized
by MOLLY JOHNSON of
the INFIDELS.
For the technologically
inclined, Lands wants to
make you aware that her album is an enhanced CD. For
those of you who have CD
Rom on your computers, you
benefit from two music videos and a spoken word performance•s inclusion. Lands
says that this seems to be a

growing trend with EMI and
their artists' releases.
EMI plans to release
her album stateside in 1997.
A1J#lt Ad OrdillllfY Men has
just been released in Japan,
Holland, and Belgium. The
tide track is to be the next single. Shooting on the video
began euly last week.

"The nation's
most trusted
and respected

MISTREATED:
Streetcorner Serenade
DeRock
This 'strcctcorncr serenade'
must have taken place in the
1980s on 'Wank' ,\venue
Rather th~ successfully grow
with the ttmes and yet stay
within the respected music
genre, such as metal-great
MET1\LLICA,
MISTREATED seems to be stuck
in the MR 81G period (a short
one at that). Each track resembles the next. A more appropriate selection for the utlc
tr.tck would have brcn Expired
Milk.
- Charlotte M. Comes

CLARISSA: Silver
THE TRAGICALLY HIP:
Mammoth
Trouble At The Hen House
Don't let the name of the band
MCA
fool
you. The only female of
If you're a member of TOAST
the group 1s the percussionist
~is is probably not your favourand she doesn't sing a single
1te band. Even if you do like the
note on the album. instead
HIP, you've likely heard Gift
Michael Rank, smger / song~
Shop, Butts Wig/in, and Ahead By
wnter/
guitarist, offers a soft,
A Century, too much. If you like
reflective vocal style. This,
those, rest assured there are bettcr, more adventurous songs on combined with a gen de instrumental sound allows the threethe album. Pay close attention to
piece
ensemble the possibility
Don't Wake Dadtfy, Apartment
of
joining
the ranks of easySong, and Put It Off, for their best
listening modem rock shared
MARILLION: The Originals -David Knight
by bands such as COLLECEMI
Tl
VE SOUL, THE GIN
Thisisa30)repackagedrelease PETER BLEGVAD: Just
BLOSSOMS, and BETTER
of Script For A Jester's Tear Woke Up
EZRA. The only thmg
(1983), Fugazi (1984), and Mis- ESD
mtssrng on Silver is a Gel,
placed Otildhood (1985). They Peter Blegvad might have just
Found Out About You, or Good
aren•t digitally remastered, but woke up, but listeners might as
track, which could lure listengreat pains seem to have been well go back to sleep. This uners in, to experience the altakcn to reproduce the original eventful collecti?n of songs
bum's many Charms.
album artwork to the dimen- proves to be nothing more than
- Charlotte M. Comes
sions of the compact disc, even a stri~g of cliches peppered with
as far as mimicking the gate-fold gratuitous advice. Blcgvad's vosleeves of the original albums. cals recall a BOB DYLA.i."-:ish era
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Ducks
Unlimited
Canada

~

FLUX
Co111ir111edJro111 J>a!! 12

same serious intensity. Keyboards are usually considered to
soften a song, but not during
their set. Nor did 1t seem to fill
empty spaces in the song's structure: everyone in tl1e band contributed to a wild, cohesive
sound.
Majoros says that FLUX
has a lot of friends in bands, and
a lot of respect for many bands
touring around clubs, like
WEEPING TILE. They have
played with WEEPING TILE,
as well as JALE, THE
DOUGHBOYS,
THE
KILLJOYS and SON.
Ma1oros believes "Working within the confmes of a popsong, I think there's a lot you can
do."
"From a writer's point of
view, I'm always looking for different kinds of inspiration, like
other bands, TV, newspapers,
but especially real life."

Until FWX rtftases an altry hunting do1V11 a col?J of
Ha111i/Jon Music Scme '96.

b11111,

conservation
organizatfoo. •

~
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Ducks Unfimited Canada
800 665
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STUDENT RETURN FARES.
from Windsor to:
Toronto $55 Cambridge/Kitchener $41
L0i1don $27
Ottawa $118
Hamilton/Bur1ington $43
Peterborough $75

Other discounted destinations available.
Price does not include G.S. T.

~ickups on campus for Toronto. Dropoffs also available. At the Horseshoe
m front of Vanier/Launer Hall (Wyandotte Avenue). Please see schedule.

Surf to http://wwW.greyhound.ca/

U.W.S.A.
CAW Centre, 2nd floor.

971-3626

TOPS
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Can-fa•

44 University Avenue E.
254-7575

1269 Ottawa Street
Windsor, Ont.
254-0501

OF WINDSOR

Weekly Line-Up
Mon. Monday Night Football
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!
Tues. Men's Night 2 for 1 Wings!
• D.J./ Karoake
• Cheap Beer Prices
Great

Food
&Fun

Wed. University Night!
• D .J ./ Games
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!
Thurs. Ladies Night
• Cheap Beer Prices
• D.J./ Karoake - Prizes!
Frl. & Sat. Live Bands & D.J.
Sun. Karoake & D.J.
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By Hodan Nalayeh

''Not that I can~ die, but I lost the fear
now, they done blew itfar me. I used to be scared
of guns. That was one of the things tkat I was
scared of, getting shot, they done blew tt far me.
I need to see some tanks or something, some
missiles. I'm not on the death wish no more. I
wanna live, but I in not fittin' to sacrifice my
1J1orals, my principles and what I believe in.
I'm not going to give up my honor to live. "
-2pac from The Source
Magazine(March 1996)
Friday the 13th is associated with
many evils and mis fortu~es. Many_ l?eople believe that this day 1s superstitious
and often comes with bad luck . When
the news came to me that 2pac Shakur,
had died on the evening of Friday the
131\ my eyes were overcome with tears.
My tears reflected the pain I felt because
the world had lost a talented artist. 2pac
not only touched people with his music,
but he represented a part of society that
is often ignored.
When the word spread about his
death, panic and dismay went through
the American public, particularly the
Hip-Hip fans. As a matter of fact, a
young lady committed suicide when the
news hit her.
Who is 2pac? 2pac was a human
being who wanted everything the
'~erican dream" had to offer. Growing up in a low income family, he always
had visions of walking out of the
"ghetto." Through his hard wor~ and
determination he was able to gain access to the entertainment industry.
He started out as a rapper and eventually proceeded into acting. In his first
record, Strict!y 4 my N~aZJ he addressed
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their realities?
2pac did not ask to represent certain facets of society, he represented himself. I le only spoke from his experiences
and conditions. Many critics claimed that
he was a misogynist and promoted violence, but if all that you know is reflected
in your lyrics, then why should you not
write your reality.
Sexism and racism prevail in corporations in the business world, but artists
are quickly used as scapegoats for the realities in our society. Since when does a
corporation get blamed for having a bad
influence on kids? Yet, everyday we
blame artists for the music they create.
Artists are being told what to say
and how to say it. When censorship
comes into art forms, then we better
stand up for our right to express ourselves as artists.
You may not like 2pac's music, but
you don't have to listen to it. The dignity
and respect of many artists are being ruined by fascist attitudes expressed by so
called "morally" correct people. One
thing is for sure, nobody knows the right
way. Judgment of artistic creativity is subjective.
If you don't care for Zpac, then please
don't comment on hi~ death. I~ the
words of 2pac, "that whtch does not kill me,
can on!y make me stronger. I don~ see wfry everybot!J got to tell me how to live my life. Let me
live. "
.
Who cares? I care. The legacy lives
on - Rest in Peace.

many issues of personal experience relating to violence, women, and family values.
Although, his style of rapping came
off as anger ctriven, it was really a _re~ection of his environment and upbringing.
In the track, "Papaz Song," he confronts
his father who made him biologically, but
was never there socially.
''] had to play catch by myse!f, what a sorry
site, a pitifulplight. So, I prr.ryed before a starry
night, Please send me a papaz before puberry,
Things I would do to see a fami!y uniry."
The song proceeds to showcase a dialogue between 2pac and - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
his biological father. His father replies to this condemnation an~ let's
him know the reasons for his absence.
''I knew it was wrong all along. All
I wanted to get was some dough, so you
wouldgrow up to be so strong. It took a
little longer than I thought. I slipped to
the courts andgot sent tojail Now, I'm
doing time, I wishyou to understand, all
I ever wanted was faryou to be a man. "
Many of 2pac's tracks addressed social issues in the community. In a society where poverty,
joblessness and no hope pervade
many communities, 2pac's music
was seen by many as a way to understand their conditions and
..,._(
"normalize" their situational environment.
When people are put down by
so called "mainstream" society for 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
·
h
·
Rapper / Actor Tupac Amaru Shakur
the condiuons t at economtcs ere- Born June 16, 1971. Died September 13, 1996
ated, then why should we condemn artists like 2pac for telling L-------------P_ho_ro_s_o11_rn_:_rht_so_ltr(t_
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Disruptive noise in class
By Albert James
Hi there. I'm the old guy- or that
mature student who doesn't feel
all that mature. I have another
story for you if you care to listen.
I have a tremendously
heavy course load, I took the
maximum allowed, rnREE. So
I only get three chances per
school day to get the most I can
from my university experience.
Imagine my disappointment over
all the distractions I face in class.
The distractions I mean are
not the long stairways without
oxygen stations, the long walks
between classes, nor the absence
of left handed desks (perhaps
fodder for the future). The distraction I mean is the din of noise
that follows me into each classroom.
It seems that whenever students gather they feel a seemingly uncontrollable need to gab.
It does not matter what is going
around them. The professor
might be trying to start the lecture, might be answering a student's question, or may have
paused to catch a breath and the
talking and noise starts all over

again.
My personal favourite are
all the students who seem to live
by the five minute fast rule and
start packing up five minutes
before the class is scheduled to

end - regardless of the status of
the lecture.
You might remember that
it took me a while to get here. I
guess that during my years between high school and university my memory of being 19 or
20 must have dulled, because I
do not remember ever treating
my peers let alone teachers with
such disrespect.
I must confess that during
my years away from school I
must have developed some
seemingly idealistic attitudes
about what it meant to be allowed entrance into the sacred
halls of higher education.
One of those attitudes was
a conviction that universities
were the places that the free exchange of ideas happened and
were encouraged. Now that I am
here I question that ideal.
How is it that ideas are
ever going to be exchanged
when we can't hear?
How are we supposed to
learn when we are not allowed
to listen because others seem to
lack respect for where they are?
Fortunately my age allowed me to live through some
times of opnmism where traces
of that outlook remain with me.
I just wish some of you would
shut up and let me listen.
I don't know - perhaps I
am old - but not old enough to
need a hearing aid.

Something
to think
about.
(We' II keep you posted)
A 24 hour moratorium

on consumer spending

PllTICIPATf IT IDT PARTICINTINCI

Looking into the future ...
By Andy Vainio
It's reassuring to know that Ontario's education minister John
Snobelen is endowed with psychic powers. We can now sleep
soundly at night knowing that
his clairvoyance can only lead to
bigger and better things for the
state of education in the province of Ontario. In reading a
discussion paper entJtled ''Future Goals for Ontario Colleges
and Universities" that was released by our esteemed minister
of education/high school dropout, one finds some very interesting notions.
It's probably safe to say
that most of us, unless
mommy and daddy are exclusively footing the bill for
our education and/or providing us with a shiny new
car, are rather concerned
about skyrocketing tuition.

The discussion paper addresses the issue of tu1t.1on fees
within the context of"what levels of fees are appropriate" in the
following way: "Fees could be
based on a student's estimated
potential earnings or on the level
students are willing to pay. Or,
the estimated proportion of benefit to the public and to the ind1v1dual could be used to determine what share of the cost of
teaching (and of research, in the
case of un1versit.1es) should be
paid out of tuition fees."
That's a nifty concept.
If any of you out there can
successfully predict your "poten-

tial earnings," you too can count
yourself among the ranks of the
psychically gifted.
Furthermore, if any of you
out there are "willing to pay"
more than you already are, you
can count yourselves among the
ranks of the idiotic or, alternatively, among the ranks of the
progeny of rich parents.
It is also curious to note
that a government that is concerned solely with an abstract
fiscal bottom line no matter what
the societal cost in qualitative
terms would even allude to the
notion of "benefit to the public." And here I am, thinking
that they stood for a laissez
faire economic free-for-all
wherein we squabble over
the scraps left to us. Not only
is John Snobelen a psychic,
he's a bloody pmko rat.

Gr~as~
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Things that annoy me at the U of W
By John C. Miller
Well, here we are at the beginning of a brand new school year
For me, this is my fifth brand
new year at the university, and
this new school year bongs with
it an opportunity for change; a
new beginning, if you will. In
fact, a chance for some to mend
their ways.
In th1s sp1rit, I think this is
the appropriate time to do my
part by pointing out how inconsiderate we can be to each other.
Firstly, I would like it to
be known that it is customary to
walk on the right hand side of
the stairwells. The main stairwell
in Erie Hall is always good for a

laugh during class change. There
is always at least one person who
is brave and stupid enough to
wade up the stairs against the
flow, seemingly unaware of causing any inconvenience.
In fact, they seem emotionally hurt, not being able to
comprehend this unfair circumstance - the we1ght of the world
not getting out of their way. I
know I could be stepping on the
toes of those would-be anarchists who go out of their way
to be different; so be it.
I realize that halls are areas where such a rule would be
impossible to enforce. However,
I do not understand the need to

hold conversaaons in the hall at
the base of the Ene Hall stairs
or other crowded places.
You m1ght guess that I've
had a few classes in Erie Hall.
At the end of such classes, why
is it necessary to start packing
up one's books at the first sign
that the professor is drawing the
lecture to a close?
This is simply disrespectful. Couple this with the noise
of opening and closing doors
from the back of the room and
the prof is forced to raise their
voice to finish.
It seems reasonable to assume that students are looking
for an empty room to study, (and

the hall does not display the telltale crowds), I would suggest
first listening for "class noises,"
such as a professor speaking,
before barging in.
Enough about inside.
During the summer, and at
this time of year, we can enjoy
our sunny southern climate by
resting outside between classes.
Towards this end, the U of W
"plant" workers haul out elaborate sprinkler systems and set up
barriers to keep the grass and
trees green. If students were
aware of their efforts they may
be less likely to cut comers in
hurrying to class.
The most blatant examples

of th1s are the path on the lawn
in front of Erie Hall and the
comer of Dillon Hall nearest to
the computer centre, where pcopie the corner betw~en the small
rock garden and Dillon.
Can anyone explain or justify this laziness?
I realize that is enough
complaining about seemingly
inconsequential things, and I
now brace myself for the inevitable reply that I should apply
myself to bigger issues.
The bigger issue, and on
the bright side, is that this campus is still a friendly place where
people say hello and hold doors
for each other.

Finding myself among the files ... Ken Lori at large
By Keo Lori
People often wonder what they
should do after university and I
say, "travel." Travel 1s paradise.
While working and living at
Disney World's EPCOT Centre
for eight months, I learned that
paradise 1s not a place, but a feeling, the culmination of mood,

circumstance and surroundings
which climax in moments of
self-discovery.
Whether on tr1ps to Key
West, Nassau or Cocoa Beach or
at work in EPCOT I would
come across new "selves" at the
most unexpected ames. Upon
discovering another self I be-

came in tune, and be invigorated
and reconditioned by the powerful emotion of the moment.
With each new experience
another unknown is discovered
in the ongoing research of ourselves. Up to last year I had no
idea I would relish the company
of my "cheeky" Scottish, Eng-

Sex, music and stereotypes
By Carmella Goodridge
As the bass is pulsating and the

sweaty bodies are gyrating I am
in the comer of the dim club
observing the social interaction
between men and women.
This social arena exhibits
the animalistic and unadulterated truth about how the sexes
perceive and view one another.
It is no secret that both men and
women give extra care to their
complete dress, their bodily
odours and their "somewhat''
smooth pick-up lines before
they step out for a night on the
town.
Once in the club, the entertainment begins with a kaleidoscope of actors and actresses
that emerge on stage either to
have fun or to get their "groove
on." If you are one of those individuals wh o decide to choose
the latter, the night might
present some of the following
difficulties.
Which one should I
choose? How should I app roach
my prospective partner? And
how will I move in for the kill?

But as the night lingers on, these
questions lose their weight and
everything begins to fall into
place.
Now, ladies let me ask you
this question. Have you ever
started dancing to a popular
song then suddenly the impact
of the blatantly sex1st lyncs
knocks you upside your head
and leaves you sprawled out on
the dance floor?
Well, if it hasn't happened
to you, it happened to me last
weekend. The song that knocked
me out was entitled "Put It In
Youc Mouth."
Gentlemen, when you hear
a song that degrades and renders
women as sex objects, do you
buy into that superficial image
of us as "hoochie mamas" or do
you dismiss offensive lyrics by
brushing it off?
Through my observations
I have come to the conclusion
that the majority of party goers
ar~n't consciously aware of the
lyncal contents that bombard
them. I've also noticed that
women will be revolted and in-

suited by the opposite sex callmg them derogatory names,
however, they are the same ones
who indulge in the sweet pulsating rhythms of these sexist
songs.
Girlfriends, we've got to
get a grip! Why arc we exalting
and rejoicing to soi,~ that demean and portray w. s sex objects?
We are always seeking to
heighten awareness. Amongst
our men and society in general,
perhaps we should begin educating ourselves on how detrimental and damaging female sex
stereotypes are in our times. Although these lyrics are for entertairuncnt purposes only, many
of the sexual perceptions and
generalizations influence our
social interactions. So ladies the
next time you're out at a d~ce,
be careful of what you celebrate
and glorify, because someone
might be basing their perceptions on the lyrics that you sing
instead of the reality you represent.

lish, Irish and Welsh colleagues
in the United Kingdom pavilion at EPCOT.
I never knew I could be
so differently tickled until I
spent many a late evening beach
trips and weekend voyages avec
the subtle wit and sarcastic eloquence of those "brilliant
Brits."
I never knew I could embrace strangers as I did each
day. I never knew how I would
handle inane questions about
Canada. I never knew I could
speak in front of five hundred
folks an hour without stuttering.
I never knew I could enjoy American beer (five nights
a week~. New people and property and predicaments forced
me to change shape continuously. Each challenge compelled me to tear the wrapping
off the unknowns.
Weaknesses bubbled up,
strengths emerged, tastes were
formed, "me" would continue
to expand. These new forces
forced my eyes inward and
open to all the shades of me.
Throughout those eight
months of work and travel I
found myself (in both senses of
the phrase) in countless conversations and situations I would
never have had at home. On a
rafting trip in early May, me and
20 others camped in the remote
Appalachian mountains of
South Carolina.
On our final night the
sounds of snoring was all to be

heard, except two voices faint by
the light of that camping tradition. Midnight it was when I
rolled out of bed and into the
conversation of the only two middle-aged men on the grounds.
One was a true Carolina
gentleman, slow talkin' and good
nae-chured, the other a mild hippie with a mustache and blonde
hair stretching out of the back of
his cap. A wide bottle of home
made moonshine sat half-full on
a wooden bench, its green glass
reflecting the flames reaching
from below and over. Beyond
their shoulders was black, the
gJow of moonlight unable to penetrate the leaves and timber of the
confederate forest.
Thank goodness I convinced myself to join these men
in the1r simple exchange of stories. Oliver Stone couldn't recreate the Vietnam these men were
describing. As openly as brotherly conversation they shared their
pasts, from what I learned the
reasons for their current mindset.
.Whether I was there or not
had no influence on their evening.
They would continue on long after I took my fresh perspectives
to bed. And so I did.
I puffed up my pillow of
little lessons, I slid under my blanket of self-revelations and I would
soon fight my 1gnited brain to let
go and fall asleep.
The inner-seif is the well of
serenity, not demanding but
showing, from which you can
take yourself or leave 1t.
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What's your favourite form of intoxication?
I

F

.\Iusic ... music makes me
high.

A night with my boyfriend
and a six pack.

Lana Morgan
Yr. 1 Business Admin.

Katie Czerwienice
Yr. 3 French

My boyfriend.

Leighann Harris
Yr. 3 French

Alcohol. Tried and true.

Mat Howard
Yr. 1 Psychology

Fresh banana bread early m
'
.
the morning.
Pete
Off-campus Baker
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Bar manager miffed over misrepresentation
Dear Editor,

r am writmg a

rebuttal to the
piece of fiction written by Rob
Duxter U1 the Tuesday, September 17 edition of the Lance.
Mr. Duxter came in to our
pub at approximately 1:40 a.m.
on the night of Sept 7 duang the
Fab IV pub crawl and claims to
have a complete understanding
of the events which occurred on
that rught. Then he decides it is
his right to become judge, Jury
and executioner, condemning
my actions by writlllg a letter to
the l..anct, and using his limited
knowledge of the bar business
to try to add validity to his story.
First of all, I am the bar
manager of the Sandwich Mill,
and I am there 7 days a week at
all hours of the day. I and everyone else that works there can tell
you he is a liar and I have never
seen him U1 the bar until that
night, a bar he cl.urns to have

started to frequent. We have a dnnks, at that ttme I asked him
61 person seating capacity, your to leave the bar, he comes in all
only a stranger once, and I would the time with a few of our reguhave noticed anyone over 6 feet lars.
He agrees but doesn't like
tall. On the night in question we
were fully staffed. The organiz- it and everything seems fine.
This is where I start to
ers of the pub crawl were checking I.D. and taking money at the question the actions of Mr.
door so I sent our doorman Duxter. Rob, I know your
brother Mike and I know exactly
home.
where
the two of you were standThen at approx. 12:00 the
gentlemen from the pub crawl ing. You were three feet away
left, leaving the door unmanned. from where the man in question
At about the same time our was when he picked up a 50
server, Kan, came to the bar and pound stand up table, called my
told myself and the other server attention, then threw it at me, yet
that the patron who was to start you did nothing but stand and
the row was cut off We all have watch.
If I was a patron and in
the proper training and have
been working in bars longer than your position the whole incident
Mr. Duxter has been legally al- would not have happened. As
lowed to work, so we cut him for my actions, again you lied
and said that I punched him
off accordingly
Later one of our regulars which I did not. I Ie punched me
came up to me and told me that and I threw him into an area
this guy was takmg people's where no patrons were sitting. I

Computer Helpdesk

Of no use to anyone
Dear Editor,
I was on my way to the Computer Centre to work on an essay,
but when I got there, I found
that my reserved terminal had
been given to someone else.
The person behind the socalled helpdesk said to me that
one of the consultants had made
an error in scheduling. I found
that very hard to comprehend
This consultant told me to rebook another time, which I did.
'vv'hen I asked the same
person how to upload e-mail to
a disk, he gave me a piece of
paper that had all the instructions on it, as if to admit that he
couldn't tell me, or didn't want
to.
Then, this woman appeared, lookmg like a person out
of Mademoiselk magazine complete with provocative attire and
one of the alternative coiffeurs
that would tie in with her overall come-in look. My friend leapt
up from the helpdesk and followed her over to the terminal
like a rapacious ocelot in pursuit
of its prey; he couldn't do
enough to answer her questions,
even the most naive
In the meantime, I stood
:lt the helpdesk with three other
male users waiting for service,
while the employee to whom I
have referred got as close to the
girls mammarv display as he

could do without insulting her
or causing scandal.
Without wishmg to sound
over critical, I must add that the
four of us felt neglected m favour of the consultant's libido.
The consultants at the Computer Centre take for granted that
every person who frequents the
facility is knowledgeable about
computers and doesn't -really
need any help.
But they seem to make
exceptions for potential starlets.
If their assumption is incorrect
about the responsibilities they
have incurred, one might inquire
why they should be there at all?
Wouldn't robots or mannequins
do 1us t as wellr
A good many of the consultants accept a job of this kind
merely for some pseudo-prestige that they think goes with it;
oh, what a disappointment they
have awaiting them. What is so
prestigious about wearmg an
orange shirt? None of my professors wear them, and I don't
either.
The Computer Ceo tre
should take more care in their
recruitment of their employees.

Scott Goldstein
Masters Student

consciously picked this area for
this reason and for the reason
that on his back with the table
on one side and the back of the
bench on the other he would not
be able to properly defend him
self.
That's five years training
on the door and that was instinctive. Again you lie and claim I
was bashing his head off a brick
wall. I don't deny I was bashing
his head. I am currently recovering from whiplash and who
wouldn't be enraged when some
idiot throws a table at you?
I could have been seriously
injured. He deserved everything
he had coming to him, but I did
not bash his head off the wall it was off the bench seat. The
patron in question, besides getting one hell of a fright, wasn't
iniured and believe me if I was
bashing his head off a brick wall
he would have been injured.

The police know this and
the guy's fnends know this, his
friend also knows that he was
wrong. They stayed the rest of
the night and still come U1 daily.
As for your stereotypical views
of West-end bars may I remind
you that all bars occasionally
have problems, and compared to
other areas, our bar scene is quite
peaceable.
We're professional and we
work together as a community
which the police are a part of
As for your verbal diarrhea
about police officers it is evident
you have a chip on your shoulder about any authority unless
it's your own, as to your business, if the last few weeks arc
any proof, we don't need 1t.

Heath Chandler
Manager of
The Sandwich Mill

Safety on campus

Can you direct me to the fire?
Dear Editor,
where the buildU1gs are located
All of us are taught if an emer- on the campus? I myself don't
gency vehicle with its sirens want to see them taking direcblaring is coming we are to tions from students or walking
move our vehicles to the right around campus looking for the
side of the street so that emer- fire or my personal favourite,
gency services can reach their stopping at the campus map disdestination quickly.
play in from of Windsor Hall
Of course, the lcey to~(Ooopsl Oirysler HalQ.
emergency services getting to
Personally, I can not fully
the emergency quickly is that blame the fire department for
they know where they are go- not knowing where they are going. I fence the event I wit- ing because I feel that as soon
nessed on Monday morning I as we sign up as students at the
found quite appallmg.
university it takes on the responMonday morning the sibiltty for our safety while on
fire department was called to the premises.
the university. The only probA responsibility to its stulem was they were unsure were dents and staff is making sure
unsure where Essex Hall was that emergency services such as
located. After giving them the fire department arc given
general directions to the butld · complete maps of campus along
ing approximately three fire with detailed directions to each
fighters started walking at nor- building 10 case of an emergency.
ma1 speed towards the general True, this may have been done
vicinity of Essex Hall.
already, but if I was an exccuLet's put it this way: It is tive of this university I would
not a great confidence booster make sure that emergency servto see firefighters walking non- ices knew inside and out where
chalantly to respond to a fire every single building is and how
alarm in a building that holds to access 1t.
a number of our science labs
If the university executive
and a number of chemicals.
doesn't do this I am afraid for
Of course the real qucs- the future because it will be the
tion should be· \X/hv doesn't student's or staff member's famthe fire dcpartmc;t know ily that the executive will have

to explain that it really wasn't
ilie university's fault that emergency services couldn't reach
their loved one in time.
Believe me this would be
a tragedy - not only would the
family suffer but so would
t:very other student and staff
member at this urnversity since
no one will ever be sure that if
an accident happens if emergency services will reach them
in ttme
Just m case if you sec
emergency services on campus
looking a little disoriented,
please stop long enough to help
them locate the butlding they
are trying to find. You never
know if your directions might
provide the emergency workers with time needed, sU1ce they
did not have to search for the
building to save a person's ltfe.
I am sure if the person and their
family and friends knew of
your time-saving act they
would be eternally grateful.
Smccrely,

Cherilyn Montiminy
Special B. Comm

Bar manager not at fault? ... defense of the M"ll
Dear Editor,
: :un responding to the Letter to
rhc Editor that appeared in the
September 10 lAnct written by
Rob Duxter
1 have no association with
rhe bar The Sandwich MiU, qut like
you I have worked in numerous
bars and know what 1t is like to
deal with drunken, stupid, out
of control customers, who think
they arc the toughest guy in the
world after thc•y ha\'e consumed
their 'liquid courage.'
I think fur you to write this
letter, making The Sand»id, AfiU
look bad, was ridiculous and

uncalled for. I would like to address sc,mc of your qucst10ns.
1 Did the manager over
serve the customer?
You said yourself tl1at the
customer was cut off. I low do
you know that he did not come
in in that condition and was refused scrvICc?
2. The manager wasn't U1jured, did he have to attack the
guy?
Rob, would you allow
someone to come into your
home ~Uld tl1row tl11ngs around,
and not retaliate? The owner of
this bar 1s probably not a m1l-

ltona1re :md has had to work
hard to obt.1in the funds m or
<ler to open tlus bar, ,tnd for this
guy to throw a table at him, I'd
say he gut off lu\;ky.
3.1 Iow does one lose con
trol so quickly;>
You are basing all of your
facts on 20 minutes or less of
hctng 10 the bar. I low you know
that he lost control iust then?
Lots of things happen m
t11c course of a ntght, :wd tensions mount. ,\faybc: this guy
should have accepted bcmg cut
off and left.
4. Could he have acted 111

professional manner?
You yourself said "Com
bme alcohol with the west end"
that he lus to expect these kind
of problems. \'('ell, so docs tl1c
drunk.
Rob, people like you that
insult the police after bcmg told
to mind your own business, arc
usually the first ones whining
and crymg to them when something goes wrong.
They probably didn't ~-ant
to talk to some drunk (pub
crawl) self righteous jerk who
has an opinion on cvcrythmg.
Rob, I thmk you should get

.i

off your high horse and concern
yourself with stuff only when
you know d1c full story. ~aybc
that drunk learned his lcs~on
P.S. Was the guy 10 the hos
p1tal. 1 figure a person who cared
enough would have checked his
condi11un? Did you write this to
look and feel more unport.mt?

Brad Cairns
History
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Student leaders
defend SRC
By Dave Garcia
Two of the University of Windsor's student leaders say that they
are supporting the proposed
changes by the Strategic Renewal
Committee (SRC) which would
merge eight of the University's
faculties into three by next year.
And while there has been
tremendous opposition to the
proposal, they say that it is necessary.

are more interdisciplinary, and
that this is a better option instead
of cutting faculty. And while the
idea of merging the faculties of
Business, Law, and Education
(as well as Arts and Sciences, and
Engineering and Science) may
seem strange,Jones says that this
can be an asset."
"There is the possibility
that say, Bus10ess has the oppor
tunity to hire a tenure-track professor, and they
realize that he
is also a lawyer
who has a
background in
business,"
Jones
says,
"Then
this

''The rationale for these
changes was to make sure
that the university is
academically, administratively and financially viable
. ,,
for the next$.f._.nerat1on__ _
Christine Jones, president
of the Graduate Students Society (GSS), and the lone student
representative on the SRC, says
that she supports the proposal.
"I think that with anytlung
of this magnitude, you're not
going to get 100 percent support," she says, "but this the
most viable option. I wouldn't
be supporting it now if I was
presented with something that
was not viable."
She says that the proposal
will offer students opportunities
to develop more programs that

C
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strengthen each
program."
Jones
says that one of the problems the
University had before was that
the various faculties were somewhat "dis1ointed," that is, they
seemed almost separate from
the university community. Jones
says that this "will assist in maJc.
ing them not so distant."
She also says that this
could mean more cross-appointing, where different faculties
could actually strengthen each
other.
Jones cites the changing
job market 10 today's society, an?
said that these changes can d1versi fy a university student's
education, whereas she feels that
many students become is~late~.
"I think that it's a histoncal problem with universities,"
she says, "You becon:e ~ ~xpert in a field, an~ this ,';""ill ms tead broaden horizons.
"The world demands that
we have a well-rounded education. Now we want to know how
a legal decision will impact lives,
or how medical research's problems are ethical or not. Employers look for people who not only
are specialized, but those that
can think critically. It's not good
for students to just say, Tm in
science, so I don't have to know
about the Criminal Code,' for
examp1e."
.
She also says that the University will not risk losing accreditation for its faculties because of changes proposed by
the SRC
"At some point, the admin is trat1on will not allow
something that v. II hurt accredita tton," she says, "They just
won't let that happen. Why
would they want to shoot themselves in the foot?"
She also disputes the poll
cited in last week's issue of the
Lance among 420 engineering
students and faculty.
Co,,h,,11td o,, page 4

Frosh Week revisited ... if you recognize yourself in this P.hoto, be the first person ~o bring yourself (or a
reasonable hand drawn facsimil.ie) to the !:.an~ office and wut a coupon for a freel~~a~ Ii11ds9 Woodgate.

Controversy over honouraria increase .
B And V: · ·
y
y a1010

At the Thursday, Septe~ber 26 UWSA ~enecal co~c1l
meeting.. Executive Counclllor
Alain Arthur brought forward a
motion requesting that tn_e
honouraria of tJ:te UWSA AnaRacism Coordinator and th_e
UWSA Lesbian, &.ly! and Bisexual Issues Coordinator ~e
increased by $500 per year m
order to bring th~m up. to par
with the honourana received by
other UWSA Coordinators.
Also, Arthur brought forward a motion to "restore the
previously budgeted $75.0.00
taken from the Human Rights
Coordinator Mike ~err(s
honouranum unus~d ~hile he is
on leave, placing tt 10 the resources line item in the budget."
The motions were fully explained in a "Not.tee of Moaon"
from Roger Shallow, UWSA
Anti-Racism Coordmator ~d
Ligaya Byrch, UWSA Lesbian,
Gay, and Bisexual Issues Coordinator.
.
.
Shallow, in encoura~ng
council to vote for the moaons,
said that "for the ~~SA) F.!xecutive to mandate tn its rruss1on

statement that it stands for fairness for all" while giving these
positions smaller honouraria
seemed contradictory. He also
said that putting the $750 into
the Human Rights Office re59~rce budget line item would
allow them to "get up to some
level where we have the infrastructure to properly serve
students... right now, we have almost no resources."
Currently, the Anti-Racism Coordinator and Lesbian,
Gay, and Bisexual Issues Coordin a tor are each budgeted
$262.50 per year for resource
materials.
Shallow then read a letter
from Human Rights Coordinator Mike Perry, who is currently
away on leave, to council. In the
letter Perry stated: "Not only is
unequal pay for two UWSA
Coordinators unfair, it is a disincentive to cooperation and
joint work and therefore detrimental to the students we serve.
Furthermore, neither the UWSA
By-Laws, UWSA policy nor
prior practice indicate that
UWSA Coordinator positions
are to be paid less on the basis
that they are new."

To wra u AIDS Awareness Week on ~ampus, the Sex ball w3:s held
um pub and included free displays and demons':I'attons.
th
at e
Phou, l!J D(Md Buktwtc
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Shallow then turned his
·
L' Ch b 1 ·
chair over to 1z
am er ~n,
a U of W Abongmal education
counsello~, who a~dressed council regacdm _the unport~ce of
9
the two postttons
in 9uesnu•1 to
the campus c<;>mmumty.
C?uncil then disc~ssed
the moaons under consideration.
Councillor Stephanie
Letarte, in voicing opposition to
both motions, said "our idea
about the role of the two new
coordinators is that they are new
and we don't yet know how they
will act...how are we supposed
to know if they will be motivated
to work harder by paying them
more?"
UWSA President Fanta
Williams said the differences
between the honouraria of tl1c
two human rights positions and
those of other UWSA coordinators "was a means. not of demeaning tl1eir positions, but of
ensuring budgetary frugality."
Martin Anderson, U\X'SJ\
Accessibility Coordinator said
that as far as equity and equality
are concerned, "unless you've
got the cold hard cash to back
up these resolutions, they don't
mean a damn th1ng... u1 this society that is how we manifest
these concepts of eyuality." I fe
also pointed out that "I heard
members of the exccut1vc stand
up at the last meetin~ ,1:1d say
that we have $100 OOO 111 mvcstmcnts. All that tl1ey're ask111g for
will still leave a lot of money left
over." 1Ie also objected to
UWSA bemg characterized as a
business, saying d1at "1f this was
a business, we \\'ouldn't have
anything like an Anti-Racism
Coordinator because it would
take away from the bottom lme."

Co11lin11td M J><'I/ .J

Wednesday, October 2
The University of Windsor
Marxist-Leninist Study
Group invites you to a public
meeting and national release of
the new book: Modem Communism Communist Party of
Canada (Marxist-Leninist) by
Hardial Bains, National Leader,
CPC (M-L) at 5:30 pm in the
CAW Student Centre Conference Room ''A." Bains will make
a presentation and be av~able
for discussion on the sub1ect of
modern communism and the
work of the CPC (M-L) in this
period.

OPIRG at 253- 1745.
OPIRG-Windsor's Reproduc-

tive Technologies Working
Group at 5 pm, meets at the
Womyn's C,entre (upstairs at the
CAW Student Centre). Anyone
interested in promotingwomen's
reproductive rights is welcome.
For more information contact
OPIRG at 253-1745.

5:30 pm. Waste reduction o~
campus, saving the Temag~
and Algoma wildlands, and bicycle promotion are some of ~e
projects underway. Everyone is
welcome come with their ideas.
For more information call
OPIRG at 253-1745.

OPIRG-Windsor's

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

Anti-Racism Working Group at 5

pm. Individuals
interested in
fig~ting
Special meeting of Windsor racism
Coaltion on University Fund- on and
ing (WCUF) at noon in the 0 f f
Board Room of the CAW Stu- campus
dent C,entre. Join the campaign meet at
to fight the cuts to education, Iona
higher tuitions, and mortgage Co 1 style student loans. Guest speak- 1e g e,
ers Fanta Williams, UWSA 2 0 8
President, and Professor Sunset.
Howard Pawley (former Premier F o r
of Manitoba). Windsor's partici- more
pation in nation wide week. of inforaction called by the Canadian mationcall
Federation of Students for Oc- OPIRG at
tober will also be planned.
253-1745.
OPIRG-Windsor's Organic
Food Working Group will have
a meeting at 4 pm. Individuals
interested in buying food in bu1k
or m helping to organize a Food
Co-op/club are invited to the
next meeting. Iona College, 208
Sunset for more information call

s

Thursday, October 3
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OPIRG-Windsor's

Environmental
Working Group is

ma

holding its next meeting upstairs at the Iona
College, 208 Sunset at

ing
I n
the

Oakroom of Vanier Hall. Bob
Fourney will be speaking about
small groups. All are welcome.
A Racism Workshop is being
held at 5 pm in the Ambassador
Auditorium. It will be an opportunity to talk with women ~f different backgrounds about issues
that affect us all. The focus will
be on two topics: Racism in
Education and Racism and Sexism: Connections and Conflicts.
After the workshop people are
invited for refreslunents at the
Womyn's C,entre. Everyone
Welcome! Please RSVP to
the Womyn's Centre
253-4232 ext. 4507.
RSVP's are encouraged,
but not required.

Friday, October 4
The Windsor School
of Music will be holding Music by Paul
McIntyre. The series
begins with a special
tribute to Dr. McIntyre
with performers playinghis own compositions.
Dr. McIntyre has served the
School for 27 years and retires
in spring 1997. He was previous Director of the School of
Music and in addition to his
teaching activities has remained
an active composer of a wide
range of music.
Saturday, October 5

be hosting workshops on effective meetings, consensus decision making, and anti-oppress ion (i.e . racism, sexism,
homophobia, etc.) everyone welcome, lunch provided. Iona College, 208 Sunset.

Monday, October 7
OPIRG-Windsor's South East
Asia Working Group meets
every Monday at 5:30 pm at Iona
College, 208 Sunset (In Third
World Resource Centre Office).
Anyone interested in justice for
Burma, East Timor and Tibet is
welcome. For more information
call 253-2745.

Out on Campus for lesbian, gay
and bisexual students, staff and
faculty meets Monday, at 5 pm
at the Grad House 458 Sunset
(upstairs meeting room). Each
meeting features speakers or
films on queer themes. For more
information call 253-2421.
Lesbian and Bisexual Women's Drop-In. Held every Monday at 8 pm Iona College, 208
Sunset in a relaxed social setting.
For more information call 2532421.

The Pyschology Society holds
meetings every two weeks
throughout the semester. Their
next meeting will be on October 21, from 5:30 pm to 7 pm at
the Grad House upstairs.

OPIRG-Windsor's Volunteer
Training, 10 am to 3 pm, will

IG V BRAND

PRODUCTS

BUY Z, GET 1
Donna Mailloux
Pharmacist Manager
Westown Big V

I..

Chuck Tolmie
Pharmacist Manager
Bryson Big V

''We look forward to
serving the local student
community. Come in and
meet our friendly staff. ''

FREE
OF EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE
(excludes codeine
products)

BRYSON BIG V

-DRUG STORE3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;

.
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A look at the effects of AIDS on young adults
• By Shonalee King
As a part of AIDS Awareness
Week at the University of Wind..sor, a panel discussion was organized so that students would
have a chance to openly discuss
the 1ssue of AIDS with members
of the professional community.
Entitled "The impact of
AIDS On Young Adults and the
Community," the discussion featured various speakers who
looked at AIDS from a variety
of perspectives including the
male viewpoint, the female
viewpoint, a sc1ent1fic level of
discussion, as well as from hoth
a commumty perspective and an
international one.
Among the speakers was
Marilyn Sutton, who works as a
Coordinator at the HIV Care
Program at Windsor Regional
Hospital's Metropolitan Campus. Her department mainly
deals with providing counselling
- and support for those with the
HIV virus, their family members
and significant others as well as
conducting anonymous testing
in the Windsor community.
Stating that half of the
worldwide AIDS population is
under the age of 25 and that only
13 per cent of college freshmen
are afraid of contracting AIDS
through sexual intercourse,
Sutton expressed her concern
for the seemingly carefree atti-
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tude of young adults towards
AIDS and other Sexually Transm1tted Diseases (STDs).
"More young men and
women are becoming sexually
active at a young age, another
reason for focusing on health
promotion and prevention."
The abuse of substances
such as alcohol, according to
Sutton, are very influential in
mcreasing the chance of contracting STDs. Alcohol often
heightens the sex drive of ind1v1duals under the influence, and
because they arc not thinking
clearly, many people engage
in sex without taking the neeessary precautions. This puts
them in a "high risk" category.
Elaborating on the 1ssue of substance abuse and its
strong correlation to the contraction of AIDS and other STDs,
Mark Gibson, a Program Consultant for the Dictionary Research Foundation of Windsor,
said that the use of condoms
goes down in such cases because
the notion of protected sex
hardly ever enters the mind of
an intoxicated individual.
Gibson, who works primarily with college students as well
as other young adults, says that
many students believe that they
are what he and many other scientists have dubbed the three I's:
invincible, immortal and mfer-

tile.

ists concernmg women and sex disease, herself. Mitchcle conand how society views highly tracted HIV from a bisexual
sexually active women as "sluts" partner (whom she thought was
while it praises promiscuous heterosexual at the time) and
men.
spends most of her time show"The power differences ing society that "People arc rebetween
men
and ally living with I IIV and nor dywomen ...makes it more difficult ing from 1t."
for women to insist on safer
Organizers of this insex" Fraser believes that many formative discussion include
women don't feel that they have Melanie Bynol (a Nursing mathe power to negotiate safe sex jor) and Tammy Coxen (a Womin a relatmnship and these ideas en's Issues maior) Despite the
and attitudes are what she is ul- fact that 1t was not well attended
timately trying to change.
by university students, those who
Perhaps the most came were able to see AIDS and
thought provoking speech its impact on society's youth
was delivered by Veronica from a number of perspectives.
AL'""S
Mitchele, a Case Manager
When asked what advice
L'
JS
and a Research Technician she had for individuals who have
from Detroit, Michigan, who contracted HIV, Mitchelc rerevealed to the group that she plied, " ...don't worry about bedent and a Sess1onal Instructor has been diagnosed with HIV ing HIV (pos1t1ve) Just go ahead
at the University who also does since 1991. Her main area of and keep on living like you have
volunteer work for the AIDS study 1s improving the quality of been... go on with your
Committee of Windsor, spoke life of mothers with HIV, hav- life ...don't stop living because
about the social conditions that ing already lost a child to this you're HIV."
are associated with AIDS,
among them being the continued practice of unsafe sex.
This problem of unprotected or risky sex stems from
the power differences that exist
in social relationships, but particularly in heterosexual ones.
[Social Disease] The imational fear and hatred of lesbians and gay
"A lot of what HIV has
men. Among heterosexuals it is manifested by ".erbal or pb~sically
violent attacks against people perceived as lesbian/gay, ~enaaJ or
done is to make us challenge
human
rights, "queer jokes/' hate literature _and graffiti. A~ong.
some of our assumptions about
lesbians and gay men it is manifested by denial of sexual onentation
relationships." She spoke about
and contempt of gay lifestyles.
a double standard that still ex"I think it's important that
people realize that they can be
in risk positions and the thmg
that people can do for themselves is monitor their own
dnnking."
This, Gibson believes, wt!!
lower the chances of catching
AIDS. He also believes that ind1v1duals should set safe drinking guidelines for themselves m
order to keep their dec1s1on makmg levels sharp.
Julie Fraser, a graduate stu-

''half of the worldwide
uJ. • •
pop atton
under the age {?f 25"
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Good turnout at the Career Fair

o-

at

By Julie Stitch
The University's 20th annual
Career Fair, held last Thursday,
was a huge success. Close to
1500 students visited the Ambassador Auditorium, picking up
pamphlets, posters and tips to
help them better understand.hiring trends and employment forecasts.
The coordinators, Yvonne
Sinasac and Kate Scanlan, were
very pleased with the turnout of
both students and business representatives. 21 companies, both
local and out of town, were
present. The aim of the Career
Fair is to provide an information session where students and
business representatives can in-

teract. Sinasac and Scanlan,
along with numerous volunteers,
worked.very hard to make this
event.a success, having begun
contacting various businesses
early in July by letter and telephone.
James Wtlson, an accounting major, said that the Career
Fair gets better and better every
year. He felt that there was more
scope to the types of representatives present and said the overall feel of the Fair was "more
professional".
Jody Walker earned her
French degree two years ago and
is still looking for full time work.
She came again this year in
hopes of finding something ben-

eficial for her personal circumstance but was dissapointed.
She said the fair was "great
for business majors", but felt
that art and social sc1ence majors were at a disadvantage because there was little or nothing
of interest for them.
Master Corporal Alison
McCabe and Petty Officer Gary
Murphy were present to represent the Canadian Armed
Forces. It offers both full time
work as well as positions as a
part time army reservist. Interested parties are invited to get
more information from the Recruiting Centre located in downtown Windsor.

..

*Snacks *Baking Products
*Herbal Supplements
*Spices *Variety
*Cook Bodks *Gift Baskets
·*Sugarless Products

Open daily in the Ambassador Plaza
1560 Huron Church Road

Monday, Oct <r7
Monday, Oct 21
Monday, Oct 28
Monday, Nov. 04
Monday, Nov. 25

5:00
7:00
5:00
7:00
5:00

GRAD HOUSE, 458 Sunset (UpstairsMeetingRoom)
Upcoming: video night - Oct. 10, 7 PM
(When Night is Falling, Before Stonewall, Forbidden Love)

Iona College, 208 Sunset

T

call 253-1745 for more infonnation

T

University of Windsor
172 'Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9

Wan·house.

Buy in BULK & SAVE!

OUT ON CAMPUS

Canterbury College

t~
[_-=--..:.::::::_
__
. Bulk food

TREATl\fENT:
• Support Lesbian & Gay Rights
• Refuse to laugh at "Queer Jokes"
• Read writing.s by Lesbians or gay men
• Wear a Lesbian or Gay positive button
• Confront Homophobes
• Don' t ~ e anyone's sexual orientation
• lesbian, gay, or bisexual stndents, faculty & staff come to:

Jln. 5w.gfican ~esilfentia{!Jl.cm[emic Community
Jt uiateawitfi tfie 'llnivers ·
Wirufsor

'ON CAMPUS'
MARRIED STUDENTS' APARTMENTS
Geoffrey Fisher Hall
•
270 Patricia Road (Across from Law Bldg)

3 only one-bedroom .apartments becomrng
available, unfurnished, with stove & fridge,
only for married students without children
•

APPLY AT
CALL
FAX
OR WRITE

17 2 Patricia Road
(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382
Email canter@uwindsor .ea

._
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Student leaders support SRC proposal
u11li1111ed from page 1

"You have to realize how the
poll was comprised," she says,
"You have to consider who 1s
being polled, and you have to
consider the process of how the
study was taken."
She also says that such
massive changes can be ternfymg, and that for faculties such
as Engineering and Law, "accreditation was a concern, and
it 1s completely justified. But I
don't think it's a problem."
'"w'hy would you do something that would ruin you?" she
asks, "Part of the SRC's mandate
was that faculties such as Law
would maintam academic control. Students graduatmg from
the Faculty of Law, for example,
would still get an L.L.D. - the
degrees won't be changed."
She also disputes the accusations by other faculty members who said that the SRC did
not provide sufficient evidence
to make the changes.
"The vice-president academic (William Jones) did research on this," she says, '~'\nd
smce he has had trainmg in his
own field, he knows what is
needed for accreditation, and
he's not gorng to compromise
accreditation for a program."
Jones says that she personally read everythmg that was submitted to the SRC, but not everyone can get what they want.
"You have to get input
from everyone, but not all ideas
are feasible. Just because they
didn't get what they want doesn't
mean we didn't take them into
consideration."

She says that the rationale
for these changes was "to make
sure that the university is academically, administratively, and
financially viable for the next
generation, and I honestly believe that the process began as a
knee-ierk reaction to financial
matters."
"Every kind of organization, whether it's the YMCA or
the University of Windsor, has
to go through a process of introspection, reflection, and renewal," she says, "And we have
to keep up with the expanding
role of education."
Fanta Williams, president
of the University of Windsor's
Student Alliance (UWSA), says
that when the Senate proposal
passed the Senate last April, it
had strong student support, and
says that she will continue to
support it.
''We realized that changes
had to be made to cut costs;' she
says, ''.And whtle it's not 100 percent perfect, it's the best way to
cut costs and also maintain a faculty and system that a student
can recognize."
The plan, she says, 1s an
adrrunistrative shuffle, and that
"they will streamline administration within each faculty."
''A lot of people won't like
it," she says, "But we had to
come from a broader perspective, and it has to be in place by
July 1997."
She says that it has to be
done by July 1997 because "the
theme of the provmcial government is that universities better
get themselves in line."

"They have made 1t clear
that the post-secondary education system is inefficient and that
was a clear statement that we
have to clean up our own
backyard."
Williams says that she
doesn't know how this will affect accreditation, citing that this
would be better answered by the
committees discussing the proposal.
"They've left that to be
hashed out at the camel committee level, which is composed of
faculty members, deans, and student representatives. They have
specialists, and they know what
levels of accreditation can occur."
As for the motion in Senate to defer the proposal,
Williams says that doing so
"would have stopped the process of SRC, that 1t would be adverse to the mandate of SRCand the chair of the committee
felt that it was not in the best
interests of the SRC."
Williams says that while
others wanted to wait until there
was more information before the
proposal was passed, she says
that not everyone 1s going to be
satisfied.
''When will it be enough
information gathered? When
will everyone feel that they have
had enough input and enough
discussion and allow SRC to
move forward?"
She says that the July 1 target is "carved in stone" and that
there is still much work to be
done.

Tuesday. October 1. 1996

Honouraria increase
Co11li1111edfrom page 1

Council later voted in favour
of the honourarium increase
but did not vote to place the
$750 in the Human Rights
Office resource line item.
Vice President Dave
Tripp noted that the adoption
of the motion puts UWSA at a
$900 deficit, but added "This
doesn't mean that we are $900
in the hole. We still have $400
OOO in reserve."
Williams later said that
because the $750 in question
was originally budgeted for the
Human Rights Coordinator's
honourarium, "it would go
agamst the understanding of
the budget and (UWSA) Finance to include it among resources. It think what we did
provide was a very wonderful
basis to be successful in the
way of resources this year."
She said she thought council's
decision on the motions was
fair, and "while it wasn't one
hundred percent of what the
Human Rights Office wanted,
they are in a position, 1 think,
where they can feel credible
amongst their peers and I welcome and celebrate that.. .I
think we struck a good balance
today of provide our constituents with what they need and
providing a cost effective way
of domg so."
Byrch, when later asked
for comment on the decision,
said that she is pleased the
honouraria increases went
through, but pointed out that
"When you're talking about

just over two hundred dollars
a year for resources, you're not
talking about much. It's only
enough to buy a few books."
As a result, she says, she has
to put in a great deal of time
and effort into making arrangements that allow her to
put on events for free or very
little cost.
Both she and Shallow
estimate they put in minimum
of ten hours of work each week
in their respective positions.
Perry, who was later
reached for comment by the
Lance said "I'm satisfied to see
council reaffirm UWSAs commitment to equality. It's unfortunate that we had to go this
far because it's been a distraction since May." He also said
that while he is happy that
"things have been made right.,"
it was not an issue that needed
to be brought as far as council
in the first place."
He added that "I have
no problem with not being
paid while I'm away. That's obviously a given. However, that
money was earmarked for
Human Rights Office funding
and that's what 1t should be put
towards.
We're very
dissapointed its been moved..
so we'll be working to get it
back." He also said that he
found it "anomalous" that the
matter had to be brought all the
way to council since "the
UWSA has put its money
where its mouth is on this since
day one."

ASSUMITION UNIVERSI1YS 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
WiNdson SyMpHoNy STRiNGS
Susan Haig, Conductor
We t19ain are bapp~ to bave tbe s~mpbon~ witb us tbis :9ear. Since 19931 Susan
Haig bas oeligbteo our auoiences witb a wioe variet:9 of instrumental sounos ano
inspirations. We are extremel:9 greatful to tbe Winosor S:9mpbon;g for gracing our
cbapel witb tbeir presence.

Sunday, October 6, 1996 at 3:00p.m.

~ GospEl CElEbRATiON
- :_:..J

The Whitfield Company

Tbe wbitfielo Compan~ wbicb consists of 35 selecteo voices, bas oistinguisbeo itself as
tbe "Premier"contempora~ Gospel cboral ensemble of tbe twentietb centu~. Founoeo
cy} the late Mini~~r Tbom~s ~- wbitfielb, the Company bas reflecteb tbe musical 9enius
ano legac:9 of M1n1ster wb1tf1elo. Tbe repertoire of tbe wbitfielo Compan:9 incluoes
_ tra.oitional arrangeme~ts of b:9mns1 antbems ano contemporar:9 gospel songs witb a
,..~- 11111111e flavour anb flair that bas been tbe ibentifui11fJ trabemark of tbis wonberful oroup
of s1ngers.

Saturday, October 19, 1996 at 8:00p.m.

Assumption University Chapel
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398
Cost: $10.00 per ticket· Seniors & Students $5.00. Refreshments to follow.

--~---~ - - - ________________________________________J
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Opinion
1-900 I need a sex life
By Gucntcr Holweg
How many of you started reading th:s article 1ust for the shear
joy
of
reading
fine
literaturc... B.S.111
Save it for engl1sh class.
13csides, you want fine literature,
take a look at Sloan's album
cover, I heard it's reading for the
masses.
The real reason you decided to read this article, besides
lining your pet budgie's cage
with it when you're done, because of the one simple word
that all humans look at in their
own erotic way. .S-E-X, sex!
Some of you might have
been going "alright dude, bring
out the whipped cream and
chocolate syrup we're going to
have an org..." make ice cream
sundaes! No of course not, we
arc just going to talk a little about
this thmg called phone sex or
safe "but expensive" sex
The phone sex business is
a multi-million dollar industry
and is always expanding, so if
you're ever in need for a job,
FLIP BURGERS!
This industry has grown
from some old lady making a

few bucks on the side for her
retirement fund to teens raising
money for that spring break trip
to the Tequilla capital of the
world, Mexico, or the biggest
orgy-fest in North America,
Daytona Beach. The thing is, do
you really know if you're talking
to that ''hot" guy or gal on the
other end, that sounds like someone you would say "is definitely
getting it 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, whose been watching old Madonna and Dennis
Rodman home videos on of
course America's Most Wanted
and Perverted:>"
Or could it really be a not
so attractive person, a real bow
wow 1f you catch my dnft If not,
I will spell it out for you, D-0Gt Gals, for all you know it could
be that nerd that asked you to
the senior prom and guys, that
sexy sounding lady on the other
end could be a ..guyl Yes, Uncle
Bob 1s doing the two timing
thing with you and his wife.
Anyways, what would be,
as Bobby Brown would say, your
prerogative to call these lines?
Maybe one of these fits
your situation:

IRIVER m[i.5~~~
..

93.9FM
WITH THOM KIKOT

n

1. Couldn't find a date for
that damn Macarena dance contest!
2. I lad so much money
you didn't know what else to do
with it. l Imt Give tt to me.I
3. You are one desperate
person, even more. than the
Kennedy clan.
4. This was the only way
you were going to get
some... EVl'RI
Whatever your reason, get
a life! Save your money for
something else.
So m essence, save your
money for your honey, and forget about phone sex As a matter of fact, forget about sex all
together, abstinence is the best
way to go Besides I want all of
you to be around to read my next
commentary.

Captain Condom was handing out free coloured condoms at Fnday
rught's Sex Ball a promotion for AIDS Awareness Weck and safer sex.
Phol() i!J Datid B11kovt1

Paving the way to etnploytnent
By Angela Sorge
"Voluntecnng," professes
Michael Hamelin, United Way
Volunteer Bureau Coordinator,
"ts a willingness to get involved."
I Ield on September 24,
· from 10 - 3 pm m the CAW
Ambassador Auditorium, this
year's Volunteer Fair was in its
ninth running. Organized by the
United Way and the Windsor
Essex Association of Volunteer
Administration (\".. E \i \ ),
Hamelin says the fair's primary
purpose is "to promote programs and services and to recruit
volunteers."
A wide variety of \'oluntecr programs were promoted
among the 52 orgamzattons that

I

took part in the event, offering
placements in health care, child
care, social work, computer operating, recreation and entertainment.
Along with city wide agencies, there were also many Univer:sity of Windsor organizations
such as S.0.S. (Student's Orientating Students) and the Co-op
Education & Career Services.
Somc interesting positions
advertised at the fair week were
ushP.rs and volunteers to sit on
various committees at the Cap1tol Theatre, volunteer resource
assistants to work with children
w1th special needs at ABC Day
Nursery and tutors and compan10ns to volunteer at the Canad1a.n Hearing Society.

If you missed out on the
Volunteer Fair this year and
would like to become a volunteer, you can contact the United
Way Volunteer Bureau. By filling out one of their VJ .P. forms,
they can provide you with information about agencies that are
offenng volunteer positions customizcd to your interests and
skills, with no obligation to accept the placement.
Volunteering is not only
purposeful to "pad your resume
and make friends," says
I Iamclin, but for career devclopmcnt, to get practtcal expenence and to make connections
tn the community. Voluntcenng
1s a way mto the door of an org.uuzat1on and future employment.

--~
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<i POOL TABLES, AIR HOCKEY, BASKETBALL,

FREE BURGER FROM OUR OUTGRILL WITH THIS AD!
51.NCtsl N·GH7S tsnE;

~
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CRUISIN 1 USA11, ELECTRONIC DARTS

<i FULLY STOCKED BAR WITH YOUR FAVORITE

EssEX CouNTY DisTRiCT HEAhli CouNcil

THIRST QUENCHERS

The Essex county District Health council is
recruiting two students to sit on the Youth Lifespan
Program Committee. The Committee will be
responsible for planning for an integrated
comprehensive system of care for youth that covers
the full continuum of care from health promotion
to palliation.

<i TVs AND JUKE BOX
<iwRECKLESS PRICES MON THRU WED

~

This is an opportunity for a student to develop

FREE PG)G)L MONDAYS

"IINE BOX ON THE HOUSE TUESDAYS

skills in Health Planning.
The student will gain:
•problem solving skills
•active listening skills
•group process skills
•the ability to thmk critically and
draw conclusions from data
•familiarity with government policy
and management models

's 0,L(Jlnal

THURSDAYS ARE HIP
'TRICKLE DOWN· WEEKLY AND PARTY YOUR ·BOOTS OR HEARTS· OFF
AND YOU COULD BE ·LOCKED IN THE TRUNK OF A C ~
GOING TO COBO ARENA NOVEMBER 23, 1998 ~

DJ AND DANCING NIGHTLY UPFRONT

1rs EITHER THE WRECK ROOM OR THE REZ ROOM

For further information, please contact
Gail Matheson-Cox or Linda Smith at(519) 944-5888 ,.___ __

••• vouR CHOICE!!

755 0 ULETIE

256.-2}85

DOWNTOWN WINDSOR

Opinion
University restructuring cheats students
By Dr. Katherine Quinscy
The current debate over University restructuring may sound like
mere political infighting between
faculty and the administration.
It is not. It concerns students
and younger faculty more deeply
than it concerns anyone else. The
SRC proposals go far beyond a
simple redesigning of adrrunistrative offices. They will affect
every aspect of the University's
operation-perhaps even its
very existence as a university.

Loss of departments
The most far-reaching effect of the SRC plans will be felt
10 the structure and the academic
quality of University departments and degree programmes.
The SRC proposes, in effect, to
eliminate the current arrangement whereby departments are
organized by their academic discipline, and to organize them
into somewhat larger units (at
one point called "divisions").
The effect of this arrangement
is to deprive faculty of one of
their most basic rights: the right
to design the curriculum they
teach, and to hire, promote, and
tenure other faculty in their
fields. These functions would
now be performed by committees at a higher administrative
level-either a faculty committee, or a "divisional" committee
of the merged departments.

Courses and programmes
taught and designed by experts
in their various fields are the
primary thing that constitutes
any university, and the primary
thing that students expect (and
pay for). This proposal gives students instead, for their 18 percent fee hike, somethmg resembling the school system: watereddown courses and programmes
designed by administtatJve committees, and faculty hired by people not even in the field, let alone
on the cutting edge.

departments and progranunes?
This proposal will also
deprive students of the academic
corrununity provided by a department; they will have no place
to meet with faculty or other students of similar interests, or to
participate in extra-curricular,
discipline-related events. Indeed,
at one point the SRC even recommended that faculty no
longer provide students with
academic counselling--that, too,
would be done by administrators. If there is one thing that

ist between disciplines, and promote interdisciplinary studies.
This is based on a complete failure to understand what interdisciplinary studies are all about.
Interdisciplinary programmes
always gr<NI from the ground up,
through experts in various fields
working together. Our current
Women's Studies degree programme, which consists almost
entirely of courses cross-listed
with other departments, is an
excellent example. To be academically viable such pro-

The University of Windsor could easily be one of
the best universities in Ontario, even in Canada,
combining high quality undergraduate teaching
with world-class research and scholarship
This arrangement will
make nonsense of the University of Windsor's claim to provide students with a university
education. We will have programmes that bear no relation
to any recognized academic
standard. Many programmes will
be unable to meet recognized
standards of accreditation, and
will close as a result 'Xe will also
have considerable trouble attracting both new students and
the best new faculty, and even
more trouble keeping the students and young faculty we have
at present. Who wants to go to
a university without recognizable

students over the years have consistently praised about the University of Windsor, it has been
the personal touch in our education, the sense of human involvement. With the loss of the
smaller departmental unit this
personal undergraduate education would be gone.

Interdisciplinary planning
frustrated
The only academic rationale the SRC provides for this
proposed change is that it will
supposedly break down the barriers which ue supposed to ex-

grammes must be designed by
faculty working across departments, not by larger administrative groups who haven't the expertise in the theoretical and
methodological issues. Moreover, the faculty structure proposed by the SRC, which separates Arts and Social Science
from Science and Engineering,
actually reinforces traditional
divisions between the disciplines. Some of our incoming
students ar:! now joint-majoring
in Arts and Science. Where is the
place in this structure for them?
Instead of promoting renewal of the University's teachin_g and research mission, the

SRC seems to have actively
worked against it. In the early
1980s the University of Windsor began a conscious prograrrune of self-improvement;
we were to become "researchintensive;' while maintaining our
high standards of undergraduate teaching. For the next ten
years, the University actively recruited the best young scholars
from around the world. Those
people now constitute well over
half the faculty. They have been
virtually ignored by the SRC in
its planning process.
Four years ago, the University instituted a massive review
of its undergraduate programmes; each department reviewed every aspect of its operations and curriculum, and
brought in three external referees to assess it. The resulting
25-page reports, representing
hundreds of hours of work, were
to set the direction for the University's future. These reviews
have been completely ignored by
the SRC-in a massive waste of
faculty time and university
money.
Attempts to improve the
university's teaching in relation
to present-day needs have also
been ignored. Recommendations for a core curriculum of
basic skills courses, designed to
give our graduates an edge in
today's job market, have been
effectively dropped.
Co11ti"11td OIi Jxl!/ 8
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Nominations re-opened

Council wants You!
By Lance news staff
Due to a disappointing turn-out
of perspective new counsellors
and SMC directors, the scheduled By-elections for October
2nd have been postponed with
nominations being reopened this
Monday, September 30 at 10 am.
A few of the positions
have been filled by acclamation
since at leastone candidate was
nominated, therefore no voting
was necessary. These new counsellors were ratified at Thucsdays
student's council meeting and
are as follows:
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John Gerretson, one of six candidates running for Ontario's Liberal
Leadership spoke at a leadership debate held at the Caboto Oub on
Monday, September 23.
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Dojasco Inc.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY

8

Dofaac;o la one of North America's most produGttve aod profitable ateelmaker..
Using the latest Basic OYygen and Electric Arc StHlmaking Processes, we
produce • futt range or flat rolle,d steels for our cuatomara In the Automotive,
energy, Pipe and Tube, Appliance, Container and Slffl Dlatrfbutlon lnduatrln.

A. a marlcet-drtven company, we're committed to exciting stra~gles for tonsi-tenn
,conomfc growth • which includ1.lnvnb'Mnt in new technologies and the
reeruitment of exc;eptional graduatH who can ahare our vision for the f\rture.
We are offering pennanent positions in a variety of disciplines to 1997 graduates
in a variety of dlsclplin1$, as well as 11t.1mmer employment to students in their
final aummer before graduation.
We'll be Interviewing on your campus soon. Ch~k with your Career Placement
Office• for more detaJts.

Derek Myers General Arts
Marc Foulon Business rep.
Michelle Foxton Elect.a Hall
Tycees Abonhassen Science
Lorne Tyndale SMC Director
Dan Robinet SMC Director
Congratulations to all
these new counsellors/directors
and continued success in your
new roles. There are seven posi-

tions still open for nonunees.
Applications for nominations
are available in the UWSA office. The closing date for these
nominations is Wednesday, October 9 at 5:00pm.
The representatives for
Drama, Human Kinetics, Engineering, Social Science (2 people needed), First Year, Science,
and 1 SMC director are still
needed.
Dylan Bailey, Chief Returning Officer for the By-elections strongly encourages students to get involved and represent their faculties at council.
Student representation is the
only way that Student's council
can gage the needs and opinions
of particular groups or faculties
on campus. It is imperative that
these positions are filled with
concerned and enthusiastic students.
The current lacking of
nominations is perhaps a sign of
student apathy, but all concerned

hope that this 1s not the case
Students who care and are concerned about decision makmg
regarding issues that will directly
effect themselves and the campus community are strongly encouraged to apply. If you are interested and have any questions
regarding the positions, 1ust head
up to the UWSA office and
speak with Dylan Bailey or call
him at ext.3518. You can also
speak to any of the UWSA executive team and they'll be sure
to provide you with information
regarding council and its operations.
If you have questions regarding the Student Media Corporation you can approach staff
of either CJAM or the LAnce for
specifics about your potential
role.
Don't be afraid to get
involved.

UWSA council briefs
By Lance news staff
Here's some of the chin-wag
that went on at the Thursday,
September 26 UWSA general
council meeting
A motion was passed to
reopen nominations for the
UWSA by-elections for another 2 weeks due to a number
of positions remaining vacant.
All the positions filled thus far
have been filled by acclamation. Nominations will be reopened on September 30 at
1Oam and will close on October 9 at 5:00pm. Council
strongly encourages students
to get involved and fill these
seats.
Also, a motion was
brought forward to increase

the honouraria of the UWSA
Anti-Racism Coordinator and the
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Issues
Coordinator by $500 per year.
Also brought forward was a motion to place the $750 that would
otherwise be received this semester by Human Rights Coordinator Mike Perry who is on leave,
in the Human Rights Office resource budget line item. The
former motion passed while the
latter failed. There was much discussion over this issue which
seemed to be surrounded by some
controversy and concerns. (See article on page 1)
The ma1ority of clubs on
campus were formerly ratified
during the meeting. They therefore become officially recogmzed

by UWSA and are eligible for
funding.
Council also passed a motion to formally endorse the
Friends of Peche Isle, a group
seeking to halt the privatization
of Peche Isle by the provincial
government. They made a presentation to council regarding the
importance of preserving Peche
Isle as well as its importance to
the University of Wmdsor given
that the Great Lakes Institute
uses 1t as a living laboratory for
such things as assessing water
quality.
There was also discussion
regarding the possibility of securing student representation on
the hiring committee for a new
Vice-President Academic.

Homecoming festivities planned
By Lance news staff

DOFASCO
OIi' proe1U1;1 l e ~ OIi' ~ . ptaplt.

All students should be looking
forward to this upcomingweekend since it's Homecoming and
the LJ111cmwi11 battle Mac on the
football field. But this year there
will be many more events
planned than in the past to go
along with the game and the celebrations.
The Inter-Residence

HAYE ACOW,
.

VEG OUT!

(820 University Ave W. Phone#(619} 262-2001 Fex#268-63911

Council (IRC) formulated and
have proposed a fun-filled day
of events for all students in order that they may participate in
some spirit raising activities.
''The IRC met 4 times in
the past 2 weeks m order that
we may come up with a plan ... for
a pre-homecoming party on
October 5, followed by a march
to the game", Dennis Jordan,
Clark Hall President told the
Lance.
The IRC members who
are involved in planning this
event are Marcy Hughes of
Cartter, Denrus Jordan of Oark,
Michelle Foxton of Electa Hall,
Barry Harding and Ray Martin
of Huron Hall,Jeff Appleton of
Laurier, Brian Evely of
Macdonald Hall, Michelle
Fitzgerald of Tecumseh Hall,
and Mike Rumsey the Residence
Life Manager. The event has
been coordinated along with the
help of Sheila Wendall of Athletic Services, Diane Rawlings
the Homecorrung Committee
chair, Tom Varga, President of
the 'Pride of the Lancers' club,
along with Monika Mate!,
UWSA programmer.
"It's going to be huge, all
the residences working together
promoting spirit through Lancer
pnde", said Brian Evely, Mac

Hall President.
Tickets will be sold by
Athletic services at the Homecoming game for only $1 ~stead
of the usual $2. Homecoming Tshirts can be purchased by restdence students this v.:eek ~d at
the Pre-party. The shirts_ will be
have blue and gold design and
depict a gi~t U of W football
cleat stepping on ~ Ma~Master
helmet. The T-shirt will also
have more detailing and designs
on the reverse, along with the
sponsors logos.
On Saturday, qctober 5,
the Pre=party v.:i11_ include a
barbeque, face-pa111tmg, banner
making, and 89X will be providmg the music ~i.th a de_ejay
present. The festivtttes be~ at
11:00 am and take place 1n the
quad. The march to the game
will then begin at about 1.15 pm.
The students will march on
mass, along with the Wmdsor
Lancers mascot to Sunset Ave.
then to College Ave. and then
along College to the game.
All students are encouraged to come out to the PreParty, the march and the game
and .take part in ~1c fun This a
great opporturnty f?~ you to
show some school spmt and really enjoy I Iomccommg weckend.
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Progammer plans band selection co~mittee
LSAT - MCAT - GMAT GRE on campus PRE.PI flexible formats including weekends
for $195. Instant info:
prep@istar.ca or http://
www.prep.com. Richardson Smee 1979 - 1-800-410-PREP.

and FREE TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http:/ /www.icpt.com 1-800327-6013
LSAT - MCAT - GMAT GRE: Intensive 20-hour weekend seminars. Proven test-taking
strategies. Personalized profesWanted!!!
sional instruction Comprehen, lndviduals and Student Organi- sive seminar packages for only
zattons to Promote SPRING $225.0XFORD SEMINARS
BREAK TRIPS. Eam MONEY 1-800-269-6719.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

MASS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
MARKING THE OPENING OF THE

1996-1997 ACADEMIC YEAR
WEDNESDAY
2 OCTOBER 1 996 - 7:30 P.M.
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
RECEPTION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING
FREED-ORMAN CONFERENCE CENTRE
ASSUMPT70N UNNERSITY IS LOCA TeD 8E7WEEN THE CAW S7VDENT
CENTRE AND THE BRIDGE. DIREcn..Y BEHIND ASSUMPT70N CHURCH.
973-7033 EXT. 3374, 3399, 3564

By David Knight

Monika Mate! is the University
of Windsor's Student Programmer. This will be the first year
that a programmer who is in
charge of organizing stude_nt
activities and bringmg quality
bands to students has been hired
on for a full year. Matel's respons1bili ttes mclude Orientation
Week, a concert each semester,
Shmerama and Homecoming,
among other thmgs.
"Programm1ng 1s
changing this
year. Rather
than have everythmg at the begmning of the
semester, it's
been changed to
the whole year. Also, my portfo1io includes AIDS Awareness
Week, and Alcohol Awareness
Week which will be the second
week of October," Mate! told the
Lance in a recent interview.
Matel is not the only one
running the show as far as entertainment and educational
events directed at student interests are concerned. It's an unposs1ble job for one person
alone. Matel's Program Assistant is Tamara Baldwin.
"This is the firstyearwe've
had a Program Assistant. Orientation Week this year was a lot
different than it has been in the
past. The UWSA was providing
the students with a lot more different things and events this
year, like the Campus Festival
and thmgs like that. So, I needed
a lot more help."
Mark Onda is a volunteer
who gives Matel much advice as
her Stage Manager for concerts
and shows. He handles the technical side of staging and sound .
Onda has been involved for
Bens The Incredible and The
Watchmen.
Apparently, bnnging The
Watchmen to the Asylum Pub
was a bit of a coup. It is rumoured that the University Of
Western Ontario paid as much

as $10,000 to have The Watchmen play during their Onen:ation Week, where the UWSA
paid roughly one-third of that
amount.
"That was based on the
fact that I was a lot more flexible with the date. I talked to
their agency. They told me a coupie dates. They said, 'If you pick
this day we'll give you a really
good price for it. So then, we
negotiated back and forth and I
got them down. So, I got them

from agen~1es. We wo~ld stt
do~n and listen to music and
decide what band we want. What
type of music next? That way,
it's not solely my decision ' cause
that wouldn't be fair. I have my
preferences, but I have to make
sure everyone's are addressed."
Most ideas for the next
ban.d in the series ar~ on hold
until the Band Selecaon Com.
mittee is fully op~rational. The
next genre of music to be represented will likely be rap or reggae.
The criteria for how one
would sit on the
committee, and
how the most
students would
be equally represented, are
still developing. Once this has
been done, a meeting of the
Band Selection Committee will
be called to discuss where offers
should be placed. Other Universities may also be contacted to
see if a small tour could be arranged among them, and perhaps reduce costs for all. Mate!
uses The Watchmen as an example.
''The Watchmen went to U
of T, the day after us, and were
at Ryerson two days before us.
Because they were doing a tour,
that also decreased the price."
Mate! had seen The
Watchmen at a COCA conference. Another COCA conference will be held in November,
which features more regional
acts.
Ideally, Mate! would like to
see a maximum of twenty people on the Band Selection Committee. She has concerns that any
more, would slow down ffie decision making process which has
to be flexible and quick to take
advantage of spur-of-the·moment deals bands/agents might
approach them with.
It could be a matterof two
or three weeks until the committee is created and operational.

Mate} is pushing for the
development of a Band Selection
Committee for the sake of unbiased,
democratic selection ofperformers
down to $3,500."
Mate! also thinks that a big
factor in the relatively low price
was that Western had them during their Orientation Week,
while she was wtlling to bring
them in a week after Windsor's.
"I chose not to have a concert during Onentation Week
because bands have a tendency
to raise prices because they know
we want bands during the fast
week of school. And I didn't
want to pick a certain band that
might segregate the students
because not all students listen to
the same type of music. So, that's
why we have the whole thmg
with the Lancerfest sen·es, rather
than Lanceifest."
Mate! 1s pushing for the
development of a Band Selection
Committee for the sake of an
unbiased, democratic select:ton
of performers to be chosen. Ideally, most students would feel
that their kind of music wit! have
a turn at being represented in a
major musical event.
"We're hopmg to get representatives from the community, as well as leaders of the
community, to come and be on
this committee and review a lot
of the music that I get m. I get a
lot of demos and things ltke that

Opinion
• making extra money
• gaining valuable marketing experience
• really enjoying the job you do

The SRC and you

If you are:

Co111i1t11ed from page 6

•
•
•

Similarly, Graduate Studies and Research were all but left
out of the SRC's plans, in complete contradiction of current
educational demands. Oearly the
SRC is interested neither in a
quality education for our students now, nor in their future
welfare.
The SRC's method of operation has completely stopped
all current programme planning,
graduate and undergraduate; it
has choked off numerous good
in1ttatives arising from many
departments across the university. It has completely derailed
the university-wide progranune
of self-improvement that began
almost fifteen years ago and was
well on the way to realization.
lviany other universities, faced
with the same budget cuts we
faced three years ago, instituted
strategic renewal plans: they retired many highly-paid senior
faculty through enhanced early
retirement, kept the positions on
hold for a year while they reassessed their programme require·

outgoing and enthusiastic
reliable
hard working

Then this could be the job for you!
Exciting Event Representative positions

available in the Windsor area with:

IRll /11 N I c H

E M A R K

Please forward your resume to:
Anahita Safarian
424 Mount Pleasant Road
Toronto. Ontario
M4S 2L7
Fax . (416) 488-2020

INC .

ments. Now they are rehiring.
They have begun the process of
renewal. The University of
Windsor, which could have been
in the vanguard, hasn't even got
next year's university calendar
out to the high schools yet.

UW could be at the top
Throughout the strategic
renewal process many, many
good ideas have been brought
forth from both the faculty and
the administration of this university; more, until two years ago
there was a real willingness to
work together and to change in
positive ways. The restructuring
proposal the SRC has given us
provides no academic reasons
for its changes, and no saving
(the $1m they mention constitutes about 1/20 of the cuts we
have received, and represents
less than 1 percent of the university budget). Through their
fat.lure to provide an acceptable
structure clearly justified by facts
and academic standards, the
SRC have divided the university

community to a point where
planning is virtually impossible,
and have alienated the faculty
who would have worked with
them for change.
The University of Windsor
could easily be one of the best
universities in Ontario, even in
Canada, combining high quality
undergraduate teaching with
world-class research and scholarship. We have top-flight faculty: internationally-recognized
scholars, numerous holders of
major research grants and prestigious fellowships, endowed
chairs. We have first-rate teachers: indeed, departments with a
high research profile very often
have the highest undergraduate
teaching reviews . Why then
should we allow an unrepresentative and unrationalized restructuring proposal tum what
could have been a world-class
university with something l1ttJe
better than a glorified high
school?
Dr /(pthtri1te QJ1i,u9 tea,hu ;,, the
Departme11t of E1tgli.rh, a1td was Jormer!J a
member of the Pruitk1tt~ Stmtegi, Pfa1t1ti1tg
Task Forte (Amtkmir).
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Us against the world?

~g-

B Brian Anderson

didn't assume anything except
that they were underrated and
The tournament formerly notexpectedtofarewellagamst
known as the Canada Cup was Canada, Russia, and even Swesupposed to be just that. Cana- den which looked like a supeda's Cup. As Martin Brodeur's rior squad. But they played the
shirt explains it best, "S:ru:iada 1s best hockey throughout the enhockey. Period." !his 1~ our ure tournament. True, Canada
sport, we invented 1t, we live it, outplayed them for a majority of
we breathe it, everything a~ut the final senes, but when the
hockey is Canada. Everything Americans needed goals, they
about Canada 1s hockey. How got them. This was the biggest
could anything go wrong? We difference between the two
always win every aspect hockc_Y teams. By takmg a look at the
has to offer. When the Amen- two rosters, one can only woncan teams play in our Pee-wee der how this team made it
tournaments they usually go through the round-robin \X'ho
away empty handed: The Worl? are these guys? Adam
Junior Championships predorru- Deadmarsh, Bill Guerin, Tony
nantly belong to Canada. The Amante, Denan I fatcher. ComHart Trophy always goes to a pare those names t~ Warne
Canadian (or one Russian), and Gretzky, Mark Messier, Enc
the rosters of Stanley Cup Lindros, Paul Coffey. These arc
Champions are dominated by the names that will be enshnned
hockey players born in Canada. in the Hall of Fame. But that 1s
Well, this 1s about to change, or the key point. Reputations do
is it?
not win hockey games, goals do.
Arguments are being And when it came down to 1t,
fought throug~10ut North the Americans simply scored
America questtoningwheth~r or more of them. The player who
not the Canadian dynasty 1s fi- Jed the United States in goals
nally finished. Do the Ameacans was actually born in Canada, but
own the game that has always the powers-that-be didn't think
belonged to their ne1ghbo~s he would fit on this collection
from the north? The answer is of superstars-his name was
nothing. Yes, the United States Brett Hull.
defeated Canada in the inauguThe Amencans played
ral World Cup of hockey. Yes, hockey the way it was meant to
they were the better team, but be played, m the old-time grindone champ10nship series does em-up style which has_ alwars
not end more than a century of been considered a Canadian trait.
domination. To put it in Ameri- The Amencans did what they
can terms, is baseball now Cana- had to do- beat us at our own
da's sport because the Blue Jays game. However, this loss does
won the World Senes two years not take the game away from
in a row? No, and as proud Ca- Canada and 1t does not give the
nadians, we all remember the game t~ the United ~tates, it
feeling of pnde when the Blue gives the game what 1t totally
Jays won their titles, but there deserves. A series that wtll be
was no way that 1t deserved to remembered forever as the best
be considered Canada's game. that was ever played. For no~,
Baseball 1s to America what the United States are-the best m
hockey 1s to Canada. And if the hockey. The Winter Olympics
results of the World Cup change take place in 1998 and th~ title
the idea of hockey in the United will be up for grabs. It will be
States, then the only thing that decided once and for all who
will benefit is the game itself
rules the hockey world, and
Canada was expected to again it wtlJ be us against tl1c
win we all assumed 1t. perhaps World.
the; did too. The Americans
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th Lancer Women's Soccer team maintained !heir
Despite falling be~d 3-1 to the home.oidi
ro~ded solid goal keepin~ to keep Wmdsor w1thm
composure and continued to battle backd He
th y; to make it 3-2 In the dying seconds of the game
reach the secon~ half, before_ Kendal ea
de1:cted off a Weste~ player to tie the match at three all.
Andrea favero kicked a beautiful comer
a
Pboto l!J lAnct Staff
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By Lance Sports Staff
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The University of Windsor
Cross Country team placed second behind Yale University of
New Haven, Connecticut at the
Western Invitational Cross
Country Meet Saturday ?ept.
21st in London. Mark Kiteley
returned to his home town of
London and ran the best race of
his university cross country career, finishing second and leading the Lancm to a second place
team finish. Kiteley's performance at this meet was a Lancers
second best ever behind Olympic marathon runner Peter
Fonseca's win in 1994. The
Lancermen were very impressive
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as they upset the favoured
Syracuse Orangemen in the team
race. Other Lancer qualifiers
from the four man team were
Drew MacAuley (10), Andy
Hahn (12), and Rhys Trenhaile
who fmished 26th.
On the women's side
Missy Mcqea.ry ran the second
fastest tune 10 history at the 22nd
annual Western Invitational, just
missing her third consecutive
meet and course record. The
Lancer women fmished a disappointing ni~~ after coming mto
the compeotton ranked second
in
the
country.
Dana
Cunningham finished sixth for
the Lancers.

Upcoming
Lancer Events
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Successful swing~rs

(home games io bold)
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By Lance Sports Staff

FOOTBALL
Saturday Oct. 5
vs. McMaster, 2 p.m.

d
if

Lancer Homecoming

MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Oct. 5
vs. McMaster, 1 p.m.
Sunday Oct. 6
vs. Brock, 3 p.m.

d
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n
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n

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday Oct. 5
vs. McMast.er, 1 p.m.
Sunday Oct. 6
vs. Brocl4 2 p.m.

.t
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WOMEN'S RUGBY
Saturday Oct. 5
vs. Lansing, 11 a.m
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Lancer Homeconung -

See you on the Hilll

Pho~ l!J A1t1,ela Papalambropolom.

The Lancer Golf learn began its
1996 season m full swmg by
winning the St. Clair Invitational
for the ninth time m the tournament's 27 year history. The L:i_nc·
ers bested six other schools with
a team composed of first and
second year players
The Lancer Golf team won
its second consecutive tournament over a strong field at the
Lancer Golf Classic, staged on
Fnday, September 20th at the
Sutton Creek Golf and Country
Oub. The Lancers bested eight
other teams who competed for
the team title. Two American
schools (Wayne State University
and Oltvet College) joined five
Ontario Universities (Windsor,

Ottawa, Wil frtd Launer,
McMaster, and Toronto), and St.
Clair College and the Burger
K111g Tour ,\II-Star teams
rounded out the nme team field
The Lancer's team total of 319
topped the field. Five Lancer
players scored in the 70's on d1c
difficult Sutton Creek par 72 layout. Rich Verhnga captured tl1e
individual honours with a five
over par 77. Alce Kerr and Scott
Shayko joined five other golfers
from the other Cn1vers1t1cs m a
tie for second place honours
The IAncers will be corn
petmgm the OU1\A Champion~
ships on Sunday Oct. 6 to Tuesday Oct 8, hosted by TorontoSt.Anrew's Valley m Aurora

STUDENT
SPECIAL!
$
FOR

*
(Reg.up
to $200)

If you want to lose weight, look great, tone up or improve for sports, we are the
only people to see. Staffed by university physical education graduates who have been
professionally trained to guarantee you look your very best. For the mosc in facilities,
the best equipment in the world, and professional one-on-one service, cry Canada's
Top Club. You deserve it!
Call Now!

Call Now!

966-6005
3100 Howard Ave.

Devonshire Mall
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Athletes of the week
Male
Scott Shayko
Lancer Golf
A second year business student, Scott is enjoying his first
season of Lancer golf leading
the Lancers to two golf team
titles during the week of SeQtember 16-20th. Scott tied fellow teammate Brent Schultz
for the individual title (75) at
the St. Clair Invitational and
finished in a tie for second
place at the Lancer Golf Classic with a 77.
Female
Kendal Eady
Lancer Soccer
A fourth year Human Kinetics, Kendal plated an outsranding game on Sunday at Western. Despite the team's 3-1 first
half deficit, Kendal refused to
give in, and provided great
leadership and inspiration to
her teammates. Her hard work
was rewarded when she scored
the Lancers second goal of the
game, setting the stage for a
dramatic last minute tying goal.
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Scoreboard
OUAA
FOOTBALL RESULTS
Sept. 21
Western 38 Guelph
Laurier 26 Waterloo
Toronto 30 McMaster
32 Windsor
York

14
10
13
20

OWIAA

Sept. 22
Laurentian 0
Launer
1
Toronto
1
Western
2
Carleton 4
Waterloo 3

Ryerson O
Guelph 1
Queen's 1
Windsor 1
York
2
Brock 2

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
SOCCER STANDINGS
EAST DIV. GP W L T F A TP
Western
Waterloo
LAurier
Toronto

York
Guelph
Windsor

McMaster

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
2
2
2
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
2
3
3

Ottawa 1
Trent 1
York
4
Western 2

Carleton 0
Queen's
1
Toronto 3
Brock
1

0 91 31 6
0 66 44 4
0 7456 4
0 55 40 4
0 68 63 4
0 53 61 2
0 33 780
0 13 80 0

Queen's
Carleton
York
Laurentian
Toronto
Ryerson
Trent

6

2
2
2
1
1
0
0

4

4
5
4
4
3

0
0
2
1
1
1
3

4
2
0
3
2
3
0

8 6
12 4
9 9
5 5
4 3
2 4
4 13

10
8
6
6
5
3
0

WESTDIV. GP W L T F A TP

THE TOP TENS
CIAU FOOTBALL TOP TEN

1. Saskatchewan Huskies
2. WESTERN MUSTANGS
3. LAURI ER GOLDEN HAWKS
4. Alberta Golden Bears
5. Calgary Dinosaurs
6. St. Francis Xavier X-Men
7. Saint Mary's Huskies
8. Carleton Ravens
9. WATERLOO WARRIORS
10. McGill Redmen
SOCCER RESULTS
Sept. 18
Western
2
Brock 0
Queen's
3
Trent 2
Sept. 21
York
4
Trent 2
Toronto
2
Ryerson 0
Western
O
Guelph 0
McMaster 4 Brock 1
Laurentian 1
Queen's 1
Laurier
1
Waterloo 0

Mc:Master
Guelph
Laurier
Western
Windsor
Brock
Waterloo

5
6
5
5

4
2

5
5
5

0
0

1
4
2 1 2
2 2 1
1 3 1
1 3 1
1 4 0

14 4 13
7 2 10
5 5 8
5 5 7
14 9 4
5 10 4
5 20 3

GOLF RESULTS
WINDSOR CLASSIC
September 20th
Sutton Creek Golf Club
TEAM
Windsor 314
Laurier 320
Ottawa 335
INDIVIDUAL
Steve Toth
Scott Shayko
Alec Kerr
Chris Martin

Ottawa
Windsor
Windsor
Laurier

78
78
78
78

SOCCER STANDINGS
EASTDiv. GP W LT FA TP

Sept. 21

GP W L T F A TP

Team

SOCCER RESULTS
Sept.18

Ottawa 3 Queen's 0
York
2 Trent
0
Toronto 7 Ryerson 0
McMaster 3 Brock
2
Laurier 2 Waterloo 0
Western 3 Guelph
0
Sept. 22
Ottawa 8 Ryerson 0
Queen's 2 Toronto 1
York
5 Carleton 0
Waterloo 2 Brock
0
Laurier O Guelph
0
Windsor 3 Western 3

Ottawa
Queen's
York
Carleton
Toronto
Trent
Ryerson

5
6
5
4

4 0 1
3 1 2
3 1 1
2 2 0
1 3 1
0 2 1
0 4 0

5
3
4

14 1
14 5
12 8
3 7
11 7
1 4
1 24

13
11
10
6
4
1
0

WEST Div. GP W L T FA TP
Laurier
Guelph
McMaster
Waterloo
Western
Brock
Windsor

cw Little Caesars·
LOOkWHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

3 0 3
2 1 3
2 1 2
2 2 1
1 0 3
1 3 1
0 4 1

6
6

5

s

4
5
5

8 4 12
4 4 9
10 3 8
5 11 7
7 4 6
7 8 4
7 14 1

----

(1)Lfltle Caesars

I

lLARGE
PIZZA

I

with 2 toppings

: s9!!

GO

-

..... .

LUNCH
SPECIALS

Lane

1

Small

11 AM Pepperoni 3 PM

Pizza

GO!

Closest Location to University
CARRYOUTPlusTaxNOLIMIT
1930 Tecumseh West@ Bridge 256-3161
1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534

October 4 &5
Friday and Saturday
•

~

Tragically Hip
Trihute

Hip Mission

$4 .99

RUM

October 11 & 12
Friday and Saturday
~

Metallica Tribute
by

Disastett Jlttea

Dani Bo

•

ORWIN

AZA

1

WiNdsoR sNEWEST FAs~ioN
NEiG~ bou R~ood
Now on t~e NETI
--... http://www.salon51O.co..~=---

Pie~ rouR ~ijli~1

..... .

· ·:

Tbank.~ou
salon 510 customers for ~our
past support.
We look forwar3 to servin9 ~ou in
our new location!
No flowers or 9i~s are necessa~
to wisb us weU.
However, a 3onation to Hospice or
tbe AlDS Committee of Win3sor
woul3 be great{~ appreciate3!
A tax receipt woul3 be fortbcomin9
We look forwar3 to servin9 ~ou in
our new location!
-Dani Bobb

IL__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
e-mail
- hair@SalonS 1O.com Fax - 969-7890 Phone 969-9180
________________

__J

.
0...
.

A1Dj Co1nn:1ittee of
\Y/indtJor :Pacta

.

~D~B~~

~m~

I've already written his eulogy. I wrote it seven
I am quick to defend my brother against
years ago after an arguement that lasted two
anyone who would criticize his behaviour. In
hours before turning into a shouting
spite of the unimmatch. Out of respect for the neighbours
aginable pressure
we moved the battle up to the roof of the
that citizens of our
apartment building. Some real estate salesfair city had placed
~oman was trying to convice a prospecon him, (Windsor
nve buyer that the neighbourhood wasn't
is not well known
always that crazy.
....,.,----a..----=..;:.==~=---- for its tolerance of
Out on the rooftop, the fresh air helped
alternative lifestyles.) he refused to change. It
us to clear our minds and we were able to have
would have been a simple thing for him to
a ~ivil discussion once again. I was trying to
~ress ~d act more casually, but he would not
think of a way to apologize without surrenderlie to himself or the world. I wish that I were
ing when he interrupted the silence.
as strong as he was.
"Have I told you the bad news yet?" he
A year later I went to visit him in a hosasked.
pital. It wasn't AIDS related, but the medical
I almost laughed. I'd been in town two
staff was afraid to treat him. His blood was
days and still hadn't heard any good news. "No,"
deadly poison.
I answered.
We spoke a little bit, but I found the hos" I'm HIV positive" he confessed.
pital surroundings very uncomfortable. It did
I wasn't surprised. I always knew that he
not matter. I knew that I'd see him again.
was high risk. The truth is I didn't know how
I saw him more often after he moved to
to react. Part of me was sad. He was my brother
Ottawa. For a while I was his only link to the
and I loved him. But we had never been that
rest of our family. It made me feel important.
cl.os~ I tho~ght about giving him a hug but I
But we rarely talked about his condition. I'd
?•d~ t want 1t to be phony. I tried to put myself
assumed he'd chosen to live out his last years
m his shoes. If J knew that J was going to die,
as a starving artist struggling to be noticed.
I'd quit school immediately. What would be the
He was a genious with water colours.
point? It's not like I'd ever get a chance to use
I've often felt that his sens1t:tvity - that same
all this education. Maybe I'd travel. But some
characteristic that made his art work so meaninternational laws forbid people with fatal, corningful - is what made him gay. I was talented
municable diseases from crossing borders.
to?, but I just painted to pass the time. He
I decided that the best thing to do would
painted because he had no choice. He was a
be nothing. The last thing that I'd want would
true artist.
be for everyone to
.
It's been over a year
treat m e differently
smce I've seen or heard from
simply because I was
him. He usually makes a point
dying. So even
of making at least one appearthough I sincerely
ance at Christmas time, but last
felt like giving him a
D ecember we didn't even get a
hug, I resisted. Hugs ;;:.;;;.=-=----==~===;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;=a;;== phone call. The few fa.ends of
are reserved for greetings and farewells, and neihis that I know haven't seen or heard from
ther of us was leaving just then.
him either. I am beginning to worry.
I wanted to ask him how it had happened.
The AlD S Committee uses the buddy
Why didn't he protect himself? But it sounded
system to ensure family and friends are contoo much like a lecture. I tried to find a way to
tacted when another victim 1s claimed. But
phrase the question without sounding superior.
what if he didn't have a buddy? What if the
"Do you still have unprotected sex?" I asked.
buddy didn't have my number? What if he
"Yes," he replied.
didn't go to a hospital or wasn't carrying iden"Isn't that kind of irresponsible?"
tification, or was now under an assumed
He just shrugged his shoulders. "They
name? I know that many people live as long
know the risks," he said. He claimed to inform
as ten years after encountering the AIDS viall partners of his condition before hand. "If
rus. He never told me when it was he'd conther still want to take the chance..." he shrugged
tracted the virus. Has it been 10 years? Is he
again.
one of the lucky ones? I have decided to give
He swore me to secrecy. So, I went home
him until this Christmas. I thmk that if there
and wrote.
is no word by then, we can assume the worst.
If I was to describe his role with one word,
That would be a great tragedy. In spite
it would be acceptance. My brother did not
of the way that most people have treated him
choose homosexuality. Why would anyone
all of his life, my brother has always been one
choose the most rejected lifestyle imagmable?
of the most caring, compassinate people I've
Ignored by families, religions and governments
known. I'd like to tell you more about him,
throughout the world. He knew that he would
but that would be inappropriate.
be alone, ridiculed, even persecuted by his peers.
Yet, he accepted his situation. And when faced
<J/u4, U HoJ G ~,'°'rf
with an incurable disease, he did not try to hide

•
AIDS Is the leading cause of
death among young men age 2544 in Canada.
•
Women and teens represent
the fastest growing rate of Infection.
•
The average age of Infection
has dropped from 32 In 1982 to 23
In 1996.
•
The signs of HIV vary from person to person. They range from no
symptoms at all to flu-like Illness.
•
People can be Infected for as
long as 10 years without becoming

Ill.
•
Even without showing sym ptoms the virus continually 'chips'
away a t the Immune system.
•
Sharing needles (for drug use)
Is the most efficient way to spread
HIV. One third of people who use
the Needle Exchange Program are
young adults and older teen steroid users.
•
The HIV test looks for 'antibodies' to the virus. It takes 12-14 weeks
for the body to produce sufficient
antibodies for the test to recognize
the virus.
•
It Is estimated that 50,000 Canadians are living with HIV. Underreporting and reporting delays
make ft difficult to have reliable statistics although there are an estimated 2500 to 3000 new cases
each year.
•
Condoms are not 100% safe ,
but they are the best protection we
have against HIV other than abstinence. Birth control drugs and diaphragms do not protect against HIV
and other STDs.
•
The use of alcohol and drugs
increases your risk of Infection due
to Impaired judgement and increased sex drive.
•
You can't get AIDS by hugging,
kissing, shaking hands, swimming
pools, door knobs, or toilets.

·- -----------__J
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Veteran rockers debut

NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS
By Jill Grant

wish I had a union." The crowd
NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS are went wildest during the heavy,
an unlikely combination that yet catchy sing)e,Jerk.
works. Steve Jones of the SEX
The band is heavily influPISTOLS, John Taylor of enced by70's English punk rock
DURAN DURAN, and Duff and their own rock and roll backMcKagan and Matt Sorum of grounds. They included covers
Gt.JNS N'ROSES found their of JGGY POP AND THE
common ground when Sorum, STOOGES' Raw Power and
the drummer, g.i.thered them to- THE SEXPISTOLS' Sif!y Thing
gether to do a benefit show at a in their set as well as THE
Los Angeles club last year.
CLASH's Janie Jones, which also
They knew they wanted to appears on the album.
do it again.
T h e i r
They then besound is raw,
came
the
S'DVP.'ls"'T'~T .r honest, and ocMonday night
~.4.
J. I.J..L,
c a s I on a 11 y
house band at
crude, yet fw:1,
that
club.=== = ======== Jones tells 1t
"Then we started going out of how 1t is. Nasry Ho is Jones' true
town and domg more shows and story about being asked to pay
we started to play one or two of for sex. In Story Of My Ltfe and
my songs, one or two of Steve's Better W~, they delve deep to
songs and the band got an iden- confront their demons and unt:ity fairly quickly," says Taylor,
cover personal breakthroughs.
who plays bass and shares vo- Good News is a song for hateful
cals with guitarists Jones and people that use sexually transMcKagan.
They
have Just recently
released their
think ·--,_ .r..
_,
self-titled CD
laILK

"Jv.ho's the sickest
0.1.
them all?"

North America, the band is off
to Europe for a few dates. Taylor
says that he's looking forward to
playing cities they have not yet

NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS:
~2iealthily retrogressive, multifa ceted,
a
.1.0r maie menopause,
on Maverick a bunch of o}d s}aos, they're kind of different,
Records and
b ·
are promoting
and the,y're a bunch of sweethearts. ~'it with a world ======== c..= =============-=== = ==
tour.
Neurollc Outsiders played
at the Sanctum in Ponllac, Michigan on September 13, 1996 near
the start of this tour. They burst
on stage with a rocked out version of Duran Duran's Planet
Earth, with Taylor on vocals. The
set covered most of the album
tracks along with a few other
covers. It was humorous to hear
Jones sing a ballad about lliE
SEXPISTOLSin Unionwiththe
line, "who's the sickest Sex Pistol of them all?" and chorus, "I

mitted diseases as murder weapons. Jones and Taylor contributed a few songs they had written for solo projects to the album, and a few were written after NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS
started playing together.
Taylor describes NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS as
"healthily retrogressive, multifaceted, a think-tank for male
menopause, a bunch of old slags,
they're kinda different, and
they're a hunch of sweethearts."
After a couple of weeks in

been to "just because it's like
showmg off a new car. It's like
Wow! Look at met Look at my
new band.' You know, 'What do
you think of this?"'
After being in high profile,
Above Right: Taylor rocks with
Jones, h1s childhood idol, from
the SEX PISTOLS.
Left: Sorum and Taylor at the
Sanctum in Pontiac, Mi.
Ri~ht: "Here romts Stwie Jonesy

Hes a slag."

Photos 1!J JiU Grant.

high maintenance bands, NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS gives its
members a chance to feel completely loose. Now that Taylor
has had the chance to try his
hand at lead vocals, he's a
changed man. "I'm a better
singer than I was a year and a
half ago. I think I've got more
confidence. 1think I'm less frustrated. I'm ·happy, basically." It
has been a great release for him.
"It's like I've started something
inside me now and I don't really
want to put it on hold unless it
was just a limited period."

Taylor will be bringing
these new experiences back to
DURAN DURAN. He thinks
DURAN DURAN needs to try
new things to reamin exciting to
the fans and to themselves. We
should begin to see how the
changes take effect after trhe
release of their next studio album early in '97. GUNS N'
ROSES have been rehearsing for
their next project and 1HE SEX
PISTOLS will continue their reuruon tour in Australia after the
NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS return from Europe.

Tt1Pscla:v. October 1. 1DDG
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Tihanyi reads at Iona College
By David Knight

SATURDAYS

VILLAGE IDIOT
SUNDAY S

BOOGIE NIGHT

1'

"I felt I had to leave Windsor to
really grow up;' said poet Eva
Tihanyi.
Tihanyi said that her return
to Windsor woke up a nostalgic
feeling. Even something like the
McDonalds near the Le Bel
building was nostalgic for her.
Perhaps this was natural for a
past student of the University of
Windsor. She received her M.A.
in Literature and Creative Writing here (her husband received
his BFA at the U of W, as well).
Tihanyi read from her
most recent collection of poems,
Saved By The Tellmg, at Iona
CollegelastThursdayafternoon.
The free-admission reading,
sponsored by the University of
Windsor's English Department,
was well attended. Most of the
faculty was present, specifically
the Creative Writtng professors.
It was good for students
and others in the corrununity to
see an accomplished graduate of
the University of Windsor's
Creative Writing program, considering the mixed climate of
contemporary Canadian publishing. Any attention at all
brought to the Creative Writing
program through events like this
makes the university look great:
the University of Bntish Columbia is the only other university
in all of Canada that offers an
M.A. program in Creattve Wnting as York University, once a
hold-out,
has
since
'lobotorruzed' their English department.
T i h a n yi
began
her
reading with
the last poem
.... ~
in the current
e
collection, Es-

more as a caveat against Plath's
self-destructive situation, than
anything else. Tihanyi likes
Plath's poetry but doesn't "idolize" the self-destructton.

Simpk Poemfor N(J()mi. Wolfe,
While Reading Bronwen Wallace,

This was a new poem from a
collecaon in progress tentatively
titled Restoring The Wicked-

ne.s.s..

After reading A Relationship Poem, Tihanyi said, "but out

of relationships come good
things." She proceeded to read
a poem called Naming, about the
birth of her son. One of the
strongest images from the poem
was found in: "Names occupy
the world with the assuredness
of Buddhas..."
One of Tihanyi's last poems of the reading was called Inside. She explained
that she had read
DI ,,_
rea/Jv My Happy Days
r,ia(L.J.
J
lo Hell, the collected journals
==;.;;;~;;.;.;;;.;;;.Jlii?..= ===-=====- about a Hungaritoncal allusions, the serrated an's unpnsonment by the Combrevity of thtS last line is, by con- murnsts One of the things said
trast, unleashed upon you like a in the work, which stuck in
loud slogan you can not turn a Tihanyi's mind was, "Sanity is
deaf ear to. But, this is not to happiness." This introduction
say there isn't some wry, dry_ inspired empathy for those who
you know this is a complimen- have been told that the colour
tary adjective if you like the more of the wall is, other than what it
cerebral British sitcoms - hu- is.
mour to Tihanyi's poetry.
After her reading, Eva
For example, when readentertained questions from the
ing RealLtfeAnd Other Myths, she
audience. During the course of
suggests that the mythical hero- many exchanges, she talked
ine Persephone didn't go to Hell about publishing in Canada, and
for half a year in a heroic act,
her growth as a writer.
but possibly in an act ofdesperaFor Books In Canada,Eva
tion to get away from her witchy reads SO first novels. She has
mother.
found these works to be a real
Wine Country And Adun- mix, with little commonality to
tuns In The Niagra Regzon, was a associate universally with first
colourful, sharp-edged poemal- writing attempts.
luding to apShe pornted out, that
pies, Adam, when one is aware of how the
•
and how Eve
Canadian publishing industry
received a
works, it is amazmg there are so
raw
deal.
God made many first efforts published in
a year.
kind of a paWhen she was asked to
caping Hypnosis,
t riarchal
describe her first book of poa poem about writers' block cameo towards the end of the
etry, Prophecies At The Speed
which most m the audience poem. The lines weren't so overOf Light, compared to her curseemed to acknowledge as be- bearing that this wasn't sug- rent collection, she said she coning something easily related to. gested, more than decreed, as an
siders 1t be more ''lyrical." She
She introduced Break- assessment
also said that her "voice" had
through, After Reading Sylvia Plath,
In Mixing The Myths, a
changed and that she "hides
by saymg, "Every female (poet) poem in five parts, Adam was
behind" her poetry much less
of the modem era has a Sylvia described as a carnivore, and than she used to.
Plath poem. We have to get over Eve, as a vegetarian. The snake
this." The remark was meant was said to have "the best Imes."
continued a feminist theme
about how women have "traded
victim-hood for power." This
poem ended with: "A woman's
place is no longer in the home
because she isn't safe in it" Now,
because Tihanyi's poetry is full
of imagery, and Biblical, or his-

''Every female poet of the
modern era has a Sylvia
J17c
poem. e
my._s~get over this"

''Names occupy the
world with the
ass#UA. dness of
Buddhas.. . ,,

8PEND THE WHOLE WEEK WITH U9!
•FL •••DAYS

THE INCINERATOR • WEDNESDAYS
$6 Dr.ink Nite • Heavy AJtcmaJive
"Don' t Come If You Can't Hang!"
SOUNOLAB N0.9 • THURSDAY
Drink Specials All Night • 18+ w ID
DJs Stacey Pullen & Guests
Presented by Tribo 9

THREE FLOORS Of FUN FRIDAYS
St Domestics• S2 Imports• $3 Before 11pm
"The Phenomeno n C ontinue~"

OLD SCHOOL • SATURDAYS
DANK is Back!• Door @ 10pm
I 8 and up welcome

·12 lV'8 2 8A1BU1E8
..oFRCIAl IR. fWXA9E

-2 FOR 1WING8 AU. OM I.ONG
IIOIIDAY IINIRI' FOe'IIIAI.L
-~ FOR 1WIN99 6 11LL 11PM
WDaAYS .a.ARO£ CADtUAC JACl<'8 PIZZA
ONLY .S.99 FROM 6-11PM
WEDRSDAYS

-HALF...f>RICED APPETIZER& &;.11PM
TH811SDAYS
-HALF-PRICED FAJITA8 (tS.90) 6-HPM

u:11•••••••
~~~m((ffll~ffii»
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FOREVER KNIGHT

TV series back from the dead

EXTRA INCOME FOR '96
Earn $500 - $1 OOO weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1 .00
with SASE to:
GROUP
6547 N Academy Blvd.OepL N
Colorado Springs, Co. 80918

By M.C.Scbislcr

j

THURS. OCT. 24 CHRYSLER THEATRE
Tickets available @ Chrysler Theatre Box Office or call
to char e 252-6579 or toll free 1800 387-9181

The popular cult
classic,
Forever
Knight,
which ran
for three
seasons
(1992 to 1996), has been brought
back by popular demand. Cancelled in January, Forever
Knight's first season can now be
seen on Windsor's own BBS TV
Station, Q-IWI Cable 6 on Tuesdays at 10pm.
Filmed in Toronto with
Canadian actors and crew, the

series depicts the double life of
Nick Knight, a homicide detective/vampire who is struggling
to regain his mortality. Through
the use of flashbacks, viewers
learn about Nick's past lives and
gain insight into the motivation
of the nearly 800 year old character. Forever Knight's success
1s partly due to the lead, Geraint
Wyn Davies, whose career in
Classical Theatre at both the
Shaw and Stratford festivals allows him to display a vast range
of emotion.
In the offbeat role of Nick
Knight, Wyn Davies plays a likeable vulnerable character who is
believable and sympathetic, and

l!Jl 11ut1

Top
(le ft to right):

Ben Guthrie,

Valerie Wilder · Executive Director

Michael Edwards

Giselle

Bottom
(left to right):
Kevin Patrick,
Matt Dillabough

Photo courtesy the

Wright after Corolli, Perrot,
Petipo/Adam

band.

By Jacqueline Shannon

One of the
world's greatest
romantic ballets!
Don't miss this
lavish full-length
production!

8
£
C

_g
u

f:incmcial
BPI
Sovthwe$lern

Corporaborr
Ontario

Tovr Engagement Spon$0r

_......_
,..,_,_.
,._...

c--a ... --...•• c--

Med,o Spomor

cac.-

1550
T-9

Forfurther i,iformation on the
senes, caU 945-0304 ... afler6pm.

a~u . ~

THE NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA
James Kudelka · Artistic Director

a far cry from the blood thirsty
vampires of the past. This
unique series has been described
as a "neo-gothic pop classic"
and has acquired an avid fan
following in The United States,
Canada and Europe.
Produced entirely in Toronto, the intro and end of each
episode celebrates the city (and
Canada) when the sun sets and
rises behind the CN tower. This
is television Canadians can be
proud of

Live Orchestra!
The Chrysler Theatre,
Windsor·
3 Shows Only!
October 4-5

Call252-6579 or 1-800-387-9181

They've succumbed to the need
to be loud, threaded it with both
a strong blues and old school
rock influence and released it as
their own sound. "Brown Water
is more then a name, it evolved
with us and it's a sound as well
... our sound," explained bassist
Matt Dillabough.
Musically it's fair to say
BROWN WATER is a big, loud,
fuzzy, groovy noise; or as one
fan said after a show at the
Coach recently, "You guys are
like Sabbath on quaaludes ...
man".
A more metaphorical explanation of the band's sound
came from guitarist Ben
Guthrie, a self-proclaimed astrology fiend: "We're a lot like
Jupiter's lo, (it's) this volatile lit-

tle moon circling around Jupiter. All the other moons ofJupiter are dead but Io is still active,
constantly erupting and turning
itself inside out ... in a sense it's
the bastard moon because it
keeps changing."
After two years together
bandmates Dillabough and
Guthrie are quick to admit that
the constant state of flux they
experience in the band 1s quintessential.
''About half the show is
improvised;' stated Guthrie.
Improvisation seems to be
the key for the BROWN WATER. Not only is improvisation
a large part of what goes on at
their shows but it played an important part in forming the band
in its current composition. Itwas
at an open jam night at the
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Seacliff Hotel in Leamington
that BROWN WATER found
their current vocalist, Michael
Edwards.
"He [Edwards] came up
on stage and jammed out a song
with us, just made up the lyrics
right there on the spot ... that's
when we (Guthrie and drurruner,
Kevin Patrick) noticed him,"
said Guthrie.
Surprisingly, for a band
that likes to "fly by the seat of
their pants" so much, BROWN
WATER has been spending a
fair bit of time in the studio.
Their first CD should be available m about two months. Until
then however, fans or the cunous can check them outlive Oct.
12 at the Embassy in London or
on Oct. 21 at Eastern Horizons
in Leammgton.

The Debtfree Graduate
Murray Baker
Harper Perrenial
$12.95
By Janice Campbell
The point of this book is ''How
to survive college or University without going broke." The
title alone may start you groanmg or snoring... Don't be so
hasty!
This book covers all the
bases, from travelling cheap to
future financial planning, from
grocery shopping to buying
your own place. Baker gives
wonderful tips on how to avoid
total financial break.down
It is also not filled with
hard to follow banking jargon,
as he takes you along with a
sense of humour that will initiate a few chuckles. You must
read this book!
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CONCERTS:
1269 Ottawa Street
Windsor, Ont.
254-0501

0 F WINDSOR

Weekly Line-Up
Mon. Monday Night Football
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!
Tues. Men's Night 2 for 1 Wings!
• D.J ./ Karoake
• Cheap Beer Prices
Great

Food
&Fun

Wed. University Night!
• D.J./ Games
• Pitcher & Dozen Wings - Unbeatable Price!
Thurs. Ladies Night
• Cheap Beer Prices
• D.J./ Karoake - Prizes!

SLOAN at The Capitol
September 23
The Capitol Theatre
By Janice Campbell
When SLOAN comes to town,
you know you're going to have
a good timel
First up was LOCAL
RABBITS. They set the tone
with their often catchy tunes.
Next up was ELEVATOR
TO HELL. They enforced their
presence on stage with dark,
heavy music. This provided a
good contrast to the other two
bands on the bill.
Then of course, there was
SLOAN. What else can be said

Reading
Review

Fri. & Sat. Live Bands & D.J.
Sun. Karoake & D.J.

Ontario Public lnterel':it Retiearch Group

WINDSOR
"promoting research, educatiutJ and action
on environm,mtal and social justice issues for a better wurld"

js offering:

Volunteer Training

Treat Me Right!
Bob and Bruce Hatfield
Norths tone
$14.95

of these boys from Halifax?
These guys are pure enetgyl
From the moment they set foot
on stage to their final exit,
SLOAN pumped the sold-out
crowd with their fun songs. The
crowd, very anxious for the
show to begin, packed the area
in front of the stage. This forced
SLOAN to open their show by
saying how cool it would be to
see everyone in their seats. This
became, more or less, the theme
for the night.
Most of the set came from
their new release One Chord 1o
Another. They played many of
their earlier hits, but noticeably

absent from the playlistv.,as their
first big hit, Underwhelmed.
During the show, a brave
young gtd got up on stage and
proceeded to dance and sing
with the band. Instead of having her dragged off stage, they
actually encouraged her. That's
just the kind of night it was.
SLOAN put forth a great
effort, and the crowd loved it as
they sang and clapped along.
Tney're naturally raw, unpolished
sound gives way to an equally
tmpressive live show. If you get
a chance to see SLOAN on some
other leg of the tour, it is well
worth your money.

By Arlene Treanor

are demonstrating how there
are doctors who care for patients, and are m the profession
to help make people feel better who have lost faid1 in the
Canadian health-care system.
The Hatfield brothers reveal their intimate feelings on
the troubling issues of today.
Issues such as euthanasia, the
health-care system, and death,
were discussed. They want to
educate readers with doctors'
points of view on these controversial issues, which are a
soft spot for almost everyone.
They share insight on how they
feel, and what can be done
about some of these issues
when someone is faced with
them.
Bob and Bruce Hatfield's
book moves quickly and is easy
to read.

This is an extensive non-fiction
work written by two brothers
who discuss their everyday role
as doctors in today's Canadian
society. Bob and Bruce Hatfield
talk about their active roles as
doctors extensively.
Both brothers share the
stories of their trials and tribulations in the doctor-patient relationships t.n medicine today.
They see their patients as real
people who are in need of help
with their health, not iust someone who is unhealthy. They
never once refer to their patients
as statisttcs or numbers. In their
eyes, the patient is always a person, someone who has something wrong with them physically. They feel that their patients
could very well be someone like
a relative, or a close friend. They

in consensus decision making. effective meetings. anti-oppression, current issues

Saturday, October 5
10AM to 3 PM
lunch provided
Iona College
208 Sunset Ave.
(519) 253 -1745
opirg@uwindsor.ca

FAR:
VOLUNTEER WITH OPIRG • WINDSOR
• • LIFE FOR YOUR CONCERNS • •

3199 Sandwich St.
258-0899 Open 11 am - 2 am
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

6

DAYS A

WEEK

Oct. I McFertb
Oct. 4 ~ E ~
Oct. .2. Cei(ief1J v.\lbne.s3a~ Oct. 5 Celtic Cro.ss
Oct. 3 Aft-e Sommerville
Oct. 6 Fort-Ni(pt

Nk. Mic

~ Scotcbtober Fest ,.._,
Oct. 41 s an~ 6

Scottish Fooo, Entertainment
an~ Spirits
Students Show your Student Card
And Receive 15% off
(beer and liquor exempt)

Tio Cans With Strings To You
Epic/ Immortal
The tracks on Tin Cans With
Strings To Yo11 always begin with
either a rough punk guitar sound
or a softer meloncholic progression. Either way, one does not
toe tap to the melodies of FAR.
You can either wallow in Sorrows
End or mosh to Cut 011t. Although this album is not a bad
one, it 1s not unlike you may have
heard at the Coach a zillion
times.
- Charlotte M. Gomes
BOOMING AIRPLANES:
Yarn
EMI/1..atitude
The third release from this
Dartmouth, N.S. based quartet
is an exceptional offering of
modern-rock, occasionally accentuated with melodic-pop
hooks and the noticeable incorporation of instruments like the
banjo (Hurtin' Cowb<?J), cello
(Stares), and organ (Space Girg.
Silver Lining, the song to which
you will sing along to in no tune,
heads the twelve track CD with
funky guitar and an affecting
vocal arrangement. With both
the combining, and alternating
of vocalists Ruth Minn1kin and
Mark Savoury on lead, each track

differs considerably from the
others.
BOOMING
AIRPLANES never ceases to
maintain energy and ingenuity
throughout the album, proving
to be a band that will undoubtedly soar to new heights with this
fine effort.
- Laura Pearct

KATY MOFFAT:
Midnight Radio
True North
She will sing you along with her
beautiful voice, as if on a Midnight Radio. This disc was very
pleasant to listen to as it relaxes
you and calms your nerves.
She sings about a variety
of things, dealing with sub1ects
that are mostly relevant to the
South-Western United States.
Katy's simple songs would be a
perfect compliment to a quiet,
country night at home.

- Janice CampbeU
JOE HENRY:
Trampoline
Attic
Where is the enthusiasm in
Trampoline? And what about all
the hype a new release can usually expect? Afterall, this 1s JOE
HENRY's sixth CD, or I should
say, attempt. Okay. Okay! So the
strings and trombone on I Was
A P~lx?J arc a nice touch, and
the appearance of I IELMET's
Page Hamilton on five of d1c
nine tracks is 1mprcss1ve, but the
truth 1s, there really isn't anything
sensational about Trampoline. It
1s an album too mundane to be

classified as rock, but then what
else could 1t be? JOE HENRY's
at times gritty and occasionally
plucky guitar does little to inspire
further listening.
- Laura Pearce

GIGANTIC:
Disenchanted
Columbia
Gigantic 1s your typical alternative band. They aren't a happy
band, but on the other hand, they
aren't overly pessimistic either.
Many of the songs have a slow
steady build-up to a rocking chorus. Overall, this is a pretty good
disc from a band that has potential to hit the mamstream.

- Janice CambeU
JEFF LANG:
Native Dog Creek
MCA
This fourd1 album is chock-fullo' guitar with a deft.n1te blues/
country influence. The lyrics to
Native Dog Creek arc wclJ
penned, maybe even some personal confessions from JEFF
LANG: "I'm an only child/ I
just want a family." Only a couple songs (Ne1,er Loved The Man,
and Kilkr) stray from the otherwise unchanging style.
The pace does shift slightly
from song to song by speeding
up and slowing down continually, but it is much too easy to
predict the pace of the next track.
JEF.F LANG does not seem to
have offered up anyd1mg markedly unique from the land down
under this ttme around.
- IAura Pear.se
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Moving around the 'net
By Janice Campbell and
John Bower
In the last article we focused on
getting hooked up to the net.
Now once you are connected the
first question you might have is
''How do I move around the
web?"
The first item that you require is a web browser such as
Mosaic, Microsoft Explorer or
Netscape. Most students at the
university will be familiar with
at least one of these programs.
At the Computer Centre,
you can connect to a browser
from a non "SGI" terminal
through Windows. You will
want to open the "U of W
Hosts" program group. From
there you will select the "Micro
X" icon.
The next screen will say
"SGI Challenge XL" at the top.
This is the same log on screen
that is on the SGI network in
the main computer lab. Type in
your user id and password.
Once open, you will be
presented with another menu.
From there select the "Connections and Communications"
box. Then pick the "WWW
Tools" which will offer you various browsers to choose from.
We selected to use
Netscape, not just because that
is what we are familiar with (although that had a lot to do with
it) it is also the most popular web
browser in the world.
To access the search engines, click on the "Net Search"
button in the toolbar. In
Netscape, there are 5 main
search engmes. They a.re: Excite,
Yahoo, Infoseek,
Lycos
and
Magellan.

Most students a.re familiar
with Yahoo! Yahoo! is so popular because it is easy to use. The
key word here is simplicity.
Yah?ol is a point and click search
engme.
There are two ways to find
a topic through Yahoo! The first
is by entering a query into the
search window. If you were interested in finding information
on the U of W you would type
the ''University of Windsor" in
the wmqpw and click on the
"search" button.
A screen saymg that there
are 27 matches appears. This
screen will narrow your search.
However, you will find that the
School of Dramatic Art 1s listed
well before the school's web site.
You will have to scroll down the
screen until you find the desired
topic.
If we return to the main
Yahoo! page, we have another
option. By scrolling down the
page, you will find a list of. specific categories from which to
search. To find the University of
Windsor through this method,
select the "Education" link.
The ensuing screen will
present you again with another
list of categones. Scroll down
and select the "Universities"
link. Follow this pattern until
you reach your destination,
which in this case is the U of W
The second option is more
specific; however, it is much
more t:tme consuming.
Now, you know how to
search and navigate, but don't
get tangled in the web!
Next time, we will talk
about find mg news and information sites.

-~ffl'-'l!...

The Internet column
appears every second week m
the Lance. ifyou have a'!Y
comments or questions
about the lnternet,e-mail
Janice and John at:
;b3@mnsi.net.
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Setting it straight
By James Cruickshank
The I..ance has come under close
scrutiny lately about our letter
to ~e editor and opinion pieces
which appear on our editorial
p~ges.. It seems that people
think JU~t because something
appears m the letters or in columns that we at the Lana agree
with it
If the Lance agreed with
every opinion that ran over the
year~ we would have many
optruons on every issue and, I
would say, be considered fence
sitters.
Letters to the editor and
co~umns are the opinion of the
wnter and not necessarily those
of the I..ance. We have taken heat
over people's opinions as if it
~ere th~ OJ?inion of the paper.
fhe ed1tonal pages give students, staff and the public at

large a chance to respond to ways give its readers.
~gs that either have appeared
It has also been mentioned
Ul the paper or to use the pages
that maybe only students should
as a public forum about a cer- be able to write a letter to the
tain issue.
editor. The only way we could
We do edit these letters do thts properly is to build a wall
taking things out which we feel around the university and only
are unnecessary and what we let people who go to school or
consider in poor taste. How- work here enter.
ever, we do not hold back
This was tried in another
something that may offend a country that erected a wall. It
group, club or any establish- was proven in time very unsucment
cessful and a few years ago the
If we do that, we are be- wall was finally dismantled.
ing selective in what we run in
For69yearsandcounting
the paper which doesn't then
the Lana has given our readers
necessarily reflect all the differa chance to respond in the ediing view~oints in the university
torial section, and will continue
communtty.
to do so for many more.
We would in essence be. For if we lose the opporcome a piece of propaganda
tunity to speak our mind then
and risk losing our freedom of
we are losing something more
spe~ch. Many people have lost
than j~t an editorial page. We
lives fighting for this, and
are losmg our freedom as well.
it is something the La.nawill al-
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Teach me how to be heterosexual
!!I Ken Lori
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In lieu of the new course on
homosexuality, may I ask that the
university fill my need for a course
on heterosexuality
I'm so confused. Being a
heterosexual male just isn't as cut
and dried as 1t was for the Fonz.
All Arthur had to do was sport
that slick leather coat, suck out
his thumb and ooze "ehh."
Boom, chicks would appear. Today, it's not quite that simple.
At one time I had chicks,
then I graduated from kindergarten Things were easier then:
stick out your thumb. Say eh.
"Trade ya my Aakey for your
Half Moon... ehh."
Even in grade eight girls
were ringing my stud line 'round
the digital watch 'til morn, ui a
fit of motherly rage, took a pair
of hedge clippers to the phone
cord. In those golden years a
male had to be cute and shy and
not dance to fast songs, but cute
and shy doesn't seem to work in
this day and age where women
only approach men when they
want an oil change or a job at
!looters.
F1ip the coin and we have
"open and friendly," however,
this bizarre "conversation approach" tends to frighten

women. If one of our gender
smtles at a female in line at the
library she may likely have
thrown her hands up to prepare
for the jab. At the slight chance
of, 0000, "conversation" a
woman automatically suspects
she's simply the next item of prey
on the chick chain And since
she's probably nght, one must
take great care in one's choice
of small talk: lighthearted chat
paints one as Larry at the Reagle
Beagle versus sincere and small
talk which implies that one is as
entert:atning as Wok With Yan
and as potenaally awful in bed
as Theodore Cleaver was and
probably still is
So, really, you're not allowed to express your attraction
in any form. to anybody And ,f
you do, you're doomed:
In the get!ing lo know )OIi
stage if you' asi< out" too soon,
you're too easy. If you do so too
late, you lack confidence. If you
ask out on time, she11 play hard
to get. If you reveal too much
about your past it's assumed
you're full of baggage, thus insecure. If you reveal nothing 1t
is assumed you've never struggled, never faced a problem,
never overcome, thus shallow
and falsely secure.

Columnist should
'dig a little deeper'
Dear Editor
I am writing in reference to the
article 'fooking into the future"
in the September 24 issue of

the Lart(t.
I was not impressed with
Mr. Vainio's professionalism as

a journalist for his reference to
Mr. John Snoebelen as "a
bloody pinko rat."
I would also Jike to comment on Mr. Vainio's references to the document put
forth by the Minister of Education.
1. It is in fact titled as a "discussion paper." A compilation
of ideas to amend the education system, to be discussed.
2. Regarding his comment that
students have to be psychic to
estunate their future income,
studies have shown, statistiC'cllly, the average income a stu-

dent will earn based on the de-

gree received in a certain area
of study.

Mr. Snobelen is in fact
not a psychic, but merely fulfilling his duties as Minister of
Education. By proposing
changes and asking questions
of the current establishment
Mr. Snobelen is attempting to
create a bigger and better Ontario.
In the future, 1 would ask
Mc. Vainio to dig a little deeper
and get a little more information before he blatantly makes
ignorant references m his second rate ~cles hoping to misrepresent himself as the champion of student affairs. Mr.
Vainio is fully aware that our
campus duh is the largest political club on campus.

Adam H. Cave
President
U. of W. P.C. Association

If you play sports it 1s assumed you're unmature, too
competitlVc, not into "things that
matter." But if you then claim
to enjoy theatre, orchestras or
independent films it is assumed
that you're too artsy and take life
too seriously. If you admit to
reading Mad Magazines or to
turning up the volume in between periods to stomach the
verbal salmonella of the exBruin coach it 1s concluded - and
nghtfully so - that you're an idiot.
If you soak your sorrows
in Guiness, blow Kmg Eddie
nngs and wrap arms around
your buds while singing perverted songs at a stag, you're repulsively masculine. If you admit to doing volunteer work,
you're repulsively feminine.
If you spit on a first date,
for some reason you're too masculine. If you have several female friends, you're too feminine, also implying that something must be wrong with you 1f
these girls only want a platonic
relationship.
Cry at the end of BeachtR
Too masculine (and inscnsitivcQ
Admit to being a writer? Too
feminine (and extra-sensitive) .
Divulge a lively romantic past?
Too masculine, but intriguing.

•••

a plea

Don't have a romantic past? Inexperienced, and the opposite of
intriguing. Tell them you're in
Social Work, you're much too
feminine as well as Flakcy, Fruity
and .. much too feminine.
If you study hard at university you're okay but excellent
grades imply that you don't
know how to have fun . On the
other hand, if you drop out of
school, smoke dad's cigarettes
and talk bullshit like a salesman
$omehow you manage to pick up
really attractive babe$ employed
next to and across from
Plunkctt's.
If you wear nice cologne,
"you're in" regardless of what
size of creep you arc
If you have a loving, supportive and happy side balanced
by a sharp-edged, sarcastic and
wildly impulsive side you're too
different. But if you shave your
head, wear a baseball cap back
wards and take on the exact
same personality tratts as the rest
of your "wannabe Animal
l louse party boy" frat buddies,
somehow you're appealing. If
)'Our hair hangs so low 1t flaps
the back of your ass, you wear
an earring and you play guitar
like Steve Vai ~'Omen dig ya no
matter how limited your lan-

guage and reading skills arc.
If you're a legitimate rebel,
demonstrnte that by fighting for
causes, accept the status quo but
strive to kick society in the pants,
you're too political. But 1f you
lay on the couch, (demonstrate
that by laying on the- couch), accept bad TV (demonstrate that
by laying on the coud1) but stnvc
to change the channel, somch<JW
you're appealing!
If you're non-judgmcntal,
never imposing values, forever
making people feel good about
themselves but you wear socks
in your sandals, you're not "my
type," but if you're over-possessive, disrespectful to people who
can'• do anything for you, as
deep as a shot glass, into yourself v.:ay too much, your only
cause 1s keeping the malls open
on Sunday and you're as artificial as a decorative fern m a
McDonald's dinmg area, somehow yer right on, man.
.Maybe, one day we11 get
over our society-governed predispos1t10ns and allow ourselves
to be ourselves and revel in the
vast bnll1ancc that breathes beneath the surfaCl' of the human
who sits behmd us 111 philosophy.

Liberal party coines to to\Vn
By Chris Kelly
In the day of the "Common
Sense Revolution" Ontario's
only hope against the Conservative agenda is the provincial Liberal party.
Unfortunately, following
the defeat of the Liberals in the
1995 spring election the party
has not had a leader. On November 30 this situation will be resolved.
On Monday, Sept. 23 the
six men and one woman who arc
running to become leader of the
provincial Liberals came to
Windsor. They came to tell the
party faithful why they wanted
to be leader and (hopefully) next
Premier of Ontario.
They began with a three
minute speech to tell the people
their vision on how they would
lead the party. This was followed
by seven random question taken
from the crowd and questions
from the two person media
panel. The night ended \l,;th each
of the candidates having a 90

second conclusion speech.
The first of two themes
that was shared by all the candidates was that the Liberal Party
on Ontario must show how they
differ from the Conservative
government. They must show
the people that the government
can help the least fortunate citizens of Ontario and remain
fiscally responsible. They must
also show that the Liberals can
maintain accessibility to education and health care service and
keep the economy strong.
They all stressed that the
Liberal Party must show the people of Ontario that they are
·working for the goals of all people and not 1ust special interest
groups.
The second theme of the
evening was the only way to a
better economy was to have a
better trained populous. To improve tra111ing Ontanans was to
ensure access to education This
was not narrowed to university
or college, but also included promotion of :ipprcnt1cesh1p. TI1c

candidates went on to include
improving the skills learned in
grade schools and secondary
schools.
They all stressed the importance of education and that
it should be accessible to all.
The evening had two high·
lights. The first was the candidates gave the audience an alternative vision of how government should be run. The second
was although they may have dtf'"
ferent approaches to the issues
of the day.
They all had a vision,
which 1s shared bv all Liberal.
These arc import~t facts, because it shows that the party will
be a umtcd threat to the Conservatives ui the next prov10c1al
election.

Correction
Leigh-Ann Hams was nusmkenly identified m the Question
of the Weck for the Sept. 24 issue. Le,gh-Ann's photo d,d not
run and we apologize for any
uiconvcruence.

A few problems with our beloved educational system
~ Steve Handy
l las anyone else on d1is campus
noticed the latest tuition increase
and government cutbacks to
education, or is it really just me?
A quick rundown of the
situation: ~·re running out of
course offerings Gust cannot get
signed m); dspcratcly needed
profs an.--n't being replaced (helps
explain the last one); neither is a
lot of old equipment collectmg
dust in V'.u-ious locales (I hear
comm. studies students know
about this); service staff at this
fine mstitution arc bcmg laid off
(welcome longer line-ups,
shorter hours); buildings are fallmg apart (the sound of heater
pipes and pamt pealing); and
cl,isscs have as m:my students m
them as stars in the sky (all

packed into a room like so many
sardincs). I ask you, dear reader,
is this a loving, caring, nurturing learning environment?
Nope.
An example if you will. I'm
a combined criminology and
psychology program. This
means my classes have anywhere
between SO to SOO students en·
rolled m rhem at a time This
makes dungs rather impersonal,
makes it difficult to get face-to·
face with your prof and, desp1tl'
such a large group, means a great
deal of isolation.
Take the drama depart
ment It's a much smaller faculty
and students get to know every
one.
That's social growth, peo
pie, and not JUSt rlw hoozmg 11

up every mght variety. This is a
very important part of a umvers1ty education, something many
of us sometime~ take for granted
m our pursu!t of acade.m,c
gr?wth. My point 1s that un1versltles should be fostering this
sort of atmosphere, not taking
away from 1t. I feel stunted, and
it's only getting worse.
. .
So, we've looked at dunm,shed quality of education due
to government cutbacks to post
scconda~y cducat1c?n. J\nd guess
w~at...th1s 1s d~~p1te the higher
tu1t1on rates \Xe re paying more
forless (for those keen on cost/
benefit analysis). I sense huge
OSAP debts on the honzon for
myself. But even JUSt conung to
university 1s and will contmuc to
be 1ust a dream for many would

be students.
.
Women and m1nonty
groups, those who've a!rcady
been tJC'd ~own, arc cspcc1ally at
nsk. Sure, 1ust pop up one more
barrier to a shot at a decent
life .. not like they were given
much of one m the first place
And yet no one seems to
want to do anything about 1t. No
one wants to think and
say,"y'know, we could do something about this."
~c.·1111,, not no one.
I here s a group on cam
pus called the \X mdsor Committee on Un1vers1ty Funding
(\X-'CUI~ I'm a proud mcmbl'r
of this group There arc people
from JUSt about c,cry level of the
umvers1ty population who an' .1
part of 1t ... part time students,

faculty members, staff and sen·ices workers and a few full-time
undergraduates.
We've recognized the
problem and decided that rather
rhat squabbling over who should
get what poruon of an ever d1
mm1shing carc..iss, \\C can work
together and focus all of our
energies at the source of dw de
cay atsclf...government cutbacks
to post secondary education \~c
all share the common hcl,cf that
~hat's happcnmg to our umvcrs,ty education 1s wrong, that 1s
not mcv1table, not 1ust "the wav
1t ,s," and that we can do some
th111g about 1t \Xc'vc 1ust got to
try.
II
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Homecoming

A real 'Spirit' raiser
By Lance news staff
The crowd in the quad was small
and less than organizers had
anticipated, but it was was definitely loaded with spirit
On Saturday, October 5, a
pre-party and ?W"ch took pl~ce
before the big homecoming
gameThe festivities began at
11:00 am in the quad. Students
had their faces painted by the
Pride of the Lancers so that they
might really get into the Lance
spirit A barbeque was hosted by
the Inter-Residence Council and
89X provided the music.
The 'Pride of the Lancers'
spirit club were out in full force.
A spokesperson for the club was
enthusiastic about turnout and
the football game.
''We are all really enthusiastic. We are just looking to kick
some Marauder butt right now."
''People are coming out in
droves right now. It started a litrle slow but it seems people are
coming out right now."
The Pride of the Lancers
is a club on campus formed with
the specific purpose of promoting spirit at the university.
''We want to get everybody
together to exude spirit around
the school."
Giants and cheering began
as the organizers pumped up the
crowd in order to begin the
march.
A car, a crowd· of bodypainted, shirtless Lancers and a

large homecoming banner led
the march down Sunset Ave. and
along College to the game.
The stands filled quickly
and on the 'hill' there were at
least another two hundred spectators.
Before the game began,
the Spirit of Windsor Youth
Marching Band performed on
the field which kept the crowd
excited.
The Lancer mascot was on
hand to relinquish the Lance to
the new and improved mascot.
(see page 4 for pictures).
The traditional passing of
the Lance to the new mascot was
followed by a MacMaster logo
being Lanced by the new mascot. The new mascot was designed by Christine Carr, a 3rd
year Visual Arts student at the
university.
The game began after the
traditional anthem and first kickoff
The Windsor La11cerr defeated the MacMaster Marauderr
37-0. See next week's IA11ce
Sports section for the full details
of the game.

Above - We•ve come home A
capacity crowd gathered at this
past
Saturday's
annual
Homecoming Game. The
Wmdsor Lancm destroyed the
MacMaster Marauders 37-0.
Right - Before the game prep Students who participated in the
Home Coming March enjoyed
their day.
See page 4 for
more Homecoming Events.

PhoUJS by Mar Langtry.

WCUF holds special meeting
By Julie Stitch

rives from OPUS and GSS.
Pawley pointed out that
The Windsor Committee on
universities are not the only ones
University Funding(WCUF) met
suffering cuts from the governat noon on October 2, in the
ment. He mentioned the cuts to
conference room in the CAW the CBC as well as the plan to
Centre and decided that it was reduce the number of ridings in
high time for action against pro- Ontario. He said, "We may not
vincial cuts, rising tuition and recognize Canada ... unless we
mortgage-style student loans.
do something."
WCUF stands for Windsor
Vanecko stated that we
Committee on University Funding and despite the urgency of
the situation they addressed, the
group maintained a positive,
easy-going air. In fact, in ~he
moments preceding the meetmg
they were laughing and joking as
one member told the rest about
her having been called a flaming socialist.
.
Speakers at the meet,~~
included Howard Pauley, Poltbcal Science professor and former
Premier of Manitoba, Darren
Vanecko, who represented the
University of Windsor Student's
Alliance, as well as representa-

have suffered a $400 million cut
and a four percent tuition hike
over the last few years. He also
addressed the issue of Mortgage
Style Tuition Loans, which the
government arc calling d1e ICLR
(Income Contingent Loan Repayment). He says that there are
three problems with this system:
it ends the government's role in
lending money, there is no in-

teres t re! ief on loans, and it does
not recognize socio-economic
differences. Vanecko clauns that
under this system, women wtll
end up paying more back in mteres t simply because it takes
women longer to pay back loans.
OPUS has been especially
hard hit. Since 1993, there has
been a 53 percent increase in tuition fees. The number of everung
courses offered has dropped by
30 percent, making it very hard
for part-time students to fulfill
their degree requirements. Overall, there has been a 25 percent
drop in pa.rt-time studies.
In the face of all tl1ese
problems, the committee decided that it was time to stop
talking and start acting. Currently, they are plannmg some
demonstratio activities for Action Week, October 21-27. They
will meet again on October 7, at
noon, upstairs 10 the Grad
House to finalize their plans. All
are welcome.

I
j
When
Night Is
Falling,
Forbidden
ove, Beore Stonewall, Jeffrey)

Weekday mass at 12:05pm, at
Assumption University Chapel.

Tuesday, Oct. 10
4:45pm, mass followed by a
home cooked supper at 5:30pm,
at Assumption University.
Cost only $4.00. All are invited. We are located immediately west of the
student centre and
south of Assump t Ion
Church. All are
welcome.

Thursday,
Oct. 10

Wednesday,
Oct. 9
OPIRG-Windsor's ORGANIC
FOOD Working
Group @4:00 pm,
Individuals interested in buying
food in bulk or in heltr
ing to organize a Food Coop/dub are mvited to the next
meeting. Iona College, 208 Sunset.
OPIRG-Windsor's ANTI-RACISM Working Group@ 5:00pm,
Individuals interested in fighting
racism on and off campus meet
at Iona College, 208 Sunset.

OPIRG Windsor's MEDIA AWARENESS & RADIO
working group @ 5:00pm, Individuals interested in critical
media analysis and producing
the OPIRG Radio show meet at
Iona College, 208 Sunset.

OPIRG-Windsor's ENVIRONMENTAL & BICYCLE Working Group
meeting together at Iona
College, 208 Sunset @
5:30pm Waste reduction on
campus, Temagami &
Algoma, and bicycle promotion
are some of the issues to be discussed. Everyone is welcome
with their ideas.

OUT ON CAMPUS for lesbian, gay and bisexual students,
staff and faculty VIDEO
NIGHf - 7pm, Iona College.
(the audience will choose two of:

mittee, South Essex Communi11
Centre (Kingsville Office) &
Concerned Citizens for You~
Group K.ingsville. For more Illformation, call the Communi~
Cares Action Committee at 73f
8983.
Sunday, Oct. 13

Every Sunday - 11:30am. Al.
are invited to mass followed \)I
refreshments at Assumpttor
University Chapel (2nd floor
We are located immediately w~·
of the student centre and south
of Assumption Church. Call
units.
973-7033, ext.3399 or 3374 for
Weekday mass at 12:05pm at further information.
Assumption university Chapel.
Monday, Oct. 14
Friday, Oct. 11
Weekday mass at 12:05pm, at
Listen to CJAM 91.SFM (after Assumption University Chapel
you read that copy of the Lance
T uesday, Oct. 15
that's been in your gym bag since
Tuesday)!
Saturday, Oct. 12
1st Annual Wild Goose Run/
Walle & Roll for Charity '96
6km, Kingsville, Ontario. Food,
refreshments, door prizes. Proceeds from pledges to benefit
Community Cares Action Com-

CJAM 91.SFM puts the unity
in community with Pledge
Drive 96' Gigantic Crazy Party
No. 1. Featuring ... DJ Liam ...
Potential for FOAM MANIA!!
Cheap drinks l!!l Club Happy
Tap, 1056 Wyandotte Street
East.
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"I chose ill because
I knew they were leaders in
r2stgraduate IT training"
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Heuii Lyons. BBA

5oFTwARE DEVELOPER,
McCAlNFooDs
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For a personal 11ppam1menl or lo re31<1er
for an 1nj,mrwl1on se<iion call

1-800-93 9-4484

Our solutions are IT Profess,onals
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Web http// 11:11-w 111.ca
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Information
Technology
Institute
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Treat your study partner
to acappuccino!
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Find out how to get a job in the knowledge economy
He,d, ha.1 a desree and considerable experience as a result of
her 11m1·erntv co-op placements. After sraduattnB 1nth a BBA. she worked
m retail for t1 )'ear Then He1d1 came to /TI JTJ's professional placement .
team helped Heid, find a f11ll-t1me job before she sraduated.
!TI IS the leadms postsrad11ate JT tra,mns company In Canada
The 9 month prosram includes PowerBuilder, Oracle, V1s11al Basic,
Novell, Windows NT, and the Internet.
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Starry Night to Star Wars
The Best Selection Anywhere

V11if111Jte'71

Date: Oct. 15 - 18

Hours: 9 - 8

Place: CAW Student Centre Last Day: 9 - 5

1

TuPsday. 0<'t obPr 8. 1HHG

On the sunny afternoon of
Thursday, September 12, As) & sumption Catholic Campus Minstty hosted a free hot dog roast
~or all at the Uruversity of Windsor. The event was a huge success.
Over 7 00 hot dogs were
t,aroecued to perfection and accompanied by homemade coleslaw. soft dnnks, and danishes.
All ~ho participated entered a
free raffle: 12 lucky winners _received either an Assumption
mug or a Campus Ministry Tshirt.
The free lunch was to proroore Catholic Campus Ministry
as an organization that does
more than just go to church.
Assumption hosts a homemade
supper in the Freed-Orman C.entre every Tucsday everung at 5:30
p.m. for the low cost of $4. Volunteers to cook and clean up are
always welcome, and when
you're the chef, the r_nenu ~ your
choice or Assumption will proity vide s~ggestions. Don't worry if
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I
y

•

Assuniption feeds hundreds
!!!, Melissa Gibson

!ft,

thP LancP

you've never cooked before the Assumpaon crew arc happy
to train and students will eat almost anything!
Also in the works arc
planned outings to sec the University Players, retreats, nursing
home visitations and volunteermg at the Downtown Mission.
For the new year, Assumption
plans to host a talent night/coffee house. Of more irrunediate
note is movie night on October
18 when Assumption will be
showing the Star Wars trilogy on
a big screen m the Freed-Orman
Centre. Admission will be free
and refreshments will be provided at low costs. Watch for
postings around campus for
more details!
Assumption thanks all volunteers and participants of their
many events. If you are interested m becoming a part of Assumption Campus Ministry or
have suggestions, please call the
Peer Ministers, John Nemanic
and Melissa Gibson, at 9737033, ext. 3564.

Free Food. On September 12, Ass~ption <:;ath?lic qampus Ministry hosted a free hot dog roast for all
students. Above rev. Dennis Noclke 1s seen nunglmg with students.
P'h
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Registration at Mem orial to go on-line
The Muse

ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CUP)-

By Chad Luff
Students at Memorial University
will soon be able to apply for
admission and register for
courses via the World Wide ~b.
The trend towards Web
Registration is an expand~g resource that many uruvers1ties are
taking advantage of says university registrar Glenn Collins. He
says British Columbia has a new
service that lets students apply

to any of the provinces universities through the Internet.
Memorial is taking the step
forward now because the software they use for student registration is available in a new version that is web compatible.
Though the new system
has the potential to exceed the
options available on the tel
ephone registration sy~tem,
Collins does not want to sunply
duplicate the existing method.
He says that there should

be vanous new options available
via the Web, but it will not be a
carbon copy of the telephone
registration system.
A team spearheaded by
assistant registrar Sheila Singleton has begun early work on the
new system that should be active by the fall of 1997.
The system will start off
with many of the same features
available through the current telephone system.
.
.
"It is somethmg we will

~
1rffi2 o(IJ~~a{}4 A@~o

build up over time," Singleton
said.
Students will be able to
submit a change of address, obtain an unofficial transcript, print
class schedules, and visually list
available course sections on the
web Singleton said.
"I suspect most students
will still want to use the telephone - simply because of
accessibility, ease of use, and familiarity," Collins said.
Collins says the telephone
system will still be the primary
method of registration because
many students don't have access
to the Web. He adds there are

many problems associated with
a project like this. He plans on
reviewing other systems like the
one Memorial is implementing
to
catch possible problems
before they occur.
'~'e will do our homework," he said.
Andrew Draskoy, Memorial's computer administrator,
said students need not worry
about the security of information they submit via the ~b.
"(Ine new system) will use
secure networking technologies,
so that all the data will be
encrypted," Draskoy said.

This week·s question.
Would you be interested in a free weekly bus
ride to and from a local supermarket?
Please ca;1 0-;-1-3624 \'.1th ;cur responses '.)r drop
by to let us know
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General Rent 3 current new
releases
or new
•
mov1es
·releases & get a

FREE 2 litre pop
OPEN 1 DAYS 1oam-midnig
$2/3nights

nRent
1Movie
--·
--or

I game & get one

FREE

Big Screen Sports • Buck Pool
Great Prices • Check It Out

1
. Valid on current r,ewreleases.
I Must
b9 equal lesser value.
One coupon per customer per
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Hotnecotning '96

A great success
Above left- Pumped with spirit - The pre-party hit the raod on October 5th to march in a minihomecoming parade to the big game. Revelers chanted and sang down Sunset Ave. to College Ave. and
on.
Above right- The Spirit of Windsor Youth Marching band took to the field for the pre-game show on
Homecoming Saturday.
Lower right and bottom of page - The current LJ11t(t11 mascot relinquishes the Lance to the new
mascot in a ceremony at the Homecoming football game. The new mascot was designed by a 3rd year
Visual Arts student.
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University of Windsor
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'ON CAMPUS'
MARRIED STUDENTS' APARTMENTS
Geoffrey Fisher Hall
270 Patricia Road (Across from Law Bldg)

b

p
IT

3 only one-bedroom apartments becoming
av~ilable, unfurnished, with stove & fridge,
......, on:)' for, married students without children__.

____ ________________

APFLY Af'

172 Patricia Road

C/,LL
FAX
0~ WRITE

(5.19) 256-6442
(5 t 9) 256-3382

Email canter@uwindsor.ea
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Applications are now available for the 1997 JET Programme, a youth exchange programme
sponsored by the Government of Japan.
Two positions are available: AS&stant English Teachers ~Ip with English language
educatioo in Japanese junior and senior high schools: Coordinators of International

Relations (CIRs) assist Japanese regional governments involved in international activities.
Applicants must be Canadian citizens and have a university degree ( by next spring,
at the latest). In addition, CIR candidates must have a very good knowledge of Japanese.
One-year contracts begin in late July 1997, and pay 3,600,000 yen (approx. C$42,000) per
annum. For application fonns contact:

The JET Desk
Consulate General of Japan
Toronto-Dominion Centre, P.O. Box 10
Toronto, Ontario MSK lAl
Tel.: (416) 363-5488/ fax: (416) 363-6074
Deadline for application is November 15, 1996. Do not send resumes.

Fonner participants may not apply.

s

Dollars and Sense
Q: I am looking f() p/q'J with a little

money in the mar~t but f() be honest,
I've ,mu done it before. The reason
'fllo/ I'm interested is that my brefn"md
haJ made some money from trading
pm'!Y stocks over the pastyear. Most
of ,mat he has_been. blfJinf, is .small
mining compames. Fmt!J, is thu !Y}>e
of investment n'sA!J? How 1VOuld I get
started? What is the S11ta/Jest amount
that I can invest?
sA. @ York Universiry
A:. I guess I should start by saying that your boyfriend has chosen one of the riskiest areas to
invest in: junior mining. Junior
mining companies are companies with either: (1) limited production of gold, silver or other
metals, (2) still engaged in exploration activity. As such, their
future prospects are largely unknown and speculative. What
this provides is incredible opportunity, but not without risk.
There are super success stories
and horror stories, as with all
areas of investing. I'd like to
share with you one of each:
Success Story - Diamond Field
Resources
To put this story into true
perspective, lets imagine you
were a student who put $525
into this stock in late 1994. People would probably have called

you crazy, a gambler, or likely $2.00 in mid-April 1996, then there are several discount bromore harmful words. Assume peaked at $23.00 in mid-may kerages operated by the major
you bought the stock at $1.50 1996. The Alberta stock ex- Canadian banks. The advantage
(it was actually available below change stopped trading on the of investmg through a discount
$1.00, but let's be conservative), stock until the company released brokerage is savings on commisyou would have 300 shares with the results of their drilling (used sion but you don't receive any
a $7 5 buy commission. Since to determine how much precious advice or service.
then, they have discovered a metal is in the ground). Once the
In terms of how much to
world class nickel/copper de- results were issued, the stock invest, there really is no miniposit in Labrador. In fact, scien- closed the next trading day at a mum investment. Just consider
tists say the Labrador claim at shocking $2.78. The reason for that at a discount brokerage firm
Voisey's Bay is the richest find the 87% price drop was that you'll pay between $35 - 50 for
in history. Major mining corpo- results from the drilling showed a trade of approx. $2,500 or less,
rations (feck & Inco) have pur- drilling results that were very d1s- whereas the same trade through
chased large percentages of appointing. As such, those who a full-service firm will charge
stock on its way up, driving up got caught up in the hype lost you between $55 - 90 a trade.
interest. In August 1996, Inco their shirts. An investment of Commissions vary from firm to
completed the takeover of Dia- $525@$22.50/share on the last firm so inquire prior to trading,
mond Fields for cash/stock/ high day of trading, would have but more importantly, make sure
notes consideration of around left you with $55.60 by the next you are comfortable with your
$169 Cdn per original share ($40 trading day. Yikesfl
broker. Consider that you are
per split share). Their net worth
In real-estate it is satd the paying a little bit extra for their
of investment = $48,000, an in- most important thing is "loca- advice, make sure to ask for itl
crease of over 106 times your tion, location, location". In in- Maybe they'll stop you from inmoney!
vesting its "information, infor- vesting in the Cartaways and
mation, information." To really help you invest 111 the Diamond
Horror Story - Cartaway Re- profit from stocks, you should Fields.
sources
know the upcoming developThis company had its ments or prospects for a com- Sean Nevil/4 ii an Investment Advisor
stock run up on speculation that pany. With that in mind, I would at McDermid St.La,vnna Smnilles tn
they would hit similar results as suggest investing with a broker Toronto. Sendyour questions & mqllirDiamond Fields had. Their if you are not completely up-to- ies lo him at snevi.Ue@pathcom.com or
Cirque property is located 70 speed with the market. Their job fax at (416)777-7120.
kilometers north of the Voisey's is to give you advice and help
Bay property of Diamond Fields you avoid the pitfalls and find
and thus speculation on poten- the "diamonds in the rough". If
tial results ran the stock price up. you feel you have the market
The stock price was around savvy to invest on your own,

Tax relief for students called
The C,anadian Federation of Students kicked off their fall lobby
blitz this week, meeting Members of Parliament to discuss
improvements in the tax system
for students.
'The call for student tax
relief is part of a broader campaign strategy adopted at the
Federation's semi-annual general
meeting last May" says National
Chairperson Brad Lavigne.
"Meeting with MPs is just one
of the ways we'll be raising our
concerns to policy-makers and
the public," he adds.
The Federation is organizing a Pan-Canadian Week of
Action from October 2 1 to 25,
focusing on rising student debt
and increasing tuition fees as
barriers
to
access
to
postsecondary education.

"In addition to reducing
student debt and freezing tuition
fees, we want to look at other
options for making the system
more fair for students," says
Lavigne. 'That includes increasing the tax deduction which can
be claimed against scholarships-a deductible which hasn't
increased in almost 25 years, and
removing GST on books, which
is effectively a tax on learning,"
he explains.
"We're also calling for
student's union dues to be tax
deductible, university ancilliary
fees to be included as tax credits and for the eduction amount
wh ich full-time students can
clajro to be extended to students
with parental responsibilities,''
says Lavigne.
"The improvements to
the tax system we're proposing

Study overseas by continuing or
completing your education
abroad. Teacher training - one
year programs which are
accredited for Ontario. Master's
Degrees are also available.
Professional certifications in
many disciplines. Reasonable
fees-airport pick up in Australia guaranteed accommodation.
Please contact:
K.O.M. Consultants

P.O. Box 60524
Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
Hamilton, ON L9C 7N7

Phone(905)318-8200
Fax (905) 318-5664
Email: kom@wcbat.on.ca.

Join the hundreds of KOM
students who have already
enjoyed this cultural &
educational experience!

Going home for Thanksgiving...

CFS begins fall activities
Ottawa-

Fly to New Horizons!

~

;:~

...and coming back.

are by no means a complete answer to the high level of student
Let us help you to consume more turkey,
debt we're seeing," he empha- ,
stuffing and pie than previously thought possible.
sizes. "But changes to the tax
sysytem combined with a freeze
on tuition fees and a national
from Windsor to:
system of student grants will go
a long way towards relieving the
Toronto $55 Cambridge/Kitchener $41
pressure on poor students," he
London $27
Ottawa $118
adds.
Hamilton/Burlington $43
Peterborough $75
Federation representaOther discounted destinations available.
tives brought their ideas to LibPrice does not mclude G.S. T.
eral MP Peter Adams and New
Pickups on campus for Toronto. Dropoffs also available. At the Horseshoe
Democratic education critic
in front of Vanier/Laurier Hall (Wyandotte Avenue). Please see schedule.
Svend Robinson on Wednesday,
and met today with New DemoSurf to http://www.greyhound.ca/
cratic employment ccitic Chris
Axworthy. A meeting is schedU.W.S.A.
uled for October 8 with Liberal
CAW
Centre,
2nd floor.
44 University Avenue E.
MP Jim Peterson, Chair of the
971-3626
Commons Finance Committee,
254-7575
with other lobby sessions to fol- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
low in the coming weeks.

Student Return Fares

Iii

egl:::;:!

BARON INSIGNIAS

and
rrlie Vniversity ofWindsor
<Boo~tore present.. .

Oct ober 9. l O at l O am to 4 pm

DON'T M I SS IT!!!
CoMpARE PRicEs BEFORE You Buy
Sweaters anyone? The CAW Student Centre resembled a marketplace this pas~ week as students exchanged
OSAP for wares for far off. If you missed it don't worry, there'll be another ma week or two.. .
Photo by D011td B11kom.

$50.00 Deposit Required
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Womyn's Centre Racism workshop
WANTED - Individuals &
Student Organizations to Promote Spring BreakTrips. Eam
Money and Free Trips.
Call Inter-Campus Programs.
http:/ /www.icpt.com

1-800-327-6013
LSAT - MCAT - GMAT GRE on campus PREP! Flexible formats includirigw~kend.s
for $195. Instant info:
prep@1star.ca or http://
www.prep.com. Richardson Smee 1979 - 1-800-410-PREP.

Enlightened many but not quite e.n ough

LSAT - MCAT - GMAT GRE: Intensive 20-hour weekend seminars. Proven test-taking
strategies. Personalized professional instruction. Comprehensive seminar packages for only
$225.0XFORD SEMINARS
1-800-269-6719.

~ Trccia McLcnnon

One Bedroom Apartment
for Rent 254-5103
3214 Sandwich St.

For Rent Clean 2 & 3 Bedroom
apartment. $595 & $695 + utilities. Pager 561-4851 leave message.

---------,
On theDark Sidew.
I
EXQUSIVE TANNING SALONS

I
I

125 wtandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 9n-7284

sor. This ultimately affects what be non-white.
and how the student is taught
Bynoe spoke of Black
(or not taught). She says more women who feel ~ienate~ from
diversity in faculty means more the struggle ~gamst racism if
well rounded students.
they fight against sexism.
Carasco says professors
Most of the small circle
too should be well-rounded in of people stayed for the major.
their teachmg-s. "Academic free- ity of the workshop which lasted
tre.
dom should not absolve anyone 5-6 hours instead of the 2-3
Main themes included of the responsibility to keep up hours originally estimated.
Racism and Education, covered with new bodies of literature."
One Detroit man said he
mostly by Human Rights Officer
On racism and sexism, thought people who really need
and law professor Emily George, a healer for Native the workshop weren't there and
Carasco, and Racism and Sex- women_ emphasized the tmpor- there should be some way to
ism, covered by Sharon George tance of history for Native peo- share what was learned amongst
of the Can-Am Friendship Cen- ple and the importance of speak- the small group with the rest of
tre, Sungee John of Windsor ing up and not being silenced by the school.
Women Working with Immi- fear.
Later in the evening, a
grant Women, and Melanie
John dealt with issues student reflected on the neces-.
Bynoe of the Womyn's Centre.
concerning immigrant women sity of keeping an open mind.
Concerning the Human of colour. She spoke of past rac- She said when she heard some- ,
Rights Office, Carasco said in- ist practices resurfacing today one speak earlier, she immedicidents of racism or sexism had with a nicer name. Chinese im- ately stereotyped the individual
to be dealt with only after the migrants used to have to pay a ' as an obnoxious Euro male. She
fact, which does not leave a lot head tax for example. Now im- later realized her perception of
of room for proactive anti-r:ac- migrants have to pay a 'registra- what he said was different than
ist education.
·
fiee' wh'1ch , sh e says, 1s
· a what he was saym·g. The student
bon
Carasco spoke about the deterrent for people of poorer, said it would have been unforlack of diversity in the profes- third world nations who tend to tunate had she closed her mind
sorate of the University of Wmd-

.
ApproXJmately 20 people of ~verse backgrounds ~thered m
CAW Stu~ent. Centres Ambassado~ Aud1ton~ last Thursday
eventng for a racism workshop
organized by the Womyn's Ceo-

I
I
I

Teacher Certification
in Scotland

Northern College of Education
- Aberdeen & Dundee Scotland Iain MJlclean of Northern College
welcome3 you to a.n Information Session for
Ontario-approved Primacy or Secondary Certification
at one of the U.IC.'s ludutg Irutitutioru

Dillon Hall - #351
Wed Oct 9 - 10:30 to 11:30
'*"""°

for more infonnation.
ooni.ct ltcbttl Millar, 3 PoloCt., Anc.uter,ON l.91C lHS
Tel/Fu, 90, 64S 7130, emoil: rmillar@wchat.on.ca

;,_,l

__tlllllflllll/lA
A demonst~tion was held on October 4 to pr(!test the recent Japanese attempt ofoccupying Tiao-yu T'ai,
a group of islands situated off the coast of T1awan. The march was orgaruzed by the Windsor Action
comnuttee for the Protection ofTiao-yu T'ai.
Photo l.rJ Jame.r Cnlick.Jhanle.

Hot to Trot:

Teen Health Centre Turkey Trot
By Nadia Flaim

Teacher Certification
in Austra ia

Informatio11 Session:

#351 Dillon Hall
ue Oct 15 - 10:00 to 11:30

CHARLES STURT
UNIVERSITY

C~U offers Ont.uio- Approved Primacy or Second.uy Programa
at ideal New South Wales locatioru
Contact Robert ~1illar, 3 folo Ct., Ar.c.uter, 0~ L9!- lHS
Tcl/F-io.: 9.:>!"> 648 , J 30; email· nnillar@wchat.on.ca

education and advocacy.
For this fund raising event,
• Run, walk, or skate your way to
all four Windsor-Essex County
amazing prizes this weekend at
school boards have been tarthe Teen Health Centre's inaugeted in order to get their mesgural Teen Turkey Trot.
sage out. This program is really
In an attempt to gain a
about "teens helping teens," said
larger piece of the fmancial pie,
Price.
sorely needed in today's cutback
Using the upcoming
economy, the Teen Health CenThanksgiving weekend as a
tre is hoping their 5 km Fun/
theme for the event, the Teen
Run/Walk or Skate Teen Turkey
Turkey Trot offers the opportuTrot will attract a high number
nity to get some exercise before
of participants and pledges.
your Thanksgiving feast, while
The money raised will go
working toward a gocxi cause. To
toward the implementation of a
motivate participants, numerous
new program in all Windsor and
prizes will be waiting at the finEssex County schools. PATI-IS
ish line. Individual as well as
(Preparing Adolescents Through
s~ool~ have the opportunity to
Healthy Success) is an "outdoor
wm pnzes.
program which incorporates
Among them, the school
self-esteem and anger managethat collects and bring.; in the
ment," said Ann Price, Director
greatest amount of pledges will
of Development at the Teen
receive $500 toward their StuHealth Centre.
dent Council. Moreover, indiThe Teen Health Centre is
vidual participants are more than
an organization of multi-disciwelcome to jom the fesavities
plmary professionals providing
and help raise money for this
services to Windsor-Essex
worthwhile cause. For individuCounty youth between the ages
als who participate, there is a
of 12 and 24. Its main objective
chance of winning a mountain
is the promotion of health
bike courtesy of Tim Horton's.
through service, community

Many other prizes are also avail·
able to top fmishers.
''With the kind ofresponse
we have received to date, we are
hoping to make it an annual
event," Price commented. With
all the enthusiasm prevalent in 1
the community it appears that
the corporate world has also
joined the race.
Some of the more notable
sponsors are CKLW AM 800,
The Running Factory Inc., Tirn
Horton's and more recently,
Pepsi-Cola Canada.
According to a Pepsi-Cola
Canada representabve, this involvement is seen primarily as
"a way to raise money locally"
for the betterment of Windsor's
youth. In the future, it is very
likely that these business and
corporate sponsorships will become a more frequent and valued partnership.

In person registration will bt
taking place Sund(!J, October 13.
1996 between 8:00 a.m. and 9.<JO
a.m. oryou m(!J pick up a registra·
lion farm at the CAW Centre.
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York takes on Tory cuts carnival-style
The Varsity
TORONTO (CUP) ~ Sarah Schmidt
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Pointing to a giant banner
which calculated the combined
debt of students at the carnival,
Student leaders at York Univer- $6 million, Poirier said this debt
sity tranSformed the campus into is accompanied by huge profits
a circus to poke fun at the edu- for the loans-holders, the banks.
''A lot of students who
cation policy of the Tory govsigned
the banner owe more
ernment and build momentum
than
$20,000.
At the same time,
for an upcoming general strike.
banks
in
Canada
have been makOrganizers say the carniing
record
profits,"
he said.
val, held Sept. 25, was meant to
''The
philosophy
that is
introduce students to the effects
coming
out
of
Queen's
Park
is
of the cuts to postsecondary
that
everything
is
expendable
education in a satirical and huclasses, hospitals beds, universimorous way.
"Our intention is to draw ties," said David McNally of the
attention to the cuts in the form Yock University Faculty Associaof humour. It's a different spin tion.
"We're told to be realistic
on student activism," said Stacey
Mayhall, president of the Gradu- because the numbers don't lie.
But while most of us are being
ate Student Association.
In addition to speeches downsized, 52 senior officers of
from leaders of the student corporations made in excess of
movement and labour organiz- $2 million and 6,600 profitable
ers, the day included the auction- corporations paid not a penny
ing off the university to the pri- in taxes last year. Something is
vate sector, a graveyard for fundamentally wrong with these
courses, a dunking tank where numbers," he said.
Brad Lavigne, national
students could soakMikeHarris,
astudent workfare program, and chairperson of the Canadian
a display of the university presi- Federation of Students, spoke at
dent's closet filled with students' the carnival to bring a message
of national solidarity to York stumoney.
''We're turning York into dents.
"This is a message of solia circus. It represents what the
darity
from the other 355,000
university's become with the
members
of the federation who
government cut backs. It really
stand
next
to you during this
1s a bigger circus than Queen's
cutting
and
privatization
frenzy,"
Park," said organizer Joel
he
said.
Harden.
Carnival co-coordinator
Wayne Poirier, president of
Lori
Galway says that this
York's student council, says an
unique,
down-style political acimportant part of the carnival
tion
is
a
lead up to two days of
was to draw students' attention
action
taking
place next month,
to how both their debt loads and
which
includes
a c1ty-wide gencorporate profits arc nsmg.

KW Secretarial Services

eral strike on Oct 25.
"On Oct. 25, when we
shut down the university, we're
going to lose the clown costumes. We're angry and we're
taking action."

TelephOne (S11 ) 733-8540

1321 On:twd Blvd,

l(lngMllle. Ontario NI\' 2A6

Typing and wordproccssing services.
Reports, books, essays. resumes, etc.

Accounting & Business Planning
Senices
• Small Bustneu Re,lslratlon & Start-a,a
• Acc:Pac 6 Simply AccountillC
• All acwemmeat resnittancea
• \'e&Mllld preperatlon

Computer Hardware & Software
Services
• Software Dewlopment

• Full and Part Time Contractors
• Hardware and Software ConsuHlnt
. Newel Certified Administrator

organization."

3 155 Howard A"e. Suite# 2 13

Angus Reid Group,1995

IN THE ROUNDHOUSE CENTER
Phone 969 - 9077 Fax 969 · 3889

Assumption Church

The Finance Committee invites applications for the position of:

Principal Organist/Choir Director
The preferred candidate will:

Be a~ularly Practising mtmbcr of thtltoman CatholicOturclt
Exhibit dfectivt ludership, rommunication skills &organizational ability ,

Some knowledge of Catholictheology and rubrics is rtquired

'

PROFESSIONAL Ql.WJFICATIONS

Master of Music or equivalent pmerred, with emphasis on 9rgan Pwformance and (],oral CDnduni•
Salary negotiable,
.....__-'--'
_...;......._...;.,___;_
.........' - - - commensurate with e,xperience

____

Resumes must be received by October 25, 1996:Assumption Church Finance Committee
350 Huron Oturch Road
Windsor, ON N9C 2J9
Should
..J

II

u,

>D

....
(I)JJttle Caesarr

rou require a job d~cript ion, contact Assumption rectory at (519) 253-2493; Fax: (519) 253-5373

(I) Little Caesars· I 1LARGE
I
PIZZA
LOOKWHO'S
DELIVERING : $9!!
DINNER!
with 2 toppings
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Lots
of free
.
.
Parking available!
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LUNCH
SPECIALS

1

Small

Phone 969-9180
Fax 969-7890
e-mail hair@Salon51O.com
Web page - http://www.salon51O.com

Pepperoni
Pizza $

11 AM 3 PM

4 .99

Closest Location to University
CARRYOUTPlusTax NOLIMIT
1930 Tecumseh West@ Bridge 256-3161
1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534
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Checking out our Roots
By Marlene Lajoie

.

.

COME !N ~ND JOINTHE RETRQ?ATMOSP-HERE OF

__.~., \.

FLASHBACK

'I\I

BOWLING

.....

EVERYTHURSDAY NIGHT 9PM
You can light up your life
widl Windsor's first and only

;(-. GLOWPI NS ·

.

~-

Bowl to the sounds of the SO's. 60·s. and
70'$ at oJd time prices. Plus SOt hot
dogs & hamburgers (Thurs. night only)

UofW & St. Clair students
dress for the occasion and
show your student card at
the counter and you could
WIN GREAT PRIZES!

.

~

Bo17Vl6~:r
.

675
Tecumseh Rd. 'W. 258-9321
•

Deadline Dates for Appllcatlon
to Professional Programs at Ontario Universities

1997 ENTRY
LAW

November 1, 1996 (First Year Programs)

May 1, 1997(Upper Year Programs)

MEDICINE
TEACHER
EDUCATION

· November 1, 1996
December 1, 1996

CONTACT THE OUAC FOR AN APPUCATION FORM

650 Woodlawn Road West
P.0.1328
Guelph ON N1 H 7P4
(519) 823-1940

Law: olsas@ouac.on.ca
Medicine: omsas@ouac.on.ca
Education: teas@ouac.on .ea
http://ouacinfo.ouac.on.ca

mission buildings. The Huro~
Mission was the predecessor tc
New students may not be aware
that magnifient edifice, Assurnp.
that the university is situated on
t10n Church, that greets you
land that has a unique place in
from the windows of the Stud~
history. When the rest of Ontario Centre.
was just being surveyed tn 1783,
At this time, a proclama.
there was already a firmly estabtion was being read in the
lished settlement right here. The
churches along the St. Lawrenct
Detroit River region was the earvalley offering tools, animals and
liest permanent European agriland to anyone who would go
cultural settlement in Ontario
to the "distant outpost". In
and the site of the only
1749, forty-six adventurous (or
seigneurie ever issued in the
desperate) men, women and chi].
province, also the only area in
dren left the familiar life they
Ontario with both French style
knew in Quebec and headed for
strip farms and British concesvast, untamed territory. By 1790,
StOnS.
the south shore was considered
In a bid to build a fort here, fully settled.
Sieur de Lamothe Cadillac deToday you can still hear
scribed the then uninhabited
some of the first pioneers in the
area as having "so much game
names of the streets, the parks
that it only moves aside long
and even the faces of some of
enough to allow the boat to
your classmates. Bondy,
pass". This account may have
Meloche, Reaume, Monforton,
been more than a little over-zealLaframboise, Ouellette, Goyeau
ous, but even so, he was allowed
and Drouillard - just to name a
to establish Fort Pontchetrain in
few.
1701 where downtown Detroit
now stands. When this occurred,
Note: There are ma'!Y excr/.
a number of natives moved to
/mt
books
on the subject in Leddy
the area to be close to the fort
Llbra,y
and
the downtown branch rf
including a band of Hurons the Windsor Public Library on tht
who requested the services of
subject including, The Windsor Bo,.
the Jesuits and donated land for

der Region l?J BJ. Lqjeunme.

Federal phone survey on health

Pop-quiz on sex
OTTAWA (CUP) By Samer Muscati
Statistics Canada has apologized
to an elderly Alberta woman after "interrogating" her about
how often she has sex with her
partner.
Christine Sephton, 59, was
shocked after the federal agency
called out of the blue and started
asking her "perverted" questions as part of a national health
survey. .
Sephton was asked when
she first had sex, when did she
have sex last, and if she has any
sexually transmitted diseases,
among other questions.
''It's none of their business," said Sephton who refuses
to participate in any more government surveys. "If they call
back, I'll charge them with
sexual harassment, I really will."
The questions are part of
a National Population Health

Survey, but only Albertans are
asked a list of sex-related questions. The Alberta government
is paying $1.5 million for the
additional questions for 13,000
households in an attempt to better understand the health status
of Albertans.
Gary Catlin, a director at
Stats-Can doesn't understand
what all the coounotion is about.
He says that participation in the
survey is voluntary and confidential, and that no one is
obliged to answer the questions
if they don't want to.
"I'm not denying that there
are sensitive questions," said
Catlin, "but they're not inappropriate for a health survey."
But Reform MP John
Williams disagrees. He says that
the government should have
better things to do then calling
people up and asking them
about their sexual habits.
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No Golden
Victory
By Lance Sports Staff
The University of Windsor
Lancm football team travelled
to Waterloo on Saturday Sept
28 to take on the Wilfrid
Laurier Golden Hawks. The
Lancers quickly saw their
chances of winning their first
game of the season being demolished as the Golden
Hawks clawed their way to an
early 24-0 lead en route to a
41-7 victory.
In terms of playing well
the LJJ11ctrswere caught frozen,
frequently watching the Goldm
Hawks quickly run up their
lead and losing any chances at
a heroic comeback. The lAncmnow are in a very deep hole
where the play-offs are concerned, but they must play
hard each and every game and
not give up.
Quarterback Scott Miller
and kicker Ken Tumak combined for the Lancers only
points of the afternoon.
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Lancer golfers
finish sixth

it-

JS

ByJim Weese

at

The University of Windsor
Golf Team competed in the
University of Guelph
Invitational Golf Tournament
on Monday Sept 30th, at the
Cutten Golf~ Country Oub
on the University campus. In
total there were eleven
0.U.A.A. golf teams which
competed in the day long tournament.
The Lancers finished
sixth overall with a team score
of 320. Trevor Chapman led
the Lancers with a five-over par
round of 76. Scott Shayko
fired a 77, and other LAncm
included were Jeff Robinson
with an 82, Alec Kerr with an
85, and Brent Schultz with a
score of 87.
Wilfrid Laurier University won the competition with
a four player total score of 291.
The University of Guelph was
second, and the University of
Waterloo finished third.
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Upcoming
Lancer Events
(home games in bold)
FOOTBALL

Saturday Oct. 12
vs Waterloo, 2 p.m.
SOCCER
Wednesday Oct. 9
vs Waterloo
Men@4p.m.
Women @ 5 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday Oct. 12@ Waterloo
MEN'S HOCKEY
Faday Oct 11/12
vs. Miami University (Ohio)
7p.m.

h
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Berth of
hope
By Lucian Kielek
Under a cast of gloomy clouds
and varying intensity of wind,
the Lanarwomen's soccer team
marched out of the weekend
pointless against Wilfrid Laurier
and Guelph on the weekend of
Sept. 28.
In Saturday's intense
match against the Golden
Hawks, the Lancers showed a
good early hustle but were easily matched by a superior and
consistent Laurier effort. This
was evident in the early minutes
as the Hawks opened the scoring on their first shot, followed
by another goal several minutes
later. The Windsor goalkeeper
had little chance on either goal,
being left to fend for herself.
With the score 3-0 for
Laurier, the Lancm mounted a
good team attack and converged
on a four player assault to get
one back. This effort demonstrated a good show of desire
and intensity to end the half
The team used their last
half momentum to generate several more scoring chances. This
included a notable effort by
LAnctr forward Saren Williams,
who broke through on a solid
breakaway in the opening minutes of the second half. She displayed her ability to connect with
the ball, blistering several shots
on the Laurier goalkeeper
throughout the day.
But Laurier did not withhold their grip and added one
more goal to stab the Lancers
from any more hope of a comeback. The sun finally shone
down on the field that afternoon
but only at games end, and in a
4-1 loss for the LAncerr.
The helpless Lancers had
yet to face more tough opposition the following day as the
Guelph Gryphons came into

Mens Rugby - Lancer team still beating them all

town.
The game was held scoreless in the early going until half
way through when the Gryphom
took the initiative in the Winsor
zone to capitalize on an offensive chance. The Wmdsor goalkeeper made a fierce attempt to
grab the original shot, only to
punch it out and have a nifty pass
go around her into the open side.
The G,yp_lxms added toJlieu: lead
just over a minute later on a similar attack, which left the Windsor netminder alone and face a
hopeless rebound.
Unfortunately the cloudy
skies had to part once again and
the Lancmwent away with a 2-1
loss.
"We still have a chance.
This league is unpredictable,"
said third year head coach Mary
Szaucsek.
The second half of the season has yet to start, and the
women Lancm will still be confident of a hunt for a play-off
berth.
''We need to focus on the
second half of the season and
do the little things aght," says
Szaucsek.

Photo l!J Angela Papaiambropolo111.

Men's rubgy still on top
By Trevor Drake

On Saturday September 21, the
University of Windsor men's
rugby team traveled to Big Rapids, Michigan to play against the
tough Ferris State Buiidogs.
Windsor put forth a sluggish effort against the lowly Bulldogs,
this was evident with missed
penalty kicks late in the game.
Windsor managed to keep their
unbeaten streak alive by coming away with a tie, and a much
needed ego shock. The Lane-

ers cannot expect to walk away
with the MRU title without
putting up 100% effort every

game.
Windsor rebounded well
from the Ferris State game by
coming out strong the followmg weekend and defeating the
University of Michigan 39-5.
With the win in front of a huge
home crowd, Windsor's record
improved to 3-0-1. This puts
them in first place, and in solid
position for a play-off spot

Hockey pool to benefit AIDS research
By Lance Sports Staff
Four first year MBA students
at the University of Wmdsor
have created a hockey pool as
a class project. The hockey pool
known as the Dynasty Fantasy
Hockey League, will cost participants five dollars to enter a
team. $1 from every team entered will be donated to charity. The remainder of the money
will be divided among the top
five teams at the end of the

NHL hockey season.
"It's a great way to follow hockey, win some money
and at the same time help a
worthy cause, says Marc
Goodman of Dynasty Sports.
Forms for the hockey
pool will be available on the
main floor ui the Odette Building on Monday's and Wednesday's between 12 pm and 2 pm

Deadline foraU entryfarms
is on Mon

October 28 1996.

Opi111(>n

other spit in the face for baseball
By Brian Anderson
The Baltimore On'oles have the
best double play combination in
baseball. At shortstop Cal
Ripkin and second baseman
Roberto Alomar combine to
create one of the best tandems
in baseball history. The problem is the difference between
the two athletes is much larger
than the hole over second base.
Alomar bursted onto the
Major League scene in San Diego. He was traded to the Blue
Jays a few years later and ep_itomized the entire organization.
Here is a guy so into his team,
that he actually lived in its stadium.
Alomar gave everything
he had on every play winning

games wtth his bat and his glove.
And what a glove it was, making highlight reels daily with his
array of acrobatic diving catches.
After two World Series rings the
Blue Jays began to see their success dwindle. As did Alomar,
who saw his character mirror
that action.
The Jays were going to be
rebuilding and Alomar didn't
feel like sticking around through
this obvious losing spell and
demanded to leave Toronto. He
headed to Baltimore, who had
the promise for a winning season. I was devastated to see
Alomar leave, as I always considered him to be the best player
in baseball.
This was prior to his de-

parture, and now over the past
weeks I have lost all respect for
him. The incident to which I am
referring to happened, ironically,
in Toronto. Alomar disagreed
with home plate umpire John
Hirschbeck, and proceeded to
spit in his face. And if that wasn't
enough, Alomar corrunented on
the bitterness shown by
Hu:schbeck over the death of his
son.
The umpires threatened to
boycott the playoffs if Alomar
is allowed to play. As Detroit
Free Press columnist Mitch
Alborn writes, "What Alomar
should have done is sat down.
Right then and there. If it cost
the Orioles the play-offs, so be
it. Some thmgs are bigger than

one season, such as the integrity of baseball. Or what's left
of it."
Alborn makes and excellent point. The classy thing for
Alomar to do would be to admit his mistake, take the penalty, and get on with his business. Now, the playoffs will be
tarnished with the thought of
how far Baltimore would go
without Alomar. It's a shame
because if last year's playoffs
were any indication, this year's
series have the makings of clasSlCS.

Speaking of classics, it's
not as if Alomar has to look far
to fmd an example of class and
character, he just has to look at
the shortstop position on his
t
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FOOTBALL RESULTS
Scpt.28
Guelph
Waterloo
Laurier
Western

24
20
41
28

Toronto
McMaster
Windsor
York

8. Carleton Ravens
9. WATERLOO WARRIORS
10. McGill Redmen

7
9
7
13

SOCCER RESULTS

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Team GP W L T F A TP
Weatei:n
Lautiet
Watcdoo

Guelph

4

4
4

3
3
2
2
2
0
0

4
4

Toronto
4
York
4
McMuter 4
Windsor 4

0 0 119 44 8
1 0 115 63 6

1086536
2 0 77 68 4
2062644
2 0 81 91 4
4 0 22 100 0
4 0 40 119 0

CIAU FOOTBALL TOP TEN
1. Saskatchewan Huskies
2. WESTERN MUSTANGS
3. LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
4. Alberta Golden Bears
5. Calgary Dinosaurs
6. St Francis Xsvicr X-Men
7. Saint M s Huskies

Sept. 25
Ryerson
Sept. 28
Guelph
Queens
Laurier
McMaster
Ryerson
Carleton
Sept. 29
Lauren.

3
1
1
3
2

Brock

1

Carleton
Guelph
Laurier
Toronto

2
2

3

1
2

1

Trent

2

Brock
Lauren.
Windsor
Waterloo
York
Toronto

2
1
0
0
1
1

Trent
0
Western 1
Ryerson ppd
Windsor 1
McMaster 0
York
1

SOCCER STANDINGS
E.ASTDIV. GP W LT F A TP

7
7

Queen's

Laurentwl

2 0 S 9 7 11
2 1 4 8 6 10

Culetoo
R~noo
Yotk
Toronto
Tttot

5
6
6
6
5

2031359
213779
2 3 1 11 12 7
114657
0 5 0 6 18 0

WESTDIV. GP W LT FA TP
McMutet
Guelph

Laurie,
Wetteto
Brock
Windsor
Watcdoo

7
8
7
6
7
7
6

5 1 1 17 6 16
4 0 4 12 5 16
4128514
222668
1 42814S
1 S 1 1S 12 4
1 SOS233

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS
Sept. 28
MEN,S6.4KM
(8 teams competing)
1st Drew Macauley
5th Mark Kiteley
7th Andy Hahn
12th Mark Brozowski
14th Jeff Haller
15th Darryl Currie

20:49.7
21:13.9
21:23.4
21:48.0
21:58.S
22:03.7

STUDENT
SPECIAL!
$
FOR

*
(Reg.up

to $200)

If you want to lose weight, look great, tone up or improve for spores. we .ire the
only people to see. Staffed hy university physical education gradu.ues who have been
professionally trained ro guarantee you look your very best. for the most in facilities,
the best equipment in the world, and professional one-on-one service, tn· C.mada\
Top Club. You deserve it!
Call Now!
966-6005
3100 HoY.ard Ave.

Devomhrre Mall

Call Now!
252-5755
1550 Oudleue Ave.

Women Onh

I

WIST f.C. IIO.

t-

IXNISSWAY fAST

TtcuLH

ourwm

FITNUS

CWI

a

~0•1

O"-!M!WC

HOW
AVIARD

SHl"'AIID

oooou,i

DfVONSMIIU

~

rlTNlSS
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Friday and Saturday

Disastett llttea

Cadeton
Trent
Toronto
Ryenon

s
s
6
6

3
1
1
1

2
3
4
5

0
1
1
0

5 7
2 8
11 9
9 2S

9
4

4
3

WESTDIV. GP W LT FA PTS
Lautier
Guelph
Western
McMuter
Watedoo
Brock
WU1dsor

g
g
6
7
6
7
7

S
3
3
2
2
2
0

0
2
0
2
2
4

3
3
3
3
2
1
6 1

13 5
6 7
12 6
12 6
7 13

18
12
12

9
8
10 12 7
9 20 1

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS
Sept. 28
WOMEN,S4KM
1st Missy McOeary
13:22.1
2nd Dana Cunningham
14:48.9
4th Blaire Kmaziew
15:39.2
SOCCER STANDINGS
7th Mamee Beamish 15:55.9
8th Patricia Klein
16:02.9
EAST DIV. GP W L T F A PTS 10th Anne-Marie Carey
16:23.9
Ottawa
7
5 0 2 18 1 17
12th Tanya Kloppenburg
7
Queen's
3 1 3 14 5 12
16:40.6
Yodt
6
3 2 1 12 16 10
15th Anna Center
17:15.3

Athletes of the week
Female
Lisa Pozzi
Lanar Soccer
A third year business student,
Lisa is cn1oying her first season of l...anar soccer. Lisa put
m two more consistent performances on the weekend of
Oct 28th. She scored the lone
goal versus the defending nation al champions Wilfrid
Launer Golden Hawks. As a
rookie, Lisa continues to contribute to the offensive output
of the Lancers and now has
three goals on the season.
Male
Drew MacAuley
Lanar Cross Country
Drew MacAulcy set a course
and meet record on Saturday
Oct. 28th at the Windsor
Invitational Cross Country
Meet held at Malden Park.
Drew captured the men's tide
by completing the 6.4KM
course in a time of20:49.7 and
with this performance
MacAuley helped the l...anctrs
maintain their second place
ranking m Canada.

ZRock Party

~

by

SOCCER RESULTS
Sept. 25
Trent
1 Ryerson 0
Sept. 27
7 Carleton 0
York
Waterloo 2 McMasterl
Toronto 6 Queen's 0
Sept. 28
Carleton 2 Toronto 0
Queen's
0 Ottawa 0
0
Ryerson 8 York
Brock
2 Guelph 0
Laurier
4 Windsor 1
McMaster 2 Waterloo 2
Sept. 29
Carleton - Ryerson Toronto - York
4 Trent
0
Ottawa
Wester
1
3 Brock
2 Windsor 1
Guelph
Laurier
1 McMasterO

Every Monday

October 11 & 12

Metallica Tribute

OWIAA

RUM

8:00-10:30 Drink Specials
Hot Body Contest
$100 CASH
First Prize

1
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Profile
By Rawl Banton
Photos courtesy the band
The essence of life, I believe, is experience. The essence
of Ten Indians, likewise, can only be experienced. It
cannot be written about or spoken of. For, even though
the critique would be most positive and favourable, the
praise would not give justice to the truth of who they
are. TEN INDIANS are alive, and they kick when you
hear 'em.
I spoke to the rising band about several issues
related to music. Included in our conversation were
questions that dealt with their love for music, inspirations, the industry, and the hold they have on their fans.
Our discussion took place a few days after Ten Indians recorded what will be their
first release "TEN INDIANS Live at the
Terradactyl Lounge".
Due to the limitations of the print our talk . ;; '
has been modified to give the effect of an inter- · · · ~,
view. What follows is our discussion.
·
Lance: Having watched you guys for a while now
I've come to the conclusion that you don't play for
the audience. From what I see you just seem to gig
with and for each other.
Ten Indians: I think we have this great melding together, because we've never really had
a lot ofaudiences to interact with.
So we were
mainly our
own audience.
Years of
playing
crappy
ba r s

a n

d

shitty gigs and
being spurned literally
brought us closer together, so
that when people did come to see us,
they would think, 'God, these guys aren't playing for us, they're playing for each other.
Sometimes it is a little too tight knit but we like
that. A lot of people like that. It's the way we are, it's the
way we were, and it's the way we'll always be.
L: Why does your audience always seem to be captivated by your music?
T.I: We command our audience's attention.
L: It looks as if they are aware that if they don't pay
attention they'll miss something.
At the recording session it appeared as though
something magical was bestowed on the audience. It
was as though they were mesmerized or bewildered by
your music.
T.I: It was probably due to the fact that we were handing out horse tranquilizers prior to the gig. By the way,
to anyone who plans on coming to see us, remember
you're only supposed to take half You have to break
them in half before you take them.
L: Or perhaps it could be due to them experiencing the
music rather than just listening to it. Your music seems
to come to life, manifesting itself in various emotions.
T.I: Our music is the fourth member of our band. We
might write about a certain mood and then typically we
might write about a certain individual. But that does
not bring that individual into existence. However, the
music, lyrics and all, do come to life because of the
feelings and emotions it evokes.
We can create something with our music. Philosophically, we're all different. Dennis is a loud mouth.
George is silent and contemplative. Matt is Grumpy. So
basically we're all waiting for Snow White the record
producer to put this all together in a diamond mine.
L: Who does most of the song-writing?
T.I: All three of us. It's equal.
L: There can never be any true equality.
T.I: Yes there is. We're a model for the world. We each
have a role. We've never specified what each other does,

t

•

1ans
but. we've allowed each other the freedom to simply do
the1r role and as such it is never discussed. We've never
said to each other that this particular piece could be
better because we each know what we can and cannot
do with our respective instryments.
L: This obviously works!
T.I: We love to play with each other. Because of this
cosmic accident, the three of us met and seem to
play well together. And if you question a
miracle long enough it stops
being miraculous. So
we
just

question it since
its not broken. Miles Davis
·
once said that, "if the music speaks for
itself, don't interrupt it." We don't think about it.
We all just feed off each other's energy and play our
best. We don't believe our music can change the world.
We do believe though that our music matters. It matters
to us and it matters to the people who hear us.
Our music isn't gonna change. the world, but our
music can make thts prison we live in a little bit more
happy, it has that potential.
L: What goals and aspirations does Ten Indians have?
T.I: Complete and utter global domination. Either that or having fridges full of imported
beer. Everyone in this business has
that goal of making it.
We've seen bands
out there

e

X

tremely lucky to
get as far as they've
gotten. We've also seen a lot of
bands who are extremely good who
haven't gotten anywhere. Bands who are good enough
to play with big name bands but just didn't get the break
they were looking for and as a result they've fallen into
obscurity. I say wow, because if they'd just met the
right person everyone would have heard about them.
L: I guess then that its about who you know rather
than how good you are?
T.I: Not necessarily. It's more on determination. We will simply, if necessary, outlast everyone else until we're the only
ones left standing. Really though,
you have to stay together as a
band, you have to continue to
write songs and you have
to continue to play live
for no one, for one
person or for the
world. If you're
more warned about
getting a
contract than
playing music
you're doing the
wrong thing. You've
gotta have a love for playing. Because at the end of
your life if you don't get the
contract, or the girls, or the drugs
or whatever turns you on - up and
above mus1c - if you don't get those

things, its been a waste of your life. We've got what we
want most of all and that is to play together (the music
we feel).
If we get a contract that would be great but we
don't go to bed praying
that the next day we11 get
one. ~'re not
concerned. If we had it
our
way we'd only live to play
to be able to eat and
have shelter.
L:Whatkeepsyout<r.
gether?
T.I. Musically we
amuse each other.
We're very competitive in
the sense that we force each other
to be better because no one wants to be outshined in a piece. If George comes up with a phenomenal drum piece, then Dennis is going to do his best to
complement the level George has attained and of course
Matt would do the same too. And this artistic experiment is guided by our imagination and the song itself.
This love for playmg together is our common bond.
When we die if we don't have a record contract
we can rest knowing that we did some really good shit.
It's a shame someone in the Ukraine didn't hear us. ~·re
not rock stars. We're musicians, we're not artists we're
musicians. We're not even good-looking- we're actually
goofy-looking - but we are musicians. We're creative
and we like to explore each others' imaginations. This
is what we value this is what matters to us. We don't
need a contract to be successful, we feel like we already
are. We play together for each other, and we enjoy what
wedo.
I wouldn't mind our bills being paid every now
and then. I mean we try to rotate the band's funds, shift
th~ funds to George one month so he can pay hydro,
sh1ft the funds to Matt so he can pay his Union Gis for
a month, shift the funds to Dennis so he can buy gas,
cigarettes or whatever else he wants, to survive.
L: To what would you liken your mus1c?
T.I: Through Ten Indians we've created things that
haven't existed before. Someone out there can say it's
crap, but we've created, what have they done? We've
used our minds and sometunes our happiest moments are
in practlce when we discover something
i 4 and we group around and say
WOWl This is just cool, we just
created this. It's like mutual
consensual sex that leads to
the creation of a brand
new baby.
Everyone
~~.
thinks their child
·., is the most
~.
beautiful.
Sowhen
we create something we're
happy with, we
think it's the most
beautiful thing tn the
world. But so does every
other band when they create.
This band is the three of us.
If for whatever reason one of us
should leave, Ten Indians would cease
to be. We have enough room in our imagination to continue indefinitely. If we die,
we die together. If we fail we fail together If
we succeed it will be together because win or
lose, we're gonna finish the game.
Music is an absolute addiction. It's an ugly,
beautiful addiction. It's lonelmess, it's depression,
it's ecstasy and sometimes it's nothing at all, just
your state of mind.

Tl1Psclay. 0<'tober 8. U)9G

By Jacqueline Shannon
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Comperelli, a father of two.
"Now, we're in this next
phase. I don't know what you'd
call it. It's hard to name it while
you're in 1t. It's kind of relaxed
and content - not content to
:stay where we're at but, you
know -we're in a good place."
Since focusing more on
their careers, Comperelli has
found a certain satisfaction in
knowing more about the business end of the industry. "We've
always known we generate a lot
of cash for people and that's OK,
because we get all the glory
Oaughs)."
Success found them after
the release of Dear Dear, and
again with the platinum album
which Phil says the band was
under the most pressure to produce, Smili.n' Buddha Cabaret.
"They [the new record
company] wanted us to come up
with something just like Dear
Dear. It was like 'Do it again!
Dear Dear 2, or Son Of Dear
Dear' and we were like, 'Nol' so
we put together 'The Buddha'.
We just slapped it together, really quick, with really wacky
ideas, and we were scared the
record company would say, 'You
guys aren't putting that out,' but,
they said, 'OK' and it did well."
"Personally, I think it was

A tired yet cheerful Phil
Comperelli sat down for tea and
cigarettes. We discussed S4-40's
decade and a half career, and
their new release, Trusted By
Millions.
It wasn't hard to tell that
Phil and the others aren't caught
up in the rock n'roll hype. He
was calm and realistic: no one
ran around with an inflated ego,
during quiet, pre-show hours.
Phil attributed their level-headed
nature to the gradual climb to
stardom.
It's been fifteen years since
54-40 began. After seven albwns, they are, quite possibly, as
far as they've ever been from
their humble beginnings in Surrey B.C. There have been wedding bells, baby showers, and
mild misfortune.
"We went through our angry-young-man, period, when
we first started... Then we got
into our politically correct stage.
That would be after Show Me.
The epitome of that would have
been the Fight R,r Love album. A
lot of that was due to Neil meeting and marrying tlus woman,
54 40's frontman tears into one of many crowd pleasing numbers at a recent Wmdsor show.
his wife. This wad woman,
Photo '7y Bry? Rankin.
who's got a degree in everything.
She works at a battered wornWhat they were capable of, really good musician. I mean half
Despite all of the different
an's centre, she's
sounds the band
this time, was Trusted By Millions, way through, I was like, 'Steven,
a social worker,
l'1VI'.
has explored, an album of pop-rock mastery.
are we getting anything done
she's travelled to
Comperelli says,
"We put more pressure on here? This is way too much fun,'
Central America
"To be brutally ourselves for this one, wanting and he says, 'Oh yeah, sounds
looking for pohonest, I think to put a record out that was again great."'
litical prisoners
,l• [what unifies the
different, but not too out there."
Only time and the charts
to be released...
music] it's 'cause
"It's like a best of 54-40, can tell if Trusted By Millions will
A real sh1t dis- =====~================ we're not the but all original stuff. Working continue in the successful vein
turber. So, that really spun him because of Ocean Pearl," stated greatest musicians.~ can't, like, with Steven from THE ODDS of their preceding albums. Based
around. Thus, the politically cor- Comperelll, to suggest that it do anything too different than was amazingly, awesome. Way on the strength of reactions to
rect years. Musically, it was a lit- wasn't until that song was re- what we're capable of doing, so too much fun. He's cool and a the new album's debut single,
tie folky... More Canadian."
leased that a lot of people (even no matter how different the al- great musician. We've never Love You AU, it looks like Trusted
"After that, everyone friends) noticed the band's bums sound from one another worked with someone we've By Millions just might possibly be
started having kids and that to- talent.
it's still us, doing what we're ea- known that well, and that was a bought by millions, and be that
tally did us over again," laughs
pable of."
one break 54-40 deserve.

t

we pu more pressure on
ourselves for this one, wanting to
• c/i~.L"
put a reco~d out that was again
ferent,_ hut not too out there.,,

Stevens reads at The Mill
articles on jazz for American and
Canadian newspapers, in addition to hosting a weekly jazz program on CJAM 91.5FM, called
Jazz Tracks (a.iring every Sunday
at 10am).
Many oflus poems tend to
have histoncal sources. An early
collection of poems for exampie, dealt with Norman Bethune. His
more recent calleetion of poems, Rip
lVi
Rap. dealt with Pcter Sutcliffe, a serial
killer who was dubbed The
Yorkshire Ripper.
During the opcn-mic portion of the reading senes, there
unfortunately occurred some
drunken heckling from the back,
but this was thankfully absent
during Stevens' reading. Such
occurrences are the reality, and
occasional challenge of present-

ing poetry in such a public forum: any public presentation of
poetry is needed to keep interest in the art alive, and make
poetry accessible for all.
The imagery of The Road
To Alamos conveyed a sense of
landscape, for those listening, as
close to that wh1ch Stevens must
•
•

paranoia found in everyday objects, !ended to Stevens' poem a
number of images.

Photographs Of Two Women
On The Covers OJ CDs, as the title
may suggest, developed when
Stevens received some Cds for
use on Jazz Tracks. It isn't difficult to imagine how a visual
form could inspire
a written form of
art, because the
best poetry, as with
most of Stevens'
poems, allows one
to sec with their eyes closed, 1f
one listens.

Phantoms dressed 1n immaculate
rute smash mto
.
·'- th
eacu O er...
from The Ordinary

Scratch N'Sniff - Peter Stevens reads at the Sandwich Mill.

Photo l?J David Knight.

By David Knight
'The Mill,' as The Sandwich Mill is affectionately abbreviated by university and workmg-class patrons, is host to many
events. They have the largest
selection of on-tap imports, live
celt1c bands, and poetry too.

Windsor poet Peter
Stevens read his poems at The
Sandw1ch Mill on September 29
as featured guest reader of
Windsor's Scratch N'Sn1ff.
Stevens, as well as being a poet,
teaches creative wnting at the
Un1vcrs1ty of Windsor, writes

•

have seen. The historical references to mtlitary testing were
few, but calculated, "to release
power, lying deep inside."
The Ordinary was a bizarre
little poem, inspired by an
equally bizarre ftlm by Roman
Polansk1. The film, about a
woman's sexual obsessions /

Stevens has a new rolltction ef
poems in progress. His last collection
ef poems Rip ~. is availabkfrom
Black Moss Press. l--0ok for it at
South Shore Books, TempesL Books,
and the U ef W bookstore.

Ceiliegh at The Mill
By David Knight
A ceiliegh is a trad1t:Jonal
gath ering of musicians and
dancers. Musicians gathered last
Wednesday at the Sandwich Mill
were Strathmore, and members
of the Detroit chapter of
Comhal taas.
Strathmore is Frank C.
Edgely (concertina, penny whistle, highland pipes, Northumbrian pipes), Frank J. Edgely (fiddle), Tim Lodgson (mandolin,
vocals),Jim O'Callaghan (tenor,

banjo, bouzouki), Anne
McCallum (guitar, keyboards,
vocals), and Ian Reid (guitar, 5
string banjo, bohdran, vocals).
Strathmore has played in London, Samia, Windsor, and Oeve1and (where they played The
F1eadh, coming in first place as
All-American champions of the
form. The fl adh is one of two
qualifying competitions to win
the right to compete in Ireland).
Strathmore will host a
cetliegh at The Mill on the first
Wednesday of every month.

Anne McCallum is a
teacher of Irish set dancing, considered one of the oldest forms
of
traditional
dancing.
McCallum says that the dance
has origins in the French quadrilles. When Napoleonic soldiers returned, the form spread
throughout Europe.
Prank C. Edgely plays all
forms of pipes. He says that the
development of such instruments and the songs around
them overlap so much that
someone will tell you it's Irish

or Scottish, depending on their
background.
Strathmore has had one
cassette released, called The hill
Whack, a full hour of Celtic
music. It features traditional
music arranged by the band, as
well as My Love She's But A Las-

sie Yet by Robert Burns, Joc'k
o'Hazeldean by Sir Walter Scott,
and their own, Colin Edgefy. Full
Whack will soon be re-released
on CD. A second recording rrufy
be in the works.
For tour / album info: 944 I f4 9

Symphony at CAWSC

'

By David Knight
Last Wednesday the Wmdsor Symphony performed at the
CAW Student Centre.
Katie Inverity said the performance was part o f a week
long series of concerts, called
"Music Around Town," an annual even t, held near the beginning of their season to let the
community know that a new season is beginning. It is also a part
o f the mandate to their Education And Cc ,.munity Outreach
program. Inverity has been with
the symphony since 1994.
Sara John, assistant conductor, began her assistanceship
this September. The year before
she was apprentice to the conductor.

A.A. . not suitable !Of children, frightening scenes, violence

OPENS FRIDAY OCTOBER 11
AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

Photo l!J James Cnlideshank.
Inverity and John were
both pleased with the reactions
to their performances.
"I had a lot more people
than usual ask about our regular concerts. A lot of people were
reading our concert pamphlets.
The crowd grew as we played,"
she said.
Despite the fact that most
students at the centre are passing through to class, to eat, or to
leave, 1t wasn' t a negative environment to perform in. Sara
John stressed that people who
did stop and listen.
"It is frustrating in a way,
but we're going in with eyes
open. Something will always get
through to someone. And, it's
okay. It's always a pleasure to
perform."

Inventy believes that the
pieces of music chosen by the
W indsor Symphon y fo r performance are so popular that
people listen to symphony music without realizing it.
"I think people sho uld
have an open mind. They're
heanng this music all the time
in film soundtracks."
She believes opera and orchestra music is entering into the
mainstream, because it has endured so long.
" If the y can lis ten to
Gregorian chants, they can certainly enjoy us."
She also points to the
crossover appeal of this music,
using the Vancouver orchestra's
performances with Spirit Of The
West as an example. The Wind.,
sor Symphony will be collaborating with a local band, The Locals (performing songs by Chicago, Lightho use, and Blood,
Sweat & Tears), in March. Until
then, she recommends their
"Quartetto Gelatto" performances on October 19 and 20 for
the curious.

Ticlut info: 2 f 2 -6f79

Princess Black Tart signing
By David Knight
Princess Black Tart will release
an album on the a-Rabian label, but not as Princess Black
Tart. When they sign to the label, du ring a party at The
Terradactyl Lounge (October
11), they'll reveal their new
name.
Princess Black Tart 1s Ted
Lamont (vocals, guitar) a Communications grad from the U

of W, Tom Jaksic (guitars, keyboards) an Ed. grad from the U
of W, Scott Hamel aka Pinky Star
(bass, keyboards) and Steve
Fimeno (drums). Fimeno is the
band's new est member, with
them only three months. Firneno
has been in a number of Detroitarea bands, most notably, Killing Floor.
Lamont says, "Our sound
is kind of like Stone Temple Pi-

lots meets Pink Floyd."
The name of the release
under their new name will be
Even Pit. The producer is Mark
Berry (owner of the a-Rabian
label). Pnncess Black Tart renamed will be one of four
bands on the label, which will
distribute the art:Jsts throughout Canada, Germany, and the
northern United States.
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D ear Legal Corner:
I have IWU!Jf UJo11ght that it is ilkgal
I() di.rcnminate againft othm in regard I() sex and age. However, there
Jetmf /() be IIIIZ1!J utSlana! ofJiscriJ'lli.
nalion that exist in 011r soa·e!J.
For example, 1'l!J can Roman
Catholic pn'ests on!J be mak? W~
do senibrcitizens receive disco11nts thaJ
I cad obtain? W~ are some health
clslb1 that are exrbmve!J far wmen
allowed I() exist?
Co11!tiyo11 explain aly examples of alJat appearr I() be farm1 of
discrimination are exrlsldtd and a/Jat
dijfemtliatts a discriminatqry adfrom
one that is omptabk?

-Undergrad11att st11dent
Dear Colleague:
lbe legislation used to address
discruninatory acts is the Canadian and Ontario Human Rights
Code. For the sake of this answer I will focus on the provincial anti-discrimination legislation. The Ontario Human
Rights Code guarantees all mdividuals the right to equal treatment with respect to several factors including sex, marital status, and age. I lowevcr, the code
does allow for some flexibility
in implementing this section.
Firstly, the code allows for
special employment where a
religious institution gives preference based on discrirrunating
factors (tc: sex and marital status) if the qualification is areasonable and bona fidc qualification, because of the nature of
the work. In this regard it tS considered acceptable for priests to
be exclusively male. The difficulty of this provision 1s in de-

termining where it tails off.
Secondly, age under the
code is defU1ed as an age between 18 and 65 years. The requirement indicates that a policy
of mandatory retirement or of
having certain benefits for senior citizens would not be in v10
lation of the code as they fall outside the category for age.
Finally, the code allows for
special interest organizations
where membership that is rcstri.cted Ill serving the interests
of persons identified by a prohibited ground of discrimination
is restricted to persons who are
similarly identified.
Since sex is a prohibited
ground and a women's exclusive health club restricts to persons (women) who are similarly
identified a club of this nature
would not infringe the equal
treatment provision of the code.
In contrast, an elite "\Vmdsorites
only" recreational dub refusing
membership to non-WU1dsorites
would violate the code since the
requirement is not similarly identified to a prohibited ground of
discrimination.
In general, there are five
areas which the code considers
not to infringe the equal treatment provision. If employment
or an organization is based on
religious, philanthropic, educational, fraternal or social
grounds that are deemed to be a
reasonable and bona fidc characteristic then it may not be
viewed as a violation of the code.
The code also has an elaborate
enforcement mechanism m place
to ensure compliance and remedies.

The Lanct, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
perforrrung both an educative and activist function .
These principles arc based on those of the Canadian
University Press.

1) The Lanct's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be demonstratable fact,
with sources to support it. Confltct:u1g sides of a dispute are treated objectively and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the _undcrstandin.g
the source is not named It may be used if the source 1s
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to speaal U1terests and with favor to none ..
4) The Lanct is a student run newspaper, gtvmg pr_ionty
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
WU1dsor.
Mailing Address:
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
Windsor, ON Canada
N9B 4P4

Reliving the good old days
By Sammy Younan
"The phrase I remember when
..." is controversial. When spoken by parents or elderly people
it causes the young to roll their
eyes. But when spoken by our
peers it causes joy and laughter.
I myself enjoy the "I remember when..." conversations.
It is a real equalizer m that you
realiu that people are more alike
than different. I remcmberwhen
we had Coke in glass bottles,
smaller cans - heck we even had
cans where you had to push
down a little circle and a big circle tab.
I remember quality 'IV like
1be A-Team and Knight Rider
and Dukes of Hazzard. Shows
that arc now viewed by our older
cynical minds we now criticize
rather than exalt
It was only a couple of
days ago when I was having one
of those "I remember" conversations. It was a group of about
five or seven guys, all draped and
lounging on the porch in front
of my house, watching the sun
go dawn. We talked about Tv,

and action figures and comic
books.
The good old days! We exchanged funny stories about the
stupid things we did in school. I
was the kid who wanted to be
accepted so badly I ate glue,
staples and paper clips.
)ther guys told stories
about their pants beU1g pulled
down, or the things their Moms
made them wear to school.
Thing is, the whole time these
guys are telling their stories
they're drinking away. Pretty
soon, the topic shifts.
They start a different reminiscing. Instead of comic books
and pulling girls bra straps they
talk about bemg so drunk they
drove a bicycle into a wall. One
guy lost his keys and wallet and
his watch. Another guy woke up
after being drunk and found
himself naked. It seems strange.
As I'm sitting there, listening to
these stories, there didn't seem
to be any middle ground.
It was like comic books
and TV were fU1e, but only to a
certain point. Dnnking then be-

came the next best thing to do.
The hockey games we all used
to go to as kids, now are viewed
through a Jack Daniels haze.
There truly didn't seem to
be any middle ground. And it
was sad. Reminiscing about
Scooby Doo and being picked
last in gym didn't involve drinking, but yet it provided laughter
and joy.
The drunk stories those
guys told on the porch that one
night provided laughter but not
joy. They realized that the difference in reminiscing, but didn't
seem to know what to do. I
didn't know what to do either.
~ybe that's what growing up
IS.

Leaving behind things and
thoughts of youth and searching
for something comfortable to
do...evcn if that means getting
drunk.
Later on those guys all left
the porch to go out to a bar.
Meanwhile I stayed behind, not
wanting to be a part of drunken
folklore. I stayed on the porch
and reminisced.
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A brief excavation
By Andy Vainio
By Mary C. Schisler
This is a new colwnn that will
introduce OPUS to you. Perhaps
you have heard of us. We are the
other undergraduate student organization on campus. OPUS
(Organization for Part-time Undergraduare Students) represents
approximately one-third of the
undergraduate student body at
the University of Windsor.
You may have seen our
students walking across campus
and may even have found them
sitting next to you in class. They
are that more mature, non-traditional type of student who is
tryinghatd to play catch-up with
their education.
Because our students are
older, they are often mistaken for
faculty which is flatrering but not
accurate. Yes, they do have a
wealth of life experience under
their belt which they occasionally demonstrate in class. However, even with all this experience, they find themselves at a
cross-roads in their career/lives.
For your information, the
majority of part-time students
are female which should not
come as a surprise as more
women than ever before are pursuing a university education.
Also, many of our students, both
male and female, feel fortunate
to be employed and, therefore,
can only take three or less
courses a semester. They have
discovered that in order to advance in their job/career. they
need to acquire a university de-

gree.
Far too many of our students have been laid-off and are
experiencing great difficulty in
obtaining employment or are
only able to get part-time work.
They tell us they need to acquire
new skills to be considered fully
employable again.
Then, there is a growing
number of single morns, dads
too, who have been dependent
on social assistance and who

now want to become self-reliant
and take charge of their lives. A
university education would help
them begin a new life for themselves and their children. We
know that quite a few of our students come from low income
families and are faced with serious choices. They must decide
if they can afford to take a singie course when their priorities
are to keep a roof over their
heads and buy their kids new
shoes before the start up of
school.
.
Also, there are those parttune students who are representative of a visible minority on
campus who traditionally have
not h~ access to a university
education. They, too are trying
to catch-up. As you can see,
OPUS represents a unique, dive~se student constituency, some
quite vulnerable, whose background and needs are different
that the full-time undergraduate
student body. And, now our students are at risk as never before.
We believe the recent 18
per cent tuition increase has had
a dramatic impact on the
enrollmentof part-time students.
Our nwnbers have been dropping steadily in recent years
which we were told was due to
the up-tum in the economy. We
had hoped it was because many
of our students had finally found
jobs.
Now we believe this was
not the case. This fall our
enrollment has dropped significantly and we suspect the dramatic increase in tuition has
taken its toll on our students and
that many have decided they can
no longer afford the cost of a
university education and, thus,
have just given up.
OPUS plans to conduct a
survey to determine the cause.
If our worst fears are confirmed,
we will be asking the uruversity
to embark on an innovative recruitment/marketing strategy to

retain our students and to attract
new part-time students.
Educators have been telling us for years that LIFE
LONG LEARNING is the
wave of the future and that more
and more adults will need retraining on a continuing basis
thro.ugho°:t their careers or professional life. They project that
society will need a work force
that is intelligent, adaptable and
flexible for the new technology
of tomorrow.
And, for those adults who
are in transition, midstream in
their careers, those same educators are obliged to assist them
in reaching their education goals.
If this is truly the case, then
OPUS is compelled to ask what
will the University of Windsor
do to make this a priority? Or
perhaps we should be asking
what barriers are in place that
prevent mature part-time students from continuing to pursue
their goal of a university education?
<?P~S strongly supports
the pnnciple of educating the
younger full-time student, however, we cannot neglect the
educational needs of the older
student who has a family to
support. They, too, need considecation in preparing them for the
challenges of the 21st century.
~en it comes to loans,
part-tune students are left out in
the c?ld, ~ little financial support tS available to them. Unlike
those full-time students who receive student loans averaging
$6,400 a year, part-time students
receive ONLY $4000, during
their total period ofstudy at university This inequity is a giaring
omission that must be addressed
if mature part-time students are
to take their rightful place in the
society of the future.

Okay, everyone, break out the
shovels because we are going
to "dig a little deeper." If you
read ~t week's op-ed pages,
you will be aware that I'm on
the outs with the U of W Progressive Conservative Association. As heart rending as this
state of affairs is, I reaUy
couldn't care less.
It appears that Adam
Cave, the President of the P.C.
Association, took offense to
my characterization of education minister John Snobelen as
a "bloody pinko rat." He
s ~ to fail to understand that
the characrerization was satirical in fl3t'Ure. ''Pinko," as anyone who is reasonably well acq~ainted with English slang
wdl tell you, approximately
means "leftist." Now, we all
now that this is certainly not
the case with the illustrious Mr.
Snobelen nor any other member of the Tory cabinet. If anyone requires further clarification on the meaning of
"pinko;' I'm sure that there are
c~s of the 0xford Engiish
D,et1onary available for his or
her perusal in the Leddy Library. More to the point, I was
satirizing the &et that the discussion paper I was reffering
to mentioned the possibility
of employing the public benefit derived &om one's education as a criterion fot determining the amount students should pay. It appears
to me that the use of such a
criterion would violate the fundamental Tory tenet,. namely
throwing any notion of the
public good to the wind.
In his letter M.r. Cave
points out that the document
in question that I was discussing "is in fact
a discus-

sion paper." In my column, I
referred to the document as a
"discussion paper," therefore
he did not need to tell me that.
Additionally, I am rather
mystified as to why Mr. Cave
would feel it is necessary to
point out that his club is the
largest one on campus. Logically speaking. this does not immunize them against cnticism
of the policies they advocate.
Furthermore, I was
never "hopmgto misrepresent"
myself as a "champion of student affairs." If he could point
out where in my column I ever
made such a claim, I would be
more than happy to agree with
his contention. An Opinion/
Editorial Page is a venue in
which individual opinions are
expressed and that is precisely
what I was doing i.e. givmg my
opinion. I did not even imply
that my opinion represented
anyone other than me, the author. More to the point, Mr.
Cave refers to it as an "article."
It was not an article. Again, it
~ an o~inion -repeat, opinion - piece.
Finally, Mr. Cave also
spends some time explaining
that John Snobelen is not actually a psychic. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank
him for clearing that up.

Mary C. Shisler is the ProidmJ of OPUS and is a part-lime
student.

Letters to the editor
Law students baffled
Dear Editor,
~area tad baffled by your
article concerning the SRC
{Student Leaders defend
(SRq printed on October 1,
1996. In said article, it was
written "Students graduating
from the Faculty of Law, for
example, would still get an
L.L.D. - the degrees won't
change." (page four) If in fact
we are really graduating with
an LLD., and not an L.L.B.
as assumed, we are certainly
grateful to the Lance and
01tistine Jones (President of
the Graduate Students Society) for correcting our mis-

taken assumption.
Sincerely,

Nicole Riggs
Nils Riis
Susanne Sviergula

OPUS president 'looking for an answer'
Dear Editor,
As the student leader of that
other undergraduate student organization on campus, OPUS
(Organization of Part-time University Students), I was disappomted that my remarks were
not included in last week's Lance
article: "Student Leaders Defend
SRC."
Perhaps, it was because I
held a d.tffering view from my
student leader colleagues in that
I was cautious in my praise of
the Strategic Renewal Committee (SRq to date. My reasoning
is quite simple.
At the recent meeting of
the Senate I was quite disturbed
to learn that over 235 faculty
members had voiced their sincere concern by signing a pet:stion and by presenting a notice
of motion, regarding a number
of omissions yet to be dealt with

by the SRC.
When I had an opportunity to glance at the petition, I
realized that not all of them were
old fogies unwilling to accept
change. Many of them were
younger, dynamic faculty and
others who had a wealth of academic and administrative experience. I, then, had to ask myself
- why? Why are so many faculty members unhappy with the
SRC's plans? I am looking for
an answer.
In the inrerim, I discovered
that the above mentioned omissions were actually recommendations previously adopted by
the Senate. These five recommendations were the product of
a massive and comprehensive
report on restructuring, the Strategic Planning Task Force (Academic) commissioned by the
Senate two years before. Further,

I found that these recommendations were to have been complied with well before the SRC
implemented any new academic
structure. As you are aware, the
Senate adopted a new structure
in April over a number of objecttons voiced then by faculty
members regarding the process.
These objections were dismissed.
It ought to be disconcerting to students to discover that
the campus is becoming polarized because of a lack of accommodation and communication
between nearly half of the faculty and the SRC. I am not comforted when I hear expressions
such as "it's impossible to make
everyone happy," and "we can't
stop now; we must move forward" or "we'll be a laughing
stock" etc. I believe we have a
grave problem at this university

when no atrempt is made to address these obviously sincere
concerns. Again, I ask why?
And, the ultimate question: will
s~dents be affected by this divisiveness?"
I certatnly do not have the
answers but I do not look to
those positions of leadership at
this university to respond to the
legitimate concerns of these faculty members. To be blunt I, for
one, would like to know why the
Senate has not fulfilled its responsibility with regard to those
recommendations cited above
which, in tts wisdom, it expected
to have implemenred long before
now. Just asking ?
Sincerely,

Mary C. Shisler
OPUS President
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CJAM 91.5

Pledge Drive 96!
By David

Knight
Lindsey Woodgate

qAM 91.S's

and

Pledge Drive is a
week long, on-air and community event which hopes to not
only raise funds for the station,
but also raise awareness about
the station and its prograrruning.
DJ's and hosts of the station's
shows will be encouraging donations from listeners. The programmers will also have individual pledge sheets with which
to collect donations. Key-chains
and magnets with the new CJ AM
logo, will be given out in appreciation of donations, as well as
CDs, posters, and CJAM t-shsrts.
A $10 pledge will recieve a keycham (while supplies last), a $20
pledge will recieve a CD (of their
choice from available stock) ... In
addition, "fun bags" with miscellaneous prizes may be given
for other donations.
"Historically, some of the
shows that have brought in a lot
of m0ney, have a broader audience base We cion'twant to pressure anyone to bring in lots of
money, but we want tht. n n
make this their best show of the
year," said CJAM station manager, Sue St. Denis.
St. Denis said also, that it's
ea,y r , ,J.Oderstand how much
money some shows may bnng
1n, ac; a result of their time slot.
Some shows broadcast during
"the wee hours of the night"
aren't likely to bring in as much
as others.

Tn addition to on-air
pledges, and pledge forms,
CJAM has developed pledgedrive events. The pledge drive
events are staggered over the
course of a week or so, in order
that they may be run more effectively, to raise money.
"Sometimes in the past, it
wound up costing us more
money to put them on, because
they were unorganized, and that
was nobody's fault. That was Just
lack of tune, and lack of staffing."
Tuesday will "kick-off"
the pledge drive with "a performance-art / musical collagetype event," where twenty seconds of each CD m CJ A..\..f's CD
library will be played. Appropriately named, CJAM's Pledge
Dnve CD Fiasco, this original
event was the brain child of Gus
Morin and other CJAM volunteers.
"That will take a lot of coordination, so it will be interesting to see how that comes off."
As an added bonus to the
event, a contest will nm throughout the day. Listeners who successfully identify 5 songs played
as part of the collage during one
hour, will be eligible to wm
prizes.
Gus Monn, in no small
part, is responsible for the revival of CJAM's print companion The Selector, within which,
copies of the new CJAM 91.5
FM program guide will be in-

Autumn on campus - The arnving Fall brings colder weather and more importantly mid-term exams.
Photo l!J David Bukotte

eluded (fhe revived The SeleclQ!: should be available as of this

printing).
Pledge Drive '96 Gigantic
Crazy Party No.1, will be at Oub
Happy Tap (1056 Wyandotte
Street East), on Tuesday, Octoher 15. DJ Llam will be featured
along with a foam filled dance
floor and cheap onnks.
Pledge Drive '96 Lavish
Lounge Party No. 2. is presented
by Fusion. Jammm' Jane
MacArthur, Majority Rules, The
Poumons, Chassy Cola, as wdl
as some spoken word will be
featured, at Terradactyl Lounge
(53 Pitt Street East) on Thursday:, October 17.
This event is also a eel-

ebcation of local womyn's talent
and a recognition of Person's
Day. Person's Day commemorates the day in 1918 when
women were declared ciozens of
Canada, with the right to vote,
own property and hold elected
office.
Pledge Dnve '96 Art Extravaganza Party No.3, will be an
art auction and sale, at Common
Ground
Gallery
(1942
Wyandotte Street East) on Fridar, October 18.
Pledge Drive '96 County
Stomp Party No. 4 will feature
Toronto bwd, Dnve Tone signal. Windsor bands, Village
Idiot, Green 'Round The Gills,
and Jimmy Bronco will play the

Country Stop Tavern (307
Queen Street, Harrow) on Sunday October 20.
Pledge Drive '96 Hip Hop
Party No. 5 will feature the crews
from Wednesday Night Vibe and
Mad Flava at Changez By Night
(960 Wyandotte Street East) on
Thursdav, October 24.
With such a variety of
events and some great CjA.i\f
programrrung, it is a perfect time
for anyone to get acquainted
with "your" radio station. Your
support and donations would be
greatly appreciated and will assist the staff and volunteers of
CJAM in providing increasingly
eclectic, quality programming to
the Windsor community.

Tuition hikes

Native students hurt most
By Dave Garcia
The University of Windsor's 18
percent tuition increase will undoubtedly hurt many students,
but the one group that may feel
the most impact will be native
students.
What this means, says
Aboriginal F.ducatson counsellor
Elizabeth Chamberlain, is that
not as many natives can go to
university.
"For naoves that come to
university, it's a strained situa/ tion," she says, "Most of them
live in substandard living conditions and not only will they be
hurt by these cuts, but also at
home."
The federal government
has frozen financial support for
natives since 1989, so many natives who want to attend umversity will not be able to get the
opportunity with the rising tuition costs.
Only "status" natives and
Inu,ts can receive federal sup-

port - "this does not include
those who don't live oo reserves,
Metis, those who arc adopted over 750,000 not getting any
funding at all," she says.
And since many of the na-

cuse to w1thdrnw their funding
altogether.
"Every tin1e a student applies for OSAP, the federal government's responsibility 1s watered down," she says.

''How much money are they paying
out?" she says, ''Everyone thinks
we're getting this big pot of money,
yet most of us come from poor
communities."
tivcs are mature students, the
cuts will have a greater impact.
"Because they have
dependents, it's draining money
from the little pot of money they
have. The money they receive
from the federal govemmcnt is
not allotted for dependents."
Also, this will mean that
many natives will have to apply
for OSAP - which could give
the federal government an ex-

According to law, the federal government gave native
people inherent treaty rights for
federal support for educanon.
Chamberlain says that when a
native student applies for OSAP,
"it plays into the federal government's hands as an excuse to take
away from their responsibility
for them to pay for natives' edu
cation."
She says that the govern-

ment ''has been taking deliberate steps to dismantle the system of aid for natives .. but as
far as we're concerned, there are
treaties signed to provide for
education. And thev are violating that responsibility."
She says that 1t doesn't cost
the federal government that
much to pay for natives~ education. Only one percent of the
University of Windsor students
are of native ongin
"How much money are
they paying out:i" she says. "Everyone tl1111ks we're getting this
big pot of money, yet most of us •
come from poor commw11t1es.
All natives want 1s same opportumties as everyone else."
Olamberlain says that over
the next decade, "education will
be a ma1or issue. There will be
more lobbying at the grassroots
level, because we want to get the
pomt across to tl1e government
that we won't stand by pass1vcl}
as they dismantle the system"
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Tuesday, October 15
Moc Bigslcy appears every
Tuesday with an acousttc band
at the Asylwn Pub
OPIRG-Windsor's full board
meeting will be held at 5 pm
upstairs in the Grad House.
Anyone interested in workmg m
a progressive manner to promote environmental and social
iusttce issues are welcome.
Every Tuesday at 4:45 pm
mass followed by a home
cooked supper at 5:30 pm at
Assumption University costs
only $4. All are invited we are
located immediately west of the
CAW Student Centre and south
of Assumption Church. Call
973-7033, ext 3399.

OPIRG -Windsor's ORGANIC
FOOD Working Group meets
at 4 pm. Individuals interested
in buying food in bulk or in helping to organize a Food Co-op/
club are invited to the next meeting at Iona College located at
208 Sunset.

OPIRG-Windsor's ANTI-RACISM Working Group meets at 5
pm. Individuals interested in
fighting racism on and off campus meet at Iona College at 208
Sunset.
OPIRG-Windsor's MEDIA
AWARENESS and RADIO
working group will meet at 6
pm. Individuals interested in
critical media analysis and producing the OPIRG radio
show meet at Iona College at 208 Sunset.

the Windsor branch between 1
pm to 7:30 pm.

T he Windso r Womyn's
Centre invites you to come and
celebrate the eve of the anniversary of Person's Day. The event
will take place at the Terradactyl
Lounge between 8 pm to 10 pm.
There will be an open mic featuringJammin' Jane MacArthur,
Cindy Roseboom. The bands
that will be in attendance are
Majority Rules, The Poumons,
and Chassy Cola. All the proceeds go to the Womyn's Centre
and the CJAM pledge drive.

0 PIRG-Windsor's Environmental and Bicycle Group will
meet together at Iona College,
208 Sunset at 5:30 pm. Waste reduction on campus, Temegami
and Algoma, and bicycle promotion are some of the issues to be
discussed. Everyone is welcome
with their ideas.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowsh ip will have a "fun
night" at 5:30 pm in the
Oakroom of Vanier Hall.
All are welcome.

Wednesday, October 16
The University of Windsor
Marxist-Leninist Study
Group will begin their third session in the fall discussion series
on modern communism titled
Problems Of Modem MarxistLeninist Political Theory in the
CAW Student Centre in Conference Room 1 at 5:30 pm. All
people have rights by virtue of
being human. This is the starting point of modem MarxistLeninist political theory and for
the democratic renewal of the
society.

Iona College and OPIRGWindsor present: Manufacturing
Consent: Noam Chomsky and
the Media. A special video presentation of the award winning
film that deals with media awareness and social justice. The event
will start at 6 pm in Iona College, 208 Sunset.

Windsor Committee on University
Funding
(WCUF) is meeting at noon at the
Grad House to discuss plans for the
«carnival against
the Cuts" planned
for Oct. 24. Everyone is welcome with
their ideas.

Friday, October 18
Beginning at 5:30
pm Star Wars Rctur ns at Assumption University. The
entire Star Wars Trilogy will be played
throughout the night.
Times are: Star Wars5:30 pm, The Empire
Strikes Back-8 pm, Return of the Jedi-10:30 pm,
Admission is free! Doors
open at 5 pm and refreshments
will be served at 1977 prices.

Thursday, October 17
The Canadian Red Cross is
holdmg a blood donor clinic at
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May the force be with you! Call
973-7093, ext. 3574 or 3399 for
more.

Arc you bore d with your
present hairstyle? Wanted: outgoing Men and Women (20-40
years who can participate in a
Windsor Hair Show Sunday,
November 10. 1996 to change
their colour or hairstyle they
presently have those interested
can come to the Marvel Beauty
School at 831 University Avenue
West on Saturday, November 9
at 3 pm sharp. No calls please,
no experience needed.
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Sunday, October 20
Every Sunday at 11:30 am all I
are invited to mass followed by I
refreshments at Assumption I
University Chapel (2nd floor). I
I
we are located immediately west
I
of the student centre and south
of Assumption Church. Call
973-7033, ext. 3399 or 3374 for 1
further information.
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Monday, October 21

I
I

OUT ON CAMPUS lesbian,
gay and bisexual group will meet
at 7 pm, upstairs at the Grad
House. Plans for future video
nights and the Pass It ON exhibit Oesbian and gay archives).
Masses are held at Assumption
University Chapel at 12:05 pm.
There are other masses held on ,
Wednesday and Thursday. All
are welcome.
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ASSUMITION UNIVERSITYS 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
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Special Presentation
by

Reverend Mark Owen Lee, C.S.B.
It Is Your Turn To Speak
Join us for an enlightening talk by the well known author and
publicist Rev. Mark Owen Lee. Fr. Lee is perhaps best known for
his appearances, during the past 14 years, as a panelist and
commentator during the intermission of the live broadcast from
the Metropolitan Opera in New York. He will be discussing the
Opera Dialogues Des Carmelites composed by Francis Poulenc
with text by Georges Bernanos
Assumption University Chapel
400 Huron Church Road, lVindsor, Ontario, Phone: (519) 973~7033 Ext. 3398

Sunday, October 27, 1996 at 3:00p.m.
Admission is free. Please call to reserve as there is limited seating.
Contributions greatfully accepted. Refreshments to follow.
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Part-time students' enrollment down
By Dave Garcia
The University of Windsor reportedly has another decrease in
the number of part-time students
this year.
According to Marty
Lowman, vice-president external
of the Organization of Part-time
U01vers1ty Students (OPUS),
enrollment is estimated to be
around 3000, down from 5500
in 1993. Lowman says that after
domg a survey one year ago, over
80 percent of the surveyed students complained that the
courses needed to finish their
programs were not offered at
night.
"Most students take the
courses in the evening, since
most of them work full-time,"
he says "About 80 percent need
the evening courses."
One disturbing statistic, he
says, is that course offerings in
the evening has dropped 30 percent since 1993.

Lowman says that these
problems are all re~ted to funding.
"I've talked with department heads and deans," he says,
"and in a time of fiscal restraint,
they're doing the best they can."
He says that the cutbacks
have resulted in both an increase
in tuiaon, and the reduction m
the number of courses at the
university.
"And since more than half
of the part-time students have
families, financial resources are
tied up," he says "Money for tuition comes out of their discretionary income, so they are very
sens1tiv.e to increases in tuition
costs."
On Oct.29, the University
of Windsor will submit a response to the provincial government's White Paper (a document
on post-secondary education),
and OPUS's part of the response, they will ask for an immediate freeze on tuition, and

for the government to look at
alternate ways for funding besides OSAP.
"The model being bandied
about - the Australian and
New Zealand model - could
end as mortgage-style loans," he
says, ''"Where students will get
loans with high interest rates
over a long period of tune."
Lowman says that it is also
difficult as it is for part-time students to qualify for OSAP, where
a person can qualify only if they
and their spouse's combined income is less than $21,000. Also,
"a full-time student receives
..$6,400 per year, while a partbme student will only get $4,000
over the course of their study,"
he says
Smee the average part-time
student takes eight years to complete a degree, they will be getting less money_ for same number
of courses, says Lowman.
"This is unfair, it!s not an
equitable arrangement."

Another suggestion by
OPUS is that the government
can offer tax incentives to employers for employed students to
get their degrees, since many
companies require that employees take courses to get professional certification. They also
suggested that the number of
work study programs be increased, and that money set aside
for bursary programs be also
accessible for part-time students.
Lowman says another way
to help students would be one
where "a student who volunteers
at an agency be given vouchers
which could offset tuition costs."
"Since most agencies are
understaffed, the students can
fill those positions," he says,
"Students could gain work-related experience, agencies will
benefit from havmg people
work, and government can provide their services for a fraction
of the cost."

Lowman asked some of
the companies that do pay for
courses for its employees, and
found that there are many students who have dropped out due
to the drop m evening courses
offered. I fc says this could hurt
"part-time students in rrud-career and need a degree to go
through and get promotions."
OPUS president Mary
Schisler says that the cuts to education will also have an adverse
effect on those who want to get
off social assistance
"This will be harder for
tl1em to get access to a university education, with tl1c t.uts m
social assistance and mcreasmg
tuition costs," she says.
"Instead of being more
flexible," she says, "There are
more barriers than ever before.
The university has a responsihil1ty to let students who enter a
program, finish them."

I It's about time the U of W got WISE
I By Lance news staff

sciences, anyone c~ attest tu
.
d that. Many improvements and
10 S .
WISE(Wome~
'cicnce an
concessions have been made for
b1gmecrmg) is a group _that al- women in academics and the
ready exists at many ma1or uni- workplace, but many issues still
\'ersttles a~ross Canada, but not go unaddressed.
at the University of Windsor.
In fict, simple work skills
:'emporarily, the group is being that any student might requite
run at the Womyn's Centre by
arc lacking when they hit the
Sh ran Stop forth, an Applied work force. This barrier 1s dou
Physics graduate from the Urn- bled when women enter the
1
vers t)' of Calgary.
workforce. I or mstance, m the
A handful of people have past women gmerally shy away
already ~hown interest and more from r ha\ c "1ccn discoucigC'd
women are invited to attend the
to pursu su(l1 hobbies as corn
Jptoming W1Sl-.. meeting being puter programmmg and elcc
'leld October 29, 1996 at 4 pm tronics. In this day and age, those
~1 the Womyn's Centre
ar( the skills t11at are essenllal
Women
are
an when compctmg for a JO b. If
underrepresented group in the

Humanities Research Group
presents

Barbara Wheaton
Culinary Historian
University Lecture

Feasting Through Time: On
Researching A Cultural History of Food
4:00 pm, Wednesday, October 16, 1996
Oak Room of Vanier Hall

Public Lecture

A French Country House Kitchen
and Table in the 19th Century
8:00 pm, Friday, October 18, 1996
Oak Room of Vanier Hall
For more information: (519) 253-4232 ext 3508

your resume doesn't have a sectJon devoted to computer skills,
your resume may get tossed m
the garbage w1thout a second
look
The :um of WISE is to
tack e al. the 1mport,1nr issues

that women will face in their sci
entific careers.
Sessions covenng various
topics will be held throughout
the academic year. Profs m the
sciences are invited to partake m
the meetings and arc urged to

contnbutc 111 any way possible
I·or further mformaaon about
WISE please contact the
Womyn's Centre at 253-4232 ext
4507 and leave a message for
Sharon And yes MEN arc m
vttedl

Stub' ABiance
---~·- dt l'Unlmlta dt Wlnd&cr

UWSA Has Re-Opened Nominations For the
Following Positions:
. One Business Representative
One Engineering Representative
One Human Kinetics Representative
One Science Representative
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Would you like to learn some valuable new skills? The Naval Reserve not only provides
you with hands-on training, extra income and travel opportunities, you can also continue
to pursue your civilian career.
As you work part-time on selected evenings and weekends. you enjoy varied employment
and you meet people with similar interests.
For action and satisfaction, join the Naval Reserve now!
For more information and a look at our new video. come see us or call us at:

1111

HMCSHUNTER
960 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6Zl
2S4-4373 / 4374 or l-800-8S6-8488

Cm.1,Ci

Canterbury College
University of Windsor
172 'Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9
5tn Jll.ngfican !l(.esufentiaf~emic Communitg
Jil

uiate.a witfz. tfze 'llnivers .

'Winasor

'ON CAMPUS'

MARRIED STUDENTS' APARTMENTS
Geoffrey Fisher Hall
270 Patricia Road (Across from Law Bldg)

3 only one-bedroom apartments becoming
available, unfurnished, with stove & fridge,
only for married students without children

=~---=------------.. . =·=-=""

ll======..,..·-=-====-.....

APPLY AT
CALL
FAX
OR WRITE

172 Pat1icia Road
(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382

Email canter@uwindsor.ca

t

Honours excellence of staff
By Lance news staff
The Tenth Annual President's
Achievement Award is open to
all current Umvers1ty of Windsor staff members, with the exception of faculty members and
professional libranans The
award is for outstanding contribution and dedication to the
University community.
This is a chance for the
University community to honour and award excellence m administration/service at the university. Any individual m any
eligible department may be
nominated and nominations are
strongly encouraged. Here 1s a
chance for those long hours of
behtnd the scenes dedication
that is displayed by many of the
univers1tty's staff members to be
celebrated.
Any nornmee must have at
least one year of service at the
University and must demonstrate excellence in the performance of his/her duties at a level
superior to the basic job requirements and beyond.
The winner of this award
will be announced at the Christmas luncheon on Monday, December 15, 1996.

PREVIOUS WINNERS WERE:

B

1995 - Mr. Larry Foley, Division
of Instructional Development
1994 - Mr. Richard Dumala
Computmg Services
'
1993 - Mr. Stephen Karamatos,
School of Computer Science
1992 - Mrs. Brooke White, Of
fice of Student Affairs
1991 - Ms. Jean Franklin, Department of Physics
1990 - Ms. Ann Marie Gallant,
Department of Communication
Studies
1989 - Mr David Hill, Biological Sciences
1988 - Ms. Patricia Baldwin
Department of Kinesiology '
1987 - Ms. Beverley Stahlbrand,
Department of English
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Further information may
be obtained by phoning the Department of Human Resources
at Extension 2047. Your department head has details of this
award and a copy of the nomination form, or extra nomination
forms can be obtained from the
Department of I Iuman Resources, also.
The deadline for nominations
is Mondt!J, November 11, 1996.
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Correction
In the Oct. 1 issue of the Lance
('Student leaders support SRC
proposal"), Graduate Student
Society President Christine
Jones should have said that
"students, for example, would
still get a L.L.B", and also "to

~

make sure that the university
is academically, administratively, and financially viable for
the next generation, and I honestly DO NOT believe that the
process began as a knee-jerk
reaction to financial matters."
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UWSA council briefs
By Lindsey Woodgate
-The
University of Windsor Stu-

>n

dent's Alliance (UWSA) biweekly general council meeting
was held on October 10 at 5:00
p.m. What follows is a brief synopsis of the issues at hand. More
detailed, issue specific articles
will be published in Issue 8 of

a,

s,

f-

the Lance.
The presentation by
GSS(Graduate Student's Society)
on the Strategic Renewal Committee was tabled and will be
rescheduled when all the required information become_s
available. The first order of business was the approval of special
events/projects funding petitioned for by clubs and groups
on campus. Representatives
were on hand from campus
groups to present their funding
requests and answer questions
regarding events.
The Commerce Society
was granted funding to assist
them in presenting a comedy
night at Yuk Yuk's on November 13. Money raised from the
event will be donated to the
Sexual Assault Prevention Semi-

t,
n

I-

I,

Sandra Pupatello, Liberal MPP
for Windsor Sandwich, told a
gathering of University of Windsor students that it is important
for them to get involved in poli-

tics.
"I want to make sure people understand how critical 1t is
to get involved in the (political)
process."
Pupatello stressed students really feel the effects by
what happens in Queens Park.
"What we're getting is significant policy change which
means for you higher tuition."
Pupatello believes the path
the current Tory government is
taking will make post secondary
education something only the
wealthy can afford.
She said the Harns government is taking a step back in
education instead of moving for-

ward.
"We're really turning the
clock back to the 1950's," she

said.
"I have a sense that the
current government doesn't necessarily think we should go to

·

university."
Pupatello, the Liberal critic
for youth employment, noted the
differences in finding a job for
students now from when she
attended university. This makes
it extremely hard for students to
earn extra money to pay for
school.
"I sec single mothers and
seniors working jobs that used
to be for students."
Pupatello also doesn't
agree with streaming in education.
She believes that every student should have the chance to
do what they want to do, and
with streaming other people will
decide what career path you
should take.
She said the I Iarris government seems to be swaying
towards privatization of many
things including education.
Pupatello believes there will be
significant changes to make a
private education worth more
than a public one.
"I don't agree with it. Everyone in our (education) system
should have a chance for equal

Pupatello speaks- Windsor Sandwich MPP Sandra Pupatello spoke
last Thursday night in Vanier I !all's Oak Room. Pupatello urged students
to take a greater role in political activity.
Photo i!J Da111d Bllkovte

C.A .W Student Centre from
9a.m. to Sp.m.
In order to find representatives for the still as yet unfilled
positions, council passed a motion rc-opcniryg nominations for
the third and final time Nominations are open effective unmediatcly and close on October 23,
at 5pm. The election for these
positions, if one is requlfed, will
then take place during the first
week of November.
UWSA
Programmer
Monika Mate! presented her report on the programming departments' progress so far. A
detailed outline of her report, the
success of events and issues surrounding the programming so
far will be available in the next
issue of the Lance. Look for

upcoming programrrung events
such as Alcohol Awareness
week, the Health Fair, and another concert on campus in
November.
David Tripp, VP finance
for UWSA gave a bnef budget
update. The update mdicated
that UWSA remains at a small
surplus, and not a deficit so far
this current operating year.
Council ratified the nomtnated and selected student represen ta t1ves for the Senate
Standing Committee. A full list
of the selected students is ava1lable from David Young, VP
University Affairs.

The next UW'SA council
meeting will be held on ThursdC!J,
October 24,from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
thefifth floor boardroom of Chrysler
HaU.

The Matel report - Monika Matel delivers her report as UWSA Programmer 96/97 and gwes council
details about Shinerama, Orientation Week and other programming events.
Photo i!J Daiid B11kovec

Expires Dec. 7/96

Expires Dec. 7/96

Expires Dec. 7/96
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nar and the Canadian Cancer dents. It is also a way to famil Society.
iarize Chinese students with the
The Progressive Con- tradition of Halloween.
servative club were granted
Dylan Bailey, UWSA Chief
funding to assist with a slew of Returning Officer gave a report
events, including a wine and regarding the progress of the bycheese on November 20. This clections. Pending approval, a
event will include a Q & A with nominee will be ratified as the
MP Ian Jackson and will be held Drama representative, as a result
in Ambassador Lounge, and is of the re-opening of the nomifree to students.
nations. The nominations were
Windsor
Student's reopened on September 30, in
Outreach to India, a multi-cul- an attempt to fill all of the yet
tural group started by students unfilled council and SMC posiwere granted funding to assist tions.
with a number of events
There will be an elect10n
throughout the year. Monies held on Wednesday, October 23
raised from the group's events for the two Social Science Repwill be donated to under-privi- 'resen tatives and one Student
leged children in India.
Media Corporation Director. It
WCUF(Windsor Commit- is important that all student's
tee for University Funding) were vote for their representatives.
granted funding to assist with Voting will take place in the
their Action Week initiatives. On
October 24 they will host a day
long carnival/rally to raise
awareness regarding funding
cuts and issues surrounding cuts
to education.
The Chinese Student's Association was granted funding to
assist with a Halloween party/
cruise being hosted for all stu-

Pupatello urges youth to
get politically involved
By James Cruickshank
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The SPECIAL NEEDS & ACCESSIBILITY COMMITTEE
is a group of students who are concerned about
issues of access on campus at the University of
Windsor. If you are interested in helping promote
awareness of accessibility issues on campus, join
this SPIRITED GROUP in their effort to make the U of
Windsor Campus the most accessible one in
Canada.
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ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED!!!!·!

t
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Date: Wednesday, October 23. 1996
Time: 5:00pm - 7:00pm
Location: Rm.TBA, 2nd Floor of the C.A.W. Centre
THE FOLLOWING ISSUES WILL BE DISCUSSED:
NOTIONS BEFORE S.N.A.C. ASSEMBLY
lHURSDAY OCTOBER l 7, 1996
CAW iTUDENTS' CENTRE BOARDROOM
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#1

BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Special Needs and Accessibifity Committee ratify the
1996-97 Executive.

Vi

#2

BE IT RESOLVED lHAT the Special Needs and Accessibility Committee General
Assembly adopt one of the following names and henceforth be called by said name.
I. University of Windsor Access Coalition
II. Windsor Students· Access Committee
Ill. Windsor Access Action Committee
IV. retain old name
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#3

#4

#5

•

#6
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BE IT RESOLVED lHAT the General Assembly instruct the Executive to undertake an
access awareness campaign at the University of Windsor.

n

s,

\l,

BE 1T RESOLVED THAT the General Assembly instruct the Executive to investigate conducting
an accessibility survey of University of Windsor facilities and buildings to identify potential access
improvements on campus.
BE IT RESOLVED lHAT the General Assembly strike the following committees:
l) Awareness/Attttudinal Access
2) Access Improvement Advisory Committee
3) Constitution/Bylaws Review Committee
4) Social Committees.
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BE IT RESOLVED lHAT the General Assembly require the provision of
a) sig~ language interpretation at General Assemblies b) attendant services at
General Assemblies c) materials in alternative formats Qnd d) advertise its the provision
of these and o1her accommodations that assist students with disabilities participate in
all actMties. •
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For More Information & to R.S.V.P.
Call 253-4232 e.'\t.3468 and leave a message!
*Note, attendants and sign language interpreters will be available!
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at t1t? CBC. With all _these probkms could there owns 60 new$p-aper~ and Paul D<:5,varais ow.:~~ ,.
bwhy sollltions to ..them? .:1 \;:,,,,,...,· \ ..,
tbou~} 17 s9:mpan1~s, do ~e v1ewp~nts o~. ~';>,
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.
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•:
. ' '
.
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The return of Lancer Pride

By The Lance Sports Staff

By Brian Anderson

Kerr third in
OUAAgolf
championships
ByJim Weese
The University of Windsor
Lanargolf team completed another successful season with a
fifth place finish at the OUAA
Golf Championships hosted
by the University of Toronto.
The event was staged at the St.
Andrews Valley Golf Oub, a
challenging par 72 layout.
Twelve provincial universities
were represented in the championship.
LJJnar Alec Kerr fsnished
one stroke out of the lead with
rounds of 75 and 79. Jeff
Robinson fmished in a tie for
fifth with rounds of 81 and 77.
Both Kerr and Robinson fired
even par back nines on the second day to vault the Lancers
higher in the team standings.
Other scores for the Lancers
were Trevor Chapman with 86
and 79, Scott Shayko with 83
and 82. and Brent Schultz with
85 and 82. Alec Kerr was
named to the first All-Star
team to the basis of his season
long performance.

The LJJncer football team
entered Saturday's homecoming
contestw1th a record of 0-4. The
the only thing the McMaster
Marauders and the Windsor Lancers had in common was that they
shared this unimpressive
number of losses. The Windsor
L:mcers destroyed the Marauders
in every aspect of the game and
went on to defeat them 37-0 in
front of our own Lancer I Iomecoming crowd
The offense sparkled, the
defense pitched a Greg Madduxlike shutout, and the special
teams scored twice to give the
Lancers their first victory of the
season.
Windsor received the ball
first and marched up the field
on the running of Scott Miller
and Chris Moore. The LJJncer.r
were quick to score as they continued to move the ball at will
and capped it off by a Micah
Wagenburg touchdown compl~tion giving the Lancers an early
lead in front of their cheering
home crowd.
The two teams traded
punts on their next series, and
with McMaster facing another
third and long they were once
again forced to punt. Jeremy
Palko stepped sn front of the
punt and Brett Gaskel scooped

up the ball for a 23-yard return
for a touchdown. Ken Tumak's
convert was blocked and Windsor led at the half 13-0.
In the beginning of the
second half the McMaster kick
returner made a crucial mistake
on the kickoff. Instead of letting
the ball go out of bounds he
caught the ball on the one-yard
line. The Lancerrstuffed the next
two plays and McMaster was
forced to concede the safety.
Linebacker Steve Grona displayed some sweet moves and
gained 22 yards on the kickoff,
but the Lancers were forced to
punt. Andy Vasily unleashed a
SO-yard punt that McMaster
couldn't get out of the end zone
in part by an impressive tackle
by Rob McIntyre. The single
pomt made the score 16-0. The
Mara11ders showed some life on
the next dove and gained their
third first down of the game, but
their fourth was denied by an
open field tackle by Paul
Kuransttn-Mills and the swarming Lancer defensive line who
held on third and one.
After Windsor's first and
second down failed to gain the
necessary 10 yards, the Lancers
surprised the entire stadium with
a fake punt. Jeff Carson threw a
key block to spring Matt
Cruickshank for a 51-yard romp
into the end zone. Tumak kicked

his third extra point
to make it 23-0.
The Lancers then
t•l
proceeded to make
the score 30-0
when
Mike
Durocher caught
the
Marauders
sleeping again and
scored on a 19-yard
touchdown.
In the fourth
quarter, Miller
threw the baJI deep
to Wagenburgwho
stretched out and
made a diving
catch by the sideline. The next play
saw Miller roll out Walter Pierce running away with the Lancer:r'
and hit a wide- first victory of the season.
open
Chuck
Photo f!J Mar Langtry
Crabbe for a 17yard completion.
Tumak's fifth convert capped Denis Centre, the Lancersputon
out the scoring at 37-0. With al- a football clinic that Saturday
most a full quarter to play the afternoon. Every part of the
only thing that laid in the bal- team contributed to the victory.
ance was the shutout. The key The game was a one-sided afplay came on the Windsor 21- fair as Windsor rushed for 282
yard line and third down and one yards and Scott Miller was good
to go. The Lancer defense held on seven of eight passes for 128
for the umpteenth time and yards and three TD's in a 17-0
watched as Chris Moore carried
The
defcnse
held
the ball for first down after the McMaster to seven first downs
first down. Craig Sutton also got and even added a safety to the
a few carries to cinch up the vic- scoreboard. The special teams
tory.
blocked and faked punts for
For the fans at the St. touchdowns, while the offense
rolled.

Tough\Voman

Upcoming
ancer Events
(home games in bold)
CROSS COUN'ffiY
Friday
Oct.
18
Eastern Michigan Open

@

SOCCER
Saturday Oct. 19 vs. Western
Meos@3p.m.
Womens @ 1 p.m.
Sunday Oct. 20
McMaster
Mens@3 p.m.

@

6

Homecoming 1996

Mens hockey
a threat
The U01vers1ty of Windsor
Lanctrsmen's hockey team won
the Queen's Dutch Cup Tournamcn t for the second consecutive year on the weekend
of Oct. 5-6.
In Saturday's semifinal
game, Ryan Coristme scored
the wUU1111g goal with 24 seconds left in the overtime period defeating McGill 4-3.
Rick Pracey put in a strong
performance between the
pipes. Other Lancergoals were
scored by Scott Bacik, Scott
Hillman, and Ryan Coristxne
with two.
Scoring for the Lancer.r in
the fsnal game on Sunday were
Ryan Coristine, Scott Bacik,
Kevin Pucovsky, Ryan Brown,
Ben Brenner, Dan Ceman, and
Ritch Schaafsma.
Ryan Coristine was the
outstanding player for the
Lancers with three goals and
one assist in two games, while
leading the Lancers to the tournament champ1onsh1p.

.

Kathy Kielar (nght) - Keilar is shown here taking care of business in row1d one of a recent competition.
Photo f!J Angela PapalambropoloJIS
By The Lance Sports Staff
Championshjp on October 4-5 Mahfood, Saturday night.
Kielar 1s training out of
University Student Kathy Kielar at Cobo Arena in Detroit.
Kielar made it to the third Windsor Amateur Boxing Oub
made an impressive appearance
at the World Toughwoman round before being eliminated and is preparing herself for an
with a split decision from Valerie upcoming fight in February.

Hometown
rivalry heats up
By Trecia McLennon
Angela Papalambropoulos lost
her first amateur boxing match
in a 2-1 split decision to
Margaret Sidoroff of Border City
Boxing Club last Tuesday night
at Brentwood.
The fight, termed a hometown rivalry because of Angela's
severed ties with Border City and
new alliance with Windsor Amateur Boxing Club, had three
rounds each lasting two minutes.
Boxer Dave Beneteau,
known for his fights in Ultimate
Fighting Championships, corn·
mented the two boxers are tremendously talented.
Beneteau described the
fight as "very physical, with continued aggression." Noting the
high excitement level, he said
there was more action in the
women's fight than any other
he'd seen that night.
Benetcau is a supporter of
women's boxing and said he
thought that the two women
would give males of the same
weight class a run for their
money.
Papalambropoulos and
Sidoroff, both Univers1ty of
Windsor students may go face
to face agam on October 25-27
in St. Catherines for the Novice
Ontario Championships.

I
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Athletes of the week

I

Male
Ryan Coristine
l.An«r Hockey
Ryan, a fourth year Sociology
student, and Chatham native led
the Lancers to their second
straight Dutch Cup Championship on the weekend of Oct. 5,
over the Ottawa University Gee
Gees. In the openmg game of the
Queen's Dutch Cup Tournament, Ryan scored two goals,
including the winner with 24
seconds left in the overtime period. Coristinewas the outstanding player for the Lancm this
weekend as he scored three goals
and one assist in two games.

p

Get a natural high
By Suzanne Goodmurphy
Each year in America students consume enough alcohol
to fill 35,000 Olympic size
swunming pools.
Consequently, substance
abuse is the leading cause of preventable death, claiming the lives
of 360,0?0 students every year.
~coho! 1s also the major contnbutor to academic failure ,
property damage, assaults, and
rapes. The National IntramuralRecreational Sports Association
O--:IRSA) recognizes the negaave
effect of alcohol and other drugs
on students and has responded
by developing the Natural I Iigh

FEMALE
Julie Lefebvre
l.Ancer Soccer
Julie, a second year I Iuman Kinetics student, and Wallaceburg
native played two strong games
from the midfield position on
the weekend of Oct. 5. Julie
played aggressively both offensively and defensively, and assisted on one of the Lancers two
goals versus Brock on Sunday.

Program. The Natural High Program offers students healthy alternatives to the use of alcohol
and other drugs in the supportive environment of campus recreation.
'Ibis is the first year that
the University of Windsor students wall have the opportunity
to join the students at over 200
universities and colleges across
North America who are already
benefiting from the Natural
High Program. Through Campus Recreation, fun programs
will be offered that will help students reach thesr potential socially, academically and physi-

cally. Look for upcoming events
such as a skating night out,
snow-pitch
tournament, and
.
residence workshops which include pizza parties.
lberc arc also many acav1ties planned for Alcohol Awareness \Xkck on October 21-25. Be
sure to visit the Natural I Iigh
table at I Iealth Fest '96 for more
information on how to get a
natural high, as well as a chance
to win free pnzes. Health Fest
'96 will be held Wednesday, October 23 at the CA\Y/ Student
Centre Ambassador Aud1tonum
from 10-4 p.m.

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

Cl.,~sifil'd s

WANTED - Individuals &
Student Organizations to Promote Spring BreakTrips. Earn

For Rent Clean 2 & 3 Bedroom
apartment. $595 & $695 + utilities. Pager 561-4851 - leave

Money and Free Trips.

message.

"

Call Inter-Campus Programs.
http:/ /www.icpt.com

1-800-327-6013

.

One Bedroom Apartment for
Rent 254-5103 3214 Sandwich

YOUR U OF W PARTY PLACE
START THE WEEKEND RI6HT1
(@~EXTRA SPECIAL SPECIALS)
,

800 WELLINGTON AVE.

(519) 258-3582

OUAA
FOOTBALL RESULTS
Guclph
Toronto
Windsor
Waterloo

27
13
37
6

York
24
Launer 10
McMastcr
\X.cstem 1

o

GP W L T F A TP
5
5

Western
Watedoo
Lauciet
Guclph
Toconto
York
WU1dsor
McMaster

5

5
5
5

s
5

4 1
4 1
3 2
3 2
3 2
2 3
1 4
0 s

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

120 50
92 54
125 76
104 92
75 74
105 118
77 119
22 137

8
8

6
6
6
4

2
0

CIAU FOOTBALL TOP TEN

Oct.2
Toronto
Ryerson
Oct. 5
Laurier
Lauren.
Western
Carleton
McMaster
Oct. 6
Queen's
Carleton
Lauren
Guelph
Western
Brock

Carleton

9
7

R)euon

8

Toronto
York
Trent

8
7

Qurcn's

SOCCER RESULTS

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Team

1

8 Quet-11\ Golden Gads
9 Carleton Raven\
10 SL Man's Huskies

Oct. 5

Dani Bobb s

0
0

4
1

York
Trent

2
2
2
0
3

Brock
1
Toronto 1
Waterloo 1
Queen's 0
Windsor 2

3 0 6
3 0 4
3 2 3
2 2 4
2 5 I
0 7 0

8

13 8 IS
15 6 13
8 9 12
11 7 10
12 18 7
7 23 0

0 ALO N

SOCCER STANDINGS
WESTDIV. GP W LT FA TP

4
2
2
1

Trent
York
Ryerson
Waterloo
McMaster
Windsor

3

1

1
1
0
0
1
0

1. Al~rta Golden Beus

McMaster
Guclph
l.aurier
Western
Brock
WU1d~or
Watedoo

9
9
8

8
9
9

4

8

1

2
1

1)~,win J)ta~a.

0, t-mail

SOCCER STANDINGS

Oct. 4.
Notre Dame Invitational

"

EASTDIV. GP W LT F A TP

6. WATERLOO WARRIORS

Laurention

7. LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS

9

4 1 4 12 7

16

Drew MacAuley
Mark Kitcley
Andy I lahn
Rhys Trcnhaile
Mark Brozowski

24:51
25:07
25:24
26:04
26:19

Oct. 4
Notre Dame Invitational
WOMEN'S5KM
(17 teams competed)
16:43
3rd Missy McOeary
14th Dana Cunningham 17:28
87th Patricia Klein
19:19
19:22
88th Marnee Beamish
94th Blaire Kniaziew
19:33
110th Anne-Marie Carey 20:06
Overall team standing, 11 th.

Ottawa
Trent
Laurier
McMaster
Western
Oct. 6
Queen's
Ottawa
York
McMaster
Brock
Guelph

2
3
1
1
2

Toronto
Ryerson
Brock
\X,rmdsor
Waterloo

0
0
1
0
0

4
3
3
2
2

Trent
Ryerson
Carleton
Western
Windsor
Waterloo

0
0
0
1
2
2

SOCCER RESULTS
SOCCER STANDINGS
Oct. 5
Carleton

1

Queen's

1

EAST DIV. GP

w

Lots of free
park.rng avar.1abi e.I

one 969-9180
Fax 969-7890
e-mail hair:@Salon51O.com

web page - http://www.salon510.com
8
9
7
7
7

Ottawa
Queen's
York
Cadrtoa
Trent

6 0
4 1

Ryerson

1 20
6 16
16 13

4

2 23
4 19
1 16
1 6
1 5

5
7

1 11 12 7
0 9 31 3

4 2

3
2
8 2
8 1

Toronto

3

1

.,,,,,;;;;;;;;..;;..-:p

OWIAA
CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS

,,

,lfUlt~HS.

(20 tt'ams com~ted)

4th
13th
17th
65th
81st

-.t., .

Us y~u, hai,

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS

MEN'S8KM

2. Saskatchewan Huskies
3. WESTERN MUSTANGS
4. St Francis Xavter X-Men
5. Calgary Dinosaurs

..

7.Jisil us in

2 I 21 11 19
0 4 13 S 19
1 2 10 6 17
2 2 11 8 14
5 2 10 16 8
7 1 17 16 4
7 0 6 26 3

6
5
5

3

11 10
12 7

WEST DIV. GP W L T F A PTS
Laurier

8

Western

8

4 0 4 12
4 1 3 15

Guelph

9
9

4 2 3
4 2 3

9
8
9

2 4 3
2 4 2

McMaster
Brock
Waterloo
Windsor

L T F A PTS

,---------------------

0 7 2

3199 Sandwich St.
258-0899 Open 11 am - 2 am

5 16
8 15
9 9 15
15 7 15
13 14 9
9 18 8
11 230 2

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 DAYS A WEEK

Oct. 15th Alec Sommerville
Oct.17th Len Wallace
Oct. 18th Glengarry Road ,.
Oct. 19th Downriver Bluegrass Band
Oct. 20th Fortnight Folkmic
--.-..-.,--Oct. 22nd Billy.Dix 6 Terry Murphy

----

(l)JJtde~
I 1LARGE
I withPIZZA
2 topping,

(I) little Caesars·
LOOKWHO'S
DELIVERING : $9!!
DINNER!

Students Show your Student Card
And Receive 15% off
(beer and liquor exempt)

I
I

II

*

\.20~
SUPERSTORE
OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM· MIDNIGHT

:vsTATloN RENTA\..
soNY p~
REQUIRED)
(CASH OEP,

* *
VCR

Rentals

Free Membership

- ......

Valid fat a l1m1ted hme OI
pattielpahng locoha,,1

Small

Pepperoni
Pizza $

(

r

}

*

*~\on~
r-~nL~or-~r-&n•~;-,

11 AM 3 PM

4 .99

Closest Location to University
CARRYOUTP!us Tax NOUMIT
1930 Tecumseh West@ Bridge 256-3161
1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534

I

*Previously Viewed Tapes 1f
as Low as $9.95
'-MS ,o?8s

LUNCH
SPECIALS

1

lA~~-

j

game & get 1
I
I
I
I
FREE
I Valid on current new releases. I
I Must be equal or lesser value. I
One coupon per customer per visil
I __Ex_!res_!}o~3,~ __ I

I
game &get 1
I
I
I
FREE
I Vahd on current new releases. I
Must be equal or lesser value. I
I One coupon per customer per v1s1t.
I __E"!;.re~c:;..3,.!:_s __ I

3225 Sandwich St. 258-2378

fo
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\Vi
th
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Doughboys
razed the L~op
By David Knight
The Doughboys razed the Loop
with their napalm car-candy
music to support Turn Me On
This release follows the huge
success of Crush and the mtroduction of a new member, Wiz,
formerly of the Bntish band,
Mega-City Four.
The A-Team theme,
smoke,the faint smell of something burning. 1bc Doughboys
broke into their first number,
then the mic went Vocalist John
Kastner joked with the audience.
The mic fixed, Kastncr's
vocals clearly cut through their
aggressive-melodic, dirge of
sound. 'Ibere were few pauses
between songs, creating a swift
pace to the performance.
The crowd gathered before the stage, the wildest, most
active fans dancmg towards tt,
while others stood back content
JUSt to lose their hearing for a
couple days. At tunes the crowd
was part of the show as one
body-surfer stood on those who
raised him, to touch the ceiling
of The Loop.

When the Doughboys
broke into Shine, 1t was apocalyptic. A loud and wild crowd
grew louder and wilder.
It was amazing to see how
frontman John Kastner could
leap about as high and wild,
seeming careless, and still play
so well.
Kastner explained after the
show, "It's just ten years of being airborne."
New member Wiz, became a stronger vocal presence
during their encore, where the
music was moody and the band
was obviously having fun with
feedback and distortion.
THE DOUGHBOYS
found from Crush to Turn me on
that bands have pressure placed
on them wehn successful, to follow with repeated success.
It was a hard record to
come back on, because people
love to tear you down after they
bmld you up," mused front man
John Kastner.
Kastner hesitated to point
to a favoutite.-\ong, but when
pressed he replied, "Coma, be-

cause it was the first Dough boys
song we recorded live, right off
the floor."
New member, Wiz, was
brought in as a replacement after the completion of Turn Mc
On. Wiz had been a silent collaborator for the band, and cowrote their hit Shine.
"We'd been writing together so long, it just made
sense. It was a bonus that he
knew so much of our material,"
said Kastner.
W1z, co-writer of Shine
(and Fix Me) slow! y became
aware of the song's popularity
over tune.
"I didn't really have any
conception of how well it had
done, until I came over here in
May. And after I had been here
a couple of months, I gradually
began to understand."
Wiz was brought in after
Turn Mc On was recorded.
"It was all recorded and
then Johnathan [Cummins] left.
I thmk he thought that was the
best umc for him to lea,e \s
soon as the record was done he
would go, and that would g1Vc

The DOUGHBOYS' John Kastner at the recent Loop concert.
Photo l!J David Bnkovu

them plenty of time to find
somebody else."
"I was kind of around a lot
when they were doing it [furn
Me On]. I was there in Montreal,
in January when we wrote It Con
Alf Be Taken Awy and Lucky.
They were rehearsing everi,· day
and I was just on vacation. So at
rehearsals I would be listening
to thc.st· songs and :..ort uf you
know say in the evening, "You
should be doing d1at, and should
be doing that like that," and

"Hey, Pete [Arsenault] had a really good idea. You should definitely try that out" and stuff like
that. Because I couldn't help 1t.
\Xhen you're m a band and a
writer and you hear somethmg
that's wrong you just can't stop
yours cl f and say "excuse me, I
know it's none of my busmcss,
but if I was doing that 1'd be
domg that instead."
Pick up the Doughbo)S'
Tum Mc On album, and turn up
the volume!

Q and A with Roberta ...

Wild Strawberries coming to Windsor
loosen up and perform more
naturally
Ken I larrison and Roberta
L:The urngue sense of style and
Carter I Iarrison arc the WI I.D attitude you present on stage is
STRAWBERRII~S, and their
very much reflected on the cover
passion for music 1s defmitely
of "Heroine." From where did
evident on their latest release the idea (for the cover) ongmate?
"I Icromc."
R: \Xe went mto the photo stuThis Toronto-based pop dio knowing we wanted a kind
duo w.i.s recently mtroduccd to of cheeky unage for a heroine.
the American audience upon \X'e trted all kinds of things, d1fsigning with the label Nettwerk, fcrent images. Looking back on
but the \X'ILD STRAWBER- the photos, I'm glad that we
RIES have long been a Canadian didn't take anything besides the
favourite ever since their dcbut vacuum. The vacuum 1ust haptn 1990. Presently on tour, 1t 1s
pencd to be there and I had that
from a 'I'ruro, Nov.t Scotia pay sort of fifties lookmg dress on.
phone that vocal•st Roberta ~ just thought that would make
phoncdm.
a kmd of different image for a
Lance: \VILD S'fRAWBER- heroine than you might haV<'
RIES has definitely undergone thought We thought that was
a change m the overall image, cool and mostly Nettwerk 1ust
most notahl y since "Bel Yo1t loved that one, so they thought
Think 1'm Lone!J." \Vhat do yuu we should take it.
attribute to this change?
L: It's easy for the seriousness
Roberta: I know personally, I
of your lyrics to get lost in the
JUst feel more comfortable with sugary pop songs but Ken has
performing and wtth taking.. mentioned beforc.• that the band
whatever my personal image is does actually have a dark side to
going to be mto my own hands
~t.
and dealing with that. I think I've R: J Ic actually intends to couch
actually learned a lot makmg v1d
d1e darker side m the bnghter,
cos and I'm getting more corn- sugary pop. That \V~IS kmd of his
fortable w1tl1 performing and intent from the begmnmg. I le
then seeing 1t back on camera. tnes to layer different levels of
\'<e worked with Lisa Mann for
meaning into the songs: So I
the videos on this record. She
think it's there for people 1f they
was really good at helping me
want. If they 1ust hear 1t on the
B~ Laura Pearce

I

~

I

radio, the lyrics may glide nght current sound and the band
past them. If they can really read that's using 1t. I'm not trying to
1t and ltSten to 1t, hopefully thry say
that
they're
can find what they want to find; (PORTISI IEAD) a tre11dy band
however deep they want to go
or anything, but they use a lot
L: Who arc some of your mus,
of weird sounds and we do too
cal influences?
L: It 1s important to note the
guest musicians on "Heroine,"
R: Oh that's such a hard qUt s
and the fact that aside from you
uon. In one word hopefully, var
ied, we love tons of different and Ken, WILD S'I RAWBER
styles of music. We tend to go RIES docs not have any permathrough periods where we get nent members.
R: lbat's nght. We started as a
really hot and heavy mto a cer
tain sort of style or group, and band and that would have been
then we might lca,e that for a amazing 1f that had turned out,
wlule and head off in a totally but cad1 of our first band mem
different direction \Vc're into hers went off to do other thmgs
groove oncnted stuff now like that they felt more passionate
G1\RBAGE, BECK, and CIBO about So we decided to keep it
MATl'O. There's so much grc.tt the two of us and it h,ts given us
music out there and we try to a lot of freedom to use a variety
listen to a wide vanety of stuff. of musicians. It stems like every
L: It has been said that "Jlero- mus1c1an can bnng a totally d1f.
me's" Conf,t/bcars too much. of fcrcnt feel to a song.
to L: Is the day on which you and
resemblance
a
PORTIS! IEAD but "Heromc" Ken set vou medical careers on
was written pnor to the release the shelf in the near future?
of ''Dummy." ls th1~ an w1fa1r R: We've put aside our medu.:al
1obs m terms of them being ea
comparison?
R: ~ot at all. \Ve thmk \\'hat rcers \Ve both still moonlight
happened 1s, one person made when \\e're not tounng. If we
the reference in one of the early could financ1ally put them aside
review:., largely I dunk because fully, I thinkwewould,hutwc\e
of the sounds on that song more had a longing to ha\ c this home
than anythmg. I think a:. soon studio that we've been bu1ldmg
as you have a fascmauon for for years, so that's pretty expcnweird sounds you're gomg t<> s1ve too. We need to pay the rent
tend to get labelled towards the and keep buymg the gear that we

need to make the next record
think we're gerung closer all the
time.
L: I {ow docs being a husband
and wife duo affect the band;i
R: I hope for the better. So far at
hasn'1 been a problem for us
personally. Both Ken and I feel
that if either he or I was domg
this without the other person 1t
would actually he harder on our
rclat10nsh1p. \X<''rc m the van,
tra, elhng across the country a lot
togcthc.r hut it's not like we could
po~s1bly get sick of each other
because (\\rc'rc) m a group of six
or seven people It's kind of like
a family s1tuat1on, where \I.C
aon't actuallv have that much
time alone a~d I rend to ,t1rnost
miss him when \l.e're on the
road, c, en though we're to
gethcr l t's h.1rd to e.xplau1, hut
:,o t,tr it ha:, worked out really
\\d:
L: 'h lU rl I ne,\: b;md 1n the ~ S
110\\ th II \ OU ha, C signed '\\ 1th
l\:l•ttwnk Th1:; exposure to ,t
d1ftcrcnt audience must be ,en
exc1tmg D1d )OU sense 1t corn
mg or 1s this all , er; sudden;i
R: It was a dream, for years, as
an mdepcndent Canadian b,md
to get s1gi1ed m the States So,
it's not d1at vou can scn:,e 1t for
years, but }:ou'n: workmg to
wards 1f for years. It's a thnll to
tonli!Ulld ,,,, p.igt 12
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get a review in Billboard. Ken
used to read Billboard as a kid,
so for him he would die happy
tomorrow basically even just
having a review in Billboard.
\Xi'ho knows what will happen.
So many thmgs have to be m
place at the right time for a
band to be successful down
there. It's certainly an honour
to be able to get to try.
L· ~/hat did you think of the
turn-out for your performance
:at Wmdsor's Freedom Festival 1996?
R: Oh, we were so hyped. We
were so thrilled that night. Tt
was incredible. Havmg never
been there before and playing

:after those a..rnazmg fireworks,
and the crowd was just so killer.
It was just a blast.
L: \Xi'hat's in the works for the
next album?
R: Funny you should say that.
I'm sitting in the van these days,
ltstenmg to demos that we've
been doing of the new songs,
and I'm really excited. Ken's really excited too and we're just
dying to get home and start recording it. The plan would be
to have it out early next spring
if everything goes well. It's basically all written. It's a bit more
rhythm based, groove oriented
stuff.
IPIJ...D STRA WBERRIBS wiU

perform al the Capitol Theatre
Nf' »mber 29.
1
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Big Sugar sweetened the Loop
By Roxanne Qussem
September 21
The Loop
Big Sugar has been through
some rough times in the last few
years. Since the album
"SOOPounds" was released
in'93, Big Sugar has switched
labels three times, and tragically
suffered the loss of Walter
Morgan who died (having suffered from a hc-:irt ailment) last
October during their American
tour. They emerged from these
grievous tnals with a new drummer, Paul Brennan (ex of the
Odds), a new album, and a new
record company to back them
up,A&M.
The four determinedly different mdividuals that comprise
Big Sugar, contribute tn no small
part to the band's multi-textured
sound. Hemi-Vision welds the
band's signature, irresistable pop

hooks with heavy riffs, swamp integrate more funk, R&B, and
boogie funk, and the odd stag- 1azz into his repertoire, adding
gered left-field reggae break, to Gary Lowe's influences of ska
create a wholly unholy brew of and reggae mflect1ons mto the
oxygenated aural discord. The mix. What has been born is an
result is a full-on, full-tilt, full - intncate and varied musical vothrottlc, musical fircstorm.
cabulary.
Gordie Johnson (vocals,
According to Johnson,
guitars) who grew up in Wind- "We're a good old fashioned
sor said, "I feel I grew up the rock n' roll band, letting blues
same way as most of tl1ese peo- stand out. Great blues men have
ple. I get a little worked up be- always been master thieves, addfore I go on."
ing these (reggae and funk) to
"The reason we record," our music may in fact be the only
explains Johnson, "is to play for way the blues will survive. For
an audience. It's what we're all some reason, we live in an age
about. What more could you ask where most of the rock has the
for? Travellmg with your best blues crushed out of it."
friends, a different city, and peoWhat draws this musician
ple to meet everyday!"
to the blues is not the music itJohnson initially held ro a self, but the lyncs. "You're tellsteady diet of classic hard rock. ing a story, most of the time,
Eventually he turned to Charlie about boys and girls... To me,
Parker, James Brown, Hank that's relevant to everyone. If I
Williams, not to mention Jimi can't put my heart into a song, I
Hendrix. Gordic soon began to can't play it."

Concerts:
Janik lounged n' rocked The Capitol
By David Knight

September 26
The Capi10/ Thea/re
Richard Janik's sound has elements of rock, folk, and an upbeat adult-contemporary, 1azzy
kind of feel. Janik's band was
with it and performed well, but
there was no escaping the fact

that he was the singer/songwriter and adept at a number of
instruments, around which a
show was built.
On CaslaW<!J Jantk played
piano. I le played guitar on the
up-beat jazzy pop-tune S011venir.
On Saft !Pater Suite, Janik played
lead while his guitarist stood
down. A violmist was added to

8PEND THE WHOLE WEEK WITH U8!
NFL SUNDAYS

-12 TV8 2 9ATRLITE8
-OFFICIAL NFt PACKAGE
-2 FOR 1WINGS ALL DAY LONG
NONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

-2 FOR 1 WING8 5 'TILL .11PM
TUESDAYS -LARGE CADILLAC JACK'9 PIZZA
ONLY $6.99 FROM 5-llPM
WEDNESDAYS
.,
.-HALF-PRICED APPETIZERS 5-11PM
THURSDAYS

-HALF-PRICED FAJITAS ($5.90) 5-UPM

U: IJ a 1••MY THI SIIAJ IICHIS
~~~«~~~»
~p~

~M

QUICK

WHILE

u

LUBE

WAIT

no
appointment
necessary

for use in our QUICK SERVICE DRIVE THAU
We thank you for changing with us.
NOT TO BE USED WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR DISCOUNT

R/0 #

ASK ABOLT THE GR\D REBATE PROGRAM!

------

For More Details Contact: Owen Patterson B.A. Comm Studies '95

this number giving the instrumental composttion much
depth.
It seemed Janik was either
a lounge act who wants to rock,
or a rocker who wants to withdraw from the rock world which
he seems to be on the edge of,
to lounge. Judging by the use of
humour at times, and the senousness at others during different cq_mpositions, his bottom
line seemed to be communication to his audience. He didn't
seem interested m bringing the
audience down with the harsher
realities of environmental decay
(as his more serious songs deal
_with), unless he could pick them
up as well.
His next set included
1-Iockry Night In Canada, which
was written to the tune of
Hockey Night's theme. It wasn't
a serious anthem, unless you
consider the Hanson Brothers
from SlapShot to be your idea
of the perfect players. The song
was written from the perspective
of an egotistical hockey goon
who only wanted to trash the real
players. If there had been a
laugh-meter, 1t would have broken. The show was especially
funny when Janik performed
Tearr Are Not Enough, and did all
the voices. Of special note was
how well he did Anne Murray
and how hysterically he did
Geddy Lee's part.
The Messengerwas dedicated
to those who are addicted to TV
and don't know what to do with
themselves. There were some
sound problems with Jaruk's mic,
before the correct processed, vocal sound - a distorted resonance - was achieved for the
song. It is perhaps appropriate
that a Communications grad
(from the University of Windsor), would work media issues
into his song wntmg.
Janik's most commercial
efforts, A Girl I Ne,,er K,zeu•,md
lifying So111h would fit very well
with The River: 93.9FM's programming.
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Horrorscopes

the Lance

Same goes for career and relationships. Expect the unexpected and keep an open rrund.

B~ I>.,~ 11111.1
Scorpio (OcL 23 - Nov. 21)
You never know what you've got
'til it's gone. You haven't figured
out that you lost a good thing
recently, but in time you will. By
then it will be too late.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
A current relationship may be in
need of a boost. Don't push an
unsure partner to commit fully,
but don't be afraid to reveal your
true emotions.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Accept what fate has given you.
The chance for true happiness
doesn't come along every day.
The past is exactly that: you can't
re-write history.
Aquarius Oan, 20 - Feb. 18)
The weatherman isn't always
aght. Be sure you're prepared for
anything during this month.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
Don't let life pass you by Reach
out and take what you want out
of life instead of going where the
wind blows and letting others
make decisions for you.

Page 13

would bring a smile to their day.

Cancer Oune 21- July 22)
"Beware of falling cars." Who
knows where they may be coming from, but you never know
when you could fall prey to a
Mustang careening wildly out of
the clouds.

Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)
Love 1s all around. And we usually find it when we least expect
it. Don't look for your true love,
otherwise you may only see what
you want to see.

Leo Ouly 23 - Aug. 22)
The value of friendship is
immeasureable. Former lovers
sometimes make better friends.
Get past the awkward stage of
rebuilding that friendship.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
Unprotected sex can laU. I !ave
you been careful? Always use a
condom; just to be safe. After

all, you don't know what you
may unknowingly pass along.

Libra (SepL 23 - Oct. 22)
A call you've been wa1 mg for
may be a long time coming.
Don't despair. It's probably a
case of mixed signals or simple
insecurity. Either way, your soulmate is out there. Somewhere.

STUDENTS!

Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)
Time goes by so fast and there'll ,
never be another you or me.
Make the most of the present.
1
That way, you can look back on I
this time with few regrets.

COME IN #\ND JOIN THE RETRO ATMOSPHERE OF

.,.--~-- \~ FLASHBACK
-~~£,~ .j:..
:·
BO'A'l.
~
vv ING

Gemini (May 21 - June 20) 1
Distant friends are wondering
why they havn't heard from you
of late. Perhaps a short note
from you, even just to say hello,
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. GLOWPINS

Bowl to the sounds of the SO's. 60's, and
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CURTIS MULDOON'S BAND
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t

APOSTROPHE AND WOODPECKER

.J.

UofW & St. Clair students
dress for the occasion and
show your student card at
the counter and you could
WIN GREAT PRIZES!
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Manufacturing Consent:
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Media Awareness and Social Justice
The me<lio play a p1vo1al role nol 0111\ 111 ,hapm!! how \I.C , ,ew nur w 11rlJ. hu1 .11,11
m 1lw pol1t1eal deet\lnn-makmg proces,. Some e,cn claim the media mm c<>th1ttu1c a
"lounh hrand1 ol gmcrnmcni." Chont,k) mamtJms that 111a111,1rca111 n\\cragc ol lhc
1,orld C\en1, mobilize, puhhr ,uppon lor 1hc ,pcrial intere,t, 1ha1 <lonnn.uc g,l\cntmrnt
,111d the pn,a1e see1or. through a proce" he rail, "manulae1u11ni; l'on,c·m
Date: Thu r,day. Octobt'r 17. 1996

1 imc: 6:00pm
1.ornlirm: Hoffman Auditorium. Iona Cnll,·l!l' 11011 Sun,tt ,, ... ,
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~ of lildscr Sbfenls' Alm

l'Assodatbtdes Emdlmde rlilvelsle de Wbtscr
.
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1he U.W.SA Is seelcilg 1wO studen1s at la'ga to sit on ll8
.Ae1Mtles Planning Committee. 1he committee would assist In
~ pla:ll'llng of the yeas actMHes, setting dates and
providing lmput on entertainment This committee wll make
~A"""'~_,,.,""""""'CI! 1o 1h8 U.W.SA executive..
t

Jt you are rnterested please submit a r8Sllll8 and/.or letter to
Darcy Flynn (Operattons Manager) at 1he U.W.SA office,
Second Floor CAW. Centre detallng Voll pa.;t e.xperlence
with 1he music~ P(ogrammlng and yoyr Q(l'TlpUS
lnVolvemenf to date. Resumes and/.or letters ae due on
November l st of 5pm.

***Rclrcshmt'nh Prm·1detl'."*
S11\0,,-,cd B,·
,,n. < ,1lh:t!C'
Ilk.: (r

'l:n

\( \1 ,,
l

Pai&.\
·n1 < h hi n \1 \ .., ·nr

J \ \I

•Ilk,

If you require more information, please contact
Monica Matel (UWSA Programmer) ·
at 253-4232 Ext 3208
Thank-you to all applicants!
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University Press.

Reinetnbering the
Million Man March
By Carmella Goodridge
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1) The Lance's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be dcmonstratable fact
with sources to support 1t. Conflicting sides of a dis~
pute are treated ob1ectively and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with ilie understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if ilie source 1s
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special interests and w1ili favor to none.
4) The Lance 1s a student run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues iliat affect ilie University of
Wmdsor.
Mailing Address:
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
Windsor, ON Canada
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m deeds and to he a man of ac
t1or

'fuw!JltJor. are br011glt about l?J
m,11 u/Jo think aJ men ef ac/to11 and

a t as men ofthought '
Kwame Nk.11mah,
Co11sce11cism. 1964
One year ago on October 15,
nulltons of black men arrived m
Washington, the American capital, to share m a historical and
spmtual even t.
The Million Man March as
It was called by the organizers
was a day set aside for all black
men to reconcile wiili God for
the mistakes made in ilieir lives
and to re-dedicate iliemselves
towards meir personal growth.
The holy day of antonement
drew men of all backgrounds,
religions and socio-economic
levels to re-commit themselves
to their struggles in life.
The focus of ilie day surrounded personal responsibilities, enhancing ilie bond shared
wiili black women, solidifying
the institution of me family and
bettering ilie conditions of ilie
black communities.
Al though this march
proved to be empowering, iliere
was much controversy surrounding its primary organizer Minister Louis Farrakan and ilie exclusion of black women.
Regardless of the harsh
criticisms of the media and ilie
outraged political leaders who
doubted its success, me masses
were more concerned wiili the
message rather ilian ilie reputation of the messenger. Tt is true
that women were respectfully
asked to stay home, however,
they were included m the line up
o f guest speakers.
Such great women as Maya
Angelou, Betty Shabazz and
Rosa Parks aroused ilie crowd
to invest in the power which lies

for me .as a bla1.;k womt1.11,
thr Mill1t>n \fan March symbol
1zcd more than 1ust a g.ithenng
of ilie massc,; As I :;at Joyfully
crymg by the images of the
broadcast, the "gu1dmg spmts"
of my ancestors who were cap
turcd, shackled, despised, raped,
oppressed and robbed of ilicir
ancient land were given a voice
and platform to warn my generation o f its volatile position
and to encourage people o f African descent into ilie 21st century.
Much of this encouragement was geared towards the
uplifonent of me "black male
persona" iliat has so often been
distorted by various institutions
and sources in all layers of soci:
ety.
This spiritual awakening
carried much weight in my heart
due to the attendance of my
Nubian Prince and many oilier
serious black men who attend
iliis university. Their presence
was not only a testament of their
personal enrichment ~ut it was
also a testament to ilieir mothers, ilieir daughters, ilieir sisters
and wives that they affirmed
iliesr positions and responsibilities m ilietr families and communities.
It also affirmed their abilitie.s to regain ilieir lost power,
pnvilcge and respect be re-investing in iliemselves. To me,
this day of antonemcnt was the
greatest tribute to black men, to
their loved ones.
1I1story was created that
day. The history of our personal
and spiritual attainments and the
awakening of our thirst to do
better ilirough our actions.

I)o you know where your friends are?
By Janice Campbell and
John Bower
Have you ever wondered
where ilie hell are my friends
from high school? To be more
specific, where are they in
cyberspace? This week's column
deals wiili finding people on the
Internet. We're talking about email addresses here folks.
Some of you may already
be familiar w1ili ilie "finger"
command. But, those of you
who are not, here's a brief introduction into the "fmger" function.
As you are all now familiar wiili ilie Internet, you will
~~ this week's journey by loggmg mto ilie SGI system. Once
logged in, you will arrive at the
% prompt. This is similar to a
drive prompt in DOS. This 1s
where you will type in the "fmgcr" command. However, if you
just type "fmgcr," you will receive a list of those people who
are either presently logged into
ilie system, or those who just
signed off.

To locate someone wiiliin
ilie university, simply type ''fmger" and the person's last name.
However, to use "fmger" to locate someone off campus, iliat
requires you know ilie server's
address. For example, the U of
W's
server domain
is
@uwindsor.ca. So, tf you wanted
to locate purely on name, you are
out of luck!
Anoilier way to search for
your long lost friend is through
ilie "gopher" command, and we
don't mean ilie furry little creature on four legs eiilier!
Back at the % prompt., type
the word "gopher" this will
bring you to a screen with many
options for your search. we have
found that command number
10, ~ anad!an "gopher" sites by
province, 1s the most effective.
From iliere you will search for
the institutions where your people might be hiding! However,
iliese types of searches tend to
be long and tedious endeavours.
Yet another meiliod to locate someone is by accessing ilie

web! There are two sites iliat are
devoted solely to locating people. They are "fourl 1.com" and
''whowhere.com.''
Both work on a similar
principle. You can search for individuals by eiilier name or email address. For example to
fmd out about John Bower, you
would enter his name and start
by clicking on the search button.
However, iliese services requtre
th_at the person be registered
w1ili ilie particular website.
These are free services and
are very worili while if you are
away from home. Why? It allows
people to locate your e-mail address quickly and efficiently.
There are many oilier locating agencies on the web, and
you can find them just about
everywhere. Now you know how
to find your friends in
cyberspace!

The Internet cob,mn appears
every second week in the umce. lfy,11
have a'!Y comments or quertions abo11t
the Internet, e-mail Janice and John
at:jb3@mnst.net.
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Chuckle, wheeze, fall about!
By Albert James
I spoke with a friend from home
the other day and spent some
cime on the telephone talking
about what it 1s like to be back
in school. This friend has a pretty
keen sense of humour and generally 1s able to find fuMy things
most everywhere.
Granted he can be a bit
crass at times. When our
conversation came around to humour 1t was his opinion that the
university must be pretty
sanitized with all the emphasis
on being politically correct.
At the time I had to agree
with him, I had not heard many

jokes since being on campus,
unlike when I was at work and
there was an almost steady supply of jokes at someone's expense. I did tell him about the
T-shirt I saw with "and what
colour are my eyes" written
across the chest area. That at
least elicited a chuckle.
So it is that after the conversation with this friend I went
to school with an eye on checking the validity of his assumption on how sanitized the campus is. Unfortunately I have
found several examples that
blow his theory out of the water. Seems to me that there was
a time when there actually was

bathroom humour.
I can not speak for the ladies restrooms, but I do remember there usually being an assortment of silly poems and limer
icks scratched or written on the
lavatory stalls. I don't see that
any more. Instead what passes
for humour is actually humourless. An assortment of lewd and
crude statements about sexuality. This type of self expression
is not even restricted to the
washrooms, but can be found on
desks and tables throughout the
un1vers1ty.
I have never seen anything
like it. I am embarrassed for the
people who have the misfortune

By Paul Hawkins

Businesses should welcome students
ommendations that we felt
would improve the efficiency,
and therefore, profitability of the
store. We required only four
hours (total) of the manager's
time in order to complete the
project. Our study was proVtded
free. of charge and all information was to be used for educational purposes we had to make
all the effort, and never once was
it mentioned that there would be
a problem.
However, five days before
our project was due, the manager's secretary informed us that
the manager was "too busy" to
meet with us and that we should
explore a different business.
It is unfortunate and disheartening that an establishment
that is affiliated with the university and derives substantial revenue from students, has enough
time to take our money, yet too

busy to offer something in return. As students, we cannot
judge the world from a textbook,
so it is imperative that local establishments cooperate with the
university in order to further our
learning.
Although the Ambassador
Duty Free store is not the only
business in the area that has rejected students, it is certainly the
most prominent. On the other
hand, I would like to thank any
business or establishments that
have welcomed students in the
past, and I hope you continue
to do so in the future as your
cooperation makes a world of
difference.

Sincerely

Rob Humphreys
3rd Ye ar Business

Questioning colutnnists tnotives
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Andy
Vainio's column (A brief excavation) in last weeks Lance. He
was in fact responding to the
letter which U of W PC Association President Adam Cave
wrote in opposition to Mr.
Vainio's unprofessional and
crass comments about the Ontario Education Minister. I feel
since I contributed to President
Cave's letter that I am able to
clarify some of his comments.
First of all Mr. Vainio what
ever satirical motive your dry
sense of humour may have had
in mind when you referred to
Mr. Snobelen as a "pinko" does
not excuse you from the fact you
also employed the unprofes-

sional "bloody rat" along side it.
I also found it very inappropriate for you to mock the minister
for not completing high school.
Are you insinuating that
those who drop out of high
school are incapable of being
intelligent and successful people? Minister Snobelen has created more jobs in his private career than the entire NDP government did in their five long
and best forgotten years as Ontario's disastrous government.
Secondly, President Cave
stated that we are the largest club
on campus not to shield himself
from attack, but as a personal
reminder from me to you that
you were not willing to cover one
of our events when I called the

Perhaps creative 1s the key.
The washroom walls and desk
surfaces are free public space
and as such people figure anything will do but they lack
enough artistry to do something
original and instead leave something profane and crass. I Icy,
maybe that is what the difference
is between my friend and the
graffiti hacks. He at least could
look at things and find humour,
and was not satisfied with using
shock to elicit a response.
So do me a favour. Have a
little respect for the fine art of
humour. If you haven't got the
touch don't leave your mark.

Human rights coordinators
sho'u ld all be paid equal

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
This is a letter to inform the student population about a 'supposed' vslued member of the
university community. I am third
year business student and many
of my courses require practical
study of an operating business
as to further our knowledge of
how the 'real business world'
operates.
One would think that any
business affiliated with the university community would welcome students with open arms 1f not for pure goodwill, at least
in retribution for the service we
the students have given them.
Well, I have found out that this
is not so.
Our group set out to study
the systems that the Ambassador Duty Free store uses to
monitor its transactions and inventory and then make any rec-

of having to use the loo or that
have to sit at a desk so desecrated. In all honesty I can not
understand it.
What 1s being done is
childish in tht lack of care or
concern shown but certainly not
childish in the ideas and opinions expressed. Seems sad to me
that people have worked their
way though our school system,
that they or someone is going to
the trouble of paying for their
continuing education, but they
haven't the wisdom yet to at least
be creative in the graffiti they
leave behind. Not only is it crude
and degrading but 1s stmply is
not funny.

Lana and you happened to call
me back and refuse my request.
Is this fair and equal treatment the Lana is so proud to
advocate, or was this a unilateral decision taken upon yourself without the knowledge of
Mr. Cruickshank?
Anytime you or your puppet masters at CUP would like
to debate policy with me Mr.
Vainio, call our club extension
(3504) and let me know. In the
mean time Mr. Vainio, please
keep "digging a little deeper"
before writing your columns.

Sincerely,

Robert Carbonaro
Vice President, UWPCA

A shocking contradiction surrounding the human rights office unfolded at the council
meeting on September 26. The
dynamics of which left me
pondering some rather unsettling quesuons. •
Taken as a whole, the
sequence
of
events
and
unfortunate
circumstances
that lead to this con.
tradiction might even be
,
described as a tragedy were
1t not so pathetic. Yet pathos
is the most predominant
quality of the whole affair.
The human rights office
is run by three coordinators:
the Human Rights Coordinator Mike Perry, the Lesbian Gay
and Bisexual Issues Coordinator Ligaya Birch and Anti-Racism Coordinator Roger
Shallow.
These positions were created last spring because the
UWSA felt there was a need.
Previously there had only been
one coordinator, the Human
Rights Coordinator. The log;ic
behind these divisions is
explained in the 1996-97
Campus Compass.
All of this 1s clearly
understood by all parties
concerned. What is also clearly
understood is that all of the coordinators are equal. That is
they all share equally in the
responsibility of running the
human nghts office. the
UWSA has always paid a
certain sum of money, called an
honoranum, to the Human
Rights Coordinator to assist
her or him in carrying out their
duties as coordinator of the
human rights office.

The contradic·,; ,,,.;.\ tion in the course of
, .. addressing the issue of the
@ honorarium being given to
·:«
the newly created coordinator pos1t1ons because it was
less then the a.mount given to
the Human Rights Coordinator. So while on the one hand
they (the three people
appointed to these positions)
were considered to be equal
but on the other hand by
virtue of the fact that they were
not being paid sums, they were
not.
No amount of arguing
can change this fact! It becomes pathetic when one considers that what has been said
m defence of this 1s
tantamount to saying "discrimination is ok it i'ts the
budget that being threatened."
Fortunately the UWSA
was able to correct the matter
at the September 26 meeting
by voting in favour of pay equity. Still the fact that it was
debated in the first place leaves
one wondering where their priori ties lie. If budgetary
constrain, or "getting ones
financial house in order," if
economic factors arc the primary factors to be considered
in a decision making process
then everything else will
ultimately suffer.

Question of the Week
"I don't"

Ligaya Birch
Year4
Sociology

"Spread legs"

• Troy Schirk
YearJ
Comp. Sci.

"Both hands at
once"

Matt Dunlop
Year J
Comm

--·-------------------------------------------------~-.
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Student organization
talking about tenure
By Andy Vainio

The Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance
(OUSA) is recommending that
the current academic tenure system in Ontario be re-examined.
OUSA recently commissioned a report entitled "Tenure,
Teaching, Quality and Accountability'' which recommends a restructuring of tenure policy and
practice.
Michael Bums, Executive
Director of OUSA, said that
there are two reasons why
OUSA's members want to look
at the issue. "First of all, the issue of tenure touches on both
the quality and the cost of our
education," he said. Also, smce
a provincial government advisory panel on education is travelling across Ontario, he said
"this is a good time to raise the
issue and bring it into the dis. ,,
cuss1on.
While OUSA commissioned the report, they have not
yet formally endorsed it. However, Bums said that "I think !t''i

time we looked at this
issue...we're taking a responsible
approach to this issue. We aren't
claiming that we have all the
right answers." He added that
"we want to use this report to
begin an open and honest debate
on tenure in Ontario to make tt
work for students."
When asked about concerns that eliminating the tenure

·7:c\::..
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system would infringe upon the
academic freedom of professors,
Burns said "the report clearly
supports the freedom of academics, and our members have
expressed unanimity in their
support of academics to hold
unpopular opinions without fear
of losing their jobs."
Darren Vanecko, UWSA
Vice-President Internal Affairs
said that "I feel that this report
will generate the sort of support
from undergraduates that is
needed to help ensure that our
educations from post-secondary
msatutions are a valuable tool
for our ames."
Vanecko also said "there
are other issues that must also
be addressed such as student aid
reform, university governance,
life-long learning, and of course
funding to post-secondary institutions"
Dr. Gordon Drake, President of the Faculty Association
of the University of Windsor,
said part of the reason for tenure 1s that "a professor shouldn't
1ose his or her JOb on the basis
of a point of view that is highly
unpopular," including views that
are highly unpopular with students. Also, he said that in order to receive tenure, a professor must first undergo a rigorous rev1ew process·, which includes an external peer review
where the professor's fitness for
tenure is evaluated by peers from
other universities working in the
same field.
Drake added that "Although no system is perfect, our
system of peer review is the best
thing available to us. By and
Co111i111mJ oft page J

Imaginus spending your OSAP Students are taken in by the many marvelous prints which will soon
adorn their rooms and apartments.
PhofQ l!J David B11/e.ovtc.

2001 Summer Games

Windsor Wows selection cotntnittee
By Lindsey Woodgate
Windsor hopes that their
efforts on October 17 pay
off, as the Ministry S1te Selection Review Committee
toured the Sport and community facilities that have
been designated as part of
Windsor's bid for the 2001
Canada Surruner games.
The Windsor community showed enthusiastic, honest spirit and support, as the seventh city
that the Review committee has seen.
During the one day
stop in the city, the committee were kept busy with
a warm Windsor welcome
which began at 8:30 a.m.
at Dieppe Park. The activities and touring continued
all day and closed with a

.,,~
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WINDSOR

2001
CANADA JEUX DU
GAMES

CANADA

huge crowd and fireworks
at D1eppe Park.
The Committee
toured all the designated
sites in Windsor for the
games including the University of Windsor <:.n,
dents Centre which would
act as an Athletes Vtllage,
and the St. Denis Centre
to view the volleyball and
basketball courts.
Windsor is competing in a two tiered bid
process for the 2001
Canada G.imes. The Site
Review Committee form
the Ministry of Citizenship, Culture, and Recreation will reconunend three
cities to move on to the
federal selection process.

Co11Ji1111ed Oft /1<Jge J

CFS Pan-Canadian Week of Action
By Lindsey Woodgate
According to Handy, the culated and flyers given out these alternatives."
Thousands of students and sup- carnival will consist of games throughout the week.
Students are fighting to
porters will be mobilizing from and entertainment, with a focus
Canadian Federation of keep post-secondary education
coast to coast for the Canadian on the cutbacks and providing Students National Chairperson accessible for all those who want
Federation of Students' Panan education- not just those
Canadian Week of Action
who can afford it.
from0ctober21 to 25.
The Federation's Day
The University of Windth
~
1
of Action in Ontario has
sor will hold its own Action
been planned to coincide
Week acavities, hosted by the
the
-Jier
the iSSUeOf
with the labour and commuWindsor Committee for Uni-::1:
.r-,.
.1
•.,.. 11
nityor.ganized demonstration
versity Funding (WCUP) and
in Toronto against the promany more campus organizavincial government of Mike
tions.
- r·
b ·
r·
Harris. Federation members
On October 24 from 11
from across the province will
a.m. to 3 p.m. the Carnival for =====_._===;e.;====--=========== be descending on the Metro
Action will be held outside the
Brad Lavigne stressed that stu- Toronto area starting Thursday
CAW Student Centre.
information.
dents have had enough.
~ to assist with cross-picketing and
"Basically, we are looking
"We want to focus on
"Students are taking to the workplace acaons.
at ways to make students aware things such as the new mortgage street, to the corridors of their
The University of Wtndsor
of the issues of cutbacks to post- style loans, the higher tuition, the legislative assemblies, and to the day of Action, planned for Ocsecondary education and what issue of accessibility for people, administrators of their colleges tober 24, was planned as such
they are doing.," said Steve especially underpmrileged peo- and universities to say that we in order to not conflict with the
~andy, WCUF member/organ- pie, and the quality of educa- need alternatives to funding cuts Toronto general strike and protion."
for post-secondary education. tests, allowing students from
izer.
In addition to the carnival They're lobbying, demonstrating Windsor to travel to Toronto, if
'We are trying to bring it
activities, a petition will be cir- and doing research to present able, to participate.
home to students."

"We want to focus on things such
aS e new mortq-age S~ e ..tOans,
m.~· tuition,
accessi 'Hlty_ .1or peop.1e, espeCliU.lY
unde.rnriv.ile.o-eap
.eonle, and the
quali!f_.. 0( e_gu<;a_tion_."

TUESDAY
OCTOBER22
Campus Group AA has a
closed meeting every Tuesday
and Thursday from 12 pm to 2
pm in the CAW Student Centre
Conference Room 1. For further
information contact Lily at 2585698.

promises to be a wonderful
evening. There is no charge.

THURSDAY
OCT0BER24

OPIRG-Windsor's Media
Awareness and Radio working
group meets a~ 5 ~ : lndivid~als interested in cnbcal media
analysis and producing the
OPI RG radio show meet at Iona
College at 208 Sunset

Department of Earth Sciences is
holding a lecture by M,s Lisa
Griffith from Pan Canadian Petroleum Resources. The lecture
will be held in Memorial Hall,
room 302 at 4:30 pm.

Ticket sales end today for
Catholic Central High Schools
10 year anniversary/ third annual
harvest ball. For more

sic-style swing band. Alto, tenor,
blood donor clinic between the
baritone sax; trumpets; drummer;
hours of 1 pm to 7:30 pm. For
piano. MUST be able to read charts ·
more information call 944-6866. (all music is charted). MUST kn°"
how to swing. Rehearsals once a
SUNDAY
week; gigs as they come. Excellent
opportunity for young musicians.
OCTOBER27
Call JB at 736-9971

The 63rd Christian Culture Series of Asswnption University WANTED!!!

genus comma chameleus

information contact Catholic
Central High School.

4:45 pm mass will be followed
by a home cooked supper at 5:30

is proud to present Reverend
Mark Owen Lee, C.S.B. Lee was
the recipient of the 1993 Gold
Medal Award and will be speaking on the topic "it your tum to
speak." For more information
call 973-7033 ext. 3398.

MONDAY
OCTOBER28

Individuals!
and
Student
Ortan1zations to Promote
SPRING BREAK TRIPS. Eam
MONEY and FREE TRIPSCAu
L'lTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013
http:/ /www.ictp.com

LSAT - MCAT-GMAT-GIW:

Intensive 20-hour weekend scrni.
nars. Proven test-taking strategu:s.
Personalized professional instruction. Comprehensive seminar
Drop in for lesbian, bisexual
packages for only $225. OXFORD
women meeting at 8 pm at Iona
SEMINARS 1-800-269-6719.
College at 208 Sunset.

pm at Asswnption University
Olapel (2nd floor) . ~e are located immediately west of the
CAW Student Centre and south
of Asswnption Olurch. All are
welcome. Call 973-7033, ext.
3399.

Out on Campus lesbian, gay
and bisexual group is meeting at
5 pm, upstairs at the Grad
House. Plans for future video
nights and the Pass It ON exhibit Qesbian and gay archives).

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER22
OPIRG-Wtndsor's Anti-Racism
Working Group meets at 5 pm.
Individuals interested in fighting
racism on and off campus meet
at Iona College, on 208 Sunset.
All are invited to hear Eric Genius a contemporary christian
musician in a concert at the Asswnption Univcrsisty Chapel.
Enc is a composer and has produced two albums: Last in the
Line and No Greater Love. This

The Windsor Branch of the Wanted/Looking for.
Red Cross will be holding a Musicians fur newly-forming clas.

OPIRG-Windsor's Environmental and Bicycle Working
Group is selling apples at the
CAW Student Centre over lunch
hour. Proceeds to save the
Temagami wilderness. "An apple a day. keeps the chain saws

away."

Wtndsor Committee on University Funding (WCUF) is holding a "Carnival for Action" at
the CAW Student Centre. Casino
against the cuts to education.
Prizes, games and giveaways.
Co-sponsored by GSS, OPIRG,
OPUS and UWSA.

Outgoing men and women (2040 years) who can participate tn
a Windsor Hair Show Sunday.
November 10 1996 to change
their colour or hamtyle they
presently have. Drop by the
Marvel Beauty School at 831
University Ave. West. It will be
held on Saturday November 9
at 3 pm sharp. No calls please.

FOR RENT - Clean 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments. $595 & $695 ..
Utilities.
Pager #561-4851 -leave message.

MEN'S HOCKEY GOALIE
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE:
PADS, BLOCKER, TRAPPER,
BODY ARMOUR, CUP, HEl,.
ME1~ PANTS- 736-2375 Or EXT

2047

PORTFOUO:
Rasaach m<*>f and rrh>r projec:1s regarding service delvery to students.
Pl9P(JJe a n d ~ ~ and poslflon papers on Issues concerning student bodv • rnunlq:)al, provtnclal. federal.
COachJte crcht'9S related to Canoolon polfflcol acene. newspaper attcles, cllpplngs, magazi'les.
Pr8l8nt ~ for pl(Jnrw,g with P f ~ tme Ines.
PNIII Relaal8I aid l8pOf1s with o1h&r researchers, student organizations.
hlllnc:, office COOR:hJIIOI IS.

n ll.ffl'nCIY1heU.W.SA portfolio 1s prmajly inYolved wllh resecrch of Issues pedlnent to 1he $1tident body, p1ann1ng and archfvol o c ~ .

QUA/JFICATIONS:

1Nld. b.lth yea (hckldes Focuffles of Law, ecb::allon etc.~ tamlar with student go,.,e,nmer,t and acrtlHstralton. Arescuceful loclYlciJal wllh acalant raaaCJ'Ch skis.
corrm.nco11on stcls, a tean pla','er with PNW10us experter,ce.

REMUNERATION:
Conllact

WANTED: U.W.S.A. VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
VOUM'EER COORDINATOR
The U.W.SA Volu1teer Coordinator would recruit and montaln a core group of VOiunteers from the genera student body. This

PoSHloo would report to the I.JWSA Executive, President and Operations Manager.

SPECIFICS:

The Volunteer Coordinator would be Involved In the followlng but not be llmlted. Create and maintain a procecbal plan for
1he recruttmenf and retention of o volunteer groap. Assist In 1he planning md lmplementotton of profecfs by the lJNSA. where volunteers woud
be needed. Present reports and Ideas Where vaunteoo could be used to Increase the I.JWSA presence on campus and In the comrrullty.
Work In conjunction with the I.JWSA programme office for the betterment of campus life for students.

QUALJFJCAnONS:

Open to students who have a proven track record h

REMUNERATION:

Based on qualfflcottons and keeping wttti standards ot the tJWSA.

voluntarism, and who also posses strong Corrmt.ncaflon a,d

APPLICATIONS: Please send Resumes In a sealed envelope with 1he name of the posttton on the exterior of the
envetope@l/WSA. office 2nd Floor C.AW. Student Center. On or before Tuesday. October 29, 1996. by 4:00 p.m.
Attentfon: Darcy Flynn
Fox# 971-3654
Tele# 971-3600

1
f

LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GIWl On f

POSfflON.• Re98CJl:Ch Plonnlng Liaison Officer U.W.SA
Reports io Executw, President and Operations Manager

people slclls.

1

Campus Prep! Flexible formats m- I
eluding weekends for $195. Instant 11
info: prep@istar.ca or http://
WW\\~prep.com. Richardson-Smee
1979-1800410-PREP.

WANTED: U.W.S.A. RESEARCHER

POSmON:
GENERAL:

I
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Test your spirit level at the health fair
BI Lance News Staff

Another activity that will
be going on during alcohol
Next week the University . of
awareness week is a survey that
Windsor will be on a Mission
I~.
will
be going out to different
Responsible.
tor,
Mission
Responsible
is
a
classes
during the week, and ac1er;
cording
to Wilson, the informacombined
effort
between
Alcolrts
hol Awareness Week, Nurses
tion will be used for alcohol proow
Week and the Health Fair to
grarnnung and policy developea
ment on our campus.
teach stuent
Wilson
tns.
dents the perb
-1...1_ ,_
ils of over.1. ..i S JS
UI.U.JK- is also indnnking
•
ddri•
•
db
•
.L"th volved
in
"This
V11lg. ••
0.l
the Health
ent
is to raise
Fair which
)te
awareness ======.:a1;=========--=a;;~~~===will be held
am
about drinking and driving ..and
Wilson noted that the uni- in the Ambassador Auditorium
l..L
being aware of the consequences versity is changing their view on in the CAW Student C,entre from
MS
of over-drinking," said Judi alcohol events.
10 am to 4 pm on Wednesday,
Wilson, the University's Health
"It's been a tradition. We're October 23.
Educator.
looking at changing the tradiThere will be a wide range
She said students should tion."
of events including a computer
~:
learn that even if they have one
She said an example of this which measures blood alcohol
ru· rI drink they shouldn't be driving is this year's Frosh Week, which concentration.
u~ ( a motor vehicle.
offered a wide range of activiWilson explained that in
~ar I
She said the event is spon- ties that didn't include alcohol.
order to measure the blood al-

When you drink too much you could live to
regret the consequences forever. Have a plan
before you start drinking - once you're drunk
all negotiation and protection skills are also
impaired.
> allow one hour for one drink
> eat first and eat while drinking
> stick to your limit
> plan your way home before drinking: designate a driver; put cab fare in a safe place
> make a pact with a friend that you won't
leave without them
> carry a condom

"'T''hi . to raise
. awareness a out
mg an
an emg aware
e
consequences of over-drinking,"

ID
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Ont:ano Mimster of C1t1zenship, Culture and Recreation,
· I Marilyn Mushinski, will nominee t nate three communities to the
I Canada Games Council in Deed- 1 cember. In June 1997, the
Canada Games Council an5+
nounces the official host for the
2001
Canada Games.
igc.
The 2001 Canada games
hosted by Windsor is expected
.IE
to bring many benefits to our re.E:
gion,
along with much excite~R.

j1

~L-

ment.

XT

The games would bring
tens of thousands of visitors to
the region and involve over

-

coho} concentration, they use a
computer program that allows
students to test their blood alcohol level. She said that a student will put down their weight
and gender and how much they

drink in a peaod of time. The
program will then be able to tell
them what their blood alcohol
level is and if they are over the
legal limit, and how long before
they get back under it.

! 2001 Canada Games

~ I
Ill·

Page 3

Consume with Caution

sored in part by Bacchus, a post
secondary alcohol education
group, and there wtll be a banner up all week during the events
that students can sign if they
have been a designated driver or
have used one. She said the banner will then become part of a
big Canada display.

,I

.

7,000 volunteers and over 100
staff, attract almost 300,000
spectators and welcome 4,500
athletes who will be competing
in 16 sports.
The games will also have
certain economic benefits for
Windsor since they will have a
combined operating and capital
budgetapproaching$23 million
resulting in local economic impact of almost $50 million. The
games would also leave a legacy
of upgraded sport and recreation
facilities to Windsor and Essex
County, as well as endowment
funding to support future local
sport initiatives.

I ~::'!~?ure t~~ro, ru,,ru.,m
I

I

large, it works well, and of
course mistakes do occur. If you
went to another system, perhaps
there would be even more mistakes."
He also said "the purpose
of tenure is not to protect incompetence. With the current tenure system, there is a mechanism

if. professor is demonstrably not doing his job." He pointed out that
the collective agreement for professors at the University of
Windsor contains a clearly defined mechanism for getting rid
of professors who are not performing adequately.
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Accounting & Business Planning
Seniices

Computer Hardware & Software
Seniices

I

I

'
(

. Software Development
• Full and Part Time Contractors
. Hardware and Software Consulting
Novel Certified Administrator

.
I
, _______
I

(

3155 Howard Ave. Suite # 213

I
I

IN fflE ROUNDHOUSE CENTER

.___

.

Eat In or Pick Up Only

254-5103 (No Discounts on Specials)

M~Tw~T~~
'2 f
I
I16 BBQ (~icken V/i~~ ,~h ~~es I ? for> I Pasta with

w

am

Oi"

bUi'g ei'S Ior Vegetables ~5.]5. Boule s~ial I
-4
....J

_E~s~7/2L

---fXPiresD~/9L

Phone 969 - 9077 Fax 969 - 3889

Meatsauce dinner
_ExpiresD.!E,_7/9L

I Settu¥~ I S ~
La,,ge Prm -Oee,e + I BBQ O,icken I
'2 fol" I
'2 toppings(no double toppings)
R·b, Com bo It-is
I· h r Ch·
ana
1ps
I
fr~

I

~11.00
Ex ires Dec. 7/96

~

Expires Dec. 7/96

At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel
strongly about the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students and their preparedness for
satisfying careers.
As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
you with an educational experience featuring:

. Small Business Registration & Start-ups
• AccPac & Simply Accounting
• All government remittances
. V~nd preperation

II

~mi~to!n!:~!~~ttiJ;~.

• 55 years of expertise developing a well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

Expires Dec. 7/96

clinim science~, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness me and practice management;
• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;
• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention,
easy access to educational resources;
• Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics
and five College public clinics;
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunipes;
• A research center known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
• Final term, full-time private practice intemships globally;
• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge classrooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement;
• New state•of-the-art library to support education and
research.
For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4 77 7.
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Student unions should pucker-up says leaked document
By Samer Muscati
OTTAWA (Cup)- Kissing butt
is the best way to protect post
secondary education in Canada,
says a document leaked from a
national student organization.
Student unions
should
"slunooze" media, goverrunent,
and students as part of the lobbying strategy of the Canadian
Alliance of Students Associations (CASA), which represent
over 100,000 post-secondary
students.
CASA recommends that it
members "bump" into politicians by hanging out in government buildmgs, establish good
relationships with newspaper
editors and invite university administrators out for dessert and
coffee in order to become an

Downtown Bookstore - $14,000.
Mainstream,Comics, Collectors etc.
Not what you'd find at Coles!
130 Pitt W. $350/month rent.

8PEND THE WHOtE WEEK WITH US! Call Carl Idzinski 969-7700
-12 TV'S 2 9AmUTE8
NFL SUNDAYS
Schuster Realty

-OFFICIAL NR PACKAGE
-2 FOR 1WJNG9 All DAY LONG
NOIIDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

Better Homes & Gardens.

·2 FOR 1 WINGS 5 S'JILL 11PM

[f)~ 972-5555

MEn1c1NE

/Jrug Store & Coffee 1/1111,c

Treat your study partner
to acappuccino!

s...nPM

U: IJ Al IIICII IIDAY • •

Cui:,

2587 Howard Ave. (at comer of Eugenie St. E)

·~

-HALF-PRICED FAJ1TA9 ($6..90)

THE

~ I '

TUESDAYS -LARGE CADILLAC JACK'8 PIZZA
ONLY $6..99 FROM 5-llPM
WEDNESDAYS
-HALF-PRICED APPETIZER9.S-11PM

TH•RSDAYS

Students protest

"I have my own way of idea originated, says Chantal
doing things, and sending flow- DaSilva, CASNs Quebec's Regional Director.
ers isn't one of them."
Hough says the strategies
Carter says that student
groups must be vocal and make have been well received by
their demands clear if anything CASNs members. He says it's
concrete is to be accomplished. tmportant for student groups to
"It's all good and well to "remember the personal side
attempt to have good relation- and try the human approach."
Nicolas Bruneau, an exships, but our priority should be
ecutive
member of the Univerwith representing student's opinsity
of
Ottawa's
student's union,
ions."
says
that
he
is
following
the recThe document was develommendations
even
though
his
oped during a campaign and
lobby meeting session that school is not a CASA member.
CASA held over the summer.
Bruneau says he never
One of the participants sent would have thought of inviting
flowers to a university adminis- a city councillor to h1s house for
trator who's wife had died m or- some wine and cheese, had he
der "to butld bndges" between not read the document.
the student association and the
university, and that's how the

"effective lobby organization."
Student groups are also
encouraged to send university
administrators flowers "at ap
propnate times" such as during
a death in the family.
" ({Sending flowers} may
sound morbid," said Matthew
Hough, Executive Director of
CASA, "but it's not a bad suggestion." I fough, who compiled
the report, says that the document is the basis of how he approaches the lobby scene. He
says the strategy has been sent
to CASNs 11 member schools
who will decide for themselves
what to do with the suggestions.
But Chris Carter, President
of the McGill Student Society, a
member of CASA, says he won't
use the strategy anytime soon.
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By Sara Schmidt

-

The Varsity
TORONTO- Students from
across the province will travel to
Toronto to join in a city wide
protest against the provincial
government.
Over 200 students from
Sudbury, North Bay and OttaWo
will walk at the picket lines se1
up at Toronto Universities and
JOin the rest of the education
sector at the October 25 rally at
the Ministry of Education.
The students are staying
f~r the metro day of action ci~·
wide rally on October 26. Billet
arrangements are being coordi- I
nated by the Canadian Federa- I
tion of Students (CFS). Students I
across the province are mobil1z. I
ing against this government) I
assault on education.
I
. "It hasn't been hard to I
convince our members outside (
Toront? to join us in this figh(' I
said Ricky Smallman Chair of I
the Ontario branch of the fed. I
, eration.
I
Donna Prii, of the I
Laurentian University Coalition I
for StudentJustice, said students (
in the north are anxious to par- I
t.tcipate in the days of action. I
"Students here are really I
fired up and concerned about 1
1
the future of education. There
is unique programming in north- I
em schools and a lot of fear with I
the Harris cutting machine."
Gwenn Bush of the On- I
tario Public Interest Research I
Group of Carel ton University I
adds that it was easy to get Ot- I
tawa students to sign up for the
trek to Toronto.

111111_
THE MEDICINE CUP Call: 972-5555 Fax: 972-8171

ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK,
THE HEALTH FAIR, AND
U OF W'S NURSES WEEK

~

TEAM UP FOR:

MISSION RESPONSIBLE

.
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c::::::~=~~:;........-.11!!1---

Monday, Oct. 21 /96 Tuesday, Oct. 22/96 Wednesday, Oct. 23/96 Thursday, Oct 24/96
KJCK OFF BBQ
IN FRONT OF CAW CENTRE
FROM 11 - l
$2 FOR BURGER OR HOTDOG
AND A POP.
*STAND UP FOR WHAT YOU
BELIEVE IN! SIGN THE
STANDOUT BANNER AS PART
OF ALCOHOL AWARENESS
WEEK!

DESIGNATE
BEFORE
YOU
CELEBRATE I

BLOOD PRESSURE CLINIC
9am - 11 am BOARDROOM
LOWER LEVEL CAW CENTRE

HEALTH FAIR '96

J Oam-4pm IN AMBASSADOR
AUDITORIUM UPPER LEVEL
CPR DEMONSTRATIONS 11 :30 &
'
CAW CENffiE
12:3o, PIANO LOUNGE UPPER
LEVEL, CAW CENTRE. COME OUT
*OVER 40 DISPLAYS AND A
AND WATCH, THEN SfGN UP TO SAVE COOKING DEMO AT NOON
A LIFE!
*FREEBlES
SAFE SEX TALK
*QUJZZES
A HUMEROUS APPROACH TO A
*PRIZES
DEADLY SERIOUS TOPIC!

Tuesd~ Oct. 29/96
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE
12 • 5PM AMBASSADOR

AUDtTORIUM, UPPER CAW
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE AND
EARN SPIRIT CUP POINTS FOR
OUR RESIDENCE
*BRING 1 PIECE OF PICTURE

NATIJRAL HIGH & COMPUTER
BLOOD ALCOHOL

CONCENTRATIONS
IN ODETIE BUILDING LOUNGE
FROM 11 .. 1:30
*BROUGHT TO YOU BY
CAMPUS REC AND UNI\/ERS1TY
OF WINDSOR'S HEALTH
SERVICES AS PART OF

"

I

8

STAND OUT
BY
STANDING UP
FOR WHAT YOU
BELIEVE INI

I

Drunk Sex is
Never
Safe Sexl!!

ALL WEEK-+SEE WHAT'S LEFT OF A CAR AFTER A DRINKING & DRIVING
ACCIDENT * OUTSIDE THE CAW STUDENT CENTRE
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Tuesday. Qc~ober 2_2. 1996
United Way

ii

St

By Lindsey Woodgate
The United Way of WindsorEssex county provides funding
for a great many projects and
helpful organizations in the area.
The coming weeks arc a chance
for the University community to
participate and do?~te d~ring
their annual fundraismg drive.
Throughout the weeks of
October 21 to November 1, the
United Way will be represented
at the a display table m the CAW
Student Centre. The display includes cookie and book sales
and information. You can stop
by and show yo~r support
this years campaign or parac1pate in one of the following
cross-campus events.
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October 21 - Kickoff and canvasser training at the Ambassador Room, CAW Centre -11:45
. 1:15
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12:00pm • 6:00pm-

STUDENT
SPECIAL!

November 1 - Sexual Crisis
Centre display in the Centre 9:00
- 12:00

$

Essex Community Association
for Community Living display

corts, Walksafe coordinator
Heather Macdonald said the
patrollers are also out "To provide a safer environment at the
university by being 'the eyes
and ears' of Campus Police."
Patrollers can be identified by their dark blue jackets
with the Walksafe logo on the
back. They always travel in
groups of two or more, with
both a male and female whenever possible. Each group has
walkie-talkies to stay in contact
with the base, as well as flashlights. The groups are each assigned to a particular part of
the campus to make sure that
the area is covered evenly and
so that they can respond as
quickly as possible to escorts.
You can become a volunteer this semester up until Oct.
25th or wait till the winter term.
It can look good on your
resume, and actually be an interesting experience. Personally, I have found the people
who work for Walksafe to be
courteous and caring If you are
apprehensive about using it, be
rest assured that the volunteers
are generally very f~endly ~d
always interested m making
your walk a safe one, giving a
sense of security and putting
your mind at ease about any
concerns you may have about
walking alone at 01ght.

Correction

r
I

"""' · . . . . .

October 31 - Bake Sale at the
Bookstore. 9:00 a.m. until quantities last.

I

I
I
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Sleriltt CondiHona & N~ Needla E~1'ri Timtt
Cuatom ~ork, uWa-•Upa and 1000'1 Of Dalgna

FOR

In the article President's Awacd honours excellence of staff,
in the Tuesday, October 15, issue of the Lance, it was sta~ed
that the winner of the award will be announced at the C'..hustmas luncheon on Monday, December 15, 1996. The correct
date for the announcement of the winner is Monday, December 16, 1996. The La,,~ apologizes for any inconvenience
this may have caused.

*
(Reg. up
to $200)

If you want to lose weight, look great, tone up or improve for sports, we are the
only people to see. Staffed by university physical education graduates who have been
professionally trained to guarantee you look your very best. For the most in facilities,
the best equipment in the world, and professional one-on-one service, try Canada's
Top Club. You deserve it!
Call Now!

Call Now!

966-6005

252-5755
1550 Ouellette Ave.

3100 Howard Ave.

Devonshire Mall

~1

.

. .· :,,

October 21 - November 8
Loonic draw for students at
CAW Centre, Human Kinetics
building and the
Odette Building. Draw wtll be
for 1 Free semester of tuition
1 parking permit for 1997
Flex money added to meal cards

Creating
a
Sense
of
I
I Cotnfort on Campus
II

.

-AQVANCED'-JATTOO·
CLINIC
, ~7(0uellette'A\e; W~ ON ~ N9A 4Jl

October 23 - November 7
Toonie draw for free parking
permit for 1997 for staff/faculty.

October 25 - Hospice display
in the CAW Centre 9:00 - 12:00.

Started in 1991 by former
UWSA president Chris Maich,
what is now Walksafe was originally called Campus Patrol. The
name was changed to better
convey an idea of the service
that the organization provided.
It started out with about 20 or
30 volunteers - now it has about
175. Most importantly, it is an
organization that is staffed and
run by students.
From 6:30 p.m. to 1:00
a.m., 7 days a week, the volunteers patrol the university campus and provide escorts on and
off-campus. The volunteers are
trained in "non-confrontational
sel f-defense."
Chris
Hassberger, an administration
member, described Walksafe as
"an official buddy system."
This service is free to anybody
who wishes to use it. To get an
escort, call 253-4232, extension
1234; they can be scheduled
ahead of time, eg. call before
your class and tell them when
your class is over.
The average response
time for an 1mmediate escort 1s
about 5-10 minutes, depending
on the day. You can also get an
escort if you see a team while
they are patrolling, provided
that they aren't doing another
one at the time.
As well as providing es-

-

468S "1iandotttt St. E. ~ndaor, Ontario., Canada
_ _ _ _NS"ll 1H6 (519) 94~5050_ _ __

1:00 - 3:00

By Dave Bukovcc

-

1\-111\TTOOS

October 9-22 Toonie draw for
extra day off with pay for staff/
faculty.

I

I
I
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Canadian Mental I Iealth display
1:00 - 3:00.

I

ty

1e

October 23 - Hot Dog barbecue in the Quad, Retirees doing
the cooking - 11:00 - 3:00. Hot
Dog, chips, and pop for $2

I
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Campaign on campus
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50% Discount
on car insurance
with driver training,
a "Good Student"
status and a
three year sate
driving record.

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D' arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254·5101
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Society for academic freedom tells
province to cut equity offices
By Laura Connell

Attention Uof W~tudent~
Tues. Oct. 29, 1996.
Ambassador Auditorium, 2nd Floor
CAW Student Centre

NOON - 5:00pm
Need to bring at least 1 piece of picture I.D.
Refreshments will be served after donating blood
SRonsored by: Nursing Society,
The Blood Donor Clinic & The Lance
The Canadian Red Cross Society+

Toronto (CUP) - All equity offices on Toronto campuses
should be abolished says the
society for academic freedom
and scholarship.
A letter the society submitted to a government panel examining the future of post-secondary says campus equity offices are a waste of money and
pose a hindrance to academic
freedom and excellence. It also
says policies advocated by equity
offices present a form of reverse
discrimination and are inherently
unfair.
The society's President,
University of Toronto psycho!ogy professor John Furedy said
excellence cannot thrive in a environment where equity offices
exist.
U of T's status of women
officer, RonaAbromovitch, disagrees. She says equity offices
ensure fair treatment for both
students and faculty.
"These offices do not advocate preferential treatment,
they advocate equitable treatment," she said.
She said offices such as
hers remove systematic barriers
and level the playing field on
university campuses.
"Building a ramp is not
giving preferential treatment to
persons with disabilities, for example, 1t is simply providing
equal access to the building" she
said.
Abromovitch said, the
confusion about what offices
like hers do is a result of differing views of what fair treatment

situation exactly the same.
"With women one migh,
need to think about making surt
their status as parents and cart
givers do not limit their abi11q
to get an education and be
member of faculty," she said.
The society's letter to tht
panel also bemoans the presenet
of campus "speech codes." Ac
cording to Abromovitch, how.
ever no such speech codes ex
ist, a least not at U of T.
•
She says faculty membel'l
are encouraged to teach in a wa
that is not disrespectful to ani
individual or group, but that~
in no way constitutes a speech
code.
"[There are] no restrictions
placed on free speech. There are
people who feel that [saying] Jan.
guage should be non-racist, non.
sexist, constitutes a speech
code."
Furedy said universities
are no longer the cloistered in.
stitutions they once were. He
says that they must answer to
what he says are the publics con.
cerns about equity policy being
unfair.
"I think it has become
clearer now to an intelligent shop
assistant that there is something
going wrong on Canadian campuses. The institutions are being unfair."
Panel Chair David C.
Smith Principal Emeritus at
Queens University said it is unlikely the panel will consider
equity offices in its discussions
due to the specificity of its man.
date.
"I don't expect we can get

is. Sh<> helieves equitable treat-

into that kind of detail at all with

ment does not mean treating
everybody regardless of their

equity offices."

A community success
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Pledges-a-pleno/- CJAM 91.S FM had a successful week of pledging
and events. Oee1ays promoted the pledge drive during their shows,
and community events were used to raise money. The Happy Tap
foam party on October 16 raised at least $800 for CJAMI
Congratulations to all who participated or donated.

Photo l!J David Knight
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Windsor battles to
a draw with BGSU

Lancers lose close one to Waterloo

By Trevor Drake

-

By Brian Anderson

On Saturday October 5, the

T he Windsor Lancers en tered
Saturday's game seeking revenge
for the drubbmg that their opponen t's laid to them in their
previous encounter. The Waterloo Warn·ors manhandled the
Lancers in a 33-1 defeat in Waterloo on the first game o f the
season. The Wam·ors were coming off their first loss to the
Western Mustangs since their inception mto the OUAA, some
20 odd years ago, while the Lmcers had done some manhandling
of their own the previous week,
beating up on McMaster 37-0.
E ach team came in with a feelmg of momentum on their side.
The Lancers kicked the ball
off and Waterloo started its drive
on their own 37-yard line. On
the first play from scrimmage,
the Lancerdefense forced a Warnor fumble. Just like they have
been doing all year the Lancer
defense came up big Their drive
ended when Scott Miller completed a 31-yard touchdown pass
to Micah Wagenberg. The extra
point was blocked and the Lancers led 6-0.
Defense continued to be
the story as Warren Christie intercepted a ~atedoo pass and
Windsor took over near midfield. Their offense stalled again
and Andy Vasily's punt pinned
Waterloo deep on their own nine
yard line. The defense allowed
the quarterback to gain 33 yards
on an option play, but Waterloo
eventually had to punt. Jay
McCurdy fumbled the ensuing
punt and Waterloo got its first
break of the game. They immediately went for the end zone but
the pass was incomplete. They
completed their next attempt but
Windsor forced another turnover.
Windsor's next drive
showcased an 18 yard completion to Greg Nowakowski and

University of Windsor Men's
Rugby team battled to an 8-8
draw against Bowling G reen
State University. Windsor now
maintains a firm grip on first
place and the MRU tide.
With the tie, W indsor remains in first place in the MRU
Collegiate League. If Windso r
wins the MRU they will move
on to the M AC regional
playdowns, which co nsists o f
four regional winners. T he
winner of this would then
move on to the Mid West Finals.
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FEMALE
Dana Cunningham
Lanar Cross Country
Dana, a second year Masters
student in Sport Management
and London native captured
the Women's title at the West-

ern Open. She covered the
4KM course in 14:28. Dana
has been r:wuting consistently
all year and on her home turf
last weekend, led the 1.Anctr
women to a second place finish overall.

I
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Lancer Cross country
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Teams perform well in London
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By "Mac Truck''
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On Friday, October 11 the Lancer
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another draw play to Chris
Moore, which gained 15 yards.
On third and five, Windsor
punter Andy Vasily tucked the
ball under his arm and gained a
first down. The Lancers were
forced to punt following a Waterloo sack and Waterloo was
penalized for delay of game and
on the next play Windsor safety
Warren Christie unloaded on the
Waterloo receiver as he stretched
out for the ball. This play should
make all the highlight reels, especially the one in that receivers' head which is probably still
spinning. At the end of the first
half the score remained 6-1.
The teams traded failed
dnves until late in the third quarter. Waterloo faced a first and 25
situation following a clipping
call. They completed a 20 yard
passing play and on a key third
down decision chose to forget
it. The option play gained the
yard and the Wam'or} capped off
and 84 yard drive with a touchdown. The convert was good
and Waterloo took the lead 8-6
at the end of the third quarter.
Windsor failed to move
the chains on their next posses-

MALE
Scott Miller
Lmar Football
Scott, a third year Biology student and Wmdsor native who
formerly played for the AKO
Fratmen, led the Lam:trr to a
n.ear upset against the number
SIX tanked University of Waterloo Warriors. In the first
quarter he unloaded a 31-yard
1D pass to Wagenburg to give
the Lan(trJ' the lead. Miller
threw 13 completions for 214
yards and rushed five times fur

31 yards.

men's and women's cross country teams travelled to London to
compete in the Western Open.
Both teams responded
well to the shorter and faster
course as Dana Cunningham
clauned Lancer Athlete of the
week honors by posting an impressive victory over the women's 4KM course. The efforts of
Patricia Klem, Anne- Marie
Carey, Tanya Kloppenburg and
Deborah Springer were good
enough to place the defending
CIAU champions second overall, losing to an impressive Western Mustang squad. With this
race the women's OWIAA conference record improves to 22
wins and six losses.
Over the 6KM course, a
severely depleted men's team still

managed to pull out a victory.
With the squads top two runners, Drew MacAuley and Mark
Kitely, out for this week, other
members showed their ability to
step up when needed. Freshman
Andy Hahn (fourth) and third
year veteran Rhys Trenhaile
(fifth) led the Lancers with solid
performances, while veterans
Mark Brazowski, Sean Ryan, and
rookie Darryl Currie all finished
in the top 15, securing the teams
win. The men's team remains
undefeated in OUAA competition this year, and continues to
hold onto its number one ranking.
The Lancers next race 1s
this weekend in Kingston as the
1...anctrr will be competing m the
OUAA/OWIAA Championships.

sion and Waterloo Capitalized.
While facing another third and
short the Warriors pulled off a
fake punt that gained a first
down. From that the Waterloo
quarterback found a huge hole
in the Lancer secondary to make
the game 14-6. The kick was
good and Waterloo led 15-6.
Windso r took the ball with
11:22 to play and down by nine.
Micah Wagenberg decided that
he would have something to say
about the output of this contest
as he made three catches for 71
yards on this drive. Walter Pierce
punched it in from the one to
make the score 15-13 after a successful Ken Tumak convert.
The defense held again,
and with 5:24 remaining the
Lancers had control of the ball.
Miller's next two passes fell incomplete and when it looked as

though Windsor's defense would
have to hold again, Vasily was
"roughed" as he punted the ball.
With 2 :49 remaining the Lancers
faced third and 10 from the
Waterloo 41 yard line. They attempted a field goal which fell
short. Waterloo had control of
the ball but the Lancer defense,
which sparkled for most of the
day, could n ot stop the Warriorr
when they needed to. On successive second and long plays
the Warriors gained first downs
to insure a 15-13 victory.
The Lancerr showed a definite amount of improvement
from the team's initial meeting.
This was an excellent football
game, in fact one of the best this
season, and pretty soon this team
will get the breaks that are
needed to reach it to the next
level.

Boxing

Alive and well in Windsor
By Marty Kcpa
If you fear bemg conquered you
are sure of defeat reads one of
the many posters at the Windsor Amateur BoxUlg Oub. Located in Windsor's west end, the
WA.B.C. is home to some of the
city's and nation's best boxers.
Contenders such as Dave
Beneteau, Jason Hurst, Andy
Wong, Adam Turpish, Shane
Huard, Cathy Kielar, Angela
Papalambropoulos train out of
the W.A.B.C. and are recogmzed
nationwide for their outstanding
achievements sn this sport where
only the strong survive. What
is even more exciting, is that was
once thought of as dying sport
of boxing is actually alive and
well in the City of Windsor.
Boxing has to be the most
gruelling sport humanity has
ever invented. Lastmg even
three rounds is sure to challenge
even the most cond1uoned athlete. The object in amateur boxing 1s to score as many points
on your opponent by striking,
with a closed fist, either the face
or the body. The determined will
try a knockout. Speed, conditioning, heart, toughness and

strategy if used correctly will win
the fight and send the winner
into the clouds of glory.
As great a sport boxing is,
it docs have its dark side which
has made it controversial over
the years and looked down upon
by
many
physicians.
Concussions, broken and bloody
noses, broken and dislocated fingers and knuckles are not uncommon. However, a closely
supervised bout and well prepared fighter will minimize this
risk considerably if not even
eluninate it. And if blood, sweat
and tears frighten you then you
might as well stay home and call
your mommy because the
WA.B.C. and the Border City
Boxing Oub do not change diapers.
Boxing at a competitive
level is exciting, challenging, and
absolutely incredible. The victor will illummate even the darkest of boxing venues with their
joy of victory, while the runner
up goes home hungner than e.vcr
for the opportunity to redeem
him/hersel£
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Upcoming Lancer Events

Boxing in the city of sin
u11b1111ed j,vm page 7

Windsor hosts a boxing event
every second Tuesday of every
month at the Elmwood Boxing
Centre located at Brentwood.
Two weeks ago Angela
Papalambropolous, 21, and
Matgaret Sidoroff: 23, faced off
against each other in what was
to be the most exciting bout of

the night at the Elmwood Boxing
Centre.
For
Papalambropolous, it was her
first amateur boxing match while
it was Sidoroff's third time stepping into the ring. Sidoroff
fought very well winning the
bout on a split decision improving her record to 3-0.
Papalambropolous showed excellent style and heart, but wasn't
able to convince the judges.
Both women love boxing and
look forward to the Ontario
Ownpionships in St Catherines
at the end of the month.
If competitive
:'' boxing is not your passion but getting in shape
is, then training boxing

Tuesday. October 22. 1996
(home games in bold)
WOMEN'S BASKETBAU

FOOTBALL

style is probably the best avenue to loosing fat and getting
into great shape. This has just
recently been discovered by
Yuppies in larger urban centers
throughout North America
and is quickly becoming a fad.
Not only is it a great and
effective relief of aggression
when you go a couple rounds
on the heavy bag, but is also
sure of making sweat pour out
of your body in buckets.
So if you think you are a
contender and want to box
competitively or just want a
new and exciting way to get in
shape then come out and let
some of Canada's best coaches
show you the ropes.

va. Guelph @ 2 p.m.

Friday Oct. 25-27
@ Ottawa Tournament

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday Oct. 25 vs. UWO
@7:30p.m.

MEN'S HOCKEY
Saturday Oct. 26 vs. Laurier
@7:30 p.m.

Saturday Oct. 26

Sunday Oct. 27 va. Waterloo
@3:30 p.m.

---

Carnival
For
. '
A ction.

Prizes, Games &

1

1-on-1 LIVE Connections

Don't let Harris gamble
with your future. Come
to our Casino and play to
save our education.

Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

Thursday, Oct. 24
CAW Student Centre

.,;

11 am to 3 pm
· cosponsor~d by GSS. OPIRG. OPUS. UWSA & WCUF call 253-1745 for more infonnation
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OUAA
FOOTBALL RESULTS
Oct.10
York
31 Toronto
3
Western 49 Laurier
8
Oct.12
Guelph
44 McMaster 0
Waterloo 15 Windsor 13

SELF SERVE COPIES ONLY 1 O<t

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Team GP W LT F A TP

RESUMES • HI-SPEED/ VOLUME COPIES
COLOUR COPIES• FAX SERVICE• TICKETS
FLYERS• POSTERS• SCANNING
LAYOUT/DESIGN and other neat stuff

Westeui
Watedoo

6
6
Guclph
6
Yotk
6
Launer
6
Toronto
6
Wtndsor 6
McMastet 6

CORNEA OF
SANDWICH &
MILL STREETS

JccJB St1ndw1c/J Street• c56c,6ccl

o,

Oct. 9
Waterloo
Laurier
McMaster
Toronto
Oct.11
Queen's
Oct.12
Carleton
York
Oct.13
Carleton

2SMALL

PIZZAS

with cheese and 3 toppings

$10!!

4
1
1
9

Windsor
Western
Guelph
Trent

0
1
1
0

3

Ryerson

1

0
2

Trent
Lauren

0
1

3

Queen's

0

EASTDIV. GP W LT FA TP

1

Small

Queen's
Carleton
Laurent.w)
Toronto

11 AM -

Ryerson
Yock
Trent

Pepperoni 3 PM
Pizza

$4 .99

Closest Location to University
CARRYOUTPlusTaxNOLIMIT
1930 Tecumseh West@ Bridge 256-3161
1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534

20

%
OFF

EVERYTHING
Toda thru October 27th

I•

11

9
10
9
9
9
9

4
4
4
3
3
3
0

1
0
2
2
3
5
8

6
5
4
4
3
1
1

1612
18 6
13 9
20 7
9 12
1419
7 32

3
3
2
0
8 1

11 7 18
12 9 15
10 168
1026 6
7 204

MEN'S INDIVIDUAL SCORES

4th
5th
9th
11 th
13th

Andy Hahn
18:58
Rhys Trenhaile 19:01
Mark Brozowsk 19:26
Sean Ryan
19:33
Darryl Currie 19:37

GOLF RESULTS
OUAAFinals
Oct. 7th & 8th
St. Andrew's Golf Oub, Aurora
MON TUES
302
309
314
321
322
322
321
343
337
332
340
368

320
313
319
317
317
328
329
322
329
340
350
367

TP
622
622
633
638
639
650
650
665
666
672
690
735

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

SOCCER STANDINGS

LUNCH
SPECIALS

1
2
5
7

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS

1. Ottawa
2. Laurier
3. York
4. Guelph
5. Windsor
6. Wetern
7. McMaster
8. Waterloo
9. Queen's
10.Brock
11.Toronto
12.Trent

SOCCER RESULTS

5
4
2
2
1

Oct.11.
Western Open
MEN'S 6I<M Team Scores
1. UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR (42)
2. University of ~stem Ontario
(53)
3. York University (J6)

TEAM

9. McGill Redmen
10. GUEL.PH GRYPHONS

- (l)IJttle f.aesanr

I

169 58 10
107 67 10
148 92 8
136 121 6
133 125 6
78105 6
90 134 2
22181 0

HAWKS

EXPIRES: Dec. 3119 '

-1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1. Saskatchewan Huskies
2. WESTERN MUSTANGS
3. St. Francis Xavier X-Men
4. Alberta Golden Bears
5. WATERLOO WARRIORS
6. Calgary Dinosaurs
7. Ottawa Gee Gees
8. LAURIER GOLDEN

with 2 toppings

n...i.c1 fl ...
ponicipot ng locotion,

1
1
2
3
3
3
5
6

CIAU FOOTBALL TOP TEN

Lm1e Caesan(I) little Caesars· 1 (I))LARGE
.I
PIZZA .
LOOKWHO'S
DELIVERING : s9!,!
DINNER!
I '°' •
\/c,jid

5
5
4
3
3
3
1
0

9
9
9
9
10

Laurier
Western
Brock
Waterloo
Wtndsot

18
17
16
13
12
10
1

1. Jeremy Ford (Laurier)
153(won in tie breaker)
2. Luke Saunders (Ottawa) 153
3. Drew Symmons (Laurier)
153
4. Mike Odell (Queen's) 154
4. Patrick Seal (McMaster) 154
4. ALEC KERR (WINDSOR)
154
7. Steve Toth (Ottawa)
155
8. JEFF ROBINSON (WINDSOR) 156

WESTDIV. GP W LT FA TP
McMaster
Guelph

10
10

6 2 2
5 0 5

2212 20
14 6 20

OWIAA
SOCCER RESULTS
. Oct. 9
Trent
Laurier
Waterloo
McMastcr
Oct.11
Queen's
Oct.12
Ottawa
Carleton
Oct.13
Queen's

1
1
2
O

Toronto
Western
Wmdsor
Guelph

1
1
1
0

10 Ryerson 0
2
2

York
Trent

1
0

2

Carleton 2

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS

Oct.ll
Western Open
WOMEN'S
SCORES

SKM

TEAM

1. University of Wc,tem Ontario
(20)
2. UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

(56)
3. McMuter University (61)

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
1st. D.lna Cunningham 14:28
11 th Patricia Klein
15:53
13thAnne-Marie Carey 16:20
14thTanyaKloppenburg 16:27
17th Deborah Springer 16:34

11111111

By Oronde Makonnan Harris
I kissed her on Friday. I can still recall the fair touch of her expressive lips and the slight smirk she
displayed, as I attempted to snap a mental picture that would satisfy the hard nights about to come
without her. I was to leave for school in one week, however, she was leaving for a trip to New York in less
than 12 hours. This would be our last night together. At least for a while.
I tried to focus on the positive and be strong, that's the role of a man right? Right! I held her hands
and kissed her forehead, almost completely intoxicated by the alluring scent of her hair. I recall now, the
fragrance of Coco Chanel often filling my head, burning my nose with thoughts of holding my love again.
The casket did not seem to close, however, until I hit the highway, one week later. As I moved
westward in an uncharted path towards my future, my heart fought eastward, wishing to wait for her to
return.
It was so unfair! I had always wanted to attend university, but not without her. Not at the expense of
my strength. I have heard it said many times over, that it would not work. Me here, and her there.
I say in defence, that every case is not the same. What's more, how could one make this assumption
without knowing how far this relationship has already gone. We have been through so much! So much red
tape, so many trials and tribulations that these eight months of study about to unfold was nothing - or so
I believed!
I did, in all honesty, at one point begin to lose faith. I actually questioned the holding power of the
passion felt, and the validity of our love as day after day I would be tempted by the devilish, suggestive
smiles of others.
I truly know none could compare or replace the relationship that has been building for over four
years. It was when I thought about the time invested and the great level of maturity I have reached as a
result of this relationship, that I realized that, physical distance means nothing to hearts that beat
As an answer to the age-old question of "can long distance relationships work," I surrender a very
optimistic and heartfelt verdict. Some may argue that I am a passionate dreamer, which is true. However,
every point arguing it cannot work, I would like to refute.
There is a distance barrier which, to some degree, can pose a problem. However, one can stay in
constant contact via several media. There is the traditional but very costly long distance calls (which
subsequently, cost me a fair share this month already. If only my mother knew that my history text did not
cost $150). There is also the postal system and the very popular internet. For a mere $5, one can buy 10
stamps, which, if you are like me, lasts only a few days. Yet still, you could surf the net for your distant love
which may prove difficult if the guy on your left peaks over while you're looking for the "x" key, to
illustrate your many hugs and kisses.
Long distance relationships are hard on those who are not prepared for them, which could be seen
as an indication that the relationship might not have lasted anyway. One must agree that people change,
and things change. However, I believe true love to be much more stable. Shakespeare describes love in
one of his sonnet's as "ever-fixed work, that looks on tempests and is never shaken."
While the time away from the other half of your soul is hard, and it is quite easy to fall into the
deception of another's charm, stand your ground. This distance is good for your relationship and your
own personal life. The time away will make your reuniting more magical. I know this! I went home for the
first time last weekend.

;,,·,o
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VILLAGE IDIOT of.Windsor
By Dave Bukovcc
A local band for the past three
years, VILLAGE IDIOT plays
what would be most analogous
to punk, with generally fast
paced and hard core tunes. However, they prefer not to be
"labeled" with any particular
type of music because they find
it "too restricting," and like to
think of their music as unique
to the group. The band has become recognised not only in bars
like The Loop, Changez and The
Coach, but their music is being
played on several radio stations
in sou them Ontario and even
making it on their charts.
Doing an interview with
these guys sitting around a table
with a hookah on it, at their
house makes it apparent that the
party never stops for these guys;
the band likes to invite people
at their shows back to their
house. Even on nights when they
aren't doing a show, it doesn't
seem unusual for ten people to
drop in and hang out.
The band consists of
Tony Fusaro and Kevin Harris,
both on guitar and vocals, John
Rylance on drums, and Ryan
Ward on bass guitar. They
haven't had too much luck with
their bassists in the past, but
Ryan sounds promising. In the
short time Qess than one month)
he has been playing with the
band, he says that he has already
found his "groove w ith the
band". Band members are taking quite a liking to him, both
as a musician and a friend: mu-

::-·

sically, he brings what they describe as a "ska" element to the
band. They fmd this beneficial
though they plan on moving in
a direction where their songs will
be "faster and more experimental".
Kevin says that even
though their music has a "punk
edge" to it, he wouldn't define
the band as such. Tony agreed,
saying that he likes the music to
be "progressively dynamic",
continually incorporating various styles.
Playing gigs is a party
for these guys. John described
the feeling he gets from playing
concerts by saying "No mind
altering substance can get you
that high". Tony is grateful for
the band's existence, saying
''This band has given me things
that I could never financially repay". A large part of what the
band has given htm seems to be
that it keeps him feeling like a
kid.
"I'm avoidmg the adult
world because it's lame". The
world they create at their performances certainly isn't lame the guitarists put on some antics where they come close to
being airborne, while the drummer moves his arms at blurring
speeds.
Despite troubles with
past bassists and their last album,
"The Invisible Pedestrian" not
turning out to be quite what they
had hoped for, they feel that they
are moving closer to what they
see as their personal and musi-

cal paradigms. Apparently,
Windsor and its music scene
have played a large role in helping them get to where they're at.
Kevin and Tony said they really
liked how the city has been so
receptive towards them, that they
find bands tend to be more
closely knit here, which makes
them feel "more at home."
Look for them at their
next appearance at Changez on
October 29. Future plans include a tour of southern Ontario
and a recording session to start
this December for a '97 release.
VILLAGE IDIOT

Top: Jamming in their own
space, ready for the next show.
Below: Livens The Loop.

Photos i!J Dmid B11/eovec.

Much ado about nothjng

''Clayoquot Protest'' at AGW
By Bart Gazzola
" ...[I 1l)(lnt] /.0 question the legitimacy of his/.0,y painting and /.0
bring some of my recent formal and
technical concerns /.0 bear upon a soda/ - political content and it.s relati.ons to spectatorship."
- Ian Wallace's accompanying paphlet.
Ian Wallace is one of the school
of photographers who've come
out of the West Coast art scene
over the last 20 years. Included
in this group that relies heavily
on technical proficiency and a
sense of art history are such notables as Jeff Wall, Ken Lwn (a
Visitor In The Arts speaker from
last year that I missed, literally,
but not metaphorically) and the
always entertaining and irreverent Iain Baxter, the current director of the school of Visual
Arts here at Windsor.
Wallace is no small individual in the Canadian art world,
and has exhibited various and
sundry places since the 1960's.
He has taught art history, theory
and criticism at Emily Carr Col-

I

I
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.

lege of Art and Design since
1972. His latest work that is
available for your viewing consumption at the Art Gallery of
Windsor is titled "Clayoquot
Protest," a series of pf
photolaminated canvases that
are combined with abstract fields
of colour, which has been
Wallace's forte for a number of
years. The tension between photography and painting, representation and abstraction, is charactenstic of his style.
Wallace has been prominent since the 1960s, so I'm sure
that he's familiar with a sentiment that came out of that rnfamous art school N ASCAD
(Nova Scotia C.Ollege ;f Art and
Design) in the 1960s and 1970s,
that had a very simple proclamation: I WILL MAKE N O

BORINGART!
Okay. Call me a heretic for
that. I don't particularly care. The
difficulty with approaching the
work of artists these days - especially some who are not considered giants 10 the Canadian
art world - is that theory

stands, not only over discipline
(an accusation that I cannot level
at Wallace here), but it stands
over making a work that speaks
in anything other than theoretical terms. And art is not something that should function solely
when you have your text from
Critical Issues 27-370, Winter
Semester 1995, in front of you
for reference. My artistic mantra
is simply: I will make no boring art,

and neither should anyhot!J else. Or,
at least be repentant.
Wallace uses a series of
events he titles the "Oayoquot
Protest" - the Clayoquot civil
protest that resulted in the jailing of various protesters against
the clear-cutttng logging of
"Beautiful British Columbia"
forests in August of 1993. In
Wallace's explanation of the relevancy of the work, he claims
that he is refiguring the concept
of history painting, and dealing
with such troublesome aspects
as political history as public
spectacle, and the fact that conditions of social history seems
to dominate that of art history

as well. Once again, excuse my
cynicism - well, someone has
to play devil's advocate here but, this is not a news flash.
Anyone who has seen the past
examples of history painting,
whether from a deeper art historical point as with the works
that became fodder for the
French Revolution of 1789, or
that msufferable piece of
Canadiana, The Death Of Wolfe
in the National Gallery in Ottawa, knows that these have become historically problematic. if
you don't believe that, ask the
Quebecois how they feel about
General Wolfe sometime. Or,
realize the fact that the martyrs
of the French Revolution, as
painted by J.L. david (and I use
the term martyr deliberately, as
David painted the revolutionary
Marat, in Death of Marat, in an
intens!!ly Quist-like pose if there
ever was one) were reviled with
the incorporation of the Empire
of Napolean I. And, have you
ever looked at one of Napolean's
state portraits - also painted by
David, a bit of an ideological

whore, either side's money WdS
good, I guess - in which he's
grown quite a bit and isn't quite
so ugly? Welcome to the tradition of history painting. Check
out some Royal portraits sometime for a good laugh.
Regrettably, Ian Wallace
doesn't approach his subject ui
a manner that pulls the viewer
in, that makes these ideas and
problematic questions of history
- social art history - rise in
the viewer's mind. His work is
technically brilliant. Rarely, have
have I seen photolamination
done so well, and the manner in
which the pamted surfaces are
made to resemble wood, in 10congruou s, bright colours,
piqued my curiosity intensely.
Five minutes after that I moved
on to someone else's work .
Therein lies the problem.

''C"5oq11ot Protest" runs untilJanuary 5, 1997, and is in one of
the main galleries of the Art Galkry
of lf/indsor, asyou tum the comer
upstairs at Devonshire MaU.

They're Jf'indsor's

PROBLEM TO THE SOLUTION
By David Knight

sle House production company,
"How many thrash or heavy responsible for some videos by
bands do you know that are MONSTER VOODOO MAsigned, that have a drummer/ CHINE).
lead singer?"
''We really appreciate his
This 1s a question Jon [Terrance Larkin's] input. EveGillies of PROBLEM TO 11-IE rybody came together. We did it
SOLUTION asks proudly. He fast and cheap," exp! ained
doesn't claim to be the greatest Gillies, "For what we put into
vocalist or drummer, but feels it, it turned out ten-fold."
his skill rests in his attempt at
The Fragment video was reboth with equal competence.
turned from MuchMusic beHe is
cause it wasn't
supported in My will to slll'Vive
m stereo, not
this effort by Get higher and higher
because of
fellow band
content. Gillies
Strain deep inside
"Some sort of ambience that just doesn't tape": PROBLEM TO THE SOLUTION playing at Buzz's
mates
H.
had been conBar and Grill.
Tyberius Is clearer and clearer
cerned about
Pho/Q ~ Davtd Knight
"Henry" I'm stripped of my pride
reviewers reacBlumenreader Get higher and higher
tions to the
(bass), and My self, I despise
graphic depicT
i
m When I look in the mirror tions of the adMacDonald
dict vomiting,
_ _:::::-_frgm Fragment
(Guitar). The
and a needle's
aggressive Windsor band stands presence. Nothing was deemed
on the edge of success with a as objectionable by MuchMus1c.
forthcoming CD, and hopes of
PROBLEM TO THE
a video for .Fmgment being played SOLUTION's CD will be availon MuchMusic.
able in about three weeks. AlFragment is partly a per- though it was recorded in a stuformance video, but also has a dio, the band attempted as faithstrong concept portraying the ful a representation of their live
bleakness of drug addiction. A sound as possible.
young couple's relationship de"It's a little too pretty," said
cays and they drift apart as she Gillies about their forthcoming
descends further into heroin ad- CD. ''Live, it's like my soul bleeddiction. Gillies contributed to the ing. There's some sort of ambivideo's concept, and co-directed ence that just doesn't tape."
it. The video was otherwise put
The band is confident in
1
together by Jeff Richardson (a their sound and presence and
sports videographer at Shaw believe bigger stages are ahead.
Cable 11), and advice was sought Gillies thinks in terms of makfrom Terrance Larkin (of Has- ing a mark on the music industry, not just one musical genre.
Musical influences that inspire Gi!lies are remarkably nonthrash. As a kid, he was drawn
to the black side of the musical
spectrum, with rap and R&B. He
tries to brmg non-thrash influences to PROBLEM TO THE
SOLUTION, so elements of
ICE-T, GRANDMAS fER
FLASH,
SEPULTURA and
GARBULINSKI
PANTERA are in collusion to
FRIDAY 25
create a sound.
Gillies thinks a conunon
B-PLAN AND NOT GOIN' TO VEGAS
ground
exists on which the most
,p
,1.
GRUPPE 97
extreme forms of rap and metal
stand. This explams some of the
~ - - - - S N l ' U RDA--"Y_2_6-=------appeal, as more colPreviously Viewed Tapes
,apes crossover
1'
laborations with artists from the
two musical genres occur.
as Low as $9.95
,1.
''They don't want to hear
~
11-IE
TRAGICALLY
1 IIJJ. They
SUNDAYS
Rent 1 Movie or I I Rent 1 Movie or I
don't want to hear MARIAH
BOO~IE NIGHT
game & get 1
I I game & get 1
FUNK & DISCO
CAREY It's a music that a lot
I of people can get into, bamng
ACOUSTIC CAFE -UNPLUGGED
Valid on current new releases. I I Valid on current new releases. I
their background or colour."
1 Must be equal or lesser value.
Must be equal or lesser value.
One of the best examples,
IQne coupon. per customer per vi$it.
lone coupon per customer per visit. I
might be ICE-T's metal act,
L
Expll'es Nov. 3, /96
Expires No11. 3, /96
BODY COUNT, and his collaboration with SLAYER on the
Judgement Night soundtrack.
When he hosted MuchMusic's
rap show, he began with a video
by SLAYER Gillies fmds such
things inspirmg.
"That helped us so much,
as did seeing thmgs like ANTHRAX with PUBLIC ENEMY. It's speaking from a socioeconomic point, not race. It
no
breaks down racial barriers. It
appointment
brings a common cause fornecessary
ward.''
Lyrics of their songs are
audible,
lucid and blunt comfor use in our QUICK SERVICE DRIVE THRU
mentary.
Their bandname is a
We thank you for changing with us.
comment.
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ASKABOUT THE GR\D REBATE PROGRAM!
For More Details Contact: Owen Patterson B.A. Comm Studies '95
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CBC's new Canadian TY...

The creators of the popular television series North Of 60,
Wayne Grigsby and Barbara
Samuels, have gone to Nova
Scotia to film a new, hour-long,
weekly drama for the CBC,
called Black Harbour.
Hubbards and Mill Cove,
Nova Scotia will be used for the
fictional community of
Black Harbour. Filming began in September. The ,
first episode is expected to air in
December, and
will run for thirteen episodes.

t

f

Black Harbour
tells the story of a
woman who leaves a
successful career in
L.A. and returns home
to Nova Scotia to assist
her family there. She
brings her husband, a failing film
director with her. The cast and
crew will be Canadian, and the
starS will be familiar to regular
viewers of Canadian TV The
female lead will be played by
Rebecca Jenkins, recipient of the
1996 Gemini Award. The role

Reading
Review
l1J Point...
And I Do Have One
by Ellen Degeneres
Bantam Books

$7.99
By Janic e Campbell
If you like a good laugh this is
the book for you. If you like a
good story, please move on to
the classic fiction section.
What she lacks in story-line,
Ellen Degeneres makes up for
with a constant barrage of
quirky humour.
Degeneres often rambles
on through the book, about her
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of the husband will be portrayed
by Gemini Award nominee,
Geraint Wyn Davies, whose Forever Knight series became a television cult-classic.
Apart from providing
quality, relevant entertainment
for Canadians, Black Harbourwill
give a boost to the growing film
industry in Canada outside of
Toronto and Vancouver. This
will be the first continuing dra~
matic series to be
produced in
the region, and
it is expected
to pour ten
million dollars
into
Nova
Scotia's film
industry. The
series' budget has
been provided by
the CBC, the Cable
Production Fund and
The Nova Scotia Film Development Corporation.
Producers' hopes are high
that the series will experience the
same success as North Of 60: this
is a Canadian show about Canadians.

Gold looks
Goodin
__.__y Degree

l

own thoughts. Who invented
the bogeyman? What can't
dub-soda cure? She stays true
to her stand-up comedy routine. Degeneres never deviates
from being herself. I often
wondered if the author was always as she seemed.
One never knows when
Degeneres tells the truth, or
when she tells a joke. If you
didn't know better, you might
think her journal entries about
racing the !ditarod dogsled race
were real.
Ellen Degeneres 1s very
funny: her book is a great release from the everyday grind
of the real world. Unlike all of
your textbooks, her book is an
easy read. It may be the funniest 200 pages you will ever
turn.
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Order your University
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during .Paa 111 Hands that he broke
a cymbal stand. The interplay of
drums and lead guitar during
Seffer (written by Blwnenreder)
stood out. Blumerueder handled
vocals while Gillies concentrated
on drumrrung. During End To The
Seffering, Gillies returned to vocals and an increasingly intense
pyrotechnic display of drum battery.

October 24 & 25
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RinK Days: Thursday & Friday

IDani Bobb s

.r

.

Fnday, October 11. They played
Motorryd.e Kilkr, Tu1111e4 and 4 1/
2 Hours To Texa.r, from the upcoming CD, as well as others
from their repertoire. After
Gillies did a drum solo with his
own rapping, they broke into
Fragment. During the song,
Gillies playt;d Blumenreder's
PROBLEM TO 11-IE SO. bass with his drum sticks.
LUTION played at Buzz's on Gillies' drummingwas so manic

,t

e

1

"The media and the government and 'the popular vote'
have different solutions, and
politically correct band-aids for
enormous gashes and wounds
that society for the past fifty
years has paid for. We are the
problem to their · solutions."'
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PROBLEM
...
c,,,,;,,,udfrom page 12

BLACK HARBOUR
By M.C. Schisler
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to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
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OSAP... help or a cruel joke?
By Guenter Holweg
During these times of financial
U1St:ability, it is always reassuring
to know that we the typical university student can get the help
we need from our big brothers
in Toronro. Or can we?
Sure the Ontario government says that they are for the
education of our youth, that is
until elected to the Provincial
Parliament at Queen's Park.
Back in the days of my
parents, if you did not have the
money to further your educational career you were S.0.L or
in terms that most politicians
could understand, shit out of
luck!
Now we have a similar
situation about to occur where

higher and higher as each new
government decides to take a
dump on the people of Ontario.
Therefore, we face hikes in items
like tuition. Getting back to the
question of OSAP, does it really
help us out? To the few of you
that were lucky enough to get a
few thousfilld out of the governments tight wallet, I applaud you,
for the rest of us that did not
get jack from the government,
or at least not much of jack
anyways. We better start looking
for that job at McDonalds or
Flings Chicken that will be our
career in business.
You are either financially
well off or flat broke in order to
get an education in Ontario.
Why do I say flat broke? Basi-

~ ~~~~~an~

~ro~~~~~~

cation and the rest will still be make so little money or that your
flipping burgers at 35. The parents work for a fast food
OSAP program was put in to joint, will you get a chance at
eliminate this problem, but has getting a loan from the governit? First of all we have to look at ment.
why so many students have to
At least one that would
apply for this loan in the first actually make a difference in a
place.
student's tuition payment on the
It basically grew into a deadline datel You see, I was
norm when the provincial NDP turned down my first year at this
party's provincial government university for a loan for reasons
took away the government that the government still has not
grants and bursary programs made clear justification of yet.
eliminating a source of financial
This year I received a loan.
-aide to the post secondary stu- I guess it was because of the tuidents of Ontario. Now we all tion hikes and all. I looked at my
face the increases in tuition that statement and I thought that I
this PC government has thrust was going to receive around
upon us. Are we surprised at $3,000. It came as a shock when
this?
I found out that I was only goWe should not be consid- ing to receive - now hold onto
ering that tuition costs have sky- your seats and keep the pets out
rocketed since the 1970s. Can we of the room - a whopping $275.
really blame one government •
Actually, the money I will
over another for this? Not really, receive from OSAP would be in
when you think about it. Each the amount of wowll $185comgovemment comes into power plete. Can anyone say toilet pato make its mark on Ontario per!
politics. Sort of like marking
So as far as the governtheir territory, and in doing so, ment loans programs go, 1f you
they end up leaving their shit can get a few thousand from
behind once they have been them God bless you!
voted out of office for someone
else to clean.
Meanwhile that pile gets

VIE CAN WIN
ATWO-FRONT
WAR/!

Dear Legal Corner
A former tenant ef mine hOI amtinuousfy harOised me ever since he left the
apartment imich I renud out to him.
It is getting to the point ,mere I am
quite fta,ful that he might do something drOitic. I don't know wl!J he
has ,t ·~·n for me." Is there a1!Jthing
that I can do?

-Undergraduate Student
Dear Colleague
You could potentially lay criminal charges against your former
tenant under Criminal Harassment or Assault provisions of
the Canadian Criminal Code.
For example, if this individual has made threats to you
(a) to cause death or bodily
harm, (b) to burn, destroy or
damage real or personal property or (c) to kill, poison or injure an animal or bird of yours,
then you may be able to pursue
a criminal charge against him.
The penalty upon a finding of

--

guilt does allow for the possi- adhere to the terms of the bond,
bility pf imprisonment.
you and your former tenant will
There are other examples have to go in front of a justice
that could allow for criminal in order to determine whether
charges to be laid. You may want you have reasonable grounds to
to contact a ficensed lawyer or a pursue the claim. If it is deterlegal clinic to determine whether mined that the peace bond can
given your particular situation go ahead then your former tenyou would be likely to pursue ant will have to comply to its
your claim through this channel. terms.
The other option you may
The length of a peace bond
want to consider is making an varies, but it can be in effect for
application to have this indi- up to one year. If he breaches
vidual enter into a peace bond. his duty then he may receive a
This can be done by first con- cnminal record an~ face impristacting the Windsor Police De- onment.
p~tment and providing them
~1th a report on the activities of
Answers that appear in this
your former tenant. From there column provide a general outline ef
you can apply for a bond indi- the law and are presented l!J second·
cating the areas of which are of year law student Mike Drake. If.you
the greatest concern to you. Your have a question you would like anformer tenant will then be re- swered write to Legal Corner in care
quired to appear in court to ei- ef the Lance at 401 Sunset Ave.,
ther accept the conditions or BOiement ef the CAW Student Cenchallenge the application.
tre, N9B-3P4.
If the individual refuses to

Tuesday. October 22. 1DDG
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Teetering and tottering about Toronto with Amanda
By Ken Lori
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Empty handed at last call in Toronto, me and the guys hit the
early a.m. streets, gagging for
some lubed-up plywood
Torontonians call "pizza." But
first my tranquillized vision
would pick up an image from the
front. Two blinks fast to clear
the groggy lens and then, right
there, dipping around us was
a. ..femalel
''You are blut:afull," I spat,
expecting no reply from the
blurry...FEMALEI
"Thank you," she said.
I'm in!
"Can I walk with you?" I
shouted to her, gearing up for
an inside fast ball. She looked
back and smiled.
"I'm in!"
Amanda was her name,
from Montreal apparently, but
her voice was difficult to hear
over my obnoxious self-talk
which kept howling, "I'm in!"
Idle chatter chewed up the
first few blocks but after the tum
we quickly submerged into
deeper and softer waters, eventually trading travel stories, the

pain of broken relationships, the
pain of death, the pain of grieving, the pain of accidentally swallowing a marble, etc. Wow, it
happened fast.
When the voices finally
took five and I could actually
focus, what struck my eye was
her dusky look. Her artsy round
hat was pitch black with blonde
hair tucked underneath at the
front; her vest was midnight
black; her pants (yes, she was
wearing pants) were raven black.
Her socks? Coal black. Her
shoes, unique shade of jet black.
Not surprisingly, she
worked in the film industry and
amused me with anecdotes
about her European tour, refreshing philosoph1es on life,
family and friends. Unique political views on both light and
heavy issues all proved to be a
stark contrast to this dark vale
draped over her person.
Conversation would strip
off the grim image to reveal a
happy, independent girl, much
more mainstream than she liked
you to see. Mixed with an emotional ruggedness, her being se-

duced me much more than any
provocative outfit ever would.
We would circle the city
for two hours from Yonge to
Bloor to Spadina to wherever,
having a laugh, posing questions,
exchanging thoughts and, most
of all, connecting. Amanda and
I were definitely on the same
radio channel, though our appearances suggested we were a
million yards apart on the "type"
spectnun.
I still d1dn't know what
was so intngumg. Artsies usually cop attitudes and sport their
Generation X dysfunctional bit
on thetr sleeve but she was no
"denying responsibility" type dad had dumped morn when
Amanda was 13 but she stubbornly denied her destrucuve
past access to her internal spint.
This may have been what
impressed me most. She was
well lived-in, slightly ravaged but
intensely secure, forever waving
the fire 1nside even in the
bleakest of moments which is
rare for a girl in her young 20's.
In a park at 3 am we finally stopped to settle. Admir-

By Albert James

Computing Services

Offering support for students
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aMr. Scott Goldstein contained
allegations and insinuations regarding the conduct of Computing Services' student consultants.
I would like to begin by pointing out to Lana readers that Mr.
Goldstein, who signed his letter
"Masters Student", is not a registered student at the University
of Windsor. Further, as a result
of past experiences, I regard Mr.
Goldstein's letter as a work of
fiction.
The more important issue
here is the nature and scope of
computer-related support the
University of Windsor students
can and should expect from
Computing Services, particularly
from our student consultants.
As reported in the September 24 edition of the Lance there
has been an explosion in the
amount of computer use on our
campus over the past year so
far. If the trend continues then
very soon every student, full and
part time, will be an active cornputer user. The popularity of the
Internet, growing levels of computer awareness among students,
and the increasing use of information technology if university
instruction, are all factors contributing to the technology

This influx of new cornputer users, who have a range
of backgrounds and varyinglevels of computer skill, poses real
challenges about hardware, operating systems, application software, Internet services, course
materials and more. With the
exception of actually helping
people do their assignments, the
student consultants should and
do cope with the majority of
these questions. Failing that, they
call upon our full time staff for
assistance.
The sheer complexity of
the university's computing and
networking environment makes
it difficult to guarantee that all
questions are answered fully and
irrunediately, especially in the late
evening when the student consultants are working alone. Nevertheless, everyone who uses the
computer lab has the eight to
expect a courteous response to
her or his inquiries. Indeed,
when recruiting people for jobs
as student consultants, "customer service" skills and training are of equal importanc~ to
technical knowledge. In my v1ew,
being a student consultant is the
most demanding (but hopefully
also the most stimulating) job a
student can have on our campus.

ing. The analogy of a disposable
diaper comes to mind but we
didn't crap on each other, we
crapped near each other and let
the other observe the crap.
A dismal moment passed
when a taXi wh1Zzed by, then she
reached out to t!l'Ilbrace. I hesitated, wanting badly to spite her
but I craved, wrapping my arms
around her and nestling my nose
deep relationship now manifest
physically. We tried squeezing
but I suspect each squeezed
harder on the inside, keeping
from the other what two strangers on the fringe of intimacy
should not have kept from the
other. Then Amanda and me
slowly dissolved.
...and I dragged my sore
feet back onto the Bloor St.
pavemeqt, the stale taste of
stogies and draft beer still glued
to my tongue. I whirled back into
sober-land on the tail of the
night's climatic incident, eyes up
on the stars searching indignantly for that elusive sense of
peace which only minutes ago
teased me and moved on without a glint of guilt.

Elections of all kinds

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
A recent letter to the Lance from

mg her from the bottom end of
a teeter totter, I felt an incredible sense of peace. At no point
in the evening had either of us
put on a show. We just were... (in
my mind) perfect for each other.
Soon after, on her
townhouse porch the moment of
truth would play out.
'Will we keep in touch?"
I asked, my voice barely audible
over distant traffic.
"Um..."
I winced as she began her
reply.
" .. .I don't think my boyfriend would appc-"
Stop.
Was I scammed?
... Nye. I let myself be
scammed by the wrong
thoughts. The right thoughts
would have been "this is just a
damned good thing," but no, I
had to go and let my irrational
fantasies take over.
The small plot resembled
the Bridges of Madison County, me
walking into her life, she into
mine, then I guess we were supposed to leave it at that. A one
night stand of mental love mak-

I appreciate the patience
which students have shown dueing this first hectic month of
classes. Tuition increases, and
other challenges students must
deal with, are leading to higher
expectations than ever before.
We undefstand that, and are
working hard to upgrade the
equipment 10 the lab to meet
those expectations.
The PC upgrades are now
complete and will be followed
in October 10 improvements to
the lab networking speed and
hopefully even more new cornputers before the semester's end.
These projects, plus the recently
announced improvements in dial
up capacity, are being done with
a view to enhancing the capability and flexibility of our service
to students.
I always welcome feedback on our service delivery. If
Lance readers have any cornments or suggestions please
send
email
to:
TDodds@uwindsor.ca
Sincerely,

Ted Dodds,
Director of
C
.
S ·
omputmg ervices

Man I love this, a forum for me
to say whatever I have to say.
The school 1s in the midst
of election time. Some faculties
seem more into the campaign
than others. Note the Education
Building, not a clear space anywhere. Other areas are not so
involved to the degree of wanting to be elected. I certainly
know that I am not that type of
person, I would rather take
shots from the sidelines. (What
is it that they say about doing
and teaching?)
Yet as I see the seemingly
small scale campaigning going
on around campus I think of the
larger campaigns happeningoutside our ivy halls.
Billy (Ointon not Carter)
is busy on the other side of the
border. Ottawa is full of people
doing and preparing for re-election. Mike Harris and all the
members at Queens Park are
also keepmg their record straight
m preparation for the next election.
Then there are the campaigns from the outside of the
government directed at the governments. My personal favourite is the doctors of Ontario. So
in honour of the spirit of democracy and the elections on campus I submit the following suggestion for democratic action.
We have a group of powerful and wealthy individuals
who have begun to threaten the

government over cut backs. One
of their stated reasons is to protect our cherished health care
system. We did not hear from
them when welfare was cut,
when education funding slashed,
even during the legal aid cris1s.
We hear of their care for
society when their income is
threatened. To me this is only an
attempt at justification of their
desire to maintain their privileged position in society. So far
and among other things they
have cut back on services and
are complaining that they lose
money when people go to emergency wards. For a long time
now doctors have not been taking new patients and are complaining that they lose money
when people go to emergency
wards.
I don't know if Windsor is
like Northern Ontario but there,
a doctor's appointment means a
1 to 2 week wait followed by a
couple hours wait in their waiting room. And this altruistic
group does nothing about the
towns that don't even have doctors. This does not sound like
how a group interested in health
care would behave.
So whether or not you
agree with me on this one or
anything, I challenge you to take
up the democratic spirit and let
the goverrunent know what you

think.

Question of the Week
What was your most interesting thought this week?
This lamb tastes funny.

Bob 'Mad cow' Jones
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wrenches in the conservatory.
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Col. Mustard
Suspicous Character

I wish my grandad was famous.

Pete
Off Campus baker
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Offering 25% off on all clothing to all of our
Past, Present. and Future Clients.
SPECIAL 0C?C?l3WQ
Take an ad~itional 10.% off on all clothing
·
with any vahd School 1.0.Qffer Expires Nov. 1/96
Check out our new look, improved services - our Outstanding Friendly Attitude.

Guarenteed lowest prices on Clothing & Videos
Stop In and Step Up to our COFFEE BAR.
Fresh-brewed Specialty Coffees ready to serve
and to-die-for Desserts!

Ron Hettrick
2155 Wyandotte St. W
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Scholarship trust fund

Double your dollars
By Dave Garcia
With the provincial government's cuts to education, accessibility for students in financial
need has been a problem. However, the Ontario government
has offered a bursary program
which some at the University of
Wmdsor hope will alleviate part
of that problem.
The program is the Ontario Student Opportunity Trust
Fund, in which the province will
match every dollar a university
raises by March 30, 1997. The
province has set aside $100 million for the program, and the
University of Windsor hopes to
raise $5 million by that date.
University of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) VicePresident University Affairs
David Young says that since tuition at Windsor has increased 18
percent over last year, this program will aid those students in
financial need. He also says that
this is needed, because "basically, m looking at other schools
m North America, Windsor is really behind when it comes to
providinp; scholarships and bursanes tor sructent!i to support
their education."
"Basically, Ontario and
Canada are behind in respect to
scholarships, so they offered this
trust fund ."
The province will earmark
$100 million for pledges, and for
every dollar the university raises,
the province will match it. So,
for example, if Windsor raises
$5 million, the province would
give them another $5 million,
which would mean $10 million
set aside for the bursary pro~ - The money will then be
uwested in that trust fund at six

percent interest, which will be set
aside for the program.
Young says that student
government invested $100 OOO
in ~other trust fund last year,
~hi?1 he says, is currently gaining interest. He says that student
government wants to aid students with financial problems.
"Student government,
ov_er the past two years, is comrrutted to supporting financial
aid for students, given that tuition has increased," he says
''Not only must we fight against'
increases in tuition, but we also
must find any means to support
students - that's what student
government is here for."
He says that they are working with alumni to initiate a program to raise funds for the trust
fund.
This program may seem
strange to some in that since the
government is cutting back on
education, and some have wondered why the money was not
instead reallocated into funding
for the university in general.
Young responds that if the
monev was not set aside for hursanes, the government could always take it back.
''Next year, they can cut
that money out in the next
budget," he says, "But the
money in the trust fund can't be
touched. It's a trust fund, so they
can't touch it."
''Also, if you throw $100
million back to the university,
where does it go to? Where's the
accountability for that? The
money may not go directly to
~dents."
Young says that the program is on a first come, first
serve basis, and once the $100
million 1s raised by March 30,
then the program is completed.
So, for example, if there is $10
million left, and the University
of Windsor raises $10 million,
then the program will end. Another example is that five universities could raise $20 million
each, and then the program is
complete.
Joe Esteves, who is the
program's co-ordmator at Windsor, says that government is doing this since they realized that
the cuts have had an effect on
financial aid for students, but
"they're not going to give away
the money for free. We will raise
the funds, and they will match
them."
Dr. Paul Cassano,Senior
Vice-President of Development
and Alumni Affairs, says that
their goal is to raise at least $5
million, and says that they already have six-figure donations
totalled so far. He says that anyone who wishes to donate
money has up to three years to
do so, and the money will go directly to the program.

Health fair .1.\ big hi with St de s
By Dave Garcia

hensive about."
Vandervliet, a fourth-vear stuOn Wednesday, the University of
"It's very informal," she dent nurse who ran th~ display,
Windsor held its Healthfest in says, ''You can pick up a bro- "And we had a lot of people
the Ambassador Auditorium at chure, ask questions, and not feel come to us and say
my God,
the CAW Student Centre. The like they arc being interrogated." if this is true, then I drove home
event was aimed at infomung
Some of the groups and drunk last night,' so this was -a
students of the resources that are agencies in attendance were the real eye-opener for them."
available in and around the uni- AIDS Committee of Windsor,
The Red Cross was in atversity that deal with health is- Canadian Liver Foundation, and tendance to solicit donations for
sues.
the Heart and Stroke Foundation their blood dnve on Tuesday
The event coincided with of Ontario. Some of the groups October 29. Tina Carver, a thirdboth Alcohol Awareness Week, even had interactive displays year student nurse, says that they
as well as Nursing Week, and it such as reflexologists doing mas- want to get students to make apalso allowed other community sage therapy and Campus Rec- pointments for the blood drive,
and campus agencies to provide reation had a Body Mass Index so they won't have to refuse stuinformation and a variety of ac- to indicate what is the proper dents like last year, so this year,
~vities for students to participate weight for one's mass and build. students can come in at a cerm.
One of the more popular tain time, and then those who
Sandra Ondracka, Campus displays was the Computer walk in will be allowed to do so.
Recreation Coordinator, says Blood Alcohol Concentration Carver says that they hope to get
that the event was a success and machine used by Medical and 250 students to donate blood on
that over 2000 students and fac- Health Services.
Tuesday.
ulty came to visit the number of
"We could tell people if
Students who attended
displays in the auditorium.
they went to the bar for this Healthfest were pleased with the
Ondracka says that many hours, how many drinks information and services availHealthfest had two purposes they could have and still legally able here
one of them "being Alcohol drive home," says Tasha
"I liked the alcohol conAwareness
sumption level
Week,
we
machine," says
want to eduMatthew Davis,
cate students
a first-year soon drinking
cial science sturesponsibly
dent, "It gave
and to get a
you an idea on
designated
how much you
driver if they
could drink and
go out to
stay within the
drink. The
limit."
other purpose
"I usually
is to let sturoll through,
dents know
grab a couple of
what services
condoms, and
are available
see what's hapin the com. pening," says
munity in ar- Lana Ad Manager Barb Barone looks at the illegal drugs on display fourth-year
during the Health Fair held at the CAW Student Centre.
eas that they
Phota I(} }amtI Cn,i<k.rhank English student
may be apprePatricia Neale.
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Diversions
TUESDAY,
OCT0BER29

author of the new book, Modem
Communism.

Campus Group AA has a
closed meeting every Tuesday
and Thursday from 12 pm to 2
pm in the CAW Student Centre
Conference Room # 1. Contact
Lily at 258-5698 for further
infonnauon.

THURSDAY,
OCTOBER31

that are going to play .
"Strawdogs," "Mourrung
Woods " and "Toast" will be
donati~g their talents to raise
funds for OPIRG's various

OPIRG-Windsor's

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER JO

Classifieds
The University of Windsor's
School of Music "Soundsation
Concert Series" will feature
Gillian MacKay playing the
trumpet and David Palmer
playing the organ. The concert
will take place at All .
Saints Church located m
City Hall Square. Tickets
are S10 for adults and $6
for students. For
infonnation about the
event call the 254-4232
ext. 2799

Mr. Justice Pius Nkonzo Langa
of the Constitutional Court of
South Africa will speak on
rendering justice in a democratic
South Africa. Decisions of the
constitutional court. The lecture
will take place at 12 pm at the
Faculty of Law, Moot Court.

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER2
Out on campus dance a

celebration of 25 years the
Lesbian and Gay
Movement in Windsor, 8
pm MacPherson Lunge
(top floor of Electa Hall, U
of W). Dance music by
"Paul" food by "Harold."

OPIRG-Wmdsor's Media
Awareness and Radio working
group at 5 pm. Individuals
interested in critical media
analysis and producing the

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER4

OPIRG radio show meet at Iona
College located at 208 Sunset.
OPIRG-Windsor and Out On
Campus presents: "My Beautiful
Launderette: an 80's film
dealing with gay issues, racism,
sexism and the effects of
Thatcherism. This award
winning movie stars Daniel Day
Lewis Oscar winner for "My
Left Foot." The movie will be
shown at 7 pm at Iona College,
208 Sunset and is free of charge.
The Marxist-Leninist Study
Group meeting and book
signing. Guest speaker will be
Hardial Bains, National Leader
of the Communist Party of
Canada (Marxist-Leninist) and

Environmental and Bicycle
Working Group will at %:30 pm
at Iona College. The group will
discuss plans to save the
Temagarni wilderness and
promote the use of bicycles are
underway.

FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 1
Special Benefit at the Loop,
beginning at 10 pm. The bands

projects. Cover donation of $2

The University of Windsor
Students Alliance Human Rights
Office, Anti-Racism Unit will be
hosting a police and race
relations workshop from 4 pm to
7 pm. Members from all ethnic
groups are encouraged to attend.
Refreshments will be served.
"Working together for positive
change."

Out on Campus lesbian,
gay and bisexual group
meets at 7 pm, upstairs at
the Grad House. There will
be a talking about sex.
Those who wish to share their
thoughts on various sexual
activities and lifestyles.
Drop in for lesbian and bisexual
women meeting at 8 pm at Iona
College at 208 Sunset.

Wanted/Looking for:
Musicians for newly-forming clas.
sic-style swing band AJto, teno~
baritone sax; trumpets; drummer;
piano. MUST be able to read charts

(all music is charted). MUST know
how to swing. Rehearsals once a
week; gigs as they come. Excellent,
opportunity for young musicians. i

Call JB at 736-9971
WANTED!!!

Student
Promote
SPRING BREAK TRIPS. Earn
MONEY and FREE TIUPS CAU.
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
Individuals!
and
Ortanizations to

1-800-327-6013

http:/ / www.ictp.com

LSAT - MCAT-GMAT-GQ:
Intensive 20-hour weekend semi-

nars. Proven test-taking strategics.
Personalized professional instruc.
tion. Comptehensive seminar
packages for only $225. OXFORD
SEMINARS 1-800-269-6719.

LMT-MCAT-GMAT-GR~ On
Campus Prep! Flexible formats including weekends for $195. Instant

info: prep@istar.ca or http://
www.prep.com. Richardson -Since
1979 -1 800 410-PREP.

FOR RENT - Clean 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments. $595 & $695 +
Utilities.
Pager #561-4851 -leave message.

MEN'S HOCKEY GOALIE
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE:
The Windsor Branch of the
PADS, BLOCKER, TRAPPER,
Red Cross will be holding a
BODY
ARMOUR, CUP, HEL·
blood donor clinic between J pm
to 7:30 pm. For more
information phone 944-6866.

MET, PANTS- 736-2375 Or EXT

2047

t
(

r

C

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

F
I,

C

Justice as Right Relationship
Sr. Nancy Sylvester, IHM
Sr. Nancy Sylvester will reflect on her own experience of this chaotic
time and how both the tradition of Catholic social justice teaching and the
experience of the various movements challenge us to an understanding of
justice as right relationship ..

Sunday, November 3, 1996 at 3:00p.m.
Holding a Mirror to the Mountain
Rev. Edward Heidt, C.S.B.
Rev. Ed Heidt, C.S.B. has been a member of the Basilian Fathers for thirty
years and presently teaches English at Saint Thomas More College in
Saskatoon. He has worked in amature theatre most of his life. This piece,
Holding a Mirror to the Mountain, comes out of his own experience as a priest
and a Thomas Merton fan. It dovetails with his 1989 Ph.D. dissertation, an
autobiography, in that it is a dramatic presentation of how Fr. Heidt sees
Thomas Merton seeing himself.

Saturday, November 16, 1996 at 8:00p.m.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398
Cost: $10.00 per ticket - Seniors & Students $5.00. Refreshments to follow

.

I
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From band selection to activities planning
By David Knight
0~

What was once going to be
called The Band Selection Committee will now be called The
Activities Planning Committee.
UWSA Executive Councillor Alain Arthur will be on

The Act1v1ues Planning Committee. Monika Mate! will chair
the committee. Also on the commi ttec will be one member
drawn from the Inter-Residence
Council, a member of council,
two students at large, and one
representative from 'lne I Iuman

Rights Office. Mark Onda, stage
manager for a number of events,
wtll also he on the committee.
Those interested in being
a part of the committee should
drop off resumes and letters of
intent to Darcy Flynn at the
UWSA Office, upstairs at the

CAW Student Centre. Individuals who arc accepted will assist
10 planning, sett.mg dates, providing input, and making recommendations to the UWSA cxccu-

ave.
Fot those students who arc

not on the committee, your proposals arc encouraged, and ma)'
also be dropped off at the
UWSA Office.

Inquiriu mt!J bt directed lo Monika
Mate/ al 2534232, Bxt.3208, or
EmaiL· malt/@im1tr.111vindsor.ca

University recoiling after dean's arrest
lent
Otc

By Laurel Fortin
oTfAWA (CUP) - A prolonged period of depression,
overwork, and personal stress
impaired the University of Otrawa dean of social sciences normal judgement last week, resulting in his a.crest foe the attempted
murder of his mother and his
resignation, his lawyer says.
H e n c y

::t~~;,;1:;~t~

client IS undecgomg
voluntary treatment
for acute depression
which led to what
nee

:~i:;s~s~;,:;~

his Nepean home and that he
seek medical treatment at the
Royal Ottawa Hospital.
Edwards will appear m court
again on November 25, and may
enter a plea to charges at that
time. If convicted of attempted
murder, Edwards could face a
maximum sentence of life m
prison.

university was notified of
Edward's arest.
''Professors arc in a state
of disbelief and concern for
1Icnry as a person," said school
of psychology dirstor Richard
Clement.
'The doctor is very apprec1auve of the support and
sympathetic concern shown by

Henry Edward's lawyer, Bob Wakefield,
says his client is undergoing voluntary
r.
J
•
.t...: .t.. t d
trea tment ..1.0r
acute uepreSSJOD
W.1.uC.1.1 ..1.e to
what police suspect was an overdose of
sleeping pills administered to his 85-yearold mother Rosalbina.

pills aclmirustcred to
his
85-year-old
mother Rosalbina.
Regional police found
Edward's mother in need of immediate medical attention after
Edwards, 57, walked mto the
Casselman provmcial police station on Tuesday, October 15 and
told officers to check on her.
She was taken from her
apartment, which is adjacent to
the Edwards family home, to the
Ottawa Civic I losp1tal for treatment and was ccleased later that

"Students are in total
shock," said crimmology student
Alm \1V1lson. "1 heard the news
and as soon as I came to campus students were talking about
it. Everyone is waiting to sec
what the administration will do."
Edwards has been a
memcbr of the U of O community since rec1eving his doctorate in psychology in the 1960s.
I le has held various positions
including dean of psychology
and dean of social science. His

gt

day.
Detective-Sergeant Marc
Pinault said Edwards was released on $5000 bail and under
conditions that he not return to

Students, professors, and
administrators in the faculty of
social sciences arc regrouping
after learn mg of Edward's arrest
last week. The university rector
accepted Edward's letter of resignation with regret on on Tuesday, said Jaqueline Pallasoo, university communications officer.
"It is a tragic event," said
U of O legal counsel Darryl
Grandbois. Staff and faculty ar
being refereed to the university
counselling services for assistance and support Director Lise
Chislett said these services were
offered immediately after the

his colleagues at the university
and his students and all fo his
past associates;· said Wakefield.
The dean's arrest and resignation is only the latest in a
series of misfortunes mcurred by
the social science faculty. It
comes on the heels of allegations
of sexual misconduct by other
professors m the faculty. Criminology professor Robert Ross is
facing 19 charges in a Kingston
court ranging from rape to
breach of trust, and sociology
professor Jean Lapointe contin- 1
ues to teach despite admitting to J
misconduct.
J

I
I
I
I

-

•WHERE: RED MOUNTAIN B.C. , _ nwL,)
eWHEN: FEBRUARY 22 - MARCH 1 (READING WEEK)
•PRICE: $795 CDN $599 U.S.
•INCLUDES: AIR, 7 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATIONS, 5 DAYS
LIFT TICKETS, ALL TAXES AND GROUND TRANSFERS
-CAU. MARSHALL FOR INFO
•EMAIL: MEDNICKCUWINDSOR.CA
••Dl!ADUNI! IS NOVl!Mlll!ll 10, 19N. ••111N $100 NON-ft2"fUNDAaLI!
Dl!POSrT

strongly about the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students and their preparedness for
satisfying careers.

•
•

As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
you with an educational experience featunng:

•

• 55 yeus of expertise developing a well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integrating the basic ind

•

•

•
•

•

-------.I I------ ....I
I

game & get 1

I

FREE

Valid on current new releases.
I . Must be equal or lesser value.
'One coupon per customer per visit.
L
Expires Nov. 14, /96

I

•

Rent 1 Movie or
game & get 1

FREE

Expires Nov. 14, /96-

3225 Sandwich St. 258-2378

dinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care and practice management;
Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education ,1nd experience;
11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individuil ficulty ittention,
e,1sy access to educitional resources;
Clinical intemships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics
and five College public clinics;
Extensive interdisciplinary clinical Leaming opportunities;
A research center known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science ind the profession;
Final term, full-time private practice intemships globally;
A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge classrooms. science and methods labs. and clinic facilities;
Career Services Office to mist griduates in job
placement;
New state-of-the-art library to support education and
research.

For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

I I Valid on current new releases. I
Must be equal or lesser value.
I I One coupon per customer per V1S1t I

------ . ___ _

trusted and re pected
conserva on org zauon •

r1L _ _ _ _ _ _ J

At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel

I Rent 1 Movie or

Ducks Unlimited
Canada e nat on's most

1

======----==-..;;.;.;.==;.;...;;~=-...;._-==~-==..;;._.....= . . . .

cd·
5+

work in the psychology of language and language acquisition
was pivotal in recommending
that the university offer sheltered
courses that cased students into
a second language.

1-800-888-4 777.

_
.... Committed to Climcal Excellence and Preparedness for Professional Succtss

'J,r.

Northwestern College of Chlroprilctic • 2S01 Wut 84th Street • Minnupolis, lolinnesou SS431
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Carnival For Action
By Dave Garcia
The Windsor Committee on
University Funding (WCUF)
held a "Camwal for ActlOn" at
the CAW Student Centre last
Thursday to inform students
about the cuts to education
funding by the provincial government, and its effect on postsecondary education.
The event consisted of activities such as trivia games,
black1ack and other casino
games, a speaker's comer, as well
as a petition to Premier Mike
Harris to stop the cuts, all of
which was designed to make this
a fun and educational experience Students could answer
questions on topics such as
taxes, tuition, and even student
government. A student would
receive "Harris bucks," which
mentioned how students' education dollars are worth only 80
cents because of the cuts to education, and use those to cash
them in and win pnzes.
Steve Handy, a student
representative on WCUF, says
that the event was designed as a
more interactive way to inform
students about the cutbacks.
"It's an educational tool to
bring the idea of the cutbacks
and increases in tuition to students in a different way than we
had before," he says, "It's a more
interactive approach where people can play the games, and
they're having fun while learning."
George Pardalis, VicePresident External of the Graduate Student Soaety, says that students like this idea of having a
more interactive approach, and
that these games are useful, since
some students do not know all
of the issues.

He says that in the games
they wtll let students answer the
quest:tons over and over, so "before they leave, they'll know
some of the issues and some of
the answers."
Jim Davies, OPIRG representative on WCU}~ says that
the effects of the cuts to education will result in "a two-tiered
educabon system, similar to the
United States with public and
private schools."
"They've even had a proposal to establish pnvate, Ivy
League-type schools where only
the rich can afford the best education."
Handy says that the tuition
increases will mean not only less
money set aside for food, books,
and rent, but also more debt for
students.
"[Students) will have a bigger debt load, especially with the
new mortgage-style loans proposed by the goverrunent."
Also, the cutbacks will
cause the quality of education to
drop, according to Handy.
"There will be bigger class
sizes, and fewer professors," he
says, "And there will be less interaction with the professors
who have the experience that
students need."
Handy says that this will
affect accessibility of education
for underpnvileged students,
"especially when people says
that education is a doorway to
opportunity, but now they're
shuting it."
Davies says that this will
also affect students' ability to
find employment.
"Because of the cuts in
education, no one can get a job
in education ... for people who
want to go into social work, with
cuts to social programs, those in

social work can't get a job, even
those tn busmess administration
won't fmd work because consumer confidence is down, and
the economy 1s stagnant because
everybody 1s afraid they will lose
their job, so no one is spending
anything."
Davies says that while the
provmce has already cut $400
million in education, they also
are proposing to cut another
$400 million this year. He says
that the student protests can be
effective, citing that student protests in both British Columbia
and Quebec resulted in their provincial governments freezing
tuition.
Many students liked the
event, and found it quite useful
m leamlllg the effects of the cutbacks.
"I don't have any problems
right now, but I can see my
younger sister having loads of
problems," says Dellano
Rodrigo, a third-year history student, "Education will be only for
the privileged class."
"For those who work, and
are middle-income families,
(post-secondary education) costs
me an arm and a leg," says Will
Peltier, a 20-year old Essex native who is currently saving up
to go to school, "OSAP tells me
my parents make too much
money for me to get it, yet they
don't make enough for them to
live comfortably while I've gone
off to school."
A second year geography
student also found the event
useful.
"I didn't even know who
was the president of Student
Alliance," he says, "I also now
know that cuts wilJ.raise our tuition, for those who didn't know
this will educate them."

flAll1'41ttlt
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OCTOBER 2 1 TO 31

ADIDAS and FILA

Winter Jacket Sale
Reg. 119.50 ... SALE 89.00
Reg. 129.00 ... SALE 97.00
Reg. 159.00 ..· . SALE 119.50

INIKE & GUESS Coming Soon! j
ADIDAS and FILA

Shoe Sale!

~
(,t

fJttt

Reg. 49.99 - SALE 29.99

jM .. .
WOMEN

AND

Above - George Pardalis gets ready to spin the wheel during the Carnival
of Action sponsored by WCUF.
Below - Good Gambling Trivia/Blackjack was one of the many games
played at the Carnival for Action that took place Thursday at the CAW
Student Centre.
Photos I!] James Cnade1hank.

LOOKING TOWARD THE YEAR
12000 .... Where will the jobs be?
What is the projected growth in the
computer industry?
j

1
1

The Canadian Institute of Business,
an Authorized Academic Training
Program (AATP) for Microsoft, will
hold an informal information session
about the current trends taking place in
the Computer lndustry...and the
expected rate of employment in different
sectors.

MEN

Microsoft®

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OFOUR
LAY..AWAY PLAN

Authorized Academic
Training Program

Special Orders
for All Ages

INTERAC

UP TO 25% OFF!
HEAD TO TOE SPORTSWEAR
HlRO:-. PLAZA
17!~ l!urnn Chu rch Road

Moaday Thru Friday 11 :00 a m.• 7 00 p m.
Saturday 11 :00 a.m - 5:00 p.m

253-5974

- -~---------------- ---- ----

Where: Rm.351 Dillon
When: Monday, November 4th, 1996
Time: 12:30 - 2:30pm

Tuesday. Octob~r ~9. · 199(>

-.._-;. .:.· the T;ance _-
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Assumption unites students in
the battle against evil
By Melissa Gibson

A grim reminder of the destruction that can result from drinking & driving the car was on display thoughout
Alcohol Awareness Week outside the CAW Student Centre.

Photo l?J Lana Sttgf

•runes

CAW

rh011k.

UWSA to announce scholarship fund
By James Cruickshank
At a press conference on Tuesday, October 29, the UWSA will
announce a new scholarship
fund worth about $200,000 for
students on OSAP.
According to Darren
Vanecko, Vice President Internal, the scholarship is through
the Ontario Student Opportunity Trust Fund. He explained
that student government will
raise $100,000 with the provincial government agreeing to double that amount.
"This really is a lifetime
opportunity," said Vanecko.
'There may not be another opportunity to have a government
do this sort of thing"
David Young, UWSA Vice
President of University Affiurs,
noted that with all other universities in Ontario going for the
scholarships it was important to
get tt done quick.
"It's really a race for that
money," he said.
'1t's student government
leadership giving back to stu
dents"
Vanecko said the issue of
the scholarship was brought to

council in an in camera meeting
last Thursday evening at which
time council unanimously supported it.
Vanecko said this will be
the second scholarship offered
by UWSA. They currently have
one scholarship worth $100,000
and now will have a combined
total of $300,000 available.
He noted the new scholarship will help students who
can't afford to go to school and
are currently on OSAP.
"We decided 1t would be a
good thing to do for students.
This will give students the opportunity to go to school that
can't afford to go."
Young said there will be a
corruruttee St.ruck to decide what
other criteria besides OSAP
should be met by the students.
"It's going to be a committee made up of students that sets
the critena for students."
Vanecko stated that the
next two UWSA executives will
have to put in $33,000 each year
for the scholarship which will
come out of there reserve fund.
He said that the scholarship will
go into effect next year with ap-

e
Twenty-five years
of the Lesbian and
Gay Movement in
Windsor

.s,

C

With a Halloween Bash
Dance Music by Paul • Food calarad by Harold

~aturday, Nov. 2 /
MacPherson Lounge
top floor of Electa Hall. U of W
Patricia and University Ave.

8 PM
for more ,nforma!lon call 253-1745 or 973-4951

sponsored by !he
Lesbian/Gay Community Counsel:
Ou! On Campus
Lesbian/Gay PrideComm1ttea
One In Ten
Metropolitan Community Church
OPIRG-Windsor
AIDS Committee of Windsor
Lesbiq Airwaves/Queer Radio
Two-Sp1nted Peoples Group
Lesbian/Gay Phonelines
Oulspoken
Lesbian/Gay Drop-ins

T

proximately $4,000 bemg available for students, with the
money rising over the next two
years to approximately $10,000
in the second year and $14,000
in the third year.
"As long as the University
of Windsor is here we will have
the scholarship;' said Vanecko.
Young mentioned that
there were also people who donated money to the scholarship
fund tncluding Special Needs
and Accessibility (SNAq that is
putting in $15,000.
The press conference,
which is scheduled at 11:30 am
in the commons area of the
CAW Student Centre, will be
"the major kickoff to the campaign," said Yow1g.

Good battled evil on Friday,
October 18 as Assumption
University Campus Ministry
hosted the Star Wars trilogy
at the Freed-Orman Conference Centre. With hot dogs,
pop and popcorn in hand,
over 125 students viewed the
spectacular Star Wars effects
on the big screen with stereo
sound.
At 1977 prices, food
was served to sustain the hungry warriors until they made
the final Journey to the Dark
Side m Return of the Jedi.
Once the Force conquered all,
everyone applauded and
cheered in exhilaration.
Although the students
left rather bleary eyed (it was
12:45 a.m.), the triple bill received rave reviews. Having

read the posters distributed
around campus, most students agreed the night was an
excellent break from midterm studies.
Watch for further details on Assumption's
upcoming Movie Night, November 15, when Dead Man
Walking is the planned feature. Remember that every
Tuesday night, Assumption
hosts a $4 dinner at 5·30 p.m.
Please come and JOin usl Volunteers are always welcome
and needed.
Assumption University
Campus Ministry thanks all
who made the Star Wars trilogy night a success, especially
those who stayed afterwards
to help clean up.
Until next time, may the
force be with you.

3217 SANDWICH ST. 255-1833
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Right - Paul Denomme cooks hotdogs outside_ the C.AW Student

Centre last Wedncsdav to raise money for the Uruted ~ay.
Below Right - 1\nother successful hot dog transaction occured to

support the United Way.

Pho[()s i?J Janus Cruickshank.

Looking for a career
in health care?

Are you caring, conscientious and self-motivated?
Consider chiropractic-the third largest primary
contact health care profession in Canada. We offer
a natural approach to health care!

The Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College is one
ofthe finest chiropractic colleges in the world, with a
four-year programme leading to qualification as a
Doctor of Chiropractic.

llC·M·C~U
CANADIAN MDIOJUAL

To find out more please contact
Admissions
CANADIAN MEMORJAL CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGE

CHn\oPMcnc Coll.EGE

1900 Bayview Avenue Toronto ON M4G 3E6

Deadline for

Telephone 1 800 463-2923
Fax (416) 482-9745
On The Web http://www.cmcc.ca

applications is
December 31, 1996!

Your generation is showing more responsibility than any generation that's gone before you
and that's a fact. So now it's time for you to stand up and play an active role in our efforts
to get the message across about responsible use of alcohol.
Because some people still don't "get it".
What would you say to them
if you could put your message on national TV?
Or in ne\\Spapers? Or radio? Speak out.
Submit your message to us and it could be part of a national campaign
to get the word out on responsible use of alcohol.
And you could be part of that campaign. too. Because if our panel selects your message,
you'll be heard. And you'll be participating in the production of the campaign.
You'll also find it very rewarding because there is a total of $100,000
in cash rewards for chosen submissions. And the top submission
could earn up to $15,000. And every submission will receive a free
Polygram "Sound Out" CO. featuring a compilation of Canada's hottest bands.
It's time for you to stand up, speak out and be heard. But you need to hurry.
The deadline for entries is December 31, 1996.

Submission information and brochures can be picked up
at any Sam the Record Man, Music World or Cineplex Odeon Theatres
OR BY CALUNG 1-888-BE HEARD (234-3273}
or at - www.brewers.ca
~

.

stand up
speak out
be heard

PolyGram

I
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u
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National
NeVls
Briefs
SASKATOON(CUP) The University of
Saskatchewan violated a student's freedom of expression
when they expelled him for
repeatedly displaying art
work they deemed libellous,
says a human rights commission.

TORONTO-

ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CUP) Hundreds of highschool students took the afternoon off school on October 22 to protest funding cuts
to education despite warnings that they would be suspended if they skipped class.

ST. JOHN'S Nfld. (CUP) Hearing impaired
students in this provinc may
soon lose access to services
and equipment that have
made postsecondary education accessible to them.

CALGARY(CUP) Journalism students
in Mowit Royal college's new
dgree program are breathing
a collective sigh of relief after winning a battle with the
administration over curriculwn.

SASKATCHEWAN (CUP) An education professor at the University of Saskatchewan
has
been
supended without pay for allegedly writing graffiti on a
colleague's door.

CALGARY•
(CUP) Mowit Royal College
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Attention
Photo Phanatics!
rveah we know how fanatics is
eally spelled). The Lance's
::>hotography department is
coking for volunteers with some
experience in handling a camera.
If you're interested come to one
of our Monday night meetings at
5:00 pm or call Dave & Allison at
253-4232 ext. 3923.
Raymond Gauthier of Accutouch performs
some massage_ therjL on a student during
the Health Fair hel ast Wednesday in the
CAW Student Centre.

Pho(() l!J Lance Phow Department

(CUP) It would be better to
shut down full programs and
institutions than to continue
to force all 17 universities
and 25 colleges in Ontario to
survive on declining public
funding, says the president of
the University of Toronto,
Canada's largest university.

the Lance

Sex Talk raises awareness
By Jacqueline Shannon
One in three women have a
sexually transmitted disease. If
that _statis~c doesn't scare you,
looking at rt another way might.
Let's say you go to the Asylum
on any _given Thursday night.
The typical male to female ratio
is 2:1, that means of the 150
women bumping and grinding
on the dance floor, 50 of them
have a STD. (statisbcally speaking of course).
''It's [safe sex] a very important topic that I think people
should be more aware of." stated
Bronson Michalofski, the nursing student who hosted last
Tuesday's Safe Sex Talk.
The Safe Sex Talk was one
of a series of activities that ran
through out the week for Mission Responsible. A joint venture for Alcohol Awareness
Week, the Health Fair and University of Windsor's Nurses
Week. Mission Responsible's
goal was to encourage students
to 'Stand out by standing up for
what they believe in'.
Michalofski volunteered to
host the talk because of his convictions. Syphillis, Herpes,
Oamidia,Hepititus B, unwanted
pregnancies and AIDS. were
among the topics open for discussion. Along with the facts
and the relitively common "How
to put on a condom" demonstration.
Michalofski also offered

explainations on how and when
to use the "double bag technique" and how to safely improvise a dam when you have none
avalible for oral sex.

1\-1 '11\TTOOS

Quick Facts:
• The human body has no
natural defenses against
STD's. (That's why they
spread so easily.)
•Aman loses 25% of his
erection within 15 sec
onds of ejaculation. (So
staying 'in' your partner
afterwards is increases
risk of losing the condom
and exposing your
partner to seimen.)
• You DON'T have to have
cuts or sores to contract - · - ·
HIV through oral sex. (Al
ways use condoms or
dams.)
• Edible condoms DO NOT
offer any protection
against STD's or
pregnancy.
• Not all comdoms offer
protection against STD's.
(Only latex condoms
with spermicide are of
fective.
• If one partner is allergic
to latex or spermicide
you can buy natural
comdoms then "double
bag" with a latex con
dom. Different spermi
cides are also availible.

Slcrik Condiliona ~ Nn> Nudla E'ffl'i i,n,e
Custom \')a"', ~Upa and 1OOO'a Of Daigna

M'ondai • Saturdai

· 12:00pm • 6:00pm-

3199 Sandwich St.
258-0899 Open 11 am - 2 am
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

6

DAYS A

WEEK

Oct. 30th Mad Pudding from Vancouver
Oct. 3ist McFicrth Prizes Best Costumes
Giveaways. Halloween Bash
Nov. 2nd Celtic Cross
Nov.16th Shannon Brothers
Students Show your Student Card
And Receive 15% off
(beer and liquor exempt)

could become thesecond
postsecondary institution in
Canada to make owning a
laptop computer mandatory
for all students.

O'ITA.WA(CUP) The federal government should eliminate all direct funding to ethnic groups
s~ys a new report commissioned by the federal Heritage department.

\\II

D.J. & Dancing 7 nights a week
f rolTI 9plTI - 2alTI

250 CHICKEN WINGS!
During all televised NFL Gam
Red Wing and Maple Leaf Gam
The Sports Bar with the GREAT FOOD!

11
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Adrienne Shadd

Black women of the past
By Shonalcc King
''Whm Ifound I had crossed the that
line, I looked at my hands /.o see if I
Ju:JS the same person. There u.ur such
a glory ow everything; the sun came
like gold through the trees, and over
the fields, and I flit like I .11-W in
heaven."
-Harriet Tubman
Like many other black slaves
who sought refugee in Canada
from the horrors of slavery m
the United States, Harriet
Tubman was not only among the
fortunate who survived the
grueling journey through the
Underground Railroad but she
also went on to help many more
"cross the line."
Other female ex-slaves,
including Tubman, went on to
lead successful lives here in
Canada, formmg a significant
part of this country's Afro-Canadian heritage.
Begmrung its speaker series with writer and historian
Adrienne Shadd, the Women's

Studies department of the
Uruveristy of Wmdsor organized
a talk entitled "Black Women in
Mid-Nineteenth
Century
Canada-West" which was held
on October 24 at Iona College.
The department is in its first year
of being offered as a degree program and is appropriately focusing on "Local Women ...Pastand
Present," among whom black
Canadian women compose a significant nwnber. ·
Reading to the audience
from journals and letters dated
centuries ago, Ms. Shadd delivered an information package to
a diverse group that included
both males and females as well
as members of various ethnic
backgrounds.
According to Ms. Shadd,
African Canadian women fashioned their own brand of '<womanhood" in Canada as they took
on the roles of caretakers, farmers, dressmakers, writers and
teachers. In 1851, of the 25 black
teachers in this region of

Canada, 14werewomen. Names
like Julia Turner, Mary Bib and
Sarah Armstrong are synonymous with early black schools
where they worked for little or
no compensation and in harsh
conditions. The young females
persisted because they knew that
education, which blacks had
been denied during slavery, was
their "Only chance for equality"
Mary Ann Shadd Cary, the
first black newspaper editor is
the great-great-great-grandaunt
of the guest speaker. Mrs. Shadd
Cary's newspaper The 'Freeman,
revealed stories of the exploitation of black women in Canada
in the Post-Slavery Era. Despite
stories of the exploitation of
black women in Canada in the
Post-Slavery Era. Despite the
fact that she concealed her gender in the editorials that she
wrote, her paper gave Afro-Canadian women a stronger voice
that people were bound to hear.
In addition to becoming
educators and producing news-

By Lance News Staff
Here is a rundown of
what went on at the Thursday,
October 24, UWSA General
Council Meeting.
Council heard a presentation from Nicolas De.I
Sorbo, an Investment Advisor
from Moss, Lawson, and
Company who is in charge of
administering the investments
of UWSA's General Fund,
Scholarship Fund, and Reserve Fund. He explained to
council how their money has
been invested. The Scholarship Fund, an investment of
$100 OOO is managed as a
portfolio of bonds and stocks
in order to ensure a $10 OOO
yearly return, since this is the
amount that UWSA plans to
pay out in scholarships. The
Reserve fund is invested with
guaranteed rates of return so
that future UWSA councils
have working capital.
Regarding special
events and projects funding,
there was some discussion
about clubs and societies that

Find out how to get a job in the knowledge economy
He1J1 has a degree a11d ro11s1derable expene11ce as a remit iJj
her 111m·m1ty ro-op placeme11ts. After grad11at1118 w,tl, a RBA, she worked
111 reta,l for a year Then He1d1 came to }TI. ITl 's professw11al placement
team helped He,d, fmd aJi1ll-t1me 10/1 before 1he srad11ated
IT/ IS the leadm3 postsrad11ate TT tra,111113 compan_v Ill Canada.
The 9 month prosram mcludes Power8111/der, Oracle, Visual Bas,c,
No1,ell, \'Vindows NT. and the Internet

1-800-93 9-4484

1•11•

Information
Technology
Institute

Our solut,ons are IT Profess,onals

Ema,/ mfo@,11 ea
Web. h1tpf/www11t1.ca.

Ho\Llfo\\

\10N(TON

OJTo\\\ 4.

~~ micbos

Wen 'Rooted here and Thry Can't

Ii

Adrienne Shadd presented
information at Iona College on
October 24. This is the first in a
series of speakers being presented
by the Women's Studies
Department
Photo ~ A/liron Pitra

Pull Us Up: Essqys in Afncan Ca.
nadian Womm sHist.ory and Talk.
ing about Dijfemzce; Encountm ,~
Cu/tun, Language and Idenliry.
The journals of Mary Ann
Shadd Cary are now available in
the Leddy Library for further re.
search on the joys and hardships
of Afro-Canadian women Ill
Canada.

Council briefs (nothing to do with underwear)

Doyou ha,·e a university degree?

For a pmonal apporntmelll or to re91s1u
for an rnformallon stss1011 call

paper, black women of the
mid -nineteenth
century
formed their own literary and
self-help societies where they
struggled to prove their ability to be "women" to their
white female counterparts as
well as to the world.
The cultural past of African Canadian females is filled
with strong women who, despite the setbacks presented by
society, survived to build the
black family tn Canada.
Women like Betty Riley, the
first black women to produce
a telev1s1on series, Elise
Harding Davis, a publisher
and historian and many more
whose acomplishments have
gone somewhat unnoticed, deserve to be recognized for their
significant accomplishments in
history.
Today Adrienne Shadd is
presently studying the history of
Black Women in Canada and is
also the coeditor of two books,

TORONTO

were requesting funding for
events which they had already
held. In some cases, they had
taken losses on them. Vice
President Internal Affairs
Darren Vanecko said that "We
have to watch rctractive funding
decisions, or potentially every
group could come to us for retroactive
compensation."
Vanecko added that it might not
be a good idea to set such a precedent. UWSA President Fanta
Williams added that "this is
funding, not the subsidization of
anyone's mistakes" and since
UWSA does not know how the
events were advertised or exactly
what went on and who attended,
funding them retroactively could
be potentially "dangerous." The
issue was tabled pending further
information.
In other matters, council
was informed that Bylaw Review
Reports are now available, and
the Bylaw Review Committee is
now accepting submissions or
proposals for changes to the bylaws. They will also be holding
a public hearing on bylaw re-

UWSA Council
Quote of the week:
Councillor
Dennis Jordan:
"Hello...Mr. Chair."
Council Chair
Jason Hunt:
''I'm sorry, Mr. Jordan,!
was having a sidebar.·
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views on Thursday, November
7.
Fanta Williams told
council that she had made a
presentation at the provincial
government's Advisory Panel
on Education in Toronto. She
also told council that two Ontario Undergraduate Student
Association (OUSA) documents entitled "Making Lifelong Learning a Reality at Ontario Universities" and "The
Implementation of Privatization or Deregulation at Ontario
Universities" are available for
the perusal of council members
and students at large.
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Stud:nt's Council held an 'in camera' session during the October 24
meebng. A press conference has been scheduled for Tuesday.
Photo I!] David B11ktwec
------------------------'
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Above - The dreaded 10 - 12 noon time slot of CJAM's 24 hour CD Fiasco ran
smoother than expected. Pictured here Chns Gagnier, Chris Hokansen, Gus Morin.

Photo by David Knight

Right- MAJ ORITI RULES and POUMONS (pictured) as well as CflASSY COLA
played the 'rerradactyl in support of CJAM's Pledge Drive '96.

Photos l!J Roxanne QNssem

IA
II

passion for fashion
~ally ~ed tog~~ work anywh re
m the industry, she laughed. 'It
turned out to be a great experience. It's there that I learned to
forecast colours. I returned to
Windsor three years ago to open
up Chatty Collecaon pocated at
1984 Wyandotte]. In Toronto
this would have been financially
impossible."
With
a
small design " •• •
house to call her
own,
Elaine
stnves to branch
out.
r
"I recently

7

II
I
I
(

I
I
I
I

l
Elaine Chatwood's designs at the Festival of Bliss.

Photo l!J Raxannt Q,mem

~ Roxanne Qusscm

Now that the fashion houses of

Europe are increasingly looking
to North America -

not only

for inspiration, but also for talent - there 1s no question that
the Chatwood name may soon
be synonymous with Versace,
Chanel and Gucci, to name but
a few.

c~~~:::

store~. In !11e mean. time I'm
workmg with the video and
keeping busy planning a few
walk throughs in October."
~ith a typical show taking
approxunately three months to
plan, Chatwood had quite a rush
with the multi-media event, Festival of Bliss, which was organized in less than four weeks.

Oiatwocx:i began making clothes
for herself. I suppose, this is
what makes Chatwood's clothes
so appealing.
''I design this, I would hear
myself, classic style with a flair
on fun, not too trendy but not
too boring. Also, the models I
use are local girls of various
shapes and sizes. I'm not into
that waif thmg.
Let's be realistic.
Most people are
not 5'9 and 110
pounds."
'.T
Chatwood
left me with a few

I hope to be more accessible to
the buyers. Someday I hope to
onen up three or four of mv own
chain stores. In the mean time I'm
working with the video and keeping busyp}anninrg a few waJk
th.roughs in October.''

:;de
which I sent out
At the Festwal of Bliss (in to various private
mid-September at Theatre of clothing stores in
Windsor) I spoke to this tal- and around Toented, young, motivated de- ronto, and also in parts of Designer. Chatwood has come a troit. The large department
long way from her days of work- stores are hard to get into uning for a fashion design fabric less you have a big name. Anyway, with this video I hope to
company.
"I graduated from be more accessible to the buySheridan College m 88' at the ers. Someday I hope to open up
height of a recession, so I basi- three or four of my own chain

Chatwood's passion for
fashion began m highschool.
Originally from England, she
visited frequently and found that
in the world of haute couture
Canada was at least two years
behind. This is when designing
was brought into her life.

e:: ~~~1:iroa:~

the winter and
spring. The cold
weather will bring
animal prints, tapestry and stretch fabrics, and
dark colours. With the coming
of spring, an abundance of colour, floral and pop culture prints.
"Lots of fun stuff to gi•t
out of a dreary winter," she caneluded.

I

801 Ouellette Ale 977-6583

SUNDAYS
The GreatCanadian Deal
the prices you want/

WIN A FREE
SPRING BREAK VACATION FOR TWOJ
SUNDAY NOV 3 - BE HERE TO WIN
Vacation Includes flight, accomodatlons, all transfers, breakfasts
and dinners, admisssion to night clubs, and beverages.

Buses at the Quad, Huron
Hall, Tecumseh Hall and
Clark 8:30 to 10:30.
Returning 12:30 to 1:30.

, di~ Win Cash $ - Money Grab

fi'"

Under 18 welcom.
Slmays Only
Bntcelet polcy
atrlctly tnforc.cl

Dr. Disc Gift Certificates
Denim Jacket
Lots of other giveaways
$1 at the door
proc.eda to p,,chaae
humonll"U• grand prize
for Sunday Nov 24

t+affoween Night October 31
Best Costumes Win

Mountain Bike, CD Player, Dr. Disc Gift Certificate.

Tursday. OctobPr 2_H. UHJG

Reading
Review
Eneylopedia Of Canadian
Co1111t,y Music

ks
IockJac on
Quarry Press
272 pages, $26.95
By Daytona Lane
How many times have )'111 lisrene~ to the radio an~ w?Odere~:
''Which country arnst sings tlus
song?" Wonder no more, after
you pick up The Encydoptdia Of
Canadian Country Munc, by Rick
Jackson.

thP. LancP
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Jackson supplies you
with the complete A-to-Z ~~
of Canadian country art- ~- .. ·'
ists. He gives you a brief ' .. , . ., xJ .......
background of each, and
·· ;,,;,.,~·~_,.. ~-_..__..~
lists their compact disc and
single releases (Recipients
of Canadian Country Music Awards, and Country
Juno Awards are also
listed).
From
CHEF
ADAMS to TIIE YORK
COUNTY BOYS, and
everybody in between (this
includes STOMP IN'
TOM, SHANIA 1WAIN,
and
MICHELLE
WRIGHI), The Encydope-

ENJOY THE

Next Week:
Marty Gervais'

Tearing Into A Summer Dqy

'

1

Ducks Uwnted Canada
t - 800 - 665 - DUCK

EXPERIENCE

dia Of Canadian Country Music
will put everything at your fingertips that you ever wanted
to know about Canada's country artists.

•1

~upport Iluclcs Unlimited.

1-on-1 LIVE Connections

Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

NEW "ULTRA" IS A
BURGER SERVED ON A KAISER BUN AND
mE COUPONS BELOW MAKE IT EVEN
BETTER TASTING!

,i#

$299
ULTRA HAMBURGER &
FRENCH FRIES
Eaj,f 14e1MiNI CNlkailtil
H1m,(1 Ultn 11.._,.

8~ 116,

~VB tUfi!J@

@fJJ·1f ({~f (!tiJ~ll/.1[ b,[,ll) \(l(l,IJ
$200 FOR BEST COSTUME
~

0

[fil

©llliJ[W[1

{;[(!&:#l(1/llll11ft,,-: 1:i.tt r.~r
,n' >"r,'itl/J: u\f/11ei:ttZ'U

~COME AND DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN
ON THURSDAY NIGHT!
~£~.l~f(f~~~ f(\Ii i~A~U~

--·-· ~Ji~i lbftf~~ ff~l ~~f~@~ ~(ijL~1(~J I
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 256-5001

Martin, Burrows and Chatwood

Beyond the edges of twilight

The Tea Party- Stuart Chatwood,Jeff Marttn,Jeff Burrows.
PhoUJ ro11ruq EMI
By David Knight

What 1s an Alhambra? Apparently, it was a trad1ttonal meeting place where musicians came
together to play music. It is also
the name of TIIE TEA PARTY's current enhanced CD EP,
Alhambra. An appropriate
name for what seems a cynosure
where the organic nature of
music, and technology meet.
The audio aspect of the
CD includes acoustic versions of
Innanna, Silence and Turn The
Lamp Down Low, as well as a
remix of Sister Awke and The
Grand Bazaar. Those who were
pleasantly surprised by TIIE
TEA PARTY's collaboration
with ROY HARPER on a hidden track on The Edges Of
Twilight will be further pleased
by the inclusion of Time, a new
collaborative effort with the
near-legendary artist.
Jeff Burrows ffHE TEA
PARTY's drummer], explained
that the band's collaborative re-

lationship with ROY HARPER
began with Jeff Martin's attempt
to take a holiday. He met up with
ROY HARPER. They played a
few things together and some
pieces developed.
"That's Jeff's idea of a
holiday. He never leaves music
behind."
The remix of SisterAwke
by Rhys Fulber seems to have
more percussion brought to the
fore in the mix. Burrows explains that they are naturally a
percussive band, so the mix Just
brought out more of an already
existing facet.
The tour in support of Alhambra was planned as a strictly
acoustic tour, but the band has
added a few mixed-dates, where
both electric and acoustic sets
are played.
When people have thought
of THE TEA PARTY, comparisons to LED ZEPPELIN and
THE DOORS have creapt up.
Burrows admits there were times

when the band went through
denial, then acceptance of influences. The sunple facts are that
they do like LED ZEPPELIN
and most "riff-y'' music. As for
11-IE DOORS comparison?
"Everyone knows the
story to that one. 11-IE DOORS
companson of course, is obvious. Jeff looks like him Oim
Mornson]."
While playing with PAGE
AND PLANT, Burrows said
they told the performers about
the insistent comparisons to
LED ZEPPELIN. He said they
were told by Robert Plant to get
used to it, because they would
likely hear it until the day they
died.
Of course, LED ZEPPELIN had it's share of critics in
their early days. With most critics though, 1f the music matters
it drowns them out. Many cntics may be drowned out with
THE TEA PARTY's next release, tentatively titled Transmission, after one of their new
songs.
Jeff Martin handles guitars,
vocals and the lyrics. Burrows
said that Martin is deeply mterested in mysticism.
"On the last album [The
Edges Of Twilight], he was
obsessed with the idea of the
muse."
Burrows said the lyric writing has become more varied
since then, for their next album.
11-IE TEA PARTY continues to be democratic in their
approach. Burrows, Martin and
Stuart Chatwood (bass] respect
each other's fields of expertise.
Burrows has a tremendous appreciation for Martin's ear for
music, ideas, and his production
skills.

As a drummer, Burrows
developed slowly, not immediately drawn to 1t. He was raised
around music and musical instruments as a child because his
father was m a number of bands,
such as BRAND X [which has
had 11-IE TEA PARTY's fathers
as members), where he played
drums.
The drumming of LED
ZEPPELIN's John Bonham
wasn't really much of a formative influence on Burrows' playing of the drums until later.
"Stewart Copeland's POLICE
drumming, and of course [Neil]
Peart," have much of his respect.
Neil Peart [drurruner, lyri-

c1st of RUSH] during the course
of an mterv1ew on Pamela WaJ]111
Live, expressed the belief that
the drum was the oldest musi.
cal instrument, as well as the oldest method of communication.
Burrows pretty much agrees.
"Obviously, he read
Mickey Hart's [drummer of
THE GRATEFUL DEAD]
book, which is pretty much the
drummer's Bible."
Peart produced a compilation of prominent drummers
performing with remaining
members of THE BUDDY
RICH BAND, called Burning
Co11li1111ed 011 page 1J

LOOP MASQUERADE BALL
WITH FICTION & D.J. LIAM

,I. JIMMY BRONCO, GHOTI, RAWMAN ,I.

FRIDAY NOV 1

t SCARECROWS, TOAST, MOURNING WOODS t
GRUPPE 97
SATURDAY NOV 2
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''THE GHOST AND THE DARKNESS''
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By Michael Hayes
I went into 'The Ghost And The
Darkness" in a positive frame
of mind. I had read reviews, and
critics had painted less than
pretty pictures of this Stephen
Hopkins directed film, which
disappointed me. I had been excited about the movie. I decided
not to let critics sway my opinion, and judge for myself
"The Ghost And The
Darkness" is very graphic.
Michael Douglas' actingwas way
over-the-top, as a world famous
hunter. Val Kilmer seemed
somewhat uncomfortable - a
little stiff - as the lead in this
film. There were many cheesy
lines, and the ending was predictable. All this aside, I kind of

liked it.
"The Ghost And The
Darkness" is based on the true
story of two lions ('Ghost'' and
"Darkness") who terrorized a
british railroad building company in 19th century Africa.
Kilmer's character, hired on as
an engineer to help build a
bridge is haunted by these two
beasts. He is eventually Joined
by Douglas' character after he
fails to deal with the problem.
The two men don't have an easy
time of it. I tell you, the cats
"kick ass." Director Hopkins
wasn't afraid of showing how
these lions did so either.
I can't figure out how this
movie recieved only a PG rating. Ghost and Darkness slice
and dice more than a few times,
and the the audience is often
shown the results of their
chewed-up handiwork. There is

a disturbing scene involving a
baby, which I will leave alone.
While I didn't particularly
care for either Kilmer, or Douglas' characters, I dtd enjoy watching this movie. There were many
more interesting supporting
characters and the landscape was
incredibly beautiful. It was fun
to watch Kilmer and Douglas
being outsmarted again and
again by two of the baddest boys
seen on film in some time. More
than once, I found myself halfheartedly cheering for the big
felines. Was this healthy?
Critics be damned "The
Ghost And The Darkness" is a
good no-brainer. There were way
too many cheesy lines. It is not
going to bring anyone involved
an Academy Award nommation.
But who cares? It war fun to
watch, and not once did I look
at my timex.

... Tea Party
C4111i1111edfrom page 12
For Buddy. Burrows thought
that Matt Scrum's [GUNS N
ROSES, NEUROTIC OUTSIDERS] performance didn't
add anything. Peart's performances made the transition for
him. The presence of jazz drum
legend, MAX ROACH on the
compilation seemed to round
out the albwn for him, and he
eaged y awaits the next forthcoming CD in the series.
One of the strongest impressions Burrows left was his
pride in his one year old son's
ability to find rhythm beneath
the blandness of newscast
themes to dance to: the beat of
the drum communicates across
generations.

Alhatnbra
THE IBAPAR1Y return with
newly remixed songs which
may qualify as 'unplugged.'
The
unique nature of
the album is the fact
that it is an enhanced CD, an entire multimedia
CD- ROM presentation.
The band has
included a photo album of their world tours, showing members in various locales
around the globe. A discography goes through song listings
of Splendor Solis and Edges
Of Twilight Interviews with
the band members are included.

There is also an extensive presentation on each of
their exotic instruments such
as the santar, the hurdy gurdy
and the harmonium.
A written description of each instrument is given. An interview with a band
member is included
with each instrument where they explain some of the
origins and how to
play it. Each is concluded by a performance of
the instrument.
This CD is an excellent
presentation of the band, displaying THE TEA PARTY's
uniqueness and talent.

- Janice Campbell

in the classic Shakespeare play.
- Matthew Judd
DC TALK: Jesus Freak

EMI/ Forefront
MOIST: Creature
EMI Records
MOIST's Creature, gives
fans more than they ever wanted
from the Vancouver based rockband. David Usher's hypnotic
vocals, along with the razor-edge
guitar skills of Mark Makoway
and the keyboards of Kevin
Young work in unison as they
deliver to us songs of pain, sorrow, and other emotions that we
all keep within the darkest regions of our souls. The most
powerful songs are Hate, Resur-

rection, Shotgun, Tangerine, Baf?y
Skin Tattoo, and Ophelia.
One has to wonder what
messages MOIST is trying to
send out to their fans in the lyrics of their songs. The messages
could be different to anyone for
each song. Hate is about the anger we keep within ourselves in
an attempt not to blow-up 10
anybody's face. Resumaion could
tell us that every living
creaturehas it's births, deaths,
and possibly rebirths. Shotgun
may be about the feelings of
drug addiction, after a fix, and
how long he can go without one.
Then there's Ophelia, a song that
talks about lost lovers and trying to get on with your life. Also,
the allusion to Hamlet's lost love

Perhaps it is divine intervention which allows DC TALK
to offer listeners such an eclectic variety of feel-good music.
This collection of Christian inspired songs is able to present
messages with the aid of jazz,
funk, reggae, and rock influences. The group has a very tight
thick sound which is maintained
throughout the entire album, and
is particularly apparent with such
tracks as So Help Me God, Coloured People, and ]esll.f Is Just A/right. Although this effort seems
to have the makings of a very
decent record, many potential
fans might be turned off by the
prospect that these guys really
are Jesll.f Freaks.

-

Char/otu M. Gomes

CAPTAIN JACK: The Mission
Cologne Dance Label/ EMI
This album didn't hurt my
ears. But. that's about all they can

say about. In a landscape that is
bursting with progressive dance
music, CAPTAIN JACK is a
bust. With generic dance beats
set to marine marching vocals
and typical soulful background
singers, this will probably get lots
of play at downtown bars. Like
a night's tour though, it's soon
forgotten.

-

Chris Hokanson

Friday Nov. lst

1
t

@the Loop
I

~!:~;

SCARECROWS

I

I

I

OURNING\VOODS
TOAST
.'
starting at 10:00
cover donation of $2.00
for more infor call 253-1745
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1

ER HERE
THAN THERE
Now what must be understood is that, though Canada
is far from paradise, these are the things that we don't have

I
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Rugby team
wins MRU
B:f: Trevor Drake
The University of Windsor
men's rugby team are the 1996
Michigan Rugby Union Collegiate League Champions.
Wtndsor secured this tirle with
a 34-0 win over Northern
Michigan Universfry on Saturday October 19 at the St.
Denis Centre Fields.
Even though Windsor
was resting five regulars, they
dominated the match from the
begmning. Scoring trys for the
home team were David
Jamieson with two, Darren
Stabler, Dack Heslop, and
Paul Hounsell. With this win
Windsor ends the season with
a 4-0-2 record.
Windsor now moves up
to the Mid West Qualifying
Tournament. Windsor is
ranked fifth out of the top 16
teams from regional divisions
within the Mid West Their
first game is on October 26
against Northern Illinois and
if successful, Windsor will
advance to the Mid West final
four and have a chance of securing a berth in the National
Finals in dle spring.

Fall classic
Bl'.: Brian Anderson
The World Senes has lived up
to its title as the Fall Classic.
It didn't look like it after game
one. Andrew Jones stepped
into the national spotlight
when he hit two home runs
to lead AtJanta to an unpressive 12-1 victory in the House
that Ruth built Yankee Sta-

diurn.
Game two saw Greg
Maddux at his best, holding
the New York Yankees to two
hits as he pitched an eight inning gem. Atlanta, behind the
bat of Fred McGriff, won
game two 4-0. The Series
shifted to AtJanta, and if the
Yankees were to follow their
play off patterns, this spe]]ed
trouble for Atlanta. The Yankees had yet to lose a game
on the road in the 1996 playoffs, and continued this trend
in game three as Bernie
\Vtlliams continued his torrid
post season, hitting a two run
homer in the eighth to help
the Yankees beat Atlanta 5-2.
Game four on Wednesday
night saw Atlanta chase Yankee starter Kenny Rogers
from the mound after three
ltl.tlings. Atlanta lead 6-0 and
it looked like another cinch
victory for the Braves. New
York roared back to make it
6-3. Jim Leyritz stepped into
the ever so prominent hero
role, as he tied the g-ame with
a three run homer..The Yankees went on to win the game
and have since taken a 3-2
series lead.
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A tale of two teatns
By Brian Anderson
The University of Western Ontario Mustangs entered Saturday's
contest against the Windsor
Lmcers rated number two in the
country. They had a record of six
wins and one loss, while Windsor's record stood inversely at
one wm and six losses. The Lancers were coming off strong
showings against Waterloo and
McMaster, but the Mustangs displayed why they have always
been considered a football force
in this country by blowing out
the Lancers 4 7-0.
The first quarter was a defensive struggle as both teams
failed to get anything going. The
Windsor defense looked up to
the task in holding the almighty
Mustangs, but the offense seemed
scared. Perhaps they weren't expecting to do anything against
this team. Or maybe they missed
the running duo of Chris Moore
and Walter Pierce more than they
should have, but drive after drive
sputtered and the Lancers ran a
total of 12 plays on four drives
(including punts).
It goes without saying that
they did not dent the score sheet
on these 12 plays. The first scoring play came on the last play of
the first quarter when the Mus-

Lancer cross,
double trouble
By Mac Truck
The Windsor l...,ancers Cross
Country Teams were stealers last
Saturday at the Wilfrid Laurier
Open. On the women's side,
Missy McCleary continued her
dominance by posting a start to
finish victory over the 3.8KM
course. Missy was supported by
another strong performance by
the Lancer women with Blaire
Kniaziew (fourth), Marnee
Beamish (fifth), Deborah
Springer (seventh), and AnneMarie Carey (eighth) rounding
out the squad. The Lancer
women narrowly beat their nearest competitor, Brock, by six
points to ensure their second
team title in as many weeks,
moving their OWIAA Conference record to 23 wins and six
loses.
On the men's side, Drew
MacAulay had another excellent
race winning the individual title
over the 6.4KM course. Drew's
supporting cast was more than
ample to secure another team
victory.
Rookies
Kevin
O'Connor (fifth), Darryl Currie
(sixth), Joe Landon (seventh),
and third year veteran Jeramte
Carbonaro (eighth) did some
strong pack running to clinch the
win over Waterloo and Brock.
This moves the men's OUAA
Conference record to 20 wins
and zero loses.

Windsor's Lancers - 'K' for effort.

tangs capped off a 65 yard scoring drive with a one yard touchdown run. Then the onslaught
began. ~stem's next four drives
resulted in scoring plays and
Windsor didn't look like it belonged on the field. The offensive woes continued as they
moved the chains for one first
down in the second quarter. The
first half ended in a 29-0 score.
Windsor's first possession
in the second half garnered a
punt after two unsuccessful nmning plays. Western continued to
move the ball at will and scored
at the same pace. They lead 400 at the end of the third. It took

Photo l!J Lana sports naff.

a roughing the kicker call in the
fourth quarter to successfully
gain a Windsor first down, and
from tlus Andy Vasily completed
two strikes, one to Ross
McKibbon whtch gained 18 and
the other to Micah Wagenberg
that added 25 yards.
But, to exemplify Windsor's fortunes, the next three
passes fell incomplete. Western
scored on its next drive to complete the scoring at 47-0. It was
a dismal day at J.W Little Stadium in London, Ontario for
more reasons than the weather.
The 1996 Windsor Lancers have been a tale of two foot-

ball teams. It seems that they can
play with the best, and play like
the worst. The one thing which
is noticeable is the play at home
versus play on the road. On the
road, the scores were 33-1, 3220, 41-6, and 47-0. A combined
27 points for and 153 points
against. Contrast this to the
home scores of 13-12, 15-12,
and the lone victory for them so
far 37-0. These totals are 62
points for and 25 points agamst.
Perhaps their home uniforms are
a lot more comfortable. This
team has shown enough bright
spots to determine that there is
a solid future for Lmcerfootball.

Men volleyball team bring home bronze
By Craig Laoniog
The Brock Invitational was an
early testing ground for the
Lancer men's volleyball team.
I Iavmg lost four of six starters
from last year's top 10 ranked
team, the Lancers headed into
this tournament not knowing
what to expect. The Lancers
compiled a 3-2 record over the
weekend, and came away with
the bronze medal.
In pool play, the Lancers
disposed of Memorial University from New Brunswick 3-0,
and Laurier 3--0. Scott Preston
led the way m both of those
matches racking up ten
kills, two blocks and two
aces against Memorial,
and then contributing
eight kills, one block

and one ace against Laurier.
Derek Schroeder chipped ll1 with
seven k.tlls and three blocks in
the Laurier match.
The final match of pool
play saw the Lancers come up
against a much improved, even
cocky Ryerson Rams team. Both
teams were 2-0, and a wm meant
an easier semi-final matdi. The
Lancers won game one 15- 7, and
after a slow start had
reestablished their momentum
111 game two trail mg the Rams 119, when starting middle blocker
Derck Michels tried to block an
over passed hall and came down
on his ankle, sustaining a third
degree sprain. This took the
wtnd out of the l..an,erssails,
and they dropped game two
by a score of 9-15. Now
even with onlv one starter
from last ye~'s team on
the floor, the Lancers
found a way
t
0

prevail in game three 15-10.
However, that was all they
could muster as Ryerson went
on to take games four and five.
Sunday morning's semifinal put the L,.mm, in tough
against York University.
"The team went mto this
match thinking they were going to lose," said l fead Coach,
Humb Kemmere "It w.1s as if
their spmt to wm went down
when Derck went down "The
men played uninspired volleyball and got absolutely destroyed m three straight games.
"It's very disappointing
to sec the team give up after
losing only one player, especially when Andrew Rolt came
off the bench for Derek and
did a fantasttc job."
This put them mto the
bronze medal match against
Laurcncian University, and the
uninspired play continued in
the first two games, which the
I ..ancers dropped. Then somehow the desire to win returned to the team and they
won the next three games to
capture the bronze medal.
This is an encouragmg
start to the year since this is
a much younger team than
last year's with not a lot of
game experience. TI1e Lancm are home for their first
league game on Wednesday
November 1 at 8 pm.
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8PEND THE WHOLE WEEK WITH U8!•FL SUNDAYS

-12 TVS 2 9ATEUITE9
-OFFJCJAL NR PACKAGE
-2 FOR 1WING9 All DAY LONG
flONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL
.'

-2 FOR 1 WJNG8 5 'TILL 11PM ,
TUESDAYS -LARGf CADILLAC JACK19 PIZZA
ONLY $5.99 FROM 5-llPM

WEDNESDAYS
-HALF-PRICED APPETIZER8 5-11PM
THURSDAYS

-HALF-PRICED FAJITA8 ($5.90) 5-11PM
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.
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(I) Little Caesars·
LOOKWHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

I~
II

IJttlefa!san"
1LARGE
PIZZA .
with 2 toppings

: $9!!

I
l.....~~-f-~}J6~
~-:~-1 2 SMALL
Volid 10< o l,m,ted lime a,
porlicipoting locahons

,

PIZZAS

with cheese.and 3 toppings

RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00
LUNCH
SPECIALS

1

Small

· 11 AM -

Pepperoni
Pizza $

3 PM

4 .99

Closest Location to University
CARRYOUTPlus TaxNOLIMIT
1930 Tecumseh ~/est@ Bridge 256-3161
§
1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534 ;

YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1200 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS
WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258-2847
Some restrictions apply. See counter for details.
500 Aeroplan Miles available with every rental.
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Athletes of
the week
MALE
Doug Oberholzer
Lancer Soccer
Doug finished out the season
with one goal against McMaster.
The second year forward played
aggressively this weekend, as he
has all year. Despite a disappointing team finish in the
OUAA west division, Doug remained in the top ten for scoring all season. Sunday's goal gave
!um a total of six markers in 11
games and good for third in the
division.

OUAA

FEMALE

Jodi Beaugrand
LAncer Volleyball
After a two year absence from
interuniversity competition.Jodi
returned to the Lancer line-up in
fine form at the Brock
Invitational Tournament. A
powerful hitting force on the
court all weekend, she led the
team to the futal game versus
York. The Windsor native was
selected as a Tournament All-

Star.

HOCKEY STANDINGS
FAR EAST GPWL TF
McGill
2 2 0 0 23
Ottawa
2 1 1 0 5
UQTR
2 1 1 0 4
Concordia
2 0 2 0 2

A TP
3 4
4 2
5 2
15 0

MID EAST GP W L T F A TP
Guclph
Toronto
Queen'

RMC

2
2
2
2

2
1
1
0

0
1
1
2

0 12 2
0 8 4
0 3 16
O 4 12

4
2
2
0

12
Waterloo
12
Guelph
102
Yock

134 8
Laucier
138 6
Toronto
Windsor

7

6 1

0 137

7 5 2
10
7 4 3

0 161

7

0 143

7
7

McMaster 7

3 4

72

0 151

3 4 0 83 135 6
1 6 0 90 181 2
0 7 0 35 196 0

CIAU FOOTBALL TOP TEN
MID WEST GP W L TF A TP

Spitfires
make some
roster moves
By Lance Staff
The Windsor Spitfires
added in a trade a couple of
weeks ago netminder Scott
Roche from North Bay. Roche,
19, a second round pick for the
St. Louis Blues should solidify
the netminding for the club. In
exchange for Roche the Spitfires
give up 19 year-old defencemen
Chris Van Dyk and a couple of
low draft picks.
The addition of Roche is
a key move for the club with the
startingnetminderTerry Joss being sent home waiting to be
traded. That leaves the Spitfires
with Ron Vogel and Ryan
Gelinas backing up Roche.
In other news citing a lack
of motivation for the game, third
year forward Wes Ward has decided to remove himself from
the roster of the team. Ward has
returned home to Fredericton,
N.B. where he hopes to continue
his education and hockey at the
Wliversity level. In five games
with the Spitfires this season
Ward was pointless while accumulating 12 penalty minutes.
The club also welcomed for the
first time into the line up their
fut round draft pick defencemen
Kip Brennan. Brennan. Brennan
was
recovering
from
Mononucleosis.

Waterloo
Laurier
Western
Wmdsor

2
1
0
0

FAR WEST GP
Lauren.
0
Yock
0
Brock
1
2
Ryerson

2
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

10 3
2 1
0 0
0 0

W
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
1
2

TF
0 0
0 0
0 2
0 2

4
2
0
0

A TP
0 0
0 0
8 0
4 0

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Oct.19
Guelph
13 Laurier
10
Waterloo 30 Toronto
5
Western 47 Windsor 0
York
15 McMaster 13
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Team

GP W L T F A

TP
Westem

7

6 1

0 216

1. Saskatchewan Huskies
2. WESTERN MUSTANGS
3. St. Francis Xavier X-Men
4. WATERLOO WARRJORS
5. Calgary Dinosaurs
6. Ottawa Gee Gees
7. GUELPH GRYPHONS
8. McGill Redmen
9. Alberta Golden Bears
10. UBC Thunderbirds/
LAURJER HAWKS

Toronto
Carleton
Waterloo
York
Laurier
Western
Oct. 20
Lauren.
Carleton
Laurier
McMaster
Western
Queen's

1
6

Trent
Lauren.
Brock
Ryerson
Guelph
Windsor

3
1
2
2
0
1

Trent
Toronto
Brock
Windsor
Waterloo
York

Oct. 18

1
1
2

ppd
0
1
0

1
1
2

0
0

McGill
Toronto
Waterloo
Oct. 19
Ottawa
McGill
Guelph
UQTR
Waterloo
Oct. 20
Guelph
Laurier
Queen's

9
7
2

RMC
3
Concordia 1
Ryerson
1 or

3
14
8
3
8

RMC
Queen's
Concordia
Toronto
Brock

1
0
1
1
2

4
2

UQTR
Ryerson
Ottawa

1
1
2

3

SOCCER STANDINGS
EAST DIV. GP W L T F A TP
Queen's
Laurenti2.o

Toronto
Carleton
York
Ryerson

Trent

12
12
12
11
11
10
12

S 1
5
5
4
4
3
0

2
2
0
6
4
11

6
5
5
7
1
3
1

17 12
17 10
28 10
20 8
16 20
10 16
8 40

21
20
20
19
13
12
1

WEST DIV. GP W L T F A TP
Lauciet

SOCCER RESULTS
Oct. 16
Launer
1 Waterloo 1
McMaster 4 Brock
0
York
2 Trent
0
Western 1 Guelph
0
1
Toronto 4 Ryerson
Oct. 19

3
1
3

McMastet

Westem
Guelph
Waterloo
Brock
Windsor

12 7 1
12 7 2

4 15 9 25
3 28 14 24

12 6 2

4 19 10 22

12
12
12
12

5
2
2
2

5
4
2
1

2
7
8
9

14 8
14 29
13 25
20 28

20
11
8
5

HOCKEY RESULTS

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS

Oct. 19
Wilfrid Laurier Open
MEN'S 6.3KM Team Scores
1. UNIVERSITY OF
WINDSOR (27)
2. University of Waterloo (!3)
3. Brock University (!9)
MEN'S INDIVIDUAL SCORES

1st
5th
6th
7th
8th

Drew MacAulay
Kevut O'Connor
Darryl Cume
Joe Landon
Jeramie Carbonaro

20:36
21 :33
21 :35
21:36
21:42

4th Blaire Kniaziew
5th Marnee Beamish
7th Deborah Springer
8th Anne-MarieCarey
10th Erika Jensen

15:05
15:08
15:21
15:40
18:53

58

OWIAA
SOCCER RESULTS
Oct.16
0
York
6 Trent
0
Toronto 4 Ryerson
1
McMaster 2 Brock
0
Western 1 Guelph
0
Waterloo 2 Laurier
Oct.19
1
Toronto 3 Trent
1
3 Carleton
Ottawa
0
2 Guelph
Laurier
1
Waterloo 2 Brock
Western 1 Windsor 0
Oct. 20
0
9 Trent
Ottawa
Queen's
1
1
York
1
Carleton
Toronto 4

Brock
1
McMaster 3
Western 1

1
0
1

Laurier
Windsor
Waterloo

McMaster
Launer
Waterloo

Guclph
Brock
Wmdsor

SOCCER STANDINGS
EASTDIV. GP W LT F A PTS
Ottawa
Yock

Queen's
Carleton
Toronto
Trent
Ryerson

12 100
11 7 2
12 5 1
11 4 5
12 4 6
12 2 8
10 0 10

2
2
6
2
2
2
0

37 3
32 11
32 9
12 20
23 15
7 33
1 53

32
23
21
14
14

8
0

WESTDIV. GP W LT FA PTS
Westero

12 6 1

5 1910 23

12
12
12
12
12
12

6
5
5
4
2
0

2
1
4
4
6
10

4 20 8 22
6 16 9 21
2 16 21 18
4 9 12 16
4161910
2 12 29 2

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS
Oct. 19
Wilfrid Laurier Open
WOMEN'S 3730m
TEAM SCORES
1. UNIVERSITY OF WIND
SOR(25)
2. Brock University (31)
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
13:10
1st Missy McOeary

9
QUICK

WHILE

u

WAIT

LUBE

no
appointment
necessary

for use in our QUICK SERVICE DRIVE THRU
We thank you for changing with us.
NOT TO BE USED WITH Af,fY OTHER COUPON OR DISCOUNT

R/0 # - - - - - - - - - - -

ASK ABOUT THE GRAD REBATE PROGRAM!
For More Details Contact: Owen Patterson B.A. Comm Studies '95

RUGBY RESULTS
Miclugan Rugby Union
TEAM

G

w

LT TP

Ann Ai:bor

2
2
2
2
1
3

2
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
9
3

Lansing
Michigan
CMU
WINDSOR
Kalamazoo

0
1
0
2
1
0

4

3
2
2
1

0
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Devil's night: What
is the purpose of this
night anyway
car windows and toilet papering
of
trees and bushes.
By Gueoter Holweg
But now on top of these
Ah, here we are near the ideas of the past we have dead
end of October, the leaves tum- antmal parts being left at peoing colours, the m id term to be pie's doors. There 1s a game that
done away with and of course is called something like nicky
the annual fires being lit on the nicky nine doors where some
infamous Devil's Night. Marsh- idiot rings your door bell and
mallows anyone?
takes off before you answer the
Why is it every year there door. Now what causes these
seems to be a house being egged people to do these acts? Do they
or Halloween decoraaons left in really think that because you give
shambles like the neighbour- a name to the event that you canhood bully cat just went ballts- not be punished for your acts of
be on them? Mind you these m- mischief?
cidents are coming down in
I don't think sol You do the
numbers thanks in part to the crime, you do the time and pay
city wide curfews that the mu- the fine. I don't care tf people of
nicipality has set up. But also the past generations did these acts
fact that a lot of these misch1e- and got away with it. Many did
vous evil doers are getting to the not, though, many were either
point where they have a home burned at the stake or hung, iust
of their own and are the ones ask those trouble makers around
being egged!
the times of the witch trials. O h
I believe th~t,the p r o b ~ .,.,~,:,:,, yeah, you. can't becau~e
!ems of Devil s
,·
\j~
' theypatdforthetrmtsNight
lay
~
., ;.,, -~ ) ·&_
chief with theirlives.
when they
,.@P,,,
V
···=·= :)_'t.
Besides,
ho~
gave a .,,::,.-efP
,
~ ·-~~/f;f· ·.' /
,
would you feel 1f
name to ;;
-, ,.. ..,, ·:·0:' ,~
,.,_ , ,.
you bought an
this par- i;k._c,, \,.. .;;1.,f/i"'' ~
'·
.i · \ expensive home
"<•"•:,{:·~~-,;,;.':
•
.
t .I c u I a r \$::
,~<#::, · .
·.
or vehicle and
,·,r· •.;$-·::,;,,·
naght. Why ·t:::i-·; ,
; -~
some
little
m the - shall
:f
shithead spread
we say hell ·
t=::--·==-·
manure on the wmdows
do they give an
or smashed the wmdows out
actual name to
of your car and put crap inside
this night, because they who ever of it!
they are, didn't have anything
I don't think you would
better to do on a Fnday night. thank these idiots for putting a
You are askmg for trouble when garden in your car! Just rememyou put a title on something, it ber - what you do to someone
just makes some people want to else comes back at you ten times
explore the real meaning behmd fold . So watch out. Some one
a name. Thing is, as this night might be waiting for you at their
continues every year, different doorstep to put a scare 10 your
and more creative designs of ter- devil's night plan. So till next
ror are done We had the usual time all, have a spooky and safe
cggmg of the house, soaping of I Ialloween.
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·1-~-l. .
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Making a lifetime memory at
Michigan and Trumbull
By Sammy M. Younan
Pull up a chair and let me
tell you about a Friday night I
experienced a few weeks back.
It's around 6 pm and raining like
mad when Brian says to me,
"wanna go to the Tigers game?''
It was near the end of the
season for one of the worst
teams in baseball. So I'm like
yeah let's go! A few minutes later
we're on the bus, going to see
the Tigers.
Since the Tigers suck this
year, the tickets we bought for
five bucks mean we can sit anywhere! And we did. Bnan and I
sat behind home plate, behind
the first base, upstairs, downstairs, crappy seats, expensive
seats...everywhere.
After we got some seats I
nottced this one player in the
outfield, Bobby I Iigginson of
the Detroit Tigers. I decided 1t
would be easy to heckle the Ti-

gers, since they suck this year.
Instead I yelled encouragement.
"Way to go, Bobby!" "Great
catch Bobby!"
While I yelled I wondered
if Bobby heard me...my seat was
a little high up. Later in the game
when Brian and I moved seats, I
found the answer to my question.
We sat in seats that were
still high up but not too high.
We sat there hoping to get a foul
ball, and in the mean time I kept
yelling at Bobby. "You're doing
good Bobby!"
To be honest I don't know
why I focused on Bobby: I just
did. "Keep it up Bobby!" Then
something amazing happened.
Bobby Higginson, number four
of the Detroit Tigers, lofted the
ball up to the stands where I was
sitting. It took me a few moments to recognize the treasure
rolling in the seats next to me.
When I finally picked the ball up
I stared at it in amazement. I got

an actual baseball from an actual player, and to make the
momen t even more special:
Bobby m eant to give me the ball.
Getting a baseball like this
makes me special. Now I'm one
of the few people who ever got
a real baseball. It means that
unlike the thousands and thousands of kids who go to ball
games, I got something they
never get. When I told Brian that
having this ball made me special he agreed with my observation
Receiving the ball singied
me out; 1t made me different. All
the other kids just stared at me
in wonder. Wow! And the thing
was... it wasn't like I d id anything
for it. It was a free gift. A "forno-reason" gift that made me
special. That gift was better... 1t
truly changed my life. Gettang
this baseball, was something really cool, a highlight of my short
life. But 1t wasn't as special, as
that first free "for no reason"
gift.

Tuesday. October 29. 1996
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Guns make it too easy for someone to murder
~ Dave

Ball 96'

Guns don't kill people.
People kill people. Guns just
make it easy.
It's not easy to kill a man.
It takes motivation, opportunity,
guts and stamina.
Johnny and I grew up in
the same neighbourhood, but we
had nothing in common. While
I was going to school and looking for a job, he was going to
the bars and getting drunk.
Drinking made Johnny stupid.
He'd get wasted and then pick

y of

ngc,

l.

::lian

fights with the most dangerous
men available. One time he underestimated his opponent and
it nearly cost him his life.
The knife that the attacker
used was probably five or six
inches long. Rambo was very
~pular at the time. He plunged
it into Johnny's body indiscriminately, piercing vital organs in
the chest., and stomach area, slicing the face and arms and cutting the hands as Johnny tried
to block the attack.

Life's lessons mama taught
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:act,
disrces

Carmella Goodridge

Have you ever gone through one
of life's lessons that woke you
up to people's true feelings and
perceptions about you?
Has your life been filled
with constant struggie and turmoil that you wish you could just
give up and pack it all in? Well,
since coming to Windsor after
graduating from McMaster University, I've experienced a whole
different world that has tested
my philosophies about friendship, relationships, love and myself.
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On friendships:
"Everybody who smiles in
your face ain't no friend to you."
True friendships are made between equals that function as
each others heart and ears. To
many, being a genuine person
seems to be a very hard task in
itself, not to mention being a real
friend. As WE.B Dubois said,
"He has nothing but "friends"
and may the good God deliver
him from most of them for they
are like a lynch to his soul."

"In love there is a transport,
there was a rapture then a sudden revelation through love experiences I discovered the reality of the soul." There is an old
African saying that my companion, Warren enjoys which states:
"When I make love with my
lover, it is as if I were cleaning
grain to feed myself: I eat., I eat,
a whole field full, yet my heart
is not satisfied."

On life:
The complete objective to
life is to find meaning in one's
existence. Life for me hasn't always been easy. How far one
goes in life depends on one's
strength, tolerance and ambitton.
Life commences with the thirst
for learning and awareness.
"Pain is the first principle
on which the universe is built.
Terror is the second. Lust is
third, followed by madness, followed by death." Songstress
Roberta Flack explains her journey in life by saying, "to live is
to suffer; to survive is to find
some meaning in the suffering."
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On love:
The more we are loved by
a person, the more we love in
return. The art of love is to fill
your heart to its full capacity and
to relish the feelings that accompany its overflowing mouons.

of relief, wondering what had
come over us, and grateful that
we'd managed to stop it before
it could ruin our lives, not to
mention the lives of our chosen
targets. Thank goodness killing
takes so much time.
But guns don't take any
time at all. They don't demand a
great deal of strength or stamina,
or talent., or intelligence. Any
child or enraged lunatic can
manage to kill using a gun, accidentally or intentionally Those
precious moments that we might

normally use to change our own
minds can now go toward wandering around in a panic induced
trance, contemplating the rest of
our lives, and regretting our one
lapse of temporary insanity.
I have no doubt that murder and swcide would reduce
dramatically 1f killing were
messy, exhausting, frightening
and time consuming ordeal that
it was for Johnny's assassin. All
moral issues aside, guns are a
bad thing because they are too
simple.

Have fun with sotne cyber chat
By Janice Campbell and
John Bower
Now that we have shown you
how to find your long lost
friends on the web, you'll want
to keep in touch with them. An
alternative to e-mail is to have
everyone log into a chat group.
A chat group is a web site
where people do precisely
that. ..chat.
You can locate chat
groups all over the web. However, we have found two that
we highly recommend. The
first is a group is called
Lambda Moo. It is accessible
through the SGI network at the
university. To log mto the Moo,
you must get to the % prompt
in the network. Type moo and
voilal You are in!
Moo tends to be a very
difficult program to navigate
through at first. It would be a
good idea to have someone
with "Moo" experience to
guide you through the first
time.

Moo is virtual uruversity,
with no graphics. Yes, this does
mean that you will have to use
that thing called an unaginationl
There are numerous rooms
throughout the Moo disguised
as university buildings, such as
the cafe, the library and the registrar.
To become a character,
you must first go the registrar's
office and create an identity for
yourself. For example, you might
no longer be John, you might be
Astro, Happy or whatever floats
your boat.
You will then need to type
help to get a list of commands.
However, some of the more tmportant phrases are "say" and
"@who." "Say" lets you speak,
and "@who" when you enter
into a room, so that you are not
talking to yourself It makes for
a very dull conversation.
Some other things that you
need to know about Moo is that
you must abide by the University of Windsor's computer

standards. That means no harassment., talking about obscene
subjects, or anything of the like.
These are universal
standards on most chat groups.
It is recommended that you
also take heed in the following
suggesuons.

1) Never, under any circumstance, disclose your identity or
personal information.

2) Never disclose your location.

3) Do not use the names of
friends or families ...Th1s 1s not
MCI!

4) Do not disclose your e-mail
address. This is to prevent unwanted "friends" from clogging your mailbox!

5) Never pick up someone
from a chat group. You could
be in for a lot of trouble. If you
do meet someone on a chat
group please use caution!

What's your problem? Ask Dear Ybba

On relationships:
To love someone is the
greatest power in the world.
Unconditional love does not
begin or end the way we want it
to. It doesn't mean that you are
only with a person, it means that
you are for them in an incredibly indesc~ibable way. Loves
means exposing yourself to the
pains of being h urt., d eeply hurt
by someon e you trust yet always
knowing that you must love
deeply as if it were forever only
nothing is ever eternal.

23 punctures all over his
body, yet Johnny survived. He
was rushed to hospital, sewn
back together, and back in his
favourite bars within a matter of
weeks. It seems killing takes skill
as well.
But there is one more vital ingredient to murder. Many
ofus feel the desire to kill at one
time or another. In most cases
common sense eventually gets
the better of us and we dedicate
our energy to other pursuits.
Then we look back with a sigh

On self:

DearYbba,

Self acceptance means self
awareness and self discovery.
How we see ourselves and respect ourselves will d ictate to
other people who we are and
what we stand for. To love oneself is to give direction and this
goes without saying "trust oneself Think for oneself. Speak up
for oneself. Be yourself. Imitation is suicide."
These are all lessons that
my mama taught me never to
forget. I realize now that all her
talk wasn't wasted air. I've
heeded her warnings and indulged in her advice.
As I look back on my life,
I thank God for all my strong
fem ale influences th at have
shaped me into the beautiful
black woman that I am today.

Who are you?
Sincerely,

Dear Abby column that appears
in a lot of newspapers.

DearYbba,

I gotta know
Dear I gotta know,
I am nobody and I am everybody. I am the be all and end all
(and supposedly the "know it
all")I I can tell you where to go
and how to get there - I am
Ybbal

DearYbba,
How did you get the name
Ybba?
Sincerely,

Just far interest's sake
Dear, Just for interest's sake,
For those not so bright people
out there like yourself: Ybba is
Abby spelled backwards as in the

What kind of questions can you
answer and what qualifies you
to give us advice?
Sincerely,
A possible client

Dear A possible client,
Absolutely anything and absolutely nothing! However, occasionally I do have a good idea
or two.

DearYbba,
Are you male or female? black,
Caucasian, Asian, native, Hispanic, etc?
Sincerely,

CunollS

Dear Curious,
Let us assume I am a Martian
(therefore, from Mars) who has
been living undercover at this
particular university for over 100
years, and I see and hear all. In
Mars we are sexless and our skin
is green. Does that answer you
question Mr. way too cunous?

Dear Ybba is a /Qngue in cheek adu"ct column that ,uJJappear every other
week. Leaveyour questionsfar Ybba
at the Lana located do'IVnJtoirs in the
c.AW Student Centre. Please put
them in a sealed envelope andplaa in
the box marked Ybba. This box IS
locked and complete& confidential it
can on!J opened l?J Ybba. Under no
circumstances areyou II) signyour real
n011te or I/St the real n011tes of other
people. Ybba does not 1Wnt II) know
"'60 you ore.
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l Question of the Week
What was the best costume you ever wore for Halloween?
A Pirate

Doug White
Year3
Business

Spiderman, he's g\fun
when you're nine.

.
Craig Allen
%Tu'f<Year
1
"-=:::;:;!?····~
/ .,,,wii Social Science
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The UWSA
executive.

Cara Tolson
Nancy Alfaro
,,, Rebecca Walker
'Cynthia Vo

University of Windsor

STUDENTS'ALLIANCE
STUDENT HEALTH PLAN FOR
FULL TIME UNDERGRADUATES
Now is the time to bring in all of your outstanding pharmacy
receipts for reimbursement.
*All claims for the plan that ended Aug. 31/96 must be
submitted before Nov. 15/96 or you will not be able to make
claim for these prescriptions.
Bring your Student Card to the UWSA Office and have it
validated for the Health Plan.

After validation present your
Student Card at any
Pharmacy and you pay only
20% of the Prescription

Drug Plan

CO-PAY
MAXIMUM
INCLUDES

20% of Prescription
$1,000 per person, per benefit year.
Drugs that can be obtained through
written prescription, excluding but not
limited to the following: smoking
cessation, fertility drugs & anti-obesity
products.

OUT OF COUNTRY/PROVINCE EMERGENCY COVERAGE
EMERGENCY TREATMENT:

The following emergency treatment required by you
or your dependent while temporarily absent from
your province of residence because of business or
vacation:
Room and board in a Licensed Hospital up to the
hospital's standard ward rate for each day of
confinement.
Hospital services and supplies furnished by a
licensed hospital.
Diagnosis and treatment by a physician or surgeon
legally licensed to practice medicine.

TRAVEL ASSISTANCE BENEFIT:
The following services with respect to medical and
personal emergencies required by you or your
dependent while temporar"ilY absent from your
province of residence because of business or vacation~
•on the spot medical assistance
•emergency medical payments
•telephone interpr:etation service
•assistance with lost documents or luggage
•return of dependent children or a travelling
companion
•visit of a family member
•transmission and retention of urgent messages
•legal assistance/ball
•assistance in the event of death to transport the
remains

Accident Medical Expense
Reimbursement

Validation will be Oct. 2 9 to Nov. 8,
1 o:ooam to 4:00pm.
After Nov. 8/96
Validation will only be available Friday's
I0-4pm

When by reason of bodily injury and within 30 days from
the date of the accident and while under regular care and
attendance of a legally qualified physician or surgeon the
insured requires:
a) crutches, splints, tresses, braces (excluding the expense
of a brace or similar device used for non-therapeutic
purposes or used solely for the purpose of participating in
sports or other leisure activities.
b) rental of a wheelchair or hospital-type bed.
ACCIDENT CLAIMS WILL BE PAID ON A REIMBURSEMENT
BASIS. SUBMIT CLAIMS TO THE U. W.S.A. OFFICE.

Out of country Emergency Medical Insurance and Travel
Assistance Services are important if you plan to shop, go for
dinnner, go to sports events etc. in the U.S. because OHIP does
not cover emergency treatment.
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President of Guyana
speaks at U of W
~ Shooalee King

Addressing a large group on
"strategies for sustainable development" in thtrd world countries, the President of Guyana,
Dr. Chedd1 Jagan, spoke to students, faculty and many other
interested listeners last Thursday
in the CAW Student Centre's
Ambassador Auditorium.
Guyana, like other nations
in Latin America and the Caribbean, has undergone a number
of development strategies in the
past that they hoped would have
allowed for growth and prosperity.
Few of these attempts
have worked. According to
Jagan, "past models are all
flawed and we need a new
agenda ...we're back to square
,,
one.
Growth and sustainable
human development can only be
achieved in third world countries
when the gap is closed between
them and their rich first wodd
counterparts.
In order to begin steps towards solving the problems that
exist in Caribbean and Latin
American countries Jagan belteves that they must first look
at the genesis of the problems
of debt, unemployment and
poverty.
The "Debt Crisis" in tl1is
region of the world has much
to do with the concentration of
land which limits the access to

land space in many nations. This
inevitably forces countries to
import goods that were originally produced and exported for
a profit
Jagan said that nations
should not only seek to pay off
their bills but to find the causes
of such enormous debts in
hopes of avoiding future problems.
Poverty and unemployment will eventually be alleviated
when countries reach sufficient
levels of development. Three
steps pertaining to how growth
can be achieved were proposed
by the President: participative
democracy- all citizens involved
in government planning, regional development - free trade
within the Caribbean and Latin
American countries in order to
UWSA President Fanta Williams announced UWSA's donation of $100,000 to the Ontario Student
Opportunity Trust Fund.
stimulate economies and finally
Photo l!J James Cruickshank.
a concentration on debt relief.
The Guyanese motto of
"one people, one nation, one
destiny" outlines the type of development structure that would
"This will improve the here."
be most suitable for growth, one By Dave Garcia
"We'cc incrP-ac:ing the
morale
of the emplovPPc: hPrf',
that allows for participatiqn of The Univer.:'i~ of Windsor Stuwho are involved U'l tl1e process number of students who want
people from all sectors and one dents' Alliance (UWSA) held a
of evaluating requests from stu- to go here, the number of stuthat seeks to better Guyana's press conference last Tuesday to
dents and now can say 'Yes,' dents who wish to stay here, and
economic, social and cultural in- announce a donation of
more often than they can say that's why we feel that by havstitutions to ensure a positive fu- $100,000 dollars over the next
ing a press conference and
'No'."
ture.
three years for the Ontario StuUWSA president Fanta putting this out here and by letThe country is presently dent Opportumty Trust Fund
Williams says that this will al- ting people know that we've put
operatjng under the World Bank The trust fund is a bursary prolow more accessibility for stu- in $100,000 and invested 1t in
Structural Adjustment Program gram introduced by the provindents to gain a university edu- students and education. Many of
and this model seems to be cial government to aid students
the busmesses and industry in
cation.
working for them.
m fmancial need the province
She also put forward a de- the Windsor community will be
Following his address, will match a'!Y donation, dollar
mand for the unn·ersity's admjn- rewarded by the talent that
Jaga.n answered audie~ce qu~s- for dollar. $100 million has been
1strat1on to follow in the foot- comes m terlTls of students with
tions on prospects for mdustnal set aside for this project.
steps of student government in an education because it's our
development m Guy~a and _on
This idea had come about raismg money for the trust fund . future that's on tJ1e line."
issues of supposed racial tension at a recent student council meetJoe Esteves, the bursary's
Williams says that this will
that exist m his country.
ing two weeks ago, with dona- be a student-run program, and program coordinator at the UniA Canadian Association tion receiving unanimous supthat the responsibility will ulti- versity of Windsor, says tJ1at befor Latm American and Carib- port.
mately remain in the hands of cause of tl1is endowment fund,
bean Studies conference being
Dr. Paul Cassano, Senior students.
"there will be $13,000 to
held at York U01versity, brought Vice-President of Development
"What is most important $15,000 every year for students
Jagan to Canada. His visit also and Alumni Affairs praised the
is that there are a lot of student is financial need."
included a proposal for an agree- student government for their
"And since this is an enaid initiatives, a lot of scholarment involving the University of contribution to students in fmanships, a lot of bursaaes," she dowment fund, we only use six
Guyana and the University of cial need.
says. "But what makes this so per cent of that," continued
Windsor.
"This 1s a testimonial to special is that it's done by stu- Esteves, "So it will be around
'We want to see that rela- the student leadership at the
dents. I twill be a plan that 1s ad- forever - as long as the univertions develop between the two university," he said, "The first ministered by students for stu- sity is around."
countries and campuses."
question I get asked (from cor- dents."
Esteves credit~ the student
The prospect of d1stan~e porations) is 'What are students
"It's student's money. It government for their fiscal over
education where students m themselves domg?' Students are
has been accumulated over the the last five years.
Guyana c~ view Umv~rsity of showing the type of leadership years of student unions being
"Over tJ1e last five years,
Windsor lectures and vice versa that no one can begin to imag- financially frugal, and we have a [student government! got their
is also being considered.
ine. The leadership has been ex- responsibility and reverence to act together to pay back tl1e1r
Students of Guyanese emplary."
debt and now they managed over
protect that investment."
background were on hand for
Dr. Richard Price, dean of
Williams says that by com- a three-year period, to commit
this event and took the oppor- student affairs, srud that not only mitting their money to the fund, $100,000."
tunity to meet on~ on one with will the donation benefit stu- more students will stay at the
Orville I Iouser of tJ1e Ofthe countries president. Presen- dents, but the university's staff university.
fice of Awards and PinanciaJ Aid
tations were made to Jagan by will also benefit.
"The most unportanr says tJ1at the srudent government
the Caribbean Student Associa"The Office of Awards thing we've done is that we've has shown initiative, and says
tion (CARISA), the U of W Stu- and Financial Aid receive on a put our money where our mouth tJ1at this trust fund will he bendent Association and other daily basis from students re- is." "All too often, students tell eficial, and has heard nothing
quests for support, this is diffi- us "we need more money to at- but praise over the program.
groups.
.
The event was organized cult for staff who work very hard tend school."
"It's an endowment trust
by members of the Faculties of and who want to support stu"OSAP (Ontario Student that will always be there, furure
Business and Law and the De- dents," Price said, "They arc put Assistance Program) 1s wonder- gcnerat.10ns will benefit," he says.
partments of Geography and in an awkward position m that ful, and it allows students to get
Political Science.
they cannot help."

UWSA donates $100,000 for trust fund
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972-5555

2587 Howard Ave. (at comer of Eugenie St. E)

Treat your study partner
to a cappuccino!
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EXCLUSIVE TANNING SALONS
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STUDY ABROAD

And we'll keep you coming and going with regular
return departures at student discount prices.

A year or a term studying at a university in a foreign
country is an enriching, unforgettable experience. It will
better prepare you for this increasingly globalized world as
we move into the twenty-first century.

Student Return Fares
from Windsor to:

~

I

Ambassador Lounge, Salon "A"
CAW Student Centre

Other discounted destinations available.
Price does not include G.S.T.

November 14th, 1996
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Pickups on campus for Toronto. Dropoffs also availabte. At the Horseshoe
in front of Vanler/Laurier Hall (Wyandotte Avenue). Please see schedule.

221

Surf to http://Www.greyhound.ca/

lireyh~

971·3628

254-7575

,is~

Find out more about the University of Windsor's exchange
agreements at an information session to be held in the:

Toronto $55 Cambridge/Kitchener $41
London $27
Ottawa $118
Hamilton/Burlington $43
Peterborough $75

U.W.S.A.
CAW Centre, 2nd floor.

Thf
edu
fers

44 University Avenue E.

~1gr

for more informa.tion contact

dea

the Office of International Affairs at Ext. 3919
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WESTOWN BIG V

----DRUGSTORE---2oao Wyandotte St. w.
POST
Phone: 253-4477

OFFICE Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
M-F 10-s
10 2
sat. -

Saturday 9 to 6

BRYSON BIG V

I 1S m:

lsucc
I

-DRUG STORE- I
3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

We offer FREE DELIVERY on everything we sell JUST CALL US!
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I Work Study programme questioned
Bv Andy Vainio
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A student who wished to
remain anonymous rec~ntly approached the Lance w,?1 cornplaints about the Ontario Work
Srudy Program (O~SP) · She
)aid that after receiving $8 ?00
in OSAP funding, her appltcanon for the OWSP was denied.
She said she submitted ~t ~ediately after the appltcat1ons
were made available to students
and is "wondering how they
make these decisions since the
amount of OSAP I am rece1ving 1s a pretty clear indicator of
my need." She noted th_at "the
discrepancy between my income
my expenses was quite clear,"
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By Liz Mitrevski
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The University of Windsor is an
educational institution that offers many support programs for
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which
makes the transition from high
school to university easier for
first year students is th~ P~er
Advisory Program orgarnzed by

I
!
jl

their application has been handlcd arc welcome to contact him
for a personal explanation and
students who were denied have
the option of applying for a bursary.
He also said that students
whose need fell under $800 were
denied because once they are
hired into a work study position,
they would have to be let go after their need was fulfilled. He
added that 1t would not be fair
to place both employers and students in such a predicament.
I Ie said that while the
number of 1obs available is becoming smaller, that is something that is beyond their con-

Helping new students

IC•
//

t

financial need, and students
must complete an application
along with a budget that takes
into a~count the cost of books,
tuition, as well as the cost of living. Also, whether or not the
student is receivingOSAP is also
taken into consideration.
He said that "there was
an initial review of the applications" which was followed by a
second review, and "of the SOO
applicaaons we received in the
initial round, only about 3% of
them were denied because they
did not demonstrate financial
need."
Houser noted that those
who are dissatisfied with how

trol and 1s the result of larger
economic factors. He said that
while students who are not_ recciving OSAP arc now eligible
for the program, "we've taken
some of the mo~ey gener~ted h_Y
the 18 percent increase m tuttion and this has enabled us to
entertain more applications from
students than we have in the
past."
He also said that "roughly
80 to 90 per cent of the students
that are applying" are also OSAP
recipients and the money that
has been made available to them
has also allowed them to expand
their bursary pool.

Peer Advising program

ij.

@
,t,f
~

.
and she is mystified as to why
she was not eligible for the Work
Study Program.
. She al~o said ~at this is
particularly disturbing since this
1s the first year that the program
has been open to students who
arc not receiving OSAP. She
said her complaint is that "while
all students ~eed jobs, this program was ongmally designed for
OSAP students, so the least they
could do is offer us the jobs
first."
When asked about such
a criticism, Orville Houser, Director of Student Awards, said
that the main criteria for the
Ontario Work Study Program is

Page 3
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to Dr Barbara Nicwitecka and
22urnversity volunteers. It is designed to help first year students
deal with a variety of problems
that they may encounter at this
new place of higher learning
such as course selections, faculty
transfers, academic probation,
withdrawals, and time management.
I A peer advisor has a tough
Job. Any mistake that is made
can directly affect the advisee's
I educational career and may damI age the reputation of the program as a whole. In order to
consistently present correct and
I current information to first year
I students there 1s a vigorous
I training schedule that is manda1tory for all volunteers to attend.
I The training begins over the last
I half of the Winter semester, conI tmues throughout the summer,
I and into the academic year.
I During the academic year
I peer ad visors meet once a month
I lOcttScuss various changes, prob1tems we have encountered, and
I successes we have accom1 ~ished. The training deals with
I various aspects of university life,
j such as the role of peer advisers,
I ,ong rage career planning, and
I :he requirements for adding/
I dropping courses and applying
I to different schools. The knowl1 edge about university and aca1 dem1c regulations that a Peer
I Advisor must know are mani1 fold, and therefore we must go
I through the vigorous training.
I
The Peer Advisers' team
I15rnadeup of students who have
I successfully completed at least

I
I

one full year of university and
have remained in good academic
standing. Their goals are to be
an accurate source of information to their clients, to be accessible to them, and respect their
needs and concerns in a professional manner. All volunteers
must have a genuine interest m
helping other students, and be
available to commit to the various training sessions. Peer Advising is an important volunteer
job, no slacking off is allowed
because students depend on
them for their knowledge and
help. Attendance at meetings is
mandatory, punctuality is very
important, respect for themselves, our fellow volunteers, and
our peers is demanded, and confidentiality is revered.
During the week, ad visors
are expected to commit at least
two hours during which they will

PEARL

be in the peer advisers office.
The office is private, and when
there are no students needing
assistance it is a great time to do
homework. However, this does
not happen very often. Last year,
395 students were consulted
personally, and 214 students
were consulted hy phone. This
is a very busy office.
Being a Peer Advisor gives
students a lot of satisfaction because they arc helping people
with their future. Sure, ttmc-wisc
!t is very demanding but the satisfaction of hcanng someone say,
"Thank you, you really straightened things out for me" is worth
it The only sad thing about the
program is that it is limited to
first years tudents, and that many
first year students do not take
advantage of the services that it
has to offer.

I

I

• Small Business Registration & Start-ups
. AccPac & Simply Accounting
• All go\lernment remittances
. Year-end preperation

Computer Hardware & Software
, Services
• Software Development
. full and Part Time Contractors
• Hardware and Software Consulting
. 1\/o\lel Certified Administrator
3155 Howard Ave. Suite# 213

IN THE ROUNDHOUSE CENTER
Phone 969 - 9077 Fax 969 · 3889

Danj Bobb1s

~AL,ON

I

I

'------

Accounting & Business Planning
Services

Visit us in
1)c,min J)ta;za.

O, t-mail

.~.

Us ~cu, ~ai,
I- - - - - - ...I I
Rent 1 Movie or
game & get 1

I

FREE

"

Rent 1 Movie or
game & get 1

I I

FREE

~,,

Lots of free

-<uu~tcns.1 Parking ava,.1a bi e !

L------ '--------

Phone 969-9180
Fax 969-7890
e-mail hair@Salon51O.com

3225 Sandwich St. 258-2378

web page - http://www.salon51O.com

I

Valid on current new releases.
Must be equal or lesser value.
coupon per customer per visit.
Expires Nov. 14, /96

l0ne

I I

Valid on current new releases.
Must be equal or lesser value_..
One ooupo~ per customer per v1s1t.
Expires Nov. 14, /96

I I

I
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Schools should pay for student loan defaults, says U of 1
By Meg Murphy
TORONTO (CUP) Ontario colleges and uruvers1ties
should be made to pay up if their
students are defaulting on provincial government student
loans, says administrators at the
provinces largest university.

In a brief to a government
advisory panel on the future of
post secondary education, the
University of Toronto advocates
a new rating system based on
student loan default rates - a
system that rewards the mstitutions with lower rates.

RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00

"If one university per- rates because everyone is exforms better then another uni- pected to re-111vcst a standard 10
versity it should get some rec- per cent of tuition fees into the
ogmtion for it," said Dan Lang, government student aid proassistant vice president planning gram.
and budget at U of T.
But Lang says things have
He says such a rating sys- to move towards a more equitatem is justified because when ble relationship between default
institutions have high default rates and re-investment expecrates that means the government tations. One option is charging
money available for other stu- institutions with a higher default
dents and post secondary edu- rate more, around 15 per cent
cational needs is reduced.
and institutions with a lower rate
Lang adds that default less, around five per cent, says
rates vary widely - a situation Lang.
both government and universiAnother means of achievties ought to be concerned, he ing an institutional regulation of
says.
default rates, he says, is for the
Currently, the institution Tories to grant institutions with
by institution breakdown of de- higher default rates Jess flexibilfault rates is confidential and ity in regulating their own fees.
most Ontario universities and
Lang says the average decolleges do not know the default fault rate in Ontario seems to be
rates of their neighbours. Like- about 13 to 14 per cent and 20
wise, no individual institutions per cent would be considered
are penalized for high default high for an individual institution.

T~e stude~t default ratet
U of. T 1s the ~1rd lowest in~
provmce and sits at about 0
per cent, he says.
ll't
. Adv!sory panel chai·
David Smith says he found
of T's idea both unique and I
teresting.
tr,
.
''We ha~e n~t run intott131
idea up until this brief ~u,
whether you could get mo
funds for s!Udents if you h:
some_ experience rating on dt.
fault 1s not something I can an.
swer," he said.
Phyllis Clark, assistam
vice-president finance and hu.
man resources at York Univer.
sity, says she is unsure about tar.
geting institutional student de.
fault rates.
"I would want to think
about assumptions about future
students being based on the per.l
formance rate of past students" I
she said.
'I

l

I
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Cookies and juice
- The Red Cross
held a blood donor
clinic this week at
the CAW Student
Centre.
Photo ~ La,,11
Photo Dtptortmtnl

YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1200 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.
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WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258-2847
Some restrictions apply. See counter for details.
500 Aeroplan Miles available with every rental.
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Your generation is showing more responsibility than any generation that's gone before you
and that's a fact. So now it's time for you to stand up and play an active role in our efforts
to get the message across about responsible use of alcohol.
Because some peoQ]e stilJ don't "get it".
What would you say to them
if you could put your message on national lV?
Or in newspapers? Or radio? Speak out.
Submit your message to us and it could be part of a national campaign
to get the word out on responsible use of alcohol.
And you could be part of that campaign, too. Because if our panel selects your message,
you'll be heard. And you'll be participating in the production of the campaign.
You'll also find it very rewarding because there is a total of $100,000
in cash rewards for chosen submissions. And the top submission
could earn up to $15,000. And every submission will receive a free
Polygram "Sound Out" CO, featuring a compilation of Canada's hottest bands.

I
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It's time for you to stand up, speak out and be heard. But you need to hurry.
The deadline for entries is December 31, 1996.

I

Submission information and brochures can be picked up
at any Sam the Record Man, Music World or Cineplex Odeon Theatres
OR BY CALUNG 1-888-BE HEARD (234-3273}
or at - www.brewers.ca
~ -
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stand up
speak out
be heard
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Now is the time to bring in all of your outstanding pharmacy
recei ts for reimbursement.
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Bring your Student Card to the UWSA Office and have it
validated for the Health Plan.
After validation present your
Student Card at any
Pharmacy and you pay only
20% of the Prescription Cost.
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Validation will b e O ct. 29 to Nov. 8 ,
10:00am to 4:00pm.
After Nov. 8/ 96
Validation will only b e available Friday's
I0-4pm
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Out of country Emergency Medical Insurance and Travel
Assistance services are important if you plan to shop, go for
dinnner, go to sports events etc. in the U.S. because OHIP does
not cover emergency treatment.

r
1
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The Lancers season in review
By Lance Sports Staff
The Windsor Lancers finished
their 1996 football season in
fashion. This team played much
better than its 1-7 record shows
and leaves a sagging question of
what docs this team need to do
to win:> The answer would be to
put 60 minutes together of the
type of football that they have
shown they arc capable of playing. On Saturday, they had an
early lead agamst plar-off-bound
Guelph, they relinquished the
lead then stormed back to make
1t a close game. This on-agam
off-again effort epitomizes the
entire season,
This was possibly the last
game for a number of Lancers
who were introduced at the begmmng of the game. The fol lowing players may have suited
up for the last time in a Lamu
uniform: Punter Andy Vasily,
Defensive backs Dwayne Walker
and Brett Gaskell, Slotback
tvlicah Wagenberg, Linebackers
Joe Maher and Jeff Carson,
Wide Receiver Llndsay "fod, Defensive Lineman Jim Morris, the
explosive right side of d1e Windsor Offensive Line Guard Chris
Church and Tackle Dan
f:omi kcy, and Running Hack
Ross McK1bbon.
fhese players were looking for top.notch performances
to cap off their careers. For
many this was a career day.
0

Rugby stomps on yankee soil
By Kate Maguire
The University of Wmdsor
women's rugby team travelled to
Madison, ~'isconsin to participate m the Midwest Women's
Rugby Invitational and Collegiate National Qualifcr. Windsor was the only Canadian entry
in the 17 team tournament and
was prepared to make a heavy
impact on the he American players.
The first game of the tournament turned out to be very a
exciting one agamst University
of Marquette. Wmdsor has been
known for their quiet starts m
the first half, but his was not the
case. Windsor came out wtth full
force to put numbers on the
board quickly with the score
bemg 15-0 at the half.
In the second half of the
game Marquette battled back but
were unable to score more than
one try due to the great defcnsc
delivered from the Wmdsor
backs. Trys were scored by Kate
Maguire, Tanya Helch, Glynis
Postans and Chantelle O'Brien.
The final score was Windsor 20,
Marquette 5.
'-'<'1th one win under their
belt, \X'inc.lsor enterec.l the next
match against University of Wisconsin with high hopes FatJguc
had set in and Windsor was unable to hold off the aggrcss1\'C
oppos1t1on. Most of the sconng
hy Wisconsin took place 1n the

first half, but Windsor fought
back in the second half and a
try was scored by captain Jen
Pa.re. The final score was Wisconsin 23, Windsor 5.
The last game of the tournament proved t<> be the best
match yet against South Dakota
State University. After the fesL1vit1cs of the rnght before, 1t was
surprising Windsor was able to
play a fast paced and thnlling
game. W"mdsor was victorious
with rrys scored by Heather
Farrel, Lynne l Ieydt and Martha
Wilso~ who also kicked the conversion for a final score of 17-

0.
The Wmdsor Women's
Rugby team 1s proud of thetr
performance and representation
of Windsor and of Canada This
season the team has demonstrated both their ability and skill
against some of the finest rugby
teams in the U.S.A. Midwest
The Windsor Women's
Rugby team has developed tnto
a competitive force with the help
of great coaching from Akos
1oszerand an ltlCrcase IO rookie
turnout over rhe last three years
Catch their next game
against \X'estern on the H.K.
field Saturday, November 9 at
1.00 p.m., and women vs. men
at 3 00 p.m on the H.K. field
Sunday, November l 0. Parry after at the Sandwich Mill. See you
there!

Guclph's first drive was
halted by a sack by Linebacker
Jeff Carson, which forced a
Gryphon punt. Wmdsor's first
possession resulted in a Scott
Miller interception, but Steve
Grona answered that with a pick
of his own. From the Guclph
47 Mdler hit Chuck Crabbe for

a mce 18 yard completion and
this dnve ended with a 35 yard
field goal br Ken Tumak.
Windsor held again and
MdGbbon earned for 12 yards
on a pair of rushes Crabbe responded with another 18 yard
catch and this time Tumak's
field goal attempt was blocked
The first quarter ended with the
Lancm ahead 3-0.
Guelph's next possession
highlighted a couple of big plays
including a 23 yard run. On second and eight Windsor held and
forced Guelph to kick the field
goal to tic t11e game. Miller fumbled on the Lancels next senes
and Guclph capitalized. Scormg
to make it 10-3.
Vasily started the next senes at quarterback hut failed to
get anything going. The teams
traded punts to dose out the half
with Guelph leading 10-3.
The offense behmd Miller
once again, failed to get anything
going until Miller hit Jay
McCurdy. McCurdy turned a 10
yard completion into a 40 yard
effort. A third down gamble
failed to cross the plane of the
goal line and Windsor went away
empty-handed. Guelph took
over on downs at their own two
and began a life-sucking drive
that showcased another 70 yard
gain. This drive elapsed 108
yards and made the score 17-3 .
Their next two drives went
nowhere and on the second punt
the Guelph player returned the
punt for a touchdown to make
the score 24-3. With 5:08 remaining the Lancers could have
given up, thrown in the towel,
conceded the defeat and the season, but something else happened. McKibbo~ playing in his
last game must have decided that

he didn't want to go out like that
Following Craig Sutton's 34 yard
kickoff return the L:mars steppc-d
it up a notch . Miller completed to
Crabbe for 13, Wagenbergcaught
a 10 yard pass, McK.thbon made
two great catches and gained an.
other first down. Miller h11
Wagenberg for six yards, and
McK.ibbon again for 12 to put
Windsor on the Guelph two yard
line. McKihbon plunged in to
make tl1c score 24-9.
·me Li,ran got the ball back
after attempting an onside kick
Miller kept throwing the ball,
completing passes to Wagenberg
and Mc Kibbon. I le also ran the
hall cffecrivclr fo r 12 yards, and
finished this dri\'c with a completion to ~cK1hbon ending his Cll·

:~~~h~~:~ :Ov~i;~~st;~~~~;~:
two point conversion was good

but the onside kick failed, so the
final score was Guclph 24, the
I Alletrs l7.
In closing the Lanmrputon
an offensive clinic in the last five
minutes of this game. It leaves die
ever prominent question in your
rrund about " what if they played
like this all the time?" If t11e .Lv:cerr played the way they finished die
game agamst Guclph and the way
they showed they could in games
against Waterloo (15-13), 1oronto
(13-12) and of course McMastcr
(37-0), this would not be the last
game. They would be play-off
hound. 1Iowevcr, things do not
go the way they should and the
Lani~rs finished 1-7. But t11cy went
out on a good note (although a
losing one) displaying the type of
football that wdl win games in the
future. l Iats off to those La11et11
who fm1shed off their careers off
this week. Thanks for the memorics.
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Athletes of the week
MALE

Mark Ktteley
La11ctr Cross Country

TEACHER TRAINING IN
AUSTRALIA OR GREAT
BRITAIN FOR ONE YEAR!

Mark, a third year International
Relations student, ran a strong
race Saturday Oct. 26 to lead the
La11cers to a third consecutive
OUAA Cross Country Championship. The London native paced
the team with a silver medal individual finish over the 10km
course at Old Fort Henry.

I

Obtain Primary and Secondary
Qualifications that allow you to
teach in Ontario. 3 or 4 year
graduates can apply.
Approximate tuition fees $9,500

Please contact:
K.O.M. Consultants
P.O. Box 60524
Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet

FEMALE
Laurie Bale

Lmtctr Hockey
Laurie had a fantastic game on
Saturday Oct. 26, with one goal
and two assists to help her team
beat the Ohio Flames 10-1. Bale
was dominant the following day
against the Level A Michigan
Chiefs. In a game that ended in a
0-0 tie, Bale showed strong leadership and demonstrated how
tough the La11cer women could
play.

Seals are Limited

Boo
Earl

Hamilton, ON L9C 7N7

Phone/Fax (905) 318-8200
Email: kom@wchatonca.
Join the hundreds of KOM
students who have travelled
overseas to complete education
and travel goals!

~~ 1RAVEL CU1S
fr,li WWJ1GES CAMPUS

Th£ Student lrawt txJ)eTU

660 Richmond SbHt. London
1·800-387-2887

Trani CUTS has the best deals on flights
bome for the holidays, but they're going fast
Some Cbristmm Oights are already full!
Rese"e your seat NOW for maximum yaJue
and flexibility.
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ONLY $5 .99 FROM 5- llPM

......,,.

HALF-PRICED APPETIZERS 6-IIPM +-,.. ttt'I>

All UICII IIISIAY TIU SIM IICIITS I
m!:&©m
«fill~~)
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fill,@~~
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ARE YOU BORED WITH
YOUR PRESENT
HAIRSTYLE?!!
WANTED
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LARGE
I
I
PIZZA
I

Cl) Little Caesars·
I
LOOKWHO'S
DELIVERING : $9!!
DINNER!

Outgoing men & women (19 & up)
who can participate in a

Windsor Hair Show
Sunday, Nov. 1 O, 1996.
To Change their Colour or
Hairstyle they presently have.
Those interested can come to the

Sat. Nov. 9/96 1 pm SHARP!!
No calls please.
No experience needed.
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r"l9'116PhoncTcch COil! docs• screen caJlcn and ~mes no ll.lbt.b~ •hen mcctan,g lhroutb thn sn·ic:c
AdulbOflh IS_. 972-00('rX IS a rn::c local can Owadc lhc local c:anu-, area IOftS ddlan«charp::1 tM\ .appl)

with 2 topping,

I

r

72-0008

'""f"ALF-PRICED FAJITAQ ($5.90) 5-IIPM

MARVEL BEAUTY SCHOOL

I

(519)FREE LOCAL CAlL

....
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CADILLAC JACK'S PIZZA .,

I
I

Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

Gll'I F00-,9A.LL •
11011•"-"Y~ 2 FOR 1 WING8 5 'TILL 11PM

I

I

1-on-1 LIVE Connections

t 831 UNIVERSITY Ave.W Windsor

---·

LUNCH
SPECIALS

1

Small
11 AM Pepperoni 3 PM
Pizza $

4 .99

Closest Location to university
CARRYOUT Plus Tax NO LIMIT
·1930 Tecumseh West@ Bridge 256-3161
1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534

I
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With words that matter . • • TOM COCHRANE

Above TOM COCJ IRA NE is joined by Bill Bell, Gregor Beresford and
TARA MACLEA,'-: at the Chrysler.
Left TOM COCI IRANE alone with guitar.
Photo, by David Bukom

By David Knight
The stage at Chrysler ]beatrc
was cluttered with a number of
different gtmars. As the evening
went on, the audience would be
told that each guitar was named
after a hockey star.
After playing Detroit many
times, TOM COCHR.Al',;E told
the audience that it was his first
time playing in Windsor. He began the evening's performance
alone with guitar. As he started
to play one of his older, more
road-testt-d, plamt.1ve and tender
ballads Avenue A, it was apparent that ~ome in the audience
recognized the song from an earlte r
stage
in
TOM
COCIIRANE's career. Responding the applause of the
audience, he called them "a small
hut earnest bunch."
He talked about how he
once quit music to be a taxi
driver. One night, one of his
fares wanted to go to Massey
I !all. Ll!ONARD COi JEN was
the performer that evening. I le
said there was a moment when
he swore he would perform A
Bird On A 1¥-'irt. The song has
hcen no stranger to his sets.

While with REDRIDER they Jar, by Syh·ia Plath They played
recorded the song for their last Paper 1igm, a song he wrote and
album together, The Sym- dedicated to Plath, from Ragphony Sessions, with the ED
ged Ass Road.
MONTON SYMPHONY ORTOM COCHRANE inCHESTRA in 1989.
troduced lf/hite llot as being
"What defines culture, is "about gun runners m Somalia,"
really the small communities," he and said it had been inspired by
said, as he added harmonica, and Arthur Rimbaud. It was one of
began Ragged Ass Road.
many older. more familiar songs.

when opening act TARA
MACLEAN 1omed the trio to
add her vocals in AU The King's
Men. It is easily one of the best
ballads TOM COCHRANE has
written.
It was just TOM
COCI IRANE and Bill Bell for
a touching performance of
Drtanur's Drtam.

on stage. TOM COCI J~'\;E's
next song was introduced with
the caveat that those who ignore
the past arc doomed to repeat
it. He compared the mentality of
those the next song was directed
towards, to those who fell for
Hitler's "final solution." As with
Big League, the performance of
f-Hnatic Fringe was phenomenal.
During his last song he
quoted Walt Whitman, and
talked of the author's persecution. When he walked off stage
1t seemed too soon. The crowd
reacted as 1f they felt so, too.
The crowd called out for
more, and when TOM
COCJ IRA NE returned to the
stage he seemed genuinely surThe audience was told that prised at the pandemonium for
the next song wasn't about his his benefit. He didn't disappoint
son (he has two daughters), but as he began his encore with Bf!l
could be about anyone's son, and Inside The Man. A bare version
was based on one father's loss. of the popular Ragged Ass
The audience's response to Big Road single lf7ish You lf/eU Tn1s
League was overwhelming. was followed by a clap-along
Though it was just TOM version of Good Times. The
COCHRANE and Bill Bell per- evening concluded when the
forming the song, they played lone singer/songwriter seemed
with so much intensity that one to relent and finally break into a
could forget the performance stirring performance of his
was acoustic m nature.
Juno-wmning super-hit Lift Is A
Beresford rejoined the two High1it!J.

6.~=...;;:;;;=~~=..:...~===l~==~am~~~=~=~~=-=-.-~=i:i===:.:....:.=
Bill Bell, who has played
with v10·0R, as well as on the
Ragged Ass Road album appeared on stage and the two
played
Wmdsor
native
ANNElTE DlJCHARME's
Sinking Li~ A Sunset.
Among rising applause
they paused so the Juno-winning
singer/ songwriter could catch
his breath. He talked about the
importance of books and reading in his youth. Of particular
importance to hun was The Bell

Gregor Beresford was introduced as percussionist for thetr
next number, Napoleon Sheds I Its
Skin, from the REDRIDER
classic, Ncruda. The delivery
was restrained and more calculated than the original. The dosmg notes were resonant. Applause mixed with the opening
str-ams of The Human Ra.:t, from
rhe same album. It was one of
the evening's first h1ghpoints.
The next highpoint occurred a few lesser songs later,

Whiten's "Seducing The Reciever"
By Bart Gill2.la
IPe wm the people who wert not in
thepapers. We lived in the blank whik
spaces at the edge of the pn'nt, It gat-e
us mortfmdom. We lived in thegaps
between stones.
- Margart! Atwood,

Tht Handmaid's Ti.Jk
No, that's not it. It doesn ~ mean that
Nothing mort than this...
-~eil Gaiman, Sandman: Prelal aU.

udes and Nocturnes

One of Colette WhJtcn's pieces that arc currently on display at the Art Gallery of Wmdsor.

Photo ,011rft!J of the t,allny

Colette Wh1tcn's show at
the Art Gallery of Windsor, ''.reducing the Re«iver," opened September 21. 'Jbc show was aptly
titled, with deliberate intent.
Whiten's work is nothing if not
intentional in the choice of me-

dia and image. Her work has
changed dramatically from when
she was a sculptor installing fibreglass casts of arms and legs,
along with the frames of wood
and straps that held her models
in place for the aforementioned
casting. At a past talk at the
School of Visual Arts, she aptly
described these harnesses and
structures as being somewhat
"Medieval" and the image of an
iron-maiden briefly ran through
my head (the instrument of torture, definitely not the band,
though the concepts aren't murually exclusive).
These days the work of
Colette Whiten is knee deep in
Deconstruct,vist Feminist
VJlllifllltd OIi /><J§ 9
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... Seduce
Conlin11tdfrom pa/,t 8

miration for m1s artist's mtensity). One such image 1s titled
Vow's Vengence and is a stereotypical image of a mournmg
mother, approximately eight feet
tall, and the woman could be
from Bosnia, Chechnia, or pick
your own site of war where
mothers stand over meir son's
graves and clutch a Soviet made
ri~e in me New World Order. They
still take from the print media
as Whiten experiences it from
her morning read of the newspaper, hut the newspaper images
have in some works been replaced entirely by headlines.
These works in memselves are
aesthetically very beautiful, as
some hang simply in the middle
of the room on a metal framework, and you can see almost
right ilirough them in some sections. Their lack of substance is
interesting in terms of tl1e substance - or lack tl1ereof - of
the imagery she has appropriated.
She is also informed by the
media tempest iliat surrounded
the now infamous Kristen
French / Leslie Mal1offey murder case in my native St.
Camerines. Trial fuels media
circus states one beadwork,
while Bernardo preliminary
hearing set is anotl1er. There are
beadworks that seem to be
spoofs of Jenny I Iolzer's LED's
that proclaim "truisms" to the
unwashed masses but Whiten's
statements lack the authority of
Holzer's truisms: It} not myfault,
or I'm doing the best I can or I didn ~
,wl!J mean it , limply proclaim
several of the beadworks. Others ask disconcerting questions
such as Is technology rewriting Lhe
justice system? - which definitely
references the Karla Homoulka
trial.
Colette Whiten has in
some respects reinvented herself
as an artist. I Ier work now seems
incredibly distant from the
sculptural installation she practised over twenty years ago.
However, her ability to pull off
iliis career tnck, and to do it in a
manner tl1at solidifies her place
as one of Canada's famous female artists defmitely makes her
show at me AGW somethmg
worth seeing.

theory. She is interested in the
images that are presented as
truth for our collective consumption, and just what exactly
they are presenting. She is interested - as the title of her show
would suggest - in subversion
of the aforementioned media
image, basically by the reinterpretation of these images
through what is called traditionally "women's work".
She appropriates images
from the newspaper and renders
these monochromatic images in
needlepoint or in marble beads,
breaking them down to a fragmented imitation of their former
self Her choice of image is deliberate. Her reality of women
culled from the print media is
populated entirely by the image
of woman as victim, be it of
natural disaster or of war. Her
most famous and complete images in this sense are the works
that depict Islamic women engaged in their loud and proud
mourning of fallen members of
the Jihad. Her images of men arc
all of the archetype of Patriarchal power, manifest in male
politicians, often seeming to
hold forth on certain truths tl1at
only they are privy to. Yassar
Arafat is here, Gorbachev as
well, and my personal favourite
pretender to the tl1rone, Brian
Mulroney himself \Xlhiten seems
to quite successfully tourist in
critical theory as it works with
art practice, wit11out lapsing into
that most dreaded of things for
an informed artist with theory
intentions, "smart art." Y'know,
too much theory, not enough
attraction (see Voice Of Fire
and you'll get what I mean).
The work presented at the
Art Gallery of Windsor comes
after these needlepoint works,
and 1s her most recent series of
"bcadwork". Colette has constructcd images by stringing
beads (black, white and grey) on
steel wire coated in nylon wim
metal weights at me bottom to
construct an unagc or text, usually 6 feet long and anywhere
from 8 inches to a foot high. In
some instances, the works are
mind-numbingly larger (picture
Colette Whiten stringing each of
mese beads on by hand, and The show mns until November 17.
you'll develop some definite ad-
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BLUE LIGHT PANIC

E1
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N

By: John Brooks

into his pockets, and conSlivers of leafless branches carve grotesque tinues on his way.
unages into the moon. Short jagged breath
This is not an uncomplumes in the frozen air. There is a muted mon occurrence. I have
atmosphere around the campus, a cold seen it myself I have been
calm. A lone female student walks, self-ab- that man walking behind
sorbed and disconnected. Head down, lost the girl, and I have been the
in thought, she walks with purpose and person the girl has come to,
poise.
in order to avoid the soliFootsteps. I !eels clashing on concrete, tary walk that all students
behind her. Confident steps, long pauses are destined to experience.
between echoes on the cement. Her arms I will be the first to admit
involuntarily wrap themselves around her that it can be a frightening
body, hugging herself She forces herself out affair, especially for females,
of her translucent dream, her legs moving but it's not a gender-specific
faster. I Ier eyes move rapidly, looking for problem.
others, a place, a person, a car, anything.
· As a city bordering on
Closer, louder. Deep breathing com- Detroit, we are subjected to
ing up from behind. There is a cough, a countless news stories of
sharp bark, and she jumps. Rapid images unprovoked violence,
flash in her mind. She is afraid. She is alone. shooting deaths, random
She dares a look behind.
crime, and inexplicable ab- ~~
A man. I Ier neck snaps forward, and ductions. The majority of
her eyes frantically search for someone else, our media intake scares the hell out of us, that's ridiculous. If you don't believe me, call
to walk with, to talk to, anything but being and instills a perpetual, irrational fear.
campus security, they'll walk anyone home
alone. She is terrified.
But guess what? Not all men arc rap- safely, and they'll do a good job of it too.
She crosses the street to the other ists! Not all men are misogynists. Not all
Wouldn't it be better though, if you
sidewalk. He does not follow. Still, she m e n
could strike out on
searches for her salvation.
strike out
If the choice is between carrying fear any street with conA Blue Light. A red panic button, for on the and carrying knowledge that dissipates fidence? Confiher as good as God. She slows down, linsidewalk
fear.1 there isn't much of a choice.
dence in knowing
gering around the light, waiting until he with lust- "-·····
·
·-· · · -----..
···
··- ··-that you can take
passes. He glances at her, and with a curt ful, uncontrollable, raging testosterone. Un- care of yourself? Take a self-defence course,
nod and a tight smile, he jams his hands fortunately, this does not seem to be corn- take a form of martial art, learn how to box.
mon knowledge. Some of us Short of purchasing a personal assault
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - are just trying to get home, or weapon, do whatever is necessary to feel safe
to our car, or just out of the by yourself
WalkSafe Escort Boundaries
cold. Maybe we're walking fast
There is the option of living in fear. If
because we have to be some- that makes you content then so be it. It's a
where. Maybe we just have a personal choice above all, and those kinds
natural tendency for fast~paced of choices are the most important.
walking.
It's a short life that we live, and to live
Arc we still so under- it in fear seems to me to be a big waste. If
developed as a society that you channel all the energy created by fear
women sec themselves as po- into doing something that eliminates it,
tential victims? A man is just a wouldn't you be a better person? If the
IJi,1
' "!'r·•~1t'.,,
..........
." ()f
man and a woman is just a choice is between carrying fear and carry\-Vinci~;Dr
woman. \X'e are proud members ing knowledge that dissipates fear, there isn't
r,~
t~ .. :iHfh1·--:
of an exclusive evolutionary much of a choice.
club that is the pinnacle of thou. But maybe I'm wrong. It could be that
sands of years of battles won this is just the way things are and will be.
and lost, genetic discoveries, Maybe my optimism is unfounded. But I
and unchartered progress. Yet doubt it. Change is the one thing that remany women remain passively m,µns constant as we live our lives, so do
bound in fears of a club-swing- yourself a favor, and make a change for the
ing Neanderthal man.
better. Stop being afraid.
Is it worth the energy
to debate the right and wrong
"for i,iformation 011 how to protect yourse!f
of personal security, to involve
effective!J
contact Campus Police at 2534232 ext.
insults and discord, and to creSlOenia
1234. They are open 24 ~ours a dqy. For more i!iforate clubs and committees to
Centre
mation
on Walksafe, callthe number above or drop l!J
LeBel
Building
separate the factions and start their office on the secondfloor of CAW S111dent Cenanother never ending battle?
tre (beside Social Science Socie(J office) between 6:30
Call me an optimist, but I think p.m. and 1 a.111.
1 :1
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By Guenter Holweg

G uard came out with the Cana-

Well, as most of you know by
now, the New York Yankees are
the World Series Champions.
Are they really world champions
though?
It's not like they played a
team from Europe or Asia to be
called world champs.
They actually played the
Atlanta Braves from the southem United States. Maybe it
should have been called the
"North vs South Championship." The only time I could remember the World Series actually being an international thing,
was when the Toronto Blue J~s
beat the Braves and the Philadelphia Phillies in back to back
championships in 1991 and

dian flag upside down?
Which way did they think
the flag hangs in Canada?
Of course, before the Blue
J~sgot by the OaklandAthletzcs,
writers and sportscasters were
quick to say that if this Canadian team would make the
'World Series," itwould produce
the lowest ratings of the series
ever.
After the Jay.r beat the
Braves in Atlanta to win the
championship, some Americans
had the nerve to say that "\Ve did
not have our best team out
there."
Bullshit! You guys just
don't like losing to a "foreign"
country! If you claim to be a
world champion, does that not
mean that you beat every nation
in the world for that claim?
Correct me if I'm wrong,
but did anyone see the Yankees
beat the Japanese champions by
chance?
I didn't think so. It does
not only stop at baseball, but also

1992.
Of course, we all saw for
ourselves how some Americans
felt about a Canadian team intruding mto "their game" on
national television.
You remember, don't you,
when at Atlanta's Fulton County
Stadium, the U.S. National

I SRC proposals for restructuring
I assumes that the three - faculty
model in the SRC's April report

I cannot be changed when the pro-

I posals for BAU mergers come
I forward later this term or next.

I .

I believe this asswnption is
mcorrect. In my view, the whole
package must be submitted for
senate approval on a 50 percent
maiority vote. I reach this conclusion for three reasons.
First , it is clear that the
April vote by senate did not im1 n:iediately abolish the existing
I eight faculties and leave us without an authorized structure.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

· alIn essence, there will
ways be an American team in the
damn final. Something looks
mighty wrong here. Besides, the
games are always played in
Williams port, Pennsylvania,
USA. Why not play in, oh I don't
know...Toronto or Tokyo perhapsl
Oh but there's the expense
of ttaveling and boarding that
could arise with the American
teams. The other countries seem
to do fU1e. Maybe if you enter
just one bloody American team,
you would not have to whine
about this I Why don't you ask
some of your major leaguers to
dish out some cash. I'm sure
guys like Cecil Fielder and Barry
Bonds with their $30 million
contracts, could afford to send
your teams and their arrogant
attitudes to Siberia.
Seriously, have you ever
seen after an American team
wins a championship? It could
have been a 24-4 blow out, and
they would say "well Bob, it was
a close game fora while, but our

Letters to the editor
Submit the whole SRC package to senate

I
I Dear Editor,
I Much discussion concerning the
I

. b as ketball (NBA), sh ort 1or
c: "I
U1
want $25 million for one season
or else," and the Super Bowl,
land of the rich rookies that get
a $12 million contract deal and
pull a muscle putting on their
padding. Dallas - world champs?
Did they beat the Frankfurt Gala:,g for that title?
No. As Deion Sanders
would say, I want to be both
Super Bowl champ and world
champ together. The only truly
international championship that
we have, besides the Olympics,
although the Dream Teams are
really putting a damper on that,
is the World Cup Soccer Tournament.
Even in the Little League
World Series there is a slight
problem with this "world" title.
Fine, you have different countries battling it out to be the
world's best, but what's the deal
with one division consisting of
all the international teams and
the other consisting of only
American teams?

Something more is needed to
create the proposed three new
faculties. At the very least a confirming vote is required to complete senate's role in implementation. As the April report mentions (page 26), there should also
be proposed amendments to bylaws on senate representation
and composition of committees,
to indicate how the new structures are to operate.
Second, the April report in
its own terms does not purport
to make final recommendations.
On page ten of the report, the
committee "asks that the parties
meet and weigh all the potential
advantages and disadvantages of

the proposed restructuring before making a fU1al decision on
the viability of the recommendations in this report." These
remarks refer to the report as a
whole, not iust the proposals for
BAU mergers.
Third, when the BAU-level
proposals are presented to senate, it 1s not unlikely that there
will be a motion rescind is subject to a 50 percent majority vote.
In my view, the 50 percent majority requirement will apply to
the entire package for the first
two reasons. The third reason
supplements the other two.
The senate vote last April
authorized a great deal of plan-

ning to take place over the summer and fall. Much time and energy has been devoted to this
endeavour. Some of the ongoing discussions at the BAU level
may be tied to particular faculty
configurations, but others may
be quite adaptable to alternate
models.
No one should assume
that the three faculty arrangements m the April SRC report is
carved in stone. It is tn the interests of everyone to aim for an
academic structure that is workable and efficient.
Sincerely,

Maureen Irish

Law

boys stepped up to the challenge
and came out winners.'~ There's
that pile mounting up again and
the shovel to go with it!
Baloney, the game was
close until the other team
stepped onto that ball field and
said "damn we're in their country now. Should have packed
myself a lunch of bratwurst and
sauerkraut!" At least that's what
myGermancounterpartswould
probably say. Maybe as the Mexican ball players would say, ''hell,
we have no chance of winning.
We might as well drink the water ofour homeland because that
would be even more reason to
leave right now before we get
our tacos crushed."
Now there's a competition!
Countries from all around the
world, and not from all around
the U.S., going head to head for
one goal, to truly claim being the
world champions. You see, I
believe in order to be called a
world champion, you must prove
this by taking on the world I

Notice
Due to space
limitations the
Diversions section did not run
this week. The
Lance apologizes
to any groups affected by this. Diversions will return next week.
Please submit
any requests by
Friday at noon.
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take back the night

March to stop violence
!!I.Shonalee King

says one man who was accomBreaking the banners proclaim- panying his wife on the march.
When asked what is the
ing their right to freedom from
fear, women in the Windsor importance of men at such
community gathered last Thurs- events, the male marchers aU
day night to participate in the shared similar views. One man
annual ''Take Back The Night" commented that "many males
feel that it's not their issue ... they
rally and march.
The rally, which took place don't realize that it concerns eveoutside Windsor's City Hall rybody."
Another remarked, "The
where the march began, featured
problem
[of violence) should
various guest speakers including
not
exist
but
it does .. it's defiI Melanie Bynol, the women's isnitely
a
problem
for men as
I sues co-ordinator at the Univerwell."
1 lily, and Freda Ried of the
The event was spearheaded
I SelCUal Assault Crisis Centre.
I The evening's chairwoman, by the university's Womyn's CenI Womyn's Centre co-ordinator tre and the Sexual Assault CriI Tammie Coxen, began by ask- sis Centre. Other groups inI mg the enthusiastic crowd to volved included "Victims for
I write on a "Wall of Shame" the Justice," a local group that
I places where they have been the mainly addresses the legal issues
I victims of violent crimes. An- of violent offenders, and the
I swcrs ranged from classrooms, CAW Local 444.
In her address, Ried was
I to dowotown Windsor, to the
accompanied by Christine
I victuns' own homes.
I
From City Hall, the march- Portras of the French Language
I m took to the streets, going Service at the Sexual Assault
I down Wyandotte to Ouelette to Crisis Centre. Delivering a bilinI Riverside. Chanting phrases such gual address, the two women
I as, "Women unite: Take back the ensured the crowd that one day,
I rught" a little over one hundred "wurnen and children will live in
women set out to nro•·e that :!.Wareness .. [women] have an
through strength
unity they inherent right to safety."
Since over 50 percent of
will eventually be free from fear.
I According to Bynol, the the University of Windsor stuI purpose of the walk was "to dent population is female, the
I claim the night as ours and to issue of campus safety is a key
I 1end a message that women concern of the Womyn's Centre.
I should not be afraid." The gath- In the aftermath of the assault
( mng was geared wwards creat- that took place at the Leddy Li1 mg "a sense of empowerment brary, the group 1s now fighting
I md control through numbers," for better policies pertaining to
safety on campus.
I says Bynol.
Organizers of this event
I A few men were also on
I hand for the event and all agreed assured participants that the
( that events such as these arc very process of obtaining freedom
from fcar and strength through
I necessary.
I
"It's an excellent initiative,
Conhnued on page J
I something that has to be done,"

I

and

Windsor women take back the night! - On Wednesday, November 6 at 6:00 pm many women gathered at
City Hall Square for a protest rally and march in order to oppose violence against women.
Photo by Ptml Hawleins

Researcher injured ·n explosion
By Dave Garcia

and there was no damage to the
laboratory."
Keith Nelligan, the universi-

Windsor Industrial Research
Last Monday, an explosion in
Chair, poured a mixture of
Essex Hall caused a research
about 15 grams (tot.aQ of
assistant to be hospitalized.
aluminum, boron, and poAt approximately 10:20
tassium tetraborate into a
a.m.onOct.28,anexplosion
reP<JrtedJ,vsuffere<J
stainless steel press.
occurred in room 330 of
T
J
Nelligan says that the exEssex Hall. Wen Ying 'Yang
plosion could have been
reportedly suffered second.J.
c..
caused by moisture or be
degree burns on both hands,
0
...t..U.'Stcause of the stauc elcctnc
and first-degree burns on his degi:ee
on his
ity in the area.
face. Dr. John McIntosh, a
Nelligan says that the
chemistry professor and also ty's f lcalth and Safety Manager, Ministry of Labour is invcsti
head of the Chemical Control says that the explosion occurred gating the incident. Yang was
Centre says that "there were no when Yang, a researcher with still hospitalized at Mctropolitoxic hazards after the accident., NSERC/Ford/U niversity of tan Hospital as of press time.

Wen Y111/f" Yaiw

second-degree burns on
b th h
d
anus, an
burns
face.

By-law changes

Student's council holds open forum
By Dave Garcia
The University of Wiodsor Students Alliance (UWSA) held an
forum on changes to their bylaws last Thursday, with proposals that could have an impact on
the structure of next year's
UWSA executive.
The proposal is on how the
student government's vice-president finance is hired. Currently,
the president, vice-president internal and vice-president university affairs are elected, with the
finance position appointed by
the UWSA Finance Committee.
Some have said that by
making the position decided by
an election, perhaps someone
without a background in finance
or accounting would get elected,
while others say that because the
finance position is not elected,
it does not make them accountable to students.

Dylan Bailey, the Chief Returning Officer of the Bylaw review committee, says that by that
argument of whether or not
someone is qualified for a position just because of popularity

president
finance,
Susan
Nickerson, held that position at
both Windsor and at McGill, and
she graduated with a degree in
English.
Jason Hunt, UWSA chair,

"~yone c"'n bepopular when
elected, but whether or not
they ca11 do the fob
is another issue."
could be used for any of the
UWSA executives.
"Anyone can be popular
when elected, but whether or not
they can do the job is another
issue," says Bailey, ''And I don't
believe that anyone who isn't
qualified will run."
He says that having some
sort of background is an asset,
but states that last year's vice-

says that perhaps Windsor could
follow the structure at Hamilton's
McMaster University, where the
vice-president finance (or treasurer) is chosen from among the
entire student council by the student council.
''They would still be accountable, and it can be an option," says
Hunt, "And any student can run
[for the position] as long as they

are on UWSA."
Hunt says that because
there is a certain qualification
aspect to this position, there is
no way to judge one's background during an election.
The other major topic
discussed focused on how
members are elected to student
council.
Bailey noted that certain
faculties on campus have a scat
vacant at their meetings. He
said that one way to ensure that
faculties have representation at
the meetings is to have the
person who wins their own
faculty election as president of
that group automatically be
their representative on student
council. For example, the English Soaety could designate the
president of their society also
as their representative on student council.
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TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 12
Campus Group AA has a
closed meeting every Tuesday
and Thursday from 12 p.m. to 2
p.m. in the C.A.W. Sludent
Center Conference Room 1. For
further information contact Lily
at 258-5698
OPIRG candle light vigil
commemorating the 5th anniversary of the Santa Cruz
massacre in East Timor 6:30 - 7
p.m. in front of the C.A.W.S.C.
For more info call 253-1745.

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 13
Every Wednesday at 5 p.m.,
IONA SEM is holding a study
series entitled Genesis and
Justice Potluck. Bring grain,
vaegetables, or legumes ( or a
particular favorite ). For more
information call David at IONA
College. It is located at 208
Sunset Ave.

OPIRG - Windsor is Media
Awareness and Radio Working
group meets every Wednesday al
5 p.m. al IONA College, 208 .
Sunset. Individuals inLerest.ed m
critical media analysis, journalism and producing the OPIRG
radio show are welcome.
Opportunities to publish your
work are available in both local,
provincial and national outlets.
For more i ormation call 2531745.

OPIRG Windsor and oul on
campus presents: Deserts Hearts
a classical lesbian love story and
" Forbidden Love " a profile of
lesbian live in Canada in the
50's and 60's. 7 p.m. IONA
College, 208 Sunset. For more
information call 253-1745.
Finicial Planning Seminars 7 9 p.m. upstairs al the Grad.
house. CAM Lacivita - " Future
Investment How it can be a
reality".

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER14

The John Howard Society of
Windsor &sex County in
cooperation with the Windsor
Society of Criminology Presents
the shape and future of Canadian Corrections. 7 p.m. at The
Ambassador Auditorium
University of Windsor campus (
Beside Assumption Church )
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OPIRG - Windsor's environmental and Bicycle Working
Group meet at 5:30. IONA
College plans to save the
Temagami wilderness and
promote the use of bicycles are
underway. For more information, call 253-1745.
Robert Bean, Halifax artist
photographer, will discuss his
work in a lecture " Walking in
the Constructed Landscape "at
7:30 p.m. at the Lebel Building,
University of Windsor. For more
information , contact Dee
Douglas al (519) 969-4494.

The Organi7.ation of Part-time
University Students
invites part-time undergraduate
students to attend their next
Student Representative Council
meeting to be held in the OPUS
office at 5 p.m. Refreshments
will be served. For more information, call the OPUS office at
971-3603.
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The Womyn's Center presents
The Sexuality Workshop. This is
part one of a two part workshop.
Part one is women only - Part
two 1s open to all. 6 p.m. al the
Ambassador Auditorium, Salon
C. For more information call
253-4232 ext 4507.
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Donna Mailloux
Pharmacist Manager
Westown Big V

CREST

Chuck Tolmie
Pharmacist Manager

TOOTHPASTE 130ml

Bryson Big V
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WITH EVERY INDIVIDUAL
GREETING CARD*

Jlaitlenclosures.

~, 'Hdv. 30/96.

WESTOWN BIG V

----DRUGSTORE--2oao Wyandotte St. w.
POST
Phone: 253-4477

OFFICE Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
M-F 10-s
10 2
sat. •

Saturday 9 to 6

amv
-DRUG STORE3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

We offer FREE DELIVERY on everything we sell JUST CALL US!
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U of W students create a ''Lifeline''
-By James Cruickshank

University of Windsor students
John Dent and Marilyn
Abbruzzese read in a magazine
about starting your own business
one day, and now that day has
come.
Dent and Abbruzzese cocreated the Windsor's Student Lifeline guide book fora
•
way to save students

I le said their goal 1s just to
break even on the book this year
and, "If everything goes well we
can maybe double the guide next
year."
Dent noted students can
pick up the guide in the main
entrance of the Odette Building

chance to win free tuition for
the semester, a free parking pass
or meal card money.
Dent has met with UWSA
Vice-President Internal Darren
Vanecko about the possibility of
selling the guides in the UWSA
offices, but that is still up in the
air. He would also
like to see the guides
put in the UWSA
frosh kits next year.

"We w-aoted ta show students
mol'e 0£.tfJc cityand what's
4
mon:fWe wanted to . .a.~ ,a'aIJ.a11~iiliiitC tOiiiita•fh.·.e.11J.
•.iia6&.".s._~
eiiia'lliiiit•"•tAb b~~~~s;, a~~
1111

~
" .•
1111111111111111111

show students more
of the city and what's available
to them," said D ent. ''As a student myself I know that you
want to save cash."
The guide, which costs $10
each to buy and allows students
to get discounts from 50 different area businesses with the corresponding coupons located in
the guide.

••
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and from the fraternity D elta
Zeta who are selling them in the
CAW Student Centre. He said
that groups doing the selling of
the guide will get a portion of
the money from it. D ent noted
that anyone buying the guide in
the Odette Building will be eligible for the United Way draw.
T he d raw gives students a

both in the Bachelor
of Commerce Program For University Graduates and said that
getting the businesses in the
community to get involved was
tough to do.
He said many of the businesses had been "burned" by
other people that didn't succeed
and were leery about givi ng
money to them .

WITH CMR 35 DEALERS

"I think being students
made it a little shaky at the beginning," he said.
Dent noted that they had
to go to about 250 businesses
to get 50 to agree to go into the
guide.
In addition, Dent and
Abbruzzese had to distance
themselves from a similar book
that has already been 10 publication for quite some time,
namely, the Windsor Bestseller.
"Our guide 1s definitely '
geared to university students," 1
he noted.
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A Take Back the Night march was held last week. The event was cosponsored by the Womyn's Centre and the Sexual Assualt Crisis Centre.
Photo l!J Paul Hawkins
Conlin11edfrom page 1

unity would not end after the

march was over. Next year,
sexual harassment seminars and
self defense workshops will be
held so that women can empower themselves both mentally
and physically.
The evening concluded
with the marchers returning to

City Hall where they were encouraged to start educating their
sons and daughters on the importance of respeccing each
other.
Many of the local radio and
television stacions were oo hand
to cover the event as women
proclaimed their freedom from
oppression violence and fear.

ADIDAS and FILA

Winter Jacke Sala

r---

Reg. 119.50.. . SALE 89.00
Reg. 129.00 . .
SALE 97.00
Reg. 159.00 ... SALE 119.50

i2Rffl?t!
SUPERSTORE

NIKE~ GUESS Coming Soon!

(Ued,

ADIDAS and FILA

Shoe Sale!

le~

WOMEN

AND

Reg. 49..99 - SALE 29.99
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Rent 1 Movie or
game & get 1

I

FREE

Valid on current new releases.
Must be equal or lesser value.
One coupon per customer per Visit.
L
Expires Dec. 2, 1996

I

I I
I I

Rent 1 Movie or
game & get 1

FREE

I I Valid on current new releases. I
I Must be equal or lesser value.
I One coupon per customer per visit. I

------ . _____ _
Expires Dec. 2, 1996

3225 Sandwich St. 258-2378

MEN

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OFOUR
LAY-AWAY PLAN

>
INTERAC

Speclal Orders
for All Ages

UP TO 25% OFFI
HEAD TO TOE SPORTSWEAR
m.;ROS PL\:lA
1724 Huron C h uttb Road

Monda, llml fftitaw 11:00 t.n1.- 1:oe
Saturday 11:00 t.m.. 5:00 p m.
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Pass(ing) It On
By Andy Vainio
"Even with today's more liberal
attitudes towards sex, homosexuality is sull a difficult subject to talk about, and most people prefer to ignore the whole
question." So reads an announcement by Gay Unity,
Windsor's first gay group, in a
September 1973 issue of the
Lance.
Sixteen years later, the
history of the gay and lesbian
movement in Windsor over the
last twenty-five years will be on
display at Common Ground
Gallery. The exhibit opens on
Saturday, Novem ber 16 in conjunction with Pass It On, another historical exhibit that is put
together by th e Canadian Gay
and Lesbian Archives.
Twenty-five years ago,
three p eople met at the old Uni-

•••

vcrs1ty of Windsor University
Centre and founded a group that
came to be called Gay Unity.
Jim Davies, University of
Windsor Ontario Public Interest Research Group (OPIRG)
Coordinator and a founding
member of Gay Unity, says that
the display w1H consist of old
posters, newsletters, and news
coverage, including coverage of
the Press Council, to which Gay
Unity had to appeal because the
Windsor Star refused to run advertisements for dances put on
by the group. Davies says "they
(the Star) wouldn't use the word
'gay.' They wanted to use the
term 'homosexual."'
So how have things
changed over the last twenty-five
years? "Not much," replies
D avies with a chuckle.
"Things arc a little better.

Tuesday, November 12, 199'6

twenty-five years later
It's now illegal to discriminate
- that's enshrined in the human
rights codes of all but two provinces - but the rate of suicide
among young gays and lesbians
is stiH extremely high. There are
still lots of areas for improvement, homophobia is stiH rampant, and it's still very difficult
for people to be open about their
sexuality."
He says that the progress
that has been made is something
"people worked to accomplish
and wasn't somethmg that a benign government bestowed
upon us. People took the government to court, people demonstrated, and people lobbied
and that's why the improvements
that have been made happened."
He adds: "I think it's important for lesbian s and gays to
have a sense of their history...in

the past there have been many
occasions where because we
haven't had our history documented, we've lost it...in Western society, it's something that's
been ommitted and excised, and
outright lied about."
Ligaya Byrch, UWSA
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Issues Coordinator says since
"more and more gay youth are
coming out," such exhibits are a
"good way for them to learn the
history of it and to feel empowered and know they are not
alone."
She also says that "due to
the amount of homophobia on
cam pus, it would be next to impossible" to hold the exhibit
somewhere where gays and lesbians who are still not out "could
go and see it without fear of any

~

S1

repercussions."
At the U of W, "there are
still a lot of people on this cam.
pus, including faculty and staff
t h at haven,t or can' t come out.'
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sit
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The climate hasn't improved all
that much," she says.
She says that the exhibit
is "not a matter of 'look how
far we've come,' but points out
issues that for gays and lesbians
today arc still very much with
us."
The exhibit will open at
7:00p.m. on Saturday, November
16 and runs until Friday, November 29 at Common Ground Gallery, located at 1942 Wyandotte
St. E. It is being sponsored by
the UWSA Human Rights Office, OPIRG, the Social Science
Society, the Womyn's Centre, and
UWSA.
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Windsor fraternity and sorority help sponsor

Sexual Assault Prevention Seminar
By Lindsey Woodgate

"1 in 4 women arc sexually assaulted" read a large banner at
the recent Sexual Assault Prevention Seminar. The seminar
which wu put on by Campus
Police and co-sponsored by
Sigma Chi Fraternity and Delta
Zeta Sorority w:as held on October 31, in the Ambassador
Auditorium.
The four hour seminar covered a wide range of the issues
surrounding the threat of sexual
assault to women, especially on
a university campus.
Sgt. Floyd Porter, the Dcf ensivc Tactics Officer with
Campus Police lead the seminar,
and was assisted by numerous
guest speakers representing a

variety of concerned groups on
campus.
Also present were Mr. Jim
Foreman, Director of Campus
Police, Mary Brownlee, sclfdcfcnse instructor, Melanie
Bryn}, the Womyn's Centre Coordinator,
and
Craig
Hasscnburgcr of Walksafe.
"While the incidents of
violent crime against women
have gone down over the last
three years hen: at the University of Windsor, we all recognize that one assault is one too
many," stated Foreman to begin
the seminar.
' 'This program is part of
an ongoing, pro-active initiative
of campus police service to keep
your campus as saf c as humanly

possible. So that you may go
about your n ormal daily activities with confidence." Foreman
continued.
The program is made
available to all students by Campus Police Services whenever
funding is available. With the
assistance of Sigma Chi and
Delta Zeta, and the commitment of Foreman to ensure that
this progr.am runs at least once
a semester, even in the face of
the heavy funding cuts, the
Sexual Assault Prevention
Seminar will continue.
Floyd Porter expressed his
gratitude to Foreman for making sure that the seminar was
able to be offered t his
semester.

"1 have a director who truly
is concerned about the issue o f
women's safety here on campus." Said Porter.
The WaJksafc program is a
student run campus patrol that
provides escorts to faculty and
students at night, both on and
off campus.
Craig Hassenburger, one
of the coordinators of Walksafe
stressed the availability and uscf ulncss of Walksafe to everyone
and encouraged all to utilize the
service or volunteer.
"Remember we arc here to
help you", said Hasscnburgcr.
Mary Brownlee, a self-defence instructor here at the university as well as staff member
at com puting services, spoke at
the seminar about the Sclfdefense course which will be
offered next semester. The six
week course which is sponsored
by the Safety Audit Committee

will be offered in January and
o ffers women a chance to learn
how to take control if an assault
docs occur. 1f you are interested
in the course you can enrol by
contacting the Womyn's Centre
at ext. 4507.
Melanie Byrol stressed the

Womyn's Centre provides a safe
space for women on campus to
study or just to talk. The Centre
is currently putting together a
peer counsclli'ng programme,
and also acts as a referral scrv·
ice for any problems women
might be experiencing.
Byrnl spoke about the im· I
portancc of the Sexual Assault
Prevention Seminar, and be· I
lieves all women m ust "Gather I
the tools we need to be effective I
and protect ourselves"
Sgt. Porter went on to begin the more technical and teach·
ing aspects of the seminar.
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A year or a term studying at a university in a foreign
country is an enriching, unforgettable experience. It will
better prepare you for this increasingly globalized world as
we move into the twenty-first century .

I
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Find out more about the University of Windsor 's exchange
agreements at an information session to be held in the:

I

Ambassador Lounge, Salon "A"
CAW Student Centre

November 14th, 1996
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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for more information contact
the Office of International Affairs at Ext. 3919
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Admission changes opens phys-ed to disabled
~ D avid

Cochrane

sT. JOHN'S, N fld. (CUP) Changes to the admission requirement at Memorial University's departi:nent of physi~al
education wtll make tt easier
(orstudents with disabilities to
enter the program.
Earlier this month, the department's faculty council decided to drop a standardized fitness test from its entrance requirements. The test require students to perform various exercises, the most gruelling of
which was a 12-minute run.

But some in the department argued that the test discriminated against people with
disabilities because, depending
on the nature of their disability,
they may not be able to meet
some of the test's minimum requirements.
''The argument I made was
more on a human rights issue,"
said Greg Wood, a professor
who had argued for the change
for the eight years he has been
on faculty.
"If you use a fitness test to
remove or to screen out a ccr-

On Wednesday October 30, Sgt. Floyd Porter of Campus Poli~e

held a sexual assualt prevention seminar, open to all students, 1n
Ambassador Auditorium ..
Photo Allison Pierce
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The fastest
w ay out of
university.
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tain group of potential candidates from your degree program,
and the test you use is one which
is essentially 80 per cent genetic,
you arc screening out people
who might otherwise be great
teachers but who can't do a
push-up because they've only
got one arm," he said. "That
would be criminal."
But Wood admits that the
decision was not popular with
all students or faculty members
within the department. I le said
that a lot of people felt the fitness test should remain a pan
of the entrance requirements
because it was an incentive for
students to stay in shape.
The decision is, however,
drawing praise from the school's
student council.
''We may not have an influx of people with disabilities
but at least the option is there
for them," she said.
''They won't just automatically be turned away as they have
in the past."
Philip Strong, president of
Memorial's Organization for the
Disabled, says the decision recognizes that people with disabilities can overcome them and this
has resonance outside of the
university.
"It needs to go back
through the grade school system
where needs to be opened up
more to students with disabilities."
Strong said that enabling
people with disabilities to teach
physical education will provide
disabled students with role models and help them get involved.

HALIFAX (CUP)
Students have won the fight
against a harmonized sales tax
on books. Tax on books in Atlantic Canada will remain at the
current level of seven per cent,
instead of increasing to 15 per
cent when the four Atlantic
provinces harmonize provincial sales tax with the federal
GST.

QUEBEC (CUP)
They can drive. They can
marry. They can pay income
tax and collect social benefits.
But can they vote? A suggesuon which aims to allow 16,·ear-olds to vote, is resurfacing in Quebec city. In May
1996, the Paro Quebeccois de
J'l.:rnvcrsite de Laval, )'Action
dcmocrauquc du Quebec
(ADQ) and l'egltse racliennc
supported Suzanne Trembley,
of Bloc Quebecois who recently made the suggestion, by
asking a parliamentary commission to lower the voting
age. These goups want to allow 15 year-olds to cast thctr
ballot at voting booths during
future political debates. The
PQ and ADQ firmly believe
in the necessity of such a law.
TORONTO (CUP)
A substantial number of faculty members at the University
of Toronto arc harassed by students, suggests a study sponsored by the university's faculty
association. Harassment was
defined in a survey as aggressive, intimidating behaviour
considered either physically or
psychologically threa tcni ng
ar.d other non-intimidating dis-

nmfl~!!!

rupuve behaviour that creates
stress on the job, or prevents
a teaching staff from
perfoming :.heir duties effectively.
VANCOUVER (CUP)
Medical students at the Uni
vcrsity of Bnush Columbia say
they are berng forced to specialise too early and arc calling for a return to a year of
rotating internship training
that was scrapped in 1993.
"Medical students arc being
forced to choose a career path
before they have adequate exposure to the various medical
fields," says Medical Undergraduate Society (MUS) president Ben Chew. "Consequently, medical education has '
become more about choosing
a speoalt:y than getting an education."

81111!!!'1'1'!~
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Oockwise from top left: Ken Koekstat (organizer of Crime Stoppers' Musician's Reunion III) played with
BRAND "X". The band's formation rcsuJted from some members' now famous sons, Jeff Martin and
Stuart Chatwood of 1HE TEA PARTY, shared instruments with their fathers to save cost. SINISTER
GROOVE ripped through cool covers of TRAGICAILY HIP and BUSH X. JOE KONAS' band LEGACY
is aptly titled if he feels he's carrying on the ideals of 60's/70's sounds: he once played with JIM! HENDRJX
prior to the guitarist's fame. JUMPER rocked with the sounds of COLl.ECTIVE SOUL and ALANIS
MORR1SSE1TE. The chartitablc event took place at the Caboto Oub on Sunday October 27. In addition to
the efforts of more than a dozen other bands, a 1997 Ford Acrostar van was donated by Moc Campbell
Lincoln Mercury.
Photo.r by David Knight
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''Moe'' not ''Mo'' at The Asylum
By Laura Pierce
Want one good reason to head
to The Asylum on Tuesday,
other than just beer? MOE
BIGSLEY The local band entertains pub goers weekly, with
acoustic covers of pop rock
songs, old and new.
Singer/guitarist, Mark explained that they play "bar tunes
people can drink to."
Influenced by artists such
as THE COUNTING CROWS,
LIVE,
SIMON
AND
GARFUNKEL, and THE
WI 10, the band shows talent by
covenng a broad range of styles.
This 1s the result of each member's mterests. Owen, who proVides vocals considers keyboards
10 be an important instrument
ma band.

Mark [formerly of GARDEN WEASEL] also values the
use of different sounds and harmony provided by the keyboard.
The name of the band,
which Mark refuses to take responsibility for, was suggested
by Newf and Owen. Newf
claims there was a film star from
the seven ties named Moe
Bigslcy. So, why choose him for
their name?
"We just needed a name,"
stated Owen.
MOE BIGSLEY simply
like having fun and have been
enioying themselves as a band
for nearly three years. They also
think it's important for their audience to have fun. For about a
year now the band has offered
an opc::n m1c at their shows. This

gives anyone seeking a few moments of "fame" an opportunity
to get noticed.
The guys are unsure what
MOE BIGSLEY's future might
bring. Owen is "still seeking life,"
and Mark would like people to
keep their ears open for the bass
player and drummer from GARDEN WEASEL, believing they
can help MOE BIGSLEY offer
up a better repertoire of songs.
Owen, N ewf and Mark will
continue their Tuesday night gigs
at the pub. There is no doubt
they're doing the right thing: the
capuvating rendition I heard of
NEW ORDER's Bizam Lon Triangle one night proves MOE
BIGSLEY is domg just fine.
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Marty Gervais, U of W's Resident Wnting Professional, local publisher,
author, and journalist held an open lecture on "The ins and outs of
publishing,'' the first of this month. His next public lecture is "Writing
for the popular press," to be held Friday November 15, at 11 :45 AM 10
room 2101 of Chrysler Hali North.
Photo by David Knight
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David Knight

ArtSeen began as an idea to show
works in progress to the public,
then metamorphosed conceptually into a site specific series of
installations.
The warehouse at 325 Devonshire provided artists with
more space within which to create than an average venue would
allow. Many pieces benefited
from this freedom, while some
would not have existed elsewhere.
Artistic co-ordinator Chris
McNamara said it took the efforts
of the entire board of directors
at Artdte and the much appreciated donation of the warehouse
space to putArtSeenIV together.
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An installation by University
of Windsor student Bart
Gazzola, actually an excerpt of a
larger installation (shnwn at
LeBel, November 4 to November 8) played with the imagery of
salvation, death and addiction.
The dominant imagery was death,
supposed by the overwhelming
presence of animal bones, actual
and portrayed in the work.
A space of wall without
paneling had obviously mass-produced kitsch religious figures some still in packaging - set in
with the wooden beams. Framed
illustrations of animal skull and
bone pieces provided a surface
for blood-red text. This complemented actual skull and bone
pieces on the beams. The irreverent work also contained a clever
visual pun of sorts on the part
of the artist. Gazzola explained
that the presence of syringes developed from sarcastically wondering what had happened to
televangelist addicts who couldn't
get their "shot of Jesus" because
Channel 62 changed its programming.
Rachele Knowles' installation consisted of two shower
curtains, one of which was
opaque white and the other, a design of fish swimming under the

ocean. Knowles said it was related to her "bathroom obsession." It seemed to have logicalJy evolved from her multimedia showing this past summer, where images of parts of
her body, drains, faucets and
hair were projected, slide after
slide, onto a concave, linoleum
tile sculpted structure.
"[The bathroom] seems to
be one of the most contemplative spaces in a domestic place.
So, I'm sort of working with
ideas in that domestic space,
and the residues that get left behind. Of course, there is very
physical residue, but there are
all sorts of emotional residue
that can stain the walls in domestic spaces."
The artwork, which most
exemplified the site specific
concept of the show, was by
Dan Defeux. His installation
had countless books contained
in a large, heavy-duty crib-cage,
suspended by chains from a
steel beam overhead. Beyond
the obvious, immediate visual
cffect of the work, the true
power lay subtly in the fact that
the books lacked identity in how
they were arranged: the spines
faced inward, so title, author,
publisher, anything giving it
definition was denied. The
daunting installation was intended to speak against the sad
state of affairs within the prof essioo of teaching, and the
burgeoning rate of illiteracy
may lead if the worst comes to
pass. There was a time, said
Defeux, where he considered
taking his artistic statement to
Ottawa.
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a rapt gathering. Generally, It
dealt with the exploitation of
workers, and of women. While
dialogue was read aloud, it was
accompanied by a man and a
woman wrestling with L-ach other
in a very realistic fashion so you
thought they were actually in
conflict, not just portraying it. A
full reading of car men, a pk!J in d
occurs at The Detroit Institute
Of Arts, November 15, directed
by Carla Harryman and with
Windsor natives Susan Doucet
and Mark Lcfebvre among the
actors.
Local band CHASSY
COLA added some alternative
rock sounds to the event. Sue St.
Denis [drums], Sean Barry [guitar/ vocals], Chris Gagnier [guitar] and Jen Boylan [bass] performed well in what was probably a unique venue for the band
(their next gig is November 15
at Buzz's).
DJs Len and Spencer spun
vinyl and segued sounds into
aural sculpture. Their show,
Revolutions, airs every Wednesday at midnight on CJAM
91.SFM.

3199 Sandwich St.
258-0899 Open 11 am - 2 am
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

6

DAYS A

Nov.12. 1996
Nov. 13. 1996
Nov. 14. 1996
Nov. IS. 1996
Nov. 16. 1996
Nov. V.1996

WEEK

BillyDixon
Rolude Krudall
Alec Somerville
Stone Circle
ShilDDon Brothers
Fortnight Folkmic

Students Show your Student Card
And Receive 15% off
(beer and liquor exempt)

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
,,,t-

(519>FREE lOCAl CAll

12-0008

r·11)C)(. PhoncTcdl Co,p doc:S no, ,crecn e,.llcn~nd llWIDd no habd1i, \lobcn mcct1na through u,,\ 1uuc~
Adulb Cklh tl• -..72.ooua b a rr« local call Outsadc 1hc local c:alhnit .uca loftl ddWIO: chirps ...l ~

Performances

In addition to more works
than can be fairly discussed,
there were also performances
of car men, a play in d, and by
CHASSY COLA.
An excerpt from Detroit
poet Chris Tysh's play car men, a
play in d, was performed before

BAR &GAi
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Includes transportation on the Molson/89X Bus
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Buses at the QUAD,
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9AM

~ettwerk-ing: Tim Edwards, of
91.S's MIND OVE:R ACID,
cooperation with NettWerk labels campus promotions, gives away
new releases by TEAR GARDEN, DOWNLOAD, and ROSE
~HRONICLES. Tim's show airs Saturdays, 4 - 6 p.m. and features
industrial and goth music. MIND OVER ACID and DOOMSDAY
MACHINE DJ's will be at Changez By Night this Thursda) as part of
C)AM's 91.S Alit1eseoes. Each Thursday a different DJ hosts an evenmg
of music at the popular east end dance club.
Photo I!] Dan"d K.J1ighl
in

and HURON HALLS
8:30 • 10:30
retuming

/-LsO

,oi.lt:

Denim Budweiser Jacket
Dr. Disc Gift Certificate
$ Money Grab
Lots of Sweats & Tees

12:30 • I :30 18 yr olds welcome
Bracelet Policy Strictly Enforced!

''A Little Night Music''
By Craig P. Allen

typical dance night format.
Promotional manager Voodoo Ray, who used to DJ at
CJAM, thinks of the radio station as a good place to find fresh
ideas. He initiated the "91.5
Alive" project.
''.Almost every bar in Windsor is playing the same songs and
looking for the same crowd,"

show with Doomsday Machine
and Mind Over Acid drew about
140 people, while techno and hip
hop shows also fared well.
The 91.5 Alive project
wants to start experimenting
with bar nights. There could be
a techno show in the regular bar
and movies, poetry readings or
issue-type discussions in the new
part of the bar.
Voodoo Ray says there are
plans for a Womyn's Jam in December that would have a mix
of DJs, bands and spoken word.
Until then the schedule includes another industrial night
with Doomsday Machine on
November 14. On November 21
the host indie show, Tin Can
Communications, is asking patrons to bring canned goods for
the Downtown Mission. November 28, 20 Go To 10 and
Stuck In The Middle With You
are hosting a Techno show
spiked with punk rock.

sic that's not played
anywhere. There's a
demand
out
there
and

power increase, so
we want
to get out
into the community as much
as possible," she
said.
Changez By Nite is
looking to stray from the

month
of
the
project has
been fairly successful, he says.
The industrial/gothic

The Assumption U oiversity
Chapel and The University Of
Windsor presented "A Little
Night Music" on Friday, October 25. This was the first of
what will be many WINDSOR
SYMPHONY concerts to be
held at the Chapel this year.
The evening featured Jana
DeMita on cello, and Susan haig
as Conductor. The program for
''A l.Jttle Night Music" included
three pieces in which Ms.
DeMita performed as principal
cellist and guest soloist.
The first piece, Serenade in
G,K525, better known as Eine
Kleine Nachtm11sik, was wntten
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791) sometime in early
August, 1787. Historians believe that this particular piece
was written by Mozart for a
private occasion in Vienna but
no one really knows. This piece
(like many others by Mozart)
started rather slowly but built
up sound and momentum, until the music reached its focal
point. In the last few moments
of the piece, the music began
to build up momentum again
and finally released its sound as
the finaJ notes were offered.
The second piece of the
evening was very familiar to
many in the crowd, Franz
Joseph Haydn's (1732-1809)

Cello Concerto in D Major (Hob.
VIl:2). This piece was certainly

Do

LET THEM

a trademark concerto for Haydn
as it provided the listener with
many of his usual concerto
characteristics. The piece was
very slow and soft for the first
portion but as the music quickened from Allegro to Adagio,

THE HUNTING

Canada's top companies are on the prowl for talented students and
graduates, and they're looking for them in the National Graduate Register.
The National Graduate Register 1s an electronic employmP.nl clAtab>1se which provides post-secondary
students and recent graduates with free access to the Canadian employer community. Visit the web
site, fill out your resume and let the employers search for you . You can update your file anytime, on-line.

http://ngr.schoolnet.ca

>
>

the second of Haydn's works
was quite old, written around
1774. To Haydn the piece was
kind of an experiment in that
it contains notes from many
minor keys, not major keys
that his work is known for.
The piece started out realJy
loud but then turned into a
lower, milder chorus and
melody. In this piece there is
also a 'false reprise' which led
to the superb finale. The finale was exceptionally loud in
respect to the rest of the
pieces, but contained many
distinctive, unique chords and
rises in pitch and volume.

I

Ass11mpJion U niversrty
Chapel will be home for mat!} of
the synrpho,ry '.r upcoming dates.
December 11 and 13, M essiah,
January 17-24, Canadian Music Festival, Febmary 21 Violin and Piano.

, Blood Relations

1-800-964-7763

Orn:ano Pui>lc lnterMt Rc!;earcr Group
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J3enefit Community Dinner
Date: Saturday, Nov. 16, 1996
Time: 7 :00 PM
Place: WestgateHall
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& Third World
Resource Centre

W I NDSOR

3206 Sandwicb St.
~ ~Eat In or Pick Up Only
254-5103 (No Discounts on Specials)
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The Internet Employment Network
for Canada's Youth
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electronic access to valuable career information
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Tearing into a Summer Day

the opportunity to highlight your most
marketable skills
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, Gervais'

An economical way to market
yourself to a national employer
community

a
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No.55 'The schoolmaster." This,

Next Week

The NGA gives you:
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the momentum and volume
increased. In this work, which
was written as a cello solo, the
second and third movements
arc where the solist Jana
DeMita reaJJy showed off her
talent in an excellent manner.
The last movement, or the finale, was much more upbeat
and in comparison to the first
two movements, the finale became a "rollicking" 6/8
rondo before finishing with
an excellent minor solo.
The final ptcce of the
evening was Haydn's Sympho'!J

Opt-in:Graduate and Part Time Students who are
concerned with the environment and social justice are
encouraged to join for only $2.50 a semester.

Opt-out:Forundergrads who want their $2.50 back
opt out requests being taken week days Nov. 18 to 29.
You must bring your validated student card. Cheques
may be picked up Dec. 4 & 5

'·•---•1

Ourofficcislocatedat:
Iona College, 208 Sunset

O-AM-•t•o•3•P•M-•M•o•n•d•a•y•thru--F•n•.d•a•y____.
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sfte comes into my {ife wi.tn frigft. a:pectatums.
I {noW uttk a.iout ft.er, just tfiat sft.e tastes gooa.
sFte ne11er 1emam1sfrom me, {nuwino ner {imits.
It satisfies ft.er, to satisfy me.
J{er '.Murfy F,fa4... leptfis I've never umferstootf,
J{er pastfull of unkunvns, ffuK.._es amf fiaff trutlis.
1fi£re was die rumor of ft.er using /rugs.
Slie's dean nuw, 6ut sti[[ I womferfact or fati.on.
J{er origins are CUJUded {ix!, rainy lays,
ani ft.er family is a !R,poert Stac{ unso{vdmystery.
'lfiinhng of ft.er makµ me want ft.er... again.
I stare at ft.er: ft.er sucJ.:... s/(j.n rejf.e.cts tne Sun's rays.
rJJze invitation I receive, tft.e duty I perform:
I reacn into my cookr, for yet anotner can ofcof:.?
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Meow said the cat to the rather robust rat whom sat
atop my step sister's fur covered hat.
The Rat, rather warm and cozy, was still a bit dozy and
did his little stretch and yawn; only then did it occur how near
the cat lay to the hat on which the rat had slept.
"Mr. Cat," cried the rat, his voice sounding a bit weak
and thin
"Purr," replied the cat.
.
The rat sat and looked at Otis the cat, and Otis simply
, , looked right back.
.
"Mr. Cat," implied the rat, albeit louder.
"What," said the cat as he slowly extended his 5 sharp
claws.
uwen Mr. Cat, are you going, going to eat me yet?"
"Rat," said the cat, "relax mon dieu, it's cold, you're
warm on the hat - let's leave it at that.
"God bless you Otis the Cat," said the rat, to which Otis
only •shrugges.
"Tis nothing on a cold miserable night such as what we
got," said the cat - and with that each lay down to resume
their nap.

nme
by Guenter Holweg
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WHEN MY JOURNEY BEGINS AGAIN
I WILL NOT BE THE SAME.
VIVIDLY
I WILL REMEMBER ...
YOUR FACES ...
DANCING IN MY CONSCIOUSNESS
WHENEVER I LET MY MIND
WONDER.

Most basic right of all will be
The fundamental right to be
d this will be upheld for all
Without delay or any stall
Though naked truth some fail to see
Unfolding In reality
The writings on the wall, It's there
To some, resulting In despair

mortal fear this strikes In some
No wish to see their "day Is done"
Yet truth revealed In cllche found:
"What goes around will come around"

U1Ut11•
IY Jac,11111111111111

,,.,.. "'·'"'"A

;".WITHIN A CLOUDY, JAGGED SKY
\WHEN I SMILE
MY EYES ACHE
MY TEARS GONE.

History calls It marches on
To bring us to a brand-new dawn
New Day that wlll soon be seen
Where human-being IS human-being

though giant letters mark the wall
Words like "accountability"
Stand out In their simplicity

What black cloud has descended upon us?
ln which a little old lady gets mugged on the bus.
What has come of this world of ours?
his thing we call crime has taken ov~r a? of steel bars.
The shots ring out as another young hfe 1s lost
over a Chicago Bulls jacket, his life was the cost
,. Rape and robbery in our cities and towns.
" Who ever gave guns to all of these clowns?
Innocent people lie in the wake.
Of what these evil doers are bound to take.
Human nature is hard to explain.
But to police it's becoming a pain.
So as the years go by of the devastating d~struction.
Let's try to live our lives as a regular function.
,................,,,."'=~

JUST AS I CAME
QUIETLY...
I LEAVE.
WHEN I AM MILES AWAY
VIVIDLY
I WILL REMEMBER

It's time to end "divide and rule"
No longer take us for such fools
The Joke's on you oh souless one
Take note the sound of marching-drum

d some ean't see the words at all
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"If the Shoe fits ••• "
By Paul Hawkins

"TIIHI , ..,,. c11li ll1 ll111llt ... 111• II Ill If •Y ,1yc111,111."
Y11 lau1,.
Ar1 YH 111111111 It a17 111111 YH lrl.
I ill't IIIVI Wlllt YII ii
Bit ra 11t far ll1lli1i.
YH try t, HHr .,
[Clllk th kllfl lllflrl y1111i•1 it tllr111II a1J
WIIH YII 111 tlll JIii ii ay flH
YH Cll't Iii.I Yllr IYH.
YHIIY,
"Tll1y'r1 Jlllrl 11• Jrltlltllll
Pr1t11il11 tl Ill aacll lll111r tllll t111y lrlw
cw111·1 ,,111 ,r1t11t111111w?J
I Cll't IVII flkl it.
Art YH 111111111 It a1? 111111 YII lrl.
I ill't IVII IIIVI Wlllt tlllY ••
Bit l'a Ht f1r llllllli.
YII try tl HHr .,
[Clllk UI kllfl lllflrl YH lliil It tllr111II a1J
'811 J• Ill tlll lllk II ay fHI
YH Cll't lllil JHr IYH.
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(home games in bold)
Wednesday November 13
Volleyball @
Wilfrid Laurier University
Women 6:00p.m.
Men 8:00p.m.
Friday November 15
Hockey@
t.Jnivers1ty of Toronto
Men 7:30p.m.

Volleyball vs. Nipissing
Women 8:00p.m.
Saturdav November 16
Men's Basketball @
Can Am Tournament
1 :00 - 3:00p.m.

Basketball vs.
Fanshawe College
Women 5:00p.m.
Hockey@ Guclph
Men 7:30p.m.

Volleyball vs. Nipissing
Women 8:00p.m.
Sunday November 17
Men's Basketball @
Can Am Tournament

1:00 - 3:00p.m
Hockey vs.
University of Toronto
Women 3·30p m.
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By Josh Canty

By Lance Sports Staff

Upcoming Lancer
Events

bi
ll

U of W students
bring home medals

McCleary: athlete
of the month
Missy was selected as the
September Athlete of the
Month. She remained undefeated in Canadian Cross
Country competition during
that month.
In her first competition
on Saturday September 7,
Missy captured the University
of Detroit Cross Country
lnvitatfonal. She set a new
meet and course record, covering the 5km course in
17:30, over one: and a half
minutes ahead of her nearest
competitor.
On September 13 at the
Eastern
Michigan
lnvnational, Missy again finished first on the 5km run
with a time of 17:21.
Mjssy ran the second
fastest ume m lustory at the
twenty-second Annual Western Invuauonal meet on September 21, just missing her
th.ird consecutive meet and
course record. McCleary's
ume over the hilly Thames
Valley Golf Course was
17:17, just two minutes
slower
than
Sandra
Anschuetz's record set in
1987. Missy remained undefeated against NCAA Division One and CIAU compeddon as she beat runners
from Yale, Syracuse, Eastern
Michigan, and Buffalo at the
meet.
Mjssy finished first at
the Windsor Invitational on
September 28, as she ran the
4km race in a rime of 13:22.

:i

Border City Boxers Edizcn
Veluz and Margaret Sidoroff
each won gold medals in the
Ontario Champ1onsrups in St.
Catherines on the October 2527 weekend.
Veluz won a unanimous
decision over North York's
Joanne Vanengclsdorp, then
knocked out Brenna Salatondre
in the first round on route to
winning the female 1121b crown.
Sidoroff
decisioned
Angela Papalambropoulos of
the Windsor Boxing Club to win
the female 1191b title, pushing
her
record
to
4-0.
Papalambropoulos, also a Universtty of Windsor student
brought home the silver medal.

M

Women's Hockey
By Lance Sports Staff

Lmm- .Men's Volleyball defeated the Warrion of Waterloo last wcdncsday.

Photo

l!J Lanct Photo Dept.

Men consolation champs
By Craig Lanning
The Lancermen's volleyball team
participated in the Queen's
Invitational on October 24 and
25, where they capped off a
good showing and came home
as consolation champions.
In pool play, the men lost
3-1 agatnst Ryerson, and then
defeated McGill University 3-1.
The Lancers then lost their final

match to a very strong University of Toronto team 3-1. Their
1-2 record dropped the men to
the consolation side where they
quickly disposed of Gudph 3-0
to advance to the consolation
championships against Waterloo. Th.is was a long match but
the men prevailed in four games
winning 15-10, 6-15, 17-16, 1510.

Windsor Crew places first
By David Knight
The Wmdsor Rowing Crew operating out of LaSalle Sculling
Center, competed at the 14th
annual Speakmon Regatta tn
Columbus, Ohio, October 26.
One crew came first in the
women's novice category, wlule
the other two accomplished personal bests in men's and women's fours.
Ilene Dimsauy and Luisa
Cabidu beat out a University of
Pittsburgh crew for first with
their time of 22:29.17. The Pittsburgh's time was 22:29.29.
"Absolute exhilaration and
pride," was how Cabidu dcscnbed the feeling of winning.
"We knew we had done
well when we kept up with the
Pittsburgh crew," she said, but
tht.-y had no idea they had won.
When they first left the water
they had assumed they placed
third at best.
"It was a big regatta, cspc
c1ally wuh major universities
present, hke the top ten univer
snics tn the United States," said
Cab1du.
They both pride them

selves in thcir determination.
D1msauy said that it was an incredible race and cond1t1ons
V..'cre pcr:fect for them, comment
ing, "I was very surprised we
captured a gold from a very
worthy Pittsburgh team."
She also said that she felt
the other two teams accomplished a great deal for thcir first
race. Both teams rowed their
personal best umes. "Sandra,Jill,
Wendy and Carol, and Peter,
Dave, Jeff and Mike were very
deterrruncd crews," she said.
The men's Four is a new
team. They have only been rowing t0gether for about six weeks
under the tutelage of Mike
Tebrucgge and Cathy Ruggirello.
Their personal best time was
achieved at 26:17.25.
The women's Four,
COQched by Rugger1llo achieved
their personal best at 24:56.33.
"Considering the short
amount of ume these crews have
been rowmg, I was very impressed by their results. They put
a tremendous amount of effon
at pracuces which showed the
day of the race," said Ruggirello.

Derck Schroeder was
named to the All Star team, and
was the tournament leader in
stuff blocks averaging 8.41
blocks per match. Anl>ther
un,er, Nicls Rock was fifth in
the blocking department with
5.41 per match and he was also
fourth in the serving stats averaging 1.91 aces per match.

This is a message to all you
La11arfans. \Vhen one thinks of
the exciting sports that our var
sity teams have to offer people
often thinks ahout our football
team. Or one can think of the
very successful track and field
team. However one may not
think of our own women's
hockey team.
It is understandable not to
consider our women's hockey
team as one of the more exciting sports, and it is so easy to
forget about the women's hockey
team, because the team is only
entering its third hockey season.
The past years have been rough
for the l.Ancer:r, but the mistakes
of the past have been corrected.
One only has to look at the past
weekends to see the first of
hopefully many wins for our
women's hockey team.

Lancer aw-ard winners
jBy Brian Anderson

Canadian Second Team. This

r1)cspitc posting a 1 7 record, thi4 6'4" 259 pound offensive gwud
f~son came to a satisfying end was a force to be reckoned with
for three Lmcer football playm. all year. A reliable pass blocker
tcr Andy Vasily finished sec- and over powering run blocker,
in OUAA punting. avcrag- Oiurch will also be impossible
:mg 38.2 yards a punt and was to replace, leaving large shoes
named a Second Team All Star. and a big hole on the right side
His timely kicking often backed to fill. Church came to W1ndsor
'-"1,m- oppoQCnts deep in their vi~ Chatham'$ John McGregor.
Chatham was also the stepown end. and made it much
easier for the defence t0 excel. ping stone for. Cburdi's neighbor
With a scasoo Jong punt of 70 on the offensive line. Hailing
yards, Vaaily increased his totals from CCI. 6'5" 300 pound 020
from last Jl=at' in which he fin- Comisky baa been dominating
ished fint ta the Co.ofe.rence. opposing defcnlCS fm his yeatS
Vasily also played some u a uM1r o££cnsivc tackle.
quutcrback this yeM and will be Coming off a First Team All
mitscdncxt season. He finished Ca.nadian season last year,
rua fifth scasoo as a LJIIJW aftet' Comisky ia looking to be named
a high Khoo) career tn Wmdsol' to tmt squad once again. As
lat Asswnptioo.
impressive and fundamentally
The othcl'two awatdt went IOUOd as they come. Comisky is
to the right side of the offen- considered by many to be one
sive line. The ..Dynamic Duo,. of the best offeosive JincmaniJl
of Chris Church a.nd Dan the country.
Comisky are familiar with these
These three stalwarts of
honours, as both ate repeats La,,a,. football stood tall in a
from last year. Church is capping $CUOO that most would sooner
off a five yc2r career in which forgot.
he was tw.1cc..named..to the All
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Athletes of the w-eek

EflDSTART
UNISEX

FEMALE
Beth Stroud
Lancer Volleyball
Beth, a first year Social Science
student, really stepped up her
,eve! of play in the Lancers first
regular season match. Beth was
1 strong presence in the middle,
blocking and hitting effectively
against the Brock Badgers. Beth
is originally from Oshawa and
15 a product of Anderson High
School.
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LOOKWHO'S
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with 2 toppings

Dan Ceman
Lancer I Jockey
Dan accumulated an eight point
performance during the week of
Oct. 28th. I le had two goals and
an assist as the uncers defeated
rhc number three ranked Wam'..
ors at Waterloo. Dan was an HK
Honour Roll student in 1995
and 1996, and is now studymg
10 the Faculty of Education
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Tuesday. November 12. 1996 .
FOOTBALL RESULTS
Nov. 2
OUAA Semi Finals
Guelph
18 Western
9
Waterloo 26 Laurier
23

Nov. 3
OUAAFINAL
Western
2 Toronto

1

HOCKEY RESULTS
Oct. 31
Brock
Western
Nov.1
McGill
Concord.
Windsor

SOCCER RESULTS
O ct. 30
East Division Final
Toronto
1 Lauren.
West Division Final
Western
2 Laurier

the Lance

0
1

4
5

York
Laurier

7 Toronto
10 RMC
4 Waterloo

2
4
4
2
3

Dani Bobb s

l

1

Lauren.
UQTR
Nov. 2
UQTR
Windsor
Brock
Guelph
Toronto
Concord.
Ryerson
Nov. 3
Guclph

7
9

·
3

Ryerson
Queen's

1
1 OT
2

10 RMC
1 Laurier
6 Lauren.
4 McGill
5 Ottawa
6 Queen's
5 York

2

5 Ottawa

2

2

HOCKEY STAND INGS
PAR EAST GP W L T P A TP

McGill
UQTR
Concordia
Ottaw.1

0 ALON

6
5
6
5

5
4
2
1

1
1
4
4

0
0
0
0

46
29
26
13

19 10
12 8
31 4
22 2

MID EAST GP W L T P A TP

Guelph
Toronto
Queen's
R.\.fC

6
5
6
6

6
3
J
0

0
2
5
6

0
0
0
0

29 9 12
24 17 6
12 48 2
11 43 0

MID WEST GP W L T P A TP

Waterloo
Windsor
Western
Launer

'Visli us in
7>~,wln J)Laaa.

...

0, t-mail
Us

Ql4uli~ns!

Lots of free
Parking available!

Phone 969-9180
Fax 969-78 90
e-mail hair@Salon51O.com

----

web page - http://www. sa IOn 51 0. com

1hese w.

4
2
2
1

I
I
1
3

O
1
0
1

23
14
12
14

14
14

8
5
4
3

11

16

3
2
2
1

1
2
2
5

0
0
0
0

21
20
13
16

15
12
14
26

6
4
4
2

VOLLEYBALL RESULTS
Oct. 30
Waterloo 3 Brock
0
(15-11, 16-14, 15-13)
McMaster 3 Guelph
0
(16-14, 15-7, 15-6)
Laurier
3 Western
2
(7-15, 15-7, 6-15, 15-10, 15-8)
Oct. 31
Toronto
3 Ryerson
0
(15-7, 15-10, 15-12)
Nov.1
Windsor 3 Brock
1
(14-16, 15-10, 15-7, 15-5)
Queen's
3 Ryerson
0
(15-11, 17-16, 15-12)
Nov.2
Toronto
3 Queen's
0
(16-14, 15-12, 15-4)

SOCCER RESULTS

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS
OWIAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

Bronze Mc<hu Game
Queen's
2
Western

I

4
4
4
6

OWIAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

October 25-27, 1996
Hosted by University of Ottawa
Quarter-Finali;
Ottawa
2
Waterloo
1
Queen's
2
McMaster
0
Western
2 Carleton
Laurier
2
York
Semi-Finals
Ottawa
3
Queen's
Lauri er
Western

...

v~u, hai,

5
4
3
5

EAST DIV. MP MW ML GW CL 'II

PAR WEST GP W L T P A TP

Lauren.
York
Brock
Ryerson

2
2

VOLLEYBALL STANDINci

OUAA

2

C hampio nship Game
Ottawa
1
Laurier

O

October 26, 1996 at Queen's
Team Stanclings
1. Waterloo
2. Guelph
3. W~tern
4. Ottawa
S. Queen's
6. W111dsor
7. 1'oronto
8. Lakehead
9. Lauren.
10. Brock
11. R.\1C
12. McMaster
13. York

Page 1~

53
68
87
109
1S4

Toronto
Queen's
Laurentian
York
Ryerson

2
2
O

2
1
O

0
1
O

O

O

O

2

0

2

6 O4
3 32
O O1

O O0
0 60

WEST DIV. MP MW ML GW Cl b

McMaster
Waterloo
Windsor
Laurier
Western
Guelph
Brock

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
I

2

3
3
3
3
2
O
1

Q 2
O2
12
22

3 o
3 0

6o

CROSS COUNTRY RESUL'fS

Oct. 26
OUAA TEAM CHAMPIO\
SHIPS AT QUEEN,S
MEN'S INDIVIDUAL SCOREs

2nd
5th
7th
12th
14th
29th
38th

Mark Kiteley
Rhys Trenhaile
Andy Hahn
Drew MacAulay
Mark Brozowski
Sean Ryan
Darryl Currie

32:S·
33:06
33:14
33:5
33:56
34:43
35:r

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
2nd Missy McCleary
17 :22
5th Dana Cunningham
18:07
55th Blair Kniaziew
20:36
58th Marnee Beamish
20:47
59th Patricia Klein
20:48
69th Tanya Kloppenburg 21:13
72nd Deborah Springer 21:29

Congratulations to
OWIAA All-Stars:

H9
192
217
232
2"'1
281
294
326

BASKETBALL RESULTS
Nov. 2
Lancers
77 Seneca College 60
(RisniLa 15, DeHaan 12)
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Common problems?
By Ken Lori

From a letter written to Dr.
Donahue in the Wiltdsor Siar, I
quote, (you can assume I've
ripped the question out of context, dropping all essentials in

71

order to bolster my case):
Dear Dr: I have a problem with
blushing.. .it seems to happen
when I'm embarrassed...is there
something I can do about it?''

Three words: kev or kian.
Unlike most of these inquiries in section Q, page 45 in
the Star, this one actually appeals
to the reading public so he attacks thls naoon-sweeping problem in stride. To this victim of
blushing the expert recommends
a pill and some counseling. Yep,
counseling. Can you imagine this
poor patient in his first appointment with a "blush specialist?"
Specialist: "When exactly do you
II blush?"
Sicle patient: "When I'm embarrassed."
Speciali.st: ''A haa!...now, where do
you blush, specifically."
Sick patient: "In the, uh, facial
area."
Sper:ialist: "A haaa! Now what
does your, 'facial area' feel like
when you do this blushing
thing?And what happens when
you're embarrassed?"
Sick palient: "I blush."
Specialist: "A haaaaaal We are
getting somewhere!"
There's some mind blowing medical analysis. My goodness, therapy for normal bodily
functions - tell me I'm hallucinating! I mean, what answers can
a therapist have?
Can you trace "problem
blushing" back to childhood?
Can there be a traumatic
experience which transforms
somebody into a blusher? What
approach to problem solving can
a therapist possibly offer?
Blush Specialist School
Professor: "Just tell your blush

~ I
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The Lance is published by the Student Media Corpora-

The Lance, the student newspaper of the University o f
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
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patients not to get into embarrassing situations. ..but encourage them to carry around a paper bag, just in case."
Let's take a look at a possible counscling session for another natural bodily function.
Side patient: "I burp in public."
Specialist: ''Why?"
Sick patient: "I, uh, swallow
food."
Specialist: ''Well, there's your answer! Skip all important meals
every day for a week. ..let my secretary know how it goes, though
you may need somebody to dial
the phone for you."

Support groups?
Patient A: "I experience extensive flatulence after I shotgun a
can of kidney beans ... the air
freshner in my pants seems to
work but now I need to take care
of the noise."
Patient B: "l see a pretty woman
and, uh, the zipper in my pants
begins to peak. Can't seem to
control it; 'specially when I just
got done blowin' hootie and my
wife is layin' naked in bed while
the TV is showing a porno to
two women doin' it and soft
music
plays
in
the
background ...doo't understand
it."

PaJienl C: "I'll down a 40 of
Southern Comfort - and the cap
- then hiccup for hours. Why
me?"
Poppin' pills, forming
groups, seeing counselors, calling hotlines, going on talk
shows, wasting hours of our
friends' time on the phone,
blaming society, blaming friends,
blaming parents, for somebody's
- anybody's - attention.
Take some advice from a
real humanitarian: stand before
the mirror, accept and admire
your entire mental, physical and
spiritual self, smile, look yourself in the eye and encourage
yourself to "get a life."

The vile stench of hypocrisy
By Andy Vainio
Last week, UWSA announced
that it is donating $100 OOO to
the Ontario Student Opportunity Trust Fund which has been
set up by the provincial government to aid students in financial
need. The government will
match, dollar for dollar, the
amount put into it by our student government. Anyone remotely familiar with the concept
of cause and effect should be
scratching their head right now
as to why this curious venture is
being undertaken by our Tory
friends in Queen's Park.
For a government that has
introduced massive cuts to
postsecondary education to suggest that it is in some way "assisting" students is a vicious lie
and/ or a ludicrous act of prevarication, depending on how
you like your pejoratives prepared.
What is particularly sad is
that our student government has
chosen to buv into this under the
delusion th;t they arc coming

down from on high to save the
wretched huddled masses of
cash-strapped students.
There isn't anything that is
inherently wrong with establishing a scholarship fund. Let's get
that clear from the outset. What
is rather disturbing, however, is
timidity of our student government in delivering a swift, unequivocal, and vocal denunciation of everything that the
Harris government has done to
education in this province. It's
all well and good to make submissions to government panels
conducting hearings on the issue. Of course, they'll be polite
and say that they are listening.
But anyone in possession of a
modicum of political saavy will
tell you that this government has
its mind made up as to what it
intends to do to the Ontario educaoon system.
If UWSA happens to stand
on the other side of the issue,
so be it. The problem is that
there hasn't been much of an
indication of what their position

is. The least they could do 1s be
up front about where they stand
instead of engaging in polite
sideline politics. There's an old
labour song that goes something
like "Which side are you o n,
boys, which side arc you on..."
You get the general idea.
Upon announcing the establishment of the fund, UWSA
president Fanta Wil]jams said
"Many...in the Windsor community will be rewarded by the talent that comes in terms of students with an education because
it's our future that's on the line."
Indeed it 1s our future that is on
the line, and there is a painfully
obvious reason why this is the
case.
Must I paint you a picture?
It's because we are currently living under a government that believes that pulling the fiscal rug
out from under postsccondary
education m this prm-ince v.ill
in fact make it "better.'' How's
that for curious causal reasoning?
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Athletic Scholarships

POIN

By James Cruickshank

Athletic Scholarships

Solution to the problem
By Chris Sleiman

Notre Dame and Florida, are fiWhile universities across Canada nancially competitive with a
continually complain and lament great number of professional
over the fact that they are short sports franchises.
on funds, an equal amount of
The crowds these teams
American colleges never expe- draw, and the paraphernalia they
rience this problem. The main help sell, results in millions and
reason is that Canadian post sec- millions of dollars for use by the
ondary schools do not generate university. If Canadian univerenough money of their own. sities fear that the money will not
Due to the policy of not hand- be spent properly, than certain
ing out athletic scholarships to financial quotas can be met by
promising athletes, Canadian the university itself. This results
universities are losing out on in the spreading of the money
what is a very lucrative industry. that university teams generate,
That industry is sports. into other departments.
Giving scholarships for athletic
When the issue of athletic
acluevement results in teams that scholarships arise anywhere in
are competitive, exciting to Canada, the first problem
watch, and therefore, draw large pointed out by crit1cs is the fact
crowds who invest money into that the actual education of the
the school. When critics ask if athletes suffers. This suggcsaon
it will work, they need only to is absurd. University is a place
look south of our border to see where students have the freedom
that it docs.
to choose their own paths, and
lo a study done by the eco- make their own choices. These
nomics department at the Uni- choices foclude the decision to
vcrsityof Notre Dame, scientists study or not to. For every athfound that a number of institu- letic program in the U nitcd
tions, most notably Michigan, States of America which is ex-

ByGue~~•t

posed as allowing its athletes to
slack off academically, there are
at ]east as many who do not. The
governing body of collegiate
sports in the U.S., the NCAA,
implements programs which include having to complete eligibility tests to even enter the university. While it is this regulatory
body is responsible for the athletic and academic performances
of these collegiate athletes, it is
the athletes who are responsible
for their lives.
In this era of economical
hardships and increased tuition
costs, athletic scholarships result
as a financial relief for both the
university and the athlete. While
he or she can now afford an education, the university can be ensured of the funds required to
remain financially successful. An
athletic scholarship can act as a
ticket out of poverty for some
athletes, while at the same time
acting as a ticket to sell for the
school.

Canadian universiues should
never even think about entertaining any idea of offering athletic scholarships. Getting a
scholarship based purely on
athletic skills just is not the
"Canadian way." Athletic scholarships that the United States
offer turn their collegiate sports
into minor league farm teams.
Colleges that have football and
basketball programs have become the main source of athletes for those professional
sports.
Many of these athletes are
not concerned about getting an
education as much as they are
with doing well in the game.
There is now a trend in American colleges that sees players
frequently leave school before
they earn their degree to test
the professional ranks. It seems
to me that the American college system is now just a brief
stop over for players on their
way to the pros.
Some American colJege
players that have exceptional
ability stay a year or two at
school, while their only concern
is sports, and not education.
With athletic scholarships,
athletes arc also forced to be
concerned solely with athletics.
The school will only keep an
athlete there if they arc phying. So, if they get hurt, their
scholarship could be revoked.
They arc just a piece of meat
for the greedy colleges.

Would Canadian univers1
ties really want this? At almost
any university in Canada, you
can go and watch pure amaLcur
sports. These players aren't
playing for money, they arc
playing because they love the
sport. They have spent a lot of
money on their tuition and have
decided to pursue athletics as
well.
These players also seem
more human than our Amen.
can counterparts. They sit 10
your classes they take notes and
they actually show up more
than three times a semester. If
Canadian universities ever
changed their opinion and allowed athletic scholarships, we
would be then putting athletics ahead of education.
To make it to any pro level
of sport is very difficult, so we
should be more concerned with
the idea of educating people
and not turning them into pro
players. For all the people who
leave school early to go pro and
succeed, there are hundreds
who try the pro ranks and don't
make it. They are left with no
post secondary education, and
no qualifications for a high
paying job.
As soon as Canadian universities change their policies
on athletic scholarships, they
will lose the respect of many
people as a place of higher
learning.
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use of the English language

It has come to my attention that
the use of language, whether it
be English, French or Polish, has
taken .a turn for the worst in recent
nmes. Just a few weeks ago,
I
was
by the Asylum
p b walking
d
u an heard some pretty
strong words, to say the least.
It was what psychologt'sts
may
call
a lack of using good
hn
tee ical vocabulary (swearing).
Now ever
. since I was a young
an kl e b Her back elementary
I I was to Id not to use such
sch oo,
language. The punishment for
the use of these foul words was,
of course, having your mouth
washed out with soap.
Not today, because of all
the child abuse cases piling up
in our courts. Now even though
I personally do not say that
. . k I
sweanng 1s o ay, cannot really

If you have read some of
my commentaries like loyal readers, you would have seen that if
I was to say that I was fully
against this language use, I
would be a hypocrite.
I have a little message that
I try to follow when choosing
my words wisely. It is that one
should use the best words for
that particular situation.
Meaning that if you go to
an
elegant
restaurant and the
c
xood is lousy, you would just ind icatc that, in a mild manner, to
the waiter/waitress as politely as
you can. Once you have left the
restaurant that served you something that tasted like dog food
and overcharged you for it, by
all means express yourself like
"you know honey the restaurant
was real nice but the food tasted
lik
,
e crap! '

television called 20/20 (a very
respected piece of journalism, I
might add). They were di'scussing the use of the foul language
of our youth. They were qw·ck
to point out that this is a mai·or
problem with the young people
of today.
Let me tell you what I
thought of this idea... they arc so
full of shit thev, could 1rert1'lizc
'
the farms of Essex County with
that crap! I believe mai·or problems with our youth are f:actors
like teen pregnancy, drugs, alcohol and gang violence.
True, there is a lot of
swearing going on in our society by our youth, but let's not be
hypocrites about this. I hear
some "mature" adults who condemn the use of this language
h
outrig t, and yet they arc sweariog with colleagues like Howard

when you really look at it, Ian guagc is JUSt a bunch of words
put toget h er to ma kea sentence.
We use these words to exr
.
press ourse Ives, our ICC
1mgs
an d
h
h
y
Id
,
our t oug ts. ou wou n t re.
a II y t h'm k th at someone w h o JUSt
crashed their Dad's brand new
M ustang, w h en as k·ed how t hat
r
I, wouId say, , 'well
mad e th cm ICC
,
II
not so JO y goo cl I guess." G et
real!! This guy/ gal probably
wou Id say somet I1mg l'k
I c "oh
. gomg
.
s h'it, my ass 1s
to get
kicked!"
Let's look at some of these
words for a moment, shall we?
First we have the ever
popular "F word". Hold on now
all you uptight snots, the meaning of this word in the diction.
h
f
ary JS anot er way O saying
someone was having sex or inTh

QU8stiOft'°Ofsih8"W~~k;·:~d·~;
Why?

[
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a really drunk and obnoxwus
person, and an "assholc" 1s
where one gets rid of waste aftcr it runs through the body, or
at least one of the places. A
"jackass" is a donkey or a rcallv
bad Democratic senator.
The words "shit" and
"crap" are words that descnbea
biological function, or what you
feel like the next day after a long
night in the Asylum. We use
these "replacement" words to
make things a little simpler be
cause of aJI the complica11ng
things we face i9 life.
Besides, how would "you
were a real donkey in front oi
those rear ends at the pub last
night!, Why don't you just sex
yourself, and you probably feel
like poo poo after you sat on that
pile of doo doo that came out
of your dog's rear end hole any-

=y!",ound?
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Council should not have went 'in catnera' during tneeting
Dear Editor,
I'd just been elected as a UWSA
social science rep. My job - to
represent the best interests of
the social science students to the
best of my abilities, keeping in
mind the principles of democracy and fairness • or so I
thought.
On Thursday, October 24,
my
first council meeting as a
11
\'Oting member, a motion to hold
2 part of the meeong 10 camera
W2S requested. In other words,
ooly voting members were al
Jawed to be present during the
cosurng discussion (ergo, no
Lance, no people just curious,
etc.) Chairperson Jason Hunt expb.ioed that this is a very serious deos1on, again keeping in
mind that openness and transparency of any government is
essential to a democratic process.
We'd be hiding things from
the people whom UWSA is intended to serve. They need to
know what's going on in order
10 decide whether or not they
like the direction UWSA is taking on various issues. That way
they can, if they so desire, get in
touch with council to give their
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input in10 this orgamzation's the question lies in whether or
workings. This is their right as not the issue should be kept
students whom UWSA repre- from students, if even only temsents and who pay a fee for the porarily. To those who decided
running of UWSA.
to vote in favour of the in cam It came down to a vote. I era on this basis, I wholeheartmay be wrong, but I thmk I was edly disagree with you.
the only one to vote agamst the
The way UWSA council
in camera session. For anyone decided on the "double your
else I clidn't see, I apologize for money" scholarship fund ofmissing you. I was m shock
fered by the I larn s government
More appalling, was the (as depicted in last week's Lznce)
number of hands that went up should never have been hidden
10 favour of hiding behind
from University of Windsor
closed doors. The more I trunk students. I don't care whether the
about it, the more I shudder.
information was given out imFor those who decided to mediately afterwards or not - it's
vote in favour, I see two distinct, . the principle of bemg open and
generous possibilioes:
accountable to the students that
1)
They knew what the is- we should be upholding. I'd still
sue to be discussed was going vote in favour of the fund, and
to be beforehand, and believed if counal didn't, students should
it of such a nature that the gen. be upholding.
eral student populauon should
I'd still vote in favour of
not be informed until a later the fund, and if council didn't,
date, for whatever reason.
students should know that too.
2)
They didn't know what Instead, the feel of a publicity
the issue was going to be but stunt to boost UWSA's shaky
decided to "play it safe," in case image is what came out (Let's
it was of such a nature that the surprise the kids, honey, they'll
general student population love it). Great, the grand old
should not be informed until a "corporation" and its marketing
later date.
ploys.
With regards to the first,

Students should get involved

Dear Edito ~
calcitrant att1tude which is unI'm te3pqndtng to the letter of fair to students.

I
I
I

I

Mr.TcdDodds,whichappearcd
m the October 22 issue of tbt
I..muJ.
Mr. D odds, you refer to
Mr. Goldstein~ letter as a "work
of fiction." Well, let me start by
cbrifying that 6ctron is an irottation of life in the form of a
stt>.ty, uticle or J\ovel based on
actual experiences. Need I say
moR?

Computing Scr,,ces seem
to be ,'Cry boastful a bout then:
usefulness to students and fre-

qucnt self upgrading, but arc
deficient in the etiquette department, and they go to excess in
platitudes..
You sec; ComputiPg Serv~
ices~ pejorative language in its
context toward etudenu who
attempt to use the centre, acts

Mr. Gol<lste.ia's edito.t:4\1 u

A

deter:r~ttt from any useful

I tt.minds me <i( a time when I CO..f>petation between the centre
I occded help for a 64-104 u- and studenrs, some of whom
I agnment, and when I ap- may be tirrud, and hesitant from

I ptOached the hdp deek for 2s- asking information about the U$C

I - ~ the .consultant~ we.re of the (eotrc..
I too :kay playing Doom, so l
I just wifh that we could
I wlll to consult the person sit- all get aloag, that's d. h this so
hard to do?

I

Currently, the Minister of
Education and Training, John
Snobclen, is circulating "Excel-

I

l
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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lcnce in Education: High School
Reform", that includes issue C.
"Current Co-operative education programs will continue and
will be expanded as we
strengthen partnerships between
schools and the community."
In reviewing the Minister's
document in detail, it seems apparent, the current challenge
university students experience in
establishing co-operative initiatives within business and industry shall also expand.
Students, parents, educators and industry recognize the
value of incorporating co-operative experience within formal
studies. As a result_ most secondary schools have experienced full
time staff engaged in facilitating student co-operative placements. For instance, how feasible is it to add pressure to a po-

1entially saturated environment?
If local business docs not always
support co-op university student
initiatiws currently, how much
more challenging will the future
be?
The Onta-io Federation of
Home and School Associations
is dedicated to "the best for each
and every student." Therefore,
my objective is to engage the
participation of university students. Mr. Rob Humphreys, and
students, your investigation and
input on current High School
Reform Consultation appears
pruden t at this time.

Sincerely,

Catherine Poirier
Past President
Windsor Council of
Home and School
Associations

Focus on all aspects of funding

II I
I

)

Dear Editor,
The October 15, 1996 issue of
tc
La11ct fcaturc·d Mr.
I Iumphrcy's letter to the editor,
"Busincs~es should welcome
students." Mr. Humphrey's focus is from a local, personal perspective, and his experience
deeply concerns me. Upon further reflection, his observations
seriously concern me within a
broader provincial context.
1\oung, "Although the Ambassador Duty Free store is not
the only busmess in the area that
has rejected students,-prominent," reveals the challenge university st:.idents experience in
establishing co-operauve initiatives within business and industry.

1

I
f

0

Stephen Handy
Social Science Rep .
UWSA

I
i

1

at

Sincerely,

High school reform

.,sykiod of servia; the con,. SitKCtc1y,
I
eeem to dispby a very Monica Lampel
u
~~ unhelpful fU1d re~ Fourth year Visual Art

of
12s1

We have to speak up for our
constjtuents. We have to make
sure that their best interests an:
considered at aU times. Above
all, we have to remain open and
accountable to the students we
represent. Not "take care of,"
not "act as a closed secret society over" - represent.
That is the core of fairness
and democracy. When we consider that only .792 per cent of
the eligible voting population
voted in the last by-election on
October 23 and the apparent
apathy students express on so
many issues affecung them, I
cannot help but think that the
attitudes that UWSA seems to
portray, as demonstrated by this
particuJar occurrence are significant contributing factors.
I have very little loyalty to
UWSA My loyalty is to the sooal science students, who my job
it is to represent. I take my job
very seriously. What about the
rest of you?

I Can't we all ju st get along?

~o l ,~t:;:,mcs to pl'Q\rid..
ng

The second category is the
one I have the worst problem
with. Except for malters of confiden 11:illl }' such as employee
wages, etc. I cannot think of any
issue that students should not
know about at the same time we
as council members know about
it. For democracy to work, everything we do in our roles as representatives of c:tudc.:nts should
be in the open; if we don't know
what the issue is, we should au tomatically assume, for the sake
of openness and accountability,
that it is not worth hiding from
our constituents.
The idea that it's best to
vote in favour of in camera just
to be on the safe side is completely misguided - as well as a
breach of trust to the students
of this university.
Don't get me wrong, I've
no doubt there were people who
just thought that being secretive
would be really fun and got a
kick out of having a covert sort
of discussion (do I sound cynical?). Those people should not
even be around that table at
council meetings. We have a job
to do, UWSA council members.

Dear Editor,
would appreciate some clarificanon regarding the purpose of
thc:\V10dsorCommi1tcc on Uni~ersity Funding (WCUF). It
seems logical that a committee
of this sort would be focused
on 1s~ues such as university
funding and internal expenditurc. To date, WCUF has only
managed to concern themselves
~ }8(Mncial g overnment cut·
futks ..l~ cduca\ion. It concerns
me dfat a comrffittte 'Wh<lc energics should be focused on uni\'ersity financing, has the time
and inclination to hold a three
nng circus.
. Why aren't WCUF's energies honed as a laser on the retent wage increases rau fied by
the University o f Windsor Faculty Association and the Board
of Governors?
The deal contradicts the
former provincial NDP governrncnt's social contract. A con-

tract implemented by the very
government the teacher's union
helped to elect.This new cont~ct
calls for 1.3 percent wage 1ncreases for each yearof the contract, which doesn't expire until
I 998.
Additionally, of the 550
effected professors and sess1ooal
instructor~ whose salaries arc:
below $70,QOO, a salary adjust-

mcn"'d.

·

jn 19
If

~ ttiat
should be focusing on all facets
of funding and expenditure re•
garding the university and our
education. Where arc their pnorities, and how can they ju~tify
calling themselves a commJttee
o n university funding?

Sincerely,

Jay Chabot
UWPCA
Communications Director

The last issue of the
Lance will be on the
newstands on
Tuesday,
Nov~ber 26, 1996.

fffst

Our
1ssoe~ M
new year will be out
on January 14, 1997.

Thanks for your
support.
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Women professors
gains threatened
OTTAWA (CUP)As an undergraduate student in
the 1970s, Mary May Downing
pushed the University of Toronto administration to create a
I 1enured position for the wornI en's studies program. After inI tensive lobbying along with
I other students, she triumphed
I aod won the position.
I But 20 years later, as a
I women's studies professor,
I Downing is on the losing end of
gender-equity battles. Cuts to
education funding led to the
elimination of one of the classes
she taught at the University of
Ottawa last year.
A part-time professor who
relies only on the courses she
teaches at the U of O for income, Downing had hoped to
one day become a full-time professor, but she knows the present
political climate won't allow it.
"Almost every day I get on
the bus thinking, there's no future for me here, I should leave
ac.aderrua," she said. "It's just my
love of teaching women's studies that keeps me here," says
Downing.
All over Ontario, women
professors are facing a barrage
of cuts that threaten the modest
ga111s they have made. The provincial government has refused
to renew a i120 million Faculty
Renewal Program established in

1986 to fund new tenure positions for younger faculty, esp<.:cially women.
In its nine years, the program helped increase the
number of full-time women professors by nine per cent according to the Council of Ontario
Universities. Women professors
now make up just over 20 per
cent of Ontario professors, and
the number of senior ranking
women professors has more
than doubled, from 260 to 594,
making up 11 per cent of the
total number of professors at
Ontario universities.
On top of the termination
of the Faculty Renewal Program, the government has also
scrapped employment equtty
legislation and directly cut over
$400 million from Ontario's colleges and universities.
Instead of being satisfied
with small steps, women professors may now be forced to take
steps backward. They no longer
'+'Or: t~t they "' on't be able: to
change the male-dominated system they've become accustomed
to working in.
Instead, they wonder if
they'll even continue to be a part
of it.
The government admits
that cuts to education are hurting women professors.
"Sessional and part-time
workers are being let go, [they
are] mostly women," said Diane
Crocker, manager of the universities policy unit for the provincial Ministry of Education.
"We're now downsizing,
there's nothing being done," she
says, adding there's nothing in
place to encourage the hiring of
women professors.
Jennifer Story, women's
representative for the Canadian
Federation of Students, says the
government doesn't care about
hiring women professors.
"It's clear," she said, "by
their decision to ditch employment equity, [which] doesn't cost
a lot of money."
Story is also concerned
about the number of women
professors with tenure.
The number actually decreased from 1992 to 1993, the
last year in which the COU
tracked the progression. Story
says women profcssors deserve
job security.
"[Women! need that to
teach effectively - you can't
when you're trying to find another course to teach because
you need food on your table."
The lack of women profrssors, and the threat to their positions, scares some female stu
dents. They say women prolcs
sors arc important because they
act as role models.

i:;
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A car fire occured on Friday afternoon on the comer of Wyandotte and Campbell.
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Civil engineering

Functioning as usual
By Dave Garcia
Despite some controversy in the
past few weeks regarding the
University of Windsor's Faculty
of Engineering, they are assuring students that the department
of civil and environmental engineering is functioning as usual.
The concern was that the
civil engineering department
only received four years of accreditation, compared to six for
mechanical, environmental, and
electrical.
Dr. Nihal Biswas, department head of Civil and Environmental Engineering says that
there was a concern among students that they were losing professors to retirement. Since
1995, two professors have retired because of age, and four
more will retire this year through
voluntary early retirement.
The accreditation board, he
says, want to know the plans on
how the retiring profrssors will
be replaced, as well as the plans
on hiring more technical support
for the labs.
The university offered voluntary early retirement packages
to all of its professors who have
served for many years, and this
year four civil and environmental engineering professors happened tu take their early retirement. Biswas commented, "it
was a good package and some
decided to take 11." This mcam
that now then· arc eight profes sors
10
the
department.
When 1he accreditation

board viewed Windsor's C1v11
and Environmental Engineering
department, three positions were
approved to be filled by July
1997, and the Civil Engmeenng
department, which was given
three years accreditaoon in 199394, was granted another year's
extension to fill up more positions.
Dr. Biswas says that the
three new replacements in the
department of Civil and Environmental Engineering wiU be
filled by July, and they are in the
"process of submitting a request
to the administration that more
additional positions be added,
but this has not yet been approved by the university."
l le: says that this wiU not
affect the Faculty of Engineermg.
''\X'c have an unblemished
record of 35 years and the last
time the accrcd11at1on board
came, we had 14 facultv mem bers, one
which was (caching
a first-vcar general engineering
course, and he has smcc rcured,"
Biswas conunues, "The course
was ptekecl up by a not her de pan ·
n,ent."
The program was accrcdHed wtth the 13 faculty members
in 1993-94, and were given thrct·
years tu submll a plan rcgarclmg
the replacement of the re11nng
professors, but since 1995 four
have taken early reurement, and
two have takt·n mandatory retirement.
This is not unusual accord mg to Biswas, "smce Waterloo

or

(who lost 14 members), Western
Ontario, and McMaster also lost
professors," and while Windsor
has eight right now, they "got approval for three and we are
working towards getting a few
more."
B1swas says that won't be a
problem when one considers the
reputation of Windsor's engineering faculty.
"We're in the process of
preparing a request for the approval of additional faculty, and
considering the history of the
department, and the familianry
of some of the senior professors with the accred1tauon process. We're confident that the extension of one year will result
m normal accreditation to the
year 2000, provided we fill the
retired positions."
I le also say::; that three of
the retired professors - Dr.
Alex Gnyp, Dr Gerard
Monlortun, .ind Dr. Alex
McQuorquodalc - arc sull contnbuting to the university, "active in teaching classes, and su pcrv1sing projects."
Dr. Biswas savs that 10 talk ing to students, h~ keeps them
up to date and the facility 1s op timistic with the new h1nngs tak
1ng place and they hope l<> get
more.
Dr. Biswas savs that none
of
the
programs
will
shor1changc students and that
"all the professor~ arc t rymg
their best to provide the best
cducat 10n for sr udents."
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Diversions
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 19
Campus Group AA bas a
closed meeting every Tuesday
and Thursday from 12pm - 2pm
in the CAW Student Centre
Conference Room L For further
info. contact Lily at 258-5698.
A MultiMedia slide presentation tiUed "Wild Rivers, Wild
Lands", at 7pm in the Ambassador Auditoriwn CAW Student
Centre. Free admission. Donation would be appreciated.

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER20
Every Wednesday at 5pm
OPRIG - Windsor's Media
Awareness and Radio Working
Group meet at Iona College, 208
Sunset. Individuals interested in
critical media analysis, journalism and producing the OPIRG
radio show are welcome.
Opportunities to publish your
work are available in both local,
provincial and national outlets.
For more info. call 253-1745.

Reproductive Technologies
Working Group meeting at the
Womyn's Centre at 5pm.
Anti-Racism Group meets at
5pm at Iona College. Guest
Speakers for Winter Semester.
Financial Planning Seminars,
7pm-9pm at the Grad House :
CAM Lacivita. Located on the
top floor.
The Windsor/ Essex County
Branch of the Canadian Red
Cross is sponsoring a contest to
name the Penguins for our

OPIRG - Windsor's Environmental and Bicycle Working
Group at 5:30pm, Iona College.
For more info. call 253-1745

Winter Wonderland Walk. The
contest is opened to kids age 612. The contest will be judged
and the winner announced
Friday, November 22. All
entries should be brought to the
branch, 3909 Grand Marais
East, or mailed to : The Canadian Red Cross, Windsor/Essex
County Branch, ''Name the
Penguins Contest", 3909 Grand
Marais Road East, Windsor, ON
N8W 1W9

Every Wednesday at 5pm•. Iona
SCM is holding a study scnes
entitled Genesis and Justice.
PoUuck. Bring grain, vegetables, or legumes(or a particular favourite) . For more info.
call David at Iona College at
973-7039.

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER21
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship - meeting at 5:30pm
in the Oakroom of Vanier Hall.
Praise and Worship night. All
are welcome.
OPIRG - Windsor and Out on
Campus presents Maurice and
Personal Best (Gay and Lesbian
Love Story) at 7pm Iona College. For more info. call 2531745.

Try one on for size

FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER22

,

6

.Classifieds E

WT·MCAT..GMALGRa;

· Oo Campus P1~ Flexible forThe Anthropology Society and
mats inclndw.g weekends for
the East Coast club will be
$195.
Instant info:
having a Winter Solstice Social
prep@1star.t2
Qt. http://
at the Sandwhicb Mill al 8pm.
All members are welcome. For
more info. conatct Kevin
Manuel at 971-8960.

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER23
CARISA presents semi-formal
in the Ambassador Auditorium.
Singles $25 Couples $45
Book Room at the Court
presents Daryl Ouellette at
3:30pm at Mackenzie Hall. For
more info. call 258-2726

SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER24
Awareness Fair, 11am -7pm at
Teutonia Club. Admission is $5
in advancc/$6 at the door.
Contact Tranquil Planet at 2587077 for tickets and more info.

Frontal Lor>e-----r?"-~+-Olfactory Nerve ---,....,;--1-,,-_<IJ
Optic Nerve
Oculomotor Nerve
Trochlear Nerve
Abduccnt Nerve
Trigeminal Nerve
Temporal Lobe
Facial Nerve
Auditory Nerve
Pituitary Stalk
Glosspharyngeal
Nerve
Pons
Cerebellum
Vagus Nerve
Hypoglossal Nerve
Accessory Nerve
Medulla Oblongata

ovem er

African-Canadian Students
Association Presents "A South
African Dinner" at the Ambassador Auditorium in the CAW at
6:30pm. Tickets - $20, Students
- $12.
Sunday at 11:30am, Mass
followed by refreshments at
Assumption University Chapel
(2nd floor). For more info. call
973-7033 ext. 3399/3374.

~prep.<.:om. Richardson .

Since 1979 ~1 BOO 410:.PREP.

MQDEI.Sl Atnactive ~ ale
mode.I} Jor nude ~out photopphi &to«J. re<eives $150
(U.S. PoUats) a day. H~ir/
makeup atyliidncluded with session, R~lfable ttM$pott.ltion a
m~t. Gajl• (313)730-3646 for an
iot~view.. '

'llSA:.:Xnl~~ SEl!lCEa
Spe~jn.termpa~the~ ·& te$'Umes {AP-4 & other
styk$.), OallJit,oni at .253-8192.

Need a GIFT .lot ChriStm:as?
Buy t 91/9$ WINDSOR

BEST SEU.BR COUPON
BOOK Support the Windsor
Arca Bowling Asaocjation$.
Cqnt*fils Di~ Restaurants,

and Bnterwnment Coupons.

Costs only $30. Call Clthy at
2745(Computing Services) or
Ann at3067(Socia1Work) to get
your coupon booktocfay.

Nikoo 401

body with Nikkor

$,S-70AFJct1se. Full program to

full manual control Great <'.onditioo. Asking $350.00 OBO.
Call Dave at 977-9S20
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Donna Mailloux

Chuck Tolmie

Pharmacist Manager

Pharmacist Manager

Westown Big V

Bryson Big V

?u!~!!~

3

•Regular Shampoo
or Conditioner

WESTOWN BIG V

----DRUGSTORE--2oao Wyandotte St. w.
POST
Phone: 253-4477

OFFICE Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
M-F 10-s

sat.

10 2
•

Saturday 9 to 6

We offer FREE

oomi

179
each

I ll.H

I

~

~~

WITH
INDIVIDUAL
GREETING CARD*
*Excludes boxed cards and gift enclosures.
Valid now thru Saturday, Nov. 30/96.

BRYSON BIG V

-DRUG STORE3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

DELIVERY on everything we sell JUST CALL US!
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emembrance Day
/
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A Remembrance Day ceremony took
place last Monday m downtown
\\"'ind~or.
Phnlos I!) Jamu Cnll(kshan/e

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

Opinion

IThey gave their lives for our freedom ... remember that
I

I

!!J Lance News Staff

I I had a friend who was a memI ber of the Essex Scottish RegiI ment, and was a soldier in WW
I II. He fought in the D Day raid
I on Dieppe Beach. He v.ias capI tured and taken as a POW.
I
I met him when I was in
I Grade 12 doing a history project
I on someone who was a part of
I a historical event. I remember
I situng in his room taking notes
on what he was telling me. How
he lost friends, how scared he
Was, how his wife worried, how
he worried.
I remember seeing his eyes
misting as he told me of the
massacre. I remember how his
h~nd shook as he gave me a tic
clip, the one he wore with his
dress uniform. The one he wore
\lJtth pride. I remember how hard
I worked on that pro1cct.
llarry G:unbriel died two
}cars ago. I went to his funeral.
The tears that I saw in his eyes
Were now in the eyes of his comrades, his friends, veterans. Still

in uniform, with pride and tears.
It's really easy to attend a
funeral. You give your heartfelt
condolences, a hug and a promise of help anytime it's needed.
Then you go home a million
times more appreciative of what
your going home to, and for a
little while at least, vou take a
lot Jess for granted: You love
your wife, husband, girlfriend,
boyfriend, or whoever, a little
more truthfully, and you tell
them how much you love them
out of a secret fear that tomorrow, it may be you accepting
those heartfelt condolences.
After those feelings of taking things for granted wear off,
you slowly blend back 11110 regular routine, and that secret fear
fades back into a mind-numbing invincibility. The funeral that
you attended now comes out in
convcrsatton as something that
you have to do almost obh1,ratory.
What if it wasn't, though.
Think about it what if it was

your father's funeral. Your mother's funeral or anyone else close
to you. What if you could not
walk away from that pain? What
if the effects of death did not
stay in the dark at the funeral
home, after you left?
What if you coul<l not drift
back into idyllic s1mphcity?What
1f that pain came home with
you? Ate dinner with you? Went
to bed with you, and rotted your
dreams foryou?What if it woke
up beside you and promised another dreaded day of unwanted
company?
People arc kind in the wake
of death, there 1s no question.
To those who taste death's pain
though, a thousand words and a
thousand flowers all start to have
the same effect. It's like chew
mg with no food in your mouth.
It's just the mouon, automated
and useless; the substance 1s
gone.
I don't remember what
irade I got on that project. I
don't remember what comments

the teacher put on the paper. I'm
not sure I even remember who
the teacher was. The memory is
a funny thing because it can fail
you.
When your writing an
exam, trying to remember a
name, a place, an event, a person. But then again, the memory
Is a funny thing it will never foil
you. It will always remember
feelings, emotions and thoughts.
Even ,f thcr hurt, even if you
thought you'd forgot them.
So another Remembrance
Day has passed the same time
cverr }'L'ar. The number of veterans who actually remember
their fncnds who were killed i5
slowly dwindling as the great
Cl]Ualizcr of time catches them.
Is Remembrance Day on its last
legs?
Sure, people buy and wear
puppies, but some of tho~c people buy and WL>ar that poppy in
the sa:ne way they buy an apple
from a scout, or a chocolate bar
from a student they donated at

the office. Their obligation is
over and they can endure Remembrance Day guilt free. I
don't think that it is mt.llv necessary to designate a day.to rl·member. It should happen every
day of · e year.
So here is an idea. If you
kn, •w s, ,mconl" who 1s a veteran,
tell them you remember. If you
don't know a vet, put something
special on the grave of some one you don't know, anything, it
doesn't matter what it is, just give
it·away to the grave of an un
known.
Give it away with the understanding that you'll never get
JI back. Thcr ga\'C their hve~. on
the undcrst:tnd111g that they
would ne\·cr gl"t them back, !>O
that today, you and I can live free.
Rcmcmbcrthat.
I sull ha\"c the uc thp, and
I rl"ml"mbl"r.
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Eye on local business

..).
~sJ:!~!~
of the ~~:.~!.~:~~
llJ
When you mtx two cnergetjc and
talented young men, a rich heritagc, dreams and good food,
what do you gct?Windsor's newest C: r"bbean take-out rcstaurant, I..11' Ochie.
Operung its doors to the
communtty a lmle over a month
ago, Ul' Ochie seeks to provide
tasteful Canbbcan food to pcopie of West Indian decent as well
as to those looking for an alternative type of 'fast food'. "Peoplc arc ured for the usual hamburger meals. we seek to offer
them something different," says
o ne of Lil' Ocrue's two owners,
Vernon Strachan, a twenty-nine
year old formerToronto School
of Business student.

year old professional chef Nigc1
l~eato~, ha s h_ad ye~rs of expc
ncncc in cooking. Prior to open
ing the restaurant, Beaton
worked in To ronto at a five ''l
I Ioliday Inn and Zazo~
Gourmcnt Restaurant
Working over twelve hours
each day both men agree that
running such a business takes a
lot of patience and effort but
according to them it's wonh IL
"Just being here makes me
proud," remarked Strachan.
The restaurant 1s located on
521_Wyand?ttc Ave. East, a very
busmess onented area that is an
ideal place for this establish.
ment.

CANADA'S TOP
LIVE READERS
INCREDIBLE BOOKS I
~~ AMAZING CRYSTALS I
FREE LECTURES, I
DEMOS & PRIZES
FRIDAY: 11 • 1OPM I
SATURDAY: 11 • 10PM I
SUNDAY: 11 • 7PM I I
ADMISSION $6
I
CiOOD ALL WEEKEND
I I
I

I

I
I
l
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Council boxers
,!!r Lance News Staff
Be it known that Council secretary Michelle (impeccably
dressed as always) celebrated
her birthday on Thursday, November 14, the day of this
week's UWSA Council meeting.

.
First off, Council heard
delegations from the floor.
Womyn's Issues Coordinator
Melanie Bynoe addressed
Council, saying "the Womyn's
Centre is under the impression
that UWSA has not been lending its full support" to them.
She said that after consulting Computer Services, the
Womyn's Centre found out $hat
the $500 they were budgeted
for a second hand computer
would only purchase one that
would be adequate for e-mail.
They would not allow them
access to the Internet or to the
Novell Network.
The Womyn's Centre is requesting a system that would
allow them the access they need
as well as the ab~ty to pri~t flyers and other literature tn the
Centre (something they presently cannot ?o) , whi~ wou1~
assist them tn fulfilhng their

the Lance

er-- briefs

mandate as a resource centre and
safe space for women on campus.
After some discussion,
council moved to bring the request to the Finance Committee, which would then report
back to council on the matter.
In other matters, UWSA
Chief Returning Officer Dylan
Bailey made his report to council. In a thrifty move, he requested that the remaining 2900
unused ballots from the last byelection be used as scrap note
paper around the UWSA office.
UWSA President Fanta
Williams said that this would be
fine, provided that the ballots
used in the next election are a
different colour.
Council Chair Jason Hunt
also presented his report to
Council.
Later in the meeting,
UWSA Executive Councillor
Alain Arthur said the Asylum
is charging a cover on Saturday
nights, which it does not do on
any other night of the week. He
said that if it is going to charge
a cover it should be a small one
that is 'spread evenly over the
week.

~~

UWSA Anu-RactSm Coorclinator Roger Shallow said
that Saturday night is Rand B
night, and the crowd at the pub
is predominantly black. He
added that the situation seems
to be somewhat cliscriminatory.
He then turned his chair over
to concerned student Rawl
Banton, who told council that
he sees the situation as discriminatory and offered some
suggestions to remedy the situation.
He told council that "it's
your job to keep your eyes
open for the problems here at
the university and try to rectify them."
Fanta Williams said she
has already received and investigated similar complaints. She
said pub bookings, costs at the
door, and related matters are
entirely the domain of the pub
manager. She also said that
Banton should submit his suggestions in writing so they
could be brought to a
UNIWIN (the corporation
that is partially owned by
UWSA and clirects the operation of the pub) board meeting for cliscussion.
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Accounting & Business Planning
Services
[
. Small Business Re,Jstratlon & Sia.rt-ups
. AccPac & Simply Accounting
. All government ntnittances
. Year-ead preperation

Computer Hardware & Software
Services
. Software Dftelopment
. Full and Part Time Contractors
. Hardware and SoftwartJ Conaulttng
. Newel Certified Adminl8trator

3155 Howard AYe. Suite• 213
IN THE ROUNDHOUSE CENTER
Phone 969 - 9077 Fax 969 - 3889

Ontario Public Interest Research Group

WINDSOR
"Life for your concerns"
We work for you on a variety of social justice and environmental issues

--------------- -------------- -- --- ....
Time to Take Out the Garbage!

In the interest of discovering reasons why campus buildings and grounds appear to be more littered with garbage
than usual this year, we'd appreciate our taking the time to fill out this short survey ... Please don't leave it lying
around with the rest of the trash! Simply hand this page in at the Information Desk, CAW Student Centre, when
completed.
1.

Do you eat or drink in classrooms?

2.

If yes, do you take your trash with you when you leave the room, or put it in the garbage
can in the room?
yes__
no__

3.

If no, why not?

yes__

no__

It's too far to carry and dispose of __
Other

-------------------

4.

I
I
I
I

I
•
I
I

5..

If yes, do you remove your garbage and dispose of it when you leave the area?
yes__
no__

6..

If no, why not?

7.

What do you do when you occupy a space and someone has left their trash behind?
Leave it there_ _
Throw it away_ _

8.

Do you ever make a negative comment to people who leave their trash on floors and seats
in common areas?
yes__
no__

9.

I
I

If yes, what is the general reaction?
They throw it away__
They tell me to mind my own business__
(or words to that effect!)
Other

----------------------

10.

I
I

0 n University grounds, what do you do if you see a newly-seeded green space or freshly
planted flower beds?

When the grounds and campus buildings arc clean and well-tended, how do you feel?
Great - I'm proud to have a nice looking campus__
It doesn't bother me__
Other

-------------------------

13.

Which of the following tactics do you think would help people take more pride in their
campus environment?
Ad Campaign
One-on-one encounters
Posters
Other

14.

yes__
yes__
yes__

I

l
I I
I I

I
I I

I I
I
I I

!

I
I

If you walk through or over them, why?

------------------------

12.

I

I

I

So many people walking, I didn't notice __
What does it matter? __
Other

I
I

I

I

Walk around them__
Walk through/over them__

11.

I
I
I

In common areas and lounges across campus, like in the CAW Student Centre, do you eat and drink in areas
other than designated cafeteria space?
yes__
no__

I

no__
no__
no__

I
I I
I
I I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

II
I
I
I

I

I
I

t

Do you have any other comments regarding this topic?

I

lI
I

I

I
I

l

I
15.

I
I

Please circle the demographics which apply to you full-time
undergraduate
under 18 years
15-30 years
40+ years

part-time
graduate
18-24 years
31-40 years

---------- ------ ---------------- - - -

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

-1
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Loaded with litter
!r]ulie Stitch
Administration has beco_me increasingly c~ncerned wtth ~he
amount of li~ter accumuJaung
on campus this year.
Es_pecially upset are Mary
Lou Thibert, CAW Student Ce~tre department head, Dennis
Hastings, the Dean of the Physical Plant and Brook White of
Student Affairs.
Thibert claims there is a
need for awareness and action.
This year has been so bad that
she has had to put on an extra
janitor who i~ solely conc~rned
with campus litter. Students lack
0 ( respect for the school
grounds saddens many members
of the administration.
"It's like a home to us," says
Thibert.
When the issue was put to
several students, their answers
varied. Administration has
found an ally in Lisa O'Brien.
O'Brien, a third year Software
Deve1opment major said, "there
is no need for a classroom to
look like a movie theatre."

She is tired of tripping over
empty glass bottles and claims
~at room 109 in Memonal 1-lall
1s "absolutely disgusting."
Wes Newcombe, a third
~ear Ge~graphy maj?r has noneed an mcrease of litter in the
CAW Student Centre. He feels
that the upstairs level is notoriously bad for garbage.
Dave Dawson, a fourth
year Psychology major hasn't
noticed an increase in litter on
the grounds or in the classrooms.
He has noticed an increase in
graffiti on campus though.
When asked to supply reasons for the excessive litter
Dawson claimed many people
around campus arc just plain
lazy. O'Brien summed it up best
by saying "generation X is a disposable society."
She went on to add that
many students don't realize the
consequences of their actions.
Many students offered suggestions on how to increase the
proper disposal of garbage.
Dawsa.o suggests more garbage

cans and Newcombe thinks
putting up more signs reminding people to throw out their garbage is the way to go. Administration is prepared to reward
proper litt er disposal by handing out coupons good for free
coffee and the like. Whatever the
method, an mcrease in awareness
is the important factor. All claim
that LAncerJ need to take pride
in their school through sports,
academics and the cleanliness
and overall appearance of the
campus.
Those who want to help
combat litter can volunteer at the
Infomation Desk on the main
floor of the CAW Student Centre.
Do your part right now and
fill out the ''Time to take out the
garbage" survey, on the facing
page of this week's LAnce.
Anyone interested in coming up with ways and initiatives
to help students clean up our
campus, please feel free to coo-
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Prior to opening, extensive
renovations had to he done.
Transforming the former
laundromat into a take-out restaurant was one of their first and
most difficult obstacles. Working hand in hand with carpenter
Steve Mills, the young entrepreneurs helped to put in new walls
and fixtures and anything else
that would help in the transfor-

"This place has come from
scratch.. .I know every corner of
this building." says Strachan.
About three years ago, the
idea of opening a restaurant was
discussed between the two
friends but nothing came out of
it until now.
"Vernon mentioned to me
'Let's open up a restaurant' ... I
never took him seriously" comments Beaton.

Now, as his dream of owning his own business has come
true Beaton expresses, "This is
my home, this is what I dream
of.. .I never thought it would
have come true."
The menu encompasses a
variety of traditional Caribbean
meals including the popular curried chickeo,Jamaicao beef patties as well as vegetarian dishes
made from the recipes of great
West Indian cooks.

- - - - - - ....I I - - - - - ....I

I
I
I

Rent 1 Movie or
game & get 1

FREE

Valid on current new releases.
Must be equal oc lesser value.
One coupon per customer per visit
Expires Dec.17.1996
L

I

I I
I I

Rent 1 Movie or
game & get 1

FREE
Valid on current new releases.
Must be equal or lesser value.

I

I

------I l0ne
. _____ _I
coupon per customer per visit.

Expires Dec.17.1996

3225 Sandwich St. 258-2378

National News Briefs
MONTREAL (CUP) Students at eighteen Quebec
colleges are currently on strike
and seven more have scheduJed
strike votes to protest the PartiQuebeco1s government's attack
on accessible postsecondary
education.
The Mouvcment pour le
droit a !'education (MOE)
called for a general strike at its
September convention after the
Quebec government proposed
a $700 million cut from education and raised the possibility
of breaking the province's tuition freeze.
The Part1 Quebecois'
Summit on the Economy and
Employment held at the beginning of this month triggered
the strike action.

TORONTO (CUP) A day care centre at the University of Toronto is turning to
private capital to save itself as
government funding for such

centres continues to erode.
Brian Condie, one of the
co-ordinators at the Campus
Community Co-operative DayCare Centre, says the centre has
to raise private funds because
government cutbacks were
forcing the centre to run at a
loss.
"For the last couple of
years we've had a deficit of
$20,000 so we have to raise
funds to make up for the shortfall," he said.
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Veterans taking part in last Monday's Remembrance Day Activities.

photo by James C1"t1ickshank
plant a tree. Or recycle your newspaper. Aher all. whenever you do anything
. big or small - to help restore and conserve our wild spaces and species, you
also help yourself We count on these living resources for everything from medical
advancement co indusmal growth. Jn other words, what we do for them, we do fo1
ourselves. And our children. Get in touch with us at www.wwfcanada.org or

I-800-26-PANDA and we'll cell you a few more selfish ways you can help.

fl,tir futurt ,sour futurt.
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SPECIAL FLYLOW FARES
WILL GET YOU HOME
THIS HOLIDAY.
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Now you can ask for a real present. Not an

m

expensive airline ticket. Greyhound Air's Flylow®

vi

fares are making sure you can be home with friends
and family for the holidays. You simply won't find
a cheaper fare during the holiday season and it's
not too late to book.
Hamilton
to:

HOUDAY FLYLOW
RETURN FARES FROM;

Winnipeg

$149
$199
$199
$199
$199

Calgary
Edmonton
Kelowna
Vancouver

-

~

These fares available for travel between Nov. 2 . Dec. 17/96.
' - - - - Other holiday fares are available.

Plus, if you need a bus connection from Kelowna,
Hamilton or Ottawa. Greyhound Air will throw in
the bus ticket to a variety of destinations. Our lines
are open 24 hours a day, seven days a week so call
today and have a wonderful Greyhound holiday.

GREYHOUND

AIR

1-800-661-TRIP or 416-367-TRIP
Not available through travel agents. http://www.greyhound.ca
Arr
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Conrad Black: galvanizing opposition with tactics
~ James

Winter

Media mogul Conrad Black recently instructed his 60 Canadian daily newspapers to run his
column responding to The Paper
King, a CBC-TV documentary
which Black termed "a smear
job;' and "a televised kangaroo
court".
In fact, the CBC documentary was quite tame. As an academic who has researched and
written about Black, I found the
documentary to be balanced and,
if anything, understated. It was
produced by senior correspondent Joe Schlesinger, who confined himself to interviewing
mainstream "critics" of Black,
such as Peter C. Newman,
chronicler of the rich and famous, former Conservative
J\,{Ps, and Black's former drinking buddies.
Author Mordecai Richter
told the camera, "I don't think
(Black) should be dismfased out
of hand," and went on to support chains because individual
newspaper owners have gone the
way of "doctors making house
calls."
Black's partner, David
Radler, was given equal time to
respond to the (mostly) friendly
criticisms. Of the Cranbrook
(B.C) Daify Townsman, he said,
"I think we are producing as
good a newspaper as we can, in
a market which only warrants a
weekly."
Radler insisted, "we are not
going to change liberal papers
into conservative think-tanks."
Black refused to be interviewed for the documentary, but
in his column he denied being
"extremely conservative."
Former British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher disagrees,
having said she found herself on
his left, politically. Black said he
seeks "no more than a fair hearing for a range of intelligible
views" in his newspapers, and

that "we have had our share of
controversy, but we have never
departed the mainstream of Canadian opinion, and our names
and views do not frighten reasonable people."
But the views of Black and
Company do frighten reasonable
people. In his 1993 autobiography, Black wrote that he recommended to the board of directors at Dominion Stores, "that a
scythe be taken through the lowlives." He described the private
school teachers at Upper Canada
College in Toronto, who expelled him at 14 for stealing exams and selling them to his classmates, as "sadists" and "aggressively fondling homosexuals"
who "all gradually produced in
me a profound revulsion".
His wife, Barbara Amie]
Black, is the international affairs
columnist with Southam, and
VP for editorial matters for
Hollinger Inc. In September, she
wrote regarding the Somalia affair, "the Canadians were sent
into a land of the primitive, desperate and dangerous, who
would regard any lenient or humane action as an invitation to
rob, steal and ambush. One can't
blame the Somalis: they are what
they are, and their situation is
what it is."
Later that month, she wrote
in her Southam column, which
1s ostensibly on international affairs, about same sex marriages:
"the reason homosexual activists
want same-sex marriages is to
achieve the legal obliteration of
any distinction between the normative sexual behaviour of society, and the neuropathology of
homosexuality that affects an
estimated 5 percent of the population."
In his column, Black wrote
that in his 30 years in the industry, "we have built up one of the
largest, and highest-quality
newspaper companies in the

STUDENT'S WEEKEND
'EVERYTHING INCLUDED'

RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00
YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1000 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS
WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258 -2847
Some restrictions apply. See counter fer details.
500 Aero Ian Miles available with eve rental.

world", saying they have
"strengthened every newspaper
franchise we have influenced".
While this might be the case for
Black's flagship paper, The Dat/y
Telegraph (nicknamed "the
Torygraph'') in London, it's hard
to think of a single other example amongst more than 600 titles he owns worldwide. The
much-vaunted Jerusalem Post
has had its reporting staff cut
by 50 percent since Black took
over, while its editorial content
moved far to the right. Even
papers Black has bought from
the notoriously stingy Thomson
chain have seen staff cuts of 30
percent or more - hardly a prescription for strengthening and
improving quality.
Black went on to claim that
"no editors of ours have ever
retired because of interference."
This would come as a surpnse
to Joan Fraser of the Montreal
Gazelle and James Travers and
Peter Calamai of the Ollawa Citizen, editors who resigned recently over differences with the
direction taken under Black's
ownership.
Black sees the CBC documentary as further evidence of
what he calls, "the virtual monopoly (of) the soft left" in the
Canadian media. He should
spend some more time in this
country. If he did, he would be
able to observe first hand the
current triumph of a right wing
neocon agenda which has promoted deficit reduction at the
expense of health, education,
culture and social programs.
This would have been impossible without the willing cooperation of the news media.
His own newspapers - replete

with the likes of Andrew Coyne
on national affairs, Giles
Gherson on economics, and
Barbara Amtel Black on international - are a case in point.
By driving the moderates,
such as Christopher Young, out
of Southam, Black is removing
even the pretension of diversity,
and sowing the seeds for his own
demise. By insisting that his column be run, and even dictaung
the headline, he has made it imposs1 ble for his own editors to
deny his influence, galvanizing

opposition even within the ranks
of journalism. He has also established a nasty precedent.
What's next, front page editorials by Black, endorsmg Preston
Manning's Reform Party?
James Wznler ts a professor of
Commumcalion Studies al the Umvem!) of Windsor and the author,
most recentfy, of Democraqr's Ox:y-

geo· How Corporations Control
the News, available from the Umverst!J of Toronto Press.
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LUXURY CHRIST's

Next release
By Jeff Sanford
Problematic For The People

is the title of LUXURY
CHRIST's new album and is
word play on REM's Automatic
For The People: it's LUXURY
CHRIST's own take on the
world. Bands make noise and
have fun, they transmit sound
for the effect it produces, nothing more and nothing less. To
read more into LUXURY
Cl IRIST would be doing the
band an injusuce.
LUXURY CHRIST performed at HMV in the Devonshire Mall a few weeks ago. Constantly preaching or playing to
the converted onJy leads to the
same reaction, but at the mall the
audience was composed of a
large segment of the population
that wouldn't normally see
LUXURY CHRIST.
If HMV does this in-store
Pierre Berton, acclaimed Canadian author signs a copy of his latest book, The Great I ..akes, at Southshore
~ks. The bo?k signing was held November 14 and was well attended. A feature-length article will appear
band thing for the purpose of
10 next week's issue.
selling records does this mean
Photo I!] Jamei Cruickshank
that the bands that play there do
it just to sell records too? The
answer is, "Of course you idiot".
Sometimes people talk
about selling out like it's some
sort of bad thing. Selling out
actually means, "exploiting for
your own purposes". It allows
the band to promote a product
they survive on. This deal is
merely a contract: each party
furthers its interest at the supposed expense of the other.
This is why LUXURY
CHRIST played HMV. The
band used the store to move
product for the purpose of sustaining the band. If the company
wants to ride on the credibility
of the band as a part of the contract, who cares. When one actually understands the dynamic
American invasion of poetry. The Scratch N'Sniff reading group's guest reader on Sunday, November 10
of the situation and differentiwas Detroit-area poet M.L. Liebler. He brought his unique brand of performmce poetry to a mostly
ates between the interests of the
receptive audience at The Sandwich Mill.
parties involved, then one sees
Photo I!] David Knight
that HMV is motivated to enter
the contract because of the spinoff effect of the perceived image of the band for the purpose
of enhancing the stores' credibilBy David Knight
classes about his writing. Lee will lection," said Gervais.
ity, while the band is motivated
"I'd be very surprised if it to sustain the music they are ereAward winning poet John B. Lee also support his work by readwill be available for student con- ing from his recent collection didn't end up winningThe Govsultation at the University of published by Windsor's Black ernor General's Award. It is that
Windsor starting on November Moss Press, Tongues Of_~ good, and this is not just the
publisher boasting. This is what
Children,
17.
everyone
says when they hear it
One
section
from
Tongues
His temporary position at
the university will be that of Vis- Qf_Thc Children which dealt read, or read it themselves."
It is through the interest
iting Writer In Residence, not to with the Underground Railway,
and
support
of Dr. Wyman
be confused with the position of won the CBC/ Tilden award of
Herendeen,
head
of the English
Resident Writing Professional $10,000 as its own individual
Department
and
the obvious
currently held by Marty Gervais work. Marty Gervais, Resident
connections
of
Marty
Gervais as
for the rest of this year. As Vis- Writing Professional of the Unipublisher
journalist,
and aciting Writer, Lee will be meeting versity of Windsor, considers
claimed
poet
in
his
own
right,
the
prize
winning
section
of
the
one on one with students of the
that
literature
is
taking
more
of
book
to
be
the
"anchor"
for
the
~rcative Writing program. Creaan
active,
public
role
on
campus.
rest
of
the
works
in
the
collectlve Writing students interested
John B. Lu rtathfrom 'Itmg,m.
in meeting with him sent small tion, which depict the experi()j
The
Children November 21,
ences
of
Irish
Immigrants
and
selections of poems some time
MacPhmon
Lo,mge, Ekda HaH, aJ
historical
occurrences
that
took
ago to Lee so that he could fal:OOp.111.
AU
an 111eko111t and adplace
in
Southwestern
Ontario.
miliarize himself with their work
mission
is
fret.
"It's
a
very,
very
moving
and discuss it during his stay. He
will also be talking to some collection. A very powerful col-

John B. Lee ... Visiting Writer

ating.
Their sound begins outside
of what one usually hears on the
radio today and while this sound
was evident on the last album it
is expanded on in the new one.
It took two years to make this
next record for various reasons.
All of the members work outside the band, allowing the band
to continue. The band on tape
pushes the beat a little more,
with more conviction, like they
didn't feel the pressure to get it
on tape. I don't want to use the
"M" word but the CD docs
sound a little more mature. It
sounds a little more polished,
not in the sense that it's a glossy
commercial product, just more
"there" in the LUXURY
CHRIST way.
Trevor Malcolm has indulged the technical s.ide of the
music rather than the conceptual. It seems like the possibilities were extended because more
time was spent on the recording. If the last one was just an
attempt to get something on
tape, this one is more of an attempt to indulge in the recording process. The writing and arranging are more developed as
well. Some of the songs ap proach filler status but for the
most part the results rock, just
like Malcolm on various riffs
that out-wank most wankers. On
this album Malcolm is the rock
god of guitar you knew he always was. Kind of like DEEP
PURPLE with DEBORAH
IIARRY. LUXURY CHRIST
creates the kind of music that
keeps moving in different directions. The fact is they've played
together so long they couldn't
help but be good.
If the journey through the
"blissfully aware, but couldn't
care" world of LUXURY
CHRIST leaves you feeling
slightly disoriented then there's
always the hidden track (ten minutes after track 16) to put this
all in perspective.
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Review
Tearing Into A Su111111tr D<!J
\.f lrty Gervais
Mosaic Press

By David Knight
If prose was white paint and
poetry black, it could be said that
Marty Gervais has created a gallery of grey paintings with Ic.ar::

ing Into

A Summer Day;

Gervais has successfully combined two genres the way a
painter would mix paint. The
collection is also grey-themed:
there seems ao emotional midd lc ground
held where
none of the
writing overly
romanticizes
humorous or
tragic
moments.
Afternoons In The
Cold War is the
first and longest section of

CANADIAN SCHOOLS vs. U.S. SCHOOLS
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 4th 7 TO 11 P.M.
Each team includes: 5 Girls ~ 5 Guys
participating in ultimate challenge events.
Points are awarded for each event won.

Extra points for spectators, team cheer, and team uniforms.
Only sense .of humour and NO athletic ability required.

Tearing Into.A
Summer Day

ENTRY FORMS AT THE BAR

As the section
title suggests,
the prose poems arc set in the
1950's and The Cc Id War. Art
Of U7rifi,,g is a poignant reflection on the transition made by
an aspiring writer from printing
to writing. Tearing !,,to The Street
On A Su111111er Dqy recalls with
powerful evocation the childhood trauma of being hit by a

775 OUELLETIE AVE., DOWNTOWN WINDSOR
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car: the jagged edges of memory
as recorded in the piece come
close to vicariously instilling in
a reader that same trauma. Tht

Afar!)r (hr Monsignor MichaelJohn
0 'Leary) contains possibly the
rarest combination of wry hu.
mour and reverence in the midst
of profundity you may find any.
where soon.

From the back of the
church, as I silently mouthed
snarky mean challenges, the
monsignorpaused, suddenly
teetered at the edge of the
steps, in mid.
sentence, then
toppled head
first ... He died
instantly in that
one tragic moment. That !1ense
of overwhelming
panic, like a
fridge or heavy
commode slipping out of your
hands as you're
moving it... That
sudden inept impotent daunting
act where you
can do nothing. It scared the
hell out ofme ... For one crazy
moment, I actually believed
he rnight've done it on purpose.
The collection's tit le and
cover illustration is justified with
the climactic prose-poem of
Afternoons In The Cold War,
1 The Black Ghost OJ 1946; the narrator thinks about how when his
mother was pregnant with him,
their family fled from a tornado,
and how the sky now holds a
cautious fascination for him.
The prose-poems most
worthy of repeated readings in
Bow Ties, arc Oil PaJi1hi,g and
U'/i/L Oil J>ai11tingrclatcs the story
of a father, let go from factory
work because of a bad heart,
who eventually turned to 011
prunting.
In the space of one page
Will relates the slow, defiant
passing on of the father who
knew he was dying.
While there are pieces from
Afternoons In The Cold War
that had religion on the periph
cry of the youth's mind's eve,
Swimming in Basil Lake c;ntains prose poems that bring
spirituality to the forefront of an
older individual's vision. Silh11g
/11 The Merton Room Al Gethsemam

(A Leiter To Tho111a1 MerkJt1 1s
perhaps the most swtable climax
oft he book. It seems to sum up
a life thus far. It displays the
author's reverence for Mcrton's
work, and says so much about
the mortality o( us all with so
few words.
While the Inst section, Postcards From The South China
Sea 1s worthy, it seems out of
place in the collccuon. It con
tarns pieces that seem more like
straight prose than prose poetry.
While reading, J was ab1 uptly
jarred from a meditative state of
sorts that the previous sccuons
placed me. Postcards From The
South China Sea, is best appre
c1ated I feel, read on Its own as
separate from the rest as
possible.
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ROSE CHRONICLES
Happily Ever After
Nettwerk
Although this is not unlike anything I've heard before, it has
some originality. The vocals arc
wonderful, with a beautiful
range that hits both airy highs
and earthy lows. They have the
aura
of
SARA
MACLACHLAN with the energy of BELLY. The name of
the album is ironic: most of the
songs are sad, or merely content
feeling.
- Janice CampbeU
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BABE T HE BLUE OX
People
RCA
This album is enough to make
people blue. The mixture of Tim
Thomas' harsh and coarse vocals with the icky sweet, high
pitched LISA LOEB sound of
Rose Thomson, is far from a
complimenting corn bination.
The musical impression of the
songs range from alternative to
metal sounding, making it difficult to place this band in one
genre of music. Songs begin
with the heaviness of a WHITE
ZOl\.IBIE tune and mellow out
in between parts, resulting in a
bunch of songs that seem to
have been misguidedly jumbled
together.
As for lyrical quality, "People" isn't a highly inspiring collection. Topics for tunes range
from family picnics to body
parts. Only one song is worthy
of a spin, Resume, the sole one
written by Thomson, about the
many roles one plays in a lifetime and the difficulty of finding one's destiny. All other tunes
were written by Tim Thomas.
'Nuff said.
- Angela Sorge
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SALMONBLASTER
Liquid
Six of the fourteen songs sound
a helluva lot like NIRVANA.
Unlike
the
Seattle
grungemasters, these guys want
you to actually listen to, and buy,
their shit.
Sugar Rush, Blast Off, Fl'eewqy and Dn·ve It, might be some
of the best balls-out driving
tunes of the year. They felt like
injections of tcstOsteronc. The
music made me push the accelerator to the floor. My
Oldsmobile quaked, as it's engine shook like ELVIS on Minithins.
justafish, Floating }~yes and
cspcaally Pulse n..-ally took me by
surprise: they were trippy, with
all of the guitar effects, synth
and samples used for an excellent change of pace from the
other songs.
SALMON BLASTER
made me feel strong, sad and
pissed. They're good enough to
spend your OSAP on.
- B.FCiambo/oni
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SOUL ATTORNEYS
SOUNDTRACK
E pic
Forever Knight
With this self-titled debut by GNP Crescendo Records
Quebec's SOUL ATTOR- The soundtrack of the popular,
NEYS, it isn't difficult to under
cult classic TV series Forever
By Tracy Mastronardi
a man who owned a shop nostand why the band named Knight has a distinctive and drathemselves as such. This crea- matically dissonant sound. It
Chuck Solly has been a ticed the wrought-iron candletive trio know 1he law when it catapults the listener to the exwrought-iron artist for the last stick holders that Solly had
comes to lessons of the soul.
five years. Since he was 10 years made, and displayed on a street
otic and erotic plane of the sc
Lead vocalist/ lyricist, Jacques rics' universe. The musical genold he has been bend-and-weld- corner. The man made suggesGaines, is to be credited for the ius of Fred Mollin evokes an
ing. I low docs one describe the tions to him, on how to immetaphorical, message filled, emotionally, haunting mood.
process involved with wrought- prove his design and then told
him to drop by his shop on
potent, passionate tunes on this
iron works?
The tttle theme sets the
release. He captures an array of stage for the album as it did for
"It's like blacksmithing," I lannah East, here 10 Windsor. Solly did so, and found
issues in his poetical songs with the series. mournful bursts of
says Solly.
an overall attitude of optimism sound swell and climax at interSolly's earliest interest in himself hired. When the band,
arising. With a touch of funk and vals all through the work.
the craft began with his desire PORCELAIN MARY (Solly
spoken-word, Gaines sings of Mollin's music was the musical
to make relatively 10expensive was drummer) broke up, he
the power of persistence in So glue that held the series together,
gifts from easily available ma- bought that store.
Solly's current mass
Th~ St!J, change in These Are The providing unity in concept, stoterials, so, he says, "I started by
product
is making wroughtD(!Ys and spirit in Sun In My rytelling and sound. The two
making presents in the shop."
iron
head
boards. Some of his
Hand. As realists, they sing about leads of the series, Gcraint Wyn
His interest in wroughtwork
has
been
made available
racism in Brothers And Sisters, re- Davies and Nigel Bennet, make
iron art as a means of earning
gret in What If and conse- appearances.
a serious income, began when as far as Calgary.
quences See The People with a
There are a selection of~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"'- - - - - - - - - - - sound easily comparable to To- songs sung by the incomparable '
ronto's
PHILOSOPHER LORI YATES between instruKINGS.
mental passages, such as The
-Angela Sorge
Raven: The Hunger, Black Rose,
Touch The Night, The Dark Side
and others. The rare, poignant
quality of her voice has captivated fans of the series since
1992.
- M. C Schisler

Wrought-iron works

S ALON

MADREDEU S
Ainda
EMI/ Metro Blue
The interesting thing about this
soundtrack from the film "Lisbon Story'' is that it was inspired
by these featured songs. Writer/
director Wun Wenders approached MADREDEUS about
making a film featuring the ensem blc. MADREDEUS composed the music and then
Wenders designed the film.
When listening to the soft
acoustic sounds of the classical
Portugese ensemble, one can
imagine how such a project
emerged. The music is truly inspiring. Teresa Salguiero can
arouse various emotions ranging
from melancholy to glee with her
chillingly beautiful soprano vocals. The guitars, violoncello,
accordfon and keyboards create
a soft, gentle sound which
matches Salgueiro's vocals wonderfully. Mr/gre and Guilarrawerc
favourite pieces.
- Charlotte M. Go111es
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• Excellent location on
major bus route
• Furnished, clean,
comfortable rooms
• Captain's bed with
storage drawers
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and cable in all rooms
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Canada's Premier Student
Travel Co! Party in CANCUN
from$ 399!!!
Find out how to go for FREE &
earn EXTRA CASH!!!
{;,l!:tiJ0

Call: 1(800)798-1509

SUBHUMANS
Pissed Off .. With Good Reason!
Virgin/ Essential Noise
This is a twenty-four track album
which offers SUBl IUM ANS
selections from between the
years 1978-1995. the self-proclaimed "punk'' group from
Vancouver boasts gigs which
include an anti-Canada Day celebration funded by anarchists.
Such anarclustic sentiments arc
echoed in Oh Canaduh, Canaduh}
Favourite Sport and A11Jenca Co11J·
111its S uiade. The title track of the
collection proves appropriate as
every song seems to be a vehicle for venting profanity-ridden
anger.
- Charlolle M. Gomes

SOME ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR JAN. '97

***SPRING BREAK***
I

FLESHPAINT
Imitate Yourself
Sour Music
This album proves you don't
have to be great to cut a CD.
This alternative band has lyrics
that definitely leave something
to be desired. They often try to
be weird with their lyrics, but all
that it succeeds in doing is being senseless and repetitive. They
would do much better if they
stuck to songs like Emp!J Room
where they don't try to be so bizarre.
- Janice Campbell
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Wild Rivers
Wild Lands
A multimedia slide presentation featuring
Ken Ma<hen. photographer. conservationist.
'ith music by Yukon composer Matthew
ien. Incredible photography of northern
anada's vanishing wildlands including: the
ndangered Wind, Snake and Ponnet Plume
watersheds. tales of the first Canadians to
addle the entire the Grand Canyon of the
Stikine. grizzlies and wolves in their currenr
(but endangered) natural state and the land of
the Gwich'in Nation & the Porcupine Cariou Herd.

Date:
Tuesday. Nov. 19/96
Time:
7:00PM
Place:
Ambassador Auditorium
CAW Student Centre - U. of W.
admi,~ion free (donation, accepted)
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Lousy conditions
haunt Lancers

;\Vomen's V-ball
team off to an
•
•
unpress1ve
start

By Mack Truck
The l..a11«rCross Country team
ran their final race of thc season at the CIAU championships
hosted by McGill University in
Montreal on November 9. With
continuous hills, record rainfall,
blustery winds, and more mud
and puddles than grass, the
Lancer squad was in for a real
battle that afternoon.
The women's team placed
ninth overall over the 5km
course, falling short of last year's
CIAU title. Missy McClcary who
finished fourth overall and Dana
Cunningham who finished
ninth, both picked up All Canadian honours, while Blaire
Kniazicw (42), Marnee Beamish
(76) and Patricia Klein (80) each
put in tough performances to
finish off the season. Missy
McCleary could only sing praise
about her team saying, "Our performance was very gutsy, considering the poor race conditions. I thought we tan well
against tough CIAU competition."
The men's team finished
below expectauons, but still
managed to place fourth overall. Over the 10km course the
Lincers were led by rookie sensation Andv Hahn who finished
12 overall, ~nd was named lo the
All Canadian second team for
his efforts. Veterans Mark
Kitcley (19), Rhys Trenhaile (20),
Mark Brazowski (22), and rookie
Darryl Currie (41) rounded out
the squad. The team's frustration
was evident and as noted by
Mark Kitdey, "Because we train
in Oat, dry conditions here in
Windsor the team was poorly
prepared for the extremely tough
conditions we faced. The constant mud, hills, and wind ktlled
us. It was truly disappointing."
l'\evertheless, congratulations
arc still in tact for the men's
OUAA title two weeks ago, and
congratulations to the enure
team for another stellar year.
Nathalie Cote of the Ottawa Gee Gees won the women's
race, but the University of Waterloo took the CIJ\t; team tit.le.
Enc Jobin of Shcrbrooke won
the men's individual crown,
while the Victoria Vikeswun the
CIAU team title by one of the
largest margins in CIAU history
with 72 points ahl-ad of Queen's,
the second place finishers.

Due to financial and organizational difficulues, the University
of Windsor Men's Rugby Team
had to bow out of the Mid West
Collegiate Finals.
A lack of resources denied
Wmdsor 1he oppon un11y 10 represent the school at 1h.Js prcsugJr)US tournament. Regardless,
Wmdsor remains the :Vfich1gan
Rugby lJmon Collegiate League
1996 Ch:imp1ons The members
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By Heidi Solway
The Univenity of Windsor
1..an.erJ women's volleyball
rerun came out winners November 6, defeating the Um.
ver~ity of W2tedoo Ath1111iJ

easily, 3-0.
The l.t.tn.m $Cl the tone
e2tly in the first set h.:ati.ngthc
Alhe,,as t 5-4. Waterloo found

Lancer men's hockey at a recent game.

Photo /ry David B11knt'tc

Lancers tie Golden Hawks
By Brian Anderson
The Windsor Lancer men's
hockey team entered Sunday's
contest with a 2-1-1 record. They
faced the Wilfred LaurierGolde11
Hawks this paia Sunday at Adie
Knox Arena.
Coming off a win and a tic
wtth the Ha•k.s in their previous meenngs the t.ancers looked
to bolster their record.
Chris Sharland started between the pipes and was not
tested often as the Lat1cerr controlled the play throughout the
game. Only a phenomenal display by Hau,/e goalie Geoffrey
Schnare saved the game from
being a blowout. Shot after shot
was pushed aside by the third
year goaltender, as 'X'indsor
came up with numerous sconng
chances but failed to capnalize
enough. The result V.'aS a 1-1
overume tie.
The l..a11cer.r first power play
was early but nothing came of
it and both power play lines fiz.
zlcd. Scott Hillman provided the
l.ancers with a large number of
impressive play, incluclmg two
great passes, one of which led
to a J.a11cer three on one that
Schnare pushed ~side. The l..ancers clearly outplayed the Hawh
but the scoreboard read 0-0 after the first pcnod.
The second penod began
with a I..anct'rpcnalty 12 seconds
in. The referee who called but
two Haw.le pcnalues in the first

period, must have located his
whistle as the penalties became
more and more frequent.
Lauricr's power play lasted a
minute and 20 seconds before
they were charged with a holding infraction. The La11cer1 failed
to capitalize on any of the
.Ha»·.b' next three penalt1c .
Their best chance came when
Hillman fed Ritch Schaafsma to
split
the
defence,
but
Schaafsma's ~ho1 saikd high.
These two combined again
but
Schnare
slapped
Schaafsma's l>ccond breakaway
attempt of the period. The only
letdown h)' Windsor came late
in the second when Laurier controlled the puck for the last two
and a half minutes. Sharland
looked steady as the score remained 0-0.
barly m the thtrd the referee called Scan McKegney for
hitting from behind whjch re
suited in an early exit for the
T..ancer forward. The referee was
having a har<l game a~ the net
continued to become dislodged
and the linesmen continued 111
have a difficult time dropping
the puck. Time and time agam
the centres had to br replaced,
making for a very long game.
Schnare's brilliance continued throughout the third. I le
made spectacular saves on l...a11cer i Shane O'Donohue, Dan
Ceman, Josin Welsh, and
Brandon Boyko. Finally at 15:17

of the third period, Kevin
Pucovsky fired a rebound that
beat Schnarc. Boyko and Welsh
picked up the assists. Not to be
outdone, Sharland came up with
a big save of his own as a Golden
Hawk found bjmsclf alone at the
I ..ancer doorstep. Sharlancl shut
lhe tlnor to the five hole, to preserve Windsor's lead.
The next 12 minu1es wns
open hockc)' at its finest, end to
end and back and forth, as each
team had decent scoring
chances. Windsor played solid
defensive hockey as the forwards
constant.ly picked up their checks
on opposing rushes. With a
mmute remaining L'lurier pulled
their goalie. The sixth skater
made the difference as a mad
scramble in front of Sharland
resulted in a tipped puck crossing the goal line Pushing the
game into overtime.
Sharland made another
dandy save in overtime, and Ben
Brenner responded with a good
bur~t up the right si<lc leading
to a shot on net. Overtime continued, and the I..a11rer.r looked to
be taking the momentum unul,
as 1:34 remained,
La11cer
dl'fenccman Jorin Welsh was
called for holding. Under two
minutes to go 10 overumc is not
the right time to rnll a pcnnhy.
The only thing Windsor could
do was play for the tie, which
they did successfully.

Rugby season cotnes to a quiet close
By Trevor Drake

~
is

of this championship team arc
Steve Bannister, Pat Daniels,
David Jamieson, Shane Ryan,
Chris 1lolovic, Jason Griffith,
Brad 1-'lgassc, Mike Browne,Jon
Coleman, Tony Alexander, Filip
Szabluk, Trevor Drake, Darren
Stabler, Paul I lounscll, Denis
Tomas, /\dam Janes,Jay Lebrun,
Dc.-an Meloche, Scott Kennedy,
Greg Luciani, Matt Macklin,
Dave Colameco, Steve Lewis,
and Craig Poole. Windsor fin

ishe<l their fall season with an
exhibi11on game aga1nst the
Guelph Gryphons. Guclph was
knocked out early in the OUAA
playdowns and was cager to con
ttnue their annual nvalry with
Windsor. Windsor scored first in
the snov.1· cond11ions w11h a try
by Brad Lagasse. Guclph responded With a streak oi thrre
straight trys to go up by 14.
\Vindsorwent on a rallr towards
the encl of the match, but could

only get three points off of a
penalty kick by Tomas. Windsor
ended up With the shon end of
the stick, losing 21-10. The
Rugby Team will be looking for
new players to jom the club in
the !>pnng 111 preparation for the
.M1ch1gan Cup. Anyone interested can contact the club at
rugby@servcr.uwi11tlsor.ca.

it impossible to p;,.ssthe tough
serving by Windsor. Kimberly
Wells seemed to really make
things difficult for W..terloo by
pumping out one tough serve
after 2nother. If it w-...s not the
tough serving of the L4IU'trS
which frazzled Waterloo. itwu
the attack of the awesome
l.Aluer front Hoe. First year
player R~quel "Rocky.,
Drummond proved to be a
majot threat to the already
weak Waterloo defence. As
well, Jodi Beaugrand put on
what will sµrdy be one Qf
many entertaining pcrformanccs with her domination at
the net.

Determination by all
L.anetr terunmatcs ~ t the
Lancerr strong and they went
on to e3siJy win the third set
15-10 en route tO sweeping the
match in three sets.
The women ah,o won
their home opener aga1nst the
Brock Bn4gers 3-0 oo Novem~
ber first. This 59 mtnute match
scemc:d to he a.a even easier
win than t~. effort required to
defeat Waterloo.
The Lanttrs also proved
to be winners in their
prest4son games. pbdng second at both the Brock
Invitational and at the
Schoolcraft Invitational in
Mkhigaii. They also split '\\':ith
M:idonrut University of Michi~
gan, taking one match and losing the second in earlier October competition.
The women will be a
force to be reckoned WJth this
year in t~ OWIAA. Wrt.h all
StarJodi lkaugrand and 1995-

96 I...amtr MVP Elaine Murton.
plus the cxtta damage inilicted
by rookies .Raqud Drummond
and second year player: Dar1coe
Davis. it sC"ems theLbtmrhavc
what it t':lkes to atrult their Wfff
to victory. The l.A,g,n Abo
have consistent pa$$ing and a
strong defoncc in players like
setterJudithLortieaod dcfi:n-

sive specialist Glorianna J~.
Much of the ocw Wffi".
niog \1.1l)'S of the: women'$ volk-yba.ll team comes as a mult
of the very effc:cuvc coaching
chnnge, bringing in former
Brennan Secondary School
Head Coach and assistant
Sandy D'Amico and Tony
Silvagg1. Both of them have
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Athletes of the \Veek Double win fo.r local boxers
FEMALE

MALE

B:; Josh Canty

Missy McClcary
IBo:rder City Boxing Oub fighter
Lancer Cross Country
Bdizen Veltn visited the \Vindy
For the third year in a row, Missy
City recently to test herself
is a First Team Cross Country
against a more experienced
All Canadian. She finished off
boxer. Jimi Chartnnd. from
a stellar season at the Nationals
Chicago. The November Th
in Montreal, placing fourth in
bout:~tthedisf.anceaudVduz
Canada. Once again, she led all
scored a landsUde unarumous
the LAncer runners with a time
decision over the t,.o,netowo
of 18:09. Missy is a third year
bvontc, who admittedly under~
Psychology student and is from
estimated
the smaller, less expe..
Mississauga.

Andrew I lahn
[Jzncer Cross Country
Andy, a first year HK student,
competed at the National Championships in Montreal in his first
year of ioteruniversity competirion. He was the top male finisher for the LAncer.r in a time of
34:18 on the muddy 1 OKm
Mount Royal Park Course. As
13th place finisher in the nation,
Andy was named a Second Team
All-Canadian, an outstanding
feat for a first year runner.

gave
rienced Vdu,. Chartrand has Papalambropoulos
Vaneoglesdorp
two
standing
since issued a challenge to VeJuz
for a tcrmtch t.n Chicago later eight counts en toute to winning
a unanimous decision. The bout
this month. Vduz accepted.
Another University of qualifies Pa~bropoulos to
W1nd1;ot student. Angela fight in the Open Ontario
Papa.b.rnbtopoulos, who fights Championships on November
out of th~ Windsor Armtcur. 2.9 to Dccembe't 1t in London.
Boxitlg Club tn~<le a trip to A gokl medal there will earn her
Oshawa Ontario on NoV'cmber a shot at the Canadian title in
10th to challenge Joanne Calg~, Alberta in January.
Vaocnglesdorp of Toronto.
·-··----·-""'· "--~·· --·'='"'

CIA U All Canadian

DOUG OBERHOLZER

Macho Man may be
headed back to the WWF

LAncer Soccer
After
two
years
of
interuniversity play, Doug
Oberholzer has been selected as
a second team All Canadian at
the forward position.
An outstanding 1995
rookie season saw Oberholzer
lead all Ontario scorers, and
Doug came back with a venge
ance in 1996, playing his aggres-

By Ringmaster
The results of the WCWs Halloween Havoc pay-per-view has
ignited a soap opera, "As the
Macho Man Turns."
Savage seemed to have
WCW /NWO World Champion
Hulk Hogan right where he
wanted him but the Giant saw
to it that Hogan would retain the
title. The Giant choke slammed
Savage on the floor of the MGM
Grand and draped and unconscious Hogan over Macho Man
and corrupt referee Nick Patrick
(who replaced injured ref Randy
Anderson) made the three count.
Savage is probably, but certainly not definitely at this point,
going to return to the WWF. His
contract with WCW expires in
mid-November and a return on
live RAW N ovem her 18 seem
likely. But will WCW spend the
big bucks to retain Savage? Only
time will tell.
The biggest surprise at
Havoc was the WCW appearance of Rowdy Roddy Piper.
"Hot Rod" demanded a title
shot at Hogan and claimed he is
the reason Hogan lost his hair.
In other Halloween Havoc
action, D ean Malenko regained
the WCW Cruiserweight belt
from Ray Misterio Jr., "Diamond" Dallas Page pinned Eddy
Guerreo, The Giant began the
NWO's big night with a disqualification win over Jeff Jarrett
when Ric Flair inter£ered, Six
beat Chris Jericho, Lex Luger
crushed Arn Anderson, Chris
Benoit and Steve McMichael
beat The Faces of Fear thanks
to a briefcase bash but were destroyed by The Dungeon of
Doom after the bout, Scott Hall
and Kevtn Nash added to the
NWO's collection of belts
thanks to Col. Rob Parker's cane
as they beat Parker's team of
Harlem Heat.

Survivor Series

The WWF's next big pay-perview is on tap for November 17.
The Survivor Series comes from
New York's Madison Square

Garden with WWF World
Champion Shawn Michaels facing Sycho Sid, Bret Hart tangles
with Steve Austin and Marc
Mero teams with Barry
Windham, Peter Maivia and
Mark Henry to take on Hunter
Hearst Helmsley, Jerry Lawler,
Crush and Goldust.
At In Your House - Buried
Alive October 20, Steve Austin
beat Hunter Hearst Helmsley
(subbing for an injured Savio
Vega), British Bulldog and
Owen Hart retained the WWF
tag straps over The Smoking
Gunns, Marc Mero retained the
I ntercontinental title over
Goldust (Mero would lose the
belt the next night on RAW to
Helmsley in shocking fashion),
Sid choke slammed and pinned
Vader to earn the title shot and
Undertaker was buried alive
even though he beat Mankind in
the Buried Alive match. The
Executioner (a.k.a. Terry Gordy)
KO'd The Undertaker with a
shovel and six heels buried the
big man, who came back from
the grave only moments later.
B order City Show
Border City Wrestling
comes back to the area November 22 for an exciting Friday
night show at the Hellenic Centre in Olcastlc. Three title
matches are set with BCW CanAm Champion Scott D' Amore
wrestling Leif Cassidy of the
WWF's New Rockers, Maximum Intensity (Bobby Clancy
and Mike Legacy) defending the
BCW Can-Am tag straps against
Zac Wilde and Joe E. Legend
and BCW TV champion Terry
Richards battling Larry "Destiny" Brun. Johnny "Hollywood" Swinger, the Suicide
Blondes El Fucgo, Geza
Kalman Jr. and Otis Apollo are
among the others set for action.
For tickets, go to AES
Sports Cards in Fort Malden
Mall or The Donut Gallery in
LaSalle (or one of the many
Windsor locations) or call 7341022. Tickets should be available
the night of the show.

sive style and netting six goals
t 1 games. Head coach Fabio
Marras said of Oberholzer,
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"Doug is a great athlete to coach,
He is a fierce competitor Wlth
an incredible scoring touch, this
honor 1s well deserved."
Doug is only the third
men's soccer player in Lancer history to be named All Canadian.
The other two were Marc
Marchese (83,84) and Ian Parratt
(82,83).

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
,,,>
(519)

FREE LOCAL CAll

12-0008

,·1v<>o PhoocTcd, Corp docs not Krt:CO c.allcn ilnd&uournes nol.-hh "h.:n rncd1"'lluoush thi.s 5tl\~
Ad1.1t1s Onk I&• 972-t••lfl a:sa free kx:11 oil ~ t h e klc.11 atll1ngarea: lorlgctfiWICC chaa,CS ~ appl~

I~·~•

(I) little Caesars" I ILARGE i
I
PIZZA
f
LOOKWHO'S
DELIVERING : $9!! :
DINNER!
with 2 toppings

with cheese a nd 3 toppings

$10!!

-

Val.! lo, a tom,•od

I
I
I

h""' "'

paohopahng locoloon•

LUNCH
SPECIALS

cf1Ef1DSTf1RT
~~&'kl~

I0% Student Discount
3 210 Sandwich (a t Mill)
Windsor, Ontario

1

Small
11 AM Pepperoni 3 PM

UNISEX

~aaS~

.... .

Pizza

$4 .99

CARRYOUT Plus Tax NO LIMIT
Closest Location to University
1930 Tecumseh ~/est@ Bridge 256-3161
I 1304 Grand Marias 972-1442 1091 Lauzon Rd. 974-9534

OWners
Lynda Lucier
and Lorrie Harrington
(519) 25&8992 J

ii
:
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Tuesday. November 19. 1996
CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS
CIAU CHAMPIONSHIPS

November 9, 1996
at McGill

GP W L T GF GA PTS

Launer
Toronto
York
Guelph
Queen's

Team Standings

Nov.9
OUAA Final (Yates Cup)
23 Waterloo 13
Guelph
SOCCER RESULTS
CIAU CHAMPIONSHIPS AT
YORK

Nov 7.
Victoria
Western

VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS

HOCKEY STANDINGS

FOOTBALL RESULTS

EAST

Toronto
Queen's
Ryerson
York
I~uren.

2 McGill
0 York

2
0

3 Toronto
0 Acadia

3

0

Waterloo
Western

Victoria

1 Toronto

0

WINDSOR

Western

2

0

7 6
8 5
8 3

1 0 37 16 12
3 0 55 30 10
5 0 34 42 6

7 2

5 0 19 27 4

Nov.8
McGill
York

PAR WEST GP W L T P A

Nov. 9
Acadia

l.aurier

Nov.10
Bronze Medal Match

Lauren.
York
Brock
Ryerson

0

Championship Match
Victoria

0

1 Western

HOCKEY RESULTS

R.J.\.fC
McGill
Brock

4
4 ar
3

Nov.9
York
Queen's
UQTR
RMC
Concord.
Lauren.

4 Guclph
4 Ryerson
3 Ottawa
2 Brock
6 McGill
6 Toronto

3
3
0

0
5
3

Nov.10
Waterloo
Guelph
Onawa
Laurier

4 Western
5 Lauren.
6 Concord.
l

1
1
2
WINDSOR 1 OT

*
ancers

WINDSOR

8

6
6
6

4 2 0 28 23
3 2 1 27 18
3 4 0 16 20

7
4

8

2 6 0 24 34

4

Nov.6

3 ar
3 York
2
3 Lauricr
8 WINDSOR 3
5
5
4

7 6 I O 30 17 12
5 3 2 0 21 18 6
6 2 2 2 18 23 6
7 1 4 2 17 20 4

VOLLEYBALL RESULTS

Nov. 7
Toronto
Waterloo
Western
Nov. 8
Ryerson
UQTR
Queen's

TP

MID WEST GP W L T P A TP

1 McGill

York

MP MW ML GW GL TP

FAR EAST GP W L T P A TP

UQTR
McGill
Concordia

Laurier
3 Guelph
0
(15-8, 16-14, 15-8)
Western
3 McMaster 1
(13-15, 15-4, 15-11, 15-12)
WINDSOR 3 Waterloo 0
(15-12, 15·8, 15-12)

Nov. 8
Laurier
3 Brock
0
(15-13, 15-10, 15-11)
Western 3 WINDSOR 0
(16-14, 15-7, 15-11)
Queen's
3 York
1
(15-2, 12-15, 15-9, 15-8)

2
3
4
I

2
2
2
O

0
1
2
1

6
6
6
1

04
44
9 4
3 0

2

0

2

3

6 0

MP MW
WEST
'Lau tier
3 3
Western
3 2
WINDSOR 3 2
McMaster 2 I
Waterloo 2 1
Guelph
2 0
Brock
3 0

ML GW GL TP
0 9 2 6
1
8 4 4
1
6 4 4
4 3 2
I
1
3 3 2

2
3

0 6 0
1

9 0

WINDSOR

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
4th Missy McCleary
18:09
9th Dana Cunningham 18:56
46th Blair Kniaziew
20:23
85th Marnee Beamish
21.36
90th Patricia Klem
21:46
95th Tanya Kloppenburg22:41
98th Deborah Springer 22:55
Congratulations to
CIAU All-Stars:

Missy McCleary,
Dana Cunningham
SOCCER RBSUt.:rs

CIAU CHAMPIONSHIPS
AT McGill

November7-10 at Dalhousie
(Halifax)

MEN'S INDIVIDUAL SCORES

13th
28th
29th
31st
54th
56th
71st

Andy Hahn
Mark Kitcley
Ryhs Trenhailc
Mark Brozowski
Darryl Currie
Drew MacAulcy
Sean Ryan

34:18
34:51
34:51
34:54
35:46
35:48
36:28

Congratulations to
All Canadian
Second Team All Star
Andy Hahn
BASKETBALL RESULTS
Nov.8

Nov.9
Ryerson
3 Lauren.
1
(16-14, 15-10, 5-15, 15-11)

Wayne State

Rrerson
3 Lauren.
2
(15-5, 10-15,14-16, 15-10,15-13)

1st Waterloo
2nd Gudph
3rd McGill
9th WINDSOR

CROSS COUNTRY RESULTS

Siena Ileights 91
LANCERS 59
(McMillan, 12)

Nov. 10

.

Preliminary Round
Ottawa
Laurier
Alberta
Laval
Ottawa

1
1
3
O
2

Dalhousie
Acadia
Laurier
Dalhousic
Laval

1
0
0
0
0

Bronze Medal Game
Laurier

1

Dalhousie 0

Championship Game
Ottawa

1

Alberto

0

HOCKEY RESULTS
Nov. 8
Queen's

3

Lauricr

4
4

WINDSOR

1

Queen's

2

WINDSOR

1

3

Nov. 9
Guclph
Laurier

Nov. 10
Guclph

5

Nov. 9
LANCERS

HOCKEY STANDINGS

97
68
(Stead, 17)

32018
2 2 0 0 15
22006
32109
40315
4 0 4 0 5

S S
0 4
04
34
221
15 0

VOll.EYBALL RESULTS
Nov. 6
Guclph
3 Launer
0
(15-8, 15 7, 15-6)
Western
3 McMaster 0
(15-13, 16-14, 15 9)
WINDSOR 3 Waterloo 0
(15-4, 15-3, 15-10)

Nov. 7
Queen's
3 Carlton
1
(15-8, 8-15, 15-10, 1513)
York
3 Ryerson
0
{15·7, 15-5. J5-0)

Nov. 8
Toronto

\
1 Lakehcad 0

(15-3, 15-6, 15-1)
Brock
3 Laurier
0
(15-9, 15-11, 16-14)
Western
3 WINDSOR 1
Guelph
3 Nipiss.
0
(17-15, 15-5, 15-9)

Nov. 9
Toronto
3 Lakehead 0
(15-11, 15 6,159)
Guelph
3 Nip1ss.
1
(15-1, 15-7, 10-15, 15-7)

Nov. 10
Ottawa
3 Carleton
(15-7, 15-10, 15-7)

0

VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS
WEST
MP W L GW GL PTS
Western
3 3 0
9
2 6
Guelph
4 3 1
9
4 6
WINDSOR
3 2 I
7
3 4
Brock
2 l 1 3
3 2
Mc~hstcr 2 I 1
3
3 2
Waterloo
1 0 1
0
3 0
N1p1ssmg 2 0 2
1 6 0
uurier
3 0 3
1
9 0

YOU'RE INVITED ... to catch Lancer Action!!!
THIS WEEK IN LANCER ATHLETICS:

Lancer Volleyball
Wed. Nov. 20th
The Big Mac Attack!!!
Lancers vs McMaster
Marauders
Women: 6pm, Men: 8pm
@ St. Denis Centre

Men's Hockey

Women's
Basketball
Sat. Nov. 23rd
Regular Season Opener
@ St. Denis Centre
Lancers vs. Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
2pm @ St. Denis Centre

**

Half-Time Entertainment:

Boot Camp 96 R & B Dance Troupe
1

(formerly Luther Brown Dancers)

Sat. Nov. 23rd:
Lancers vs. Queen's
7 :30pm @ Adie Knox Arena
Sun. Nov. 24th
Lancers vs. RMC
3:30pm@ Adie Knox Arena

Women's Hockey
Sat. Nov. 23rd & Sun. Nov. 24th
Lancers vs. Wilf rid Lauri er
3:30pm@ South Windsor Arena
Both days

ADMISSION TO LANCER EVENTS: $2 WITH U OF W STUDENT CARD

ruesday, November 19, 1996
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True Love Is Sacrifice
By Dave Ball 96
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A child can change the way that you look at the world. It
can also change your definition of love.
Love is made up of give and take, two people sharing the burden to make the relationship work.
Then you have a child. And you look into the eyes
of your son or daughter and you know that you were
mistaken.
Suddenly you are prepared to accept the job
you would have turned
down a year ago. You're
willing to work every single day in a brain-numbing, unappreciated,
non-productive career
for the rest of your life
simply to ensure that
your offspring has all of
the advantages you were
denied in childhood.
You don't care that he
or she won't thank you for
working so hard or that you'll be
resented for your dedication. It
doesn't matter that your baby may
never live up to its potential or choose
the path that you would have chosen for
it, or that you will be the one your child
blames for their failures and short-comings.
Now you know what love truly is.
After winning an argument with my mother I
felt a sudden urge to apologize to my own kids. I
didn't want to make the same mistakes that my parents
made. My daughters arc going to grow up knowing their
father is proud of them, that he respects them and trusts
their judgment.
But they will have to wait until Sunday evening. The
agreement that I have concerning visitation guarantees
me only one phone call per week. I know it sounds like
a bad deal, but I've learned to make the best of it.
At first it was difficult. The girls were very young
and not used to speaking on the phone. They certainly
weren't used to talking to me. We'd been separated for
almost two full years, that is a lifetime to a five-year-old.
So, for the first year I did most of the talking. I told
them a different story each week, trying to integrate all
of the important lessons I'd dreamed of teaching my
kids into telephone tales. Soon they were contributing
to the conversation. They'd read to me from their favorite
books, or tell me a story they'd made up by themselves,
or use me to test their developing math skills.
I soon realized I spend more time talking to my
kids than most families that live together. Still I regret
the fact that I can never be there at the end of their
school day to greet them and hear how they're getting
along with that new kid in school. It's hard living 300
miles away from your children.
Brittany will be 11 in January but she already looks
like a teenager. She has the grace and elegance of a ballerina and the eyes of a cover girl. I don't worry about
young men trying to take advantage of her because she
has the maturity and intelligence to fend for herself. She
is sensitive and delicate, almost to a fault, but I don't
want to discourage her for fear she might lose the characteristic which makes her unique.
Jasmine is a year younger, but she's the one who
usually calls the shots. She is a precocious little girl, stubborn and fearless. Even as I find her defiance frustrating, I cannot help being impressed by her ability to argue intelligently, unintimidated by my ~ge, ~ize or status.
I always remind myself that my s1tuat1on could be
much worse. Their mother could disappear again at any
moment. She could move to a new home with a new
number. She could prevent the girls form contacting
me, even at Christmas and Father's day. She could choose

to ignore legal contracts that our lawyers drew up, leaving me
with nothing. I wouldn't know if my children were dead or
alive, whether or not they were aware of how much I loved
them.
Even if I managed to find them, there's no guarantee she'd
continue to honour the agreement. Let's face it, there is not a
single judge in the country who'd imprison a single mother or
even charge a fine for such a petty crime. It would only harm
the children.
I, on the other hand, live with the
threat of imprisonment for the next
eight years of my life.
Even as an unemployed student I was expected to make regular child support payments. The
fact that I had to return to my
parents' home because I could no
longer afford to pay rent only
meant that I had one less financial
obligation in the eyes of the court.
Of course I never tried to get
out of paying for my kids. I even sent
a little extra when I could spare it. But a
tiny clerical error discovered four years after the judge's ruling put me thousands of
dollars behind. Now I find myself having to
choose between child support arrears and paying
off my student loan.
In spite of everything the mother of my children is
putting me through, I don't think of her as evil. I do not
feel that I was unfair in my pursuit of access to my children
but she saw my efforts as an intrusion on her new life. I never
threatened her or made surprise visits, but as the battle dragged
on she found the anxiety more and more unbearable. Naturally she began to associate this anxiety with me. From this
she concluded her best course of action is to refuse me on
every point regardless of its cost or benefits.
Just as I am afraid that my children will grow up to be
bitter and suspicious like their mother, she fears they will become as persistent and persuasive as their dad.
To Brittany and Jasmine I am the stranger. Since they were
toddlers they have known only one lifestyle and that is their
mother's. My greatest fear is losing my daughters' respect, being known only as the man who made mommy sad.
This is why I have elected to bow down from every confrontation. I am reduced to begging for scraps that can be taken
back at will. But it is no more humiliating than working all my
life on the assembly line at one of the big three.
It is a price I gladly pay to protect my angels from an
unhappy childhood. After all, love is sacrifice.
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Let's get ready to rumble
By Guenter Holweg
I went to the Asylum and a
hockey game broke out. Well not
really - actually a bar room brawl
broke out.
A few weeks ago this ugly
incident broke out and just
added another black eye, and
loose tooth, to our university
image across Canada.
·
Maclean's magazine must
be glowing now. After all, they
pronounced to all of Canada
that the University of Windsor
was not one of the best universities in Canada. Mind you, after what I hear from some inside sources about some of the
universities in Ontario alone, we
cannot be too proud of ourselves. This recent incident just
added fuel to Maclean's stuck up
attitude toward us Lancers.
Yes, in our nice and coq
little atmosphere, our on-campus
bar has been tarnished with another fight between a few idiots
trying to prove something to
their friends. Oh, wait a minute,
you were fighting over the pool
tables, oh, that makes a real clifferencc now.
It shows how impolite people are. I low about you share the
table and not hit each other's
heads on it. Yeah, prove what
jerks you really are, as well as
tarnishing the reputation of
other Windsor Latuers. Here's the
reason. These fools do not have
pride in our academic institution.
Maybe they arc really from,
oh I don't know, from Western
U! A similar tncidcnt occurred

just last year at the Asylum, and
that time the police were called
in. A fellow worker of mine
ended up having beer spilled on
her, and she just came to sec the
night life of a Lancer. Just great,
she was probably thinking, "so,
this is how all Lancers are, drunk
fight-a-holies."
What docs this say to our
surrounding community? I put
this question to the few of you
that just could not hold onto
your male testosterone until you
got home. What did you prove?
I believe that you were suffering from a thing we call "I need
some attention because the doctor did not slap me hard enough
when I was born syndrome."
So you come to a school
bar, have a few drinks and end
the night with your head being
kicked out your ass. I have a solution. If you arc like th1s, don't
drink any alcohol. Face it, you
can't handle it! Just. like you can't
handle the fact that you are not
man enough to say no to a fight.
Maybe the police should
keep these bar fighters in jail for
more than an overnight visit. In
this wntcr's opinion, if you idi
ots cannot control yourselves so
that others can enjoy a Thursday night with their friends at the
Asylum, why don't you sign up
to be a sparring partner at a local boXU1g club. I hear they're in
great need for some boxing
dummies. All I can say is thanks
for nothing you drunken ba~
boons.

CODD PS •••
Some of our faithful readers may hove
noticed a shortened Diversions listing In lssue 11 of our fine pubHcatton. We opoligize

for ony events that were relying on their
listing.
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Meet my substitute family
By Sammy Yo unan
Last article, I hinted about the
"best for no reason gift" of life.
Before I explain the "gift", I
want to share another story with
you. One weekend my roommate's parents came to.visit him.
Since Mike's family lives in Winnipeg, they weren't coming for
just a weekend. It adds a new
perspective when we complain
about our family being a mere
four hours away. Mike's family
is in a different province!
So his parents arrive, with
fanfare, and a small herd of people to spend a little time with
their son. Now Mike's morn has
to do all her mothering in this
one brief trip because it will be
awhile before she sees her son
agam.
So, she goes to work in the
kitchen, doing two things a male
student never docs well: cooking and cleaning. I-hs dad takes
these few moments to do his
father duty: fixing broken things.
Looking back, I realized I should
have seen it at this point, but I

didn't.
Mike plays for the l....ancers,
so we went to the game. I Iis
morn, his dad, lus woman and
h is r6ommate. We sat in the
stands and cheered when the
Lancers scored. His morn won
some chicken by sinking a plastic chn:ken in a bucket. We
cheered for her. I won a Pewee
Herman contest because they
cheered so loud for me. After the
game, we went out to dinner. It
was weird, because we were like
a family. Well, it wasn't like the
Brat!} Bunch, because I'm brown
so it was more like Dijfere11I

Strokes.
As a student living off
campus, one diffcrence is the
removal of family. No more
morn, dad, or little sister. Tnstcad
I move in with two burping,
farting sloppy males. And that's
the way it was, burping, farting
and Kraft Dinner.
It's fun for a while because
it's a change from your family,
but sometimes the eight months
spent in Windsor can be long.

All that changed with the additions of Mike's parents. We were
a family now. I would come
home, and there would be a
morn and dad. Okay, sure, they
weren't my morn and dad but
they were still a morn and dad.
And that made things di(ferent. It meant no more burp·
ing and farting, when in the prcs
ence of a morn and a dad. The
best thing I realized, was that I
missed coming home from
school and being asked how my
day went. When substitute morn
asked me, it was nice. I smiled
and gave the answer I give my
real morn, that being, nothing
happened.
It was amazing. I had a
family...evcn if it wasn't mme. I
was able to experience for a lit·
tie time, what it was like in another family, one totally different than mine. I realized that the
fanuly I belong 10, means I'm for
a reason. Even 1f I don't know
why. All this is related to the "for
no reason gtft". Trust me.
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Remembrance Day Holiday

Lost its true llleaning

counter

By J.D. Tippett

Why We Should Remember
!!t.Monzer Saheh
tn

~,
fJ

I
I
I

(:Jnada fought in both world
wars, and in both instances Germany was clefeated. So I say to
1uu, what would have happened
if 1hc allied forces would have
(ost? We would not have the
freedom of speech which we all
cherish. We might not even be
.alive. Chances are, that if you
m: not white, you would be dead,
ora slave under the rule of some
v,hitc aristocrats, made rich under your labour.
Is it really too much to ask
for a mmute of silence:> Is it too
much to ask for a day to remember and reflect on the sacrifices
made by the forefathers of this
country? Have you taken all your
nghts for granted, that you arc
100 busy to stand and bow your
head for a mere mmute? I'm
asking you to remember those
1,;"10 died for you. In a world
1,;·hcrc freedom is so precious,
and the rights of people arc often oppressed, we should stand

tall and proud as free Canadians. The country we live in 1s not
ravaged by famine and war,
thanks to the brave citizens who
fought and gave their lives to
defend it.
To those who believe that
this is just a forgotten day, or one
that only senior citizens remember, you arc wrong. It 1s a day
that all people in this country
should (most do) celebrate and
appreciate. Remembrance Day
is a day that should be held in
great reverence, where nothing
is more important than remembering the people that gave us a
free life.
Remembrance Dav should
be a national holiday. I~ should
be a day of both community cclebrauon and personal reflection.
Schools, banks, stores, and other
commercial places should be
closed to respect the significance
of this day. If people choose
not to treat this day with respecL,
then the loss is theirs. What they

should do, is take their children
to a community ceremony, and
explain to them the significance
of the event. As proud citizens
of this great country, we should
feel it our duty to respect the
people who helped save us from
a life of oppression.
I am notaskingyou to bow
in respect to a God with whom
you have nothing in common,
but rather to those who died
unknown soldiers. Many died.
Many went unknown. Some received only a small wh1te cross
in return for dying for their freedom and yours. A day of homage is nothing when compared
to death, or torture.
So next year, when you sec
an elderly lady or gentleman
walking around, asking for a
donation in return for a poppy,
remember the poppies adorning
the soldiers' graves 10 Flanders
Fields.
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hat's your problem? Ask Ybba
Dear Ybba,

DearYbba,

~fy roommate has this boyfricnd
who practically lives in our room
m residence. I'm an easy going
person, so this really doesn't
bother me. The problem is that
this guy really, really stinks, and
Imean literally. When he comes
mto the room he takes his shirt
off and I can hardly breathe!
What should I do? Should I talk
to her? Or should I talk to him?
Help me,
Asphyxiated

My best friend is a compulsive
liar. Ever since I've known him,
he comes up with these fantastic lies about his life: for no sane
reason whatsoever. Does he do
this because he believes I will
like him bctte& It's beginning
to have the
eff«t. What
should I do?
Sincerely,
Deceived

rcvcise

Dear Asphyxiated,
,\fr advice loyo11, u lo go loyo11r neartJI dmg store and blf} some dothes,

I pins. P111 one on yo11r nose lo pmt~
I every time he comes into the roo~ Dear Ybba,

Dear Still In Love,
Most peopk cheat on therr mates beca111e there is somelhi11g n1is.ri11g in the
relaiiomh,p. urhatyou need lo da 11
improve your sex11al abilrtres so he
u on'Ifeel the need Jo go elsewhere for
sex. Go rent or buy "how lo" videos/
books on se:x11al Jechmqrm (lo find
Ihm, look in the back of at!J popular magazine). Yo11 can then /ah him
back, show him whatyou have learned,
and he wiUprobab!J never stray again.
O,, Jhe olher ha11d,yo11 cango through
all these steps andfind a better man
lo share your new found knowledge
'a,,d love with, bmumyou willprobtib!,. never be able lo forgiveyo11r curmlf k)ve far his cheating ways.
1

I takes his shirt off. Use it eve:! Ji,,,, I ~a~t my boyfriend cheating
I ht eomes into the room a11d llllus bit on me. We had been g ~ out
I 1~"' off. Event11al!J he ».Hgd 11,, (or a ycu, and we ate now split
I bmt and Ibis Wf!Y there ir ,,. t , ~up. rni!!!..,him so mud} and I T>ear Ybba ii a tongue in cheek adI la~11. He willprobab!J be in111lted, want him back. What should I tice rolllnm lbatU1111 appeare1~ry olber
I lmt in the lo11g runyou are doing h,m, do? I le said he was sorry, and u •eek. If.you have a questionfar Y bba
I
I 411dprobab!Jyourroommale, afat'<Jllr.

I

n

that it wa" just sex.
Still In Love

please drop them off in her box lo
"1/ed in the Lance o.fftce.

I believe it was the right decision, to not make Remembrance
Day a mandatory holiday. Before
c:vcr1 body gets up in arms about
what I just wrote, let me say I
respect the veterans who served
our country to make it a better
place. My whole argument about
this is that people, when they arc
given the day off, won't appreciate what Remembrance Day is
ail about.
When I was younger, I
would get the day off from
school and not do anything on
the holiday, except go outside
and play. I knew what the meaning uC the holiday was, but it
lacked somethmg, and not having anything more significant to
do on that day was the reason
why.
As I got older, they stopped
giving Remembrance Day off
for schools, and that's when I got
a greater appreciation for it. Sitting in an auditorium, listening
to stones about the war, and
singing solemn ballads about the
men and women who died,
brought me a greater understandmg of why we have Re
membrance Day.
Giving Remembrance Day

Letters to the editor
A sad day for democracy
Dear Editor,

I

I

thrown out of the univers11v
As the student leader of the because they hold a mmoriry and
Organi'.lation of Part-time Uni- opposmg view, is offcnssve, and
versity Students (OPUS), I was a nev.• low in unacc<.·ptable bcappalled and alarmed to have haVJour.
witnessed a shameful display of
This inexplicable, ,.nationbad manners and name-calling ality is without foundation, and
at the recent meeting of the Sen- cannot be condoned. \X7hat has
ate Executive on November 7.
happened to academic freedom,
For the very first time in the and freedom of expression?
history of my tenure on this au- Also, to \Vltness the f ractunng
gust body, compromising of of Robert's Rules of Order redeans of faculties, heads of de- peatedly by the chair without
partments, distinguishc."C! faculty comment by anyone present, 1s
members and other university acknowledging a vacuum in
administrators, I was embar- leadership.
rassed and ashamed to be a
What kind of example
member.
docs this set for students? l\;01
It should be extremely dis- one that the administration and
turbmg and demoralizing for faculty can be proud of! This is
students to learn that the inter- more than just a case of "men
nal academic restructuring, pres- behaving badly." A very sad state
ently taking place wtthin the of affairs exists at the university,
university has taken its toll on that should be of great concern
some of those at the highest to students. To admit that we arc
level of the administration. To in chaos is the understatement
think that two Senators would of the year.
lose all sense of decorum as to
what is appropriate, civtl conduct Smcercly,
is shocking. Calling other Sena- M ary Schisler
tors/ faculty members "ana1
President of OPU S
chists", and that they should be

Question of the Week
Who are these people and what have they said?

II

off would allow for children and
adults to miss the potnt about
this day. I could just sec II at
around 11 a.m., driving by a park
and looking at kids playing, while
they should be remembenng the
people who made it possible for
them to play. We would be domg
a disservice to our veterans to
give everybody the day off.
Granted, while a fcw would go
to Remembrance Day ceremonies, the majonty of people
would use the day to sleep in and
maybe do some yard work. As
the years passed, people would
become less aware of Remembrance Day, and would use II as
just another holiday.
As we lose more of our veterans, who take acuvc roles 10 the
Remembrance Day ceremonies,
it's important for busmesscs and
schools to carry on the traduion.
There is a line in the poem,
"Jn Flanders Fields" that is read
a lot during many oft he ceremonies on Remembrance Day. "To
you from failing hands we throw
the torch. Be yours 10 hold 1t
high." As the younger generation,
we must never forget that line
and what it means, or else we will
be forever lost.
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Student reps debate

by-law changes
!!}'. Dave Garcia
Despite a low turnout, the Univcrsity of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) bylaw review
committee held another open
forum at the CAW Centre last
Thursday.
Some of the highlights of
the talks included discussion on
changes to how student
councilors are elected. Currently,
there are 47 members 10 our student government, yet a large
number of student representatives have not shown up at any
f:;c~s~:~~
and instead
proxying their
:~t; t~l:~~\

I

II

responsibility to other people. I
don't think when it's done five,
six consecutive times, each week
a proxy comes in," she says.
Williams says that she
wants to work with the faculties
to get a council that is effective,
Dylan Bailey, UWSA's
Chief Returning Officer, says
that even getting these faculties
to come to meetings, felt as if
he were intruding, as if they
don't feel that they have enough
connection to their student government.

~Itll''i,p/!Jflpdate tliat
pe/JJ>lf :itlJf! 'tl.t'<ftO ••l,e

~~i/J<>uJdtJ,
'tlmr~ l'f/Jillkit1$ ~/i' ~rh~~~ss
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dent Fanta
Williams finds

muc: Jet~l~
was centered
around the
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t~!

~r!~t:tic~:
chosen, and while

· nance is

1$(>,Ple. ldt>JJ't Udnk ::::
w/lelJ Jtlt dontrlive,

rushe;~;!!~
su;,::~
stated that
tions that besome posi•
.~ · ~
cause the poI n0ns
that have $»I' con~U._.tr..,. a.mes~ siti o n d eal s
ncverattended
v.~th financial
council,
such
JnH
matt crs, that
I
as
Science,
there be some
I
Engfoeering,
and
Human
Kinetkind
of
minimum
qualification
I 1cs.
needed for the position, it was
"It's appropriate that peo- also noted that because it deals
pie
who
are to be on council with finances, that the person be
I
should
be
there. I think it's very held accountable to students.
I
inappropriate
to proxy off your
Someone who is in politiI
cal
science
or in philosophy may
I
never
take
a finance course, but
I
it
doesn't
mean
they can't do the
I
job.
I
Williams says, "It has to be
I
a
balance
between practical skill
I

I
I

I

each week a proxy
comes
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Contin11ed on page 4

The campus gets festive! The L:tnce staff and volunteers wish you all a great holiday season! Goodluck on
exams and we'll see you on January 14, 1997
Photo f?y Alli1011 Pier.

Sitnpson pleads guilty to assault
By Lance News Staff
Mark Simpson pleaded guilty on
Friday to sexual assault and having his face masked in an incident that occurred at the Leddy
Library on August 31, 1996.

The female victim, who has
a court order protecting her
identity, was assaulted at approximately 1:SO pm in the basement of the library. The victim
and her father both read impact

Sign, Sign on the dotted line!
By Julie Stitch
The Big Blue Book of Names
was at the University of Windsor on Tuesday, November 19,
1996.

This giant textbook is a
lengthy petition that students can
sign in an attempt to convince
the provincial Progressive Conservative government to keep its

campaign pronuses to fix student aid and not cut beyond the
$400 million proposed in last
year's budget.
The Ontario Undergradu-

I
I

l

I
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Don't close the book on education - A giant text book, signed by students, is being circulated through
Ontario's uruversities. The campaign is part of OlJSA's plan to urge the PC government not to reduce postsecondary funding.
Photo by James Cn1icleshaflk

l

statements to the judge and may
do so again before sentencing.
Simpson will be sentenced
on December 20.

ate Student Alliance (OUSA), a
student advocacy group that represents over 110,00 undergraduate university students in Ontario launched the campaign to
send this book to selected Ontario schools so that concerned
students everywhere could add
their name to the list of protesters.
The Giant Textbook, 4ft by
3.5ft will be presented to the
Minister of Finance, Ernie Eves
once it has completed its tour of
the province.
Many Lancers thought the
idea was a good one. Mary
Stuart, a first year criminology
major commented, "it feels good
to know that your name still
means something in this world."
Some regreued however,
that tt was not better publicized.
Jason Thompson, a second year
psychology maior said, ''I sav.•
the book, but didn't know what
it was. If I'd have known sooner,
I would have signed tt."

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER26
Campus Group AA closed

meeting every Tuesday and
Thuniday from 12pm to 2pm in
the CAW Student Centre,
conference room 1. For further
info. contact Lily al 258-5698 .
Assumption University will be

holding a mass at 4:45 pm. Al
5:30 pm there will be cooked
mcaJs costing $4. Call 9737033 ext. 3399

WEDNESDAY,
.NOVEMBER 27
Mix & Mingle with UWSA
council. 4 - 7 p.m. All students
welcome. Guest speakers,
UWSA, Coordinators, com.missioncrs. Official Jcjck-off of
Student Opportunity Trust
Fund

Financial Planning seminars al

7pm-9pm upstairs at the Grad
House . Darren Luck · "Mutual
Fund Investment SLrategies".

FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER29
"Mexican Town Dinner'' al

6pm. Join the Amigos Hispanic
Association for a delicious
dinner across the border at one
of I.he Finest Mexican rcstau ·
rants. Members SlO. nonmembers S 12. For more info.
call 977-9943

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER30
Sanora News presents Launch-

Dog, localcd at 89 Riverside Dr.
West in Windsor. The Band 0:--J
(formerly ACID TEST), from
Toronto with Big Daddy A and
the Merves.
Windsor Feminist Theatre

U of W School of Music

Fusion Friday al the Spotted

At 5pm Iona SCM is holding a
study series entitled qcnisis ~d
Justice. Pot-luck. Bnng gram.
vegetables, or legumes (or a
particular favourite). For more
info. caJI David at Iona College,
973-7039.
OPIRG - Wind~or·s Media

Handcrafted gifts by Artisans

6

Essex Waldorf Initiative wcl- .
comes you to come and expenence a Waldorf evening. This
event will be held al the Vegetanan Delight, 131 Park ST.
West at 7pm-10pm For ~ore
info call 252-1058. Admission
by donation.

ing/Fundraising dinner under
the theme "Empowennent
through Alternative Media". At
Iona College, 208 Sunsel Ave. at
7pm. Cost $8, students $6; $15
per couple. Dishes to be served
includes : Caribbean and
Afncan. For ticket info. caJI
(519) 2534232 ext. 2915.

presents "Good Night
Desdcmona , Good Morning
Juliet." On the 29, 30, Dec 5,
7. 13. 14, at 8pm. Doors open
al 7:30pm at the Assumption
University Chapel. Cost $10 at
door, $8 sludcnts in advance.
Special front rows charity seats
($25 donation or more) with an
income tax receipt.

Awareness and Radio Working
Group meets every Wed. at 5pm,
at Iona College, 208 Sunset.
Individuals interested in critical
media analysis, oumalism and
produicing the PIRG radio
show arc welcome. Opportunities to publish your work are
available in both local, provincial. and national outlets. For
more info. caJl 253-1745 .

The Natural Child Windsor ·

in more than 30 countries.
Available for saJc at Glenwood
United Church, 1825 Grand
Marais Rd. Wesl in Windsor.
Nov. 29 and 30 from 9am to
9pm. For more info. call Helen
RatLray, Sale Coordinator (519)
972-8960 or (519) 972-7196.

"Soundsation Concert Series".
University Wind Ensemble and
University Concert Band.
Gillian Mackay conductor. At
the Capitol Theatre (Pentastar
Playhouse). Adults $10, i.tudents/seniors $6 at the door or
in advance from Capitol Box
Office. For info. caJI 253-4232
ext. 2799.

U of W School of Music

"Soundsauon Concert Series0.
A Festival of Christmas. EnJoy
over 200 of Windsor's best
singers in the acoustic glory of
Assumpuon Church Featured
work: "A Ceremony of Cards"
by Britten. 2 performance dates
Dec 1 and Dec. 2 at 8pm. Al
Assumpuon Church (University
Ave. al Huron Church). Adults
$8, students/seniors $5. For
info. caJI 253-4232 ext. 2799.
The Rose City Branch of the
War Pensioners of Canada, arc
proud to announce and present
R.C.L Branch #578. 1351
Drouillard Rd. Windsor Bar
and Kitchen Open Tickets $3
Fun, food and friends.

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER6
Fusion presents an acoustic
evening, after the annual Dec.
6th Vigil. This year's candlelighl vigil, to remember the
Montreal Massacre is al 5pm al
Iona College. (208 Sunset Ave.)

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 13
Fusion Friday al the Spoucd
Dog, located at 89 Riverside.Dr.

SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 1
Every Sunday - 11 :30am, all

are invited lo Mass followed by
refreshments al Assumption
University Chapel (2nd floor).
For more info. caJl 973-7033
ext. 3399 or 3374.

West in Windsor. Bands : Lmus
and Dirty Harry. For more info.
call Sue 256-3904.

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER20
Fusion Friday at the Spotted

LSAI-MCA:I-!iMA'I·CiftEl

On campus Prepl Flexible

fonnats 1Pciuding weekend.~ for
$195. Instant info:
prep@istar.ca or http://

www.prep.oom. Richarthon.

Since 1979 ~l 800 410-PREP.

MQ1}£lSt AUJ'active female

models for nude glamour

pboto~Y· Model receives
$150 .S. Dollars) a day. 1-lairt
makeup stylist included with
session. Reliable transponation
a must. Call (313)730..3646 frr
an interview.

naA ll~<i SERVl~t;i

Specializing in term~
theses & resumes ( 'A &. other
styles). Call Roni at lSJ-8192.

Need a GJFT f<'>r Cbristm&?

Buy a 97/98 WINDSOR BESI'

SELLER COUPON BOOK,
Support the Wind.W" Area
Bowling Asoociation!. Con13.1ns

Dining, R.estauran~. and

Entertainment Coupom. ~IS
only $30. Call Cathy at
2745(Computing Services} or
Ann at 30(i7(Sodal Work) to get
you.c coupon book today.

Three rooms av-.utable I.O rent m
Old Walk.ervillc Area. Available
immedlately. Call 971-4648 or

258-155S.
lndependant, needy individual
$Ceking p<)SSesive partner. I cojoy Jong walks bui prefer dnves,
soft music and punk concerts,
classic literature and afternoon

soops. fote.r<:sted? Call me.

Dog. Marc Fedak and Chasey
Cola. For more info. call Sue
256-3904.
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FRIDAY. DECEMBER 6th &
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th
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B YSON BIG V & WESTOWN BIG V ONLY
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ALL REGULAR PRICED ITEMS*

*Excludes prescriptions, baby diapers, baby formula, sale
items, stamps, lottery and bus tickets. STUDENT 1.0. CARD REQUIRED.
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WESTOWN BIG V

---DRUGSTORE--POST 2oao Wyandotte St. w.
OFFICE Phone: 253-4477
M-F 1o-5 Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;

Sat. 10-2

Sat urday 9 to 6

I

BRYSON BIG V

I

---DRUGSTORE---

1

3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5
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Students to hear debate on merging of f acuities
B\' Dave Garcia

;....
University of Windsor's Strategic Renewal Comm}ttee's (SR9
decision to merge eight faculues
into three has been met with
some controversy, and those
opposed to the proposal want
bring this issue out in the open.
The opponents of the proposal have drafted an Alternauve Restructuring Proposal, and
WtlJ hold an open forum this

e

cial nor academic reasons for
doing this.
"There was also another
proposal where vanous departments and schools, if they don't
have 20 faculty members, that
they should rperge with other
departments," he says, "This has
led to frustration ·and demoralization amongst faculty and students. What I'm concerned
about is that departments will

students, there has been only one
student on the commitee.
I le says that this is finally
coming to a head, where st udents can be informed on the
restructuring process, just before
the proponents of the ARP dis
cuss their proposal at the next
Senate meeting on December 4.
rle has tnvited members of
the SRC to parucipate so students can also hear their reasons

~~~d~~~ate~~ r;~,~cl<tpt"bavo 1>cen marlPflalized ~~:nges, ~~~
rre, to inform l ..t• .~•, .~Q;,...._ . .r.L. t .,J.I,.. '. h
1 ·b
this mayprostudents on the (UI ~'9·~~.,SO u:.i.a ·.,_,.1eJ3'...
'a.Ve/1 t .· 4eJJ duce some
pr
s e d r-g#e:t::t/.~c°'n,ulted to r:xpress·thek ~~~~n~~~~~
chanf:~chol - , .FftJws~fore a decision is made'' proposals,
Op O

ogy professor·
·
Dale Woodyard says that this combine not for academic reawill allow students to ask ques- sons, but to reach that magic
lions which have gone unan- number 20."
swered by the SRC.
Woodyard says that this
"Students have been • could discourag~potential stumarginalized in the sense that dents and faculty from coming
they haven't been directly con- here, which could mean serious
sulted to express their views be- repercussions for the university,
fore a decision is made," he says. in terms of loss of income, and
The SRC's decision to the university's ability to offer
merge the University of Wind- certain courses and programs
sor's faculties into the Faculty of and maintaining the level of fac.·\rts and Social Science (which ulty necessary.
will include Human Kinetics),
Woodyard also says that
the Faculty of Engineering and there should be more student
Science, and the Faculty of Law, representation on the SRC. The
Busmess, and Education, has rule is that there has to be at least
concerned both students and one student for every three facfaculty alike. Woodyard says that ulty members on the committee,
the SRC has provided no ftnan- yet in spite of complaints from
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of work has been done by the
SRC."
" I'm very concerned about
making changes at this point and
whether we arc moving forward
or taking a step backward at this
stage"
Williams says that a concern ,.wiJJ be whether or not this
will help the process.
"My question will be <How
do we start over when a lot of
work has been done?"'
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This will be a very important decision because it will play
a role in determining the quality
of education at this university
and accessibility to such an education. Those of us who support the recent ARP model for
restructuring, believe that this
proposal makes sense and that
the SRC proposal doesn't make
sense. For example, the SRC
proposes three faculties, one of
which would be the Faculty of
Business, Education and Law.
This is a strange concoclion that makes no academic or
financial sense and is unrecognizable since, to my knowledge.
Such a faculty is not found in
any other university.
The ARP model proposes
one liberal arts type faculty that
would provide all the essential
courses and programs for a good
undergraduate education. There
Would also be a graduate faculty

• • •

BACK f O5CH00l
PARTY W££k

Restructuring of the university

On December 4 (Wednesday),
the University Senate will consider the Alternative Restructuring Proposal (ARP) which is
meant to replace the controversial restructuring report of the
Strategic Renewal Committee

• I

Wxxlyad

also noted that there will be a
ballot box available at the forum
for students to decide which proposal they would prefer, and he
says that the results of that vote
will be presented to Senate.
University of Windsor Student Alliance president Fan ta
Williams says that while she likes
the idea of getting mput from
students regarding the SRC, she
says that a problem with the
opposition to the SRC is the timing of the ARP.
"I don't have a problem
with debating the merits of the
proposal,'' she says, "But I think
that it's very late m the day at
this point to usurp an entire
process - considering that a lot

Opinion
By Dr. Dale Woodyard

"When you consider the
time period to get SRC at this
point, bringing in the ARP at this
time could be counterproduc ·
tive."

which would include those disciplines with graduate programs.
The graduate faculty would
play an important role in promoting the development of excellent graduate programs, university research and scholarship.
Professional faculties would retain their mdependent idcnuaes
to protect their accreditations

A Summer Course at

and visibility. I n other words,
while the ARP model would
achieve economics that would at
least match any achieved by the
SRC model, it would still be recogntzable as a university and it
would make academic sense.

McGill
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Canada

Why Not!
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• Exercise and Games
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• FREE Parking
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Student reps debate by-law changes
Conlin11tdfrom pagt 1

in terms of understanding finances, but also it goes to a student-oriented vision of how
money should be spent, how
money should be invested, what
operations are viable. You could
bring in someone who is strictly
numbers, a miru-accountant, but

that's not what a student union
needs. You need someone who'll
bring a student touch, some innovation into that area. Right
now, they may feel that they
don't have the will of the students
UWSA Chair Jason I Iunt
says "When the president stands

up and says, 'I carried the mandate of the students," the vicepresident finance can say that
they also carry a mandate as well
and can openly disagree."
UWSA vice president internal Darren Vanecko says,
"Right now, the v.p. finance is
more bureaucratic, they arc more
like staff than student representative."
"Students have the power
to remove Darren Vanccko,
Dave Young (v.p.u.a) and myself
if we don't do an adequate job,
so we do our damnedest to a
good job because we're accountable," says Williams
Also, "I can remove the v.p.
finance if I decide that I don't
like them. There's still that opportuniry for the president to do
so and they shouldn't."
She says that there arc
enough checks and balances
throughout council, staff, etc, if
there are any problems, and for
that argument of inexperience,

she says, that could be asked for
any position on the executive.
Another proposal passed
by the commi11ec dealt with the
four student representauvcs on
the Senate. Two of the senators
will now serve two-year terms,
and two of them wiJI have oneyear terms.
Because there arc issues in
tlie Senate that go a lot longer
than one year, says Williams,
and because there is such a high
learning curve, it would be a disadvantage for someone coming
in September, to learn the whole
process over again.
"Even the senators say that
there 1s so much background
information to know that is so
difficult to acquire because of
the changeover every year," says
Williams, "It's not that they arc
uninformed on the issues, but
when you go in into the intricacies ... it becomes very necessary
to be there longer."

HOME FOR THE

HOLID~VS
Who needs reindeer?

Student Return Fares
from Windsor to:
Toronto $55 Cambridge/Kitchener $41
London $27
Ottawa $118
Hamilton/Burlington $43
Peterborough $75

Other discounted destinations available.
Price does not include G.S.T

Pickups on campus for Toronto. Dropoffs also available. At the Horseshoe
in front of Vanier/Laurier Hall (Wyandotte Avenue). Please see schedule.

Surf to http://www.greyhound.ca/

U.W.S.A.
CAW Centre, 2nd floor.

971-3626

Gregll.a,•nd
Canada•
44 University Avenue E.
254-7575

The Honourable Allan Rock, Minister of Justice and Attorney General
of Canada visited the university on Monday, November 18 and
addressed students on campus.
Photo l!J Jamu Cruickshank
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National
news
briefs
MONTREAL (CUP) When the press conference
started, Chantal da Silva
thought that she was listening
to news of an unprecedcntc<l
student victory.
"I thought that the cduca.
tion minister [Pauline Maroisj
was announcing that she was
giving in to student demands
and maintaining the freeze on
tuition levels," said the McGill
student councilor.
Instead, Marois an
nounced a differential tuition
plan that means students from
Quebec will continue to pay the
current tuition at provincial um
versirics, now the lowest in the
country. However, students
from outside Quebec will see
their tuition fees rise to the na
rional average - a jump of be
rween $1 OOO and $1500 next
September.
The move will affect stu
dents at Quebec's three main
Anglophone institutions:
Concordia and McGill in Mon
treal, and Bishop's in
Lennoxville. A much greater
proportion of their student
body comes from out of the
province than at french univcr
sities. For example, only one per
cent of students at the
Universite de Montreal are not
from Quebec, while over half
of Bishop's students are from
outside the province.

REGINA (CUP) An article in Globe and Mail has
university football coaches and
administrators in an uproar.
"The positions taken by
the Globe and Mail are inaccu
rate and wrong," said Mark
Lowry, executive director of the
canadian interuniversiry Athletic
Union (CIAU) referring to a
November 19 article in which
the paper quotes unnamed
sources who say the CIAU re
quested that no drug testing be
carried out at its national foot
ball semi-finals.
The story said the league
didn't want testing done at the
two semi-final games because a
positive test could disqualify one
of the winning teams from play
ing in this year's Vanier Cupthe CIAU's premiere event.
The league has been
rocked this year with four pos1
tive drug test - al! for steroids.
EDMONTON (CUP) Three student leaders in AJberra
arc changing the definition of
student politics.
The student council presidents of the province's three
largest universities say they are
frustrated at their lack of sue
cess in lobbying the provincial
government to place a higher
prioriry on education funding.
So instead of continuing to fight
the government, they want to
run for office.
Students at the Univers1
ties of Calgary, Alberta and
Lethbridge are being asked if
they would support their
student council presidents decision to run in a
forthcoming
provincial eke
tion, which 1s ex
pcetcd to take
place- next spring.
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Students should have a voice
Conlim1ed.from page J

1'hose of us who are critical of
the SRC model are not
onlycritical of the content of
their model but we are also critical of the process used in developing their model. We felt
that both faculty and especially
students have been marginalized
by the SRC process.
The usual rule at this university is that students would be
represented on university committees in the ratio of one student for every three faculties. In
spite of student protests, this
rule was not followed in the
composition of the SRC committee.
While student leaders from
the three student governments
(graduate student, full and part
time undergraduates) may have
been consulted, there were no
open forums for students in
which students could become
better informed and express
their views.
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Those of us who helped
develop the ARP proposal want
to attempt to involve the students before the December 4
Senate meeting. We have asked
the OPIRG student organizauon
to help us organize a forum for
students that is open to others
(faculty and staff) so that members of the SRC can present their
restructuring model and those
of us who developed the Alternative Restructuring Proposal
(ARP) will also make a presentation.
This fo rum will provide
students and others to become
informed about an extremely
im portant matter which will
have serious impact on them and
will provide an opportunity to
express their views. In addition,
we will provide students in attendance an opportunity to vote
for their prcference and we
promise to report the results to
Senate when it is making its decision.

Pkase note: The meeting will be on
Wednuday, November 27, 1996 in
the CAWSludent Centre Commons
Room beginning al 12 noon. Pkase
attend. It'syourfuture and this isyour
universi!J. Make your voice heard!
Make your views count in determin
mg the Univemry's future.
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Sitnply punishing individual
critninal acts not the answer

~nmt1

By Jeff Sanford
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Expires Jan. 7. 1997

3225 Sandwich St. 258-2378

GREYHOUND'S
SPECIAL FLYLOW FARES
WILL GET YOU HOME
THIS HOLIDAY.

._ Tuesday. November 26. 1996

On Tuesday, 1'.:<>Vember 12, the
John I loward Society of Windsor-Essex County, 10 conjunc11on WJth the \X'inclsor Society of
Criminology, hosted a lecture
delivered bv the Commissioner
oi Com:cti~ms Canada, Dr. Ole
Ingstrup.
The event, which was held
10 the Ambassador \uditorium,
was an informative lecture on
the present state of the corrections system in Canada. Those
who at;ended were treated to an
interesting, inside look at the
state of the criminal justice system of Canada.
As the Commissioner of
Correcllons Canada, D r. Ole
Ingstrup oversees the operation
of Canada's penal institutions, as
well as the various i;date<l operations, such as half way houses
and rehabilitation programs.

The federal svstem is composed of forty o~e pcnitcntia
ries for housing prisoners, and
operating these institutions
could be cons1dcn.:d the mam
function of the organization but
Ingstrup emphasized that communiry operations arc of equal
importance to the overall functioning of Corrections Canada.
The importance of these
community operations, such as
halfway houses and adjustment
programs
for
prisoners
reentering society, cannot be
underrated due to the fact that
eventual release into society is
on the horizon for most criminals entering the correction system.
Successful reintegration is
a matter of public safety and
therefore an important priority
to the people involved in man
aging the criminal justice system.

Dr. Olc Jngstrup, the Commissioner of Corrections Canada, addressed
a crowd in the Ambassador Auditorium on Tuesday, 'Jovemher 12. He
was presented by the John Howard Society of Windsor-Essex County
in conjunction with the Windsor Society of Criminology.
Pholo Lamt Pholo Dtj>I.

Corrcctlon's Canada works to
ward this priority through pro.
grams such as skill training, In.
eracy programs :md angt:r man
agement.
Ingstrup noted that to itn.
plement these programs neccs.
sitates a belief in a certain ph1•
losophy. A be!Jef that can be de
scribed as the capacity wtthin a
person to change, and it is this
belief that Corrections Canada
idenu£ies as a primary value in
its 'mission statement'.
Rather than simply punish.
ing mdivtdual criminal acts, it 11
of utmostunportance to provid(
the inmate with the possibility
of leading a life outside of crim1•
nal activity once they return to
society This goal can only be
achieved through a belief that n
is possible for an individual 10
make a real and lasting change.
I n many other justice system1
this 1s not a belief and therefore
criminals arc released back intr
society after simply serving umc,
and qwckly return to the same
life they lead before they entered
prison
lngstrup denounced this
approach to criminal justice as a
tren d endemic to the United
States. The attitude that harsht-r
sentences will sec a drop in the
crtme rate is based on the
premise that,'nothing works'
concerning a criminal's ability 10
reform.
lngstrup denounced this as
a knee jerk reaction to a corn
plex problem. The support toward longer sentences for cri:runal~ often stc.:ms from the perceptton that a correlation exists
between a countries level of incarceration and the cnme rate.
That is to say that a mistaken
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Now you can ask for a real present. Not an
expensive a,rhne ticket. Greyhound Air's Flylow®
fares are making sure you can be home with friends
and family for the holidays.You simply won't find
a cheaper fare during the holiday season and it's
not too late to book.
Hamilton
to:

HOUDAY FLYLOW
RE1URN FARES FROM:

Winnipeg

$149
$199
$199
$ 199
$199

Calgary
Edmonton
Kelowna
Vancouver

--;

esc bres available for travel between Nov. 2 - Dec 17 961
Other holiday fares arc av:ulable

Plus. if you need a bus connection from Kelowna,
Hamilton or Ottawa, Greyhound Air w,11 throw m
the bus ticket to a variety of destinations. Our lines
are open 24 hours a day seven days a week so call
today and have a wonderful Greyhound holiday.

GREYHOUND

AIR

1-800-661-TRIP or 416-367-TRIP
Not available through travel agents. http://www.greyhound.ca
Air Serv,ce operared by KELOWNA FLIGHTCRAFT
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... Simply punishing
Contin11tdfrom page 6

perception exists that a higher
level
of incarceration will result
'.S lo
in
a
lower
crime rate. Ingstrup
pro.
pointed
out
g, lit.
tnan. that this correlation has
never been
) irn.
decisively
eccs.
proven, and
phi.
is actually
C de.
refuted by
run a the
facts.
.
: this
T h e .
nada
fact that
JC in
lower crime
rates appear
lish.
10 countries ·
it is
that
put
ivide
more emphasis oo reform rather
>.ility
than simple punishment sug'lllligests that Canada's policy of refn to
ormation rather than simple
f be
punishment provides a better
tat it
return on the money spent in
d to
terms of a peaceful society.
nge.
The move to "Incarcerate
ems
more, and be tougher on crimifore
nals",
appears
to
an,
into
"uoreflected" mind as a comme,
mon sense approach to crimi1mc
nals, but if it is a fact that these
:red
prisoners will one day return to
society, it is prudent to spend
this
mooey on reform initiatives
as a
ted
rather than spending the money
her
on longer sentences.
the
This policy, he thinks, prevails due to a certain "common
the
'ks'
sense" indigenous to Canada in missioner
I contrast to the extremes evident Canada.
/tO I mAm erican society.
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save 20°/o
With Savings Coupon
On all Sportswear for
Women and Men
Monday thru Saturday
11 :OOa.m. - 5 :00p.m.

253-5974

Official-Languages
Monitor Program
Do you want to help teach English or French
on a part-time or full-time basis?
You can apply under the Official-Languages Monitor Program to
be an English or French-language monitor during the 1997-98
academic year.
If your first language is English, you will help an English as a
second language teacher in a school, college, or university usually
outside your home province. You will help francophone students
learn more about the English language and culture.
If your first language is French, you will help a French as a second language teacher or work with a teacher in a French-language
school, college, or university, outside your home province. Some
francophones will be assigned to institutions in their home
provinee.

Part-Time Monitor
You will work between six and eight hours a week for eight months.
You will earn $3,500. You may also receive a travel allowance for
one return trip between your home and host province.
To be eligible, you must be a Canadian citizen or permanent
resident and you must have completed at least one year of post
secondary studies by June 1997, or you must have your Dipl6me
d'etudes collegiales in Quebec.
You must be a full-time student for the duration of your
monitorship.

Full-Time Monitor
You will work 25 hours per week for nine months. You will earn
$11,400 and receive a commuting allowance of up to $990. You
may also receive a travel allowance for two return trips between
your home and host province as well as a moving allowance of at
least $300.
To be eligible, you must be a Canadian citizen or permanent
resident and have been registered as a full-time student for at least
one semester within the last two years. Priority will be given to
eligible candidates who have completed two years of post
secondary studies or, if you are in Quebec, to candidates who
have completed one year of university by June 1997.

Apply Now!
Go to the career/placement office of your institution to obtain an
application package. Send your completed application form to
your nearest career/placement centre by February 15, 1997.
Incomplete or late applications will not be considered.
You can also write to:
Provincial Co-ordinator,
Official-Languages Monitor Program
Curriculum Leaming and Teaching Branch
16th Floor, Mowat Block, Queen's Park
Toronto, ON M7A 1L2
The Official-Languages Monitor Program is funded by the federal.
Department of Canadian Heritage and administered by the Onta~IO
Ministry of Education and Training in conjunction with the Councrl
of Ministers of Education, Canada.
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CANADIAN SCHOOLS vs. U.S. SCHOOLS
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 4th 7 TO 11 P.M.
Each team includes: 5 Girls 8t 5 Guys
participating in ultimate challenge events.
Points are awarded for each event won.
Extra points for spectators, team cheer, and team uniforms.
Only sense of humour and NO athletic ability required.

ENTRY FORMS AT THE BAR
CLOSED DEC. 24 & 25 (Christmas Day).

OPEN BOXING DAY 11 • 2AM
CLOSED DEC.31
OPEN & PARTY ON NEW YEARS DAY (JAN 1Sl) 11AM • 2AM
775 OUELLETIE AVE., DOWNTOWN WINDSOR

256-2385
FREE PARKING AT REAR
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UWSA h olds bylaw review. Fama William\ L'WSA President, discus~cd bylaw changes during an open
forum held on Thursday, November 21.
Phq/q I(, )a111u Cn1uhha11k

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

A Scottish Celebration

Ross Griffiths
Come and join the fun as we see and hear music,
dance, song and poetry celebrating life as a Scot. Piper
Ross Griffiths will entertain us with some old standards
and some newly written pieces created by himself.
Dave Troiano will sing a medley of Scottish tunes to
bring back memories and love. Scottish dancers will
dazzle the eyes, while poetry from Bobby Burns will
stimulate our imaginations.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398

Saturday, January 11, 1991 at 8:00 p.m.
Cost: $10.00 per ticket - Seniors & Students $5 .00. Refreshments to follow
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PIERR 14: BERTON
things - osprey to ducks that are full of DDT. And we're
having trouble with some of the
fish. We're seeing a lot of thjs
around Peke.
L· I want something to be left
for the future ...
PB: It's up to the cinzen's movements to stop it. As they stopped
the phosphates. I mean, that's
quite a stary. They got the phosphates out of the lake and the
l?.ke's cleared up. Erie was once
THIS LAND'S END?
a mess of algae, and it's gone
L: You have such a love for this because the phosphates arc no
land ... Nature in general. What longer being poured in as they
do you think about what the once were.
government is, and isn't doing, L: If the government isn't doing tt, it's pretty much up to the
to preserve the environment?
PB: Well, they've been doing 'grassroots' movements to do
quite a lot until recently. You something about it?
know you have this Ontario gov- PB: Yes. That's where the push
ernment - Harris has just made always comes from.
a sil/y speech - you have these L: I guess that's good then. It
PB:That's a good book. I've just guys saying what doesn't matter. reaffirms the idea that we're refinished it.
I am really worried about the ally running the government
L: Do you think that Canadians Niagara Escarpment. I think it's anyway.
need to improve their sense of in trouble. There is a lot more PB: Well, you are. You arc!
history?
work to be done in the lakes, as You've got oi:ganizations like the
Federation Of Ontario
PB: No, I don't think so.
"You've
11',)t
about,300
Naturalists, a very strong
In fact, I'm writing about
J-.
~
,L
r,;.,_,_
•
;.i..
lobby
group. I spoke to
this now. That, Canadians
Dl'VaSlVC C~it:ml.fwl.lJY .ID.
them the other night at
have a great sense of hiswater. ~u've got about
their annual meeting.
tory. And I can tell it by
S.,..,,_cies
of
various
things
You've
got Pollution
my own work. It sells very
r
Probe
and
people like
well.
ospreys
to
that
that.
But,
what
they have
The first book of history
are
fu.O
of
DDTs,.
And
we're
to
do,
is
get
money
from
I wrote was Klao<like. I
•
.t
•
,L.
.J!'
the
government.
They
wrote that in 1957-58. It
haV1111f trOUb.1C W1t.u Some 0.1 can't do it themselves. It's
sold 10,000 copies. My
books now sell 50,000 the fish. WeTC seeing a lot of: very expensive, what's
copies on average...
this around
happening.
L: In The Mythic Road
- Pierre Berton.
Pierre Berton was born
To Tartary you begin by
in
the
Yukon, raised in Bn·1de-mythologizing the early set- you know...
1Sh
Columbia
and
has Jived near Lzkt
tlers... Is our history so rich that You've got about 300 invasive
Ontario
for
.ftf!Y
years. The Great
we don't need to exaggerate it chemicals in the water. You've
~
is
published
l?J Stoddart Books.
got about 15 species of various
in the first place?

PB: People who try to exaggerate history end up ruining It. I
have the feeling the story is so
good, you don't have to exaggerate at!Jlhing.
L: I've been to Pelee quite a few
times. The way you describe 1t
invokes that sense of place.
Have you passed through the
area, while here?
PB: No, but I get down every
May for the migration.
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By David Knight
Photo by James Cruickshank
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I see Superior-so called not
because of its size but because of its northwesterly
position - as remorseless
and masculine. Huron, with
its thirty thousand islands,
reminds me of a fussy
maiden aunt. Michigan, half
wild to the north, heavily industrialized to the south, is an
errant unde. Erie is a wilful
ingenue of changeable mood
and false promise. Ontario is
a complacent child
From The Great Lakes, Introduction.
Pierre Berton is one of Canada's foremost writers adept at
consistently popularizing our
history with fine craft.
As he
signed copies of his fourty-first
book, The Great Lakes, he may
have said that it's just what he
does for a living. But, he has
made "a living" for our land:
even without the buoyant colour
of accompanying photographs,
his words make our land live and
breathe in the mind.
This interview occurred on
November 14, at South Shore
Books.
Lance: This is your second
book with Andre Gallant as photographer. How do you collaborate?
Pierre Berton: I plan the whole
book, exactly as I want it. Including the pictures and everything
else. I tell him where to go, what
to do, and he comes back with
these pictures. Then the art director... Andrew Smith and I, put
the book together with some
help. Barbara Sears, meanwhile
- my assistant - is out getting
the archival material that goes
into these books.
L· I saw a 'good eye' in the pictures. It seemed to me that Gallant here, is to landscape, what
Karsh is to portraiture.
PB: Well, he's a wonderful pho-

1

tographer. Win.ta was the first
book he had done. He'd done a
lot of work before, like
Harrowsroith, and I think, Wl=
nadian Geographic .. He has a
great sense of light! He gets a
lot of his pictures early in the
morning, or late at night.

THE GREAT LAKES
L: I started reading The Great
Lakes on the anniversary of the
wreck of the Edmund
Fitzgerald ... It seems the waters
in and around Canada, have an
unfortunately rich history of
tragedy.
PB: For two reasons. First,
there's been a lot of traffic on
them and with that many boats,
you get a lot of them Jost. Secondly, it's the weather that the
great lakes themselves create by
their very presence. 10,000
wrecks is quite a lot.
L: What struck me most about
your introduction was how you
personified each lake.
PB: I had to do that to give the
feeling they're different. And
they arc quite different, although
they're part of the same geological era, and although three of the
lakes are really only one lake that's Michigan, Huron, and
Georgian Bay that are just one
- they do, to me, have a character.
L: In The Feats Of The PorkEaters, when you're talking
about the voyageurs, you made
that seem so interesting, and I've
got to say that when I was in
school, that was dull ...
PB:Teachers aren't al/storytellers. I'm a storyteller. I think the
voyageur period is a fascinating
period in Canadian history. And
Peter Newman has had quite a
bit to say about that in his books
on the Hudson's Bay. I enjoyed
writing that section because they
were so remarkable.
L: I'm working my way through
Newman's new book, Canadian

Rcyo!ution From Defw;nce To
Defiance.
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Through the camera eye
By Craig P. Allen
As a Saskatchewan native,
Robert Bean was influenced by
space and shapes very early in
life. Halifax, where he currently
resides has influenced his work
as well.
The artist and photographer visited the University Of
Windsor's Lebel Building on
Thursday, November 14.
Bean's lecture, "Walking In
The Constructed Landscape"
f ea tu red many slides of his
work. Though not well attended,
those who were there were intrigued by what he said. His focus was art history and how it
can be linked and related to his
own work. His format was relaxed: slides were run as he illustrated his points with comment:iry. He used many different time periods and representative works to connect with his
past and present work.
His first topic, "Spacial
Displacement" used tourist

shots of foreign lands: he discussed how humans perceive
and display their memories, and
how museums and other tourist
sites m the world keep the past
and the present alive.
As he focused on his series
of photographs capturing bats
in flight, the layout put forth the
idea that humans should "Sec
with sound, not see with light."
The next series shown had
been in a Halifax gallery to display Halifax's military history.
Bean explained that these pictures ask, "How is knowledge of
the past constructed?" and make
the statement, "The best way to
present the past is to visit the
past."
Many later works in 1983
demonstrated his feeling against
the use and manufacture of
American nuclear submarines
and their apparent acceptance in
Canada.
The most profound series
was of stone pillars and columns

around the world, as well as photos of many scenes in and
around Cairo, Egypt. "Souvenirs" focused on the souvenirs
of history and what they mean
to modern-day people.
"Ice Breaker" was a group
of pictures that showed images
of the "Cold War" that occurred
earlier thfa century between the
United States and Soviet Russia.
His most recent works included
images of childhood and domestic objects as well as the
natural history and beauty of our
National Parks. The last series,
"Discretion and Display" profiled animal colourization, habits and experimentation with
camouflage in nature.

if i11terested in 111ore infom1atio11
aboNt Robert Bean ,on/act The Art
Ga/Jery of U7indsor al (S19) 9694494 or visit then, al De11011shire
Mall, 3100 l-J01110rd At1t.,Windsor,
Ontario.
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------------------ "Pass It On ... " at the Common Ground

Dani Bobb s

By Bart Gazzola

1

By telling the untold stories
of Gay men and Lesbians,
throughout time, Lesbian and
Gay History Month creates a
more honest and complete
understanding of history.
The gay family tree is a who"s
who of the world's most celebrated scientists, artists,philosophers, musicians and authors. From poet
Walt
Whitman, to writer James
Baldwin, and from Broadway's Cole Porter to chanteuse k.d. lang, gay men and
lesbians have enriched the
North American landscape
and the lives ofpeople worldwide.

0 ALON
Visii us in
1>c,win 7)la~a.
O, t-mail
Us ~cu, hai>'
-<,lfU1.tcns.1
"

,1, •

...

-

Lots of free
.

Parking available!

Ptione 969-9180
Fax 969-7890
e-mail hair:@Salon51O.com
web page - http://www.salon510.com

GLAAD and Jim Davies

"Pass It On, An Archival Look
At Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Lives" is a celebration of Gay
and Lesbian Culture, which has
been intrinsic to our own, in
fields ranging from creativity to
the pursuit of human rights that
are relevant to us all.
The show opened at Common Ground Gallery, November 16. The occasion of the touring show's arrival in Windsor,

Special Universicy of Windsor
Student Weel<end Rate
$129 95
•FRIDAY TO MONDAY INCLUSIVE, INCLUDES 800 FREE
KILOMETERS, LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER, AND
APPLICABLE TAXES. EXCESS KILOMETERS @ .10
EACH.
•VALID FOR ANY CAR CLASS FROM COMPACT
THROUGH FULL-SIZE, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AT
TIME OF RENTAL.
•FREE CUSTOMER PICKUP AND RETURN SERVICE
AVAILABLE.
•OTHER RATE PLANS AVAILABLE.
•VALID AT WINDSOR LOCATION ONLY.
•MINIMUM RENTER AGE 21, VALID CREDIT CARD AND
STUDENT 1.0. REQUIRED
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS

PLEASE CALL

966-2210
SUBJECT TO NATIONAL TILDEN STANDARD RENTAL TERMS,
OUAUACATIONS ANO CONDITIONS. RESTRICTIONS ANO BLACKOUT PERIODS MAY APPLY.

QUICK

LUBE

said Ugaya Birch (the University Fear of reprisal. They arc nameOf Windsor's Lesbian, Gay and
less here in deference to them,
Bisexual Issues Coordinator), 1s even now.
that November 1996 marks the
The second, was the pres25th anniversary of Windsor's
ence of one of those Jehovah's
Lesbian and Gay Organization.
Witness' magazines, The; Watch:.
In t 995 Lesbian and Gay Com- tm&'.cr, that was devoted to the
munity Appeal (LGCA) cel- "evils of homosexuality." In itebrated their l 5th anniversary self, this is entirely unspectacular
and the Coalition for Lesbian
because I was raised Catholic
and Gay Rights in Ontario
and all this drivel has a sort of
(CLGRO) marked their 20th.
unity.
The two groups, with the CanaWhat takes it beyond I ha1,
dian Lesbian and Gay Archives, was a friend, who remembered
collaborated to produce this exthat issue being given to hts
hibit, the first 10 Ontario.
mother by a "concerned f ncnd"
The show presents six fold when she questioned him reing-out fronts that remind of garding his sexuality.
out-folding altarptcces: the inThis review is difficult to
sides hold reproductions of ar- wnte, outside my usual frame of
ticles and stories that trace the
reference: this isn't an "art show"
history of people who were once
in the sense I'm used to. I have
told - and are still told by many
no desire to "hold forth" on 1he
- they have no history. The
aesthetic nature of this work,
exhibit flies 10 the face of that
though, to concur with Dr. Barry
assumption: the accounts of Adam of the University Of
personal triumph - and legal Windsor (who, along with his
triumph - arc presented here
partner John Dufour, was one of
as a form of testimony. I fow- a number of local people withever, for me, the most telling out whom this show couldn't
parts of this exhibit were the
have happened), this is presented
personal ones. Among a collec- in a definite "art" manner.
tion of articles and magazines
The stories use these foldwas a binder compiled by Jim
ing "altarpieces" as vehicles for
Davies that traces, via minutes
themselves. Here, is the crcauve
of meetings, news articles and
energy given to society by a secletters sent to further the cause,
tion of same, that despite the
the Windsor and Arca Queer mainstream's denial of tt, has not
experience. Two things struck
chosen to deny the mainstream's
me.
denial of it and has not chosen
The first, was a painful and
to deny the mainstream. AIDS
brave letter from a person in that has given a taste of what the
binder, which described their world could lose - in the hu
refusal at the American border,
man value of creativity - wllh
due to their orientation. They the loss of a valuable segment
state their desire to help, to not
of our society.
let these bigotries to continue.
The show runs until t""oThey also describe reasons for
vembcr 28, at 1942 Wyandotte
hesitation, for not commg for
St. east.
ward, coming out sooner. The
reasons arc the same for them
Bart Gazzola is a local artist
over 15 years ago, as they are and critic who has lost fiiends lo
now. Small community. Bigotry. AIDS.

Sister
Emelina
benefit

A runet1es

By Lance Arts Staff

B;r M.C. Schisler

Women DJs from CJAM
91.5FM will spin music at
Changez By Nite (960
Wyandotte E.) Thursday, December 5 at 9pm to raise money
and a\VatCOe§S for Sister'Bt\)euna
Home'-EotWomcn..
1·
SistqErnell'tlaH61nc/is the
onlr:shcltq foi;.ht>tnefess wt>men
in Wind.SO(..,.~}'$ 41;grcaf need
of 4oU).ntqrtit}\dotttti{\n$ and
supf 6r-t, and with;~ftr-i•tmas
ncartng1 t-he womt.'O ahelteted by
Sister Emelina I Iome need assistance more than ever. Cash
donations and canned goods will
be taken at the door.

CanWest Global's series Traders has become a big hit on
American television. The drama
about high-rolling investors pro
vides viewers with a rare glimpse
into the inner workings of the
world of the trading floor in the
Toronto Stock Exchange. It mav
be hard to be)jeve there is viewer
interest in the "art of the deal,"
but apparently there is. Traders'
heroes "struggle vaJiantly not to
change the world or solve society's ills," but to make a bundle
oo Bay Street.
On this side of the border
the premise might appear sleazy,
but not in the US where the entrepreneurial spirit reigns supreme. Compared with the likes
of other Canadian made series
such as the now defunct Street
Legal and Side Effects, Traders is hot. It's caught the imagination of a jaded viewcrship
who want novelty and a chang~
of pace. The unique story-line
is a remarkable departure from
the mindless pap offered every
season. Not only is it intcWgent
and thought-provoking but thorough ly entertaining. Be pre
pared, however, to invest some
effort because it's not easy to
follow at first.

WHILE

u

WAIT

no
appointment
necessary
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for use in our QUICK SERVICE DRIVE THAU
We thank you for changinn with us.
NOT TO BE USED WITH Am OTHER COUPON OR DISCOUNT

ASK ABOUT THE GRAD REBATE PROGRAM!
For More Details Contact: Owen Patterson 8.A. Comm Studies '95
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Tips
Add proper ingredients
Compost piles work best with a 2: 1 ratio of brown to green
(brown is anything that come from trees. Greens are fruits,
vegetables, grass clippings)
Keep the compost damp (not too wet and not too dry)
If you do have an odour or fruit-fly problem, the compost
is probably too wet. Add more browns and stir
If the compost pile is too dry -add water
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By P. Heather Botsford
This year make a New Year's resolution you can keep.
One that's easy and provides benefits to you and others. Try composting.
It's no mystery that composting aids our environment by cutting back on the amount of garbage sent
to land fill sites but it also creates naturally fertile soil
for planting as well. Recycling kitchen garbage in a
composter is as easy as separating your blue box waste
from the rest of your garbage.
Contrary to popular belief, you don't have to
spend a lot of dollars to get a spiffy new composting
device and then painstakingly measure amounts of
specific ingredients. Nor do you have to set aside an
enormous amount of room for a composting pile far
in the back comer of your property.
Considering the majority of students don't own
the property they live on and therefore may have reservations about creating what neighbours and landlords may see as a big smelly mess, there is a solution
to the composting student position.
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WHAT IS COMPOSTING?
I

&

If you have a larger area to work with and permission to do so, a compost heap works wonderfully
and it's much easier to tum. A four foot square works
well. Just dig down about 12 to 18 inches, enclose your
area with sides of plywood, bricks, chicken wire or
whatever you can find that's fairly sturdy. The sides
should be about one inch off the ground, allowing for
air circulation ,and be approximately a foot or so high.
A lid can be placed on top, especially in the winter to
maintain the pile's heat and to keep it neat and enclosed from excess moisture.
INDOOR COMPOSTERS
If the idea of composting sounds dandy to you but you live in
an apartment or your landowner refuses to allow an outdoor
composter, don't fret because you can create a composter inside without a big mess or odour, if it's done right.

A plastic box (the kind you might buy for moving
or storage) will do the trick. Make a hole in the lid and
cover it with fine mesh or thickly woven material. This
allows for the needed air circulation. Next what you'll
need are some worms. Not the kind you find squirming in your yard, but special worms like California Red
Wigglers, that eat compost materials. Buying these little guys is nothing more than a jaunt to a local store.
Put your composter someplace that's not in the way
but try to keep it in an area that's slightly open. Inside
a cupboard or closet isn't very good for air circulation.
Now you're ready to go.
WHAT'S GOOD IN YOUR COMPOSTER?
Grass clippings, straw and hay, leaves. coffee grounds, fruit
and vegetable scraps, saw-dust, dryer lint, fireplace ashes, garden waste, tea bags , nut shells, human and pet hair arc good.

Paper can go into your composter but it will just
pack tightly unless you scrunch it up and rip it into
small pieces. All your compost material will degrade
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Pride of the
Lancers calling
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Lakers get caught in the Lancer crunch
tl"""""'

By Matk Etwell

This club was started by a couple of second year students
who assisted in everything they
could by trying to encourage
school spirit. They still need
your help. To all of the clubs
out there if you are planning
ac event that may increase
school spirit, let us know because we would be happy to
help out. As for those who are
not members, or have missed
club days, there will be a new
registration drive by e-maiJ. All
fresh ideas and feedback regarding plans for the future are
welcome. Current members
are asked to attend regular
meetings so plans for "Frost
Week" can be disscussed starting right after the winter break.
You can e-mail Tom Varga or
Mark Etwell to let us know
you care about your school and
want to help us do something
about our school spirit. The
addresses
are
varga6@server.uwindsor.ca or
etwell@server.uwiodsor.ca.

Windsor wins three
The OWIAA volleyball season
is beginning to unfold as it approaches the mid-season
break. In the west, the Windsor Lancers posted three wins
and one loss to move into second place behind Western.

Lancers fly past Falcons
First year head coach Shawn
O'Rourke had to be happy
with his team's performance
against the Fanshawe Falcons.
Good hustle, consistent defence and smart passing characterized the Lancers play Saturday Nov. 16 at the St. Derus
Centre. Windsor allowed the
opposition only 15 points in
the first half and 18 in the second, while putting up impressive totals of 39 and 33 points
respectively. 6'4" Michelle
DeHaan was a force on the
boards and led all scorers with
16 while Amanda Pfeffcr
added 14.

Can-Am congrats!
Congratulations are sent out to
Chet Wydrqnski of the Windsor l.Ancer men's basketball
team. He was named for the
Can-Am Tournament all star
team with 25 points, 14 rebounds, six steals and three assists on the weekend.

Upcoming Lancer home
events
Lancer Track
Wed. Nov. 27-28
Blue & Gold Intersquad Meet
@ St. Denis Centre

Lancer Volleyball
Fr1. Nov. 29
Lancers vs. Guclph Gryphons
Women: 6pm, Men: 8pm
@ St. Denis Centre

Tuesday, November 26, 1996
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The Windsor Lancers Women's Volleyball team had an easy ume
defeating the Nip1ssing La/eer:r last weekend, taking both games of the

series.
Photo David Bukovec

By Heidi Solway
The Lmcer women's volleyball
team continues to keep up their
winning ways as they improved
their record to five and one. With
their only loss coming to the
University of Western, the Linem have played exceptionally
strong clearing everyone else in
their path by convincing three to
nothing victories.
This past weekend the
women played host to the
Nipissing Lakers in a double
header Friday and Saturday,
November 15 and 16. The Lmcers played very strong volleyball
defeating the l.A.k.ers 3-0 on Friday night and again on Saturday
night. The 1996-97 season is
Nipissing's first year of competition in the O.WI.A.A. league
so every match is a learning experience for the I.Akers.
Friday night set the tone for
the double header with total
dommation by the Lat1cers. The
women showed tremendous
confidence in their passing
game, and completely dominatcd the Lakers at the net with
a potent offense. Power lutters
Jodi Beaugrand and R:iqucl "the
rock" Drummond

combined for 25 kills in the
match. Beaugrand with 11 and
Drummond with 14 certainly led
the never ending attack put on
by Windsor.
Saturday night brought out
two completely different teams.
Nipissing came out charging and
Windsor strolled out with much
less pizzazz and domination
than displayed in their first meeting. Nonetheless, thel.Ancersbe.
ing the more experienced team,
pulled it together. Offside hitter
Elaine Murton put away seven
kills, and Drummond again
dominated with 12 more kills,
and a combined total of 26 kills
over the double header.
The entire Windsor team 1s
working together to produce
what appears to be a more than
sufficient effort towards getting
the women to the 0.WI.A.A.
play-offs. Tus season may be the
first trip back in a very long three
years for the team. The IA11cer
women seem very focused on
the task at hand. And that is to
win games; convincingly, and to
develop themselves into a competitive play-off team.

Lancer m.en take part in Can-Am tournatnent
By D an Curtis
The Lancer Men's BasketbalJ
team began the Can-Am Tournament against a team of Michigan ringers known as Team
Wtidjire. Although the Lancers
lost by a score of 70-68, they
made the Wildfire work for their
victory. T he Lancers, plagued by
personal fouls, and the opposition's excellent free throw shooting couldn't contain the Wildfire.
Geoff Stead was a force for the
Lancers, playing tenacious de-

fence, grabbing seven rebounds
and adding six points. Matt
McMillan was the Lancers top
scorer with 17 points.
In the Sunday con solation
round the l.Ancers took on the
Guclph Gryphons. The Lancers
were defeated by a score of 8464, but not without giving the
Grypho11s a run for their money.
After being down as many as 12
in the first half, Windsor brought
it back to within four at the midway mark. But the bigger

Guelph forwards would go on
to dominate the boards in the
second half, and that would
make the difference in the game.
Matt McMillan scored 21 points
giving him a tournament total of
38.
The championship game
featured the Tiffon Dragons vs.
Team Wildfire. The beginning of
this game turned out to be very
slow due to some Tiffon roster
problems, but once that was
cleared up, the championship

game of the Can-Am Tournament was underway.
At half time Team Wild.fire
led Tiffon University by a small
margin of six points at 46-40.
Tiffon was keeping pace with
Team Wildfire until they mfased
a couple of vital three pointers
and had a few untimely fouls
called on them. Team Wildfire
won the game, and the tournament by a score of 91-86.

Help Lancer mascot find its identity
By Sheila Windle
The l.Ancermascot needs a name
and only you can help. Our mascot has been wandering around
to all the events these past
months nameless and ever so
sad. So II is time to put an end
to its misery. There will be a
mascot naming contest this
week-all week to determine our
mascots name. Remember
though, this name must be non
gender specific as it will represent both our males and females
teams. Entry ballots arc present
at the Athletic Department,
Chez Vanier, and CAW information desk. Waste no time, come
on and help our mascot find its
identJty. The final day w1JI be on
Fnday November 29 and the
name will be announced that
night at the volleyball
doublche.1der at the St. Denis
Centre starting at 6pm.

Lancer prize
package for mascot
naming contest:

*
*
*
*

*

*

Two tickets to the
Vanier Cup on Nov. 30
Two Lancer beer
mugs
Two Lancer t-shirts
20 Complimentary
tickets to Lancer
home events
Lancer magnetic
Bulletin board
Lancer binder, Lancer
pens, Lancerkey
chains
and more!!

* ...

Name rhar mascot and win big
pnzes.
Pholq by I AtJce Photo Dept.

I
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Lancers facing stiff competition
-By

Dan Curtis

On November 20, the Lancer
women's volleyball team headed
into a match with an impressive
S-1 record against the McMaster
Marauders who were 2-1.
McMaster proved that they
were going to be no pushover
taking the first game 15-8. The

second game proved to be better for the Lancers. After continuously keeping the score tied our
ladies pulled it together and ran
away with the game, winning 157.
The Marauders, however,
were not defeated yet. They continued their strong form taking

Athletes of the week
FEMALE
Raquele Drummond
Lancer Volleyball
Raquele, a first year Sociology
student and a graduate of
Brennan High School in Windsor, was dominant in the Lancers
three league victories last week.
At Laurier on Wednesday, she
scored 13 kills, three blocks and
12 digs. In two home games on
the weekend, the Nipissing
Lakers could not stop the first
year power hitter. Drummond
had a combined total of 27 kills
and 21 digs in the two matches.

the next two games 15-11, and
15-12. Athlete of the week
Racqucle Drummond tallied up
18 kills, 15 digs, and two aces.
Teammate Jodi Beaugrand also
had an impeccable evening finishing off with 12 kills and 29
digs. The Lancers play their next
home game on November 29 vs.
the Gudph Gryphons at 6:00pm.
The Windsor Lancer men's
volleyball team went into
Wednesday's contest 2-2 against
the visiting McMaster Marauders who were also 2-2. Both
teams played at a very fast pace
but the Lancers couldn't keep up
with Mac in the end.
McMaster t0ok the first
game of the best of five series

by a score of 15-13. Much of
the same can be said about game
two as well. Points were awarded
equally until a 9-9 tie, and the
Marauders ran away with the
game winning 15-11. At a 4-4
tic in the third game, more than
a dozen consecutive side outs
only dragged out the inevitable.
Mac scored one point, and got
the official time out. Upon the
players return to the court, Mac
went on a 10-2 scoring run taking the game and the match with
a score of 15-6. The Lancer men
play in another Lancer double
header on Friday Nov. 29, taking on Guclph at 8:00pm.

1-on-1 LIVE Connections

MALE
Chet Wydrzynski
Lancer Basketball
Wydrzynski, a second year forward, elevated his level of play
last weekend in the Cao-Am
Tournament. He was an offensive threat each time he touched
the ball, driving to the hoop
from t.he exterior and working
hard for position in the paint.
Wydrzynski was named to the
tournament all star team with 25
points, 14 rebounds, six steals,
and three assists on the
weekend.

Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
(519)
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They say life is like a drink, and I'm hoping that 1t tastes like bourbon.

~lzaUJ~

uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
Volume 69 Issue 13
Santa ...........................................James Cruickshank
Frosty................................................ Michacl Pereira
Mrs. Claus ...................................Lindsey Woodgate
Jack Frost ............................................. David Garcia
T he Grinch.......................................... .David Knight
Prancer........................... Angela Papalambropolous
Donner..........................................Trecia McLennan
Blitzen ................................................ Dave Bukovcc
Baby New Year................................Allison Pierce
Scrooge ............................... ................... Rob Gignac
Snow Queen. ....................................... Barb Barone
Suzy Snowflake ...............................Jennifer Gan ton

Rudolph...............................................CArai~B ~
Bob Cratchet........................................... n y aJ.ruo
Contobutors: Craig P. Allen, Heather Botsford, Dan Curtis, Mike
Drake, Do1nk the Clown, M:uk EtweU, B:ut Gazzola, Carmella
Goodndge, Guemer Holweg, Rob Lovcll,Jeff Sanford,Juhe Sutch,
M.C Sclusler, Moruzncr Saheh, Heidi Solway, ShCJla Wmdle, YOU!
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Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

I

The Lance is published by the Student Media Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every Tucsda~ of the fall
and winter semesters. Its offices arc located m the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials arc produced ~y the Lmce. editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance are not necessarily those of the University of Windsor or the Student
Alliance. Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must include
contributor's name and phone number and must be
typed, legibly handwntten, or on an IBM comp~tible
floppy disk. The editor reserves the nght to cdtt for
space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday b~fore publication and must mclude the writer's name, major of
study and phone numb~r. Co~tents c~pyright 1996: Reproduction in any way JS forbidden withou~ the written
permission of the editor in chief. The Lance JS a member
of the Canadian University Press.
Telephone: (519) 253 - 4232 Fax: (519) 971 - 3624

The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
U ruversity Press.

0
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1) The Lance's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless re
cording of fact. But, it must be demonstratable fact,
with sources to support it. Conflict1ng sides of a dis.
pute arc treated objectively and with balance. Sources
arc named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the source is
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special interests and with favor ~o. none.
4) The Lance is a student run newspaper, g1v1ng pnonty
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
Windsor.
Mailing Address:
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor

Editor: Ext. 3909
News and Arts Ext 391 O
Features, Sports and Photo Ext. 3923
Advertising (519) 971 - 3604
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Credit cards are
not the answer
By Ro b Lovell
First, lets start by introducing
this column to you wonderful
Lance readers. This is.a column

will be able to pay that card off
before month's end, and avoid
the killer 18 to 23 percent interest charges, then keep that card

designed to provide basic, per-

in your pocket. Let's assume that

sonal, financial advice, tailored
specifically for students. Lord
knows we, as students, have
more than our fair share of financial pressures, between tuition, books and the half million
other expenses. Along with little or no income, and stingy parents who rarely part with hard
earned funds, it's a wonder we
aren't all in the poor house.
Fear not though, help is
here. By better managing what
money we do have, and developing good sound spending and
saving habits, we can ensure our
financial success now, and in the
future.
This week, let's talk about
credit cards. It's second semester, and you've just zeroed out
your bank account by paying tuition. The problem is, you still
haven't purchased the usual
$400-$500 of required books
(not that you necessarily intend
to read them). Regardless, you
need these books, and that Visa
or Maste! Card, (or if your parents are rich. that American Express) is just burrung a hole in
your pocket.
It just happens to have
about $500 left on it (assuming
that it's not still maxed out from
last semester's books). So problem solved, right?......WRONG.
Unless you arc certain that you.

you are unable to pay that balance off for six months. That
card will generate nearly $60 of
interest. That may not sound
like a lot, but that is $60 more
that could be going towards next
semesters' books, or even better, towards substantial amounts
of post exam beer!!
Now, you and I both know
you need those books, right?
(You would look odd, going to
class without them) So, where do
you get the money for books?
A few suggestions: a no
mterest loan from parents, siblings, Grandma, your Great Aum
Martha, whatever; if it saves you
the interest, it's worth a little
grovcling, right? Also, you can
borrow books, buy them used,
steal them from your friends, or
next year, make sure you get a
little more OSAP to cover your
costs (less interest is charged on
OSAP). So, the lesson here, is
that your credit card 1s not an
extension of your income, so
don't use it like one. Make sure
that you can pay for whatever
you charge in that same month.
On a final note, if you're one of
those people that can't control
themselves, then whip out the
scissors, and cut your cards up
(it will only hurt for a while - I
promise).

he staff at the Lance
,vould like to thank the
fine folks at key control for
their quick service this past ,vcck.

T

Happy Holidays

Letters to the editor
U of W students applauded for donations
Dear Edito1t
During the week of Novcrn~
ber 4 to the 8 • I sold Popple$
for the Royal Canadfan Naval
Association Admiral Hose

Branch.
The participation of the
university students was very

gratifying and appreciated. I
was very surprised. that as I
walked through the cafetem in

the CAW Student Center, stu-

dent$ atopped me 1"1d aske<l to
buy Poppies.
Oo Monday, November 11
at 11 a.m. with the help of an~
other student~ who is l,\tcsently
in. the army, we put on a short
Remcmbtance Day service.
I would like to thao.k all

t~paign this year such a sue.

cess.. r Mn v~ry proud to s~y
that here ;it the university) we
collected over $500. I ag.ain
say thank you.

,
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Yours Truly.

Ruth Lavoie
RCNA Windsor
who took part in this servic.e,
and all who made the poppy Admiral H ose Branch
¥

Writer doesn't know what women are feeling
Dear Editor,
This letter is about the feature
that appeared in the Lance, recently titled "Blue Light Panic".
As it began, I dug the painting,
recognized the scene, but as I
read on, it became unclear as to
who you were writing for. And
then it became intolerable.
Let's backtrack first, back
to the point at which you say,
"She is afraid. She is alone",
third paragraph from the top.
This is where your authority
ends. What you witness, and
what you know, arc two very different things, my dear, and what
you are is not a woman, so do
not suggest that we may find our
salvation in a blue light or red
button.
You say "She is afraid."
What are we afraid o f, John,
what arc we thinking?
I'll tell you.
We are thinking, as we hear
faJlcn leaves crunching underfoot (is this noise mine?), we arc
thinking of large, callused groping hands. We are thinking of
being so overwhelmed with
fright, that when we open our
mouths to scream, only the hiss
of strangled air will form.
We arc thinking of brown
leaves in our clean hair.
We are thinking of knees
on our thighs and forearms on
our windpipes and bruises on

our hips, and blood. We are
thinking of our new fall jacket,
our house keys (us that do not
carry them between our white
knuckled fingers), our $80 textbooks, our half written term
papers, our digruty and our sanity.
And this, John, has nothing to do with self confidence.
You tell me that not all men are
misogynist rapists, and I think
that this is the point of your
story. Look honey, we have fathers, we have brothers, we have
friends - lots of friends and we
know this. But, like I told you,
this is not about the media, this
is not about D etroit, and this is,
indeed, a gender specific problem.
This is about a very rational
fear of being 5-4' and at least
30 to 80 pounds lighter than any
guy we know, and more specifically, any guy we don't know.
As for remaining "passivdy
bound in fears", of that Neanderthal man, let me tell you
something else. Our fear is not
at all passive. Our fear is living,
and our fear is constant, despite
the fact that you think the world
1s changing, it isn't changing very
much.
And you have the nerve to
tell me to take Thai Kwon Do?!
I low dare you!

l n your arrogance and hurling ego, (which I do feel sorry
for but cannot apologi:te), you
have debased a very real issue
and derived a total disregard for
the women which you so carefully illustrate at the onset of this
piece. If you believe that "taking back the night", only separates women from men, then
why not match with us, John,
together.
You call living in fear an
option, John, but it is not an
option. It is a part of living, so
much a part of our everyday re·
ality, that we cannot let 1s consume us.
We have other things to do,
John. So if this information is
surprising, you be aware that it
is always at the back of our
minds, and though we don't often dwell on these issues openly,
they do not dissipate. They will
not dissipate if we so choose to
"choose another option rather
than living in fetr", and do me a
favour, John, stop preaching
things that you know nothing
about.
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Students can receive community legal aid
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By Mike Drake

Dear Legal Corner,
I was recently charged with a
minor offence. However, I do
not feel I did anything wrong. I
can't afford a lawyer, but I would
like to contest the charge. Is
there anything I can do in order
to receive advice, or possibly get
an agent to assist me on this
matter?
Undergraduate Student
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Dear Colleague:
There are several clinics in the
area that may be able to assist
you in defending the charge.
Since you are an undergraduate
student, you may want to contact the legal clinic on campus Community Legal Aid. If you
are a full-time student, you will
satisfy their financial criteria automatically.
Community Legal Aid haodles matters that involve highway traffic and other provincial
offences, small claim matters,
landlord an<l tenant matters for
tenants only, some criminal mat-

ters, name changes, criminal injuries compensation applications, not-for-profit incorporations, student affairs, and wills
or power of attorney matters.
Community Legal Aid,
however, does not handle criminal matters that arc indictable
offences: family matters, estate
matters, personal injury, immigration matters, civil claims of
more than $6000, and matters
involving U.S. Citizens. You can
contact Community Legal Aid at
253-7150 or by visiting the of£ice at 354 Sunset Ave.
The other clinics that you
may want to contact are Legal
Assistance of Windsor (L.A.W)
at 256-7831, the Bilingual Legal
Aid Clinic at 253-3526, or the
Ontario
Lega
Aid
Plan (O.L.A.P) at 255-7822.
These clinics handle many areas
of law outside of the jurisdictioo of Community Legal Aid.
If you do decide to retain
the services of a lawyer, you may
want to call the Lawyer Referral
Service at 1-800-268-8326 to in-

quire into which lawyers in this
area concentrate on the issue of
concern to you. If you need
advice on a particular legal issue to assist you on your matter,
you could contact Dial-A-Law at
1-800-387-2992. This service
may be particularly useful if you
decide not to retain the services
of a clinic or a lawyer.
As you can see, there arc
many opuons that could be available to you if you need to retain
legal services, or just simply receive legal advice on your matter. I hope that this information
has been useful to you.

Answers that appear in this
column provide a general outline ef
the law and are presented by second
year law st11dent Mike Drake. Ifyou
have a question you would like anJWered, write lo Legal Corner in care
ef the Lance at 401 Sunset Ave.,
BasefJJenl of the CAW S t11denl
Cmter, N9B-3P4.
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By Guenter Holweg
Just think, in a few more weeks,
we will be hearing the jingling
of bells, the noise of store
rrowds, and the ever popular
phrase, "but that's not what I
really wanted".
Sure enough, the Christmas
season is upon us, resulting in
little kids on an "I want this and
I want that" spree, in the local
Toys R Us store. Not only is
there the pushing and shoving
of holiday shopping malls, but
also the stocking up of alcoholic
and soft drink beverages that occur in the hope that somebody
comes over to visit.
Maybe that aunt or uncle,
whom you have not seen since
your fifth·birthday, will drop by!!
Anyway, among all this confusion, there must be bright spot
to all this, and if anyone can find
it, please tell me, because I'm
still figuring out why the Easter
Bunny and Santa Claus arc not
the same thing. After all, you
eat enough of those chocolate
eggs and bunnies, you will be

as jolly and plump as Old St.
Nick himself!
Many people have said that
Christmas is too commercialized. That all we look forward
to, on this joyous holiday, 1s the
traditional giving and receiving
of gifts. Actually it's the giving
and receiving of gifts that you
may or may not return for a refund or exchange, and the all out
food feast that occurs on Christmas Eve for some, and Christmas Day for others, that many
look forward to! Many remem-

bcr the simpler times, when
families sat together near the
fireplace and roasted marshmallows or chestnuts.
We do the same now, but
we use the microwave we received last Christmas to do our
"roasting" for us! Besides,
there's a few people in my family who arc allergic to pollen.
Then, the customary Christmas
tree. Only now, instead of sticky
stuff getting on your hands and
those darn needles that fall all
over the carpet, we have the "put
1t together in three easy steps"
artificial tree.
Then, we have the religious
factor to consider. After all, not
all of you celebrate Christmas.
So I figure as long as you follow
what you believe in, this time of
year should be a joyous time for
you to celebrate. Sure, Christmas has become commercialized, but as long as we all keep
in mind what the true meaning
of this season is, then there is
nothing to worry about.
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Bitter brew
over the Pub
By Carmella Goodridge
Durtng the past couple of
weeks, there has been some controversy surrounding the equal
accessibility of the Asylum Pub
on Friday nights. After speaking with many people concerning this issue, I have come to
realize the dynamics of running
a business like the pub. It is a
difficult task trying to keep the
UWSA, student interest groups,
and customers satisfied.
The following questions
have been asked by students who
frequent the pub, as well as those
representing student interest
groups: Has the management of
the Asylum unfairly treated any
student groups with regards to
Friday night access? Why does
the cover charge range from $2
to $6 for the Saturday night venues? Isn't there an implemcnlcd
S3 cover charge cap, or is that
only on specific nights? And
should non-ratified groups have
preference over student clubs
who arc affiliated with the
UWSA? These questions arc
pertinent, and do affect students
who support and enjoy "our"
pub.
Traditionally, Friday nights
have been reserved for ratified
student groups who hold functions for their social and fund
raising agendas. Recently, internal animosity has been brewing
amongst clubs who are fighting
for dates to have their dances on.
Also, there are outside promotional teams who are filling some
of these dates at the pub as well.
A case in point, would be
the promotional team of "The
Originals", some members being that of the renowned Black
Homecoming 1995-96 team.
They arc responsible for the
November 8 Pajama Jam venue
at the pub, that may or may not
occur due to rumors of its cancclJation.
Nonetheless, this private
group booked the pub on a designated "club night" with much
opposition from cxecuave members and concerned students.
At the last minute, to cover
their behinds from any discrepancies, they brought on ICSA to
share in the profits. J\ very wise
business decision to say the least.
"The Originals" knew there
would be a backlash of compla10ts concerning their venue,
especially when their goal is to

target the CARJSA membership
and affiliates, with whom they
blatantly don't support. This
lack of support was ignorantly
verbalized by one of their members to a CARISA executive very
recently.
The irony lies m the fact
that the former CARISA executives had petitioned for the irnpl cm cn ta tio n of last year's
"Toonie Nights", which
ccotered on the R&B, Hip Hop
and Reggae Crowds. Instantaneously, one year later, the Asylum, along with all these private
promotional teams, are plagiartzing on the same concept while
charging cover charges from $4
to S6. What happened to 'The
True Originals" of these soulful R&B nights-CARISA?
Shouldn't this club be respected,
supported and promoted since
they are an integral part of the
population of this university?
Furthermore, why arc so many
promoters and student interest
groups clashing for the same
crowd, while charging high cover
charges? Do you think that uruvcrsity students have a large disposable income to support your
functions? I think not! Let's get
a grip before tlus situation trips
us all up!!!
To the clubs who have ratification by UWSA, if there arc
internal conflicts amongst one
another over the pub nights, I
would strongly suggest to resolve your harsh feelings with
your adversaries in a mature and
professional manner. If your
concerns fall on deaf ears, approach the Asylum management, and your UWSA executives, with concrete facts towards
the discrepancies.
Yo the pub's management,
I would trust that as a business
rooted within the actual university community, that you would
promote ''your own" rather than
encouraging outside promoters
to come in and take your clientele.
To the clteotelc that enjoy
going to the pub, continue supporung this establishment because your money spent will reciprocate through inccnuves and
special venues. In choosing your
weckJy "jams" be aware of who
arc promotmg, as well as
whether or not you support their
philosophies and what they represent.

Question of the Week
What would you like this Christinas?
A Harris-free
Ontario'

A paper
shredder.

Fanta
Williams
UWSAPrez.

Lisa
Sylvestre
CJAM

No
cover
charge at the
pub.

Programming
Manager

Alain Arthur
Exec.
Councillor
and
SSS Prez.

SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCIETY
UNIVERS11Y OF WINDSOR

Let the Social Science Society
pay your second semester's tuition!
What's the catch? Well, all you have to do is write a 750 word essay explaining how you can
benefit from a semester of free tuition.
The Social Science Society is offering a scholarship to one student based on academic merit,
and one bursary of equal amount based on extra curricular involvement, and academics.
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The contest is open to all University of Windsor students, and priority will be given to those of
higher financial need.
Students may enter essays for both the scholarship and bursary, but can only win one award.
The entry must be typed and submitted to Stephanie Letarte, Chair Scholarship Committee,
Social Science Society Office, Second Floor, CAW Centre by 4:00 p.m. December 1/96 to qualify.
For more information, drop by the office, or call us at 253-4232 ext. 3490.
A

2nd FLOOR, CAW CENTRE, 401 SUNSET AVE. WINDSOR , ONTARIO N9B-3P4
PHONE: (519) 253-4232 ext. 3490
FAX: (519) 971-3658
EMAIL: sss@uwindsor.ca INTERNET: http://www2.uwindsor.ca/-sss
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Debate on merging
of facuities attracts
low turnout
By Dave Garcia

Agroup opposed to a proposal
by the University of Windsor's
Strategic Renewal Committee
(SRC) held an open forum last
month to debate the costs and
benefits of the proposal. And
despite poor student turnout,
much debate transpired at the
torum.
The SRC proposal would
merge the
_
u_niversi~y's ''I.

~~t;a;~~;;

th

c proposals were philosophy
professor John Wright and-cngineering professor Abdul
Fattah Asfour.
Conspicuously absent
were members of the SRC ,
even though they were invited
to join the ARC members in a
debate. So, the ARC members
presented both the SRC proposal as well as their own. Another noted
absence was

m disappPinted how

apathetic ~tudei;us are,',: ~~~: 1~,~

!~

into three · says Touit:h year student d i a t o r ,
,\rts and So- \' _DenJje 'IJedell
U W S A
1
cial Science;
chair Jason
Engineering Students Jcnew bow ibis Hunt.
One
and Science; wilJ afft!ct the universitv,
77 student was
and Law,
Business,
tbeJJ t/Jo}'t,WOu/.d WlUJt concerned
and Educaf/Jeir voices beard,, With what
lioo - h a s - - - -......................................_...____ would haEet witn much controversy. pen to departments with less
Opponents of the proposal say than 20 faculty members, since
that there has been no data on part of the SRC proposal forces
whether the proposal will ben- those with less than 20 to merge
cfit or hurt the university. Dale wtth others,-regardless of
Woodyard, a psychology profes- whether or not two departments
sot at the university, is part of are related. Woodyard rethe Alternate Restructuring spondcd that a coordinating
C.omm1ttec (ARC), wluch has committee could be formed to
come up with an alternate pro- allow faculties that are related to
posal to the SRC's where for merge.
example, Ans and S~ence ~uld
"We're suggesting that
he combined into a liberal arts some of the departments that do
program, which he says is-rec- merge should do it on the basis
ogruzed at other universmes, and that it-makes sense," he says.
would allow a fair balance of
Another concern brought
resources 10 the university. Also up at the forum was student repptesem at the forum to discuss resentation, or Jack of it, on the
major-committees such as the
Senate, at the university. A proposal from the ARC, says
Woodyard, would be an increase
in student representation. While
convention mandates that there
should be one student representative for every three faculty,
there is only one student representative on the SRC .
A proposal to have the one
to three ratio was voted down in
the Senate. Woodyard said that
one of the arguments of the
SRC was to free up faculty from
the bureaucratic work and allow
them more time to teach, but he
said that "if faculty are not allowed input 1n decision making,
then students won't either, and
says that it doesn't reflect the will
of the university."
Wright said that there must
be some consensus made in order to keep the university working. He said that all of the controversy and infighting has created low morale on campus.
"You can't alienate people
and produce a system that's really going to work." he said.

~'fr

ConhnNtd on page 4

When at least 15 cm of snow fell in the Windsor area on Thursday, January 9, 1997 much of the
city came to a standstill including evening classes at the UofW Giving students a free Thursday evening
during the first week of the semester to do you know what ... c;t', -iy!!
Photo ~y Ja11m Cn1ichhank

SNOWDAY!

Ianni to leave post as president
By James Cruickshank

.
1954. After completing a Bachelor of Arts in economics in
1957 and a Bachelor of Commerce in 1958, he went on to
Osgoode Hall Law School and
further studies in Italy, France
and England, earrung a doctorate in internauonal law from the
University of London 10 1971.
In 1971 he joined Windsor's Faeulty of Law and was dean of law
from 1975 until h.ts appmntment
as president in 1984.

said.

According to Fanta
Williams, UWSA President, the
university 1s losing a very good
leader.
"It's very unfortunate. He's
a very good person. He's a wonderful spokesperson for the University of Windsor, and he's very
well respected in the area of post
secondary education."
She said Ianni and the
UWSAgot along very well which
isn't the case at all schools.
"A lot of student councils
are really in battles with their
administrations right now over
things like representation. We've
made real strides this year in-

creasing representation on maUniversity of Windsor President
jor committees of the board.
Ron Ianni announced in a letter
"That really came from his
to the board of governors last
understanding of the need for
Tuesday that he will relinquish
students to have influence in
his duues as president this sumthese areas. That will reflect on
mer.
thmgs being better for srudents."
Ianni, has a motor neuron
Williams said she is gratedisorder, amyotrophic lateral
ful to have had the chance to
sclerosis (AlS) better known as
work with Ianni over her term.
Lou Gehrig's disease which af"I feel very privileged of
fects the nerve impulses controlhaving been able to work with
Jing various muscle groups.
him as a student leader this year,
In a statement
and it is unfortureJeased to the menate others after
dia Ianni explained
me won't have
the timing of his
that opportunity."
decision. It is "to
In a stateensure a normal
transition to the appointment of the
new president," he ..,.....,___________...,.___L.._ __..__.........._ _,...
Ianni, 61, is a University of
Windsor alumnus and former
dean of law who became the
university's fourth president in
1984. Ianni is in his third term
as president being unanimously
endorsed by the Board of Gov
ernors in September of 1995.
"It has been an enormous
privilege to be head of this university," he said. "I have benefited from a degTee of cooperation, industry, goodwill and
good humour which is truly exceptional."
Ianni began at the University of Windsor as a student in
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UWSA General Meeting that
was scheduled for January 23,
1997 has been canccled and
rescheduled for January 16,
1997 at 5:30 P.M .. It will be
held in Room 510 of Chrysler
Hall Tower.

TUESDAY
JANUARY 14
The University of Windsor
Music Society is presenting a
Car Bash from 11:30 am till
2:30 p.m. The event will take
place in the parking lot behind
the school of music, and the
prices are $3 for two hits and $5
for four hits.
Campus Group AA has closed
meetings every Tuesday and
Thursday from 12:00 P.M. till 2
P.M. in the CAW Student Centre
Conference Room #1. Contact
Lily at 258-5698 for further
information.
The Tuesday night dropin for
Lesbian and Bisexual Women is
held from 7:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.
every Tuesday night at Hoffman
Auditorium, Iona College, 208
SunsoL Call 973-4951 for more
information.

Dave West will be at Buzz's Bar
and Grill in the evenings.

FRIDAY
JANUARY 17
Hispanic AMIGOS Club
announces their first ever back
to school fiesta at The Asylum
Pub in the CAW Student Centre.
Featuring D.J. Latin Power with
Spanish tunes and english hits.
Doors open at 9 P.M. and costs
$2 for members and $ for non
members.
Word And Music: Canadian
Music Festival. Opening
concert The Windsor Symphony

conducted by Susan Haig at
7:30. Assumption Chapel
(Second floor of Assumption
University building, between
Huron Church and University
Avenue).

SATURDAY
JANUARY 18
Word And Music: Canadian
Music Festival. Windsor
Symphony:"Reading Of Student
Works." The Windsor Symphony Strings read works by
student composers from Toronto,
London, and Windsor student
Dustin O'Neal. Starts at

Tuesday, January 14, UJ\1~

2:()()p.m ..

SUNDAY
JANUARY 19
Word And Music: Canadian
Music Festival. Student recital.
"Young Windsor Artists Perform
Canadian Works." Student
performers represent ORMTA,
Acadamie Ste Cecile, The
University of Windsor School of
Music. Starts at 3:00p.m ..

MONDAY
JANUARY20
Word And Music: Canadian
Music Festival. Andrew Zinck
Lecture. Noted musical
authority speaks on the work
of Harry Somers. Katzman
Lounge, Winclair Hall,
University of Windsor, corner
of Wyandotte and Huron
Church. Starts at 4 P.M ..
Out on campus an open
group for gays, lesbians and
bisexuals meets at 5 P.M.
every Monday, at Hoffman
Auditorium, in Iona College.
208 Sunset. Call 253-2421 for
more information.

TUESDAY
JANUARY 21

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 15

Word And Music: Canadian
Music Festival. A Panel
Discussion with Harry Somers
and Jeffrey Ryan on "The
Creative Process." All are
welcome to join in the discussion. Freed Ordman Centre at
2:30. At 8:00p.m., School Of
Music Faculty Recital, with
Richard Householder and
Gillian MacKay, conducting.
4 works of Harry Somers.

Weekly starting at 5 P.M. Iona
SCM is holding a study series
entitled Genesis and Justice. It is
a pot luck dinner. Bring grain,
vegetables or legumes (or a
particular favourite). For more
information call David at Iona
College, 973-7039. Iona College
is located at 208 Sunset Ave.

THURSDAY
JANUARY 16
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Gruppe '97 with special guest
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Volunteer Patrollers needed
- approxi111ate/y 2

hours per week -

(or every 2nd. week if you can do a weekend shift)

Applications are available at the CAW Centre Front Desk.
They are due by 5pm on Wednesday. January 15.
Quest ions may be directed to 253-4232 ext. 2416.
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Students retnetnber
Montreal Massacre
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By David Knight
ests o f WOl'rlen, but it also ex14 women were shot and killed p os ed the determination of
by gunman Marc Lepine, D e- young women to claim the
cember 6, 1989. It was an event equality they felt was rightly
that sent shock waves through- theirs."
out society, reinforcing for all
Tracy Franklin, an engithe threatening atmosphere neering student, spoke of what
which women must contend she and other women in engiwith in their daily lives.
neering feel. Franklin said she
The Seventh Annual Can- felt the University of Windsor
dlelight Vigil in memory of the may have seemed lax in how the
women's lives that were lost in assault at Leddy Library was
the Montreal massacre occurred handled.
December 6, at Iona College.
She said the massacre
Acoustic guitar perform- strengthened the determination
ances were provided by Julie of the women's movement.
Leadbetter and Linda Girard.
Constable Maureen Beer
The speakers were Janet Greene- said there had been six women
Potomski, Professor Pam Milne, murdered in the last year, as an
Tracy Franklin, Constable indication that violence continMaureen
Beer,
Melissa ues.
Mihallesco and Julia Castor. In
"The main difficulty with
addition, art students at the Uni- December 6 is that it happens
versity Of Windsor produced a during exams. Students aren't
memorial banner of illustrations here, or they aren't aware,"
and collages in memory of Tammy Coxen, Womyn's Centre
Genevieve Bergeron, Helene Co-ordinator, later said. She was
Colgan, Nathalie Croteau, concerned that interest in the
Barbara Daigneult, Anne Marie yearly memorials may become
Edward, Maud Haviernick, difficult.
Barbara Marie Klucznik, Maryse
"For first year students at
Laganiere, Maryse LeClair, Anne university they were 12 years old
Marie Lemay, Sonia Pelletier, when it happened. Many parents
Michele Richard, Annie St may have shielded their 11, or
Arneault, and Annie Turcotte.
12 year-olds from such a horrific
"He !Marc Lepine] did not event."
give any of victims the right of
Coxen said she would like
self-identification, the right to to sec it held at the CAW Stuclaim a feminist identity for dent Centre again, for maximum
themselves, or to reject it. He exposure. The CAW Student
usurped the right of these Centre wouldn't allow it appar\\'Omen, and all women, to de- ently because exams were being
fine feminism ourselves and
held. Coxen however, pointed
choose our own identity," said
out that Iona College is usually
ocssor Pam Milne.
used as a study hall, but an ex"His actions exposed the ception was made in order to
maor failings of our post-sec- accomodate this much needed
ondary educational institutions memorial.
in serving the needs and inter-

Money
to Learn·!
•

TD STUDENT LINE
$5,500* line of credit made
available to help finance
your education.
Pay interest each month only on what you use.**

Convenien t access
Withdraw funds at The Green i1aLhine•t or by cheque.
Account information available through
TD Access PC Banking or Telephone- Banking.
0

.....................................................................

APPLY

NOW!

Call l,800,9TD--BANK
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Do your research on TD Student Line at:
www.tdbank.ca/student/index.html

Your Bank. Tour Way.e
t; \Glllf:NE

~ODEMSJO spoke during the 7th Annual Candle Light
Mon· he event is held in memory of the women slain in the 1989
trea) rnasacre.

~ ,~«hi

• For full-umc students only. Parr-rime ~tudents' maximum $2,750. Student, enrolled m certain
programs may be eligible for additional funds. Sub1ect to credit approval, interest charge, and
applicable agreement.
•• Only interest payments required dunng ,tudie, and for 12 months after ,tudent finishes school.
lntere,t rate is Pnme + I%.
• Trade Mark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.

t Must have TO Student Line set up on TD Personal Access card.

Oro,, by our office at the basement of the CAW
Centre to volunteer some time and get valuable
•xAerlence In return..
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UWSA general el@Gt-iea-t&-be held in February
By James Cruickshank
The UWSA general election is
being moved ahead from last
year's dates in order to ensure a
better voter turnout and to make
the transition from the old to the
new executive.
According to UWSA Chief
Returning Officer Dylan Bailey,
the election will be scheduJed on
Tuesday February 18 and
Wednesday February 19 as opposed to March 27 and 28 of
last year.

Bailey hopes to have norninations open next week and will
begin advertising what positions
will be available in the near future.
He believes the earlier election time will create a better transition than has happened in the
past.
"It allows for the torch to
be passed from one executive to
another, and it also gives the new
executive more time to address
issues as soon as possible."

UWSA
President
Fanta
Williams agrees with Bailey that
the earlier election will help with
the transition.
''We (the current executive)
took office in late March and
with exams we were really
pressed for time. This will give
us a proper and thorough transition."
Williams said the new executive will get to see the day to
day runnings of the office with
students around unlike she was

able to do.
She said that she will be
able to take the new UWSA
President to their first board of
governors meeting and introduce them to the university administrarion.
Williams noted the new executive will have more time to
hire their eight coordinators than
in the past.
"When you have sometimes have up to eight people to
interview for each position it

takes a lot of time to do that,,
~he be~eves that the earlier
election wtll help with Voter
turnout.
CRO Dylan Bailey echoed
Williams remarks.
."We~ have a continuous
elecuon buildup with the actual
election ta~ng place before slack
week. I thmk 1t will be 3 good
time to have it."
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Windsor student fares to:
London $27
Peterborough $75
Cambridge $41
Burfington $43
Hamilton $43
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Toronto$55
Belleville $84
Kitchener $41
Sudbury $124
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Ottawa $118

Pickups On Campus For Toronto

ad

Thursdays & Fridays: 03:45pm and 05:15pm
Frida)'. only: Express to Toronto at 03:40pm
at the Horseshoe m front of Vanier/Laurier Hall (Wyandotte Ave.}.
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Dropoft's available. Please see current schedule.

Other discounted destinations available.
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Price does not include G.S.T.
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... low turnout

44 University Avenue E., Windsor 254-7575

Contin11tdfro"' pagt 1

UWSA, CAW Student Centre, 2nd Floor 971-3626

WORD and MUSIC
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was upset at the anemic tumo\l\.
''I'm disappointed how apathetic
students src," Sa)'8•~•
student Denise Bedell , "If students knew how this will affi
the university, then they
want their voices heard."
Dave Young, UWSKs
vice-president university2ffms.
says that it is important tblttbc
ARC should be allowed an opportunity to present thcir proposal, but the problem, he says.
is that it may be difficult to gauge
how students feel about the proposal.
"It's tough enough to get
students to come to a student
council meeting, ... so it's diflicult to gauge what students think
about SRC."

ANDlllW ZINCX lmN

Fndli7, J-y X 11 7:31 p.a.

X.....UIUII

UWSA
president
Fanta
Williams says that she is uncomfortable that the debate took
place since the SRC was not
present to defend their record.
However, the SRC was invited
to join the debate in advance and
yet, no one from the committee
attended the debate. Williams
says that "starting the process
over again could be counterproductive, and there's no reason
why the ARC proposal couJdn't
be incorporated."
Woodyard says that it
could be useful to have both
sides working together on a proposal. One of the few students
who did attend the forum says
that the debate was usefuJ, but
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Williams looks back on the first half
!t James Cruickshank

ltt

er

UWSA
Presiden1
Fanta
Williams came into a situation
where many students didn't
think highly of the organizatic?n,
but when her term ends at midnight on April 30 she hopes that
has changed.
''Then; were some lmdges
that were somewhat burned that
J had to rebuild," she admitted.
Williams said she wanted
51 udents to realize she and
t;\X'SA were I here to do a job
for every full time undergraduate student.
"I wanted one thing clear
~·hen I came in here. I'm here
10 work. I'm :1 servant of their
(students) net"dc;"
An example of taking students needs first was her reihmking of her voung in favour
of a mouon which entailed a
raise m runion hikes during her
first Board of Governors meet-

Another of the office staff
changes was the hiring of Darcy
Flynn into the newly created position of Operations Manager.
She noted that there were 200
resumes for the position with
many of the applicants being
very qualified.
"It was a very difficult clec1s1on. Darcy has turned out to
be in many ways the backbone
of this office."
One of the surprises
Williams encountered when she
entered office was the amount of
work mvolved to make the office run efficiently. She s:ud the
UWSA 1s like a business so there
were n lot more money matters
and meetings to attend than ex
pectcd.

UWSA PRi.:stOENT, Fant2 Williams busy as always, reflects on the
first half of her term as President.

Photo lr, amr, Crul(hhanle

ing.
Williams realized her mis-

take and asked at the next Board
of Governors meeting for the
mouon to be reconsidered.
''If I have personally made
adecision that contravenes that
the best interest of students) it's
oot for me to be comfortable. It
doesn't matter if Fanta's happy.
It matters 1f 11,000 students arc

h2ppy.
"I look back at that meet-

I say 'God Fanta you
were really inexperienced .. .' I

ing and

don't think I've lost any respect
for what I've done in fact in
many ways I think I've gained
more respect from both the •auJ-2dm inistration."
One of the most trying
llllcscarly tn Williams' term was
then the remaining executive
:VJCC President Internal Darren
VIICCko, Vice President of UnilfflttyAffairs David Young and
V'nPrcsidcnt of Finance David
Topp) didn't support her after
die 10te at the Board of GoverMn meeting, and voiced their
conccms in a leuer to the editor
that appeared in the September
3tssuc of lht Lmce.
"It W2S difficult not to have
die support. That is not the way
lie to work, and if somebody
bas made a mistake I will stand
behind them.''
L-• •However, Williams doesn't
UU1C1 any ill will for her colleagues decision, and believes it
have been a good thing in

''It was great. You had first
year and fourth year students interacting with each other which
is what we wanted."
She said the concert held
during orientation week called
Windsor Loses Its M1nd was
also a smashing success.
Williams said it didn't turn
1010 a "boozed out concert" and
got a lot of differcnt people out
to the event. She noted after the
orientation week many students
came to the UWSA office to ask
to volunteer because they liked
the direction the organization
was headed.
Williams said that the increase in the programming
budget has allowed UWSA to
focus more attention on different activities for students. She
said the concert, held in the Asvlum pub, was a way to hold· a
smaller event without the possi-

bility of losing a lot of money.
"I think it's one of the
greatest ways (concerts in the
pub) to entertain students on this
campus."
Williams is also proud of
the reorganization of the finances in the UWSA office to
make the organizauon, she believes, run more efficiently.
Williams said one of the
toughest decisions she had to
make was when she terminated
UWSA comptroller Debbie
Quintal. She believes this decision helped the office move forward to where It Is now.
"It was important to ho-

mogeruzc the finance clepart
ment so we could allow more
freedom to CJAM or the Lance
if they wanted to make alternate
funds. I think that was very important."

One of the big undertak
ings the UWS1\ has done this
year was the $200,000 scholar
ship th:it they will be offcnng for
students who are m financial
need. She :;aid the scholarships
should be available for students
after the cntena is set out on how
someone dln qualify for Jl.
Willtams noted th:it the
scholarships will be somcthmg
that will always be there for stu
dents \Vlt h the C'WSA's name on
It.

"The U\X'SA 1s not a bus1
ness where by no means we arc
here to put money m the bank
The money 1s there for I he stu
dents.''
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"We Deliver Smiles"

973-1211
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
EVENING &SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
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~ WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRECIC
600 TecumNh Rd. E. Suite 140
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end.
"I don't haVI: any bitter fecl-

'IS about it because in many
~ its worked out for the
ic -.and more importantly for
Students best interest."
"I think it also showed that
1
1~,?n my own and make

One of the biggest sue~ar for Williams has

: : IO
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AUSTRALIA&
BRITAIN
Fly to New Horizons!

faO;VZ)rft;I f\Jl(Jl,t
Open Pool Table (upstairs)
q,+1,U'll,$7>;441 f\Jl(J/,t
Cheap Beer Night (come early!)

7-'(e.Ln>rft;I/S;4q,U~7>;44/ f\Jl(Jl,t
Live Bands/Acoustic
All

.S.,,4<7-U.je:'"2>;441

you can eat Pasta$4.95
(with meat sauce)

Study overseas by continuing or
completing your education
abroad. Teacher training - one
year programs which are
accredited for Ontario. Master's
Degrees are also available.
Professional certifications in
many disciplines. Reasonable
fees-airport pick up in Australia guaranteed accommodation.

Juke Box Upstairs
with all kinds of music!

W~t 111ntnininn ifnuut 253-7041

Phone (905) 318-8200
Fax {905) 318-5664
F.lnail: kom@wchat.on.ca.

3140 Samh, ich SfrN't

Prle• Subjec1 to Change Without Notice
Not Vallld Wlth An Other Olfwa

Join the hundreds of KOM
students who have already
enjoyed this cultural &
educational experience!

STUDENT
SPECIAL!
$
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or everything you ever wanted to know
about UWSA briefs but were afraid to ask
By Lance News Staff
It's a new semester and time for
a new round of council·related
tedium, but first, here's the
view from the peanut gallery
from the last council meeting
of 1996.
Council heard fall se-

Please contact:

K.O.M. Consultants
P.O. Box 60524
Mountain Pla7.a Postal Outlet
Hamilton, ON L9C 7N7

i&tstaurant & wautm

•
Gouncil Crotch Watch
_

CNJ:t>EN.t.

'Y

council that since Sepfrmber,
she has had four complaints
brought to h att~C, ~
have since.. lther been '1-ealt
with or retetted ID the- appropriate offh;~ )3ht lflp- · formed co
~ n
r
of events she has put on since
being appointed to her position
in May of 1996, including
workshop, fundraisers, recruiting volunteeers, and events
centred around AIDS Awareness Week.
She also told UWSA
that the Human Rights Office
is in need of a computer, which
they were told they would receive earlier in the year to share
with the Programming Office.
The Womyn's Centre
Report w~s ,PX'5tnted by
Melanie Bynoe, who encouraged councillors to visit the
centre and said that men are

invited and encouraged to visit
the centre as well, provided it
is not during women-only
hours.
She said the Womyn's
Centre had an active fall scmes.
ter, working in conjunction
with the Lesbian, Gay and Bi.
sexual Issues Coordinator and
the Human Rights Office to
1>u.t oo the Sex Ball during
AI9 ~eness week, as well
.px..orik.>Un~ the topic of
ID W-O
n, and young
s~urmg,t~t week as weU.
The ~ b's Centre
held a ~c: m workshop
~eh she s
Bs well at.
tended at}d at t.l<ere are plans
to ho
othq one during the
"\\Tiriter sem__e er. Also, in November;-They ht!ld their annual
Take Back the Night march, as
ell as hosfi 1:he first part of
their sexmyi\}' workshop.
Bynoe also said that
e • rf µpj~rm reporting
~x at a$'9flult *d violence
on campus, pointing out that
Campus Police reported that
one sexual assault occurred last
year, while the Human Rights
Office reported three and the
Womyn's Centre knows of
four. She said the concern of
the Womyn's Centre is that
under reporting of assault on
campus may create a false
sense of security and justify
cuts to groups promoting
safety on campus.
She also said that the
Womyn's Centre is-- also waiting on a computer which they
were promised at the beginning
of the year.
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W.ANTBD
Enthusiastic students to help with special
campus visit events this semester.
We're looking for volunteers to welcome
visitors, give tours and make presentations.

Applications will be available until
Jan. 20tt, at the
Liaison Office, 440 Sunset Avenue.

*
(Reg. up
to $200)

If you want to lose weight, look great, rone up or improve for sports, we are che
only people co see. Staffed by university physical education graduates who have been
professionally trained to guarantee you look your very best. For the most in facilities,
the best equipment in the world, and professional one-on-one service, try Canada's
Top Club. You deserve it!

ACOUSTIC SHOWCASE

THURSDAY JAN 16
DJ LIAM, FAT THURSDAY
CONTEST OF BANDS
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FRIDAY JAN 17

Call Now!

Call Now!

966-6005

252-5755

3100 Howard Ave.

1550 Ouellette Ave.

Devonshire Mall

Women Only
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Dispelling the
Myth Campaign
By Melanie Bynoe
\Vomyn's Issues Coordinator

.4CCELERATE LEARNING

I

llpme Memory IN CoaceatntiN 1111 at

SILVA METHOD

Free introduction seminar Mon. Jan.13

125 Wyandotte st.

EXQUSIVE TANNING SALONS

w, Windsor Ontario -

N9A swa

-

977-7284

space for womyn and more im~°'PPY 10th Annive,...soi,...y !
Caboto
portantly to advocate for and
The Womyn's Centre. has _been educate on issues pertaining to
STILL OFFERING $4 TANN1Nl:i
(Classes to
24,
in existence at the Uruversuy of womyn. Men, if they wish, and
BEFORE 12:00 NOON 7 DAYS A WEEK
For further information:
Windsor since 1976. Over the we strongly encourage it, can
MON. to SAT.• 7:30am. 9:30pm
years, the centre, just as so many come to the centre, learn about
SUN. 10:00am • 6:00pm
of its kind, has been embedded issues that impact and effect 1
in various myths and stereotypes. womyn as well as join our strugMost of these misconceptions gle to make this world a better
are borne out of fear, ignorance place for both genders. The cenand a sexist mentality which, tre are open to men 1Oam-11 am
unfortunately, is held by most and 3pm-6pm Monday to Friday.
students, faculty and staff at this The men who have been brave
university.
From January 20-24,
1997, the
Womyn's
Centre will
have a "Dispelling the
Myths"Campaign, in an
effort to create public
awareness as
well as dear
up some of the misconceptions,
myths and stereotypes sm:rounding the centre. This will b~ done tre's focus is womyn, we are not
through a poster campa.1gn, a here to provide for and advocate
display in the CAW commons for men. According to the FedRED WING
area, and two days of open eral and Provincial government,
house where everyone is wel- womyn are a disadvantaged
come to visit the centre, have re- group and as such, efforts on
on
freshments and ask questions.
CUSTOMER
both levels need to be impleCUSTOMER
JANUARY 28"'
There are numerous mis- mented in order to eliminate the
APPRECIATION
APPRECIATION
conceptions about the centre, disadvantages due to systemic
at
DAY
however for the purpose of this discrimination.
DAY
~1Ltttle~c1™ .
TUES. HI. 4th
article I will only focus on the
TUES. HI. 4th
Another stereotype that
1 MEDIUM HPPEIONI
following five: hang out joint; needs to be addressed is the beWINDSOR
I MEDIUM ,r,,u,ONI
PIZZA
anti-male; ran by lesbians who lief that most of the womyn in
1930 Tecumseh West
Pill.I
try to convert you; pushes only
the centre, if not all, are lesbi256·3161
middle class whjte womyn issues ans. T h e centre has a rich varid interest; and you have to ety of womyn of different naidentify as a feminist to be come tio nali ties and yes, sexual
10 or be part of the centre.
orientations. We respect everyAlthough some womyn one regardless of sexual orienuse the centre to do their home- tation. We are womyn, and
work, study, eat and have discus- should support each other. We
PUCKS
sions about social issues, the
can't afford to let an issue such L-----;;;;::::;iiiiiii-::-:::"'":""":::-==-:=~=:--:--:~;-::;-:centre itself provides a number as
who someone is attracted to
of helpful services. The centre or choose to sleep with impede
offers a resource library focus- our struggle against sexism.
ing on womyn. We are a refer- Institutionalized sexism affects
ral system to community agen- us all regardless of sexual oricies when students have an is- entation. In reality, the centre's
sue that needs more assistance volunteers and staff are mostly
than we are able to provide. We heterosexual, although all
offer confidential
peer orientations arc represented and
counseling and connect students welcome.
with the appropriate agencies if
Another misconception
~ey need more professional as- about the centre is that it proSJSta_nce. Through workshops, motes primarily the interest of
Sctrunars, lectures, displays, etc., middle class white womyn.
plus 8 OTHER TV'S
the centre also educate the stu- Like all other bodies, the femident body about the issues af- nist movement, and thus the
fecting womyo. The Womyn's Womyn's Centre has the poten~ntre falls under the jurisdic- tial to be racist. This year we
tion of U.W.S.A. and as such we have made an added effort to
speak for the represent the fe- increase the number of "minorlllale full time student popuh- ity" womyn who arc actual vollloo of the University of Wind- unteers of the centre so that the
~(approx. 55% of total popu- issues addressed would be inclulauon). The Womyn's Centre sive. So far we have been very
a~ocates from womyn indi- successful in this area, but more
vidually and collectively to both volunteers are always welcome.
the U.W.S.A. and the University The centre provides its services
Administration.
to all womyn regardless of age,
Apart from being igno- sexual orientation, religion, culllnt of what the centre does, a ture or race.
lot of people believe that the
Another point to stress, is
IO!nyn in the centre hate men that you don't have to identify
~~neously believed to be an as a feminist to be part of the
~cate pan: of being a femi- centre. Most womyn use the
~) ;u_td that men are not al- centre as a way of learning more
"'WC<I into the centre. As the
about the feminist movement
official voice of the Womyn's and a way to meet new friends
~tr~, I would like to dear up or have stimulating conversa5
rn1sconception.
tions: conversations where you
The Womyn's Centre is will learn something although
~
focused not anti-male. you might not agree with it. But
0
translate, the centre is here that's okay, we tolerate and ento Provide a safe, informative courage difference!
FREE PARKING IN REAR

I

Chi. 700,...
fullor. Jan l~, 26)

Call Jeanette Tourond: 250.8539

~ Little Caesars· Piz1,a

PLAYER APPEARANCE

~"

nr--•

$3!!~;

$3,?.t.\

IG SCREEN TV
OWATCH GAME

•

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR art students ~elissa Mihallesco and Julie Caster created a banner in memorial of 14 women slain in Montreal December 6, 1989. It was presented at the
Seventeenth Annual Candlelight Vigil at Iona College. For more information see the news story on page 3.
.
.
Pholo i?J David lvughi

Govier at CAW

By David Knight
Angel Walk is a fictional work
about a woman who leaves her
child safely behind to pursue
a career in war photography.
The emotional conflict of the
work is that while many men
left their sons and daughters
to go to war, they did so as
conscriptees; she does so by
choice. Katherine Govier read
from her bound galley instead
of the published copy of an::
gel Walk, so she didn't have to
break the spine of a book.
The Department of English sponsored Govier's reading from her work, this past
December 3, at the CAW Student Centre. The free, public
reading was well attended.
Rather than read one continuous passage for the duration,
she elected to read a series of
short passages throughout the
book, with interludes of
thoughts and feelings about
writing and creativity.
While Angcl.. Walk is a
work of fiction, she grounded
it in as much historical fact as
she could. The realities of
women war-photographers as
officially recorded by the military aren't completely true. Inside of a couple months after
Normandy, she discovered the
adhercncc to rules and rcstr:ic-

tions cased considerably. In the
course of researching her
book, she talked to acclaimed
photographers such as Ken
Bell and Martha Gdlhorn.
"There are wonderful
and terrible things about writing on Wor.k:l War Two. The
terrible thing is that there arc
people around who were there.
The wonderful thing is that
there are people around who
were there."
The title of her work
comes from a term 'Angcl
Walk,' given to her by an historian. It was used to describe
the path walked between a
"TNT shed to a cordite line."
It was called so, she said, "because one spark and you're off
to Heaven."
Govier likened the "explosion of light" that occurs
in photography to that which
occurs in a real explosion.
As a writer, Govier said
she envied the art of photography as ao "art of the split
second." She admired how a
photographer is reliant on
"that one second of creativity."
She spoke highly of Mavis
Gallant at this point. She appreciated Gallant's concept of
her short stories as "freezcfrl\mes."

Who's ''Greatest Hits''
By Bart Gazzola
"Greatest Hits" is a collaborative work between two Manitoba
artists, Jeff Gillman and Frieso
Boning.
Consider an art gallery in a
mall with an art gallery's version
of a tore - i i record store, that
truly bizarre yel accurate reflection of society's taste - within
that. Read that again, if you have
to, as the idea only crystallized
in my mind as I sat drinking my
coffee after seeing the show.
"Greatest Hits" is made
along the lines of a parody of a
record store. There are 10 stands
that hold the CDs, all of which
are perfect in their artifice. The
muzak that is piped in is taken
from these same CDs (available
in the gift shop - seriously) and

is the contribution of Gillman.
This is muzak better than
you might hear even in an elevator. I could only take tiny bits
of it, and I have several confirming opinions of that response.
The CDs, however, are truly the
prize-Of the sh~ They havt: 1,2..
codes, corporate logos and look
genuine in every respect. There
is even a camera that watches
you, and an imitation of one of
those magnetic detectors that
detect the tags on the merchandise.
The crowning achievement
is truly the naming of the CDs:
MAGNETIC CROTCH's "The
Very Best Of... ," RUSTY
ROOSTER's "Long Haul," or
THE SEARCH ENGINE's
"Friday Night Bingo Music." My

personal favorite is still ''Fucking
Music"
by NARCOTIC
PLASMA.
Until I saw the show I
wasn't sure if that was meant as
an adjective or verb. When I S2Vi
the CD cover I was almost

n:mpted ro pordhare~

ct>1J'«(

my own, so draw your own conclusions, or go to see the show
Jeff Gillman's muzak in
background will help to soom
and lull and hypnotize you tilt
any good shopper. When you go
to the mall next time, check it
out - it's okay, its almost like
another store.
"Greatest Hits;' curated by
Gilles Hebert, runs at the An
Gallery of Windsor until Janu·
ary 26.

EMMAUS on the road
By Marlene Lajoie
In Ihc Bible, the road to
Emmaus was an encounter with
Jesus. EMMAUS, the band, is
Rachel Lajoie, Mike Blair and
Mike Smokevitz. With two guitars, violin and vocals, the group
creates an unusual but melodic
blend.
Kennedy student, Rachel
Lajoie, singer and violinist began in classical music at age 5.
At 13 she was soloing with the
Windsor Symphony. By 14, with
all the pressures of the classical
musician, she was burnt out and
had pretty much given it all up.
A trip half way around the
world in the summer of 1995
and the chance meeting of
Wayne State student Mike Blair
opened a new avenue for her. It
was during a missions stint in

W"

Pakistan, that the two clicked
musically.
A few months later, a second guitar and a second Mike
- Smokevitz - joined them.
Also a Wayne student, he fills in
with his agile but understated
technical ability.
EMMAUS performs only a
handful of non-original material.
Blair, the guitarist and singer,
writes most of their music. he
considers it to have "broad appeal," reaching across age
groups and tastes.
Trendy coffee houses with
thoughtful live music are popular in Michigan (they haven't
caught on here yet) and the band
has established a circuit there
that keeps them busy every
weekend. But they will never
turn down a good cause - pro-

life benefit concert, church~
meeting or intervarsity fellow
ship - if it can be fit into their
hectic schedule.
The lyrics are in tum SCOsi tive and powerful, ran~
from poetic abstracts about.liCc
to the fiery issue of abo~
"The meanings of songs,
Rachel's mind, "should be profound and open to the interprt"
tation of the listener."
111
.
~ut not all. of th~ir :~
1s ser10us. Their Celuc-ba.
instrumentals with Lajoie's vio. cc
Jin leads cause grea~ audie~
response. Blair descnbes ~
as "a song that you could listen
11
to laying around on a Sa~
afternoon in your pajamas.
Sec them at T.C's in Wayrt
on January 24 and 25.
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Increased popularity for SN~lJ
~ Jennifer Donais

Brent Belke spoke of the flack
that any band may en~ounter
upon increased populanty. For
sNFU this occurred 10 1993
when they became a part of the
Epitaph family.
Brent Belke plays guaar
and contributes vocals to the
punk rock band SNFU. When
questioned about_punk _rock:s
increased populanty, Epitaphs
involvement and the effects it
has on fans, Belke replied, "Anything that becomes slightly
Popular, they cram it down your
throat and you get sick of it."

Perhaps this could be an
underlying theme to the song
Bunmia which 1S one of the new
compositions from Fyulaba.
In performance, SNFU
captured the audience with their
classic Reali!J Is Riding On A Bu.r.
The music resounded aggres
sively through the bar. The lineup included social commentaries such as The Bobbit Fami/y and

Time To BlfY A Futon.
Before the band went on I
had been introduced to Vanessa,
the partner of Dave Rees, the
bassist. When I asked her about
racism or other types of preju-

INSTANT CASH
APPLY NOW

dice in the band, she replied, "A
lot of people think that because
they are a punk band that prejudice is there. It's not. Actually,
the lead singer, Mr. Chi Pig is
Chinese."
Pig is also an incredible artist. His work can be found on
album covers, t-shirts, and even
on stage. Pig wears masks and
hats taken from his toy box
which he bnngs on stage. This
works excellently to add a performance effect to the music
played.
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Surrealism overtook the construct1on of the set: a lack of
walls, windows hanging in space,
slanted floors and furruture were
~sed to create a dreamy effect.
The slant thrust the actors toward the audience. I found this
technique quite effecuve. I felt
shackled to the emotions of
characters and found myself
being pulled in further and
deeper as each scene progressed.
The director, Lionel Walsh
found that he and his cast felt
the same way. "After we completed a scene we would look
back at it and say, 'Wow! That's
weird!"
The entire cast learned a lot
during production. In 1892
Lizzie Bordon was acquitted of
a double homicide, yet holes in
her story led many to believe she
was a murderer. Perhaps, if you
,reu.- ro t<p- to Li:z:.r. '. h
is did a young actress who de?tcted her in a local play m 1902
did, you would find the answer.
This is the prerruse of the story.
Blood Relations [written by
Sharon Pollock] began as Nance
O'Neil !portrayed by Dawn
Sadler], researched her role by
observing Lizzie. She, as others,
couldn't get that nagging question out of her head. "So, did
you, or didn't you?"
When Llzzie, in 1902 [at
first portrayed by Elana K. Post)
was asked the question she gave
an evasive answer: "What would
vou have done?" This allowed
the actress to step into Lizzie's

COME AND SEE US AT THE CAW STUDENT CENTRE
IN THE USED SOOK STORE.
STARTING FEBRUARY 3RD,

TAXES

1 11

MONDAY TO F'RIDAY
10AM TO 4PM

R Us STUDENT TAX SERVICES

134 1 TECUMSEH RD, E, 258·2833

>--~--- - - - -

Lena Photo Studio
1697 Wyandotte St. W. 256-6747

1Hour Photo Finishing
G RADUATION
44X5

=~~:a
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& INDIVIDUAL PACKAGES

16 Wallets

shoes and take a journey through
her life as a young woman with
no ambiuon to marry, who lived
in a home with the somewhat
stereotypical evil step-mother.
After several incidents of
ma11ce and disregard toward
Lizzie, whose role bas been
taken over by Dawn Sadler, she
became suicidal. She referred to
herself as being like the runt m
the litter of puppies born on the
farm. She saw that her father's
solunon to the different animal
1s to drown him and wondered
if she should die, because she 1s
different than other young ladies
of her time.
When Dr. Patrick, a funlovtng character played by Cory
O'Brien came ·on the scene, the
relief was definitely comical!
The doctor tried to cheer Lizzie
and succeeded in changing her
from suicidal to horrucidal. "You
arc pttt.ious 'llfJd unique," hetold
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Canterbury College
University of Windsor
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 389
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'ON CAMPUS'
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MEN
Available January 1, 1997

Just a few rooms available in our men's
houses. Furnished single rooms, sharing
kitchen, bathrooms, common room and
laundry room. From 5 to 12 residents per
house. No meal plan purchase required.
Parking available.
APPLY AT
CALL

her.

However, all was not clear
as the actress had been completely initiated into Lizzie's
character and no longer took
cues from the real Lizzie who
had been in role as the Bordon's
housekeeper. Lizzie then proceeded to take an axe to her stepmother [Anne Louise Van Wijk].
Even though she was reassured
by her father of his Jove she had
to kill htm too, for fear that he
may find out that she has killed
his wife and would once again
be rejected.
Conlinlltd on pag, 10
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Bordon case revived
...By Jennifer Donais

FOR YOUR 1996 TAX REFUND

17 2 Patricia Road
(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382

FAX
OR WRITE

Email canter@uwindsor.ca

50% Discount
on car insurance
with driver training,
a "Good Student"
status and a
threo year safe
driv;ng record.

The University of Waterloo's proposed new MTAX degree program is
what YOU need if you have an undergraduate degree and are seeking
a successful career in taxation. This three-term, full cost recovery progra~ provides the broad range of knowledge and technical skills now
required this ever-expanding, complex and demanding field. The
program 1s supported by Canada's six largest accounting firms:
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• Arthur Andersen
• Coopers & Lybrand
• Deloitte & Touche

• Ernst & Young
• KPMG
• Price Waterhouse

FOR MORE INFORMATION

James). Barnett, Director, MTAX Program
~ I of Accountancy, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2 L3Gl
·mail: mtax@watarts.uwaterloo.ca
~t:
S19 888-4S67, ext. S143 Fax: S19 888-7S62
eb:
http://www.arts.uwaterloo.ca/ACCT/tax/mtax.htm
Pro( Jun B
pro~
arn,·11, Director o( the MTAX Program, will be on campus to discuss the
ram on Thursday, January 16, at 1 p.M ,nd J p.m. m Dillon Hall 351.
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See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D'arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3
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KILLJOYS 'ruffle-feathers'
By Janice Campbell
The Kll.LJOYS may never be
invited back to The Capitol
Theatre: making the most of a
small crowd and a poor situation, they may have 'ruf£1ed a few
feathers.'
On December 28, THE
KILLJOYS were to headline
with two opening bands. There
turned out to be three with the
late additon of Windsor's VILLAGE IDIOT. They gave it
their best to entertain the handful of people who were there
early.
SALMONBLASTER gave
their all to the unenthused few.
STARKICKER was next with
energetic and fun 'beach music.'

They seemed disappointed with
the Capitol Theatre's policy of
no dancing in the aisles or
around the stage: everyone had
to stay in their seats.
THE KILLJOYS came on
stage after an already lengthy
night of persistent audio problems. After several people were
"directed" back to their seats for
trying to stand stageside, the lead
singer asked everyone to come
closer. A lone voice from the
back informed them that they
couldn't. So, the singer invited
the entire crowd to join them on
stage and they sat while THE
KILLJOYS gave their fullest effort in an unusual situation.

Because of the small crowd
and an audio system that kept
cutting out the show was a disappointment. The bands' performances, however, did not disappoint, as they tried their best
to overcome a night that was
longer than it needed to be.
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The Windsor Syftlphony present•
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No SCAB PAPERS! English soci~st/ ~inger, Billy Bragg, recently
played a benefit show at the Ma1esoc Theatre tn sup~rt of sttiltmg Detroit News and Free Prtss workers. Ever the activist, Bngg also
performed at the Metro Days of Action that took place in Toronto
last October to protest the fiscal fascism of Ontario's provincial
government.
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"One leap forwards, two leaps back, will Rupert Murdoch
give me the sack?"

.......... <i.Alil

... Bordon case revived
Co11JiflllNi.fro,,,page 9

After hearing a commotion in
the living room, Llzzie's sister
(Moya Horan) found the 'real'
Lizzie standing dumbfounded.
She scolded her, one too many
rimes. Lizzie, who never wanted
to hear that weak and nagging
voice again, raised the axe above
her head as the actress came flying from the wings to take it
from her.

"You did do it Llzzicr' she
cried, wielding the axe hcrscl£
Lizzie turned to her, and uid,
"No you did!"
Were the events that took
place those trult ~ ~ a r
were they inventeo oy i:hc actress? I've always been told Ill
never judge a person until
walked a mile in their shoes.
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BURGER COMBO
GET A "FRESH" START
THIS SEMESTER
WITH ONE HECK OF A DEAL!
1/4 lb PURE BEEF PAITY ON A
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MY SLBP EXPERIENCE
- Trois-Pistoles, Quebec
Of course I wouldn't be endorsing this program if I hadn't already experienced it myself.
And what an experience 1t was.

t's true. You can get two arts
c~edits ~ ~ve weeks if you J
sign up 1n tune for the Sum- ,
mer Language Bursary Programme (SLBP). The bursary
pays for everything except
your pocket money and your
Of course you find lots of creative ways to avoid
transportation. The only stipugetting caught speaking English, but more importantly, you learn
how to apply the french you learn in class every day. After a coulation is that you have to study
ple of weeks, certain phrases and sayings become second nature.
French.
The people of Trois-Pistoles, as well as teachers, are very
patient.
They
don't grill you for stuttering or saying something wrong,
French may be intimidating a n d
they help whenever and however they can.
for a lot of people, but being im- "atelier."
Classes take place every morning, Monday to Friday. In the afternoon, students go to their chosen workshop or
·
mersed in the language and culStudents
could •
choose from areas like drama, community service, photography, folk singing,
ture is completely different from and video for
their atelier.
Every evening there would be events whether it be sports (volleyball,
classroom drills on the verb
basketball, aerobics, soccer) folk dancing or other performances. There were
"Etre." The proalso barbecues and big bonfires on the banks of the St. Lawrence where
gram
everybody would meet, socialize and toast marshmallows.
The bottom line is you never have nothing to do.
gives full
'A p1et ora o tnps an excursions wh1ch cost extra were available
time stuas well. Kayaking, camping, whale watching, trips to Quebec city, were only
a few of the i.hings to choose from.
dents the
This is why the brochure recommends travelling with around $500
opportuspending cash. I went with $100 and got by, but then I have special talent.
All of the above i. h 't to say the experience is not without it's
nity
to
problems. Things were not always hunky dory for me in "Three Guns."
travel to
In fact, I'd say 70 per cent of the time I was there, I hated it. Why? Two
words: Culture Shock.
Quebec or
Not only did I have to adjust to the French culture, I had to
other provadjust to the culture of my peers, mostly from the University of Western~
inces and
ComiogfrommulciculturaJToronto and being a Black
take part in
other Black people,
activities and
Oesus sandals) and
cultural events
types of quesand English
which make
learning ~ore
n teresting.
So what about people who
have no background in French or
who've forgotten everything since guages.Then the fascination moved to my hair. My
grade nine? Well, most programs roommate, White, English, from London Ontario
offer beginner, intermediate and comments one day as she watches me comb my hair,
"my, your hair is really pliable!" I'll never forget how
advanced courses suiting all lev- all gathered around to see what my hair looked like
els of proficiency (or lack wet after I came out of the shower.
Having to explain all of these details was tedious .
thereof).
to say the least, but understandable considering there was one black person who
lived on the outskirts of town
The details are outlined in the and that there were a whopping 4 Black people out of 300
odd students on the trip.
I slept a lot and was very reclusive at times, but it was
1997 SLBP pamphlet, available about myself
very worth it for all the things I learned
and other people.
frorn the French department on
The thing I will never forget is how it feels not to be able to express yourself adequately, and how stupid you
the second floor of Chrysler feel when you know what you want to say and yotLjust can't. I now have endless patience for people who have problems
with English. It's no fun laughing at inside jokes by yourself, trust me.
Tower, or the Co-op Education
The program is worthwhile because no
matter
what you do, you are going to learn
and Career Services office in the
something about yourself and it's gonna make
basement of Dillon Ball.
you a better person. You're gonna learn another
language,
another perspective, and you'll be surThe deadline to apply for the
Check out these web sites at other schools:
prised at how useful it is.
•
.
bursary is February 15. The
A year after my trip I got a bilingual job
http://www.ulaval.ca/.elv
~ooner you apply, the better your where 30 per cent of my duties involved interaction with french speaking clients. I also got
chances.
http://www.qptr.uquebec.ca/eif
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Fresh out of high school, my first time away from home on my own. Having
taken my french teacher's advice, I chose the University of Western Ontario's
program in Trois-Pistoles, a small town in Quebec on the St. Lawrence river just opposite the province of New Brunswick.
The program at Trois-Pistoles places each student
, with a French family. There arc other programs where you
can stay in dorms, but if the idea is to improve your french,
it's better to surround yourself with native french speakers
as often as possible.
Actually, this program bans all english speaking except for calls home to morn. If you're caught speaking English more than three times, you get sent home, no credit, no
honour.

paid more. As my friend from Western would
say, "Bo-nus."

http://www.d4m.com/ecoledelangue
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We're

back!
By Brian Anderson
Canadian hockey can live behind the last line of our national anthem. With Marc
Denis "on guard" for Canada
the team defeated the United
States to capture the World
Junior Championships on
January 5.
After a disappointing
showing at the World Cup of
Hockey in September, Canaclian hockey is back. The Canadian team finished the tournament with a 5-0-2 record,
continuing an unbeaten streak
that goes back 27 games.
The round-robin portion
left Canada second behind the
United States. Their next opponent was Slovakia, which
Canada pushed aside 7-2.
Russia was next on the schedule and the Canadians were up
to the task. Trailing late in the
third period 2-1, Canada's
Boyd Devereaux scored two
goals to vault Canada into the
finals. The goaltending of
Derus won this game as he
stole the show. He made save
after save in a performance
reminiscent of Mike Richter's
heroics at the World Cup.
The United States defeated Sweden to gain the
other spot in the final. A rematch of sorts, as Canada
seemed to have everytrung to
lose. The state of Canadian
hockey rested on the balance
of this game. Another loss to
the U.S. would seem fatal. But
Denis came to the rescue
again. In a game in which the
Americans dominated the
play, the boards, the tempo,
every aspect of the game
pointed to the Americansexcept the scoreboard.
Devereaux scored his third
consecutive goal while Denis
brushed away 35 shots securing a 2-0 victory, their fifth
consecutive title and the playing (once again) of our national anthem.

the Lance

Lancer Men's Basketball Optitnistic in '97
By Lance Sports Staff
The Lancers return four of five
starters from last year's sguad, a
team that completed the 199596 OUM West season with a
3-11 record. OnJy Mark Baggio
is gone from the starting unit
and the returning starters are
looking to improve both from a
team and individual perspective
in '97.
Geoff Stead has added
mass and strength, and should
improve from a rookie season
which saw him claim the OUAA
West Rookie of the Year hon- strong pre-season contender for
ours. Chet Wydrzynski will work OUAA AJJ Star status. Todd
to build upon a solid first year Fuller will return bigger and
campaign in which he lead all stronger and will again captain
OUAA West rookies in scoring. the Lancers. Sefu Bernard is exMatt McMillan, who aver- pected to contribute from the
aged 20.3 ppg last year is a guard spot in his sophomore

The holidays are a time to give,
a time to love, and a time for
college football. And plenty of
it. This year's clashes began on
Christmas Day with Navy defeating California 42-38 in a
shootout which interfered with
my turkey dinner. Other games
of interest included the Outback
Bowl in which Alabama defeated
Michigan 1 7-14. The Orange
Bowl saw Nebraska destroy Virginia Tech 41-21. Last year's
Cinderella team, Northwestern,
was destroyed in the Citrus Bowl
by Tennessee 48-28. The
"Grand Daddy of them all"the Rose Bowl pitted 11-0 Ari-

Geoff Stead
season, and Geoff Rekstis is
back in the lineup after injury
forced him to sit out all of last
season.
Newcomers to the Lancers
include point guard Tom
Robinson and forward Josh

Stevenson. Both of these ath.
lctes were heavily recruited and
should provide immediate depth
for the Lancers. Also joining th
Lancers this season are form/
WSSAA All Star forward Victo;
Sobieraj, smooth shooting
Chatham NI Star _forward Jim
Dunlop, defensive wizard
Kwame Boamah, rugged for.
ward Steve Mullings, and for.
ward Rob Duivenvoordc.
With a strong nucleus of
returning players and several
outstanding addltions, the uincers sho:11d be a very competitive
team 10 1996-97. This team
s~~uld turn_ last season's single
digit losses tnto wins and a trip
to the OU~A Championship
tournament 1s not unreasonable.

Tw-o Lancers named

All-Canadian
By Lance Sports Staff

Dan Comiskey

...
L

Two University of Windsor
Lancers came up winners at the
CIAU Outstanding Player
Awards held in Toronto. First
Team All Canadian honours
went to offensive guard, Chris
Church and offensive tackle
Dan Comiskey.
,
Now a two-time All Canadian, Dan Comiskey was the
driving force behind the Lancer! tough offensive line. He is
one of the Lancer! strongest
players with a bench press of
well over 400lbs., and is considered to be one of the best offensive lineman in the country.
Chris Church, now a threetime All Canadian is one of the
best guards in the CIAU, and
continued to make things happen for the Lancers in 1996.
Church's quick feet and intelligence make him a dominant
lineman and his departure will
leave large shoes to fill.

Chris Church

Tis the season ...
By Brian Anderson

Tuesday, January 14,-1997

zona State against 10-1 Ohio
State. What a game this turned
out to be. Ohio State scored late
in the fourth quarter to seal the
17-14 victory.
In what promised to be a
classic, Number One Florida
State battled Number Three
Florida in the Sugar Bowl.
Sometimes promises arc broken
as Florida guarterback Danny
W~errfel played up to his
He1sman Trophy billing as the
Gators cruised to a 52-20 victory. This left five teams with
only one loss, but !he voting
went to Florida who gained
Steve Spurrier his first National
title.

Upcoming Events
Track & Field
. Can-Am Classic @ St. Denis Centre
Fn. Jan 17 starting at 7p.m. and Sat., Jan. 18 starting at 11a.m.

See
Lancer Women
Defend National Championship

&
Lancer Men
Defend Provincial Championship

• Raw still over Nitto despite TV ratings
Tuesday. Janua1y 14, 1997
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The WWF of old continues to
hold the. upper hand over the
WWF of the present. The NWO
is sull a huge factor m WCW's
recent dominance especially in
the Monday Night wars. But
does anyone notice (or care) that
while the WWF's Champion and
other top stars wrestle on RAW,
the WCW just creates havoc in
the final 10 minutes of Nitro
week after week?
Plain and simple, if you get
;i chance to sec an NWO mem
bcr actually wre~tle on Nitro,
take it. You might not sec it again
for a while. Oh sure, they'll ap
pear on live Nitre> every week,
but how many near riots can tbey

create before it becomes tire~ome? For me, the NWO has
JU St cros~ed that line. .
While_ the. NWO 1~ a t~e~endous gunnuck, their mactlvtty coupled wi_th Ni~o's consistent better ratings, 1s somewhat
puzzling. You _need a calendar to
see the last ttme Hulk Hogan
wrestled on Nttro. Scott Hall and
Kevm Nash wrestle once in a
bl_ue moon, but it_looks to the
Ringmaster that smce their active WWF days, they'll put on
the pounds. Six and the Giant
(whc is now an NWO enemy)
have also been mainly pay per
view wrestlers to be fair, they do
grapple on some house shows,
but for some reason not on

ard

November Athlete of the month
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Brandon Boyko
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By Lance Sports Staff
Brandonn Boyko is the Brooks
Cniversity of Windsor La,uer
athlete of the month for November, 1996.
A forward with the Lancer
Men's Hockey Team, Brandon
Boyko had an exceptional month
in OUAA Hockey. He is now
third in OUAA scoring, with 14
goals and 13 assists for 27
points. This places hun ninth in
sconngm the nation, (one notch
above teammate Dan Ceman,
who is presently tenth in
Canada). Boyko's most outstanding performance came on the
weekend of November 23-24.
On Saturday November 23
against Queen's University,

Boyko netted a hat tnck. He was
the lone goal scorer in tbe 3-2
victory over the Golden Gae/.J. The
following afternoon versus
RMC, Boyko continued his rampage, with two goals and two assists in a 10-2 victory. Boyko
earned l~ncer and OUAA Athlete of the Week honours for his
efforts.
The 1.Ancerl record stands
at 5-5-2 in the tough OUAA Far
West, and they will be working
toward a play-off berth come
January. You can see Boyko and
the rest of the LAncers in action
on Saturday,January 11 at Addie
Knox Arena. They will face off
~ainst the Western Mustangs at
7:30pm.

the Lance.

Mondays.
Meanwhile, the WWF has
re~arly showcased its top stars.
I think the actual wrestling is
better, for that reason even if
Nitro is live every week. But the
head to head hour with Nitro is
still a problem.
Here's a prediction for
Monday. The NWO will come
out at the end ofNttro and raise
hell while a taped RAW will fcature mainly solid action. Stay
tuned.

Year end awards
Even though we are now
well into 1997, I want to hand
out my awards for 1996. The
Ringmaster's wrestler of the year

Page 13
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is the Giant. Shawn Michaels lost
too many non title matches in
his WWF title reign so I narrowly edged him out for this.
The NWO's reign of terror is
the story of the year. Shawn
Michaels vs. Bret Hart at
Wrestlemarua XII is my match
of the year and WCW vs. WCW
was the year's hottest feud.

Upcoming events
January 19 - WWF Royal Rumble (San Antoruo, TX)
Januar} 25 - NWO Soulcd Out
(Cedar Rapids, IA)
February 16 - WWF In Your
House (Memphis, TN)
February 23 - WCW SuperBrawl
(San Francisco, CA)
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RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00
YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1000 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS
WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258 -2847

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
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72-0008
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Some New Years resolutions
that should be made
On New Years Eve millions of
people make resolutions for the
upcoming year. Some people
actually follow them while others forget about them by January 1. Hear are some New Years
resolutions that should be made
by some of the people who have

been in the news recently.
1. I will never again try and sell
a Tickle Me Elmo doll for my
own profit. I will actually give it
as a Christmas present to the
child who was suppose to get it.
2. I will cut the GST like I promised to do over three years ago
or face an election that will be
closer than anyone thought
could be possible.
3. I will not as a doctor go on
strike and not accept new patients. I realize that this goes

against my Hippocratic oath and
also goes against my conscience
4. I will not make any more cuts
to social programs. As I drive
home from Queens Park every
day I realize that I need to start
helping all the homeless people
I sec instead of hurting them.
5. I will never try to coach a junior hockey team again. I understand that what I did will make
it hard for people to ever look
at junior hockey in the same
light. A lot of young hockey
players and a country lost some
of their innocence because of
me, and I will never forget what
I did.
Let's hope the people above
made the resolutions suggested.
I think we will all be better off
if they did.
Have a great 1997!

...
The university's M-Lot has a brand new attendant station. Will coziness lead to
friendliness? Only time will tell.
"
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The good, the bad and
By James Cruickshank
Ahh, 1997 a new year with hope
and optimism for the 12 months
which lay ahead. But before we
go forward we should look back
at the good, the bad and the ugly.
Here are some of my impressions of the year that was
1996.

Politics
• Prime Minister Jean
Chretieo's "honeymoon" was finally over. After saying the Liberal government would cut the
GST, the Prime Minister went
back on his word saying to a
group of people he never said
that. But the videotape doesn't
lie, Mr. Prime Minister. For every
journalist I send you a sincere
thank you for making the next
federal election interesting.
• Windsor Walkerville MPP
Dwight Duncan gains a lot of
respect from people in Windsor
for his strong campaign for the
Ontario Liberal leadership. But

by the time he left Toronto he
had lost most of that same respect. As Duncan enters 1997
he has to he;u the wounds he
made with his delegates that
went to support him, but left
very unsupportive.
• Windsor bids for the 2001
Canada Games and doesn't even
make the short list. Even with
one of the most expensive bids
you can't get rid of the rest of
the countries Vlsioo of Windsor
as a lunch bucket town.
• Ontario Premier
Mike Harris and his
Progressive Conservative party must
have taken a course
from the folks at
Ginsu, because
he's sure getting
good at cutting
things. Harris is
finding out the
people of Ontario
aren't exactly
enamored with

•••
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the ugly of 1996
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him, especially students who are
finding it tougher and tougher
to pay for tuition.
• The Univcrsity of Windsor
students elect the first black female student president in the
school's history when Fanta
Williams wins easily over Derek
Myers. Williams has taken the
approach of smaller is better
than bigger when holding
events, and has learned from the
previous administration's debacle, Lance,jeII. It has proven to
work and hopefully other presidents down the road will follow that trend.

Surprises of 1996
• The Lance isn't taking as
much harassment by people as in the past
• The number of
Americans that voted for
73 year old Bob Dole in
the Presidential elections.
Bob Dole made Bill
Clinton, 50, look like the sec-

ond coming and people still
voted for him.
• Evander Holyfield beat the
supposedly unbeatable Mike
Tyson with a technical knockout
in round 11.
• The Beavis and Butthead
movie actually received two
thumbs up from Siskel and
Ebert.
• People are still able to afford
university.
• Mayor Mike Hurst actually received some negative publicity
from the media (ouch!).

Dissaeointments of 1996
• The Americans beating the
Canadians in the World Cup of
Hockey. It proved that hockey
now isn't only Canada's game.
• Seeing doctors not accept any
new patients. Some were even
forced to go to Michigan to have
their babies delivered, because
no doctors would see them.
• NBC's coverage of the Summer Olympics in Atlanta. If you

watched NBC the only country
pardcipating were the Amen·
cans.
• Sports franchises leaving their
old stadiums to go to new ooes
that have no tradition. Gone are
the Montreal Forum and the
Philadelphia Spectrum with '1l
ger Stadium and Maple Leal
Gardens soon to follow.
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Predictions for 1997
• Tuition will rise again and enrolment will drop. Soon only~
elite will be able to attend Ulllversity.
.
• The federal Liberals ~ ~
re-election and Jean Chretl~ he
serve as Prime Minister tn 1
second term.
.
• Mayor Mike Hurst will ~n te·
election in a landslide V1cto7
and be the mayor to lead Win ·
sor into the year 2000.
· ereal
to
• The Lance will conunu
serve as the students only
voice about issues that concerll
them.
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There are many clifferent
kinds of students
~ Oronde Makonnan Harris

Has it occurred to any of the lib__ , and social minds, how .deer.u

structive or. at best corrupting,
.

Lhc: universtty expenence 1s to
one's ideologies? From the belief io full equality and social
prosperity, one is led to the realization that to some degree, we
bv being post-seco~dary stud~nts belong to the elite. (Or at
least that is what our professors
have conditioned us to believe).
It is apparent that at least. on an
academic level there are 10 fact
qwte distinct classes.
There is the Proletarian student who is often marked by
their "care free" squandering of
government funding, in the
name of alcohol and tauntery
arousal. These students flourish oo the 10 per cent participauon marks, and the existence of
the infamous marking curves,
which is very damaging to the
harder working and more determined students, known as the

~oi

ngc,

s re.
fact,
disrCC$

Out
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Bourgeois.
While few in numbers, it
appears they are the students
who take their academics quite
senously or at least with more
concern than their fellow students. They take on a belief that
they do in fact belong to a pri
vatc elite sector, and as such rec
ognize and enforce the status
quo. These students have put
tn the ground work and have
done the necessary preparation,
not just the suggested reading,
therefore, deserve the mark credited to their efforts.
On a high school level, you
tend to tlunk far more liberally,
and consider yourself with the
well being of others, simply because those proletarian students
are often our close friends for
several years. I Iowever, m university it is indiV1dual surVlval.
You against them. There really
is time to concern oneself with
the well-being of these who do
not aspire to be part of the elite.

Letters to the editor
Feature leaves person
mixed feelings
Dear Editor,
In response to Mr. Brooks' article, entitled "Blue Light Panic",
that was published in the November 5 issue of Jhe Lance, I am
left with somewhat mixed feel~
Fust and foremost, I commend you for refemng positivdy
to campus security (the WalkSafe
progtam). It is an excellent service that the university proV1des,
and the volunteers are greatly
appreciated for the time and enel&Y that they devote to ensuring the: safety of students.
Unfortunately, your good
advice took a wrong turn, when
you suggested that taking a self
defence course, or learning how
to box, would make females safe
and give us confidence.
When I was in residence
three years ago, Sgt. Floyd Porter ~f the Campus Police came
to give us a 'crash course' in self
defence. One of the first points
1h21 he ln2de was that we should
not feel indestructible after taking a self defence course; it is
simply an aid to help increase
~cness and introduce strategtes that may be used if we were
C\'ttapproached by an attacker.
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The Lance is happy to
announce its newest
staff member. Twikki,
s~en here on the right,
will happily answer any
perplexing questions
~hat you, the student
ody, may have.
0

I
II

Drop by the office to
say hello and
Perhaps volunteer.

~lr. Brooks, your article has
suggested that females have a
choice whether or not to fear
walking alone at night, and that
if we are fearful, it is because
we haven't taken action otherwise. I personally have taken action to increase my safety if I
walk alone at night; I carry a
personal alarm, I have taken a
self defence course, and I call
my roommates to tell them that
I'm on my way so that they can
anticipate my arrival.
These actions are positive
steps toward ensuring my safety,
but they are not good enough if
I was ever to get attacked by
someone more powerful or even
worse, someone with a weapon.
As a female student living away
from home, I have learned that
fear is necessary and, in itself, is
a form of self defence because
it keeps us alert and aware of
our surroundings.
Sincerely,

Beth McGuire

Fourth Year
Nursing/Psychology
Student

Bx; Mike Drake
Dear Legal Comer,

I recently receivedin the mail
a notice from my "former'
fti~d in which it claitns that
be was taking action ~ainst
roe fot .not compkting a mi~
nor job that I did for him on
his house two weeks ago. I
only received $200 for the
work I did and I think I did
the joh properly. Can ~ pro·
ceed with this action? Is there
anythio.g I can do?
-Undergraduate student
Dear Colleague:
Your sitilllrion appens to be
of 2 civil nature and thus subfeet to the Onurio Rules of
Civil Procedure. The rules
provide the framework for
the process of civil litigation
and must he considered in
onier to determine any possible outcomes trult you may
face.
The notice you received
in the mail was likely a st2tement of claim (the most common document when an action is commenced). ln geneal, the statement of claim

must comahl a ''title of proceed ing" setting out the name o! the

parties and their capacity. Fur~morc, a statement of chum
must be serve<l whhirt six
m<>nths of is,ue, Howevei:, this
limitatfon period does not appeartobe aptoblem (;\$the incident in question occurred two
weeks ago.

The rules provide that a
response (statement ofdefertse)
must be delivered within 20 (if
served in Ontario), 40 (if served
outside Ontario or in the USA).
or 60 (if served anywhere else)
days after the service of the
statement of claim. If you fail
to deliver a sutcment of defence
or yo11t defence is strud out for
being unreasonable, your
"former" friend {plaintiff) may
move for noting you in default.
If you are noted in default
it is deemed under the rules that
you admit the truth of all allegations of fact made in the statement of claim and that you shall
not deliver a statement of defence or take any other step in

reason of the default, except
with leave of the court or the
consent of the plaintiff. In the
most u.nfonuoate <>f di:cwnst:ances under this scenario,
thejud~ may otdor a default
judgement and award the
plaintiff relief a! outlined in
the statement of claim.
Beyond the technicality
of the rules you ~ , Wll!lt to

contact~ legal clink 01' a u..
censed lawyer to see if it
would he in yqur best interest to defend the cha1'ge; One
iasue thit appears to arise is
whetheryour"(onner' friend
lY.ks a cause of action in his

claim. If you putsue legal
services you 'Will need to consider the V'Alidity of the accusation acd the ttttru of the
contract:Ual amingement you
had with the plaio.tifl
Answm Iha! appear 111 thi1 &OJ..
1lPl1I provide (J gmeraJ ONIJim oj
the Im,; areprt1Jt1Jted by1M1mly,ar
Ja,, sh11iml Mike Drah. J/yo11
hav, a qmmot1 yo11 #l()tiki like
atl.tll'n'td »nit lo Lga/ ur,,eri11

the action, other than. a motion «lf'l of lhe 1A11" at 401 S,msel
to set aside the noting in default A,.,_, BaJtmentuf /he CAWShior any judgement obtained by . dent Cmtr,, N9B-JP4.

New- years resolutions: how-

many have you broken already?
By Guenter Holweg
Happy New Year to all my fellow Lanm-.rl So how many of you
got so drunk on New Year's Eve
that you felt like you were just
run over by a semi when you
woke up with someone's bra
dangling from your head?
I hope that all of you had a
safe and happy holiday, and now
it's back to wotlcl Before we get
down to the nitty gritty, let's look
at that popular tradition of wasting two to three minutes of our
time making resolutions for the
new year!
Seriously, if you are wasting your time thinking of something that you are going to break
anyway...get a life! Some common ones are lose weight, stop
smoking, drink less alcohol,
sticking to one partner the entire year and c:tlling parents more
often.
Let's sec, lose weight, think
about it for a moment...you still
have all those leftovers sitting in
the fridge. Smoking, after one
gets on a scale and realizes how
much weight they gained over
the holidays, even non smokers
may take up smoking.

Drink less, I can hear people in the Asylum guzz:.n6 ~heir
beer and laughing at this one
right about now.
Besides what about all the
college bow] game festiV1ties?
What are you serving, root beer?
Stick to one partner the
entire year, in some cases It
would be better to literally glue
the partners together. Besides,
who W'lls that fine young thing
you were with at the New Year's
Day Bowl fest, Miss 1997?
Where is Miss 1996?
Calling parents more often,
yeah right, pop answers the
phone and says "good to hear
from you, now how much
money do you need from your
mother and I."
Many other people believe
it or not, have been able to keep
some of their resolurions.
Although, one does not
need to make extra copies for
their family and friends. What do
I say "yeah I would like to ac
complish this feat, but if I don't,
ob well. After all, the world will
not stop turning if I don't get a
date with Sandra Bullock!! Life
will go on."

Some unwise resolutions
that I have made in the past, until
I smartened up wen::
1) To swear a lot less. Broken
the first day of the new year
while walking into the Christmas
tree in the dark.
2) To watch less television and
study more. Broken first day
back to class when I enrolled in
a communications class.
3) To quit fighting with my
brothers. Actually did pretty
good on this one considering
they could kick my ass!
4) To go to the biggest party in
school, meaning the prom. Prom
night was spent in front of the
television, eating pizza and
thinking how dumb that resolution I made back 10 January really was.
1 have made one resolution
though that I can keep. Th.is
resolutton 1s to keep writing arttcles on issues no matter how
controversial or weak, as the case
may be. I wtll be front and centre with an editonal to be published. Count on it!

rrC~l!llrn~ all m.~,\rS-tJ l~~sf,i
1

Resumes are now being accepted for
the associate news editor position.
Drop by the Lance office for more
information or call 253-4232 Ext. 3909.
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Specials for January 12 - 18
From the deli: Pillers Black Forest Ham $3.99 lb $8.80 kg
Bakery Counter: Oven French Bread .89~ 450g
Blow Out Price on Assorted Heavyweight T-shirts $7. 98
while supplies last.
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Low Price Everyday

th
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NN Chunk light tuna .99~ 170g
NN tomato soup .39~ 284ml
PC Assorted Soft Drinks .99~ 2L
Fresh 14 inch large deluxe pizza $5.99 800g
PC Too Good To Be True Products.
Good Living through Good Eating
example:
Assorted PC Fat Free Salad Dressing $1 .99 480ml
PC Free and Clear Sparkling Water assorted flavours
79~.lL
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FREE BU9 SERVICE AVAILABLE
CATCH A BU8 FROM
HURON/TECUMSEH
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We're tnovin' on up!
Windsor ranks 7th
By Dave Garcia

~

ranking other professional
Madean~ held its sixth annual schools, but she also has reserunivcrsicy survey la:,t December, vauons.
and the University of Windsor
'When we get into faculshowed improvement, placing ties, some schools may have for
seventh out of eleven schools in example, a good mining eng1the comprehensive category. neering program, and you start
J.1st year, the U of W ranked
comparing apples and oranges.
seventh out of nine schools.
What is availMac/ean}
able :o ,II
rates univcrsi- The idea of having universll.ies is
ues 10 three
·',}j • dtuti
general arts
different cat- puµ. C lnS
ons and sciences."
cgorics a(;COUJJ.tab}e
"We chose
those with has become an. ac. law because
p r Im a r i l y
we're looking
undergraduate ceptable
at more or less
programs, since students are a level playing
those with pri...
field. But I
marily medi- becoming more and wouldn't emcal/ doctoral
t.1'1- ,, · ·
bark on rankprograms,
.U A,'C COnSWDerS, ing departthose with a
ments, such as

being.

ide~ and

andflO.re
they say that they
!~~~th, ~:~. need this surve1:
known
as
comprehensive programs.
1\nn Johnston, Maclean's
~ant managing editor, says
dut the survey is useful since
!hey have statistical data to "see
ll'hich schools are up and which
schools are down."
Johnston says that the
rankings were not done arbitrarily, since they have been meetmgwithrepresentatives from the
university community to make
the rankings.
\Vith over twenty different
categories, she says, "no one
measurement can unduly affect
rhc ranking."
.Also, the magazine will
publish a ranking of each law
school in Canada this spring.
Johnston says that the magazine
may entertain the possibility of

~~~

.:a~~~~ts,
cause some are specialized, and
I don't know how we can make
thos~ judgf!}ents
::::·c"~
..- ~ - - - ~ - 4 ~.;;...;..ai•
She says it is much easier
to judge quancitative facts, such
CRAMMING CLASSES - Many students arc finding it increasingly difficult to get the classes they need. Pictured
as how much money is spent on
here ia a philosophy class that is required for criminology majors. Dr. John Lewis signed in almost 100
library resources, than on qualistudents over the class li.mjt despite a warning from the registrars not to. Look for cutback covt:rage in next
tative mformation, but with proweek's Lana
Photo i?J David B11ko11tt
fessional schools, it can be done.
Johnston says that it has
been a remarkable year for the
survey, since every single English-language university took
place in the survey, and even one
of the French-language schools
(Montreal). Johnston crecuts the
Madean's GNide lo Universities, By Kari Gignac
the pub. And to add to this arMulticultural Weck is eelwhich is a book that profiles each
uruversity. The guide is sched- This March, the university will ray of educauon, there will be ebratcd throughout Canada
celebrate Multicultural Week for interesting lectures, display every year in March and this year
uled to be released this week.
wm mark the first
Johnston says that univer- the first time. lo short,
sities saw that Maclean} ts oper- multicultural week is
Elimination of Raeism Day on March 21.
ating in good faith, since "we're intended to celebrate
This day will gain
here to provide mformauon to the school's cultural
Canadian students."
cuv~rsity through edu~orldwide recogni ..J J ·
uon as a step towards
She also says that the idea cauon.
Culture is ~eyear will_ml}rk tbe .first
the complete abol(of having public mstituuons
being accountable has become
~incd as the so~t~l, ~- ~ ... .•
0.
..
of racial dascnrru·
· ·
'J . OD uo~
nauon.
an acceptable idea, and since stu- JOtellectual, arusuc
rf ~nyone IS indents are becoming more and and religious ways of
"
· ·
tercsted in volunteerm ore hke consumers, they say a cuunLry's people.
\'f ith so many students with cuf- booths and workshops on top ing for Multicultural Week, they
that they need this survey.
can contact Monica, Roger or
"As the cost of tuition rises, ferent cultural backgrounds, it is ics such as racism and discrirru
necessary
to
display
these
asnation.
Tamara
at extension 3600.
and the job market is difficult,
peels
to
gain
a
full
knowledge
students arc becoming exceedof the student body.
ingly shrewd."
The weeks events are sponOne of the changes io the
universities have been the cut- sored and run by two departbacks from both the federal and ments from the UWSA. Monica
provincial
governments . Mate!, Roger Shallow and
Johnston says that tlus means Tamara Baldwin, along with the
By Lance N ews Staff
that, like CEOs of major cor- Human Rights Office and the
black. The description of the
porations, "university presidents Programming D epartment have
Windsor Police and Campus alleged attacker is a male, 5'8"
will have to run their insdtutions lined up many enjoyable perPolice arc currently investigat- with a medium build , a deep
shrewdly, and that universities formances for the mid-March
ing a reported serious assault voice, wearing black jacket,
will sec the strong impact of its week.
that allegedly took place in the black pants, black ski mask and
A culture show, with a coleadership."
second Ooor washroom of the black gloves.
"Each university will have median, a fasruon show and a
CAW Student Centre.
No more information was
to focus o n its individual talent show will take place durThe alleged victim, a fe- available by the time the 1.a11re
strengths, . and they'll need ini- ing the week. A cultural band
male student at the university, went to press. Check our next
night is being organized, where
tiative and ingenuity."
reports that she was attacked issue for all the details as the;Corthn11ed on pagt 4 three or four bands will play in
by a male suspect wearing all become available.

Educate to Celebrate

Multicultural Week
Mo./ticultural ff?eekis
Ca
cdebrated througbOUt tJ.ada
eve.rv vear in MMch a.ad this
a.·t1·o.a £ ··R
· acis..m Dau
March 21..

Alleged assault takes
place in Student Centre

TUESDAY
JANUARY 21
OPIRG - Windsor's Environmental
& Bicycle working group will meet
al 5:30 al Iona College. Plans to
save the Temagami wilderness and
promote the use of bicycles are
underway. For more info call 2531745.
Windsor New Vision: Do you feel
successful enogh in your life to help
those less fortunate than yourself? If
so, would you accept an invitation
to join the Windsor New Vision
Lions Club on Monday February 3,
at 6:30 pm at no obligation, to
attend a new members orientation
evening to see what goes on at a
meeting of the largest service
organization in the world, Lions
Clubs International? For more
information contact Bill Lane at
969-9764 by January 30th.

U of W English Dept.: Annual
Literary Publication : Generation
'97. Do you intend to submit poetry,
short prose, or art work? DON'T
FORGET THE DEADLINE!
JANUARY 31. For more info
contact the English Dept X 2289.

pm. CAW Student centre conference rm. #1. For further info contact
Lily at 258-5698.

legumes (or ·a particular favourite).
For more info contact David al Iona
College, 208 Sunset, 973-7039.

Cup event. Asylum pub 8:30pm be
there! http://www.interlog.com/
-flash.

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 22
OPlRG: Access to justice working
group - a new OPIRG project to
examine the barriers to the justice
system facing people of colours and
other minorities. 4:00 pm at Iona
College. For more info call 2531745.

THURSDAY
JANUARY 23
CAMPUS GROUP AA: Holds a
closed meeting every Tues. &
Thurs. from Noon - 2 at the CAW
Student centre conference rm #1.
For more info contact Lily 2585698.

SATURDAY
JANUARY 25
THIRD ANNUAL ROCKIN'
FOR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
: (& OPIRG reproductive rights
group) Benefit concert is Saturday,
January 25 at 8pm at the Terradactyl
Lounge, 53 Pitt Street East The
evening will start with acoustic
performances by local womyn and
around 10pm the bands will begin,
so even if you hate loud music,
come out for the early portion of the
benefit. Donations of $3 - $5 at the
door.

ALSO: GET PUBLISHED!!!
OPIRG Windsor's MEDIA
AWARENESS and RADIO working
group meets every Wednesday at
5:30 pm at Iona College 208 Sunset.
Individuals interested in critical
media analysis, journalism and
producing the OPIRG radio show
are welcome. Opportunities to
publish your work are available in
local provincial and national outlets.
For more info call 253-1745.
THE MARXIST/ LENINIST
STUDY GROUP: Invites you to
attend it's inaugural meeting for the
winter program. This evening al
5:30 pm. This week's topic 'The
historic initiative". All are welcome! For more info Email mlsg @
uwindsor.ca.

International Relations Society:
Bake Sale in the CAW Student
Centre Mon. 20 & Today. Jan. 21.
Quality treats for sale to benefit our
upcoming New York Trip.
Campus Group AA: Closed meeting
every Tuesday & Thursday noon - 2

IONA SCM : is holding a study
group entitled Genesis and Justice
5pm Iona College. It's a potluck so
please bring grain, vegetables or

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Come and see a
Becky Pippert video in the Oakroom
at Vanier hall @ 5:30 pm. All are
welcome!

973-1211
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
EVENING &SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
GENERAl * IMPIANT. COSMOIC * IOSPITAl DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Frank D.D.S. l Smolen D.D.S.
S. WU D.D.S.
~

WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRE...ra..
600 Tecumseh Rd. E. Suite 140
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FRIDAY
JANUARY 24
PRIDE OF THE LANCERS AND
PROJECTION PRODUCTIONS
: Present "A Night of Progression".
The best of dance will be played by
the Contact Solution DJs from
Toronto. This is a Residence Spirit

• Acapulco
•Cuba
• Daytona
• Panorama
• Banff
• Lake Louise
• Mont Ste. Anne
• London, England

...e,
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(888) 24-4-FREE

DENTll

"We Deliver Smiles"

OUT ON CAMPUS: For lesbian,
gay or buisexual students staff 111d
faculty meets every Monday at 5
Iona College.
PI',,

OPIRG REPRODUCTION
RIGHTS WORKING GROUP
PRESENTS; a workshop; reproductive rights and reproductive
wrongs:abortion, eugenics and
women's choices" presented by
Fiona Miller and Melanie Rock of
the Feminist Alliance on genetic
and reproductive technologies
(Toronto). Held this evening at 7pm
at Iona College, 208 Sunset ave,
University of Windsor. FREE!!!!

CENTRE

CllNIC

MONDAY
JANUARY 27
OPIRG: Windsor's South East As
working group and ETAN meet ;
every Monday 5;30 pm at Iona
College. Fighting for justice in &ii
TIIDor and Burma. For more int0
call 253-1745.

Brealcawau
Tou,s'

::TRAVEL CUTS
660 Richmond Street, London

1·800·387·2887
Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of S1uden11
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New position opens
Executive researcher hired byUSWA
~ c e News Staff

The UWSA has hired first year
law student Rita Chadda as an
Executive Researcher. Chadda
ill concern herself with re
VI rching, coordinating and
2
seaintaining
. arch"1ve
an e ducatlon
: 12 base and preparing _briefs
d position papers. on issues
111
ib2taffect the educauon system.
According to UWSA
President Fanta Williams,
c\'tn though, this position is new
for the University of Windsor it
isn't for other student unions.
"\Y/e were behind in the
umes. Some universities have

had executive researchers for 15
years."
Williams believes Chadda
will be a strong addition to the
staff.
"I think she'll (Chadda) be
a real plus for students."
Chadda said the reports
will definitely be done with University of Windsor students in
mind.
"It will be policy analysis
from a perspective of how it will
affect University of Wmdsor
students."
Chadda said her biggest
job will be creating the educa-

tion database that all students
will be able to use.
She noted that she will be
rcsc.."arching anything concerning
education the executive would
like her to do.
Chadda said she will at
times be g,ving reports to council and the senate on things she
is researching.
Chadda has an honours
degree tn polittcal science and
philosophy from York, and can
be reached by e-mail al
chadda@uwindsor.ca.
REst::ARClll!R - Rita Chadda, a first year law student, has been
hrred by the UWSA in a new position as exccuove researcher.
Photo b) ]amu Crn11krha11k

UWSA

Bikers should take precautions

Our

By Lance News Staff

Foreman said some bike
Foreman menuoned that
thieves wtll actually walk around people who ride their bike to the
with bolt cutters.
university at night should lock
"A couple of years ago we up the bike in a lighted section
caught somebody with bolt cut- of the bike rack.
ters in their baek. pack."
•
I Iowcvcr, Foreman satd
Some examples of bad there aren't any completely fail
locks arc combtnauon or chain safe measure in keeping a bike
locks that Foreman said arc easy completely safe from being sto
to break.
lcn.
Foreman said another way
"You have to take precauto keep a bike safe is to ride one tions to make ll harder for the
that 1s less expensive.
person to steal your bike."
"A couple of years ago
someone had a S2,000 bike stolen," he noted.

It is important for students who
ride their bikes to school to take
proper precautions to save them
from theft.
According to the Director
of Campus Police Jim Foreman,
there are two ways to keep your
bike safe. I le s:11d people should
register their bikes with the
Windsor Police so if the bike is
recovered the owner will get 11
back.
"People steal a bike to take
two blocks, because they're too
lazy to walk."
Another way 1s to buy the

_ L_e_n_a_P_h-oto Stud·1os

u-shaped locks. Foreman said-,
they may cost a litJlc bit more
but may deter someone from
s1eabng the bike.
00 ~ : : ~ ~:n:~l~~c-

1Hour Photo Finishing ::S~
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Tuition deregulation top Smith
Panel teCOtnfilefldatiOfl

~:::al

1697 Wyandotte St. W. 256_-6_7_4_7~---,--.

S11.e"n~S11.i "6 7>~lnts g'Jc,~~
GRADUATION & INDIVIDUAL PACKAGES
16 Wallets
'.?.sx7
4 4X5

1.8X10

$49 • 99

Bv Lance News Staff

OUSA recommendations, the lion for the elementary, secondThe Varsi!J
recommendations by the Advi- ary and postsecondary school
1111trJ1!} of Toronto
sory Panel on post-secondary systems.
The Ontario government must education and our student leadSnobelen said the freeze
lt!tngthen its financial support er's reactions and comments in would provide the transfer partto uoiversities and colleges, but next weeks issue of the Lance.
ners with some stability in fundshould deregulate tuition f ces
Many university ad minis- ing, and give the government the
and allow private universities to trators from across the province chance to look for "re-investC!Xnpetc wtth public institutions, campaigned for the re comm en- ment opportunities," which has
U)s a government sponsored
clarions that ended up in the pan- become recognized Tory Ian~ treated to look into the els final report including tuition guage for speqding rcauctions.
IUturc of postsecondary educa- fee deregulation, a loan repayThe funding freeze to postID the province.
ment program indexed towards secondary education was not a
Student leaders have re- the future income of graduates total surpnse to all. During this
l?Oodcd w11h cautious approval and a push for more private sec- past year, the province's colleges
the Smith panel's call for in- tor involvement with universities and universities dealt with the
trciscd government fundand colleges.
effccts of incoporating a
·g for the provinces Ed 'Cation .Minister 'ohn Snobelen J5.0 per _cent reduction
secondary system and
U
J•
JO operating grants outrecommendation for an
anaounced four days before
lined in November 1995.
~in us capital for re- Chdsanas that funding for 1997-• At the same time, che
~ -: but they aren't would remain stable at this year's 1997/98 transfer levels
"t'l'YW!th all of the panJ vel ,f $6.l billion
of some of the sectors
118 recommendations.
'C
0.
•
were also announced,
~ e University of Windsor
The report has already had and it appeared at the time that
t's Alliancc(UWSA), af- some effect on government the sector would sec no more
~cdwith the Ontario Under- policy. Education Minister John cuts in the second year.
fen :.ate Student Alliance, preSnobelcn announced four days
Ontario currently spends"
t~ recommendations to the
before Christmas that funding less per capita on postsecondary
pane] in late October, for 1997-98 would remain sta- education than any other
6
·The Lance will feature the blc at this year's level of $6. l b~-

s~ CTJP
0

Lending a hand
makes a difference!

At tax time. you can make a difference by
helping people who may not be able to
complete their personal income tax returns.
You can lend a hand by joining the network of
taxation volunteers and learning how to
complete basic tax returns.

.

To find out more about the Community
Volunteer Income Tax Program and how you
can volunteer, just call:
973-7174 (local) or
1-800-959-8281 (long distance)

I ••
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... Windsor ranKs 7th
Conlin11edfrom page 1

Johnston says that the survey is
"one of the few fingers students
have on the pulse of what is
happening at universities."
"Some of the questions
students will have is, "How do I
find out how to get my small
piece of the pie?" and ''Where
is the money going?" and the
role of the ranking, as money becomes an issue, is very important."
As far as using reputauon
as a measure, she says, Maclean}
talked to over 3400 people from
academic groups, CEOs of major corporations, high' school
guidance counselors, and academic presidents, and cites that
their Leaders of Tomorrow cat-

egory as an example of "smaller
schools that can accommodate
the needs of students."
"It's a way to show that not
all of the top schools are of the
traditional, Ivy League-type, but
that for other forms of quality,
these schools deserve a pat on
the back."
Joe Saso, the University of
Windsor's Secondary School Llaison, says that the Maclean i
ranking has not had much impact on the university, saying that
he's had "less than 10 people
outside of the university who've
commented on the ranking."
I le says that his problem
with the survey is its focus on
reputatlon.

"A great deal of the ranking is determined by the reputation part of the survey, and by
asking people without experience at the university."
Saso says that he is proud
of the fact that Windsor ranked
high in a lot of different categories, such as the proportion of
students graduating, the proportion of international students,
class sizes, student services, and
alumni support.
He says "stu<lents do read
the Maclean} survey, but they use
a lot of criteria, and students
look at the reputation of the faculty, job placements, and the coop programs here, and that determines the student's choice."

Canterbury College

fo l 9SZ 52 Am~tkatt
landed wdy fa Ngiers ending
444 <bys in captivityin lfan. The
hostageQ'.isis W8.$ ~ by the
d«ision t(.} allow- the wag ~a
exiled Sh2h ofhan. in~ ~ US
for,n~ tt~tinent. ·

Birthday
Chri&tfan l)iotf 1905.
FtMcl\ £..shiQttd.:signet

Januaix22
In 1950 Alget Hiss, a
fotmer adviser to US President
Fta.nklin 'Roosevelt. was convicted of perjury for d~yirtg
contacts with 2 Soviet agent,
This began the US Senator
Jo,eph R McCartbys "Communist witch~hunt/' .

Birthd•f

University of Windsor
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9

Loni Byron, 1788, English
poet w.ith •a sca@alous private
life.
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'ON CAMPUS'
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MEN

0

IC

fc

Available January 1, 1997

Council briefs, abstracts,

Just a few rooms available in our men's
houses. Furnished single rooms, sharing
kitchen, bathrooms, common room and
laundry room. From 5 to l 2 residents per
house. No meal plan purchase required.
Parking available.

APPLY AT
CALL
FAX

OR WRITE
1

t 72 Patricia Road
(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382

Email canter@uwindsor.ea

UWSA President
Vice-President Internal Affairs
Vice-President University Affairs
Student Senators (4) Social Science Reps. (4)
and Faculty/School Representatives for

Engineering
Human Kinetics
Science
Social Work

Nominations open Monday, January 20, 1997 at 9:00 am
and close Friday, January 31, 1997 at 12:00 noon.
Nomination forms are available in the UWSA Office.
.~
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By Lance news staff

The Office of the Chief Returning Officer
of the University of Windsor Students' Alliance
has opened nominations for the 1997-1998 term
for the following positions:

'V-

g•

o·

digest, epitome, outline, precis, sketch,
summary and synopsis for January 17, 1997!

.,Exercise YOUR Right...

General Arts
Visual Arts
Business (2)
Dramatic Arts

0

..--J.

For more information, please contact Dylan Bailey, CRO at:
253-4232 ext 3518 and/or cro@uwindsor.ca
~

Your RIGHT to Vote!

Due to a scheduling change the
first University of Windsor Student's Alliance(UWSA) council
meeting of the year was held this
past Thursday, January 17, at
5:30 pm.
To begin the new administrative year, two of the UWSA
executive presented council with
their second quarterly report.
Darren Vanecko, vice president university affairs(VPUA)
outlined the program and initiatives in which his office is currently involved.
Vanccko noted the ongoing
restructuring of the UWSA offices, citing the hiring of Judy
Duff as interim comptroller, in
addition to the hiring of Darcy
Flynn which Vanecko points out
"has proven to be a very positive step for the UWSA."
UWSA continues to develop a strategic plan, reports
Vanecko, "in order to give direction for future executives and to
help with the issue of continuity."
Vanecko outlined the drastic changes which have taken
place this month with the Ontario Undergraduate Student
Alliance(OUSA) over the past
month. UWSA are affiliated
with OUSA and are not full
members. Council went on to
later discuss the changes to
OUSA, including the change of
the executive director and what
it mean to the universities affiliation. Please see next weeks
Lance for a full report on the
changes to the OUSA.
Vanecko reported the hiring of the UWSA Executive
Researcher Rita Chadda, and
Volunteer Coordinator Shawna
Roland.
Vice-president student affairs, David Young, also pre
sented his report to council. Notable were the offices accomplishments in the areas of aca- ·

w

dernic appeals and grievanm,1
plan to reevaluate the m
bank, the future rcleascof2S
dent's rights manual and
ing manuals, both expeCUf
months end.
Young personalfylhl.icd
the three "very strong" SIOOC!I'
senators, "who have made tt
every meeting." QuesaonsUO!<
regarding the performance
attendance of the fourth stukt
senator, Christine Brown.
council and other commtttCC!
Council voted to table the
to their next meeting tn ~
that Brown will be in a11cnaJ!(!
to address the issue.
Changes were made to
terms of service of the stu:I
senators, as per recomm
tions m~dc by the Bylaw ICl'1'i
committee. Changes to Bylrt
now require student senatOI!
serve a two year term bcgt
the first Senate meeting Ill )Q
tcmber (it was prev1ous~ 1
year term), and each yeir~
nations will be limited to
of the prescribed unde~
seats on Senate.
t
Due to the unforeseCll
sence by the Chief Ret-.
Officer, Dylan Bailey, D~
Vanecko presented th~proill
UWSA general elecuon
and some changes to then
nation form.
d
Both were approve eke'
council, setting the gen~_,
tion for February 18 & '
nominations opening Jan

er
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31.
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The Advisory p.:Sicc
Post-secondary Educall brit
ommendations were
commented on by Yo~
Vanecko. Sec next wceof
Lance for full coverage~
issue and the UWSA res

Quote of the week: J-lu'
"Hot Tub?'' Jason
UWSAChair
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Lancers take home op eners

Anderson

By Dan Curtis

Jn the past the Super Bowl has
been far fro_m super. The last
few years have ended in very
boring blowouts. Most of the
time the favoured team wins,
and by a resouncling amount.
The last time an underdog triumphed was when the
New York Giants defeated the
Buffalo Bills in Super Bowl
XXY. In those playoffs Buffalo scored 95 points in two
games and Jooke? to roll over
a Giant team which squeaked
by on a last-minute field goal.
Amissed field goal was the
difference as the Giants won
the game 20-19. The coach
of that unheralded Giants
team was Bill Parcells, who
found a way to take the ball
out of the hands of the juggernaut that was the Buffalo
offcose.
Parcd.J's task this year is
to once again take a less talented team into a game in
which nobody gjves them a
chance. Green Bay has dominated the league this year and
looks to do the same in this
't11lle, After seemingly easy
rictories over a Steve Youngkss 49er team, and Carolina,
the Packers are favoured by 14
points.
The Patriots surprised
manv with their win over
Pittsburgh and Parcell's must
get his troops ready for the
league's best quarterback, and
the NFL's most stingy
defense.
. Tn my fearless prediction, I see the Packers winning
JO what should be the best
Super Bowl since the Giants/
Bills game in 1991. Although
Green Bay is a better team,
Bill Parcells is too good of a
coach to let his team get
blown away. Giving this man
two weeks to prepare for one
team will keep this game
clo_se. Hopefully, it will live up
to Its name once again.

The second game of the 1-Ancer
basketball double header featured a rerun of the first; a nail
biter to the very end .
The 1-Ancer women started
out strong, but led by only a single point at the half with the
score being 34--33. Just like in the
previous game, the 1-Ancers fired
up their engjnes for the second
half. A point for point game
brought excitement to the teams
and fans alike.
Georgja Risnita dominated
in the aU important dying minutes of the game to make the
difference with strong rebounding and fearless offensive attack.
Leslie Goossens hit a critical

Anyone inte$ted i·o writing for the
.sports Department is welcome to
'COPJ~
tQ tile
B~·~

Qut

•k

WNCEll BASKETBALL in

action.
File Photo

~~

Brock Badgers take a beating
By Sheila Windle
On Saturday January 11 the
1-Ancer Men's Basketball Team
opened the regular season
against the University of Brock
Badgers. The 1-Ancer.r were on fu:e
from the opening tip off and
before the Badgers knew what
had happened, they were down
8-0.
The visitors had to change
something real quick so they
stepped up their defence by denying the entry pass, and put on
a trapping press to steadily edge
their way back into the game. But
courageous play by a couple of
rookies helped keep the Lancers
on top.
Kwame Boamah's tenacious defence and aggressive re-

bounding served to maintain the
1-Ancerl intensity of play. When
the Badgers eventually went up
by one, Tom Robinson responded with an around the
back reverse breakaway lay-up to
regain the lead and dazzle the
crowd. At the half, Windsor was
up 35-34.
The Lancers opened the gap
in the second half enjoying an
eight to 10 point lead for most
of the second stanza. However,
with two minutes remaining,
Brock nailed a three pointer,
made a quick steal and hit three
from the charity stripe on a contentious foul call to bring the
game within four.
A hush feU over the crowd
as the Badgers threatened to re-

peat last year's buzzer winner
performance. But history was
not to repeat itsel( Geoff Stead
elevated his game, tearing down
key rebounds and making a brilliant turn around jump shot in
the paint that even the best defender could not stop.
After the dust settled,
Windsor was on top by a score
of 80-69. OUAA All-Star Matt
McMillan put on another impressive show scoring 22 points
and grabbing seven rebounds.
Geoff Stead proved himself a
veritable force, scoring 14 of his
own and snaggjng 14 boards to
match.
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three pointer with just over a
minute remaining which put the
game out of reach for the Badgers. Windsor prevailed 63-57.
Risruta scored 17 points while
Denise Strachan logged in 14
points of her own.

This Week in

.

Lancers Athletics:

Lancer
women still
seeking first
•

win
By Dan Curtis
Period one was tough for the
LA11cers as Guelph jammed the
front of the net time after
time and put away four quick
markers. That set the tone for
the r_est of the game. Although the Lmcers had more
opportunities on power plays
and a number of breakaways
in the second and third peri
ods, they could not finish the
play, and the game ended in a
7-0 shut out for Guclph.

IN STANT CAS H~-~n~~"'l10ff and Turner once again dupe the fans
APPLY NOW

By P.J. Somers

F'OR YOUR 1996 TAX REFUND
DON'T' WAIT F'OR YOUR TUITION CERTIF'ICATE

A'J THE CAW STUDENT CENTRE
COME AND SEE Us "'
IN THE USED BOOK STORE,
STARTING FEBRUARY 3RD. MONDAY TO f'RIDAY
1CAM TO 4PM

TAXES

11

"R US

STUDENT TAX SERVICES

Another week of professional
wrestling has come and gone,
and it's time for your required
dose of the latest news, gossip
and trivia from everybody's
favorite sport.
This past week, the network which runs Nitro, TNT,

134 1 TECUMSEH RD. E. 2SB·ZB33

STUDENT
SPECIAL!
DAYS
*

$

took advantage of the enormous
popularity of theNWOangleby
falsely hyping up a match between the leader of the hated
New World Order, Hulk I Iogan,
and ousted NWO-ite, The Giant. With a few minutes remaining in the show, viewers were
informed that hlghlights of the
contest would appear during the
next program, Robin Hood. Unfortunately, wrestling fans had to
endure the entire hour to watch
ten minutes of yet another
NWO run-in.
It seems Eric Bischoff, executive vice-president of Ted
Turner's wrestling organization
has no problem with manipulating wrestling fans in order to
boost the ratings of mediocre
programs.
In other WCW /NWO
news, look for the formerly perfeet Curt Hennig to make his
wrestling appearance with the
New World Order in February.
In addition, it seems Jerry Sags
took exception to Scott I fall

pelting hlm with a chair at a re.
cent house show; Sags g
"Nast( wit~ the Bad Guy a~
gave htm a tnp to the dentist for
a couple of falsies, to go alo
with his big black eye.
ng

Ring Ramblin&!
Jerry Lawler assumed coo
trolling interest of USWA fro111
Jerry 1arrett l~st month ...Tcrrv
Funk is working full-time \\it
ECW, where Rick Rude madci
recent appearance ... Ultirn
D ragon Jost the coveted J-crov.
title in Japan, however, he re.
mains the WCW cruiserwcigh
champ...Shotgun Saturday Nitc,
a. new WWP program, may Ii(
picked up by UPN SO if enough
people request it. Their phoac
number is (810)350-5050.
Trivia QuestionWhat was Vinnie Vegas' finishing move? If you have the an.
swer, or want to know anyth1r'6
else related to the squared or.
cle,
send
e-mail 10
netmedia@mnsi.net.

(Reg. up
to $200)

FOR

If you want to lose weight, look great, cone up or improve for spores, we are cbc
only people to see. Staffed by university physical education g_raduates wh~ hav~ ?~en
professionally trained co guarantee you look your very best. For rhe mosr 10 fac,ltCies,
the best equipment in the world, and professional one-on-one service, cry Canada's
Top Club. You deserve it!
Call Now!
966-6005

Call N ow!
252-5755

3100 Howard Ave.

I 550 Ouellene Ave.

Devonshire Mall

Womm Only
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a-----....
Brandon

-----Boyko

It would appear
the
Christmas
holidays
haven't hiod ered the
performance
of
Brandon
Boyko. Before
the
break, he recorded a hat
trick against
Queen's; he
did it again

on Saturday January, 1f'at Adie
Knox Arena agamst the \\bi
ern Mustangs as the Ulllfl
avenged Thursday night'sat(t1t
oo Mustang turf.
From the opening face off
until the final second of play,lk
Lancer defence was hardatv.uck,
allowing only 23 shots on g011.
while the offence peppered Mus·
tang netminder Denomme, v.,th
61.
Scott Hillman, Rpn
Coristioe, Scott Bacik, and B~
Heschuk contributed singles
the 7-4 defeat.

Athletes of the week

RED WING

PLAYER APPEARANCE
CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION

DAY
TUES. FEB. 4th

1 MEDIUM PEPPERONI
PIZZA

$3,!!,f'

on

JANUARY 28th
at

~ Utile Caesars- Pim•

DAY

WINDSOR

TUES. FEI. 4th
1 MEDIUM PEPPERONI

1930 Tecumseh West

PIZZA

256-3161
HEROES Of HOCKEYTOVvN PUCKS Will BE AvAILABLE

DURNG RED WiNG APPEARANCE ;Alex Oe~,e,;c•,o,
/.1,clcy Red-nond. Steve Yzermon o~d Srer.dora S'onohonl
WHilE SUl'PUES LAST.

PUCKS

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION

s3,!,!,n

s499
-

t>:•

r;ew'l

MALE
Matt McMillan
Lancer Basketball
Matt, a fourth year HK student,
was a key factor in the Lancers
80-69 win over the Brock Badgers. He spearheaded the Lancers
to a 1-0 start to the OUAA West
regular season, scoring 22 points
and hustling for seven rebounds.
The Windsor native was five for
five from the foul line, eight for
twelve from the field and one for
two from three point range.
FEMALE
Jenna Goddard
LancerTrack & Field
Jenna, a second year Human Kinetics student, won two gold
medals at the Don Wright Team
Challenge in London. She won
the triple jump with a CIAl.:J
leading jump of 12.14m, and
also ran on the Lancer 4 x 400m
relay team that finished first.
Jenna graduated from Assumption College JIigh School here
in Windsor.

Tuesday. January 21. 1997
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OUAA
53
74

Semi Finals

76

UNB
3 LANCERS 1
(15-12, 10-15, 15 13, 15-11)

BASKETBALL RESULTS
Jan. 5
Toronto

79 Queen's

2
(14-16, 13-15, 17-16, 15-10, 15-10)

Jan, 7
97 Ryerson

York

Jan. 10
Lauren.

95 Concord.

Bronze Medal

Jan. 11
WINDSOR
~cM2Ster
York
Ryerson
Queen's
Toronto

80
60
102
86
82
84

Brock
Waterloo
Carleton
Ottawa
Laval
Bishop's

69
52
59
83
69
76

84
98
74
95
95

McGill
Queen's
Ryerson
Ottawa
Laval

[0

cc off
ay,1hc

GP W L

TorontO
Laurentian
York
Ryerson
Carleton
Ottawa
Queen's

8
6
7
6
6
8

WestDiv.

GP W L F

7

McMaster 1
WINDSOR 1
Guclph
0
Lakehead 0
Launer
0
\'Citstern
0
Brock
1
Waterloo
1

Mus·

....,~
Rp

Bric
kslll

1
0
1
3
3
4
6

679
545
590
543
433
523
555

543
413
482
561
500
538
642

6
3
5
2
0

0
2
3
4
7

18
12
16
8
4

2 12
9 6
II 10
15 4
21 0

Western
6 5
McMaster 6 5
Laurier
6 5
WINDSOR 6 2

Waterloo
Guelph
Brock

6 2
6 2
6 0

1 17 5 10
1 16 4 10
1 16 5 10
4 8 13 4
4 6 12 4
4 7 15 4
6 2 18 0

A TP

HOCKEY RESULTS
69 2
0 0
0 0

0 0

0

0
0

0 1 52

6
5
8
6
7

Wcat Div. MP MW ML GW GL TP

80
0
0

0 1 69

Toronto
York
Queen's
Ryerson
Laurentian

14

52 2

o o a

0

12
12
8
6
4
4

60

0
0

80 0
60 0

TRACK AND FIELD

Launer
RMC

UQTR
McGill
Ottawa
Concordia

O

VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS

1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0

Brock 14 9 19 28

Jan.11

East Dlv. MP MW ML GW GL TP

A TP

VOll.EYBAI.J.. RESULTS
Jan. 9 @ Ryerson Tournament
LANCERS
3 Regina
2

Jan. 9
Waterloo
Western
Jan. 10
McGill
Toronto
Brock
UQTR
Jan. 11
Waterloo

6

York
(PPD)
WINDSOR 4

3

RMC'-= ......__2

2
7
8

Guelph
Ryerson
Concord.

2

4

Lauren.

3

0

1

14
16
14
14

11
9
7
7

1 1 88
6 1 92
7 0 52
7 0 62

36
66
54
71

25
19

14
14

Mid East GP W L T F A TP
Guelph
Toronto
Queen's
RMC

14 12 2 0 61 28 24
14 8 5 1 68 52 17
13 3 9 1 31 80 7
15 1 13 1 32 93 3

Mid West GP W L T F A TP
Lauren.
Brock
York
Ryerson

14 8 6 0 65 51 16
14 6 8 0 49 54 12
13 5 7 1 49 49 11
14 2 12 0 35 72 4

Far West GP W L T F A TP

Waterloo 13
Western 13
WINDSOR 14
Launer 15

2 0 68 34
7
6 0 59 49
6
6 2 61 60
3 10 2 37 60

11

Ill

I. Pierre Gendron
McGill 16 16 28 44
2. Kelly Nobes
McGill 16 14 23 37
3. DAN CEMAN
WINDSOR 14 12 21 33
4. BRANDON BOYKO
WINDSOR 14 17 14 31
5. Todd Zavllz

I Always VVanted To
Run :M:y Own Business.
So I Joined Enterprise.

II II

Ken Armitage
B.A. Economics
University of Windsor
Assistant Manager, Windsor.

Enterprise only hires hard-working entrepreneurial individuals.
People who want to learn every aspect of running a business, from
customer service to personnel management.
Enter our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee, and we'll
reward your dedication and sales ability with raises, promotions
and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take you.

Management Trainee
• ABS/ BA degree
•Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
•Retail/Sales experience a plus
If you want to learn all aspects of running a business while you
enjoy full pay and benefits, join the Enterprise team . Send resume
to: 1790 Dundas St. E; London, Ontario, N5W 3E5
An equal opportunity employer.

~•

ENTERPRISE

22
14
14
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HOCKEY SCORING LEADERS

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

ll,'()rk,

go.I.

7
6
6
4
3
2
2

F

1
3
3
4

Far East GP W L T F A TP

Queen's
3 Lauren.
(15-6, 15-11, 15-4)

BASKETBALL STANDINGS
East Div.

Launer
McGill
Brock
Wcs1crn

York
3 LANCERS 1
(15 12, 15-10, 11-15, 15-7)

Jan. 12

50
70
68
78
51

York
2
Ottawa
6
Toronto
7
WINDSOR 7
Jan. 12
Lauren.
4
Ottawa
8

HOCKEY STANDINGS

Queen's
3 Lauren.
(15-3, 15-6, 15-5)

Jan. 12
Lauren.
n,shop's
Carleton
York
Toronw

(15-13, 9-15, 15-2, 12-15, 15-3)
0

LANCERS
3 Brock
(15 8, 15 10, 15 12)
LANCERS
3 York

FRI. JAN. 10TH @
DON WRIGHT INVITATIONAL
(UWO)
Team Scores (MEN)
Track Relay Field Total
1.U.W.O.
54 21 41 116
2.WINDSOR 33 10 29 72
3.McG11l 31 1 I 1"' 59
Tc.&m Scores (WOMEN)
Track Relay Field Total
1.U.W.O.
42 19 46 107
2.WINDSOR 31 12 33 76
3.McGill
31 13
5 -19
GOLD MEDALS (8)
Andy Hahn
3000m
8:56.9s
Mike Nolan
60m Hurdles 8.53s
Pat Childerhosc f Iigh Jump
1.86m
Mau Codnngton Shot Put
15.31m
Dana Cunningham 1500m
4:40.3s
Jenna Goddard TnpleJump 12.14m
S.Goum,Z.Douglas.,
J.Gocldard,A.Uhden
4X400m Relay 4:08.18s
SILVER MEDALS (11)
Jay A tchcson 111gh Jump
1.81 m
Kristen Wilson Pole Vault
4.50
Mike Nolan
Shot Put
14.19m
Mama Rodney
60m
8.07s
Deborah Sponger 600m
l:39.97s
StepharueGouin LongJump
5.71m
Devon Jones Trimple Jump 11.52m
Courtney BoVJn Shot Put
12.27m
T.Bcale,0.Hafcz,
Y.Deschenes,S.Ryan
4X400m Relay 3:30.53s
J.LandonJ.Rai,
P.Cooper,O.Hafez
4X800m Relay 8:06.49s
J.Koomans,T. I Jiggs,
J.Llslc,A.Uhden
4X200m ,~elay 1:48.14s
BRONZE MEDALS (6)
Sylvan Williams 300m
39.46s
Drew MacAulay 1500m
4:02.1 s
Tracey Higgs
60m
8.10s
Marncc: Beamish 300m
43.63s
Kim Vanrensbur LongJump
5.04m
Julie Lisle
Shot Put
11.91m

OWIAA
BASKETBALL RESULTS
Jan. 7
71

Ryerson

54

74

Concordia

62

67
69
68
78
60

W1NDSOR63

Carleton 29
Queen's 68
Ottawa 63
Bishop's 48
McMaster 55 (ar)
Brock
57

Jan. 12
Queen's
Ryerson
York
Toronto
McGill

Bishop's
Carleton
Ottawa
Laval
Lauren.

York

Jan. 10
Lauren.
Jan. 11
York
Laval
Ryerson
Toronto
Waterloo

67
71
78
76
80

-16
45
61
68
63

BASKETBALL STANDINGS
East Div. GP W L F A TP
'Ioronto
7 1 626 500 14
8
York
7
6 I 481 389 12
Lauren.
6
4 2 419 355 8
Ryerson
7
3 4 434 448 6
Ottawa
6
1 5 370 430 2
Queen's
8
1 7 502 569 2
Carlet0n
6
0 6 238 449 0
WestDiv. GP W L F A TP
WINDSOR 2

2 0
1 1 0
1 1 o
2 1 1
3 1 2
0 0 0
1 0 1
2 0 2

Guelph
Western
Launer
Waterloo

Lakehead
McMastcr
Brock

120 103 4
49 42 2
n 46 2
113122 2
148 181 2
0 0 0
55 60 0
120 130 0

HOCKEY RESULTS
Jan. 11
Guelph
Jan. 12
York

7

WINDSOR

0

4

Launer

3

HOCKEY STANDINGS
GP W LT FA TP
Toronto
9
8 0 1 58 3 17
York
9
6 2 1 21 17 13
Guelph
10 6 4 0 26 23 12
Laurier
9
5 3 12623 II
Queen's
8
0 7 1 12 36 1
WINDS0R9
0 9 0 8 49 0

VOtUi'rfEERS
i'IEEDEO FOR ;.\tt
U'1VSJ.\
;.\C'flVl'f lES !
SPECIAL EVENTS
ELECTIONS
GENERAL HELP
PROGRAMMING OFFICE
HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICE
MULTICULTURAL AND
ORIENTATION WEEKS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT SHAWNA AT
253-4232 EXT. 3208, OR FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AT
THE CAW STUDENT CENTRE DESK !I!

By Trecia McLennan
Ainsley McCowan • sits comfortably on a folding chair in the
near-bare living room of his
modest Toronto apartment, relieved that the phone calls and
harassment have finally stopped
for good.
It's been five years since
he defaulted on his Ontario Student
Assistance Program
(OSAP) loan, and 1997 will be
the first year he will receive an
income-tax refund.
"I got a basketball scholarship to Brandon (Manitoba) so
most of my stuff was paid for,"
says the baby-faced six-footseveo-inch McCowan, "but I
borrowed just over $1 OOO from
OSAP to cover some left-over
expenses like books."
Withholding
income-tax refunds is one
method the federal
government and
banks use to recover
money from students
who default on loans.
Other methods include
using collection agencies, taking legal action, and reporting dead-beat students to
credit agencies according to a
publication by Human Resources Development Canada.
But as of August 1995,
system-wide changes to the
OSAP program prompted
questions of whether banks
will have too much clout concerning the distribution and
collection of student loans.
Under the old system,
student loans were guaranteed
by the federal government. If a
student defaulted, the bank
would immediately get repaid by
the government, which would
then be responsible for recovering the money from the wayward
student.
With the new system, participating banks including CIBC,
Scotia Bank, and Royal Bank, enter into a risk-shared agreement
where it's also the bank's responsibility to recover funds.
"They (banks) use quite
a network of collections," says
Aase Cuthbert of the University
of Windsor Student Awards Office. She says OSAP loans are
handled pretty much the same
as any other consumer loan
when it's time to repay.
In order to make up for
alleged losses due to defaulting

Repayment:
Students,
Take Note!
and collection costs, the federal
government now pays banks five
per cent of the total yearly
amount lent to students.
Brad Lavigne, vice-president of the Canadian Federation
of Students, says banks are becoming way too involved.
"Why this
·saproblem
is because
the banks
more
,con!",

t r o l

over how
loans are
distributed,"
says
Lavigne.
He says banks want
money so they're pushing stu-

Cynthia
James· of CIBC
Student Loan
Processing Centre
says she's never
heard of ICLRP,
and insists if it were
that important, she'd
definitely know about
it.
James says it's better for
students if banks handle loans
because they serve students better
than
government
offices which tend to be hard to
reach.
The Ministry of Education and Training, the government body responsible for
OSAP, could not be reached for
comment due to busy telephone
lines. No message system was

''... interest accrues on
Canada Student Loans
during the six month grace
period, a fact not many
students know about.''
dent default issues to the fore- available.
front, making a mountain out of
"Information (will be)
a mole hill.
more obtainable to the customer
Lavigne cites an unpub- service rep and basically with
lished study for Statistics Canada that comes more efficient cusstating 7-10 per cent of student tomer service," says James.
loans are never recovered and
But with easy electronic
that this is consistent with the access to accounts comes a
national lending average. He says downfall.
80 per cent of student loans are
Jeanine Black's· rent cheque
paid back without incident.
bounced after her OSAP lender
Lavigne says banks exag- took money from her account to
gerate student defauJt in efforts pay the interest on her loan.
to rake in more cash with the
"I was so pissed off, I
proposed Income-Contingent- couldn't believe it. I still can't "
Loan-Repayment-Plan (ICLRP). says Black.
'
Under ICLRP, students
She thought it was a corcould borrow as much money as rectable mistake since she ex~hey want, though having to pay tended her study period, but
tnterest on their loans right away. Black had to churn out monthly
Currently, the government pays instaUments because she hadn't
interest while students are 10 notified her lender she was stayschool.
ing in school.

I low could this happen?
James says, "when you sign your
forms, there's a Little Line in there
that gives us access to debit your
account when you go into repav.
ment."
·
James adds that interest
accrues on Canada St uclent
Loans during the six month
grace period, a fact not manystu.
dents know about. The interest
on Ontario Student Loans, how.
ever, is currently paid for bv the
province during the grac~ pc
riod.
CJBC always Sends Writ.
ten notices to students when n
is time to repay loans. James savs
when students move, change
phone numbers or change their
educational plans, students mus,
keep the lender informed.
Since 1990, the average
debt load for Ontario students
has increased by $8,000 according to the Canadian Federation
of Students, Th.is is due most!\'
to rising tuition fees,
·
A CFS member identjficd
only as Vicky, says current plans
making it more difficult for postsecondary students to file for
bankruptcy will be tough on
graduates who can't find work.
"What it basically docs is
it essentially
leaves students
at the merC1·
of collcc·.
~ tion agencies for

w ()
years,"
sap
Vicky,

Scan
Dolan, a struggling journalist, says it
would have been a pain to wait
two years to file for bankrnp.!9:
"I tried my best for abom
a year, but you reach a point
where you realize a good credi1
record is not worth this amoun
of stress," says Dolan.
Ross Finnk, a researcher
for Statistics Canada, said ma
recent conversation regarding
material in his forthcoming C.D
Howe book, "(there's) a perccp·
tion that some students
default...simply as a convenient
means of evading the responsi·
bility of repaying their loans."
Finney's research shows
that many students go into tcch·
nical default, but most of the
money i1> recovered. Jn the history of tbe Canada Scudcnt
Loans Program the overall loss
caused by default was J0-12ptr
cent of all borrowing,
Cuthbert says ft:dcral and
provincial governments con·
Linuc to make sweeping changes
to the OSA P programme,
Cuthbert suspects some chan~es
may be initiated at the pro\~ncial level during 1997-1998, but
there are no details as yet.
There will be a student
loan repayment workshop Tue,s·
day Jan. 21 at 11 :30 a.m. in
Vanier Hall's Oak Room, for
those not graduating this y~ar,
it's never too early to be 10·
formed. But, if you like surprises, wait until after gradua·
Lion.

·Names have been
changed to protect the
privacy of individuals.
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Cuckoo's Nest
Outstanding performances
By Matt Kidd
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BIG RUDE JAKE ripping it up at their recent Windsor gig.

,,

Photo by David B11kovt,

Reading
Review

"One Hew Over The Cuckoo's
Nest" revolves around patients
in a mental institution, and what
happens when they arc joined by
Randle Patrick McMurphy, who
feigned insanity in order to be
committed to a 'quieter, more
relaxing' life.
The Capitol Theatre's production of "One Flew Over The
Cuckoo's Nest" was based on
the classic work by Ken Kesey,
written in 1962.
McMurphy is portrayed by
Peter Coady. His performance
of the smart-alee, gambling,
Irishman would've impressed
Jack Nicholson [McMurphy, in
the film version].
McMurphy's attitude was a
perfect contrast to the stonecold, tyrannical Nurse Ratched
(Carol Ann Duronio). Ratched
showed absolutely no remorse
for the harsh treatment of her
patients.

Daniel Bonk, Martin
Ouellette and Gil Percy were
splendid in their roles. None
were more splcnd1J, though,
than Pat Weston in the role
the enigmatic Chief Bromden.
I Jjs portrayal of the dear, mute,
Native American was truly remarkable. The friendship of this
character and Mc.Murphy
showed a loyalty between two
emotionally wounded men, until the very end.
Weston possessed immense physical presence, yet
acted lus character with great
sympathy and uncertainty, to
portray such a gentle soul. Despite his size, Chief believed
himself "too small" to live in the
real world. With the help of
McMurphy, Chief became a
whole man again - a free man
again - for the first time in
years.
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&ogs In The Rain Barrel
By Sally Ito
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Nightwood Editions --:---
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ByJanice Campbell ·
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Sally Ito's book is an
collection of short
poems. None of these \
poems are longer than a ).
page and a half: if you lead ,
a busy life you have the ,
option of short sittiogs.
\
You don't need to
Worry about not understanding, because you don't read a \.i
dictionary on a regular bask -_
Terms, or names you may not
recognize are noted at the
bottom of the page.
The poems include a vari~ty of subjects such as "Frogs
'~ the Rain Barrel." This poem
discusses the innocence of
youth, while others cope with the
sadness of growing up and
growing old.
Religion is a common
theme throughout all the poems.
What makes this so unique is
that she doesn't focus on any one
religion, but instead talks about

i

Prm Photo

Buddhism,Judaism, Christianity
and the legends and beliefs of
native peoples.
She also goes into how
these religions interact with each
other. She shows empathy with
all cultures, people and religions.
Many poems are also influenced by the Canadian

experience. She talks about
living through many cold
winters in western Canada.
In Ito's collection is a poem
for everyone. They are simply a
quick, pleasurable read.
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he\ like the ,!,?'irl in the nun ic "hen the . . pitlire ft//.,
Lil,.-e the ,!,?'irl in the picture th:1t he couldn't afford
.
She\' like the ,!,?'irl with the ....·,nile in the hospit:1/ w;trd
LJ/.;,c the ,!,?'irl in the non·/ in the "ind 011 the 1noors
- fron1 Co,-cr J\l y Eyes, .l!AR/LL/01\:

ROBERT HILLES

at The .Mill.
Photo

~Y

Da,id Nllf.hl

Kissing The Stnoke
By D avid Knight
her in support of Near MornRobert Hilles has said he may ing The recent reading was in
have discovered his strengths as
support of Kissing The Smoke.
a writer in his mid-twenties, but
Near Morning had dealt
more of himself as a writer and with "the emotional landscape
individual was brought "full cir- of the father," and Kissing The
cle" with the birth of his daughSmo.k,e is an exhaustive continuter.
ation of that theme. It is an emo"Family and child develop- tionally charged, heart-felt nonment is psyche forming," be- fiction work.
lieves the award winning author.
''It's about our society's inHilles read in Windsor at ability to deal with death. In a
The Sandwich Mill on Sunday,
sort of modern, urban cuhure
January 5, as part of the Scratch
like ours, we don't allow rituals
N' Sniff Collectivc's guest reader
preceding cultures may have, for
series. Hilles previously read in
dealing with death and thosc
Windsor a year ago last Novem- edges of dearh."
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the Lance
feelings. Lcvannah's voice 1s son
yet powerful, similar to SAR:AH
MCLACHLAN's.
- Arle11e Treanor

MARILYN MANSON
Antichrist Superstar
Nothing/lntcrScope
Nobody is indifferent to them.
They are one of the best crafted
pieces of glass I've heard in the
nineties. Not unlike a modern
ALICE COOPER or NEW
YORK DOLLS, MARILYN
MANSON revels in their outcast, sex fiend/murderer image.
Taking a page from the Trent
Rcznor handbook (who co-produces with former SKINNY
PUPPY member Dave "Rave"
Ogilvie) MARILYN MANSON
fuse industrial, heavy metal and
angst into a twisted barrage of '
sound and noise. Dried Up, Tied
Up A11d Dead To The U'/orld, and
Defarmograpl!Jare standout tracks.
- Chris Hoka11.rso11
QKUMBAZOO
Wake Up And Dream
Arista
This is an energetic album put
out by the trio of QKUMBA
ZOO. The singer, Levannah, has
a radiant strength that makes this
disc powerful and fun to listen
to. An energizing beat for some
songs puts the listener in a feelgood mood, to get ready to get
up and dance the night away. the
beat of the dance tracks is not
overbearing or loud. Each dance
track has a different beat to it
making the trio even mo:-e pow~
erful. They portray their high
energy songs as a combination
of dance music or sit down and
listen music; there is no one or
the other. Along with the dance
style beat, some of the other
tracks are mellow and relaxing.
This allows Levannah to explore
different types of music, and her

UNIVERSAL HONEY
Earth Moon Transit
This is an outstanding collection
of alternative rock and pop. The
energetic riffs on Moon Moon
make for a bold introduction
which is appropriately countered
by the bittersweet last track, I ,et
ft Fade. This Toronto group
formed by former PURSUIT
OF HAPPINESS members,
Leslie Stanwyck and Johnny
Sinclair, shows a flair for sophisticated song writing and catchy
tunes on songs like the despondent Bullet l'ron1 A G1111 and the
upbeat Mah lv[y !llind. Occasionally they merge violin with guitar and leave Stanwyck's vocal5

~~~~,

1le1/ au..: ~;,",~v Atude Who on thi:.
fourteen track CD.
The best contributions
were made by KLUTE, SPAJ IN
·= I It Quality B,achfront hote/ fo,=;RANCII and SISTER MA1
• I Dip (Sal. to Sat.)
Cl IINE GUN. These artists
~
bring out the best in the songs
they cover, while adding their
own touch to transform them
11611it•t1 ·,lf··
into energetic electro.
Not every track is successSOLD OUT LAST YEAR!
ful, but the few that are, do so
BOO K NOWII
well. You must be a fan of both
the industrial genre and AC/DC
to fully appreciate these.
-Jill Grant
Jill is host of Doomsday Machine,
JJ•hich airs St1/11rd'!Y nights, 12pm-2m11,
on Cl./tA[ 91.s..P....
·A-.1...____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:,

unouscun.:ci oy me:: iic::a"y pcn:ul>-

ston.
-

DAYTONA BED

LA11ra Pearce

. pool=::~
:a."ar.::-

VARIOUS ART ISTS
Covered In Black, An Industrial
Tribute to the Kings Of High
Voltage, AC/DC
Cleopatra
In the era of the Tribute album,
it often takes either an exceptional honouree or an exceptional group of artists to really
make the album stand out
among the others. This 'high
voltage tribute' gives a unique
twist to the classic heavy metal
of AC/DC. Big name industrial
acts that contributed include
SISTER MACI IIJ\:E GUJ\: who
cover 7Nl'and PIGFACE who
team up with SHEEP ON
DRUGS for Back I,, Black. Other
featured titles include Highwqy To

$ff

~.Te'a~"o'ft~fgfg

I

I

/hO/V'D.,4/1 /Vl(Jl,t
Free Pool Table all ni ht upstairs

c-z:.u ~ -Z,; 4~/\llg/i~
LADIES NIGHT $2 cover for men
Ladles i n f or free. * chea beer!

'[,+l,U~S7>,44J-;v,6 1,~

C h eap Beer Night (come e ~ _ J

7,~LYl>,A4/-/S,A'[,U~7),A4J- /\JL9/,t
Live Bands/Acoustic
S .A'7-U'Jc:7>;441-

A II you can eat Pasta (till
(with meat sauce)

6pm)$4.95

Juke Box Upsta irs
with all kinda <>'f mualcl

Wqt in1ninhu1 ifnust
ltstaurant & wautm

253-7041
31-HI ~:111d\\ ich Slrl'l'I

..
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CANADA'S

Take a look at Paramount Parxs' all new entertainment programme
at Paramount Canada's Wonderland. Indoor Stage show highlighting
contemporary dance and gymnastics. Outdoor musical revue featuring
a live Caribbean Band. Costume characters in their own shows.
Plus Star Trek™ aliens and a 60's/Hotown musical revue.
We're looking for trained singers, dancers, gymnast/acrobats, character
mimes, instrumentalists and costume characters.
Wt're also interviewing for the following technical positions: Sound
Board Operator. V"Kleo, Kaster Electrician, Follow Spot, Flyman, Rigger,
Floor Crew, Costumer, Dresser, Concert & Special Events.
Stage Hanagen with mu~cal. stage and/or street theatre experience
are asked to fax resumes and references to (905) 832-7459.
Windsor, Ontario

Tuesday, January 28, 1997
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre
3277 Sandwich Street

Paramount Canada's Wond~land
Vaughan, Ontario

Saturday, February 1, 1997
Sunday, February 2, 1997
The Paramount Theatre
10:00 pm · Singers, Actors,
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Instrumentalists, Character Mimes
Technicians, Characters, Escorts
11:30 pm - Dancers, Gymnast/Acrobats 12:00 pm - Singers. Actors.
Technicians by appointment only. Instrumentalists, Character Mimes
Fax resume to (905) 832-1,sg 2:30 pm - Dancers, Gymnast/Acrobats

s
JOHN

ClEESE

For more information call

Paramount Canada's Wonderland
Entertainment Department
Hotline: (905) 832-7454
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IG SCREEN TV
0 WATCH .GAME
plus 8 OTHER TV'S
.
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Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The Lan« is published by the Student Media Corpora·
tion and prints 10,000 copies every Tuesday of the fall
and winter semesters. Its offices arc located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance are not necessarily those of the University of Windsor or the Student
Alliance. Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must include
contributor's name and phone number and must be
typed, legibly handwritten, or on an IBM compatible
floppy disk. The editor reserves the right to edit for
space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and must include the writer's name, major of
study and phone number. Contents copyright 1996. Reproduction in any way is forbidden without the VJrittcn
permission of the editor in chief. The I..anct is a member
of the Canadian University Press.
Telephone: (S 19) 253 - 4232 Fax: (519) 971 - 3624
Editor: Ext. 3909
News and Arts Ext 391 O
Features, Sports and Photo Ext. 3923
Advertising {519) 971 - 3604

The I..a11ce, the student newspaper of the University of

uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
Volume 69 Issue 15
Editor in Chief............................James Cruickshank
Production Manager....................... Michacl Pereira
News Editor................................. Lindsey Woodgate
Associate News Editor....................... David Garcia
Arts Editor.......... ................................. David Knight
Sparts Editor.................. Angela Papalambropolous
features Editor............................ .Trecia McLcnnon
Photography Editor........................... Dave Bukovcc
Associate Photo Editor......................Allison Pierce
Business Manager................................. Rob Gignac
Adveritsing Manager...........................Barb Barone
Ad Designer.................................. Jennifcr Ganton
Distribution Manager........................ Craig Balkwill
CUP Liaison........................................... Andy Vainio
Contributors: Ernie the Chicken, Brian Anderson, Heather
Botsford. Jamee Campbell, Dan Curtis, Kari Gignac, Jill Grant,
Chns Hokansson, Mau J.Gdd, Doink the Clown, Laun Pierce, P.J
Somers, Arlene Treanor, Sheila Windle, YOU!

Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These pnnciples arc based on those of the Canadian
U nivcrsit y Press.

1) The l..a11ce's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be dcmonstratable fact,
with sources to support 11. Conflicting sides of a dispute are treated objectively and wnh balance. Sources
arc named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the source is
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special interests and with favor to none.
4) The La11ce is a student run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
Windsor.
Mailing Address:
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
Windsor, ON Canada
N9B 4P4

A startling conclusion

The history of homosexuality

They shoul<l have been brain
surgeons. ln their recently released report, the Advisory
Panel on Future Directions for
Postsecondary Education,
com1TUss1oned by the provincial
Ministry of Education and
Tl'2ining, tells us that "public
financrnl
support
for
postsecondary education in
Ontario 1s se n ous ly i nad~ .:Dils is clearly: a
~t
spot in the otherwise bleak outook for the future of public
and accessible education in Ontario.
For those of us who
have been hvmg m another galaxy since the election of Ontano's current government, this
means that Ontario now ranks
the lowest among Canadian
pl'O\inces m terms of per capita
operating grants to universities,
and this year's tuition hike of
18° o nght here at the U of W
Is directly attributable to these
cuts in c<lmbin:uion with cuts
made by the federal govern-

By The UWSA Lesbian Gay
and
Bisexual
Issues
Coordinator

ment.
The Advisory Panel, in
Its fiscal wisdom, tells us that
there should be no further cuts
to education in Ontario and
that provincial funding should
be brought into line with the
average funding level for univcrsmes in other Canadian
pro\inccs.
Given the Harris government's agenda, however, it
appears
that
these
rcccommendatiom will end up
anywhere other than in a blue
box in Queen's Park. After all,
we know how environmentally
conscious our provincial government 1s.
From these recommcndauons and the follow-

ing scenario, perhaps we can
draw some interesung object
lessons for our student leaders.
To wit: a few months
ago, students in Quebec took
to the streets to protest the
Bouchard government's attempts to cut university and
CEGEP funding. A number
of student leaders refused to
consult with the provincial
government, walking out o
meetings when it became apparent that, no matter what
they said to their government
over the \able, their concerns
would not be given a fair shake.
It was only through an
uncompromising stance on
education funding and direct
political action that they were
able to get the Quebec government to announce a tuition
freeze until the next provincial
election. I lad students m Quebec adopted the compromising
tactics of the Ontario Undergraduate Student Association
(OUSA) of ·which the UWSA
is an associate member and
eschewed activism for boardroom schmoo;r.ing, then the
tuition freeze would probably
not have happened.
In the past, the OUSA
has roundly condemned demonstrations and other grassroots polnkal action taken by
students, a curious stance· for
an organization that bills itself
as a student advocacy group.
Two years ago, roughly
3000 students from the U of
W took to the streets to protest proposed federal cuts to
post secondary education. In
Quebec recently, such scenarios were commonplace and
forced their provincial
government to back off.
It is high time
that student politicians who
say that thq oppose the continuing underfunding of our
educational system to step outside of the myopic View of
politics afforded by boardrooms and let their actions
speak for themsdves.

From the beginning of
ume the world has battled with
homosexuality. One of the revolutions in the study of history
in the Twentieth Century might
be called "minority history:" The
effort to recover the histories of
group ptcVIOUsly-01.'crlookcd or
excluded from mainstream
historiography.
Throughout time the homosexual segment of the population has been placed in the
minoruy sectJon of history.
Every nationality, every race,
culture and linguistic group has
homosexuals and yet, throughout the world they arc subjected
to horrendous treatment regardless of where the}' arc and what
language they speak.
It 1s in the Greek era that
one finds the first records of homosexu:ility among both men
and women . During this period
homosexuality was encouraged
between young men ancl young
women.
After Greece came the Roman period where the perspectives on homosc..xuals and exclusively homosexual acuvities
changed according to the ruler.
This was a time of restraint
amongst their homoscxua1ity.
Although homosexuality was
not mad illegal Jt was not toler
a1cd yet.
The beginnmg of Chrisuaruty m pre-modern Europe s1gn1ficd a serious change in the

acceptance of homosexuality.
During this period the epistle
that Paul sent to the Romans
which is found m Romans 1:2632. Paul tells of Gods condemnation of homosexual acts.
However, one must also remember that Saint Thomas Aquinas
acknowledges that people arc
different and while some acts arc
viituous to some people those
acts are immoral to others, (fhe
Summa Theologiac) thus with
the advent of Chnstianny came
the belief that homosexuality
was unnatural and a sm.
Early Modern b.1rope
helped instill the hatred towards
homosexuals. Laws were enacted m countries such as Spam
and Portugal where those accused of homosexual acts were
burned at the stake. And in
France men were castrated and
cli<,membered for the first two
acts and burned for the third.
Women were dismembered and
burned at the stake (sec author
John Boswell).
By the nineteenth century
society had evolved enough so
that they were no longer killing
for homosexual acts. Female
sexuality was not acknowledged
and male homosexuality was ignored. I Iowcvcr, as the Twentieth Century came into bemg homosexuals became the victim of
witch hunts :incl Senator
McCarthy. ]..:1ws that \\ ere sull
on the books from the beg1nrung
of 11mc were being cniorced.
But then Stonewall came
and the homosexual populatton

~~
'""-::;
1li 11 o· -:; 11
~-----·-- ~-'--i

would no longer take the trcatmcn t bcmg given 10 them.
Throughout the generations the
movement has gained momentum and has become a unified
force against the I IIV virus and
homophobia.
The unfortunate truth 1s
though that homosexuals s111l
get killed for their sexuality and
who they choose to love. But the
worst part i~ that their murderers still get away wnh their
crimes-all because the person
they killed was a homosexual.
It is time that the govern
ments of the work! realize that
we arc people too.
I do not know a legislature
that docs not have a gay parliamentarian, a religion that does
not have a gay adherent, a University or colkge or any educational institution that docs not
include gays
I do not knov. a profes sional groups -doctors, lawvcrs,
nurses or candlesuck makers that
docs not have gay practitioners.
But I do know that the highe~t
rate of swc1de is amongst teenage homosexuals.
I also believe in a Canada
that is populated bv most!) de
cent people who under~tand that
basic human decencv needs to
support ba,;1c laws. Therefore,
st0p d1~cr11mn:1uon ag:iinst the
homoscxu·1l populauon.
[ or1/J()n 11!fonJJt1//0II OJI brtak
mg dou11 lbe l 011,opl. 0/110 pleme con·
ta,1 the U LI' \' I /--111111(111 lv~hts Of·
Jire at .?iJ 123.? e.-.:1. 3500.

111~\''"r~ -t'-.,,,, ,~ s: I~
--v ~ ~
.., ""'a,_;.
"" -

Resumes are now being accepted for
the associate news editor position.
Drop by the Lance office for more
information or call 253-4232 Ext. 3909.

BE RECONCILED TO 600
ECUMENICAL PRAYER SERVICE
I

marking the

1-on-1 LIVE Connections

Week of Prayer for Christian Unity

Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
,,,J
( 5 19)

FREE LOCAL CALL

12-0008;

Refreshments following.
. . . . . ._

Sponsored by the
University of Windsor Campus Ministry Association
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Molson Labatts
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• CABLES (serial/parallel)
aCONNECTORS
•GENDEReHANGES~ ~
•SERIAL ADAPTER
•MOUSE ACCESSORIES
•DISKETTES
•SWITCH BOXES
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'EVERYTHING INCLUDED'
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RENT AMID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR
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Student activism: the UWSA role

By Dave Garcia

Traditionally around this time of
year, the University of Windsor,
like many other unjvcrsities, have
held rallies and major campaigns
against the cuts to post-secondary education, especially since it
is because both federal and provincial governments will be preparing to announce their budgets.

"If we got our act together, the public image of students,
and focus on an issue, we can
and that they are not seen as reget people interested."
sponsible," he says. "Personally,
One of the problems I take the opposite view - the
Handy sees is the student coundemonstrations strengthen us,
cil's affiliation with OUSA (Onand get us out in the open."
tario Undergraduate Students
UWSA vice-president uniAssociation). Handy says that
versity affairs Dave Young says
OUSA has been too conciliatory that UWSA can always do more
toward the provincial govern- to bring the issues to the forement.
front.
"The line that OUSA takes
"I don't think our job is
is that demonstrations only hurt done now that the White Paper

(the provincial government's report on education) is released.
The government wants to
deregulate tuition and not increase funding, and that's totally
unacceptable."
Young says that as far as
UWSA is concerned, the "student union has been opposed to
tuition hikes, and we arc as active as possible externally."
He says that students have
not been given enough power,

and says that UWSA is working
toward getting more student involvement in governance and
decision-making.
"Too much decision making has been done by non-political individuals. I believe we've
moved away from that."
He also says that he's
worked with members of Ontario's legislature to bring up student issues, and hopes to release
Co11ti1111ed on page 4
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MOMENT OF SILENCE.- In commemoration of Martin Luther Kmg Day a moment of silence was observed by students m the CAW Commons on
ormanon," he says.
January
20, 1997.
UWSA docs have the rePhoto by },wm Cruirkshai k
sources, Handy says, to cncourge more student acuv1sm on
mpus. Two years ago, L'WSA
ad a"Students On Strike" cam
paign where over 3,000 SLudents By Andy Vainio
skipped classes and marched
"In modern day society, we Ottawa and Toronto: this is not
dawn to Solicitor General Herb He has been gone for almost are left traumatized by t.he injus- something that black peopJc is of no earthly good. It needs
to speak out about the poor and
Gray's office to protest the fed- twenty-nine years, but according tices of an economic system by
should be concerned about, but the disadvantagcd ....wc arc all in
to
many,
his
dream
lives
on.
This
era!Libcral government's cuts to
which we arc al] governed," he something that we should all be
it together, and the dream must
cduc:ition.
was the message delivered at a said.
concerned about."
continue.
The dream is not dead.
ceremony
celebrating
Martin
"UWSA does have the re"People feel a sense of apaHe also said "the church is
sources," he says. "It's difficult Luther King day at the Univer- thy about what is going on often so heavenly minded that it It affects all of us."
for students to find these things sity of Windsor.
around them. This serves to alThe ceremony, held in the ienate man from man, woman
out for themselves."
CAW Student Centre Commons from woman, and child from
area on Monday, January 20 was child. As Dr. Martin Luther King
organized by Roger Shallow, the said, we must learn to live toUWSA Anti-Racism Coordina- gether as one love and one
tor and by the UWSA Human unity."
Rights Office. Shallow noted
UWSA president Fanta
that in the five years he has been Williams also spoke, saying that
attending the U of W. "this is "things are not really getting betreally the first time that anything ter" and the existence of the
has been done to commemorate Human Rights Office is "justiMartin Luther King's birthday fied."
on this campus."
She also commended the
"Despite the turbulence he Human Rights Office and Shalfaced, no matter how cruel low for organizing the ceremony.
things became towards our peoShe said all members of the
ple, Martin Luther King never campus community "can be hewavered in his philosophy of roes" when they "choose not to
non-violence," he said.
accept inequality and discrimiThe ceremony was opened nation. If we are not part of the
with a stirring vocal perform- power of change, then we are
ance by Alana Bridgewater, who part of the problem."
was followed by a number of
Those assembled for the
speakers.
ceremony were also addressed
"While Dr. King's body has by Reverend Owen Burey, who
passed away and gone back to said "there arc too many people
whence he came, his legacy lives sleeping without shelter when
on ... a legacy of love, faith, non- some people have more things
violence and compassfon," said than they necd.. .I wish I was a
Rawl Banton, one of the speak- politician, because I would say a
STIRRING VOCALS - A musical tribute was provided by vocalist Alana
ers.
Bridgewater to honour Dr:. Martin Luther King.
few words to oru politicians in
Photo by Jamer Cntichha11k

His Dream lives on at the U of W

ivetSiOflS- - GENERAL
LEDDY LIBRARY: Here are the
winter hours for 1997 ! Mon. Thurs. 8:00 am - 11 :00 pm, Fri.
8:00am - 9:00 pm, Saturday &
Sunday 12:00 noon - 10:00pm. THE
EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE:
Saturday and Sunday April 12, 13,
19, 20. Library closed Friday March
28 for Good Friday.
LOCAL YOUTH NETWORK &
COMMUNITY SERVICES:
requires volunteers to assist with
activities and programs offered
through the agency. This is an
opportunity to become involved in a
very productive and innovative
grassroots organi1.ation. For more
info contact Martha Elliot, Administrative Coordinator at 252-1257.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC: Special
Event - DINNER CABARET "Food
& Love". FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7,
1997 • 7:30pm. $30.00 dinner,
concert, all taxes and gratuities
included. Concert only prices $10
adults, $6 students, at the door or in
advance from the school of music.
Reservations for dinner / music
package: Call place Concorde by
Tuesday, February 4 1997 519-9485545.
ART SHOW: A new series of
canvasses by Windsor artist Shirley
Goggins, entitled "Facets & Strata"
unveiled at Common Ground
Gallery in conjunction with Arts
Council Windsor & Region on Jan.
24 to Feb. 6,. Open daily 9am to 5
pm. To confirm call 252-6855.
U OF WINDSOR PRESENTS:
"1900: Paris World's Fare" an
evening of French cuisine on Sat.
March 22 at the Freed-Orman
Conference Centre, Assumption
University, 400 Huron Church
Road, beginning at 6pm. Tickets,
available Feb. 3-Mar. 14 are $50
($20 students.) Call Ext. 3508,
Mon.-Thurs. 9am- 1 pm.

ACADEMIC WRITING CENTRE: Writing workshops during
the week of February 3 - 7. The
writing centre will be open each
evening that week offering a 5- 6:30
pm. series in addition to a regular
12 noon to 1pm. series. Special
Intensive Essay Writing Workshops
starting from 12 - 6:30 pm.

TUESDAY
JANUARY28
OPIRG :Windsor's Environmental
& Bicycle Working group is
planning a prO\jncial conference to
save the Temagami wilderness.
Promotion of bicycles will also be
discussed. Held at Iona college @
5pm. For more info call 253-1745.
LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
WOMEN'S DROP IN: every
Tuesday 7:30 - 9:30pm at Iona
College. For more info call 9734951.
ACADEMIC WRITING CENTRE: Punctuation made easy, 56pm.
WINDSOR FEMINIST THEATRE: AUDITIONS at315
Pelissier St. suite 6 at 7:00 pm for
VOLUNTEER SINGLE MOMS
from many different backgrounds to
participate in the creation/performance of a play. Childcare handled
cooperatively by group. Contact
Windsor Feminist Theatre for more
details, 254-8393.
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY:
Canadian Studies Programmes of
the U of Windsor and Wayne State
University present a one day
Conference "The Left Bites Back:
Responding to Globalization and
Neo-Conservatism' beginning at
10am in the Katzman Lounge,
Vanier Hall.

THE WOMENS CENTRE: A
meeting will be held from 5:00 pm
to 6:30 pm for any women interested in volunteering with our Peer
Support Program. For more info,
call ext. 4507.

WENESDAY
JANUARY29
IONA SCM: Weekly at 5 pm Iona
SCM is holding a study series
entitled Genesis and Justice; Potluck. Bring grain, vegetables, or
legumes (or a particular favourite).
For more info call David at Iona
College, 973-7039 located at 208
Sunset Ave.

THURSDAY
JANUARY30
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Come and join us
for a Praise and worship night. The
meeting will be held at 5:30pm in
the Oakroom of Vanier Hall. All
are welcome!
PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY'S:
GET MENTAL at Faces. Contest,
prizes, drink specials $1 all-youcan-eat buffet until 8. 7-close, $2
Cover goes to the psychology
society.

FRIDAY
JANUARY31
SCHOOL OF MUSIC: STEVEN
DEARING, Guitar - 8 pm at
Assumption Chapel. Tickets:
Adults $10 Students/Seniors $6 at
the door or advance from School of
Music. Call 253-4232, Ext.2799.
U OF WINDSOR: "The Left Bites
Back:: Responding to Globalization
and Neo-Conservatism". Session
#1 10am - 11:45 am, Session #2
1:30 pm - 3:15 pm, and Session #3
3:30 - 4:45 pm. Held in the
Katzman Lounge Lower level,
Vanier Hall.

..

I
Classifieds

GET POCO LOCO: with Jen
Ganton and Tina Tome at Changez
by Nile. Listen to CJAM 91.5FM.
Fridays from 1pm - 2:30pm.

E

SCHOOL OF DRAMATIC ART:
Creating Out Loud: Fri. Jan. 31,
How To Prepare a Manuscript for
Publication: Feb. 3, How To Be
Famous: Feb. 17. AU talks at 12
noon to 1pm except for Feb. 3 at 7
p.m.

n

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY2
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY:
63rd Christian culture series at 3:00
pm. Cost: $10 per ticket - Seniors/
Students $5. Refreshments to
follow.
ESSEX REGION CONSERVATION AUTHORITY: ATIENTION! Winter Muster. First shot
will be beard at 11 am, at the John
R. Park Homestead and the cease
fire will be at 4pm. For more info
call 738-2029.

MONDAY
FEBRUARY3
WINDSOR NEW VISION
LIONS CLUB: Do you feel
successful enough to help those less
fortunate than yourself? Attend the
Vision lions club meeting at 6:30
pm at no obligation. Contact Bill
Lane at 969-9764 by Jan 30.
COMMUNITY OF THE ABBEY:
Worship service at Iona College
5pm to 5:30pm and SCM Bible
Study and Pot-luck: gathering
5:30pm-6:30pm. Exploring issues
of social justice and the critical
study of the Bible. Open to all! 208
Sunset. 973-7039.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT:
Deadline for submission of poetry,
short prose, and Art work. Contact
English Dept. Ext 2289.
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIF.S
Spirituality and Life Today
Bishop Matthew Clark

forth

4-0,e.
IOOst

Our lives are very busy and often stressful, but
only further impoverished when we fail to be
aware of ourselves, our spirit We risk growing
empty when we live actively but not reflectively.
Bishop Clark will share from his own
experience, reflections and questions that can
promote growth of the whole person and affirm
the spiritual life.
Assumption University Chapel
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398

Sunday, February 2, 1997 at 3:00 p.m.
Cost: $10.00 per ticket - Seniors & Stµdents $5.00. Refreshments to folloW,
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Dave Cooke announces resignation
!1,James Cruickshank

Cooke said some of his
\(ier 22 years in po litical hfe g reatest m o m e nt s 1n pohucs
Windsor R1vers1dc NDP MPP have b een the arnval of the Ca
Dave Cooke has decided lo sino \'<'incisor and the Cancer
Centre.
move on.
Cooke, the former hduai
"No matter what I do wuh
uon Minister JO the Bob Rae my life will matter as much as
ovcrnment, announced at a what I did in 20 years of
g ess conference held in his rid- poli11cs."
office last Thurs~ay that he
I lowcver, Cooke also faces
has accepted an appoint mcnt _by some <1ucst ions from some who
the Progressive Conservat 1vc feel he is 1umpmg ship by accept
ovcrnmcnt to be Co-chair of mg an S88,000 a year 10b with
~ Edue2tion
-----~---··
the PC's.

~---.

:g

:ro~:;~~~

''I am grateful
for the past 20

gnt;;ul : :
the past 20
years ... t h c
ume
has
come
for
ll)IIICOllC with
1 new perspcctive and

energy."
Cooke
lid the deciIKll1 to leave
bis
post
nsn't easy.
Hehas been a
member of the NOP party for
JI yars, and has been in love
lib politics since a young age.
"It's been very difficult.
When I was a little kid I wanted
11be an elected politician."
Cooke said he had decided
before Christmas to
mthe position, but only anllUOccd last week, because of
leaked information obtained by

fiilll'- - - - - - - - - - . - . - ; . ._ _ _

anwmcs

die Ton,to Star.

D.wm Coon: ~pp for Windsor Riverside officially announced his resignation effective January 31, 1997, at
a media press conference.
l'hotn
amtJ Cf'lluhht1nk
on
projects that
weren't from
their party.
"I am a
card carrying
member of
the
NDP
party and will
remain a card
car rying
member of

the NOP party."
Cooke said he is concerned
with how people will interpret
the move.
"Anytime there's an appointment some people won't be
happy. I thought of all of these,
but I believe I have some sensitivities that will serve well.
"When I sent I loward
Hampton (provincial NOP
Leader) the letter I stated I

looked forward tu working with
him as Premier."
The job will last for four
years and he believes he is the
best person for the job.
"I think I have the skills to
offer.. .I am sensitive to the workers."
Cooke stated the commission will have 10 deal with in the
form of education restructuring.
Cooke said the cutting of
school boards is something he
has supported, and have money
reinvested into the classrooms.
"I hope most of these matters will be able to be dealt with
at the local level."
Cooke's resignation will be
cffcctive January 31, and he will
start his new job on February 1.

0

Going home this

Weekend?

~

!,eLucier

liltpcrcent of girls and women

ktl1ccn

the ages of 12 & 24
saffcr fran Anorexia Nervosa
lklupto 15 per cent of colkgc
11Uncn have bullimia.
, However, the age of onset
10r the eating disorders is 12 to
(!,cars. They arc potentially the
blst_scrious of all the psychiatllt diagnoses, with a mortality
lit of up to 20 per cent. the
ll1IScs arc sttributcd to an ex~ body dissatisfaction, ten-., to use food as a method
. the media's presencoping,
llboo of the perfect(thin) fcmillllC ~crcotype and the flipside
to lhis which is the prejudice

"

lg3lnst fat

Although some men arc
cttcd, all women in Western
l'latty arc affcctcd by these
~ factors, rcsultfog in over
illion spent annually by
orb A~cncans,
·
11.lni
mostly
en, t1')1ng to lose weight.
~as young as 7 think they
Band wani to lose weight.
, age 10, 30 per ccnr have
hen first diet. Gu1ng on

the first diet increases the risk
for Anorexia by eight per cent.
By high school, 80 per cent of
girls arc dieting, arc extremely
dissatisfied with their bodies and
equate thinness with success,
achievement and self-esteem.
The attempt to lose weight
begins with a fear of gaining
weight or becoming faL Weight
loss is at best temporary, and
worse, results in an endless cycle of dieting, bingeing, and
weight obsession. The numbers
on the scale, the size of clothing determine feminine self-esteem.
Some argue that health is
determined by body fat. One of
the myths about obesity is that
fat people arc unhealthy unfit,
and over-cat. The myth continues that the way to health is tu
lose weight. Lung term studies
reveal I hat fat people 1..annut be
shown to cat significantly more
than thtn people; thinness
doesn't determine fitness, and
women with more body fat tend
to love longer than their thmncr
counterparts. A truth about bod}
fat 1s that II ts larcly inhcnted'

This year the Womyn's
Centre, Women's Studies, Medical & Health Services and
BANA have teamed up for Eating Disorder Awareness Weck
on campus. Events during the
week of Feb. 2-8 include a 24
hour art & information display
in the Piano Lounge, 2nd flr
CAWSC; a staffed information
booth in CAWSC Mon & Wed
11-3; a Workshop on Eating
Disorders on Tues. Feb. 4 in
Ambassador Aud "C" from 68:30 facilitated by Mary Kaye
Lucier, BANA and Dr. Anne
Sprague of Psychological Services; and video night on Wed.
Feb.5 in the Oak Room, Vanier
I lall from 6-9 p.m., facilited by
Women's Studies(attcnd for one
or both videos~
Help for Eating Disorders
on campus is available at Psychological Services (ext.7012)
Medical & Health Services (cxL
7002). In the community contact
BANA(Buhmia Anorexia !\:er
vosa Assoctatiun) #253-7421.

Returns

Windsor student fares to:
London $27
Peterborough $75
Carmridge $41
Burtlngton $43
Hamilton $43
r

Toronto$55
Belleville $84
Kitchener $41
Sudbwy$124
Otlawa$118

Pickups On Campus For Toronto
Thur:;days & Fndays: 03.4Spm and 05: I Spm
Friday only: Express 10 Toronto al 03:40pm
at the Horseshoe an front of Vamcr/Launcr Hall (Wyandotte Ave.).
Dropoff's available. P I - see <"Urr~nt Khecl~.

Other discounted destinations available.

&~···Price does not include G.S.T.

rooting Eattng-t)ts-Otders Awareness
Ip J1ldi Wilson and Mary

Many happy

Canada•

44 University Avenue E., Windsor 254-7575

UWSA, CAW Student Gentre, 2nd Floor, 971-3600
Lending a hand
makes a difference!

At tax time, you can make a difference by
helping people who may not be able to
complete their personal income tax returns.
You can lend a hand by joining the network of
taxation volunteers and learning how to
complete basic tax returns.
To find out more about the Community
Volunteer Income Tax Program and how you
can volunteer. just call:
973-7174 (local) or
1-800-959-8281 (long distance)
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Summer Camp Jobs
in the U .S.A.
Visas Arranged
Lakeside Residential Girls
Camp in Maine
Service workers.
Office,
maintenance, kitchen (including
assistant chef), driving Visas
for service jobs restricted to
students enrolled in university
for fall of '97
Counsel.ors. Combined child
care/teaching Sv,im, sail, canoe,
equestrian. field sports, tennis,
archery, gymnastics, dance, arts,
music, theater, wilderness trips.
Visas for counselor jobs available
to all qualified applicants
Non-smokers June 21 to Aug
26. Send resume (C.V.):
Kippewa, Box 307, Westwood,
Massachusetts 02090-0307 USA;
kippewa@tiac.net, voice (617)
762-8291; fax (617) 255-7167.

~Eis week in history
January 28
In 1986 Amenca's Space Shuttle Challenger exploded after
blasting off for its tenth tlight,
killing all seven aboard instantly. The crew tncludcd
Christa McAuliffe, a
high school teacher
who had won her
place on the flight in
a nationwide competition.

"control from below," which
means free clccuons for local
councils. Glasnost is the first
political step in Gorbachev's
wider plan of perestroika restructuring
and
economic reforms.

. . - , - - - - - - - - - ~ free.

In 1990 South African Presideot
F.W de Klerk said in a speech
to parliament in Cape Town that

January 31

it is now time to get rid of the
cornerstones on which the apartheid system is based. He announced the end of the 30-year
ban on the African National

In 1876 all American Indians

•••

February 2

-

In 1914 the first pack of
Scouts is formed in Su
England.

February 3
In 1969 Yasser Arafat ht
comes the leader of the
tine Liberation Organiza
(PLO).

Student activis

Contin11edfron, page 1

a questionnaire that will look at
education and its relation to
employment.
And while some students
have criticized Windsor's involvement in OUSA, Young
praised OUSA on the work they
have done.
"OUSA clearly takes the
position of opposing deregulation of tuition, and many of the
other polky positions they have
taken are of a service to students."
OUSA's position on income contingent repayment
loans has been criticized by those
at Windsor. Young acknowl edges that fact and says that
"they have indicated the1r con-

-

Congress, the South Afi
Communist party and
anti-apartheid orgaruza
and promised that Ne!
Mandela, a political p
for 27 years, would be

February 1

January 29
In 1987 Soviet leader
Mikhail
Gorbachev
announced to the party's
Central Committee today that
the time had come for greater

arc ordered to move on
to reservations.

cerns" about the issue and says
that they arc "always comfortable expressing Windsor's view."
Young says that students
should ask more questions about
the issues and says that he is
open to answer any questions.
CAW Environmental Coordinator Rick Coronado agrees
that student government has not
been as active as they could be.
"The student alliance is
supposed to be doing political

education on campus.and
ing in the interests of s
and I haven't seen a lot of
Coronado maintains
student government is sriD
important process, but adds
they haven't the wherewnh
do it, then they should
more people."
"(Students) have a IOI
say, and their voice defi
needs to be heard."
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Drop by our office at the basement of the
Centre to volunteer some time and get val
experience in return.
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How to use your
university degree to land a
~ :'
job in the new
economy
•
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When you combine your university
degree with a post graduate program from
IT! Information Technology Institute, you
become a qualified information technology
professional - the kind employers are
looking for right now.

S11IDENT AND COMMUNJTY

leaders were present in the CAW Student Centre, to pay their respects to the

memory of Dr. Martin Luther King and to again remind us of his message.

Pbo/{) f?J James Cruickshank

Business students show off their assets

MONTREAL (CUP) Business students from across
,and11, the country showed their com,f studr. mitment to academic excellence
ot of n by shaking their wet breasts and
Hains 1 damp penises in front of a
is still . crowded Montreal bar last weekut adds end.
rcwith~
The Sixth Annual Under.ild re
graduate Business Games
brought over 800 students from
ll universities to Montreal to
bring future Canadian business
leaders together for academic
and sporting competitions. One
of the "highlights" of the sportmg competitions was a wet Tshirt and boxer short competiuon held in Montrcal's Colosseum
dance club.
eCAW
Not surprisingly, the comiluable petition resulted in widespread
mnation of the games organizers.
"I think wet t-shirt contests
.redegrading," said Sharon Selbrk, the secretary of the International Federation of Business

J

and Professional Women's
Clubs.
"I think we should be portraying our next generation of
leaders as professionals. I don't
think (the games) are emphasizing the seriousness of our new
business leaders of tomorrow. I
can't sec how this will help
them."
But Alia Del Bianco, president of the game's organizing
committee, doesn't feel the contest interferes with the unifying
spirit of the games, adding that
any students who feel uncomfortable, or offended can leave
"They don't have to watch."
Del Bianco further defended the contest by explaining tt was separate from the business and sporting competitions
of the day, and the results of the
wet t-shirt contest had no effect
on the awards handed out at the
end of the weekend.
The goal of the contest is
to bring students together in a

friendly, compet1t1ve atmosphere, she said, emphasizing that
the contest is just a harmless
social activity.
''The girls are wearing their
bras, it's not anything disgusting.
It wasn't meant to be a message
of any kind. I t's just there to attract people to Montreal."
Concordia's associate dean
of commerce, Danielle Morin,
echoed Del Bianco's sentiments
that the contest was separate
from the business-oriented
events of the day, and added she
hoped the games would not be
overshadowed by this contest.
"I think the message (organizers) wants to give to the
community is that they are a
welcoming environment."
Del Bianco also added the
event "is great exposure for
Concordia." Great exposure indeed. Five contests took the opportunity to expose themselves
in each of the soggy categories.

ITI's nine month Applied Information
Technology program is completely
market driven and is taught by qualified
instructors. Program includes Novell,
Visual Basic, Oracle, PowerBuilder,
Windows N·1; the Internet and
much more.
ITl's profes.~ional placement team helps
students plan a career and secure a job
after graduation. By closely matching
ur graduates with specific employment
opportunities, we get results - more than
85% of IT! graduates find employment
HALIFAX

OTTAWA

mm

in North America within six months
of graduation.
Each of the companies listed here,
and many more, have hired recent
IT! graduates, because they have
the skills they need.
To find out how you can acquire these
skills. call today to receive a brochure,
to arrange a convenient time for a
personal appointment or to register for
an information session.

1-800-939-4484
655 Bay Street, Toronto
info@iti.ca www.iti.ca

•11•1

Information
Technology
Institute
Our solutwns are IT Profess,ona/s

TORONTO

MONCTON

A subsidiary of !TI Education Corporation listed on the Montreal Ex.change Symbol lTK

YOU CAN
ALWAYS
STUDY ON
THE PLANE.

RIGHT?
1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
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We know what's important to you. That's why Greyhound
Air is making sure that everyone can connect with friends
and family over reading week. To top it all off, just mention "U-Read '97" when booking your flight and
receive an additional I 0% off
our already incredibly low fares.

and weekends. meet people I\ 1th sm11lar
mterests. learn with hands-on expenen~e.
and earn part-time income. Fmd your true potenual. Join ir!
GREYHOUND

HMCSHUNTER

)

960 OueUcLte Ave., Windsor, Ont. N9A 6Zl
254-4373/4374 or 1-800-856-8488
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Students urge~ederal reforms to student aid
By Lance News Staff

"More and more students
have debt loads of nearly $20,
OOO after four years of university. And a grov.ring number can't
afford to consider starting
school at that cost."
The federation came together with the six other organizations over the summer to work
on a common strategy addressing rumours that the federal government might be pulling out of
student financial assistance.

The Canadian Federation of
Students joined six other postsecondary education organizations in presenting a package of
student aid measures last week
- measures designed as a first
step in casing the financial burden facing students.
"The situation is critical, in
terms of access to post-secondary education," says Brad
Lavigne, the Federat(on's National Chairperson.

CENTRE

"Our goal was to convince
the federal government to not
only continue to administer the
Canada Student Loan Program,
but to improve and expand the
program," says Lavigne.
"I think the fact that these
groups worked jointly on the
package highlights, the urgency
of the problem, and the need for
strong federal involvement in
student aid," he adds.
The measures proposed
include new Special Opportunity
Grants for single-parent students and for first-year students
with high needs; Joan repayment

assistance for students unable to
make loan payments; a federal
work study program; and a series of tax measures, including
extending the tuition fee tax
credit to ancillary fees - a measure the Federation successfully
proposed to the I louse of Commons Finance Committee in
November.
"It was important for our
members that income-contingent loan repayment schemes
weren't discussed during this
process. The proposed loan repayment help for students,
which comes in the form of de-

ferred grants, 1s a fair and
table way of providing cqUJ.
.
ah~
ance, he Ip10g low-incom C SlUd CntS
1
. pay down the principa~
t h etr own loan faster"
.
' ·
I,avtgne.
"Together, these propos 1
arc a first step towards maiuo
1..:l!i
2
sure post-secondary educatJ·
.
this
country continues to b.
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also
has
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r
.
adL1
e f tort to halt_ increasing tuition
fees and cuts m funding to P051.
secon. d ary education"
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p h as1zes.
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"We Deliver Smiles"

GENERAl *IMPLANT* COSMOIC *HOSPITAi DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Frank D.D.S. l Smolen D.D.S.
S. Wu D.D.S.
~
WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRE. . .

LARGE BANNER

on display in the student centre serves to remind all students how to "Continue t'it

Dream."

Phn/() b avm Cn111k.Jho11k

600 Tecumseh Rd E. Suite 140
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Have you thought about a career in financial services?

F
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Will you succeed
with us?
Marco Zaccagnini

Brent McKay, BA

Agent - Windsor, Ontario
University of Windsor Graduate

Agent • Brantford, Ontario
Wilfrid Laurier Graduate

''/ chose the life insurance i11d11stry
because the idea of being my mn1
hoss app.ealed to me. I have
independence and control in
ru1111i11g Ill\ own agent busintss.,.

Your chances of success as a
Mutual agent will increase every
time you answer ·yes·

"If I were to sum my reasoi1s for

starting 111,· own agent business.
it would be lifestyle. 1 enjo) a
much xrea1er lifestyle as a result
of my care£ r choice. Also,
rmil'enity tends to prepare you for

_fl!_~t~3:!.

I'm looking lor a rewarding career
I would like unlimited earning
potential.
I'm an achiever with a history ol
success
I have a strong design to help peop
realize theu financial dreams
I'm sell-motivated ~ard-worlOfllJ and
dedicated
1
1want the freedom to build rnv O
financial services practice

1he cm11orate, hierarchical way of
thinking. but I wamcd to be mv
ow11 hos.~. with little ri~k. This

for mfo ,111 1//r Mutual Gri•up ,ht
out our 11 e/111te

business allows me to do that!"

www.Thcl\Iutual(;roup.com

~1e_ o_!f~~aE~, !e_aq f~"!J!..a~t ~~7!1~ Mutual Group, invites you to attend our Info Session:

.

Details:
Tuesday February 4/97
5:30 am - 7:30 pm
Boardroom (CAW Centre)

--------------------- ----------~•
Register Now:

Contact: Donna Peterson
catmgdlp@ibmmail.com
Toll-free 1-888-882-4268
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Universities respond positively
Report on future directions for postsecondary education

-

By Lance news staff

O ntario universities h ave responded pos11ivcly to the report
of the Advisory Panel o n Future
Directio ns
for
Postsecondary Education that
was released in December 1996.
The 63 page report fea
rures 18 key recommendations,
a few of whlch will be fea tu red
in some upcoming issues of the

uz,,tt.
The report emphasizes that
the achievement of the goaJs of
excellence and accessibility must
be based on the shared respon
sibilities of the government,
pastsecondary institutions, studcnu and their families and the
private sector.
"First-rate and accessible
universities and colleges can
contribute substantially to the
economic, social and cultural development of our society," said
Pind Chair David Smith, prin

cipal emeritus of Queen's University.
" While the postsecondary
sect o r is so und, significant
changcisneededtoimproveand
maintain execellence, accessibility, and responsibility in the system."
The panel was appointed
by Mfoister of Education and
Training John Snobclcn in July
to examine three key issues:
• the most appropriate sharing
of costs among students, the private sector and the government
• ways to promote and support
cooperation between colleges
and universities, and between
them and the secondary school
system.
• ways to meet expected levels
of demand for postsecondary
education, with reference to existing pubic institutions and existing or propose

Peer Support group £
By Lance news staff
The Womyn's Centre was created to address the unique needs
of women on campus and to offer collective forum for collecavc organi7jng, consensus build mg and action.
It was also intended to offer a safe space where women
could step out of their traclitiooal relationships with men
and find themselves by connecting with other women and sharing their stories, strengths and
dreams. Furthermo re, it was inded to provide a supportive
environment amidst the lessthan-friendly social milieu of a

Possible food services
strike in February
time food services employees in
line with the "industry average.''
be going on strike as early as
Jim I I art, President of
February 19 if the contract nc- CUPE 1001 which represents
gonations currently underway Food Serv1ces employees as well
fail, but there are still four more as the Groundskecping, I lousescheduled nego- , - - - ~ ~ - -~ - ~ ~---, keeping, and
aauon mecungs
Main ten an C e
togo before that
workers at the
tanluppen.
university, said
Jim Butler
reso}UUOD
that because of
Dtrcctor of Hu~
the social conrnan Resources SOOD... We
tract, full time
for the U of w
'fv
employc_e s have
1
atd"wc hope t~
""'
i(.UJ not recteved a
bring about a
raise in six years.
resolution
Ile said the unsoon...we need
ion is also seekan cconomic:illy
ing bargaining
11able way to o p - - - - - - - - - - - - unit-wide seniorcr.tc food services." I k said the ity for full time workers.
lllain issues arc layoff language,
I Ic also said February 17 and
rnoney, contracting out part time 18 have been set aside for talk
P<>slnons, and seniority.
with a conciliator 1n case ncgoAlso, he said the university tiations need to continue unttl
'"ants to bring the wages of part the strike deadline.

Food Services employees could

'"lve hope to
b • ah,
ang- out a

need
an e,,.~omic.·viable lv.'IY to

operate food
services.,,

age the way universities o perate
in Ontario," said David Young,
vice-president student affairs for
the UWSA
"When you arc looking at
issues of accessibility, that's still
of major concern for student
government," adds Young.
"Our job is not even close
to finished. I trunk what we have
to do now is focus our efforts
on highlighting what we trunk
are the good things about the
recommendations ... as well as
highlighting to the Ontario government that we cannot accept
other recomendations."

RENT AMID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00
YOUR REHTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1000 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS
WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258 -2847

men on campus

patriarchial institu n. In the
past, thls has meant lending an
ear to women who've struggled
to deal with issues such as fear
over safety on campus, the sexist atntude of faculty and fellow
male classmates, inequitable
course material and more obvious forms of male violence.
This informal type of support has perhaps been one of the
most important functions of the
Centre. This year, we hope to go
one step further by organizing a
trained peer support program to
meet the diverse emotional
needs of women to take advantage of this service. The Centre

~ Andy Vainio

The University of Windsor
Student's Alliance (UWSA) was
involved in the process, as associate members of OUSA .
UWSA
President
Fanta
Williams was instrumental in
formulating and presenting the
OUSA suggestions to the panel
in late October, 1996.
While student leaders and
universities have had a mainly
positive reaction to the report,
student leaders still retain a noncomplacent attitude and know
that the lobbying of the Ontario
government is no where near
complete.
"On one hand is the recommendations themselves, there
are some interesting and positive things in respect to
universities...however, when it
comes to issues like deregulation
of tuition, and the concept of
private universities, that's something that can very clearly dam-

will be staffed with female peer
support volunteers from 10-6
p.m. weekdays(4 p.m. on Fridays). If you or a friend feel the
need to taJk to someone about
an issue large or small, feel free
to come up and ask to speak to
one of our volunteers.
A list of peer support people will be available in the
entranceway in the Centre Oocated on the second floor of the
CAW Student Centre) so that
you can just ask to speak directly
with that person. We have a private, cozy "Green Room" for
one-on-one discussions.

"
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WE'RE NO EINSTEIN BUT,
WE KNOW A GOOD DEAL.
8 OZ NEW YORK STRIPLOIN
STEAK WITH A BAKED POTATO
OR FRENCH FRIES

ONLY$ 8.95
EVERY DAY IN FEBRUARY
CADILLAC JACK'S BAR & GRILL
119 CHATHAM ST. W. WINDSOR, ON
(519) 253-3511
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DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

I Always Wanted To
Run :My Own Business.
So I Joined Enterprise.

Come see us at the Job Fair!

1111

Ken Armitage
8.A. Economics
University of Windsor
Assistant Manager, Windsor.

Enterprise only hires hard-working entrepreneurial individuals.
People who want to learn every aspect of running a business, from
customer service to personnel management.
Enter our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee, and we'll
reward your dedication and sales ability with raises, promotions
and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take you.

Management Trainee
• ABS/BA degree
•Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
•Retail/Sales experience a plus
If you want to learn all aspects of running a business while you
enjoy full pay and benefits, join the Enterprise team. Send resume
to: 1790 Dundas St. E,, London, Ontario, NSW 3E5.
An equal opportunity employer.

~•

ENTERPRISE

Environinental Deregulation -A recipe for cancer
By Mark C. Parent
Essex County is in the heart of
intense industrial activity. Our
community is located down river
from the largest chemical manufacturers in the province. Sarnia's
"Chemical Valley" presents a
constant threat to our water
quality.
In October 1996, the Ontario Ministry of Environment
and Energy (OMOEE) decided
to allow Imperial Chemical Ind ustry (ICI) to dump their
wastcwater into the St. Clair
River. ICI's t0xic stew is laced
with chemicals such as phos-

• Acapulco
•Cuba
• Dayt ona
• Panorama
• Banff
• Lake Louise
• Mont Ste. Anne
• London, England

phate, fluoride, ammonia, arsenic, mercury as well as herbicides, pesticides and PCBs, jus1
to name a few. Several of the
harmful substances in the waste
water are carcinogenic and some
are radioactive.
ICI's decision to shut down
has left behind a legacy of hazardous waste along with many
serious concerns and questions
that will haunt this region's environment for generations.
Discharging ICI's contarninated wastewater into our fresh
water supply will only further deteriorate the ecosystem as well

Breakaway
1bUIS

tlTRAVEL CUTS
660 Richmond Street, London

1·800·387·2887
Owned and operated by the Conodiun Federation of Students

as the immune systems of all living things that depend upon the
Great Lakes Basin.
The Second World War accelerated the introduction of
thousands of new toxic chemicals. The development of a process called, "catalytic cracking"
made a dramatic increase in hydrocarbon production from petroleum sources possible. Since
then, the petrochemical industry
has worked aggressively to develop "needs" for new types of
products derived from hydrocarbons (fossil fuels) and replace
those that were traditionally
made from less hazardous carbohydrates (plant matter).
Ours is the first generation
to have strontium-90 (a radioactive element) in their bones and
chlorinated hydrocarbons (solvent-based chemicals) in their
fat. It has taken our bodies millions of years of evolution to
develop a natural biochemical
defense system. Ecologists warn
that these clefenses cannot react
in time to protect us or the animals and plants which share our
planet from this tremendous
onslaught of harmful new
chemicals.
Once in our environment,
it takes generations for these
organochlorines to go away.
When dumped into landfills,
these chemicals leak into our soil
and water. They accumulate in
the tissues of living organisms,
becoming more concentrated as
they move up the food chain.
And, because human beings are
at the top of the food chain, we
are the most affected people.
Organochlorines have been
part of the world o nly since
World War II, yet the likelihood

Exercise YOUR Right...
The Office of the Chief Returning Officer
of the University of Windsor Students' Alliance
has opened nominations for the 1997-1998 term
f or the following p ositions:

U.W.S.A. President
Vice-President Internal Affairs
Vice-President University Affairs

that a woman today will develop
breast cancer has doubled in
only one generation. According
to statistics released by the National Cancer Institute of
Canada, the death toll of this
horrible disease continues to escalate and soon will become the
number one cause of death in
Canada. The probability of developing cancer at some point in
life is now estimated to be one
in 2.4 for males and one in 2.7
for females. Cancer is the epidemic of the 21" century. The
number of patients with cancer
in Ontario is rising by four per
cent every year.
Keeping the ever-increasing incidence rates of cancers in
mind, it is time we focus our attention on environmental regulations. The air and water quality of this region play a major
role in the degrading health of
the people living here.
Yet, our provincial government wants to repeal environmental regulations and replace
them with 'Voluntary Compliance Acts.' Only stronger environmental regulations can reduce the 22,500 cancer deaths
expected in Ontario this year.
We must address accountability and responsibility. There
are serious flaws in the current
system. It has been the accepted
practice to allow new chemicals
to be introduced without really
knowing the associated health
risk. Chemical industries do their
own controlled tests that are
regulated by overburdened and
understaffed government agencies.
Once these chemical industries give their own seal of approval, government's rubber

stamp then allow these chcrni.
cals to be sent into productio
We are then relegated to the ro~·
of human guinea pigs on labo~
ratory Earth. ~nly after years of
exposure and indications of la.
tent health risks, will these
c~emicals be carefully scruti- 1
ntzed.
This is compounded by the
fact that taxpayers arc then heav.
ily burdened with the cost asso.
ciated with ai:1-Y subsequentgol'ernment testing.
We will present a petition
for a 'Reverse Onus' private
members' bill to the House of
Parliament whereby the burden
of proof will be required by the
manufacturers to prove their
chemicals are safe before they
are allowed into the market
rather than waiting for any pos'.
siblc dire effects or needless suf.
fcring before our government
must step in to provide evidence
of any hazards. We will also
lobby for government controlled labs to perform all testing,
and be funded solely bv industry instead of taxpayers:
The second phase of this
initiative will include an invitation for all industry, commerce,
municipalities and organizations
to sign on to a written "Agreement of Accountability," denouncing any environmental
deregulation initiatives.
We invite all individuals
and organizations to join us m
our fight back campaign, "En·
vironmental Deregulation - A
Recipe for Cancer." For moreinformation, please call 1-81¥,
268-4808. Your health and 1lu1
of your children, is worth fight·
ing for.

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE
FOR THE
POSITIONS OF:

ANO

ACADEMilC DON (AD)
FOR THE

Student Senators (4)
• 2 for a One Year Term
• 2 for a Two Year Term

Social Science
Representatives (4)

and Faculty/School Representatives for

General Arts
Visual Arts
Business (2)
Dramatic Arts

1997-1998 ACADEMIC VEAR

App(icati~ are row available in the

Engineering
Human Kinetics
Science
Social Work

OFFICE Of RES1DE~E LlfE

Room 53 Vanier t+a!I
8:30 o.m. - 4:30 p.rn.

Nominations open Monday, January 20, 1997 at 9:00 am
and close Friday, January 31, 1997 at 12:00 noon.
Nomination forms are available in the UWSA Office.
- /

V-_
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For more information, please contact Dylan Bailey, CRO at:
253-4232 ext 3518 and/or cro@uwindsor.ca
~

Your RIGHT to Vote!

J\.pp1i<;atio1' Deadli"e
Friday, JANUARV

31, 1997"•:J.
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Tuesday, January 28, 1997

the Lance

A hat trick
of hat tricks

Lancers take 24 medals
By Sheila Windle
Windsor hosted the Can-Am
Track & Field Classic this past
weekend at St.Denis Center. The
Lancers, who have been involved
in extensive training of late,
firmly held their ground among
the 10 schools in competition.
All-around athlete Mike
Nolan had an outstanding meet,
with three gold medals including a CIAU leading performance
of 4.87 meters in the Pole Vault.
His other two gold medals came
in the Shot Put and 60m Hur-

By Sheila Windle
The Lancer Men's Hockey team
did it again on Saturday night at
Adie Knox Arena against the
Brock Badgers. Captain Shane
O'Donohue set the tone for the
game, netting his first goal at
18:21 in the first period.
From there, the boys in
blue and gold were flying.
Brandon Boyko continued his
scoring tirade with his third hat
trick of the 1996-97 regular season. Dan Ceman and Brad
Heschuk followed Boyko's Jcad,
donning hat tricks of their own.
In this high scoring game, the
Lancers came out on top 14-9.
Ryerson gets rammed!
It was Dan Ceman who
opened up the scoring within the
first minute of Sunday's contest,
but with 1 :02 left in the opening
stanza, the Rams tied it up. In
the second period, goals from
Scott Hillman and Ryan
Coristine put the Lancers up by
two. Boyko continued his stellar
play, scoring at 18: 16 of the
third. O'Donohue and Kevin
Pucovsky sealed the win with a
marker each. The Lancers next
home game is Friday, February,
1 at Adie Knox Arena vs. Western at 7:30 p.m.

FEMALE
Darlene Davis
Lancer Track & Field
After a late night return from St.
Catherines with the Lancer Volleyball Team, Darlene captured
a silver medal in the high jump
at the Can-Am Track Classic
with a CIAU qualifying standard of 1.67 metres. Darlene is a
native of Beeton, Ontario where
she attended Banting Memorial
High School. The 5 '9" multisport athlete is in her second year
of Polfr.ical Science.

TEAM firmly held their ground against other
universities at the recent Can-Am Track and Field Classic.

THE L.4NCER TRACK

Photo

scoreboard read 65-42 for the

On January 23, the men's and
women's Lancers basketball
teams went head to head with
their counterparts from the University of Waterloo.
The first game was filled
with fast-paced action as the
women took the court first. The
contest was close the whole first
half with equal scoring for both
teams. So equal in fact that when
the buzzer blew at half-time, the
score stood at 25-25.
After the fun and games
had ended at half time it was
time to get back to business. The
Alhenas scored five quick points
only to tempt the Lancers to do
what they knew they could. The
Lmftrs ran away with the game,
Starting out with an 18-0 run. By
the time the dust settled, the

dies. Nolan also contributed to
a silver medal in the 4 x200m.
The Lancer track performance of
the meet belonged to Paul
Kuraostin-Mills as he won the
60m with a huge personal best
time of 6.93s ~nd qualified for
the CIAU's. Other Lancers
achieving CIAU standards were
James Dawes (long jump), Pat
Childethose (high jump),
Darlene Davis (high jump),
Suzanne Gavine (shot put), and
four relay teams (Women's &
Men's 4x 200m, and 4 x 800m).

Athlete of the week

An ela R alambro olous

Lancer basketball on a roll
By Dan Curtis
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Lancers. High scorers were
Michelle DeHaan with 21 points
and five rebounds and Georgia
Risnita scored 12 points and
snagged 20 rebounds.
The fans really helped to
make this game a success. Avid
fan, and dramatic Arts student,
Marc Bondy, said, "They are an
unstoppable, awesome driving
force. Bring on Western!" Western is the division leader and the
number one ranked team in the
nation.
The men's game was scheduled to start at 8p.m. and the
stands were filling up even before the opening tip off.
Right from the start of the
game it was end to end action.
The Lancers were in foul trouble
early with some questionable

This Week in

*

calls, but they were able to keep
their composure and lead at the
half 38-33.
It was all Lancers in the second half overpowering the Warriors in all facets of the game. An
awesome full court pass and a
slam dunk by Chet Wydrzynski
was just the icing on the cake.
The game ended at a healthy
score of 73-53 for the Lancers.
LeadingscorerWydrzynski
posted 20 points and eight rebounds, Geoff Stead scored 15
points and fought for 15 boards
of his own, and Matt McMillian
did what he usually does consistently each game adding 16
points of his own for the Lancers. All five starters played a good
game and the young bench contributed significant minutes in
the victory.

Lancers Athletics:
JWINDSOR

WED. JAN. 29th: DON'T MISS THE LAST
LANCER VOLLEYBALL GAME OF THE SEASON!!
Lancers vs Wilfricl Laurier Golden Hawks
@ St. Denis Centre
6pm: Women's Game
8pm: Men's Game
Spirit Cup Event: "Residence Banner Night"
...- - - • • SAT. FEB. 1st:

3:30pm: Women's Hockey vs. Queen's
@South Windsor Arena
7:30pm: Men's Hockey vs. Western
@ Adie Knox Arena

SUN. FEB. 2nd:
3:30: Women's Hockey vs. Queen's
@ South Windsor Arena

MALE
Dan Ceman
Lancer Hockey
Dan, a Human Kinetics graduate presently attenuing the Faculty of Education, had a tremendous weekend as he scored four
goals and added five assists as
the Lancers swept a pair of games
from Brock and Ryerson to
move into a second place tie with
the Western Mustangs in the Far
West Division. Ceman had recorded a hat trick and four assists in the 14-9 victory over
Brock and is currently third in
the OUAA scoring race with 42
total points, just one behind
teammate, Boyko.

WWF
adds another title
By P.J. Somers
This past week was a banner
week for anyone who likes wrestling as the WWF and WCW
combined to present a total of
11 hours of live action on cable
and pay-per-view. It looks like
wrestling is re-capturing the
popularity it achieved during the
sad days of Hulk Hogan's Rock
N' Wrestling.
In surprising news from
the WWF, it appears that for the
first time in almost 10 years, a
fourth title will be added to the
championship ranks. The
WWF's European Title tourname o t will take place on an
upcoming tour of Europe and
will include Bret and Owen
Hart, Hunter Hearst Helmsley,
Bob Holly, Steve Austin, Marc
Mero, Mankind and the British
Bulldog.
In contrast, the WCW has
gone through many different titles in that time period; Western
States Heritage title, Light-

weight, Television, etc., etc. All
of which has lead to a saturation in talent levels, and an insult would only add an additionaJ
championship if they thought it
would contribute to fan enioyment. It will.

Ring Ramblings
Randy Savage made his reappearance in WCW, and will
join Sting's Army...Harlem Heat
are in contract negotiations with
both major federations ... S1d will
most likely return to his successful agriculture business and see
less in-ring action ... The WWF
presents the Toronto Triple
Threat at Skydome on January
31, Barenaked Ladies are singing the national anthem.
TriviaWho was the first WWF Intercontinental champion?
Last weeks answer was "Snake
Eyes". Send answer and comments to netmedia@mnsi.net.

BASKETBALL RESULTS
Jan. 18
64
Guclph
72 Western
Laurier
87 Brock
65
McMaster 83 WINDSOR 82
64
Carleton 87 Laval
74
78
Lakchcad
Waterloo
61
Bishop's
83 Ottawa
79 Ryerson
65
McGill
77 Concordia
59
Yorlc
Jan.19
67
Lauren.

Jan. 16
York
Jan. 17
Toronto

Far West GP W L T F A TP
Ryerson

3

Queen's
Brock
(15-6, 16-17, 15-2, 15-11)
Jan. 18
Lauren.
Toronto
3
York
Queen's
3
Jan. 19
Lauren.
Ryerson
3
3

2
Waterloo 15 13
WINDSOR 16 8
15 8
Western
17 3
Laurier

1

W1NDSOR3

695 658
742 601
757 624
587 644
688 728
658 679
622 711

Laurenti
Yorlc
Toronto
Carleton
Ryerson
Ottawa
Queen's

16
16
14
8
8
6
4

WestD

4

GueJph
Waterl
McMast
Laurier
Western
Lakehead
Brock

2
2
2

1
0
0

1 216 210
1 161 142
1 162 152
1 141 146
2 134 154
2 134 167

VOLLEYBALL RESULTS
Jan. 15
McMaster 3
Guelph
Laurier
3
Western 1

4
2
2
2
0
0

Eaat Div. MP MW ML GW GL TP

Toronto
Queen's
Tork
Ryerson
Laurentian

8
10
7
8
9

8
6
4
3
0

0
4
3
5
9

24
20
15
13
5

3
14
14
19
27

77 36 26
81 71 18
68 55 16
39 69 8

HOCKEY SCORING LEADERS

0
0

VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS
DINGS
F A TP

BAS

2 0
6 2
7 0
122

16
12
8
6
0

1. Pierre Gendron
McGill 18 16 30 ~
2. BRANDON BOYKO
WINDSOR 16 21 22 43
3. DAN CEMAN
WINDSOR 16 16 26 42
4. Kdly Nobes
McGill 18 14 24 38

TRACK AND FIELD
Fri. Jan. 18, Sat. Jan. 19

@ Can-Am Classis
Weet Div. MP MW ML GW GL TP

McMaster 7
Laurier
7
Western
7
WINDSOR 7
Waterloo
6
Gudph
7
7
Brock

6
6
5
3
2
2
0

19
19
18
11
6
8
3

1
2

4
4
5
7

5 12
6 12
8 10
14 6
12 4
18 4
21 0

HOCKEY STANDINGS
Mid West GP W L T P A TP
Lauren.
York
Brock
Ryerson

16
15
16
16

8
7
6
3

8 0 70 61 16
7 1 59 54 15
10 0 60 74 12
13041816

(I) Lttt1e CaesarsLOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

Gold Medals (11)
Paul Kuranstin-Mills
60m
Mike Nolan
60m Hurdles
Drew MacAulay
1500m
Mike Nolan
Pole Vault
Mike Nolan
Shot Put
James Dawes
Long Jump
D.MacAulay,G.Hafez,
S.Ryao,R.Ttenhaile
4 x 800 Relay

6.93s
8.27s
3:58.38s
4.87m
14.93m
6.94m

•- - - I
I

600m

2.85m

BASKETBALL RESULTS - EAST

Jan. 17
Bishop's
Laval
McGill
Lauren.
Concord.
Jan. 18
Laval
Bishop's
McGill
Concord.
Jan. 19
Lauren.

61
62
87
72

Carleton
Ottawa
York
Toronto

49
54
62
71(011)

50
44
61

48
52
57

-WEST
Jan. 15
McMaster
Western
Jan. 17
Lakehead 7
Jan. 18
Brock
McMaster
Lakehead
Western

57
53
52

40
69

BASKE

41.21s
1:39.0s

Toronto
Lauren.
York
Ryerson
Ottawa
Queen's
Carleton

7

6
6
3
I
I

2
2
3
6
7
8

697
555
595
532
485
559
331

572
483
536
561
558
633
588

14
12
12
6
2
2
0

SPRING

MED1UM

2
s11!!

PIZZAS

with cheese and 1 topping

I

1(800)305-1845 X228
Lisa M. Hassen
100% Guarantee Prices! Call for More Information/

'l,h~"

-.-r
- -~
~· (l)IJttJ.e
I

Julie Lisle
Pole Vault

1:21.4s

Marcia Rodney
300m
Deborah Springer
600m

7:47.51s

(l)IJlde~

I

Tracy Higgs
8.91s
60m Hurdles
Stephanie Gouin
5.60m
LongJump
Jenna Goddard
12.14m
Triple Jump
S.Gouin,T.Higgs,
A.Uhden,M.Rodney
1:44.21s
4 x 200m Relay
Silver Medals (9)
Omar Hafez
3:58.55s
1500m
Pat Childethose
2.0lm
High Jump
Matt Codrington
Shot Put
14.80m
P.Kuranstin-Mills,M.Nolan,
S.Hoggett,K.Shultz
4 x 200m Relay
1:31.56s
T.Kloppenburg,M.Beamish
MMcOeary,D.Cunningham
7:47.51s
4 x 800m Relay
Dana Cunningham
1000m
2:56.32s
Darlene Davis
1.67m
High Jump
Jenna Goddard
Triple Jump
11.65m
Suzanne Gavine
Shot Put
12.37m
Bronze Medals (4)
Sean Ryan

1

LARGE
PIZZA

with cheese and 1 topping

"l)+t ,,

~

faO/\fZ>.,A~ /\hulat
Free Pool Table (all ni ht upstairs) 1
<""[:.U~L>.,A/# /Vzq/,~
LADIES NIGHT $2 cover for men
Ladies in for free. *chea beer!

'7,+i,U'Jc-S7>,Aij-/Viqlat
Cheap Beer Night (come early!)
~'Jc,LJ1>,Aij-/S,A'7,U'Jc,7>,Aij-~l(J/,l
Live Bands/Acoustic
All you f~~'::I'tt;1till
(with meat sauce)

Closest Location to the University
1930 Tecumseh Road West@Bridge

2S63161
•

W~t 111utniuinn i!;nuse
11lrstaurnttf & waurm

6pm)$4.95
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music

----·-

Top Lin,,·: Conductor Susan Haig, and composer Dr. Paul ~!clntyrc of U of W's School
of Music., bow after an opemng night performance.
Top RIGHT: "The Creative Process" was a panel d1scuss1on featuring Harry Somers and
Jeffrey Ryan. Somers speaks, while Professor Susan Ann Gold, Chris McNamara, and
Jeffrey Ryan arc also pictured.
Lm: Composer Jeffrey Ryan talks with composer Harry Somers, opcnmg night.

Mmou: Mihoko Hurton, after a stirring performance on flute, last Tucsd:1y.
RIGHT: The University of Windsor Chamber Choir and conductor Richard Householder,
during last Tuesday's performance of Somers' Gltm'a. Heather Slater reviews the fcsuval,
in the next issue of IAnce.

Photos: Dav,d KJJight

Millennium has arrived
~ Mary Schisler
" I see what the killer sees. It's
my gift; it's my curse," says Frank
Black [Lance Henriksen) in the
new series, Mille1111i1101.
Such words set the tone ,
and_ the stage of the new
series for the
Viewing audience.
Chns Carter,
executive producer
of The X-hles, has
created another big hit
With M1Ue1111iu01. It 1s a
show which some
critJcs have called the
most graphically v10lent
drama on network television.
As a retired FBI agent,
Black's special talent for 'profil
tng' bnngs him into the sphere

of the Millennium Group,
a secret society determined to
apprehend serial killers. Working with the Seattle police, he is
called in on brutal and horrendous murders to
provide insight
into the killer's
motivation and
~ predict
probable future actions.
I le also draws
on his vast invcs
tigative experience
with the FBI, \\•hich has
sensitized him to human
suffering and pain. This 1s revealed with subtle intensity by
Henriksen.

i

Controversy surrounds the
series because of disturbmg,
grisly flashbacks which have
caused an outcry from an Increasing number of telc,·ision
viewers: sponsors are nervous.
Carter has been quick to defend
his premise, saying that M1/lm1111101 is as much about hope as It
is about evil. "This is an uncovering, a d1scover1ng and :i nis
closure of the human condition," s:ud Carter m JY Gmdc
(10.19-25.96).
As fascinating as A11/k111i1111
is, it remains to be seen 1f it has
as much staying power as Caner's mon: famous creation, The

X-Files.

Winter drifts in.

Photo by Darid K1111,ht

Battle of the Bands
By Lance Arts Staff
In two weeks of competition 27
-l.,ands from the Wtndsor and
Essex County area played at local venues: The Tcradactyl
Lounge, The Spotted Dog, Tl;e
Coach, Bun's and Court Jester's
in the Battle of the Bands.
TJII~ SCARhCROWS,
Th!\l INDIANS, ZARA
SL TRA, SI·WING WITH
'\; \NC\, IMODIUM, APO~

1 ROP 11 • Cl I.TIC CROSS,
FROM
II \ITJ(, INDI( A
STRAl'\i, TADPOI h, M \
JORIT\ RCLhS, BIG D,\DD\
'\' \ '\:D TI lh Ml RVJ .S, n I
\X O~KAVISIO!\l wilt compct
m the semi mats Saturday, Feb
1
I :"vf K
/I JI u

time after 11 p.m. A dance party
will follow fc:11u1ing the musical stylmgs of DJ Pat Petro.
The coorchnator of the
event, Sue Morin said, "Tlus is
a great opportunny to expencncc
many local bands in one cv-.nt ."
This is 1hc first attempt at
an annual eYent of this magnitude for Mac.Kenzie I Jail Monn
hf">pcc. the event will be e\ en big
ger and bette1 nex1 ) car
"This 1s •re.ll wa\ to pro
m >tc I >cal t c t and t > gne
b,rnds
espu1al v r wl}
1ormccl l>ands
expo ure"
\faK,-1

fJ

i,

CtJI
r II.

2

INSTANT CASH BACK _,_..,~..,J-.vide,nce-Jrom ~e11ce
APPLY

Now

TARA MACLEAN

FOR YOUR 1996 TAX REFUND
DON'T WA.IT FOR YOU TUITION CERTIFICATE

COME ANO SEE US AT THE CAW STUDENT CENTRE

By David Knight

IN THE USED BOOK STORE
STARTING FEBRUARY 3RD MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10AM TO 4 PM

F~

~t/f)

After being the opening act for
TOM COCBRANE's recent
acoustic
tour,
TARA
MACLEAN has been playing
cafcs in Toronto, to continue
supporting her recent Nettwerk
release Silence.
"You can look in their eyes

fJS Student 'lax Services

I S4 1 TECUMSltH ROAD EAST :,US8-2833

Lena phOtO St UdIOS
•

I

l

1697 Wyandotte St. w. 256-6747

1Hour Photo Finishing:=~~~~~: ~~:~:i:~~::;~;'. : ;h! ~~i~ ~:k;
s~e"n;J S~t

GRADUATION

"6 7),alnts 7-'Jc-~~

& INDIVIDUAL

16 Wallets
44X5

1

2 5X7
1:ax10

She said she particularly

~~;~~/;~::~~~;;;~~~)

PACKAGES

$49 • 99

because of the supportive airplay she received on The River.
- - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -- ---, There had been those in the au-

' <g>"~_• .;

(?.J. r , 1/1 '. c- /
c) ~ V c.Y

f,

dience who came to the show
specifically to sec her. She found
this to be humbling and inspiring, as a new performer opening for an established artist.
As a songwriter, she is
most proud of her songs That~
Mt and Let Her Feel The Rain,
included on Lit From Within,
a compilation album to benefit

\
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13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735. . 11 71
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BE:s,

I

p erformed his ballad A ll The
King s Men. All that morning she
said, it was all she could look
forward to. She has since become friends of his family, and
they talk often about books and
inspiration.
As far as comparisons to
SARAH MCLACHLAN are
concerned, she knew there
would be. There's certainly no
rivalry between them: during
TARA MACLEAN's first photo
shoot, SARAH MCLACHLAl\
did her make-up and was very
supportive.
The next video project for
TARA MACLEAN will be Evidence from Silence. "It's a heavy
topic" she says, and "I want to
be careful." The song deals with
child abuse, but she says the
video won't be exploitive or
overly graphic; and will show an
"abstract, more complex view,
of how everything's that beautiful when you're young is taken
from you."

Beavis And Butt-head
DAYTONA BEACH Do... oka,,?

©m~~((;1)

Pr:z:zA

~
WoRLo
Live Rock Bands

1'" PH

Rape Crisis Centres. After her
Windsor performance, she said
a girl came up to her to say that
her songs and that compilation
gave her a start.
"Sometimes it blows me
away when I get flowers and letters."
She had finished that show
with an acapclla version of Silence.
"Acapella performances
need to be seen. They don't
translate well to an album, but
usually work as a finale."
Pretry, one of the songs
from the recent performance
hasn't been recorded yet. The
song about running into an exboyfriend with his new girlfriend, may appear on the next
album.
"I get to be a Scorpio in
that song. Scorpios can be very
cunning and hurtful with words.
I cao do that."
During the Windsor show,
she and TOM COCHRANE

IN 'HE:

·~fe..,Ou,lity Buchfront hotel for:

ii!:t=719FROl,I
r
f, ;
ewnla and

waya

tOn sit f~ timulaff

Fri. Jan 31 Less Than Useful
Sat. Feb 1 King Kool Flipped
-- . , Less Than Useful
O:f~u

Pnf:.T.!t'o'f.~f3~
SOLD OUT LAST YEAR!
BOOK NOW/I

ROB 256-3361

t ~

IN F0-1-8 00-5 9 9 ·5808
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Special Oller TII JANUARY 31 St

STUDENTS•••
NEED ANOTHER BREAK??
Come to SEARS and SAVE!

k
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All Regular-Priced

All Regular-Priced

WOMEN'S
JEANS
Levi's®, Ikeda®, Santana®,Manager

MEN'S
JEANS

By Matthew Kidd
The story goes something like
this. After discovering that their
television has been stolen,
Beavis and Butt-I lead embark
on a quest to find it. They come
across a wanted fclon named
Muddy. I le assumes these two
are the hiunen he's hired. Muddy
sends them to "do" his ex-wife
while Beavis and Butthead assumed "do" meant sexually.
Off to Vegas they went in order
to attain their greatest desire: to
"get laid."
As a Beavis and Butthead
fan I find there was a major
problem with th1s picture: there
was a lack of originality in the
humour.
Other than the Shaft intro
and the WHITE ZOMBIE
dream sequence, this movie
wasn't all that exciung. As the
movie progresses, Beavis and

Butthcad begin to look like supporting characters, and more
focus is on the other characters
whose voice was provided by the
likes of Eric Bogosian, Robert
Stack, and Demi Moore.
I think the only reason
Mike Judge made this movtc was
to try to attract some new fans
for the duo. In the process he
has disappointed older fans of
the show. Next time they make
a movic, they should include
more of the supporting cast
from the show, focus more on
the stars instead of the secondary characters and - for the love
of God - make it funny for the
old fans!

20% OFF COUPON 20% OFF COUPON

Hollywood, Peace by Piece

';14

Coupon Expires Friday, Feb. 28, 1997
Limit 1 coupon per purchase

SEARS CANADA INC.

Devonshire Mall, Windsor only

Levi's® & Ikeda®
Coupon Expires Friday, Feb. 28, 1997
Limit 1 coupon per purchase

SEARS CANADA INC.

Devonshire Mall. Windsor only

20% OFF COUPON 20% OFF COUPON
All Regular-Priced

BAUER@& CCM@
IN-LINE SKATES
FREE SPIRIT@ BIKES
Coupo n Expires Friday. Feb. 28. 1997
L1mll I coupon per purchase

SEARS CANADA INC.
Devonshire Mall. Windsor only

All Regular-Priced

SUNGIASSES
Coupon Expires Frida), Feb. 28, 1997
L1m1t I coupon per purchast:

SEARS CANADA INC.
Devonshire Mall. Windsor only

DJ LIAM FAT THURSDAY

BARELY LEGAL
FRIDAY JAN 31

SAWNEY BEANE
THE PUMONS
,_ _ _ _ _ SATURDAY FEB

DAYTONA

GHOTI

A TIMEtlOMB WITHIN

By Lindsey Woodgate

obviously shows that I have had on my activities. I was unable to parI also want to create awareness.
heart surgery, but on a day-to-day ticipate in gym class, school sports,
People all over the world suffer
Everyone knows that they only
basis you don't usually sec the six
have so much time here on earth. others. I don't hide them on pur- or any strenuous activities through- from Marfan's Syndrome, many to a
Our internal clock begins ticking pose. Unless I walked around naked out high school. I could no longer more disabling or deadlier degree
away quite rapidly once we have you would not be able to sec them. pursue the gymnastics that I loved. than myself. Yet, it is not that well
covered in the media. When I was
completed the growing process. It is These scars are precious to me. And, it doesn't end there.
offered an opportunity to give it
very much like a time bomb waiting They serve to remind me that I am How do you cope?
some exposure, I enthusiastically
to explode.
alive.
This disease affects almost every took it.
Unfortunately, the fuse on the
They have also come to represent moment of my life. From going to
And finally, I want people to be
time bomb within my body was lit to me the concept that none of us the dentist, to keeping up in school,
able
to recognize the symptoms in
the day I was conceived. Whereas are perfect. For those times when to sometimes even just having the
most are not reminded of the grim my personal arrogance or ego take energy to get out of bed in the their children so that they can seek
treatment as soon as possible. Early
fact of impending death daily, I am. charge, if you know what I mean.
morning. Also questions of future
diagnosis
is vital. Steps can be taken
The scars on my body are impossible
At 12 years of age, I had metal heart surgery, child bearing, and life to prevent the deterioration of the
to ignore, but oddly enough have rods fused to my spine to stop its de- expectancy are everyday issues I
body and to some degree; diffuse
also given me a very liberating gift.
must deal with.
the bomb.
How did it start?
In Canada, we are fortuI was born and spent my
nate to have the Canadian
early childhood in England.
Marfan Association. Much
At eight years of age I was
of the medical information
I
diagnosed with a genetic
in this article came from
condition called Marfan's
one of their pamphlets.
Syndrome. The English
They do their best to supmedical system didn't know
port Marfan suffercrs and
what the hell to do with me.
promote research to halt
I was sent to hospital after
this illness.
hospital. Because they were
Marfan's Syndrome is heonly familiar with treating
reditary, therefore, if I am
adults, I was really receivable to bear children there
ing no treatment at all.
is a 50/50 chance that they
My family's decision to
will inherit the condition.
But, what makes this dismove to Canada was a difease complicated is that it
ficult one since my medical
can happen during concepcondition could prevent me
tion even if neither sperm nor egg is
from being approved for emigration.
carrying
the Marfan chromosome.
Fortunately things went our way and
Then it is simply a genetic mutation
within months after our arrival at
at the time of conception with no
TorOlltu lnternationaJ :Airport I was
at Toronto's Sick Children's Hospi~
- ~~-~
family history of the illness. Neither
of my parents have Marfan's Syntal. There I underwent treatment by
drome.
a team of specialists who had dealt tcrioration. These arc called HarThere is pain as well, but I have
with Marfan's Syndrome before. My rington rods. They have contributed grown accustomed to it. Sure all of
»'hat about tomo"ow?
parents' decision to move to this greatly to my excellent posture, this at times has been cmotionalty
With careful medical management
country probably saved my life.
mainly because the mid-section of taxing. I have had my ups and my prognosis has greatly improved
my spine does not bend.
downs, but the main idea I want to since the diagnosis in England, perWhat is Ma,fan Syndrome?
At thirteen I had open heart sur- extend to you through this article is haps even lengthened my life. I have
Marfan's Syndrome is a serious
gery to repair my mitrial valve and what a positive experience and life discovered through this experience
genetic disorder of the connective
to prevent it from leaking any fur- lesson all this has been.
that whatever life deals you, you
tissues, those tissues that "glue" the
ther. The surgeons placed a small
I
would not be the individual I am MUST make the best of it. You only
body together. It was named after ring around the valve and it has
today if I did not have Marfan 's Syn- get one chance. Do not let it defeat
Dr. Antoine Marfan who first depumped away quite reliably with few drome. This may be hard to you before you have begun to fight.
scribed the syndrome back in 1896.
complaints ever since.
understand, but I wouldn't change it
I adopted this philosophy when I
The connective tissue of the heart,
My eye condition has always been for any reason. It has shaped my life, was 14, and as every day passes I belungs, eyes and skeletal system can
the most frustrating hindrance. as all of our personal experiences lieve in it more and more I have to.
stretch and weaken leading to someUpon opening my eyes in the morn- do, to make me stronger, more com- That was the year I had a cardiac artimes deadly consequences.
ing what I see is c.omparable to what passionate and excited about life. I rest. It's now 10 years later, and I'm
I am a unique case because I pos- you might see when looking into a
try now to live each day to the full- still here in a big way!
sess almost all of the most common very steamed up mirror. Obviously est,
approaching my work and play
medical characteristics of this
How can we learn more?
that is not much and I cannot leave with the same energy and passion.
chronic illness.
For more information about Marthe house or really do anything withMarfan's Syndrome may have
Cardiovascular:
out my contact lenses and glasses damaged my body, but it has en- fan Syndrome please contact:
• the aorta can stretch to the point at the same time! This is what allows
The C,anadian Marfan Association
hanced my mind and spirit.
of rupture.
Central Plaza postal outlet
me
to
walk
around
in
a
seemingly
What
concerns
me
the
most
is
• heart valves can leak
128 Queen St. S., PO Box 42257
• lungs are prone to sudden col- normal fashion, although I am regis- making the general public aware of
MISSISSAUGA,
ON
tered as legally blind. I cannot drive this illness. The condition is somelapse.
LlM4ZO
a car, sec overheads, read signs, or times difficult to diagnose since the
Musculoskeletal:
Tel.
(905) 826-3223
even
sec
people
sometimes.
My
eyes
number
and
se?crity
of
charac• curvature of the spine (scoliosis).
fax
(905)
826-2125.
focus very slowly and it is quite an teristics vary from one individual to
• loose jointedness.
• abnormally shaped chest (pcctus cffort for them to do so. Therefore I another. Most affcctcd people will
cxcavatum).
find myself suffering from severe eye not show all the possible signs and
• disproportionately long limbs.
fatigue. (It just looks like I've been complications of Marfan's Syn• high arched palate.
doing a lot of bad drugs!)
drome. Therefore, it is very easy and
• long fingers and toes.
l have had one more major sur- quite common for an individual to
Eyes:
gery to correct my pcctus cxcavatum not know that they have it until after
• s~verc nearsightcdness.
(mis-shapcn sternum) and that now it is too late for preventative medi• dislocation of the lens.
looks normal. As well a~ a few minor cine to be effective.
' retinal detachment.
surgeries, I have seen enough of the
inside of a hospital for the rest of my Jfhy are you doing this?
What is it like?
As 1 hope you can tell I am defiTo those of you that know me all life.
nitely
not writing this piece for
These surgeries and my eye condithis may come as a rather large sursympathy.
I find it exciting to be able
prise. The scar on my chest tion have certainly put restrictions
share my story without being judged.
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'When I grow up ... '

Students and walkouts

Tales of a former "A" student

Support for the teachers or
just an excuse for a spare

By Ron Giofu
By now, most of you know
what you'd like to do with your
lives. Be careful, when you finally graduate, some of you
might just face situations you
didn't bargain for.
Take me, for instance I
was a big shot in June of 1995.
Graduated with my journalism
diploma from St. Clair College
at the top of my class to boot.
Now I had to join the real
world.
After lying around the
house for a while, the ol' parental unit decided I should get
a job. Hmmm, not a bad idea.
I had just said no to a job
at a place I had interned
in school because somehow it seemed like the
right thing to do.
So I freelanced for
a while but that dried up.
Then, the house I was
living in was sold, and
I was tossed
on my ass.
My diploma
which had
been col1e c ting
dust was
put into a
box with
all my
o t h e r stuff, and off I went.
But where was I to go?
After gctung set up in my current apartment, I got a surprise
call. The paper I had interned
with called and asked me 10
come bv for a meeting. Sure, I
had stopped JO 10 say hello a
couple of \\ ccks t,uher or kiss
ass to sec 1f I cuu'd \\<asd my

laugh, it helped pay the rent.
The job sucked, driving around
so some fat guy can stuff his
face all the while giving me a
tidy 1 cent tip. But hey, this was
only temporary, right?
Embrace opportunity, ladies and gentlemen. My earlier
decline would again come back
to haunt me. Although doubts
started creeping into my skull
about my place in the journalism field, I was going to see it
through. Then, my escape
from pizza delivery was within
reach. A full-time opportunity
opened up at the paper. A
chance for redemption! Until,
after a year of being a
loyal freelancer, the job
went to someone from
out of town. As it turned
out, I didn't know of the
opening until after I had
been ruled out of it,
which must have been
right away. And my diploma is still in the box.
Justifiably upset,
I now just had
the pizza
delivery
gig, until
a month
later when delivery was cancelled because
of poor business and I was let
go.
Now, I deliver the paper
I used to write for. I'm hopmg
nobody recognizes me as I go
door-to-door. Great use of this
educatwn, eh?
The moral of this pathcuc talc ts th1c;, make sure you
arc studying c;omethmg vou
might not 1ve to wonder b > 1
r An I, a I

By Guenter H olweg
I looked out my window and
what did I see, why it's a bunch
of those high-schoolers smoking on my lawn. But wait, arc
they not supposed to be in
school learning about history or
something?
Why are they out of school
then? Is it a P.A. Day?
No not really, these students just decided to skip class
that day to show support of their
teachers. I low touching, don't
you think?
The reason for the walkout
is because the public school
board and the teachers union
couldn't reach an agreement on
a new contract. The public secondary school teachers decided
to go on a work to rule campaign
which means all extra curricular
activities have been cut out. T he
only other option for the teachers was to go on a full fledged
strike.

This means no sports or
clubs period! So we have the students fighting back saying "no
sports, no school." All this walkout proves is how irresponsible
that students are when it comes
to their education.
Seriously, bonfires in front
of a school, students smoking
pot, this isn't the 60s people.
This is an era of "if you don't
have an education you are
screwed and that's all there is to
it."
I remember a school walkout when I went to secondary
· school just a few short years ago.
I remember facing the same circumstances that these students
face now. But there is one great
difference between what happened that year and what happened this year.
We walked out, but we
were lucky. By coincidence, we
averted a work to rule campaign
by the teachers and the rest of

the year went on as usual. Of
course, I see that little was accomplished, because here we arc
again in the same situation. This
time, however, the walkout failed
and the students and teachers arc
faced with a work to rule.
Honestly, if I did not have
that legitimate spare in first pc·
riod and had a class, I would
have gone to the class. The
school boards and situations like
these arc above our control.
I have an idea, why not
have the teachers sign a multiyear deal so the students don't
have to put up with this soap
opera so often.
If our teachers arc so
thanked and cherished then treat
them justly. Don't be screwing
around with our youths' educa·
tion, after all, when all is said and
done, the onJy people who arc
going to suffer the most are the
students.

Holllophobia in the workplace
By The UWSA Lesbian Gay
and Bisexual Issues Office
As students, we do not think of
club or society offices as a
workplace, but in essence these
offices arc defined as a
workplace because as students
we work Jn these offices
(whether that be JO the form of
holdmg a mceung, plannJOg an
vent, d )In
radw how or
) t r

they most definitely do, but since
this is an article on homophobia I will deal with that.
It has become easy in our
society to scapegoat and poke
fun at other people's expense. As
students working and taking part
in these student run organiza
tJOns, we should be more
proactJ've :and progrcc;s1vc 10 our
policy b il<l1n n aking .i.nd
al (, f' t
d

less jokes, will not be tolcn1t~d
whether they are homophobic,
racist, sexist, etc.. When con·
ducting anything in our stmknt
clubs, societies and offices \\-'C
can overcome discriminauon
through inclusive language
which
allows
for the
inclusivcm:s, of cxpenencc 1nd
needs of all group mcm er
When 01gan1zmg evc111s
l lUt n

X

dtp
LXtra
h, I took a
ob dtl1Hrmg ptz.zas Don't

a

r
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The following passages arc some of the entries that were submitted for part one of the
racism awareness campaign. Students were encouraged to compose their own definition of
racism within 250 words. Entries were scored on five criteria (originality, lo!,'1C, factual content, style and overall enlightened understanding of the topic) by three faculty members
and three students. The author of the winning was awarded $100.
Racism is an extremely large and very complex topic. I think it is important to keep
in mind that there arc many types of racism, and that one of it's main ingredients is
power. The passages below vary somewhat, but overall, the majority of respondents
seem to have a decent grasp on the basic concept.
As you read the entries take some time to reflect on your own thoughts about
racism. Do any of the entries strike you as odd? Do you agree or disagree with any? Why?
Perhaps you may want to discuss the matter with some friends or fellow colleagues. The
beauty of education is the opportunity of higher learning, and the chance to question
and challenge differing view points and traditional beliefs through non -confrontational
discourse. Our diversity docs not have to be on adversity.
Thanks to everyone who participated and a special thank you to the judges:
• Dr. R. Singh
• Ms. Liz Chamberlain
• Dean \X'cstmoreland-Traorc

• Llgaya Byrch
• Negar Hashemi

There will be a part two of the essay contest on racism.
$100 for the best solution for the prevention and elimination of racism. There is a 500
word limit with a scoring criteria: originality, feasibility, practicality, potency, logic and style.
For more information contact Roger D. Shallow, Anti-Racism Coordinator. The counter-racism unit meets weekly on Thursday at 6 p.m. in the UWSA office. All are welcome.

It
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By Sean lyan
Racism assess all evil qualities. It is a fear of the unknown and a narrowWI
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heritage and culture. We as a society must respect ourselves so that we can
•teach our children to respect the one race we need to care about: The I luman Race.

By jNJtin F«tta_y
Racism is the belief that humans can be divided into races.
People that believe in racism arc called racist. Racism is also a
form of prejudice, and is based upon the assumption that
organic, genetically tran ..n.:tted difference between human
groups.
The disagreement among scholars over the meaning of
race does not extend to its derivative racism. Racism is wides read and has caused major problems, even though no sci. ence supports racist clllns.
1

· yeat1veJSm
e

t
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t
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s
ety are different but from the social meaning attributed to
these differences by society. Individual racism is a belief by
one individual about another person's racial inferiority. Institutional racism exists when the political, economical and social institutions of a society operate to the detriment of a
specific individual or group in society because of their genetic
make up. Cultural racism is the expression of the superiority
cially defined racist culture, even that of another race.
~~~
cs not derive from the fact that races or groups of
ip society arc different, but from the social meancd to these differences by society.

~i~,·~ials for the week effective
January 26 to February 1.
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President's Choice Frozen Boxed 8's Skinless,
Boneless, Breaded Southern Crunch
Chicken Breasts 1 kg $12.99
Italpasta Pasta
Assorted varieties

89<!:

.

~-~---·-·a1m
$1 19 .
900g

~

Lipton Pasta, Potatoes
:·.i or Noodles & Sauce

·~

,

per
•
serving

39
•

Assorted Dorttos ~ 1

.
49

~

190g

..-::.:

.·

·.:

. Kraft Macaro?i
& Cheese Dmner

109-141g

$1.62

225g

~

McCain French Fries
Assorted varieties

89

,:: 1kg

From The Country Oven Bakeshop
Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Cookies or Coconut Macaroons
450g
P.C. extra White Ultra

~~ndry Detergent

$6, 99

In-Store Photo Lab
1 HR $ 4.59
Next Day $3.99
Roll of 24
35 mm film

$2.59
199 fb

39 <!:lb

Snow White ~
Mushrooms ~ ·

$24.99 (boxed) Dozen

:lrom !he

Del Monte
Bananas

~

:Roses
Delivery Available and F.T.D.

For Valentines Day
Order Now
972-0648

FREE BU8 SERVICE AVAILABLE
CATCH A BU8 FROM HURON/TECUMSEH,
ELECTA,MAC,LAURIER,OR CLARK HALLS
AT 6PM (ask your R.A. for details).
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Womyn's Centre
comments on
•
recent campaign
By Shonalee King
Since the beginrung of this semcster the Womyn's Centre. ~as
embarked on a full Oedgcd campaign to alter the negauve vtews
1owards the organization.
According to Melanie
Bynoc, the centre's Issues Coordinator, the main purpose of the
"Dispelling The Myth Campaign" was to rid the image of
the centre as being a group of
bra-burnmg, male-hating f emales. Bynoe concluded that "if
we could
disp e I
some of
the myths

:~;rou~:~

ask questtons and view the educauonal materials there. A dispJa} was put up on the main
floor of the student centre which
featured information on the various definitions of feminism.
Flyer's have also been postl:d
around campus in an attempt to
further clarify what the Womyn's
Centre is about.
When asked how successfol she fclt that the campaign
was, Bynoe expressed delight in
the success of the group's effort.

"Ifwecoulddis,w·-1 someof
,y-.
th.e myths $urrounding th.e
Womyn~ Centre,
people wouldn't see it as'

"People
arc actually
seetng the
Womyn's
;~::r~t ~~~

Womyn's.
l'/Jn;IIJ~:'
ally is."
Centre, people wouldn't see the The future of the centre is of
1t as threatening."
greatest concern now that this
Among the many miscon- campaign has concluded. The
prions sunounding the centre organtzat10n is lioping to ciraft
IS the notion that it is a lesbiana constitution so that its purpose
only association and serves of
advocating
mainly to "recruit" young women's issues as well as eduwomen, or a more popular be- eating the student body remains
ticf that one has to be a feminist constant throughout the corning
morder to participate at the cen- years.
tre.
Now that the campaign
On the contrary, the main is finished the centre "will not
purpose of the Womyn's Centre be puttmg extra effort into try1s to educate the entire campus ing to convince people that i, is
on. t~e issues factng women. It's not anti -male." They will instead
ongin at the university dates
focus on restructuring the orback to 1976 and today the cen- ganization's mandate and will
tre seeks to advocate the rights cononue 10 their quest to make
of women and to provide a safer the university a safe and fair
campus for females who com- place for womyn to receive an
prise 55 percent of 'the school's education.
population.
The group's volunteers
The campaign included meet every two weeks on the
10 open house in which students
second floor of the student cenof all genders were allowed to tre. The office is open eight
tour the centre where they could hours each week day and peer
support is also available. For
further 10formatJon contact
Melanie Bynoe orTammy Coxen
(Centre Coordinator) at 2534232 Ex. 4507.

,

IT MAY BE SNOWY but clear walkways arc here on campus.

Planned debates intended to
counteract student apathy
By Lance news staff
University of Windsor Students'
Alliance (UWSA) Chief Returning Officer Dylan Bailey has set
up two debates for students to
get to know who's running for
the execuuve positions for the
'97 /'98 term of office.
Bailey has set up Wednesday February 12 at 11 a.m. and
Monday February 17 at 11 a.m.
in the CAW Student Centre commons area as the time and place
for the debates.
Bailey said the first debate
will have the candidates for
President, Vice President Internal and Vkc President of Uni-

versity Affairs having opening
remarks and then answering
questtons from a three member
panel.
"I've seen it (a panel asking questions) before and I
thought it might be somethmg
interesting to do.
"With the panel asking
questions it will allow voters a
chance to hear some questJons
asked that possibly their interested in. Also the panel will have
differing points of view and
opinions."
Bailey said he also hopes to
get questions from the audience
at the first debate, and closing

SHOPPING for next Christmas, the ultimate in procrastination, or the best way to blow this semester's OSAP,
the booksalc in the CAW Srudcnt Centre last week was the place to be.
Photo i?.'f David B11kn11tc

remarks from the candidates.
Bailey said he expects each debate to last about one hour depending on how many candidates there arc for each petition.
Bailey said the second debate will differ from the first one
with each candidate given time
to make a short speech. He
noted that presidential candidates will get roughly five minutes each with the vice presidential candidates getting three minutes.
Bailey is also contemplating allowing each candidate to
ask a question to another candidate,
"I don't think you're going
to get a president candidate asking a vice president and que~tion. I think that would be just a
waste of time."
Bailey said then he will
have questions asked agatn by
the audience.
Bailcy's goal throughout
the debates is 10 get students 10
vote in the election.
"I'm hoping this makes
people come out and realize
there is ao election coming.
These an.: yoJr student Icade,-,
who represent you at all level of
governmen: ."
He said the debates will
also allow the students a chance
to see who the best candidate is.
"Only with knowledgeable
voters can an informed decision
be made."

MONDAY
FEBRUARY3

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY4

ACADEMIC WRITING CENTRE: Critical thinking; how to
build strong arguments from 12- 1
p.m. Critical thinking and planning
- your essay part I from 5 6:30.Phone X3405 or stopping by
478 Sunset.

AMBASSADOR LIBRARY: 1564
Huron Church rd. 253-7340.
Tuesday Travel Series @ 2 p.m.

MAIN LIBRARY: 850 Ouelette
ave. Join us for Toddler time at
10:30 am, age 2 with caregiver.
RIVERSIDE LIBRARY: Artist
showcase. Happening all month.
SEMINOLE LIBRARY: La
Troupe Pyjama / The Pyjama Gang Les Lundis - Monday evenings from
7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Ages 4 - 7.
Session 1 runs until Feb. 28. Please
pre-register.
WINDSOR'S COMMUNITY
MUSEUM: Hands on History room.
On-going during museum hours.
LEDDY LIBRARY: Check out
the winter schedule!!!! Mon. Thurs. 8 - 11, Fri. 8 - 9, Sat. &
Sun. noon - 10. The exceptions
to the rule - Saturdays and
Sundays April 12, 13, 19, 20.
Closed Good Friday.
LOCAL YOUTH NETWORK
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES: requires volunteers to
assist with activities and
programs offered through the
agency. For more info. contact
Martha Elliot at 252-1257.
U ofW "1900: PARIS
WORLD'S FARE": An
evening of authentic
French cuisine, wine, and
entertainment on Saturday , March
22, 1997. Tickets available
begiMing today until March 14.
They are $50 ($20 for students).
Call 253-4232 X3508, Mon. Thurs. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

NIKOLA BUDIMIR MEMORIAL LIBRARY: 1310 Grand
Marais rd W. 969-5880 - 'IWO
TALES @ 10:30 a.m. Stories for
children 2 years old accompanied by
a caregiver. Please pre-register.
REMINGTON PARK LIBRARY:
2710 Lillian sl. 966-3441 - TODDLER STORYTIME - children ages
3-5, @ 2:30 p.m. Please register.

U of W SCHOOL OF MUSIC:
presents a DiMer Cabaret "Food
& Love". $30.00 covers dinner,
concert all taxes and gratuities.
Reservations must be made by this
evening. Phone 948-5545 or fax
948-7704. For further information
contact Hugh Leal at 253-4232
X2799.
ACADEMIC WRITNG
CENTRE: Planning your essay
from ideas to outline noon - 10pm.
PlaMing (part 2) and writing your
essay ; paragraphing 5 p.m.6:30p.m.
CAMPUS GROUP AA: closed
meeting 12 - 2. CAW Student
Centre. Conference rm. #I. Contact
Lily for more info. - 258-5698.

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARYS
ACADEMIC WRITING
CENTRE: 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. Writing
your essay. Developing paragraphs
and support. 5 - 6:30 pm Revising
and editing: improving your style.

ACADEMIC WRITING
CENTRE: 12 - I Revising and
Editing Improving your style. 5 p.m.
- 6:30 p.m. Bibliography and
documentation.

FRIDAY
FEBRUARY7
WINDSOR BENEFIT
PRODUCTIONS: 'That's Entertainment!" Cleary auditorium. $10.
For more info Kimerica Ottogalli;
(519)948-7739.ACADEMIC
WRITING
CENTRE: 12- 1 Bibliography and
documentation.
HUMANITIES RESEARCH
GROUP: "Food sex and gender".
Oak room of Vanier
Hall - 8:00pm.For
more info 253-4232
X3508.

*

THE BOOKROOM
AT THE
COURT: Dr.
Odida Quamina author. Giving lecture
at the U of W - "Colour &
Citizenship: Societal Quest
for Equity." 12:30 Mini
Moot Court.
IONASCM:
Study Series "Genesis and
Justice" 5p.m. Iona College.
For more Info; David 973-7039.

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY6
CAMPUS GROUP AA: Closed
meeting noon - 2. CAW student
Centre conference m1 #1. Contact
Lily for more info: 258-5698.
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SWAP makes traveling feasible for students

~ Jeff Sanford

For those who arc thinking of
travell· ng while in
. school the
.
uest.ion of cost 1s always a big
q
one. Usually summers are refj
ved
for
a
steady
job
to
reser
h
. Inance oneself for t e coming
school year.
Those who would like to
vcl often have to delay their
tra ns due to pract 1ca
. 1 fimano·a1
1
r:n~erns. An alternate possibil. is to combine both work and
1ty
b' . th
travel. By corn ~rung ese ~ecessities you wtll work while
overseas to offset some of the
costs of the trip.
If this option sounds enticing, it is easier than you might
think to bring about. The Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) has a program called the,

"Students Working Abroad Program" (SWAP) designed to assist students in undertaking just
such an adventure.
This program works as a
gatcW!y to help students acquire
employment in other countries
for supplementing their income
while traveling. By taking care of
the necessary working papers,
and providing such things as
hosting services, the SWAP program makes acquiring employment opportunities in other
countries much easier.
Jobs that have been landed
by students involved with this
program are often typical low
end service industry type jobs
such as restaurant work or farm
work. If you are looking for a
career advancement type of job

one would be better served to
look elsewhere as this is not the
purpose of the SWAP program,
(although the experience of
adapting and becoming familiar
with a foreign country can look
good on a resume).
The purpose of this program is to make possible an
extended journey into another
culture by allowing the individual to live and work as a
member of a foreign community. It is from this immersion
into the culture that the individual will travel and explore as
they wish, backed by the stability of having a job in that country.
Of course there is a registration fee, this can range from
$250-$400 depending on what

Test-Driving Departments
By Kari Gignac
Friday,January 31 marked
the first of many Showcase Days
plwncd at th~ uni.vcr~ity. .
The univcrslly invited high
school students who have applied to the business admimstra~on and human kinetics progr.um, as well as their parents,
guidance counselors and teachers to come and meet professors
and ~tuden1s presently enrolled
Ill these specific departments.
In the mornmg the high
chool students had the chance
o ask the professors and unimsny studcnts questions about
the faculties' programs, includ-

ing co-op and other services.
After lunch the students attended an Info Fair in the CAW
Student Centre. Universiry students told the young people
about campus recreation and
residence life. They also were
given a tour of the campus and
the residences.
The Showcase Days,
which will continue through the
semester, were meant to draw
local students to the campus, but
have attrnctcd people from out
of town as well. Students from
as far as Mississauga, Toronto
and Ohio arc expected to a11end
some of the datc.:s.

"You wouldn't buy a car
without test-driving it, would
you?" asked Christine Natress
of Liaison and Applicant Services. "We're giving high-school
students the opportunity to 'testdrive' university, especially the
departments they've applied to."
More Showcase Days arc
approaching. On February 21
and March 14, the Ans, Business
and Social Science departments
will be able to '>how off their
advantages and the Fnginecrtng,
Kinesiology and Science departments get their chance on March
13 and April 18.

country the person is travcling
to. An orientation seminar will
be held to acquaint you with the
country you will be working.
This orientation seminar
will cover all necessary aspects
such as setting up bank accounts
and acquainting the individual
with local customs. SWAP wilJ
also cover the cost of two nights
accommodation when you first
arrive as well as providing some
employer contacts to help with
the job search. Availability of
employment and pay rates will
vary according to which country one is traveling to. The

SWAP program now operat cs in
twelve different countries
around the world, :-o if you're
planning on travcling, contact
them to sec if you may be able
to incorporate the benefits of
this program into your own
travel plans.
The program is administered by Travel Cuts/Voyages
Campus, a subsidiary of the
Canadian Federation of Students.
Con/act the Travel Cuts office and
t1.Jk lo speak lo the SWAP rpedalisl lo
arrange 011 informaliofl session ifyou are
111/eresled in u,hal this program haJ lo

of/er.

YOU CAN
ALWAYS
STUDY ON
THE PLANE.

RIGHT?
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We know what's important to you. That's why Greyhound
Air is making sure that everyone can connect with friends
and family over reading week. To top it all off, just mention "U-Read '97" when booking your flight and
receive an additional I 0% off
our already incredibly low fares.
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cottncil underoos

By Lance news staff

Things became somewhat problematic when Andreas Gekas
from the Ikllen1c Students \ssocia11on requestcd $300 in special events funding for a Valentine's Day Dance that they were
plannmg.
Questions arose when
council heard that their proposed
budget for the event would retain a surplus of $200 if they
\\·ere to receive the $300 they
were requesung.
Gekas told council that
$100 of the S200 surplus he
quoted would ha,·e been devoted
to a scholarship that the association offers.
UWSA President Fanta
Williams told him that council
could not fund the event to show
a profit, so they could only give
them $100.
Council then passed an
amended motion granting them
only Sl 00. Later in the meet mg,
Gekas told council he was rejectmg the funding.
\'Vomyn's Issues Coordinator Melanie Bynoe told council
that there arc some serious concerns about women's safety on
the U of W campus in light of
some recent events, particularly
for female students who work at
the Duty Free Store, owned in
part by the univc~ity. She also
said that there arc serious concerns regarding the safety of the
CAW Student Centre.
Vice President Internal Affairs Darren Vanccko said that
there has been some discussion
about installing security cameras
and )'ellow safety boxes in the
Student Centre, as well as ha,·ing Campus Police housed there
as well.
l.JWSA I Iuman Rights Coordinator Mike Perry told council that while these measures arc
a good idea, "they are reactive
rather
than
proactive
mcasures...we as student leaders
must object to things such as
sexist humour."
I le said that such an approach "is the pnmary compo-

l kn: arc the happenings at I he
Thursday.January 30th cxtr:wagan:t.a othcrvmc known a,; the
UWSA general council meeting.
Council heard from a
number of clubs requesting spccial events and project funding.

BLOOD
Tues.Feb.11,1997
Ambassador Auditorium, 2nd Floor
CAW Student Centre

NOON - 4:30 p.m.
Need to bring at least 1 piece of picture I.D.
Refreshments will be served after donating blood

Sponsored by: Nursing Society,
The Blood Donor Clinic and the Lance

The Cana.d ian Red Cross Society+
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Whether you are heading for Southern temperatures
or releasing stress from school ..
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women on campus."
A motion was then carried
bycouncilmandatingthecxccutivc to look into the matter.

· · q___

. . -~---------1 . . _k_________

~~~:::;

Vanccko then proposed
friendly amendment to tht·
tion for UWS,\ 10 call a sa~(
audit on tht· Student Centre~
the amended motJon wa~ Jla~scd
In other matters, Vane ko
said that Mike Perrt had as~
h1~1. abo~t the possibility of r
cc1~·1ng his honorarium earl),fi
whKh he would need couno
consent. I k noted that Per
would still ht· rc,1u1red to earn
out his 1enure as I Iuman Rig
Coorchnator, and that his filll!
rcpon would s111l haw to Ix: ac
ceptcd by council.
Perry 1old council "llu
kind of humbling to come Q
in hand to this honourable co~
cil," citing his finanaal suu31JO
as the reason for making there
quest. I le added: We're looking
for everyone to stop by the Hu
man Rights Office to chat
bring up questions or concerns
they might have."
Business represcntauvc
Mark Onda then brought
ward a mouon to "do wh
Darren just said," which subscquendy passed.
Council \l."as then
dn:sscd by Vice Prcs1dco
nance Dave 1 ripp, who g:ivc
fall semester report. He said that
the UWS:\ used books! re
posted a profit of slightly
than S35 OOO.
In response, Tripp aid
"part of the revenue I quoted
goes toward advertising cos
and that he is looking at putehasing a computcnzcd scanrung
tern for the sale.
Fanta Wtlhams also g:i
her second reporr of the \"'1
(sec article on\). 7).
Dylan Bailey presented hi
Chief Returnmg Officer's
to council. I le said th
UWSA general election 1s t be
held on February 18 and 19. On
February 18, no~ residences
dents \\ill be voting in the C~
Student Centre, while rcs1dcnct
students will be ,·otmg in their
res1dcnccs. ( )n Fcbruan I
there \\ill be 13 polling s12
across campus \l.111 be open.
For more council bnc
from the mec:ting held on Jana
ary 30, please see Issue 18
the l.a11re.

Devonshire MalJ, Windsor only
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February 4
In 1983 singer Karen Carpenicr dies of anorexia nervosa,
and in 1987 Amencan p1amst
and entertainer Liberace dies,
officially of a bram tumor, al,hough the real cause of death
is rumoured to be AIDS.

February 7
Jn 1990 The Central Committee of the Sovie1 Communist
Party votes for a package of
reforms that will end its
monopoly.

February 5
fn 1974 19 year-old heiress
Pant Hearst, granddaughter of
multi-millionaire William
Randolph Hearst, is kid napped.

In 1587 Mary
Queen of Scots
was beheaded
on the orders
of her cousin,
England's
Queen Elizabeth I. She had been found guilty
of plotting to assassinate the
queen and restore England to
Catholicism, believing that

*

February 8

February 6
Jn 1804 the discoverer of oxygen, Engli~h clergyman Joseph
Priestly, dies.

'(),~ll'T>+i''

Ilenry VIJJ's marriage to
Elizabclh's mother Anne
Boleyn was illegal.

February 9
73 m11l1on people cancelled
everything to watch four young
musicians from Liverpool
called The BeatJes appear on
the Ed Sullivan Show.

~
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Free Pool Table (all ni ht upstairs
C-ZiA. ~L>...A~ / \hg/,~
LADIES NIGHT $2 cover for men
Ladies in for free. *cheap beer!

iI

'7,+1,U'!c,:S,7),,44}- /\hql,t ~

1

February 10
In 1840 French speaking
Lower Canada and English
speak.ing Upper Canada are
reurutcd again, 50 years after their division into separate
British provinces.
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Juke Box Upstairs
with all kinds <>f music!
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When you book one of these Contiki Holidays:
THE ULTIMATt EUROPEAN
~e.iULTRA BUDGET - Camping Tour
Visit 17 European countries in 46 days!
Visit 17 European countries in 45 days!
From $86/day; includes most meals

FnJm S70/day; includt> most meals.

~£'JI ULTRA BUDGET - Camping Tour

THE EUROPEAN ADVENTIJRER
Visit 12 European countries in 27 days!

Visit 13 European countries in 35 days!
From $66/day; includes most mws.

From S!IJ/day; includes most meal1

Return airfare few Sl.99- to London Is also avallable In conjunction
with several shorter duration tours ASK US FOR DETAIU AND A FREE BROCHURff

.. .... ...•.......... ....... ... ....•......

OnaConttki tour you sprnd more time having
Os JANUAJlY 27 & 28 UWSA hosted this semester's Oub Days. Unfortunately someone forgot to invite the

l!Udcnts.

Photo by David K.J,ight
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DELIVERING
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fun, because all the details that can make travelling
Your nearest
a chore are taken care of. And now,
when you book one of the above
tours - at Travel CUTS, you qualify 660 Richmond Street
for FREE return anfare to London, London
England from Toronto, Montreal, 1-800-387-2887
Owned and operatad by the Canad1/Jfl
Ottawa or Halifax.•
Faderaaon at Student.
~ ~ '335807,

::TRAVEL CU1S

•Offer tor tun bme etudenta with vartd lntemat,onal Student 10 Card (ISIC) Tour must commence by
09 May 1997 and muet be patd ,n lull by 31 March 1997 Valid for depanurea from Toronto, Ottawa.
Monl/eal. or Halifax only. For airfares from ottwtr c,t,es check with Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus
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faculte d'education
. . Campus Windsor . .

L''admission pour sepfembre 1997 est commencee.

Avez-vous envoye vohe demande?
Exigence d'odmission:
Oetenir un diplome de boccoloureot reconnu.

Duree du programme:
Une onnee (1eplembre aovril)

Un campus dons vohe region

Renseignemenls:
161 .... nd, d'IJlf....,
Camp,, 'in!,o,

13485 clitm,n ¥iwlrt

tlosest Location to the University
1930 Tecumseh Road West @Bridge

256•3161

®

frcllffll,I, (Ontario)

~219
1,lrplion, (519) 9'19,2556
ltfttop;rvr (519) 9'19-1065

c.....~---:::.-,~.~·-.,· J1J1sh_up your resume

Acareer in financial services..
\J;)
come out and find out about l(J
The Mutual Group's mentorship program.

The MutmJ G,vup

Job Fair brings students
and employers together
By Jeff Sanford
and Lance news staff
What arc you going to do this
summer?
Everyone assume~ they'll
get :1 summer 10b, but even Feb
ruary isn't 100 early to bcgtn the
search.
01 Thursday,
Februan· 6, 1997, Co
op Edu~ation and Ca
recr Services host their
Annual Career Fair m
Ambassador Audito
rium, CAW/ Student
Centre.
Many company
rcpresentati\'cs come
to the university to
meet and network with
potential employees. ""'
The Job Fair is a convenient and accessible venue for students to hand out resumes, make
contacts and perhaps land a job.
Companies pay a fee to be
represented at the fair, and commit time and effort to finding
promising student employees.
There are also opportunities for full-time employment for
graduates, as well as summer and
part-time positions.
Some of the companies
sending representatives are the
0.P.P. and the R.C.M.P., Met Life
London Llfe, Canada Trust and

Casino Windsor. In all over 30
companies will be looking to
meet students and receive
resumes.
Neil, a manager at the Future Shop in Windsor says his
company 1s interested in hiring
students for all departments.

JO.

There :1re some new scrv
ices that will be introduced and
represented at this ye:1rs Job Fair.
A new company in \X incisor
dedicated to finding students a
job on line. They search on line
to connect you Vv1t ha job, as \\'di
:,s post your resume
The companr is OL"\\
to \X'rndsor, and a
far as they know 1
the onlv compan) oi
lls ktncl 111 the Cll\
They will be at th~
J~>b Fair looking to
sign up their first poten11:1I customers.
\II of the cam
pm cmnmunity 1s tn·
~ v1tcd to the Job Fair
on February 6 at 10 a:m. to 2
p.m. in the CAW Student Centre.
Other paticipants will
include:
)i,> Student Works Painting
},> Purolator Courier Ltd
)i,> Nichemark Inc.
Netmar Inc.
},> Mutual Group
Human Resources Ccnt1t
for Students
For more information contact the Co-op Education Office
or Career Services at extension
3555.

Neil recommends to
students to "definitely be
yourseff', and describes a
potential employee as one
with an "aggressive,
_yositive attitude',-

UIPMENT
UTOMATION
WASHERS

''Study'' 1996 Income tax changes

NETMAR INC.

Pennysaver
DISTRIBUTION TO OVER 1,000,000
HOUSEHOLDS IN ONTARIO

Join the team that's on the cutting edge of the
printing industry. Careers in Market research,
print & electronic layout and design, and
commissoned sales are just the beginning of
what's available in this high paced, exciting
environment.
Netmar is an equal opportunity employer.
For more information call BIii Reason at 944-7070

need all of your tuition fees and
education amount to reduce
your federal income tax to zero,
you may be able to transfer some
or all of the unused portion of
your combined tuition fees and
education amount to your parents, grandparents, or spouses to
help reduce their federal income
tax. The major change here being that you can transfer up to
$5,000, which is up from last
years $4,000.
You may be able to claim
the GST(Goods and Services
Tax) credit regardless of

whether or not you have inc
If, on December 31, 1996,you
were a resident of Canada and
were 19 years of age or older,
had a spouse, or were a p2fCIII,
you are probably eligible.
To apply for the: GST
credit, you have to complc:tc:thc
section on page 1 of the: in~
tax return ca!Jed "Goods and
services tax (GSl) credit." Rev·
enue Canada will calculate )'OU!'
credit each year based on !1te
income and family informaaoa
you list on your tax return for
the previous year.
If you move more: than 40
To many people the Royal Canadian
• '· · · ~ ~ '
kilometres within Canada totakt
Mounted Police (R.C.M.P.) is simply
•"".1< <' tt~·. up employment - ~hc:~c:r it's
~ow~ as the Fede"'! Poli~ Agency that ...if1' lft.!t".' ..~ ....if ~~' ,1~" ~ ._., a summer job, a full-umc: 1ob,or
mvesugates only maJor cnmes. Through ~ ..-4&.•ft.d-llf!'!. ,
self-employment-you ~an
a lack of information, many people don't~ ~ ~ -·
claim a deduction for movtng
realize that the RC.M.P. is involved in • -~~ __ t..., . •"'f' .,·~ ......lf" . ~ "'l<r . ·
expenses. You may also~ able
all aspects of law enforcement, from
·'"f ~ P , • -..;:- ·
·
routine patrols as unifonned police
to claim moving expenses if you
officers to investigating major
left or came to Canada to atte~d
. al ID
international crimes.
a post-secondary cducau~n ·
stitution full-time and if you
moved at least 40 kilometres
closer to the educational insu
tution.
d
Jf you moved to attcn
schooi you can deduct movin~
,
h
unt cant
expenses, but t e amo
,cd
be more than what you rccet\
.
(and clatrned
on your taix return)
as income from scholarships,
R.C.M.P. cadets receive their formal
.
bursar1es,
fellows h1ps, and re·
police training at depot division in
search grants.
ut
Regina, Sa.~katchewan. They undergo
an intensive academic and physical
,,J., ....,., •:ls ~ ~
Revenue Canada has Pd
hi I calle
training program covering areas such as '• ,;., 1• ~
together a pam~. c hichis
fi r.;t jiid, emergency response, report
Studenls and I11con1e 1ax VI T •
writing and a multitude of other
. w·ind.5or ,, a~g.
available
trom
investigational techniques required to
5
Services by telephoning "'·eh
perform all law enforcement duties.
1
8302 or 1-800-959-828 , w~
Upon graduation from depot division,
can provide more inforrnauon
cadet~ become regular members with
. I
nt~ as a
full salary and benefits. They are then
on your entlt emc ·
posted to a detachment according to
student.
operational needs.

Changes made to the 1996 in"$ystems to Solutions"
~preach Vilo Systems Inc. come tax guide provide entitlements that will benefit students.
o solve the sophisticated
ands for automation in the
You can now claim an eduufacturing process. The use
cation
amount of$100 (up from
leading edge technologies
$80) for each month or parteep us at the forefront of an
ver-changing and competitive
month in 1996 that you were a
market place.
full-time or co-operative student
attending a designated educaPH. (519) 735-0416 tional institution and enrolled in
FAX (519) 735-3230 a qualifying educational program.
You can claim a credit for
TOLL FREE# 1-800-214-1331
tuition fees, as has been the case
in years past. But if you don't

There•s Strength
in Numbers

»
»

Students take note
By Lance news staff

1106 Laramie St.
Tecumseh, Ont
Canada N8N 3B7

Neil recommends to students to "definitely be yourself"
and describes a potential employee as one with an "aggressive, positive attitude".
"Trying to be someone
you're not," he says, "is obvious
to the interviewer and a definite
turn of."
Experience is not the only
factor on the resume that is important to the employer, says
Neil, rather that the resume is a
"blue print of the person" and
that what the person reflects
overall is what he is interested

.,_~tt:·· ·:'~.,,

~-.tr ,,.. .

come see us at tlie
Career Pair Pe6. 6
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M

Williams gives seeoaG=
presidential report
Bv Lance news staff
~
i\t the Thursday, J~nuary 30

UWSA general c~rnnc1l meet mg,
UWSA
President
Fant.a
Williams gave her second pres1denual report of th: year.
.
She told council that she 1s
.
.
d stud enl
looking mto
improve
representation on the Board of
Govcrnors.
.
She al~o told c_o uncd that
"program~11ng cont~nu~.s to be
my nemesis and my Joy.
,
She commended UWSA
Programmer Monika Matcl's
performance thu~ ~ar, calling h~r
a "visionary." ~11l1ams also s:ud
th2t "we arc bemg ~ompared to
other campuses tn _ter:s of
awareness prc~grammm~.
Another item she discu~sed
mher report was the newly hired
position of ':IWSA Executive
Res~~rc~e~; She said t~~-t the
p<>sJUon 1s instrumental tn offering policy analysis and in
keeping the executive abreast of
new poliq• developments since

u·11l

.

.

th~re 1s a great deal of documentauon to wade through.
She also ~~d "another very
necessary pos1u~n is tha_t of the
volunteer coor~1nator smcc we
have so many different areas for
people to volunteer within
UWSA"
·
Another issue she brought
up in her report was that of
UWSA's legal council. She said
she has found that at other
schools, student unions rarely
pay over $20, OOO per year in legal fees, while UWSA pays over
$30, OOO. Williams said the
UWSA Board of Directors
unanimously decided tu retain
the legal firm of Alexander, Fox,
and Ahing of Toronto "which
will result in a cost savings of
S10, OOO to $20, OOO" each year.
She also raised the matter
of the CAW Student Centre
Advisory Board, saying that she
and Mary Schjsler, the OPUS
President and GSS President
Christine Jones met with Umver-

__Attention all writers-

The Lancets your paper. Why not volunteer
some time and have your voice heard. Drop by
our office <across from the pub) for more info.

.
.
s11y President Ron Ianni and the
Vice President Finance for the
university Enc I larbottle regardingthe transition of the advisory
board to a management board.
She said that this meeting was
"receptive" and that "so .
'
· me
powers of management"
of
the
Student Centre "should undoubtedly be in student's hands.
She also spoke on the Ad visory Panel on Future Directions for Postsccondary Education and its final recommendations. She said that "there must
continue to be government regulation and support for
postsecondary education... thc
deregulation of tuition fees is a
very dangerous trend which to·
tally damages accessibility."
She warned council that "if
we say nothing, we say we arc
accepting these recommcndalions as the future of
postsccondary education."

ou're a high-powered individual with
lot's of initiative and a thirst for success.
You believe in yourself, your abilities,
and want the chance to move forward
.. . fast. You want to receive tangible
rewards for your efforts, and you want
to know that the energy you put into
your work can take you to the top.

Y

T

his is the profile for success ... it's your
profile ... as a management trainee with
Enterprise. From day one, we will groom
you to grow. We will help you build on your
natural drive and sawy and show you what
it takes to succeed with us. Our proven
program will arm you with all the
knowledge and strategies you need, and
our promote-from-within policy spearheads
your career climb.
f you've earned a university degree and
are eager to demonstrate your talents,
we have openings available now.
Please send your resume or call:
519-451-5884

I
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RENT-A-C:AR

~

Attention: Dayna Frezza
1790 Dundas St. Unit e.
London, On N6H 2W9

We're looking for you
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A

London

For more than a centu!)' London Life has been
a leader in providing personal financial secunty
to Canadians And our repre entauves, supported
by the best training m the industry and a full
range of financial products and services, are the
story behind our success.

Freedom 55

goals and go after them? Are you looking
for a career that gives you the poY.er to
determine your success? Do you think you
might have what it takes to be part of a dynamic
team of leaders?

~ure

The frrcdom to ctioosc

If you have the detenrnnatJon to succeed and
you'd like to be part of a well established,

The power io gc1 lhcrc

financially strong company, give us a call.
Make your career choice and we'll give you the
power to get there.

Please mail, Fax or E-mail your resume to
PHILIP BALI. BA, CLU, ChFC
Certiried Financial Planner
London Life Sales Manager
Suite 202-2510 Ouellette AYe.
Windsor. Ontario ~8X HA
(B) 969-2212 (Fax) 969-2088 E-mail phil.ball@Londonlife.com
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AUSTRALIA&
BRITAIN
Fly to New Horiwns!
Study ove~ by cantinuing or
completing your education

1in·

abroad. Teacher training - one
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Year programs which are
l:crcdi&ed for Omario. Masaa' s
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Degrees arc also available.
Professional ccnifications in
lllany disciplines. Reasonable
fets-airpon pick up in Ausaalia llllr1nleed accommodation.
Please comact:
K.0.M. Comultants
P.O. Box 60524
Mountain Plua Pastal Outlet
ffamuton, ON L9C 7N7
Phone (905) 318-8200
Fax (905) 318-5664

&nail: k<xn@wclw.on.ca.
Join the hundrem of KOM
~ I S Who wn,e already

Cl!Jt>yed this cullllral &
educational cxpcnem.4 I

Ability 1ST
Temporary Employment Placement
Permanent Employment Placement
career Counselling & Planning
Supported Employment Services

Employment Skills Training Centre
Functional Capacities Evaluation
Psychovocational Evaluations
work Capacities Evaluatioons
Return-to-Work Evaluations & Support

Helms Industries
Packaging & Assembly O.E.M.
Skin, Blister & Shrink Packaging
After Market Packaging & Sub-Assembly
Reclaim Valuable Production Parts
Ability 1st PERSONNEL SERVICES

Rick Dugal

Karen McDermott

Employment Consultant

Employment Consultant

Phone (519) 253·6347 ext. 34
Phone (519) 253·6347 ext. 28
3255 w andotte St. E. Windsor. Ontario N8Y 1E9 fax (519) 253·9113

How do you get a good job
in today's market?
Did you know that Canada Trust values fresh ideas, new
approaches and a willingness to learn - qualities exemplified
by graduates like you!
In fact, you may be surprised
by the wide range of career
opportunities we offer ...
marketing, finance, treasury
new product development.
information systems ... the
list goes on. And for those
of you still working towards
your degree, we have
part-time Customer Service
roles which can lead to
full-time careers.
We'll be on campus for Career Day on February 6, 1997.
Drop by the Canada Trust Booth.
We'd really like to get to know you.

Cl CanadaTrust
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Creative writing zeal

By Laura Pearce
In pursuit of a 'Dead Poets Society' to call their own, fellow
creative writers Brian Stewart
and Jeff Bastien formed the
Creative Writing Club.
As the only operating club
in the English Department at
present, the club is both eager
and willing to recruit anyone interested in creative writing.
Stewart and Bastien are quick to
point out that they may be
caught playing the odd card
game, and they have not organized a clique. The club is accepting anyone, whether they are
English majors or not. They said
all you have to do to join is to
just walk in.
The group can be witnessed in creative writing zeal

every Thursday, from 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. in the Grad House, where
any number from about nine to
15 writers stop by during the
four hour period. Those gathered take part in an open workshop-like session where they can
obtain input from other members on writings still in progress,
and where they can contribute
to group readings.
Sharing their work is exactly what four writers from the
Creative Writing Club did when
they took their poetry to the
Sandwich Mill on Sunday, January 19. Every other Sunday at 7
p.m., writers and listeners alike
enjoy an hour or so of poetry
reading. Following a set of familiar open-mic poets, club
members Brian Stewart, Jeff

Bastien, Trish Fuerth, and Jarrett
Butcher basked in the limelight
as the evening's featured readers.
There was an impressive
and unremitting air of confidence sensed from the writers
as they expressivdy and passionately read their work. The poetry ranged from insightful and
vividly descriptive, to startling
(with Bastien's poem about suicide, RaZPrJ· Undoubtedly they
are a brilliant group of writers,
and the remarkable thing is,
there's sure to be plenty more
where they came from.
Stewart and Bastien would
like to thank Marty Gervais,
CJAM 91.SFM and the University's English Department for
their support.

Qockwise from top-left: Brian Stewart, Trish Fuenh, Jeff Bastien. and
Jarrett Butcher at a recent reading at The Sandwich Mill.
Photos I!) David 1vlig/,I

Compose-rs on Campus

Composer Harry Somers at the recent Word and Music festival.
Photo
David Kni ht

By Heather Slater
Canadian music is alive and well
tn Windsor.
The recent "Word and
Music" Festival, was a joint venture between the University of
Windsor School of Music, the
Department of English and the
Wmdsor Symphony. The festival brought together composers
from all over the country, some

well-established and others just
emerging on the scene.
True to its name, "Word
and Music" involved more than
just concerts. The festival was
initiated by the Department of
English,that in an innovative
step, invited I larry Somers.
Somers is Canada's best-known
and most prolific composer, and
spoke to Creative Writing stu-

dents as the department's "Visiting Writing Professional."
Born in Toronto and still
centred there today, Somers has
been writing music for the past
50 years, just about as long as
there has been art music in
Canada. He holds some significant distinctions - hi~ music
has been heard in many parts of
the world, making him one of
few Canadian composers to
achieve recognition outside of
his own country. He is one of
an even smaller group to make
a living on his music alone, a sort
of "modern-day Mo1.art" in a
time when few exist.
Somers, 71, has been a relative stranger to the university
scene, and so hJs presence on
campus was a highiy-anticipated
event.
"It's time I found out what
some of the young people arc
doing and thinking these days,"
Somers commented. While on
campus, he had the opportunity
to do just by, speaking not only
to creative writers, but also to
music students, festival audi-

ences, as well as meeting with
students and others for informal
one-on-one chat sessions over
coffee. Somers' words, his
thoughts, his theories, and his
ideology are as compelling as his
music.
An eloquent, often enigmatic speaker, Somers has much
to say about modern audiences,
pop culture and the death of live
performance. He urges audience
members, whether seasoned
concert-goers or laymen, to open
their minds (and ears) to everything that is new in music.
In an informal meeting
with students at the School of
Music, he stressed the need tO
be educated in the business end
of the profession, or what he
likes to call the "functioning of
the apparatus." For Somers, the
ultimate goal for the musical
consumer is to have the confidence to make value judgments
regarding new music without
being swayed by the "equation
of number and money."
"If you find something remarkable", he says. "You aren't

crazy simply because it isn't sell·
ing an enormous amount."
Somers often uses the word
"adventure" when talking about
his life and work. It's a word that
fits him well as his career has
been marked by constant growth
and sudden changes in dircctJO~
as opposed to "settling down ,
into a comfortable, " mature'
style. He speaks of the responsibility we all have to evolve as
listeners, to change alo~,g wit~
the times and trends. Ever}
now and again," he admits v,,th
. gnn,
. "I go 1·010 JMuch•
a secreuve
Music into areas I don't kno~
' about, and it's as 1'f I'm
anything
going into the jungles o[ Mo;~
cm America and I might
•
ho
struck dead by a cobra, or wh
15
knows what." Somers finds t.
potential vulnerability, t~s.s.trip·
inhibit1o~s,
Ping away of musical
. fi . I cxctt·
exhilarating and to mite Y
ing - "it can be a great advcn·
.
w worlds
ture exploring ne
•
. ·li · our
within our own se.nstbt .ues, It's
own way of heanng thJOgs.
"'( your
a lot like Judo," he says, 1

..
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spirit isn't with you, don't get on
the mat. If your spirit is with
you, go for it."
The spirit was more than
wiJling, on January 21. The
School of Music honoured
Somers with a full concert of his
works, including a performance
of the Third Piano Sonata by
festival co-organizer and Director of the School of Music
Gregory Butler, a performance
wluch was for Somers, one of
the highlights of the week. Also,
a rare presentation of Zen, Yeats
a11dHmify Dic/ein1011, that Somers
composed in 1975 for soprano
voice, two actors, four narrators,
piano and flute was performed.
Like many of Somers' more experimental works, Zen falls
somewhere between music and
sound, and poses a considerable
challenge to the conservative
audience, with fragments of text
shouted, whispered, sung, at
omes presented in complex lay-

ers, at others stnpped nearly
bare. Somers has come to expect
some bewilderment, even hostility toward his work, and he
sympathizes - "You may have
no frame of reference, and it's
like going into a foreign land.
The tough thing is to let go, because when you let go you're vulnerable." Zen was received with
overwhelming favour, and
Somers was thrilled saying "You
write to communicate, to get to
people. Of course, there arc
those that say they hate 1t, and I
say, well, that's your opinion. I
can't legislate behavior, but its
wonderful when people respond,
it's

a

special

feeling."

In addition to the two faculty
performances of Somers' works,
and a recital of Canadian songs
and piano works given by area
music students, the Wtndsor
Symphony presented three concerts throughout the festival, all
of which took place at Assumption University Chapel. The con-

certs featured a cross section of
Canadian music, ranging from
some relative staples of the repertoire, such as Barbara
Pentland's Symphony far Ten Paris
(1957), and Somers' North Co11nlry S11ite (1948), to several recent
works, including Manitoba composer Pat Carrabre's Cha.Ie the
S11n, a musical depiction of the
composer's daily commute from
Winnipeg to Brandon University.
Several works by the young Toronto-based composer Jeffrey
Ryan were featured as well, in
eluding Two-~y-Four, a concerto
for marimba and chamber or·
chestra written in 1991 for
Windsor Symphony percussionist Steve Wassmansdorf.
Throughout the Fcsuval, Ryan
acted as "Composer in the Com
munity" with the Symphony, as
part of a project sponsored by
the Society of Canadian Com
posers and Authors (SOCAN)
which aims to put young composers in direct contact with the

pubhc, and to give them necessary exposure. For Ryan, the experience was invaluable, the only
way an up-and-coming composer can "learn what musicians
need," both in a practical and a
musical sense. The Symphony
staged a read-through of works
by young composition students,
giving them a rare chance to hear
their music professionally performed.
The Windsor Symphony
closed the festival with a performance of seven works commissioned for the event by Symphony conductor Susan JIaig, all
based on the theme of "Morning".
A strong University connection was present, with a work
called "Morning Commute" by
University of Windsor School
of Music alumnus Chris
Kovarik, now centered in BC,
and Paul McIntyre's "Just a
Waltz at Daybreak."

McIntyre, now tn his
twenty-seventh and final year as
Professor of Composition at the
University, is no stranger to
Windsor audiences, his works
appearing frequently on concert
programs.
"Word and Music" has
done much to establish Windsor's growing reputation as a
thriving center for new music,
and has also reinforced the audience popularity of Canadian
concert music, whether young or
old, well established or just starting out, Canadian composers appear to have much to say.
Harry Somers agrees, and
is opum1st1c about the new generation of Canadian composers.
"The healthy thing about
Canada is the incredible diversity when it all follows the
leader, if it's all 12-tone music,
or all minimalist, if everybody's
doing that it's a pretty dull
scene." The scene was anything
but dull.

BIG RUDE JAKE:
alternative, which means we
don't play capital 'N alternative
music."
Thetr primary audience is
the college/university crowd
bccause, as band leader Jake said,
"high school kids and so on,
have a middle of the road and
are pretty well taken care of with
the late inertia of the 90's new
country and bland rock. It's the

~

Photo

By Roxanne Qussem
There didn't seem to be a member in the auclience who wasn't
snapping their fingers, tapping
their feet or dancing to BIG

David Bl(Ml->e£

RUDE JAKE's swinging jazzblues beat.
The band believes it 1s their
mission to provide "a real live
alt to those who truly want an

Music hasn't been a life
long dream for Jake, it was more
of a fantasy, yet "regular" work
bored him, so he took the
plunge. William Faulkner believed that there existed eternal
verities, human experiences that
make themselves known from
the beginning of time, into the
present and onto the future.
Id~s of love snd hate, joy, an-

t:~:Jt: ~ .. we f!on'tplay ~apita/ rera::~

who are
~ , , a./tCL'DatJve music.,,. J A K E
bored,
1u s e s
and are desperately seeking these quintessential ~1..ment of
something new."
the human experience and exBy managing their own presses them in his lyrics from
record company, Spanky Pro- an urban point of view. The
ductions, they ensure themselves sound the band emulates is a
of artistic freedom, even if that mixture of swing, old jazz (anycost is moving at a breakneck thing from the 20's-60's), with
pace. BIG RUDE JAKE has their suits loosely based on the
embarked on an eight week tour 40's, so their attempt to transof New York, Seattle, Califor- port their audience is achieved
nia (San Francisco and Los An- to the fullest. Jake stresses that
gelcs), the Yukon Territories, the major tnfluence on their
Montreal and back to Toronto.
music is cinema, "the art form
of the 20"' century."
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Acupuncture
Cardiovascular Perfusion Technology
Chiropody
Genetics Technology
Laboratory Sciences
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Radiography
Respiratory Therapy
Sleep Medicine Technology
Ultrasound

!be application deadline for this September is March 1, 1997.
(Applications received after March I, 1997 wtll be assessed separately.)

For more information about entrance requirements, fees or to receive
an OCAs application form and guidebook, contact Student Services
31
(416) 596-3177 or 1 (800) 387-9066
The Michner Institute for Applied Health Sciences
22 Patrick Street Toronto, Ontario M5T 1V4
www.michner.on.ca

Secret Ta~s Of...

Summer Camp Jobs
in the U .S.A.

((.~!!>jJ

Visas Arranged
Lakeside Residential Girls
Camp in Maine
Service workers.
Office,

Planes
Tra.1.ns
and Automobiles
Eura.ll Passes, Flex1 Passes, EuJto Passes, BritBall, National Passes
The Chunnel, Eu.robus, Blow Coach, Car BentiDg, Car Leasing
Coach Tours, Camping Tours, Bicycling Trips...?I

There a.re a lot of choices for Europe.
And a lot of weys to save money
before you leave va..a.......,...
Talk to one of Olli' stu dent travel experts a.bout the
choices that a.re right for
yoUl' plans a.nd yoUl' bu~etl

.......
~~Lans
I ft.ft1f
~~

Owned ond 01*'Qted
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by,.._ Conodoon fedwabon cl Studora

FOAGOt:,
Various
o,,... oo
lJW.T TO SPII..L:
Petfcct From Now On.
10 -51
P.A:;'SRCL.l\lPEOPLE:
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The ~iehner Institute has many exciting entry-level and postdiploma programs in applied health sciences. If you are looking
for practical options to add to your undergraduate science
degree, consider your future in:

Ol-00

J~ 'J'HE,:WOIU.I>

660RichmondSt.
London

1-800-387 • 2887

maintenance, kitchen (including
assistant chef), driving. Visas
for service jobs restricted to
students enrolled in university
for fall of '97.
Courn,elors. Combined child
care/teaching. Swim, sail, canoe,
equestrian. field sports, tennis,
archery, gymnastics, dance, arts,
music, theater, wilderness trips.
Visas for counselor jobs available
to all qualified applicants
Non-smokers. June 21 to Aug
26
Send resume (C . V ):
Kippewa, Box 307, Westwood,
Massachusetts 020\:10-0307 USA;
kippewa@tiac.net, voice (617)
762-8291;fax(617)255-7167

N~w-introduetions at AGW
By Jill Grant
An opening reception was held
Friday evening, January 24, for
two new exhibitions at the Art
Gallery of Windsor with the artists present.
"Studiolo" is a product of
collaborators, Martha Fleming
and Lyne Lapointe. It is an assemblage of pieces from their
various projects over _the years

ERIC HAMILTON BAND:
Keep The Change
Curb
This band is typical of what you
might find in a dark, smokey
club while chatting over
a beer with a good
friend. They arc a rock
band with a heavy
blues influence similar to the style of
bands of the classic
rock era. The good
harmonies of the back-up
vocals provide great contrast to
the rough voice of the lead
singer. This CD is good to just
let play all the way through, but
there are no standout tracks.
- Janice Campbell

which have been site specific installations. The exhibition consists of painting, sculpture,
drawings, photographs, furniture, fabrics and artifacts of various kinds that give it an archeological feel.
Photographs, sculpture,
film and video are the media for
"Sites of the Visual" by Rodney
Graham, Steve Pippin and

David Tomas. The focus is
mostly on the photographic
process and the techniques that
produce the art rather than 0
the. actual images. Thus, there ~n
a dlV~rse use of technologies and
mediums.
. "St~?i?lo" runs through
Apnl 6. S1tes of the Visual"
closes April 13.

metal perfectly. Describing this
album as "progressive" may be
a bit of a stretch but it docs have
a fuzzy, more pop feel, than previous records. The joke is especially evident on tracks
like My Gir!f,iend's Girlfriend and the NEIL
YOUNG cover.

pleasure to listen to. The electronics are heavy and prominent
with crisp programming. The
vocals scream energetically and
blend perfectly with the music
which ranges from raw guitars
to funky bass-lines at times while
remaining a solid electro journey. It Comes Too is one of the
most engaging tracks. Its beat
definitely makes you want to
move. If you like Chicago industrial, you'll FINAL CUT's best
work yet, from excellent production to cover art.
-]1J/Gra11/

-

Chris Hokansson

ATONEMENT:

In their first work since Consumed native Detroiters, FINAL CUT, have released
Atonement and it has been
worth the wait. This infectious
clect.ro-iodustrial CD is truly a

Jill hosts

The Doomsday Ma.
chine, Saturday nights, 12 p.m.-2
a.m., on CJ.AA{ 91.5FM.

TYPE O NEGATIVE:
October Rust
Roadrunner
SUBJECT TO CLASSIFICATION

EXPLODES FRIDAY
AT THEA'IRES EVERYWHERE

TYPE O NEGATIVE's latest
offering, is actually a good
record, as long as you arc in on
the joke and don't take any of it
too seriously. With lyrics any
self-respecting high school
metal-head would write on his
binder, TYPE O NEGATIVE
play their 'duogcons and dragon'

STUDENT'S WEEKEND ..

'EVERYTHING INCLUDED'
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Ballot for DatJtona Beach Trip for 5

Name:
: : Student id#:
)tl Phone # :
Address:
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1-on-1 LIVE Connections
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Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with_
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
f
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FREE lOCAl CALL

72-0008
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Lancer hockey
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The La11cer Men's I Jockey Team
is in a heated battle to captun:
sole possession of second place
and ensure home g:1me advan
tagc in the OG1\A Par \X'e~t D1
vision Finals. Come and join in
the camrackrie and athletic spirit

The
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of m:irchmg down \Vyandottc to

the
beat

Adie Knox Arena on Sat. Feb.
8. 'You don't know how to get
there? Below arc chrection~ and
some mighty / 1111cer names.
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Where in the world
is Adie Knox Arena?
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Pleasing the Crowd
By Dan Curtis
Oo FridayJanuary 24, the Lancer
Women's Volleyball team took
the court against the division
leading Western Mustangs.
The Mmlallgs came into this
game with an impressive 10-0
record, but the Lancers were not
about to Jet them out of the
house unscathed. Aftct 19.§in
the first game 15-7, the M11stangs
were determined to show that
they weren't the first place team
for nothing. They took the second game 15-10, tying the match
up at one apiece.

With a little help from
some very enthusiastic fans,
Wtndsor took the next game 1512. In game four the stubborn
teams were stuck at a 14-14 tie.
The Lancers dug deep to capture
the game and match with a score
of 17-15. Jodi Beaugrand recorded 25 kills and 29 digs,
RacqucJe DJ\lJDlll.OAQ .haci..12
and 19, while Elaine Murton
worked for eight and 22, respectively. The Lancers win also
meant the first loss of the season for the first-place Mmtangs.
Windsor improved their record
to 8-3 and are sitting comfort-

ably in second place in the
OWIAA West standings.
In men's action, Windsor
took the first game by a score
of 15-13. However, in the second game the Mustangs pulled
out to an eight to nothing lead,
and it was too late for the Lancers to play catch up. Game three
went to Windsor and game four
was snatched by Western. The
visitors took the fifth and decidjng game by a final score of 1511. John N acarrato was the big
player for the Lancrrs He contributed 20 kills in the match.

M us tangs spread havoc
By Dan Curtis
The long awaited doubleheader
against the Western Mmtangs has
come and gone, and has left the
Lancerbasketball teams none the
better. Both the men's and the
women's team had the pleasure
of facing off with the Mustangs
on Saturday at the St. Denis Centre.
The women's game was first, and
by half-time, our ladies were al-

ready tired out from what
seemed to be a divine force sinking three point shots for Western. At the half, the score was
32-25 for the Mustangs. It was a
very steady game at first but the
Mustangs managed to pull it away.
The final score was 70-53 in favour of the Mustangs. Georgia
Risnita managed to get 14 points
and pull down 16 rebounds and
Michelle DeHaan recorded eight

points and seven rebounds.
The men's game was very
similar to the women's, right
down to the end. Our Lancers
fought the Mustang's hard but
they just didn't have the luck
from outside of the key. The
Mustangs took the game by a
score of 73-64. Geoff Stead
scored 15 points and nailed 21
rebounds fortheLanm-sdespite
their losing effort.

TWJND80R.

This -~Week in LJaDCers Athletics:

First of all, you need your winter gear. Make sure you walk
with a partner or two: the more
the merrier! As you take your
first step off campus onto
Wyandotte going East, you will
enjoy the exhaust fumes of the
Windsor trucks on the Ambassador Bridge. On your journey
it is wise to advise you to wear
your UV protection as you approach Sunset Avenue and California.
As you proceed, remember
the wisdom of the COR1STINE
Prophecy which states that
WELSH Grape Juice during the
DAY revitalizes the spirits of the
veteran Lancer hockey players of
BRENNER,
CAPALDI,
McKEGNEY, O'DONOHUE,
AND PRACEY. The spirits of
these Lancers will guide you to
the promised land of Adie
Knox. To get in touch with their
spirits, make your first pit stop
at the Becker's store located on
Randolph to purchase the juice.
But you must first donate 25
cents to the 3 Hat Trick Magician named BRANDON
BOYKO before leaving.
You have the juice and you
can't be McMILI..A.Ndon't drink
the juice too fast You CE-MAN,
you got to understand that the
juice has to last past Rankin,
Bridge and Josephine Streets.
One block beyond Campbell is
what you seek to reach. The big
BROWN & BROWN building
at McEwan is where you'll find
the Lancer "spirits," inside the
Adie Knox Arena. Show your
spirit as the I..ancm take on York
at 7:30 p.m., Sat. Feb. 8.

7:30pm; Men's Hockey vs. Laurentian Voyageurs
@ Adie Knos Arena

Lancers on top
of nation in
rebounding

SAT, FEB, 8th:

By The Lance Sports Staff
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FRI. EEB, 7th:

5:30pm: Mm'• Hockey vs. York Yeomea
@ Adle Knox Arena

- - - SUN, FEB, 9th:

3:30pm: Women's Hockey vs. U of T@ South Windsor

SAT. FEB. 8th:
2-5:JOpm U of W Track & Field Team Cballen1e
@ St. Dads Centre ... Futurin1
... The Top 3 Teams In the country aoina bead to head:
U of Slaerbrooke (#1 in CIAU) vs. Western (#2)
vs. Windsor Lancers (Currently #3 ia CIAU)

Geoff Stead and Georgia Risnita
of the men's and women's basketball teams currently lead the
nation in rebounding. Risnita
was the number one rebounder
in the country last season averaging 15.3 boards per game and
is averaging 13.8 boards per
game this season. Stead, who
was second in the nation in rebounding last season and rookie
of the year in the conference is
averaging 16.5 boards per game
this season.
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BASKETBALL STANDINGS
WESTDIV. GP W L F ATP
4
Western
3 1 290 274 6
4
3 1 294 286 6
Guclph
\1c\1aster
5
3 2 345 332 6
WINDSOR 4
3 2 299 278 4
4
2 2 330 322 4
Launer
2 6 339 352 4
Waterloo
5
4
I 3 258 282 2
l.akchead
4
1 3 262 291 2
Brock

VOLLEYBALL RESULTS
Jan. 22
Guclph
0
3
Launer
McMaster I
we~tern
3
Waterloo 2
WINDSOR 3
(11-15, 9-15. 15 2, 15-11, 15 11)
York
0
l'otonto
3
I
Brock
Launer
3
Windsor
2
Wc$tern
3
(1~15, 15-7, 13-15, 15-9, 15-11)

BASKETBALL RESULTS
Jan. 22
100 Launer
34
Guclph
76 McMaster ()4
Western
WINDSOR 73 Waterloo Sl
Jan. 24
78 Concord 64
L2vd
Lauren
85 York
Bishop's
91 McGill
Toronto
102 Carleton
Lakehead
59 Brock

HOCKEY
PAR WEST GP
18
W•terloo
WINDSOR 18
)7
W.tern
19
J.:iurter

WINDSOR
G14>h

VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS
WEST DIV. MP MW ML GW GLTP
Laur1er
9 8
1 2S
16
Western
9 7
2 24 1114
~lcMaster
8 6
2 20 812
WINDSOR 9 4
s 16 19 0
Waterloo
7 2
5 8 15 4
Guclph
8 2
6 8 21 4
Brock
8 0
8 4 24 0

Brode
York
Queen's
Jan. 26
UQTR
\X'a1erloo

STANDINGS
WL LT FA TP
15 3 0 88 47 30
9 7 2 85 76 20
9 8 0 73 61 18
3 14 2 41 73 8

McGill
Laurier
Lauren

3
2

5

RMC

7
8
4

Toronto
Ryerson

20T
1
2
4
4
4 OT
0

7

Ottawa

4

WINDSOR 2

TRACK AND FIELD
Sa1. Jan. 251h
Goldtn Plash lnv11a11onal
(!I; Kent State l., nivermy
TEAM SCORES:
WOMEN
MEN
124.5
I 1--.ent State
118.0
I 1--.cnt State
101.S
2. Ball State
I 15.0
2. Toledo
82.0
3. WINDSOR
3. Bowl.mg Green 77.5
81.0
4. Maryland
56.5
4. WINDSOR
Gold Medals (3):
Jube Lisle (Pole Vault: 2.80m)
Stepharue Gouin (LongJump: 6.00m)*
Jenna Goddard (Triple Jump: 12.00m)*
Silver Medals (5):
Alicia Bryencon (Pole Vault: 2.65m)
Jenna Goddart (Long Jump: 5.72m)*
Orcv. l\.iac.\ulay (300m: 8:28.30m)*
Knsuan \),~iJson (Pole \'ault: 4.42m)
Mike Nolan (Lon~ Jump: 6.97m)'"
Bronu Medals (4):
Dana Cunnmgh:in, (~tile: 4:59.36)
Traq Higgs {S'im Hurdles: 8.30)*

Campus re~reation

Intramural champs
By Leyla Mirzakhani

In men's hockey the A
champs - "Boozers", B champs
- "Chiefs", C champs - "Beavers", men's floor hockey- coml)Clitive champ~- "Purple headed
warriors, recreational champs"Law", women's soccer- "Troublemakers", co eel three on three
volleyball- "Desert rats".
Campus Recreation also
offers many sports programs for

The fall semester was a successful one for intramural sports at
the university.
The intramural teams were
battling against each other and
the following teams arc the ones
who came out on top: men's soccer- "Law II", co-ed six on six
volleyball- "Licensed to kill."

the winter semester including;
fitness unlimited pass, dance to
the beat, tai chi, aqua fitness
classes and much more
If you arc interested come
out to the Campus Recreation
office for registration between
12:00 - 9:00 p.m.
For more 1nformauon call
Campus Recreation at 253 -4232
ext. 2456.

APPLY Now

FOR YOUR 1996 TAX REFUND
DON T WAIT FOR YOU TUITION CERTIFICATE

CAW STUDENT CENTRE

IN THE USED BOOK STORE
STARTING FEBRUARY 3RD MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10AM TO 4 PM

FAiliS «1Jltt m Student Tax Services
1341 TECUMSIEH ROA.D EAST

IENTll

"We Deliver Smiles"

973-1211
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
EVENING &SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
GENERAi • 1MPlAJIT. COSMOIC. HOSPITAL DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Frank D.D.S. l Smolen D.D.S.
J!IIS. Wu D.D.S.
~
~ WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRE...;;.
·

_
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Angc:la Dell (Pole Vault: 2.50m)
Scan Ryan (800m)· 1:53.94)
*indicates CIAU standard performance

BASKETBALL - WEST
GP W L F A PTS
5 5 0 386 28~ 10
Western
4 4 0 270 189 &
Lakehead
4 3 1 250 228 6
Guelph
6 3 3 335 3(,0 6
WINDSOR
5 2 3 321 307 4
McMastcr
6 2 4 335 380
Launer
5 1 4 279 325 iBrock
7 1 6 334 432 2~
Waterloo

..

BASKETBALL - WEST
January 22
70 Laurier
58
Guelph
Western
88 McMaster 63
42
WINDSOR 65 Watecloo

12
12
4
0
0

Jattuacy 24
Launer def. Brock 3-0
(1S.2, 15-11, 15-6)
WINDSOR def. Western 3-1
(7·15· 15-10, 15-12, 17-15)
ICE HOCKEY
GP

January 24
Lakehead

73

Brock

January 25
Guclph
Launer
Western
Lakehead

62
54
70
65

McMaster !>3
Waterloo
52
WINDSOR S.3
Brock
56

4t

WEST VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS
\Xcstcrn
WINDSOR
~1cMaster

Guclph
IO 6 4 20 15
10 6 4 18 17
Waterloo
Launer
9 2 7 10 21
Ni pissing
8 0 8 2 24
Brock
8 0 8 0 24
VOLLEYBALL - WEST
Jai,uery 22
Gudph def. Launer 3-1
(15--6~ 15-3, 12-'5, 15-7)
Western def. McMaster 3 1
(_!.5·12,15-10, 10 15, 15-13)
Watcdoo def. WINDSOR 3 2
(5-1S,15-7, 7-15,15-11, 15-9)

MP W L
10 10 1
II 8 3
9 6 3

GW GL PTS
31 7 20
28 11 16
20 10 12

WLT F APTS
11 10 0 1 63 4 21
*Yotkl
11 7 2 2 37 21 16
•Launer
12 7 4 1 33 30 15
*Guclph
13 7513027 15
Queen's
II I 9 1 14 38 3
WINDSOR 12 0 U O 12 69 0
* clinched play off berth

"'Towmo

ICE HOCKEY
January 23
Laurier
January 26
Guclph
Launer

2

Guelph

I
4

Queen\
0
W1NDSOR2

Athletes of the week
MALE
Drew MacAulay
l.AncerTrack & Field
MacAuJay, a Sociology student
and a native of Goderich, ran the
fastest 3000m in the country at
Kent State's Golden Flash Meet
with a time of (8:28.30). This
p<.'i-formancer,was also a CIAU
qualifier.

FEMALE

298-2833

CENTRE

CllNIC

-=-=s_~
)

Julie Grifforc
1~11cer Hockey
Grifforc, a third year Sociology
student, scored a goal and put
in an outstanding performance
in a close game at Wilfrid
Laurier. The left wing rookie
played like a veteran, creating
numerous sconng opportunities
for the Lancers and hitting
aggressively.

INSTANT CASH BACK
COME ANO SEE US AT THE

~

600 Tecumseh Rd. E. Suite 140

ECW gets ''hard-core'' PPV
By P.J. Somers
Extreme Championship \X'restling (EC\X'), a Philadelphia
based "hard-core" promotion
has finally confirmed a date for
their first pay-per-view (ppv)
spwal, entitled, "Barely Legal",
on April 13. The organization
had come under some scrutiny
after an unfortunate incident involving an uncleragc wrestler
caused PPV services in the
United Statc.;s lo delay any officia' announcement.
"The EC\V is thc:uncally
more extreme and more aggressive than other wrestling events
we carry., and we have I akt:n ,e\'cral prccautmns to ensure that
t ht event is geared to an adult
audience bv tncluding parental
warnmgs s11rnlar to ho~· we
would treat an R-rated mov1e
and by glVlng it a later time slot",
said
Request's
Debbie
lhrackman, Vice President of
Programming
l'n1il now, the major or-

ganizations ha,·e thought of
EC\V as a "minor league" group,
w11h both referring to it as a
"bingo hall operat.ion." Many of
the current stars in \VWF and
WCW are former ECW wrestlers. Chris Benoit, Steve \ustin.,
Mankind, and Dean Malcnko are
but a few of the stars to have
spent time in the group.
"The opportunity for our
growing fan base around the
country to sec I ~CW on pay-pcrview will be a great boost for us
and take ECW 10 another plateau", said ECW owner and executive producer Paul J lcyman,
aka Paul E. Dangeromly. "\X'c
iccl strongly that we h:wc an
extrcmcly popular and cntert:uning product, and look forward
10 showcasing our incredibly talented athletes to a national audience".
Unfortunately, Viewers
Choice Canada, the only PPV
,;cn•1ce in Canada, will no1 be
sho~1ng the program.

RING RAMBLINGS
The W\XF return~ to the
Manhattan Center for RAW this
month, there ts speculation that
it may return to a live sho\\' ...
Jim Cornette 1s returning to
ECW ... former amateur star
Gary Albright is being lured by
All Japan ...Thc WWF's V~kntinc Massacre special WJII air on
TSN on Friday February 14 at
9:00 p.m. The special was f~r~
merly called WWF Fightin
Titans...Tigcr Jcet Singh Jr. has
signed with the \'(/\Y/F.

TRIVIA
Congratulations to Joel Ingram
who, correctly answered 1:i~ 1
weeks trivi:t question (Pat
P.111erson). Tim week In what
arena did Randy Sa\ 1gc beat
Ricky Steamboat for the Intercontinental t itlc? Send answer
10
and
comments
net media@mns1.net.
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By David Knight
The world of hockey was recently disrupted by a disturbing revelation.
'What vou learn as a child," conLinucd Reed, "is that adults can't
Sheldon Kennedy, currently playing for the NHL's Boston Bruins, came be trusted. B~t, you have to trust an adult to seek help, and an end to it
forward with charges of sexual abuse against Graham James, his junior (the abuse). As far as future relationships go, it would be hard to trust.
hockey coach.
\X'e are social beings. There's a human, innate need. It's a push/pull kind
This isn't just about the potential for abuse and betrayal of trust in
of reaction. When the emotional pain of sexual abuse
hockey, and this
becomes unbearable we need something to numb the
isn't just one
pain. Jjkc getting drunk, or doing dope. Like proman's story. It's
miscuity. We try to normalize the body and it's functhe story of
tion by having othmany. Recent Caers verify that it is
nadian statistics
normal."
show one in
POLICIES
three males sufAND
fer some form of
PROTOCOLS
sexual abuse before the age of
Lynn Kainz said
18.
Recent
that since Sheldon
American statisKennedy came
tics suggest that half the abuse cases against males are by nonforward there has
rclatives. Another American study suggested that it could be as
been an increase in
much as 16 years between abuse and report of that abuse.
calls bv., males to
"My experience has been that people would rather believe
sexual assault centhat sexual assault doesn't occur. We know from the number of
tres.
;peQPl<'JCJ;2Q,tting.abusc..tbat this is a serious problem," $aid Lynn
"When
Kainz, Co-ordinator of the Victim/Witness Assistance Program
it's a hockey coach
in Windsor.
and a hockey
"It's likely higher than reported. I suspect it's greater and
player the likclithey just aren't reporting. Generally, 90 per cent of male victims
hood of coming
were victimized by males. Because they're perpetrated by a male
forward is much
they may feel, I suspect, part of their apprehension in reporting
Jess. The victim
may be a fear of being labelled homosexual," said Kainz.
could risk his
Homosexuals, however, aren ~ pedophiles. Victims of child
hockey career if he
molestation aren ~ likely to be homosexual, although they may be
speaks out. It's a
labelled such through ignorant misunderstanding.
macho type of a
"Homosexuality," said Friede Reed, Public Education Cosport and when
ordinator for the Sexual Assault Crisis Centre, "is sexual orienyou think of
tation."
someone being
"Sexual abuse has nothing to do with sexual orientation.
sexually abused in
But, if it's a male abusing a male, a victim may become conthat hockey world
fused."
it would be understandable that they
BETRAYAL OF TRUST
would have diffiThe potential for sexual abuse is present in any situation where
culty admitting they have been a victim of sexual abuse," Kainz said.
children arc entrusted to someone else. It is just a matter of whether
"I think hockey associations have to develop policies and protocols
that person is a safe, trustworthy individual, or not.
to prevent, and then if there's an allegation, what to do, how to pro"Perpetrators who
ceed. I think it's wise to develop such policies and protocols
commit sexual abuse are
around sexual abuse. There must be a procedure Jaycd out
usually known to the vicsaying 'this is what we'll do."
tim 85 per cent of the
"Some concerns, jt now appears, had been raised about
time. When a perpetraJames' behaviour prior to Kennedy coming forward and they
tor is known to the vicwere never acted upon at the time," Kainz added.
tim, force is used
"'You hope that everybody will become more aware...
through emotional and
Generally, they aren~ frivolous claims. It will only make parents
verbal abuse, psychologikeep an eye on who they're entrusting their children to."
ca J abuse through
COURAGE
cocrsion. ]n the 20 years
that this centre has been
open, we've had three
people with the stereotypical media-portrayal of cuts and bruises," said
Reed.
"To silence the victim, it depends on what kind of emotion~ thr~ats
~re used to keep the secret. Threats like, "If you tell," o~ promise~ hke,
If you keep this our secret." This is a cycle that continues, until the
child believes it is their guilt and their shame. The guilt and shame alu1lf}.f
belong to the perpetrator. But the longer it continues, the fear is that
they, the victim, won't be believed."
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Dear Legal Comer,
A friend of mine u•rmts to start 11p a
con1puter softu•are business 011 can;pus and asked ffle if I u 011/d like lo
;oin her as a partner in the vmture. I
have alsa mnnder:td ,.oing inlo lnuimss, b11t I a!IJ ro11rerned about Of!J
potmhal liabih!J that fflP.J e:..1.rf !(
the operah·o!Ifails. Couldyo11 protide
ageneral 011t/111e o/ the differentJomu
o/ busi!less that can e:>..'lst u11der ihe
/au• and ilr negatitre and posiht•e attributes.
U11dergrad11ale S tudmt
1

Dear Colleague,
There arc three forms of business associations that the law
recognizes; sole proprietorship,
partnership and corporation.
The sole proprietorship, a single owner-operating busmess, is
the most common form in Ontario and has the advantages of
being easy to set up and not requiring a great deal of capital.
All that is needed is for the
ind1V1dual to register the business name. llowevcr, if the operation carries out under the individual's own name then it docs
not have to register at all. On 1hc
downside, 1ax benefits that accrue to corporations do not exist for the sole proprietorship.
Furthermore, unlike a corporauon the individual will be responsible for the debts and liabilities of the operallon.
The second form is 1he
partnc.·rship. The Partnership Act
defines partnership as the rcla
tion that exists between persons
carr\1ng on a business in common ~·Jlh a VJcw to profit. The
Partnership Act out hncs sltua
110n, 1n \Vhich a partnership
:ign:cmcnt docs not exist. For
cxampk. the advanccmcn1 ctf
rnont\' by way of loan to a per
son cngagc.:d, or about to be to
.1 contr,1ct would not be considcn:d under bw as :1 part ncr. The
mam advantage to 1h1s Corm is
1hat rcqu1rc.:ments, such as man

agement hierarchy, arc quite flexible. f lowcver, the most dtstmct
disadvantages is that every partner ma firm is liable jointly with
the other partners for all debts
and o~tions PL.thdirm_ia
curred while the person is a partner. Thus, 1f your partner made
a foolish transaction to cause
debt to the business, you as a
partner, \Viii be equally liable to
the liability!
The final form of the business association is the corporation. The most significant aspect
of this form derives from the
last runetecnth century U.K Case
Solomon v. Solomon· and Co.
In Solomon, the court determined that a corporation has
its own separate legal personality. As a result, the corporation
is the most attractive option in
regard to potential liability. Another aspect of this form is that
a corporauon docs not dissolve
with the death of a partner like
sole proprietorship.
It continues to survive even
1f there arc changes in the members of the corporation. An unattractive feature of the corporation is that there arc several
formal requiremcnts for incorporation and management hierarchy, as outlined by the Ontario
a,nd Canada Business Corpora
tions Act.
If you decide to peruse this
form you may want to contact a
licensed la~rycr or a legal cliruc
to insure that the articles of mcorpora t ion follow the prescribed form as set out in the
legislation.
A,wnrs Iha/ appear in tlm
column protide a ge11eral outline of
the laa and are presented by second
year laa• sludmt M1k.e Drak.e. Ifyou
have any ques/Jonr _you u•ould lik.e
annnrrd 11-nle lo lhe I ..egal Corner
111 care of the Lance al 101 junsel
A1•e,, Hasmm1/

of

Jhe CAU'. Slu-

dml Cenlre, N9H-3/>1.
••

'
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Mission Statement
Tke l.~nce, the stu~ent newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change
performing both an educative and activist function. '
These principles arc based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1) The Lattce's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be dcmonstratable faa
with sources to support it. Conflicting sides of a
pute arc treated objectively and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the sourcc 15
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to con.
firm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special interests and with favor to none.
4) The Lance is a student run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
Windsor.
Mailing Address:
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
Windsor, ON Canada
N9B4P4
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A VIA reflection

The one thing you'll always have is your friends
-By
adian
s rt•
fact,
dis
llrces

oding
CC IS

conhout
ionty
ty of

Sammi Younan

So I'm on a train to Windsor
when two old men suddenly
meet in the aisle. After a barrage
of "what arc you doing here?",
they settled in empty sea_ts_behind me and began to rcmuusce.
Reminiscing begins with
establishing their ages. David is
"t7 and Sam is 7 4. David starts
by talking about friends he and
Sam have in common. Tums out
the people David is mentioning
fought with him .in Wor~ W~r
One. Sam just nusscd bctng 10
WWI. As they conunucd to talk,
I continued to listen. It didn't
take long for me realize some thing.
Think about this for a mo mcnt. These guys have been
through two world wars, all the

I

consumption of the SO's, the
weirdness of the 60's, WJth its
sex, drugs and rock and roll.
They went through the 70's with
its bad fashion, while watching
people struggle to overcome
their 60's hangover. They've
lived through the 80's with its
economic
boom and its
startling dependcncc on
electronics
and comput ers. And now
they arc living in the 90's, grappling with buzz-words like
Internet and e-mail.
These guys have seen nots,
wars, the growth of technology,
the fall of communism and
even, as David mentions later,

the world. With all that they've
seen and heard you'd figure that\
what they'd talk about. But they
didn't I was mistaken.
If they mentioned all the
places, things and experiences
they've seen or lived through, it
was so they could talk about ccr-

"to truly make any ex}lerience deb
and memorable, at any stage of life,
surroundyourself with friends"
tain people. One army buddy,
Frank. had a restaurant go bankrupt. Jim lived in Samia until he
died of a stroke. Beth, who now
lives in Brampton, had a heart
attack a few weeks back. She's
doing fine . Brian who used to

Letters to the editor

Winter leaves her cold
Dear Editor,
Professor Winter may think that
he sees things in black and white,
but actually he's dreaming in
tcchnicolour. (Q and A with
James Winter, October 15,
1996). It is hard to believe that
James Winter is serious when he
says that the media is conservative when the evidence is to the
contrary.
Even some members of
the media admit that their bias
1s., t 1n Feoruary o last year,
Bc:mard Goldberg o f The u:'a/1
Strul Journal said, "the old argumcnt that the networks and
other 'media clues' have a (left)
libcral bias is so blatantly true
that it's hardly worth discussing
an}more."
Two Canadian studies suggcstcd that our media not only
~d a '1eft-hberal bias" but that
It u-as perhaps to a greater degrc:c than American journalists.
This was underlined by the fact
tlm only a meagcr 4.2 per cent
of the journalists surveyed cons1dercd themselves right of
Center on the political spectrum.
In an informal survey of
Tht Windror Star during the three
week period between January 12
and January 26 1996, there were
about 187 political cartoons,featurcs and news stories. Of these,
14were neutral, 28 were pro-left,
14 were pro-right and a whopp10g 129 were anti-right.
Winter says that Conrad
Black influences the media
through conservative writers like
the dreaded Andrew Coyne (not

"Corn") and that scoundrel
Pohucally, Winter mistakBarbara Amici (not "Black"). rnly paints Black, Desmarais,
But their input is so scattered, Mulroney and Chretien with the
their articles so seldom printed, same broad brush. He calls them
that II is rcfreshtng to hear an- "neo-conservatives." That is a
other point of view for a change. new political buzz word. The
But they could never stem the Fraser Institute (October 1995
tide of our predominantly left- Forum) explains nco-conservawing journalism - or even hope tivcs as "Liberals at heart, who
to balance it.
try to achieve socialist ends
Professor \X'inter would through conservative means."
have us believe that the entire
This political schizophrenia
Canadian political machine is describe s Mulro ney and
tudfoa in Conracl~la~--.s'--..-a-,,.· -,-.::-::-rc=-=u::-:c:-:n:---':'lt e Ccntnst Hobscy
pocket. I le makes sweeping gen- Twins - to a T. But Conrad Black
eralitics about "media control" and Paul Desmarais arc tradtand that demon of "corporate llonal conservatives like
ownership."
Matgarct Thatcher (who inciCan the professor truly be- dentally rescued Britain from the
lieve that one man (who hasn't mire of the Labour Party.)
lived m this country for )Cars)
Professor Wmtcr comes
could - or would want to - con- clean wtth his admission that he
trol the daily output of 60 news- is on the "kft." f le also "gives us
papers simultaneously? He a little insight into that ideology
would have to be a mag1e1an or when he says of the evil media
a nut, and Conrad Black is nei- owners, "they don't believe in
ther.
equality of distribution or opProfessor Herbert Grubel portunny."
of Simon Fraser University
\X'hat the esteemed profcspoints out, "the irony that .Mr. sor is saying is that he likes the
Black actually lives in London idea of the re-distribuuon of
and is not a Canadian for cur- wealth. This also is the credo of
rent tax purposes, escapes those Bob Rae's ND P who almost
who wish to evoke the image of taxed and spent us into oblivion.
the wealthy receiving benefits at
the expense of the poor."
Sincerely,
When James Winter alludes to
the filthiness of the rich, he en- Marlene Lajoie
courages class envy. The notion
that the productive of society
owe support to the non-productive breeds an unhealthy dependency.

The jewel in the crown
The. University of Windsor
ranking in the Madeani survey
of seven out of 11, compared
lo last years seven out of nine is
not necessarily "movin' on up"
~. least Weeks article suggests.
t is, h~ver, a comparative step
to the nght direction.
Mirkan i plan on publishing. law school rankjngs this
!Pnng, is a good idea if not a
q(t) b" 1
c It ate. Canadian La"!}tr
kublishes an annual ranking of
"scho0ls based on seven cattgorics: ovcr.ul curriculum quallt) of law faculty, perccnt~ge of

live in London, England died
from cancer. Mike had a stroke
that paralyzed his right side so
he's in a wheelchair. On and on
it went about their friends. What
about this one or that one?
What I didn't understand was
why they didn't talk about the
wars,
what
places they've
been, growing
up with hip pies, soldiers,
, computers, or
even watching
society grow more absurd as it
approached the millcnntum. I
mean think of how exciting it
would be to fight in World War
II, like both Sam and David did.
Ort hink about being naked and
roaming the 60's. Maybe even

caring and competent teachers,
quality of fellow students admitted, standards of testing, adequacy of facilities and technology, and relevance of th~ir education to actual law practice. The
survey is based on ratings by the
people who would know the
most alumni of the law schools
themselves.
This January, Windsor law
continued its tradition of excellence by ranking second (out of
16) in Canada. This result is due
to the relative autonomy that the
law school enjoys within the

university to pursue a distinct
program of "access to justice."
It also shows how different parts
oft his university can follow different paths yet still enhance the
reputation of this university
within the community.

Sincerely,
Troy J. DeSouza
President
Students' Law Society

show up at a Doors concert in
the 70's. I think the reason they
didn't directly talk about these
things was because it wasn't important to them. Certainly not a~
important as their friends arc.
It was their friends that
made all these strange and wonderful experiences richer. So
when we arc older, long past our
University of Windsor days,
long past our working hours,
what we'll remember the most
is the friends that made those
experiences memorable. The
jokes, the laughter, the fricnd(s)
that wc,c there in sorrow... All
different times. As Sam and
David pointed out, to truly make
any experience nch and memorablc, at any stage of life, sur
round yourself w11h friends.

Homophobic Windsorites

Attack from the
video aisles
By The UWSA Lesbian Gay
and Bisexual Issues Office

I just recently moved to the
Windsor-Essex community
and I was upset about leaving
my home where I V.'3S comfortable and happy. I have
smce learned that every place
that I live is different and has
:1 own-personal charm .
I used to Jive in the
Tornto London corridor
where Queer life is inns prime
and VL'ry abundant. I was out
at school, work .. u home. I
was not scared to walk down
the street at night with my
partner, because although
Queer bashing did occur, it
was very rare. But school
brought me to this town and I
honestly thought that I could
continue to live as I did. From
the beginning it was made
clear to me that life m Windsor as a Queer person was
going to be very different from
home.
When J came down for
the "I lead Start'' program I
got to meet a few of the locals. Since I had never been to
Windsor before I thought that
I would ask some people from
here what parts of town to
look for apartments in. The
girls, I asked prumptly informed me to avoid the 'gay•
part of town. I did not even
know that Windsor had one.
But 1 silently thought to myself that this was not a very
good omen. After that I
searched high and low for an
apartment in this area of
town--of course not finding
one.
Finally in September I
moved to this town with an
apartment that was all mine
and moving bills that were
crazy. Frosh week offered me
a chance to go to my faculty
BBQ. Feeling somewhat out
of place as a mature student.
I was further made to feel uncomfortable as I listened to my
upper year leaders heckle
someone for acting like a
"homo."

I was worried now. I tned
to not show my disappointment and embarrassment.
This was a group of people
that were going to be out in a
very visible work force in less
than 12 months and I was
scared. I could not say a thing.
My throat froze as I realized
thst in Windsor I was not gomg to be allowed to be me. I
vowed then and there to htcle
my scxuahty for my own safety.
I was not going to be welcome
10 Wtndsor nor by my own
classmates.
On the bright side I was
able to find a Job at a video
store. 1\n mcidcnt from here
though has made me realize
how homophobic Windsor
truly is. A patron was looking
at "queer" movies and another
patron attacked this person
because of it. The patron was
beaten up and the car damaged
as well, all because of the
movies that the patron was
looking at.
Although I was not
working at the time-it was
made clear to me that thls attack was because of the person's sexuality. I was shocked,
scared and highly disappointed
because of this incident. After this incident occurred it
was made clear to me that I
had to be careful about my
sexuality in this town as far as
my employeer was concerned.
I have since realized that
there arc some in my class who
do not give a flying hoot about
my sexuality, but mll they arc
few. Wjndsor is a scary town
but it is also a town with a lot
to be proud of. I understand
that the Mayor still declares
Gay Pride Day, somct hing that
Queer Windsorites should be
proud of.
But I think that there
needs to be a lot of education
done about altemauve lifestyle
choices so Lhat we can feel safe
in our "home town."
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What do the
candidates have to
say?

Come out to the

PUBLIC
in the upcoming

U.W.S.fi. ELECTION

FOitOMS

February 18th and 19th

and find out!

Look for posters. visit the
U.W.S.A. Office. come to the
Public forums. and read
The Lance for more details!

February 12th & 17th
C.fi.W. Student
Centre Commons
at 11:00

for More Information Contact
Dylan Bailey. CRO at ext. 3518 or via e-mail at cro...

Ask Questions. Get Answers.

l
Student changes story

Students should still
take safety precautions
By Lance news staff

__J

He also said students can
take courses that campus police
offer throughout the year.
He said there is the
possiblity of another sexual assault seminar and self defense
courses being offered. Interested
students should call campus police at extension 1234.
Foreman mentioned if students do have to walk alone at
night and they
think they're
being followed
they should
run to an open
area or get to
an emergency
phone.
"At the
emergency
phones you can
hit a red button
and a yellow
strobe light comes on. If a guy
sees that he'll run away."
Foreman said anytime an
indivicf iliil thinks they are oeing
followed they should make sure
they get someone's attention.
"Don't think 'I don't want
to bother somebody,' bother
them."
He noted that students
should always know where they
are at and to go with a group of
people or a friend and not alone.
He also said students
shouldn't be overly concerned
about being in the student centre. He added that there are some
problems with the student centre being open 24 hours a day.
"At some points late at
night there are onJy a few people in a very big building."
He said there has been talk
of putting video cameras in the
student centre which he believes
· would be a very good idea.
"I think it would be a very
good deterrent."

A20 year-old female student has
recanted her story about being
assaulted in the second floor
washroom of the CAW Student
Centre.
Windsor Police are still investigating the matter as to decide whether or not the fem ale
will be charged with mischief.
According to Director of
Campus Police
Jim Foreman,
he is "relieved"
that the assault
did not take
place. Foreman
said he wants
students
to
know that campus police take
any report seriously.
"I don't
want anyone to think we won't
respond to a report. We take a!J
repons very seriously."
Fo1cman noted that just because this report proved to be
false female students should always take more precautions than
they did before. He said one of
the better ways of staying safe
1s to use the campus WalkSafe
program. With about 300 esco11s, the WalkSafe program allows students the opportunity to
have someone walk with them
to their car at night.
He said when WalkSafe
finishes at 2 a.m. students can
call campus police who will send
someone to walk with them.

Or,; FRIDAY. j.&NUAll\' 31, the lnrcrnatioruu Students Society (].S.S.) hosted its annual Food and Culture
night. Atiove-Ancfy Tran, President of J.S.S. awards the first place trophy to the Amigos Latln Amcricos
group for rhcir combined display and performance.
Photo l?J Allison Pitm

The "Black Story" continues
By David Knight

just have to thirst for knowledge cant individuals in the Black
"More than Black history or and have a distaste for igno- Story, such as Harriet Tubman,
Black herstory, it's Our Black rance," said Corrie Deleon. She once a slave, who ran for freeStory month," said Roger Shal- concluded by reading from dom.
low, UWSA Anti-racism Coor- Langston Hughes' poetry.
"We cannot forget yesterdinator at the opening ceremo"All students must partici- day... That legacy lives on... Renies of Black History month.
pate more, to prevent the over- member this perseverance The ceremony was held indulgence of corporate inter- this courage - a resource we
Monday February 3, in the main ests," cautioned Rawl Banton.
must all tap," said Banton.
area of the CAW Student Cen· ~ our histories stem from
JESSIAH performed a folk
tre, and featured a number of the same place... We must remind version of BOB MARLEY's Respeakers. Between speakers, ourselves of the past because a demption Song.
Shallow asked audience mem- tree without roots will blow away,
The African Historical
bers Black history trivia ques- but a tree with roots will stand Club was represented by Jayson
tions, and gave out posters as firm and bend in the wind to Julien, Ezron Mills, and
prizes.
persevere," he said.
Musharm Cole. Julien empha"You don't have to be black
He told of the heroism of sized that in the Black Story
to benefit from this event. You a number of historically signifi- there is a rich history of science
and medical science prior to the
common acknowledgements of
the first fathers of medicine.
Mills talked about the experiences of the first black man in
North America in 1605 to emphasize the history of the black
presence on the continent.
"Our people lack knowledge of our self, of our history...
And so our people suffer from
an historical amnesia," said Cole,
calling for greater awareness and
esteem.
Nigel Josephs followed by
reading two poems, Black U'/oman
and Wake Up.
Melanie Bynoe, UWSA
Women's Issues Co-ordinator
said that there would be a celebration of black herstory to
Tms PA.ST MON DAY, F EBRU.U.Y 3, marked the beginning of the black history and herstory month
represent the accomplishments
celebrations on campus. Opening ceremonies, messages and music were delivered in the CAW Commons.
of
black women who have
Spot the Lma reporter and win a pizza!
Photo l?J Ja,,m Cruidcshanle
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1111',tt;J~}(SDfI§;? aTICS-~ are coming •••
Please come by the Lance office for more details

STUDENTS•••
NEED ANOTHER BREAK??

February 19 & 20 at 10 am to 4 pm

DON'T MISS IT!!!

Come to SEARS and SAVE!
~

~

All Regular-Priced

All Regular-Priced

WOMEN'S
JEANS

MEN'S
JEANS

Compare Prices Before You Buy.

20% OFF COUPON 20% OFF COUPON

Levi's®, Ikeda®, Santana®,Manager
Hollywood, Peace by Piece TM
Coupon Expires Friday, Feb. 28, 1997
Limit 1 coupon per purchase

SEARS CANADA INC.

Devonshire Mall, Windsor only

Levi's® & Ikeda®
Coupon Expires Friday, Feb. 28, 1997
Limit 1 coupon per purchase

The University of Waterloo's proposed new MTAX degree program
is what you need if you have an undergraduate degree and are
seeking a successful career in taxation. This three-term, full cost
recovery program provides the broad range of knowledge and
technical skills now required in this ever-expanding, complex and
demanding field.

SEARS CANADA INC.

Devonshire Mall, Windsor only

20% OFF COUPON 20% OFF COUPON
All Regular-Priced

All Regular-Priced

BAUER@ & CCM@
IN-LINE SKATES
FREE SPIRIT@ BIKES

SUNGIASSES

Coupon Expires Friday, Feb. 28, 1997
Limit 1 coupon per purchase

SEARS CANADA INC.
Devonshire Mall, Windsor only

The program is supported by Canada's six largest accounting firms:
• Arthur Andersen
• Coopers & Lybrand
• Deloitte & Touche

• Ernst & Young
• KPMG
• Price Waterhouse

FOR MORE INFORMATION

James J. Barnett, Director, MTAX Program
School of Accountancy, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1

E-mail:
Phone:
Fax:
Web:

Coupon Expires Friday, Feb. 28, 1997
Limit 1 coupon per purchase

SEARS CANADA INC.

mtax@watarts.uwaterloo.ca
519 888-4567, ext. 5143
519 888-7562
http://www.arts.uwaterloo.ca/ACCT/tax/mtax.htm

·This prowam has been submitted to the Ontario Council on
Cr,1</u.1te Stud,e, and will /Je offered ii and \,\,hen approved.

Devonshire Mall, Windsor only
'

Come Out To The

Listen to the Candidates in the

ll.W.S.A. Election
aet Informed. Know the lssoes.
Find out what the candidates have to say.

February 12th and 17th
C.fi.W. Student Centre Commons
11:00 am
Exe1rcise Your Right... Your Right to VOTE!
~'CA

Tuesday. February 11. 1997

__ _ _ ~

_

New Volunteer Coorainator for BWSA

-

Bv Kari Gignac

A new volunteer coordinatc!r has
been hired at the Umvcrsuy of
\'\ indsor Student's Alliance. In
her ncw position, Shawna
Roland hopes to mcr<.-ase student
and Alumni involvement in all student
:ictJ\'iues.
Roland is currently enrolled in the
l lonours Psychology
and Bmmess <.crt1fi
catc programs and
holds a B.A. tn
psychology.
Her experience
sp:ins from volunt cer work at the
\ I.P Program, Youth Challenge
International and being the lo
t.al co orclin.uor at Cana<l1an
Crossroads lnternauonal to
helping disabled children on the
Cooke Islands and working on
a construcuon project 10 South
Amcnca. She is also enrolled in
the Voluntc<.T Management Progmm at the United way.

Roland's duties include bu1
arc not lim11cd to the establish
ment of procedures 10 recruit,
place and retain a database. This
database will help organize those
students who volunteer with

When asked how she was
going to promote UWSA volun 800-599-5808 Fully Licensed and
teers, Roland responded \\1th the Insured! Lowest Price on Campus
mtroducuon ot the idea to form
a Student Alumni Assoc1a11on.
She said 1h1s should motivate
students and alumni
to get involved 111
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
projects at the school. 700AM-11:00AM
She also mentioned TANFOAONLY
the l aster Seals $4.00
Telethon, at which SUNDAY SPECIAL
KIDS' CUT 12 YRS & UNOER
l:m\·ers11y >f Wind
,or students will vol
untecr,
wearing
CWSA I slurts.
Roland will hold
this posmon un11l June, when she
graduates.
1f there arc nny student,.
wishing to \ oluntccr for the
Easter Seals Telethon (Feb. 22
23), or any other project that requires volunteers, they can con
tact Shawna Roland at the
UWSA office, ext. 3208.

Roland wiJ1 assist in
the co-ordination of
activities where
volunteers are needed.
UWSA, so volunteers can be
contacted when a pro1ect ((Jtncs
up.
Roland will assist Jn the co
ordination of activmcs where
volunteers arc needed. She will
also implement pbns and activi
ties that will incr<.-ase the pres
cnce of"thc CWSA both on and
off
campus
through
volunteerism.

Job Fair attracts over 2,000 students
Bv Roxanne Qussem

Job Fair '97, hosted by Co op
s:

Gl

Educauon and Career Services
last Thursday in Ambassador
Auditorium, drew a large crowd
of potential employers and students.
The yearly event began five
years ago in response to the
growing need for students to
gather information about cmplorment opportun11ics.
In order to parttc1pate,
companies must be able to cmPoy students in full 11mc, partUine, or summer posmons vmhm
1x months.
The Career Fair, a similar
c\ent held 10 the fall term, at
v.h1ch corporations arc not required to hire students, instead

provided undergraduates wuh
information regarding up and
commg fields and career opport unitics and what to expect as a
member of the work force.
Students commented on
the Job Fair, overall finding it
interesting and helpful. However, many students found that
the work opporlunittes available
catered to business and engineering majors, especially graduates
seeking full time employment
unless they strive to be an insurance broker, another full time
posmon avrulable to graduates.
Some potential employers
that were available for part-time
and summer work were represented.

Gold looks

Goodin
~-Y Degree

llaytona Beach Party on the
Reach Desert Inn Resort from $99
Feb. 22 to29 BOOK NOW
SAVE!! CaJI Rob 256-3361 or 1-

J\mmex Duty Free 1s looking for students to work all pos111ons and will provide six
month to one year contracts to
university st udcnt s.
Opportumues to volunteer
include organizations such as
Camp Trillium, 10 work with
children who have cancer, m day
and overnight program.
Students Work Painting
offers pos1uons as pa101crs or
the chance 10 own your own
franchise.

Jostens gives the highest
degree of: • Quality
• Customer Satisfaction
• Service • Warranty
Order your University
RingNOW!

fJQ§liJNS

Ring Days:. Thursday & Friday

February 12th and 13th

Orders during ring days, will be delivered before Graduation.

Page 3
Looking For Employment? T:
1997 Canada Student Employ-

ment Guide 1s an essential JOb
search tool, containmg valuable
company mfonnauon. Available
our crun us booksto1c.

.. and they're o
There's no more speculation, no
more rumours. The list of the
candidates running for office in
the upcoming UWSA election is
out.

Vice-President of University
Affairs
Dennis Jordan - acclaimed to
the position

UWSA President
CARISA's Rawl Banton
UWSA Vice-President of
University Affairs David Young

Student senator (one year)
Robert Carbonaro
Guenter Holweg
Julia Mira Jang
Matthew Paylor
Laura Tripp

Vice-President Internal Affairs
Student Senator Carol Francis
Business Representative Mark
Onda

For student senator (two year)
Jaye Hooper

Faculty and school
representatives
Jessica Benneu (Social Science
Representative)
Tim Murphy (Science Representative)
The election will take place on
Tuesday February 18 and
Wednesday February 19. Please
read next week's issue of the
Lance for in depth coverage of
the candidates involved in the
election.

tradjtionally been left out. Black
women have been more than
wives, sisters and lovers, but
have also been activists, lawyers
and doctors she stressed.
"As a black woman I have
another 'ism' against me. Sexism is an issue in our community," said Bynoe, explaining that
sexism is not just a problem for
the "dominant" culture.
As a part of Black
Herstory, Afoa Cooper will
speak on ''Julja Turner-A Life
in Teaching 1847-1901," Febru-

ary 13, 7:30 p.m. at Katzman
Lounge, Vanier Hall. There will
also be "Open Forum on Black
Women's Achlevments" in the
CAW Student Centre Commons
Area February 19, at 11 :30 a.m.
"On the occasion of Black
History month, our theme is
unity and understanding;' said
Khalid Gebirrebbi, President of
the Eritrean Students' Association.
"Our hope is to be united,"
said Dawit Teshome of the
Ethiopian Students' Association.

faculte d'education
• Campus Windsor •

L' admission pour septembre 1997 est commencee.

Avez-vous envoye vohe demonde?
Exigence d'odmission:
Delenir un diplome cir baccoloureol monnu.

The ''Black Story'' continues
Conh·n11edfrom page f

formation aI' enseignement

''We encourage all people
of all races and backgrounds to
participate in some way in Black
History month... Black History
month is not to segregate, but
to educate," said Michelle Dewar
of Carribbean Students Association (CARISA).
A powerful character
monologue by Michelle Dore
followed. Warren Reid then read
a poem called IV'hen Thry Come

Duree du programme:
lile oMee (seplernbre aovril)

Un campus dons vohe region

Renseignernenh:
U.iwna, dUlowa
Camp,1 W"nhor

13485 Min~"
lu1,m11h (~Iorio)
~2l9

For Us.
The day's ceremony was
concluded with another lone
performance by JESSIAH.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR GRAD REBATE

IF YOU ARE GRADUATING SOON,
YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
A GREAT OFFER AT ...

Kane
.L.:=- ·

500 Division Road

969-6000

•

Chevrolet Geo Oldsmobile Cadillac LTD,

I

I
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Celebrating our natural sizes: eating disorder awareness week '97
By Shonalee King
Throughout North America,
February second to the eight was
recognized as Eating Disorder
Awareness Weck.
Under the theme "Celebrating Our Natural Sizes" the
Women's Studies department
teamed up with Medical and
Health Services, the Womyn's
Centre and Bulimia Anorexia
Nt.-rvosaAssociation(BANA)to
conduct a week of activities
geared towards improving ~he
campus' knowledge on caung
disorders.
A 24 hour art and informat.ion display was held on the second floor of the CAW Student
Centre in the Piano Lounge
wherc pamphlets and brochures
were available to students, explaining the b~sic p~nciplcs surrounding caung disorders, the
causes and the treatment options
available.
Since most university
women arc categorized as being
in a "high risk group" the main
aim of organizers was to raise
consciousness of the problems
associated with Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia as well as other
fn0<l related disorders.

A

k h

h Id

t a wor ~ op e on
February fourth m the Ambassador Auditorium, Dr. Anne
~prague of Psychologkal Servic_es and Ms. Mary Kay Lucier
dtrector of BANA spoke to a
small group on the characteristies of the major eating disorders, how they come about and
ways of receiving proper care.
Dr. Sprague said that most
women in the indust rialized
world are concerned with their
body image, the internal picture
or the way an individual sees
themselves. She also stated that
there is a strong connection betwcen self image and self esteem.
Recent reports on clcmcntary and high school students
revealed that 31 per cent of 10
year-old girls have a fear of fat
and have already started dieting.
51 per cent of high school 14
year-old girls stated that dieting
made them "feel better" about
themselves.
According to Dr. Sprague,
the conceptions surrounding
body image comes from the attitudcs and values expressed by
the families, the media and other
social institutions.

~~
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WE'RE NO EINSTEIN BUT,

WE KNOW A GOOD DEAL.
8 OZ NEW YORK STRIPLOIN
STEAK WITH A BAKED POTATO
OR FRENCH FRIES

ONLY$ 8.95
EVERY DAY IN FEBRUARY
CADILLAC JACK'S BAR & GRILL
119 CHATHAM ST. W. WINDSOR, ON
(519) 253-3511

DAyTONA BEACH

'299

$139

Bus & HOTEL

HOTEL ONLY

~ trip transportation
- deluxe fflotorcoach and

'Pllanai excuralon to really

lllel,-.._

.. • 7 nights accommoc1at1on
• oee.11 front hotels
.,..,, lllne areakaway staff
~location organizing the

-1111rt1ea1

._,. tax.a lnc1uc1ec1

1F~R DETAILS OR TO BOOK CALL:

-u00-465-4257 EXT. 375

~p
WWW.breakawaytours.com

·
"As early as preschool
level," she said, "children have
already taken on negative connotations about being fat"
Lucier spoke about the
"3ds" surrouodingeatingdisorders: Dieting, Drive for thinness
and body Dissatisfaction.
She said the media is often
seen as equating thinness to sueccss, beauty and happiness.
North Americans (both males
and females) spend approximately SO bill.ion dollars in the
weight loss industry. This fear of
being fat, according to Lucier,
has resulted in 80 per cent of
adolescents and adult women
being on diets.
The Drive for thinness is
h:ised on what Lucier describes

·

as being the "myth that fat 1s
unhealthy."
The third and final "D" of
body Dissatisfaction is brought
about by the media's presentation of the "thin ideal." The
family also plays a critical role
in emphasizing thinness while
other achievements are ignored.
The consequences of cating disorders are staggering.
Witha20pcrcentmortalityratc,
early treatment is essential for
success. The first step to recovcry involves increasing the individuals nutritional intake, the
second focuses on the underlying problems of self-esteem and
self-images. Lucier says that in
minor cases many take at least
one year of intensive treatment

·

"

·

and 1n some cases recovery 1s a
life-long process."
Organjzers of the events
included Judi Wilson, I Ical1 h
Educator (Medical and l!caJth
Services), Mary Kay Lucier
(BAN A), Melanie Bynoe
(Womyn's Centre), and Dr.
Anne Sprague (Psycological
Services). A video night was also
held in the Oak Room, Vanier
Hall on February fifth and
organizers fdt that students
showed a lot of interest in the
..w
. ..
e c..k_,s...e_vc,.n_t s._ _,_,,--'!"'~~
11111
LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE
PRE

Spring/summer classes.Course
formats range from 20 to 80 hours.
20 hour weekends are available
for $195.Ricbardson-Since 1979-

Offering a
special 50%
Discount on car
insurance with
driver training, a
"Good Student"
status and a three
year safe driving
record.

See me be'lore
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

o•arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254·5101
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Turning Horror
Into Pride
By Ligaya Byrch and Andy Vainio

hen people think of
the holocaust, they
usually think about
millions of Jews dying
for no other reason than their race and
religion. The horror to follow the rise
of the Nazi regime in Germany wasn't
only experienced by Jews, ethnic minorities, and political prisoners, but by
gay men as well.
As early as 1933, gay men began
arriving in concentration camps in
Nazi Germany.
For the Nazis, the abolition of abortion and homosexuality was crucial for
preserving racial purity and in pursuing their pro-natalist policies, aimed
at propagating the Aryan race.
Jn the years leading up to Hitler's
rise to power, Germany was home to a
flourishing gay movement which coexisted with other progressive social and
cultural reform movements. By 1929,
as a result of popular pressure, the
Reichstag voted to strike Paragraph
175, the law prohibiting male homosexuality, from the books.
By 1933, the advent of Nazi Germany would erase progressive reforms
that had been made in Germany. Paragraph 17 5 was reinstated with avengeance, its scope broadened to include
kissing, embracing, even homosexual
fantasies.
In Nazi concentration camps, gay
men were designated by a pink triangle sewn onto their clothing. Other
prisoners were identified by other colours: green for criminals, red for communists, blue for emigrants, black for
"asocials," purple for Jehovah's Witnesses, brown for Gypsies, and yellow
for Jews.
In the camps, there was an internal hierarchy of prisoners, with Jews,
Gypsies and homosexuals occupying
the bottom.

At the Dachau, Sachsenhausen, and
Flossenburg camps, the homosexual
inmates were housed in separate cell
blocks reserved specifically for them.
Heinz Heger, a young Austrian man
who was imprisoned under Paragraph
175 as a result of an intercepted postcard to his male lover, recalls what this
meant for gay prisoners: " ... we were
only permitted to sleep in a night-shirt
with our
hands outside
the
blanket ... the
windows were
covered with
inch-thick ice at
the time. Whoever
was
discovered
sleeping in their
underpants-there
were checks nearly every
night-received
the
punishment of being taken
outdoors, doused with several buckets of water, and
forced to stand there for an
hour or so."
While it's not known how many
gay men perished under the Nazis,
records show 50,000 people were convicted under Paragraph 175 in Germany alone while the Nazis held power.
Pink Triangle Day, which falls on
February 14, is a chance for gays and
lesbians to reappropriate what was
once a symbol of horror, and defiantly
reclaim the pink triangle as a symbol
of pride.
From incidents threatening physical violence, to verbal abuse; homophobic graffiti of epidemic proportions in
the Leddy Library wash room stalls, to
the overriding assumption everyone is
or should be straight, homophobia is
no stranger to the University of Windsor eampus.
Many gay and lesbian students, especially those trying to take active
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roles in campus clubs and politics, may
feel isolated. This is due to the lack of
outlets for discussion or recognition of
their lives and experiences.
There's an overriding assumption
when the issue arises in classes, that
gays and lesbians arc "over there," not
in the class in question. Therefore, gays
and lesbians become an abstract curiosity, considered in terms of topical di~
cussion rather than their humanity.
In a study of introductory socio~
ogy textbooks, Dr. Barry Adam, Heal
of the Department of Sociology and An
thropology at the University of Windsor, notes the wording of many text;.:
assumes no one reading them will
gay or lesbian.
These te
have a tcnden
to excuse homophobia by blanket
statements like
"homosexuality is
not widely accepted by
society." In the same
books, such excuses
aren't made for racism and
sexism, so the question
arises as to why it's made in
the case of homophobia.
Residence activities carry
with them the assumption
everyone is straight. Residence life
tends to be pervaded by rampant
homophobia. The mere suspicion
someone living in residence is gay be·
comes grounds for ridicule and abuse.
The issue here isn't whether or not the
person is gay, but wliy it's grounds for
mistreatment in the first place.
For those who think it has nothing
to do with them, it should be
recognized that the responsibility for
homophobia on campus is borne by
everyone. Allowing homophobic humor
or comments to pass unchallenged is
the same as granting implicit approval.
The all-too-common statement, "I
don't have a problem with it, just keep
it private,'' props up a public/private
dichotomy privileging the public
exhibition of heterosexuality while
relegating gays and lesbians to the
realm of the "private." This reduces
homosexuality to a question of sexual
bchavior, ignoring complex aspects of
identity and emotions.
the
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THE HAJU>-ROCJCJNG sounds of THE SCARECROWS filled the Bridge tavern.
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As THE SCARECROWS fly
By David Knight
The sixties ended with Exiles
On Main Street. Mick Jagger
said so, ancl THE SCARECROWS believe it. Matt,
George, Paul, Jake and Sasha,
flew through a number of sets
2t The Bridge recently.
They are best described as
a ROLLING STONES-like
band, without the bloated, corporate-rock stigma. The edgy
performance is there, as is the
blues influence. The vocals are
ctrt2inly more unique. What this
band did to a lame song like

C

Willie Doherty's video installa-

r

SOr is disturbingly pleasant.

uonat the Art Gallery of Wind-

\'

'The Only Good One is a

r

Dead One," consists of a darkened room with two walls filled
11th \ideo projections of street

's

C
C
C

Walking On S1m.1hine legitimizes
its existence more than any chart
position it may have held, war

back wlien.
They dived through a set of
numbers that were familiar to
fans of the band. Songs such as
the rocker Northern Winter Bum,
and the ballad-like Room 20 from

The Scarecrow Manifesto
were enthusiastically received.
Nothem IF"inler Bum, while it has
a bit of a ROLLING STONES
feel to it, 1s a song I would hate
to hear covered by them. It could
be called the unofficial anthem

of Windsor during these cold
months. Room 20 deserves reP-eated listens; it seems unassuming and simple, yet Uiere mJght
be something less obviously
deep to it.
During these Bridge sets,
the band also played three new
songs. Ca.rlagm, Whal Do You

Think Of Your Blue-ryed Boy Now,
Mr. Cumming.r? and especially, On
The BnnJ; strongly suggest that
their next album will be the next
definitive one.

"We're looking to get in
2nd do another one," said
George.
"It was a pretty good experience tO go into, last time. It
showed us some different ways
we could take the music," said
Matt.
The band likes to p1ay, and
isn't beyond a bit of rock-n'-roll
for a good cause, which seems
to be a decent trend among most
Windsor bands. Last November,
THE SCARECROWS shared
billing with MOURNING
WOODS and TOAST to hen-

efit OPIRG at the Loop.
The band said they appreciated the opportunity to play
without the attachment of
money to their performance.
They also fclt it was a good way
to make inforrnauon on worthy
causes suck in people's minds.
Some of the other bands
they have played with, and
whose shows they like to catch,
arc APOSTROPHE and NAKED APE.

1HE SCARECRQlf"/S will
be al The Coach, February 22.

"The Only Good One ... "
!l'. Bart Gazzola

.

PhokJ i?J David Knight

!CCOc:s, shot from the interiors
of o.rs, watching the street ebb
then flow. The other is what you
"Ouid see as vour car runs down
a descned dirt road. Into this
~rk, hypnotic atmosphere,
0 hcrty's voice describes the
lllattc:r-of-factly, assassinating a
person on the street in London~ry, ~orthern Ireland (v.•here
hcrty lives), one of the flash
?oints of troubles, galvanized in
kte'fWentiet
· h century history by
~-events as Bloody Sunday,
The last detail of location

if

cxpJa·ins the meaning of the

71

'"hole. Dohcrty's work 11lustrat.cs the fine line between tertonsrn and VJclJmtzatlon
. . . . w hil e
li,,;R_ •
··~ig under British Occupauon
tn h"
is country. For example,

"Londonderry" is the Briush
"colonial" name, while to the
Irish it is known simply as
"Derry."
This look at lack of distance between faction and the
victim is made overtly comfortable by the quality of Doherty's
voice, accented with one of those
sexy Irish accents, so disarming
you almost forget he describes
the simplicity of putting "four
clean shots" into someone on the
street you're looking at, or about
the ease of walking to the door,
ringing the bell, and shooting the
person when ther answer. One
of the monologues seems to
conclude with the assertion that
"the fucker deserves it."
Certain truths present
themselves. The landscape m
post-modernism is not a pleas
ant "group of seven" image
anymore. This installation is in
scribed with the fear of Londonderry/Derry, as Doherty intends.
The two individuals Doherty
portrays in his monologue are
merely flip sides of the same

coin, locked together 10 cycles
that cannot help but rejuvenate
themselves with the blood of
each incumbent generation.
The depressing nature of
this window into society !\hows
that when "myth displaces history, all arc hostage to a cyde of
endlei;s repetition" of a conflict
where all becomes dehumanized
vicums of discrimination, war,
hatred and racism. Doherty's
"The Only Good One is a Dead
One" exposes some unpleasant
facts about living in Northern
Irdand. The manner in which he
chooses to do so, is perhaps the
most disturbing of them all. The
piece almost soothes and sedates
you, standing rn the dark room,
looking at a harmless street
scene, with his melodic \•oice in
the background, seemingly talking about things that can't be all
that bad: his voice is too level,
too calm, for it to be otherwise.
•rf1.1e On!J Good One i.r a Dead
One," runs al the Art gallery of
Wind.ror unh"J February 16.

Battle of the bands: And the winner 1s •• .I BIG DADDY "N' A.t',D
THE MERVES took a deserved First place in the first annual event.
Photo
Daud Kni hi

~ \.' 1L ~U J. ;:,LA_u_E:

INSIANT GASH e··...............=i~~~:cords
App LV
"'' QlAI
LI l,.
VV

~

Considering the diverse scope of
potentjals, why would a band
make a CD that sounds just like
one you've heard before? Like a
lot of bands they try to emulate
the sounds they hear at the top
of the charts. The sound is composed of generic angst-X vocals
in a functional but ultimately unoriginal band.
They should have
checked the due date on
their sound: the combination of heavy gwtar, and
mjd-tempo drummjng as
basic musical formula
has been done to death.
No new or interesting
musical
direction
approached.

-Jeff Sa11.fard

At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feet
strongly about the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students and their preparedness for
satisfying careers.
As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
you with an educational experience featuring:

• 55 years of expertise developing a well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care and practice management;
• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;
• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention,
easy access to educational resources;
• Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics
and five College public clinics;
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities;
• A research center known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
• Final term, full-time private practice internships globally;
• Abeautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge classrooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement;
• New state-of-the-art library to support education and
research.

VIC CHESNUTT:
About To Choke
Capitol Records
An interesting combination of
folk-rock and bluegrass music,
the album cont runs many tracks
that make you think of the
American south and it's musical
rustory. The song's themes arc
very different, but in the end
seem to work together to set a
mood and tone for
the album.
The second
song of the al. i bum, and for
me the best
song, is New
Town. It decommunity somewhere in middle-America.
The lyrics are descriptive and
mllke it easy to picture the small
town and relate past experiences.
Hot Seahs another impressive song, with great lines like,
"It's a great day to come out of
a coma." Little Vacation and Tarragon are good songs musically.
See You Around is anoth"er excellent song, made so by a conversational type of atmosphere.

NERF HERDER:
Nerf Herder
Arista
With the song Van Halen already
released, the self-titled debut
disc of NERF I IERDER is a
pwnpin' garage style band with
spunk. Popularity and stardom
for these guys is definitely in the
picture: their fun songs and humorous lyrics will blow away
fans who particularly enjoy
WEEZER.
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For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions couoselor at
1-800-888-4 7 77.
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Furnished Room For llen
$275/mth Newer home o
Uofw. Everytrung included.
bus route. No lease. Availabl
immedfately: Call 254-4234

Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedness for Professional Success
Northwestern College of Chiropractic • 2S01 West 84th Street • Minnupolis, Minnesota SS431

Lena Photo Studio

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

1697 Wyandotte St. W. 256-6747

1Hour Photo Finishing : :': lla&le
S11.e""~ SI!., "6 7',-,,,u 7-'Jc.~~

GRADUATION

& INDIVIDUAL PACKAGES

16 Wallets
44X5

~::~~0 $49.99

<"[,ltt11-i,+t"
ASH WEDNESDAY
12 FEBRUARYf 997

,

~

with

DISTRIBUTION OF ASHES
12:05 p.m. & 5:00 p.m.
Assumption University Chapel
Assumption University is located between the CAW Student Centre and the
Bridge, directly behind Assumption Church
973-7033 ext. 3374. 3398, 3564
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Free Pool Table (all ni ht upstairs
e-z;.u. c:!S-z>...A~ /VLg/i~
LADIES NIGHT $2 cover for men
Ladies in for free. *chea
beer!

'l+I.U'lc,S,7),Af;I- /Vlql,t
7,'lc,Ln>,Af;I-/S,A'lU'!c,7),Aij f'Jlf/,l
Live Bands/Acoustic
S.,4'7,Uje-i>.,4~

$4•95

All you can eat Pasta (till 6pm)
(with meat sauce)

L

Juke Box Upstairs
with all kinds o'f muslcl

ID4r i111nit1in1t ifuusr 253-7041
itstnuraut & wautm

] 1.io Sand\\ id1 Stred

Pricee Subject to Change Without Notice
Not Vallid With An Other Offers
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SkyDotne
card draws
30,000

The first
of many
By Sheila Windle

By P.J. Somers
The World Wrestling Federation
finally returned tu the SkyDome
on January 31, presenting an
overdue show that the wrestling
fans of the Toronto area deserved.
It was a logical decision to
have the irunal two hour edition
of Monday Night Raw emanate
from this event, considering the
long storied relationship between Toronto, and the squared
circle. The WWWF (then WorldWide Wrestling Federation) was
born in this city in the middle
part of this century, and has seen
many memorable events since.
Highlights of the evening
saw Owen Hart and the British
Bulldog further tease a split-up,
the dcbut of Savio Vega as a full
L..iNCb'R MEN'S HOCJCI:.Y in recent action.
Nation of Dominauon member,
along with a Shawn Michaels
victory 10 the main Triple Threat
match.
In other news from the
Skydomc card, Tiger Ali Singh, By Sheila Windle
pared for the battle. It was a hard
formerly Shootfighter, and sqn T.hc University of W:fodsor hitting, furiously-paced affair.
of the legendary Tiger Jeet Lanter1 have jumped into a four Nearing the halfway point of the
Singh, officially signed with the point lead in the race for second first period Ben Brenner scored
WWF. In an in-nng ceremony, place in the Far West Division making it 1-0. Western came
Tiger was welcomed to the or- of the OUAA .Men's Hockey back to tic it with less than three
garuzation by·fcllow Canadian League. The Lanters moved minutes left in the first.
Bret Hart, and members of the ahead of the Western Mu1tang1
The second period was all
Italian and Japanese press.
·with a 6-3 win.
Lanter1. Dan Ceman netted two
"My only hope is, through
With Western's win over power play goals, Brad f leschuk
the support of my countrymen, Waterloo the previous night, and Ryan Coristine netted one
that I, like the great Bret Hart, they had again tied Windsor for apiece while Chris Sharland
can carry the Canadian flag second place in the OUAA Far stood up strong against a bararound the world," said Singh.
West. Both teams were well pre- rage of shots.
Much will be expected of
!igcr Ali Singh considering he
ts one of the building blocks of
the \V\X'F's expanding imerna- By Sheila Windle
uonal scene. However, don't
On Wednesday January 29, the
look for him to back down from
]Anter Women's Volleyball team
this particular challenge. A replayed an inspired match against
cent defeat over UFC champ
the LaurierGo/dm 1-Jawh. Before
Dan Severn, and intensive tram- the
match began, fifth year athing from Antonio Inoki, prove
letes Jodi Beaugrand and Judith
that this Tiger has some bite!
Lortie were recognized in their
final home game as Lm1m-s.
RING RAMBLINGS
After the ceremony, the
Looks like UPN SO has fi- Lancen got down to business,
nally picked up Shotgun Satur- taking the first game l 5-9, and
day t\ite... Kevin Nash and Scott the next 15·6.
Hall were furious over the
The third and final game picked up the serve to gain six
lackluster NWO Souled Out was a very exciting one. It went consecutive point-sconng
PPV... Dennis Rodman may back and forth until Beaugrand serves.
wrestle at Wrestlemania 13 in
Clucago... Quesuons abound regarding the true identity of the
rnasked man
at
ECW
JWINDSOR
sho,~:s... Arn Anderson is out
1
; th an injured arm ... Look for
Ung to face I Tulk I Iogan at the
Grcai American Bash ...and tinally, d
., wlt
'h a
on,t go mcssm
CO:.intry boy!

Photo

David Kni ht

'Stangs stopped by Lancers

s

The third period featured
Mus
lang1, but it was too late. l_..a11ter
Captain Shane O'Donahue put
the nail m the coffin with 1:14
left in the game with a blistering
one-timer from the r,ghl wing
that found the net.
Windsor improved their
overall record to 11-7-2 with a
3-2 overtime victory at first place
Waterloo the follou,jng night.
two quick goals from the

It has been three years, but it finally came. The Windsor La11ter1 notcheo, not only their first
win oft he season, but their first
League win since joining the
OWIAA Ice Hockey League in
1994. They beat the Queen's
Goldm Gael.r 4-2 on their home
turf in what was a great all round
effort for the Lancers.
Lana Parsons put Windsor
ahead six minutes into the game
in a two on zero break. The
score remained l ·O until late in
the: second period. With four
minutes left, Queen's called a
time out and turned on the burners. They attacked aggressively
and were rewarded with a
marker at 1:38.
The lAnttrs came back to
life in the third. Shannon Bosma
dug the puck out from behind
the net, Cathy Reyes attempted
the quick wrap-around thaf
didn't go, but Julie Griffore was
there to poke in the rebound.
With 4:32 remaining, Parsons capitalized on another
breakaway from the blue line,
this one straight down the middle, giving the l..a11tma ~'O goal
lead. Less than a minute later,
Griffore found the puck in front
of the net and put it through the
legs of the sprawling Queen's
goalie.
Queen's added a late goal
but it wasn't enough as the Lanrer.r clinched their first win in three
years.

Beaugrand and Lortie go out in serving style

f
Judith Lortie
The Lancers continued
through the entire serving rotation until Lortie took over and

got the winning serve of the
match. The final score was 15
13 as the lA11terJ cruised their
way to a 3-0 game final.
Both the women's and
men's teams arc on the road for
the rest of the regubr season.
The women are now 9-3 and in
sole possession of second place.
The men lost in rally points to
Lauricr, and their record now
srands at 4-6. W1th wins at
.McMaster and Guelph they
could sull capture a play-off
spot.

*
This Week in Lancers Athletics:

TRIVIA
Kudos to last week's wmner of
~ tm,a contest, Neer:ij Bhalla.
t 5 Weeks qucsuon. Who did
Taylor wrestle to unifv the
SendAand UWF tclc.:vts1on utles?
ansu·ers and comments to
llcttncd1a@mns1.net.

~;ry

Lancer Basketball at St. Denis Centre
6pm: Women Lancers vs. rRYPHONS\l\u
8pm: Men Lancers vs.
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Skatin9 Nite Out

Pub&Grill
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735--1 171

I

WednesdalJ, FebruarlJ 12th
8:30pm at Adie Knox Arena

81::s, P1 zzA.
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Admission is on(IJ $1
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Athletes of the week

--------~

StanJS/~~
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FEMALE
Shelly Campbell
T,011cer I Iockey
Campbell, a Social Science student and native of London, was
a big factor in the Lancer! 4-2
win over Queen's on Saturday
Feb. 1. This is the Lancers first
win in three years in the
OWIAA. Campbell faced 33
shots, including a clear breakaway followed by a flurry of point
blank shots with less than three
minutes to play in the game.
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with ID card.
Skate rentafs avaifable for a fee. MALE

Live Rock Band

• NATURAL •

1~..111:
" 3 00
~~
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Fri. Feb. 14 + Source

Another event sponsored
by the Campus Ree
"Natural High" program!

~

'

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

"

FREE LOCAL CAll

12-0008

Chris Sharland
J,011cer I Ioc k·ey
Sh I d C
. J
ar an , a rimmo ogy major,
stood his ground against two
OUAA Far West Division teams
in critical games. Against West. ern, he made 33 saves in the 6-3
I victory on home ice. At Water. loo the following night, Sharland
kept the !..Ancer.r in the game
against number six ranked U7arriors. He played a strong game,
holding Waterloo to two goals
for almost four full periods,
when the Lancers clinched the
win with 1 :29 left in the overtime period.
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Summer full time positions
Get a real job. Apply onlinc at
www.job.samg.com
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"We Deliver Smiles"

.~1•r>6 PhoneTech Corp docs not scr«.n c:3llcn and MSUn~ no h.;ib1hl> \\hen meeting through lh•s s,cn,tc:c
Adulls Onl~ 13• 972-0008 ,s • free k)cal 1:-all 0..1s1dctbc IOC31J calling_.,~ lon6 dtstanc.ccharges ma) ~ I:.

Cl) Lttt1e Caesars"
LOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
I
I

EVENING & SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
with cheese and 1 topping

GENERAi * IMPLANT* COSMOIC * HOSPITAL DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Fnnll D.D.S. l Smolen D.ll

f4'

S. WU D.D.S.
fl!P.II
!......... ·-······"I WINDSOR
HEALTH CENTRE...;.
600 Tecumseh Rd. E. Suite 140

Purchase

"the Bas;cs''
at Travel CUTS/Voyaftt Campus

-----------by April 18. 1997

• STUDENT CLASS™
Airfare

• BON VOYAGE™
Travel Insurance
• EURAILPASS

• ISIC (International
Stucient Identity
Card)

Closest Location to the University
1930 Tecumseh Road West @Bridge

256•3161

and we'll throw in

---------------''the
Es senti ats"
• LET'S GO EUROPE book f Rf f
• IZON'S BACKPACKER JOURNAL
• TRAVEL CUTS DAYPACK + MUG
• TOOTHBRUSH
• One trH night at THE PINK PALACE
youth rttort (Cor fu. GrHc•}

::TRAVEL CUTS
th.e Student Travel £xpert&
OWAld ••• operatei bf the Canadian
hd•r•lion ol St1dent1

660 Richmond street
London

1-800-387•2887

• Certain rHtriction, may ll1>1>lY, virit your local Travel CUTS/ Voya9H Cam1111 lor detail• ·
lnlllrance 111ronau not n,o,11ary in Briti1h Col1mbia. Hall k /llll·tim• IIUd•nt
. 18 1997
1
In order to qualify Jor the ·e11,ntial1." 1 01 m.,t 11,rob.H• yolr "BHiGI• DY
Vatii lor de11art1r11 alter February 3, 1997.
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Editorial Policies
The Lance is published by the Student Media Corpora-

Mission Statement
The La11ce, the student newspaper of the University of

tJon and prints 10,000 copies every Tuesday of the fall
and winter semesters. Its offices arc located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials arc produced by the Lance editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in the IAnce are not necessarily those of the University of Windsor or the Student
Alliance. Submissions arc welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must include
contributor's name and phone number and must be
typed, Jcgibly handwritten, or on an IBM compauble
floppy disk. The editor reserves the right to edit for
space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and must include the writer's name, major of
study and phone number. Contents copyright 1996. Reproduction in any way is forbidden without the written
permission of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member
of the Canadian University Press.
Telephone: (519} 253 - 4232 Fax: (519} 971 - 3624
uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
Advertising (519) 971 - 3604
Editor: Ext 3909
News and Arts Ext 3910
Features, Sports and Photo Ext. 3923

Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1) The Lmce's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be demonstratablc fact,
with sources to support it. Conflicting sides of a dispute arc treated objectively and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the source is
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special mtercsts and with favor to none.
4) The Lance is a student run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
Windsor.
Mailing Address:
The Lance, clo University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
Windsor, ON Canada
N98 4P4
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Valentine's day job opening
By Sammy Younan
Well, yet another Valentines day
is upon us. I have to say that as
thi~ one holiday continues to
occur I grow less fond of it. My
disenchantment with the holiday
began when, in grade three, this
one girl passed out Valentines to
the entire class, except to-mc..--and
the fat guy in the back. I tried to
convince myself she forgot
mine, or maybe she lost it. So I
waited for it while everyone read
and enjoyed theirs. I'm still waiting.
While that wasn't my only
negative incident, it was the first
in a series of disappointments. I
have a friend who thjnks it's
unhealthy to be carrying this
around for so long. That perhaps
I should seek help. Well, he is
right in one regard: I should seek
help. So while I have your attentlOn I would like you to do the
following.
(fhis part is for gfrls only)
Ladies on the campus of
the University of Windsor, I was
wondering if you would be an
aid to me. Rather than spending
Valentines day alone and bitterly

rehashing every negative Valentine iniquity, I was hoping you
could help me make this Valentine's day special. This way I
could hopefully reverse the
negative trend and establish a
new and exciting one. What I
want you to do is send in a lovu-~ resume. Do you have pen
and paper handy?
The lover's resume should
include the following information. Begin the resume with your
name and some unfearfu! v:'ly to
contact you, maybe phone or an
e-mail address. The next secuon
shouJd detail your personality
traits. Let me know if you're
funny, a risk taker, fun loving gal
or maybe you're contemplative.
Whatever you are, list some of
the more prominent ones.
The next section should
cover your experiences from
your last two or three relationships. Let me know how long it
was, why you are not together
etc. etc. Just a basic outline,
there's no need to colour in between the lines. Let me know if
any relationship scarred you
negatively, so I can be aware of

any emotional baggage you may
be carrying.
Conclude with your extra
curricular activities. No need to
admit you're a member of the
mile high club, rather give a few
sketchy details, just enough to
gauge your experiences.
Please be sure not to send
any pictures. It'd be too easy to
judge a woman superficially. If
you wish you can add a cover
letter, perhaps as a way to make
a positive case for yoursel( References arc fine but not necessary, if they arc included attach
them to the back of the resume.
Final!); when all the information is complete, place the
resume in an envelope and write
my name (it's at the top) and
underneath it write "a lover's
resume." Drop it off at the LA11ce,
at the basement of the CAW
Student Centre, near the Asylum
Pub. After the resumes have
been processed a winner will be
selected for a Valentine's night
of romance, poetry and good
old fashioned fun.
So hurry and don't delay.

Letter to the editor
Dear Editor,
We as students of the University of Windsor fed that Dylan
Bailcy's decision to refuse acceptance of nominations of several individuals is unfair. We feel
that his changing of the nomination deadline time to noon
from 5 p.m. prevented many students from participating in the
democratic process they have
been accustomed to the set precedent of nomination deadline
time of 5 p.m.
There were several people
who went to hand in their nomin:uions before 5 p.m. which were
not accepted. We feel that this
1s truly not m keeping ·w:tth a set
precedent .rnd advocaung for
students. Supposedly B:ulcy 1s
trymg to decrca~c student :ipa
thy. Then please explain why he

is eliminating students who arc
so active :md concerned about
campus from trymg to run for
elected positions.
There is also the set precedent of nomination deadline
time of normal business hours.
Normal business hours are 9
p.m. to 5 p.m. We feel that this
is truly unfair to those people
who wanted to run and went to
hand in their nominations before
5 p.m. They should be allowed
lo run.
Furthermore the proper
precaut.ions were not taken to
noufy all students that the nomination deadline time was
changed. Granted there ,vas hmttcd intormation released, however, obvmusly not enough was
given.

A good indication of the
lack of sufficient notification
was the fact that four individu~
als who wanted to run for positions went to hand in their nominations prior to 5 p.m., but their
nominations were refused.
Sincerely,

Andy Tran, President of
the International Student
Society
Carol Francis,
Student Senator
Andrea Wint
Roger Shallow,
UWSA Anti-Racism
Coordinator
Ana Melgar,
President of the Amigos
Student Association
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Pane quizes candidates at forum
!!}' Andy Vainio
This last Wednesday was the day
tor candidates in the UWSA
election tu put their campaign
machines through the paces.
In the first of two election
forums, candidates faced qucsuons from a panel that mcluded
Howard Pawley, a political science professor at the U of W,
Ligaya Byrch, UWSA Lesbian,
Ga~· and Bisexual Issues Coordin.ator, Lance Editor-in-Chief
Jamie Cruickshank, and I luron
Hall President Barry Harding.
Present were candidates for
the positions of UWSA President, Vice-President Internal
Affairs and Vice-President Unimsity Affair.-, as well as candidates for Student Senator.
Presidential Candidates
Rawl Banton and Dave Young
were asked by Pawley where they
stand in terms of attempts to
increase tuiuon fees.
Banton responded by saying "in order to be heard, we
must mobilize ourselves to work
for the common good. Student
bd1.;rs must come together to
et the government in Ontario
and federally know that students
cannot tolerate decreases in
funding and increases in twuon
fees."
Young said that "I believe
one of the tlungs that students
at the U of W should be lookmg for is local representation as
well as provincial representanon," and mentioned the Ontario Undergraduate Student
Association and the Canadian
Federation of Students as examples of non-local representation.
Pawley asked Carol Francis and

Mark Onda, the two candidates
running for Vice-President Internal Affairs, where they stood
on issues raised in the Council
of Ontario Universities' "I louse
Quiz" on postsccondary education, specifically regarding the
affordability of university education and the employment
problems faced by university
graduates.

Francis said "a lot more of
the cost is bemg placed on stu
dents, we are paying for the lack
of government support. Gov
crnment shoul · uc helping sru
dents go to school because we
as a society benefit The government should be putting even
more"
funding
into
postsecondary education.

Onda said "far too often,
the apathy in schools 1s a means
to allow government to do these
sorts of things to students," and
added that st udcnts arc facing
more pressure as tuition rises,
particularly studcntS with a heavy
debt load.
J le also said "finding jobs
1s up to us. We must have the
courage and strength to find jobs

it is not the job of the government to create jobs."
UWSA Chief Returning
Officer Dylan Baiky asked the
candidates for Student Senator
what the Strategic Renewal
Committee (SRC) means to the
UofW
Candidate Julia Mira Jang
answered by saying that her
unhn11ed on P,1!,( J

Just like Jeopardy - shown here from left to right, Barry Harding, Ligaya Byrch, James Cruickshank, Howard Pawley, ask questions of UWSA
hopefuls.
Photo l!J Davt B11kovtr

Strike deadline looms at U of Windsor
By Andy Vainio
The union representing food
services, groundskeeping, custodial, and other staff at the U of
W, does not want to interrupt
classes for students if they go
on strike this week.
John McGinlcy, Vice-President of Canadian Unions of
Public Employees (CUPE) Local 1001, said "nobody wants the
strike. We want to be able to
settle everything and go on
peacefully."
The union is in a legal
strike position as of February 19
and mediation sessions have
been scheduled to take place
before the strike deadline is
reached.
CUPE 1001 represents 153
part-time and 117 full-time
workers at the uruversity.
If a strike does occur,
McGinley said, "we don't want
to interrupt classes. We've asked
the Faculty Association to continue teaching and we recognize
the fact that students paid good
money for their classes."
''We'd like everyone to honour our picket lines, but we can't
stop anyone from crossing them.
We have a very clear policy of
no violence on the picket line,"
he said.
He also said many people
seem to be under the impression
that a strike will only involve
food services workers, and said

that it would also involve
grounds keeping, custodial, and
housekeeping staff as well as
stock clerks and trade helpers.
McGinley said some of the
things the union wants to see in
a new collective agreement are
stronger language on contracting out and bargaining unit-wide
seniority. He said that the union
is opposed to a proposed 24
percent rollback in the wages of
part-time Food Services workers. They are currently paid a
starting wage of $13.70an hour.

"fhey (part-time workers)
do the same kind of work as fulltime workers, so they should be
getting the same wage," he said.
Director of Human Resources Jim Butler has said that
the university is looking for a
more "econorrucally viable" way
to operate Food Services.
McGinley says that "we understand that cutbacks have been
made at the provincial level and
there's some need for restraint.
Let's look at where we can trim
the fat, but it doesn't necessarily
start at the bottom."

He said that the root of the
problem is cutbacks that have
been made to education funding, and that this is something
that CUPE actively opposes because it not only affects their
own membership, but students
and the children of members as
well.
He also said the union fully
supports the attempts of students to oppose cuts to education funding and has been a
presence at many protests held
at the U of W

!IIIJE'~ ~ffll'I

NOT JUST FOOD SERVICES! - With a pcndu:ig strike, many students may be out of luck when looking
for a meal in the Student Centre and other locat10ns on campus.
l'holo l!J D111,e B11koi'tc
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TUESDAY
FEBRUARY18
Display at the Municiple Archives.
Heritage Day display all month.
For more info contact Main Library
at 255-6770.
Tales for Two's. Tuesday mornings
at Riverside Library at 10:30.
Stories, songs and plays for a year
old accompanied by a caregiver.
Session runs until March 11 . For
more info call 945-7568.
Riverside chess (All ages). Tuesday
evenings 6:00 to 8:00 at Riverside
Library. Enjoy a game with
members of the chess club. For
more info call 945-7568.
Artist showcase. All month at the
Riverside Library. Open Rose
Depression Glass from the collection of Patricia Begin of "Oldies but
Goodies." For more info call 9457568.
Preschool storytime. Tuesday
mornings at Seminole Library from
10:30-11:00. Stories and song, for
3-5 ye• olds. Please pre-register.
For more info call 945-6467.

Pre-Bread sale. Feb. 15-22 during
library hours. Help recycle
discarded boob, paperbacks,
magazines, cassettes, recordings
and toys. Most items just $1.00
each. For more info call 253-3600,
at the South Waterville Library.
Campus Group AA closed meeting
every Tues. and Thurs. noon-2 pm.
At the CAW student centre,
conference Rm #1. Contact Lily at
258-5698 for more info.
OPIRG - Windsor's Environmental
and Bicycle working group @ 5:30
Iona College is planning a Provincial Conference to save the
Temagamic Wilderness. For more
info call 253-1745.

Lesbian and Bisexual Women's
drop-in, every Tues. 7:30-9:30pm at
Iona College. For more info call
973-4951 .
A group of students from the U of
W are collecting clothing for charity
o n the main floor of the CAW centre
every Tues., and Wed. from 2:304:30 pm. Collection will continue
until March 19.

Celebrate Heritage Week at The
Municipal Archives (all ages). Wed
19th from 10 am-5pm- poster day.
For more info call Main Library
255- 6770.
Corduroy Tales. Wednesday
afternoon at Riverside Library at
2:30. Preschool storyhour for
children 3-5 years. Session runs
until March 12. For more info call
945-7568.

Classifieds
Toddler T1IDe. Wednesday mornings at 10:30 at the Forest Glade
optimist Library. A special
storytime for children two years old
accompanied by adult. Sessions run
until May 28. To register and more
info call 735-6803.
African Film Now- Black History
Month is showing various Film/
Video screenings at the CAW
student center in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Films will be shown on
Sun. Feb. 16, Thurs. Feb. 20, and
Sun. Feb .23.

TWO TAKES. Tues. mornings al
the Ni.kola Budimir Memorial
library at 10:30. Stories for a year 2
year olds accompanied by an adult
caregiver. Please pre-register for
more info call 969-5880.

Tales for Tots. Wednesday mornings at Seminole Library from 10:30
to 11 :00. Stories and Songs for 2-3
year olds accompanied by caregiver.
To register call 945-6467.

Toddler Storytime. Tuesday
afternoons at 2:30 for children ages
3-5 years. Please register. For
more info call Remington Park
Library 966-3441.

Preschool Storytime. Wed. mornings
at South Walkerville Library at
10:30. Stories, puppets and songs
for children ages 3-5 years. For
more info call 253-3600.

C.P Gravenor Lecture Series: Grant
Ferris from U of T speaks at 4:30
p.m at Memorial Hall Rm #302.
The topic is Bacterial contributions
to the formation of minerals.

"Hands-on-History" Room. On
going during museum hours ( all
ages-(;bildren) for more info contact
Windsor's community museum at
253-1812.

Windsor Committee on University
funding is meeting to fight tuition
increase by 10%. Location upstairs

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
will be meeting at 5:30 in the
Oakroom of Vanier Hall. Ruth
Copeland form NCF will be

Leddy Library- hours of opening
Wintu Term 1\lesday 8:00am11 :00pm.

OPIRG- Wmdsor's South East Asia
working group and ETAN meets
5pm at Iona College. Fighting for
justice in East Tunor and Burma.
For more info call 253-1745.

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY19

at Grad House, 458 Sunset
11:30am.

"Careers in English" 1:30-3:00pm
Room 351 Dillon Hall. Please sign
up in Rm 111 Dillon Hall or call
3xt.3555.

Local Youth Network and Community Suvices, requires volunteers to
assist with activities and programs
offered through the agency. For
further info contact Martha Elliott
at 252-1257.

Prescool storytime. Wednesday
afternoons at 2:30 at Forest GladeOptimist Library. Stories, songs
and games for children ages 3-5.
Session runs until May 28. Please
pre-register. For more info call 7356803 .

Chess club for all ages at the
Ambassador Library at 3:30. Join
Mr. Fritz Kreis to learn to play
chess or enjoy a challenging match.
For more info call 253-7340.

Preschool Storytime. Wednesday
afternoons at Main Library at 2:00.
For 3-5 years olds. For more info
call 255-6670.

Teddybear Tales. Wednesday
mornings at Ni.kola Budimir
Memorial Library at 10:30. Stories,
songs and games for children ages
3-5 years. To register call 9695880.

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 20

speaking.
Leddy Library- Hours of opening
Winter Term Thurs. 8:00am - 11 :00
pm.
OPIRG- Windsor's general training.
Everyone is welcome to workshops
on concensus decision-making and
anti-oppression. At the Iona
College 4pm-9pm Dinner is
provided.
• Preschool Storytime. Thursday
afternoons at Ambassador Library at
2:30. For children 3 -5 year. Please
pre-registere. For more info call
253-7340.
Celebrate Heritage Week. At the
Municipal Archives (all ages).
Thursday and Friday from 10 am 5pm - video day. For more info call
Main Library 255-6770.

FRIDAY
FEBRUARY21
"Art and the Spirit Within." Art
and show sale at Chalmers United
Church, 897 Windermere Rd. (old
Walderville) from 7-11 pm.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
Ethics and Care of the Dying
Sister Nuala Kenny
The Christian notion of a good death and the modem understanding of that
same concept are in conflict. Christian responsibility for compassionate care of the
dying remains an essential obligation. This talk will reflect on some of the essential
obligations in light of comtemportary health care understanding of death and dying.

Sunday, March 2, 1997 at 3:00 p.m.

University Chamber Choir
Dr. Richard Householder
Richard Householder is the conductor of the University of Windsor Chamber
Choir, one of six ensembles in the School of Music. The program presented this day
will feature selections from the 16 to 20 centuries which are especially appropriate
to the acoustical splendors of Assumption Chapel, including Palestrina's famous
Pope Marcellus Mass.

Sunday, March 23, 1997 at 3:00 p.m.

Assumption University Chapel
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398
Cost: $10.00 per ticket - Seniors & Students $5.00. Refreshments to folloW,
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opinion on the matter means less
ihan that of the students she
would be elected to repn:sent.
She said the amount of ignorance on issues such as the
SRC "is absolutely ludicrous."
Guenter Holweg said that
"basically, this is a change for the
better, it is a way of saving
money in light of the cutbacks
that Mike I larris has unloaded
on students. What I find intercscing is the Jack of information
students have on the SRC."
Matthew Paylor said "the
SRC was formed to address the
issues of change, it should mean
everything to every student who
cares about this university. Students must evaluate the ideas
contained m the proposals" put
forth by the SRC "and speak out
on them."
The presidential candidates
were ask~d by Byrch: "given the
huge move of student governments towards conservatism,
what moves, both financial and
otherwise, are you committed to
in terms of the UWSA Human
Rights Office?"
Young said that UWSA
"can capture the strength of
\\'hat we have developed this
year" by hiring a full-time coordinator for the Human Rights
Office, who could provide programs that can benefit students
m terms of racism and lesbian,
gay and bisexual issues. I le also
said that "if the student alliance
is not supporting the departmrnts doing the most for studrnts, then we arc doing a bad
1ob." Banton said that he is impressed with the work of the
l!uman Rights Office, and that
"racism and sexism arc things
that need to be eradicated on this
t1mpus hopefully we will one
day get to a point where it won't
be a problem, but until that time

and The University of Windsor

Bookstore present ...

~'"9 '!)41/4
February 19 &20 at 10 am to 4 pm

DON'T MISS IT!!!

Compare Prices Before You Buy.
The Gift of Life - Many campus and community members donated
blood, at the recent Red Cross blood donor clinic.
Photo lry Dave Bukovec

... s teeerrrike
Conlin11ed.from page 1

The union has filed a
grievance with regard to job
posting requirements after
postings were put up saying
that "replacement general cafeteria assistant" jobs were available for students.
Butler sent a letter of
apology to the union, stating
that the university "did not authorize such postings" and the
postings were immediately
withdrawn.

McGinley said that the
union "will not tolerate scab
labor. Our jobs and our livelihoods are important to us."
He also s:ud that in the
event of a strike, "we know
there will be some hardships
for students, but they (management) can keep us out longer
if people work as scabs."
·~ we're asking of students is not to do our work for
us if we go on strike. The faster
it's over, the better for everybody."

we should be putting whatever
resources we can into addressing the problem."
After the panel finished
their questloning, Bailey opened
the floor to questions from the
audience. Met with silence, he
brought the forum to a close.
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RAWL BANTON seeks UWSA
presidency.
Photo by Da11e llukom

1982. He believes as UWSA
President he would make communicating with students one of
his main priorities.
"I would have more dialogue so everyone knew where
they stand."
I le noted that he sees the
university as a community and
"if you have everyone on the
same page it will make the community run better."
''The UWSA is not providing the support to make these
groups
and
community
stronger," he said.
With the increase in tuition
Banton would make sure students and the university community understand what is happening.
"When tuition goes up
that's a burden on our family.
You'll have to get a loan, and go

into the real world well in debt.
You become no longer produc
tive but a detriment to society."
"We have to get our Cami.
lies mvolved in it because it is
us who elect the people who su
in government."
Banton said getting a lot of
people involved would help
make the government understand more clearly what it 1s doing is wrong.
"Our strength will show in
the numbers. Wc'll lx:come more
effective in bringing about
changes to the educational sys.
tern.''
Banton bdieves that the
Strategic Renewal Commtttct
(SRq Proposal is the best proposal that was out there even if
he doesn't agree with every
thing.. I le said there arc a lot of
misconceptions with the SRC
Proposal that he has encountered ~rom students during his
campaign.
"The SRC doesn't merge
programs
11
merges
adrninistratjon ... in the future u
will be beneficial for students."
Banton docs have problems with how previous administrations handled the e:ultn
parts of the SRC discussion.
Banton, who was also Social Science Society co-ordinator
last year, doesn't believe the lack
of experience will hurt him ii
he is elected president.
Banton believes the U\'fSA
I luman Rights Office is one of
the most high profile services
they offer, and that if the office
needs more money it will be
there for them.
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Young seeks top UWSA spot
By James Cruickshank
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UWSA Vice-President Dave
Young doesn't think his job of
helping transform the UWSA
into something all students
know is over.
Young, who is seeking the
UWSA Presidency, said there is
still a lot of work to do for the
organization.
'The question I have to ask
is do students know what
UWSA is? Even if they do, they
don't know what UWSA does,
because of that I know my job
is not finished.
He noted the importance
of students and student government to understand what they
both do.
"It's not just about students
knowing what we're doing, but
it's a two way street to make sure
student government is aware of
what students arc doing."
He said that the executive
must be able to communicate
with all 10,000 students at the
university.
"It's important for them to
sec the executive coming out and
listening at their meetings. It
shows that we arc concerned
with them, and we get an under-

DAVJO YOUNG, current VPUA
and candidate for UWSA

prcsiclent

Photo lry Dave Bu/envec

standing of how they feel."
Young said his campaign is
based on three key areas students, administration and government. Young also believes
that student government has to
be amicable with university administration.
"A lot of administration on
campus are there to help students. You have to work to cooperate with them."

I le said if he was elected
president he would seek ro talk
with leaders of society and clubs
on different issues such as the
increase in tuition.
Young said one thing he
would work on is pbnntng the
events for the whole year at the
beginning of his term.
"I know it was planned for
this year but there were other
pressing matters that the executive had to deal with."
He mentioned that there
would be an open door policy
in the UWSA office and he
would also leave the office to be
accessible to students.
"It's not our job to wait for
them (students) to come to the
office."
"Student government can't
go out there and do something
without consulting with students. We have to be building a
relationship with students that's
more responseablc."
Young doesn't think the
Strategic Renewal Committee is
perfect, but believes things still
can be changed.
Conlrn11td on p(lge 7
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR GRAD REBATE

IF YOU ARE GRADUATING SOON,
YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
A GREAT OFFER AT ...
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Soo Division Road

969-6000
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"We Deliver Smiles"
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AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
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U\X'SA Business rcprcsentat.ivc
Mark Onda's campaign for the
positjon of vice-president internal affairs will be based on a platform of advocacy and actjon.
Onda says that student government often pays a lot of lip service 10 activism, then once
elected, breeze through the year.
Onda says that he wants to
change that.
"If they have a conscientious leader who will be more
active with students, and be
more in touch with them, then
students may be more active."
He says students arc apathetic, because students look at
their leaders, and tl1ey feel that
their student leaders have lost
touch with them. The Windsor
native says that student apatl1y
can be reduced if student government does more to get students involved. I le believes one
way is through the clubs or other
events at the university.
"Nor all students want to
be in student government," he
says, "But if they join a club for
example, and it becomes successful in that it's financially stable, and holds good events, then
a student will sec that there's
more to school than just academics."
Another idea Onda has is
to make better use of the Asylum pub. Right now, the pub is
busy only two nights a week, but
Onda says that it could be busier.
"We ban: enough students
in residence alone to do it," he
. says. ''And we have enough students living in Windsor to keep

it busy, and merc's no reason why
it can be busy six nights a week."
To do so, says Onda, he
hopes to hold big events, and
have a wider variety of bands
and music at the Asylum Pub,
and says it can also be used to
hold fund-raisers for events on
campus. Onda also says that the
pub, which is 50 per cent owned
by me student government and
50 per cent owned by the administration, should be fully controlled and operated by the students.
How student government
communicates its ideas has been
a major issue in this clectjon.
Onda says that while he hears
much about student leaders having an "open-door policy," he
feels that as someone who works
for students, that he should
come to them, and ask them
what do they want. One way to
do this, he says, are through an
open forum.
"One thing I want to do is,
once a month, come down to the
CAW Centre, throw up a mike
and say, 'This is what we did last
week, this 1s what we're doing
this week, and this is what we're
doing next week,' and 'What do
you thmk, and do you have any
suggestions?"' he says.
"Students have enough on
their plate, with school., nstng
tuition, trying to find a job,
housing, and they don't need to
be chasing after student government to find out what's going
on," he cont.inucs, "It's the student government's responsibility to report to the students to
tell them what's going on.''
Onda also would like to sec
more work study programs to

get st udcnt s !-<>me job expcn.
ence.
"lndust ry nod busincs~
should be more tnvolved in rh
educational system," he say:
"Professors have contacts with
them, and student government
should do the same and get students that experience."
One of the major concerns
of sl udcnts arc the cut backs in
funding for education to univer.
sitics. The current student coun.
cil has been critici%ed for its lack
of activism on campus. Onda
has had experience in workini
with othcr student govcrnmcnis
on student issues. I le says thar
his job is to ensure that studcms
get the best deal available. When
he was vice-president external
affrurs at St. Clair College, ht
was among Ihe students from
national student organizatiom
who designed the ICLRP On
come Contingent T..nan Rcpavment Program) , which allo~'5
st udcnts to repay loans once thL;
find employment.
·
Onda cites the record
number of student bankruptcies
because.: of the lack of co-operation from the banks, s1mphbccausc students can't afford 10
pay their loans.
"Students shouldn't have to
declare bankruptcy,'' he s:,ys.
"That's a t ragcdy an A s1udcn1
gradual tng from school
shouldn't have to worry about
paying their loans.''
As far as government cutbacks to educ.won, Onda sap
that student governments have
to maintain pressure on thegov
crnment , otherwise "they will
walk all over us."

Invites Resumes forthe followin1
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Student reps tnust CUIIllllunicate ... Young wants top
with students, says Francis
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By Dave Garcia
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Carol Francis, a second-year
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political science student says
that if elected U\X/SA viceal ff: .
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president intern a atrs, s e
ould
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on
increased
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municatfon between student
d
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government an Its stu ents.
The Toronto natjve also
wants to make education a big
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priority. As a student senator,
she sits on committees that
d•·al with academic matters,
" thus, wants to make
and
changes on the acad emic as-
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pcct of the university. She propcscs a look at alternate forms
of testing, especially in courses
with a large class size. Another
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proposal that
camebe rom
committee
would
profthe
essors evaluations, since "the

~npay
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system we're using now seems
a bit outdated," according to
Francis.
Francis also wants to see
more student input in what

they

:ord

goes on at the university, and
says that student representativcs should be more in contact with the students. She cites

lctcs
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such forms of communication
such as e-mail, the Lance, and
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dent

vide services for students. One
of the big changes for student
reps, she says, is the changi· ng

th rough training.
· ·
F ranc1s
· says
that the clubs are vital to stud
lir
d
ent le an encourages more
nature of students.
students to get involved in
''The ideal student image 1s th
U ·
· ·
·
cm. ruversuy 1s not JUSt
chano-ing,
some have 1·obs, some about books, she says, an d th e
c,·
have kids, so student reprcscnta- clubs have a major role for
tives should change too, to meet th
h
ose w O want to get more out
their needs."
·
·
O f uruvcrsity
She says one of the biggest
"Clubs add to the social
changes will be in the commut
h
d
d
·
a mosp ere, an toe ucauon,
nication between student gov- and they reach out students to
ernment .
let them know that there is a
"\Xie
need
to
get
students
place
for them," she says.
·
,, h
, 1· k
input, s e says. ' 1 t 1.in we need
As a resident assistant,
to have information sessions, Francis is not new to dealing
and you can pick any topic."
with leaders and planning
"It should be more tl,an
d
th b
k
events, an s::iys at y wor ·
d
JUSt an open oor policy," she ing with those who have direct
conttnues "Student represcnta- links with students, such as resitives must visit classes, and go denccs, there will be more into residences and meet with stu- volvement at the University of
dents. They must go out into the Windsor.
commons area of the CAW CcnA big concern in the past
dh
r
tre an ave open rorums to hear year has been the lack of powhat
have
That litical action by the student govuldstudents
b
d to say.
r
wo
e a goo way lOr stu- ernment. Francis says that students to be educated on the is- dents would care more about
sues."
the political issues if they were
One of the main responsi- better informed. Some of the
bilities of the job will be in the students, she says, don't even
h andlingo f th e vanous
·
c l u b s on know that the1·r tu1·u·on could

:mut

campus. She says that part of the
job of student government is to
information for students. She h e lp th e cl u b s work more e ffi1also w ants to ensure that
ciently, by financial support., and
.._
u_ws_A_ will
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Jordan accaimed position
By Lance news s taff

~()\'

\\111

Dennis Jordan, 21, is the only
canchdate running for the VicePresident of University Affairs
(VPUA), and will be acclaimed
to the position.
The North York resident
will take on the role as VPUA
v.11h three major goals.
"I would like to increase
school pride, I would fight education hikes and the increase the
11sibtli1y oi the U\X/SA."

"It's time for acrjon against
tuition hikes. I would get pro
tests going and people out on the
streets."
Jordan is President of
Clarke Hall House Council and
was previously a first-year
UWSA representative.
There was some recent
controversy due to the acclamation process and the nomination
deadlines. See this week's council briefs (pg. 8) for more details.

potentially increase by 10 percent next year.
"How can the students really do anything if they don't
have the proper information? I
think you have to inform students first, and then after that
gets them to do more," she says.
Students have a lot to contend with, and Francis says that
students don't have time to seek
out the information, so It's the
responsibility of the student
leaders to "go that extra mile"
to get the information for stu
dents.

Ct111ti11Ned fro111 page f
"I've heard from people that at
the senate level it's recognized as
a working paper, and they are
continuing to consult with students and faculty."
Young, 23, said being vicepresidcnt of university affairs has
given him valuable experience to
become president.
"Some things have been
successful that we've done and
some haven't. I've been apart of
those learning experiences.
''When I step into office on
May 1 I'll have my feet on the
ground and running. It won't take

to the experience." Young, who
hails from Geogetown which is
near Toronto, has also been a
Social Science Faculty Reprcscntativc, was a bylaw review
committee member, sat on the
club ratification committee, International Relations Society
Vice-President and a Campus
Ree Supervisor.
One of the things Young
would change in the U\X'SA was
the funding for campus safety.
f le believes more money shoulcl
be spent on the \X/alkSafc program, and make sure they run
actjvities to keep volunteers
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Editor-in-Chief
for more details
please contact
Jamie Cruickshank
at the Lance Office
in the basement of
the CAW Student Centre
or call ext. 3604
or ext. 3909.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

By Lance news staff
Here's a hefty helping of
hightlights from UWSA council meeting on Thurdsay, February 13.
Council began with delegations from the floor, the first
being
Yvette Blackburn.
'Blackburn came to council with
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group came to council requesting a pledge of support from the
UWSA for numerous solutions
to safety issues on campus that
they arc working on. Lloyd
Hardman and Tom Collins from
ACE proposed safety iniativcs
such as security cameras, yellow
security boxes and an increase
in the Walksafe profile on campus. They arc number of possible funding avenues including
fundraising initiatives, the university administration, and the
UWSA.
CounciJ tendered their support and passed a motion to direct. VPIA Darren Vanccko to
work with ACE in regards to
student safety.
W.U.S.C. was granted $300
to help send a U of W delegate
to an International Seminar in
Peru. It was again stressed that
the UWSA expects to sec some
form of presentation to stuclt.:nts
at large upon the delegates return.
The MarkctfogAssoc1ation
was granted $300 funding to
help sponsor a dance being held
at the Asylum pub, although
there continued to be some discrepancy and controversy regarding clubs, projects and special events funding. See the next
issue of the Lance for look at
problems regarding special
events and project funding.

a grievance and petition regarding the nominatfon deadline and
the acclamation of the candidates running for UWSA executive positions.
After summarizing the
minutes from the February 7
Board of Directors meeting, and
citing several cases of what she
said was a conflict of interest in
the Board's acclamation of vice
president university affairs candidate Dennis Jordan, Blackburn
asked council to take action on
the matter.
Fanta Williams asked for a
ruling from UWSA Chair Jason
Hunt in regard to the conflict of
interest allegations. He ruled that
there was no conflict of interest
involved.
Earlier in the meeting
Blackburn had brought forward
a petition of 284 signatures,
opposing acclamation of candidates in UWSA executive elections. She later said ''The students have spoken."
A motion was put forth by
Alain Arthur to instruct the
UWSA by-law review committee to come up with concrete
rules regarding acclamations and
non-confidence votes.
The motion then carried.
See next issue of the Lance more
on the acclamauon controversy.
In special events and
projects funding, ACE student

CAW Student Centre, 2nd Floor
971-3626

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
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ELECTION CONTROVERSY -At last Thursdays UWSA council meeting
questions arose regarding the acclaimation process.
Photo Andrew Tom1
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At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel
strongly about the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students and their preparedness for
satisfying careers.
As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
you with an educational experience featuring:

• 55 years of expertise developing a well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care and practice management;
• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;
• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention,
easy access to educational resources;
• Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics
and five College public clinics;
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities;
• Aresearch center known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
• Final term, full-time private practice intemslrips globally;
• Abeautiful 25-acre campus featuri ng leading-edge classrooms, science and 111ethods labs, and clinic facilities;
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement;
• New state-of-the-art library to support education and
research.
For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwesterr Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4 777.
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Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedness for Professional Suc:ess

. . Northwestern College of Chiropractic • 2501 West 84th Street • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
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OUR LADY PEACE, far from clumsy
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By Janice Campbell
OUR LADY PEACE is

a four-

some from Toronto that made
waves with their gold debut album Naveed which gave them
top ten ruts in both Canada and
The United States. Now, with
their new release, Clumsy, there
is no stopping them.
In an unusual situation, the
entrepreneurship class at St.

(Ollrlt

the band

Joseph's High School led by
teacher, Ron McNamara had to
choose something to promote.
At the end of a class vote, it was
decided that a concert would be
the way to go. They narrowed
down their long list and came
up with OUR LADY PEACE.
The band, proving they arc not
above playing at a highschool,
gladly accepted.

It was Duncan Coults' qualifies as Canadian content
Coults believed that he
[bassist J first VlSlt to Windsor, and feel the CANCO~ regula- would always be involved tn
although the band has played tions that are in place have good music in some form, if not a part
here before. Coults joined the intentions. Coults thinks there of OUR LADY PEACE. I lavband about a year and a half ago. arc some bands that arc played ing graduated from University
They were in the midst of just to fill quotas, but that it's a of 1<.>ronto film studies, he was
a small university tour and this posiuvc thing attempted.
working ,vith different procluc
offer fit right 1n10 their plans.
The success of Naveed tion companies in the area, hut
They were impressed with a II the didn't change the band. rt just
still involved with smaller bands.
hard work and cffort put forth gave them more experience to I le was about 1cady to gl\c up
by the SL Joscph's students, who put into Clumsy. OUR LADY on music unul the other guys
created their own company, Ex- PEACE hope 10 not disappoint called and is now glad he stuck
treme Sound Productions. OUR their fans with what they put out. with 11.
LADY PEACE believes that Their goal 1s 10 make great muGiven the choice to play
"fans arc fans," said Couhs.
sic that will be enjoyed c{1ually vmh any other band", Couhs
OUR LADY PEACE has by they and their fans.
thought RAGI: AGAINST
played hundreds of shows
Clumsy's thoughtful lyrics TT IE MACJ 11'.\ll•, TOOL and
around the world.
arc conceived bv Raine i\faicb U2 would probably top his lic;t.
"There's nothing like get- pead singer]. All arc proud of He also wishes that he would
have been w11h the band earlier,
ung In front of 30,000 people the great song writing.
and feeding off their energy, but
''The great lyrics arc part so he could have played with
the intimate atmosphere of a of a great whole. The
Robert Plant and
small club - such as this show lyrics must be backed by
Jimmy Page, havmg
-brings you really close to your gR"at guitars, drums and
grown up a big fan.
audience, so it's really gra11fy- bass. It is clearly a group
Much credit
effort. Clumsy is full of
ing," said Coults.
should go to the St.
They have had the luxury irony, for example. TU
Joscph's students for
that not many other Canadian be waving my hand/
making the concert
bands have had of getting rec- watching you drown,' is
possible. They die!
ognition in the U.S. Ahhough, like you could be in the
an excellent job 1n
Coults doesn't believe that they water waving your hand
putting the show toget her, and things
arc perceived any differently and I'd be waving back,
ran smoothly when
there, he does have an explana- not knowing if you're
waving 'hello' or for
tion as to their success.
it counted.
''We arc signed to Relativ- 'help'."
OUR LADY PEACE are
Those of you who missed four of the nicest people you
ity Records, Sony's smallest subsidiary. We arc not heavily pro- OUR l..ADYPEJ\CE this time, could ever meet. In a harsh
moted and shoved at you. When don't worry. They hllve lots of world that houses so many bitStarsecd came out, it caught on touring planned. Once they fm- ter pcrsonas, it is good to sec
as a great song on its own and ish this University tour out West, someone without a chip on their
they will travel to Europe and shoulder.
took off from there."
Visit
OUR
LADY
Coults feels that they arc then return home with many
part of a thriving Canadian mu- dates, including the U.S., some- PEACE's web site at http://
wwui 011rla4Jpeace.cof!1.
sic scene. OUR LADY PEACE time in April.

An Enemy Of The People Local author
achieves recognition
no enemy to audience
By Barb Bondy

By Jennifer Donais

Laurie Smith, local writer, publisher and member of the
Scratch 'n Sniff Writers' Salon
has made it to the review page
of the February issue of Books

There was no fairy tale ending
to the play. In fact it left me
somewhat upset, but maybe in a

good way.

I left the theatre trunking
about what I would do if put in
the position of Dr. Stockmann
{University Player's Jason
Gray].Gray commanded the audience into suspension of disbelief as rus moral dilemma unfolded.
The springs that made
Stockmann and his brother
[Steve Leonetti] rich were found
to be polluted. Could he reveal
the information at a high cost
to his brother and the townspeople or keep it to himself and allow the visitors who came to the
springs to get well have their
conditions worsen?
In the beginning I was
~hole heartedly on Stockmann's
side. That is until other factors
ca~c into the story, such as his
c~drcn. It was a refreshing surpnsc to see Michael Soda as
Morton, and Nicolas Brancaccio

In Canada.
"Books In Canada can be

THE SrocDtANN FAMILY as portrayed by the University Players.
Photo

as Ejlif, run onto the stage, yet
when their safety came into play
as part of the decision to release
the informauon that decision
doubled in complexity. Another
factor which could have swayed
me and certainly swayed
Stockmann's
colleagues,
Hovsatd [Ken MacDougall] and
Aslakscn [Tom McHale] was
that not only would the town

Andrew Toms

lose business during the repair
process but a new tax would be
added to covcr the cost. Infuriated by tlus information the
townspeople
persecuted
Stockmann without hearing his
sick of the storv.
Even tho~gh he was declared an enemy of the people
Stockmann decided to stay in the
small town and face rus prob
uinlin11ed on pagt 10

considered the premierc 'trade
magazine' for the Canadian
publishing industry. I am grateful for the national, indeed, international exposure affordcd
by this brief review. I am even
more grateful for the fact that
it is positive exposure."
Smith's chapbook, G.alk
S1.anC.S (Scratch 'n Sniff Ink,
1996) was favourably reviewed
by Judith Fitzgerald.

Smith, the 1996 winner
of the Mayor's Award for Excellence In the literary Ans has
been a member of Scratch 'n
Sniff Writers' Salon smcc its
inception in 1992. She has recently branched off as partner
in a new publishing company,
Cranberry Tree Press. The
publishing company, comprised of Laurie Smith and
Lenore Langs, is nearing the
release of its first poetry publication wruch resulted from a
national call for entries.
Smith, who has read as
featured reader at the cveryother-Sunday poetry readings
at the Sandwich Mill, will next
read in Saginaw, Michigan's
Red Eye Cafc, February 18.

butterSCOTCM, W1ac Hall pushers
By Craig P. Allen
buucrSCOTCH, a University of
Windsor band played before a
SRO crowd at The Dominion
House,
January
31.
butterSCOTCI I 1s Matt "Bear"
Berry pead vocalsj and Craig
"Gramps" Thompson [guitar/
backing vocals]. The band's repertoire includes covers from
1HE TRAGICALLY JIIP,
TI IE BARE~AKED LADIES,
PEARL JAM, CRASII TEST
DUMMIES, Tiill VIOLENT
FEMMES and STO'\iE TI~MPLE PILOTS.
butterSCOTCJ l , an AJterna u ve rock band featuring
acoustic sounds, was formed
this year and has played Joker's,
The DI I and Macdonald I lall.

Throughout the night,
butterSCOTCfl played many
cuts themselves but also asked
friends Tony "Paco" Sclafani
and Sommer "Sommer"
Johnstone 10 play with them.
The band hopes to raise money
for more equipment and spending money, but the prime reason
for this duo is fun.
"We do it for fun and hope
that a good time was had by all,"
said Berry.
BotJ; Berry and Thompson
really enjoy playing well known
songs well. Thompson said
WheaJ Kmg.r was their best song
in performance, however, Berry
disagreed, and said that Don't
Follow was their best.

"The best song really depends on the rught. It could be
lVheat Kings like at Joker's, or
Hold My Hand like tonight."
The first set produced
tunes like All I lFcml Is) 011 and
Black, as well as If I Had A 11,
OOO, OOO which generated excellent responses from the audience. One of the things that
buucrSCOTCH 1s known for is
dedicating songs for friends,
present or not. After the first set,
The DI I staff believed the
operung set of the show was a
success for both the bar and the
band. The band brought dose
to 70 people in with them by
10:30 p.m. The second set
opened with many classic rock

tunes like Tu,isler 111 The S 1111,
BroJJ•fl 'f?:yed Girl and Hotel Ct,liJomia. The set featured Sommer
on lead guitar and vocals for
many of the classics. After the
second set, Berry said, "I haven't
heard any negative response, but
we are waiting for more feedback."
"It's nice but scary to play
for an unfamiliar crowd. Friends
know what 10 expect from us."
Thompson likes the idea of
having guest performers at the
show.
"It's fun for us to play with
other friends. It adds to our set."
The third set proved to be
as good as the others with Lo11ers In A Dangerous Time and S11-

pen11a11 S Ol{f!, that had cverybodv
singing on the choruses. Aftc~
the band finished the crowd
called for more, but because of
time constraints and fatigue,
buttcrSCOTCH thanked tht
crowd and left the stage.
The entire night went off
without many h11ches (or <:xcuses, in buttcrSCOTCJ I's case)
and everybody there seemed to
have had a great time.

Ever been to Paris?

CANADIAN RE~lll\lE
and Career Counselling

By Jennifer Donais
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STUDENTS•••
NEED ANOTHER BREAK??
Whether you are heading for Southern temperatures
or releasing stress from school ..
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- - -- - - - -- .... -- .........................................
Devonshire Mall, Windsor only

1
1

- ....

Devonshire Mall, Windsor only
.....,_ ,,_

OJJBWAY NATURE C ENTRE employee & Uof W student AmieeVerekee
oversees youngsters making pine cone bird feeders at Ojibway Park's
Winter Festival on Sunday, February 2, 1997. A great time was had by
all.
Photo I?) E l-fo1ther Botsford

An Enemy Of The People
Conhnutdfrom page 9

lems using the truth as his guide.
All this was presented on a
multi-use stage which changed
from the Stockmann's home to
the office of the newspaper to
the home where the town meeting was held.
Realism came into play
with real rocks being thrown
through real windows for each
production. Each character
made an impact on the play and
they all deserve an honourable
mentfon including the head-

strong Petra, [Carolyn Campbell]
and the comic relief of Tht
drunk [Brian Proud] in a scene
so tense it made me want to yell
out. Bravo to director Bill Pinnell
and his cast tn performing the
most gripping, thought provoking production I've seen in my
University career.
U11i11em!J Plqyers 38th Sea1011
contm11es with Babes I11 A m,s, Mardi
13-16, a11d 19-23. Afusic f?y Rich·
ard Rodgers. 1:,yncs ~ Lorenz Hart.
DirecJed ~ Lome Ken11eefy. M11sic
D1recJio11 #J Gillian MacKay.

C'"(,h1.111)~ II

~

/110/\17>.,4~ /Vl(ll.i
Free Pool Table {all ni ht u

'l+tU.'lc-$7>,,44/- /Vl(ll.i
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'g'lc-Ln>,,44/-/S,A'lU.'!c-7>,A~ /Vl(J/,l
Live Bands/Acoustic

All you f~'J=a't::>ft:Ctill 6pm)$4.95
(with meat sauce)

Big creen T . .
with Satellite S orts

w4r fflu111inin11 lfnuse 253-7041
irstuurnut & waurm

3140 Sand\\ ich Sfrrl'I
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t's 4 p.m. on Wednesday and
I'm sitting in front of the tube.
As I watch my feel good show
of the day, Oprah, I'm thinki ng
deeply. Today they're talking about
this new book called, 'The Rules: Time
Tested Secrets of Capturing the heart of
Mr. Right." One of the co-authors,
Ellen Fein, tells the ladies some secrets on how to hook men for marnage.
First, I wondered why some
women don't have better things to do
than "trick" men into marriage. Fein
progresses to discuss the Rules,
"rarely return his calls and always
end phone calls, don't go clutch on
a date, and don't stare at men
or talk too much."
Shocked and outraged at the "submissive" nature
of the rules she
addressed, I
wanted to read
the book for myself and form an "educated
opinion." A week later I headed
down to Devonshire Mall. The
first bookstore informed me that
they were sold out. By I his time,
I'm thinking a lot of women must "
have watched Oprah a week ear
lier. You know if Oprah recom
mends a book, it's a national
best seller the following day.
Fortunately, the next bookstore had a copy.
Needless to say curios
ity caught up with me.
Once I started reading the
book 1 couldn't put it down. Ironically, I enjoyed reading the book. It
addressed some issues that were not
politically correct, but relevant.
The first rule says to be a "creature unlike any other''. I Imm, aren't we
supposed to be individuals anyway?
"Being a creature unlike any
other is a state of mind. You don't
have to be rich, beautiful, or exceptionally smart to feel this way about
yourself. . .it can be learned, practiced,
and mastered."
Yes, self confidence is an essenrial component of life. We are supposed to think we're unique ~cl special in our own ways. In a different
viewpoint, if you don't possess selfconfidence, then you have to fake it.
This "faking" is not healthy. If you
give an impression of self-confidence
when you're not, you are lying. I'm
not saymg we don't lack confidence
in certain situations, but a healthy selfesteem doesn't come from a book. It
comes from inside of you, and may
take years to develop. Unfortunately,
some people never develop it.
The next couple of rules coach
you to be a "prize." They say if you

''Don't go du.t ch on a.date"

don't allow men to
'~ways end phone calls first"
chase you, you're tak"Dump 11.imif you don't get a
ing away their role as
"hunters."
romanticgift for yourB-Day or
"We know how
Valentine's Day"
extreme such a rule
Don.' t laugh, but. these "rules"
must sound, not to
mention snobbish,
are supposed to allow you to
silly, and painful; but
capture the man ygur drea.lJ!sf
taken in the context
of the Rules, it makes perfect sense. if their "easy game" is going to be
After all, the premise of the Rules is destroyed when these ladies realize
that we never make anything happen, these men are only interested in
that we trust in the natural order what's between their legs.
of thmgs-namely,
Well, needless to say I'm not
that man pursues afraid of being an outcast. The Rules
woman."
book contains a section for college
The '90s female girls, but it does not make a good
has no place in the analysis. Thev talk as if university
Rules book. Women women are immature girls following
who are aggressiYe, guys around between classes.
stake out men, or
So, in our dismay, my girl friends
have one night and I decided to construct a list of
stands are violating rules for the University of Windsor
the rules. The au- undergraduate females. By the way,
thors claim that some male friends put in their two
these women are cents for this section.
·
making it easy for
· men to get to the
"prize."
Basically, why
would he wam the cow,
if he's getting the milk
for free. Interestingly
enough, the Rules in.
say ,vomen makt> 0
If you live on campus, never invite
him
to eat with you at Chez Vanier.
excuses when
You'll
end
up paying for his meal because
they pursue men.
no money is being exchanged. Please,
They "mtionalize do not lend him your meal card. He may
this behavior by Jell- take you for granted and start using you
ing themselves, ''he s when he's hungry.
0
Never share your man or settle
sqy'' or "l '111 bem..~friendfy. ''
for
less.
Please don't walk to his place in
They mention that women feel
the middle of the night. This is dangerlike they're in control when they pur- ous. Obviously he doesn't care about
sue men. ·Thry think lb~ are too edu- your safety or you.
Never date two guys at the same
cated or talented to be pas.rive, plt!J games, 0
or do the F.Rles. Thry feel that their diplo- time on campus. This could cause you
be labeled a "hoe." Unfortunately.
mas andpt!Jcheck.s entitle them lo do more to
that name may stay with you after graduin 4/e than u1aitfor the phone to ring. These ation.
women, we assureyou, always end up bro- 0
Don't help him with his homekenhearted when their forwardness is re- work. Again, don't be taken for granted
by being called on only when he needs
buffed."
help with his homework.
I wonder what feminists would 0
D on't mistake go ing over to his
say about that. There's nothing wrong place for a date. Do ro mantic things.
with going after what you want but, Money doesn't have to be involved.
The "Rules," I believe, are not to
make sure that "thing" wants you
be taken literally. Reading a book is not
back is the hypothesis.
going to get you love. When books like
If you want to learn the rest of the "Rules" com e out, some of us tend
the Rules, you'll have to read the book to depend on them. We must still be
for yourself. Several of my girlfriends human beings who are capable of being
have read the book and many agreed loved. H aving respect for yourself is the
first step in anything you pursue. I urge
that the book teaches women to "not you
to choose your 'missions' carefully.
deal all their cards at once." They say Anybody w ho doesn't care about your
if you reveal too much too soon, you well-being, feelings and dreams is not
worth the trouble. Develop yourself and
may scare the man away.
When I informed some of my the man of your dreams will come to
you. Sometimes he may be right under
male friends I was writing this arti- your nose.
cle, many begged me not to do it.
They claimed that if girls on campus I lodan is a third.year Com111unua/Jons Studw
knew the Rules, their "game" would M q;or. She ran he hfard on q I" IM 91.5 h\f et'l'rJ
be ruined. I don't know if they .is- lt?edmsdqy nightf ro,11 IOp.,11. 12 a.f!I. I" 1/10, catch
sume girls on campus are stupid or hrr on 1"/a11a TV on Cham1d 11 al 2:30 p.111

or
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Athlete of

Track and
Field sweep

the nionth

By Mac Truck
The Windsor La11cer Track &
Field team sent out a strong
message to their competitors at
the Team Challenge competition, winning both the men's and
women's meet tides against topranked competition.
The Lancer women with a
total of 107.33 points, defeated
Western, Saginaw Valley,
Sherbrooke and Detroit Mercy.
They were led by impressive performances, including a Lancer
sweep of the medals in the pole
vault.
On tJ1e men's side, competition was s6ff as the top three
teams in Canada; Windsor,
Sherbrooke and Western were all
present. The lAncer men prevailed with a total of 92 points,
with the second place finishers,
\X'estt:rn, 15 points behind.
Individually, the [ .,ancers
won over 30 medals. In the
men's division, Drew MacJ\ulay
won the 1500m, the I.....t1nrer A
team won the 4x800m rela), Pat
Childerhose was sccond in tl1e
high 1ump, Omar I lafcz was sec
ond in the 1000m, Matt
Codnnb>ton ,vas second in the
shot put, Kmuan \'filson was
second in the pole vault, ;\fork
Ki1clywas second in the 3000m,
Kvlc Robinson tied for second
in. the 60m hurdles, Paul
Kuranstin-Mills was third in me
60m, Scan Ryan was third in the
600m, Rhys Trcnhailc was third
in th<.: 1500m, Andy Hahn was
third in me 3000m, the l .L1t1cer
relay team was third in the
4x200m, the l.Ancer B team was
third tn the 4x800m, Derek
Schroeder was third in the high
jump and Mike Nolan was third
in me pole vault.
In the women's division,
Julie Lisle won the first ever pole
vault event with a height of
2.85m. She was followed by fellow Lancers Alycia Breyenton
who finished second and Angela
Dell who finished third. Other
medals were awarded to April
Uhden who finished first in the
3000m, Dana Cunningham won
the 1500m, the relay squad won
me 4x200m, Darlene Davis tied
for second in the high ju mp,
Marnee Beamish was second in
the 600m, me Lancers were second in the 4x800m, Stephanie
Gouin was third in the 300m,
Tanya Kloppenburg was third in
the 600m, Deborah Springer was
third in the 1OOOjm, and Missy
McClcary finished third in the
1500m.
Th.: I ,oncer men and
women have each won six
straight Ontario Championships
and will ckfrnd those 1j1ks Februarv 28 to March l at York Uni\Trsity. The Canadian Champ1onsh1ps an: set for March 7 IO 8
in \X mdsor at S1. Denis Cent re.

are the hottest team in the league at this point. They are 8-1 in their past nin e
games, still 6 points behind the first place, Waterloo lf/arnors.

THE WINDSOR LtNCERS

Photo
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Lancers on a roll
By Sheila Windle
The L.oncers Men's hockey team
took on the big boys from
Sudbury in what can be best
described as a hard hitting effort. The I1111rersd1dn't look back
as they trounced Lhe visiting
I /qyagetm6-4 and sustained their
second place standing in the Far
West.
In the l.....t111cers past few
games, they have demonstrated
good scoring ability, but Friday
they showed some muscle
against the tough, physical
Vqyagetm. Thirty lour minutes
of penalties were assessed in the
first period alone. Jorin Welsh
was the perfect host, introducing the visitors to a new place
on the boards each time he
stepped on the 1cc. Sean
McKegney opened me scoring

midway ilirough the penod on
the power play. Shane
O'Donohue followed suit 37
seconds later, also cashing in on
the man advantage. Laurent ian
got one back before the first
period was over.
In the second period
Laurenuan got off to a fast start,
tying tt up at two a piece at 9:08
mark. That only 1gn11cd Brandon
Boyko to score two consecutive
goals wtth 4:32 and 2:12 left 1n
the second. The Lincers did not
look back and the final score sat
at 6-4 Lancers.
The Lancers boast an impressive record of 13-7-2 in the
tough Far West, eight of those
wins coming in 1997. They have
a strong hold on second place
in me division, six points behind
first place, \Xlaterloo Warriors.

Dan Ceman is the University of Windsor Lancer at hlctc of
me month for January, 1997.
A centre with the lA1uer
Men's hockey team, Ceman had
a tremendous month in OUAA
Hockey. He averaged three
points per game during January,
scoring six goals and 12 assists
in six games. Ceman was named
LAncer athlete of t11e week on
January 19, after he scored a hat
trick and four assists versus
Brock and came back the following day to add a marker and an
assist against Ryerson. Ceman is
now second in OUAA scoring,
with 21 goals and 32 assists for
53 points per games. This places
him at number three in scoring
in the na6on.

Women's Hockey season
ends on a high note
The l.AtJCer women came
close 10 upsetting the number
one team in the leahruc. The visiting Umversity of Toronto H/11es
scored a fluky goal in tJ1e first
period as the puck was r<.:direct ed off a '-kate. Jennifer
Nantrus evcned things up wuh
her first of the season from T,:ma
Parsom and Lau1;c Bale. The
game was tied until the third,
when I kather Vance of Toronto
netted the game wmner. The
Lancers and Coach Jackson
should be congratulated on their
strong finish on their season.
They all put in a valiant effort
against me Blues, on the heals
of their first win in the OWIAA.

A-ruu:rn OF THE MOSlll
DAN CEMAN, # 26.
Pib Photo

Lancer Athletic Mentoring Program
The Lancer Athlete Mentoring
Program (LAMP) involves
Lanceramlctes going into Wind:
sor and Essex County schools
to share wim students their experiences in athletics.
They talk about the benefits of athletics, fair play, dealing with peer pressure, staying
off drugs, and other topics that

provide positive role models for
impressionable youth.
The LAMP was spearheaded by first year Acting Department head Dr. Joanne
MacLean, wim work beginning
on this initiative in September
1996. The idea came from similar programs in existence at
other Canadian universities.

The program has been well
received by Lancer athletes and
area schools. 32 amletes spanning six faculties will speak at
over 40 schools during the next
month.
For more information on
me LAMP, contact Dr. Joanne
MacLean at253-4232, Ext.2437.

THIS WEEK IN LANCER ATHLETICS. . .
Wed. February 19th - BASKETBALL vs. McMaster
WOMEN 6pm & MEN 8pm
ST. DENIS CENTRE - COLLEGE A VE.
SPRING BREAK GETAWAY .. .. Come dressed in your
favourite beach attire - lots of chances to win great prizes!!!!!
MEN'S HOCKEY at Adie Knox Arena
Wyandotte West & Catnpbel I
Sat.. February 22 11<1 vs. Waterloo (lij 7:30pm
Sun .. February 23r<l vs. Laurier@ 3:30pm
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wcw invades eanada
By P.J Somers
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After a lengthy absence, World tag-team made up of Rougeau
Championship
Wrestling and Carl Oullette, the WCW has
(JICW) is returrung to Canaclian been hinting at ah increased Canaclian presence.
soil. An upcoming Montreal
WCW, and the NWA beshow is being billed as that city's
fore
it,
have always had an averbiggest night of professional
sion
to
staging events north of
wrestling in twenty years.
the
border.
Besides some major
The card, scheduled for
Harrulton shows during the midApril 11 at the Molson Centr:,
will see some of the WCW s 80's, Eric Bischoff and Jim
most well-known stars. Among Crockett have been reluctant to
those on the undercard will be send their stars to areas where
Ric Flair, The Giant, Lex Luger, they arc perceived as lesserknowns. With the current sucDean Malcnko, and Eddy
cess of the WCW, it looks as
Gueruerro. f Icadlining the
evening will be a bout between though that policy is about to
change.
NWO degenerate, Hulk Hogan,
and Jacques Rougeau.
RING RAMBLINGS
Why Rougeau? WCW has
Nitro will be live from
a working agreement with
Rougeau's Quebec-based inde- Saginaw, Michigan on April
pendent promotion. Ever since 21 ...The NWO continued to inthe WCW appearance of The vade New Japan last week, witl1
Amazing French Canaclians, a ''Buff" Bagwell getting over in

a big way...Bubba-Ray Dudley
turned on his brothers in ECW
recently, joining up with his
other renegade brother, D-Von...
Predictions: Rey M yst crio Jr.,
next WCW TV champion ...
Brian Pillman appeared at a
WWF TV-taping in Cincinnati
this past weekend... WWF programming in the United States
is getting a complete overhaul.
Shotgun Saturday Nite and
LiveWire will be taped, and Raw
will now be a permanent~ twohour, live program.

TRIVIA
Congratulations to last
week's winner,Jamie O'Connor.
This weeks question: The AWA
promotion was based out of
which American state? Send
comments and questions to
netmedia@mnsi.net.

Athletes of the week

FEMALE April Uhden
L1111rer Track & Field
Uhdcn, a Criminology student,
captured two gold medals at the
University of Windsor Team
Challenge. A first year student,
she won gold in the 300m in a
CJAU qualifying time of 40.37
and anchored the Lancers
4x200m relay team to a first
place firush.

MALE Scott Hamilton
Lancer Hockey
Hamilton, a third year HK student, has been a staple of the
Lancerdefensive corps all season
and had two more outstancling
performances on the weekend.
Hamilton stood his ground
against the bigger Laurentian
players, chcclcing hard, hustling
on each shift, and setting up
Brandon Boyko's second goal of
the game. Against York, Harrulton was in on two more markers, inclucling the first goal of
the game.
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INSTANT CASH BACK
APPLY Now
FOR YOUR 1996 TAX REFUND
COME AND SEE US AT
THE

CAW STUDENT CENTRE

IN THE USED BOOK STORE

E•FILE $20
2S3·4232
1!:XT.4035

FAVIS "B«, I/JS- Student tax Services
t 341 TECUM$1::H ROAD EAST 258·2833

3~S/<fj)~
NEIGHBO-URHOOD

13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735--1171
SEs, Pt:z:zA
IN 'HE

WoRL.o

Live Rock Band
Feb. 21 & 22 + F~Jtf
G~@
y

(I) Uttle Caesars-

•

formation aI'ensei nement

~~~

Pub&Grill

8©G0

•

f,/JONOAY TO FRIDAY
10AM TO 4 PM

LOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

T{)()«iJ?; Bwcgl!M

---

I

I
I

I
I

L'admission pour sepfembre 1997 est commencee.

Avez-vous envoye vohe demonde?
Exigence d'admission:
Detenir un diplome de boccolaureat reconnu.

Duree du programme:
Une onnee (seplembre aavril)

Un campus dons votre region

®

Renseignemenls:
Oliv'"ili d'Ollowa
Campi, Windior
13485 chrmin }flmlro
l«vm,th (Onlorio)
Hltj

2[9

liliJ,honr: (S19) 979-2556
1ili<op1t11r. (519) 9'79·106S

Closest Location to the Universi~
1930 Tecumseh Road West@Br1dge

256•3161
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When in doubt. choose "All of the Above"
Editorial Policies
The

Volume 69 Issue 19
Editor in Chief...James 'you never call' Cruickshank
Production Manager.........Michad "busy'' Pereira
News Editor.................................Llndsey Woodgate
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Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of 1hc University of
Windsor~ affirms its role as. an agent '.' f. social change,
pcrformmg both an educauvc and acuvist function.
These principles arc based on those of 1he Canadian
University Press.
1) The Lance's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless re.
cording of fact. Bu~ it must be demonstratable fac~
with sources to support it. Conflicting sides of a dis.
pute are treated objcctivdy and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received wi1h the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the source is
trustworthy, but not before every cffort is made to con.
firm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special interests and with favor 10 none.
4) The LA11ce is a stu~ent run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
Windsor.
Mailing Address:
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
Windsor, ON Canada
N98 4P4

Our lives should never be wasted
By Dave Ball '97
You arc born. You plan. You die.
For tl1e longest time I refused to put my faith in a future
no one could guarantee. Jn high
school, while most of my classmates studied hard in preparation for what they hoped would
be a rewarding carc.:cr, I preferred
to just get by. Why waste all of
my energy getting ready for to morrow, I asked, when I may go
today?
...
I did not want to spend my
last day on earth s11ting through
another boring lecture.
J\saad Kayrou7. lived the
nightmare that I'd always
dreamed. At 28 years -old, less
than two years after graduating
from the University of Windsor
with a degree in Electrical Engineering, he is dead.
After working hard alJ of
his life to achieve success, his life
has ended just as that reward was
handed to him. But I doubt that
he is as disappointed with his Life
as I had once imagined. I
thought that working hard meant
there was no room for enjoymen1. Asaad has provcn me
wrong.
When I first came to be a
swdent at Windsor, I fclt out of
place. I was much older than
most of my classmates, and I
found it hard to adjust after so
many years out in 1hc real world.
Then a guy I barely knew tapped
me on the shoulder.
"J\ bunch of us arc skipping class this afternoon," he explained. "Want to join us?"
Reluctantly I agreed, and as
it turned out, I was right. It was
too late in the year for skiing. Mt.
Brighton had already dosed for
the season. But we had a good
time, and I found that in spite
of the fact that I had to stay up
late to catch up on the lessons I
missed that afternoon, it was
wortl1 it because I had made a
new friend.

I cannot claim to know
Asa.ad as well as I would have
liked. We studied together occasionally. I had a firm grasp of
the theoretical portion of our
program, while he was more
adept with the mathematics. I le
motivated me to do better simply by asking for my hdp. Not
wanting to let him down, J was
forced to study ha rder.
\'fe hung out a couple of
times outside of school. Assad
was the kind of student the
University of \X'indsor could l,e
proud of. J k always had his assignments completed on 1imc,
did well on all of his exams, yet
was out going and helpful off
campus.
He did what too few had
done before him, represented a
positive image of engineering
students at Windsor. I was surprised when he stopped by my

house after graduating to tell me
about his great job in Oakvilk
and thank me personally for m,
help in gcttfog him tlu~ugh 1h~
course. Although I'd dropped
out of school, I could not hdp
but feel that J was more in his
debt.
Asaad Kayrouz died tragically lust weekend in a car ac(l;
den't hen: in \'v111c1S01 a coupk
of weck<.'nds agr>. I am told 1ba1
he hacl JUSt been ou1 cckhr:111n~
his appoin1mcn1 to a new job.
l~ven if you did not know him
you ma,: muurn his passing be
cause he w:1s 1he rarest of all in
dividua.ls, a genuinely nice gu).
You arc horn, you plan, you
die. But if you take thc time 10
involve others tn your plans, you
do not go empty handed. I will
miss my friend.

Tue$ciay~.,Eeb.ruary 18. 1997
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Hellenic students upset over student council decision
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Dear Editor,
As President of the Hellenic Students Associations
(I-ISA) , my job is to keep our
culture alive and at the same time
teach others what we are about.
Every year, the HSA puts on
their annual Valentine's Dance.
This has been a tradition since
the modern club was formed in
1991.
Our goal is not to make
money, but to provide a place
where students can have a good
time, members as well as the rest
of the student body. Ever since
its inception the club has never
received money from the
UWSA; we have survived these
past few years with our own hard

work.
Since this is my last year as
president I wanted to make this
year's Valentine's dance the best
one so far. I thought that UWSA
might be able to help us out. I
filled out the form they had,
photocopied a bank statement
that showed that we have $400
in our account, and handed in a
$700 budget for the dance. In
fact our budget of $700 for the
costs of the dance was an underestimate because it did not
show full advertising costs for
our mailing list (approximately
a $200 cost).

I didn't want the council to
think that we were trying to milk
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them for money, so we only
asked them for a modest $300.
We were sure that we would receive the money because we met
all the criteria, and even asked
for less money than we actually
needed. We were in for quite the
surprise, to say the least.
Needless to say that we
didn't get funding. Their primary
reason being that we showed a
surplus of $200 in our proposal.
Fanta Williams herself confirmed that as the reason at the
meeting, her comment was even
quoted in a previous issue of the
Lana. This stance stood, even
after I explained to them that we
have an annual scholarship of
$100 which has not yet been
given out. This point was even
made clear by Darren Vanecko
to our vice-president: "we cannot fund surplus events.. read the
policies!"
No Darren, you read the
policies. These are available to
all students of the U of W at
the SAC office and we got them.
There are only three pages pertaining to club funding, and in
none of these does it say anywhere that the UWSA cannot
fund surplus events. You don't
have to be a genius to realize that
even if such a policy existed it
would make no sense. Are clubs
who don't know how to plan
efficiently going to be supported

while clubs that plan good
events arc going to be punished?
Darren Vanccko also stated
that he saw no trace of our bank
account statement and Lhat we
should have given them a copy.
What he didn't know was that
we had given them such documentation with our proposal
before the meeting. The student
policy clearly states that it is the
job of the UWSA Vice-President of Finance Dave Tripp to
review such papers and present
them to the executive at the
meeting. Obviously this had not
transpired and there is no one
else to blame but Dave Tripp.
Not only did he not provide the executive with the
proper documentation, but at the
council meeting he did not
breathe a word of the situation
of the proposal; he did not do
his job and we demand to know
why.
So how does all of this
make sense to you: 1) The Indian Students Association was
up before us in the meeting and
got funding, but under similar
conditions the HSA does not. 2)
Nowhere in their policies does
it say that they cannot fund surplus events. Yet such events have
been sponsored in the past. 3)
Our bank account statement is
mysteriously lost in their offices,
yet we are blamed for not pro-

viding them with one (in other told them that I did not want
words doing Dave Tripp's job).
their "gift" funding. They could
We don't want money keep it to buy themselves some
anymorc. Should we in the fu- integrity and business ethic. I am
ture lie about the budget of our not going to sell out to UWSA,
event? Should we plan an event nor would I take their money
1o lose money in order to get
even if it were the last $300 on
funding?
earth. I was offended, distraught
Should we hold Dave and disappointed to sec that
Tripp's hand and walk him to the these kinds of people were repmeeting with our proposal in resenting the student body.
order to make sure he does his
We are confident that we
job? Should we sit with Darren arc not the only club that has
Vanecko and make him memo- been wronged by UWSA. There
rize the proper student policies is a definite discrepancy between
for future reference? Or maybe the clubs that get funding and
we should elect a member of the the clubs that do not. Similar cirHSA on to council next year, to cumstances should give similar
make sure that he/she influences results, yet this doesn't seem to
all the votes behind the scenes happen. They refer to policies,
to carry out our requests.
without even knowing what
The most insulting and hu- those policies are. They have job
miliating thing above all is that titles that define their putpose,
they approved to give $100 in yet do not employ those purfunding in exchange for writing poses.
on our dance tickets "sponsored
Maybe they just don't care
by UWSA." Thank you UWSA about funding, or that we are
for giving us 1/7 of what the even writing this letter. What we
dance will cost us and at the know is that we were treated
same time expect recognition. unfairly, that we were not the
Thank you for sponsoring oth- first, and we will not be the last.
ers and leaving us out in the cold. If our voices are heard, even in
Thank you for imposing your this case of David and Goliath,
ignorance and incompetence then we are pleased that we have
upon us while teaching us a thing at least done something about it.
or two about how the system Sincerely,
really "works." So at the end of Andreas Gekas
the meeting, I stood up, thanked President of the Hellenic Stuthe council for their time, and dents Association

!Students should have Message to the university tnasses
1looked closer at
lnom.1nation deaclline
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response
to Andy Tran et al's letter attacking Dylan Baileys decision
to set the UWSA nomination
deadline at noon instead of the
usual time of 5 p.m. I believe
I.hat Mr. Tran has raised some
questionable points in regards
to the CRO's decision.
First, Mr. Tran's claim that
"the proper precautions were
not taken to notify all students
that the nomination deadline
time was changed: 1s, as fare as
I can see, wrong. As president
of the ISS, I would assume that
Mr. Tran has to walk around
campus, visit the UWSA office,
or pick up a Lance once in a
while. I find it hard to believe
that in the two weeks that nominations were open, Mr. Tran did
not notice the signs around
campus, or the ads in the Lance,
or the notices on the door to
the UWSA office.
Perhaps Mr. Tran would
have liked a personal invitation?
. Which brings up another
point. If Mr. Tran and the other
potential candidates we "so active and concerned about cam-

pus" that they wished to run for
elected office, why did they feel
it necessary to wait for the very
last minute to submit their nominations?
Did they feel that doing so
would heighten the drama of
their nomination? Nominations
were open two weeks prior to
the deadline. I would think that
if they were so "concerned
about the campus" that they
wished to represent it on the
board of the corporation, they
would have taken the extra few
minutes to discuss the nomination procedure with Mr. Bailey,
even if they did want to wait to
the very end to submit their
nomination.
It is my opinion that the individuals who submitted the letter have nothing to complain
about. As "active" students, had
they done their rcsearcl1 into the
procedures set forth by the Office of the Chief Returning Officer, they would not find themselves in the predicament they
are currently in.
Sincerely,
Shawn Rocheleau
DRED yr. II

Dear Editor,
Regardless of the Womyn
Centre's intent, i.e., mandate,
agenda ... etc.• most men will
make their judgments based on
their interactions with women on
campus and on their interactions
with women who profess to have
an association with the centre.
I've been a full-time student here at the University of
Windsor for too long; I'll be the
first to admit it, but with every
bad thing there is some potential good.
When I first came to the
university sexism ran rampant,
assaults were not handled as judiciously and many more 'men'
were truly pigs. As time has
passed so have attitudes
changed; but, not all the changes
have been favorable.
Two years ago I observed
something that disturbed me
greatly. A young 'man' was playing pool at a university associated establishment and had the
poor taste to utter a word I personally find offensive, but am
guilty of having used that word
on rare and extreme occasions.
The word used was "Bitch". I
could tell from the context that
this was no more than a case of
habitual behaviour, most probably learned in some pool hall.
His conduct was inappropriate
and the word was not muttered,
but yelled. Being a basically
good kid he sought out the la-

dies within range of his statement and made very sincere
apologies.
Whether or not the use of
such a word is offensive or not,
is not what came to bother me.
What did bother me was the fact
that the young man was beside
himself with true fear about being labcled, or censu ~c::l for what
I would call a momentary lapse
in good judgment.
Some of the ladies present
thought there was no need for
such a strongly fclt apology, but
a few of the guys present, myself included, were forced to
agree that the political climate
being somewhat radical was not
to be played with. We spoke of
a few cases where people had
been removed from programs
and others were threatened with
dismissal for a single incident. I
fear that some level of personal
freedom was placed on the endangered species list the day the
young man played pool. He is
merely an example of what was
starting to go wrong. I've personally seen people attacked for
their point of view. I've been
set upon after uttering no more
than a word or two, of what
would be a complete sentence
(thought), only to find 15 minutes later that the person questioning me actually had no argument with the completed idea.
How many years of education or of life experience do

we need to be able to listen?
How much more is needed to
accept differing views. I condemn most all, myself included,
for 'our' lack of understanding.
In my defense, and of most others, I would say that there is the
intent to be open and non-judgmental, but the importance we
place on such action (its order
of precedence) is where we likely
fail. I believe that the most important goal one should have
coming into university is that of
learning to appreciate and understand as many diverse peoples
as possible. To those womyn attempting to court male support
for their centre, think of the person not the gender. Personally
invite that new friend to engage
in some event or activity. Don't
go out of your way to remind
'him' every five minutes that
many representatives of 'his'
gender have been pigs, or worse;
he may become intimidated or
start to feel singled out. Accept
that new friend for all 'his' offcentred views.
In accepting that new friend both of you
may grow and learn from each
other.
When enough people have
done this you will likely find that
the issue is not one of gender,
but that of humanity (not a dirty
word).
Michael Bachmeier
Third degree university student

Woman should be charged for 'hoax'
Dear F.ditor

l'm w'riting this letter in
tegard to last weeks issue of the
Lm&e (Feb. 11) with concerns of
the "Hoax Physical Assault."
. I agree with the front page
article, that students should still
take safety precautions, but had
ltoubJe swallowing the lone fact
of whether charges of mischief
Were going to be laid or not.

Living with the fact that my
mother was physically assaulted,
it is a matter in which I do not
take very lightly. I believe the
woman should be cha~ged or
reprimanded for her acuons.
The reason being for. the
seriousness of the alleged cnme.
If this were a real assault the
gentlemen in question would

have been charged and it made
known to the public.
Therefore, I feel ~ prccedent should ~ set to discour~e any ~uch a~uon from occurnng agru.n, unlike ~ose that. arc
set to discourage 1f the ~nme
had actu~y been committed.
Myself; taking an eye for an eye,
tooth for a tooth appr~ach; feel
she too should be repnmanded

appropriately and exposed to the
public.
I d? understand the fact
that accidents do hap~en and
should b~ over looked m some
cases ..This th~ugh should only
?e ~s~d when it only affects ~e
~n~Vldual, and n~t others. This
mc1dent ~ough did not only affeet the smgle party, but touched

everyone by striking and increasing fear into the hearts of all of
the 'l:1 of W students; not to
mentlon de~ote ~d de~~ade all
~ales attending this facility.
Smc~rely,
D_aruel B.D. McLean
Fust Year DScN Undergraduate

Exercise Your Right ••• Your Right to

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18th
1 O:OOam-4:00pm
Residence Buildings for Residence St~dents
C.A.W. Centre for Non-Residence Students

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19th
9:00am-7:00pm
Faculty of Arts
fexceptJ Dramatic Arts
Music
Visual Arts
Business
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics

Dillon Hall
School of Dramatic Art
School of Music
Lebel Building
Odette Building
Education Building
Essex Hall
Human Kinetics Building
Law
Law Building
Faculty of Science
Biology Building
fexceptJ Comp. Sci., Math, Statistics Lambton Tower
Nursing
Chrysler Hall North
Social Science
C.A. W. Student Centre
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Talks resume but strike continues at U of W
!!}'. Andy Vainio
Despite tbe weather, CUPE
1001, representing university
groundskceping, maintenance,
custoclial, housekeeping, and
food services employees, is conunuing to strike against what
tht.-y see as unfair proposals from
the U of W's administration.
The stnkc began on February 19 after mediation talks
between the union and U of W
administration broke down.
Outstanding issues include
layoff provisions, long term disability, language regarding con1racting out, and a proposed
wage rollback of 27 percent for
part-time workers.
The UWSA has said it
Wishes to "remain neutral" in the
labour clispute.
Uruversity Vice-President
Admirustracion and Finance Eric
Harbottle has said "We simply
cannot afford to sustain the current wage of $13.70 an hour for
casual part-ume food services
st: ff. Ancillary services such as
toou services operate on a
break-even basis."
Figurc:s obtained by the
/.a11ceshow that in 1995-96, food
services showed a surplus of
$166 778.00, and was budgeted
to show a surplus of $110
166.00 in 1996-97.
Harbottle also said "Students, especially those living in
residence and purchasing meal
plans, arc the primary source of
revenue for food services wages.
We arc concerned that higher
pnces could discourage students
from coming to this university."

John McGinlay, Vice-President of CUPE 1001, clisagrces.
He says that administrative costs
arc to blame.
"They may be saying that
food services works on a breakeven basis and tl,ey can't afford

the wages they arc paying us, but
when they arc charging $180 OOO
in administratJvc charges back
against food services, there's
where your increase is. That's
where they arc having the problems," he said.

McGmlay aJso said that the
wages of workers arc not the
reason rismg costs may discourage students corning to the uruvers1ty.
''The tuition costs arc going up, but they can't blame us

1r
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Vice-president of CUPE 1001 walks 'the line' after the uniott went on strike at the
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for I hat because we haven't had
a rrusc in six years. There's a new
ten percent tuition mcrcasc that
may be coming, but tJ,at isn't our
doing. That's up to the administration," he added.
11,e university has said that
it 1s as Icing for the wage rollback
of part -time workers because
the scope of responsibilities and
duties of part-time workers arc
different from those of full-time
workers.
McGinlay said ''This is a
joke. Our part- timers do the
same work as our fullumers...even if it isn't the identical work, it is work of equal
value, and that's when: the issue
lies. There's no way they (the administration) can say that there
isn't the exact same scope of
work."
Negotiations between the
administration and the union
were scheduled to resume on
Thursday, February 27 aflcr the
Board of governors passed a
motion dtn..'Cting the admtnistrauon to return to the bargrurung
table.

Young wins in close presidential race
By James Cruickshank
In probably the closest student
government elections in the
University of Windsor's history
UWSA Vice President of University Affairs David Young won
tl,e UWSA Presidency by only
four votes over Rawl Banton.
On election night Young
had a 12 vote victory, but after
Banron asked for a recount that
number dropped to a 593 to 589
victory for Young. He said he
was surprised by the close vote
thinking that he or Banton
would win by a larger margin.
"I thought which ever way
it goes 11 would be a sizcabl_e
difference. After I saw the residence returns I knew it was going to be close."

I Iowever, Young admitted
many people he talked to weren't
surprised about how close it was.
"A number of people I
talked to said it was going to be
a very close race"
Young said one thing that
bothered him about the election
was the low voter turnout \vith
only about 12 per cent of the
student body deciding to vote.
"The turnout was a lot
lower than J thought it would
bc... especially m the residence."
J le stated tJ1at he isn't laying ilie blame on anybody and
thinks the ChJcf Returning Officer D ylan Bailey did a good job
running the clccuon.
With an election that was
decided by such a narrow mar

gin Young wasn't surprised to
find out that Banton had asked
for a recount.
"I wasn't surprised at all. If
I would have been in lus position I would have done the same
iliing."
l lc mentioned one thtng
the voters told him with such a
close race is that he has to "work
hard" to show students he was
the nght person for the job.
"It (the close v01c) tells me
that a lot of tl,e issues Rawl and
I talked about must be put on
the table such as apat1iy, community and involvement."
· Young said one of his first
orders of business when he takes

UWS,\ President-elect won by only four votes over

challenger Rawl Hanton.

Photo by Da,-e R11kn,-ec
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Career options for
English majors
By David Knight

DAVID Y OUNG -

office will be to hire advertisers
for the Campus Compass and
to do the staff hiring so there is
a better transitjon.
I le also would like to sec
eicit interV1ews with the current
coordinators and commissioners to learn what concerned
them and what they feel 1s
needed to bt done in the job.
Young said his concern
now ts to get on w11h his job as
\~cc president of umversny af
fairs and getting some of the
ini1ia11ves he started finished
before the new admtnistrauon
takes over.

It took Sonia Mugridge two to
three; months to organize and
promote the "Careers In Eng
ljsh'' panel lecture
\X'cdnL·sdav afternoon, Fch
ruary 19, in Dillon I !all, present
crs from The \'ftndsor Public
T.ibrary, Southshun.: Books and
The University of \X'indsor
talkc.:d about the realu ics of an
English based career.
David Baninga, of I he ,\cademic \X1nting Centre, said that
typically an English Degree will
h:ad to teacher's collcgt·, Graduate work or a school of journ.11
ism. I1 is important that one
knows how 10 communicate,
teach, discuss, speak and write

wdl. 'lome ~lath and Business
addLc.l to the English Degree 1,
useful. Simple accoun11ng and
mat!, skilb may make people
mor<: markuabk.
loan ~k/\rthur works m
The \X'indrnr Public L1hr.ir\ ·
<..1u1ck rcfrn:nn· servin:s, wh1d1
<.:ontirms that technical skill<.
comhmnl with :m l~ngl1sh back
ground ,Hl an asset. She h.,,
l,ccome Curnliar wll h, .mti used,
a \'~m<.:ty of computers :11 cliffr1
cnL branches.
"~fr ab1l11y to wnle well,
is my most \'aluahk asset. I can
Imm to use tL-chnology," stressed
~k,\nhur.
( 1,11f11111•J OIi

p l(f /,
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iversions
TUESDAY
MARCH4
C.lmpus Group AA clq,cd meeting
every Tues. and 'Thun;. mxin 2 pm .
At the CAW student centre.
\:Onfcrence Rm#I. Contact Lily at
2'\R-5698 for more info.
Lesbian and R~exual Women's
drop in, every Tues 7:30-9 :.lOpm at
Iona College. For more info call
973-4951
A group of students from the U of
W arc collecting clothing for charity
o n the main noor of the CAW
s tudent centre every Tue, . and
Wed from 2 304·30pm. Collection
will \:Ontmue until March 19

WEDNESDAY
MARCH5
Ll·ddy Library Hours of
opcning:Wed R- 11 pm.
Women's Studies. Due to the
,trike. lnlcrnauonal Women's Day
Original Art, Contest wall he held
al the Capital Theatre.
Preschool Storvtime. Wed .
afternoons 1,
at forest GladeOptmtist L1hrary. For ages 3-5 .
Session runs until May 28. Please
pre register. For more info call 7356801

,o

Preschool Storytime. Wed.
afternoons at M·am l.ihrary at 2pm.
for ages 3 -5 . For more info -:all
255 -6670.

Two Tales . Tue, mornings at the
N1kol,, Bud,mir Memonal I.Jhrary
al l0. 1, S,ones for 2 years olds
accompanied hy an adult caregiver
Please pre-register. for more info
call 969-5880

Corduory Tales Wed afternoons al
Riverside l.ihrary at 2:30 for ages
3 5 Session runs until march 12.
for more info call 945-7568

Tales for Twos Tues. mornings al
Riverside L1hrary at 10:30. For 2
year olds accompanied by a
caregiver. Session runs until March
II. for more . fo call 945-7568

Tales for Tol~. Wed. mornings at
Seminole Library from 10.30 to 11.
for ages 2-3 accompanied by a
caregiver. please pre-register. For
more info ea.II 94'\-6467.

Riverside Ches... (all ages} Tues
evenings 6:00 to 8:00 al Riverside
l.1hrary. For more info call 945
7'i6R .

Preschool ~torytime. Wed
mornings al South Walkcrville
I.ihrary at lOJO. For ages 3 -'i. For
more info call 253-3600.

Preschool Storytime. Tue, .
mornings al Seminole Lihrary from
10·30-11. For l -5 years oh.ls, please
pre-register. for more info call 9456467.

C hes.c; Club for all ages at the
Ambassador Library at 3:30. For
more info call 253-7340.

Toddler Storytime. Tues. afternoons al 2·30 for children 3-5 years .
Plea:,e register. For more info call
Remington Park Library 966-3441 .
"Hands-on-History" Room. On
going during the museum hours (a.II
ages-children). for more mfo
contact Windsor's Community
Museum 253 1812.

Teddy Tales Wed. mornings at
Nikola Budimir Memorial Library
al 10;30. For ages 3 5, please preregister. For more info call 9695880.
Toddler Time. Wed. mornings at
10.30 at the Forest Glade-Optimist
Library. For 2 year olds a~ompanied by an adult. Session runs until
May 28. Please pre-register. For
more info ~all 735-6803.

Original Arts Contest Winner.;
v.111 he presented at Kalm1an
Lo unge. U ol W at 7pm. fN more
info call 253-4232 cxl 281R.

THURSDAY
MARCH6
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meeung (<il 5:30 in the
Oakroom of Vanier Hall. Pastor
Steve Norman of Detroit will be
speaking. Come and Join us.
Windsor's Community Museum.
Museum Volunteer Group Meeting,
7pm . Al Duff-Bah} International
Centre (221 M II <;t ,Sandwich). For
more info caJI ?'i3 1812
Leddy Library-Hours of
lipcnmg.ThursR -1 lpm.
Preschool Storytime. Thurs.
afternoons al Amhassador Library al
2:30. For ages 3 5. please preregister. For more info call 2537340.
Thurs. mornings at South
Walkerville Library. Toddler
Storytimc. For more info call 2533600.
C.P. Gravenor Lecture SeriesDepartment of Earth Sciences. Dr.
Kurtis Kyser. Department of
Geological Sciences. Queen
Unversity. 4 :30pm. Room 102 MH.
Canadian Red Cross schedule of
Blood Donor Chn1cs. Thurs. I 7.30
at the Windsor Brancl: (3909 Grand
Marais Rd. East. Foir more info ea.II
944,6866.
Women's Studies. Due to the
strike. if not settled, Gina Riley 's
Line Up will be postponed. For
more info call 253-4232 ext 2315.

Universtty of Windsor Students' Alliance
L'~ociation des Etudiants de l'Universite de Windsor

•

C1assifieds
J<'RJDAY
MARCH7
l<or the Love of Chocolate (adult)
at Seminole I .1brary at 2pm. For
more info call 945 6467.
Leddy Library-Hours of
opcning:Fri 8 -9pm.
Symp05ium o n Compulsive
Gambling starting at 10:30 3.
Various guest speakers. registration
by Feb 28-frec.
Al the door S2. located at Iona
college.

SATURDAY
MARCH8
Sat. mornings al Forest GladeOptimist Library at 10:30. Read
French with Tournesol. for ages 511 . Immersion students welcome.
Please pre register. For more info
call 735 6801
Sandwich Bicentennial Committe.
Jim Wtlford of the Windsor
Quillen;' guild will lead a quilling
bee from 9am-5pm and Sunday
afternoon. There is a minimal cost
of $2 per person. For more info call
254-0116.

MONDAY
MARCH 10
Toddler Storytime. Mon. mornings
at 10:30 at the Main Libr..iry. for
more info call 255-6770.

La Troupe Pyjama/The Pyjama
Gang. Les Lundis-Monday evenings
al Seminole l.ihrary from 7-7:30.
Please pre~rcgisler For more info
call 945-6467.

SUMMER JOBS
Applications are DOW being

accepl.ed for summer jobs on
~ships. airlines, and
resorts.Noexperieoce
necessary. For more
infonnation send $2 and o
sclf-addrc.~~d stamped

enve~ to: World. Wide
Tra~l Club o02l Yonge
Street, Suite 1040 Torooto
Ontario M2M 3W2
'

For Sale Traditional Style
Wedctin,c Gown Si?..e 12
Wom Once. Long sleeve,
beaded bodice. Mint
condition 979-7997
WANTED Fisher Price
camcorder audio tape variety
(from a few y ~ oock)

working or not To be as pan

of a swdent film prodU(doo,
Call Mike @ ~

Looking For Employment?
The 1997 Canada Student

Employment Ouide i.~ an
es.Y.ntial job search tool,

containing valuable company
information. Available now at

youralmpuS book.store.
LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE
PREP· Spring/summer

cmses. Course formats range
from 20 to 80 .bou.ts. 20 hour
weektnds are available for

$195. Richardson • Since

tm. www.pnp.~ or
prep@istaua or call

l-80()..4 t 0-PRBP.
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Alternative budget proposes painless debt reduction
~

Andy Vainio

There is a way 10 reduce the fcdaal deficit and debt without resorting to cutbacks.
This is the claim of the
authors of the 1997-98 Alternative
Federal
Budget (AFB). :
The budget is the.
product of six·
mon ths of consult ation with
economists and
com m unity
groups across
Canada, coordinated by the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alterna- ··
uves, and CI IO ICES, a coalition
for social justice.
The budget was released in
thirty locations across Canada
on February 12, including Windsor, where it was unveiled at a
press conference held at the U
ofW
The budget release in
Windsor was coordinated of the
Windsor and Arca Coalition for
Social Just.ice. Local labor and
community activists as well as U
of W faculty were on hand to
present it.
Paul I Icrtel, a member of
the Ontario Secondary School
Teacher's Federation, said, "I am
unpresscd with the fact that this
1s an honest effort by real peol pie to meet their real needs and
I show tha1 this is not something
I to be done by bureaucratic bean
I counters but by people with a
1 real knowledge of social needs."
I
"We must stop thinking
I ;1bou1 budgets as a bottom line

with a debt number attached 10
them. It must be measured by
the amount of happiness in the
community," he added.
Manscficld Mathias, a re
tired member of CAW Local

It suggests that it is poss1hlc to reduce the federal debt
and deficit while crcaung new
jobs and reducing poverty by
reinstating full employment as
1hc central objective of economic policy in
part by reducing
interest rates and
using the resulting fiscal dividends to rebuild
the public scc1or
of the economy.
The targets
set out by the
1997-98 AFB
arc: reducing the
unemployment
rate to six percent or below by
the year 2000, reducing the national poverty rate from its current eighteen percent to twelve
percent by the year 2000, and reducing the
federal debt to gross domestjc product ratio to below
sixty percent by 2001.
The AFB also calls for an
immediate increase in cash transfers to the provinces for postsecondary education as well as
more funds being made available
for student's grants and loans,
and funds to support research
activities in uruvcrsities.
U of W Polttical Science
Professor rloward Pawley, also
present at the conference, said
that after several years, the AFB
is gaining recognitjon and credibility. r le also said that while
some changes to interest rates
have been made, "the damage
has already been donc...let noone suggest that there is no al-

''Wemuststop thinkingabout
budgets a, a bottom line with a
debt number attached to them.
lt11}usi .b e measured by the
amount ofhappiness in the
communif),''saidPaul Hertel

~
~

-1

t'.

I'.:

200, said that "official federal
budgets have contained nothing
about reducing the actual
debt...the government is spending more on interest payments
on the debt than it is on goods
and services."
Among the proposals contained in the budget is the reduction of interest rates, set by
the Bank of Canada, coupled
with a reduction in unemployment via increased public sector funding intended to reduce
the federal debt. Its authors
claim that these, and not public
spending, arc the real cause of
the federal debt.
The AFB cites a reductjon
in the Bank of Canada's share
of the federal debt from twentyfive to four percent, and the
handing over of its lending function to private banks as adding
"tens of billions of dollars to the
debt and billions 10 the deficit."

I

I
1

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I

1crna1ivc to the curn.nt lucliemus, wastcful, and cruel ap·
proach to deficit rcductJOn of
ncoconservat1vc governments
across Canada."
At the Ottawa release of
the AFB, Professor John Loxley,
Budget Co-Chair, said "recent
polls have shown that the majority of Canadians want the fedcra~

money on job crcauon, more:
money in the key areas of health
care and education, and more
money on fighting family and
child poverty."
I le also said, "Our budget
shows how the federal govern
ment could achieve these goals
and surpass their targets for debt
reduction by the year 2000.

~
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with Humber's

Human Resource
Management program
Improve your opportunities for interesting and
rewarding employment by joining Humber's
Human Resource Management program.
• Program is only one year in length.
(starting September)
• You will receive practical experience in a
workplace field practice.
• Successful completion will lead to professional designation (CHRP) from the Human Resources Professionals
Association of Ontario (HRPAO).
You must have a University
Degree or a 3 year College
Diploma to qualify.

Humber

® ~~

3, 4, 5, Bedrooni HOMES

...
.., C
,
!Il/Prime

•

'

location 8 minute walk to campus
0 Relatively new buildings
0 ~Excellent condition, spacious
CJ Clean, quiet, comfortable
c1 Close to bank, shopping, bus line
0 2 full, 3 piece bathrooms
GJlndividual lock to bedrooms

8 Central air conditioning/heating
O Energy efficient
0 Stove, fridge, microwave
0 Parking, laundry
0 3 bedroom $890 + utilities
0 4 bedroom $1100 + utilities
05 bedroom $1395 + utilities

Call

a ft\Otl1M
\.£~\£\

1

~" ~,1,.~6\.£ .
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f you wanl to add prac1,cal learning 10 your
1vers1t •r stud es lor more employable
skills. cons der t~c Applied Measurem ent
Sciences program at Sir Sandford Fleming
College m Pclwborough This two-semester

Standards Organization OSO 9000 serres).
graduates with skills 1n Applied Measurement
Sciences will co1111nue to en1ov rewarding
career opportunities

p·ogram prepares st ..dents to become
mecrolog1scs. experts 1n measurement

Noel Briones. Program Coordmacor. at
_ 0, ext. 1222

Who hires people n measurement sciences?
Companies and organ11ations that strive for
high standards of quality and thr,ve 1n the
globa1 economv. such as

Or e-mail nbnones(cvflem1ngC.on.ca

1,

• Hewlett Packard • Rolls Royce
• Fluke Electronics • General Motors
• Ontario Hydro • Litton Systems
• and the National Research Council.
With manufacturers around the world adopt·
tng lhe quahly slandards of the International

To find out more. contact
17051 749 553

Study at Fleming,
Ontario's Community College
in rhe Kawarthas.

3~
FLEMING

-
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INSTANT CASH BACK
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By James Cruickshank

, on

If you sec someone walking

Mnm

around in shorts on campus and
smiling because of the weather,
lent
don't worry-it's probably
one
UWSA's Human Rights Coordii19)
nator Mike Perry.
Perry, a third-year law student, has spent the last four
months on a school co-op with
the Supreme Court of the North
West Territories.
Going to school in Windsor usually means you don't have
to worry about the cold that
much. But for a boy living in
Southern Ontario he was in for
a rude awakening.
"I've lived in winter since
October 7 ," he said.
Perry said the temperature
averaged about -25 to -30 degrees Celsius for some of the
time he was there.
"Ir really freaked me out
when you consider -17 (degrees
Celsius) a heat wave.
"You sure had to bundle
up. You learn quickly that you
can't outsmart the weather. As a
southern boy I learned that when
I froze my ears."
"It was great to get back to
I tropical Windsor."
I
Perry said you have to learn
I that style doesn't necessarily
J matter as long as your warm.
''You can't go around walking in a jean jacket. You have to
put on what seems to be everything
you
own."
Perry said the cold didn't bother
him as much as the darkness did.
He mentioned that when he was
walking to work at around 9: 15
a.m. it would still be dark, and
when he walked home at night
it would be dark again.
'The darkness affected me
a lot. You don't realize how
much the feeling of a day deals
with lighL You'll be lying in bed

\nn

253-4232

Seen here with
Northwest Territories.
PERRY -

EXT.4035
at midnight and it has been dark
since 3 p.m."
Perry, who was mainly stationed in Yellowknife, was able
to travel through his work to
many different communities
throughout the North West Territories (NWI') and it will be a
feeling he will always treasure.
"The amount that I saw
and learned I'm gra1eful to have
a great educational experience
like this."
Perry said the program is
offered for Windsor law students who must apply for the
opportunity to go and then go
through a selection process before the person is selected. With
only one student selected, Perry
felt very fortunate to be picked
to go.
"It was an excellent opportunity and a great learning experience," he said. "It's a term off
school with full credit. You're
working at a courthouse and
travelling around the arctic for
four months."
Perry said all that was required was a research paper that
is handed in and graded.
His job entailed doing legal research on parts of the law,
writing lcgai memoranda and
travelling with the court.
Perry said the most interesting thing he did was travel
with the courts through some of
the settlements and communities.
"I was very honoured to
observe and learn the aboriginal
cultures."
"You gain an interesting
perspective on the law travelling
to northern communities."
One of Perry's more vivid
memories is about when he
walked into one community and
saw frozen caribou stacked up
against a cabin. He said he also

learned to respect the aboriginal
people who live off the land ..
Perry said that it was more
developed than he expected it to
be.
"It's a very unique place.
There is a very defined and active world. I went there with an
open mind and took things as
they came."
One thing Perry said that
made the time there pleasant was
the hospitality he received from
the people.
"Northern hospitality is
alive and well. I miss them a lot"
One thing that is definitely
unique is the price of food up
north.
"Most of the food is flown
in or transported so the prices
skyrocket."
Perry said at points some
restaurants didn't have lettuce
and at one point there were no
eggs or milk available.
"It was kind of funny. The
grocery store had a big poster
up saying 'milk and eggs now
available'."
Some of the prices Perry
encountered during his time
there was: a shake and bake
chicken dinner at a restaurant
$23.99, a half dozen apples $7,
a modest hotel with a double bed
$210 and a box of cereal $7.
" I couldn't figure out how
anyone could afford to live.
Then I realized that it was my
southern perspective. Most people live off the land, and I found
that salaries were higher and
there are tax breaks for people
living there."
One thing that you can always tell if the trip was worthwhile is if you would do it all
over again.
" I would definitely do it
again."

WElQOHE gAa~t~ SP~INQ EREAI( 111
Medical & Health Services would like to thank the following for helping with our

RoCKJNG
"SAFE SPRING BREAK" Campaign:
School of Nursing
D'ARCY MARENTEITE
Food & Hospitality Services
State Farm Insurance
Catering & Conference Services PRECISION OPTICAL
Residence Life
Devonshire Mall
Document services
LENS CRAFTERS
Student Centre Pharmacy
Roundhouse Centre
Steve D'Armiento
AIDS Committee of Windsor
Winners of:RayBan Sunglas.5es donated by Precision Optical: Anthony Dillon
f):~J Prescription glasses donated by Lenscrafters: Kristina Muzzin

Your Spring Break Co-ordinators :

, Medical & Health Services Campus Ree UWSA

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
f OAM TO 4 PM

TAVIS ~11.tJI) "fllS Student Tax Services
1341 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 258-2833

\ Summer Course at

McGill
University
~ontreal, Canada
Why Not!
We welcome
visiting students
lncreru.e your options
Lighten }Our course load

Enrich your program
E.\perience \1ontrcal

lt"s all here for you!
\lcGilJ Summer Studie~
oilers a full range of
Jni1ersity-le1ei courst>~.

Registration opens:
"ehruary 28, 199~
McGIii Summer Studies
550 S~erbrooke Street We!.t
Su,te 585. West Tower
Montreal. Ouebec H3A 189
?none. (5141398-5212
fax
(5141 398·5224

,-marl.

Summer@550Sherb Llln McGill ea

r--------------------------------,
Please send me
~• .. £
1997 Summer Studies

and infonnalion

on summer
accommodation in

C T.L_ - - -

\1cGill l niversity
Re:;idences

P0S1Altl1P COOi

PHONE

L--------------------------------~
UNIVERSllV tCOllEGE

ATTENTION STUDENTS...
RIVER PLACE RESIDENCE
NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOMMODATIONS
COME AND CHECK US OUT!

RESERVE YOUR ROOM
FOR SEPT '97
Excellent location on maior
bus route
.....
Furnished, very clean,
comfortable rooms with
phoneiacks
~ Captain's bed with storage
' .
drawers and fridge
FREE Cable in all rooms
Study rooms are available
•
t::\r-11.., Exercise and Games Room
Kitchen with cafeteria area
~
·
Laundry Facilities

-tJIII

:..Jil
-

• FREE Parking

L,..;...u.;

-

Single Double
$419
$279

"

245 Detroit St.
Call 254-4577 or leave a message
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... Career options for English majors
Continued.fro"' page 1

McArthur began at a local
branch stacking shelves for rrunirnum wage. Eventually, her background, her ability to learn, her
willingness to be trained and to
start at minimum wage, led her
employer to have her trained to
be a Librarian's Assistant.
Marun Deck has owned
Southshore Books for about a
year, and had worked there ten
years previously. He received his
BA from University of Windsor,

but decided not to do a Masters
because there would have been
technical, or critical reading involved, not actual works of literature.
"What I learned here [University of Windsor] has helped
me more than I would like to
admit. I used to think it hindered
me," said Deck.
His education gave him a
familiarity with the canon and
with contemporary writing. The

skill uscd for 'research skimming' he did for papers, he has
applied to an awareness of bestsellcr lists, and to gauge quality
and salabiltty of different genres. He keeps himself aware of
customer interests.
It is a business necessity for
Deck to be aware of trends.
Deck has placed special
orders for books that customers are interested in but have
been unable to find. A computer allows Deck to use special
key words to find publishers, distributors and other stores in
other areas which may have copies of a work.
"There is no pleasure quite
like connecting someone with a

book they thought they would
nevcr see," he said.
In tcrms of a career, Deck
warns that there are "very severe
job limitations" at the chain
stores. One is reduced to a specific task, unlike an independent store, where people handle
"a little of this, and a little of
that," as it comes up. He said that
one's best chance for a career at
a chain store, is in management,
and such individuals are hired on
more of a business background,
than English. Another possibility is to seek a position as a publisher's representative through an
awareness of how things work
while employed at a store.

"Almost all the publisher's
rcpresentadves I know have
been English majors... A lot of
travel is involved, away from
ho~e. Maybe 200 days a year.
You ve got to love it, to do 1~
and do it well."
Deck has had some success
with known authors participat.
ing in signings, or readings, such
as Pierre Berton and Margaret
Atwood. Publishers favour send.
ing authors to independent book
stores. The independents have
often been better customers to
them. He does warn though, that
author related events aren't always guaranteed money-makers.

Now accepting nominations for
the following Sub-editor positions:

News
Assc. News

'Features

UWSA ELECTIONS 18 and 19.

Students voted for their new UWSA president at the general election held February

Photo l?J David BukoVtt

Pl-toTo
Assc. Pl-to10

AKil

... Young wins
Continued.fro111 page 1

In other election results

Please submit nominations to the lance office (in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre - across from the pub),
or contact the lance for more info at ext. 3604 or 3909.

Vice President Internal
Carol Francis 619
Mark Onda
501
Vice President of University
Affairs
Dennis Jordan (acclaimed)
------- Senators
Robert Carbonaro 291
Guenter Holweg 138
JuJfa Mira Jang 305
Mathew Paylor 383
Laura Tripp 4 72

How to use your
university degree to land a
~-,,
job in the new
economy
Ii

(:cORB.

-~ I:
When )·ou combine your university
degree with a po,t graduate program &om
ITI Information Technology Institute, you
become a qualified infonnation technology
professional - the kind employers are
looking for right now.
ffl's nine month Applied lnfonnation
Technology program is completely
market driven and is taught by qualified
instructo~ Program includes Novell,
Visual Basic, Oracle, PowerBuilder,
Windows NT, the Internet and
much more.
ITI's profes.1ional placement team helps
students plan a career and secure a job
after graduation. By closely matching
ur graduates with specific employment
opportunities, we get results- more than
85% of ITl graduates find employment
HALIFAX

OTTAWA

a

cfy)(OCOM

ism

mm

in North America within six months
of graduation.
Each of the companies listed here,
and many more, have hired recent
III graduates, because they have
the skills they need.
To find out how you can acquire these
skills, call today to receive a brochure,
to arrange a convenient time for a
personal appointment or to register for
an infonnation session.

1-800-939-4484
655 Bay Street, Toronto
info@iti.ca www.iti.ca

1·11•

Information
Technology
Institute
011r solllt1on.1 art' l'f Pro(es.11onals

TORONTO

MONCTON

A ,ub;idiarv of I II fducation Corporation listed on the Montreal Exchange Symbol lTK
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Summer Camp Jobs
in the U .S.A.
Visas Arranged
Lakeside Residential Girls
Camp in Maine
Service workers.
Office,
maintenance, kitchen (including
assistant chef), driving. Visas
for service jobs restricted to
students enrolled in university
for fall of '97.
Counsel-Ors.
Combined child
care/teaching. Swim, sail, canoe,
equestrian. field sports, tennis,
archery, gymnastics, dance, arts,
music, theater, wilderness trips
Visas for counselor jobs available
to all qualified applicants.
Non-smokers. June 21 to Aug
26. Send resume (C.V)
Kippewa, Box 307, Westwood,
Massachusetts 02090-0307 USA.
kippewa@tiac.net, voice (617)
762-8291; fax (617) 255-7167
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Colombian students impressed with Canada
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Kari Gignac

Colombian studentS recentJyvtsited the University of Windsor
Canada through an international
exchange program offered by
AIESEC. Two of the
exchangees stayed with Charlotte Innerd, the Reception Officer for AIESEC, for the last
seven days of their adventure in
Canada.
Jaime Arango, 21, and Lina
Echeverri, 19, come from the
same local community of
Manizales in Colombia. They
met through the AIESEC organization in Manizales and
ttavclled around their own country, attending conferences and
forums and have enjoyed working together here in Canada,
teaching University of Windsor
students about Colombia and
about what AIESEC means to
them.
Arango is now in his fifth
year of university and hopes to
work in the field of engineering.
He was the Vice-President of
Exchange Relations last year and
feels it is a dream come true to
come to Canada. He wishes to
travel extensively when be finishes school, so that he can learn
all he can about different cultures around the world.
Echeverri's expertise is law, international law, of course. She
also wants to travel when she
gets older. She is the Vice-President of External Affairs for
AIESEC and feels no obligation
to work as hard as she does for
the group. Both students are
dedicated to the organization
with such a passion, that the
work becomes inarguably imporcam and natural.
The two Colombians exhibited a wonderfully informative presentation on Monday,

February 10th in the Ka12man
Lounge for the Uruversity of
Windsor chapter of AIESEC.
They discussed their country and
what Canadians know about
Colombia. They corrected many
misconceptions about the South
American country. Among these
were the myth that the Cartel
runs the country and that Colombians cat five meals a day.
Arango and Echeverri also
expressed their impression of
Canada, which was assuredly a
good one. "Canadians are very
receptive and supportive,"
Echeverri said about university
life in Canada. Her only complaint was that Canadians worry
about time too much. "In Colombia, in between noon and 2
p.m., everything stops, people go
home, eat, sleep, but no work,
it's time for rest"
They defined their country
for the AIESEC group as a
biodiverse region with excellent
natural resources, full of creative, hard working people. These
characteristics together make a
country that is rich in not necessarily money, but something far
more important, a distinct culture that each Colombian is
proud o(
When asked what they
thought about AIESEC, each
responded with 'opportunity'.
AIESEC offers students the
opportunity to meet new people,
travel and learn first hand about
other countries. It's an excellent
way to learn outside of the university atmosphere. Echeverri
and Arango also explained that
AIESEC is an perfect way to
learn about yourself, improve
pcr:;onal skills aml uccomc more
aware of one's role in the world.
"Soon you begin to think
'AIESEC-ly' or open-minded,

THE UNIVERSITY OP WINDSOR'S

AJESEC CLUB - Colombian students re«ntfy vi.ttted Ollf campus through a

student exchange program.

Photo

you get a Global Vision and can
situate yourself in the world,"
Echeverri explained.
The mission phrase of
AIESEC is "One by one, we
exchange people." People working together for development, to
increase internationalism in each
country and set an example for
our governments. An example
of peace and friendship.
"AIESEC is people and people
make reality."

$ tan) S/ <:;>~
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Pub&Grill
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
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Live Rock Band
March 7 & 8 + Sinister
Groove
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PSB TAX SERVICES
INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR STUDENTS

ONLY $15.00 no Gst TO EFILE
134 PITI ST. w. ONE MINUTE PAST CASINO"
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few weeks ago the Lance asked Dr.Ron
Ianni, the President of the University
of Windsor, to address students about
what's going on with his situation. To our pleasant surprise, he gracefully responded to our
written questions about his health and the future of the university amongst other things ...

province), our partnerships with local
industry and business (Chrysler, Ford
::~ ~~~b::~:!:a~~~!~:red

"

/
:u lirrhf 11,w;_ :tlr.~
• •· • . ~ I l<:JI Ji Ull:> bn.~ 85.

best/

::t: a,nbutitisbestfortheuiveJsitr:

key player in the local economy. The
students benefit from these initiatives

to e11gafJein these11rchP[OCess
•

through Work Study programs and re,illiQi;;,;\iT;.ili1ta·ak.at,t;IIIIIIUlilllii8illliia~aila11iii·,a;;_.J·~!:ill'
iiiioe;ideJa.lilllll
.. llia.;;ailllli·illlli·mrJi,;..t~.i,i,ii·.
«~·
· ...;m•
· _..· ~
search opportunities which are the envy
of many of our sister institutions. The CAW time here. It is particularly gratifying to observe
lanni's Health
Student Centre, Odette Building, Clarke Resi- student representatives develop their commu"My medical condition has been diagnosed as dences, London Life Centre for Great Lakes nication and people skills through their particiALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) also Environmental Research are examples of the pation in student organizations such as UWSA,
known as Lou Gehrig's disease. It is a disease first rate facilities on campus. Our campus deGSS and OPUS and in our decision-making
with which I am familiar as my father died of velopment plan has been instrumental in the bodies such as the Senate and Board of Govthis disease. In non-medical language, it is a development of our campus and will provide ernors. There are very few things on which one
progressive degeneration of the nerves which further guidance for future developments."
looks back with regret, but in the last few years
nourish and control the body's muscles. The
I have come to hate the velocity at which time
The next President
cause of the disease is unknown, there is no
passes. No sooner has a term started than we
known cure although there arc currently experi- "The next president of this university will be a find ourselves at the end of term, examinations
mental treatments which are being tested in the very fortunate person. I have been fortunate
and then graduation. I must confess as well that
USA, Canada, and Europe. I will fight this ill- and privileged to have held the position. As I
at times one gets discouraged, especially in a
ness as best I can but it is best for the univer- look back on the 12 and one-half years as presiuniversity environment, at the tendency for
sity to engage in the search process for a new dent, these have been most rewarding thanks
some to place undue reliance on rumors and
president."
to the cooperation of everyone on campus and uninformed comment. One would expect a
the support of our alumni, friends, and ben- more careful search for the facts and an objecThe Future of the University
efactors. This is truly a great place."
tive collection of information as preparation
"The future of the University is extremely
for
debate on any issue. Indeed, as universit)
To the students
promising. We have developed an excellent argraduates, we have a special responsibility to
ray of programs and a very special campus, "To the students I would say 'thank you.' I know
make sure that we inform public debate on im·
which I believe is more user friendly than most we will prepare you for the years ahead and
portant issues and not descend to the propa·
universities. We have no accumulated deficit please commit yourselves to getttng the most
gat1on of popular myths and untested or un(some sister institutions have accumulated defi- out of your time here (in academic, extra-curverified information.
cits of anywhere from SS million to $40 mil- ricular, and social activities) and ... remember
"As I look across campus, I sec excep·
lion). \X'e have all but completed a very difficult your alma mater when you arc rich and fationally talented individuals who could have
exercise in restructuring on the academic side mous!!!"
easily chosen more lucrative careers in the priwhich will dedicate more
vate sector, in the arts, in large law firms, in
of our valuable resources
>
prestigious professional firms, etc., but h~vc
to the classrooms, labo- /' , - _ ~ i
:11
~
chosen
to teach at the university. What attracts
ratories and libraries on N ~ )+e ™tip!'el)i!lfe}OIJ iOf'
ye8/S
good people to universities is the challenge of
campus._ On the ad minislJf'ld. •.
ilf!TJ8
developing young minds to appreciate the imtrattve side of th_e house,
.,;.-1,,. ~ ~~ -If/"
portance of learning, critical analysis and just
we have rcorgaruzed and
YQqi!Jf!!~~Ol_!!,J_IClfllf.Al:JI_~.
.
. _
plain curiosity. The students contribute to this
streamlined our departunique
campus environment by their energy,
Changes
mental <;tructures. These changes will improve
c;crvtcc<; on campus and the support to students, "The only thing one would change if one could irreverence and the ever present challenge of
bright and enquiring minds. This is what makes
faculty and administration at lower costs to our would be to avoid old age and infirmities."
universities such wonderful places. I feel very
, ,pc.:rating budget.
privileged
to know that students will come to
A few words
"The: dcvc:lopmcnt of our co-op procherish their time here as well."
grams and work placements (we now have the "The thing one cherishes the most is observt hircl largest number of co-op programs in the
ing students develop and mature during their
llllaPllXMrillllll.

To thestucfen/s/ 'IYO{J/dsay 1h8rJkyou
the
8/Je4d••.
rernernberyour
ITJ8ter
when

aili,>
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An exploration into the artistic
By Melissa Hughes

)
pianist, played works by Scarlatti, Beethoven, and
others, February 14 at Assumption University Chapel. The
performance was part of the School of Music's "Sounsation Concert
Series".
Photo l!J Roxanne Qumm
PHILIP ADAMSON,

e hP.d d~troyed bis talent hy
J1Qt .l18./JJg, Jt, bx hetrayal.11 <?f J.im..
self and wbathe T,eHdedin, bydr/!lldng
so mucb .tbat /le blunted the edge ofJds
perceptions, .byJaziness~ by sloth~ and.by
snobbe~ bJTJ;tride NJdby"prejudlcel'»Y:.
hook and by aoo~
~Jtom The SN(),1Jll+Of J(iiima,g,{#'(),
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The story was told
Theatre Windsor is a happening through James' spell-bmding
music, (played by a small but talplace. I loused auspiciously be
twccn two industrial buildings, ented orchestra, consisting
the theatre 1s a niche in itself, mainly of students) and also
providing the stage and rehearsal through the bnllJant chon:ograspace for many Windsor-area phy of Erin Riberdy. Erin has
been with Live Entheatre groups.
ergy
since it's
The group in the spotlight
conception
10
recently, was Uve Energy Dance
111catn:, a non-profit, charitable 1987, and has
group that has been in operation studied with such
since 1987. Put these two ele- rcknowncd dancers
ments together, and you have the as Greg Orrbredi
and
Tatiana
skeleton for a creative outlet.
Nowotony.
Add to this the talents of James
Barron, Erin Riberday and an With 17 years of
amazing crew of dancers, musi- dancing experience
cians and tech people, and you behind her, and the
influence of Greg
have Kubanik.
Kubanik began as the brain and Tatiana, Erin,
child of James Barron back in an English major (at
his OAC year of high school. the UofW) was able
Presently, Barron is a student at to bring lifc to this
the university's school of music, captivating story.
If you missed
here in Windsor. The story of
Kubanik is centered around a Kubanik this time
modern-day Gothic legend around, don't fret. It is far from
wherein a terrible falcon-demon over. Kubanik was onginally inwas trapped in an ancient book tended to be a full-blown musiof spells that has been hidden cal, and the hope of Barron is
by a legion of witches. The dan- that it will continue to evolve to
gerous volume remained safe a level where it will include a full
throughout the century, until a vocal score. So far, the vocals
malicious force, The Black Le- have been mostly for backgion became determined to steal ground purposes, with the chothe book, and release the demon rus consisting of a small corps
of U of W music students, inknown as Kubanik.

eluding the wistfully captivating
voice of Jen Cincurak.
If you aren't into the whole
'Gothic thing' plan to sec
Kubanik in the future anyways.
It has something for everyone,
with some great comic rdicf
provided by ''the hag"
played by Vanessa Corona. "My character
may not be the most serious, but man, tt's fun .
If you can make the
crowd laugh, then nothing else matters," Corona later said.
It was a lot of
work
said
Julie
Ouellette.
"We put alot of
work into this... We've
been practicing for 11
months."
Ouellette
felt
Kubanik exceeded her
expectations.
The creators of the
show were just as pumped, and
felt that they had achieved their
basic goal.
"All I wanted to do was
bring something unique to the
stage-something that everyone
likes to see, but normally gets
put into a horror or vampire
movic. I'd like to put it (that
genre) back on the stage, and I
did," said Barron.
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All seems fair In Love And War

me I By David Knight
we
I In Love And War chronicles the
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awkward romance between 18
year old Earnest Hemingway
[Chris O' Donnell], an ambulance driver, and 26-year-old
Agnes Von Kurovsky [Sandra
Bullock], a medical aide, in Italy,
during World War One.
Richard Attenborough's It1
Lo11e And War is based on

Hemingway In I ,ove .A.od_Wa.r;.
The I ,ost Diary oL.Agru;.s._Ynn
Kurowsky by Henry S. Villard
and James Nagel. The film is as
much about her, as the youth
who would grow into a Pulitzer
winning writer, and eventually
take his !ifc. This period of Earnest Hemingway's life in the film
had a strong influence on his
greatest novel, A Farewell To

Arms.
The only problem with the
film 1s the portrayal of
Hemingway m the begmning. It
was, by all other accounts, always
in his nature to put up a false
front of bravado and nonchalance. The film makers seem to
suggest this facet of his character was only typical youthful exuberance. I lcmingway had a need
to seek danger and to test his
mortality, so he was always looking for "action" in war. What
rnouvated him ran much deeper
than was shown in the film, and
Would have made for a fuJlcr

appreciation of the character and
how he related to Kurovsky.
Kurovsky's diary accounts
would understandably have a
limited perspective on his character, but in the making of the
film, so much information could
have been utilized to make
Hemingway's character less stiff
We see Hemingway only as she
saw him.
Hemingway doesn't seem
like a fully developed character
until after he finally finds "action" in a battle zone, where he
and Italian soldiers are hit by
mortar fire and shrapnel in a
trench. While struggling to save
the only other survivor, his legs
arc struck by machine gun fire.
H emingway
meets
Kurovsky when he regains consciousness in a hospital, where
she is irrigating his knee in an
attempt to save his leg. Kurovsky
doesn't take to Hcmingway's
advances too well, and he has
compeuuon for her affections
from Dr. Carracciolo n:::milio
Bonucci],
as
well
as
Hemingway's friend, Henry
Villard [Mackenzie Astin] another paucnt.
l kmingway and Kurovsky
arc brought closer when,
through tears and anguish, they
finish the letter she had begun
for a patient who had since committed suicide. It is here that

Hemingway shows more maturity and insight than may typically have been expected of his
age. And perhaps, this is where
it became more than some mere
infatuation, for both of them.
It is also at this point,
where both Bullock and O'
Donnell act outside of the range
they arc usually given credit for.
Bullock most definitely learned
something about acting between
A Tillie To Kill and this film.
There arc points at which she
seems to be playing Kurovsky
like most of the character types
she has played, then there arc
moments where she is undeniably pushmg herself into a real
character, which arc truly kinetic.
The same seems to hold true for
O' Donnell: he acts as much as
he has usually acted, and then
there arc moments when one
wonders why he hasn't acted as
well before.
The two war-torn lovers'
relationship is full of light and
dark moments: }lcmingway
walks to the hospital at the from
where Kurovsky is transferred
to at one point, to express his
love. Evcmually, they make love
in the only room they can find
anywhere ... At a bordcllo. The
situauon symbolizes better than
anything, the lengths their love
for each other will take them, for
a ume, despite the external

and Chris O'Donnell are two war-torn lovers in a
true story of love against the odds.
Photo co11rtuy i'\e11• f .JIit Cmema

SANDRA BULLOCK

forces on their lives of society
and the military, and the insane
atmosphere of wa1·.
Their relationship is challenged and questioned by them-

selves, by others and the timt·s
they !iv~ in. This presents the
conflict of the film, and of their
lives.
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Windsor Endowment for the Arts
By Lance Arts Staff
The Windsor Endowment for
the Arts (WEA) is a Windsor
arts community initiative which
was created in 1995 as a result
of a recognition in the community that funding to the arts was
continwng to erode. Without
community intervention, a vibrant and healthy arts community would not be possible for
the future. WEA will create stable base funding that would continue to grow over the coming
decades and, therefore, as a
granting structure, enable the
annual disbursement of funding
to the arts from the accumulated
interest.

The overriding principle of
the WEA is to encourage, advise, develop and celebrate the
eXIstence, development and the
growth of the arts in Windsor
for the benefit of enriching the
quality of life for the greater
community of Windsor.
John Fisher, President of
Fisher Associates located in
Newfoundland, says that an endowment for all disciplines in
the arts at a municipal level such
as WEA is not only an excellent
idea but does not exist anywhere
else in North America. Windsor
is setting a precedent and the
only other endowment such as
this that he is aware of is in the
United Kingdom.

("[,/aLll-i,~JJ

Fisher will put a strategy in
place for 1he first WEA Board
of Directors. f le has more than
30 years of experience in the
following areas: strategic planning, busine ss planning for
profit and non-profit orgaruzations, resource development
(fund-raising), cultural and historic site planning and interpretation, regional and community
development, education program development, and facilitating workshops and seminars.
Fisher is also the author of
several publications: Money isn't
E&crµhing, a management
guide for non-profit organizations, a Canadian bestseller;
.Guiili:_To Resource Developiru:ru, commissioned by The

Museums Associations of Saskatchewan; and, a series of
handbooks commissioned by
Environment Canada, Parks.
The WEA Committee has
been active for the past two years
ensuring that WEA becomes a
reality for this community. A
fundraising campaign is being
organized by current WEA
Committee members, Gina Lori
Riley, Nancy Nicholson, Mary
Rodgers and Barb Bondy. Windsor's arts community has been
asked for assistance in the first
year of fund-raising and has received a favourable response.
The Corporation for the City of
Windsor continues to support
the initiative.
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Cheap Beer Night ( come early!)

Now accepting nominations for
the following Sub-editor positions:

7,'lc,LYZ>,,44/-/S,,4 qu.'lc,7>,A41- /Vl(llat
Live Bands/Acoustic

s~qu~~~~

All you can eat Pasta (till
with meat sauce)

6pm)$4.95 I_

Please submit nominations to the Lance office (in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre - across from the pub),
or contoct the Lance for more info at ext. 3604 or 3909.

Big Screen T.V.

with Sateliite S

orts

ID~r 1ilu1ninin11 i!inuBe 253-7041
irstnurant & wnurm 3140 Sand\\ ich Stn.>l'I
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Not Valid With An Other Offers

News 'Features AiiiS Pl-toTo
Assc. News Spc,t.s Assc. Pl-toTo

HOUSE FOR RENT
o hdrm houw.
3110 hlod, Randolph
Parking. l:mndr~. dl·ck,
2 largl' bathroom,
hUJ!l' t'urni,hl·d li\ing room . $263·$29:\ l:t~ 1't. 7.\:--IOK'.I
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Canterbury College
University of Windsor
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9

Lena Photo Studio
1697 Wyandotte St. W. 256-6747

1Hour Photo Finishing

:~1=~;

St!.e,,,,J Sl!.t "6 7),aints 'Y-'/c-~~
GRADUATION & INDIVIDUAL PACKAGES
16 Wallets
4 4X5

2.5X7
1 .ax 1 o

$49 · 99

.9l.n 57tng[i.c.an ~iaentiaf54.aufemic Communii:y
7tfjifiatetf with. tfze 1Universit:y of'Wiruf.sor

Applications are now being accepted for ~ay 1997 and·
Fall/Winter 1997/98 Semesters
·.,==

Married Students' Residence

Single Students' Residences
•

•
•
•

Furnished single rooms on campus
sharing kitchen common room,
bathrooms, and laundry room
from 5 to 12 residents per house
no meal plan purchase required
D rect computer hook-up to U of W
avail 1n 48 air conditioned rooms

Parking available

APPLY AT
CALL
FAX
OR WRITE
WEB SITE

*

o
o
o

Unfurnished apartments, all one
bedroom, for married students only
Across from the Leddy Library &
Faculty of Law
Safe, clean location, on campus, in
a residential area near the riverside
parks

Serious Students Preferred

Ontario Public Interest Research Group

WINDSOR
"Life for your concerns"
We work for you on a variety of social jusnce and environmental issues

Opt-in:
Graduate & Pan Time Students who are concerned with the environment
and social justice are encouraged to join for only $2.50 a semester.

172 Patricia Road

Opt-out:

(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382

For undergrads who want their $2.50 back opt out requests are being taken
week days March 10 to 21. noon to 4 PM. You must bring your validated
student card. Cheques may be picked up March 26 and 27.

Email canter@uwindsor.ea
http://www.uwindsor.ca/general/canterbury/

Our office is located at:
Iona College. '.!08 Sunset
12 to 4 PM Monday thru Friday
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DAVID BOWIE:
Earthling
Virgin/EM!
His previous album, Outside,
was dense with a conceptual narrative and in-persona segues that
made you intent on deciphering
the plot-line - the meaning of
it all - at times to the neglect
of the songs. Earthling continues to build on the innovative
force of Outside, but is more
enjoyable on a song-by-song
basis.
Looking for Sate/Jiles
recalls the VELVET UNDERGROUND's M11rder Mystery,
with stream of consciousness
lyrics that seem to contrast at
their most coherent, or simply
disorient in some musical subterfuge. Propelled by guitarist
Reeves Gabrds' melodic dirge
woven into techno, industrial
and keyboard washes of sound,
Dead Man Walking seems to re-

the Lance

fleet on how it feels to be a fiftyyear old DAVTD BOWIE. I'm
Afraid ofAmencans is a collaboration between DAVID BOWIE
and Brian Eno which seems to
warn of the invasive nature of
American corporate and pop
culture. Gail Ann Dorscy's bass
playing on Law (Earthlings On
Fire) is particularly chilling in a
Roger Waters- meets-Geezer
Butler way.
Earthling shows DAVID
BOWIE to retain his artistic
edge, thankfully free from the
self-parody that fellow aging
rocker MICK JAGGER has become.
- David Knight
BLU R:
Blur
EMI
BLUR's most recent self-titled
release is a diverse excursion
from their previous releases.
From the hard-hitting Chinese
Bombs to the slow droning of
Death of A Parry, this release covers all the bases. The highlight
of the album is On Your Own,
with a smooth, refreshing beat
that captures their unique blend
of Euro-pop.
- Robert Gig11ac

DALBELLO:
Whore
bMI
Whore shows DALBELLO to be
just as challenging as DAVID
BOWIE often is. Heary Boots
sounds at once oddly funky and
grunge-like. The title track,
Whore, suggests that if ALICE
COOPER was looking for a
song to cover this would be it.
In Eleven, she has the same ambient, vocal restraint like
SARAH MCLACHLAN, where
every note - every nuance of
her voice - is calculated to
communicate the most torturous
emotions. The hidden gem of
the album would have to be The
&venge Of Sleeping Bea11!). This
song more than the others digs
into what makes people do what
they do.
- David K11ight
LIQUID AMBE R:
Breed
Gypsy Records
Ever listen to Seamus by PINK
FLOYD? This band does them
one better by adding another
dog. Vocalist, Andrea I lcctor
sings so raw and sweet at the
same time, that you're enchanted
into listening, even when the
phone rings, or someone knocks

_: ,,at the door. Most of the eleven
songs arc worth listening 10, at
least a couple times, and / Good
bye and Rlln Free should secure a
place on your home-made compilation for your car's cassette
deck.
- Skeevo Phlat11s
12 EYES:
Unit
Smallman Records
With
a
hint
of
a
DOUGHBOYS meets GREEN
DAY edge, this foursome boasts
power-packed drumming and
intensely driven guitar on a
lengthy 17-track CD. Interestingly enough, the album's originality in attitude lies most prominently in the lyrics. Their lyrics
are extremely intelligent, pondering such weighty topics as child
abuse in When Mary Smiles, and
social issues in J Will Stand,
where they sing:
" I will stand for distributive justice and truth / Every one
voice can change one V1ew." Yet,
aside from the lyrics, the steady
and V1gorous alt-rock pace of
Unit still doesn't quite deliver
even one particularly untque
song, but each tune is notably
catchy and undeniably radioiriendly.
- La11ra Pearce
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MADE:
Bedazzlcr
MCA
With a listen to Canadian band
MADE's dcbut, it isn't hard to
predict that in due time they will
be included in the presugiou s
category of bands that have
'made' it.
The tunes, all written by the
band, have a pop/ rock/ alternative sound with catchy melodies and lyrics that have a poetic
flavour, yet arc still easy to relate to. Hairdown, and Smudge,
both give the idea that the members of MADE have had their
share of rocky relationships and
bitter endings to them. Hair
Down is sure to have you singing along with one listen and
drummer Alison Maclean's sugary backing vocals compliment
Jason Taylor's mystical, deep
chords on Smudge. F11n Of Yo11,
which begins with a slower pace,
progressively becomes angrier,
capturing Taylor's ability to fluctuate his voice to best suit the
mood of the song. If you dig
bands like SLOAN and TEENAGE FANCLUB, be sure to
check out MADE's Bedazzler.

-

Angela Sorge

'EVERYTHING INCLUDED'

•

RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00
YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1000 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS
WE'LL PICKYOU UP

258 -2847

Some restncbOns apply. See coon1er for deta11s
500 Aeroplan Mles avanable wi#l every renta,

hat kind of university would .
attack some of its lowest pa id
employees?

W

NOT A LOT TO
ASK FOR

As you may know by now, the
University of Windso r's food services,
groundskeepers, maintenance workers,
custodians and housekeepers are on
strike - after the university tabled a series of major
concessions in contract talks.

The 270 full-time and part-time employees, members of CUPE Local 1001, ~ere lite_rally forced
to take job action to defend themselves against the following atta ck on their working
con ditions and wages:

Fly to New Horizons!
Study overseas by continuing or
completing your education
abroad. Teacher training - one
year programs which are
accredited for Ontario. Master's

Degrees are also available.
Professional ceztifications in
many discip~. Reasonable
fees-airport pick up in Ausualia guaranteed accommodation.
Please contact:

K.O.M. Consultants
P.O. Box 60524
Mountain Pla7.a Postal Outlet
Hamilton, ON L9C 7N7
Phone (905) 318-8200
Fax (905) 318-5664
Email: kom@wchaLon.ca.

Join the hundreds of KOM
students who have already
enjoyed this cultural &
educational expcnen~ I

• In an obscene attempt to divide part-time and full-time employees, the university is ..
proposing a 27% wage rollba ck for part-timers on!Y· Some p~ople w~uld ca_ll this a ~1v1,cte
and conquer tactic. Most Windsorites would see 1t for what 1t really 1s - union busting.
• An introduction of temporary layoffs for full-time employees. This proposal 1s an attempt to
bypass bumping rights and seniority in th~ workers' contr.?ct - one ~f the fundamental
principles of a unionized workpl ace paving the way for seasonal layoffs.
• A wage increase offer for full-time employees ... but only if we accept th~ wage rollback for
part-timers. This may be in violation of provin cial labour stand ards, and 1s at the very least
unethical.
• An admitted attempt on the university's part to circumvent their obligations to female
employees und er the province's Pay Equity Act - whi ch ensu res equal pay for work of
equ al value fo r women.
This attack on its own employees - most of whom are women - seriously calls into question
th e integrity. and the labour relations practices of the University of W111dsor.

H£LP US FIGHT THIS
ATTACK ON UN1V£RS1TY
£MPL0Y££S

Canadian Union of

Public E1nployees
A message from the 270 members
of CUPE Local 1001
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Olympic torch

Dennis Fairall

scholarship fund

Sportsperson of the year

By Caroline Assalian

By Lance Sports Staff

time. f le is a coaching instruc.
The annual Sportsperson of the tor for the International Olyrn.
Year Award was presented this pie Development Committee
year to the head coach of the and has held several clinics 10
track and field and cross coun- South and Central America. He
try team Dennis Fairall. The has worked as President of the
award is presented to an indi- CIAU Coaching Association,
vidual who has
and of several lo.
positively
imea! track clubs.
pacted sports in
FairaJI was
our community. A
named head coach
committee cornof the Canadian
prised of local ~
Maccabi Games
sports reporters
Team three times
make the annual
and the World
selection.
University Games
Fairall enters
Team in 1989. He
his twelfth season
was also the comas head coach of
bined events coach
the Lancers. Last ............................;.~......., for Canada at the
year his team continued to show 1995 World University Games
their dominance by successfully in Japan.
clefending their OUAA/
As an athlete, Fairall was a
OWIAA and women's CIAU ti- member of the University of
tle at the 1996 championships.
Western Ontario's Canadian
Fairall was crowned CI AU record setting 4x200 metre reCoach of the Year for the fifth lay team in 1975.

The Petro-Canada Olympic
Torch Scholarship Fund was created at the time of the PetroCanada Olympic Torch Rday for
the 1988 Olympic W1nter
Games in Calgary. The program
aims at encouraging Canadians
to develop their athletic or
coaching excellence while pursuing their education.
Each year up to 100 athletic scholarships are awarded,
valued at $2,500 at the university level and $1,250 at the college or technical msntute level.
Up to eight scholarships
worth $8,000 are also awarded
to Canadian university students
enrolled full time in a graduate
program relating to coaching
science and working toward a
career in coaching.
All applicants must be a
Canadian citizen or a landed
immigrant permanently residing
in Canada, enrolled in full-time
in a Canadian university, college
or technical institute with a satisfactory academic standing and
be involved in an Olympic or
Pan American sport or a sport
mcluded under the Canadian
Paralympic Committee.
Applications can be picked
up at the Lance and must be submitted to the Canadian Olympic Association on or before
April 15, 1997.

A star studded evening
By Mark Olejniczak

When will
it all end? Veluz wins national title
EnIZEN VELuz - seen here with her championslup belt.

Photo by Lance photo department.

By Guenter Holweg

By Josh Canty

How about that, Michael Jordan
makes 30 million this season
alone just for about 83 games
or so! That is just plain nuts!!!
The LA. Lzkers signed superstar
center Shaquille O'Neal to a 120
million deal, for not just one season thank goodness, but still
nuts! The money these guys
make is astounding and makes
me questton, where the hell is
all this money corning from?
Well for one thing, we the sports
fan. It's especially prevalent 10
L.A. where bad seats that use to
cost between nine and fifteen
dollars an: now a whoppmg 21 25 per ticket. For that kind of
money I better get food, a program and Shag better do a song
and dance routine after the
game. TI1e money these players
an: making, they could buy fans
their ucke1s for them
The Superbowl has come
and gone, and now the players
can collect their bonuses. Let's
take l~mmit Sm11h, a running
back, bu1 not worth I he 11 m1lli on just to put his John
I hndcock on a piece of paper.
Thc:y call it a signing bonus.
\X1 hat is 1he need for this, to
know 1f these: a1hlc1es can spell
their r,wn names!! Thc:n there's
1he world of baseball, where

On January 18, 1997 Edizen
Veluz of Windsor's Border City
Boxing Club captured the women's 119lbs division at the Canadian Senior Boxing Championships in Calgary.
Veluz clefeated Alberta
champion Tara Marie Savoy to
become the first female Canadian boxing champion to fight
out of Windsor.

Veluz is a Business major
at the Universtiy of Windsor and
her Canadian championship
earned her the right to fight the
Swedish and Norwegian champions in a European tournament
in May.
At 10-0, Vcluz is confident
she will find more success
abroad and continue her ascent
to a World Championship.

TWINDSOR

This Week in

On February 3 the National Athletic Awards took place at the
Fox Theatre with proceeds from
the event benefiting the March
of Dimes.
The master of ceremonies
was NBC Sports own Greg
Gumbel!. Guest presenters included Don Criqui of NBC
Sports, Mitch Alborn of the Detroit Free Press and WJR Radio,
Benny Parsons from NASCAR,
and Christine Brennan who
worked at the Washington Post.
Local winners included
Shane Battier of BirrninghamDetroi t Country Day high
school, hockey legend Gordie
Howe and his wife Colleen, and
Detroit Pistons superstar Grant
Hill.
Battier was the first ever
recipient of the Detroit Athletic
Club Michigan High School
Athlete of the Year award. He

has played a major role in his
school winning two class B titles in basketball.
Gordie and Colleen Howe
were presented with the lifetime
achievement award. The countless hours they bave given over
the years, promoting walk-athons, bike-a-thons, and sports
banquets made them perfect
winners of the award.
The J.P McCarthy Detroit
Professional Athlete of the year
award went to Grant Hill. The
winner of this award was chosen by the fans with the ballot
boxes set-up at the 1997 North
American Auto Show.
Hill wasn't able to attend,
but his father Calvin Hill was
very happy to accept the award
on his behalf.
"I'm very proud of my son,
and anytime he can't make it to
accept awards such as this, I'm
honored to do it," he said.

~

Lancers Athletics:

FRI. MAR. 7TH & SAT. MAR. 8TH

**CIAU TRACK & FIELD
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

**

AT ST. DENIS CENTRE, UNIVERSITY OF
WINDSOR
~ LANCER

A

u

WOMEN SEEKING AN UNPRECEDENTED
SIXTH CONSECUTIVE NATIONAL TITLE

LANCER MEN SEEKING THEIR 4TH NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE 1990'S
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Athletes of the week
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Derek Michels
Lancer Volleyball
When the Lancers needed a win
against Guelph to earn a playoff spot, Michels came through
in the same way he has all year.
A fourth year HK student
Michels showed court leadership
and determination, spearheading
his team to a 3-1 victory.

FEMALE
Michelle DcHaan
Lancer Basketball
DeHaan, a fourth year Psychology student and in her first year
of CIAU eligibility, played like a
veteran in two games against
G uelph and Brock. Against
Guelph, De.Haan scored a hoop,
blocked a shot and ripped down
a big rebound in the last minute
of play to help the Lancers to a
58-56 win over Guclph. then followed that up with 16 points
and 9 rebounds in a loss at
Brock.

For the week ending
Feb. 16, 1997

CENTRE
DENTAl
CllNIC
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. . .When will it all end?
these days you can spit on an
umpire, throw lit firecrackers at
fans or have a temper like our
friend Albert Belle, you can get
a 50 million dollar contract too!!!
Can you imagine making ten
million a season, Belle can. What
does this say to the youngsters
who look up to these guys? Be
an ass and you will make a lot
of cash. Many sports have entered an area where salary caps
have finally been installed but in
some instances, it's not working.
Know why? It's parcly the fault
of us the fans, we arc dumb
enough to dish out these outrageous sums of money to sec
someone get in a fist fight at Joe
Louis Arena, and I'm not talking boxing either. The funny
thing is that once we the fan support our athletic heroes, they go
around and decide to strike for
more money. Sometimes I think
that some athletes play for the
big contract and once they have

it, they play like shit!! Case in
point, Bobby Bonilla who signs
a multi milhon dollar deal with
the Meis, and a few weeks into
the season breaks his ribs diving for a fly ball. He was out for
most of the season if not all of
it, and when he came back he
had lost his hitting touch.
When you look at college
sports compared to the pros,
there is no comparison. The college teams give it their all, even
if they're on a losing team. You
look at someone like Cecil
Fielder, on a bad team, but he
thinks to himself "yeah my team
is crap, but I'm getting paid anyway!" Now he's with the Yankees
and has his championship ring,
and no doubt a new contract on
the way. You see, money plus
good players bought equals
championships, as is evident
with the Yankees and the BlueJqys
championship teams.

1-on-1 LIVE Connections

"We Deliver Smiles"

Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

,;
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AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
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In closing, the people in the
sporting world have thrown the
aspect of playing a sport for the
fun of 1t and centralized all their
thoughts on the business aspects
of the game. For all you athletes
that want to get out of college
early to get a pro contract, here's
a piece of advice. Get an education and learn that huge contracts now can only mean pissed
off fans for tomorrow. So the
next time you want to see a live
game, save your money. Try going to a litcle league game, it's
cheaper and in many cases the
closest thing we will get to seeing the sport played for what it
really was intended. The true
intent of sports is the sure pleasure of the game and the fun of
it and not as they say in the
movie Jerry McGwre, "show me
the money!!!"
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EVENING &SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
GENERAL* IMPLANT · COSMOIC . HOSPITAL DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Frank D.D.S. l Smolen D.D.S.
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S. Wu D.D.S.
flll!!!III
WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRE. . . .
600 Tecumseh Rd. E. Suite 140
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Ontario Public Interest Research Group

WINDSOR
"Life for your concerns"

r (l)JJtde
- -fae&ars1

1

LARGE
PIZZA

with cheese and 1 topping

.

We work for you on a variety of social justice and environmental issues

Opt-in:
Graduate & Part Time Students who are concerned with the environment
and social justice are encouraged to join for only $2.50 a semester.

Opt-out:
For undergrads who want their $2.50 back opt out requests are being_ taken
week days March IOto 21, noon to 4 PM. You must bring your validated
student card. Cheques may be picked up March 26 and 27·
Our office is located at:
fona College, 208 Sunset
l ~ to 4 P\.1 Monday thru Friday

Closest Location to the University
1930 Tecumseh Road West @Bridge

256•3161

P age 14

'just doing what we were told' is NOT an excuse.
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There's power in a union
It seems that whenever Jabot
relations are discussed, man~

adownwwd pr~e bc.,ngput
on wages across the ·bqud. 1f
you'« ~£.fluent. of cootsc. this

agctnent always presents 2il
''offer," and unions always ~ nothing (except •having
make ''demands:• It t'eally cheaper .bbor· at your disposal
seems that we sboukln't qµcs- if you ~ppen to be one ,of the
tion this est.abl.i$hcd order of lucky ownC1.'$ of the good ·()J
things when it comes t9' ·~ meags· of producti<>n). lf you
strtke by the C ~ Utlk>n tety o.n a relatively low~ying
of ~blic Employte$ (CUPE,} }Qb t<> pay the bills, thqugh., loolt
(>Ut,.
Local 1001 at the U of W.
A~all. theuniv~~
Given thepolitkal ~

lUinisttati.on, in its supreme in Otlmio right n~ e ~ e

genen>sizy. is ''offering" to cut ~istake in $h(.)wing thf;itwU~
the wages of on< hundred .and darlty with wo1'kffl ~at~ on
twentytht«part--timc ffllploy* sttike bec~itis. n<> secretdm
ees ::~presented by CUPE 1001 Mike Harrit and his
woold
by twenty-seven percent.
like tosee2 guttingof the power
In its bcnevole~~ the~ of o r ~ 1~t.
the
ministration is also -Offering to reuon the university feels com~
kave the Jaoguage .in the col-, pdfeq t.o wield ·1he axe o£ &~
lective agreement regarding .testt:.tint:apnstthemetrlbemof
conttaeti.ng out of part-time CUPE 1001 is the fact that
jobs in its eurtent vague md funding for postseconda.ty cdtrambiguous stau; so if th.q de:- cation in Ontario i$ the lowest
cidc w coottact out., they can inC~
offer to keep members on the
For those who :arenon...un,.
payr-0"1 but would not be -0bJi,. ionized hourly ffllployees. this
gated to offer them any hours. means something else. ft i$ be~
At one point, it appeared a.use of the labor movement
that someone w-.s willing to of.. th2t minimum ~ c •stattdat<ls
fer the members of CUPE the exist.. It is because of the Jabot
opportunity to be replaced by movement tha.t there.are health
scab labor while out on strike.. and s2fet.y standards which arc
On February 5. a flyei; was intended to protect C"VCtYOOC
posted around campus adver- who works for a living. Also,
tising the availability of '1te- Ja:ep ID mind that the fabor Cotlr
pbcement general cafeteria as- munltyin Wi~or has bfflioutsistants." The poster told ~y- spoken on cuts to education
one mtcrested to apply to Food funding $ld tuition b.ikQ, the
and Hospitality Servic~. Ac- bane of the cxi&t.ence of each
coroing to the U of Ws Direc- a.nd every student at this u.nive.fw
tor of Human Resour<:cs, ·~the tit:y.
UnivcrsitV did not authorlz~
O.n the w~y to your tlett
such postings!' Fair enough. class, su:>p by a l*ket lint wt
Apparently, the tJ of W has chat with the folks with fumi..
been visttw by the S<ab fairy,
lies a> f«d and bills t() pay who
This strike al$0 involves a 1lt~. out there h«~ what they
number of otht.-r imt>Qrtant are bd.ng ..'offered'.. is something
non-monetary issues that the in the. order of a sfok jt>k~. Ami
a<ltninistratfon and the union hey, inst«d of venting your
ate wodds apatt <>rt. What is ftusuati<m at $trlking univetsicy
r~y at stuc here, though?
empk>y«$, aim it at the t<><>t of
The fact of the matter is the problem. the tta$OR tuition
that when one union makes a is going up, and the smte re:r
concession. it sets an ugly prec- $On the university is making une<knt for others to do the same. rea$onal>le demand• of the
What really h~ppens when members of COPE Lootl.1001
wages get rolled back is ~ t -- unive.raity underfunding.
everyone is affected in terms of Their ~ t is our figh~

ilk:
Also.

Windsor, affirms i1s role as an agent of social change
performing both an educative and activist function. '
These principles arc based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1) The lA11ce's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be demonstratable fact
with sources to support it. Conflicting sides of a dis:
pute are treated objectively and with balance. Sources
arc named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the source is
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to con.
firm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without re.
gard to special interests and with favor to none.
4) The Lmce is a student run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues that affect the University o·f
Windsor.
Mailing Address:
uwlance@server. uwi ndsor. ea
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
Windsor, ON Canada
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Letter to the editor
Letter off the mark
Dear Editor,
'\lot long before he died Abby
Hoffman was quoted as saying
today's campuses arc "hotbeds
of rest." I can sec the lAnce is
doing its part to continue this
great tradition of encouraging
mainstream conservative vk'Ws
among students.
Take Marlene Lajoie's February 2 letter to tbc editor in the
T..ance. The best way I couJd sum
it up is that Lajoie has based her
opinions of Professor James
Winter's research on a very selective reading regimen and expresses them with little insigh1,
little attribution, but a lot of error in t11e form of conjecture.
Lajoie probably has never
read any of Winter's books, otherwise she never would have
made such a sweeping generalization as 10 rhetorically ask "can
the professor truly believe that
one man (who hasn't lived in the
country for years) could - or
would want to - control the daily
output of 60 newspapers simul~
taneously?" This statement is a
straight, unsubstantiated assertion so it should not be surpnsing that it is false.
\X.'hat Winter "believes'' is
really not t be issue. What he has
found in his research is quite
another thing er.tircly. In his
most recent book, Democracy
0>.:JJ!.ell, (which is available in the
library) Winter de liberates the
ed11orial control policies of
Conrad Black and other media
magnates in dcuul. It is extremely
easy for people hkc Black to control the output of any numbc:r
of newspapers they own simply
because they have the sole right
and responsibility to hm: the
newspaper's publisher.
11,e publishers arc chosen
by the owners on the basis of
their abibty and likelihood to
control thc ou1pu1 :iccordmg to

s

the owner's guidelines. The publishers tl1en hire chief editonal
:;L'\ff who dictate 1.ditorial policy.
Occasionally the owners install
the editors themselves. Many
editorial decisions (ie, which stones will be printed, which stones have priority, how long each
story should be, where each story
should be placed in the paper,
etc.) are made by managers, not
editors. Such managers arc also
hired by ownership. Such facts
were detailed explicitly m , Den1ocra1y's 0>-:._-ygen, with a long list
of documented sources.
So 1l should not really mat ter whether or not most journalists arc left-wing (as Lajoie suggcsts in citing rest.-arch which she
alternately does not name, or is
from such right wing, openly
partisan sources as The lf~11/StreeJ
Joumaland the Fraser Institute),
since such people rarely get pro
moted to semor positions and it
1s their bosses who make the
important decisions. And it
should not matter what countrv
Black livcs in, or how many pa·pcrs he owns (in fact, the number
is closer to 650 than 60, as Lajoie
claimed) since he only has to get
his partner, David Radler, co do
his dirty work in luring publishers and senior editors.
Lajoie's conjecture-to-error
adventures also lead her to write
that people like Paul Desmarais
and Conrad Black have no con-

Power Corporation for a number
of years prior to his political
comeback; Mulroney has been
associated with Desmarais for
over 20 years, ever since the latter was hired by the former as a
lawyer to aid in a labour dispute;
Desmarais was the single largest contributor to Mulroney's
1988 election campaign; Paul
Martin, former Quebec Premier
Darucl Johnson, and other political luminaries have all worked
for Desmarais at one time or
another; Desmarais's son is married to Chretien's daughter.
The list of connections
could go on and on, and Lajotc
could read Democracy's 0:>..ygen if
she's interested in knowing more.
Then there is Lajoie's ridiculous
claim that right wing columnists
such as Barbara Amici -Black
(Lajoie probably didn't know
Amici -Black is Conrad Black's
wife when she wrote "not
Barbara Black") and Andrew
Coyne arc "so seldom printed."
Obv10usly Lajoie docs not read
the op-ed pages of The Windsor
Siar; the Mo11treal Gazette, or The
Globe and ,\fat! on Thursdays.
where Coyne is published rcgu·
larly
So, keep printing unsubstantiated right ·Wtng conjecture.
We wouldn't want to wake the U
of W students from their ''rest.'.

Sincerely,
Andrew Bernstein
Graduate Student
Com.muncation Studies

Tuesday, March 4. 1997
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Answers

University Survey
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1) Onta ri o uni v ers ities are the
poorest funded in Canada.
O True O False
2) The Ontario government spends
less of its total budget on
universities today than it did 20
years ago.
O True O False

7) A diploma or certificate is a
better investment than a
university degree in today's
job market.
0 True O False

3) Universities haven't borne their
fair share of government
spending restraint.
O True O False

8) A university education used to
be affordable. Now it's out of
reach for the average family.
o True O False
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4) U n i v e r s i t y
graduates can't find
jobs.
O True O False
5) In the past 20 years,
payroll costs at Ontario
universities have:
O Increased
O Decreased
O Stayed the
same

1ber
ical

federal granting council has:
O Increased
O Decreased
O Stayed the same
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Higher tuition fees
have made up for
the decline in
government sup
port for Ontario
universities.
O True O False

i

/ 1O)Private universi
/
ties do not require
taxpayer support.
O True O False

6) In the past 15
years, Ontario's
share of research
funding from
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•

SERIES
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TOURNAMENT DATES
HAMILTON

TORONTO

McMaster University
November 16, '96

York University
December 28, '96

LONDON

WATERLOO

HAMILTON

TORONTO

October 30, '96

December 17, '96

WINDSOR

Western University University of Waterloo University of Windsor
January 18, 19, '97
February 15, '97
March 15, 16, '97

KINGSTON

TORONTO (Finals)

Queens University
March 22, '97

York University
May 3, '97

LONDON

WATERLOO

WINDSOR

January 2, '97

February 7, '97

February 28, '97

KINGSTON

TORONTO (Finals)

March 7, '97

April 18, '97

REGISTRATION FEE: $150.00 per team (including GST)

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION FEE: $125.00 per team (including GST)
For more information on the series, contact the Volleyball Hotline at (416) 504-7089 ext: 23

Staff for UWSA Drug Plan
Staff and Managers for UWSA USED Book Sale

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
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Faculty supports strike
By James Cruickshank
Last Friday all unions on the
university campus showed their
support for the striking CUPE
1001 workers with a day of protest.

Faculty members and rep- giving the students the leaderresentatives from the CAW came ship they need.
"Students elect executives
out for a 10 a.m. rally l!l front
to
provide
leadership. Taking a
of Chrysler Tower and a march
that followed around campus. neutral stand in the face of soWendy Dupuis, from CUPE cial injustice is not leadership.
1393, said i t -- - - - - - - ~ = - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
was nice to see
:r~a~g~t:;:~~
ions.
explJn:a

~~:

"St11dents elect executives
top~ovide leadership.
T-ak/rJg' a neutral stand in
the face of ,odal injus-

:::~~np:~~e:~:

dceisnotleadersbip...'' '

that she doesn't
believe the ad-

---a;;;;a;;lliia-;m;iiiiaia_ _ _ _aa._ _.a:

WeMy Dupuis, CUPB t193

ministration is being fair with the Thank God for people like
Ghandi, Marun Luther King,
union.
"I believe in fighting for and people like Nelson Mandela
what's right and just. There is no who did not remain neutral in
justice in what this administra- the face of social injustice.
tion is trying to do for this group Thank god for leadership like
of workers. They (the union) that."
Student couocilor Steve
have my respect for standing up
to this administration and fight- Handy also condemned the
UWS.Ns handling of the strike,
ing back."
and
had a motion defeated at last
She noted that it is imporThursday's
council meeting for
tant for the union not to be dithe
UWSA
to support the unvided by the strike and to stick
ion
in
the
strike.
together until a settlement is
"I also agree that the stance
reached.
the
UWSA
is taking is the wrong
"We must not Gllow the
one.
They're
supposed to be reppower brokers in the tower to pit
resenting
the
students and I beus one against the other," she
lieve the best interest of the stusaid.
One thing that bothers dents is to get this strike over
Dupuis is the UWS.Ns executive now, and that means supporting
and council who have dected to the union."
Handy told the crowd that
take the stance of staying neuthey
should
take solace in the
tral during the strike. She beCo11Ji11111d 011 pa1.e 4
lieves that staying neutral isn't

STJUJCE STJU. ON (fop Photo) - Last Friday, other unions on campus
including the Faculty Association held a day of solidarity with CUPE
1001. Approximately three quartets of classes were cancelled and
many students refused to cross the picket lines.
(Above) - A UofW custodial worker, known to
many as "Joe", is seen here during the noon hour demonstartion last
Wednesday in front of Chyrsler Hall Tower.
Photos by Jamu Cruickshank
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Classifieds
SATURDAY,
MARCH 15, 1997

TUESDAY,
MARCH 11, 1997

WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 12, 1997

THURSDAY,
MARCH 13, 1997

Presidential Search Committee invites all students to auend an
Open Meeting for Students at 11 :00
a.m. - 2;00 p.m in the CAW
Student Centre Commons concerning the search for the new President
of the Umverisity. As it begins the
search process. the Committee is
seeking input from all members of
the campus community. We
welcome any thoughts or counsel
with respect to the presidential
search. Please join the committee
in an open forum to provide your
comments and/or ask questions
concerning tbe search for the new
President!

Es.sex Region Conservation
Authority invites a forester to
discuss reforestallon in Essex
County at the Essex County Field
Naturalists Club meeting. starting at
7:30 p.m .. Union Gas Building. 650
D1vis1on Rd. (east entrance).

One Act Play Festival- March 1316. 20-22, 1997, starts at 8:00 p.m ..
Adults $10. Students/Seniors $8,
Box Office#- 944-1968.

OPIRG is hosting a conference of
Temagami starting at 9:30 p.m .•
location T.B.A., for more info call
Eric at 253-1745.

The Gay and Lesbian 24 hour
information phone line will be
staffed by men between 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. The phone number is 9734951.

Canadian Red Cr~ invites you to
donate blood between the hours of 1
p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Every Tuesday celebrate mass at
4:45. followed by a
home-cooked
meal at Assumption University
Chapel. S4.
OPIRG- Windsor's EnVU'Onment
and Bicycle Working Group meets
at 5:30 p.m. at Jona College, for
more info call 253-4951.
International Women's Day
Events- Evening performance and
discussion will be held at Capitol
Theatre. for more info call ext .
2315.

Chess Club weekly meeting al
Riverside Public Library.
Lesbian and Bisexual Women's .
Drop In weekly meeting, from 7:309:30 p.m. at Iona College, for more
info call 253-1745.
OPIRG- Opt-Out requests are
being taken from noon-4 p.m.
weekdays at the OPIRG office in
Iona College
Canterbury College applications
now accepted for May 1997 and
Fall/Winter Semester 97/98.
A Gay and Lesbian Bisexual 24
hour information phone line staffed
by women. The phone line will be
staffed by women from 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. The phone number is
973-4951.

OPIRG- Windsor's South East Asia
Group and ETAN meets at 5:00
p.m. at Iona College, for more info
call 253-1745.
East Timor Alert Network and
OPIRG are hosting an East Tlffior
Benefit, with special guest The
Kildare Trio and Genevieve
Marent.ette at the Press Club of
Windsor, 83 Riverside Dr. W.,
beginning al 9:30 p.m. after the
film.

FRIDAY,
MARCH 14, 1997
U of W School of Music
"Soundsations Concert Series"
presents Chamber Music Recital, al
8 p.m. in Assumption Chapel.
The Gay and Lesbian 24 hour
information phone line will be
staffed by men between 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. The phone number is
973-4951.

Lenten Celebrations and the
Sacraments of Reconciliation taking
place at Assumption University
Chapel.

SUNDAY,
MARCH 16, 1997
Every Sunday celebrate mass at
11 :30 a.m. and enjoy refreshments
after, Assumption University
Chapel (2nd floor), for more info
call 973-7033 ext. 3399 or 3374.

MONDAY,
MARCH 17, 1997
Canadian Red
Cross Blood
Donor ClinicChallenge Cup
Bonus Point Clinic
Shamrock Monday.
Come for extra
points and a bit of
the "green", clinic
hours- I p.m.-7:30
p.m.
Psychology
Society General
Meeting- 5:30-7:30
p.m. in the Grad
House (upstairs).
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CUPE rallies the troops
By Andy Vainio
Striking members of CUPE
1001, other campus unions, faculty, and students turned out last
Wednesday at a noon hour demonstration in front of Chrysler
f lall Tower to deliver a message
to the U of W administration.
Laura Moore, a CUPE nauonalreprf~vc and Chief
Negotiator for CUPE 1001 addressed the crowd, saying "It has
been absolute hell negotiating
with the e niversity of Windsor
for the last eight months."
While one of the most contentious issues between the union and the university administration is a proposed 27 per cent
rollback in the wages of part
time workers, Moore said "I
want to reassure you that money
is not the only issue in the
strike."

She cited job security, benefits, and long term disability
provisions as the other key issues.
"Our employer wants us to
give up language in the collective agreement that says that
when a person is off ill or oo
Worker's Compensation, there is
a commitment from the employer to replace that person so
we aren't working understaffed.
Our employer is saying they
want us to do more work for less
money," she said.
The administration has said
that it requires the wage rollback
in order to ensure its Food Services operations remain "financially viable," and to avoid increases in food costs.
Moore said "When we negotiated a first contract in 1994
for part-time workers.. we intro-

duced the current wage rate,
which is a fair and equitable
wage rate. It didn't mean the uni versity went broke, it meant that
Food Service department's surplus was reduced somewhat ...
they're still making money."
Dr. Gordon Drake, President of the Faculty Association
of the University of Windsor,
was- also on hand to address the
rally.
I le said that there is significant support for the strike
among faculty, and that a day of
support by faculty was planned
for Friday.
"I would like to report that
that the Faculty Association executive has endorsed the request
by CUPE 1001 for members of
the Faculty Association to exercise their rights under our collective agreement not to cross

the picker lines this Friday. The
aim is not 10 disrupt studenr's
education, but to show support
for the issues involved," he said .
It appeared that some of
the students present at the rally
didn't agree with the strike.
Chris Loreto, a first year
social science student said that
the administration's offer to cut
the wages of part-ttme workers
to $10.05 an hour is reasonable.
"I think that S10.05 an
hour is adequate. You can't expcct sympathy from students
who arc doing much the same

~~fd~ for

I le added 1hat "rhcn: arc no
easy answers to the sinke, and
the onus is on both parties 10
come back 10 the bargaining ta
ble as soon as possible."
Other students, however,
showed up to suppon the un 10n.
First year political science
student and Laurier I Jail resident
John Ashton said "The mood in
residence is reaUy anu-union. I'm
proud of what the CUPE workcrs arc doing. It's all part of the
fight against cutbacks. Student's
rights go nand in ltand with
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Big Scr~en T.v.-

I

with Sa_!_e~ite S_ports _
SuPPORT(abovc) - Last Wednesday's demonstration included strikers, ~tudents, and Windsor
University's FacuJry Association.
SP1'AXING Ou-r(below)-Lauta Moore, Naoonal rep~esc1;tarivc for CUPE 1001 and Chief Negotiator attempts
to dispel some rumours about the current smke s1tuaoon.
FACULTY

Photos i!J James Cmick.rhan/e

ID~r muutiutnu i!;nuse (2.53-7041~'
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Prices Subject to Change Without Notke
Not Valid With An Other Olfe,s

LET SHERIDAN COLLEGE PUT YOUR EDUCATION TO WORK! START MAY 5.

ARewarding and Challenging Career in
Education! Early Childhood Education...
Admission at an Advanced Level (Direct Entry) Diploma Program, Starts May 5.
This new intensive program is designed to meet the needs of graduates, offerng the opportunity to earn an Early Childhood Education diploma in only two
academic semesters. Emphasis is placed on developing both the practical
skills and academic training necessary to become a leader in the field.
This program will be of interest to university graduates who have:
• a strong desire to be involved in the education and care of young children
• a commitment to the design and implementation of programs for children
• a desire to work as a professional in an expanding job market. and
• an interest in the educational philosophies of preschool education, including
developmentally appropriate practice, Montessori and High/Scope.
Admission requirement: University degree or a three-year college diploma
in a related field.
For more information, contact: Dianne M. (905) 845-9430, ext. 2367 (Oakvillel.
1905) 459-7533, ext. 2367 (Brampton), or (905) 681-4611, ext. 2367 (Hamilton).

s

SHERIDAN
CO I. I. I:.(; I:.

Application forms are available at any Sheridan College campus.
To have an application package mailed to you: E-mail: infosheridan@sheridanc.on.ca
Call: (905) 815-4008 (Oakville), (905) 459-7533, ext. 4008 (Brampton), or
(905) 681-4611, ext. 4008 (Hamilton), or Fax: (905) 815-4025.
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200 years of history and culture

Olde Sandwich Tow-ne Bicentennial 17-97 -1997
Students and facultv hen: at the
Uni\'(:rsitv nuy not be aware that
they arc l;nng and working near
one of Omano\ oldest sculcments. Olde Sandwich Towne.
The Town of Sandwich
was founded in July of l 197
from a purchase of part of a
I Iuron l\:auvc reservation, about
10.,8 acres, by the Hon. Peter
Russell who was then the president of the T.:.xccuuve Council
of Lipper Canada. The land v:as
bought to creatc a settlement
near the Detroit River and the
American border.
The first two streets ran
perpendicular co the Detroit

River and thwi had access to the
watt·rfront and the \\'ater traffic.
Very soon after Peter St., Detroit
St. and Mill St., named after the
wrndmill of Alexander Duff,
were laid out. A church, a courthouse and a town hall were built
on four lots of 1he corner of
Bedford and I Iuron, now Brock
St., appropnatcly named Bedford Square. From these streets
and buildings, the Town of
Sandwich was established.
According to many historical records of the umc, Olde
Sandwich Town is one of the
oldest withstanding settlements
in Canada. Throughout the years
Olde Sandwich Towne has been

host 10 manv historical figures events, aflected by the \'(/ar of
that have impacted our country 1812, the Rebellion of 1837, and
such as
the Underground Railway.
Gen. S1r t',
_
With most ofthisareadat1s a a c
'1/ lk-l - 011gh •
ing back to the 1790's, the City
1
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q
'' - ··
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of Wind"~·0
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0
against
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sor com t~e Amemu_n1ty
r 1c a n s '
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·
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t c entire
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ander Mac- <·-,a-""'•a>
. region o f
kcnzic the former Prime
.,. Essex should
Mimster of Canada and Gen.
be proud of Olde
William Harrison.
Sandwich Towne and take part
Sandwich Town has also in the many ceremonies and anseen its share of historical
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•
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sal)uWlC
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Tcow · .

n1vcrsanes that Wlll be cclcbra1td
this year.
Some events to look fo
ward to arc "A Walk Throu:h
Time" at the Duff-Baby Ilou5t
on May fourth and The Forste
Secondary School seventy-fift;
Anniversary on May 16 and 17.

Co11b11Ntdfrom page 1

fact that there are students who
are supporting the strike, and are
aware of their concerns.
He said that he hasn't forgotten that the uruons in the past
have helped students with protests against raises in tuition.
"I've marched side by side
with you downtown, and have
seen you make speeches in our
(student's) fa\·our trying to support our education, and I'm going to support you right now.
And I will continue to do my

best to persuade others to do the
same."
University law student Victoria Cross said that students
should realize that all workers on
campus care about students, and
the union understands the potential problems this strike may
pose to students.
"The people that work at
the University arc here because
they care about students, and
they care about education. These
people arc working hard to be a
part of your education."

PSB TAX SERVICES
INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR STUDENTS

ONLY $15.00 no Gst TO EFILE
134PITT ST. W. "ONE MINUTE PAST CASINO"
TEL: (519) 255-7878
FREE PARKING AT CHEETAH'S PARKING LOT
WEEKDAYS10T06,WEEKENDS11T05

Cross said she has learned
as much from talking to striking
workers than she can from reading a textbook.
"I have learned as much
from CUPE 1001 than I have
from the facu1ty associa-

there for the students, and realize they have concerns as well.
"We continue to be very
sympathetic to the students and
see that their progress is not affected by what is going on."

IJ
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Parking available

APPLY AT
CALL
FAX
OR WRITE
WEB SITE

•

Unfurnished apartments, all one
bedroom, for married students only
O Across from the Leddy Library &
Faculty of Law
O Safe, clean location, on campus, in
a residential area near the riverside
parks

Serious Students Preferred

172 Patricia Road
(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382
Email canter@uwindsor.ca
http://www. uwindsor .ea/general/canterbury/
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Howard McCurdy, the
former MP for Windsor St.Clair
and a former faculty member,
said he was a member of the faculty association for 25 years and
was proud of
•
some of the
thingsthatwere
0

5w. Ylngfican

o

ti
u

u

University of Windsor
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9

Furnished single rooms on campus
shanng kitchen, common room,
bathrooms, and laundry room
from 5 to 12 residents per house
no meal plan purchase required
D,rect computer hook-up to U of W
ava1i n 48 air conditioned rooms

rt.

learning more about the historv
of Olde Sandwich Towne the~
contact Terrence Kennedy of
the Sandwich Town Biccntcnroal
I Iistory Research Committee 31
3248 Baby St. Windsor OK
N9C 1K5 or at (519) 252-7558.
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he was

about solidarRick Co.ronaJ~
"I was
ity and about
lJT'mdsor:111d.Area. COlllition For Socia/Justice proud of what
doing a good .iiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiia.iiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiii..iiiiii•iiiiiili•iiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiii=:.;;;.;iiiiiiii~ the Univers1tv
job."
Rick Coronado, a member stood for. But I've got to tell yo~,
Faculty Association Presi- of the CAW and the Windsor this institution has brought me
dent Gordon Drake said the pro- and Area Coalition For Social shame today."
fessors are behind the union and Justice, said the umversity adminMcCurdy said during tliis
have shown their support by can- istrauon should be ashamed of financial crunch the administracclling classes for the day.
how they arc treating their work- tion shouldn't be attacking the
"You'll notice that things ers. He said the administration lowest paid workers on campus.
arc very quiet on campus. Most should get back to the bargain"To be picking on the lowclasses have been cancelled and ing table and try to resolve the est paid workers 111 the fashion
I think you should take that as a issues.
to sec their wages cut by 27 per
sign of support for the issues
"I would say to the univer- cent is an outrage. It is an outyou face in this strike."
sity administration: this strike is rage because that money could
I Iowever, Drake said the bullshit get back to the table."
be saved by getting rid of one
professors will conunue to be
administrator."

Married Students' Residence
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Single Students' Residences
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Carleton Students win partial victory
By Rachel Furey
and Stu Clark
oTTAWA (CUP)for.
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\\'hen a group of angry students
wok over the presidcnt's office
1 t Carleton University to protest
10creased tuitjon fccs, the end
result seemed all too predictable.
After all, the previhus two
weeks saw angry student groups
at three other Ontario universiucs take over their presidents' offices and all three groups gave
up their occupations with no discernabk gains.
But Carleton was different.
Instead of denouncing the
protestors - as the three other
university presidents had done
_ Carleton president Richard
Van Loon agreed with them and
denounced the government.
In an open letter to Ontario's education minister John
Snoblcn, Van Loon wrote: "We
must keep tuition fees at a level
that will ensure both quality and
accessibility of education. I Iowcver, the recent cuts to
postsecondary education funding have severely threatened all
Ontario Universities' ability to
fulfil this mandate."

Student demands
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The letter then asked the so he could increase fees by
government
to increase more than 10 per cent.
post secondary education spendWhile the u of T
ing to the average level of all 10 protestor~ gave up after 97
Canadian provinces. Currently, hours, groups at York: CniverOntario spends less per capita si t y and the UniverSJty of
on its universities and colleges G11elph took up the cause and
than any other province.
took over their presidents' ofVan Loon's l<:tter, along fices. But, like the students at C
with concessions on a senes of of 1', they finally gave up their
other student demands was occupations amidst threats from
enough to encl the occupatton. university administrators.
While Van Loon didn'1
But the students were not completely victorious, as the univer- agree with the student protestors
sity will still raise tuition fees by on the need for the tuition in
10 per cent next year.
crease, he says he shares their
It was a Feb. 5 government concerns on the direction Onannouncement allowing univer- tario's government is taking unisities to increase twtion fees by versities.
"We both strongly believe
up to 10 per cent that sparked
the protests and had angry stu- the government is close to dedents hauling,thcir sleeping bags stroying postsecondary cducato administration buildings uon in this province," he said.
"I would feel the same way
across the province.
Students at the University as [student.sJ do in their situation,
of Toronto began the trend but I have no choice but to recwhen they took over the office ommend the [10 per cent J inof Robert Prichard on Feb. 10. crease."
,\Y/hile his willingness to
Unlike his counterpart at
talk
to students might win him
Carleton, Prichard didn't negofriends
on campus, Van Loon
tiate with students. Instead he
sent out a press release calling could find himself a very unfor deregulation of tuition fees popular man the next time On-

OTTAWA (CUP)Protesting students at Carleton
University presented university
president Richard Van Loon
with a list of demands when
they took over hls office early
Wednesday morning. The demands included:

®

The university
doesn't increase tuition
fees, and the university
administration publicly
denounces the province's invitation to a 10
per cent discretionary
tuition increase.
® Full amnesty be
given to those students
occupying and demonstrating in favour of the

above demands.
@) The university reinstate post-residency fees
for graduate students.
@)
All user fees for
such things as the Awards
Office, and Athletics be
eliminated.
@)
The
university
doesn't introduce any
type of "technology fee".
@)
No layoffs or cutbacks to faculty and staff
@)
An increase in the
student representation on
the Carleton University
Board of Governors and
Senate.

The university create an external advisory
committee to the Board
of Governors to liaise
with the provincial government.
@)
Part-time students
be allowed to sit as departmental boatd members.
@)
Funding for arts
programming on campus be increased.
@)
The university increase the number of
subsidized day care
spaces for student parents.
@)

tario's university presidents
gather together. The assorted
presid<:nts have been among the
loudest VOICCS demanding UOI ·
vers1ties be allowed to increase
1ui11un fees to make up for cut
backs m government funding.
That's why students have
been occupying their pres1cknt's
office 1ns1cad of the provincial
legislature, says Brad Lavigne of
the Canadian Fede rat 10n of St u
dents. ! le adds, it 1s important
to remind students of the link
between cuts to the ft:deral and
provmcial budgets and the tuition increases, especially with a

federal eleet10n onlv a It: \\
months away.
..These:-. prote,t~ will help
mject a level of m1l11ancv dur
mg the tcckral elcc11on," he s:ud
addmg that students \\nil b ed
mandtng more mone) for um
vers111es, soluuon, to the gn,.,.
mg student debt problem ancl .
jnb creation plan clunng the dee

I

f you want ~o add practical learning to your Standards Orgamzatron ( SO 9000 senesl,
11n1vers1ty studies for more employable gradL1ates w1l'l skills 1n Appfied Measurement
s~1lls. consider the Applied Measurement Sciences will continue to en1ov rewarding
Sciences program at Sir Sandford Fleming career opportun1t1t!S
College in Peterborough. This two-semester
program prepares students to become
metrolog,sts, experts m measurement.
Who hires people rn measurement sciences?
C•Jmpanies .and organizations that strive for
high standards of quali ty and thrive in the
global economy. such as:

• Hewlett Packard • Rolls Royce
• Fluke Electronics • General Motors
• Ontario Hydro • Litton Systems
• and the National Research Council.
Wrth manufacturers around the world adopt-

ing the quality standards of the International

To find out more. contact
Noel Briones, Program Coordinator, at
(7 051749·5530, ext. 1222
Or e-marl nbrrones@flemrngC.on.ca

Study at Fleming,
Ontario's Community College
m the Kawarthas.

39J
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What the Ottawa protestors got
OTTAWA (CUP) Protestors at Carleton University received several concessio ns in return fo r e nding thetr
occupatio n of the university
president's office. Here are
some of the concessions:

®

Tuition will still increase by 10 per cent
next year.
® President Richard
Van Loon signed a letter to the minister of
education condemning
him for threatening ac-

cessibility to post-secondary education.
@)
Students will get
one extra scat o n the
Board of Governors
(there is currently one
vacant seat for a community member and Van
Loon promised to make
a motion at the next
meeting to fill that seat
with a student.)
@)
Part-time students
can sit on departmental

boards and run for Senate.
@)
The university will
fight for more subsidized campus daycare
- all of which should
be for students.
@)
Mature and parttime students can legitimately use a sick child as
reason not to attend
class.
@)
All protestors were
granted full amnesty.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 251•17~S
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Council "we wish it were" brief(s)
By Lance News Staff

getting most of the media attention, is the issue of wage
clawbacks for the part-time
staff," said Moore.
She went on to explain the
mis -conccption of the current
part-time wage rate of Sl3.70 an
hour and told council that this
rate really includes an hourly rate
of Sl 1.26, and money 10 lieu of
benefits that part-time workers
do not receive. Also included
here is 4 per cent vacation pay,
making up a total of $13.70.
In addition,the base wage
rate of Sl 1.26 is based on pay
equity, ensuring that women arc
being paid equally for equal
work.
There are approximately 64
students who are part-time

Council was a barrel of fun this
week. I lcre's some of the details.
Delegations from both CUPE
1001, the striking un10n on campus, and the Admmistrntion were
given a chance to present their
sides to the student representatives on council.
The separate presentations
began with CUPE 1001 's National Representative and chief
negotiator Laura Moore, and
CUPE 1001 President Jim I lart.
Moore began by commenting on "the enormous amount
of mis-information on campus"
in regard m the union and the
stnke sauauon.
"One of the issues, probably the key issue that has been

By Community relations

at Travel CUTS/ Voyage, Campus
by April 18, 199?
------------

• STUDENT CLASS™
Airfare

• ISIC (International
Student Identity
Card)

cznd we'll throw in

---------------''the
Essentials$'
f REE

• LET'S 60 EUROPE book
•
•
•
•

IZON'S BACKPACKER JOURNAL
TRAVEL CUTS OAYPACK + MUG
TOOTHBRUSH
One tree night at THE PINK PALACE
youth ruort (Corfu, GrHce)

tlTRAVEL CUTS
the Student Travel £xpert&
Owned a nd operated h th Canadian
ftderat,on o/ St1dent,

660 Richmond Street

London

1·800-387·2887

T he March 25 Recognition Reception to honour President Ron
Ianni has been postponed until
September.
The campus-wide Celebration Committee decided March
fourth that circumstances warrant the event be rescheduled.
Board of Governors Chair
Donna Miller, expressed her appreciation to "the legion of enthusiastic volunteers" who have
been working on trus event.
i\11 those who purchased
tickets are being given an opportunity to have their tickets refunded or to donate the money
to the Ron W Ianni Trust Fund
for Student Awards.

• Certain rettrictioot ,nay apply, v11lt yolr local Travel CUTS/ Vo1a1H Campa, /or dotcri\t.
ln11Uance P11rcacH not MOonar1 in ~ititb Cot1111bic . Hitt be 1111-time mdent
In order to ,utity tor the "EtHntiat,.· 101 111111 ptrcbcH , oar ·eerie,· by Aoril 18, 1997.
Valid tor depar11ret •lt•r ftbrHry 3, 1997.

11

WE FINANCE STUDENTS

The fund, launched in connection with the March 25 celebration, remains open and all
contributions and pledges received before March 31, 1997,
and paid up by March 31, 1999,
will be matched "dollar for dollar" through the Ontario Student
Opportunity Trust Fund.
Major contributions to the
fund to date include $100,000
from the City of Windsor in
honour of the president.
Faculty and staff wishing
to support the trust fund should
return thei,r pledge cards to Development and Alumni Affairs,
ideally before March 31 to
qualify for matching dollars.
Pledges to the fund will be cred-

ited toward the Annual Giving
Program for the years in which
they are completed (i.e. 1998 or
1999). For more information on
this time-limited opporturuty,
contact Development at 519973-7059 or ext. 3248.
Other members of the
committee include, Sheila
Cameron, Joan Carter, Paul
Cassano, Larry Foley, Neil Gold,
Eric Harbottle, Sue Lesa,
Ramona Lumpkin, Richard
Price, Diane Rawljngs, MaryAnn Rennie, Frank Smith, Lynda
Smith, George Stewart and Pat
Vettraino.
:
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SALES!!
SERVICE!!
SUPPORT!!
UPGRADE!!
Mon. - Fri.
10 am - 6 pm
Sat.
12 pm - 5 pm

goes on on this campus and stu.
dents lives on a day to day basis.
Because of your picketing and
strikes Zerox men can't cross the
picket lines so photocopiers
don't work and students can't
photocopy notes for their exams.
Beer delivery men can't cross
your picket lines, so the pub can't
get beer so we can't enjoy our
pub. Residence students are
force to scrounge around 1n fast
food restaurants and hopefully
get rides to a grocery store be.
cause you've (the union) have
shut down their only source of
food, and you're interfering with
our educatfon and a lot of pe0 •
plc may actually lose their edu.
cation because you want to shut
down school on Friday."
Representatives from the
administration, Dave McMurrav
Eric I Iarbottle, and Jim Butl~;
then presented their issues to
council.

March 25 celebration being rescheduled

"the Ba,;c,"

• EURAILPASS

we asking every other un~on on
campus to support us m our
endeavors."
"If we do not make this
university sit up and take notice
and come back to the table and
be fair and reasonable, we are
going to lose the opportunity to
come to a collective agreement
and services for you (the stu dents) in the next six weeks arc
going further and further into
regression."
"We are asking for a show
of support ...we ask that you get
involved, if you don't get involved this will never, ever get
resolved."
A lengthy question period
by the council followed which
bought many issues and concerns from councillors.
Mark Onda, Business representative asked, "I'd like to
know what right you have interfcring with the business that

Continued 011 p11gt 7

Purchase

• BON VOYAGE™
Travel Insurance

CUPE 1001 members and
Moore stressed that the union
considers student workers the
same as any workers and that
they should not be paid less or
minimum wage.
"We arc quite proud to
stand forward and say we're not
taking those kind of concessions, they arc unfair, they are
unreasonable, and they're uncalled for, and they're unsubstantial ed by the financial position
that the employer is in."
Jn regard to the disruption
of services, Moore went on to
comment, " We have the right
to strike and we have exercised
that right, and we have gone on
record to say it has not been our
intention to interfere with your
right(the students) to an education."
"However we are coming
tomorrow (Friday) to a position
where we arc asking faculty, and

I

I

EAST TIMOR ALERT NETWORK (ETAN) & OPIRG-WINDSOR PRESE:-.1

II

Elaine Briere

I

I
I
I

and her documentary

I

I

BITTER PARADISE
THE SELLOUT OF EAST TIMOR
A look into the darker side of Canadian Foreign Policy

r- .. __,.

•the story of one people's struggle for survival in a world
dominated by the search for raw materials and new markets.

INTERNET READY SYSTEMS!!
P120 .................$1589
P133 .................$1626
P166 .................$1879
P200 ................ .$2189
MMX166 .... ...... .$1989
MMX200 .... ...... .$2389
Software: Windows 95 CD &
manuals, Groiler's Encyclopedia,
The Animals, The Family Doctor,
The Internet, World Atlas .. ..

•a portrayal of Canada's shameless.
ongoing support for a predatory, military regime.

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
• INTEL TRVX CHIPSET
& 256 P/L CACHE
• 16MB EDO RAM
• 2MB PCNIDEO CARD W/MPEG.
• 1.3 GB HARD DRIVE
• BX CD ROM
• SPEAKERS, MICROPHONE,
HEADPHONES
• 33.6 FAX/MODEM/W/SPHONE
• 14"NI SVGA COLOUR MONITOR

.

2490 Tecumseh Rd. E., Unit# 1 944-8318

Date: Wednesday, March 12
Time: 6:30 - 8:30 pm
Place: Hoffman Auditorium
Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.

1,

Elaine Bn ue is a Va11couver based photo1ourna/ist. pcli11ca/ activist a,1dfounder of1he East
1imor Alen .Vn»ork. She has spokin at 1he Un ited Notions Spedol Committu on Deco/011isu1ion
m defenu of the 7imo"u people and their ri[/hl lo self determin.i1ion. Blllr, Paradise · The 5cll@L
ofEa,r Timor hos been nominmedfor 011 award m the /997 Toronto Film Festival

CO-SPONSORED BY: Human Rights Committee Local 195 CAW
Amnesty International - Faculty of Law
Third World Resource Centre
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 252- 1517 OR 253- 1745
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No one on council would second the motion.
Council then voted in favour of a motion that UWSA
maintain its neutral stance regarding the strike.
In other council business,
UWSA
President Faota
Wtll.iams gave a progress report
of the Presidential Search Committee. Williams mentioned that
she was the only student representative on "one of the most
important committees on this
campus in the past 10 years."
Williams also announced
to council the open meeting for
all students on Tuesday, March
11, in the CAW Student Ceo re
Commons, and that everyone
should attend and express what
they expect and hope for in a
new president.
Rawl Banton, who was a
presidential candidate in this
year's UWSA general election,
filed an election appeal and
called for a re-election for the
position of UWSA President.
"It is my contention that
the election was not run in a
democratic manner, "he said,
citing students who were unable
to vote because their names were
crossed off the voter's list before they had voted, and some
students who wanted to vote not
having access to polling stations.

UWSA Chief Returning
Officer Dylan Bailey said some
problems did arise in the electoral process, but they were not
severe enough to jeopardize it.
Special Needs Accessibility
Coordinator Martin Anderson
said that while Banton raised
some understandable objections
to the election process, accordmg to both the Ontario Elections Act and the Canada Elections Act, "no-one has ever been
guaranteed a perfect election,
only a fair and adequate election."
"You don't get rid of the
baby just because the bathwater
Bailey said "Since according to Mr. Banton I ran such and
unfair election, I find lus request
to open a re-election for the position of president only rather
interesting... if we nullify this
election, we should nullify it for
everyone."
He added that considering
what the current UWSA election
allows for, "we are doing the best
we possibly can."
Bailey gave his final CRO's
report to council. He said that
the ekction went quite smoothly,
but he was "unprepared" for
some of the "negativity" and
"backstabbing" involved. He
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F rr TO PRINT - LAnce News Editor Lindsey Woodgate and Associate News Editor Andy Vainio bring
news, we1tther, sports, and opinion to the airwaves. Tune in every Thursday at 4:00 p.m. on CJAM 91.5 FM
for tlus new and exciting talk raclio/campus news broadcast.
.
Photo 'by Jame.t Cn11clulum/e
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'EVERYTHING INCLUDED'

--

IT-h1roPmsii0'1 l BCrt'10IOD'
is ms f t,ft,p~
Are you a university graduate?
RENT A MID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

The Information Technology Professional (ITP)
may be for you.

$99.00

In 12 months your degree may be enhanced with leading
edge technology skills which employers value most.

YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1000 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS.
WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258 -2847
Some restncllOns apply. See counter lor details
500 Aeroptan Miies ava<!able w,ll Mrf rental.

"I have been a student councillor since Jesus was a child." UWSA President Fanta
Williams.

Lena Photo Studio
1697 Wyandotte St. W. 256-6747

The Program:
• Is OSAP eligible
• limits class size to 28
• includes a 3 month work experience

IT Graduates Will have:
• work place experience
• a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) designation
For further Information contact Lombton College
ext. 577 or e-mail: ltp@lombton.on.ca

et (519) 542-7751

1457 London Kd., Sarnia, ON Canada N7S 6K4
(.'i1q) .542-77.'il
fax:(519) 542-1017

1!!:
7''?c,~~

1Hour Photo Finishing :
"6 1)1'-lnls

& INDIVIDUAL PACKAGES

16 Wallets
44X5
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Council quote
of the week

NoNE TOO PLEASED - UWSA Chief Returning Officer Dylan Bailey
responded to questions about his job performance at last Thursday's
marathon council meeting.
Photo 'by James C111icluhan/e
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thanked those who assisted in
the election process.
Ultimately, council voted m
favour of a motion to accept Mt.
Bailey's report mcluding the electoral results, and there the appeal process was ended.
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Council "we wish it were" briefs

They explained the reasons behind the potential rollbacks and
their position in negotiating with
the union.
"The food service operation must stand on its own," said
Harbottle, "if the operation were
losing money, do we raise prices
at the a la carte?"
"Do we cut back services?
We have cut back services already, do we cut back more?"
They went on to explain
I.bat they have looked at all possible options, induding part-time
wage rates, and what part-time
wage rate allowed them to be
"economically viable".
Another lengthy question
penod ensued, which included
issues of campus safety, student
meal-plan reimbursement, possible educational losses, and continued negotiation.
Harbottle went on to add,
"We want to work with these
people (the union), and they will
be back to work... they are basically good people."
Council now took a five
minute recess, and re-adjourned
with a Motion put forth by Social Science representative Steve
Handy.
Handy requested that
I
~
UWSA support CUPE 1001.

U-
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Getting Wasted at the
Uni11e,sify of Windso,
By Paul Michaud
Canadians throw away 1.8 kg of garbage per day.
That's over 1448 lbs per year, per person. Anywhere from 20 to 27 million tonnes of garbage
will be produced in Canada this year alone.
Toronto is currently shipping an estimated 40
loads of garbage to Michigan each day. The EssexWindsor Solid Waste Authority is expecting to receive 130 OOO tonnes of garbage this year. An additional 100 OOO tonnes of Essex-Windsor garbage
goes to Michigan each year.
Is this a problem? Considering that garbage
consumes natural resources, occupies valuable land
resources, contaminates groundwater, pollutes our
air, pollutes our waterways, pollutes our soil, consumes large amounts of energy both in its production and disposal, is considered an eyesore, and
tends to remain with
us for long periods of
time (centuries for
most packaging materials), the obvious answer is yes. Garbage
represents an immense
waste of resources in
Canada as well as being
a large source of pollution and ecological damage.
Often, the volume of the garbage problem itself makes it difficult
to comprehend. This can be alleviated by
considering it in a smaller context. Thanks to provincial 3R's regulations enacted in 1994, and the
vigilance of some university students, the University of Windsor conducted an audit of its waste
stream in 1992 and 1995.
The University of Windsor generates 431 000
kg, or 950 355 lbs of waste each year. That's almost one million pounds of garbage!
Imagine a pile of garbage weighing one million pounds. How many buildings on campus could
be filled with a million pounds of garbage?
If the average outdoor garbage can holds 40
lbs of garbage, it would take 23 759 garbage cans
to hold the University's garbage. If those cans were
lined up side by side, the line would stretch more
than 14 km!!

The University has since embarked
on a comprehensive waste diversion
program. Many items have been
added to the list of recyclables on
campus including fine paper, and
glass. The most complex addition was fine were quite aggressive and successful, further efforts
paper, made possible through a federal to reduce waste seem lacking. This is in spite of
grant acquired by the Environmental many suggestions furthering waste diversion listed
Awareness Association with assistance from in both 1992 and 1995 waste audits.
Some of these suggestions include: improvstudent government.
Fine paper now enjoys an 80 per cent recov- ing current efficiency which could recover an additional 50 tonnes of glass, fine paper, and newsery rate on campus.
Other serious diversions have been achieved print; adding materials to the recycling program
through reductions such as the elimination of which could recover another 30 tonnes of waste ;
styrofoam disposables in Vanier Hall, some increases in organic materials banned from landfills
composting of leaf and yard wastes, and the in- could add another 25 tonnes in diversion; diverstallation of a grinder/ pulper to process food sion of food waste through the development of a
wastes. The final result is a 43 per cent diversion large-scale composting system which could divcn
rate from 1992 levels, as shown in the 1995 waste up to 145 tonnes from the landfill, or by finding
someone willing to accept food waste as livestock
audit.
Has the diversion program been successful? feed.
That depends how you evaluate it. A million
pounds of waste per year is still a huge amount
which can, and should be reduced even further.
Evaluated in terms of the
3R's legislation, the University's
program docs pretty well though.
It has attained the 25 per cent diversion target set for 1995 and
Hldoffll of 1111 U of W Wad• SIHattt should easily achieve the 50 per
cent target by year 2000.
In 1992, at the urging and insistence of a student
The University is also in comclub called the Envii:onmental Awareness Associapliance with the government's
tion, University administration agreed to its first
source separation regulations but
= ·'''"""'~ -------···-N·--~,·-the program vioJates the
waste audit and waste reduction workplan regulations.
The latter, Regulation 102/
94, requires that "all waste au- , ,;:;:;.: ,. ,,,,,,;,,;,,~:,,,;;;}:>::-::::c"'"'"'''"''''
dits and waste reduction
workplans must be updated .,.,.,..,.·.·.,.,.,.,., .,
at least once a year." The University's most recent waste
· audit was conducted in Feb- ::-, ,····c:<\::::::::::,·:..,
ruary/March 1995, while the
= ;~~~;:;;;:':i:::: campus' commitment to waste reworkplan extends only as far
duction should be renewed and revived. Considas December 1995.
ering the nature of this institution, does it not proNtllw,tu TOIWM Wal• RHwdlON vides us with both the opportunity and the responUnfortunately, this may indicate current atti- sibility to educate ourselves about the waste prob. tudes toward waste reduction on campus. lem and its solutions?
Though efforts made between 1992 and 1995

~~~!!!"""'•""""'•~~~~~~~~~.,._...,,,-;;
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Celtic music on the rise
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NAKEDAPE

Final P.ke vinyl
By Jaqueline Shannon
It happens to the best of them.
CELTIC CROSS -

playing the Battle of the Bands' finals last month.

Phcto by Daiid Kn11,ht

By Laura Pearce
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Ccltic music has grown in
prominence and developed in
form. At the same time a unique
traditional character endures.
Windsor is fortunate to boast its
own Cc:.luc bands. Among them,
the SHANNON BROTHERS,
STRATHMORE, SAWNFY
BEANE and CU.TIC CROSS,
spread wide the passion and coergy that lures devoted followers and newcomers alike to their
performances.
The music has travelled far
from roots in regions such as Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and the
east coast of Canada. One
thing that remains is its
t rad it i o n a I
character,
ca r r ie d
through performance, and
preserved from
one generation to
the next.
Frank Edgcly,
fiddler of STRATHMORL ,a._ o of
the SHANNON BROTHERS)
said,
"Trad1tional doesn't

CELTIC CROSS' Michael
Shannon (vocals, mandolin,
banJo, penny whistle, guitars)
said that his band enjoys working with traditional tunes, yet
putting new lyrics to
them. CELTIC
CROSS has in its
repertoire a handfol of originals,
yet tries to keep
the very traditional tunes as
close to what fr
knows to them, to
be true.
"First of all,
the melody itself is 30
years old. You're not going to change that part
of it because it
wouldn't be that tune
any longer. That's
!melody! about the
only thing that 1s
and should be sacrcd," stated
Michael.

mean that it's old, or

boring , or stagnant."
~11 .
I le claims that an on•
going concern for STRA11-IMORE is deciding how far
tradition can be pu_shed before
it is taken too far.
"I like to think we play it
in traditional style and still keep
it interesting by giving it energy
and enthusiasm. That's mostly
what you can add to it without
changing it."
The SHANNON BROTHERS aren't as strictly traditional as STRATHMORE.
"1 think it's [the music]
similar, that the spirit and the
heart that was in it then, is still
there, but we might kick it out a
bit differently," said vocalist
Kevin Shannon.

like, 'once traditional, always traditional', is r. . . limiting artistic develop~ ~ ~
ment," said . ,
Michael
on I he
{.
progression of Celtic
music.
The evolution of Celtic
music and its emergence onto
the mainstream audience is
most notable in musicians
like ASHLEY MACISAAC, who
dynamically marri~s pop an.d
rock influences with a Ccluc
core. Kevin is a firm believer in
such work and feels that people
such as him, in ad&tion to bands
like the SHANNON BROTH-

ERS, can help increase the appreciation of the music.
"I'm a chameleon [as opposed to a strict traditionalist]
and more into metamorphosing
what that Celtic culture can do, and
then adapting it to
the situation of
the day."
One thing
that often bonds
Celtic musicians
is their similar experience growing
up in a home environment which intraduced them to Celtic music
at a young age. Frank has been
hearing the music since about
the age of six, which was not
long after his parents began Itstening to it themselves.
"We weren't down in the
direct line, but we heard the music. We did kind of pick it up."
On the other hand, Kevin
and Michael Shannon grew up
immer~ed in it. Their mother is
from Belfast and often their par
cots brought them to the Gaelic
league in Detroit. Michael Tecalls, ''Through relations back
home, when a lot of these Belfast musicians were coming to
play in Detroit, they'd get a hold
ofmy;,arcntsaodinevitablyend
up staying at our house."
"The Irish music was there
y much from the time we
·re old enough to know any
/!!Jitter," says ~cvin ..
This conun~ollllll ~
xpofor
most
art Irish
a
Scottish,
has tts in£1uence on each band's repertoire.
Whtie STRATHMORE, prunarily a touring and recording band
uses bagpipes and Scottish vocals, the group also blends in the
C,nbueti ,,. P"I! 10

~,~s;
Tt ct.

d~tct

After years together, countless
shows and the release of a CD,
NAKED APE has joined the
ranks of the recently defunct
bands of the \X'indsor scene.
The band said diffcrent
schedules and a lack of time
arc the main culprits of the
band's breakup. Such claims
arc prevalent among musicians
who end up finding they have
just too little time for what they
love most; the music.
NAKED APE plavccl to
a packed house at the Loop
(Saturday, February 22). Such

a large number is testimony to
the band's success. Some members oft he audience danced to
their favounte songs but the
majority sat, or stood, seemingly transfixed.
The band moved through
a powerful set of originals,
heavily strewn with dedications.
Despite what was undoubtedly an emouonal night
for the band, they conducted
themselves with the utmost
professionalism, a trait that will
likely lead to success in whatever they choose to do.

Wmdsor band RACECAR (pictured), m
add1bon to GHOTI, LACKLUSTRE and KIP WEAKLING \\ill
play a benefit at the Asylum Pnday, March 21, for the Wmdsor
Bulldogs. The show stam at 9 p.m. Tickets are only $4.00, plus a
canned good or donation for the UWSA Food Bank at the door.

Da1vns TO ASYLUM -

Photo tDllrlt!] tbt ba1Jd.
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"Recent Works" spawned different views of intent
By Bart Gazzola

what his work is about. I've
asked about five times in the past
two years, and the answer is the
same each time. There is something to be said for consistency.
The concept of self-portrait brings us to the work of
Toni Latour. The idea of feminist post-modernist aesthetic ran
through her -work, whether richly
textured paintings that used wax
(drippy and sexual) or metal,
with the image of the female
body (as self-portrait?), within
the picture plane, somewhere
just beyond the sight. The paintings gave way to prints and a
sculptural installation that sat
upon shelves on the far wall. The
prints were self-portraiture,

peared monumental in death.
The show at the LeBel building This fish theme ran through evelast week was a play m contrasts. rything of J.P.'s, 1t seemed he did
It presented you with a subversion of Dr. Seuss' 'One
works that were alternately heavy fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish',
handed and brimming with and coded this lithograph
meaning, and works that were imaged from Seuss' books with
almost nonchalantly criminal in an image of a dead fish. As well,
their humour, refusing serious- there were photographs that
ness. Both artists, Toni Lateur documented the piercing of an
and J.P. Tonsignant are students eyebrow and of a nipple. These
at the School of Visual Arts. interacted nicely with a smaller
Both illustrate different trends in print of J.P.'s face repeated alternately with fish hooks and
the art world.
lures.
Draw your own concluJ.P. Tonsignant's work filled
sions
about
who is the fish, and
one with the urge to sing that
infamous Fish Heads song from who is the fisherman. When the
DR. DEMENTO. He had sev- self-portrait comes in, the inteneral large bJack and white pho- tions of the artist are always bitographs of dead fish. which ap- zarre. J.P. claims to have no idea

SumJS/g>~
NE I CTJB Q U----i=fH O O D

Cindy Sherman, Barbara Kruger,
etc, serve these ideas better?Thc
art world is overwhelmed with
feminist postmodero critique
(the AGW's "Studiolo," with
Martha Fleming and Lyne
Lapointe is a fine example) and
the work must stand somewhere
besides that, as well. Fleming
and Lapointe do that; but they've
been doing it for fifteen years.
Bart, a local artist and mtic.

can be heard occasionalfy on QAM~
ARTSFOCUS, doing 'Tales From
The Mall," a reviw of shows al the
ArtGalleryof Windsor, Devonshire.

_ _ _...,;.____,j'2.Jc~~-___;~~

Hot sitcom satirizes TV news
By M.C. Schisler
CBC's The Nw.rroo111 is a tremendous hit by Canadian standards.
Hailed by critics as a "genuine,
original, stunning TV adventure...,"itissetinaCBC-likeTV
station in Toronto.
The story centres around
the weasel-like activities, personal and so called professional,
of the lascivious news
director played by writer/ creator
Ken
Finkleman. "
Rem iniscent of The

<C~,--

Pu b&G r i 11
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735--1171

t

Larry Sanders Show,

Live Rock Band
March 14 & 15 + Scarecrows
Thurs. & Sun.
Soft Rock

whether it is the direct sense, or
in the sense of exploring aspects
of her past that make up who
and what she is today (I used the
term "what" because the idea of
what it means to be a "woman",
the ideological other, has always
been in Toni's work).
The difficulty I had with
this work was the pastiche-like
nature of it. I could pick out specific artists that had been referenced to, or used as examples,
in aU of the works. As well, the
nature of "art" and "politics" is
a murky one: where does one
end, and the other let off, and at
what point would an article on
Feminism and Postmodernism,
replete with illustrations of

f()f)WRI 8uJC9eJrA

its satire is more
politically pointed than
the American spoof of
a TV talk show.
Supported by an ensemble cast, Finklcman's
George is a self-serving corporate whore of a boss whose
behaviour to his staff is
despicable and mean-spirited.
Thwarted at every turn by his
two toadying news writers, he
backtracks, sidesteps, off-loads,

and avoids decision-making at
every opportunity. Most irnportant to him are his car, a BMw,
a certain kind of muffin and the
pursuit of unbelievably, young
women. Never at a loss for
words, George's hypocritical, liberal-sounding bafflegab repeatedly gets him into trouble. However, he is as slippery as quick.silver and wiggles out of every
mess he makes.

l

The Newsroom can make

i you angry at
~ fustviewing

but after a
few episodes you
will laugh at the
absurdity of it all
because surely it's
fiction and it can't be
true. Or can it?
The Newsroom can be
seen Monday nights on CBC at
9:30 p.m. immediately following
This Hour Has 22 Mi1111tu.

j

t

J

APPETIZERS
*POUTINE
~cd}
*POTATO SKINS
*CHILi CHEESE FRIES
*GARLIC BREAD CHEESE
*NACHOS
WITH

755 OULLETTE AVE.,
DOWNTOWN WINDSOR

256-2385

If you have the halls, "our girls" have the sticks.

THURS. MARCH 27, 1997
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with complementary bass. Songs
such as Friends gives a hint of a
punk influence, while keeping
within a rock tradition. Contrast
that with a ballad like Oh No Joe
and you have a very well-ha)
anccd album. With this second
release RlJSTY could very well
defy the sophomorc jinx.
- Jamee Campbell
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RACECAR:
Racecar
Falafel Records
Windsor band RACECAR was
originally formed a couple years
ago as TI-IE SKIN THIEVES.
They return with their first selfcitied CD since the name change.
They apparently have been compared to THE BEATLES, and
justifiably so. They have pop
hooks aplenty, and they have harmonies and arrangements that
owe to the four lads from Liverpool. Especially on Wdl Never
Know. But, they have their own
sound too. D0ree11a is one wicked
rock song, among others like Best
In The World and Kate.
Catch their upcoming show
- Angela Sorge
at the Asylum pub on campus.
VARIOUS:
- Dave Knight Beavis And Butt-Head Do
America
SILVERCHAIR:
Geffen
Freak Show
Th.is soundtrack is an amalgam
Epic
of music that includes alternaDespite a successful debut re- rive, metal, rap, pop, and disco.
lease behind them, Aussie band While the movie may have been
SILVERCHAIR continue to okay, the soundtrack is simply
battle comparisons to NIR- amazing. One of my personal
VANA, PEARLJAi\1, and other favourites is Two Cool G1!Js by
Seattle-based bands. But, the Isaac Hayes, best known for
comparisons cease, when you writing the music for the film,
think of the youthful state of "Shaft". Other artists include
SILVERCHAIR's band mem- THE RED HOT CIIILI PEPhers and their ability to construct PERS, LL COOL J, WHITE
an alternative/ hard rodr;angst- ZOMBIE,
OZZY,
NO
ridden grunge collection that DOUBT, AC/DC, and THE
imparts suclw:iigh energy and BUTIHOLE SURFERS.
vigor. Most of thirteen tracks on _ , .- ,,c-., _ • - Matthew Kidd
Freak Show, SILVERCI-WR's
··
follow-up to their debut RUSTY:
Frogstomp, are angry and ag- Sophomoric
gressive with hard guitar riffs Handsome Boy
and loud bass and drums, as in This CD is fresh and energetic.
Ue To Me and Learn To Hate. But, Nothing fancy, just good music.
lead vocalist and lyridst Danitt· The first single Emp!J Cell gives
Johns tones things down on the a good sense of the feel of the
quiet and haunting Cemetery and aJbum: up-tempo guitar swings

INCUBUS:
Enjoy Incubus
Immortal/ Epic
Is this a RED HOT CHILI
PEPPERS cover band? No.
Maybe it's FAITH NO MORE.
Flaccid funk fused with stale
metal. A release that wouldn't
even have been considered cool
four years ago. Blcch.
- Laura Dai 1·arra .
Laura hoJls Hold Your Ground,
airing on CJAM 91.5rM, e11ery
Sundqy, 8:00 p.111.- 10:00 p.111.

CENTRE
DENTAl
CllNIC

"We Deliver Smiles"

973-1211
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
EVENING & SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
GENERAl * IMPLANT* COSMOIC * HOSPITAL DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Frank D.D.S. l Smolen D.D.S.

""
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S. Wu D.D.S.

WIN~;~~m~e~!~r.~~fe~~TRE

~
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INSTANT CASH BACK
APPLY Now
FOR YOUR 1996 TAX REFUND
COME AND S E ~ ..~-"'
THE CAW STUDENT CENTRE
IN THE USED BOOK STORE

E•FILE $20
2S3•4232

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

E:XT.4035

10AM TO 4 PM

FAV&S ~a" US Student Tu Services
t 341 TECUM$EH ROAD EAST' 258-2833

Upc0D1ing
Presentations?
• Computer Generated Slides
• Scanning
• Slides from Various Programs • E6 Slide Processing (1 hr)
• Slides from Prints, Art, etc.
• Slide Duplicates
• Rush Services Available

1725 North Talbot Rd.
Tel. (519) 737-1660
Fax (519) 737-1814
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Ontario All Stars
Geoff Stead
L ancer Basketball
*First Team All-Star*
second n-:.1r snphomore, Stead
is the number one rebounder m
Canada wtth 208 rebounds in 14
games ( 71 offensive, 13 7 de fen
s1ve). He a,·er aged 14.9 re
b ou n d~ per ga m e and I 3.3
p oints per game w11h a field go:il
pcn:entage of 50 per cent. Stead
was t he O t.:J\ \ \\"est Rookie of
the year in 1995-96, and sc a
new OCJ\A record for m oia rebo unds in-a single game v.1th 28.

1\

Seventh consecutive title for men & women
Bv Sheil~ Windle

Fourth year senior, "Tl '.1 l'n'
McMillan was selected as a Sec
ond Team All-Star for 1996-9..,
As the LAncm' t0p scorer ..:i:ith
261 points and third m the West
Division behind Titus Channer
(McMaster) and Chris Webber
(Western), he averaged 18.6
points per game,

James Gravelle
Lancer Volleyball
*First Team All-Star*
As a setter, Gravelle is a court
leader for the LAncers, maintaming control and organization.
James bnngs a wealth of talent
to the court. In addition to his
stellar setting skills, Gravelle is
a strong blocker, and ts also one
of the best hitting setters in the
league. He can take the opposi tion by surprise with timely
point-getting kills.

Shelly Campbell
Lancer Hockey
*First Team All-Star*
In her second year of OWIA.t\
competition, Campbell was the
backbone o f a much improved
l...ancerdefcnce. She faced an average of 42 shots per game and
kept the I..ancers m many close
contests. Shelly wac; a big facto r
in 1he I ..01unJ first win in three
years. In that 4 -2 win o\·er
Q ueen's she faced 33 sho ts, m
eluding eight at point blank
range.

Look for more Ontario All-Stars
in the next issue of the Lance.

Lanarte~m d ug deep to pull off

Lancer.s

this ~mazmg upset over theBllle.r
who were surpnscd when the
1Altttrf received the team tltk .
The men had a rolle r
coaster meet vnth mtense pl2yoff drama and scored a 16 point
win over top-ranked University
of Western Ontario, 154 to 138.
The Lmcmopcned day two
with defending CIAU hurdles
champion, Kyle Robinson, hitting 2 hurdle and almost falling.
Robinson recovered but ~ould
only manage a bronze medal.
The Lmtenentercd the fi-

outsc0tcd Toronto's st:il'.S 128
to 64 in second through eighth
place finished to win the tide
by four points, 138 to 134.

n:tl events behind the Mustangs
114 to 91, with 23 points to gain
whh only 4 of 14 events
rematning.

ronto and Waterloo).
University of Torontd
captured seven events (worth
1O points e:Ach) to Wrndsor's
one gold medal by Stephanie
Gouin. However 2 total teain

effort by the 26

Matt McMillan
Lancer Basketball
*Second Team All-Star*

Ev~ry membe r of th e

The Windsor l..t111cm apturcd
their seventh straight women's
and men's Ontario track and
field championships Saturday
March 1, at York University.
The women went into the:
competition u underdogs
(ranked third in Canada behind
OWIAA conference teams To-

--------------~-----

Th e turnaro und in the
com petition c~mc fro m fresh
man from \'i'.'indsor's Bre nnan
high school, K evin O'Connor
who did not run his b st year
of high school due to illness.
O'Connor kicked the last 200
metres to win and the entire
Lmar te:.trn left their area of
co mpetition to sunound him.
'fhe La11cers gained enough momentum and spirit to
win. In the Inst three events
1C3ding up to tl1e fin.al 4x400m
rel2y the L:mcer:t outscored the
/t.fiulllltg! 57 to 14 to e2pture the
title.

-"'---·- -----~~-·--·-·····--·--------~ -,-·

Lancers finish season with class
By Lance Sports Staff
The Windsor Lancers Women's
Hockey Team firushed their
1996-97 season tn fashion. The
team played much better than its
1-13 record shows and leaves a
sagging question of what does
this team need to do to win? The
answer would be to put 45 minutes together of the type of
hockey that they have shown
they are capable of playing.
Not to their surprise
though, five Lancers from the
team were nominated as
OWIAA All-Stars. Shelley
Campbell, Lana Parsons, Laurie
Bale, Kim Poppleton, and Shannon Bosma were all nominated
with Shelly Campbell, the lone
LAncercarning a spot on the First
Team All Star squad.
In Campbell's second year
of competition, she was the
backbone of a much improved
1..anct r<lefence. She faced an average o f 42 shots per game and
kept I he l....011cers in many close
contest,;. Campbell was a big facto r in the Lancers' first win in
three years. In that 4-2 win over
Qucc~'s she faced 33 shots, including eight at point -blank
range.
l...flncers head coach Joy
Jackson has coached her thin.I
season at the Untver~ity of

Windsor and characterizes the
I ..ancers as a builcling team and Jackson justifies this with the
one that is beginning to see real biggest difference as the addition of shooters and players who
progress as the seasons go on.
"This is the first year that will finish plays.
Jackson 1s very committed
we have been able to carry players one season to the next," com- to building up women's hocke)
mented a very optimistic, in the Essex county area at the
Jackson. ''We have come a long Uruversity of Windsor. Her on!)
way and nobody respects that. regret so far is the poor support
We have come from a C caliber and attendance from spectato~
team when we first entered the at any given game. Jackson
knows that being such a rcla·
league three years ago to an A
caliber team and we are deter- tively unknown and young team
mined that this increase in play hurts the numbers.
The LAnars put on a defenwill continue from this point
sive clinic all season and it leaves
on."
Last year's margin of an the ever prominent question 1n
eight goal difference in games your mind about "what do the}
was cut to an average of two to need to do to win?"
All in all the IA11cers went
three goals this season.
Jackson also feels her team out on a good note and in the
is capable of a lot more wins history books (although a losing
next season, and feels the 1..A11c- one) displaying the type of
hockey that will win games in the
m can be contenders against the
top ranked teams in the division. future.

OUAA athlete of the week
J...a,um Track and Fiel<i Tdlm
member Mike Nolan, ia the
UM Mh.letc of the week. The
fifth year science student from

Dorchester. Ont~rio

WBS

sekctcd as the ~tblet~ of the
meet 2t

the OUM Ownpion-

shipa 3t York Univenity. Nohn
one gold medal and three
:ilver medals at the meet.

Reaction to the ECW invasion
By Peter Somers
The wrestling world 1s still buzz ing over the recent Extreme
Champ1onshJp Wrestling (ECW)
" invasion" of the World Wrestling Fcckrauon. ECW 1s an 1nckpt:ndcn1ly owned organJ;(atJon
based out of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In an unprecedented
move for the
they recently
.tppL-ated on Monday N1gh1 Raw
1lcre 1s some of the reacuon ...
b1c Bischoff CWCW Ex·
Lcu11ve V1ce-Pre•1tdent, from an
interv1c\\' on 1he Prodigy Onl11w Suv1u.:): "I an11c1patcd 1hat

WWt-:

Paul E. would eventually · sell
out' to someone. So much for
being the ulumate independent
promoter. I welcome compeuuon. I wish them the best . I think
11 will be very 1ntercsung to sec
just how much of a base they
reaUy have. The people that live
on the Internet or avid sheet
consumers have a tendency to
feel hCW's presence is bigger
than others feel It 1s."
Paul E. Dangerously (CEO
of ECW, in response): "It's too
bad Enc Bischoff doesn't have
an F'n clue about what he is talk-

mg about. I would submit to you
that a man who runs a wrestling
company; tries to be the top performer m his own promouon;
has to interface with Turner/
Time Warner corporate on a
daily basis; has to make all final
dec1s1ons regarding internal
stnfc for the 90 chefs that cook
the soup that is Monday Nitro;
negouates 1he contracts and determines the salary structure for
all of the wrestlers in the Turner
owned organi:r.2tion; all the while
chasing after his egocisucal I Iollywcx,d am bition, is a man with

far too much on his plate to deliver a proper assessment of
whether or not ECW remaim independent or has sold out. Perhaps when Mr. Bischoff removes his nose from the asses
of the hierarchy at CNN Center,
he will be able to v,ew our circumstance with a clearer perspective.
Bret Hart (from his article
tn the Calgary Sun): "It is interesting ECW wants to be on
RAW. ECW cult guru, ~ul E.

Dangerously (Paul Heyman) has
brainwashed his followers into

believing ECW is a rebel group
that won't dilute the extreme
nature of its "style" to conform
to TV censors or arena administrators."
Regardless of the nature of
the exposure, ECW has accom·
plished what very few thought
could be achieved. Large-scale
inter-promotion with the WWF.
Just don't hold your breath waiting to sec Shawn Mkhacls vs.
Sabu at the next Pay-per-view.
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Jodi Beaugrand
T.ancer Volleyball
Fifth year athlete Beaugrand led the
lAncers to a fifth place linish at the
Ontario Championships held at
Queen's University. Versus the York
}eowomen Beaugrand scored 12 kills and
22 digs. On Saturday she had 14 and
18 in the win against Queen's, and 11
and 19 in the victory over Ottawa. The
Windsor native was also selected as an
Ontario All-Star for the fourth time in
her career.

MALE

MALE

.c

Matt McMillan
Lancer Basketball
The Guclph Gryphons and all their fans
could not stop McMillan as he led the
Lancers to a 82-73 victory over the second-place team in the West. The Lancm' leading scorer came up big with 30
points in the contest, shooting eight for
13 from the field, two for four from
three point land, and 12 for 15 from
the line. McMillan is a Windsor native
and is in his fourth year of HK
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FEMALE
Stephanie Gouin
T.ancer Track & Field
Gouin captured the gold medal Jn the
long jump at 1he OWIAA Championships, leading the Lancers to their seventh consecutive OWIAA title. Gouin
also scored 1n four other events (triple
jump, 300m, 4x200m, 4x400m) to help
the T..ancers sguccze out a four point victory over the Vars~ty Blues. Gouin is in
her third year of f IK and also a Windsor nauve.

Kevin O'Connor

I..ancer Track & Field
O'Connor, a freshman from Windsor
Brennan turned the meet around for the
Lancers, winning the 1000m despite entering the event as the seventh seed.
O'Connor's 1OOOm victory not only
gave the team 10 points but lifted the
spirits of the Lmcm and changed the
momentum of the entire meet. The
Lancers went on to beat the Western
Mmtangs by 16 points.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS...
RIVER PLACE RESIDENCE
NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOMMODATIONS
COME AND CHECK US OUT!

LOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

- 2- - -

• (l)IJtdeCaesm'
I
I

MEDIUM
PIZZAS

with cheese and 1 topping

RESERVE YOUR ROOM
FOR SEPT '97
Excellent location on maior
bus route
Furnished, very clean,
comfortable rooms with
phone iacks
·,. ·.,, Captain's bed with storage
.
drawers and fridge
FREE Cable in all rooms
Study rooms are available
•
Exercise and Games Room
Kitchen with cafeteria area
Laundry Facilities
..
FREE Parking
~

B
• -_jja

I

-

Single Double
$419
$279

245 Detroit St.
J
Call 254-4577 or leave a message

Closest Location to the Un_
iversity
1930 Tecumseh Road West @Bridge

256•3161
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Mission Statement

l'he I ,,,mce is published by the Student Media Corporauon and prints 10,000 copies every Tuesday of the fall
and winter semesters. Its offices arc located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials arc pro~uced by the Lmce editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or the Student Alliance. Submiss10ns ar~welcome and become the property of the newspaper. Submissions must include contributor's name and phone number and must be typed,
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The l.a11ce, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1) The Lance's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be dcmonstratablc fact,
with sources to support it. Conflicting sides of a dispute arc treated objectively and with balance. Sources
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Students have to
become more
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politically involved
\Xlhile some cry the v.urds of social conformity, others claim that
gp,·cn the power of free speech
and c<.:unumJC a1 i<l pc1 ~unal f1 ccdom, people will take a more
acuvc role in the government
body.
That given a system of
elected reprcscntauvcs that arc
responsive to the electorate that
appointed them, should encourage individual to be more involved. I Iowevcr, it would seem
that such a right is seen more as
a burden than a privilege.
With the recent UWSA
election that just passed, it was
• quite clear tlmt the student body
was not only unmformed, but
also not at all interested. Of the
several council positions up for
grabs, many studcms seemed to
be unfamiliar with the candidates and 1hc1r platforms. Many
students also were unaware of
what the positions were and how
important they arc for students.
The battle for president
wa,; not at all hyped by enthusiastic and concerned ,tudents
who wished the b.:st for their
unin:rsity, rather to a grave and
unfortunate extent, a populanty

•

race somewhat similar tG tha, of
Bill Clinton and Bob Dole of the
U.S. presidential eltctio n.
One studen t, when asked
whether or not he had voted and
1f he was aware of the objectives of the various candidates
stated, "Yes! I did find the time
this year. Last year I forgot all
about It. It really doesn't matter
though, voting turnout is probably about 12 per cent. We're
starting to look like the Americans. I really feel sorry for the
candidate with genuine concerns."
It is this lack of concern
and effort that will continue the
perpetual circle of complaining
students who aimlessly seem to
seek reform without participaDear Legal Corner,
tion and involvement.
A few employees at the store 1
To those students who
work at have expressed their
took 1,JlC time to attend the dedesire to become unionized. In
bates in the CAW Student Cenfact, one individual is collecting
tre and questions, a word of
signatures from the workers. I
admiration is dcscr\'cd. What is
signed a card, but now am conmore,. for those who simplrcerned that I might lose my job
played tic-tac-toe or closed their
1f my employer finds out. Could
eyes and randomly selected, at
I be fired if I signed a card? Is
least you li\·L-d up to your demo. ,here anyway I can scratch my
cratic rights.
name from the union's list?
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Etnployer can't punish
workers· for signing Union card ·

·Undergraduate Student

Dear Colleague:
The Ontario Labour Rclauons
Act governs the large majority
of issues surrounding labour
related actions and procedures
10 the province. The exceptions
10 the act include federally rcgulated employees (fall under the
Canada I ,,abour Code), domestic employees, people involved
in primary agriculture, some
Crown Lmplc,yec~ (1nclud1ng
police, fire, and tcad1crs), and
<iomt· 1nd1v1duals engaged Jn
. prc,fcss1onal services. Since JI
docs not appear that your s11ua
110n falls under one of these
cxccp11on~. It 1s appropnate 10

proceed by considering the Ontario Labour Relations Act.
The act provides that every
person is free to join a trade
union. Thus in answer to your
gucsuon if you could be fired if
you a sign a card, the legislation
provided in this act would be a
violation as employer intcrfcr
ence Wlth the employee's rights.
You could not be fired solely on
joining a union. It would be up
to the employer to demonstrate
that your termination is justified
as a "reasonable business decision," not one motivated by.an
anti-union activity.
•
If the employer fails to
meet this onus, the Ontario La- •
hour Relations Board (the body
governing labour relations) has
the power to reinstate you in
your job and the employer could
face a fine of up to $25,000.
Finally, it should be noted
that the act provides that the
applicant union shall 001 gi\·e
1nformat1on on names tha't
signed cards to the employer. If
JI docs 11 will be in ,.,olauon of
the act and subjcct Lo remedial
ac1mn.

ln regard to your concern
of getting your name off the
union's list, you could start an
anti-union petition but tnis will
likely have no ·cffcct since the
lcgislauon docs not provide for
a hearing.
Under the current legislation, the board will order a rep
rcscntatlon vote if it determines
tha·t 40 per cent or more of the
individuals in the bargaining unit
appear to be members of the
union. If you do not want the
union you will have the opportunity at the election to vote
against it. JIowevcr, a-ie board
shall certify a trade union if
more than 50 per cent of the ballots casted in the vote are in favour of the union.
Am1nr.r that appear1i1 thi1 co/prol'Jde a J!,mem/ outline of the
k1»• are presented by 1eco11dyear /au
JJ1fdt11! J\1ike Drake. If.you ha1 e (T
questwn yor, u·nuld like amu·ered,
unte lo the I .cga/ Comtr i11 C(lre of
the l .ance al ·101 Sumel Ave, Ha.re
n,errt tf the C/1 ll 'Slrulml Centre,
i'\'9H JJ>1.

Hlllll
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Student frustration over strike is misdirected and uninformed
By David Knight
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A flyer around campus is
addressed by " a student" to "all
students," and asks for student
support again st the strike. Action is good, but misdirected
act.ion is far worse.
The flyer says "the union
wants to stop us students, from
attending classes and receiving
the education we have paid for."
This is not correct. Faculty is
considerin,g a one day walk-out
as a show of support. If your
teachers arc considering such a
thing, it could very well be that
they know something you don't.
They have been around for a
longer time than students, and
know more about how the U of
W administration works than
most students have taken the
time to discover.
AJso, it says "we have paid
for" our education. What about
morn, dad, and OSAP? Few students can claim to have paid for

their own educatio n, when few
have a hope of paying back their
loan after graduation. Strikers
have nothing to do with that fact.
The flyer states that "they
want to disrupt our learning."
They don't want to do anything
of the sort. The merging of departments that U of W administration has been planning will
be more disruptive than workers who arc striking for their
rights against wage roll-backs,
and other grievances. As far as
"learning" is concerned, well,
every time you walk by a striker
you have an opportunity to learn
something from them. Talk to
them. Don't let yourself de-humanize them, or the higher
stakes they have to deal with, that
most students have yet to experience.
The flyer says that strikers
have dragged "us students into
their battle as the union's petty
gambling tool," but the fact of

the matt er is U of W adminis
tratwn has do ne as much, 1f no t
more, to "drag us" into anything.
We arc more the U o f W administratmn's "petty gamb)jng tool"
than the strikers'. You can't possibly think that the U of W ad
ministratjon didn't expect the
workers to react the way they
did?They must have known, and
would love you to think that they
do it out of greed, but it's truly
called survival.
They want us to "attend
classes regularly to show the union that they cannot jeopardize
our education for their pathetic
part-time wage."
The union is not making
any kind of organized attack
against education. I low paranoid. As a matter of ironic fact,
it was not long ago that teachers
were striking against wage rollbacks. Has the individual who
made the flyer looked into that?
1lave you?

Wage roll-backs arc an issue in this strike as well. Also, it
isn't " patheuc" for someone to
make S13.70 an hour (before
deducuons), as much as it is for
their employer to expect said
person who makes that, to all of
a sudden be told to live off of
$10.05 (before deductions) instead. You as a student would
love to have their job. You as a
student could IJVe off of it. But,
it looks good to you because you
only have yourself to look after.
Most of you don't have a house,
wife/ husband, car, mortgage,
children and all the costs that go
with all these things. This is
something you might not have
considered. Guess who would
like you to not consider this?
Wage security is something that
anyone who wants to ever have
a career should support. Unless
you have a 100 per cent chance
of gettmg a management-level
/ equivalent job, or are looking

fo rward to a welfa re hfr styk
(which most o n welfare would,
despite the stereotype, like to
leave) then you might as well say
that they arc doing as much for
you as them selves.
Calling their complaint s
"petty" shows that this indi vidual is grossly uninformed,
and lacks perspective of any·
thing beyond campus, and has
little concept of the possible
consequences of what they
speak. These individuals have
their opinions, and I have mine,
and mine alone. They have used
inflammatory language. I have
pointed to facts. They have taken
an ·us and them' attitude I have
taken a 'we will be them in the
future' atutude.

Jesus: lost and found
By
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Writer questions Lance editors
Dear Editor,
I had the opportunity to preview
the arucle "Composers on Campus" by Heather Slater prior to
its pub)jcation in the LA1,ce on
February 4, 1997. The article
was eloquently written and comprehensively covered the festival.
Then I read the article again,
after its publication in the La11ce.
While I understand that edjting
articles in necessary, I gucstion
some of the changes made by
the I.Ante editors.
T he changes that were
made seemed random through-

out the artide. Well written statements were changed to appear,
awkward and stylish phrases
were altered to include onJy half
of what the author originally
wrote. The I.Ante editors feel it
necessary to edfr simply for the
sake of editing. The changes
made by the Lance served no
pur pose that I could see. The
article was the same length and
more clearly written at the time
of submission.
T his article serves as a reminder to all who read, that the

occasional awkward phrase in a
published article may not be the
fault of the author.

Sincerely,
Lynda Slater M.Ed.
Faculty of Education
Editor'.r Nole: The La;,ce rmrve.r tbe
right to edit ar!J 1ubnns.rinmfar rpace,
clariry, etc. Please refer to our mas/head on page f 4 far more infarmaJion.

Minister should examine
cuts more closely
Thi.r ir an open letter lo Education
Minirler John Snobe/en.from Liberal
MPP of Wind.ror-Sandwich Sa11dra
Pupate/lo.
Dear Mr. Snobelen,
Last year at this time, we were
very concerned about the cancellation of the summer jobs
program for youth. So too, were
students from across Ontario. In
fact, in very short order, you
heard from student groups
across Ontano, begging you not
to cancel the programs. Thanks
to their efforts, they saved the
programs, although you scaled
them down severely.
Minister, one year later,
your government's policies have
created alarm in a great number
of young people across Ontario.

The unemployment rate for
young people is worsening. In
fact, the standard rate is 2 per
cent higher in Ontario than in
the rest of Canada. You arc forcing tuition fees to soar. This is
hardly helpful.
T h1s is not the time to
eliminate student summer jobs
programs. Unfortunately, I understand that this is exactly what
you intend to do. Once again this
year, it is your intention to scrap
the youth jobs programs. Instead
you plan to tell young people to
go find their own jobs and
maybe some companies possibly,
could, perhaps, be eligible for a
S2/hour cheque at the end of
the work period.
Minister, this is not acceptable. For example, non-profit

organizations find the Environmental Youth Corps program
vital to completing environmental projects each summer. To
scrap has even larger ramifica.
I
11ons
.•
Minister, your cuts to these
programs last year were disguised by suggesting that more
young people participated. Of
course, you failed to mention
that you cut the number of
weeks worked by students in
half. Your elimination of these
programs altogether is simplv
u nacceptablt..

Sincerely,
Sandra Pupatello,
MPP Windsor-Sandwich
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Full flauour.

Player's Premiere has a unique filter.
It incorporates the dispersion qualities
of granular semolina, a grain product made from
wheat, with beads of charcoal, an effectiue
natural filtering agent. This filter combined with
a premium blend of Player's tobacco will giue
you f ull-flauoured taste with reduced irritation.*
* Based on research with smokers

Health Cenede adYl&H thet

Cigarettes cause strokes
and heart disease

Health Canada advises that smoking
is addictive and causes lung cancer,
emphysema and heart disease.
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Tempers flare
on picket line
By Dave Knight and
Andy Vainio

for their campus," said Murphy,
a second year sociology student.
Murphy thought that both
parties should, "be mature...
concessions have to be made on
both sides. This [clean-up] is

Tempers flared last Thursday
when students began to collect
garbage off the ground close to
picket lines, and striking CUPE
1001 workers
expressed their 4''WJ.lat
do.lngl$pu1/ing
displeasure with
from underneath
the actions of
U$
our stdke. We biwe 270
the students.
S h a l a
who
nht work•
Murphy, who itJg.igb.t.tiow e;rcept f<Jr dieir
acted as a
dJ~s
lot
spokesperson
for one of the
, <1f mDtJJty;, .TI.toy RllYO bi/ls
groups of stutopa~ Some
dents which was
•tudo.nts Mc out .bcrc doitig
picking up garbage, said "all
fbe adminJ$tl:llttOD's
that is happenwoi-k,1,,.
ing is a garbage
McG-liilay
clean-up. We're
not taking a side
tn the issue. The============;=====
collective idea behind this is en- solely a student action, not a
vironmental."
union, or administration action."
A strong sentiment among
CUPE 1001 Vice President
the student group was that the John McGinlay said that the stulittered campus projected a poor dents picking up the garbage
image to touring highschool stu- were doing the work of striking
dents about the university. While workers, and that they had good
the group cared little for the reason to be upset.
"What they're doing is pullstrikers' perceptions of their
clean-up efforts, some did feel ing our legs out from underneath
that they were being used by us in our strike. We have 270
both administration and the un- members who are not working
right now except for their strike
ion.
"The perception on either pay, and that's not a lot of
side is irrelevant. We're here to money. They have bills and
Co11li11Ned 011 page J
do what students think is best
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ANGRY woans (above) - Tempers flared on the picket lines this past Thursday when students began to
clean up garbage on campus.
STUDENTS TAJCE ACTION (below) - A group of concerned students stormed the resource Allocation
Committee meeting this past Wednesaay March 12th. A second protest rally against tuition increases is
planned for March 19, at 11 :30 a.m. outside Chrysler Hall Tower.
Photos l!J DotJt B11ko11ec

dJtt,
-John
CUJ!B:JlKJt, Vice Prcsddcot

Disabled students coping with strike
By James Cruickshank
She said because of her with than the men.
walker up and down the stairs. I
All students at the University of walker the only way to reach ac"I'm finding the men the have nothing but praise for
Windsor are being affected in cessible entrances to some build- worst. They're very inconsidcr- them."
some way by the current strike ings is by walking through the ate in a lot of ways."
Lavoie also has praise for
situation involving CUPE Local picket ltne where she has enLavoie noted that she has the Special Needs Office, be1001 and University administra- countered a very hostiJc environ- also met resistance when she has cause when she complained
tion, but for disabled students it ment at times. She mentioned parked in some handicap spots about not being able to go to
is even worse.
that she has talked to strikers to and had to have the wood pal- class they acted very promptly.
There is no going around ~ - - - - - - - -·- - - · - - · - - · - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ Accord10g to Margaret
pickets, no climbing stairs be'~
Crawford, the Special Needs
cause the elevators are broken,
.....,
Coordinator, the registrar's ofand for some disabled students
my fice has been very helpful in reit has also meant missing some
n
scheduling classes for special
classes.
~ r·
need students.
Ruth Lavoie, who is a his- - Ruth Zavoit:!) Ilisto.ty and Sociology student
"The physical plant detory and sociology student,
partmeot has also been very
uses a walker to get around cam- tell them the predicament that lets the strikers use for firewood good during the strike," she said.
pus and the strike for her has she is in, but was met with very moved.
She said that when anv stu been very frustrating.
harsh words.
"When I park in the handi- dents have had trouble g~tt10g
"It's been pretty lousy.
"I have talked to several of cap spot the pallets are all over to class, someone from the speWhen the elevator was broken them about the way they are the place and I have to get them cial needs office has attended for
in Memorial Hall no one would treating students."
moved so I can get my walker them.
come to fix it because of the
"A striker swore at me. I out of the car."
"If for some reason they
strike so I can't get to class."
was told that if I couldn't get to
One thing Lavoie has couldn't get up to class we went
Lavoie, 65, said she had to class that it's my 'fucking' prob- learned from the strike is how for them to hand in an assigncall the special needs office who lem."
good some students are.
mentor pick up a test."
had the room changed so she
She said she seems to find
"The students have been
Co111inNtd on page J
could attend the class.
the female strikers easier to deal fabulous. They've carried my

striker swore at me. I was told that
if I couldn't get to uass that it's
~-in.D'' nroblem.
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MULTICULTURAL WEEK 1997'
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OPENING
CEREMONIES
11 :30am
in the
Commons Area
in the C.A. W Center. ,Ct
• Food
• Music and Dance
• and much more.
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PANEL
DISCUSSION.
11:30am
in the
Commons Area
in the C.A.W center
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HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO TOUR THE WORLD...
11:30 am TO 2:30 pm in the C.A. W Center....
*FOOD

@ a

*MUSIC
*ARTIFACTS

@

*TRADITIONS
*CLOTHES
*HISTORY
• and much more

Cultural Show
at 7pm in the Ambassador Auditoruim
Tickets available in the U.W.S.A Office.
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... Tempers flare
on picket line
Conlin11edfrom page 1

mortgages to pay. Some students
are out here doing the administration's dirty work," he said.
He also said "this is totally
unfair to our members. Being
out here is
no..fun for
us. T h e
strike bei:~rua~;
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A striking member of
CUPE 1001 who is also a fulltime undergraduate student at
the U of W said "UWSA in my
opinion is not taking a leadership rolc... the UWSA is supposed to
be looking

·t.l:iiakis'bestio.rtheir
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or so stution broke down. The UWSA dents who are also union memcontinues to remain "neutral" in hers? We find it a slap in the face
the dispute.
when they just ignore us."

.. .Disabled
students
•
coping

with strike
Conlin11edfrom page 1

Lavoie also said they also have
informed the professors of the
reason they haven't been able to
go to class, and the professors
have been very courteous.
She said that overall the
more than 300 special needs students are handling the strike just
as well as other students.

7 Bedroom, 3 Bathrooms
Two Fridges
Central Air Conditioning
1 Two Car garage, 1 One Car garage
Washer and Dryer
May 1 to Mayl Lease
$1820/month; $260/room plus utilities
Phone:
(519) 258-1030 (Andy in the house)
(416) 243-3518 (Dave, Home)

584 Tournier Street
• 6 Bedroom, 2 1/2 Bathrooms
• Ceiling Fans & Phone Jacks in every bedroom
• Two Fridges, Garage
• Washer and Dryer
• 8 to 10 minute walk to the university
•.May 1 to May 1 Lease
• $1500/month; $250/room plus utilities
Phone; (519) 256-345 7, 256-0635 (Joe, in the house)
(416) 243-3518 (Dave, Home)

Exclusive to Shoppers Drug Mart designed to:
• keep an up-to-date record of medication histories
• identify potential problems, such as conflicting medications or allergic reactions
• provide clear usage instructions and warn of possible side effects

Healthwatch REMINDER •

• FREE

Provides medication information about your
Shoppers Drug Mart prescription

DELIVERY ON EVERYTHING WE SELL

• POST OFFICE - MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10AM - 5PM
SATURDAY 10AM - 2PM
• FEELING OF THE HEART CARD SHOP

• SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• SNACKS AND SOFT DRINKS

• THE COSMETICS CLUB - FREE $20* GIFT (*see store for details)
• WIDE SELECTION OF COSMETICS

&

FRAGRANCES

MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SATURDAY 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

-~Everything you want in a drugstore®
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University breaks off talk ... strike resumes
By Lance news staff
Talks between the University of
Windsor and CUPE 1001 broke
off on Friday night after they
failed to produce any results.
John McGinlay, Vice President of CUPE 1001 says that
seruority and bumping rights remain an issue, and that what the
university has offered does not
differ substantially from what
they have offered before.
"We have continued to
make concessions," sa1d Jim
Butler, Director of Human Resources for the U of W.
"While there has been very
little movement on the wage is-

sue by the union ...Wc made substantial changes in our wage
position that we thought would
produce an agreement, but we
are obviously spinning our
wheels," he said.
"We simply cannot afford
to continue to pay above-average wage rates to our food services staff and maintain reasonable prices for students," he said.
McGinlay said that the union has presented numerous
counter proposals, but "they (the
administration) said that there
weren't enough concessions in
our concessions."

"If they want to cut food
prices, they should be looking at
constructive ways to cut food
prices instead of doing it on our
backs."
He said an excessive
number of supervisory and
management staff, not the wages
of CUPE members, is the real
problem.
Butler said that "Continuing the present premium rate
would result in the closure of

additional campus food services,
further job loss, and the deterioration of services to students to
an unacceptable level."
In view of Friday's developments, the university administration is urging patience and
restraint on the part of all
parties.
The university will be open
on Tuesday, March 18, when a
shutdown of the university by
CUPE 1001 is planned. Students

are being advised that scheduled
classes will take place unless they
have been advised otherwise by
their instructors.
The university has a process for cancelling classes and
making them up later, and this
process has been endorsed publicly by the faculty association.

Ontario Public Interest Research Group

WINDSOR
Would like to remind those
people who Opted out, to pick up
their cheques on Mar 26 and 27.

GARBAG E, GARB AGE (above) Students raise concerns about the
amount of garbage accumulating
on. ca~p°:s and. w~at ima~~ the
uruverstty 1s proiecnng to visitors.
Shown here an area near visitor
parking lot M.

U (right) Angry strikers confront a student
who participated in last Thursday's
garbage clean-up.
Photos lry Dave B11kovec
CONFLICT AT T H E

For more information contact Eric at 253-1745

CULTURAL SHOW
. International Fashion Show
Comedian: Simone Carter

J:J-

. Band: Tatix
. Dance J::J»
. and much more ....

~

~

Purchase

"the Basics''

COME CELEBRATE ~
OUR DIVERSITY 4 -t:r

/,

'/

March 19th at 7pm in the Ambassador Auditorium
Tickets: $'1(ADVANCE) $8 (DOOR)

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN U.W.S.A
OFFICE (2ND FLOOR C.A.W CENTER).

~

at Trant CUTS/Voyages Campus

-----------April 18• 1997
by

• STUDENT CLASS™
Airfare
• BON VOYAGE™
Travel Insurance
• EURAILPASS
• ISIC (International
Student Identity
Card)

and we'll throw in

-----.----------"the
Es senti ats"
• LET'S 60 EUROPE book
•
•
•
•

f RE f

IZON'S BACKPACKER JOURNAL
TRAVEL CUTS DAYPACK + MUG
TOOTHBRUSH
One frH night at THE PINK PALACE
youth resort (Corfu. 6rHce)

tllRAVEL CUTS
the Student Travel £xpert&
Owned end operated by the Canadian
Federetion of Stedent1

660 Richmond Street

London

1·800-387•2887
• Cel1Cln ,.,t,iotion, mar apply; v;.;, JOllr loc•l Tront CUTS / Voyo9e1 c•...,,., tor detcrit•
ln11,cnoe 1111roha1e not -nary In 8fiti1h Cot1mbie. HIit k tall-time 1twdent.
·
In order to ~Hli/J to, th• "E11entiat1." 10• 111e11 perclleu roe, "8Hio1· h April 18. 1997.
Valid tor deparie,.. atte, hbrHrr 3. 1997

F II flauou

•

•

Player's Premiere has a unique filter.
It incorporates the dispersion qualities
of granular semolina, a grain product made from
wheat, with beads of charcoal, an effectiue
natural filtering agent. This filter combined with
a premium blend of Player's tobacco will giue
you full-flauoured taste with reduced irritation.*
• Based on research with smokers

Hulth Canada edvltH that

Cigarettes cause strokes
and heart disease

Health Canada advises that smoking
is addictive and causes lung cancer,
emphysema and heart disease.
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Multicultural
awareness on campus
By Lance news staff
It is Multicultural week on the
University of Windsor campus
as well as the International Day
for the Elimination of Racial
Discriminauon on March 21.
The UWSA Human Rights
Office will host an open forum
on Friday, March 21 at 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the CAW
Student Centre Commons to discuss issues surrounding racism.
The forum will include a panel
presentation, group discussion,
student experiences, question
and answers, the Racism Contest winner and much more.
On December 13, the
Honourable Hedy Fry launched
the 1997 March 21 Campaign
for the International Day for the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination. Since the first annual
campaign in 1989, Canadians
have demonstrated commitment
to raising awareness of racism,
and to ending racial discrimination in all of its forms, according to the Multicultural Council
of Windsor and Essex County
(MCC). The country's efforts

were recently recognized and
saluted by South African President Nelson Mandela, who
commended Canada's lasting
tradition of dedication to human
rights.
The MCC has taken an active role in this campaign since
its inception. In 1995, the MCC
initiated the Harmony Ribbon
Campaign as a symbol of commitment to living in a harmonious society.
The ribbon is worn as a
visible symbol of the mutual respect that individuals have for
one another. The colours of the
ribbon, green for the land and
blue for the sky and ocean, represent unity as citizens of the
Earth.
Red roses represent love,
respect and courage. Together
they symbolize the beauty and
harmony created when the diverse community comes together.
The MCC's goal for this
March 21 is to make the Harmony Ribbon a recognized symbol of a personal commitment
to end racism in Canada.
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on Wednesday, Match 12 students marched through campus on the way to storm a
Resource Allocation meeting.
Photo l!J Da11t B11kovec
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FIGHTING BACK -
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Harmony Ribbons will be
available at the CAW Student
Centre on March 20 ~nd 21 for
a contribution of $1.00. All proceeds from the sale of Ribbons
will be used to fund community
wide Anti-Racism education and
awareness programmmes.
The
spirit
of
multiculturalism, harmony and
community will be very much

alive at the university during the
scheduled events for UWSA's
Multicultural Weck.
The Opening ceremonies
are being held on Monday in the
Student Centre Commons, with
food, music and dance, traditions, history, artifacts, clothes
and much more in the Student
Centre all week from 11 :30 to
2:30 p.m. daily. On March 19,

experience a Cultural Show at
Ambassador Auditorium. Including an International Fashion
Show, Comedian Simone Carter
International Musicians, Ethni~
Dancers, Talent acts, the band
Tatix, dance and much more.
Tickets are available in the
UWSA office for $7 or $8 at the
door.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR GRAD REBATE

IF YOU ARE GRADUATING SOON,
YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
A GREAT OFFER AT ...

Kane
500 Division Road

969-6000

Chevrolet Geo Oldsmobile Cadillac LTD.
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Human rights and HIV
-

By Lance news staff
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What is it like to live with lIIV
or AIDS, and how 1s it related
to discnmm:i.tion? More importantly, what can be done to figh t
discrimination?
Thi s was the theme o f
"Experiencing HIV: Human
Rights and HIY," a pand discussion hosted by the UWSA Human Rights Office at Iona College last Saturday.
UWSA Human Rights Coordinator Mike Perry said the
panel was composed of people
with diverse experiences with activism and HIV
Jaquie Gahagan, Chair of
the Women's Project for the
AIDS Committee of Windsor
(ACW) said that 10 per cent of
HIV cases are women, and they
are being infected at an alarming rate. She also said that "there
is growing pressure on women
to get tested (for I-ITV) during
pregnancy," and that what is
termed voluntary testing for
pregnant women is "mandatory
in all but name."
Kathy Gerus, a member of
U.S. President Bill Clinton's Advisory Panel on HIV/ AIDS, said
that she first tested positive for
HN in 1985, the same time as
her husband. She said "at the
time, it was recommended to us
that we keep it a secret, even
from our own family," since
there was "really no support for
people with HIV"
She said that she has discovered that HIV prevention is
about more than safer sex.
"Unless discrimination is
addressed, HIV will continue to

be a problem" she said, adding
that most of her work revolves
around human rights.
She said that the information and services avatlable to
wo m en "are woe full y inadequate." She cited her participation in a drug trial conducted by
the pharmaceutical company
Upjohn four years ago. She said
that she was the first woman to
be involved in such a trial and
that she found this disturbing
because "these are drugs used
by women."
Garland Gillard, from the
Speaker's Bureau of the Michigan Department of Community
Health, said that he has been
mv positive since 1992. He was
formerly employed by the Detroit Urban League documenting statistics about infection
among black women and the
treatment available to them.
When he was involved in a car
accident, he found out that he
was HIV positive. It was at this
time that his employer discovered the same thing, and while
he was in the hospital as a result
of the accident, "it had been determined in my absence that I
was no longer a desirable employee."
He said that such discrimination "is rooted in the selfrighteous assertion that you must
have done something immoral in
order to get infected."
"While it's easy to talk
about prevent.ion and education,
I-IN is really not the root of the
problem," he said, citing what he
called the "shame factor... if we
are going to talk about the real

INSTANT-CASH BACK
APPLY

Now

FOR YOlJR 1996 l'AX REFUND
COME AND SEE US AT

THI

CAW STUDENT CENTRE

IN THI USED BOOK STORE

issue of HIV infectio n, we need
to address those things that reduce people's self esteem and
the fact that people arc ashamed
o f themselves" as a result of
discrimination.
Steve I Iarvey, a Windsor
lawyer and co-founder o f the
Windsor People With I JIV /
AIDS Legal Aid Clinic said that
the workplace in 1997 is "an
excellent place to educate people," but at the same time the
most common place in which
discrimination can take place on
the basis of HIV/ AIDS infection.
"Patt of the reason that
people will not assert their rights
in the workplace is that they are
afraid of losing their jobs." He
said that part of the solution to
the problem lies in "unbiased
presentation of homosexuality
becoming an integral part of sex
education."

SPEillNG our - Kathy Gerus, a member of US President Bill Clinton's
.Advisory Panel on HIV/ AIDS spoke at the recent panel discussion
"Experiencing HIV: Human Rights and HIV." The event was
videotaped and will be sent to other universities to be used as a
resource tool.
Photo by James Cruulubanle

The Vental Connection
a=or- 12ent:
Two Bedroom Apartments
Three Bedroom Apartment
Four Bedroom House
Five or Six Bedroom House

$650/month
$800/month
$1100/month
$1300/month

Call Peter Deck at 944-6271

a=or- §ale:
Six Bedroom House
95, 900
Four Bedroom Duplex
95 ,900
Nine Unit Apartment Building

Li~~lt~I~.
Peter Deck
944-6271

FOOD PLUS
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YOUR ONE ST PSHOP
STOP

Support Windsor in
The Super Cities Walk for M.S.
Entry forms available at Zehrs Food Plus
Assorted (Excluding Aircrisps, Triscuits & Crispers)
Christie Snacking Crackers 2009-200g

EDLP
ONE HOUR
PHOTO
24 EXP.

$4.59

STOP

2/$3

$2. 77 lb

$1.49 lb
Country Oven Club Pack Garlic Bread 2 x 350g $2. 79
Assorted Canned Chef Boyardee Pasta 425g 2/$1 .69
(Regular, Light or Decaffeinated)
$.3. 79
Fresh Strawberries 3.28 kg

WINE RACK
WINE STORE
927-1288

"'

59 </.

Assorted Del Monte Vegetables 34 I -398ml
Maple Leaf Halves Country
Kitchen Ham 6.1 I kg

I

Maxwell House Instant Coffee I 50-200g

Jc

L
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B
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S·
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B
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t:
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FOR All YOUR
TRAVEL PLANS
STOP BYTHE

C

TRAVEL STOP
969-1818

*"

(Club Pack Assorted Delisle
Econopak Yogurt 12 x I 25g

$3.29

PRINT
SHOP
969-9693

IS

I>

B
T

(Green or White Palmolive 3's or Assorted
2's or 3's Irish Spring) Bar Soap (260-270g)

99</.

t1

a:

g

A

d

Arctic Fresh or Mint Listermint
Mouthwash I L

$1.99

k

p

C

LOW PRIC:E E\"E·RYDAY

l
*

Assorted Styles 2 ply Boutique

H

1

POST&

C

White Facial Tissue I OO's

79 </. ea.

President's Choice Beef Stew with dumplings
(contains two 450g Trays) 9000g

$6. 99 ea.

((

a
a
a
p
V

C
(•

Club Pack 2 Ply No Name
Premium Bathroom Tissue 24 rolls

a

p

$5. 99

UNLESS STATED AS EVERY DAY LOW PRICE (EDLP), PRICES EXPIRE 03-21-97.

)7.
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Lancers finish in top tw-o
By Lance Sports Staff
After being ranked second and
third in the nation, the University of Windsor Track & Field
Team sent out a strong message
to their competitors at the Canadian Interuniversity Athletic
Union National Championships,
held at the St. Denis Center
March 7 and 8.
In the woman's division,
Stephanie Gouin won the long

STEPHANIE GouIN

jump with a jump of 6.10, and
Tracy Higgs, the defending
CIAU champion in the 60m hurdles finished a very convincing
second place with a time of 8.64
to Olympian Sonia Paquette of
Sherbrooke who set a meet
record of 8.23sec.
In the 3000m, Missy
McClcary finished third but
these clutch performances were
not enough to elevate the Lane-

ers to their seventh consecutive
utJe.
Coach Dennis Fairall was
pleased and feels the program
will rebound to the top very
quickly.
With freshmen Suzanne
Gavine, Courtney Bovin, and
Julie Lisle, finishing three, five,
and six in the shot put, and Lisle,
and Alicia Bryenton finishing
Conlin11ed on page 11

leaping into action at the CIAU championships.

Ontario All Stars
Jodi Beaugrand
umcer Volleyball
*First Team All-Star*
Beaugrand, a Windsor native has
been selected as an OWIAAAllStar for the fourth time in her
career. A fifth year athlete,
Beaugrand led the uncers to a
fifth place finish at the Ontario
Championships held at Queen's
University.

Dan Ceman
LA11ar Hockey

*First Team All-Star*
Ceman, a CIAU selection, finished the season tied for first
place with teammate Brandon
Boyko, for the OUAA Scoring
Title with 65 points. To go with
the All-Star selection Ceman was
also selected to play in the inaugural Canada-USA University
All-Star Game, and is headed to
the AHL. Ceman was also selected as the Most Gentlemanly
Player in the division.

Mnrn NoLAN (right) - hands the baton off to teammate Simon Hagget Qeft) in the men's 4 x 200m relay at
the CIAU cham(>ionships held at the St. Denis Centre. The Lancers pulled off a dramatic victory, edging out
the Marutoba Buons who were ranked number one.

Photos i?J AndrtW Toms

Ceman called up to AHL
By Dep artment of Athletics
Dao Ceman departed on March
10 for Lexington, Kentucky,
where he will play for the Kentucky Thoro11ghBlades. The
Thoro11ghBkuks are a Farm Team
of the San Jose Shar/e.s. Ceman
got the initial call three days before his departure, and has decided to go for it. Ceman will
stay a couple of weeks and if
the coaches like what they see,
he will be asked to stay the rest
of the year. The Thoro11ghB1ades
have 1S to 20 games left in the
regular season before the playoffs begin.

Georgia Risnita
Lancer Basketball
*First Team All-Star*
Risoita, a third year Sociology
student led the Nation once
again in rebounding. Risnita,
"Queen of the Boards", averaged 12.8 rebounds per game
and also made her presence felt
as theLancerstop scorer with 245
points and third in the West Division behind Karen Jackson
(York) and Karen Arnott
(Guelph), she averaged 18.8
points per game.

Sao Jose scout and former
Montreal Canadiens star, John
Ferguson, attended the uncerl
final play-off game versus Western Although theLanar.r did not
win the game, Ferguson was
impressed with Ceman's skill
and work ethic. He contacted
Wayne Thomas of the Sharks,
who then called Ceman.
When asked what he hoped
to achieve, Ceman said ''At this
point I'm not quite sure what to
expect. I just want to go in there,
work hard and do reasonably
well. If you had told me at the
beginning of the university sea-

son that I was going to have the
chance to play for an NHL team,
I would have thought you were
crazy. But now anything can happen. This could be a fanta-stic
opportunity."
Ceman will be flown back
to Windsor to write his exams
at the University of Windsor
Faculty of Education. He believes he will also be able to play
in the inaugural Canada-USA
University All-Star Game, to
take place on Friday April 4, at
Joe Louis Arena.

Rodman joins NWO not the WWF
By Peter Somers
The flamboyant Dennis
Rodman, basketball superstar,
former Madonna squeeze, and
soon-to-be movie star, has
joined the ranks of World Championship Wrestling (WCW) as
a member of the NWO. The
news came as a surprise to most
in the wrestling business considering the World Wrestling Fed
eration (WWF) was actively pur
suing Rodman.

He made a recent videotaped appearance on Monday
Nitro, and will appear at least
three more times before July. In
at least one of those appearances, Rodman will actually
wrestle.
"There is nothing rn his
contract that prohibits him from
doing this dunng the season so
long as there 1s no contract and
there 1s no interference with his
NBA schedule and obligations,"

said Dwight Manley, Rodman's
agent. "It will be a team of I lulk
Hogan, the best wrestler in the
world, and Dennis Rodman, the
best rebouncler and one of the
premier entertainers in the
world."
Regardless of Rodman's
actual in\'olvement, WC\\7 JS
getting a tremendous amount of
media coverage. Besides g_ctting
mention in newspaper headlines

and on CNJ\:, expect to hear
comments from Marv Albert
every time the Bulls play on
NBC.
Grapplin' has had a long
history of cross-over athletes.
\X71'ham "The Refrigerator"
Perry, -and Lawrence Taylor have
both worked w1th the WWF,
while
Steve
"Mongo"
.McMichacl, and Kevin Greene
have been associated with \\7C\X:
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Athletes of the week
MALE
Kyle Robinson
LA11cer Track & Field
Robinson captured two gold
medals at the CIAU Track &
Field Championships last weekend, defending his CIAU 60m
hurdles title in a time of 8.07,
and anchoring the 4x200m relay team to gold. Robinson is a
native of Thornhill and is studying Biology at the University of
Windsor.

FEMALE
Tracy Higgs
Lancer Track & Field
In her fifth year as a Lancer,
Higgs was All-Canadian in the
60m hurdles for the second year
in a row. Higgs put in a tremendous silver performance at the
CIAU's, finishing second in the
hurdles behind Olympian Sonia
Paquette, after being ranked
sixth going into the race.

OWIAA

Rookie of the Year
...

Raquele Drwnmond
Lancer Volleyball
*Rookie of the Year OWIAA*
Raquele the "rock"
Drummond, a first year Sociology student and a graduate of Brennan High School
in Windsor, is the OWIAA
West Rookie of the Year.
The first year power hitter
was a dominant and powerful force for the Lancers this
season.

__ __
.....;;;:

Enjoy a

flanie--broiled

*
BURGER

KING

Valid at
participating
Burger King locations
in the Windsor area.

Get your burger's worth·.

'I'll

* T.M. OF/ M.C. DE BURGER KING CORPORATION O 1997

I
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Pub&Grill
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735--1171
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Live Rock Band
March 21 & 22 . . Area
TRACY HIGGS in

action at the recent CIAU Championships held at the St. Denis Center.
Photo by Andrew Toms

Thurs. & Sun.

CS~ ~";;

Soft Rock'

51
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... Lancer men and
women finish in top two
Conlin11ed from page 9

five and six, there is only room
to escalate to that number one
spot for the top Canadian Track
and Field Program which Windsor still posseses.
The University of Windsor
Lancers men's Track and Field
Team were underdogs by 32
points going into the event and
ended the day only points behind
entering the last event of the day.
Codrington set the tone
Friday night with a golden finish in the shot put. Codrington
unleashed a personal best throw
of 16.58 metres, while team
mate Mike Nolan went away
with the bronze medal with a
throw of 15.08 metres.

Kyle Robinson and Nolan
went one, two in the 60m hurdles after a number of false
starts Friday night. Robinson's
time of 8.07 edges out Nolan
who had a time of 8.09.
Other medal performances
for the Lancers were posted by
Nolan,
Robinson,
Paul
Kuranstin-Mills, and Simon
Haggett, who won a shocking
men's 4x200m over the number
one ranked Manitoban Bison.r.
Kristian Wilson placed
fourth in the men's pole vault
and Nolan finished fourth.

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

,;
(519)

12-0008
r,oc:

1697 Wyandotte St. W. 256-6747

1Hour Photo Fi1>6nishing!=~~:
<y,'Jc-~~
GRADUATION

7)~lnLs

& INDIVIDUAL PACKAGES

!64~:llets

~::~~o

"°

---

I 'Nb Pho,c T c, h Corp doci ftOI ~,ocn ca!lcti and ti\UJ!a
habal1t) "'htn l"IC!Ct1ag 1h1ou,I, 11:i•i \en iCC
Mu u Onh IM• Q7J-tJVIJI 11, a
local , all Oul~ it.; toi.=il c.,&ltar, a,ea 1ofti dt\Unet charJn, fflol\ J!PPh

Lena Photo Studio
St!.el>n~ St!.t

FREE lOCAl Clll

$49.99

CENTRE

1

(I) Little Caesars-

•
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Some Eastern European countries still
reciuire visas, stamps in your passport allowing you to travel for a specified period of
time. Make sure you check with the consulates for details before you go. I've found it
completely acceptable to list my occupation
as student and my trip's purpose as holiday
on visa applications.
If you want to take advantage of student discounts (discount, did you say discount?!), then you will need an International
Student Identity Card (ISIC). These are the
recognised student cards and offer discounts
on everything from museums to theatre tickets. The cards are $15, require a passport
size photograph and proof of full-time student status. There is no age limit. This year's
cards are valid until December 1997 so you
can still take advantage of student discounts
if you're graduating this spring. If you'll be
travelling with someone who is not a student but under the age of 26, they can get a
GO 25 card, the internationally recognised
youth identification card. Applications for
both are available at Travel CUTS, Canada's
student travel bureau. I've found that most
European attractions don't advertise that they have
student/ youth rates
so it's a good idea
to get into the habit
of pulling out your
ISIC with your
money!
If you are planning to rent or lease
a car, an international driver's license is a good idea.
It's a multi-lingual
version of your Canadian license and
it's a good investment ($10) to avoid
any hassles when
you're renting or if
you're pulled over.
These licenses arc
available at the De.
partment of Motor
.,. . . :I'.:::'.:::,,.~:··
Vehicles.
.
..
Insurance is the most important 10vestment that you can make before you head
Necessary Documentation
out. The first type is cancellation. This covCanadians travelling to Europe must have a ers the non-refundable penalty if you need
valid passport. Applications are available at to cancel your flight due to illness and is a
post offices and most travel agencies. It good idea because many tickets have a high
costs $60, you'll need two passport photo- cancellation penalty (up to 100 per cent).
graphs and proof of Canadian Citizenslup You should also consider baggage insurance, /
(i.e. birth certificate). If your current pass- a relatively small investment that will proport has expired, you must apply for a new tect you in case anything is lost, stolen or
one. And don't forget to check that your damaged. Make sure you check the fine print
passport will be valid for the duration of because most plans have an upper limit per
your trip!
item and may not completely cover your su-

•

t"'=);,JJP> o you're thinking of
going to Europe?
':. . Bonfire parties on a
<J,;;;.,.,,.Mfft~J' Greek'l
1s ancl, summer
skiing in the Alps, summer
breezes and Paris moonlight...
These European daydreams
distracted me through my last
year at university. The ink was
still wet on my diploma when
I bolted to Europe in search of
adventure! I returned to Canada months
later but it was too late - the travel bug had
bitten! I left again. And again. In all, I've
spent three years backpacking around the
world. Experience, dumb luck and the occasional disaster have taught me
a lot about budget travel. I hope
this article will provide you with
a shortcut to the same information!
·~~'-*'w«<i',,.,.::

Advance Planning
The biggest mistake I made on
my first trip was being obsessed
with keeping every conceivable option
open. I still shudder when I think of how
much money I spent by not planning. Planning doesn't mean creating an inflexible itinerary that will chart every hour. It means
sorting through your priorities and options.
That's where you start to save money.
I think the best way to start is to find
out as much as you can about places in Europe. Tourist offices, travel books and brochures are a good place to start. Many tourist boards and travel suppliers also produce
videos which are available at most travel
agencies.
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personic camera or anti-gravity mountain
bike. If it doesn't, include these items in
your (or your parents) homeowners insurance.
Finally, there is medical insurance. If
you are away from Ontario for under six
mon ths, you will be covered by O H I P autom atically. Only this isn't necessarily as good
as it sounds. For starters, O HIP will only
cover th e amount that they would contribute if you underwen t the same procedure in
O ntario. If it costs more overseas, the d ifferen ce will be out of your own pocket.
OHIP will also only cover what they pay
for in O n tario. T his means costs for any
prescriptions, crutches, ambulances, etc. wilJ
not be covered. One illness can infhct disaster o n your plans. I can't recommend
strongly enough th at you have travel medical in suran ce.
When you are checking into insuran ce
plans, I suggest looki ng at Bon Voyage insurance w hich is sold th ro ugh Travel CUTS
because it is designed specifically for studen ts an d its rates are low. I've used it more
times than my mother can bear to remember and fou nd it was excellent coverage.
It's a good idea
to make two photocopies of all your
documen ts, one to
keep separate from
the originals in your
pack a n d on e t o
leave with som eone
at home.

Getting to
Europe

more and save you heaps of time and mo ney
backtracking.

Getting Around Europe
Tours are an increasingly popular way to see
Europe. If you are considering one, make
sure you looking at one designed for students/ youths or you might be surprised
when you find your travelling companions
are the Tampa Bay Blue Hair Ladies Checkers Team! Tours in the youth market are also
generally cheaper, staying at budget accommodations and not charging a single supplement. W hen you are looking at these or
other tour brochures, make sure to check
carefully for the "what's included" section,
specifically for meals and admissions. Travel
CUTS' recommendations for tours are
Contiki or Top Deck so their brochures are
a good place to start.
The rail system is an excellent way of
getting around Europe if you prefer to do it
indepen dently. E urail offers a variety of
passes. These can be first or second class
and offer either unlimited travel or a specific number of travel days within a specified period. Like with your flight, you pay

*~7fi

There are a n~ber ~
of factors which af- · · . . · · ,
feet the price of · ·~~ :
your flight. The ·~·:.
first is your depar- · f
-~
ture d ate. Gener- :. t>
ally, low s eas on ·. Y; .i< •. ,
goes until mid-May, · ,· ·.' 1~·
shoulder season
goes until mid-June
and high season
runs until mid-September. You can
also save if you depart Canada on a Sunday
to Thursday and return on a Monday to Friday. Your planned length of stay will also
affect your ticket price
Seat sales and charters flights usually offer the lowest rates. The disadvantage is you
have to compromise some flexibility. The
cancellation penalties are high (up to 100
per cent) and it can be expensive (or impossible) to change the departure or return
dates. It is generally cheaper to purchase
these through any travel agent than directly
with the airline.
If you are a student and are reluctant to
compromise your flexibility on dates, the
best option is likely the student class™
airfares available at Travel CUTS. These are
discounted air fares and the fee to change
your departure or return dates is low ($30$50).
Finally, depending on where you are
planning to travel, you might want to consider an open jaw ticket. This is flying into
one city and home from another. Provided
the two cities you chose are serviced by the
same airline, this ticket may not cost much

J.

for flexibility so don't pay for more than you
think you'll need. Eurail passes are available in Europe, but they'll cost you about
20 per cent more than if you buy them in
Canada.
If you are going to be travelling predominantly in one country, you may want
to consider a national rail pass since it can
be really expensive to buy train tickets section by section. National rail passes are available for most countries.
International bus systems are gaining
popularity in Europe. The advantage to
these is that they are cheaper than trains but
they are also not as flexible. Eurobus is revising their schedule from last year, introducing a bus route in three zones: North,
Central and Southern. You can get on and
off whenever you want and the next bus
will be along two days later. You can also
go around the circuit as many times as you
like. They offer about 10 per cent off if
you are under 26. In the United Kingdom,
Slow Coach offers a similar service.
There is also the option of renting or
leasing a car. For several people travelling
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longer than three weeks, this can be cheaper
than rail or bus passes. Most agencies have
specials where it is cheaper to make arrangements in Canada.

Accommodation
H ostels in Europe and Britain vary from
17th century castles to modern-purpose fa:'
cilities. Regulation s are more relaxed now
than they once were, th ough some still have
curfews. P rices vary depending on the city
with among most expen sive being in London and Paris where you'll pay $25 to $50
per night. Luckily, it can get a lot cheaper
from t here. There are a variety of hostelling guides on the market, including Let's
Go and Lonely Planet. I like these ones because they give details on hostels like how
far they are from downtown, if they have a
curfew and if breakfast is incl uded!
Camping in Europe can be luxurious by
Canadian standards - no portaging here it's inground swimming pools and pubs all
the way! Camping can be the cheapest accommodation optio n, but make sure you
find out how far outside the city the campsite is or your savings will be lost to city transit.

M oney
There are A'IM: mach ines in Europe.
However, I'd suggest
n o t relying o n them
as your o nly source
of m o n ey. So m etimes they aren't centrall y located and
ca n ch ar g e huge
service fees for overseas transacti o n s.
Be sides, if yo u r
ATM card has never
been eaten by a machine, Murphy's Law
will be t e mpted
some midnight in an
unfamiliar city! It's a
good idea to bring
travellers ' cheques.
They are convenient.
They are also refundable! Canadians have long since abandoned
their tendency to purchase their travellers
cheques in American funds. It just creates
another currency conversion. One calculation can be confusing enough! Keep your
money and cheques safe, invest in a good
money belt to be worn under your clothes.
Also, keep track of the travellers cheques
you've spent in case any need replacement.

Parting Words
I won't leave you now with any "finding
yourself" cliches! Just my hopes that this
information has been helpful to you, that
you'll get yourself to Europe and have one
hell of an adventure! _ _._.~..,
Diane Clark.ran is
the regional
Marketing
Manager at
Travel Cut.r.
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The power of positive NEGATIV-ity
By Bart Gazzola

plane on the front of the controversial CD is bizarre for two
reasons: the resulting lawsuit
· '. ·. . ,
D shot
and the
·=<·. gov,. . lf in

This is abo11t NEGATIVLAND.
This 1s abOIII U2. Thi.I is abo11I Car~
Kasem. This is abo111 Island Records.
This is abo11I SIT records. This is
abo11t the Copyright Act. This is
abo11I Monr1- This is abo11J Po1nr.
This 11 abo11/ Censorship. This is
abo11/ Art. This i.r abo11I ea.re #9147JJAAH (GHKx). Thisisabo111
caJe #92-6692DWW OGx)

to point out the stupidity of
copyright Jaws and the fact tha~
as Hosler said, "if you have
enough money, you can make the
law say what you want." The
book, Fair Use· the Story ofJhc

Letter IJ and the Numeral .2,
emphasizes this as well, depicting the socially concious Bono
Vox with the caption (his own
words) of "I must be an acrobat
to talk like this and act like that."
After all, the case against
NEGATIVLAND was about
Money, which makes the world
go round. Why pretend otherwise? NEGATIVLAND, however, did the unspeakable: they
illustrated this in an undeniable
manner.

- NEGATIVLAND
Mark Hosler of NEGATIVLAND spoke at the Capitol
Theatre in Downtown Wmdsor,
Thursday, March 6 as part of the
Visitor in the Arts series organized by Artcite and the Art Gallery of Windsor. The talk was
moved to The Capitol from
Artcite due to the celebrity status of Hosler. Part of the collective known as NEGATIVLAND, he/ they are known for
being sued nearly out of existence in 1991 for their infamous
sampling of U2's "mega-anthem" I Still Haven't Fo11nd Whal
I'm Looking For. In adclition, their
magazine, and CD, The Letter
U and the N wneral 2 was sued

ii:'~

0

e '~~od
boys" now aod reform, like
THE KLF did after the Dancing
Q11een incident. Perhaps, that was
the point of Hosler's talk:
NEGATIVI..AND is alive and
well, thank you, and still around

The next Visitor in the Arts ,peaktr
is Freda G11t1111an, Montreal Mon.
/real based video installation artist,
at Arlcile Inc., March 20.
Bart is a local artist/ critic who pmodical!J torments listeners on C).AM
91.5FM, when he does "Scents from
the Mal4 " a review of events/ shows
al the Art Gallery of Windsor,far
Rachelle Knowles' ARTSFOCUS,
airing T11esdt!Js, al 4 p.,n.
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You don't need to 'get smart'! You need to see UNCLE.
Photo

The band from UNCLE
By Ken Taylor
UNCLE, a motor-rock, bassfree trio from Windsor aod D etroit, has decided to crawl out
from under the 'covers.'
With only four area shows
under their belt (under the UNCLE moniker, anyhow) UNCLE
has managed to compose more
than 20 songs and are planning
to commit them to disc at a
RoyaJ Oak recorcling studio in
the near futu re. They are influenced greatly by the space-rock
of GALAXIE SOO and TI IE
DANDYWARHOLS. UNCLE
was formed in the summer of
'96, but kept their existence very
hush-hush untiJ most of their
songs were polished and ready
for public performance.

)

)
)
)
)
)

)

Jane D oe is the 20 year-old
lead singer/ rhythm guitarist
from Windsor. She claims to be
m ean, yet serene, at peace with
violins and cigarettes. She takes
influences from LUNA and
THROWING MUSES. Second
to none (except Jane, Jane says)
is Sioux Nine (ex-PERVES guitarist/vocalist), a nineteen yearold guitarist from Royal Oak,
Michigan. She adores Federico
Felliru and Orson Welles films,
as well as Brian Ritchies from
VIOLENT FEMMES. Scraping
the barrel is Rob T. (the I IumanCanoe) also a loyal Windsorite
and U of W student, banging
out beats on his glorified set of
trash cans. Rob, 20, likes noth-

ing and no one. Let's face it. .. All
he does is complain.
UNCLE's upcoming attack
on the Jocal music scene is sure
to have all your friends asking,
"Who is this UNCLE band, anyway?"
Lucky for you, you'll soon
get to find out with upcoming
shows atLili's in Hamtramck on
April 1, as well as an as yet unscheduled upcoming show at the
Coach, here m Windsor. T hey
open for TI IRUSH HERMIT at
T he Shelter, on March 28. Album production starts April 20
at White Room Studios in Detroit. The self-1.ltled debut CD
release is slated for mid-May.
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Windsor to host writers' gathering
By Laurie Sm ith
The ''Wayzgoose" was an annual
Medieval English festival, where
the master printer took his workers to the country for a day of
celebration. This celebration included poetry, music and a feast
of what was called a "stubble
goose."
On Saturday, March 22, the
8th Annual Grand Wayzgoose
will occur. Professional and aspiring writers from ten universities in Southwestern Ontario and
Southeastern Michigan will
gather at the CapitolTheatre and
Arts Centre in Windsor to
present their works in a cabaret
setting, from 1:00-5:00 p.m.
This is the culmination of
a year long international reading
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series involving students and
faculty from The University of
Michigan at Dearborn, University of Detroit-Mercy, Wayne
State University, MacComb
Community College, Michigan
State University, University of
Guelph, University of Western
Ontario, University of Waterloo,
Wilfred Laurier University, and
originating at the University of
Windsor, D epartment of English. Marty Gervais, Windsor Star
columnist, poet, owner of Black
Moss Press, and resident writing professional at the University of Windsor, will be the featurcd reader.

The Eighth Annual Wayzgoose Anthology. a compilation

will debut at the Grand
Wayzgoose. The public is invited
to attend and enjoy an afternoon
of rcadrngs, music, and
munchies. A cash bar is available.
Admission is free.

Bessy's Back!!!
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'letters to th~ arts editor'

Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirms its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist funcuon.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1) The unce's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be demonstratablc fact,
with sources to support it. Conflicting sides of a dispute are treated objectivdy and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the source is
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without regard to special interests and with favor to none.
4) The Lmce is a student run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
Windsor.

Editorial Policies
Volume 69 Issue 22

Editor in Chief.. ...... .James 'the quill' Cruickshank
Production Manager.....................Michael Pereira
News Editor.................................Lindsey Woodgate
Associate News Editor.......................Andy Vainio
Arts Editor...........................................David Knight
Sports Editor..................Angela Papalambropoulos
Features Editor.............................Trecia McLennon
Photography Editor...........................Dave Bukovec
Associate Photo Editor.......................................... .
Business Manager..............................Rob Gignac
Advertising Manager...........................Barb Barone
Ad Designer...............................P. Heather Botsford
Distribution Manager........................Craig Balkwill
CUP Llaison...........................................Andy Vainio
Contributors: Bart Gazzola, Guenter Holweg, Laurie
Smith, Peter Somers, Christine Stoddart, Ken Taylor,
Andrew Toms, Sheila Windle, YOU!

The Lmce is published by the Student Media Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every Tuesday of the fall
and winter semesters. Its offices are located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or the Student Alliance. Submissions are wdcome and become the property of the newspaper. Submissions must include contributor's name and phone number and must be typed,
legibly handwritten, or on an IBM compatible floppy
disk. The editor reserves the right to edit for space and
clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and must include the writer's name, major of
study and phone number. Contents copyright 1997. Reproduction in any way is forbidden without the written
permission of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member
Mailing Address:
of the Canadian University Press.

Telephone: (519) 253 - 4232 Fax: (519) 971 - 3624 uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
The Lance, clo University of Windsor
Advertising (519} 971 - 3604
401 Sunset Ave.
Editor: Ext. 3909
Windsor, ON Canada
News and Arts Ext 391 O
N98 4P4
Features, Sports and Photo Ext. 3923

Sexual orientation
in the workplace
By The UWSA Human
Rights Office

_\ while ago I wrote about how
I found Windsor to be a really
homophobic city and that
frankly I was scared to be myself in this city...well... the city has
gotten even worse in my mind.
My boss has become a
huge homophobe and is in turn
using his knowledge of my homosexuality against me. Now I
will admit that he is not straight
out saying that he is discriminating against me because of my
sexuality-but he is subtle and
good at it! I know it must seem
like I am whining about this
whole city and its blatant discriminatory policies but I am
noL

Recently my boss decided
that he was going to cut my
shifts from a nice 24 hours a
week to eight hours a week. I
was glad that I had this job- I
was able to be OSAP free for
the first time in three years. What
a concept eh?
My employer flat out stated
that I was bringing my sexuality
to work and was affecting my
ability to rent porn! An odd
thought in my mind, but they
said that to me--{lnd to my face.
You can imagine the shock and
bewilderment I felt during my
mcetmg. I burst out crying thinking the betrayal I felt when I
had honestly answered their
question at the start of my
cmployment... now I realize that
I was stupid. Never tell your
employer anything about your
sexuality. They have no right to
know that information, and they
have no right to ask either. People if you don't learn anything
from that article remember
this-never tell your employer
about your sexuality-they have

~

no right to know this whatsoever!
So how did I fight back
with this news. I am fighting
back with the best way
possible... the law. That's right
folks there is this little law that
states that nobody can discriminate against you for your sexual
orientation, your race, your religion, and all those other things
that people discriminate against
something like your gender!
So I have talked to a lawyer and it sounds great to me. I
have also been advised to go and
talk to the Human Rights Office downtown to make sure that
my employer learns their lesson.
I want them to understand that
they cannot treat people and
their employees like this. This
whole experience has taught me
a vital lesson-you can not just
stand by and let people walk all
over you. I am no longer willing
to just let injustice occur to me.
This is just not going to happen
anymore and I encourage the
rest of you to stand up for yourselves as well.
But as students who arc
going to be in the work force one
day I think that we can do even
better.
Why do I think this? Well
because some day we are gomg
to be the bosses, the employers
and the decision makers.
We can take this message
of tolerance and acceptance and
implement this into our company policies. This is not a .difficult thing to do and really 1s the
ethically, morally and correct
thing co do in this decade. The
time has come for our employers to realize that we are no
longer going to tolerate being
stepped upon because of our
sexual orientation.

WHAT'S ON TV TONlGHT HON? -

Friendly CUPE 1001 members greet university visit0rs at the M· Lot. For

more info take a look outside.

Phom l!J Davtd K!tight

Smoking: where not to light up?
By Guenter Holweg
Well, since all the new smoking
laws came into effect a few short
years ago, there has been a lot
of problems, especially at our
local secondary schools.
I know of these problems
because I attended a secondary
school whose reputation was
nearly destroyed by many of
these enraged and rebellious
smokers. The vandalizing that
went on around the school's
community was ridiculous. I attended a parent meeting where
anger was apparent by the netghbours. I did not agree with the
actions taken place by students,
but at the same time I really did
not agree with the actions of the

government either.
Being a non-smoker myself
I was okay with the idea that the
smokers had their own smoking
area. Now with no place to
smoke, where do they go?
One place I figure they
should not smoke is at a social
gathering like a Chostmas party
that is held by a place of employment. You see, well maybe
you don't because of all the
smoke in the room, how would
you like trying to eat your dinner, while the people just a table
away are smoking like chimneys?
I believe if you want to
smoke, either go outside or
smoke in a designated area separated from the rest of us! If none

of the above is possible, chew
some gum! You say that you just
can't live without some ruconne,
then have some of that nicotine
gum.
Trust me, I am not he only
one who feels this way. I am not
against you ~moking, what you
want to do to your life is up to
you, but don't screw up my
health for your benefit Ever
hear of a thing c.1lled second
hand smoke?
1f the answer 1s yes, take
what you know to heart, if you
don't, please leave the room with
your smokes and don't let the
door hit you where the good
Lord split ya, and read up on it.

Letters to the editor
De2r Editor,
I am writing on behalf of the
track and field team with regards
to your mediocre coverage of
our sport.
We just won an unprecedented seventh consecutive
OUAA/OWIAA titles and the
only coverage we received was
an article smaller than that featuring the ECW (I mean, who

really cares about wrestling anyway?) or sub SOO teams I don't
even have to mention.
Why is 1t when a team wins
one game, it is headline news?
Yet, another conference title is
barely worth the mention?
It's time the Lance started
recognizing that U of W has a
good thing here in track, and

shouldn't waste its space on a
'so-called' sport that is fake and
has absolutely nothing to do
with this uruversity.

Sincerely,
OmarHafez
U of W Track-and Field

Students are bearing the brunt of the strike
Dear Editor,
0 one seems to want to listen.
Everyone knows what the union's position is, and everyone
knows where management
stands. But, I tlunk everyone has
forgotten the real \'lCUms in this
stnkc-the students.
Tlus present strike at the
uruvers1ty 1s an absolute outrage.
Being an out-of-town student
from I t':11"!1ilton, I've quickly
come to rcaltzc that \X'indsor
means more than proximity to
Red Wing and PlSton games. It
means untouchable unions and
stubborn admmistrauons.
What possible argument
could either of your groups give
to students that worked three
mtrumum wage jobs in the summer just to be able to enroll at
the Universitv of Windsor.
These same stu.dents, after paying all their tuition, rcsidence and
obligatory meal plan fees (approximately S10,000) are now
told that they have to put up with
this strike.
Do people on campus and
m the Windsor community realize that students arc bearing the
1

brunt of this strike? And for
those that have already group,ed
students into some fictional affluent category, you should realize that most of us have had
to sacnfice a great deal to get to
where we arc at (as have our single and/ or two parent families).
As a residence student I
have had 01}'. meal card plan effccttvclv, fro:r.en. Of course, I can
always choose to cat a balanced
meal from the mint-mart's -w,de
selection of crap 1unk food. In
the alternative, I could use the
allocated S l Oa day that management has so graciously given c1s
for three meals a day.
If that doesn't grab your attention how about taking a
guided tour through the residences themselves. Here vou'll
find the wonderful smeils of
overflowing garbage and beauuful sights of trash riddlc<l along
the hallways and stairwells. Or
maybe you'll be fortunate
enough to see a real live student
trying to store some groceries in
a refrigerator shared by 30 other
people or cooking a meal on late

.

t 930's eduion stove. But, before
you htt the road make sure to
st0p al the bathrooms and sit
clown on one of our toilets that
have not been cleaned for an
entire month.
No one would stand for
such conditions in a normal lease
agreement, yet we arc being told
to keep quiet. Should we clean
it ourselves? Sure, but refund the..·
money that I already paid you ..
J\s a student I came here
to get an educauon and have
management fulfil! its b\ing arrangement contract with me. I'd
like to remind both management
and the unions that they both arc
employed because students
choose to come to Windsor for
an •education. I would suggest
that this lingering strike should
be quickly ended before the jntegrity and credibility of this
university suffers any further
damage.

Sincerely,
Gabriel Settimi
First-year Law

Strikers should be
asha:rned of actions
Dea Editota.
It's a lack of pride in our corn~

their buses. What a gr~t im-

munity. A lack of pnde in our
univet:5ity. A lack of pride in

2gc of Windsor to show all of
unada. Hoi;y would each of

Windsor. A lack of pride 3n

Canada. But worst of ~ it's a

the strikers like to have garbage

lack of pride m our own local

dumped on their own front
lawns t~ day of a very impor

athlet~ The dumping of .ash
by the striki.ng workers of

has enough troubles trying to

tant eVl!nt of theidife. This city

CUPE 1001 at the St Dents atmlCt national sports compc
Centre this past weck<111d has· titions without pllhlidy dtsplay
angered n1e enough to write ing the lack of cotnmururry
this letter.
pride of members of CUPE
For those who arc not 1001.
ll'Wat'e_ the OAU track and field
This thoughtles$ act was
chllmpiooshit,s were.hosted at a disgrace to the h2!d working
the St. Denis Centre last week·
end. Teams from ill across
Canada came to Windsor to
compete for the title of being
the best an Camida. JO their
events. They also wit.oe3sed a
sad day at the University of

Windsor.

Garbage filled the ea&t
parking lot l\!l.d .mwn of the St.
Denis Cditre awaited these ath·
lcres as they unloaded from

youth of this community. I believe th2t CUPE 1001 owes an
apology to those 2thletes who
were competing on Friday ruld
Saturday,

Sincerely,
Andrew Sharon
Criminology

UWSA is right to remain neutral during strike
Dear editor,
ln response to your a rude dated
Tuesday, March 10, I would like
to offer a few comments on the
labour dispute that has gnpped
our campus. In both the private
and public sectors, collective barbraining is an exercise that doesn't
only happen every two or three
years, but is ongoing. As a past
participant in such exercises, 1
feel compelled to respond to
Wendy Dupuis' comments regarding the student council's
decision to adopt a stance of
neutrality.
Ms. Dupuis is quite right
wlten she says that studL-nt counc11lors arc elected to provide
leadership. I Iowcver, my interpretation of Ms. Dupuis' corn~
me.ms arc that proper student
leadership would have been
demonstrated if the student
council had supported CUPE
local 1001.

Would Ms. Dupuis had
been sausficd with the execution
of such leadership had student
councillors opted to take the side
of the umvcrsity admimstration?
I would suggest that she and her
colleagues would have been less
that impressed, nor would they
have bclievc.-d that the students
had taken a leadership role.
The problem with involving third parucs in labour disputes, and the solicit:1tion of
support from such bodies, is that
information from both sides
becomes twisted and watered
down to the point where the real
factc; surrounding the dispute arc
completely bankrupted of thctr
truth and essence.
Thus, it is my belief that
bodies such as the student council at the university arc in fact
demonstrating leadership by not
offering an opinion. \'v'hat they
have done is not judge the wa-

tered down innuendo that circulates from both sides during a
strike action.
Many students and faculty
are judging the strike based on
percepoons, as well as what they
witness. Students and university
staff have reported hubcaps
missing from cars, disabled
school equipment, and potholes
that have mystenously appeared
in the last couple of weeks. Further, some managers find themselves having objects such as
eggs and bottles thrown at them
as they do their job:-.
I am not insinuating that
this is the strikers' doing; it may
very well be third parties who
arc doing these things. However,
many in the university community perceive that these arc happcnmg at the hands of CUPE
local l 001. If CUPE has not
done these things, and given
thesti perceptions, I would sub-

mit that the local step up efforts
become apparent to those with
these perceptions, their opinions
may certainly change. After all,
sooner or later (hopefully
sooner) you all will return to
-u.•ork here. Bear thb in mind; it
is your insmuuon tool
And tin ally, Steve l Iandy
raises and excellent point when
he states that it is 1n the best interests of the student:; to get the
strike over. It most certainly is.
Ending the stnke, however,
could come just as quickly by
supporting the university as it
can by supporting the union,
Steve.
I am not suggesting that
students take sides, but it is quite
improper to state that union support is the only way this dispute
wtll end. Supporting sides in a
dispute when not having completely up to d~te and accurate
bargaining information (not

some management or unton PR
sheet.)
Let the university and
CUPI:!. bargain Without fanfare
and disruptions, so that barg:uning is the top pnority, not jock·
eying for the support of the enure university commuruty.

Steve Alexander
Fourth Year
Political Science

Reader finds opinion piece off the mark
Dear Editor,
Recent C\'ent:;, and ensuing mcd ia coverage, have frnally
prompted me to write my tirst
leuer to an editor. As someone
who is perhaps more affected by
the current labour dispute on
campus than most (though I
know I'm not alone to this boat)
I feel I have to comment on
some of what has been ·said.
Commenting on a few quotes
from the March 10 J..ana.
"The mood in residence is
really anti-union ..." Well, what a
c.urprise. After paying (a lot) for
services u•c arc no longer recc.1v
mg, surely we can hardly be ex
pccted to be endeared to their
cause?
The negouaung team, and
m<)St of the rest of the univcr
sny community can sull go home
every day 10 a hot meal, and
shower each morning m a clean

bathroom. Some of us are no
longer so lucky.
"The misconccption ... oi
the part-time wage rate of
Sl 3.70 an hour." \X'cll, tf Sl 1.26
an hour plus benefits plus vaca~
tion adds up to $13.70 an hour,
where's the misconception?
" ... 64 students who arc
part-time workers..." I don't like
to think I am totally heartless,
professional skilled workers
such as cooks and nutritiomsts
ought to receive a fair living
wage for their work. But I have
to ask is Sl3.70 an hour a fatr
wage for dishing out mashed
potatoes and punching the cash
rcglSlcr?
When I worked as a Gun
ior) lab technician 10 a research
facility, l was thrilled with S10
an hour, money beyond my -w,ld
e,;1 dreams at the time.

In David Knight's opinion
piece it stated that "Few students
can claim to have paid for their
own education ..." Well, I did
what I could, and my family
kicked in the rest, and I know
how fortunate I am that they
could do that, it is a debt (not
even in monetary terms) that I
could never hope to repay. But
my parents (who also happen to
be unionized) suit f eh every
nickel that came out of their
pocket~ to do this.
"The union is not making
any kind of organized attack
against cducauon." They don't
need to! With prevention of the
delivery and repair of equipment
and supplies \ital to tcachmg and
research, my education 1s being
at tacked quite effccuvely as it is.
I don't have a " ... house,
wife/hu band, car, mortgage,
children ... " myself, someday I

hope to. But if I had a part-time
job, I would expect that to be
only "part" of my household
income, and seek the balance
elsewhere. Considering how
many students live n<.:ar or below the poverty line in Canatla,
is it really right that we should
be supporung some of the highest wages in the country for
these types of services.?
I do not lay the blame for
this debacle at the feet of CUPE,
far from it. It takes two to tango,
and I don't buy the administration's holier-than-thou attitude
either. Perhaps I just have a different perspective on jobs and
wages, I get a great charge when
the national media makes a btg
deal about the national uncm·
ployment rate creeping up to 10
per cent, this would be an unheard-of level of prospcruy
where I'm from, where the job

less rate is usually double that.
And no signs decorate our
light poles advertising jobs that
start at Sl 1.25 an hour. Maybe
seeing people with engineering
degrees lined up with their
resumes for casual sales jobs in •
mall outlets has biased my point
of view. But l certainly feel that
both sides of this dispute hayc
a little room to move. Or else
it's going to be a long spring.

Sincerely,
Andrew Toms
Masters in Geology

0
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I Columnist blinded by the union
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Oear Editor,
Jn response to David Knight's
article (editors note: this was not
an article, but an opinion submission) entitled "Students frustration over strike is misdirected
and uniformed" (Lance, March
10), initially I was sympathetic
with the strikers. After all,
weren't theysimply fighting to
keep what they have?
Now I'm not so sure what
or who the union is fighting
against. I am 1 1/2 months away
from achieving my greatest accomplishment, a university degree. However, if the union is
successful in getting classes
canceled. I, along with countless
other students, will be forced to
put our education on hold.

Mr. Knight, did you ever
stop for one moment to rationalize the reason why students are
so rightfully frustrated is because
we are not receiving the quality
of education we paid for? We've
been pushed into a cross-fire
between the union and administration. Just because the union

needed more leverage, why
should students be used as ammunition against administration.
I assure you Mr. Knight,
that I am not attending classes
as an act against or in support
or either side. Quite frankly, I'm
fed up with both the union and
administration. I am attending
classes because over the past
four years I've held a lot of
crappy, minimum wage jobs in
order to pay for these classes.
It seems to me that Mr.
Knight's biased pre-occupation
with defending the union has
blinded him to the real problem
at hand. What began as a peaceful strike against the administra-

dents, then they arc just as guilty,
if not more, for advocating destructive behaviour.
Whether or not we agree
with administration the uruon
should not be forcing students
to support their strike by holding our education hostage. I'm
sure I'm not alone in saying that
I've worked too hard, both inside and outside the classroom,
to get this close to graduating.
And I am not about to sacrifice
my degree or future because the
union and administration can't
come to a compromise.
I refuse to be a prisoner at
my own university. If my socalled student council don't have

tion has transformed into an

the backbone to take a stand

open battle, using university
grounds as its battle field.
The beautiful campus that
initially drew me away from my
home in Toronto, is now covered with litter. When the union
fails to take responsibility for its
members who choose to overturn garbage cans or insult stu-

when it counts the most, then I

will.

Sincerely,
Abigail Seunath
Fourth Year Sociology

Student upset over strike
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Dear Editor,
As a student of this university I
do not think that I am being unreasonable in stating that I believe that the UWSA should be
representing the best interests of
the students in the current labour
dispute.
That is obvious. What
bothers me arc the CUPE representatives trying to manipulate
the UWSA into supporting their
action on the basis of "social
justice." For all of CUPE's
claims that they are not impairing the education of the students
on this campus; they are doing
just that.
There is a 65 year-old
woman with a walker who must
now walk up three flights of
stairs in Memorial Hall, because
the broken elevator is not able
to be fixed by any one off campus. Will the union claim that
they are not interfering in this
woman's education?
I'm not trying to say that
the administration isn't equally

to blame, but it is hard not to
resent a union, of unskilled general labour, that does the same
work as I do in my part time
minimum wage job. Facing another 10 per cent tuition hike
next year is scary, and yet I'm
supposed to support a union that
is using the inconvenience it creates for students as a bargaining
tool.
Just last night on the CBC's
Windsor Evening News a
CUPE 1001 representative was
threatening to shut the university down permanently starting
on Wednesday March 19. Their
fight is supposed to be my fight?
I'm fighting for a part time job
and an over priced apartment
just to stay in this city and get
an education. The union isn't
doing anything to help.
I'm proud of the UWSA
for staying neutral. It is good to
know that at least one body on
this campus remembers the purpose of this university. The university does not exist to provide

CUPE with jobs and it does not
exist to provide the administration with a bottom line. It exists
to provide all students with the
chance to pursue an education
in the best environment possible. The environment on this
campus doesn't feel very receptive to students right now. I feel
like I need a picket sign just to
get some attention drawn to the
real "social injustice" on campus, the manipulation of students in a battle for money between a selfish union and an unrelenting administration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer LeClair
Second Year
Political Science

Name the hedgehog contes~!!I
Thi$ weelc·s quiz; Name,the ne*Ay acquired hedgehog. Nease submit your entry in writ..
ing tQ,tbe ta nee office c/o James Cru!ds~an~ (p~ea:e i~dude contact information.~ The
Winner will have their photo taken Wtth theymdictive ltttle creatote as well as getting a
CQUpte of Uttfe. Caesar pizzas~.
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
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HOLY WEEK SCHEDULE
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Palm Sunday, March 23 - 1 I :30 a.m. Mass
with blessing and distribution of palms and procession

'C

:e

r

Daily Mass - 12:05 p.m., Monday & Wednesday
4:45 p.m. - Tuesday
Holy Thursday, March 27 - 7.30 p.m. Mass of the Lord's Supper
Good Friday, March 28 - 3·00 p.m. Celebration of the Lord's Passion
Easter Vigil, March 29 - 10:00 p.m.
Easter Sunday - I 1:30 a.m. Mass
All celebrations will be held in the Assumption University Chapel.
Assumption University ,s located between the CAW Student Centre
and the Bridge, directly behmd Assumpt10n Church.
973-7033 ext. 3374, 3399, 3564

I

Summer Camp Jobs
in the U .S.A.

'EVERYTHING INCLUDED'

Visas Arranged
Lakeside Residential Girls
Camp in Maine
Service workers.
Office,
maintenance, kitchen (including
assistant chef), driving Visas
for service jobs restricted to
students enrolled in university
for fall of '97
Counsel.ors. Combined child
care/teaching. Swim, sail, canoe,
equestrian, field sports, tennis,
archery, gymnastics, dance, arts,
music, theater, wilderness trips.
Visas for counselor jobs available
to all qualified applicants.
Non-smokers. June 21 to Aug
26. Send resume (C V . ):
Kippewa, Box 307, Westwood,
Massachusetts 02090-0307 USA;
kippewa@tiac.net, voice (617)
762-8291; fax (617) 255-7167

RENT AMID SIZE CAR FROM
FRIDAY TO MONDAY FOR

$99.00
YOUR RENTAL WILL INCLUDE
LOSS DAMAGE WAIVER,
1000 KMs FREE AND ALL TAXES.

AVIS.
WE'LL PICK YOU UP

258 -2847

How to use your
university degree to land a
job in the new
economy
II

(:cORB..111 <&'.x.ocoM

• ~ ( iSJAR When you combine your university
degree with a post graduate program from
ITI Information Technology Institute, you
become a qualified information technology
professional - the kind employers are
looking for right now.
m•s nine month Applied Information
Technology program is completely
market driven and is taught by qualifk>d
instructors. Program includes NoveU,
Visual Basic, Oracle, PowerBuilder,
Windows NT, the Internet and
much more.
ITl's professional placement team helps
students plan a career and secure a job
after graduation. By closely matching
ur graduates with specific employment
opportunities, we get results- more than
85% oflTI graduates find employment
HALIFAX

OTTAWA

in North America within six months
of graduation.
Each of the companies listed here,
and manv more, have hired recent
!TI grad~at~. because they have
the skills they need.
To find out how you can acquire these
skills, call today to receive a brochure,
to arrange a convenient time for a
personal appointment or to register for
an information session.

1-800-939-4484
655 Bav Street, Toronto
info@iti.ca www.iti.ca
•

•1t1

Information
Technology
Institute
Our .1t1/111w11s ar~ IT Pr,1{ess11m<1h

TORONTO

MONCTON

A ,obsidiary of Ill Education Corporation listed on the Montreal Exchange Symbol In<

ATTENTION STUDENTS...
RIVER PLACE RESIDENCE
NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOMMODATIONS
COME AND CHECK US OUT!

RESERVE YOUR ROOM
FOR SEPT '97
Excellent location on maior
bus route
Furnished, very clean,
comfortable rooms with
phone iacks
Captain's bed with storage
drawers and fridge
FREE Cable in all rooms
Study rooms are available
Exercise and Games Room
Kitchen with cafeteria area
Laundry Facilities
FREE Parking

Single Double
$419
$279
245 Detroit St.

•I

Coll 254-4577 or lecM a rnesss!I•
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It doesllt take
an Economics major
to spot a good deal.
You may not know 1t, but over the years as you saved on pizza and groceries you actually earned an honourary degree in Economics. Now tha t
you've served your time. our $750 Graduate Rebate* will add a lot more to the savings you've accumulated. And that's over and above any other
incentive offered. So put that degree to work and cruise by our web site to see Just how easy 1t 1s to get into a Chrysle1

, ~ CHRYSLER
~

CANADA

800

361 · 3 7 0 0

=

YOU COULD WIN A1997 NEON EQUIPPED WITH CD STEREO. CRUISE BY OUR WEB SITE OiR~ 01:U
AT www.chryslergrad.com OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER FOR DETAILS.
~
I
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CUPE 1001 tries for shutdown

By Andy Vainio

Campus was unusually empty
last Tuesday as a result of a
planned shutdown of the U of
W by CUPE Local 1001. Not all
classes were cancelled, however,
and some students did attend.
A demonstration was held
in front of Chrysler Hall Tower
by the union and its supporters
demanding an end to the strike,
now entering its fifth week.
Sid Ryan, National President of CUPE, commented on
the university's most recent offer to the union to cut full and
part time food service workers
wages by fourteen percent and
give other full time employees a
wage increase.
He said, "that is designed
'') do nothing but to divide you
' right down the middle ...we will
stay out as long as it takes to get
a fair collective agreement for
the workers of this university."
Howard McCurdy, former
MP for Windsor St. Clair and a
for~er member of the U of W
• faculty, said "one thousandth of
their entire budget is what they
stand to save by cutting back the
wages of these workers. Shame
on them."
"There is conflict that is
unnecessary at this university...
this dispute is a dispute that is
beyond comprehension," said
Howard Pawley, a U of W political science professor.
"The trivial monetary cost
at issue in this dispute is far, far
outweighed by the enormous
monetary and non-monetary
costs to this university," he said.
He also said ''There are at
present in this province and in

this nation at this time powerful
political and economic forces
that want to ensure there is a redistribution of wealth, one that
will transfer additional wealth to
those that have much and take
from those that have lcss...and I
say to you today that the University of Windsor ought not to
be a part of that agenda."

Steve Handy, a UWSA social science representative, said
"there arc students here today
who arc worried about their education. It's time we said to the
admirustrauon that enough is
enough, and it is time for this to
end, and it's time to get back to
the bargaining table."

Martin Lowman, Vice
President Internal for OPUS,
said "it's time for Dr. Ianni, Mr.
I Iarbottle and the negotiating
team to get back to the table and
reach a fair and equitable settlement with the CUPE workers,
and get this thing over with."

STllllCE MARCHES ON - Last Tuesday CUPE 1001 attempted a shutdown of the university. A large
demonstration marched around the oerimeter of the camous
•
Photo fry Dave B11ko11t&

Pete Thomas, a U of W
social work student, said "I've
looked at both sides of this
strike, and I've gone over the financial documents. This university is well run and has lots of
money, so there is no need for
this strike to continue any further."
Thomas also said that he
would be asking Ontario Education Minister John Snobelcn
for an external audit of the university's financial records.
Communication studies
professor Jim Winter said "If
you want to become media literate, read the paper and watch
the television news reports of
what's going on, then come out
here and talk to the people out
on the picket lines, and you'll see
two very different stories."
He also said that "as a professor here.. .I want to say to Ron
Ianni, Eric Harbottle, and all the
· managers here at this institution,
'You get an F."'
U of W administration
and CUPE 1001 are set to return to the bargairung table on
Tuesday, March 25.

Students demand action from senate
By Lance news staff
Students demanded that the university administration return to
the bargaining table at the March
20 Senate meeting.
Students, faculty, taxpayers
and the media filled the senate
chamber at last Thursdays meeting and heard calls for action.
Christine Jones, GSS President,
also speaking on behalf of Fanta
Williams, UWSA President and
Martin Lowman, OPUS Vice
President Internal, raised concerns about ethical issues surrounding the current strike situation.

"The university has very
much got to recognize that the
people they should be caring
about right now arc the
students.. .It seems that our constituents are as divided on the
issue as everyone else."
Fanta Williams pointed
out that she came across the
quad and saw students screaming and arguing over the strike.
"We are a family divided.
CUPE has a democratic right to
strike but my responsibility is to
the safety of students," she
added.
Williams later, on a point
of order presented, a motion to

senate mandating both parties to
return to the bargaining table
and for the senate to publicly
announce that the current semester is not lost. The motion
was then seconded by Christine
Jones.
Senate passed the motion
unanimously with a cheer arising from the audience.
Gerry Bastien, Arca Director for CAW and a member of

the Board of Governors, was
pleased with the possibility that
both parties may get back to the
bargaining table and agrees that
the students application of pressure has played a crucial role in
the current strike situation.
"The students are a very
key role in this because they have
the power of people and students have a lot of power here.
ConlinPed on page 6

Injunction imposed
on CUPE picketers
respect to persons on foot or in
vehicles."
The U of W obtained a "Notice
Picketers may, however,
of Injunction Against Picketing stop people for up to two minand Related Activity'' last Friday utes in order to disseminate inagainst CUPE Local 1001.
formation to people entering
The n O ti ce
----···-··-·-·-·-···•-·v---,-,~~---~-----~-----. U n i Ve r S i t y
restrains the
witbit property.

By Lance news staff

We~bappy
(tb.einj,mction). It's a
piece O.iPcape_.r that we

STUDENTS DEMAND ACTION - Following an open meeting in the
Student Centre at noon last Thursday, students demanded action at
a senate meeting.
Photo fry Janlt.f Cr11ic/esha11/e

~ni?.~~~;~ admi~i~tr:
ting, pickettion could
ing, or atcan lire with,,
not
be
tempting to
reached for
picket at or
·Joh McGJnlay comment at
adjacent to
VkePresldeatCUPE 1001 press time.
property
John
owned or leased" by the U of McGinlav, Vice President of
W.
CUPE 1001, said the union had
• "Unlawfully intimidating, previously reached an agreement
threatening, harassing, or ob- with Campus Police setting a five
structing" students, university minute time limit for slowing
employees, or others "having down people entering university
dealings with" the university.
property.
• "hindering, interfcnng with
He said "We're happ}' with
or obstructing" entry to and exit it (the injunction). It's a piece of
from university premises "with paper that we can live with."
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Diversions . ~- . · .

Tuesday
March, 25
Even· Tuesday at 4:45 p.m.
Mass· followed by home
cooked supper at 5:30 p.m. at
Assumption U niv. Only S4. For
more info call 973-7033,
EXT.3399 or 3374.

held in the Oakroom of Vanier
I IalJ at 5:30 p.m. "Outreach"
night.

FRIDAY
MARCH,28

U of W School of Music.
End-of-Semester & Spring
1997 concert and recital
schedule. Wcd.26. at 3:30 p.m.
at the Recital Hall.

THURSDAY
MARCH,27

t:ion Cniversity at 11 :30 a.m.
Easter Sunday Mass.
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sumption University at 3:00
p.m. Good Fnday. Celebration
of the Lord's Passton.

Every Sunday at 11 :30 a.m. all
are invited to Mass followed by
refreshment at Assumption
Umvcrsity Chapel (2nd floor)
For more info. call 973-7033
EXT.3399 or 3374.
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SATURDAY
MARCH,29

MONDAY
MARCH,31

st~

Holy Week Services-As-

WEDNESDAY
MARCH,26

Holy week Services-Assump

.

-

TRAVEL

SUNDAY
MARCH,30

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship mecung will be

I
ci~~~ifi.~crs 1

- .- .,_.
- --::---- --

Holy Week Services As-

U of W School of Music.

sumption Universny at 10:00
p.m. Easter Vigil.

End-of-Semester & Spnng 1997
concert and recital schedule.
Mar.31. at 3:30 p.m. Underground recital at the Recital
Hall. Public is welcome to all
recitals for free. For more info
call 253-4232 EXT.2799.

Holy Week Services Assumption University at 7:30 p.m.
Mass of the Lord's Supper.
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**
ATTENTION OFF CAMPUS
*
**
MEAL PLAJV IIOLDEHS
Effective Saturday, March 22 all Off Campus Meal Plan accounts
will be closed for the 1996-97 year.
Any unused balance in your Off Campus Meal Plan
account will be either:

*
**
*
**

**
**

1. Applied
Any unused balance will be applied to any outstanding debt you
have with the University of Windsor.
2. Refunded
Refund cheques will be available beginning Thursday, March 26 at
1:00 p.m. in the Office of University Services, Room 272 CAW
Student Centre during business hours for those who have an
outstanding balance on their Off Campus Meal Plan account and
have no balance owing to the University.
If you require additional information, please contact
the Office of University Services at 973- 7065.

1
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UWSA takes a stand
on strike issue
By James Cruickshank

--

The UWSA held an emergency
~tudent council meeting on
~1onday, March 17 to decide
\\hether or not they should
change their stance of staying
nt:utral during the current strike.
After about three hours of
debating council decided to put
more pressure on all parties in\'Olved 10 the stnke.
UWSA President Fanta
\\11lliams said that council's
qaoce of staying neutral left the
uWSA with its hands tied.
''\Ve can now get more directly involved m what 1s occurri ng," she said. "Neutrality
meant basically taking a hands
off approach."
"I believe we have the
power to end th1s strike."
At the beginning of the
meeting the UWSA Vice President of Internal Affairs Darren
Vanecko put forward a motion
10 support the unions, but it was
opposed by council.
Vanecko stated the reason
for putting the motion on the
tloor was to direct the debate so
council could make a quicker
decision.
Vanecko amended the
motion after it became obvious
that supporting the union wasn't
111 option council would enter"Council was vehemently
opposed to the first motion So
the motion was restructured so
t was more in line with how
council fclt."

Vanecko said he was happy
with the mect10g because it gave
the executive a greater role 10
this strike.
"We ·will be able to dcfend
the students whether it's against
the administration or against the
union."
Williams said it is important for the UWSA to get involved with the strike since no
real progress is being made between the administration and the
union.
"Students will be put in a
more difficult position the
longer this strike goes on."
Councillor Mark Onda
said council shouldn't be siding
with either the administration or
the union, but with the students.
"We shouldn't be taking
sides on the issue of the strike.
Our main concern should be
how students are bemg affected
by this."
On la said what concerns
him more is if the professors
walk out indefinitely in a show
of support for the CUPE 1001
members.
"If the professors walk out
they're affecting your education," he ~aid. "Keep in mind
what is the best interest of students."
Councillor Steve Handy
believes the only way for the
strike to end is for the UWSA
to support the uruon.
"I still think supporting
the union is still in the best interest of the students."

.APATHY • ••TmSK: A GAIN.

Students at the U of W gather at an open meeung in the CAW Student Centre
commons on March 20 at noon.
Photo by James Cn11duha11k

UWSA Vice President Internal Affairs elect Carol Francis
said she believes the UWSA
should support the union as wel:
"We should push for an
end to the strike. If we were to
have those Jobs we would be
fighting for them."
Councillor
Martin
Anderson believes taking one
side could create even more
problems.
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* Great Music.
170 Wyandotte St. W (519) 252-3455

Great People.
Great Concept.
'Nuff Said.

"Taking one side will escalate it even more. We should
be saying as a council that we
support the students of the University of Windsor."
Councillor Alain Arthur
said that he will never support
the admmistrauon during the
strike.
"I can safely say I will not
support administration. If you

support the administration then
they11 raise your tuition."
Arthur said even though
they have decided not to endorse
the union they should still put
pressure on the administradon
to settle the strike.

SHERIDAN COLLEGE FULL- TIME DAY PROGRAMS · APPLY NOW FOR FALL

Put Your Education to World

Whether you're ready for a career change or looking for practical skills to round-out
your university/college education, Sheridan College has a full-time post-diploma or
direct-entry day program for you. Our professors are experienced professionals, and
facilities are designed to bring classroom learning and practical applications together.
Applications are now being accepted for the
following rewarding and demanding postdiploma/direct-entry Fall start programs:

iC

Corporate Communications

L

Court and Tribunal Agent
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TJ.t. ~ PArZ.TY a.J.e t
170 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST WINDSOR!
Clubline: (519) 252-3455
t

*******************

Developmental Disabilities Worker
Early Childhood Education
Educational Assistant
Environmental Control
Human Resource Management
Human Services Administration
Interactive Multimedia
International Business
Journalism
Logistics
Risk Analyst
Systems Analyst
Telecommunications Management.

•

SHERIDAN
C et I. L E (, E

For ~lore luforn1ation/Updates
To receive information on these and other Sheridan
programs, contact Distribution Services at:

(905) 815-4008 (Toronto

Oakv

I

(905) 459-7533, ext. 4008 (Brampton) (905) 681-4611, ext. 4008 (Hamilton)
Fax: (905) 815-4025 E-mail: infos heridan@she ridanc.on.ca
Call: (905) 849-2800 to receive mformat1on by phone
For updates, check out Sheridan's World Wide Web Home Page - Registr r's Office Link

http!//www.sheridanc.on.ca
Application forms and program calendars are available at any Sheridan College campus.
Vis tour Trafa ga R ad C wp sat 1430 at ar Ro
n Oa ~
r the
Dav s Campus, Steeles Avenue and M L ugh rn Road B a pt
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Lena Photo Studio
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1697 Wyandotte St. w. 256-6747

1Hour Photo Finishing
;5,u;"n~ s~t

::1*~~

"6 7',alnts <;g:::7c,~~

GRADUATION & INDIVIDUAL PORTRIAT PACKAGES
16 Wallets
4 4X5

2.5X7
1.8X10

$49 • 99

427 Indian Road
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 Bedroom, 3 Bathrooms
Two Fridges
Central Air Conditioning
1 Two Car garage, 1 One Car garage
Washer and Dryer
May 1 to Mayl Lease
$1820/month; $260/room plus utilities

coMEAND
iAKEALOOK

-:-

Tu~sday,

Students react to
sB,
CUPE 1001 shutdown A

By Jennifer Donais
A group of students met in the
residence quad at 9 a.m. last
Wednesday morning to show
their displeasure with the CUPE
1001 shutdown of the university
the day before.
Jason Bayda, a student at
the University of Windsor, living in residence was one of the
organizers. Bayda was also a student who participated in the
Thursday, March 13, student organized garbage clean up.

tu:

"fucking b11ch" and sate! shcv,a
physically prcvcntcd from re
moving the barrier.
Leclair said she respondt4
to the strikers by saying, "I was
for you before (the incident) but
now I am going to speak out
against you."
Renee Lewis, a striking
worker on the picket line at the
parking lot behind the Odette
building confirmed that Leclair
was stopped form entering but
stated that no physical violence

584 Tournier Street

Two Fridges, Garage
Washer and Dryer
8 to 10 minute walk to the university
May 1 to May 1 Lease
$1500/month; $250/room plus utilities
Phone: (519) 256-3457, 256-0635 (Joe, in the house)
(416) 243-3518 (Dave, Home)
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Phone:
(519) 258-1030 (Andy in the house)
(416) 243-3518 (Dave, Home)

• 6 Bedroom, 2 1/2 Bathrooms
• Ceiling Fans & Phone Jacks in every bedroom
•
•
•
•
•
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Other organizers wished
to remain anonymous as they
felt threatened by the union
members. They stated that their
intention was to demonstrate
against CUPE 1001's attempt at
a shutdown on Tuesday. Approximately 25 students were in
attendance and a loud discussion
ensued between them and students who are in support of the
stnking union. I lelen Leclair, a
student at the university, joined
the group shortly after they
gathered . Leclair was crymg and
visibly shaken after an experiencc she had with the strikers
while trying to park in the parking lot close to the drama buildmg. She alleged that the strikers
threw a wooden plank in front
of her car. When she left her
vehicle to remove the plank she
was called names including

moment.
Fanta Williams, President
of UWSA stopped by the quad
interested in the progress the
students were making. Williams
arrived shortJy after the shaken
Leclair and the argument between the groups of students.
When challenged by
Leclair to take a stand against the
union, Williams regponded, "We
are all students. You(both
groups of students) should both
have a right to your opinions".
Williams also stated that
she could not take sides in thts
matter.
Rawl Banton, former candidate for UWSA president in
the last election was also m at·
tendance. Banton stated that he
was present in protest "of everything that is going on on campus".

-
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I
Ontario Public Interest Re.search Grou

WINDSOR
Would like to remind those
people who Opted out, to pick u
their cheques on Mar 26 and 27.

For more information contact Eric at 253-1745
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Students confront university VP Finance
By David Knight
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A rally was held to protest likely
tuition hikes in front of Chrysler
Hall North last Wednesday. The
initiative was taken by a group
called Students Willing to Act.
About a dozen members of
CUPE 1001 were present to lend
their voices of support to the
student group of seventy to
eighty.
One student, majoring in
English, left the gathering disgruntled at the union presence,
and said, "What do I want to
have to do with it, if they're (the
union) there."
"They've (the Administration) been disseminating many
myths," said Ligaya Byrch, one
of the protest organizers.
" It's actually in their power
to raise tuition 12 percent.
They're not going to stop at 10
percent," she said.
After Byrch spoke, sixty to
seventy students stormed up six
floors of Chrysler Hall, by stairwell and elevators, to the office
of Eric Harbottle, Vice-President, Administration and Finance. l Iarbottle was present as
half of the gathering packed

into the office area, while the rest
filled the hall. He was hesitant
to field questions to the unannounced group, but students insisted.
''We need some response
from you, my friend," said student, Rawl Banton.
At issue was the accuracy
of financial records, as well as
public access to them. Students
present were saying that if there
were questions about the accuracy of records, then there
should be doubts as to the necessity of a tuition hike.
Harbottle repeatedly
countered with claims that information had not been kept from
students.
"Faculty has a hard
enough time getting access to
financial records," yelled Dr.
Dale Woodyard (Psychology).
Student doubts over
Harbottle's representation of
student interests arose repeat
edly. Students asked for a definite position.
"I can't make an arbitrary,
easy decision. I'd like to, but T
can't," said I Iarbottle.

ATTENTION STUDENTS...
RIVER PLACE RESIDENCE

Woodyard repeatedly
asked about the financial handling of Food Services' profit,
or surplus.
"You've asked me the
question six times."
"Then answer the question," demanded Woodyard.
"I can't," said Harbottle.
Questions arose over the
terminology used in administration statements. Harbottle was
asked to define the differences
between "profits," and "reserves."
Harbottle likened a "reserve" to a "mortgage," before
he was cut off by loud badgering for a reckoning of numbers.

NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOMMODATIONS
COME AND CHECK US OUT!

RESERVE YOUR ROOM
FOR SEPT '97

"Where is the logic in fore-

casting a $200, OOO deficit for
Food Services?" asked one of
the students.
"I'm not prepared to be
called a liar," replied I Iarbottle,
as he walked off for an apparently scheduled meeting.
David Young ( V.P. University Affairs), Rawl Banton
and Ligaya Byrch prepared a list
of student demands to be left
for I Iarbottlc's respon~e.
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Excellent location on maior
bus route
Furnished, very clean,
comfortable rooms with
phone iacks
Captain's bed with storage
drawers and fridge
FREE Cable in all rooms
Study rooms are available
Exercise and Games Room
Kitchen with cafeteria area
Laundry Facilities
FREE Parking
~
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Single Double
$419
$279

245 Detroit St.
Coll 254-4577 or leave a
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR GRAD REBATE
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IF YOU ARE GRADUATING SOON,
YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
A GREAT OFFER AT ...

500 Division Road

969-6000

Kane

Chevrolet Geo Oldsmobile Cadillac LTD.
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.aLANCE
is n ow h iring for the full-time position of:

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Please submit resume and all pertinent information
to the following on or before April 15, 1997.
T he Hiring Committee
c/o the Lance
CAW Student Centre, basement
T he University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave. Windsor, Ontario
N9A 3P4
Fax: 971-3624

the Lance is also accepting resumes for:

Advertising Manager Business Manager
Circulation Manager Advertising Designer
For further information regarding these positions
please contact Lindsey Woodgate at 253-4232 ext. 3909.
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... Students demand action from senate
Confin11edjrot11 page 1

If they apply that power correctly they can probably keep
applying that pressure."
Williams later added,"I
think what faculty and administration needed to see, they keep
mentioning 'the students, the
students' that is a very big, broad
concept, was that today students
were terrified, very afraid and
very angry, and I think that made
all the difference."
Students have also raised
major concerns regarding the
possible academic repercussions
,hat may occur because of this
strike situation.
Gordon Drake, President
of Windsor University Faculty
Association commented, "I
would hope that most faculty

would be understanding and
flexible in their approach and
make appropriate accommoda
uons for students. I think that
these arc problems that can be
dealt with with goodwill and I
hope that will be there."
The call last week from
CUPE 1001 to "Shutdown the
campus" caused chaos, confusion, and disruption to the delivery of education to students
and even to faculty.
This has not only led to
student and now senate action
but also has produced an injunction which is currently imposed
on the picketers.
CUPE 1001 have now declared a one week moratorium
on the job action affecting
classes and cites the pressure that

the students and campus community demonstrated to senate
as a motivating factor in this decision.
Negotiations arc scheduled to reconvene on Tuesday,
March 25 with the assistance of
a new mediator appointed by the
Ministry of Labour.
According to the union,
the moratorium is designed to
allow both sides a general opportunity to focus their attention on
reaching a collective agreement.
CUPE docs state, however, tha1
should the university once again
end negotiations without a settlement, the union will have no
choice but to end the moratorium and return to full job action.

~~~

Pub&Grill
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735--1171

Live Rock Band
March 28 & 29 -+ The Big

~
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Thurs. & Sun.
Soft Rock

Wiggle
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STUDENTS GET TALJONG

(Above)

At last Tuesday's CUPE 1001
demonstration students debate the
issues surrounding this strike while
being taped by the CBC's Cory
McCrindle.
IN OntER NEws!!! (Right) Multicultural week on campus
opened on March 17 with a bang.
PboJos l!J Dave B11kovec and
JamtJ Cn1ickshank

Salon 510
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Full flauour. Less irritation.
The inside story on full flauour
with reduced 1rritat1on.
Player's Premiere has a unique filter.
It incorporates the dispersion qualities
of granular semolina, a grain product made from
wheat, with beads of charcoal, an effectiue
natural filtering agent. This filter combined with
a premium blend of Player's tobacco will giue
you full-flauoured taste with reduced irritation.*
* Based on research with smokers

Health Canada advlHs that

Cigarettes cause strokes
and heart disease

Health Canada advises that smoking
is addictive and causes lung cancer,
emphysema and heart disease.
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How to protest
in Cyberspace

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
HOLY WEEK SCHEDULE

By Pete Brieger

LONDON, Ont. (CUP) Abbey Hoffman and the Chicago Seven they are not, but a
group of students at the University of Western Ontario have
broken new ground by creating
a cyberspace sit in to protest
against rising tuition fees.
Dave Tompkins, president
of the Western's student council, has developed a web page on
the Internet that allows students
to engage in a 'virtual sit-in.'
Would-be protesters can
join the'sit-in'byclickingonone
of an array of happy faces that
appear on-screen. By completing this simple action, the student's name is added to the list

Palm Sunday, March 23 - I I :30 a.m Mass
with blessmg and d1stnbution of palms and procession
Daily Mass - 12:05 p m., Monday & Wednesday
4:45 p.m. - Tuesday
Holy Thursday, March 27 - 7 30 p.m. Mass of the Lord's Supper
Good Friday, March 28 - 3:00 p.m. Celebration of the Lord's Passion
Easter Vigil, March 29 - 1O·OO p.m.
Easter Sunday - I I .30 a.m. Mass
All celebraflons will be held m the Assumption University Chapel.
Assumptwn University 1s located heMeen the CAW Student Centre
and the Bridge, directly behind Assumptwn Church.
973-7033 ext. 337./, 3399, 356./

~;sP;~~~~~

"Western students arc very
conservative, but I take nothing
away from the actions of the students at other universities. There
is still something to be said for a
physical confrontation," Hui
said.
The sit-ins staged by students at U of T, York, Guelph,
Carleton, McMaster and most
recently Laurentian were to protest the decision by several universities to implement a 10 per
cent discretionary tuition fee increase, permitted by Ontario's
minister of education John
Snobelen.
While Western's use of the
!nternet as a medium ?f protest
1s a new concept, tt 1s not the

?i:~1Jf'esfe.tp stqdel!,ffi:,-iffe ' ' :~.;: ~~~r o~~~~
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AIRFARES
Incredible student fares
across Canada

+ Flights are available one way or return
+ Valid for up to one year
+
+

to
rely on the
benefit of
mOdCrn
technology
to get its
message
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of
student 's .,.,:~·
···;::;::' . . ..·
G u e Ip h '
j dent j t y,
Studetlts aoimcil/UWO who occud em and s
pied sevand any additional comments era) offices including the univerthey wish to convey to the uni- sity president's, developed a Web
vers1ty's president.
page to advertise their sit-in.
As of Mar. 11, there were
"It gave students a play by
835 students 'occupying' Daven- play of the protest and let them
port's office.
know what they could do to supTompkins says he sees the port it," said Lance Morgan of
virtual sit-in as a compromise, Guelph's student council.
integrating the diplomacy a non"Western's approach
confrontational stance with the seems kind of lazy, kind of conrecognition of a need for pro- venient, and [allows a student to
test.
say] 'Well I have a fcw free min"Western is not what it was utes, so I can just protest over
five to 10 years ago, but it is still the Internet,"' said Morgan.
a very conservative university.
Davenport's reaction to
I'm not sure my council would the virtual sit-in has been posihave endorsed a physical sit-in," tive.
said Tompkins.
"The students' concerns
Western's conservative ap- came through as direct and preproach, however, is not a con- sentable and he appreciates the
demnation of the physical tac- fact that it is being done in a civil
tics used by other student pro- way," explains Dalin Jameson,
testers, says Andrew Hui, presi- Davenport's assistant.
dent of the graduate students
council.
w· . .

To and from class ...

in a tlass of your own!

O" n<ed .,ntl orx·r .,ted hy the <"'. rnadr~n 1-etkr;rtron of '-,1ud,·nt,

Ont Reg. #· 03358071
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WHERE WHO'S WHO MEETS WHO'S NEXT.
Get on-line and be the next to get discovered.
Post your college or university resume on the National Graduate Register's web site and plug yourself into
thousands of employment and internship opportunities at home and abroad. Login as a l!_iew_:it~~~ntjand
put your resume on-line, free! For more information visit us on the web or call us at 1- 800 - 964 -7763.

....

Ca11c-1d a

NATIONAL GRADUATE

REGISTER

http:/ /ngr .scha alnet.ca
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UWSA Multicultural Show

MONDAY (Above and Above Right) -Award winning dancers had the floor at the CAW
Student Centre.
DAN ToWNSHEND (Below) - Member of the Ojibway Nation, Deer Oan, at Wednesday's
UWSA Multicultural Show.
MODELS IN TRADmONAL DRESS (Below Right) - are accompanied by the percussion of
African drummer, Solimon Ajike.
Photos by David Knight

Fourteen women subvert subjectivity in art
By Bart Gazzola
Old and blmd, a wanderer, Oedipus
smelled a familiar smell. It was the
Sphinx. "Wby," he a.shd the Sphinx,
''had thing1 turned out so bad!, when I
had amwered the riddk aJrrt&l!J all tboJt
year:t ago, abo1// what wal/es on four kgs
in morning, two at noon, and three al
night?" "Butyou didn 'I a111Wer corrtd!J, "
the Sphinx replied, ')011 an1wmd 'man'.
You forgot 'wtm1an~ 11 ''But man meam
woman too. Everybot/J /enow1 that, 11 said
Oedipus. 'That'.! where you're wrong,"
1aid the Sphinx.
- a paraphrase from Corrine
Corry

A recent show at LeBel Gallery
at the University of Windsor's
School of Visual Arts was titled
simply "An Exhibition Celebrating International Women's Day."
This show was very much
the result of the work of Sarah
Bevridge, a fourth year student
at the school about to graduate
on to bigger and better things.
The idea was suggested to her
by Professor Susan Gold, and
the show functioned on a sort
of pass-it-on construction:
Bcvridge asked people she
thought would be interested to
show, and they asked someone
they knew at the school if they
felt that person would want to

show as well. The line need to cal damage that is done by the Barranger's morn wrote a letter
be drawn at a certain point, and attempt to conform to the body worthy of a grad school recom14 women in this show is suffi- type of a plastic doll. The meat mendation letter, and the other
cient. The women in this show is fallout: reminiscent of ano- results were as strangely notable.
are all second and third year stu- rexia, bulimia or simply the imSome function on a more
dents at the school, so these are mutable nature of flesh in the simplistic, but no less meaningwomen who will be making art face of stupid interpolations of ful level: Sanja Srdanov depicts
at the university for the next the body. I had a great urge all spoons, again and again in her
couple of years. This show was evening to sing that song by large drawings. Her reply to this
a preview of their concerns and MERYN CADELL: Don't throw was straightforward enough:
your Barbie Dolls in the ocean/ "My mother always seemed to
considerations.
Of interest here is the Th!! 've got beller thing1 lo do/ Don 'I have a spoon attached to her
common theme which runs throwyour Barbie Do/is in the ocean/ hand." The basic, reference to
throughout the works of some Th!!'re gonna come bade lo manipu- the 19 SO's mother could ask for
nothing more in terms of reof the young women in this lateyo11.
Jill Barranger's work re- membrance. Leesa Bringas
show: Subjectivity, and the idea
of what a woman in society is quires a degree of explanation: presents us with the disturbing
thought to be or embody. Amus- a dresser she has had since child- object of a doll coated in sucingly, this seems to be invoked hood is filled with photocopied cessive layers of sugar, again and
by using cultural icons, or by ask- text, some of which is in strips, again, crystallized and stagnant.
ing the society itself that they some cut to pieces, in various The sugary nature of these toys
exist within to state its own in- drawers. On top of this dresser is as insidious as the "preferred"
terpretation of "woman," and sits a small wooden box, locked, body type espoused by Barbie
then responding to that errone- that holds the original letters that dolls. That this doll has been
Barranger has photocopied 'sugared to death' is obvious.
ous, or outdated assumption.
Amanda Gaul presents a which were requested from the Jenifer Rolnick's drawing, where
series of jars filled with severed people she knows. The subject a female figure is just beyond the
Barbie Doll parts and severed is her: Barranger requested of gaze, muted and covered in
animal matter: tags are attached nearly 600 people she knew, to washes, serves only to barely
to each jar, a notable one pro- write her a letter describing her. cover the text: ''This is not for
claiming "new body." Gaul 1s The question of how many peo- your consumption."
There are too many excelinterested in the notions that ple she knows and how they
originate with the idea of know her, is the reasoning be- lent works to menuon com''Barbie": no woman ever grows hind the piece. Facets of subjec- pletely, but some do deserve
up to be Barbie, and the physi- tivity run rampant here: mention. Suzanne Carte's evo-

cation of the unage of the Virgin Mary, and the societal interpolations of woman that have
resulted from having such a
skewed and damaging archetype.
Questions arise. Was the Virgin
a virgin? Where did this myth
become truth? Why are women
still suffenng from it? What happens when this myth is translated
into literal reality.
And for the best off-humour, that award must go o
Suzanne as well, for presenti.P.g
a Speculum with a viscosity print
of the Madonna on the handle,
in red ink. Hung on the wall at
crotch level, it was truly the rugh
point of the show for me.
If you missed this show
feel bad, but not too bad. These
young women will be at the
school for at least a couple more
years, so you will have more opportunity to see their work.

Bart is a local critic/ artist who iJ
heard occasionally on CJAM '.r
ARTSFOCUS, hosted 1!J Rachelle
Knowles, every Tuesday al 4 p.m.
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Babes In Arms

"Paysages et Pastorales"
By Craig P. Allen
The Un1vc:rs11v of \X'indsor's
School of \fusic presented the:
mus1c1an~hip of Dr. Philip
;\damson
111
February.
Dr. Adamson is an accom
plished musician, assoaated ~ith
the Windsor Federation of Musicians and holds a doctorate in
~fusic from Indiana University.
Dr. Adamson presented
eight disunct pieces that covered
Scarlatti, Bcetho\'en, Liszt,
Chabier, Messiaen and Torina
The pieces were from a broad
historical range including Sona/a
111 F M,!Jor, written in the early
1750s. The most tmpressiv~ Sonata was Beethoven's Sonata 111
D Ma_;or that was held no less

than four pans which included
many different tempos and
tones. Liszt 's La Vallee
d'Oher111a1111 was spectacular and
unusuallr t tmed. The work in
eluded ~any short pauses between bars that added to the
overall effect of the music.
Chabrier's Pieces Pittoresq11e.r was
very slow and light, creating a
mood that seemed to be powerful, yet still light in tone.
Chausson's Pf!ysaie, Op. 38 included many mixed chords and
nOLes; one got the feeling that
thts piece was meant to stir one's
soul. Turina's Sa11cla11r de
Barra111eda, Op. 22 created images
of Oora and fauna as its gentle
melody wrapped itself around

A lock n' load performance
open window. In the s~me
~~-.....-,:~--.- - -.scene. we witnessed the hilariThe University Player's tecen1
ous antks of Lee CaUioun
pro<lucllQn of ''Babes In
[St<:V<:. Urion] as he. pr~parcd
Arms" encompassed an out_to deliver 1hc predou$ lines
staru:lfog focus on movement
frotn his cwn play. Uriqri'°also
:,and vocals,
·.·
.<.'fl'lploycd grurttipg no.iscs to
The musi@ was choreo~
a<:c~tnpany 1#~ ~~·:ti.~e. wl#~
graphed by I:lofl.y Cooper-Butsettt lhe.iocJfon«: into py$t:cr.. ~
1er and assisted}>Y Stcp~aoie
ks, · · '
·:=J.f
Lyanga. There -W:a.~ ttad!donal
J ulic. Min ell StQk the
dance: throughout the sbo~
$how is Bunny. Dµring the
bu.t what ~eatly impressed me'iT . song$ W(Q',-<J.qt Wto.rt FJmi A1t·
was the other forms ofmove- ·· tm.e and Th~ J.441 J.s.A Tramp,
me.nt. Th.ete'was the exaggu- h.<:; $Jrongwi<;e and C:<}ti.vincated glide across stag~ hys:-'o/ 1 ing ac«:nt rang put ·thrc\lgh
~ Fetry Tho~pson [Mo.mca
the. ili~tt'c pfov.i11g tfut sh~
Core] and the dun,lsyanucs ?f <i\~hoilldn\ ~'always be stuck in.·..
hca; love~ G-o.s Flelg:. fKev1n ·the role oCthetnaid." De$ttee
~nchuj as bi
in. the ~eaµ}olei 1$~te WatdJ aI$o ··
'at.r, ho¥1N ~tP .a lisht-ba,r~
:ishone:~·$.h~ea.nga parual tune
.k~··'f1#ffinJti ~teye,~ward$ . . -acapdl,i. · ,., ,w . ·· .·· .. ,:,· :. ,:::= >

your semes. All of the "paysages
and pastoralcs'' were excellent
and Dr. Adamson's technique
was superb. The evening was
very well attended and the audjence seemed to show great respect Dr. Adamson, as they gave
lum no less than three calls for
encores.

Y

011

/o.o k ,~t.nJur

, ·0111p,111u111.,;

And te.o;t the
1rntc:r 01· their liieruf.,hip
ff ith nmr toe
TIU:') · Hij!nilicw t~, - edJ?t'
C/o.,;er to the j.;O/d
- frm11 Too ;\ l u c h Rope,

=..

~~---------------~

I
I

I

0Going home this
Reading Week?

_;:5~

~~

I
I

s::h·~;:,~:~:: I

I Windsor student fares to:
I
$43
I
$43
London $27
Peterborough $75
Cambridge $41
Burtington
Hamilton

I I
I .

.

Toronto $55
Belleville $84
Kitchener $41
Sudbury $124
Ottawa $118

Pickups On Campus For Toronto

Thursdays & Fndays: 3:45pm and 5: I 5pm Fnday only: Express to Toronto at 3:40pm
at the Horseshoe in front of Vanicr/Laurier Hall (Wyandotte Ave.).

Drop-off1 available ..Please s.,e current schedule. Schedules are ,ubject to change without notice.

I

I
I
I
~I
I

Other discounted destinations available.
Price dotli hot include G.S.T

d

I
I
I
I

________________ ...

1 44 University ~ ! d s o r
,_
254-7575
1

CAW Student Centre, 2nd Floor

971-3600

(I) Lftt1e CaesarsLOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!
---~

----

•

(l)Iflde C8l!ll8S

I

2MED1UM

I

with cheese and 1 topping

I

PIZZAS

$11!!

I

r ll)TJtde
- -C8l!ll8S
I

{St~ve Leona~] Wl$ ~ UJ:, ··
. 6-vdau.···ihe 8iUre: fa~l
and-:rooved inAl~ in~~at~\,,,. w,a$ ltripressive and. definitcly
pan of tn-! ~,et chan~, as ' deserved t.he $landing c;,wti<}n
thougW, hgf!,~Je:.anJnarumate
they:r~d:~ it wasn\ even
part_¥ tlie ~et, An gf.thf:.~_ast ·/fb 9Penin~ tiigh.~l
.·. . ,., . . ...%..
part1qpate<,IJn ~ns ustng ~r= •·•· · .The ~mkiri ··CUt>lfr.Z..
thet¥.hcl.~F o(fr~~.¥1d
~t JOOl 'ijgreed ha.r ~t pa);t:,t:1
St?ollighl:Ulg. An ayes.t~king
fo .Ic:ffil.F. M aru:ltHhe .woold
mov~· ~s made···HyJu_!!e:
b~ypicketlnfo;m.ati[n, but
Ma~eU:fBtt~~y ,Byron] whetf _not tfl.eterfere with patron~_ ,;
)t?~dovt.:-he~"~rs* t~?!~ ~e-t/. ··q:0sS1.Pg to g9. ro the show. ,.

f

.---------------------..._....

()I"

Coupon valid 1111 May 15, 1997. No photocopies or facsimiles are acceptable for redemption.
Not vahd ,n coniunctJon with any other fares or specials or for purchases on the Greyhound Canada bus network outside Ontano

I
I &.......·-----

h.un,g

ROGER 11-:-t J'ERS

1 PIZZA

LARGE

with cheese and 1 topping

PRIME

STORAGE
INC.

Need o. plo.ce to s+o~e yo~~
STv\l I-?

We co.~ help!
Windsors newest, most modern self storage
facility has a large selection of sizes with low
monthly rates of $35.00 and up. Some of our
unique features include:
Access hrs from 7.00 Am to 11.00 Pm, 7 days a week
Computerized gate entry system
Regular and climatized units available
Professional On-site Supervision
Fully Paved - No Dust
Always clean, safe & dry

Also

Featt-\J,4i~9

MAILBOX RENTALS - 24 HR ACCESS
PHOTOCOPIES
WORDPROCESSING
RESUMES

FAX
IN-HOUSE COMPUTER RENTAL
INTERNET SURFING ·
PACKING & SHIPPING SERVICES
St(.,\dent discount available when yo!,\
mentio•1 this advertise,nel'\t

Closest Location to the University
1930 Tecumseh Road West @Bridge

2S6•3161

Prime Storage Inc.
Phone: (519) 979-0036
9618 Tecumseh Road East
Fax: (519) 979-8848
Windsor, Ontario
NBR IA2
Email: Prime@wincom.net
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CHAINS ON 20:
U2:
story of a homeless person who
Finally
Pop
is trapped in a life he can't csOh Yeah
Island
cape.
All the songs arc quick and sim- U2's new CD is aimed at their
A LbONARD COI IEN
pie, bordering on country and mainstay fans. At this point U2's type of vocal delivery 1s used,
folk. More than songs, the lyrics fan base is set in stone, though with BARNEY BENT ALL
arc essentially stories set to mu- a
..·. ·
.,.,..
lending a heavy influence. It is
sic. They are accounts of
·
new
interest. Pop i~ a 12
ver, the thoughtful lyrics
nary people going thr
song mii'pf musical tricks and that ma the song.
What is nice abo the liner poetic tre~ that U2_fans have
,,
- Janice Can,pbe/1
notes is that on everal songs come to expect, The.te are songs
they explain the ac~~1;1nq~f 1).i~,Df#Youf,A~th~- ,ll~k#' ~F~
the lyrics and w t ~ $f6tfare
j~z ~

fan

really about.

Lllle11

THE ASEXUALS:
Fitzjoy
Hypnotic
To say the ASEXUALS are
untalented hacks would be too
cruel. This isn't a BAD album,
but just BORING. Straight
ahead generic pop-rock seems to
be the best way to describe the
Montreal four piece.
The album art gave me the
impression that they were some
sort of metal-skulls, and tattoo
band, but the music is pure pop.
Unfortunately, in a land full of
new progressive pop music, this
just doesn't cut it.
- Chris Hokansson
VARIOUS ARTISTS:
GoKart Vs. The Corporate
Giant
GoKart Records
Twenty-eight songs and over 20
bands featuring the likes of the
LUNACHICKS, CANDYSNATCHERS, SWEET DIESEL, and BERSERK. Even oil
boys, Tiffi TEMPLARS make
an appearance. A sweet melange
of raw punk and west-coast
power pop. Although some of
the tunes are belligerent and
whiny, this is a release that is well
worth the $10.00.
Tracks to check out: THE
MEATMEN's Mo,-rissey Must
Die, BLACK VELVET FLAG's
I Shot JFK, and THE
TEMPLAR's New York.
- I.Aura Dai Rl"a

·nf,;f Pi/fkf,f

p·tqf~rn

t-1i~o~""'

- '€~=:,··

~.~'-~)

~~U:e ·

album is more

' .M what . ~ them popular.
)Powe ... · ··guitar with plenty of
....
· ck over harmony vocals.
tc>""b ·
,
z.; .. ·Don't get me wrong though, this
zling array of guitar styles. Pop record is not repetitious. Surprisis a must-have for U2 fans, and ingly, El Scorcho may be the best
after a listen even the fans that cut, but others like Getchoo and
Zooropa exiled, will happily re- No other one don't lag far behind.
turn as has their favourite rock Overall, a pleasant listen of
band.
alterna-pop, which will undoubt- Samn1y M. Younan cdly break onto the charts soon.
- Chris Hokansson
MURRAY McLAUCHLAN:
Gulliver's Taxi
True North
This album is a collection of stories. McLAUCHLAN talks
about many different aspects of
Canadian society. Brown Eyed
Man deals with the clash of culture experienced by a Muslim in
Canada. Burned Out Car tells the

group, aoi{:
into theu:':: ,,,.
.. as return ·
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Dial a Counsellor

HOUSE FOR RENT

Problems? We Can Help
<."It-an 6 hdrm huuw.
Receive private and confidential advice from
:,00 hind, Randolph
proless,onal counsellors First 3 min. free
Parl..inJ.:. laundr~. dl·,·I...
2 ht1·J.!t· h.1throon1,
hU).:t" furnhlll"d Ii\ ing room. 'i-26:--'!1.?tJ:- S3 99,min. must be 18. 10 am-9 pm. 7 days
:\la~ "'· 7.\:--IOX'J
O,al a counsellor 519-258-8255

1-900-451-0712 ext.107

CENTRE

DENTAl

CllNIC

"We Deliver Smiles

973-1211
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
EVENING & SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
GENERll * IMPLANT* COSMOIC * HOSPITAL DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Frank D.D.S. l Smolen D.O.S.
nlJI
S. Wu D.D.S.
~
~ I WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRE. .
-=--·

600 Tecumseh Rd. E. Suite 140

WE'RE THE NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

Laura is host of Hold Your
Ground, airing Sundays on CJAM
91.5FM, 8 p.n1. - 10 p.n1.
(g"································································,

I

tt~sti l
cas~

1'citzg
g~cctz..
Before it was hip to be

green, Ducks Unlimited

Canada was comnutted
to saVing habitat from

coast to coast. Now that
being green IS every-

one's concern, our job
is

more important than

ever. We need your
help to conserve wetlands and promote a
healthy, sustainable
enworunent for
people and wildWe.
Be green today

I',,.

11

AND
THIS IS WHERE YOU GET
YOUR GRADUATE REBATE
~

$750.00
GRADUATE REBATE

50

C:' 1et f ,:::: 3

r--------J

I

I
I
L

...

so

1
~

$AVE50

-·-

--,

Satfi.;l'e~ :
.

I
I

.·
!~11:i11

I
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I
~
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ANY~.

$2.0QQFF

It doesn~t take
an Economics major
to spot a good deal.

E

r

3

t

s

I,
r
t

You may not know 1t. but over the years as you saved on pizza and groceries you actually earned an honourary degree 1n Economics. Now that

t

r

you've served your time, our $750 Graduate Rebate* will add a lot more to the savings you've accumulated. And that's over and above any other
1ncent1ve offered. So put that degree to work and cruise by our web site to see Just how easy 1t 1s to get into a Chrysler. , ~

~

e

s;

CHRYSLER
CANADA

800

2

C

361·3700

a

e

i:

YOU COULD WIN A1997 NEON EQUIPPED WITH CD STEREO. CRUISE BY OUR WEB SITE
AT www.chryslergrad.com OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER FOR DETAILS.

r

0

0

CHR\'>LlR

CHRY>lt.R

f

Dad9•
ihJ<;e Trixks

'Pt.,noulfi

a

Jeep._

"Offer apphes to select models excluding Dodge Viper and Plymouth Prowler Rebate 1r>cludes GST Limited time offer apphes to 1997. 1996 and 1995 university or college graduates. See dealer for conditions and details.
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CIAU All-Stars
Stephanie Gouin
Women's Long Jump
*Gold Medal*
'Stef' was named All-Canadian
for her second year in a row with
a gold medal finish at the CIAU
Championships. Gouin has
closed in on the six met.re barrier, with a jump of 6.10. edging
out Althea Williams of Toront0
who jumped 6.02.
Tracy Higgs
Women's 60m Hurdles
*Silver Medal*
In her final year as a Lancer,
Higgs was All-Canadian in the
60m hurdles for the second year
in a row. Higgs put in a tremendous performance at the
CIAU's, finishing second behind
Olympian Sonia Paquette, after
being ranked sixth going into the
race.
Kyle Robinson
Men's 60m Hurdles
Men's 4x200m relay
*Gold Medal*
Robinson captured two gold
medals at the CIAU Track and
Field Championships, defending
his CIAU 60m hurdles title in a
time of 8.07, and anchoring the
4x200m relay team to gold.

'

,~::,~:

captured the gold medal at the CIAU Championships on
Match 8. CIAU All-stars from left to right - Mike Nolan, Paul Kuranstir-Mills, Kyle Robinson, and Simon
Hoggett.
Photo by Andrew Toms

THE LANCER MEN'S 4x200M RELAY ThAM

Do you know your
percent body fat???
By Campus Ree

Mike Nolan
Men's 60m hurdles
*Silver Medal*
Men's 4x200m relay
*Gold*
Nolan captured a gold medal in
the 4x200m relay as well as a silver medal in the 60m hurdles.
Nolan was named OUAA athlete of the week of March 3 for
performances at the OUAA
Championships held at York
University.

Ever wondered what your percent body fat is? A qualified fitness trainer at Campus Recreation could tell you 10 only 15
minutes. Call Campus Recreation to book a fat test, personal
fitness assessment to find out
our fitness ability or have a qualified trainer design a personal
program special to suit you fitness and health goals. When you
come in for a fitness appraisal
we will assess your cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength

and endurance, flexibility and
much more. Find out what kind
of shape you are in. Take the
first step towards becoming
healthier and feeling better
about yourself by getting a program designed to suit your specific need. Whether it's to bulk
up, tone up, lose weight, pass a
police fitness test or just to become a healthier person we can
accommodate you. Call campus
Recreation today to book your
appointment at 253-4232 ext.
2456.

March Madness is upon us
By Brian Anderson
Spring is here at last. Winter is
gone, taking with it the dreariness and despair of the weather
and dull sporting events. When
the weather heats up, so do the
sports. Spring is a time for new
leaves to blossom and old rivalries to be reinforced. It's crunch
time in hockey and basketball as
teams jockey for position to
make their playoff runs. However, along with the ftrst day of
spring, March brings us the craziest (and best) time of year for
college basketball fans.
March Madness is upon us
and promises to be better than
ever. So far it has lived up to the
promise with many of the first
round games ending in close affairs. Upsets were the story as
always, with a number two seed
(South Carolina) losing to a 15
seed (Coppin State) and a
number three (Georgia) being

ousted by a number 14 (fennessee-Chattanooga). The rest of
the first round proved to be
stepping stones for the favourites. Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Utah, North Carolina and
UCLA all moved past their first
opponents with relative ease.
The second round continued the trend created by tts predc ce s so r-u p sets. Duke, the
number two seed in the Southeast, fell to tenth-ranked Providence who are led by point guard
God Shammgod.
In another upset, Tim
Duncan's career at Wake Forest
ended prematurely as the thirdranked Deamon Deacons were
eliminated by an up-beat
Stanford club.
Three of Thursday night's
third round games went to overtime as Utah outlasted Stanford,
Minnesota needed two extra periods to knock off Oemson, and

t

UCLA beat Iowa State on a last
second shot by senior point
guard Cameron Dollar. Kentucky defeated StJoseph's in the
evening's remaining match-up.
The next round features a
few marquee match-ups. North
Carolina 1s up against Califorrua,
Louisville meets Texas, the upset specialists face off in the
Southeast as 14th ranked Tennessee-Chattanooga battles

number 10 Providence. Also in
the Southeast, Arizona looks to
avenge prior early-round exits by
attempting to upset the pre-tournamen t favourite Kansas

]t!Jhaw/eJ.
I can sec UCLA losing to
Kansas in the final, but I have
been wrong before. Nine games
remain and I am excited to no
end, especially now that winter
1s over.

A great year for campus recreation
By Campus Ree
This 1996/97 school year many
University of Windsor students
took part in intramural, aerobics,
clubs, courses, certifications and
special events all run by Campus Ree. At the present time we
are wrapping up our programs
and intramural sport finals are
the week of March 24. Come
out and watch the play-off and

final games. Thank you to those
who took part and helped to organize our programs this year.
Campus Ree. is still offering
aerobics, TaiClu, tennis lessons,
aquafit, Masters Swim Club,
swimming lessons, CPR and
First Aid, Personal Fitness Assessments and programs during
the intersession and summer.
For more information call Campus Ree. at 253-4232 ext. 2456.
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Spitfires face uphill climb

Box or boxercise?

Bv Brian Anderson

By Edizen Veluz

stormed and tied the game. Two
Sarnia power plays goals proved
costlv as Windsor failed to capi taliz~ on the few chances that
they had. The teams entered the
third period deadlocked at three
goals . The momentum was
clearly in Sarnia's favour and
with 16 mmutes to play the Sting
took the lead for the first time.
Windsor could not solve the
Samia goalie in the remaining
time, and Sarnia added an
empty-net goal to make the final 5 3.
Windsor is down in the
series 3-1.

The Ontario I Jockey League
pbyoffs began last week, and t~e
\'i..'1ndsor Spiljire.r faced the Sarrua
Sir,~~ m the tirst round Game
( )ne ended in a 6 5 Sarnia vict orv in front of their home
cro~d. Windsor looked to redeem themselves wah a Vlctory
at \X'indsor Arena on Tuesday
night. It looked good for the
Spits' early on as they dominated
play in the tirst period. They
scored three goals in the final
five minutes to take a 3 -0 lead
into the 1nterm1ss1on. However,
they seemed to leave their game
in i"he dressing room as Samia

ORGANIZATION OF PART

T

BtJ• Pate
The

st,~gikaion..fot th~U™,;

\venity of W"~~t Wo~P.fs
RuibY ~~ed off Sitµfdar:
M°1'U'Ch'1S ~~~t t¥ w9Ji:le~

from tMVf.\iVe~iiy <ff·~~~+.:"
~ W9,Ve1:ines~ Tl;\~ !m:itfd'J

we:~ dO\ioed a,Omw'1M,wa.~

r~::t!°t~

fou ·ht~ttffl'aqgt~~s~-~~>

Arc you getting tired of the same
old boring workouts? Not getting the results you want no
matter what you do? Why
not try something new and
exciting. Border City Boxing Club is offering
boxercise classes starting

April 1.
It's not like
any
other
boxercise
class. We want
to focus more
on "one on one"
training to suit . ._ , your
personal
needs. Whether
your goals are to
lose weight or to in-

crease muscle tone or both, you
will also be learning how to dtfcnd yourself.
Boxing is one of
. the greatest condition.
ing sports of.
, fering a vari.
} ety of activt.
ties to keep
you motivated.
:
Don't
F====ti,# ·' delay, join up
now and give
us a try. You
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tact us @ 253-
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~.1E JNl·1ERSITY STUDENTS

WILL HOLD ITS
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Annual General Meeting

1·-on-1 LIVE Connections

Tuesday April 8, 1997

Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

5:00 pm
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OPUS Office, CAW Student Centre
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FREE LOCAL CAlt

12-0008

Guest speaker Dr. K. McCrone,
Dean of Social Science

c t•rJ6 t'hOnc tcctl (orp dOc$ not ~cc.n c.atk~.and ai\UP~ no h;tbfl11~ "'hen m(·c•ung through th,s S(r\MX

All part-time students welcome
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All proceeds to Cystic Fibrosis Research

1st Prize:
2nd Prize:

t:

COMPUTER, MONITOR and PRINTER
(Compaq Presario 9642, 15" Monitor and Lexmark 2030 Colour Inkjet Printer)

b
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$3200.00 Cash Prize
b

3rd Prize:

Spring Break Trip for two for 1 week at the Cancun Oasis, Mexico

~

t]

4th Prize:

Microsoft Office 1997 Professional Edition

c,

5th Prize:

$500.00 Gift Certificate at Freeds of Windsor

p
d

6th pri ze:

Framed Limited Edition Print by Internationally Renowned Artist Ronald Suchui
Titled: True Blues (Blues Brother Print-Personally Autographed by Dan Aykroyd)

License No. M488191
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Ticket Agent
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WINAWAB

Tickets:
1 for $2
3 for $5
10 for $10
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MicroAgE:1
Ticket Agent

~

Bank of Montreal
Ticket Agent
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Ticket Agent

Microsoft·

Draw to be held SUNDAY, AUGUST 24, 1997 AT 9:00 P.M.
Rack N· Roll Club, 3087 Forest Glade Dr., Windsor, Ont.
25,000 Tickets Printed by Printsmith
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the Lance

By Nicole Noel

The crisis looks different to me now
A Masters sociology student sends her than it did when I was last here. I have
views on life, economics and culture in noticed a very strong consumerism patthe South American country of Ecuador tern, particularily among the middle and
from a foreign perspective. With no upper middle classes, which I didn't see
phone, e-mail or address, this student before.
managed to get us her typewritten feaOne aspect of the Ecuadorian culture via snail mail. Read on:
ture, if only in the places that I have visited, is that almost everyone complains
about how poor they are, whether
C8u1&1Il,b8, Ecuador
they're rich or poor. Not long into a con-

hile an undergrad at
with start
the University of
discussing
Windsor I transferred to
how poor
Trent for one year to par- they are and
ticipate in a program in Ecuador for stu- how they can no longer
dents in Comparative Development Stud- afford this or that.
ies. This was in 93/94. It is now 1997
This has made my
and I am typing this letter from a town understanding of the
in the northern highlands of Ecuador current economic crisis
called Cayambe.
rather difficult. In fact,
I wouldn't say I came back because it took me several
I fell in love with this country during months into my first
my first visit. In fact, many times I swore stay in the country to recognize that my
I would never come back here again. friends who always complained their
However, despite the many things I dis- wages were scarcely enough to feed their
liked about this place three years ago, I family were actually doing a bit better
have never · .
.· .
.,. ,. ~.·.. .
. ..·.
than that. I noticed
ceased to : ..
~ ·1l8Jtf:f+'.~ quite a contrast beb~
in- {> .,.•
will.''(··· tween what Ecuadoritr1gued by ; ;f}i]'ii)dd
fl1auadortans., .Obvious.1TT ans were telling me
the cul- . ·· . . . . ,. . . . . ~""=·N· ~i,,$,,,,, . ,.,.,\.·.~
··
V
and what I heard on a
tures and '\~
JC:
.
JlSS.
been_,
·
·
~
OCii:f:fOI''
'
'
SQmei
brief
trip to Peru.
.·X:. . •.•"•:•:•:-::0:-. . . :-,_-.•• :-.,·::::
"'«:,;,·:.:
the politics
lilst't"e:ffaTrs small , There, people exof Ecua- . .·::;, . .,, "'Q I/)jJT .,.: ;-·'·" .-,' #,~ . . &'f:;=::J::;i.·-··~
pressed optimism.
dor, so in, ,(JOIJJff}<!/f:i'ed a . 1 ~ Economically, Peruvitrig u e d vetuale}tt:
:JJMW's
ans said they were
that I'm ,~Afu .Pa'n~,r· ~~~',;~;'.,,&~~ "'" +ifi :,i,. ,,V% better off than a few

·':fti~]lx .Jti:'WP..f.JlJ«!Ji~W4_81'8
QJ)ff}~ O'!l00.1fsl1.1118rJSI[J.
>; · . .

now, I've been advised to change my
money frequently and to avoid holding
on to too many sucres for too long as
they will devalue.
One famiJy of Ecuadorians I got to
know quite well during my last stay has
made many changes in their home.
Renovations, new T.V. 's, V.C.R. 's, stereos, etc. I wonder how they can afford
such expensive imports. They tell me
they bought everything on credit. What

~?~~~ST.earning
more
in .

9 1997
January 2 •
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would make a family of nine go into debt
by buying four new television sets, two
VCRs, a new stereo ( all Sony), a stove
and renovate their house in two and onehalf years? At the same time, plans are
made to send their daughters to Europe
sotheycanworkclandestinelyandbring
home money ( most Ecuadorians think
that outside of their country everyone
is paid in US currency) .
This reminds me of the stories I
heard about Argentina not so long ago
when inflation was so high that people
either bought us dollars or spent their
paycheques as soon as they got them.

~:i:ch[:~ ~"~:,~r~~i~~;r "" 4:-.=~~:~~~;~; :1:g!~:! I"n~~!"!r':e~~=:~~~~
6

0

my Mas"'""' ' '"'"' " '
' '" '' ''"""'" ' ' " 11 ·' ' · " terrorism. This may ing. They said as soon as they got their
ter's Thesis.
not exactlybe the case, but it didn't stop scholarship money (in local currency)
Many people consider Ecuador to them from trying to impress the foreign they went on huge spending sprees,
be a very agreeable place to do research. tourist. Ecuadorians, on the other hand, whether they needed the stuff or not.
Not just because one can leave behind wanted me to know how miserable
I wonder where this new spirit of
the Windsor winter, but also because this things are for them.
consumerism will lead Ecuadorians. Obcountry comprises a wide variety of imI've been back in the country for viously it has been good for some. Durpressive landscapes. There are the An- just over two weeks now and although ing my last stay a small Fiat was considdes mountains, the Amazon rainforest, I have noticed a devaluation of the sucre ered a luxury vehicle. Now I see BMWs
the beaches of the coast, and of course (local cur- •w"'"""""'""'·~=·""''""«="'"-'""'··"""',,,,"."~ .- ...,-,.,,_.,,,,,,_ - ,.·- , and fancy sports cars on
the Galapagos Islands.
rency) and ( ..:;t''\
yX::::}h...:. ..._ .:·'·,...
.,
·
\ the streets of Quito
By Canadian standards it's a very a major in(Equador's capital city)
cheap place to stay and perhaps most crease in I
: ~.
and in the parking lots of
importantly for some, it's considered an prices,
I
new American chain
island of peace in South America, espe- h a v e n ' t f
stores, restaurants and
cially compared to its two neighbouring been here '
new shopping centres.
countries, Peru and Columbia. There are quite long
I have yet to see
no major drug cartels and no armed enough to
what have been the effects
revolutionary movements in Ecuador.
see if my
on the poorest EcuadoriEcuador is not without its problems friends here
ans. Soon I'll be in the field
though. It is one of the poorest coun- are
that
doing my research in a rutries in Latin America. In Canada we are much worse off now than the last time ral part of the country where at least 70
told the recession is over and to start I saw them in 1994. According to my percent of the population is said to live
buying again. Here, no one denies the Ecuadorian friends, they are worse off. in poverty.
country is still in an economic crisis.
During my last stay of almost one
While Chile and Peru brag about their year, the sucre did not change notice
growing economies no one is bragging ably in value in relation to the Canadian
here.
dollar. Talking to foreign residents here
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The Lance is published by the Student Media Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every Tueada~ of the fall
and winter semesters. Its offices arc located to the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials arc produced ~y the Lance. editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all tts members. Opinions expressed in the Lance are not necessarily those of the University of Windsor or the Student
Alliance. Submissions arc welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must include
contributor's name and phone number and must. be
typed, legibly handwritten, or on an ~M comp~uble
floppy disk. The editor reserves the nght to edit for
space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and must include the writer's name, major of
study and phone number. Contents ©1997. R_cproduction in any way is forbidden without the written permission of the editor in chief. The ]~nee is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
Telephone: (519) 253-4232 Fax: (519) 971-3624
AdVertising: (519) 971-3604
Editor: Ext. 3909
News and Arts: Ext. 3910
Features, Sports and Photo: Ext. 3923
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Mission Statement
The Lance the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, 'affirm's its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educatjvc and activjst function ..
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1) The L.a11ce's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be _de~on~tratablc fa~t,
with sources to support it. Conilictmg sides of a dispute aretreated objectively and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the .understandi~g
the source is not named. It may be used 1f the source 1s
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special interests and with favor ~o. none.. .
4) The Lance is a student run newspaper, givmg pnonty
to the coverage of issues that affcct the University of
Windsor.
Malling Address:
uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.

Windsor, ON, CANADA
N9B 4P4

SELF-SERVE PARKING

care of CUPE 1001

and James Winter.
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Support, for what?
By Guenter Holweg

couldtrf::resist:-1 stepped 11u:t
f h d ·knm al · · tted · · ·

~saJlils:,!)f, ~ ot' t>p· s;

I've $CCU}~c. M$1't even: 2:4
hours. old ~.·The.baby.·~.
clean and ~~:and.had• G&d'f

caP.~~~~t\ ar~~~ 'tlw .

Well, for the past few weeks we
have faced a strike at the University of Windsor involvjng the
members of CUPE local 1001.
The main issue, but not
the only issue as the members
are quick to point out 1s the proposed pay cut to the part time
workers by the university administration. This means that instead
of making over St 3 per hour,
these workers would be making
just over $10 per hour.
Now, with due respect to
all involved, we have something
brewing that may cause greater
problems here on 'campus. I believe It may have started when
the president of this part.icuJar
union stated in the Wind1or Star
that the vandalism and mess that
has been occurring throughout
the university campus was not of
"his" union members doing,
rather he blamed it on the students of this fine institution.
I le portrays "his" people
as angels and that the students,
were at fauJt for the crap that has
been gmng on at this school.
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First of all, I wish I was
making S10 per hour doing the
same jobs as some of you do,
but I do not and have to live with
it. I figure you shouJd be happy
in this day and age of unemployment that you even have a job
that pays you so well for doing
practically the same jobs that one
wouJd do working at a fast food
restaurant. Then your president
blames the students for the vandalism right off the bat.
I tell you sir, that you better watch what you say because
remember some of the workers
you represent arc students themselves. So in fact, you are pointing at some of your members as
the culprits in an indirect way.
Sort of ironic, don't you think?
The students, who are
members of CUPE, make dou ble of what the average student
makes right now, after the cut
they will still be making more
than most of their fellow students who arc getting by on what
they make in order to go to
school. Don't even think of using some lame excuse for why
you should make more than the

rest of us because we all have
personal financial difficulties 1ust
like you, and more arc soon to
follow with the next installment
of tuition hikes for the 1997-98
school year.
The latest attack on the
students by the union was apparent on a story done by the
CBC's U'/i11dior Ei1e,1111g Neu11. In
the story about the stnke they
spoke about how this strike had
some effect on the Canadian
national track meet held at the
St. Denis Centre. Then came the
disturbing news when it was re·
ported that some of the striking union members 5tated that
the students who were minding
their own business and dec1ckd
to be good citizens of Windsor
were scab workers.
Now hold It nght there,
who the hell died and made
t hcse people the rulers of all.
One thing, I do not believe these
students were gerting paid for
their services. Second, what in
the world is wrong with someone wanting to do their part in
keeping the city they reside m
Continued on page 17
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clean. Last I checked, their was
no such ruJe or law against this,
but maybe in your books there
are.
Is it not our duty as proud
Canadians, humans of God's
green earth, to keep this world
clean. Have there not been several environmental meetings to
discuss the problem of pollution
and littering for the past few
years.
I do see the unions point
of wanting to make a point
about how the university needs
your services, but while you are

out on strike, we the students
and citizens or Windsor should
have the right to clean up a little
to make our corner of the world
a Litt.le more liveable.
You complain about the
students of this school for anything if they do not support your
cause. Just the same, you have
the right to bitch about things,
as we have the right to do some
good for our surroundings. Believe it or not, there are still many
good people out there willing
out of the goodness of their
hearts, to do something without
getting paid to do it.

Sometimes I wonder if the
strikers 1ust don't want to completely shut this institution down
altogether. J am sure many of
you would prefer to be known
as people of a clean city rather
than a garbage dump. As for
supporting your cause, the students at this university are free
to feel as they wish. I would advise you that in future if you
want the support of the students
that you watch what you say
about them. I am a firm believer
in expressing oneself and one's
opinion without fear of perse-

cution, that is what makes this
country great.
In saying that, go ahead
and fight for your rights as a
worker, a wage earner, as a citizen of this city, but let the students decide what to do, whether
it is to take a side or remain neutral, let them be the judges of
their own decisions.
To the president of thts
CUPE union, I have no problem with you trying to do your
job, that is what you get paid to
do. Just do not be quick to judge
the students of this or any campus, because you just might be

pointing the finger at one of
your own. Unlike what some
may think, this general ion will
speak out against any injusuce
done, and don't think for a moment that we will not respond
to attacks on us and sit and do
nothing. We will demand an explanation and take action if necessary. I hope that you all can sit
down like mature adults and
come to and agreement soon, if
for nothing else, for your sanity
and the sanity of your loved
ones. Let's get this strike done
and over with as soon as possible.

Letters to the Editor
CUPE's actions shouldn't be condoned
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter for two
reasons, one is concerning the
current CUPE strike, the other
is in response to David Knight's
opinion piece in the Tuesday,
March 10 edition of the L:mce.
Mr. Knight obviously supports the union's position, and
their current tactics over the past
few weeks. However, his opinions on the issue have clouded
the facts. Furthermore, he even
dares to insult his audience, the
student population, in a misguided attempt to sway their
opinions oo the strike. He .states
that our professors and faculty
are showing good judgement by
planning to support the strike,
and that we should take our cue
from them.
Wrong, this is a university,
a bastion of free thinking, and
my, or anyone else's actions regarding the strike should be
formed with or without faculty
"guidance."
Second, he goes on to state
that student's are not responsible for paying for our education,
instead, it is our parents or
OSAP. I, and many others, are
responsible for funding our education without parental support.
Any loans to go to school
are just that, a loan, and meant
to be repaid. It is irresponsible
to do otherwise, lest we affect
the system for future students

who will require government assistance. Yet, it doesn't even
matter if a student's parents do
pay for their education. The
service has been paid for.
Mr. Knight also goes on to
state that the union has no intention of disrupting student's
learning. In addition to canceling
classes, students are being affected in another manner. Th.is
is the general quality of life that
is rapfrlly being eroded, particularly for the unfortunate students in the residences.
From all accounts, residences have become an unhealthy environment, due to the
suspension of cleaning services.
Furthermore, students have Jost
their food services, to be compensated with a nominal dollar
amount. This may appear fine on
the surface, yet most students,
particularly in the Quad, have
limited kitchen facilities. When
attempting to order in food, delivery people have met with
fierce union resistance, and have
often been turned back.
Student's needs are not
being met, they are finding it difficult to feed themselves, are living in sub-standard conditions.
How then, can the union (or Mr.
Knight) state that this is not disrupting student's learning?
Mr. Knight is correct in
stating that the students have
become pawns of the adminis-

PAYNO
ATTENTION

tracion. We have also become
pawns of the union too. By creating conditions such as these,
they wish to force the administration's hand at the bargaining
table. To the union: stop attacking the students with your tactics. Potential allies have been
lost, and you've succeeded only
in creating animosity with those
that you will face daily if you
return to work. Allow students
their basic needs, and perhaps
you may find some support.
As this is clearly an opinion piece, I am allowed to say
that the support will not be coming from myself. The uruon's
actions have been reprehensible,
regarding their treatment of the
campus, and the students.
The increased vandalism
on campus is rather coincidental with the strike. The garbage
strewn about campus is a disgrace. Volunteer student work
crews have been organized to
clear the campus, only to meet
with (a) union harassment, and
(b) garbage thrown about again
by the union, following the student's efforts.
I had the opportunity to
assist in one of these clean-ups,
thankful, like many other volunteers, for the police presence
when facing harassment. T he
last organized clean up was on
Thursday, March 13, and was organized and performed by stu-

dents, so that visiting high school
students would not be faced with
the disgusting nature of the
campus. Here's a thought for the
union members that opposed
the student's actions.
If enrollment at Windsor
declines next year, it will affect
your job. Consider the long term
affects of every action.
After conferring with union personnel, I've determined
that this strike began with a proposed wage claw back for parttime workers. I must admit, I
would be upset if this were to
occur to me. Yet the proposed
rate is still a very decent starting
wage for ~n unskilled position.
Just a thought, what is the
starting wage for busing personnel in the private sector? Wonder why the difference? No
doubt due to the union strangling an already cash-strapped
public sector mstitution. Another thought, how many students are members of this union? When I asked the union
personnel how many were students, I was told roughly 20 per
cent.
Why so low? Shouldn't
more of these jobs be going to
students who need to support
their education?
I know students who
would gladly seize the opportunity to work for $10 an hour. Or
is the majority of non-student

employees due to yet another
union taking advantage of a
public institution!
Yes, I take a contrary
stance to the union. However, I
do not feel too fondly towards
the administration either, for allowing for these conditions to
occur. Face the facts.
We are 10 a major recession, and have been for eight
years. There are layoffs, and cutbacks everywhere. If the union's
over inflated wage is to be reduced, it 1s only fair that the administration should roll back
their generous earnings.
To both the union and the
administration: stop affecting
the quality of our education with
your unreasonable demands.
To the student population:
this is merely an opinion piece.
I encourage you to educate yourself on the facts, and form your
own opinions. When this is accompli!,hed, take a stance, for
your future is at stake. The truth
is out there.

Sincerely,
S. Taylor
First Year Education
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125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 977-7284

STILL OFFERING $4 TANNING
BEFORE 12:00 NOON 7 DAYS A WEEK

Students are the tnost
affected by the strike
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Dear Editor,

\

'Jl,eir future 1s ,,ur future.

MON. to SAT.• 7:30 a.m. • 9:30 p.m.
SUN. 10:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m.
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The recent problems that have
These acts beckon com.
been occurring at the Univer- parison to the acts of children
sity of Windsor due to the strike who do not get their own way:
arc unnecessary and ludicrous. extremely juvenile behaviour.
Garbage being strategically T here is no justification for such
thrown around certain areas of behaviour nor docs it promote
the university during the I lead the cause of the strikers.
Start Program, certain strikers
From my perspective, 1n1
jeering, intimidating and physi- tfally, the students wholly sup
cally threatening students who ported the strikers' protest
have already paid thousands of against the university administra
dollars to be educated, the egg- tton. The ability to strike is a
ing of selected buildings on right that anyone has if they arc
campus, as well as dorm resi- a union member and feel thar
dents arc just a few examples of they or their fellow "brothers
the non-productive behaviour and sisters" arc being taken adbeing exhibited by certain peo- vantage of. But these rights
ple around this university.
should not in fringe upon the
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AROU ND
AIRPORTS.
Never do it again.
Get home with Canada's best student fare offer.

I

To ro nto/Hamilto n
t o:

one-way

Vancouver/Kelowna

$155

Calgary/Edmonton

$1 40

Winnipeg

$95

Reservations acce pted only within 48hrs of de parture.
Must pay at time of booking. Fares are non-refundable, nonchangeable and seats are limited. For 12-24 years of age, valid
student photo ID required. Taxes/AIFs extra. Prices subject to
change without notice. For new bookings only.
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*Not your ordinary bar wings!

AHILTON

wuo,i,(,

G R f Y H O U N D

Unlimited Mega Wings* only $.50 each
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A I R...

l-800-661-TRIP(8747)
Not available through travel agents. http://www.greyhound.ca
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rights of the students to gain
access to their already paid for
education.
We are the people who are
ultimately affected by the strike:
we may indefinitely lose our time
in class, which then means that
we lose our opportunity to gain
knowledge that could later be
beneficial to our careers.
Because of this possible
missed opportunhy at gaining
our rightful access to knowledge
and the negative behaviour being exhibited by certain strikers,
there is a growing negative undercurrent and resentment being expressed by the student
body. The support that was once
given by the student body to the
strikers is decreasing exponentially. We may be the people
who are ultimately affected by
the strike, but we also have the
ultimate control.
We are the people who use
the cafeteria, classrooms, washrooms and residences that are
cleaned by the strikers and
staffed by many of the people
who are on the strike lines. This
fact should be considered the
next time a striker physically
threatens a student who is fighting for his or her right to an education or is trying to clean up
the campus.
It has been rumoured that
there will be student retaliation
against the strikers upon their
return to work. The students can

d e finit ely make the strikers
"work" for their wage once they
return. The strikers do not havt
the right to drag neutral parties.
such as the students, into thcit
fight. I do not, nor many of my
fellow colJeagues, agree with tht
university administration's perspective or their tactics durin~
this strike. Nor do we condone
the negative behaviour or certain
strikers that has been directed at
fellow students and our campus.
Many of us still do sympathize
with the striker's positions, but
we are innocent of any wrong
doings and should not be affected by what occurs between
university administration and the
strikers.
When "push comes to
shove" as has been shown to be
the case, literally, between strikers and students, we can push
the hardest because there is
power in numbers. I sincerely
hope that the strikers realize, as
they themselves have pointed
out, that the students arc becoming "frustrated and disgruntled"
and if the negative behaviour
directed toward the students and
our campus continues, there will
be a reaction.

Sincerely,
Scott Garant
Fourth year Psychology and Criminology
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WE FINANCE STUDENTS

11

STUDENT WORK
$12.85 to Start
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Flexible FT/PT Hours
Advancement Opportunities Available
All Areas Of Study May Apply
Valuable Resume Experience
No Door To Door Or Telephone Sales
Work With Housewares And Outdoor Sporting Items
Fun & Exciting Work Environment
$9,000 In Scholarships Awarded Annually

SALES!!
~
~~
SERVICE!!
~
SUPPORT!!
UPGRADE!!
Mon. - Fri.
10 am - 6 pm

c:::::::, .

Sat.
CALL NOW
Current Offices

Opening April 21st

Hamilton (905)527-4420
Thunder Bay (807)623-0212
Nepean (613)860-0532
London (519)438-2711
Durham Region (905)723-4920 Hull (613)860-0571
Toronto (416)410-23 93
Ottawa (613)739-2999
York Region (416)410-2474
Montreal (514)733-2686
Burloak
Windsor
Toronto Chinese
Opening April 3rd
Mississauga
Kit/Waterloo (519)896-3035
St. Catharines
Sault St. Marie
West Island
Kingston
Quebec City

Call 1-800-639-0625 for the updated phone numbers.
29 Other Offices Open Throughout Canada

12 pm - 5 pm

INTERNET READY SYSTEMS!!
P120 ................ .$1589
P133 ................ .$1626
P166 .................$1879
P200 ................ .$2189
MMX166 .... .... ... $1989
MMX200 ........... $2389
Software: Windows 95 CD &
manuals, Groiler's Encyclopedia,
The Anrmals, The Family Doctor,
The Internet, World Atlas ....

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
• INTEL TRVX CHIPSET
& 256 P/L CACHE
• 16MB EDO RAM
• 2MB PCNIDEO CARD W/MPEG.
• 1.3 GB HARD DRIVE
• BX CD ROM
• SPEAKERS, MICROPHONE,
HEADPHONES
• 33.6 FAX/MODEM/W/SPHONE
• 14"NI SVGACOLOUR MONITOR

2490 Tecum_seh Rd. E., Unit # 1 944-8318

Visit ow· lVeb site at
-·w.isic-c-anacla.con1

super
BONUS!
Up to $15

SAVE

R e b ate o n
f u t "l1.re t rav e l*
frorn VIA Rail
PLUS, stu dents
sa-ve 409& on any

I

Studen_ts
The ISIC, the 0Il8 and
only card you need.

40

In addition

to ,.-10% off an:v \'JA Rail

econo1n~, seat, )'Our ISIC can save you

hundreds of dollars on accommoclation.

econ o n :1y seat, anywhere.
any tin1.e. 1t•s easier
than e-ver.

admissions to museums and c:ulturaJ attractions.
international airfares and a ·whole host of
other valuable products and scrviC'es

~o hassl es. n o advance

across Canada and around the world.

pur<:hase requ irements,

Drop by the !SIC 'issuing agent nearest
you to find Olll more. Don 'tforget to bring
your p1·oof offull-time student status.

no b l ack out period s.

Lots of comfort.
convenience. and
sm:i ngs. An~· full-time

~~TRAVEL CU1S

student w ith an Inter-

. . . WYAGES CAMPUS

natio n al Stu dent

the 6tudent travel expert6

Ou•nedand

or,..rated by
tlte Canadian

Federation

of Student"

Ide ntity Card (ISIC}

can take advantage
of VIA's 40% stuclent

d iscount. Take a look at

the train today!

--_
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..

Universi ty of Windsor SAC
CA\VSC, 2nd F loor
401 Sunset Ave. - 971-3600
. . . . .®

11TI I I

VIA Rail Station
298 'Wal ker Street

, Pureho~e ,·our ISIC and get " voucher worth up to s1~ ott your next \"TA ~ii ticket. The ,·oucher ho,, no c=h value and is applicable against any one student ticket purch&se . Thi" h, a
lim;ted·tJme otter "hich m"~· be dl,.continued at .. n)· time. Certain re.,trlction,-, may apph Conrsct \ IA Roil or your local Tr,nel CUTS/ \"ol'Oges Compu" tor complete deta,1,.

Enjoy a
flanie-broiled

*
BURGER

KING
Valid at
participating
Burger King locations
in the Windsor area.

Get your burger's worth.

'I'll

* T.M. OF/ M.C. DE BURGER KING CORPORATION C 1997
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Students 'sit-in' President lanni's office
By James Cruickshank
A group of students are holding a peaceful sit-in in University of Windsor President Ron
Ianni's office in protest of the
current CUPE Local 1001 strike
and the 10 per cent raise in tuition.
A group of about 12 students entered Ianni's office
around 11 a.m. Monday morning vowing not to leave until the
issues arc resolved. The students
are representing two groups on
campus SAFE (Students Advocating Fairness and Equality)
and CRISIS.
A female student who
wishes to remain nameless,
wants this strike over as soon as
possible and thinks this is the
way to make it happen.
"I'm hoping this will push
a settlement. It's beneficial for
all students to get this (the strike)
over with as soon as possible. We
can't continue to have all the violence going on around campus."
She believes fighting the administration and not the union will
put a quicker end to the strike.
"These people (univcr,;ity
administration) have created a
fiasco," she said. ''This is supposed to be a place of higher
learning."
She said as the strike gets
longer students seem to be getting more active in trying to find
an end it.
"I think students arc finally
getting united, which will help
create an end to this."
According to UWSA
President Fanta Williams, the

student government supports
the students, but does not agree
on everything they stand for.
"They are laying direct
blame on the administration. We
arc not in support of that with
UWSA'.s neutrality stance. However, we will assist them in fighting for student rights such as the
proposed 10 per cent tuition increase and an end to the strike."
Williams said the UWSA
executive is in daily contact with
the students, and even took
them food on Monday night.
Williams said the students
wanted an UWSA member with
them at all times, but she said
that just wasn't possible.
''The student government
has to remain mobile and facilitate with the press. We're allowed
to move back and forth to check
on them.
Dave Young, UWSA Vice
President of University Affairs
and UWSA President-Elect said
it is important for the UWSA to
show support to the students.
"By supporting these
grassroots movements they are
supporting our voice and their
voice as well."
"I've been told they said
they would have to be removed."
Young is also happy to
have students taking a more active role.
"Without blending the issues it's good to sec students
come forward and push things
that arc important with regards
to tuition and the strike situation."

SIT-JN STRATEGY-A group

of U of W students calling themselves the S.C.C. recently took over
President Ron Ianni's office to protest the current strike on campus.
Pho/4 by Jam Cnmksha,,k

Rally seeks ''peaceful'' end to strike
By Jennifer LeClait.
Students, faculty and
strikers all turned out to
attend the "Settle The
Strike Rally" in front of
Chrysler Hall, last
Wednesday.
The rally was organized jointly by the
GSS, UWSA, OPUS, and
supported by the Faculty Association. The emphasis of the
rally was on keeping both the
CUPE and the university administration at the bargaining table
to ensure an expedient and just
resolution to the on-going la-

hour dispute, as well as protesting the tuition increase proposed
for the fall.
Attending the rally were
members of the Service Employees Union Local 210, CUPE
Local 3271, Faculty Association,

CA\\~ CUPE
1001 and students. Political sc1encc
professor,
Howard Paley
rallied the
crowd by saying, "We will
not permit
you (union and administration)
to leave this table until this dispute is resolved. Enough is
enough!"
Fanta Williams, President
of the UWSA commented that
Co11lin11td on Pat! J

Residence fees to
go up next year
By Michael Davis
Living in residence next year will
cost more; that was the decision
made by the Residence Services
Advisory Board (RSAB) at their
last meeting.
The amount that students
will pat is increasing by 0.8 percent next year subject to Board
of Governors approval. The reason for the increase is the 3 per
cent wage raise for both the
maintenance and heating and
cooling department reached earlier in the year and a proposed 3
per c;ent increase in housekeeping. Roger Foisy, the member for
Electa Hall feels that money
saved during the strike should be
used to offset any increase and
that no increase that includes
housekeeping should be included because the stnke has not
ended and thus the final settlement has yet to be reached.

According to residence
services, giving back the money
may not be possible since they
are currently assessing whether
any refunds can be given to students as a result of the strike.
As for the strike, all fees have to
be approved by the Board of
Governors and any change will
be dealt with at that levd.
Another key factor is the
cost of emergencies that may
occur. At any point in time for
example an elevator motor may
explode or repairs may be
needed; and since residence
services has to maintain a breakeven budget according to their
mandate, using any money left
over would put them in jeopardy.
The other decision made
by RSAB was conccrhing the
way laundry is done in residence.
Currently resident students pay
Co11lil,11,d 011 page J

A.uum! ... SPRING - Spring is upon us! Name the grey squirrel and
win a Little Cacsar's Pizza. Just come on down to lbt L,,w and give
us your answer.

is now accepting resumes for the following paid positions
...

Vice President of Finance
Director of Policy &~Administration
.
Director of Student~& Club :Affairs
Director of Media Relations
Social Events Coordinators (2)

Executive AssistcJnt
Chair
Chief Returning Officer

....

All resumes must be received by 4:00 pm Tuesday April 8th, 1997. Only those wlio
are selected for an interview will be contacted. Please drop all resumes off at the
SSS office at Rm. 240 CAW Centre, in a sealecl envelope addressed to President of
the SSS, MicheHe Dewar.
PHONE: (519) 253-4232 eJtt. 3490
FA><: (519) 9t1•36S8
INJ"ERNEI': ·http://WWW2.uwinctso~cat~stJs

•

All proceeds to Cystic Fibrosis Research

1st Prize:
2nd Prize:

COMPUTER, MONITOR and PRINTER
(Compaq Presario 9642, 15" Monitor and Lexmark 2030 Colour Inkjet Printer)
$3200.00 Cash Prize

3rd Prize:

Spring Break Trip for two for 1 week at the Cancun Oasis, Mexico

4th Prize:

Microsoft Office 1997 Professional Edition

5th Prize:

$500.00 Gift Certificate at Freeds of Windsor

6th prize:

Framed Limited Edition Print by Internationally Renowned Artist Ronald Suchui
Titled: True Blues (Blues Brother Print-Personally Autographed by Dan Aykroyd)
License No. M488191

FREECJs
WINRWPB

Tickets:
1 for $2
3 for $5
10 for $10

®

~

MicroAge

Ticket Agent

~ Bank of Montreal
Ticket Agent

Ticket Agent

Microsott·

Draw to be held SUNDAY, AUGUST 24, 1997 AT 9:00 P.M.
Rack N' Roll Club, 3087 Forest Glade Dr., Windsor, Ont.
25,000 Tickets Printed by Printsmith

•
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... ''peaceful'' end to strike
Conb·n11tdfrom page 1

the rally was endorsed by the
UWSA so long as it stresses an
end to the strike. The UWSA's
position remained neutral as
Williams insisted that the rally
was an, "endorsement of peacefol settlement and that is all."
Also speaking at the rally
were Christine Jones, President
of the Graduate Student Society (GSS), Marty Lowman, VicePresident-Internal of OPUS,
Bruce Tucker, a professor in history, Gordon Drake, President
of the Faculty Association and
Bob Cruise, a CAW labour liaison, who read a statement given
to him by the Student Crisis
Coalition(SCq.
Victoria Cross, a U of W
law student also spoke insisting,
" justice is our goal" and encouraging the crowd in a chant of,

"Settle this contract. No tuition
increases."
Tt was the first protest on
campus that had the uruted support of all three student organizations (UWSA, OPUS, GSS) as
well as faculty, students and strikers.
Pickets expressed a multitude of opinions from unions
and students alike. One picket
read in Italian "Fratello Ianni
Noi Vogliamo Givstizia Per
Tutti" meaning "Brother Ianni
we want justice for all."
A jug was passed throughout the crowd to take a collection in support of the students
occupying the tower and to supply them with food and other
necessary items. A computer and
printer was donated by the CAW
to help the students complete

their assignments while in occupation.
Richard Phillips, President-Elect of GSS praised the
students for their efforts and
condemned the administration
for both the tuiuon increase as
well as the pay-cut to CUPE
1001.
Phirnps commented that
the money needed to deal with
government cutbacks could be
obtained by, "cutting some fat
from the fat instead of cutting
it from the lean!"
A feeling of anger at the
Harris government was evident
throughout the entire rally.
Gordon Drake blamed the
Harris government and the 15
per cent across the board cut to
university funding for the problems on campus.

StanJS/g>~
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Pu b & G r i 11
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735--1171

. . . Residence fees rising
Conlin11tdfrom page 1

a flat fee of $75 at the beginning of the year to pay for
laundry which is vastly different from last year's coin operated system. When the decision was made to go to a
flat fee residence services
made this year a trial run to see
whether students liked the new
service and what the cost was to
run it.
At the last meeting the results of a referendum that occurred in each residence were
given with over 90 per cent of

Live Rock Band
residents in favour of this year's
system. When asked what they
would be willing to pay, the majority said $75. This is a problem for residence services because they maintain that in order to run the system they need

at least $95. D espite the majority of people wanting the $75
rate, RSAB voted to give laundry fees the increase to $95. Informal calls for another referendum are not occurring because
of the board's earlier decision.

April 3 & 4 -+ Cross Eyed
Thurs. & Sun. Cats

~

Soft Rock

fl)f)IUt! 8u,rgl'IIA

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Religion ... Politics and Deadlines

Anna Maria Tremonti
The Middle East - the confluence of three of the world' s
great religions - is the centre of some of the world's
most volatile politics. CBC journalist Anna Maria
Tremonti offers one Canadian Journalist's perspective
on a place where conflict and extremism jostle with
peace and hope. A behind-the-scenes glimpse of the
assignments, experiences and deadlines of the Middle
East.

Assumption University Chapel
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398

Sunday, April 6, 1997 at 3:00 p.m.
Cost: $10.00 per ticket - Seniors & Students $5.00. Refreshments to follow.
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Saskatchewan asking universities to leave tuition alone
Bv Hannah Scissons

versities, who had been bracing prepared to say okay, we can MacKay 10 his report on Unifor the SS million cuts now reconsider those deas1ons," versity Revltalization, released
REGINA (CUP) last fall. I le encouraged the govThe Saskatchewan government MacKinnon had announced in MacKinnon told reporters.
ernment
to support university
In
add1tfr,n
to
keeping
op1s :1sking its two universities to last year's budget.
cooperation
and special initiaerating
funding
the
same,
the
In return, the government
slow down on tuition fee intives.
budget
gave
Sl
O
million
more
to
creases 10 order to retain acces- is asking the University of SasBob Mitchell, Minister of
capital funding for the universikatchewan to reconsider us re
sibility.
Post-Secondary
Education, met
ties
for
use
in
infrastructure
and
In the provincial budget cent announcement of a ten per
privately
with
university
adminspecial
projects.
The
governreleased March 20, Finance Min- cent tuition increase and the
istrations
on
budget
day
to
stress
ment
also
committed
S4
million
University
of
Regina
to
consider
ister Janice MacKmnon said the
to
them
that
the
extra
funding
to
support
the
sharing
of
tech
the
new
budget
in
its
determigovernment would make up for
iederal cuts to education for the nation of next years tuition fees. nology between the universities. is intended to relieve the strain
The budget reflects rec- on students.
"We don't expect resistnext two years. The announce"There was a general feelment was a surprise to the uni- ance. We expect that they will be ommendations made by Harold
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · ingaround, clearly expressed by
the student organizations, that
the increases that had been announced at the U of S were too
steep," said Mfrchell.
University admirustrations,
however, will not commit to

whether they will be changing
the planned 10 per cent in creases. U of R president Don
Wells says there are still prob
lems the universities have to deal
with, such as inflation and ongoing costs.
Students at the two universities welcome the news that
funding will not decrease and
remain hopeful that tuitjon increases will not be as dramatic
as expected.
"The figures arc different
and we think that the universities should use that money to go
directly to the students by decreasing the tuition levels they've
already set," said Natasha Stinka,
Vice-President of the U of S
student council.

Looking For Employment?
The 1997•<:ana<b Studeo.tEm~
p~nt Guideis ffie$Stntial
job $~.rch tool~ coowoing
v2luable company informa*
tion. Available :now at your
campus bQOkstore.

S..untnet Jobs Available. R.e~t>rts & f<>dge$ in '6.~ Alberta,
the US.~ Eut~ hiring now
for bU$y $Utnll\~$~0. l)Qn't
tnls& <Ju« Pot ~pJk~ons & infortnatiop.~ t ~.-810..8226.

~LANCE

is now hiring for the full-time position of:

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Please submit resume and all information
to the following on or before April 15, 1997.
The Hiring Committee
c/o the Lance
CAW Student Centre, basement
The University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave. Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
Fax: 971-3624

the Lance is also accepting resumes for:

Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Advertising Designer

NO MORE

For further information regarding these positions
please contact Lindsey Woodgate at 253-4232 ext. 3909.

HANGING
AROUND

Canterbury College
University of Windsor
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9

AIRPORTS.
Never do it again.
Get home with Canada's best student fare offer.

Toronto/Hamilton
to:

Single Students' Residences
•

•
•
•

Furnished single rooms on campus
sharing kitchen, common room,
bathrooms, and laundry room
from 5 to 12 residents per house
no meal plan purchase required
Direct computer hook-up to U of W
avail. 1n 48 air conditioned rooms

Parking available

•

o
o
o

one-way

Vancouver/Kelowna

$155

Married Students' Residence

Calgary/ Edmonton

$140

Unfurnished apartments, all one
bedroom, for married students only
Across from the Leddy Library &
Faculty of Law
Safe, dean location, on campus, in
a residential area near the riverside
parks

Winnipeg

$95

Reservations accepted only within 48hrs of departure.
Must pay at time of booking. Fares are non-refundable, nonchangeable and seats are limited. For 12-24 years of age, valid
student photo ID required. Taxes/AIFs extra. Prices subject to
change without notice. For new bookings only.

(OHOKT~Ne
YAN<O~YU.

Serious Students Preferred

lllO'NNA

•

•

U.lGAJl:l

APPLY AT
CALL
FAX
OR WRITE
WEB SITE

172 Patricia Road
(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382

Email canter@uwindsor.ea
http://www.uwindsor.ea/general/canterburyI

• OTTAWA

e ,0110111'1'0

- ~ A . l llON

WIIOOtlG

G R f Y H O U N D

A I R..

l-800-661-TRIP(8747)
.

http://www.greyhound.ca
.4,, Service provided by

KELOWNA FLIGHTCRAFT
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FOOD PLUS
M

R

A

K
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Support Windsor in
The Super Cities Walk for M.S.
Entry forms available at Zehrs Food Plus
Habitat Soup (Assorted) 796 ml

89~

Beef or Irish Cordon Bleu Stew 665g

99~
99~

Lay's Potato Chips (Assorted) 170g
Frozen Assorted Yu Sing or
Michelina's Entrees 170-284 g

2/$2.89

6 7~
99~
99~

Assorted Aquafresh Toothpaste 75ml
Johnson &Johnson Dental Floss 50-SSm
Country Oven Bakeshop Bread 675g

. •. . . . RIVARD
:'·· DRY.

CLEANERS
972:.6 068

• • Buy any 24x355 ml
cans of PEPSI, PEPSI
:
MAX, DIET PEPSI, 7UP,
••
7UP LIGHT, MOUNTAIN
...... ~..:.....
DEW, CRUSH, HIRES
1
,
'®9:Q-t) .. ._ or SCHWEPPES
:
\ products and receive
'-·,, SS:t . ..,,/ a FREE 2L Bottle of
.......... ___ ..
DR. PEPPER or
••

flt==

]~f:, i~f;:tt ~:::1;:1:i; I

MOUNTAIN DEW.

Assorted Fruit Bottom, Firm or Lite
Deslisle Yogurt 175g 2/9

7</.

(Corn Flakes 325g, Corn Pops 375g, Frosted Flakes 450g)
Kellogg's Star Wars Tri-Pak Special Edition
I.IS kg $7.99
No Name Assorted Pasta 900g
Pasta Sauce 750 ml

89</.

$ I .99

UNLESS STATED AS EVERY DAY LOW PRICE, PRICES EXPIRE APRIL 5 1997
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(I) Utt1e Caesars"
LOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

I

(l)lUtle Caesanr

I

2MED1UM

I

By Melanie Gardin

PIZZAS
with cheese and 1 topping

s11!!

I

I

r (l)lftde
- -Caesanr
-

"""--ft-~·

1 LARGE

I

PIZZA

with cheese and 1 topping

Closest Location to the University
1930 Tecumseh Road West @Bridge
Fot Sale Traditional Style
Wedding Gown Size 12Worn
Once. Long sleeve, beaded
bodice. Mint coru:lition 979M
799.7_____"--~-- - - -

HOUSE FOR RENT Aw.ilahle May 1st 700 Block of
Partington 4 Bed~ooms 2
Baths ApplliuKes melud«i Call
Frank 972M9989 Aft~ 6 Em

Public Adtninistration
Club visits Florida

256•3161

Spring break '97 saw 12 students
from the Public Administration
Club head to sunny Florida for
one week. Dividing their time
between
Orlando
and
Jacksonville, the students were
treated to a first class, hands on
education in local government
administration and politics.
Under the direction of the
University of North Florida
Center for Public Management,
the students toured Edward Waters College, a historically black
college and heard from students
and staff as they discussed campus concerns.
The group was then introduced to the D urkeeville Project
which involves tearing down
public housing projects and rebuilding the community. The
Chairman of the Community
Alliance Development Corporation (CDq, Pastor Elder Lee
Harris gave them insights into
the challenges of community
development as he toured them
through Mt. Olive Baptist
Church and the surrounding
neigh borhood.

The group also visited the
City of Jacksonville Planning
Department and Community
Services to discuss city planning
issues and challenges. They also
had the privilege to attend a
seminar hosted by JaxPride entitled "Growth Management
Challenges and Opportunities
for a Sustainable Florida."
An entire day was devoted
to exploring St. Augustine,
which is the oldest and smallest
city in the United States.The students had a unique opportunity
to spend a morning discussing
local government concerns with
department heads. The afternoon allowed for a tour with a
guide in period dress that ended
in the historic Fort.
Special thanks go to Professor C.L. Brown-John who
accompanied the group and
helped organize the trip. A huge
thank you also goes out to those
who helped with funding including the Dean of Social Science,
the Department of Political Science and the Social Science Society.

BSA TYPING SE RVICE:
SpecWizing in t trtn papers,
theses & resumes (APA &:
~ther styles). Call Roni at 253-

t192.

Photo co11rtesy P.A.C.
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CHRYSLER Jeep
I

e
e

e

Corner of Walker & Tecumseh Rd.
Windsor, Ontario NSW 1ES

'i=ILJCK

e e Phone: (519) 256-2303
Fax: (519) 256-4033
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It: doesfft: t:ake
an Econornics rnajor
t:o spot: a good deal.
You may not know it, but over the years as you saved on pizza and groceries you actually earned an honourary degree in Economics. Now that
you've served your time, our $750 Graduate Rebate* will add a lot more to the savings you've accumulated. And that's over and above any other
incentive offered. So put that degree to work and cruise by our web site to see Just how easy 1t 1s to get into a Chrysler.

~ CHRYSLER

Uf CANADA
I

800

361 · 3 7 0 0

YOU COULD WIN A1997 NEON EQUIPPED WITH CD STEREO. CRUISE BY OUR WEB SITE
AT www.chryslergrad.com OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER FOR DETAILS. .,~~,,
,-IIK~ ~IK
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Woodgate elected to top Lance post
By James Cruickshank
On Monday, April 27 the Lance
will have a changing of the guard
when the recently elected
Lindsey Woodgate will take over
as ~ditor-~n-c~ef fr?m the out-

One of Woodgate's goals
is to evaluate the position of the
editor-in-chief. She said that
presently the editor-10-duef position doesn't allow the editor
enough time to be as actively

which detracts from their time
acting as simply an 'editor'."
Woodgate, who is also the
Ontario Regional Canadian University Press (ORCUP) Women's
Issues Co-o~dinat<:'~· says that

"I think the Lance is an exceptional environment for students to work and learn at the
same time, and I'd Uke to act as
a resource for them to do that
and obtain their goals."

involved in the editorial content
of the paper as should be expected.
"T he editor is too bogged
down with managing staff, advertising and admin istration

CUP papers in Ontario," she
said.
One thing Woodgate
would like to see is more unsigned editorials on the opinion
pages.
She said she would also
like to continue to work with the
community.
"I'd like the Lance to continue to pursue a path of diverse
student and community representation in the paper."
Woodgate has already
worked on many sub-committee's in which the editor-in-chief
must also be involved. She has
been on the board of directors
for the Student Media Corporation (SMC) for the past year and
also sat on the SMC by-law review committee. Woodgate has
also been on hiring committee's
for both CJAM and in the past.
Woodgate would Like to
raise the profile of the Lance to
attract more volunteers.
"I don't think people realize how many people actually
read the paper."

CENTRE
DENTAL
CLINIC

"We Deliver Smiles"

973-1211
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
EVENING & SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS

Woodgate would also like
people to come down and offer
suggestions about the paper.
"People don't come by and
tell us when we arc doing a good
job only when there are mistakes. I want students to tell us
what they like and don't Like."
The people joining
Woodgate on the new staff are:

,

WEIGHT OF THE WO.RLD -

Staged photo? ... No!

GENERll * IMPlANT. COSMOIC. HOSPITAL DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. frank D.D.S. E. Smolen D.D.S.
~
S. Wu D.D.S.
~
~ WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRE. .
~

600 Tecumseh Rd. E. Suite 140

N ews Editor: Andy Vainio
Arts E ditor: Jill Grant
Features E dito r: David Knight
Pho tography Editor: Roxanne
Qussem
As sociate Pho to E ditor:
Andrew Toms
Positions that are vacant at
the present rime are Associate
News Editor and Sports Editor.

On

Lindsey at the news desk hard at work
·
Photo l!J James Crnickrha11k

theDark Sidema

EXCLUSIVE TANNING SALONS

125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario -

N9A 5W8 - 9n-7284
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McMaster University
Summer School
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Spend your summer @ MAC
Application deadline is April 15, 1997 for
courses taken on a Letter of Permission
• increase your options
• lighten your course load
• enrich your program
• evening and some day classes
• full credit classes beginning
May 5, 1/2 credit classes
beginning May 5 and June 23

Intro classes are available in Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Computer Science, Kinesiology,
Mathematics.
For a complete listing of courses contact:

NO COVER I\LL WEEKEND ~

885 SANDWICH ST. Windsor, Ont. N9C 1C2 253-7479

The Office of Part-time Degree Studies
McMaster University:
(905) 525-9140, Ext. 24324, 24325 or 24796
or check out our website:
http://www.mcmaster.ca/parttime/index.html
Courses taken on a Letter of Permission from your home
university will count toward your university degree.
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World university hockey championship
features Windsor Lancer, Dan Ceman
By Sheila Windle
The idea of a hockey championship at the university level between Canada and the United
States and other countries of the
world has been under discussion
by various governing bodies for
well over a decade.
I lackey was played at the
World University Games but
somehow never received the
stature and public exposure that
it deserves.
A formal presentation of
the concept was made by members of the University Cup Organizing Committee and the

CIAU to the NCAA and the
four Division I Hockey Commissioners at the championship
in Providence, Rhode Island in
April of 1995. The concept became feasible as the governing
bodies of university hockey in
Canada and USA agreed to support the event.
The organizing meeting,
hosted by Mike Ilitch of the
Detroit Red Wings, took place on
August 23, 1996 at Joe Louis
Arena. In attendance were representatives of USA Hockey, the
Canadian Hockey Association,
CIAU and NCAA Division I

Hockey Commissioners. The
end result of these initial meetings is the first University AllStar game to be held at Joe Louis
this Friday, April 4.
Although this inaugural
championship features only
Canada and the United States, it
is hoped that eventually it will
develop and expand to include
many countries from around the
hockey playing world. This is
why it has been named the
World University Hockey Championship.

Don't miss it

World university
hockey championship
By Sheila Windle
If you want to see university
hockey at its best, you're in luck.
The first ever Canada-USA University All-Star game will be
played less than a kilometer from
the University of Windsor campus. Joe Louis Arena is the site
of the inaugural World Univer-

sity Hockey Championship: this
Friday, April 4 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are now on sale at the CAW
Centre and the Athletics Dept.,
St. Denis Centre. General admission tickets are only $14 Canadian so don't miss this elite
lcve] hockey extravaganza.

Opinion
March madness continues
By Brian Anderson

UNIVERSITY OF WI NDSOR'S Darlene Davis placed fourth in the high
jump at this year's CIAU Championship with a jump of 1.6m.
Pho!() I?., Andrew Toms

UPCOMING
-·-- - - - -

T-··
I.Jancers

If you read last week's article you
would realize just how wrong I
was. Not only did winter return
with snow on the weekend, but
both of my predictions were incorrect. I picked Kansas to defeat UCLA in the NCAA Championship game, but both teams
failed to win their respective
games.
Instead Kansas, the
number-one team in the country, lost in the third round to
fourth-ranked Arizona, who
went on to beat this year's
CindereJJa team, Providence to
gain the first Final Four spot.
UCLA could not get past Minnesota who advance to face

Kentucky. North Carolina, riding the longest winning streak in
the nation, rounds out the Final
Four with a match-up against
Arizona.
The games will be played
on Saturday, with the winners
meeting Monday night to determine the National Champion.
It seems fitting that I make
another prediction seeing as I
was so wrong last week, perhaps
now I can make up for that. Minnesota has a lot of depth and
should be able to capitalize on
Kentucky's apparent lack of the
same quality. Kentucky has been
hard-hit by injuries and has only
three scholarship players available on the bench.

North Carolina is riding
the momentum of coach Dean
Smith's record-breaking victory,
and looks like a safe bet to get
past Arizona. However, the
Wildcats are on a bit of a roll
themselves with their shocking
victory over Kansas.
Monday night should
showcase some memorable basketball, as it always does. Look
for Minnesota and point guard
BobbyJackson to knock off the
streaking Tar Heels of North
Carolina. Then again, for all I
know, Kentucky could beat Arizona. Or....
One th1ng is for certain, it
will be exciting.

EVENTS:

- - -- - - ---- - · - - - -- ~

DAN CEMAN & TEAM CANADA
VS. U.S. IN

WORLD UNIVERSITY HOCKEY
CHAMPIONSHIP

Date: FRIDAY, APRIL 4TH
Time: 7:30PM
Place: JOE LOUIS ARENA
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT CAW CENTRE &
ATHLETJCS DEPT., ST. DENIS CTR. ($14, $22 & $27)

SEE WINDSOR LANCER _DAN CEMAN PLAYING FOR CANADA

By Peter Somers
Bret I Iart, Calgary native and
four time World Wrestling Federation Champion, has officially
turned into a bad guy... well, sort
of.
Hart, perhaps the hardest
working wrestler in the history
of the WWF, has recently been
teetering on the line between
heel and babyface.
His recent profanity-laced
tirade on Monday Night Raw
began a week of speculation and
rumors, continuing through
Wrestlemania 13, and culminating in an interview on the following week's Raw. In that interview, he denounced his American fans for glorifying violence,
and apologized to his international fans for his recent behaviour. Confused yet? Don't
worry. ..as Canaclians, we can still
cheer for him.
Speaking of Hart, his
match against Steve Austin at
Wrestlemania has already been
called a classic, with some going

as far as to say it was the best
match that they had ever seen.
Unfortunately, those in attendance could barely follow the acuon, with the majority of it taking place outside the ring. Finally,
the
loudest
cheers at
Wrestlcmania 13 were reserved
for Ken Shamrock when he
tossed Bret Hart like a ragdoU.

Ring Ramblings
By the time you read this, Dan
Severn will have signed a contract to wrestle for one of the
big two... Eddie Guerrero,
NWO? ... Look for more NFL
involvement with WCW in the
coming months... and for what
it's worth, the Junkyard Dog is
returning and he will team with
Doink the Clown.

Trivia
Who were the original Blackjacks? Send answers and comments to neonedia@mnsi.net

Lena Photo Studio
1697 Wyandotte St. W. 256-6747

Unlimited Mega Wings* only $.50 each
*Not your ordinary bar wings!
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GRADUATION & INDIVIDUAL PORTRIAT PACKAGES
16 Wallets
44X5

~::~;o

$49.99

I

Visit our lVeb site at
W"\+~·.islc-canada..com

super
BONUS!

Stt1den.ts

Up to $15

SAVE

Rebate on.
future travel*
from VIA Rail

PLUS. students

40

save 40% on any
economy sea~ anywhere.
any time. It's easier
than. ever.
No hassles. no advance
purchase requirements.

no blackout periods.
Lots of comfort,
convenience. and
savings. Any full-time
student with an International Student

The ISIC, the Oile and
only card you need.
In addition to 40% off any VIA Rail
economy seat, your ISIC can save you
hundreds of dollars on accommodation.
admissions to museums and cultural attractions,
international airfares and a whole host of
other valuable products and services
across Canada and around the world.
Drop by the ISIC issuing agent nea'rest
you to find out m01·e. Don 'tforget to bring
you1· proof offull-time student status.

~~1RAVEL CU1S
· ~ \VVAGES UMPUS
the 6tudent travel expert6

0 u.'nffl ond
operated. b11

Ute Conodion
Femn-ation
a/Students.

Identity Card (ISIC)

can take advantage
of \'IA's 10% !'.l ucl rnt
d i!'.<·ount. Take o fool, of

the tmi11 to<l<tlf!

University of \Vindsor SAC
CAWSC, 2nd Fl<X>r
101 Sunset AvP. - 971-3600

•Ill/a® \'IARailStation
. ,I I I 298 \Vnlker Street

• PorchoF.te ,·our l!',(C" cHld -,er a \'CHI{ her ,,urUl up to 11', orr \(nn n~,i \'IA Hoil fkke-1 .. the \(.1Ul.·her ta.l'!II no cu.sh , ,•u<" ond 1~ op1llu... nble u1:~1insL Oll'.\ unc "Hudenr ticket purc-ht\ .... e This i~ o
lrnlit dlio1e otter ,,J1lch nH,, l) dlAcontu\ucd tll ..,n~· tune l"C"r10111 r~trh.:tu>n~ n1u, opph lon• "'-' \ \ l'Uul or ,our lut:u.l 'Ir1Htc"l (.UTS/\ '''"'~C."'1 (·on1pu!", ror CoulplC'te de-tails
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F,-om the Diary of an Alcoholic
An Interview
pick up a litre jug and mix it with a mickey of
Smirnoff's. I kept it in my parents fridge. I don't think
they ever found out. I was a real bitch then to my
morn and dad wasn't usually home."
"It was also around that time that I began catching the morning school bus out of town and into the
i
neighbouring community where my friends Jived. By
that time most of them had dropped out of school
and were full-time partyers. Although I still attended
classes semi-regularly, (often enough to receive
credit) I found it a 'kick' to ditch on Thursday and
·.. Friday."
"I came home on a Monday once, not having been home all weekend, and later was informed by my father that it was in fact Wednes·: day. Somehow in my drunkenness I had 'lost'
;_ two entire days. Man, was he pissed. He
} grounded me. I left."
1
"Later that year, my boyfriend and I spent
:Kew Year's Eve together. All I remember about
that rught was the fight we got into when he poured
my· twenty-sixer down a sewer grate in the motel
parking lot. I told him I needed a drink and he replied, 'You need a drink, or you want a drink?' I
.,,.... .
punched hjm so hard he fell back onto the bed .
"It's all very scary to me now."
Tina lights another cigarette, this time learung
back as she brushes her hair away from her face. Our
By Jacqueline Shannon
eyes meet and she shakes her head.
"I never thought I had a problem. I thought eve"Let me tell you a story," a laugh escapes her lips,
ryone else did. Now I sec how lucky I am. I had so
"it's about a time that isn't too clear to me."
many
people who actually cared, looking out for me.
Tina, a fourth year U of W student lights up a
cigarette and pulls the ashtray toward her. on my cof- I really don't know who or what got through to me
fee table. She brushes her hair away from her face in the end, I'm just glad, really glad it did."
"I still drink sometimes," she admits. "I guess
and stares at a spot on the floor somewhere between
it's different now. I don't let it get out of hand. When
us.
"Recently I've been remembering bits and pieces I get that desperate feeling, the one that screams in
my head, 'I gotta drink! I need a
from high school, my grade
drink!
Make it all go away!' I don't. I
ten and eleven years."
".It WaS'JJ,t untDgrade 10 O!
''You know," she pauses
ear/yitJ grade 11 that I stay away because I've been there,
done that and I don't want to do it
u6~i:~r~~e;::; lear11ed tsatyou. couldn't again."
case, my morn, my dad, my
smeavodk.4inorange
aunt, even my grandma. They
juice~ It V~l]' guicldy
were all telling me I had bet111JtDr_eakfast.
ter 'watch out,' that I was fallorcholce.,,
ing in with the 'wrong crowd,'============================
and if I wasn't careful I was
FACTS
going to end up throwing away my chance at 'being
® According to DSM Ill, criteria from a study
somebody.' I remember thinking they didn't know
,conducted from 1981-1983 in the U.S. indianything. I resented their concern. I hated hearing
cated nearly 13 per cent of the adult populatheir advice. I thought they were stupid, old and
tion had had an alcohol abuse or dependence
square, but most of all I knew they were wrong."
problem sometime in their lives.
"I was 15 the first time my morn kicked me out
® There are three main patterns of chronic
the house. I don't remember what we liad fought
alcohol
abuse of dependence. The first conabout, but I can tell you we fought a lot. That night I
sists of regular daily intake in large amounts;
went downtown. I was sitting on the steps of the
the second of regular heavy drinking limited
pool hall and a car load of people stopped and picked
to weekends; the third of long periods of some up. That was the first time I felt like I had a 'reabriety interspersed with binges of daily heavy
drinking lasting weeks or months.
son' to drink. From then on my memory of high
school gets fuzzy."
® Alcohol dependence and abuse are often
"I remember Mondays. I would sit in the cafeteassociated with the use/abuse of
ria in the morning, head down on the table. Mostly I
psychoactive drugs such as cannabis, coremember thinking I was going to die if the pain in
caine, heroin and nicotine.
my head didn't stop. I remember my school friends
® Alcohol dependence is often associated
sitting back with astonished faces when I told them
with depression, but usually the depression
about my weekends. I remember feeling cool. Very
appears to be a consequence, not a cause of
cool."
the drinking.
"It wasn't until grade 10 or early in grade 11 that
I learned that you couldn't smell vodka in orange juice.
@ There is evidence that a genetic factor
It very quickly became my breakfast of choice. I would
may influence the disorder.

.

~~;~~~~;!~~

became

I
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Star Wars Special Edition
By Steve Cervi
The special edition of Star Wars
is a treat for all who vaguely remember seeing the original on
the big screen, and wen.: tuu
young to fully appreciate the
details that can be noticed on a
movic screen.
Siar W'tlrs Special Edition has
been enhanced enough to warrant further viewing in a theatre. For most, memoncs will be
o[ watching the mo\1C on video,
over and over again. I'm a firm
believer that movic theatres wiJI
never go the v:ay of 8-track, and
Star lfar.r Speaal T?.tlitzo11 is perfect justificauon for this belief.
The wide-screen presentation
was definitely worth my hardearned cash. 1\side from noticing the obvious special effects
additions, one may notice there
is actually more of a movie to
sec on the wide-screen. How

about all those little lights on
R2D2's dome that are just too
small to sec on a TV screen? And
the charred remains of Luke's
aunt and uncle that you can't
avoid looking at when they are
presented on such a large
screen? Besides enhancing the
old visuals in this special edition,
we also see added scenes and
special effects.
One of the most anticipated added scenes, is one in
which Han Solo talks to Jabba
the Hutt at the Mos Eisley
spaceport. For this scene, Industrial Light and Magic created a
computer generated model
which is seamlessly inserted into
20-year old footage of I larrison
Ford. Several new creatures and
droids were added to the Mos
Eisley spaceport which now
seems more like the bustling
spaceport it was meant to be.

Other added scenes too numerous to menuon made this special edition a must see for all Star
u~ars fans. In addition to the
added visual effects, there arc
also many deleted visual-effect
shortcomings, the most notable
ones being the matLing effects
of the Tie-Fighters, as they race
across the screen.
Even if you're not big on
eye candy, Star Wars Spectal bdi/1011 is still definitely somethmg
to experience auraJJy. From the
start to the finish one cannot
help but notice and enjoyJOHN
\VILLIA.i\iS' soundtrack reOecting the mood as the story is told.
The infamous musical accompaniment for Darth Vader's appearances is much more effective when heard in full digital
surround sound in a modern
theatre. While the soundtrack
proliferates in the background,

the enhanced digital sound-effects of laser blasts and screaming Tie-Fighter's make this
movie a must-hear as well as a
must-see. All this sums up to a
great movie made even better.

NEW AND IMPROVED -

(Above) Han Solo and Jabba
the Hurt.
(Below Left) At-At Walker
attacking rebel forces.
(Below Right) Death Star.

Sirr.

The Empire Strikes Back Special Edition
By Steve Cervi
Out of the Star Wars Trilogy,
The En,pire Stn"k.es Back is my
favorite. Seeing the special edition doesn't change my opinion. Viewing the movie in a
theatre is definitely worth the
time. While the additions and
improvements that The Empire
Strikes Back Special Edition offers are not as drastic and spectacular as Star Wars SpecialEdilton, they still enhance the original movie.
One major scene addition includes a new live-action
scene in which the Wampa that

,.,.,~,-:·:·:7w·

attacks Luke on the ice planet
is worth the admission pnce
of Hoth is seen eating carrion
alone. As in all films comprisas Luke awakens
•A ~ ing The Star Wars
and hangs upTrilogy Special Ediside
down ~A
.-.. tion, the soundfrom the cave . . .. .
track is especially
ceiling. More
effective in full
new footage
digital surround
and effects • " • 0 • • L • D • T ' 0 N sound, and the
can be noticed during the
sound-effects arc spectacular
Cloud City scenes.
in a theatre. As with Star Wars
Even original scenes like
Special Edition, enhanced visuthe Imperial At-At Walker
als and sound certainly make
scenes are definately meant to
The Empire Strikes Back Special
be experienced in theatres. The
Edition a feast for the ears and
pounding of their feet that
eyes of any Star Wars fan or
resonates through the theatre
non-fan.

.a I .......
N' >,·
ILOCiY
I ...

Return Of The Jedi Special Edition
By Kari Gignac
The new edition
of this classic
Star Wars film
was
bigger,
louder and better.
The 20-30" vision of Lucas'
masterpiece most
of us are used to
on TV screens
pales in comparison.
The great
1970's special-effects wowed the
audience and actually still looked Like something
to watch out for in the 21st century. The crash of clashing lightsabres, the futuristic landspeeder engines and the victorious explosion of the Deach Star
sausfied my ears, especially with
the surround sound thea1re system.
The two most appealing
aspects of the movie were the
puppets and musical score. Jabba
the Hutt, though intimidatingly
disgusting, along with his bar-

rage of followers, made the onset of disaster a little easier to
portray. The puppets gave the
film a comic edge that was appreciated by viewers of all ages.
JOHN WILLIAMS, the
composer of the famous theme
music wrote the soundtrack using huge major chords and resonating octaves. This takes full advantage of the invention of
theatre surround sound, giving
people the opportunity to under-

one

Photoi co11rleJJ 20'• Cent11ry Fax

stand the true meaning of an
"appropriate" soundtrack.
This film served the pur·
pose of bringing nostalgia back
into people's hearts and cclebrat·
ing the 20th Anniversary of the
original Siar lf/ars dcbut - 1n
addition to grossing $403 million
from the release of just the new
Star Wars Special F..ditzon. This \\-111
form anxiety for the next, first,
or whatever, three Star WarJ
fucks from George Lucas.
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Know Stlloking
Simon T.Bryant M.D.
Middle Way Publishing
220 pages, S16.95

By Jeff Sanford
This book could be a big seller
in Toronto considering the current legislation regarding smoking in public. But it does not only
have appeal in Toronto: the
trend towards a smoke-free
society is gathering steam and
this book will be useful to anyone considering quitting.
KnowSomethingis written by
Simon T. Bryant, a Canadian

the -Lance

doctor who sits on the board of
directors of Physicians for a
Smoke Free Canada. The fact
that he 1s a Canadian makes for
a better book: the statistics related in the book are often the
Canadian as well as the American numbers. This is a nice relief from the usual practice of
assuming the Canadfan statistics
are about the same as the American ones, which is not always the
case.
A blurb on the cover calls
this book an "info-novel", an accurate description. The facts
about smoking are related
through a narrative, which revolves around the dialogue between a doctor and his patient
who is trying to quit smoking.
Bryant unfolds the story around
the doctor's weekly sessions with
his patient, and he manages to
touch upon the..,111any different
issues related to smoking. From
the health effects of smoking to
the attempts by tobacco companies to target young smokers,
Bryant covers every aspect of
nicotine addiction.
The narrative style of this
book is an effective device to
keep the reader's attention while
relating the truth about the effects of smoking. Trying to fit
in all the different issues that
need to be touched on makes for
very stilted reading. To relate the
latest facts and techniques about
smoking and quitting in a quick
paced story-line means the
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reader never really gets into the ,- - - . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - story, but this is not the aim of
the book. As 1he label says 11 is ·
iilj
an info-novel and the mformation comes first. It is presented
as a novel for the purpose of'
providing a platform on which
Purchase
the various issues are dealt wtth.
But one can't criticize the book
for this reason because the
at Travel CUTS/Voyagu Campus
stated aim of the work is to get
by April 18, 1997
people to quit smoking rather
and we'll throw in
than to be considered great lit• STUDENT CLASSTM
erature.
Airfare
It is written at a level that
• BON VOYAGE™
is aimed toward a wide range of
Travel Insurance
• LET'S GO EUROPE book
ages. The writing is basic enough
• EURAILPASS
• IZON'S BACKPACKER JOURNAL
to appeal to younger readers, the
ones who would gain the most
• ISIC (International
• TRAVEL CUTS DAYPACK + MUG
Student Identity
benefit from this book. Being a
• TOOTHBRUSH
Card)
smoker myself, who is in the
• One frH night at THE PINK PALACE
"contemplative stage" about
youth rHort (Corfu, GrHce)
quitting, this book brought
home the dangers of continuing my habit, and the benefits of
quitting in a non-preachy mantheStudentTravel£xpert& 660 Richmond Street
ner.
Own•d and oo•r•t•d h th• Canadian
London
fed•ratlon ot St1den11

g 0'11 n1"A
a
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Essentials"
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1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!
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ATTENTION STUDENTS...
RIVER PLACE RESIDENCE
NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOMMODATIONS
COME AND CHECK US OUT!

'RESERVE YOUR ROOM
FOR SEPT '97
Excellent location on ma ior
bus route
Furnished, very clean,
comfortable rooms with
phone iacks
Captain's bed with storage
drawers and fridge
FREE Cable in all rooms
Study rooms are available
Exercise and Games Room
Kitchen with cafeteria area
Laundry Facilities
FREE Parking

Single Double
$419
$279
245 Detiilt st.
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Editor in Chief ....James 'shutter-bug' Cruickshank
Production Manager.........Michael '2 to go' Pereira
News Editor.............................. Lindsey Woodgate
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Arts Editor..........................................David Knight
Sports Editor................Angela Papalambropoulos
Features Editor............................Trecia McLennon
Photo Editor.....................................Dave Buk.ovec
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Advertising Manager...........................Barb Barone
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Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of the University of
Windsor, affirm's its role as an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
University Press.
1) The Lance's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be demonstratable fact,
with sources to support it. Conflicting sides of a dispute aretreated objectivdy and with balance. Sources
are named whenever possible.
2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may be used if the source is
trustworthy, but not before every effort is made to confirm it through alternate sources.
3) The news must be treated even-handedly without
regard to special interests and with favor to none.
4) The Lance is a student run newspaper, giving priority
to the coverage of issues that affect the University of
Windsor.
Malling Address:
uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
The Lance, c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave.
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The Lance is published by the Student Media Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every Tueaday of the fall
aod winter semesters. Its offices arc located in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lmce editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members. Opiruons expressed in the l.Ance are not necessarily those of the University of Windsor or the Student
Alliance. Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must include
contributor's name and phone number and must be
typed, legibly handwritten, or on an IBM compatible
floppy disk. The editor reserves the right to edit for
space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Thursday before publication and must include the writer's name, major of
study and phone number. Contents ©1997. Reproduction in any way is forbidden without the written permission of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
Telephone: (51 9) 253-4232 Fax: (519) 971-3624
Advertising: (519) 971 -3604
Editor: Ext. 3909
News and Arts: Ext. 3910
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How to handle a carelesss driving charge

the:

By Mike Drake

"fc
it l:
to
sin

Dear Legal Corner,
I was recently charged with careless driving for driving into a
fence. However, I don't believe
I did anything wrong because I
hit the fence as a result from
swerving to avoid a dog that was
in the middle of the road. It was
late at night and I did not see
the dog until the last minute.
Could you tell me what this
chnage means and what will happen if I plead guilty to the
charge? What can I do to defend
myself?
-Undergradstate student
Dear Colleague,
The Highway Traffic Act of
Ontario provides the definition
for the provincial offence of
careless driving. The relevant
section states that an individual
is driving carelessly if they are
on a public road driving without due care and attention or
without reasonable consideration to other people using the
road.

As the section takes into
account "reasonable consideration" of the driver, the court will
consider your action in regard to
what an ordinary driver would
likely have done under the same
circumstances. Thus, the question of whether or not you drove
"carelessly" depends on the specific facts of your case.
If convicted of careless
driving, the Highway Traffic Act
provides for a possible fine of
up to $1,000 and an automatic
deduction of six demerit points
on your driver's licence. The latter penalty can have quite a significant effect in that your driver's insurance premium will
more than likely increase substantially.
In recognition that the fine
can be quite costly and that
based on your fact pattern the
prosecutor may have difficulty in
proving you were driving costly,
you may consider checking of
the "Not Guilty" section of the
ticket. After sending in this
form, you will be notified as to

a date to appear in court. The
Highway Court in Windsor is
located in the third floor of the
Westcourt Building at 251
Goyeau Street.
Upon receiving a court appearance date, you may want to
contact Community Legal A.id
or a lawyer to see how to proceed with your case. If you are a
full-time undergraduate student,
you will automatically qualify at
the clinic. If you are accepted at
CLA, a caseworker will review
with you your situation and provide you with a "game plan" for
defending the charge. Community Legal Aid is located at 354
Sunset Avenue and you may
reach them by calling 253-7150.
An.rwers that appear m thu
column provide a general outline of
the law are presented by serondyear
law student Mike Drake. Ifyou hattt
a question you would like answered,
write lo the Legal Corner in care of
theLancea/401 SunsetAve., Base
mmt of the G4 W Student Centre,
N9B-3P4.
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Next week on Jenny Jones ... first cousin couples
By Guenter Holweg

and getting the crowd psyched
Gee, I wonder who will be the up into a screaming frenzy. First
next bone head to go on one of of all, who the hell do these peothose tabloid talk shows? It has ple think they are... God?
become a North American idea
These people do not know
that has spread to many parts of who you are, mind you they
the world and is infecting the don't care who you arc! All they
minds of many young and old are out for are high ratings. If a
people.
punch is thrown or a chair busts
People have this fascina- someone's nose, all the better.
tion of being on television and Second, I find that the reason
getting attention no matter what that some of these people go
the consequences. After all, into the talk show business is
most sensible people would not because they need attention
want to deal with their relation- themselves. After all, when
ship problems on nationwide tel- Springer comes out and verbally
evision programs, just so they attacks a guest, he hears the aucould corner their significant dience cheering in support and
other to confess or talk about he goes off on a tangent.
their struggles.
These people look to the
No way! They go on shows audience to motivate them, to
like Jerry Springer so they can give them praise and to build up
get a bunch of strangers on their the host's or hostess's ego. Look
side and have the other person at what happens at the end of
ridiculed. Now what kind of re- every Springer show. You have
lationship can possibly be built total strangers saying how they
on such shallow ideals? Then love Jerry and that "Jerry you
you have a host or hostess tell- rock dude!" Talk about being
ing you what to do, yelling at you, egocentric.

You have all sorts of people having their own talk shows
like the stuffy George and Alana
show, Monte! 'Tm going to set
your kids straight" Williams and
Sally "I really have nothing better to do then put a husband or
teen in their place" Rafael.
Sometimes the issues on
these shows are of a serious nature like "my teen wants to commit suicide," the thing is, if this
is a real problem, why the hell
arc you going on a talk show to
get help. Go to an experienced
psychologist, they will give you
the straig1't answers instead of
giving a lot of B.S. sympathy
that one was probably looking
for in the first place. Really, once
you leave the show nobody will
care, they will have their own
problems to deal with at home.
Besides issues of this nature
should be discussed and not in
front of a live audience.
Mind you there are some
good quality talk shows out there
like Rosie, Crook and Chase and

Oprah, but still each and every
talk show has its flaw. You turn
on the tube and see that these
shows arc movmg toward a
younger more influential crowd
with shows like Ricki Lake and
Tempest, but in any case it's still
the same trash T.V., only
younger.
What it basically boils
down to is, how far will one go
to have a lot of publicity. I find
that a major problem in this day
and age of talk T.V. is that life
has become so messed up that
people look for a quick fix and
the talk show is the onJy answer,
according to many. As far as I'm
concerned, in the case of the
Jenny Jones affair, sure Schmitz
did the crime and good he's doing the time, but really, this could
all have been averted if
Amcdure told Schmitz in private
that he had a crush on him instead of going out on national
television and telling the live audience thfa most personal secret.

I do not condone what
Schmitz did and I believe that
the Jenny Jones Show had a definite role in this case, but I also
have to question the rationale of
why Amcdure did what he did
revealing his crush. In court testimony it was said that Arnedure
wanted to give his friends a free
trip to Chicago.
Mind you, if he did not get
sucked into this glitz and glamour of talk television, he could
have been celebrating the holiday at home with his family, and
Schmitz with his instead of both
of them being confined from
society.
I believe that if one is so
ignorant with reality and so focused on the idea of becoming
a great celebrity just by bein~ on
a talk show, then you and only
you should be responsible for
your own actions and the possible actions that may take place.

Letters to the Editor

Students are not

bargaining tools
Dear Editor,
During the ongoing labour dispute at the University of Windsor, no one is denying that the
strikers have the right to with
hold their services, to picket and
to peacefully protest. The strikers, however, have unreasonably
claimed additional "rights," such
as the rights to intimidate, harass and verbally assault those
who do not share their points of
VleW.

The strikers are also proud
that they may yet achieve a
"shutdowo" of the school. Is
this one of their rights as well?
To prevent others from doing
what they feel is just? What
moral or legal authority do the
strikers claim to forcibly impose
their values on others?
Is it because the university
"forced" them into a corner? Is
it because they have mortgages
to pay? However, serious their
situation, I submit that even if

the strikers were fighting to
eradicate global hunger, that
would not justify them in treating other human beings with the
utter lack of dignity and fundamental respect which has characterized many of their actions.
I have worked, and continue to work extremely hard to
pursue my education at the University of Windsor. I place an
extremely high value on this education, and find the strikers extremely arrogant for attempting
to deny me this in order to help
them achieve their own goals. I
am not a tool to be used, and I
feel it is entirely inappropriate
for strikers to use my education
as a hostage in their negotiations.
The fact that the strikers do not
appreciate this value does not
absolve them of this injustice.

Sincerely,
Louis J. Stokes

Student's years are
not in jeopardy
Dear Editor,
Further to the resolution passed
by Senate on March 20, 1997,
the President and Vice President, Academic wish to publicly
state their "commitment to the
successful completion of the
academic year: for all students.
In the event that it becomes necessary, appropriate arrangements will be made to en-

sure that the above commitment
is implemented with the co-operation of both faculty and students involved.
Sincerely,

W.E. Jones
Vice President,
Academic

2 left folks
DOYOUHAVE
WHAT IT
TAKES?
Being an Air Traffic Controller (ATC) or a Flight Service Specialist (FSS)
is one of the most demanding and exacting jobs around. Are you up
for the biggest challenge ofyour life? Good. A unique combination
of skills is required. The test beww is where you begin.

D Are you prepared to dedicate

D
D
D

yourself to a demanding training
program that can take one year
for FSS and up to four years for
ATC to complete?
Are you willing to move
within Canada?
Will you do shiftwork?
Are you at least 18 years of age
(for ATC only)?

D Have you successfully completed

D
D
D
D

high school, or an equivalent?
Are you a Canadian citizen
or landed immigrant?
Are you in good medical health?
Do you have normal colour
perception and good eyesight?
Do you have excellent hearing
and diction"?

Ifyour answer is YES to ALL these questions, congratulations.
You just made it past the first ofmany hurdles. Statistics ~ave sho~·n
that successful candidates tend to be mature team-players, lughly motivated.
decisive and self-disciplined! If that sounds.like you.
call our toll-free number for an information package or to apply for ~ne
ofthese demanding and rewarding careers, And check ow our web stte!

1-800-667-INFO
( 1-800-667-4636)
ASK FOR FILE N0.317

http://www.navcanada.ca
Uni lingual English and bilingual positions are available.
Candidates can apply for any position. but must meet the language requirements
before staning. NAV CANADA is the nation's provider of civil air navigation services
and is an equal opponunity employer.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO

VOLUNTEER.
DROP BY OUR OFFICE AND
HAVE YOUR VOICE HEARD.
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''no foolin'

U of W stike over
By James Cruickshank

Butler said that the allegaAfter 41 days on the picket lines tion that the administration was
the CUPE 1001 strike is finally trying to drag out the strike was
over.
false.
On Friday March 28 the
"If anybody listened to
union and university finally me,whatweweresayingwaswe
reached an agreement which was knew we needed to get a collecsuitable for both sides.
tivc agreement and it would have
According to Jim Butler to be a compromise."
Director of Human Resources,
He said it seems that both
he is "very pleased" to see the sides are happy with the agreestrike is finally over.
ment.
"It was a tough process to
John McGinlay, Vicego through," he said.
President of CUPE Local 1001,
He believes that the ad- said he felt the union had done
ministration was able to get its job in reaching the agreement.
some issues resolved that they
"It's an absolute victory
felt were important.
for everyone in our union," he
Butler ----~···=··,~-~--- · - - - · -· said. "It was
said
any
'fAl/
a
damn
new food received from
contract."
service emH e
ployee will
of the comrnllDity said one of
now make
the reasons
SS.70 per
the strike is
hour in .
now over is
stead of the
the students
.,..John AfcGifoi}; ana 1acu1t
c:.u.fil_n, rak
of $13.70
Vice Pri:siUcnt CUPEs 1iow1 n g
per hour.
their supButler noted that there will be a port for the strikers.
"All the support we reguaranteed employee turnover,
with administration offering a ceived from the rest of the combuy-out of the current food munity really helped this come
services workers. Administration to an end."
McGinlay said he was surwill then pay the new workers
the SS.70 per hour with a gradu- prised how long the strike was,
ated raise in salary to S13.70 per but that it was important to get
a contract that was beneficial for
hour after seven years.
the union.
''We were there as long as
it takes for us to get a contract."
UWSA President Fanta
Williams said she is ecstatic
about the strike being over. She
said now everyone can get back
to being there for the students.
"Now all parties can get
back to what we're supposed to
be doing; educating and servicing students."

the .supp ort we
.the rest

really helped this
come to an end.. ,,

lnsid~
p.1
srudenr
lle

Continued on page J

SHE SHOOTS •..
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A young co-ed as seen frolicking on the green grass of the residence quad during one of
\X'indsor's first 'warm days' last week.
Ph'!to by Dai t B11ka1-ec

And the Presidential Search is on
By Kari Gignac .
A major issue on the mind of

Board of Governors Chair
Donna Miller is the students
opinion on the presidential
search. She ensured that the
search proceeded as normal
during the 41 day CUPE 1001
strike.
A recap on the committee's progress entails nine meetings in the last month and a half
and many letters of comments
and information sent to them.
They have created an Employ-

- ~-- -~--------

EXCITED STUDENTS -

resumed operations.

lined up for last week as food services

Photo by Dave B11ka11tc

ment Equity
Procedure
Manual and it
will be publlshed and distribut cd by
mid-Apnl. The
committee has
arranged for a
Joan Carter
presidential
Board of Governors
search advertisement to be ;.;;.;,;;;.;,;;;;;,;,;;;;.;,;;;.;,;;;;;;;;;,;;;,;,;;;;.;,;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;:;;,;:;;.;,;;;iiii.i;;;;;;,;;;,;;;;;;;,;;;;;iiiiiiiii.
placed in influential papers in- portunitics facing the next presicludtng the Toronto Globe and dent of the Universit.y of WindMail, the Windsor Star, an sor?
American publication called the 2. What should the search
Chronicles ef Higher Ed11calton and comittce be seeking by way o(
the Ambassador. Janet Wright & background, ljualificauons, exAssociates, chosen to handle the perience or personal cbaractcrexecutive search, have been sat- ist ics in potential candidates for
isfactory in their methods and president?
they arc said to be ''working well,
These two ljUCstions l'.an
they were a good choice.''
be answered and e-mailed to
The committee has also prcsidnt@uw1ndsor.ca br stuput together a "positfon profile" dents wishing to send questions,
which outlines certain facts the comments and ideas, or written
candidate must know. Critical replies can be mailed t0 Donna
information on the un1vers1ty, Miller, Chair, c/o Ofticc of the
the responsibihucs and expecta- Secretary and General Counsel,
tions of the pos11ion, the guali- University of \X7mdsor.
fications needed and community
Board of Governors
facts arc all mcluded in this pack- member Joan Carter corn
mentcd on how important the
age.
The consultation process students concerns arc in this
itself revolves around two ma- presidential search. "Tim 1s the
jor questions, which the commit- most important dec1s1on the
tee would like university students university has made in a long
to comment on.
time."
1. What, in your view, arc the
major issues, challenges and op-

''This is the most
important decision
the university has
made in a Jong time.''
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D 1vers1ons
Wednesday
April 9
U of W School of Music,
End-of-Semester and Spnng
1997 Concert and Recital
Schedule. Undergrad Recital at
3:30 at the Recital Hall. Public
is welcome-All recitals are free.
For more info call Hugh Leal,
School of Music Concert Coordinator, 253-4232 EXT
2799.
The Battle Committee and
Battle MCs-Jack.te and Charlie
Regan invite reporters, editors,
photographers and camera

operators to attend a free
Preview of the 11 th annual
Battle of the Hors D'oeuvres
at the Cleary International
Centre (201 Riverside Dr. W.,
Windsor Ont). For more info
call Ingrid at Big Sisters:2543231.

Thursday
April 10
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Come and join us
for the last meeting of this
semester. It will be held in the
Oak.room of Vanier Hall at
5:30pm.

Friday
April 11
House of Shalom Youth
Centre: presents "Grease" at St.
Bernard's School (corner of
Richmond and Victoria Streets,
Amherstburg). Friday and
Saturday at 7:00pm.

Saturday
April 12
U of W School of Music,
End-of-Semester and Spring
1997 concert and recital schedule. Grad Recital at 4:00pm at
the Moot Court. Also at

·

·

~esday, April 8, 1997

8:00pm Special Recital at
Cleary.. The public is welcome-All recitals arc free. For
more info call 253-4232 EXT
2799.

Sunday
April 13
House of Shalom Youth
Centre: presents "Grease" at
St. Bernard's School (corner
of Richmond and Victoria
Streets, Amherstburg), at
2:00pm. $8.00 for adults,
$5.00 for students and seniors,
all ticket can be purchased at
the door.

Classifieds
<:bsses. Cout$e fortnt\ts range
from 20 to 80 hours. 20 ho1Jr
weekends arc available for
$195. Richardion • Siace
1919 ... www.pi:~.<!~m ot
ptep@i•W•~ Ot' -qdl 1..S00-

4t~~PR£P.

.

BSA. TYPING SERVICE:
$pecfatizing in term pa~s,
th~ ~ r«utne$,. (A'A &

oth«~). ciuiaom-~),,

1191

.

.Pot~ T~dkltttt~l Sty~
~~Siic12W<>to

On<:e, .Long il~t:Jt,. beaded
bodit~ Mint. cqnclitiQn 919-

1~1

.

Loo~_FbtEmployment?
J:he1997~Stitdetit J5m.
p l ~ G\li<iei$"an_eS$enttal
job .s:euth tool, containing
valu~le comp2ny information. Av~abfo now at your
~u~ bQ<.>btotc.

OIi. ~roP 8E!N6 so
MELODRMIAT/(I

THEY'M:

Ju<;r fY~ Boxt:R,.'

TRAVEL ,. TEACH ,EN'G..
LISH The &na~n Global
TESOLTuining Iil$titute 0£ieu in Toronto a 1 week (May
14--18-) eve/wkend intensive
coUr$e to eertiiy you as a
Teacher of Eng~$h (TESOL).
1100& of ov,er~a$ jobs av~1\ble NOW, Free info p~ek.

(403) 4$8~5704,

The- sutets of t'HI SIGMA
S1GM.t\ sororlty wish ~ stuQ(;U.*5 ;md faculty a $afe and
ffijoyabk$ummet.

is now hiring for the full-time position of:

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Please submit resume and all information to the following on or before April 15, 1997.

The Hiring Committee c/o the Lance
CAW Student Centre basement, The University of Windsor
401 Sunset Ave. Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
Fax: 971-3624

the Lance is also accepting resumes for~
(

\

Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Advertising Designer

f
a
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C
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f
t:

1For further information regarding thes~ positions please contact Lindsey Woodgate at 253-4232 ext. 3909.
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Board of Governors ratifies collective agreetnent
By Kari Gignac
A Board of Governors mceung
on Thursday, April 3 brought a

close to the long and uneasy
CUPE 1001 strike. The strikers
vote on the agreement stood at
190 for "yea" and only 12 for
"nay". A summary sheet was
handed to each of the board
members that outlined the
agreement and Jim Butler, Director of Human Resources,
clearly overviewed each amendment. A synopsis of renovations are as follows:
Article 9- Seniority- Layoffs are
in two categories- permanent

and temporary, summer shutdown defined as temporary layoff, nouce for permanent layoff
is eight weeks.
9:02 changed so that full -time
seniority supercedes part-time
seniority.
Ar1iclc 5:06 amended and
moved to 9:06(a)- confines previous 5:06 application to per
manent layoff situations or Food
Service bumptng outside the
department only on summer
shutdowns.
Article 10- Clarification of the
procedures for filling temporary
full-time positions.

22:01 - Benefits- Regular dental
check-ups every nine months,
parties to review drug plan and
remove drugs available in nonprescription form, change co pay from $1 to S2.
29:01 - Cost of Living Allowance- Frozen during life of the
agreement.
Letters of understanding included:
Article 9:06- Amended to reflect
changes in Article 9.
Article 17 :01 - Defines disability,
confirms contract of insurance
entered into with London Llfe
Staff Replacements- provides

greater flexibility m the summer
for the university
Schedule A- Wages- Wage adjustments for Physical Plant,
Food Service and Catering/Bar
staff classifications, one time
payment of $500 seven days after ratification, new wage grid
for newly hired employees, voluntary exit payment of $1,700,
wages of Custodians/Housekeepers to remain unchanged.
The members of the Board of
Governors and CUPE 1001 are
pleased with the settlement and
agree that the transition will be
accomplished.
Other points on the
agenda included the report of
President Ianni, who greeting

everyone with good tidings and
many thanks for their support
through the strike. I le commented briefly on the proposed
tuiuon raise, stating that he was
pleased to sec students involved
by visiting his office in the past
few days to discuss the issue, but
said some have 1Jlogical views of
the matter. He also remarked on
the media coverage of current
events at the unjversity. Ianni
said that the coverage of the
strike in general wasn't objective
enough.
The chair of the meeting,
D onna Miller reported on the
president search committee's
situation. For more on this topic,
see related article.

Quality

Doubled!
St. Thomos/Elgin Compus is offering a new
Quality Assurance Technician program.
learn aspects of quolity control while developing the
skills to effectively apply them in a manufacturing
environment.

Call St. Thomas (S 19) 633-2030
London's Oxford Street Comyus continues tooffer

nm MEMORIES (Above) - Only two weeks ago, the University was in the midst of a strike
situation. Seen above a CUPE Local 1001 demonstation which walked the perimeter of the campus.

AAHHIJH,

Photo by Dave Bukovec
AAmruH,
be.w.ci.fua__HAPPY
_ __
DAY_
(Below)
__ _
- A
_U_
of_W_maintenance
_

worker back hard at work keeping the campus

Pho/Q by Dave Knight

Mechanical Eng_ineenng Technician
- Materials ana Quality. Prepore your5elf for
employment as a mechanical engineering tedwcion. learn
metallurgical quotily contr~ testing methods and procedures..

Call London (S 19) 4S2-4419
Check out these two co-op O quality0
diploma programs with September
intakes.

PUS COMPASS

ANAGER

•••

strike over

Continltldfrom page 1

Williams said it is now important for everybody to get along.
"It's now time to mend
fences and healing wounds. It is
a time to look forward to the
future."Williams biggest concern is how the professors wiJJ
handle the end to the strike.
"I have a co ncern that professors wiJJ rush through what
they hadn't taught in six weeks."
UWSA Vice President of
University Affafrs and UWSA
President-Elect David Young,
said the senate bylaws do not

cover what happens in regard to
the strike.
" The administration has
said this is a very unique sfruation."
Yo ung said that students
have expressed concern abo ut
pro fe ssors trying to change
when exams will be. He noted
that senate bylaws don't allow
for exams to be moved.
If a ny student has any
concerns o r wants information
they can get a student rights
booklet fro m the UWSA office.

DEADLINE: 4:00 P.M. APRI
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Breastfeeding case goes before human rights conirnission
Bv Sarah Galashan

uall\', she , ..ucl, she lc:lt her col-

ANCOUVER (CCP) x vc.irs 'ltter being to,d not to
re l~rtcco her d::iugntt:r at work,
lie eUt: Pomcr 1s mll tighung
o m.1i-.c brc:1s1teed1ng m the:
workplace a legal nght.
In n hearing that beg:10
:irc.h (l, Po1r1er chargcd her
tormcr cmplon:r, B.C ·s \fimstry ot Murnc1pal Affairs, with
sex d1sctiminauon. I !er pioneering effons to have the case heard
b, the B.C. 1fuman Rights Comm1ss1on \\111 determine if women
have the nght to breainieed their
children at work.
\s a :-peech wraer for the
min1strv, Poir1er regularly
breastfed her child at her desk
over the lunch hour. And ini-

cagucs 1ccepted the ,11u:ltlon.
"It hacln t been .r problem. we
rvonc around me was rcalh· sup
port l\'e and cmhus1:1suc," Pomer
S:llcl.
\ftcr breastfeed mg at one
at' the mmistrv's public lunchhour semm:irs, howcvn, tension
dc,·eloped. Poiner was asked not
to attend upcoming lectures, and
told not to bnng her child to
work because it made some staff
fed uncomfortable.
"The beauty about having
my child brought to mv desk was
that tf l had a deadline I could
delay my lunch, pick up my chjld
and breastfeed while I was working," srud Poirier.

Between 17 ·and 211
Not afraid of challenges
and adventure ?
A unique 8 month training
program enables you to learn
through volunteer work and group
life in 3 Canadian regions.
Katimavik assumes the cost of
transportation, food and lodging,
and awards you a $1,000 grant upon
completion of the program.

You want to gain
practical work experience?

,

Here s
.
e'.
your cnanc
call us at (514) 525-1503 or 1-888-525-1503 toll free,
or fax your coordinates to (514) 525-1953

11

\s a result, the former
"As far as I'm concerned breast cancer.
mrn1~trv cmplovce - whose 10b there 1s no comparison between
I Iowcvcr. IN F,\CT tee 5
c hange vns tfiw. 1
.-t.1.1.. this na1ur;i.l form of
n no W:JV
. W~ ve sexua..uZe
iJ'eas $ SO mUC.l.l chtld nutnt1on IS Sill!

db
t
in this cwture. It's got to the point
b
,r.
where to expose your reasts ..101'
sexualpurposes is perfecdy line,
bUf tO t::x_pOSC your breaStS fQ love
-'L..Jl-1 "
and n urtureyour vU..l.tU.1.S seen as
disgusting. 11

o nnccted to
not widely accepted,
her :ilkga
despite the health
t1ons of sex
benefits.
discrimrnasexua,;i;:: ~;e;~,~
uon
was
forced
to
SO much to I his cul
take her inture," said Jean
Geary, fundra1scr
font to res
taurants or
for
IN FJ\CT
Canada. "It's got to
shopping
Jeat1
malls over
the point where to
the
lunch
expose your breasts
FUhdraiser
hour.
==.;;;;:;;;;.:;;;:.;;:;;;.;;=-::;;;;::;.;:.:;,;;;=.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;...;;;;iiim..a.iiiaiii...;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;...;;;iiiiiii.::==
for sexual purposes
This, she said, was often an breastmilk and formula. This is is perfectly fine, but to expose
unpleasant experience. "I was in a health issue," Poirier said, "and your breasts to love and nurture
the Eaton's cafc and an elderly for me it was choosing between your child is seen as rusgusting."
woman came up to me and health and employment."
Poirier anticipates the
shouted 'you should be doing
INFACT Canada, a non- hearings wilJ take some time to
that in the toikt'."
profit organisation that protects, be resolved but is anxious for an
But despite people's hos- supports
and
promotes outcome that will affect the
tility
towards
public breastfeeding, backs Poirier. rights of aU Canaruan women.
breastfeedmg, Poirier srud, the According
to
INFACT, "I don't think women should
benefits for her child made the breastm1lk can protect infants ever have to choose between the
experience "unquestionably from infection and reduce a health of their child and a paid
worth it."
woman's chances of developing job," she srud.

Geary
INFACT Canada.

Fetish wear frenzy
By Craig Silverman

"I was supposed to
reformat the shop, bring order
David Taylor and Ron Denault to chaos," continues Denault
met in hell.
from the floor. He sits against a
The devil was a tall, frayed couch arm that serves as
blonde, Polish boss named Jan a scratching post for Taylor's cat,
who had them work 10 to 12 Digit.
hour days next to a blaz10g forge
And so it goes with Taylor
at Les Ateliers Lucifer, an orna- and Denai:lt. They weave in and
mental ironworks company.
out of each other's sentences,
"I was workmg as a black- completing and beginning them.
smith," says Taylor, sprawled on Every idea is only half-formed
a wicker chair in hls apartment - until the other adds his part to
and stroking rus goatee. "Ron it.
was htred on and ended up do"We're both artists who
ing completely irrelevant things." happen to be tradesmen," says
Taylor as he heads to the kitchen
for a caffeine refill.
"We're complementing
each other," Denault carries on.
"I Ie's got the blacksmith trung,
and he's pretty damn good at it.
And I've got the more modern

MONTREAL (CUP) -

WE FINANCE STUDENTS

SALES!!
SERVICE!!
SUPPORT!!
UPGRADE!!

11

the envy of the fetish scene
every Tuesday night at the Fetish Cafc.
"At the moment, we are
doing cheap contracts for
fnends," says the 20-year-old
Taylor. "Then at a later date, I
can call back the pieces for a
fasruon show."
Continued on pagt 8

NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOMMODATIONS
COME AND CHECK US OUT !

~

'RESERVE YOUR ROOM
FOR SEPT '97

Mon. - Fri.
10 am - 6 pm

Sat.
12 pm -5 pm

INTERNET READY SYSTEMS!!

Software: Windows 95 CD & manuals,
Groiler's Encyclopedia,The Animals,
The Family Doctor.The Internet,
World Atlas ... Software bundle may vary.
Limited quantity for all systems.

pla-itlc Me m:.ilcing their friends

ATTENTION STUDENTS...
RIVER PLACE RESIDENCE

~

P120 ... ..... .. ..... .. $1589
P1 3 3 .... .. .. ........ .$1626
P166 ....... ..........$1879
' P20 0 .. .. .. ......... .. $2189
MMX166 ... ....... .$1989
MMX200 ... ........$2389

technical stuff with machines
and engineering."
The two no longer toil
amid the heated frenzy of Les
Ateliers Lucifer, and have moved
on to their own metallic endeavours. The result of thefr unique
synthesis is some of the most
inventive fetish wear trus side of
San Francisco. Steel and Luc1tc
corsets, chajn-mail outfits and
their latest creations involvin~

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
• INTEL TRVX CHIPSET
& 256 P/L CACHE
• 16MB EDO RAM
• 2MB PCNIDEO CARD W/MPEG.
• 1.7 GB HARD DRIVE
• 12X CD ROM
• SPEAKERS, MICROPHONE,
• 33.6 FAX/MODEM/W/SPHONE
• 14"NI SVGA COLOUR MONITOR

2490 Tecumseh Rd. E., Unit # 1 944-8318

Excellent location on maior
bus route
Furnished, very clean,
comfortable rooms with
.
phone iacks
~ Captain's bed with storage
drawers and fridge
..,.. FREE Cable in all rooms
Study rooms are available
Exercise and Games Room
Kitchen with cafeteria area
Laundry Facilities

I

B

FREE Parking

-

-llll

I

-

Single Double
$419
$279

"

245 Detroit St.
Call 254-4577 or leave a message
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Federal Liberals target youth for election
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By Nihal Sherif and
Sam er Muscati

OTTAWA (CUP) Rarely a day goes by without the
doors of Youth Today opening
and young people coming in to
drop off their resumes.
The youth publication in
Ottawa isn't hiring, but that
doesn't stop young people from
trying to get a job at the newspaper, said coordinator Louise
Waldman.
" It's very depressing because we can't hire these people," said Waldman, who expects
the job inquiries to increase significantly when summer starts.
"T hey're highly intelligent
and motivated people looking
for jobs eight hours a day. And
there just aren't enough jobs out
there."
Waldman considers herself fortunate to have a part-time
job when 600,000 workers under the age of 25 arc unemployed or underemployed. But
she is still uncertain of her future job prospects when she
graduates with a Masters degree
from the University of Ottawa
in January, and doesn't know
how she'll pay off her S25,000
student loan.
"Most of the friends I
graduated with aren't working in
their field of choice. They're all
working in dead-end McJobs,

doing retail or telephone solicit
ing."
She's also unimpressed
with the federal Liberal government's past youth initiatjves and
strategics dealing with the transition from education to employment.
"If you look at some of the
employment programs around,
they're so hard to access, you
have to have a PhD in bureaucracy just to fill out the forms for
some of these programs," said
Waldman.
Waldman
~rf:~;[ya;j~:
x:~:Fr;ici:s~~
baby-bust generation which
feels governments are not
effectively ad dressing the
concerns of

~~a~~~:.r

Bankruptcies among recent postsecondary graduates,
in English Canada only, have
more than doubled over five
years with 7,850 bankruptcies 1n
1995-96 compared to 3,300 in
1990-91.
And a Statistics Canada
study released on May 24 concludes the Canadian labour market is so hostile to young people that one in five under the
age of 25 had no work experience in 1996, a proportion that
has doubled since 1989. That

Take on the Future: Canadian
Youth in the World of Work.
As part of a series of preelection youth irutiattves, the
government announced last
month it would spend an extra
$255 million to help young people get summer work.
To break the youth unemployment trap, Ottawa has set
aside $120 million to create
60,000 summer jobs over the
next two years. The last $135
million will be spent on 20,000
internship programs with the
cost shared by

~ey're courtingyouth. .Xbeyre
~ toeretend that t.bey.re mak~a difference wbenit comes to .

:~;ate compa-

com~:~!e:~
youth is such that
BOt nrllllnn, Prime Minis_ter
.T
•
""~AS Jean Chretien
was quoted in
iSSl/.C•."
Take on the Future as saying,
..JetI.tdfer Story "We want young

empJoym.eJJt, but thev'J'e
.,
toput their -money wbe.,:e their

mouths MC OD the

Natio11a.lrepJ:e8eJ1tative
Canadian Federation of Students

gen -

0

~;;:d~:tv:

P::

Accordticipants in the
ing to federal c=a..;;;;;;;;;iiiiiii==-iiiioiiiiai.:;;;;;;:....:;;==mliiiilii-=;;;;;ii==;;;;;;;.:i•;:::.;;=:..;::;;: economy. They
government statistics, youth un- was the lowest level in 20 years want jobs. They deserve jobs.
employment (ages 15 to 24) to- and there are no signs of a Young people want to embrace
day is almost double the national turnaround.
the future not fear it. It is up to
average at 17.9 per cent. That's
The Liberal approach to all of us to create that hope and
up from 11.1 per cent in 1990 youth under its current mandate opportunity for them."
- a 61 per cent jump over six has been to diagnose the probThe disparity between
years.
lcm through its latest ministe- what the Liberal's say and the
rial task force report on youth, reality of youth is pronounced.

A generation of youth is having
trouble just entering the
workforce in a meaningful way,
Waldman said. There is an edu cation crisis where everyone
talks about the need for at least
16 years of education to get a
job while funding in this sector
is being slashed. And the in creased student debt levels arc
also taking their toll with less and
less
kids
attending
postsecondary institutions, she
added.
The youth strategy an nouncements tend to have little
credibility among young people,
Waldman said, describing them
as big fanfares with littk to offer.
They arc more likely to
help uruversity graduates in specialized fields rather than underprivileged youth who need them
most.
"[The policies] tend to fizzle out because in the end they
don't really address the concerns
that the young people arc raising," Waldman said.
''They pretend to or they
claim to, but the end result is the
fact that none of these problems
have been resolved at all."
Pierre Pettigrew, miruster
of human resources development Canada, says· the transition
to the workforce for students 1s
Conh'nued on paj!! 6
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Windsor student fares to:
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London $27
Peterborough $75
Cambridge $41
Burtington $43
Hamilton $43
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Many happy

Gall for free information

on how you can!
1-800-663-2331 -

Sl!.&"HJ .Sl!t "6 J)~lHtS ~:~~~
GRADUATION & INDIVIDUAL PORTRIAT PACKAGES

The Clean Team

Toronto $55
Belleville $84
Kitchener $41
Sudbury $124
Ottawa$118

~ - -- - - - - - - - -- - ---

16 Wallets
4 4X5

2.5X7
1.8X10

$49 • 99

~

I

Pickups O n Campus For Toronto

Thursdays & Fndays: 03:45prn and 05: l 5prn
Friday only; Express to Toronto at 03:40prn
at I.he Horseshoe in front of Vanicr/Lauricr Hall (Wyandotte Ave.).
Dropoffs available . P lease see current schedule.

Other discounted destinations available.

44 University Avenue E., Windsor 254-7575

UWSA, CAW Student Centre, 2nd Floor, 971-3600
The University of Windsor

Stude~.~edia Corporation
is Sf~king an indivici~al to fill the position of

r \~

CHAIR

f o ~ ~ 7 to April 30, 1998.

Pl~~d~~ ~ se~ f;~

env~ropt~r~~to the Atteil'rn('ffof:~ Le 1fifl

~i1e

Alain Artb_yr
~
c/o The tfmversity of Winds_o~ _!!!~n/s'
2nd floor;-~)V Student Centre
ThekJniversity of Windsor
1
401 Suns.e~ Ave. ·_ _
- ---.....
~
Windsor, Ont:'
.'11/11'1' ·· · ,. '*

76

N98 3P4

_

Fax: 971-3601

Deadline for submissions is Friday, April 18, 1997.

Offering a
special 50%
Discount on car
insurance with
driver training, a
"Good Student"
status and a three
year safe driving
record.

See me be'fore
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

o•arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254• 51 0 1
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Contim<td.from pagt 5

sometimes difficult, adding his
first summer job was as a window cleaner for buildings.
In terms of today's youth,
Pettigrew lauds lus government's
recent budget which he says
makes postsecondary education
more affordable and increases
funding for research and development.
Starting next year, the government will increase student tax
credits, and students will get a
longer, interest-free grace period
after graduation before they
have to start paying off their student loans. The Liberals also
plan to spend $800 million improving research facilities at
post-secondary institutions and
affiliated hospitals.

"We will be giving youth
110,000 work experiences,"
Pettigrew said.
"Our economy is growing
and this will translate mto more
jobs in the future. I'm very confident."
Jennifer Story, a national
representative of the Canadian
Federauon of Students, which
represents 375,000 students, says
the Llbcrals are using se>..1' youth
strategics to further their election prospects. She calls the
strategy a smokescreen.
"They want to look like
they're in tune with young people, but they're not," she said.
"They're now focusing on
youth issues to look like they're
responding to the problems. It's
one of the biggest criticisms

lobbed against them:' said Story.
"They can't deny they've done
nothing in four years about student unemployment. They can't
deny they have a lousy track
record when it comes to youth."
"That's ridiculous," said
Ethel Blondm Andrew, secretary of state for youth.
"Personally, I have been
working on all of these initiatives
since 1993. I'm very committed,
not just for the election period
and not just for political purposes, but because it's the right
thing to do. We all have families,
we all come from communities
and people need work."
But over the course of its
mandate, the federal government has cut the Canada Health
and Social Transfer Fund to the

ZAHIA QAWWAS (Below Right), Vice-President of Publicity and Promotion for the
Canadian Cysoc Fibrosis Foundation (CCFF), stands next to one of the pnzes that can
be won in the Cystic Fibrosis raffle. The limited eclition print has been donated by
local artist Ron Suchui titled: True Blues and signed by one of the blues brothers Dan
Akroyd.
The first prize in the raffle is a computer, monitor and printer, second pazc is $3200
cash pri7.e, third prize is a spring break trip for two for one week at the Cancun Oasis
in Mexico, the fourth prize is a Microsoft Office 1997 Professional Edition, the fifth
prize is $500 gift certificate to Freeds of Windsor and the sixth prize is the Suchui
limited edition print. All proceeds from the raffle will go to Cystic Fibrosis research.
For people who don't know much about Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is a genetic disease
that affects 1 in 2500 children and young adults in Canada. Most of the afflicted with

•

McMaster University
Summer School

KNOWING

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

provided

Spend your summer @ MAC
Application deadline is April 15, 1997 for
courses taken on a Letter of Permission
• increase your options
• ligtiten your course load
• enrich your program
• evening and some day classes
• full credit classes beginning
May 5, 1/2 credit classes
beginning May 5 and June 23

provinces by $7 billion over
three years. Provinces decide
how much of this lump sum will
be
used
to
finance
postsecondary education. The
cuts have translated into a 30 per
cent increase in tuition fees at
many Ontario universities in just
two years.
And during their first two
years in government, the Jjberals failed to live up to their Red
Book promise to spend S100
million a year on a Canada Youth
Service employment program
which would have placed 10,000
youth to work in community
projects.
From 1994 to 1996, only
5,200 youth of the promised
20,000 - less than 30 per cent

- had participated in the program.
"They didn't promise a lot
and they couldn't eve n fulfil!
that," Story said.
"They're courting youth.
They're trying to pretend that
they're making a difference when
it comes to employment, but
they're not willing to put their
money where their mouths arc
on the issue."
Bruno Roy, president of
the Young Liberals of Canada,
acknow~dged that youth issues
will form part of the Liberal
platform in the next federal election, although he is still unsure
of the exact details or how the
campaign strategy will unfold.

CF will not live past young adulthood. CF causes glands in the body to fail in their
normal function. They produce thick, stick secretions that plug ducts and other
passageways. These mucous "plugs" often occur in the lungs and intestines and
interfere in normal breathing and digestion. To date there is no cure for CP but thanks
to the efforts of researchers, CF children and adults are living longer and healthier lives
than eve~ before. Your sponsorship will yield si~ficant_ benefit~ t? the CCFF. It has
been proiected that three years from now CF will be going to clinical trials for a
control. Now more than ever we need to increase public awareness and fight for a
brighter future for everyone with CF.
Photo l?J James Cmick.shan/e
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Intro classes are available in Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Computer Science, Kinesiology,
Mathematics.
For a complete listing of courses contact:

I
I

The Office of Part-time Degree Studies
McMaster University:
(905) 525-9140, Ext. 24324, 24325 or 24796
or check out our website:
http://www.mcmaster.ca/parttime/index.html
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Than Ducks!

1:

Become a

Courses taken on a Letter of Permission from your home
~ -u_ niversity will count toward your university degree.

n

UNIVERSITY OF

Wl~DSOR

Faculty of Business Administration

-- - -

The University of Windsor
Means BUSINESS!

.,' Acquire Valuable Job Skills

.,,

Improve your marketability
and employability
Complete requirements for

A FREE INFORMATION SESSION
WILL BE HELD IN THE FACULTY
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(Odette Bldg.) Rm. 507 pm Saturday,
April 12, 1997 at 10:00 am - 11:30 am

professional accounting designations
(CA. CMA. CGA)

You can receive an Honours Bachelor of
Commerce degree in four semesters ( 16
months) of intensive full time study

To qualify. you must have successtully
completed a baccalaureate degree with a
minimum average of C+
Commerce degrees can also be

completed through part time study or
1.hstancc education

Please join us to find out more
about this opportunity!
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For further information please:
contact:
Paula Gignac. Undergrad Secretary
Faculty of Business Admimstration
University of Windsor Ph: (519) 2534232, Ext. 3093 Fax: (519) 973-7073
email: gignac6@uwmdsor.ca
Website: http://wwwuwindsor.ca
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•r11e Sweetest 1aboo•

CARISA Sports Weekend
By Michelle Dewar
CARISA rises once again. It is
hard to believe that twelve long
months of struggles and hard
obstacles to overcome, the Caribbean Students Association at
the University of Windsor a.k.a.
CARISA held its annual Sports
Weekend March 21 -22, 1997 and
they are proud to say it was a
tremendous success.
Sports Weekend is an
event that attracts university and
college from around Ontario.
CARISA's Sports Weekend this
year included a Friday night
dance at Club Alouette (featuring DJ's from Toronto like Baby
Blue Sound Crew and King
Turbo). During Saturday afternoon CARISA held a five on five
basket- ball tournament. The
turnout for spectators and participants was overwhelming.
A general consensus of all
those who attended CARISA's
Sports Weekend attest that the
Saturday evening at the Serbian
Center was the highlight of the
weekend. The first part of the
evening began with "The Sweetest Taboo" Culture/Fashion
Show which was hosted by Richard Banton and the music was
by Soul Finger.
Complementing the styles
of 112, The Temptations and
the Jacksons, five sexy men who
proclaim themselves to be In
Essence opened the show, with

their version of 'The Things We
Do For Love" (originally sung
by Horace Brown). Oba, Mike,
Andrew, Steven and Sean entertained the audience with their
dance moves and amazing
voices. U of W student, Robin
Sufi a.k.a. Lord Osiris performed "Unknown Phenomenon" (written by himself).
Tracy Fernandez sang "On and
On" and with her sassy attitude
and strong vocals many could
not believe that it was not Erika
Badu herself.
To add a little change in
the program and hyping the
crowd even more, Do Oat
Dance Agency captivated the
audience with the latest Hip
Hop, R&B, Booty and Reggae
moves. However the show did
not stop there. A gentleman
graced the stage the stage
dressed in black and when he
disro bed the audience was
thrilled to see that it was the
King of Pop or so it seemed. Cle
did a rendition of Michael
Jackson's greatest hits and he left
everyone mesmerized.
After the intermission
Fanta Williams (UWSA president) gave the audience and the
CARISA executive an inspirational speech on the meaning of
keeping CARISA alive and active. Andre Edmund followed
and he dazzled the girls with his
sex vocals and good looks.

Andre had the girls begging for
more. The pace changed a little
with an inspiring poem read by
Coretta Delon which was written by U of W student, Leslie
Smith (also 1863 clothing designer). The atmosphere of the
show was shifted in another direction once again. Windsor's
very own ''Tree Men an a N ex
Set A Gal" danced to the latest
Calypso song (Big Trick). During their scandalous perform ance (which was definitely rated
AA) the men jumped off the
stage and began to wine with
some of the ladies in the audience. They definitely added a
Caribbean Spice to he show.
Alana, Rochelle, and
Carolyn then did a performance
for all the men in the audience.
They stoic the hearts of all the
men when they sang a
Brownstone song acapella. In
Essence appeared once again,
loolcing very sophisticated in
their suits. They serenaded the
crowd with a song by the
Manhattans called "Let's Just
Kiss and Say Goodbye". It was
quite obvious that the girls had
a problem saying goodbye.
The show ended in a very
sediJctive dance performed by
The CARISA dancers. However
one cannot forget about the
great job the models did. Over
twenty-five models showed off
their figures and clothes from

This is living?
By Tanika Holness
Living in residence is chalThe feeling of independence easy task and from as early as
was in the atmosphere, as stu- three years old our mommys and lenging. Especially, when living
dents and their luggage gathered daddys teach us this. How peo- on a budget. If your money docs
by the elevator doors. Everyone ple seem to forget is a strange not go to a replacement ID card
then it is spent on a jacked up
was excited and eager to check and disgusting habit.
The lounge a place to re- phone bill. Bell and many other
out their rooms. Unfortunately,
it was not what I had dreamed. lax, chill out and watch T.V, that's phone services have caused
Instead, 1t was a tight room with what I thought it would be. But, many students to have mixed
feelings. Their servtwo beds, two desks and
a small section to keep
Ullau
i~e is ap~reciated until the bill shows up
clothes. My already
,IJ laaua
fA1a/lat in the mail. Some
graduated friends were
lt,w,.wv
• .,.,., recieve bills anyright after all. Residence
__ J,11,11.
where from two hunis a nice place to meet
dred dollars, being
with other students but,
the least, to about
not a very pleasant place
to live. In fact, it is very
one thousand dollars
and above.
expensive and hazardous
111/f,11,.IA. . /
Clearly, we can
to your health.
•
see that family is beGerms, peeling
.,._
,--.J
ingmissed. To those
walls, dust, and yelling
in this predicament
"flushing" as one finishes
and
who want to cut
using the toilet, so that
the person in the shower would instead it was more like a stor- down the phone bill make your
not get burned, was not my idea age room. From sweaters to last friends, relatives or just about
of "fun". Each day that went mght's dinner is lost and found anybody call you.
As for residence life 1tsdf,
by I was discovering something in our luxurious couches. As you
new. \Vhy someone would leave can see, residence is not a fabu - it is a worthwhile experience, if
the toilet Wllhout flushing (heir lous place to spend your first or your're lucky enough to live
waste is a quesuon I would ltke even second years of university. through it. But, if not hang in
there, the year W1ll come and go
answered. Why can't one just But nevertheless, it is an cxperi
so
fast that you won't have
clean up after rhcreself, and yes encc that can hold many chalenough
time to say 'who forgot
that means flushing the toilet! To lenges.
to
flush
the toilet!'
some flushing the toilet is an

••• Y
ll'OU1u

son,eon•
S
a ,_ ..,.

-·ts ,. •

.,,....out .-1U11H1ing

their
qa •Iii"••

ll'Du/d

stores such as 100 Miles, 1863,
Urban Trade, J. Michaels and
many more.
The night did not stop
there. After a terrific Culture
Show, the night continued with
a finale dance. The dance consisted of over 1200 people with
special guest D.J.'s like Dr. Jay,
Heat Wave, Baby Blue Sound
Crew, ReWJOd and Play and Diny
01 Men. They rocked the
crowed to the early morning.

CARISA appreciates the
hard work everyone has put into
making this such a successful
weekend and year for the organization. To those who attend
Windsor's Sports Weekend next
year and the years to follow,
please take note that the only
official Windsor's Sports Weekend is CARISA's Sports Weekend. KEEP IT REAL. Remember, in Windsor we do not boo,
we clap!

NO MORE

HANGING
AROUND
AIRPORTS.
Never do it again.
Get home with Canada's best student fare offer.

Toronto/Hamilton
to:

one-way

Vancouver/Kelowna

$155

Calgary/Edmonton

$140
$95

Winnipeg

Reservations accepted o nly within 48hrs of departure.
Must pay at time of booking. Fares are non-refundable, nonchangeable and seats are limited. For 12-24 years of age. valid
student photo ID required. Taxes/AIFs extra. Prices subject to
change without notice. For new bookings only.

11118 anStrtll"'f!IU•

lOHOllf~O··

e on1.wA

Y&ltCOUY(l .

• TOIOlllO

•now..• ~. ~
O,UJJlT

WUt

,u,t,

G R f Y H O U N D

...., ••

A I R..

l-800-661-TRIP(8747)
http://www greyhound co
Air Se r vic e provided by KELOWNA FLIGHTCRAFT
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PRETTY PtcruREs (Abo ve) A samele of rhe student
exh1b1t1on running ar the
LcBcl building until the end
of rhc month .
SAY CHE!'SE

$~S/<g>~

LcBel

NEIGH BO U_RJ-I OQ D

Photos l!J Da11t B11koit'c

Pub&Grill
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735 .. 1171

- ·\-bive Rock Band
April 11 & 12-+Juke Box
Thurs. & Sun.
Soft Rock

(Right) -

Another taste of the fine
works currently on display at

To()ffiR; 8urrqeJr.A

Multicultural week successful
By David Knight
Monika Matcl savs that the
UWSA Multicultur~l show was
well attended. The l.JWSA
.Multicultural week's success pro·
motes a feeling of community
and diversity on the U of W campus.
For the whole week the
cltorts o close to 100 volunteers were utilized to bring about
the educational, celebratory nature of the week long event. The
fashion show had been brought
about through the work of
Marcel Edwards, Scana Reid,
Gemma Grey and Kafi Samuels.

•••
~ST:CLAIR
~COLLEGE
OINftm~IH>no.o.oc;v

College & University Graduates
If you are Interested In additional advanced study,

Sl Clalr College Is now offering five new post-diploma
programs beginning September 2, 1997

Full-time (two semesters)
• Faclllty Management (T292)
• Landscape Design (T291)
• Advanced CAD Appllcatlons (T296)
Part-time
• Environmental Technology {T297)
• Geographic Information Systems {T298)
(All classes requiring computers are held
In a lab with 30 P166 computers.
Maximum class size Is 30.)
To register or for admission requirements please contact
the Office of the Registrar, (519) 972-2759,
St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology,
2000 Talbot Road West,
Windsor Ontario, N9A 6S4
For further information,
please contact at (519) 972-2727:
Facility "1anagement- Brian Hucker, Exl 4482
Landscape Design .. Don Tellier, Exl 4457
Advanced CAD Applications •• Frank Perlsslnotti, 4322
Environmental Technology - Nino Sirianni, Exl 4257
Geographic Information Systems - George Vrantsldis, Ext. 4459

web site: http;//www.stclairc.on.ca

Shawna Rolands (volunteer coordinator) talked to all the stu dents and encouraged residence
participation.
"We didn't break even, but
our intention was to provide a
service to the students," explained Matcl.
M tel said that students
have told her and others in
t.;WSA that they would like to
sec the event return. After On
cntation Week, the UWSA
Multicultural Weck was the
year's biggest event Events such
as these for student benefit, account for where some of stu-

dents' fees go.
"This kind of showed everybody how to cclcbr:ue everybody's differences. I know I
learned a lot about other cultures," said Matel.
"The greatest thing is how
all the volunteers came together," said Tamara Baldwin.
"It
was
our first
Multicultural Weck and it was so
successful, I'd like to sec it continue."
A file has been organized
which explained procedures and
pitfalls for this year's event, so
that the event may be even better implemented next year.

Fetish wear frenzy

Continuedfro111 /><JI! 4
"It's sort of like, it won't cost you
much, but you will come back
when we need you,"' says
Denault, 25, who hails from
Cote Ste. Catherine.
Tht.-y hope to do a show
at the Fetish Cafc that would
combine runway strutung 'With
a few "scenes" of people acting
out their fetishes in the outfits.
Taylor and Denault
wouldn't mind seeing steel and
armour become a valid fash10n
statement. This might have
something to do with the fact
that both an: armour experts.

Taylor has built his own suits,
while Denault has an affinity for
swords and daggers.
Though the price tag for
one of the pair's "cheap" steel
corset runs anywhere from $600
to S800, most fetishists arc will ing to pay the price for such a
dominccnng outfit, and consider
It quite reasonable. The two have
been making steel clothing for
about a year, and have just re

Looking for employment?
Try n,luntecring.

the La11ce
is a great place to start

centJy ventured into the realm
of plastic,;,
As far as they know, no
one else is experimenting with
the rancid industrial chemicals
they arc using. To demonstrate
why, Denault gleefully uncaps a
can of latex mould builder to let
its pungent stench of old-milkfcsteri ng-in-a-pile-o f-cat-ti tt c r
permeate the place. The burly
blonde then cranks the top back
on, explaining that many of the
chemicals they arc using arc
mostly used for boat hulls and
such.
But people arc lining up to
get coated in white gunk, and
Chad I..rndnsky is one of them.
In response to Taylor's first
casual mention of plastic clothing in a falafel joint, he asked,
"When can I get cast?"
Two weeks later, Lozinsk)'
is standing in the middle of
Taylor's living room, wearing
nothing but his boxers. The tall,
slim, black-haired bookstorc
clerk can't wait to get con
strained.
"I love being extremely re
stncted m movement and
breathmg," says l.ozinsky, 25.
"I'm not looking for comfort.
Something pa.tofu)
that's what
I want."

Taylor and Denault begin
to cover him io plaster to make
a cast of the corset. White plaster streams down his long, pasty
legs as the cast builds up. When
the plaster reaches its hard state,
Taylor and Denault get ready to
cut Lozinsky out of it.
"Oh come on," protests
Lozinsky. "Give me a couple
more minutes."
The finished product will
be a shinv, black, authenticallvmed1evai corset. Taylor a~d
Denault say they get most of
their inspiration from comic
books and sci-fi movics.
''We're plagiarizing like hell
from comic books," says Taylor
I le thinks the super hero mentality fits just perfectly with most
fetishists.
"All fetishes arc more or
less a dream, they're :i fantasy,"
he says. "\X'ho hasn't wanted to
be a super hero at some point?
Some people arc just perverse
enough to act on it."
So the two tradesman/artisans who met m hell arc promising to make you a superhero
-fora pnce.
Lucifer would he proud.
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PROBLEM TO THE SOLUTION

Not 2 much 4 Much
By David Knight

TIM MAcDoNALD takes the lead during PROBLEM TO THE SOLUTION's now mfamous Changez gig.
Photo f?y David Knight.

Positive response to
Multicultural Show

One of W10dsor's loudest bands,
PROBLEM TO THE SOLUTION, hopes to have their video
at Much Music shortly after their
April 12 CD release at The
Loop.
In addition to near-endless
creative input from the aggressive band's lead vocalist/ drummer Jon Gillies, the video was
otherwise completed by Derck
Boyle, a local producer/ editor.
Boyle said that any ret0oling
done this time on the video for
Cracker, had nothing to do with
anything depicted in the video,
but with sound quality. The
soundttack for the video had
originally come from a DAT
being played into an AVID.
Boyle said the video's sound will
now be extracted from the CD
itself.
"Don] wrote the lyrics and
everything. I had my freedom to
do my shots," he said.
Boyle said he shot an
hour's wortn orfootage at two
locations - Changez By Night

Reading
Revie\V
and...Howe!

have been witness to many 'Cultural Shows' but this was by far
the best. From the multicultural
comedian/ M.C. and all of the
performers, it was well worth the
wait dunng a half-hour delay. All
performers gave me a very good
feeling of the diversity in cultures around the world.
The African drummer and
dancers, the Serbian dancers, the
different representations of European cultures, Native peoples,
East Indian, Spanish and Latin
American performances were all
fantastic. My particular anticipation was met with the exciting
Carribean scenes - due to my
cultural background - which
were astounding.
Hopefully, next year's
show
will
be just the same, if not
VOCALIST, Alana Bridgewater moves the audience at the UWSA
better
for
all of us because this
Multicultural Show.
Photo f:y David Kmght
show was not only entertaining
but educational. The show also
By Quincy Romain
organizers of the Multicultural pointed out to me one important thing: "One Love" among
There were no highlights of the Show Marcelle Edwards, Kaffi
all
nations is essential because
Samuels,
Gemma
Gray
and
UWSA Multicultural Show as
there
is no limit to our ability to
Seanna
Reid)
from
putting
tothe entire show was a highlight.
learn and grow with each other
gether
an
exccllant
show.
It came during a time of
I lavmg attended the uni- as one :,umankind.
unrest on campus where nothversity
since the fall of '93, I
ing was operating to potential.
Ilowcvcr, nothing phased the

by Gordie and Colleen Howe
with Tom Delisle
Power Play Publications, inc.
By Janice Campbell
You don't have to be a hockey
fan to enjoy this story. It goes
beyond the history of the famous Gordie Howe to tell the
story of the Howe family.
It begins with
Gordie Howe as a
child growing up in
the depression years
on the frozen plains of
Saskatchewan. I Iis eventual discovery by the
Detroit Red Wings landed
him in the motor city. This
is where he met Colleen, his
wife and partner for !ife.
They talk about life in
the pro ranks from the perspective of a player and of a
player's wife. It also gives testimony of the I Iowes' four
children; Marty, Mark, Cathy,
and Murray.
This book gives accounts
of all aspects of their lives,
from winning the Stanley cup,
to being proud hockey parents.
The unique thing about
the story is that it is given from
a very human perspective.
While reading, you feel like you
arc sitting down with the
l Iowes as they tell you stories

~nd at the Peabody Building,
across from Hiram Walker's which was distilled into about
four or five minutes worth of
the video. One particular shot he
said was difficult because he had
to hang over the gate of a service elevator to get the desired
shot. The whole thing was
filmed with a hand-held camera
because they wanted a loose,
casual look to the video. In one
instance, Boyle removed the
darkness from some strobe-light
shots, leaving only the harshness
of the light. Close to a hundred
frames were cut for a three second effect.
The main visual change
from the video premiered at
Changez, to the one that may
soon be shown on Much Music,
is that it is now in letter-box format, said Derek Boyle.
Be sure to catch Jon
Gillies, "I l_enry" Blumenreadcr
and Tim MacDonald' PROBLEM TO THE SOLUTION,
April 12at'Tlie Loop. FD\.NGE
opens for them.
from the past and show you
pictures from the family album.
This family does more
than just play hockey. Colleen
started up their own company,
Howe Enterprises, Cathy and
her children show jump
horses, and the youngest son
is now Dr. Murray Howe.
The Howes accomplished a great many things in
their life, and they used their
charitable nature to help others along the way. Everyone
that influenced them,
either positively or
negatively 1s included
as those who shaped
them to be the way
they arc.
But don't
worry, hockey
fans! There is
something for
you as well. After all, it 1s Mr.
I Jockey we arc talking
about. I le expands on being a
Red Wing, and playing in the
NIIL, along with his sons
Marty and Mark. A list of all
his statistics and accomplishments arc included fur you as
well.
This 1s a great book for
anyone who is interested in
hearing about great people. l t
docs not happen very often
today that a wonderful athlete
turns out to be a wonderful
person too. This world n<'eds
more people like Gordie and
his family. They are truly an
inspiration.
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Cassandra in four acts
By Bart Gazzola
The doom of the Greek sybil,
ca~sandra, was that she would
always foretell the future corn:ctly, but would always be disregarded.
·
The latest Visitor in the
Arts. Freda Guttman, presents a
work that deals with that specific
myth. Her March 20 talk at
Artcite Inc. looked at the video
installation, Cassandra: A11 Opera
Four Acts, that will be showing
at Artcite, downtown Windsor,
but also explored her approach
and aesthetic.
These ideas are the ones
that attracted her to using the
myth of Cassandra as an analogy for the position of 'woman'
in the nuclear-family urut. Here,
Cassandra becomes Guttman
who stands for 'every woman'.
In the hectic days of social change lcadjng up to the end
of the millennium, the traditional family urut is alternately
held up as the symbol of how to

i,,

return to a "good" society, or as
the fajlcd structure that is to be
reviled for the social evils that it
has caused mdirectly for being
espoused by society.
From thts old theoretical
argument, Guttman extracts the
perfect contact space to confront
trus issue: 'Tlie I Jome Movie.'
Guttman rojnes her own past to
explore these issues. She begins
at ground zero, and that point
of departures is herself. The
notion of photographs changjng
how we think of memory is not
a new idea to the individual in
the late 20th century. Susan
Sontag, in her seminal book
Photograpf!J pointed out that the
origjnator of memory is often
the photograph. The former is
dependent upon the latter, and
can't exist without it.
The installation consists of
a monumental video projection
on one wall of a home movie of
Guttman and her father and
brother. Of note is the relation-

O,,

:;hip of the players here. The
scene Guttman focused on 1s
found near the end of a looped
sequence, where she is shoved
out of the frame by her father,
her place of privilege taken by
her older brother. On the same
side of the gallery is an old radJO, rerojnisccnt of the days of
Marconi, that has a tiny TV
screen inside that displays again
and again a scene of young gjrl
runrung to Adolf Hitler, marching proudly amongst his staff, to
present rum with a bouquet of
flowers.
He kneels and takes them,
and he pecks her on the cheek.
T he opposite side of the gallery
has three table-like structures
that seem reminiscent of large
speakers, circular, facing upright
on tables legs of beautifu1Jy
crafted wood. Attached to these
are head phones, that the viewer
can put on, to hear in English or
French - what I like to call the
voice of Cassandra - speaking

of the images before us on the
wall, of the notjon of Cassandra,
of the notion of woman.
Freda Guttman makes a
fine Cassandra: she isn't a young,
rage-against-the-machine artist
spitting vitriol at an unjust society. She functions on a subtlety
worthy of her age and maturity.
Cassandra was doomed to foretell the correct future, but not to
be believed, yet she told anyway.
There is always hope that someone might b e Hstening, and
someone might understand and
take it seriously. The view of
Hitler is such an example of trus
subtlety: the female child rushes
up to this male leader, venerating rum like a Roman come to
the Pantheon to place flowers
before their God . He grants her
a moment of his time, more
valuable than she could possibly
imagjne, or so he would seem to
think, via his body language. The
connection between this favour,
and the disfavour implicit in the

home movic of Gutt man's child
self, father and brother, is apparent and unpleasant.
If Guttman is also this
child - a dhtressing analogy, as
she spoke in passing of her experiences as a Jewish woman living in Montreal, and the experience of Anti-Semitism, and
Guttman is old enough that the
Holocaust is not simply newsreel
footage - then the relationship
of the girl child that she was, and
her father borders on the extreme of heterosexism. I lack the
words to express the &sgust that
the apparent con nection between those two relationships
calls up.
. 'Easy to ignore' is what the
Greeks must have thought of
that spastic Delp hic Oracle'wannabe,' Cassand ra, who
couldn't possibly be correct, not
in a million years.

PH-IL COLLINS: In the Round
By Brian Anderson

a Look at Me Now.

Keeping a prorojse has never felt
so good. Upon entering rugh
school eight years ago, Ken and
I made a promtse to each other
that his first concert would be
PHIL COLLINS. N though I
have seen numerous bands, this
performance outranks them all.
VAIUOUS ARTISJ'St
These are two tracks from ilic
After filling out an entry
Pandigm Shift
fitst 121' put out by form, Ken received a call Friday
N
1.
~ h
m orning notifying rum that he
_!,,.E;~e~ttw,!!!!Uma~-""""":'.:--~-::---~·u.tnt;<;it;>t;l..OD.rlc,:ii.Cl0"3lli&S..,.!C..;.ooixmM.ma.·~·~i;:a.,w:c:.aaa_,,,-, nacT indeed won tickets to see

1",.., _ _

Thisassemblage:Qfmuskl s..m

~citingQPPOttu.nity t o ~
the u.ntcleaged works of
Subc()nciou, Commu.ni<;a..
tion$~ ~ tecotd label/
tcoordingsrudk>/~<:ig-$)'nth
collection/ pnbli$1\etl film
~ and r ~ te:ai;n. founded

by Dwayne GoctW of
SKINNY PUPPY and <:ur*
rclltly mililt..Uned by bantlinl\tt
cEvin Key. Be~ ~ i n - ren<ftd to u.~ i'Pa.tadigm Shift"
as a title of 'll future~ d:iis
GD ~cts as ii tribute to the la~
bd's foundec
If you're familiar with

SK1N1'1'Y PUPPY. or any of
their sick projects; this disc is
simply a. treat. For any fan of
decttocic tnU$iG it is a. diverse

collccuon of great music that
you won't grow tired of. The
source of this <liversity is that

some of the SKINNY
PUPPY side prc,ject:s, as found

oo this comptlarion. were ej..
thc.r created as an opponunity
fur its mClllben to wotit with
<>*her trnl$iclans, or to produce
music that doesn't .6t into the
realm of SKl,NNY PUPPY's
style. The musre ranges. from
the hard te<:hno of Goe:ttel's

solo project,. 'Aduck' to the
~cctrnnic 1tlayhern
of
DOWNLOAD. and the experimental atmosph~nce of
DEAD VOlCRS ON AIR.
There are ev~n ~ couple of
new hands included. that have
just signed to the label. Ooly
two t.racks on the album had
been previou sly released.

tioas. Some oi the orhet

., ~ tmd~$tududefhose,

l>y TiiB Tat\R GARDEN
~dOO'lJBTlNGTfIOMA&
There 1$ ~ 4 new mGk ~y

SKJNNYPUPP~~edM,/t.
Thi$ is an«~tiat~(e
ioranyon(l$ c~®tMt hu
ever 4ncied decu-®k m'U.$ic.
This it the product of mastm

PI-fil COLLINS: In the Round,
at the Palace of Auburn Hills on
Monday. Our bus arrived 4 5
minutes late but we entered the
concert as Phil was singing Take

genre that ,hi>uld .not
be ign<>ted.
- JiPGrltfll

Supporting
PH IL
COLLINS was a delightful brass
ensemble that featured some
very energetic t rumpet, tromb o ne and saxopho ne players.
T rus sounded fan tastic on tracks
such as One More Night, Do You
Ren,ember, and S111111dio. He also
belted out a number of songs
from rus latest album Into the
l .ighi.
The rughlight of the show
was an electrified rendition of
In the~ir Tonightin which he disp layed his drumming prowess.
Words cannot describe the effect
that this song had on me. I guess

waiting 8 years to see someone
allows you to feel excited when
he excels. His energy was contagious as the audience left their
seats often to dance along.
The encore featured a stirring version of Take Me Home in
wruch the crowd sang back-up
for most of the song. I t was an
incredible evening in wruch the
soun d of P H IL COLLINS'
voice bellowed thrnugh the Palace, often leaving chills rolling
down my spine.
Promises arc usually meant
to be broken, but in this case, a
promise was a prorojse. T hanks
a million Keo.

()f' t~

Canterbury College

HELMET:

University of Windsor
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9
~~n.gliam !l(esitfmtial!JIJ:aaemic Community
~ t e t fwitli. tlie 'llni:versitg of'Windsor

Aftettaste

lnteucope
HE.U{E':r's- 3 y~ absence to
the alterna-metal oceoe has £i.
nally ended with an aptly titled
5th release. which may prove
to be their biggest album yet.
HELME1' $hine on tracks like
Driving N1J_.'-. Ha111Jltrr md
Hirth D,jtd. Not as heavy ~
thtir first record Sttap lt On
but far from the dullness of
their last Betty thls is a fr~h

oewHdmei.

Page Hamiltoll (rocals/
gµitar) ch,ose to 1'tt0fd all the
guitars on the entire disc and
Chris Tn.ynor (formerly-of
ORANGE9MM) will join the
band on their late spring tour.
This :album will not make

•

•
•
•

Single Students' Residences

Married Students' Residence

Furnished single rooms on campus
sharing kitchen, common room,
bathrooms, and laundry room
from 5 to 12 residents per house
no meal plan purchase required
Direct computer hook-up to U of W
avail. in 48 air conditioned rooms

O Unfurnished apartments, all one
bedroom, for married students only
O Across from the Leddy libnsry &
Facuity of Law
O Safe, clean location, on campus, in
a residential area near the riverside
parks

HELMET My bigget of a
band thru) they were years ag<>.
Whit it will do is rctUm the

gt:oup mto the cars of thcitplltic.nt fans. Rather than an ''Af*
ten:aste" trunk of this record
simply as The Rcb.irthl

- &,a11 Dnpnu

l'Je.XTWteK

Even more CD Reviews

Parking available

APPLY AT
CALL
FAX

OR WRITE
WEB SITE

*

Serious Students Preferred

172 Patricia Road
(519) 256-6442
(519) 256-3382

Email canter@uwindsor.ca
http:// www.uwindsor.ea/general/canterburyI
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1996-97 Lancer year-end awards
Ceman, Nolan, and
Cunningham top winners
at L ancer awards banquet
The Lancer Athletic Department ter's of Kinesiology Sports Adheld its 1996-97 awards banquet ministration carrying an 11.2
on Thursday April 3. Channel Grade Point Aavcrage.
nine sportscaster Tony Doucette
The Demarco Trophy is
and former Windsor Lancer and presented annually to the top
1984 Olympic semi-finalist in male and female students who
the 400m hurdles, Dr. Andrea best combine athletic ability and
Steen were M.C's for the academic achievement. This
evening.
year's male winner was Derek
Dao Ceman and Mike Michels of Men's Volleyball.
Nolan shared the Olympic Derck, though suffering an inShield which
jury earlier in
goes to the Outthe season, led
standing Male
the Lancers to
Athlete of the
post - season
Year. Ceman,
play. Derck
also a member
also found time
of the CIAU
10 maintain an
All - Canadian
astounding
hockey team,
12.6 Grade
finished first in
Point Average
the OUAA scorin his fourth
iog, was voted
year of Human
Most Gentle Kinetics.
manly Player and
Dan Ceman
The Banwas
named - - - - - - - - - - - - ner Shield. prcMVP in ilie OUAA West. His sented to the Outstandiiig Felist of achievements continues as male Athlete of the Year, was
he was chosen to represent won by Jodi Beaugrand who
Canada in the inaugural World played for Women's Volleyball.
University Hockey Champion- Her play throughout the year
ship held this past Friday at Joe earncred her All-Star positions
Louis Arena. I I1s play has also at every tournament this season,
resulted in a call up to the Keo- and she was named to the
tucky Throughblades of the AHL. OWIAA All-Star team for an imM i k e
prcssivc fourth
Nolan
was
time. Jodi is
named All-Canagraduating this
dianinTrackand
year and her
Field and he caps
leadership, and
his five year .
dedication will
Lancer career
be
sorely
with numerous
missed.
accolades. At the
The AllOUAA's he won
Can ad i an
gold in the hurAward is the
dies, and silverin
most prestigshot put, long
ious indiV1dual
jump, and the
honour be4x200m relay. - - - - - - - - - - - - stowed on CaT he CIAU Championsips saw nadian University Athletes, and
Mike take home silver in the hur- 16 Lancers were honoured this
dies and shot put, and was the season. Along with Ceman,
runner-up for MVP of the meet. Nolan, and Cunningham these
Mike's career has seen five On- Lancers wert. recognized as Alltario Championships and one Canadian: Cross-Country, Missy
National Championship in 1992- McCleary and Andrew Hahn;
93.
Football, Chris Church and Dan
Dana Cunnjogham, this Comiskey; Men's Soccer, Doug
year's
Female
Oberholzer;
DeMarco Trophy,
Track and
was
named
Field, Matt
Acadamic All-CaCodrington,
nadian, CrossStephanie
Country All-CanaGouin, Tracy
dian and OWISSA
l liggs, Simon
AU-Star in Track
Hoggett,
and Field. I fer
P a u I
unprecendeotcd
Kuranstio performance at
Mills, Kyle
the O\V/IAA meet
Rob i o son,
included complctScan Ryan,
ing the 1000,
R
c
h
1500m, and the
Tremain.
3000m events. She is also a Mas-

,..--- -~~""""-~P.!""""'

OusTANDING ATHLETE -

Mike 'Jolan at the recently held CIAU Championships.

Other awards
The "N' Awards are presented claimed three of them. Garrod
to supporters of Lancer athlet- has been with the highly successics who have contributed to the ful Lancer Track and Field team
planning, orgamzatlon, presage, for cigh years. .
and calibre of athletics over a
League Coach of the Year
prolonged and diversified sport honours went to Mr. Rick
effort in any of the following Cranker of men's hockey. He
categories: men's athlct.1cs, wom- was named the O UAA West
en's athletics, friends and alumru Coach of the Year for the secof the university. Five "A" ond straight year and the third
Awards were handed out, with time in hts career.
University of Windsor President
The Dave West Awards
Dr. Ron Ianni receiving the first. are presented to the OutstandHe was welcomed by a heart
ing Sport managers based on
warming standing ovation for Individual Activity and Overall
his tremendous support of Service. Mike Kaintz, is the winLancer initiatives over his years ner for being the manager of
as president. The other "N' women's cross country and track
Awards were given to Dr. Rich- ~od field teams, and men's
ard Price, Dr. Jim Weese, Dr. hockey team manager Jeff
Andrea Steen, Dr. Robert Ralston was given the other
Boucher.
award presented to the men's
The Gino Fracas Coach- sport manager.
ing Award was given to Mr. Don
The Moriarty Academic
G-arrod who coached track and Team of the Year is given to the
field. For the second straight team with the highest overall
year. Coach Garrod's hurdlers academic average. The women's
dominated in the CIAU Finals. basketball team beat out the
With four All-Canadian spots men's cross country for this
ava1lable, Garrod's hurdlers year's award.

ranee~~
1996-97 Most
:Y.'aluabl.e....Elnye~s- ,~~
Women,• Basketball:
Georgia Ri&n1ta
Men's Basketball:
Geoff Stea<l

Women's Cross Country:

Missy McCleary
Men's Cross Counuy:

Mruk Kiteley
Football;
Rob McIntyre
Golf.
Ale~ Kerr
Men's Hockey:

D2nCeman
Women>s Hockey;
Lana P11rsons
Women's SoQ;e,::
Kendal Eady

Men•s Soccer.
Doug Oberholzer
Men•s Tuck & Field~
MikeNofan
Wo.ments Ttack & Field:

Stephanie Gouin
Men's Volleyball~

J~es Gravelle
Wotnen7s Volleyball:

Jodi Beaugrand

Fifth year awards
Fifth year a'W'atds arc presented
to athletes who have compl~ a five year career :;t the
University of Windsor
Jodi Bcaugtand - Volleyball

Carlo Capaldi-Hocker
Ann-Mat:ie Catey - Cross
Country, T~ck & Ficld
Chris Church - Fo<ltball
Andrea Favero - Soccer
1·raq I liggs - Traek & Field

Judith Lornc - Volleyball
Ky:k: l\foMillan I Jockey
Mike Nolan Ttack & Ficld
(Right), seen here at the CIAU Championship,
was named OWISSA All-Star in Track and held.
P/,o/o '7f Anclrtu• Toms

DANA Cu:-.:-,:1:,...GHAM

Kyle Schultz Track & Fidel
Andy Vasily r~otball
Mic:ili. W~~n~ • Football
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Lancer rookie of
the year awards
By Sheila Windle
The Rookie Department Head,
Dr.Joanne MacLean, introduced
a new award this year. The Lancer
Rookie of the Year Award acknowledges the performance of
the top Female and Male Lancer
Rookies of the Year.
This year's Female v,rinncr
1s Racquele Drummond was a
member of the Women's Volleyball Team. She was also named
the OWIAA West Rookie of the
Year. Drummond graduated

Well the basket ball play-offs
loom large like a comet in the
sky. The question that arises
from this fact is where will I he
Pistons be when the play-offs
begin?The answer lies within the
Pistons.
Right now the Pistons are
battling for either the fifth or the
fourth, possibly even the third
(don't hold your breath) spot in
the East. The competition may
be fierce on the court but position for play-off seeding in the
East is fiercer. Everybody is in
a race to avoid the Chicago Bu/1.s,
a team that not only has the first
seed but is expected to reach the
finals as the East representative.
But posing a larger problem for
the Pistons could be the Atlanta
oug t e 1sto11s ave
posted a 3 and O record against
the HOJ1 kstrus year, the play-offs
are a different story.
In all likelihood the Pistons
will face the Atlanta Hawks. This
wilJ cause severe problems for
the Pistons since their front line
is as thin as a sheet of paper. The
front ltne v.ri.11 have to match v.,its
v.,;th Atlantas' daunting duo of
Christian Laettner and Dekembe
.Mutombo. Mutombo alone
should immediately deter Grant
Hill from his slash and burn
styles to the basket, forcing him
1
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Mitchell Blurred line between
honoured right and wrong
By Peter Somers

from Brennan High School in
Windsor and ts in her first year
of Sociology.
This year's Male Wmner is
Andrew I lahn. This graduate of
London South placed seventh at
the OUAJ\ Championship
where he was the first freshman
finisher. Hahn also was selected
to the All-Canadian team based
on his 13 place finish in at the
National Championships in
Montieal.

There's a hawk
on my piston!
By Sammy Younan

-

.Mt• .Bill Mitchell was a Sport
Therapist at the UDiversity Qf
Wm<!sor for imnyy~ He
~~ a\\"ay earlier tlli~ ·~r.
but :.s a uihute w his contJ:i..
bution to LJlft/:tf' athletics, a
~w award c2Ued the Bill
Mitchdl Sports Therapy
Aw~ ~ beeo instituted in
hishooour.
This year's winner ia Jeff
lblston, theraplst fot the

Men's Hockey 'Tam.
Th.is aw-.ud is presented
to the student therapist who
has exhibited exceptional skills
io athletic thcra~y and h2s
shown outstandiilg commit~
mcnt to bis or her team.

A plaque in tributcr.oB.ill

to shoot the jumper. Do you
want to live and die on Grant's
jumper?
One problem that has surfaced is Piston's coach Collins'
problems
with
Oris
Thorpe(OT!). If OT sulks like
he has 10 the past he could be
listed as rrnssing m actions in the
play-offs. OT is the key to the
series since his play will have to
offset the play of Mutombo and
Lacttner. Grant Hill has to step
up, especially after an embarrassing senes last year with Orlando.
But again against a front line like
Atlanta's, how much Hill can do
remains to be seen.
In the back court Atlantas'
dynamic duo of Mookie
Blaylock and Steve Smith match
well with Detroits' distinct du
of Joe Dumars and Lindsey
Hunter. This pair of guards
should cancel each other out.
In the cod the series could
boil down to home court advantage. The Hawks have shown
they can protect thetr floor, so
thfa might be the key. Lately the
Pistons have been like the Washington Bullets, talent with no dire.ction. It's time to pull your
socks up boys, and get with the
program. Champions act like
Champions, and even better,
play like Champions.

CENTRE

Mitchell will remain in the
spoxts therapy clinic

Stone Cold Steve Austin attacks
a wrestler from behind; They
cheer. Kevin Nash and Scott
Hall stage a pseudo-takeover of
WCW, complete with baseball
bats and nightsticks; They cheer.
Rocky Maivia, a self-proclaimed
"people's champion" sings the
praises of a healthy lifestyle and
being honest; They boo him
mercilessly.
The new reality in the
world of professional Wrestling
is too boo the living daylights out
of anyone that represents decency and integrity.
Take Bret Hart for example, in the name of family values, Bret reunites with his rencgad e brother Owen. In the
process, he denounces the state
of wrestling, using terms like
"vtolent" and "disgusting". He

has since been called a
"crybaby", and is hated by
American fans. Why?
He returned to the World
Wrestling Federation even after
an incredibly lucrative offer from
WCW The lines drawn between
"good" and "bad" were blurred
then, and he attempted to rise
above the crowd and restore
some class to the sport he so
richly blesses. Unfortunately, he
failed, and the "heel" and
"babyface" monikers that have
long been associated with wrestling have completely disappeared.
While some may cheer
when a 120-pouod woman is
shaken like a rag-doll, I myself
am disturbed by trends that may
eventually cause the downfall of
the sport that I love. Let's hope
common sense prevails.
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By David Knight

W

hen we see Ireland on the news, it is
usually because of some act of violence.
Despite the outbreaks of violence, there
is a side of Ireland that is under represented. We're
more likely to see those who are encouraging violence than those who are weary of it. To talk to
someone from Ireland, it seems that the division
between Catholic and Protestant isn't as clearly defined as often shown tn the news. Non-practicing
Catholics and non-practicing Protestants seem to
be more interested in a good career and a good life
for themselves and their families than continuing a
conflict which may have begun before them, and
they had no say in.
Sharon Dickson is from Lisburn, county Antrim, Northern Ireland. The social science major
attends the University of Windsor on an exchange
prograrn ..from ffieLJnivcrsityof Derby. Her father
is a coal merchant. She was brought up Protestant.

GROWING UP
"I remember when I was very young, stepping out my front door, and there were loads and
loads of army trucks. This was the British army,
originally brought in to protect the Catholics. Once
the civil rights movements had been met with force,
all Hell broke loose," said Dickson.
"The British government said, they'd send in
the army and they'd stand as a peace keeping force.
It didn't turn out like that. The IRA (Irish Republican Army) turned against the British army and saw
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WHAT CAUSE?
"My sister's brother in-law was shot by the INLA
(Irish '\Jationalist Army). They're like an off-shoot
of the IRA. they're even more radical. The struggle
isn't enough for them. What the IRA said was that
,· anybody who took up a uni form for the British was
~ Civilians were never targets for the IRA, in
tK~ ·.~1esto. The INLA said that if it means
g~ift.t.~a Protestant church at night and wiping
t(iem airout, that's what they're going to do," said
Dickson.
"My sister's brother in-law was killed by them
over a snooker match. He won a snooker match in
a Catholi~ bar. There were guys there who were
'eonneJ\1\1. ~ y told him at the end of the night
them as targets, because they thought they should after a. fi~~.
~.\~~~token out_ this snooker n:iatch
keep out," she said.
apparerttly;
big money on it and things had
"I was watching all these things on TV, but gotten
cause he was holding his own my life was still normal. It wasn't until my teens, I 'We'll n~rget this.'
started to sec the ways people were entrenched, and
"} le and his cousin Kenny, who was a race car
you heard rumours of people you went to school driver, had gone to the funeral of a UDR officer.
with, ,;'ho were inv~l.ved in paramilitary gro_ups.
Derek and Kenny wcce;:een at the UDR funeral. A
These pararruhtary groups were looking f~r guy who had b e e ny*
the
. IRA," said Dickson.
young guys - 16, 17, 18 year ~Jds - i to recr':11t
"They~tarted
.
one calls, saying that
~cm. So _there we~e fellas fro~ vt~.~~:etow:u$, Clt- they'd ~.~
~.ln ai.:t. .D
funeral and they were
1~s, all b~mg recruited, by _whichever s
.. at par- going to ~ e y 6;1~ Kenny. H~ had a garage t1cular village, town, or city be.·longe~ ~ t , a gas staUo(\,~~fijs.
· wa.s shot 1n the fore-court
one of them, ~ho I never )mec. ·w.· ·.·.a..
Jvedl,
w ·.s of t·.hat, one 'Su~~..oo.n i~ front of his kids.
put away for life ~o yeats--"att, >
be : 1:_J So Kenny wa~Eti..~,Md 1ns1de of a matter of
volve~, apparently, 1n the ~kathsJ!) . ·. pe'? . m,onths, Derek got ~a/well.
1 remember the ~tones
JJ could"see were
."He got it in front
TV of some guy being shot
•
\
\
1
of his three young sons.

ff!J.r .

!ft>.

on'H

walking down th~et. anJ,
then he ~s arrcs <. , ~~.,c.~.

An'

nccted wt~ all these ,wlis.
I thought, My Godt How: does

H~
dead {t's just to ·. .
~ boots..

. · ~. ., .
.,
ordf1c. This guy xas JUSf''f
,.n w;brlr1 and?en

oneef hi .on

s ;usr- - - - ,

a baby in a cot. His oldest son Andrew, who was
eight, rang his grand-

s?mebody get sucked itito. !hl.·
.. (
. . . . . .·
E h e , afte, they left.
kind of crap?'
,. . .
• I )"f'J
:"':J
- •
said 'Bad men shot
came down to tn..(H!ad .~~t · . . f
OJ
S
m.y <Jada.' It was _on the
of this stre~t one day, a~d there o:f'.''' ... ",
• "7hat a ~ . -BBC and everythmg bewas a guy lymg dead. Lying dead
•
•
cause the CID (Central
by the s~de of ~he r?ad, ~.th.his
uncl;igpi.ie
Investigation Departmotorbike beside him. He« Just .
.
f
mcnt) said it was incredbecn shot by the IRA apn.arently, 10 thjs old cot- ible how much he could tell them about the guys
tage, that I walked by eve~y. Itwas ¥1 old stone who shot his father.
cottage, and had beco~e .&ttly clilapidatcd.. ~ppar"It wasn't anything for their struggle. It was
ently the IRA had sat tn th~ ruiht, wa1ung for 'Derck we're here to shoot you.' They shoot him in
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , , this guy, because he was 10 the UDR (Ulster the leg first, then they shoot him in the arm. They
Dcfcns~ Regim~nt)."
.
prolong this as long as they can in front of the kids.
D_1ckson_ s_aid many Pro~esta~ts arc part-urnc Andrew had hid, but they pull him out by his legs
UDR, 1n addition to other Jobs tn the day. She and tell him to look at his father."
says it's usually done for extra money more than
politics. Whatever their reasons for being in the
DOWN THE ROAD
UDR, it still makes them targets in their hometown. They aren't ever assigned to go with the The tragedy of this conflict is that it is neighbour
British Army overseas and when their shift is done killing neighbour. Someone from a town five or ten
miles down the road may be responsible for killing
they go home, not to any army barracks.
"(The man] was going to work as usual. a neighbour or a relative. Neither side of this conThey waited-out for him. They shot him. Then I flict seems any better than the other: atrocities have
was coming along, and a sheet had just been put been committed by both.
"ln the historical context of it all, there is no
over him. All I saw were his work boots. I couldn't
get that out of my head. All I could sec were his doubt that my sympathy lies with the Nationalist
boots. He was dead. It's just to me, horrific. This community, even though 1 was brought up a Loyalguy was just going to work, and then he's lying ist. I'm saying that logically, if you know the history
dead by the side of the road. What an end. What of Ireland, you've got to know that there were inan undignified end. I just couldn't get out, the justices done, and that the Protcst1nts when they
picture in my head, of his boots just there, stick- had the province to themselves - it was like an
ing out. I had to walk past him, so I could go and independent province that was linked to Britain
get on this bus, with all this activitv, with the po- which had its own government - was like a miniature South Africa. It was an apartheid system," said
lice and everything,'' said Dickson.
"About 15 minutes after I got onto the bus, Dickson.
"A wav has to be found to assimilate the Catho
the old cottage -what was left of it- blew up.
They had not only shot him, they had left a bomb lie minorit): into public life. Jf all citizens had been
in there, knowing that later on when thl'y were kept happy since 1922, we wouldn't be in this posigone, there would be soldiers and police about tion. The minorit) wasn't treated fairly. A momkr
was created. It's time for both sides to find their
and it would get them," she said.
"I knew people\\ ere shot, but I had never common middle ground," she said.
seen it. But you still think your life is normal be
L-A_l_a_m_p_po_s_t_is_u_sed
__b_y_th_e_th_r_e_e_m_a_i_o_r_pa_rt_i_e_s_.___ cause you're not involved."
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Windsor, affirm's its role as an agent of social change,
pcrformtng both an educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the Canadian
Univcrsiry Press.
1) The I ~mce's primary mandate is unbiased, fearless recording of fact. But, it must be demonstratable fact,
with sources to support it. Connicting sides of a dispute aretreated objectively and with balance. Sources
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2) News is sometimes received with the understanding
the source is not named. It may bt: used if the source is
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us.
M~~ Ali WM t:h$t

figiltct f<n:our par~t g~tion. From the 6<Ys. when ~
~ to his rise. in fame ®<i

power in the 1o•s and his retirement.in the SO"s, Ali w:as the
fjghtct

for their generatioo.

He took identity from
t~ fact that k W'.iiS bla<;k re..
sulting in support from a black
generation hungry fot leaders>
and hnogrler still for freedom
from the oppressive 60's. His
fame grew with his l~ndary
battles with 'Smokin" Joe

Frazier. Ali was tough> an
Wlstoppable forceof pee®<!
brutality. Oh sure, his ego Wa$
dangerously out of ro.nttol,
threatening his "image" but
this i$ not S-O much what peo-,
ple will remember about Ali
Theywill tffllember that
he was a fighter. who not only
fought mthe ritlg, but in Ufe.
Hestoodfor good thiugs. willm&fy or l.fflWillingly (the burden
of .h:Aving fans) and the people cheered when he sue·

ceeded.
Pot our ~tio.o Out
fighttt.wr.s Rodc:y IWbol\. Oh
sute Rocky wa$ fictfonaJ.
though hi$ battlts wete not,
B a t t l e $ ~ ~ •tt\18.•·
gli,lgto ~ me<:oog !)«)•
pk'• ~ s , . thcseue all
battle:$ p«iple fa(e <>n a · ~

ba$is. R«ky~ ~ t beta\J$(!
he wa. ekvatcd from .ha Mid-

dle d~s• surroundings, to
Wghet more (Otnfo.nable
ground. But eve.n Rocky
sh<>wl!d there's more than that.
Rocky w~ the good guy
who fought and won more

IT" CUTAINL'f S/,'Qfll!Jie

WHEN YO<d UH
t)CPECTIWCY I~ OIVLY
SYEA/iS". to/JT /'f/OOJE
A&G SCHEOUUO ~OR

KhTMtwTH.

TheTigtdmttg$smiks topeopl~s faces aod sudd~ ~~
pie ate mo~t~ to doi~cted..

-·

~

ibk ~.•likt Rock~
Arid tlw ~.ttion lost
and without God o.r hope
needs a fightet. Som«>ne hwo

.) y;

is retogni:i:«l a$ .t reil good
guy. Guys like \lh.yne Gretzky

are way too ofd top ('lctte the
young. And there is- an ugly
rumour that Mkhael Jord~ .is
humaa. Evi:n this n<;W crQp of
boxeis fail& o capture the imagioati-0n and heatts of the
tution Ali and Rocky ttan ~
scended their sport and be.
came more ~n boxers, they
became symbol$ of victory. .
Today boxers like Milce
Tyson represent everything
that~ gone wrong with boxing2od ftg4ters. Crim
cor-

aoo

ruption sunound TysonJilte a
new lovers blush. While his
btUtality .i$ quick to rally supp<)ttet"S. 'lyson hts a lot t<> do
if he is to be elevated to the
nob 0£ Ali and Rocky.
This ge~ott needs a
nghtet. It ~ t ~ t t e t jf ~·s
a miootity; though it h~ i$, hi$
~ t~u.ldromeftomhl$

pe<>pJe and his cultut~. A
tighter whq is clearly~gQ(Kf
gn6y: SotnC()tK wh<> make$ you
<h~. geu you excited aboUt

~ . make$ y<Ju.. see tht
fight.

Any<>ne Some<>ne. This
generation. need$ a fight~.

Letters to the Editor
Lance should follow
their mission statement
Dear Editor,
The mission statement of the
unce"affirms its role as an agent
of social change, performing
both an educative and activist
function."
This was certainly true in
the 60's, when the paper fought
against nuclear testing and pollution by big business. If this is
true today, publishing a tobacco
ad is not only hypocritical, it is
unconscionable in the light of
what is currently known about
the adverse effects of smoking.
As an agent of social
change, the l.Ance has a responsibility to students, and a professional responsibility as an instrument of the media, to take the
appropnatc stance on this issue.
The Globe and Marl (along with
other national publications) blatantly refuses to pnnt such ads.

What is the connection between
the sudden appearance of full
colour photos and the concurrent full-page Player's advertisement? Clearly, printing this ad
is not serving to effect positive
social change, whatever revenue
it may be bringing in.
In an educative role the
l.Ance should be concentrating
on anti-smoking campaigns. It
would have the full support of
the biology, biochemistry and
nursing departments, all of
which would be interested in
contributing up-to-date information to the campaign. University students are vulnerable to
pressure to begin or continue
smoking, yet as educated people
we should be sending a clear
message that smokmg is dangerous and endorsing tobacco companies is not acceptable.

As far as activism is concerned, the Lance could draw on
student and faculty support to
eliminate carcinogens and other
toxins from the air in the CAW
Student Centre and the Grad
House, popular areas which are
often intolerable to non-smokers.
Rather than sell out to
wealthy tobacco interests I hope
the unce will choose to educate
Windsor's students and help to
change this widely accepted but
deadly habit.

Sincerely,
Danese Eberewein
Fourth Year Honours
Biology

Tuesday, April 8, 1997
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Letters about the strike were off the mark
Dear Editor,
Now that the strike is over, it
may be possible to look at the
larger issues within which this
action was played out.
During the strike, there
had been quite a few letters from
students castigating the strikers
for thefr stance in refusing a
rolJback of part-time wages
from $13/hr to $10/hr. To
quote from one letter to the
LAnce, "I know students who
would be glad to seize the opportunity to work for $10/hr."
I'd also heard this same putdowns from ordinary workers
out in the community.
Well, forgive me, but I
can't help remarking: What is it
with you people?
It would have been rational to note that the affected

operation, food services, is a
stand alone operation that must
support itself, and then argue the
point from there. But incredibly, this was not what we were
hearing.
Other than complaints
about the inconvenience and disruption occasioned by the strike,
we witnessed a focus on the union's unwillingness to accept the
rollbacks; claims that, in fact, the
rollbacks were quite acceptable,
in a sector in which full-time
permanent work is a shrinking
commodity.
In reply, I offer a lesson
from Linda McQuaig's book,

Shooting the Hippo.
All these unemployed people will also serve as a constant,
scary reminder to those lucky
ones who remain employed:

don't be too demanding, accept
a pay cut if necessary, remember that there are many people
out there who would love to
have your job.
Selody, a Bank of Canada
economist is fairly explicit about
what he considers to be the merits of unemployment. In "Technical Paper No. 54"... he urges
that unemployment "acts as a
signal to individuals to change
their expectations about future
wage and salary increases."
He even goes on to suggest that if workers fail to pay
attention to these signals, by
moderating thetr wage demands,
it will be necessary to increase
the levels of unemployment further, to drive the message home
harder.

Just
recently,
Alan
Greenspan, the U.S. equivalent
to our Governor of the Bank of
Canada, complained to Congress that the unemployment
rate was not high enough. Too
many people employed makes
for an economic climate that investors find uncongenial.
In the financial community, there is no illusion about the
issue: full employment is bad for
business, especially the investment business. The sign of a
thriving economy is not people
with secure jobs and the sense
of well-being that this provides,
but lugh returns on investments.
We are led to believe that
the latter leads to the former, but
people like Sclody and
Greenspan know otherwise.
There is a move in financial cir-

des to declare unemployment
rates of 8-10% as "normal."
Indeed, as McQuag notes, there
is a term for trade-offs of this
kind: the "sacrifice ratio." In this
way of framing things, when the
investment community posts
record profits while unemployment is high, and the only
growth in the job market is in
'Mcjobs,' the universe (and university?) is unfolding as it should.
If we are going to have a
debate, lets have a debate on
these things.

Sincerely,
Vito Signorile

Just the bare facts .ma'am
By Guenter Holweg

Wow summer is almost here and
this year there will be something
different to be seen at our local
beachcs. A few months ago, a
bill was passed that would allow
women to run around public
beaches topless in this area.
This issue was both argued
for and against by members of
- ,bJlOJ1crrhrsst::"exxiccisrtbn:c:tilirc:c-v.'C"c-iii'l-l-<Q~&:L:--.caL.Co>.tt.LISome women figure men go topless so why shouldn't they? After all, are we not trying to become a more equalitarian society? Others argue that this is just
another way to demean women

even more than they already are. they did not once possess. They
We have to also note that a are no longer forced to keep
woman, and not a man, started their tops on if they really do not
this push toward toplcssness.
want to! You see, it's called freeAs far as tlus writer is con- dom of expression. The peoceroed, what is the big deal? If pie who are against this law arc
women want to bare more than expressing themselves in a difusual, then go right ahead! Now, fercnt way, verbally. When you
I already hear the words 'male look at some of the swim wear
chauvirust_pig' comio from the that is out there on the beaches,
11.aa.ddlicie~s' locker room, ut-=ri- -yeu wonder why they even both
ously, I do not give a rat's ass wearing these suits in the first
about whether women want to place. I sometimes wonder
do this or not. It is solely their about people whom are all out
decision, and not that of any against laws like these, are they
politician. All this law does is in some way embarrassed with
gives that choice to women that what God gave them?

Aftcrall, when Adam and
Eve were created they were totally naked! Now think of it, 1f
Adam and Eve did not turn to
temptation, we would all be running around naked and not
clothed! You see, clothing is just
a cover to hide what we seem to
be embarrassed about... our bodies! Now that some want to
show wnat ey nave been hiding for all these years, POW,
some uptight anti-sociaJities
want to flap their lips around and
put down the freedom of expression.

But when you think about
it, that is what makes this country great! For we have the right
and freedom to express our
opinions about somethmg and
will not get burned at the stake
for! I know as a writer that I am
very happy about this nght, otherwise I would have to be writing about thin~ like textbooks _ __
for schools to use instead o f saying my two cents worth! So just
remember, watch what you
want, because you might be infringing on someone else's
rights.

More thoughts after the strike
By D avid Knight
It was very convenient for students who are in thts city for only
four to six years - essentially,
an impermanent population to feel that permanent residents
with families, property and other
ties to the community, should
have caved in for the benefit of
students who have no stake in
this city.
For most students, Windsor isn't a home: it's a stepping
stone to somewhere, or something else. Most students think
that a degree guarantees them a
job, but this is not so. Everything
depends on the market forces the demand for whatever skill a
particular degree represents.
What happens though, 1s that if
the demand is low, or not there
at all, a student is pushing a
broom , pumping gas, or working a "McJob."
We as educated students
should be very careful about using terms such as "unskilled position" to justify a belief that
someone should be making Jess
than they arc. This would be a
gross error i~ observation, best
described as "the cliusm of the
educated" wherein it is thought
that because of a degree one is
above the labour of others. I 1
doesn't make sense for someone
to get paid less for work which
is devalued because a degree is

not required and an "educated"
individual thinks it beneath
them.
Students seemed to think
the union was using students as
ammunition against the administration. It was more likely the
other way around. Think of how
many students had threatened
strikers. Think of how few students had threatened administrators. Now, who was using us as
ammunition against who?
Maybe it was harder for most
students to call admm1stration
types "assholcs" because they
wore suits and ties.
I was as ttred of the strike
as anyone. I was tired of supposedly intelligent individuals
talking about strikers the way
children talk of the boogie man.
I grew tired of fellow students
acting surprised that they were
hassled by strikers as they walked
to class alone, when just the
night before they were swearing
out car windows as they drove
by, or were running with a pack
of their buddies and trying to
pick a fight when numbers and
inebriation made them 'brave'.
Let's take responsibility for our
actions, if only after the fact, eh?
I quickly grew tired of hearing
students say they"supported the
union at first." That was bullshit.
Where were they with that support? If they were silent in their

support, they weren't supportive. Silent support isn't support.
While I am pro-union, that
DOESN'T mean I was in favour
of some of the alleged tactics
used. But it is the general ignorance of many students about
unions that has largely decided
my position. My grand-father,
mother, sister and I have all
worked at jobs at one point or
another, where working conditions or treatment of employees
·was poor, someone talked union,
management dug up dirt to discredit their stand and they were
canned. Unions have not outlived their usefulness: they are
still needed.
If you don't like one striker's behaVtour, don't blame an
entire union. If you don't like
how one union operates, don't
hold it against all unions. If you
don't like it, change it: don't destroy it. If this is the one thfog
you can learn in this bastion of
education, you'll truly be more
educated than those who arc on
their third degree and have yet
to learn it.
LastJy, to the English student who didn't like the CUPE
presence at the anti-tuition hike
rally: what was Ci1i/ Disobedimce
to you? Just a bunch of meaningless ink spots on a page, or
what?

T

here is only one issue left
for the 1996/ 97 year+If you
have something you'd like to have
published drop by our office
(across from the pub) and ~e"d be
glad to get you in~

T

he Lance will return in
September with it's new
staf£ If you like what you've seen
in the Lance come by our office
and take patt in your school pa-

per.·

I

f you don't like what you've
seen, come in and make some

changes.
Cheers,

G.>
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Hutnan Rights Office
changes pass at council
By Andy Vainio

ognizes the importance of the
According to the UWSA's Hu- work done by the Human Rights
man Rights Coordinator Mike Office, the UWSA may be facing
Perry, its time for the Student decreased revenues next year as
Alliance to put its money where a result of declining enrollment.
its mouth is.
"You cannot expect us to
At last Thursday's UWSA pay someone if we don't know
Council meeting, Perry pre- whether we'll have the number of
sented three motions that would students to maintain the level of
reform the structure of the
UWSA Human
Rights Office.
These included
the abolition of
the
Human
Rights CoordinaUWSA Human Rights .
tor position, to be
Coordinator
replaced by a
part-time Human :;i;;;;:.:-aiiil.i;;;;:;;;;iiilii:i;iiiiiiiii;;;;;;;aa:;i=========
Rights Officer, a newly formu- revenue we have now," she said.
lated policy manual outlining
A heated debate on
procedures and guidelines for whether or not the Human
the operation of the Office, and Rights Officer should be paid as
the inclusion of a commitment a part-time employee then ento Anti-Discrimination in the sued.
preamble to UWSA's bylaws.
Perry said "It's time for the
Perry told council that the UWSA to fish or cut bait on huchanges represent the progress man rights issues."
I Ic also said remuneration
of the Human Rights Office
from a "desk" to a full-fledged was a "collateral issue," and that
department of CWS \ S< rving what W!l re U~ at takC; W:l~
putting in place a Human Rights
student's needs.
I le said the hiring of a Office that would be "a model
part-time I Iuman Rights Of- for student governments across
ficer would ensure continuity Canada."
The motions he put forth
and put someone in the office
on a regular basis to handle were eventually passed, but arc
complaints, policy matters, co- subject to UWSA Finance Committee funding approval.
ordination and administration.
Perry said he was pleased
Members of the UWSA
Executive raised concerns that with the outcome.
''The financial details now
the part-time position would be
just shift to the Finance Committoo costly.
·
UWSA President Fanta tee," he said.
UWSA Vice-President UniWilliams said that while she recversity Affairs and President-elect
Dave Young said that the executive was set to discuss the matter
at an UWSA Board of Directors

~7t's time for UWSA to
Jish or cut bait on humaa
rights is,ues.,,
·

-MikePeny

PRE-EXAM STRESS BuSTER - Drama students held a fundraiser last week with an opportunity for
students to relieve stress and 'beat-up' a Pepsi machine. The event was to raise money for the Drama
formal.
Photo by Janus <..n11ck.rhank

meeting, but the meeting was
cancelled. As a result, no prior
discussion took place, he said.
I le also said, "when people submit things, they have a responsibility to solicit feedback."
Perry stressed that
councilors and the UWSA executive had plenty of time to reVlew the policy and raise their
concerns with him.
"I was very disappointed
that the Executive waited until
the council meeting to voice their
financial concerns. They've
know about the proposals for literally weeks and a lot of the is-

ll:'."'l~-1""~W:--':'"':""-:::7'!"'"":u~=

Puv TIIA1 FUNKY MUSIC -The semester may be drawmg to a close,
but your student radio station CJAM 9_1.5 PM Windsor will
. continue to crank out great programming 24 hours a day all
summer Jong. A devoted volunteer, Steve CerV1, one of the hosts of
The Doomsday Machine is seen here working hard at the station
last week.
Photo by ames CrnukJhank

sues raised could have been dealt
with before the matter came to
council, but the bottom line is
the reforms all passed and I'm
looking forward t0 addressing
the Finance Committee about
the funding," he said.
Young also said "whatever
we can commit financially will be
used to assist them," adding that
he personally thinks that the I luman Rights Officer should be a
part-time position.

Perry said "the debate (at
council) got a bit intense at
times," but "no-one's commitment to human rights was being
questioned due to financial concerns. I'm very happy-we now
have a Human Rights Officer,
administering an actual policy
manual under the authority of
the UWSA By-Laws. It's good
for the UWSA, it's good for students, and its good for human
rights issues on campus."

Meal Plan refund approved
for residence students
By Michael Davis
Residence students will be given
a refund on any unused portion
of their flex account.
That decision was approved earlier in the week by the
U fo \Y/'s President. The decision
was made after countless phone
calls and numerous petitions in
the residences directed at Food
SerV1ces concerning the matter.
According to the flyer that
is now being circulated in residences, "any unspent money left
in your Residence Meal Plan will
be credited to your student account at the Umversity of Windsor by April 30, 1997 ."
This action parallelled a
decision made earlier in the
month to refund all money to
off campus meal plan holders.
David Mc.i\furray, Director
of University Services, was very
pleased in being able to offer
such a refund to students. Before
the decision was made,

McMurray told the Food Services Advisory Board, which
serves to provide an outlet for
residence concerns, that they
could be assured that "students
will be treated frurly."
I le says the time delay between the resolution of the strike
and the resolution of the meal
plan issue was unfortunate but
until very recently they did not
know what they were dealing
with.
The refund \viii be placed
into student's accounts at the
lJmversity where tt will either go
to pay existjng charges or be held
unul next year.
McMurray is of the opin ion that it would be beneficial to
''invest It in next year's educational cost." Any student not
wishing to have it put into their
University account should contact the Cashier's Office.
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Tuesday
April 15
Students Unite-For a cheap
meal at The Take Out ON
Mill(411 Mill St.) Hours are
Tues-Fri 11:30-9,Sat 5-10 and
Sun 12-5. Phone# 253-9212
Assumption University
Chapel mass at 12:05. Same
time next week. For more info
call 973-7033.ext 3399 or 3374.

Wednesday
April 16
Assumptin University Chapel
mass 12:05. Same time next
week. For more info call 9737033,ext 3399 or 3374.
Cafe Musique. FundraiSer for
the Music department at
St.Anne's 1-Jjgh School Cafeteria (12050 Arbour St.,
Tecumseh) Amuteur local acts
and all you can drink-coffee. $5
at the door, begins at 7pm.

Thursday
April 17
Assumption University
Chapel mass at 12:05. Same
rime next week. For more info
call 973-7033,ext3399 or 3374.
Villanova Festival
Theatre(LaSalle Centre for the
Performing Arts-2800 North

Townline, LaSalle). Upcoming
theatre presentation: Evangelical Baptist Church
(Amherstburg) presents "Big
Ten Revival" -In concert with
"out of Eden" and "Tammy
Trent."

Sunday
April 20
Meeting of the C.A.W.
Gay and Lesbian Caucus.
C.A.W. Regional Office
2345 Central
Ave.,Windsor at 1pm
Assumption .
University
Chapel
Sunday
Mass at
11:30am.
Located
immediately west
of the
Student
Centre and
south of the Assumption
Church. For more info call
973-7033,ext 3399 or 3374.

Tuesday
April 22
Sears Ontario Regonal
Drama Festival. Villanova
Festival Theatre will host this
year's regional competition of
Ontario's premiere Drama

competition for High School
Students. From the 22nd to the
26th.

Wednesday
April 23
Tempest Books celebrates the
2nd annaual Canada Book Day.
Young writers age 6-14 are
welcome to bring poetry, essays,
stories and songs to read
(slightly older readers
are invited to read
later at
7:30pm).
Admission is
free.Snacks and
drinks available. For
more info call
519-736-8629.

Sunday
April27
Assumption
University
Chapel mass from
the 27th-May 25th at
9:30am, refreshments follow.

Thursday
Mayl
Museum Volunteer Group
meeting at 7pm. Location:
Duff-Baby Interpretation
Centre, 221 Mill St., Sandwich.

For more info call 253-1812.
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The Children's Entertainment Company-presents The
Wizard of Oz, from the 1st3rd.

r

Thursday
May8

r
l

Sping Fever Charity Fashion
Show & Expo. Caboto Club
(Salon A, B, Main) 2175
Parent, Windsor. Doors open
at 6pm. Admission:$25 ($15
tax receipt)
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Friday
May9
11th Battle of the Hors
d'oeuvres. Beginning at
6:30pm, at Cleary International Centre, 201 Riverside
Dr.,Windsor. Tickets available
at Big Sister Office (corner of
Giles & Goycau) tickets are
S25. For more info call 2543231.

Saturday
May24
Craft/Yard & Bake Sale at
Community Centre Grounds
(formerly ''Little White
Church" at the end of
Howard) For two days, 245th
and 25th. For more info call
738-8010 or 738-2994.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

ANNOUNCES

Doctor Josefina Magno, The Christian Culture Gold Medalist
For twenty years Dr. Magno has been a leader in the hospice
movement in the United States. She persuaded the insurance
industry to include hospice care as a covered benefit and has
trained dozens of physicians in the care and comfort they can
provide to the dying.
As a deeply devoted Christian and an internationally
recognized expert in the hospice movement, extremely dedicated
to quality living and loving service, Dr. Magno admirably
satisfies the ideals of the Christian Culture Award Gold Medal
which seeks to recognize "outstanding lay-exponents of Christian
ideals." Dr. Magno is the 57th recipient of this award, and joins
her name to those such as Jacques Maritain, John Howard
Griffin, Dorothy Day, Jean Vanier, and Louise Summerhill who
have been previously recognized by Assumption University.

Assumption University Chapel
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4 Phone: (519) 973_-7033 Ext. 3398

Sunday, April 20, 1997 at 3:00 p.m.
Donations gratefully accepted. Please call to reserve as there is limited seating.
Refreshments to follow.
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By Andy Vainio

Star- raise concerns

mg hard" to come up with an al
tcrnattvc proposal.
Robertson said eliminating
the "communtty based" news
found on the zone page<; would
reduce the amount of loca'J cov

The U'7mtlror Star's cancellation
of tts zone pages is making some
people uneasy, but Jt s pu blisher
savs it's all m the 111tcrcst of tm
proving the paper.
The zone pages,
whith cover cornmu

said Star readers
would be •better
2.
served by coverage
Gatl Robertson,
of stones and issues
unit chatrp<;rson for
that "arc of an inter
Canadian Auto \Vorkest tu a broad base
ers Local 240, which
- James Bruce of our readers," and
represents just over
ffiindsorStar tha, market research
200 Star employees in
indicates readers
its editorial, circulation
Publisher want more business
and advertising depart- ;;;:;.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and international
ments, said that the move may erage the Star is able to provide. coverage.
''These arc the first layoffs
I le said "we didn't think
result in up tu 9 job losses.
The union has until April we've had in a while, but there that we were achieving that," and
15 to present an alternative pro- have been people who have left that he is concerned some readposal to management.
who haven't been replaced. ers have been "misled" by state"We feel that the That's not something that's as ments that the Star is getting out
of county and local coverage.
lf/i11dsorStarand the corporation visible," she said.
"That is not reality... our
Windsor Star Publisher
(Southam, Inc., which owns the
Stai} are making money, so if James Bruce said the move is plan is not to get out of local
they arc going to eliminate these intended to improve the quality coverage as a primary focus," he
pages, people should at least get of the paper and deliver what its said.
"We're doing what we're
work elsewhere at the paper," she readers want.
doing
because we think it's
''The bottom line is that
said.
what's
best
for the paper."
we
don't
think
they
(zone
pages)
"We as a union want to
University
of Windsor
work
and
we
want
to
take
that
make the product better and
make it more diverse," she said, space and try to produce a more communication studies professor Jim Winter said that the conadding that the union is "work- complete newspaper," he said.

n11y new'-, arc sbted to
be d1mmatcd on May

Hey friend can you spare a dinie?
llere is a list of the 48 Univcrwy of Windsor faculty that
made $100,000 or more 1n 1996.

Employee Name
Position
Income
• AWENDER, MICI lAEL
Full Prof. Dean
113,998.68
• BALANCE, WILLIAM D.
FuU Prof.
104,794.51
• BART.JOI IN T.
Full Prof.
101,200.04
• BERTMAN, STI.i.PHEN S.
Full Prof.
105,898.01

• BEWTRA,JATINDER
FuU Prof.
104,956.56

• BRIGGS,JATINDER
Full Prof.
106,091.60
• BROWN, RAYMOND E.
Full Prof.
106,091.60
• CASSANO, PAUL V.
Senior Vice President 111,822.08
• Cl IACKO, JAwIBS M.
Full Prof. Director 104,931.08
• CRAWFORD, WJ.
Full Prof. Coordinator
113,373.51
• DITSKY,JOIIN M.
FuU Prof.
100,800.59
• DRAKE, GORDON, W
FuU Prof.
112,914.88
• DRAKE,JOHN E.
FuU Prof.
110,885.11

Conhnued on page 5

Jobs!

Tuesday
May 20, 1997
8 P.M.

IRIVEH
93.9FM
Tickets $26
(incl. G.S. T.)

••...
II

••11•
••11•...

with special guest CHANTAL KREVIAZUK

CHRYSLER THEATRE

•

(CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE)
CONTACT THE CHRYSLER THEATRE

252-6597 TOLL FREE 1-800-387-0191
THE CLEAR Y INTERNA TIONAL C EN TRE 201 RI VERSIDE DRIVE WEST WINDSOR

Jobs! Jobs!

~==

1697 Wyandotte St. W. ;:::..25.;,_;6-6~7_47_c-=--,-,--I

1Hour Photo Finishing

Su:"n°i) $1tt. "6 7'~lnls ~'le~~
GRADUATION & INDIVIDUAL PORTRIAT PACKAGES
16 Wallets
4 4X5

2.5X7
1 .8X1 0

$49 • 99

lil

Scholarships

1S

Awarded for
Academic study abroad
1 year or multiple years
$ 1 1,000 U.S. dollars per year

-

• ELMARAGI IY, I !ODA A.
Full Prof. Dean
136,676.61
• ELMARAGIIY, WAGUIII
Full Prof. Head
121,961.48
• FR1\NKLIN, MERVYN
Full Prof.
143,002.38
• FRYER, BRIAN J.
Full Prof. Dean
110,314.16
• GILLEN, WILLIAM J.
Full Prof.
106,203.46

r

order to make them more pi:of
ttable. I le ,1lso said 1h1s has re
suited m a decltne 111 the quallt\
of papers he control
Bruce said that ncwspa
pcrs have a re~pons1b1ltty to their.
shareholders and "people have
to understand that newspapers
arc businesses. We do have a free
press because we have the money
to go out and cover things and
reflect the community."
Robertson satd that she
"gets discouraged" when "they
(management) talk about trying
to improve the diversity of our
coverage and expansion, but at
the same umc keep cut ung back.
You can't have it both ways."

Lena Photo Studio

1998-99
Rotary Foundation

lO

centration of corporate owner
ship of newspapers m Canada is
hav111g an impact on the diver
'>IIY uf views expressed Jn daily
papers.
"Inevitably, the number
and range o( vo1c..es being heard
1s affccted I low can decreasing
the number of owners and out
lets do anythmg other than reduce the: di\'ersity of views?" he
asked.
Southam is controlled by
Conrad Black's I lollmger, Inc.
Black owns more than half of
the daily newspapers in Canada.
Winter said that Black has
a record of reducing staff at
newspapers he has acqwrecl in

"We depend on what we
hear trom readers m convcrsa
uon and our market research,"
and "when we talk about local
news, it's a question of how far
you want to dnU down."
Bruce, who re
ure!i ncx, month,

"The bottom line is that we don?t
think they (zone pages) work and
we want to take that space and try
to produce a more complete
newspaper. 11

:d
y
:il

·d
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To apply contact:
Student Awards Office
Dillon Hall
Applications due June 1!, t997

University students
interested in working for
Food & Hospitality Services
during the 1997-98 academic year
should apply at the
Office of Human Resources,
Room 205, Chrysler Hall Tower.

Rate $8.50/hour

•

(includes 4% benefits)

Summer contact telephone number
must be supplied.

Meal Plan increases s@r:vices, not fees
By Michael Davis
l\iext year's meal plan docs somethmg it hasn't done in the last few
years; it offers increased services
without a fee increase.
Some of the services include: the creation of a new,
cheaper meal plan category for
students returning to the Quad
residences, breakfast available at
Cafc Chez Vanier, the reopening
of Antonelli's Pizza, the introduction of Tim 1-lorton's coffee
and donuts in Varner, and the
combining of flex and basic accounts.
The new meal plan account, called the Quad returner
package, is being run jointly by

Residence and Food Services. In
this package, the student is guaranteed a single residence room
in the Quad, a meal plan price
of S2200 and a change to an all
flex account. To ensure enough
rooms in the Q uad, Cody I !all
is being reopened.
The changes in the meal
plan come as the result of a task
force assembled over the summer and early fall months that
exammed all the possibilities
available to the University no
matter what the cost. They soon
narrowed their search and came
up with a list of ten recommendations which, after being
looked at by the Food Services

CENTRE
DENTAl
CllNIC

Advisory Board (FSAB), were
passed on to administration.
Last T hursday, administration
brought back their response.
Lynda Smith, the D epartment I lead of Food Services,
presented the options that they
were willing to proceed with for
next year. lo doing so she went
against the wishes of the task
force in three recommendations.
Those recommendations were
for the establishment of an all
flex account to be used in any
outlet for all residences. To accomplish this Vanier would
change its system from set mt.-als
to an a la carte system. This
would not work, according to
Smith, because of the massive
increase in food cost. I Iowever,
she said that if students were

"We Deliver Smiles"

973-1211

"intent on having a la carte...and
have the meal plan increased to
pay for the cost of a la carte they
(the Board of Governors) will
approve it, but they will not approve an increase in plans one
and two, they have to increase on
the small plans."
Due to rising costs, and the
fact that it offers the highest
priced meal plan in the province,
the University docs not want to
raise prices for new students.
T he other recommendation that was turned down by administration was the elimination
of a proposed S200 limit on
spending at the Mini Mart. Their
reason for doing so was simply
because of the high food cost.
Without the limit it would be
possible to spend all of the flex

1-on-1 LIVE Connections
Meet someone special or just
have fun on the phone with
Windsor's Premier Chat-Line!

;

AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY
EVENING & SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
GENERAL *IMPLANT . COSMmc * HOSPITAl DENTISTRY
G.G. Gravson D.D.S. C.D. Fnnk D.D.S. E. Smolen D.D.S.

tJI

S. WU D.D.S.
.
111!!!J111
WINDSOR HEALTH CENTRE...aa.,

account in the Mini Mart and
have costs go up 40 per cent over
all by year's end.
To alleviate student concerns in this matter Antonclli's
Pizzeria will re-open. Smith says
that it is possible to do next year
and not this year, because of the
new limit on the Mini Mart. T his
situation pleased FSAB enough
to allow them to accept the limit.
Sm ith was surprised when she
"ran the numbers" and found
out that it would work.
A member of the task
force that created the original
recommendations who wished
to remain anonymous said that
"it is an acceptable situation all
things being considered."

FREE LOCAL CAll

12-0008

r t ~ Phonc:Tcd Corp docs l'IOC crcca calkn 1 nd ¥1U111CS nob.abdth • hm fflCtt1nt throuf tll lh11 ,cnlCC

-Ool\ II• 912-<AJU1•1 f,.. local ull 0.-lb<localcath"I- .... - -. . .,., ......

600 Tecumseh Rd. E. Suite 140

E.JU.lOfMEIV OYY\)'\.~ .
THE CAMPUS COMPAss·

~SICLAJR
~COLLEGE

Of Nl'UU>Ml'S,.,.,~

•feiilrn

College & University Graduates

REQUIRES AN

ADVERTISING MANAGER
FOR THE 1997 EDITION
OF THE CAMPUS COMPASS
PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUME TO
THE UWSA OFFICES
- 2ND FLOOR CAW STUDENT CENTRE
•

DEADLINE: 4:00 P.M. APRIL 18, 1997

If you are interested in additional advanced study,
St. Clair College is now offering five new post-diploma
programs beginning September 2, 1997

Full-time (two semesters)
• Facility Management (T292)
• Landscape Design (T291)
• Advanced CAD Applications (T296)
Part-time
• Environmental Technology (T297)
• Geographic Information Systems (T298)
(All classes requiring computers are held
In a lab with 30 Pt 66 computers.
Maximum class size Is 30.)
To register or for admission requirements please contact
the Office of the Registrar, (519) 972-2759,
St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology,
2000 Talbot Road West,
Windsor Ontario, N9A 6S4
For further information,
please contact at (519) 972-2727:
Facility Management - Brian Hucker. Ext. 4482
Landscape Design - Don TelUer. Ext. 4457
Advanced CAD Applications - Frank Perissinotti 4322
Environmental Technology - Nino Sirianni, Ext '4257
Geographic Information Systems - George Vrantsidis, Exl 4459
web site: http;//www.stclairc.on.ca

I
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By Lance news staff
The final UWSA council meeting of the 96/97 term was held
this past Thursday in the
Chrysler Ilall Tower board
room.
The meeting which was
scheduled to begin at 5:00 p.m.
did not reach quorum until
6:00p.m. when it was finally
called to order.
Jason Hunt, UWSA Chair
had to take verbal proxies by telephone from three councillors in
order to reach quorum.
Hunt expressed his concern about having to accept
proxies by phone since it is not
standard practice and warned
council to not let it set a dangerous president.
He also said that it should
onJy be used in the case of an
emergency and is a "radical move
from current practices."
Walksafc gave their final
report to a favourable response

spare a

dime?
u11li11uedfrom page 3

• HACKAJvf, REUBEN
Full Prof.
106,659.02
• I IARBOITLE, ROBERT E.
Vice President
126,999.04
• HELBING, REINHARD K.
Full Prof.
106,316.94
• HENRIE, EDWARD E.
Associate Pro£
100,627.00
• IANNI, RONALD W.
Full Prof.
175,958.80
• INNERD, WILFRED L.
Associate Prof.
105,123.03
• INNES, FRANK C.
Full Prof.
107,464.10
• JAMES, DAVID C.
Associate Prof.
109,966.64
• JONES, WILLIAM E.
Full Prof.
122,321.12
• KALONI, PURNA
Full Prof.
108,007.98
• KENNEDY,JOHN B.
Full Prof.
110,708.00
• KIDD,JOHN V.
Physician, Head of Med.
124,999.92
• KOLINSKI, RALPH N.
Full Prof.
101,027.49
• LEWIS.JOHN
Full Prof.
101,027.49
• MARTIN, SUE G.
Full Prof.
102,192.08
• MC CONKEY, J.W.
Full Prof.
111,110.47
• MC INTYRE. PAUL
Full Prof.
106,915.02
• MILLER, WILLIAM C.
Full Prof.
100,826.47
• MORGAN, ALFIE M.
Full Prof.
100,064.01
• MORTON, LAWRENCE L.
Associate Prof.
107,223.89
• NORTH, WALTER P.
Full Prof.
104,375.61
• PILLAY, DATHATHRY T.
Full Prof.
104,431.04
• ROURKE, BYRON P.
Full Prof.
112,749.46
• SALE, PETER F.
Full Prof.
110,046.42
• SCHLESINGER, M.
Full Prof.
111,160.50
• SMEDICK, LOIS K
Full Prof.
107,744.91
• STEWART, GEORGE R.
Full Prof.
102,569.81
• SZABO, ARTI IUR G.
Full Prof.
100,287.32
• VANWIJNGAARDEN, A.
Full Prof.
106,933.02
• WARNER, ALDEN H.
Full Prof.
106,174.53

from council with thanks from
all.
The Green Arts Fest, a local community music and social
justice awareness festival held
every September at Mic Mac Park
brought a special proposal to
council.
Festival representative, Paul
Michaud proposed increased
UWSA involvement in order to
include the event in the frosh
week activity schedule. Michaud
proposed a commitment of
Sl SOO from the UWSA in return
for major sponsorship of the
event. Sponsorship would include the UWSA logo on all advertising, a discounted ticket
price for all full-time undergraduates, and booths available for all
clubs and commissioners upon
request.
The proposal received a favourable response but it was
noted that a commitment as such
could onJy be made by the incoming (97 /98) executive.
Steve Handy, Social Science
Representative put forth a motion which expressed the 96/97
councils' support for the proposal and recommended it to the
incoming UWSA.
A motion to finally destroy
the UWSA election '97 ballots
was presented by Senator Dave

Mago which subsequently carried.
Reports from Chair Jason
I Iunt, Environmental Commissioner Paul Michaud, and AntiRacism Coordinator Roger Shallow were made and accepted by
council.
Proposed changes to the
By-laws were presented by Peter Berlingieri, including proposed amendments which involved electoral reform. It was
noted that there were some electoral inadequacies within the
current By-laws. By-law 21, Section 15 and 41 in regard to scrutineers and the definition of
scrutineers were changed. The
proposed changes were passed.
Mike Perry, UWSA Human Rights coordinator presented proposed changes to the
I Iuman Rights By-laws specifically the creation of the I I uman
Rights Officer (for more details
please see page 1 of the Lance).
The final reports by the
current executive brought tears
to outgoing UWSA President
Fanta Williams, as she also expressed her thanks and sincere
appreciation for all the work and
commitmc.:nt demonstrated by
this year executive and general
council.

ATTENTION STUDENTS...
RIVER PLACE RESIDENCE
NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOMMODATIONS
COME AND CHECK US OUT!

'RESERVE YOUR ROOM
FOR SEPT '97
Excellent location on maior
bus route
Furnished, very clean,
comfortable rooms with
phone iacks
Captain's bed with storage
.- ·
drawers and fridge
FREE Cable in all rooms
Study rooms are available
•
Exercise and Games Room
Kitchen with cafeteria area
Laundry Facilities
•
~
FREE Parking

~

I

":-

Single Double
$419
$279

d9

245 Detroit St.
Call 254-4577 or leov&-effleSSClge

I

'

•
CREATE YOUR OWN JOB WITH A STUDENT VENTURE LOAN.
It's easier than you think. In fact every summer hundreds of students use Student Venture to start their own business.
Last year for instance, students created websites, operated ice cream shops and childrens
day camps and gave swimming lessons. Whatever you want to do, we can help make it happen. ONTARl~-c ] _
With a loan up to $3,000, and all the free advice you need. You may end up making as much
as you would working for others. If you're 15-29, and going back to school next year, call
toll free 1-800-387-0777. Or pick up an application at your high school, college or university.

SUMMER...10uS
Im\ Q
® ntariO
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Engineering students want
to change their image.
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'[Jl,eir future is our {,1t11re.
I XOll 2H' \ '-:() \

By Aisha Liburd

Going home this

Weekend?

~

Many happy

Returns

Windsor student fares to:
London $27
Peterborough $75
Cambridge $41
Bur1ington $43
Hamilton $43

Toronto $55
Belleville $84
Kitchener $41
Sudbury $124
Ottawa $118

Pickups On Campus For Toronto
Thursdays & Fridays: 03:45pm and 05: 15pm
Friday only: Express to Toronto at 03:40pm
at the Horseshoe in front of Vanier/Laurier Hall (Wyandotte Ave.).
Dropoft's available. Please see current schedule.

Other discounted destinations available.
Price does not include G.S.T.

44 University Avenue E., Windsor 254-7575

UWSA, CAW Student Centre, 2nd Floor, 971-3600

-~-

I'm sure everyone knows the
typical image of an engineer: a
lo:id, obnoxious, drunkard. Well,
here's some news; many of us
actually aren't like that.
To be quite frank that image describes only a very small
minority of the population.
Many of us arc mature, responsible people who arc dedicated
to our careers. We are normal
human beings like everyone else
who have a little fun every once
in a while. However, there are
still the minority of the student
population who believe that life
does not exist unless beer is involved and this minority have
been the population that everyone believes represents the rest
of us.
Engineering students have
been trying to change this image
at the University of Waterloo,
Toronto, Laurentian and
McMaster to name a f cw. A
growing number of students at
this university are now becoming vocal about changjng our

Just a note of thanks to all of Best
Bundies Volunteers, at the University
of Windsor. Honourable mentions to
Sopha Tan, Andrea Todd, Annette Grossi;
Jan;ce Pucovsky, Meagan Alkemade, A~gela
Booth, Katie McCabe, Stephen Murry,
Amanda Campbell, Keely·Meade, Kerry

Kennedy, Erin Scudds, Charmaine deBoer,
Derrick Beleutz, and Yuri Yoshida.
Thanks for all your time and effort,
Rebecca Walker.

image. \Y/e seemed to be left in the
Stone Age with regards to improving our image compared to other
universities. At the other schools,
the Engineering Societies arc toning down the beer image and arc
actually adopting an image of cultu rally and intellectually aware
members of the community. However, I fear that Windsor's engineers
are known for huge beerfests and
various other inappropriate activities like plastering ERTW (Engineers Rule The World) everywhere.
The Engjneering Society Executive over the past three or four
years has not been taking this role
seriously. Fundamentals such as an
updated Constitution, proper
budget and events reflecting the
student body have not been looked
after. It is also unacceptable that the
University of Windsor has no

power over regulating this stu.
dent organization although it
deducts a mandatory fee,
which is the highest fcc for a
student group at this school.
It is the responsibility of the
university to promote the best
image of its students to the
international community. The
professional community is
not always impressed with the
image of Engineers which
stems from the university experience.
We are too stuck in the
old "traditions" of the beer
guzzling, rowdy "boy's club".
Many engineering students
want those in charge to bring
about newer, updated traditions that promote more responsibility, equality and diversity.

SPORTS BREAK
On Saturday March
22, students hosted a
5 on 5 flig football
tournament at Assumption l-ligh School
football fields. The 8tea m event was a
group project for Dr.
R. Boucher's Strategic
Planning of Sporting
Events course. Trophy Boys, National
Sports, Pizza Hut and
Human Kinetics Publishing sponsored the
event.
(Above)

TOURNAMENT

CHAMPIONS.

Front

Row left to right: Ken
Tumak, Jan Erdis. Back
Row left to right: Dean
Altiman, Greg
Nowakowski, Tim
McCormick, Brandon

•

Owen.
(Right)

TOURNAMENT

(L to R):
Paul Chenard, Leslie
Goossens, Craig
Bunda, Keira Main, &
CoNVENORS:

J.D. Mane!.
THE FOLLOWING 1997-98 POSITIONS
WITHIN THE

UW§A
HAVE BEEN RE-OPENED

- WOM\'N'S ISSUES COORDINATOR
- HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICER (NEW)
-ANTI-RACISM COORDINATOR

stan)

SI

<l})~

N EIG I-I B0_U RHOO D_

Pub&Grill
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E.
735--1171

FOR A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF POSITIONS, PLEASE CHECK AT THE
U\VSA OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR CAW STUDENT CENTRE

Live Rock Bands
C1)\'er letter and resume can be dropped off in a sealed envelope (labeled with position
applied for on front) to the UWSA office, 2nd Floor CAW Student Centre; Attention
Selection Committee.

April 18 & 19 . .Juke Box
April 25 . . Groundlings

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION IS FRIDAY, APRIL 18,1997 AT 4:00 PM

l...:.iv~\..Vv~

Thurs. & Sun.
u~~ Soft Rock f{)()W£t

B
wtg

eJ(A
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By Jennifer Donais

chairing meeungs for the committee, setting up
he Assumption players hit the barracks (that's meeting and rehearsal times, and helping to esright - the barracks!) in 1958 as a drama club tablish policies. Mr. Pinnell also directs - he was
led by an English professor, Father Crowley. one of the forces responsible for the success of
The members contributed to every aspect of Enenry of the People. The directors are not paid and
the club from the actual acting to set and cos- they do their job on a volunteer basis. "We're all
tume design. They performed their plays in 'the in this because we love the theatre", says Mr.
Hut', army barracks that once occupied the space Pinnell of the directors who think nothing of givwhere Huron Hall sits today. At some perform- ing their time, talent and support to their students.
ances the number of actors outweighed the audi- Each season of plays is chosen early in the new
year and auditions are held shortly after. Next
ence members.
By 1968 there were programs across Canada that offered certificate or diplomas in
acting and music theatre but no
schools which offered degrees
in these areas. Recognizing a
need for the program, the University of \'v'indsor decided to
offer a degree in B.F.A (Bachelor of Fine Arts) Acting and
Music theatre. Windsor is still
the only institution in Canada
who offers these undergraduate degrees. Degrees in Scenic
and technical design, as well as
costuming were also offered
and created a need for a larger
working space. Eventually, the
need for a larger facility for
presentation came into being
and a chemistry laboratory •
complete with sink and blackboard looked like the right spot.
Remove both of these items
(possibly putting them into the
prop room) and voila! Essex
Theatre comes into being. The
B.F.A students began credit
courses in which performance
in plays was a part. Thus the
birth of the University Players.
Diana Mady-Kelly is now
the director of the school of
dramatic art and has been for
over 25 years. She has seen and
been a part of the evolution of
drama at the University. She
graduated from the University
of Windsor Drama program
and has been with us ever since. ....__....
She is able to share the rich history of the Uni- year's lineup includes The Importance of Being Earversity players with anyone who takes the time to nest, BonjoHr, la bonjour, Blind Spirit, Rumors, The
Mystery of Edwin Drood, and TheSecretGarden. One
ask.
The University Players of today still consists of these plays is a 'risk' play; it is Bonjour, la bonjour.
of B.F.A. acting and music theatre students. The This is because the play is modern and somewhat
theatre group also allows outside talent to audi- experimental. These types of plays are great to
tion. Although the main parts must go to fourth challenge the students acting in them, but they
year students who must perform 2 lead rolls in do not meet with much success at the box office.
their final year, you might still catch talent such A few years ago two risk shows played back to
as 6 year old Michael Soda who took part in the back and to say that they were not well received
is an understatement. The plays were Top Girls
'97 production of Enemy of the People.
The chairman of the University Players com- and Bent f.vhich contained male frontal nudity).
mittee this year is Mr. Bill Pinnell. His job includes Mady-Kelly remembers this play being picketed
coordinating the next season of plays as well as by a neo-nazi group. Most of these plays are tra-

i

ditional and cater to a large group of elderly ladies and gentlemen who have been so kind as to
lend their support in way of subscription tickets
and excited attendance year after year.
As publicity coordinator and box office manager, Katherine Brancaccio knows the effect on
ticket sales when the play is not a familiar one to
those recurring audience members. Yet the students in B.F.A. Acting and Music theatre deserve
to be challenged. The company works on tight
financing from the University. The only way they
repay the loan is from ticket sales.
Brancaccio sites that the percentage of students who are audience
members is usually below 20%. If
more students were to frequent the
shows, then more student centered
productions could be staged. This
would offer the committee a
chance to pick innovative scripts
that would challenge all invoked.
If you're looking for something
different to do, why not see a play
and support the culture that is so
close to home? You'll be out there
supporting fellow students such
as Julie Martel.
Martel played 'Bunny Byron'
in Babes in Arms. The role wasn't
the leading woman but she managed to steal the show. It is awesome to see the talent our school
helps to mold and produce. At
about age 4 Martell was taking
dance lessons. She saw herself as
"Selfish (in the way of) wanting to
be in the spotlight". "I love sitting
in the audience but being on stage
is my passion". Martell began her
music theatre degree here at the U
of Win 1993. This year she is one
of the proud graduating students.
Martel will be returning to Halifax
in May to workshop an original
music production. Afterwards she
is hoping to work at a summer festival. Then she will be heading to
T.O. to audition for any show that
meets her fancy. Will she work on
stage, film or television? " Right
now my passion is definitely the
theatre. If I could have a job I'd
like it to be on stage," she says.
As for the future of the University Players,
they are still eagerly awaiting the construction of
the performing and visual arts centre which Bill
Pinnell deems as "our key to success". The building has been promised for a while but no ground
has been broken. Diana Mady-Kelly visions the
University Players mounting plays that are more
relevant to the students, university and Windsor
community, so take innitiative and get involved!
Pinnell also sees the University Players becoming
even more dynamic than ever before. And that's
DYNAMITE!
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Shaken & Stirred

Chatty Collection
By Lance Arts Staff
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Hunter showing off a bit of the Chatty CoUcction.
Photo by Kni11 Kaw11r111eh/ rotlrlr blame Chatu•ood
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us why he is one of the best
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who says he IS willing to do
anything inonicr to g-ethis son
back. Simply P91. I believed
him.

With Its cocktail lounge feel, the
Shaken & Stirred Design Emporium and Fashion Show will
showcase the latest looks for
spring '97.
The event will take place
April 19 at h1~tonc Mackenzie
Hall on Sandwich Street and will
feature the area's leading, on the
edge fashion anc.l design. This
show will aJso mark MA.C. Cosmetics' premiere at a Windsor
sho\\: M.A.C. chose Shaken and
Surred as their first show in this
area because of 11s unique appeal
and format.
The ltead-to-toe approach
of Shaken & Stirred, from makc.:up to shoes, will allow guests to
see how an entire ensemble
comes together.
Participating to the show
will be: Chatty Collection;
M.A.C. cosmeucs; Inesia Hair
Salon; Beadntks; and Wmdsor
Shoebox.
Shaken & St1rred 1s the
bramcluld of Elaine Chatvmo<l,
founder of the Chatty Collcc
uon, whose fashions proVIde the
focus for the show. The Chatty
Colkc11on is Windsor's first and
only, fully-mdcpcndcnt modern
fashion house. 1:.lainc designs
and manufactures the entire line

in Windsor.
The Chatty ideal is simple
- fashion should liberate, not
confine. The designs arc adapt
able, fitung a wuman's individual
style, business or pleasure w11h
classic appeal.
Chatty has made great
strides in reaching new markets.
Boutiques in the Toronto and
Burlington areas arc currently
carrying their Spnng '97 line. In
keeping with Elainc's desire to
provide an entertaining evening,
the show will alw include numerous creative and onc-of-akind designs.
Shaken & Stirred \\;II offer something for everyone. Loca I photographer Kevin
Kavanaugh will display a series
of fashion sull featuring Chatty,
enmlcd "Judy." A set 1n the show
has also been dedicated specifically to hair and make-up.
The Design Lmporium as
an 101eracuvc forum, and a
chance for guests 10 sec demonstrations of products and a sc
lccuon of the designs used m the
sho\\:
"The show will cap11va1e.
Tht· Design Emporium will illuminate," says hlamc Chatwood.
''I like comb1rung. I have a
love photography, and other arts,

so I like hav10g other things
come together to complement
each other," said Chatwoocl.
Over the past three years,
Chatwood has organ_12cd almost
a dozen shows featuring her
fashions. The pos111ve response
from auchcnccs along with the
interest from local media, pnnt
and 1clcVIs1on, has led to the current expansion in the scope of
her events to include other aspects of fashion.
"l wanted to bring something unique to Windsor," says
Chat wood.
''Shaken & Surrcd WIii let
people ;see what'.s out there. I
think they will be surprised these
fashions arc available in Windsor."
"It's [Shaken & Stirred]
more of a European style fashion show. r won't have a commentator so people can do their
thmkmg for themselves," she
said.
Shaken & Surred bnngs
together the most innovadve,
fa hion and de 1gn m the Wmd~or area. Tt 1s the perfect opportunity for 1he public and media
to sample the avant garde spnng
styles m a relaxed and fncndly
atmosphere.

Jol).n Taylor
Rebirth of a musician
By Jill Grant
With a new solo album and a
whole new career, you would
hardly recognize former
DURAN DURAN bassist.John
Taylor.
Taylor has emerged as a
new man from some painful experiences and drastic changes.
He left DURAN DURAN to
concentrate on his solo career
and his own record label and studio, BS. Being in DURAN
DURAN for nearly twentv years
and working on their upcoming
aJbum for three years had been
enough for Taylor.
"\Y/e were just moving into
our third year on the project ~md
they wanted to do some more
work. I was tired of going back
to the drawing board," said
Taylor.
But more than being tired,
he was just ready for a new job.
" I'm very deeply into my
own life, my own music, the label and the studio here. I'm having such a good time with that,"
he said.
1lis debut solo release, entitled Feelings Are Good And
Other Lies, is a raw and musically simple record, but the lyrics vent a great deal of personal

FoR.MllR DuRAN DuRAN bassist - John 'l:lylor and a devoted fan.
l'holo by ill (,ran/

pam. Tarlor says that it was L-asy
let it go because the stimulus
for the matenal was such a universal theme.
"So many people arc going through divorce. So many
people are trying to deal with
addictions. If anybody else can
get anything out of this, then it's
a good thing."
Previously, the CD was
only available through the
internet, but a distribution deal
with DeRock Records has just
put it in the stores.
Taylor seems to have far
more to offer than he was ever
able to. He is like a child with so
many t0ys he doesn't know what
to play with first. Now that he's
no longer held back, he's ready
to

to \l:ork and make things hap pen.
" [ just like the idea of generating music and albums and
just get moving.''
At the ~ame time, he's
ready to enjoy himself and let
things happen without rushing.
."I'm just turning up at the
studio with my guitar, doing my
best and seeing where it takes
me," he said.
In the process of re-inventing his career, he's working
on a second aJbum, signing some
new bands to BS, and hopes to
do some producing as well. It
will be interesting to sec how this
new freedom influences his next
album.
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/er f\.rg/Jts 11rean1, ends the album
on a sombre note with it's haunting lyrics and melody. The song
is about drugs and their effects
on the human mind as well as
the spint.

HANJJSU.lvlh

Handsome
Epic

=--~=

Handsome includes Jeremy
Chatclin (ex-ICEBURN, INSIG IIT) on vocals, guitar dut 1cs
-Craig I~ Allen
arc shared by Peter Mcngcde (ex1IELMET) and Tom Capone
(ex-QUICKSAND) with Pet~~__....,,..
} lines
(ex-CROS,
MURPHY'S LA~
n drums
and Eddie Napp· n bass. This
band may seem ·ea New York
supcrgroup co i ~
from the last tw gf. errt~.
e
~. of
Hard-Core. But, .~ d<>f uiking what they did eSf 'in their
former bands and t · to repeat it, the members ofl I
SOME remembered what they
did wrong in their prior bands
in order to make a noteworthy
album.
MATTHEW SWEET
I fANDSOME is starting a Blue Sky on Mars
whole new New York sound zoo
more mature and educated I liked every song on t his CD.
mixing one-part punk with three The singing is good, the music
parts rock. Adding heavy metal is good, a nd the songs have a
producer
T erry
D ate good beat. Just about everyone
(SOUN D GAR D EN, would enjoy this CD, although
PANTERA) gives the band a Co111e lo California soun ds like a
more polished sound.
mixture of THE BEACH BOYS
Songs like Needles, Going To and ZZ TOP, which is good if
Panic and Lead Bellied exhibit you still like songs from the
HANDSOME's ability to "rock eighties.
out" with chugging bassline and
-Joe Del Medico,
heavy drumming.
St. Muhael's School co-op student

Mcrs

-Dann Sylvester
RHEOSTATICS
The Blue Hysteria
Cargo
The seventh album for the
RHEOSTATICS features many
soon-to-be hits like Al/The Same

Eyes, Somethmg The Committee
Thought You Should lv1ow and To
Catch A Thiefas well as FeedYourse!fand An Offer. T he first track
of The Blue Hysteria, Al/The
Same Eyes, starts like many of the
past RHEOSTATICS discs with
light guitar sounds or sound effects then goes into the first
song. The last song, A Mid Win-

cHALE'S NAVY SAILS INTO
THEATRES APRIL 18!

~·

'~/

'' fJJOU/iCIJ/j!ov~ ·

Includes:

NO\'y_ also
1

Wind1or 1 Large1f Bike $lore II
Complete accessories,
Cycle Clothing

33.6 Kbps
fax.data
modem
plus SpeakerPhone
w/ VoiceMail

Bikes and
Bike Service

Many reviewers are comparing
this band to U2. Why? Under
what drug's influence were they
listening to this album? In
LIVE's songs listeners enjoy the
collision of urban and rural
angst ridden lyrics. Lakini's Juice
is an incredible single, representative of the whole album's
worth. I'naks, a liung worth m ore
listens than others, wouJd make
a good follow up single.

-David Knight

Tool
AEnima
Zoo/ Volcano
This is a most interesting compilation. Just looking at the psycho eyeball animated cover sets
this disc apart from the rest. To
play it correctly you must turn
up the bass on your stereo: treble is a f01gottcn <.:unu:pt. They
balance heavy, dark guitars with
the lead singers anguished voice.
Continued on pagt 11
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Pentium®processor -120 MHz

Microsoft Plus & Windows 95 preloaded with manuals and C.OA

Only$40
per month*

· ~·1~~

..=,

··' "'·.

Ott-v 2 localw-n.Y
1535 Ottawa S t .
3353 W a lker R oad
(519) 258-1884 (bikes)
(519) 969- 1993

-Steve English

MCA

I

(acl"oss fl"om Fl"eeds)

Camping - Hiking - Swim Wear
In-lines (wheels/bearings)
Outdoor Footwear & Sportswear

}p·

~~J!\iHf;tt • '

1535 Ottawa St.

'f

If this double-CD (produced by
techno messiah Jack Dangers)
were an actual sandwich, it
would taste something like peanut butter and bologna or
lmon and egg salad; individually .
but best if consumed
separate!.
The fi
disc, a samplerough a lmost
under the sun
c®t~$ enou good tracks t~
wat:{~tfa
the wee hours
of a'fious · rty when people
just about anything.
ot to say it isn't any good,
ut it's not the sort of disc you
pop in as a background for
studying. And at a running time
of over an hour, it is not the easiest album to sit through songby-song. Still, it is techno and it's
pretty danceable, so what more
do you want?
The second disc, however,
is the exact opposite. Dangers
displays his mastery of the genre
by designing a rich and elaborate
soundscapc that is easy to get
lost in. The ten movements
blends together seamlessly, creating an ambient environment
that is best experienced in a dark
room; just sit back, relax and let
the sound wash over you. Better
bring your galoshes.

·This is NOT
A MISPRINT!

OPENS 2nd STORE

pf t-\s

LIVE
Se cret Samadhi

Meat Beat Manifesto
Subl.iJninal Sandwich
Nothing/ lnterscope

j

TWO YEAR Also Available!
dealer about upgrading to
WARRANTY theAskIPCyour5120-2Lo-A
or the IPC
5120-2LO-AC both featuring the
Intel Pentium processor O120 MHz

-
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E vcryt hi ng on this album comes
together great. Look foiward to
the next single because .5tinkji,I
isn't the only great song you
should hear.
-Jamee Ca111pbe/l

- 2- -

(I) Little Caesars-

• (l)IJttle Caesars"
I

1

LOOK WH0 S
DELIVERING
DINNER!

BLIND MELON
Nico
EMI

i~!ffl"!ir,s-~~\ffl!'~EJETH

I

___,a-~.

I

David Knight

RASCALZ
Cash Crop
BMG
Coming out of the Northwest
(British Colombia), RASCALZ

1

LARGE
PIZZA

with cheese and 1 topping

- Joe Del Medico,
St. Michael} School co-op student

-

with cheese and 1 topping

r (l)tJtde~
- - -

Change of Heart
EMI
I enjoyed Halifax Facial. The
songs had a good beat. The music was good because it didn't
drown out the singer. The singer
has a good voice, yet sometimes
you can't understand him. This
is an enjoyable CD for wankers,
freaks, headbangers and some
regular people.

BUSHX
Razorblade Suitcase
MCA
You've heard the singles Greet!J
F/y and Swallowed already. They
represent the album fairly well.
The album cuts Pmonal HolloUl'!J
and Insect Kin show that the
band's albums don't rely on a
couple of good songs and a lot
of filler.
- Thomas Vale

MEDIUM
PIZZAS

•• w-: .............,
\Wid ... '-ilod .... ..
pootk'pit19 ......

Closest Location to the University
1930 Tecumseh Road West @Bridge

256•3161

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 63RD CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Mother's Day Concert and Brunch
Mary Roy, Cecelia Mac-Smith and Catherine McKeever

Mary Roy, soprano, Cecelia Mac-Smith, mezzosoprano and Catherine Mc Keever contralto ...
Three Sisters sing a program for and about
women. This is a lighthearted program and has
been successful in past performances in the
Detroit and Windsor area. The brunch will be
served at 12:00 noon. Reserve early, as this
promises to be a complete sell out. The
performance will follow at 1:30 p.m.
Catherine McKeever
...

Assumption University Chapel
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033 Ext. 3398

Sunday, May 11, 1997 at 12;00 noon
Performance including Brunch: $20.00 per person - Seniors & Students $15.00.
Brunch only: $15.00 per person.
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Men's rugby ends season on top
By Trevor Drake

Round 3 goes to Canada
By Brian Anderson
Canada gained the upper hand
again in International Hockey as
the CIAU All-Stars defeated the
NCAA All-Stars 5-4 in overtime.
Canada lost the first series
(the World Cup) and won the
second (World Junior Championships) and the Inaugural
World University Championship
was hailed as the rubber match.
25 of Canada's University
hockey players were named to
the team,including Windsor
Lancer Dan Ceman, who was
named as the starting rightwinger.
They faced 20 of the
United States' top Americanborn seniors. The reason that the
game could not be composed of
the best of the NCAA versus the
best of the CIAU is that many
of the top NCAA players are
from Canada playing on scholarships, therefore not comprising a typical USA-Canada showdown.
This game, however, was
far from typical. The USA
jumped to an early 2-0 lead.

Canada answered with a pretty
passing play that led to their first
goal. The Canadian team scored
the next two goals to capture
their first lead of the contest but
the USA tied it with a shot from
the point that beat goalie Matt
Mullin of the CIAU Champion
Guelph Gryphons. 18 seconds
into the third period saw the
USA take a 4-3 lead on a weak
wrist shot that should have been
stopped by Mullin.
The game went back and
forth for the remainder of the
game, and it looked as if the
USA would hold off the Canadian team who had seen two
goals called back by referee Steve
Piotrowski. The Canadians
pulled Mullin in favour of a sixth
attacker late in the third and a
couple of scrambles ensued. It
seemed with ten seconds remaining that Canada's hopes were
gone. Finally with nine-tenths of
a second left, Guelph's J.P Davis
put a wrist shot past goalie Tim
Thomas to tie the score.
The Canadian team had
overcome two called-back goals

and some shoddy goaltending by
Mullin to spark the overwhelmingly Canadian crowd situated at
Joe Louis Arena into an overtime-looming frenzy. Before the
fans could sit back down, Acadia
Axemen forward Greg Clancy
took a pass from teamroate Chris
Skoryna and buried a snap-shot
in the top shelf to defeat the
USA 5-4.
The game itself was not a
classic. A more physical atmosphere could have been expected
due to all of the hype that
centered around the "rubber
match", but the entling of the
game will be remembered for a
long time, as it is not too often
that a game of this magnitude is
tied with under a second to play.
As for the notion of Us
beating Them I feel that this
whole idea can be argued by the
likes of Don Cherry, and whomever. The one thing the average
fan gets from this is great hockey,
which is what it's all about- However it did feel good to wave our
flag on the tunnel bus home.

The next four months ...
By Peter Somers
Since this is the last issue of the
Lance, I thought it might be appropriate to deliver a few predictions for the next for months.
The WWF seems to be
gaining momentum now, and the
future can only get brighter.
With the growing popularity of
Ken Shamrock, the increasingly
interesting Hart Foundation, and
the imminent return of Loose
Cannon Brian Pillman, look for
WWF to finally return to the top
of the crucial Monday night
wrestling wars. Look for Steve
Austin to pick up the.: I kavy-

weight Title sometime soon, and
the Headbangers should hold
the tag straps by the end of the
summer.
In WCW, the breakup of
their bread and butter, the NWO,
will lead to a drop m viewers.
The only thing interesting right
now is the alleged relationship
between Rey Misterie Jr., and
Friends star Jennifer Anistoo.
But seriously, the WCW is desperately in need of fresh booking, something that Kevin
Sullivan and Eric Bischoff arc
lacking. Sting will become the
I Icavyweight champ again, but

don't look for a Hulk Hogan
pinfall. Harlem Heat and the
Stciners will trade the tag team
belts.
Random notes, ECW will
continue to grow in recognition.
I Iopefully, there will be future
involovement with the WWF.
Jerry Lawler's USWA will continue to provide a place for some
younger stars to train. Brian
Cristopher and PG-13 should
finally hit the majors by August.
Look for more mixed tag
matches during the summer as
Chyna and Marlena prepare to
get it on. Sec ya'in September!

The University of Windsor
Men's Rugby Team competed in
the Collegiate State Tournament
in Belle Ilse on the April 5-6
weekend. Windsor went three
for four, eventually losing in the
finals in overume to Bowling
Green State.
Windsor's first game was
against the University of Michigan. The Wolverines caught
Windsor napping and quickly
ran the score up 10-0. Windsor
showed some determination and
quickly faught their way back
into the game. Trys were scored
by David Jamieson, Paul
Hounsell, and Denis Tomas.
The final score was Windsor 18
Michigan 12.
Windsor's second game
was against the Ferris State Bull dogs. Windsor dominated this
match from the beginning. The
final score ended up 23-0 for the
Lancers. Scoring for Windsor
were David Jamieson, Trevor
Drake and Adam Jones.
With the two wins, Windsor was ranked number one and
entered the play-offs on Sunday.
In the semi-final game against
Bowling Green 2nd XV, Windsor easily handled tl1e boys from
Ohio with a final score of 22-0.
Windsor's trys were scored by
Pat Daniels, Steve Lewis, Adam
Jones, and Trevor Drake.

Windsor then advanced lo
the finals vs. Bowling Green 1st
XV. Windsor and Bowling
Green were evenly matched, and
the result was a sec-saw battle.
BGSU scored first, but Windsor
quickly replied with a try from
Ian Neblett. The score remained
5-5 at the half. The second half
began with BGSU going up by
five. Replying for Windsor was
Jones to tic the game at 10. With
the game tied at the end of regulation 6me, both teams entered
overtime expcc6ng to win.
Windsor got on the board
first with a pena1ty kick from
Denis Tomas. With the overtime
ticking away, BGSU benefited
from a qucstionabk call by the
referce and scored a try lo end
Windsor's chances. Regardless
of the final, Windsor did well to
finjsh second in the 12 team
tournament. Coach Kyle
McMillan commented, "We did
an excellent job representing the
school! This is a learning experience for next year." TrainerJorin
Welsh, busy massaging tired
limbs remarked that rookies
Steve Lewis and Ian Neblett
looked promising.
This tournament is the last
schedule<l game for Windsor this
spring. Windsor returns to playing in the MRU as reigning
champions in the fall.

Lancer linemen
are CFL bound
By Brian Anderson

World League of American
The Canadian Football League Football Champion was anheld its annual draft on Monday, nounced. The deal also allows
with two Lancers being chosen. the NFL to hold one game in ToOffensive tackle Dan Comiskey ronto or Vancouver.
was selected 42nd over-all
by the Saskatchewan
Roughriders and will return to
where he played his high
school football until grade
11. His neighbor on the
Lancers offensive line, Chris
Church, was offered a contract by the defending Grey
Cup champion Toronto
Argonauts. Church was
overlooked in last year's
draft, and his stand-out play
this season led to his selection this year.
The CFL itself entered the news this week by
signing a three year deal with
the National Football
League. The NFL agreed to
help the struggling CFL
with guidance from a marketing standpoint and offered them an advance of
three million dollars US. The
deal also includes stipulations to allow CFL players
to jom NFL teams following the completion of the
CFL season, and a seasonend game between the Grey
Dan Comiskey
Cup Champion and the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Lexa Page
By Mark Olejnickzak
To some he may be just a highschool basketball coach, but to
many others Detroit's own Lexa
Page III is much more than a
gym rat.
For the kids in his southwest Detroit ncighborhood, who
look up to him he is a father figure. The forty-one year old Page
takes them to basket ball camps,
gives advice to them when they
need it, and shares new experiences with them.
Page understands many of
today's kids because he, like
some kids today, grew up without his father.
"A lot of kids don't have
fathers. I can relate to them since
my father died when I was only·
eleven years old. I was raised by
my older brother and my
mother," Page explained.
When he was coaching at
Detroit Chadsey as an assistant
on the girl's basketball team Page
noticed the problem that a majority of kids don't come from
homes with both parents at
home.
"In our junior varsity and
varsity basketball teams we only
had one family," Page said.
Before taking over as the
head coach for the city high
school girl's basketball team,
Page had been the top assistant
coach at Chadsey high school for
11 years. During the 1991-93
seasons the Chadsey teams were
conference champions and completed the season undefeated in
their conference. Page never

the Lance
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not your ordinary coach

Page is able to relate to
played basketball professionally
but had NBA tryouts in 1982 these kids, because he was in a
with both the San Antonio Spurs similar situation coming out of
and the Detroit Pistons.
high-school.
"I wasn't a big star but that
~nother way the outgoing
Page reaches out to kids across didn't hold me back from being
Michigan is through his Player able to get a good education and
have a chance to play at the colScouting Information Service.
Page began his informa- lege level," says Page
Being named head coach
tion service in 1992 and is happy
at Detroit City I Iigh School was
to announce that it's entering it's
a big challenge for Page. The stufourth year.
During this time Page has dents arc mainly made up of kids
assisted 38 kids in signing with who have attended one school
Division 1, Division 2, and Di- or another and need the: indivision 3 schools.
vidual attention
l lis service
they receive at
isn't specifically
City I Iigh.
basketball, he is
When Page
most proud of
started putting
his effort in
his w1m 1ogether
helping one kid
he only had
gain a baseball
seven girls but
scholarship and
was able to bring
another a golf
in three more
scholarship.
girls to fill his
"When I
team.
say I want to find
This sea
a school best
son Page and his
suited for a kid,
Lexa Page
coaching staff
I'm referring to ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ hope they have
the best situation for the kid to
graduatc," Page points out.
The license to participate
runs Page $75 and has to be rencwcd every five years.
"I really don't deal with the
superstars, people already know
who these kids are. I assist the
kids who have both a good grade
point average and a good game.
Thcsc arc the kids that really
need a school to notice them."
Page said.

Rail

age

worked out the kinks at the junior varsity level. Next season City
high will bs_ included at the varsity level.
Winning and losing is not
really important right now for
Page, just to have the girls learn
is top priority.
"At City high we try our
best to give the kids an opportunity to succeed, they aren't just
a number to us," Page said.

wants

In sports at any level the
men's athletics seem to grab the
spotlight over ladies athletics but
Page is happy coaching the girls.
lie believes very strongly
that girls arc much better students of the games than boys.
The boys rely on athletic ability,
the girls rely on what you tell
them.
"For example, if you tell a
girl to go to the free throw line
and set a pick she's going to go
to the free throw line and follow
the instructions. The boys will go
to the corner of the floor, than
over to half court, and then to

the free throw line to set the
pick." Page explained.
In the future Page hopes
to achieve his goal of becoming
an NBA scout. For the time being he is happy with where he is
at and feels he is truly blessed as
a proud father and grandfather.
This spring he will be getting
married to his longtime girlfriend
Theresa Wheeler.
For additional information
about Page's Players write to:
Lcxa Page
12844 Corbin
Detroit, Michigan, 48217
or call (313) 383-4550

Deadline for submissions is Friday, April 18, 1997.

You!

It's called
Building Superior Product Brand Equity
OR
One Hell of a Great Deal

THE OFFER:

75% Off

School-to-home
Available for exam period only!
register exclusively at www.viarail.ca
enroll NOW! - More to follow ...
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Editorial Policies
Volume 69 l~~ue 26

The Skipper ................ .James 'I .imp\"' Cruickshank
The Professor.................................\tichad Pereir:i
Ginger .................................... I .indscy \X'oodgatc
Gilligan ....... ,......................................... \nd,· Vainio
The Great Watubi ............................. O:l\·id Knight
Hurricane (saved 1hem) ... 1\ngda Papalambropoulos
Eva Grubb (Ginger\ look al1ke) .•.....Trccia McLennan
The Cannibal... ................................ Oa\'c Buko\'cc
Mr. Howell ........................................... Rob Gignac
Mrs. Howell........................................ Barb Barone
Mary-Anne ................................ P. l leather Botsford
'Wrongway' Feldman ....................... Craig Ball-will
Contributors: 1-900-Gilligan, a 7-11 mealplan, Craig P.
Allen, Brian Anderson,Janice Campbell, Michael D avis,
Joe Del Medico, Jennifer Donais, Trevor Drake, ducks
etierywbere, Steve English.Jill Grant, Michael Hayes, imiricoating, Aisha Liburd, Mark Olejnickzak. Dan Sylvester,
Spellcheckmg, Peter Somc~s, T heillonc, Andrew Toms,
Thomas Vale, Sheila Windle, Sammy M. Younan.

l"he I .a11re is published by the Student i\1cdu Corpora
uon and pnnts I0,000 copies every Tucad 1y or the fall
and 1w1nter :-cmc,ters. Its offices arc located m the base
mcnt uf the C \\Y./ Student Centre.
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Goodbye, farewell and amen
By James Cruickshank
Well I guess it has come down
to this final column.
It is kind of like a right of
passage for the editor-in-chief
of the Lance to write a final column commenting on the experiences I've encountered over the
ycar(s). To take a Uttle literary
liberty it has been at points the
best of times and the worst of
times.
I have been lucky enough
to be associated with the T.ance
for two years. \'qhcn I walked
into the office in July of 1995 I
didn't know what to expect. As
r leave two years later, I am vcrv
thank fol an~I a lot wiser from th~
people I've been associated with
over my tenure.
Being in the student media you learn (lUltc a lot while
vou're on the job. You an.· in cs
scnce being thrown to the
wolves, you'll find out the wolves
bite, but ~,th some perseverance
th<: wound!- arc only superficial.
The biggest thing I have learned
1s that you ha\·e to handle bemg
niti<:1zcd. The cn11c1sm may not

be warranted, but you must learn
to accept it and live with it.
To all the people that have
complained to me over the year
I thank you. That may seem odd
to you, but at least I know you
were reading the paper which is
a compliment in its own right.
To all the students, staff and
community members who
picked up the paper every week
I also thank you. Kothing beats
walking into the student centre
and seeing someone sitting down
reading the 1.ance. That .always
seemed to pick me up, when the
pressures of the job seemed to
be almost insurmountable.
As eduor-in ·chief I have
had the pleasure of meeting
many people, and making friendships vmh some of them along
the way. Those people I have
done stones on or talked to ovt:r
the phone have hclpt:d in some
way make the Lance a better paper and I thank them.
To the volunteers who
spent countless hours doing d1f
fcrcnt tasks for the paper, I give
you my heart felt thanks and my

respect. You showed up week
after week devoting time, and
without you the job of putting
out the paper would have been
even tougher to do.
I have been asked by some
people what I would miss the
most about the job. I didn't have
to think about it very long before I would say the staff.
The staff of the Lance has
been my backbone. They have
defended the paper, and have
also been supportive when
tough decisions had to be made.
They were team players whose
major concern was to make sure
the paper was something we all
could be proud of. J spent so
much time wtt h them over the
yrnr that they seemed to be almost my family, but as they say
all good things must come to an
end.
I can't think or one thing
I will miss the most about the
staff. I Wlll miss the bond we've
shared by putting out the paper,
and th<: funnv moments we've
h:1d. At the tune I may have
looked strc.,scd, but now all

that's left are the good memoncs.
I thank Barb, Rob, Llndsey,
Andy, D ave Garcia, Dave
Knight, Tracy, Trecia, Angela,
Dave Bukovcc, Allison,Jennifcr,
I leather, Craig and Mike for
making this year so special. I will
miss you all very much, and God
bless.
I have one more thank you
to give out and that's to my three
older sisters Lori, Janelle and
Allison for understanding that
the job was the reason I didn't
stay in touch as much as I should
have this year. The support
you've shown me will never be
forgotten.
Production of the paper
each week is a chore in itself. The
I ..anre 1s usually put together Sat
urday and Sunday at points ftntshmg early Monday morning. I
have had many .stressful weekend~ wondering if the paper
would come out, and whether
come Monday I'd be jumping
off the \mbass:idor Bridge, but
m the end II always got out.

I have had my production
manager Mike Percira's phone
number ingrained into my brain
during the course of the year.
You know you're calling too
much when you can tell even the
slightest diffcrence in the answering machine at Mike's house,
and arc able to critique which
one is better. Mike always said
not to worry, but that was my job
to worry and try as hard as I
could to get an ulcer which
thankfully I failed to do.
It is time for me to move
on to hopefully bigger and better things in the future I will always remember the L:incc as the
place I got my first start and the
people I've worked with who
made this time in my life so spe
cial. As I c!o!-c the door on tlus
part of my life I can only hop<.:
the next pa1 t of my life 1s as en
joyablc.
GOOD BYl~.

!Ill"'
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The rites of summer
By Sammy Younan
Well the hlst issue of the Lana
has come. And at long last, so
has summer.
Summer is my favourite
time of year because of the unparalleled amount of possibilities. Plus the sun is out, which
makes everyone happy. It is just
a great time to be alive!
Now I could, perhaps extend professional thanks to the
l.Ance staff, for giving me an
arena to perform in. I'm afraid
of getting mushy and rather than
have that occur, I'll merely tip my
hat and let them infer the rest.
And to the reader, strange as it
may be that the Lance is read, I
tip my hat also. Instead of mush

sentimental thanks I wish to
dwell on some possibilities for
this summer.
1. First of all summer is not
complete without Coke. Coke
has the red cap contest in the
summer, but even sweeter then
that is the Cokel This summer I
will try to test just how addicted
I am to Coke!
2. Movies! Truly summer is incomplete without an air conditioned theatre packed with people and expectations. This summer is becoming typical as it is
armed with many sequels in an
attempt to please. Good or bad
movies, regardless, the experience is summer!
3. Chillin.' I can not think of a

finer word in the Webttcn Die
rionary then chillin.' Chillin' 1s
act of spreading one's self, like
peanut butter, on a picnic table, covered under the blan- •
ket on Sunlight. A
Coke close
by and an
attempt to
catch the
fleeting
thoughts
and moments, the
happenings' and
unhappenings' of one's life.
Chillin' results in understanding, which results in action.

tune so
sweet
y O U
have to
brush
your
teeth
before
you listen to it ( may I
suggest a little lierp
Alpert?). Pick a destination

that doesn't exist and drive at a
slow leisurely pace.
5. Lastly, curb side moments!
These are moments when you
aod a friend or two sit down on
of curb watching cars
"et you can
hear, the. gr
- -~ "f
IQIUJ
you re qwetcr then t a: •
hear, really hear what your fnen
wants. Think of it as a group
chill.
Ah yes, summer! Times of
romance, of chillin,' and of fun!
Truly is there any other
special, more loved time? And
now that the beats that accompany school arc over, it is time
to RE-lax! Ahhhhhhh!

Boyko deserves mote credit from U of W
Dear Editor,
Does anyone know who
Brandon Boyko is?
I am beginning to wonder
if he is some imaginary figure I
have conjured up in my head for
the past 15 years. For those
sports illiterate people out there,
he wears #11 on the Lancer
hockey team. From the beginning of our friendship as little
seven year old rats skating
around the arena in the winter
and scoring goal after goal on the
soccer field in the summer, I
have seen "Boyks" NOT get
considered for a number of
awards. And this years athletic
banquet was no exception as his
accomplishments went unnoticed again.
In 26 games this season, he
maintained a Doug Gilmourlike pace, tallying up 30 goals and
35 assists. Amazingly, he
EARNED each and every point.
There ,vas no telling the
referee he figured in on a play
when he didn't. His hard work
and perseverance distinguished
him from others as a true leader.
Ile is a class act that would come
to the defence of a peer in a
heartbeat.

He further exemplified
leadership by not allowing a
competition to get the best of
him, continuing to earn each goal
and assist, and not taking credit
for a point he didn't deserve in
the stretch run.
At the athletic banquet, I
expected to hear his name mentioned a few more times, but I
suppose recogajtion of his feats
was not on the athletic department's agenda. On top of his unbelievable 65 point performance,
Boyko truly was FIRST in
0.U.A.A. scoring. and second in
Cl.AU. scoring. By now, the athletic department must be getting
tired of seeing dismal performances in athletes year after year,
with the exception of Dennis
Fairall's squad of course. Athletes of Boyko's caliber do not
come to the University of Windsor often.
If the school wants to attract athletes similar to him, or
even keep the few athletes like
him here for five years, the who's
who (who is that anyway?) will
have to start showing some recognition for the little guy- no pun
intended. Let's face reality, this
school docs not face up to the

New law is about the
protection of rights
Dear Editor,
I appreciate the author's support,
but I fear he may have missed
the point. The passing of this bill
1s not for freedom of expres. ton.
It is not about whether or not
women want to walk around
only in a pair of shorts.
What it is is a protection
of rights. Until that bill was
passed a woman, unlike a man,
could be arrested, charged and
have a brand spanking new
record because she was \\.-alking
around topless she would be
considered a criminal.
It doesn't matter if you
think it's a little cnme, it would
still have been a crime. Some
places might be as strict for men
as for women; "no shirt, no

shoes no service" 1s unbiased,
but in a park a woman could be
a criminal.
Most people don't know
that when Gwen Jacobs was being arrested/charged, two men
walked by topless. The cops
didn't bat an eyelash.
So you see, though some
of us may choose not to remove
our tops, at least we can be sure
we won't be charged if we do.

Sincerely,
Jessica Reid
Third Year
Civil E ngineering

Western's or Laurier's athletically.
And until somebody at the top
changes, Windsor never will.
Spend some money on new facilities and recognition awards
and make this school favourable
to future athletes.
"Boyks" did not receive
the Lancer M.V.P. award, but he
deserved it. He was snubbed by
the OU.A.A. as his performance
warranted an O.U.A.A. All-Star
selection. He was disregarded by
the C.I.A.U. by not being a member of Team Canada University
Cup team. Did anybody ca1J to
find out why? After 30 goals and
65 points, you'd think authoritative figures here would put up a
bitch as to why he isn't on the
ice right now. That would be the
case at another university, guaranteed. Tell me he's too smaU
and I'll tell that your knowledge
of sports is at best minimal. Yes,
he received a Lancer Award, but
that does not make up for the
individual accomplishments that
have fallen on blind eyes. Without Boyko, at best we only win
ten games this year.
A friend of mine once told
me that I have a tremendous loyaJty to my close friends. This let-

ter is not about loyalty, it's about
respect and admiration. Boyko
and Ceman were a 1-2 punch; it
would be difficult for one to
achieve what they did individually, without the help of the
other. Boyko was dismissed by
the OUAA., the CIAU and finally the last line of defence, the
University of Windsor. People at
the athletic (political) end can say
they feel sorry Boyko all they
want. But if you really felt sorry
for him, why didn't you get off
your ass and show appreciation
for his athleticism.
His character personifies
what every parent, coach,
teammate and friend look for in
others. And if he chooses not to
come back to the U of W sports
scene next year, who could
blame him? It would only be justice for htm to turn his back on
those who didn't give him the
time of day. But he probably
won't because he doesn't take
this lack uf recognition personally, he just takes JI m stride, expecting u to occur I suppose.
I Ic'U be here because he
loves the game of hockey, not
because he enjoys putting on that
jersey each weekend and taking

a beating from the opponents
top offensive line. And when
next years athletes are assembled
at their awards banquet, and
Brandon receives his overdue
Olympic Shield (if he's noticed,
of course), I encourage him to
turn his back on those applauding him, drop his pants, and request those who thought he was
too small or not good enough
to royally .KJSS HIS ASS. That
would be perfect recognition of
the school for all this institution
has done for him.
"Boyks," my advice is to
keep plugging away, one day your
ship will come in. I can only
dream that I'll be a worker on
that ship privileged enough to
have a man with the poise and
charisma you have board it.

Sincerely,
Ryan Coristine
Lancer
Hockey Player
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Bizarre Lance
sex cult
By Glance Gossip Staff
The hot tub incident is just the tip
of the iceberg, according to some
Lance staffers who say they have
the inside dirt on what is being
called the biggest scandal to rock
the paper in years.
One Lance staff member,
who spoke to Gossip staff on condition of anonymity, recounted in
lurid detail an incident involving
a well-lubricated hedgehog and
some highly intoxicated staff
members.
"They had the hedgehog doing things that I thought were illegal. And the worst part of it is,
the hedgehog seemed to be enjoying it," he said.
The hedgehog is rumorcd to
belong to outgoing Lance boss
James Cruickshank. The "hog," as
it is affectionately known by staffers close to the animal, was unavailable for comment.
Cruickshank says that the
"hog" would never do such a
thing.
"It's a very moral animal, an
upstanding beast," he said.
"I can't imagine he would
willingly participate in such obscene shenanigans."
Rumours of sexual impropriety have dogged Lance staff and
UWSA executives for months, but
it is only now that people are coming forward with allegations.
"Now I know why there's a
red light in the dark room," said
another unnamed staff member.
Two staff members, who also
requested anonymity but have
been dubbed "the rumour mon• gers" by other staff members, ,~~
spoke with Gossip staff on the
i
matter.
...-

"I've been processing petty
cash receipts for 'toys' all year.
The people who bring them to me
won't tell me what they're really
for," said one.
He also said that he was
asked by a supcrit>r'Who he would
not name to include a line item in
the Lance budget for "ballet expenses."
"He mumbled something
about 'not being a regular,' and
told me that I had to create the
line item or risk losing my job,"
said the "monger."
,
The other "monger" said he
was traumatized after an incident
involving food items.
"I was typing up a news story
when another staff member
bopped me on the head, tied me
up and covered me in Super
Nacho toppings," he said.
The perpetrator then proceeded to "chow down," he
claims.
"I'll leave the rest to your imagination," he said, adding that
"needless to say, I don't find being covered in Food Services fare
a terribly erotic experience."
He admits that he didn't
mind the attention as much as the
food choice involved.
"I'm a vegetarian, and I
don't appreciate having my
belly smeared with ound

beef. It's patently offensive," he
said.
"I could dig the green onions,
though."
The mongers both say there
is definitely what they sec as a "sex
culf" operating witnin t c Lance.
They say that they are victims of
"maniacal sexpots" who now control the majority of the staff. They
both admit to participating in the

hedgehog incident, but claim extreme intoxication as a defensc.
"But the hot tub incident was
just the last straw," said the first
monger.
·~t least we caughtJhat Qne
on film," said the other.
For photo(graphic) details,
sec related photo.

Lance staf ilitrate
hedlines tel sortid tail
By Glance new staf
The unversity uf windsor studnet
newspaper has one an award frm
the Ontario Community Newspaper Association (OCNA) for
beeng the most iliterate stuff in
there membership.
Fanta Williams acepted the
aword on the Lance's staf behalf
at the ceremoney in Tronto.
"I tanked everyone for this
aword. Tis truly an honour for the
Lance to win this."
Williams sai that even
thought the aword may knot b
that prestigionomous it is stil a
awurd.
"This
is
a
supercalafragalisticxpalidoscious
event. I celebate and apphaud the
current Lance staff for this
award."
UWSA Vice Presidnet of external Affonts Darren Vanecko
was unavailed for comet due to a
current video game binge at the
pub. Tis rumurcd that Vanecko
has blown $300,000 on similar
activies.
UWSA Vice President of
Universty Affonts Div Yong was
also unavailed b/c he was fishing
up the Student Rites Handbook.

Lance Iditor-in-Chef James
Crickshunk said the awaard isn't
all that bad to win.
"I'm tinking that this could
be good for my resume. I'll
pobably jus put that under my regime we won an OCNA award,
but I'll leave out what it was actually for."
Crickshunk saiedd that he
heerd from the judges tat the
Lance was by far the most ititerate
stuff.
"The judges said the derision
was ananimous. I have heard they
never agree on anythng, but I guss
we showded them somethng that
other papers didn't."
Arts Editor Dive Night, who
is also an English mayor, said that
he is being tidiculcd by his pears.
"When I showed class they
gave me a standing ovulation," he
said.
Night sayd this sepmester has
already bean a grough one with
him tying to lick his addiction to
super machos.
Lance Auditor-in-Chef Elect
Windsev T.ooJgate said "I've had
cnul ! rm on stikc."

U of W administration to join CUPE
In a surprise move the University
"The administration first
of Windsor administration has thought about joining the CAW,
decided to join CUPE Local 1001 but after they saw the resolve of
union.
the CUPE union they decided
According to a source in that was their only choice."
Windsor Hall Tower, the
The source believes that the
administration decided _ - .·,., .. ..--- 4 long strike may have ~ccn
to join the union to ,.(~'t' .. ,,,. ~ more of a test to see 1f the
make sure they would ('. ..... , ;: ·
· "" union showed the rehave some better job
solve the administration
security.
-~ ·
~ looked for.
"With many of. ..
.
"It's sort of ironic,"
them in the $100,000 • ··
· said the source. "After
club they're afraid ~ : . six weeks of fighting
they will be laid off as
with the union n?w
a cost cutting meas/
' yj they're (the admmure," said the source. · "''
. istration) are unThe
source· ·
.- ion brothers."
noted many in the ." • ·
~
The adminisadministration arc -~ '.: ,,
- tration will now be
afraid that now with '(p-·
working un- der the same colstudents knowing how m u c h lcctive bargaining agreement they
they are paid they will want "some just signed with the union reheads to roll." The source said the cently.
administration picked CUPE beA CUPE Local 1001 member
cause of how the union stayed said they arc upset over the adunited during the strike.
ministration has joined the union.

t·' ·'_
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"If they wanted to be in the
union they should have been on
strike with us. I don't like them
deciding to join our union now
after the strike is over."
According to the member, it
will be tough to look the new
members in the eye at their first
union meeting together. The union member is concerned if one
of the administrators are laid-off
they will be able to use bumping
rights.
"I don't want to sec an administrator to use bumping rights
to get into food services, and have
someone else lose their job who's
been in the union for a longer
time."
According to a union official,
the odd combination was first
thought of as a joke.
"As soon as we reached an
agreement one of the administrators came up to me and told me
they were interested in joining the
union. I thought they were kid-

ding at first, but then I realized
they were serious."
The union official said everyone at the CUPE office were in
shock, but they decided not to
hold any grudges and let the administration in.
"Even though we arc upset
with them we will indeed let them
into the union."
Some students are not totally
surprised by the move.
"I thought they (the administration) might join a union since
the agreed to terms with CUPE.
Since now their jobs arc more insecure than anyone else's on campus," said an English student.
A political science student is
upset the administration is joining the union since the strike went
on so long.
"If the administration is going to join the CUPE union then
they should have settled a lot
sooner then they did."

This reporter was approached by Butt-head's morn.
"Don't believe what Beavis
says about me. Those boys just
like to talk," she said.

"If I want a box set, I'll empty
the kitty litter box and throw some
CDs in it," said Butt-Head.
"Not the one I used last
time? I like to take dumps in kitty
litter boxes and wait for them to
bury it up for me," said Beavis.
Neither Beavis nor ButtHead's morn cared to reply to
these developments. This reporter however did get their numbers and wilJ probably be following through any day now.

Beavis and Butt-Head
uncover corporate
CD conspiracy!
Special to the Glance
By Skeevo Phlatus
The music world has recently
been sent trembling to the foundations by accusations brought
forth by young metal-dudes
Beavis and Butt-Head.
The two poorly drawn cartoon characters arc adamant that
they have discovered a plot by
major record labels in collusion
with compact disc manufacturers
to make "wearing-out CDs."
"They wear out," explained
Beavis.
"Like records used to," clarified Butt-Head.
Their Astounding Claim!
The boys claim that as profits from CDs dwindle the market
forces are intent on making
money from sales. CDs don't wear
out with continuous play over
time as have cassettes and vinyl
recordings. Once an album is released in CD format that is the
only money the execs in power wilJ
see.
A number of bands have released albums in what appears to
be innovative packaging utilizing

a card-board sJceve format similar to the archaic vinyl gate-fold
sleeve format. It is claimed that
repeatedly sliding the discs in and
out of the sleeve over time will
scratch the surface.
"Yeah! Yeah! Jn and out! In
and out!"
Scratching The Surface!
It seems that over time, other
contributing factors aid in the
damage of discs. Things such as
lint, cat whiskers, and eye-lashes,
should they fall into the sleeve will
rub against the surface of the disc
causing abrasions.
"Yeah! Yeah! Rub against!
Rub against!"
This reporter approached
one record exec about these accusations.
"No comment," said the
exec.
This reporter approached
another record exec about these
accusations.
"No comment," said another
exec.
This reporter approached
Beavis' morn.
"Don't believe what ButtHead says about me," she said.

The Boys Blast
Box-sets Too!
Beavis and Butt-Head don't think
too much of box sets either.
"Box sets are a bunch of
crap," said Beavis.

rwoman. injured in freak yoga accident
By R. P. Coltrane
A female University of Windsor
student was injured yesterday in
a freak yoga accident.
The woman was in a yoga
class at the St. Denis Centre when
she became in a position. The instructor was forced to call in
"higher authorities" (campus police, not god or Cheech and
Chong) to handle the predicament.
"She looked like a pretzel "
said the instructor. "I thought
she'd never unravel."
The instructor, who wished
to remain anonymous, said the
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student was graduating with a
management studies degree
which would actually help her
chance of employment.
"With her being all tied up
she could become a human knot
in a travcling carnival."
According to the report from
Campus Police, the woman's face
unusually pliable considering the
circumstances. The report stated
that when she was finally untangled she snapped back like an
elastic.
The woman is resting comfortably on the couch outside the
Lance office.
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Ct1rling team to take over as
the high profile sport at U of W
By Kookie Crukswank

Dr!ffRESSF.D - The truth comes out, former Arts Editor David Knight took a
fatal swan dive after rumours of Food Services cancelling the famed 'Super

NachQ.'

, Former Arts Editor
dies in swan dive
By Don Key
The former Arts Editor of a
prominent local publication was
found dead yesterday morning.
Names arc being with-held to protect everyone from poor taste in
reporting.
The only name to come out
of the incident thus far is that of
rising starlet Sandra Bullock.
Many anonymous sources claim
that the individual was deathly fixated on the actress. Books full of
truly bad poetry written in adoration of her were found all over his
room. The pages were tear
stained, or so sources speculate.

More speculation has it that what
sent him over the ledge were rumours that she was developing a
relationship with Mathew
whatsisname from her film A
Time To Kill.
Friends and acquaintances
had been mildly concerned with
his intent on moving into a third
story apartment a short walk from
his last residence. No one witnessed his swan dive, so no one
knows if he sang a swan song. At
the time of impact a minor seismic disturbance was detected at
9:30 a.m. by the University of
Windsor Geology department.
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The University of Windsor football team is being replaced by a
men's and women's curling team.
According to a sports official,
the football team will be phased
out by the year 2000 and be replaced at that point by a men's and
women's curling team.
"We believe curling will be
the sport of the future in the
CIAU and this move allows us to
get a jump start on school's that
already may not have one."
The sport of curling, which is
very popular in other parts of
Canada, is relatively unknown is
this area . The curling team will
be given the football teams budget
and each member of the team will
be required to put in at least 10
hours a week in the weight room.
"Our curling team will be in
the best shape possible," said the
official.
The curling team has already
hired Bo Duke as their conditioning coach.
"When this team will be
sweeping late in the game they
won't get tired from being out of
shape. That's how you can lose if
a rock isn't swept well enough in
the late stages of the game."
Duke said the team will have
to learn to be committed ro training if they decide to try out for the
curling team.
The sport official believes the
curling team will be only successful if they hire the right coach.
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"Right now we are contacting potential coaches right now to
see who may be available."
In a confidential letter obtained by the paper the curling
coach will be paid in the range of
about $200,000 a year for five
years.
The official would not confirm the amount of the contract,
but said it was in the "ballpark."
"If we pay our coaches well
enough we will get somebody who
could possibly lead us to a championship."
The university if also contemplating knocking down part of the
CAW Student Centre to build a
curling rink for the team to practice.
"We would like to build the
curling rink to give our team a
state of the art facility to train in."
The official said they hope
the teams will represent Ontario
in the Scott Tournament Hearts
and the Labatt Brier.
"If we can get our teams to
the Canadian championships we
will get a Jot of exposure. '
The official believes this will
also allow for more money to be
donated by university boosters.
"If we can be successful m
curling team it would be great for
donations from the university
community."
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer. Heart Disease .
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

